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A GENERAL COLLECTION

Of .

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.

'fr

THE VOYAGE OF DON MANOEL GONZALES (LATE MERCHANT) OF THE
X:iTY OF LISBON IN PORTUGAL, TO GREAT BRITAIN: CONTAINING AN
HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, TOPOGRAPHICAL, POLITICAL, AND EC-

CLESIASTICAL ACCOUNT OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND ; WITH A CU-
RIOUS COLLECTION OF THINGS PARTICULARLY RARE, BOTH IN NA-
TURE AND 'ANTIQUITY,

TRANSLATED FROM THE PORTUGUESE MANUSCRIPT.

*
. n .,>*' CntOMTHBRARLEIANCOIXBOTION.VOUtr.eJ

CHAPTER I....CONTAli^ING THE REASONS OF THE AUTHOR'S VOYAGE TO ENGLAND, &c. >

In my infancy^ my parents, being on both sides descended from new Christians, to

appear more devout and attached to the established church, and so the better to screen

themselves from the eye of the Pmtuguese inqubition, put me on the habit of a Jesuit,

and determined to breed me a scholar at leasty. if not a father of that society. In con-

sequence of this resolution, I, as soon as age would permit, was sent to their public

school of St. Ontoaon, or St. Anthonv the Great, at Lisbon, where not only languages,

but all the liberal sciences are taught ; and in a few years was to determine, whether '^

I would enter into the society, or succeed to my father's buaness of a merchant, who
then was declining, both with age and bfirmities <^ body. . My tutor laid close siege

to my affections, well knowing that, as then I was the only surviving child of my
parents, all their substance (and they were accounted rich) would centre with me in

their socie^ for ever, could I be persuaded to become a Jesuit : to whom I had almost
yielded; till mv mother interposing, with solid reasons convinced me, that for the

present it would be better, boui for her and myself, to enteir into partneiiship with my
father, aUedging that I was not yet so capable to judge how ap ecclesiastical life, un>
der vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, might consist with my growing inclina-

'

tionsandpropenuty ofnature; that as the b^qI( paternal estate would be seized on for

their own use, up(m my fother's death, she must be ruined, or become obsequious
VOL. II.
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2 TIIK VOYARB OF r.OKZALES

to the society for a mean subsistence, or perchance be obliged to end her days in a
monastic confinement : and uguin, thut stiould I happen to give them any provocation,
or Ijreak their orders or rules, I might be unjesuitcd, expelled their society, and ex-
eluded both from my inheritance, and uU means of living. And then, she added, that
if in after-life my inclinations continued, when youth was conquered, and the world
could yield me no pleasure, I might then do us I pleased ; and it would yet be time
enough to retire.

Thus advised, I no longer appeared at St. Anthony's, nor in my student's dress
; yet

my bookish inclination continued : but the course of my studies was changed, for in-

stead of Aristotle's Philosophy, School Divinity, and Casuistry, I now relished nothing
but Voyages, Travels, and Geography ; and such other books as would lead me into

njust notion of the world, and assist me in that state of life I then liad just entered
into.

As for languages, I had been very happy in taking them at school ; so that I was at

no loss in reading authors of diverse nations, except the English ; f t though the

English factory at Lisbon is both the richest and the largest, and there \a also an Eng.
lish college, ' n English nunnery, and two Irish colleges, and a nunneiy of that nation

also, who speak the English tongue ; and 1 may add, though our greatest dealings in

the mercantile way are with the subjects of Great Britain, none of the natives endeavour
to teach or learn their language. Therefore my next step towards obtaining true ideas

of a nation I, in all probability, was to deal with during my life, was to search not

only for Portuguese and Spanish, but for French and Italian authors ; yet I could

find none in any of these languages, that are any other than mere superficial accounts,

and, in my opinion, no way capable to convey just ideas of so deserving a people, nor

sufficient to instruct a foreigner how to manage an advantageous commerce witn them.

For so long as we are kept ignorant of any cuuiitry, and traffic with iu natives only by
factors of their own nation, settled among us, we must take r)nly wliat they please to

import, and at their own times and price, to our own great loss : whereas a merchant,

that is thoroughly acquainted with the product, manufacture, and genius of the nations

he traffics with, has the advantage to supply himself with the best commodities, in the

best seasons, and at the cheapest rates. Consequently,

I, resolving to merchandise with Great Britain, resolved also first to Icam the

language, and then to make a voyage to the island itself. I soon made myself master

of as much of the English tongue, as to enable me to attempt my intended voyage,

without the incumbrance and the accidents that often befall gentlemen, who arc

obliged to trust all to an interpreter. Having gained my parents' consent, I embarked

with their blessing, on board the packet, on the 23d of April, being St George's day,

commonly called the patron of England ; and, after a pleasant voyage of seven days,

we arrived safe at Falmouth, the 30th of April 1730, N. S.

CHAPTER II....A CHOROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF ENGLAND.*

BEING thus accomparijiefl and instructed, it was to be my peculiar care to improve

my journey to the uses I fi^st intended, at my departure from Lisbon ; and, in particu-

lar, to render it, for the future, subservient to my mercantile way of life : Therefore

I began to take minutes of the soil, produce, and manufactures of every county through

* In the original this is the ninth chapter, seven chapters being 6Ued with a hasty and imperfect his-

tory ofEngland, which can nowise interest the reader.
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which wc passed ; and made my particular observations on the genius of the people

,

their diflfcrent methods of dcalinjr ; and disliiigiiifthcd the several cities, towni, and

villages, which arc most remarkable for trade and navigation ; of nil which, take tlu

following true, though rude and unpolished) account. 1 begin with Cornwall, the coun-

ty in which I laiKlcd.

Cornwall is the most western county of England, and is so washed by the sea on the

north, south, and west, and the river Tamer on the east, that it is a perfect |)eninsula

shuiH-'d like a horn. I presently fuund the people of this county valued iiiemsclves upon
some pretensions above the other part of the nation, which I was informed was their abili-

ty in wrestling, and strength of body ; their having most of the old British blood in their

families ; una their |ieculiar honour of giving title of Duke without creation to the eldest

son of the king of Great Britain.

This is not the most fruitful part of Kngland, the soil being for the most part moun-
tainous, thin, and rocky underneath : yet the vallies arc fat with corn and good pasture ;

the hills arc rich in tin and copper mines ; and they every where abound m wild fowls,

especially the dainty woodcock. Nor must I forget their produce of eringo, samphire,

fine slate, and marble. But their chief metiU and manufacture is tin. VVhen the ore

is brought above ground in the stone, it is broke with hammers, and then carried to the

stamping mills, which make it ready for other mills, whereby it is ground to powder.

After it is washed and cleared from' earth, &,c. it is melted at the blowing-houses into

pigs of three or four hundred weight, marked with the owner's name, and the value

IS set upon it at the coining«house, where it is assayed, to know what it is worth. The
times for coining or making it are midsummer and Michaslmas ; and for such as have
not their tin then ready, there is a post-coinage at Lady-day and Christmas. The stamp

the seal of the Duchy of Cornwall. The tinners are regulated by Stannary laws,IS

so called from stannum, the Latin word for tin ; and the trials of their causes are

by juries, returned by the mayors of the stannary towns ; for which purpose, courts are

held by the Lord Warden of the stannaries, who has also a deputy. When all the

legal duties are satisfied, the tinner may sell his tin where he will : only, if the King,
or the Duke of Cornwall, have a mind to be purchasers, they have a right of pre-

emption.

The coinage towns arc Leskard, Lestwithiel, Truro, Helston and Pensance ; and the

tinners are reckoned at least 100,000. i

The mundic, in whicii the tin lies as in its bed, yields such a quantity of bpis calami-
naris, for making brass, that instead of importing copper and brass, which yearly here-

tofore did amount to 100,000/. they now export as much, if not more.
In this county also is carreid on a great trade for pilchards, which are caught between

July and November, of which the merchants export vast quantities to foreign markets,

and for which they fit them by fuming, pressing, and pickling : These are salted, but not
gutted, the entrails being reckoned the best part ; and, after having been piled in heaps in

a cellar for ten days, and pressed, to drain off* the superfluous moisture of the blood and
salt, they are barrelled up wiUi pickle, for France; but without it, for Spain, Italy, and
other hotter countries.

We pass through this county into Devonshire, travelling eastward; which being not
so much incompassed with the sea, is of a more pure air : and both the roads
are better, and the. soil more fruitful ; though Devonshire has many both hills and
woods, ;.!.rV

Its commodities are con., cattle, wool, &c. and its manufactures, Kerses, serges, drug,
gets, perpetuanas, long-ells, shalloons, narrow cloths, Stc. as also bonelace,

» 2
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That part called the South-hams is ramoiis for its noble rough cyder : In other parts

of it mines of tiu have been turmerly discovered in suclt ubundance, that in king
J()hn*s time the coinage of Dcvonsliirc was set to farm for lOU/. a year, when Com*
wall paid but 66/. IBs. i(i. and it has four stannary towns, with as many stannary

courts, and towns of coinage; which arc Plympton, Tavistock, Anhburton, and Chug-
ford ; but there is very little tin dug in this county now.

Veins of loitdstone are found here, which, I was told, t? learned mtturalist says gene-

rally run east and west, contrary to the received opinion, that the loadstone giwc a nor-

thcrly direction ; because its natural position in the mine is supiKiscd to \x north and
south. Hcrc are quarries of good stone for building, and also of slate for covering

houses ; and of the latter great quantities are exported.

Proceeding still eastward, wc entered the pleusiint and fruitful county of Dorset, or
Dorsetshire, which not only produceth great plenty of com, pasture, cattle, wild fuwl

and fish, but hemp and flax ; and great quantities of cloth are made here, both woollen
aiKl linen. Nor can any shire match its plenty of excellent stone in the quarries at

Purtland and Purbeck (m the hist of which marble has been dug up sometimes
, ) and

from Blacknore Forest may be brought sufficient timber to serve the whole county

:

And what a conveniency this is to the inhabitants, appears, from the elegance of the

buildings, not only of the gentlemen's seats, but in their towns. Many kinds of earth,

that are useful, art dispersed up and down the county : particularly, the best tobacco
pipe-clay, wliich, av i was told, would sell at London for 30i. a ton.

From hence we travelled into Somersetshire, so called from its being the warmest
county in the whole island of Britain. It is a very rich, plentiful, populous and pea-
sant county, famous among the graziers for its large sheep and oxen; and among mer-

chant adventurers, for its commodious havens. But the roads in winter are very foul

and bad for travellers.

It abounds with grain of all kinds, of which it supplies home and foreign markets with

vast quantities. Its hills afford mines of coal, lead, and copper. Wood thrives here,

as well as in any shire in tlie kingdom ; and teazles (a sort of tliistles used by the cloth,

dressers) grow scarce any where else. Ocre is dug up, on and about Mendip hills

;

and of lapis calaminaris (without which, and copper, there is no making of brass) more
is dug up here than in all the kingdom besides. As this county is rich in pasture, no
won(kr it yields such great quantities ofcheese, of which the best and biggest in Eng-
land are made at Che(kler, and reckoned as good as Parmesan ; and it is worthy both

the observation and imitation ofsuch as desire to excel in this branch of trade, that the

whole milk of the parish is, by the agreementofthe parishioners, preserved for the mak-
ing of it. Its oxen are as large as those of Lancashuc and Lincolnshire ; and the grain

of the flesh is said to he finer. Its vales feed and fatten a prodigious number of sheep,

and of tl largest size. Its mastiffdogs are the boldest of all others of the kind at bait*

ing the bull, a sport in which the ruder sort of people among them, and some of the

low-bred gentry, take perhaps too much delight, as well here, as in other parts of this

nation. '. r '-^J.:

All sorts of cloth is manufactured here : as broad and narrow kerseys, druggets,

fcrgcs, duroys and shalloons, together with stockings and buttons , udin the south-

cast parts of the shire are made great quantides of linen. The tr, Uir of the woollen

manufacture alone here, in the first hands, has been rated at a n^lliotta vear; and if a

calculation was made of its other manu&ctures, and its produce by mines, tillage,

feeding, grazing, dairies, &c. it would undoubtedly exceed any cc i;jty of the kingdom
in riches, both natural and'ucquired, Yorkshire not excepted ; due allowance being made
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fhr the difference in extent. As to foreign trade, «iirely no shire but Middlciicx will com.
pore with one that h;iH the city of Ht'iHtol to bouat of; i.ot to mention the coaittiiig trade

in the little ports of Urids^'ater and Minhead.

We then entered Wiltshire, th»' .mrthcrn part of which is full ofplciuiant risings,

and watered with clear ittreums. It was once overspread with woods, which arc now
in ttminncr quite destroyed. The soil of this part of the country being clay, is consc.

quently troubltson\e sonu times to travellers; but here is tt great variety ofdeligluful

prospects, to make them amends. And my tutor told me, that u good author of their

own made this icmark of Wiltshire :
" That un ox, left to himself, would, of all England,

choose to live in the north of this county, u sheep in the south part of it, and n

man in the middle between both; as partakiiifr " the pleasure of the plain, and
the plenty of the deep country." The soil of the vale is very fruitful, and af.

fords great quantity ut as good cheese as any in Kngland ; and though that of the

hills is in some places chalky, uikI barren enough, vet its cheapness makes it bene>

ficial to the neighbouring farmers. I have been told on the spot, that on the downs
betwixt Sandy -lane and Marlborough, and between the Devizes and Salisbury, hun-
drtds of acres have been rented at a groat an acre |ier annum. But the numerous
floeks of sheep fed there turn much more to the profit of the proprietors. The abun-

dance of wool which these sheep produce, invited the inhabitants to fall ver}' much into

the clothing trade ; and the best broad cloths, both white and dyed, in England, arc made
in the west and north parts of this county, and indeed, in the south and cast parts too, but

not in such quantities.

Fuel is not very plenty in this county, which has no coal pits, nor indeed much
wood : 'Tis productive, however, of all sorts of grain, especially wheat.

From Wiltshire we dcjwrted for Hampshire or Hantshire, by some called the county

of Southampton. This is the county where I saw, what my tutor had before told me,
the tract of land, called New Forest, which was enlar^d by William the Conqueror at

the destruction of several towns and villages, and thirty-six parishes, being computed
ady miles in compass ; and became remarkable for the death of two of 'his sons and a
grandson, who lost their lives strangely in this forest.

The air of this counry is most pure and piercing, especially the downs, of which
there is a ridge that runs almost athwart it, and affords plenty of game. The soil is

various as to its fertility, the hilly parts being barren, like other downs, and fit only for

^'^sh^ep ; but the lower grounds are fruitful in corn and hcronge. It produces great quan-

ti{ieR of all manner of grain, particularly wheat and barley, with which i,. supplies the

flourishing markets of Famnam, Basingstoke, and Reading;. and their teams of

horses, many of which are fit for the best coach in the kingdom, shew the wealth of the

farmer. The arable ground, though vety stony, is fruitful ; for the stones lie loose

upon the soil : and those who are well skilled in agriculture affirm, that they keep it

warm, and that therefore the taking them away would do more hurt than good. This
county is particularly famous for its honey, with which they make most excellent mead
and methegtin. Ham|)shire bacon is allowed by all to be the best in Englaiid, the

swine being supplied with acorns in plenty, from the New Forest, and other woods, in

which they are suffered to run at large : And the delicacy of their flesh is attributed to

their not being pent up in styes. Kersey and cloth are made here ; and though not in

so great plenty as in Wiltshire, Somersetshire, and Gloucestershire, yet there is enough
made, not only for home consumption, but for a foreign trade. Its sea-coasts fi:i lish

oysters, lobsters, and other salt water fish. And indeed, both for profit and pleasure,

there is not a more invidng county in Great Britain.

I
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Adjoining to Hampshire is the inland county of Berks ; whose air is generally healthy

and sweet ; the soil fertile enough, where 'tis cultivated ; and the whole country, which
is one of the most pleasant in England, is well stored wii*^^h cattle and timber, particularly

ojk and beech, in the western parts, and in Windsor Forest ; which also abounds with

wild fowl, and other game ; as its river,Thames and Kennet, the one on the north

,

the other on the south side of it, do with fish, especially fine large trout and cray-fish.

It has been observed, that land is dearer here, than in other parts the same distance

from London. The chief manufactures of this county are woollen cloth, sail cloth, and
malt ; there being great crops of barley in the west part of the county, particularly the

vale of White-horse, so named from the bare side of a chalky hill representing that ani-

mal, which the inhabitants once a year, about mid-summer, take some pains in trimming,

to keep it to its shape and colour, and then conclude the day with mirth. 'Tis supposed
by some, that the ground there was formed into this figure by the Saxons, who had the

White-horse for their arms.

Having regaled ourselves four days with the fowl and the delicious fish ofBerkshire, we
passed into Surrey, which I could not find to be remarkable for any particular trade or

manufiicture, excepting the corn market at Croyden, and the several branches of trade

carried on, in the borough of Southwark : but as that borough is contiguous to Lon-
don, I shall remark their trade together. In general, I observe this to be a healthy,

pleasant county ; and therefore it boasts of several royal palaces, and many seats of
the nobility and gentry. But the air, as well as the soil, of the middle and extreme
parts is vastly different, the air being mild in the latter, which is very fruitful in corn
and hay, with a fine mixture of woods and fields, especially on the south about Holms-
dale, and on the north towards the I'hames ; but the air is bleak in the heart of the

county, which, except a delightful spot indeed here and there, is all open sandy ground,

and barren heath : for which reason, the county is not unaptly compared to a coarse

cloth with a fine list or hem. In some places there are long ridges of hills or downs,
with warrens for rabbits and hares, and parks for deer ; and its rivers, the chief of which,

besides the Thames, are the Mole, the Wey, and the Wandle, abound with fish. And
the chiefcommodities of this county, besides its corn, are box-wood, walnuts, and fuller's

earth, which last is sold at a groat a bushel at the pits near Ryegate, and is sent up to

London for the use of the woollen manufactures all over England.

N. B....Thb earth is prohibited exportation by the same laws, and under the same
penalties, as wool itself.

Our tour through Surrey was pretty agreeable in regard to the many line seats which
we met with, but I was more pleased to turn off into Sussex, a maritime county upon
the English channel ; whose downs near the coast are charming, and its vallies, or the

Wild of Sussex, as it is commonly called, very plentiful, especially in oats. The downs
are very high green hills, well known to travellers, especially such as deal in wool or

shtep ; there being great numbers bred here, whose wool, which is very fine, is too

often exported clandestinely to France by farmers and jobbers, who are called owlers.

Many parts of the downs being a fat chalky soil, are, on thar account, very fruitful,

both in corn and grass. The middle part of the county is delightfully chequered with

meadows, pastures, groves, and corn-fields, that produce wheat an ' Parley. The north

quarter is shaded with woods, from which they make abundance of charcoal ; and they

supply timber for the navy docks, and fuel for the iron works, there being not only

plenty of ore on the east side towards Kent, but many great forges, furnaces, and
watermills, for both cast and wrought iron, which, though it is said to be more brittle

than the Spanish, yet cannon are ca$t with it ; and the best gunpowder in the world is
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made in this county. A great deal of its meadow ground is turned into ponds anci

Cools, to drive hammer.mills by the flashes. Here we were regaled with the delicious

ird, called the wheat-ear, for which this county is particularly famous. 'Tis no big-

ger than a lark, and is taken by di^ng a hole in the ground, into wnich they put a

snare of horsehair, and then cover the hole, very near, with the turf, turning the grassy

side downwards ; this bird being so very timorous, that the shadow even of a cloud

frightens them into these little cavities. They are so fat, that, when caught, they

cannot be carried many miles without being tainted : and even in plucking them they

must be handled.as little as possible : and they are fattest when the wheat is ready to be
cut down.

I was told, that in winter the roads were so deep in some parts, that they were obliged

to draw their coaches with oxen.

We at last arrived in Kent, which is the most eastern county on the English channel,

and of which I had retained great notions, from the account my tutor had given of its

having been an entire kingdom of itself in the time of the heptarchy; and how the Ken-
tish men obliged William the Conqueror to confirm their ancient privileges. This coun-

ty stands as it were in a corner, and may properly be divided into three parts, according

to the nature of its soil ; viz. the downs, which may be said to have health without wealth;

the marshy parts, which have wealth without health ; and the middle, which enjoy both

health and wealth. But
The county, in general, abounds with plantations of hops, fields of com, pastures,

and woods of oak, beech, and chesr.uts, and fine orchards of cherries and pippins ; and,

about Boxley, Foots Cray, North Cray, &c. are many woods of birch, from whence
the broom-makers are supplied, who live in Kent Street, Southwark. The cattle here,

of all sorts, are reckoned larger than they are in the neighbouring counties ; and the

Weald of Kent is noted for its large bullocks, as well as for its great timber for

shipping. Here are several parks of fallow deer, and warrens of grayish rabbits.

Here are mines of iron, and pits of marie and chalk ; woad, and madder, for dyers

;

wool, flax, saintfoyn; and on the cliiFs, between Folkstone and Dover, is plenty of

samphire.

From Kent we crossed the water at Greenwich, and arrived at Limehouse, in the

county of Middlesex. This is but a small county, but pleasant, fruitful, and dignified

with the city of London, the capital of the nation, and the city of Westminster, which
is the seat of the British monarchs. It abounds with rich and pleasant villages ; and
I may in one word complete its character, when I declare it to be my opinion, that

here are more ingenious men, and~ more money spent in costly apparel, eating, drink-

ing, plays, operas, and other diversions and gaieties of life, than in any other tract ofland

ofthe same circumference in the whole world be^des.
As to the produce, manufactures, and trade of this county, I am informed, that the

whole county almost is cantoned out into corn or pasture, and garden grounds near the

city. The manufactures are chiefly confined to the city or surburbs, of which hereafter

:

But it is amazing to see in the neighbouring fields the immense tale of bricks and tiles

which are daily making for the supply of new buildings. The trade being wholly car.

ried on in the port ofLondon, it will be more properly remarked when I give an account
of that great and opulent city.

Having staid some time in London, we proceeded on our journey cross Bow-bridge,
which divides Middlesex from Essex, a county so called, as has been before related,

from the East Saxons, by whom it was inhabited. *•

.
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The air is generally temperate ; but near the sea and the Thames, among the hun*

(Ircds, it is moist ; and the inhabitants are subject to agues. It abounds with com,
cattle, wood, and wild fowl ; and the north parts of it, especially about SaiTron.Walden,

produce great quantities of saffron ; the best in the world : The soil in some places

thereabouts being so rich, that after three crops of saffron it yields good barley, for near

twenty years together, without dunging. In other parts it produces hops.

It is particularly observed of this county, that, generally speaking, the soil is best

where the air is worst, and e contra ; for the parts next to the sea and the Thames
among the fenny hundreds, which are so aguish, abound with rich pastures and corn

lands ; whereas the inland parts, though healthy, are many of them gravelly and
sandy, and not so good either for corn or grass, but more productive of furze, broom,
brakes ; \et there are others of clay and loam soils, which bear excellent corn and
pasturage. No county affords provisions of all sorts in greater plenty than this, both
by land and water, for the supply not only of its own inhabitants, but of the city of
London. Many good and serviceable horses are bred in the marshes. Abundance of
fat oxen and sheep are also brought from thence to their markets ; and com is weekly
sent up to that city in great quantities. Great dairies of cows are also kept here,

which bring forth calves admired for the whiteness and delicacy of their flesh, insomuch
that. As good as an Essex calf, is a common proverb, with the citizens, toden;,te what
they like, as is the other saying, As valiant as an Essex lion, to ridicule what they

despise.

About forty-five miles north-east of London, in this county, is carried on the great

manufacture of Colchester baize, so famous throughout Spain, Portugal, and their

American plantations ; which are brought to London in waggons containing eighty or

ninety hundred weight each, drawn with six horses only ; the roads being so very hard
and level. N. B. The Essex farmers buy lean calves at Smithfield market, London,
and having fatted them, bring them to the same place to sell again.

Hertfordshire is an inland county, and abounds in grass, wood, and com fields,

covered with loose stones. As there is little or no manufacture in this shire, which is

full of malsters, millers, dealers in corn, &,c. so their trade would be inconsiderable,

was it not for its being every way a great thoroughfare, and for its neighbourhood to

London, which makes the chief market towns to be much frequented, for the sale of
wheat, barley, and all sorts of grain, not only the growth of this, but several other

counties. Wheat, barley and malt are its chief commodities. And the barley ofHert.

fordshire is so much prized in London, that many hundred quarters are sold by that

name in a year, of which not a grain was ever sown in this county.

From Hertfordshire we travelled into Bedfordshire, which we found to be a fruitful

country ; especially the north parts, which yield plentiful crops of plump, white, and
strong barley, which, made into malt, is frequently sold in London, and other parts,

for that of Hertfordshire. It has forests and parks well stored with deer, fat pastures

with cattle, produces great quantities of butter and cheese, with fuller's earth, and
woad for dying, and has plenty of poultry. Its chief manu&ctures are bone-lace, and
straw-hats.

The woad, for which this county b famous, is the plant with which the ancient

Britons used to dye their bodies, diat they might appear the more terrible to their

enemies ; but rather, as some think, to preserve them from the inclemency of the

weather. It is cultivated here after this manner: it is sown eveiy year, and the old

woad, except what they save for seed, is plucked up. The beginning of March is the
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season fof sowing it, and the middle of May for cropping it. It is best in a dry year

;

but more plentiful in a wet one. It is cropped commonly four or five times a year as

it comes up ; but the first crop is best, and every one after it gradually worse. When
gathered it is immediately ground small in a mill, till it becomes fit to ball ; and when
balled, it is laid upon hurdles to dry ; and then ground into powder. After this it is

spread on a floor, and watered, which is called couching ; and then it is turned every

day till it is perfectly dry and mouldy, which b called silvering. After silvering, it is

weighed, and put into a bag containing two hundred weight, and then sent to the

dyer to try it, who sets a price on it according to its goodness. The best is commonly
valued at 18/1 a ton.

Adjoining to Bedfordshire is the county of Bucks, taking its name from beech- trees,

in which it abounds, as I am told, more than any other part of England. Consequentlf
this shire is diversified with pleasant woods and fine streams, which render it a desirable

country- : besides the quality of its air, which is generally good, especially on the ChiU
tem-hiils, so that there is not a better in the whole bland : and even in the vale, where
it is not altogether so good, it is much better than in other low dirty counties. Its

chief rivers are the Thames, the Ouse, and the Colne. The soil, being generally marie

or qhalk, is very fruitful, especially in com ; and though it is stony on the Chiltern-hills,

yet amidst those stones there come up good crops of choice wheat and barley. It

abounds too with physical plants, perhaps more than any other county. As the land in

the vale is proper for grazing, so it abounds with cattle. There are some nraziers here,

who perhaps have 4 or 500/. a year in land of their own, and yet rent Uiree times as

much, which they keep all in their own management : and it is very certain, that one
single meadow, called Buryfield, in the manor of Quarendon, was let not many years

ago for '800il a year. But the soil here, though so good to feed sheep, b too rich to

breed them ; and it b common to give lOL tor a ram to breed. The sheep of the

vale of Alesbury are the biggest in England, and their mutton is very good ; yet who-
ever has eaten of that of Banstead, Bag^ot, and Tunbridge, must own there is better.

The beef here b so good, that Buckinghamshire bread and beef was formerly a pro-

verb ; meaning, that the former was the finest, and the latter the fattest in Englaind.

The manufactures of thb shire are paper and bone-lace; the former made at

Wycomb mills, and the latter at Newport-Pagnel, where the lace is very little inferior

to that of Flanders. And here I can't forbear remarking how far the English degene.

rate firom their native capacity of improving manufactures, in the particular case of
paper, which, notwithstanding they have a greater plent3r ofthe best rags, they commonly
make out of old rotten materials, the shavings and cuttuigs of paper, till it will not bear

the weight of the press ; and sell their best rags abroad so cheap, that the Dutch,
French and Genoese, are able to import paper, made chiefly of English rags, cheaper

and always better than any that b made in England, wluchb a great oversight.

My tutor, who was an Oxonian, having brought us to the confines of Oxfordshire,

assured me that it would be worth my while to see and spend a few days in the famous
city and University of Oxford ; to which I readily condescended, but shall refer my
minutes of that agreeable seat of learning to its proper place ; and, at present, I only

observe, that Oxfordshire enjoys a sweet healthful air, and b a very plentiful country

;

for the plains are judiciously dbposed into corn-fields and meadows, and its few hills

exalt their heads with lofty woods, and harbour great plenty of all sorts of game. I

did not meet with any particular manufacture in the whole county.

From Oxford ^ve departed fur Gloucestershire, which abounds with all sorts ofgrain,
cattle, fowl and game, and every thing that other counties produce, and altogether as

VOL. zi. c
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excellent in their kinds, especially bacon and cyder ; and its rivers afford as great

plenty of fish, especially salmon from the Severn, together with lampreys and conger,

eels. But, to give a truer idea of this county, we shall consider it in three parts,

according to its usual division, viz.

1. Coteswould, the hilly part of the county, bordering on Warwickshire, Oxford'
shire, and Berkshire. It is not very fertile, and lies exposed to the winds and cold,

8o that its corn is slow in coming out of the ground ; from whence arose the pro-

verb in this county, It is as long in coming as Coteswould barley; but then it is

healthy, and feeds a multitude of sheep, whose wool is exceeding fine, and so im-

proved by the inhabitaiits, that they may be reckoned as golden fleeces to the coun>

ty, many of whose towns are so eminent for the clothing manufacture, that they

have no others fit to be named with it. It has been computed that before English

wool began to be clandestinely exported to France, fifty thousand cloths were made
yearly in this shire, which are estimated at ten pounds a cloth, the fine with the coarse

;

and the number of sheep kept in the county, of which most are fed in this part of

it, is computed at four hundred thousand. It is said, that the fine Spanish wool

came originally from the Coteswould sheep ; one of the English kings, either Richard
the First, or Edward the First, having made a present of die breed to the then

king of Spain.

2. The Vale, which is the middle part of the county, and spreads into a fruitful plain

lying on both sides of the Severn, is a auite different clime from the Coteswould, where,

if it be true that there are eight months m the year winter, and four too cold for summer,
here it is certain are eight months summer, and four too warm to deserve the name of

M'inter. It is in this part of the county that excellent cheese is made, which is the fat-

test and most agreeable to the palate of anv in England ; though that which is so called in

London comes, for the most part, out of Wiltshire ; ^e real cheese of this county going

more to Bristol than to London.
3. The forest of DePin, which is the most west part of the county, lies between the

Severn and the Wye. It was heretofore covered with wood, and contained thirty

thousand acres of it, being twenty miles long, and ten broad ; and it was then such a
harbour for robbers, especially towards the banks of the Severn, that in the reign ofHenry
the Sixth an act of parliament was made on purpose to restrain them. But since so

many rich veins of iron have been discovered, and forges established here by act"

of parliament for working it, which require vast quantities of wood to support

them, the woods are not only reduced to narrower bounds, but many towns and
villages have been built in the forest, as is usual where any manufacture is carried

on; insomuch, that here are three hundreds, twenty-three parish churches, three

market'towns, one mayor-town, one casde, and one abbey. Where the woods
are still preserved, the oaks are reckoned the best in England ; the soil, which is a wet
clay, being proper for the growth of them. The oak timber of this forest was
anciently so famous, that most of that employed in building of English ships was
fetched from hence : and this was so well known to the Spaniards, that their invincible

armada, which v/as sent in 1558 to invade England, was ordered expressly to destroy

this forest, in hopes thereby of quite ruining the English navigation. Formerly, I was
told, the vallies of this county, which now are with more profit to the owners turned

uito orchards, were full of vineyards. In a word, this county abounds in corn, wood,
wool, iron, steel, cyder, salmon, and cheese. ^We still kept within land, and arrived in Monmouthsmre, which was formerly a

Welsh county. Its air is temperate and healthy, the east parts are woody, and the

west parts are a litUe mountainous ; but in the general it b fruitful enough, and the
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hills feed cattle, sheep, and goats, while the vallies produce plenty of grass and com,
especially the latter, of which here is as good wheat as in any county of the kingdom,
and yet lands never sell for more than twenty,one years purchase. The Bristol mer-
chants send their ships hither to take off great quantities of its corn for Portugual and
other countries. Coals are so cheap here, that it is common to see a good fire in the

meanest cottage : for a horse load cost but 2d. at the mouth ofthe pit.

The principal manufacture of the county is flannel. The gentlemen here generally

speak English, though the current language of the vulgar is Welsh. The natives were
formerly reckoned a valiant and courageous people, and the most skilful archers of all the

Welsh borderers ; yet they were cruelly harassed after the Normans came into Eng-
land by the lords of the marshes, to whom several of the English kings granted all they

could conquer here for their own.
Our next route was into Herefordshire, which, they say, has also been a Welsh

county ; and its prodigious quantities of orchards and fruit trees, the very hedges being

full of them, have oDtained to this county the agreeable name of the Orchard of

England. This county abounds with all thmgs necessary for life ; but more especially

with com, wool, salmon, and cyder ; and its wool and cyder is generally counted the

best in England , yet this cyder, so much admired, is made of the red-streak-apple,

which is scarce eatable ; and grows no where so well as in thb county.

After a short stay we arrived in Worcestershire, whose air and soil are so kindly,

that it is inferior to none of its neighbours, either for health or pleasure, the former being

sweet all over the county, the latter rich both in tillage and pasturage, the hills being

covered with flocks of sheep, and the vallies abounding in com and rich meadows.
Neither is it less happily accommodated with water ; for it has in all parts very fine

rivers, as the Sevem, Stour, Avon, Teme, Sec. which furnish it plentifully with fish of

the most delicious kinds. The noble Sevem directs the course of its rich stream from
north to south through the very middle of the county ; and the Avon from Warwick-
shire runs into that nver through the south part of the shire. Its commodities, besides

corn, cattle, cheese, wool, cloth, stufEi, cyder, lampreys, &c. are perry and salt, and
the latter such in a peculiar manner. Its perry is made of pears, and the best kind of it

is very palatable, especially if it be three or four years old, when it is racy and
spirituous. Hops are lately much cultivated in tliis shire, which commodity,vand their

salt, are sent down the Sevem in a sort of vessels called troughs, of which at least

twenty are constantly employed to Bristol, B.idgewater, and other places, Somersetshire

and Dorsetshire being chiefly supplied with the latter by this traffic.

Still returning to the north-east we entered Warwickshire, whose air is excellent, the

soil rich, and its principal commodities are corn, malt, wool, wood, iron, coal, and
cheese.

*Tis divided into two parts, the Felden, and the Woodland ; that on the south side,

and this on the north side of the Avon ; by which it b certain, that as the former was
a champaign, the other was a woody countiy. The first afforded all the pasture, and
corn grounds ; and the second was of little use, besides fuel ; but the iron works, in the

adjacent counties, have so consumed the wood, that they have long since made way
for the plough ; and at present, what by marie, and other good contrivances, all this

part yields abundance of corn ; so that the Felden, which used to supply the other with

corn, cheese, and butter, is now turned, in a great measure, into pasturing. The soil

ofboth is good, and produces excellent com and cheese, especially the latter, which has

so much the preference, that the very name of it given to that of other counties, which
is not so good, is enough to carry it off*.
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Of late years this county has been also distinguished by a silk manufactory of ribbons

and other small wares at Coventry ; as also for aard wares at Birmingham ; whose pro<

prietors have their warehouses at London.

The next county eastward is Northamptonshire. Here I found the'soil very fruitful

both in tillage and pasturage, but it is not well stocked with wood, nor (by reason of its

distance from the sea) can it be supplied with coal as duly as other counties, so that

winter fuel, us I was informed here, is exceeding dear. It abounds with sheep and other

cattle, wool, pigeons, and saltpetre ; and they say it has been observed, that there is less

waste ground in this than in any other county of England, there being but one barren

heath in it, and that near Whittering. *Tis a plain level country, and so pqnilous,

that from some places may be seen no less thart thirty steeples at one view. Its

manufactures are serges, tammies, shalloons, boots and shoes.

Our next progress was into Huntingtonshire, which I was informed, having formerly

been a very woody country, and harbouring muc^ game, was so called from its being

most proper for hunting. It still abounds with willows, marShy on the north-east side,

but plentiful of pasture ; and though it must be allowed inferior, both as to the soil and
produce, to many other counties, it b pleasant, diversified y/i(h bills, and yields plenty of

com and cattle.
'

Keeping still to the east we passed into Cambridgeshire, in which is seated another

famous university of the English nation. The air and soil of thb sount^ are very dif-

ferent, according to its different parts : the air is very good about Can-iOridge, aAd all

the south and east parts, but damp and fb^y, and therefore not so wholesome, in the

isle of Ely, and other northern low watery tracts, that are part of the^great level of the

fens, called Bedford level, and often subject to inundations. The soil, however, in

general, is very fruitful ; the dry barren parts being improved in some places from five

to thirty shillings an acre by the cinque-foil (that grass which the French call Saint-foin,

because they brought it from the Holy-Lund) and the low spongy parts, by draining the

fens. Its chief commodities are excellent com, especially barley, of which they make
vast quantities of malt, cuttle, butter, saffron, coleseed, hemp, fish, and wild-fowl. The
principal manufactures of this county are paper and baskets.

N. B....See an account of the university ofCambridge hereafter.

At last we arrived in the maridme county of Sufiblk, looking to the northern ocean

;

whose air is very clearand wholesome, sweet and pleasant, even near the sea-shore, be-

cause the beach is generally sandy and shelly, which shoots offthe sea-water, and keeps
it from stagnation and stinking mud. The physicians, as they told me, reckon it as

good an air as any in the kingdom.
The soil is various ; that near the sea b sandy, and full of heaths, yet abounds urith

rye, peas, and hemp, and feeds great flocks of sheep. That called High Suffolk, or

the Woodlands, which is the inner part €|(Hhe country, though it abounds with wood,
yet has a rich deep clay and marie, which produces good pasture, that feeds abundance
of cattle. The part \^ich borders on Essex and Cambridge likewise affords excellent

pasture ; and about Bury and so to the north and north-west, 'tb fruitful in com, ex-

cept towards New-market, which b for the most part green heath. 'Tb said that the

feeding catUe and sheep on turnips, which practice has now obUuned almost the general

approbation ofthe En^bh graziers and fiumers, wa3 an improvement first set on foot in

this county.

Its chief commodities are butter and cheese, the latter of which b somewhat the

worse for the sake of inriching the former ; but it is much the better for long voyages,

by reason of its dryness, and the sea so mellows it, that it has been sold for twelve pence
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a pound. The butter, which is made here in great quantities, and conveyed to many
parts of England, is incomparable ; it is packed up in firkins, according to the statute,

and sold in markets and fuirs for all uses both by sea and land, but more particularly to

Uie cheesemongers of London. Here also I n«et with some manufactures of woollen and
linen cloth.

Keeping now to the sea-coast we entered the county of Norfolk, which has a greater

variety of soil, than is, perhaps, in any other county, and in that respect it is called

(justly enough) the representative of all England, for the best and worst of soils ; but

even the latter* i. e. fens and marshlands, and the sandy heaths, are exceeeding profit^

able ; the farmer affording rich pasture for cattle, and the latter feeding great nocks of

hardy strong sheep, of a peculiar kind to this county, called Norfolks, and vast num-
bers of silver-hair'd rabbits. The light, deep, and clay grounds are very fruitful in

rye and peas, wheat and barley ; and near Walsingham, they produce saffron. On
the banks of its rivers, and its rivulets, are many fine meadows and pastures ; and near

its towns are many springs, gproves, and coppices : some villages are jsaid to keep no
less than five thousand sheep. The lord of every town orders hpw many, and what
sort of sheep the people shall have, directs their walks both in winter and summer,
where they shall be folded for the sake of their dung, and how they shall be driven from
place to place. Its product consists chiefly in com, wool, honey, and saffron ; the best

saffron growing near Walsingham : and the nunufactures of this county are chiefly

stuffs, crapes, and stocking^.

Proceeding northerly, we came into Lincdnshire, which is usually divided into three

ports, viz. Holland on the south-east side, Kestevan on the south-west, and Lindsey
on the north, which last is much the biggest ; for its divbion takes in all that lies north

of Lincoln city, and of the Foss-Dyke, which king Henry the First cut betwixt the

Witham and Trent.

The first is a soft marshy ground, abounding with rivers and fens, and has therefore a
bad air. •

The second has an air more wholesome, as it is less affected by the fogs fi'om the

fens : and a soil more fruitful.

The third is generally reckoned healthy, especially on the west side.

The inland country produces com, the fens coleseed, and the richest pastures ; so

that their cattle are bigger than in any county except Somerset, which took a breed

from thence about threescore years ago, and has much imoroved tlie size by their

richer pastures. And their horses are reputed to be no ways inferior to the Yorkshire

breed.

Once more we left the sight of the sea-shore, and entered the inland county of

Leicester, which enjoys both a good air and a good soil, that produces wheat, barley,

peas and oats ; but its most natural and plentiful crops are beans, especially in that

part oi Sparkingho hundred, which lies id)out the villa^, called from thence Barton in

tiie beans, whore they are so luxuriant, that towards harveA time, when I saw them,

they looked like a forest. The Norfolkians are not fonder of dumplins, than the

Leicestrians are of beans ; which though they are in odier countries food only for

horses or hogs, unless eaten when they are green, in this they are esteemed good for

men all the year round. Perhaps they are more tender and sweeter here than in other

places, for this reason in the veiy nature of things, viz. that where any grain thrives

best. His always the sweetest and wholesomest of the kind. Tlie people have net on^
a pleasure of eating, but a profit ofselling them to their neighbours, who indeed deride

them by the name bean-bellies, and have a proverb which says, shake a Leicestershire
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man by the collar, and you shall hear the beans rattle in his belly ; but the yeomen
smile at what Is said to rattle in their bellies, while they know good silver thereby rings

in their pockets.

There arc no manufactures in this county, except it be stockings, which has been
oflate much encouraged ; so that the shepherd and husbandman engross almost ull to

themselves ; for as the latter supplies other counties with its corn and pulse, the for*

mer sends its wool into many parts of £ngland, which fetches them good money.
The great want of fuel, in the inland country especially, is supplied by a very rich

coal mine, at a place called Cole Orton, from whence 'tis sola at good rates to the

neighbouring counties. ,

Their sheep are of the Lincolnshire breed, somewhat bigger than tho^e of Cam-
bridge and NorfoU , and the country is pretty well stocked with deer, for which here
are several parks.

Most of the gentlemen here are graziers, and in some places the latter are so rich,

that they grow gentlemen, it being common here for graziers to rent farms in this

county from 500/. to 2000/. a year.

The horses bred, or rather fed here, are the largest in England, being generally the

black sort for the coach and dray, of which great numbers are continually sent up to

London.
Adjoining to Leicestershire on the north road is the county of Nottingham, which,

excepting the large forest of Sherwood, is an exceeding fruitful place, especially on the

south-east, and the west side is woody, and full ofgood coal. The chiefcommodities
are cattle, com, malt, wool, coal, wood, liquorice, cheese, butter, leather and tallow.

It also yields marie of several sorts, and a stone not unlike alabaster, only softer ; which,

when burnt, makes a plaster harder than that of Paris, wherewith they generally floor

their upper rooms. The chief manufactures are stockings, glass, and earthen wares

:

and 'tis noted for fine strong ale, a liquor made of malt and hops, much admired by the

English. «

To the west ofNottinghamshire lies Derbyshire, an inland county, and according to

its different parts deserving of a different r' ^racter ; for the east and south parts,

which are full of gentlemen's seats and pai4..ui,'are well cultivated and fruitful in all

kinds of grain, especially barley, which makes many of the inhabitants malsters, who
have a good trade both for their malt and ale. The west part on the other side of the

Derwent is barren, consisting ofnought but bleak hills and mountains, except some
fields of oats, and is therefore called the Peak, from the Saxon word Peaeland, which
signifies an eminence ; nevertheless there is some grass on the hills, and plenty in the

vales, which feed great flocks ofsheep and other cattle ; yet by reason of its subterra-

neous riches in mines and quarries, this tract is almost as profitable to the inhabitants

as the other part ; for its mountains and quarries yield great quantities ofthe best lead,

antimony, mill*stones, scythe-stones, and grindstones, marble, alabaster, a coarse sort

of chrystal, azure, sparfgreen and white vitriol, allum, pit*coal, and iron ; for the

forming of which here are forges, where such quantities of wood are consumed every

day, as well as what is used at the lead mines and coal deUs, tliat the country has very

little, ifany, left. This peak abounds with wonders or curiosities, which the inhabi-

tants generally reduce to seven : viz. 1. The famous palace of the Duke of Devon-
shire, called Chatsworth-house. 2. Mam-tor, a wonderful mountain. 3. Eden-hole.

4. Buxton*wells. 5. Weeding-well, or Tide's-well. 6. Pool's-hole. 7. The devil's

a—e. or peak's a—c.
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From admiring the wonders of Derbyshire, vvc returned eastward, and crossed part

of Nottinghamshire into the noted county of York, the largest county in England, or

\ rather a county full of shires. But first, to write of it in general, I found that the

commodities of Yorkshire are in a particular manner allum,jct, lime, liquorice, horses:

Its manufactures, knives, bits, spurs, stockings, 8cc. But the greatest i^all is cloth,

with which it in a good measure supplies Germany and the north. iTie corn and
cattle with which it abounds are not mentioned, because these aA what they have in

common with other counties. Iron and lead mines have been in more plenty than of

late years, though no less than 40,000 persons arc emoloyed in the iron manufactures,

under about 600 master cutlers, who are incoi^rated by the stile of the cutlers of Hal-

lamshire. And now in particular, this county is divided into three parts, or ridings,

each cf which is as large, if not lafgcr, than any ordinary county ; which are distinguisn-

ed by west, east, and north, from their situation with respect; to the city of York, and
contain, viz. *

Wapentakes or Hundreds. * Market towns.

The West riding 10 .---- 24
East riding • 4----'8
North riding • 12 - • - • - 17

26 49

And first of the West-riding ; its air, though sharp, is generally reckoned more heal<

thy than that of the other two Ridings. The soil, on the west side of it, is hilly and
stony, and therefore not very fruitful ; though in the vallics there is plenty of good
mq^dow ground and pasture. But that part or it towards the river Ouse is a rich soil,

producing wheat and barley, though not in so great plenty as oats, which are cultivated

with success, even in its worst parts.

In this Riding are trees seldom found in other counties, as firs, yews, and chesnuts

;

and 'tis remarkable, not only for its many parks and chaces, but for mines of lime-stone

for manure, and Quarries of stone for building, and of another sort, whereof the people

make allum ; which is of a bluish colour, and will cleave like comish slate. The mme
lies deep, and requires great pains to dig up ; but being calcined, 'tis made into allum by
various percolations, and boilings. This Riding is noted also for jet and liquorice, for

fine horses and goats, besides other cattle ; for making and curing le^ of pork into

hams, like the Portuguese and Westphalian : and for the manufactories o( cloth and
iron.

The £ast.riding is the smallest of the three, confined within the rivers Derwent,
Ouse, Humbef, and the German Ocean. Its south-east part, called the Wapentake of

Holdemess, is a fruitful spot ; and the parts which lie on the sea-coast and the Der.
went are rich, and full of towns ; but the middle of this division is overspread with

barren, sandy, dry, uninhabited woulds, whijh are called Yorkswould, being great

downs and hills that produce some corn, and .eed great numbers of black cattle, horses,

and sheep, whose fleeces may compare with those ofCoateswould ; but they are generally

sent to the marshes to be fattened. The soil abmit these woulds abounds with chalk,

flint, fire-stones, &c. and in divers parts of it there are mines of coal and free-stone.

These woulds extend a great way into the wapentakes of Sainton, Buckcross, and Die
kerings; ^d at the foot of them, dearBugthorp and Leppington, arc found the stones

called ast^tes, which are dug out of a blue clay on the banks of a rivulet between
Bugthorp and the Woulds, though many ofthem are washed by the rains into the brook.

I-'V
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The air cannot be supposed to be the purest every where in this Riding, considering

how great a part of :t is incompassed by the sea and the Humber.
The North-riding is as it were the northern frontier of the two fore-mentioned rid-

ings ; extending along the coast from that called Robin Hood's Buy, on the north side of

Flamborougljuhead, as far as Whitby, being bounded on the north wilb the river Tccs,

which separates it from Durham. It runs from the sea in a narrow tract of near sixty

miles, as far as Westmoreland, and is bounded on the south and west with the Derwent

and Urc, which part it from the east and west Ridings.

The east part of this county towards the ocean is called Blackmoor, i. e. a land

black and mountainous, being all over rugp^ed and unsightly, by reason of crags, hiKs,

and woods. The north.west part of it, which b of a large extent, and called Richmond*
shire, is almost one continued eminence, or ridge of chiggy rocks, and vast mountains,

the sides of which yield pretty good grass here and there, and the bottoms and vullies

are not unfruitful. The hills afford great store of lead, pit-<foal, and brass ; and in a char-

ter of £dward IV. mention is maw of a mineral or copper-mine near the very town of

Richmond. On the tops of these mountains, as well as elsewhere, plenty of stones, like

sea cockles, are found in firm rocks and beds of lime-stone, sometimes at six or eight fa-

thom under ground. The miners therefore call them run lime-stones, as supposing them
to.be produced by a more than ordinary heat, and a quicker fermentatbn, than tney al-

low to the production of the other parts of the quarry. The hills here towards Lanca-
shire have a prospect so wild, solitary and unsightly, and all things are so still, that the

neighbours have called some rivulets here Hellbccks, especially that at the head of the

river Ure, which, with a bridge over it, of one entire stone, falls so deep, that it strikes

one with horror to look down. There is safe harbour in this track for goats, deer, and
stags, which are very remarkable and extraordinary for their bulk and Branchy heads.

The river Ure rises here out of the west mountains, and runs through Wencsdale, a val-

ley well stocked with cattle and land.

Swaldale b another division of tho Riding, being a dale so called from the river Swale,

which runs through it, wherein Paulinus the archbishop of York is said to have baptised

ten thousand Saxons in a day. 'Tis a pretty broad, pleasant vale, with grass enough,

but it wants wood, for though there is a place near it called Swaldale forest, tht are

scarce any trees in it now, whatever there were formerly. Near it is Wenesdale, a verjr

rich fruitful valley stocked with vast herds of cattle, for which there is delicate pasture.

The most woody forest in this Riding is that of Galtres, called, in Latin, Galaterium
Nemus, which in some places is thick and shady, in others flat, wet and boggy. This
forest in the reign of Edward III. extended itself, they say, to the very walls ofYork; and
it must have been apbce of some note in the reign of Hcnr)' the Seventh, because it ap-

pears from a patent In Rymer's Fosdera, that he appointed his son Prince Henry warden
of this forest.

Besides coals already mendoned, this Riding produces marble, allum, jet, and cop-

peras. The allum is a mineral dug o:it of a rock, of the colour of slate at first, but,

when burnt, it changes to a mem ruddy colour, and then it is steeped in pits of water
dug for that purpose, after which 'tis boiled and clarified, as it comes to us. The chief

allum works here are carried on by the duke and duchess of Buckingham,* at Whitby,
where was the greatest plenty of its mine.

As for jet, geat, or black amber, in Latin, gagates, though the name is given to the

agate, 'tb very different from it, though some mutake it to be the same. ^Tb found

Since doad. '
v
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in several places of this county by the sea-side, in the chinks and cIcAs of the rocks.

'Tin naturally of n rcddiith rusty colour, but, when polished, 'tis u Hhininj^ black. .

Its copperas is extracted out ofsome of the earth that is dug out of the alhim mines;

for in searching for the allum earth, there arise veins of metals, aixl soils of divcrti

colours, especially those of ocre and murray, from which ttiey extract copperas us well

as allum.

Its marble is hewed out of the rocks near Egglestonc in Richmondshire, where bc<

Gnns that mountainous tract, in the north-west part of this shire, called by the inhabitants

Stanemoor, because 'tis so rugged aiid stony : at the same time 'tis a place so deflate,

that it has but one inn, and that in the middle of it, for entertaining travellers.

The husbandmen all along the shore about Whitby arc almost continually employed
in making a particular manure for their land. For this purpose they gather the sea

wreck, and lay it on heaps, and when 'tis dry they burn it. Wnile this is doing they stir

it to and fro with an iron ruke, to prevent its burning to ashes, and so it condenses and
cakes together in such a body as tney call kelp, which is also of use in making allum.

The air is colder and reckoned more wholesome in this than in the other two Ridings.

As the air is cokler here than in the other Ridings, it not only produces more pit-coal

than they do, but is furnished with very large forests of fuel, as Ajiel^arth, Lune, and
New Forest in the wapentake of Gillingwcst, besides Pickering Forest m the wapentake

of 'hat name, and Galtres abovementioned.

As the sea-coast here swarms with herrings at their proper season, and large turbuta,

so its rivers abound all the year with variety offresh fisn.

From Richmond we soon passed by Pierce^bridge into the county of Durham, for.

merly called the Patrimony of St. Cuthbert, and endowed with more privileges, as I

^vas told, than any other county, till the Reformation ; and now 'tis esteemed the richest

bishopric in England.

They who delight in a good sharp air will probably take pleasure in that of this

bishopric, which is observed to be colder in the west parts than the east, where the

warm breezes from the sea dissolve both ice and snow. In the western parts of it the

fields are barren and naked, tlie woods thin, and the hills bald ; but the lead and coal

mines make some amends for that sterility of soil. The east, south, and north parts are

more fruitful, especially where the husbandman has bestowed due labour upon it.

Upon the whole, though we meet here with variety of meadows, pastures and com<
fields, the soil of the bishopric is not in general to be reckoned among the most fruit,

ful ; yet 'tis thick set with towns, and very rich in mines of coal, which is exported

from Shields, Sunderiand, and Hartlepoole, to London, and other places, all under the

name of Newcastle coal. In most parts of this county coal lies so near the surface of

the earth, that the waggon and cart wheels often turn it up in the beaten road, and
then by the veins are discovered. Not to enter into the discussion of naturalists upon
coal, I shall make use of the learned Camden's words : " Some would have this sea*

coal to be a black, earthy bitumen, others to be jet, and others to be lapis Thracius ;

.

all which that g>^at master of mineral learning, Geoipus Agricola, proves to be the

very same. For certain, this of ours is nothing but bitumen hardened and con.

creted by heat under ground, for it casts the same smell that bitumen does, and if

>vater be sprinkled on it, it burns the hotter and clearer ; but whether or no it is

quenched with oil, I have not tried. If the lapis obaidianus he in England, I should

take it for that which is found in other parts of this kingdom, and commonly goes
by the name of cannel, or candlccoal, for that is hard, shining, light, and apt to

cleave into thin flakes, and to bum out as soon as it is kindled." Later inquirers

into the nature of this mineral assert, that besides tlie bituminous part, ea»ly discerned
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in the buriiiiig, tlicre arc nomciimcit vitriolic and fcrrugincoiiH, with a mixture ofocre
and terrene purtN. Indeed, vitriol is fre(|uently Ibiinu in the mines, nnd ocre often

adhered to it. The ainindance of thin j)roduet in the biiihonric is the reason that the

inhabitants anply little to any other traHic or manufacture. The ttoil is f.irther kind to

them in yiel(hn|{ lead and iron ; and the treasure of mines is so much sooner brought

home than those of manufactures and traflic, that where the one ulx)und, the other arc

generally nglected.

We passed from the ba»^cn surface, but rich bowels of the county of Durham, by
the town of Gateside, into Newcastle, which is a town and county of itself; and wc
from thence proceeded to make our ob«ervation^ on the countv of NorthumlKrland,
which heretofore gave name to one of the kingdoms in the Heptarchy. We found
the soil various : that on the sea<coast is very fruitful, if well manured and cultivated,

bearing g(X)d wheat, and most sorts of other grain ; and on both sides of the Tine
there are very large meadows. The west parts indeed are very mountainous, but abound
with rich mines of coal, Sic. and afford good pasture for sheep; and though these

northern parts are generally bleak in the winter with nipping frosts, yet the shepherds
here, being defended by the mountains, dwell in their huts called shcals, during the

winter season, and attend their flocks also all the summer in the oik'U fields. The men
of this county, I was told, are remarkably good soldiers ; and it abounds with ancient

and good families. It abounds more with coal, especially about Newcastle, than any
other coimty in England ; which, though it be not fetched out of the sea, but dug out

of the ground, as that which in other countries is called pit-coal, yet being brought by
sea to all other parts of England, and carried also by sea to Scotland, as well as Franco

and Flanders, it is thence called sea-coal. It is almost impossible to express the vast

trade that is brought into this county by the transportation of coals to all parts, insomuch
that London alone, before there nus half the number of brewers and distillers Uiat there

b now, was said to consume 600,000 choldrons in a year.

Notwithstanding Northumberland is a very large county, and does not want its pecu-

liars to recommended it to a traveller, we posted with more tliari usual expedition to re.

turn by Cumberland, from whence we set out, soon after we could take a cursory view
of that and the other counties we had left unsurveyed. Cumberland is bounded on the

west by the Irish Sea, by which means it enjoys a good maritime trade ; and its hills

yielding good pasture, and vallies plenty of all sorts of grain, it may not be improperly

numbered among the fruitful counties of the island : it also not only abounds with wild-

fowl and iish, for pleasure and support of life ; but with pit-coal and mines of lead and
copper, to enable them to carry on a foreign trade with advanta^.

The happy soil of Cumberland was no sooner left, but we pitied the poor inhabitants

of that hilly and marshy county of Westmoreland ; though as we proceeded southward
we found it not without some blessings of Heaven, or fruitful spots of ground ; and
merely prompted by n'^cessity, as I suppose, in some parts of this county the natives en-

deavour to make up ths deficiencies of their soil by their art and industry : for, arriving

at Kendal, wc (beyona all expectation) found it to be a rich, well inhabited town, and
carrying on a great trade of woollen cloth, druggets^ serge, cotton, stockings, and
hats.

We still kept by the shore of(he Irish Sea, and passed forward into the county palatine

of Lancaster. And here I observed, that the soil, where l". is plain and level, commonly
yields wheat and barley ; the hills are generally stony and barren, but their bottoms

produce excellent oats. In some parts the land produceth good hemp, and the pasture

ground feedeth both oxen and cows of a larger size than m any other county.
^
Here

is plenty of timber, coal, lead, iron, copper, antimony, black-lead, lapis calaminaris;

^ '-^1 wff^i mui.
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and nllum, brimstone, nnd (i;recn vitriol, fuund in the coal-pit*. Here al.io is found, in

the ini\imr of Haigli, a vxt uf coal, culled cunitcl or catullc-coal. whicli tiot only makes a

mucli Ixrtcror nicrcclucifiil fire tluui piuccli but, when {xjliiihcd, will nut hoilu white

lincii cloth, though it is u% hlucic uh jet.

In the nuirshv part of thin county the nutivcs burn turffi, which they have in ffrcat

plenty ; utul it abounds with many good trmling towns, CMpcciuHy in the fustian, linen

check, and narrow ix)th linen and woollen wares, at l*reHton, Black bourne, Dolton,

Bury, Kochdaie, Warrington, but es|Hcially at Manchester and in its neighbourhood. In

this county isulsothut famous town Liverpool, so noted through the world for its ex-

tensive trade.

The pleasure I took in viewing tt.r mnnuflictuirs in Ijancashlre detained lis more
than usual ; but at last we set forward for Cheshire, whose product is more particularly

cheese and salt. Its cheese is siiid by most authors, and commended by most eaters, to

be the best in England, except such as have tasted the Chcildcr cheese of Somerset-

shire, which must Ik allowed to excel it by far ; which by some is attributed to the

excellency of its pasturage, which must be allowed to be the rich'.st of any on the west
tide of Britain. Of this cheese I was informed from credihle hands, that London takes

oft' 14,000 tons a year; that the navigation of the Trent and Severn carries off near

8000 totjs more, and that the kingdoms of Scotland and Irtland do not buy up less

than 4000 tons of the same yearly ; besides whjt is carried oflf by land carriage, and
consumed in Wales, and the inland counties : which together, upon a moderate com>
putation, cannot amount to less than 30,000 tons a year. Nor could I think myself

imposed upon by this estimate, when lam a witness, that you cannot go into any good
housr, public or private, throughout England, but you are sure to be entertained af\cr

victuals with Cheshire cheese. But all the cheese that passes for Cheshire at London,
and other places, is not made in this county ; for great part of H comes out of Wales,
where some pretend the goats are milked as well as the cows for that use. It affords

great store of all sorts of victuals, com, flesh, fish, and of the best salmon. It derives a
considerable trade, not only by importing, but by return, as having within itself salt-pits,

mincii, and metals.

As to the salt made in this county, it being a method quite new to me, and the

me^s of driving a considerable trade, I thought it worth my while to be more diligent

in 1% speculation about it ; by which I found that alx)ut Nantwich, Northwicli, and
Middlewich, al)out thirty miles from the sea, are several salt-springs near the river

Weaver, and seldom exceed four yards in depth, which is called the salt-pit ; and the

water is so very cold at the bottom of the pit, that when the briners sometimes go about
to cleanse it, they cannot stay in it above half an hour, and in that time they' are force(!

to drink strong waters. The springs are rich or poor in a double sense ; for a spring

may be rich in saltj but poor in the quantity of brine it affords. It is a mistaken notion

of die briners, that the brine is strongest at the full and change ofthe moon. The quick
use of the pit adds extremely to the strength of the brine, for much or frequent drawing
makes way for the salt springs to come quicker, and allows the less time for the ad-

n»!s:>icu of fresh springs.

It is observed by the briners, that they make more salt with the same quantity of
brine in dry than in wet seasons. They use for their fuel Staffordshire pit- coal. The
pans in which they boil the salt are set upon iron bars, and closed up on all sides with
clay and bricks, that neither flame nor smoak may get through. Th:y first fill their

pans with brine out of the pit, from which it comes to them in several wooden gutters

:

then they put into their pans, among their brine, a certain mixture made of about
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twenty gallons of brine, and two quarts of calf's, cow's, or chiefly sheep's blood,

mixed into a clarct colour. Of this mixture tt^ey put about two quarts into a pun that

holds about three hundred and sixty quarts uf brine. This bloody brine, at the first

boiling up of the pan, brings up a scum, which they are careful to rake off with a
wooden handle, thrust through a long snuare of wainscot board, twice as big as a good
square trencher : this they call a loot. They then continue the fire as quick as they

can, till half of the brine be wasted ; and this they call boiling up of the fresh : but when
it is half boiled away, they fill their pans again with new brine out of the ship (the

name they give to a great cistern by their pan's side) into which their brine runs

through the wooden gutters from the pump, which stands in the pit. Then they put

into the pan two quarts of the following mixture : they take a quart of whites of eggs,

beat them thoroughly with as much brine till they are well broken ; then they mix
them with twenty gallons of brine, as before was done with blood; and thus that

which they call the whites is made. As soon as this is in, they boil sharply till the

second scum rises ; then they skim it off as before, and boil it very gently till it com,
to procure which, when a part of the brine is wasted, they put into each pan, of the

contents aforesaid, about a quarter of a pint of the best and strongest ale they can get.

This makes a momentary ebullition, which is soon over, and then they abate their fires,

yet not so, but that they keep it boiling all over, though gently ; for the workmen say,

thpt if they boil fast here, which they call boiling on the leach, because they usually at

this time lade in their leach-brine, which is such brine as runs from their salt, w^en it is

taken up before it hardens ; if, I say, they boil fast here, it wastes their salt After all

their leach-brine is in, tliey boil gently till a kind of scum comes on it like a thin ice«

which is the first appearance of the salt. Then that sinks, and the brine every where
gathers into corns at the bottom to it, which they gently rake together with their loots.

They do it gently, for much stirring breaks the corn ; so they continue till there b but

very little brine left in the pans. Tlien with their loots they take it up, the brine drop.

ping from it, and throw it into barrows, which are cases made with flat cleft wickers in

the shape almost of a sugar loaf, with the bottom uppermost.^ When the barrow is

full, they let it stand so for half an hour in the trough, where it drains out all the

leach brine abovementioned. Then they remove it into their hot-house behind their

works, made there by two tunnels under their pans carried back for that purpose. The
leach-brine that runs from the barrows they put into the next boiling, it beingflsalt

melted, and wanting only to be hardened. This work is performed m two hours In

the smaller pans, which are shallower, and generally boil their brine more away

;

wherefore their salt will last belter, though it does not granulate so well, because when
the brine is wasted, the fire and the stirring breaks the corns. But this salt weighs
heavier, and melts not so soon ; and therefore is bought by them who carry it far.

In the greater pans, which are usually deeper, they are about half an hour longer in

boiling ; but, because they take their salt out of the brine, and only harden it in their

hot-house, it is apter to melt away in a moist air ; yet of this sort of salt, the bigger

the grain is, the longer it endures ; and generally this is the better granulated, and the

clearer, though the other be the whiter. This kind measures to good profit, tlierefore it

is much bought by them who sell again.

* When the troughs or barrels set in the earth to receive the salt waterfront the pit are full, of which
notice is given by a bell, they lade the water into their leads, of wiiich they have six in every wich-house,
and immediately put fire to them to boil up the salt. These brine-pans are attended by certain «vomen,
called wallers, who with little wooden rakes draw the salt from the bottom as the brine is seethinp- and
put into the abovementioned wickers or barrows, 'vhere they let the salt stand for the water to drain
from it.

US-'
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They never cover their pans at nil, during their wlwle time of boiling. They have

their houses like burns open r.pto the thatch, with a louver-hole or two to vent the steam

of the pans, which is such, that I am confident no plaster will stick, but the board will

warp, and the nails will rust, so as quickly to. fret to pieces.

Gray salt is the sweepings of the salt which are constantly shed and scattered about

on the floor, not without taking much of the dirt, which occasions its grayishncss.

This does not sell at half the price of white salt, and is only b( ight up by the poorer

sort of people, to salt their bacon, coarse cheese, &c. Catts of salt are made of the

worst soi)L of salt, when yet wettish from the pans, molded and intermixed with cum>
min seed and a^hes, and so baked into a hard lump in the mouths of their ovens. The
use of these is only for pigeon-houses ; but loaves of salt are the finest of all for

trencher use. There is no diiference in the boiling of these from the common way

of fine salt, but in the making up some care is used ; for, first, they cut their barrows,

which they intend for salt loaves, with a long slit from top to bottom, equally on both

udes ; they then tie both sides together with cords ; then they fill this barrow with salt

boiled as usual, but in the filling are careful to ram down the salt with the end of

some wooden bar, continuing this till their barrow be filled to their minds; then

placing it speedily in their hot-house, they let it stand there all the time of their wall-

ing ; wherefore they prepare for their loaves at the beginning of the work, that they

may have all the benefit of their hot-houses ; and when these begin to slack, they take

out the loaves, and untie the cords which fastened the barrow, that both sides may open
easily without breaking the loaf. Then they take the loafand bake it in an oven, where
household-bread has been baked, and just drawn out. This they do twice or thrice, till

they see it is baked firm : and this being placed in a stove, or a chimney-corner, and
covered close with a hose of cloth or leather, like the sugar-loaf papers, will keep very

white ; and when they have occasion to use any, they shave it on with a knife, as is

done with loaf-sugar, to fill the salt-cellar.

Our next route was into Staffordshire, which also is composed of various soils ; for

tl.e moor-lands of this county, which are mountainous, and therefore reckoned the most
barren, produce a shoit but sweet grass, by which they bring up as fine large cattle as

those of Lancashire ; and the graziers say, that they will feed better, and much more,

in the rich pastures and meadows that adorn the banks of the Dove, Trent, Blythe,

Charnet, &c. all in the north part of this county. Dove-bank, or the banks of the

Dove, is reckoned the best feeding ground in England, for the reasons abovemen-
tioned ; and by these rich pastures and meadows the great dairies are maintained in this

part of Staffordshire, which supply the noted Uttoxeter-market with such vast quantities

of butter and cheese. Sheep are also fed in the northern as well as the southern parts

in great numbers, but they are small, and their wool is coarse. They generally have
black noses, and their wool is something finer in the south than in the north. Much of it

is mantifactured in this county in the clothing-trade and felting. Nor is the arable ground
less fruitful than the pasture ; for even the barren moor-lands, when manured by the

husbandman with marie and lime mixed with turf ashes, produce good oats and barley

;

the last not so plenty indeed, but as good as in the south. And as to the southern parts,

and some adjacent parishes in the north, they produce all sorts of grain, as wheat, rye,

barley, pulse, 8cc. In these parts they p.Iso sow hemp and flax ; so that this shire, all

things conudered, may be called Terrri suis contenta bonis, i. e. that can subsist of itself

without the help of any other county.

As to subterraneous productions, both the moor-lands and wood-lands yield lead,

copper, iron, marUei alabaster, mUl>stones, coal and salt, near as good as tha^ of
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Cheshire, 8cc. Of this sort .)riands consists the chtice of Canock-wood, and most of the

warrens and parks of the nobility and gentry. In the more fruitful part of the county

are found marlcs of several sorts and colours, most of which are laid upon their lands

with very great success ; and of some they make very good bricks, especially of the

reddish clay marie. Here are other useful earths, which has caused the best manu-
factory for earthern and stone wares in England to be promoted in this county. There
is u brick-earth which burns blue, and is supposed to be that sort whereof the Romans
made their urns ; fuller's-earth, pottcrVclay, pi\rticularly a sort used in the glasses at

Amblccot, whereof are made the best in England, for which reason it is sold for 7d.

a bushel, and sent as fltr as London, Bristol, &c. slip, a reddish sort of earth, wherewith

they paint divers vessels ; yellow and red ocres, which are observed to lie chiefly in

their best lands; and tobacco-pipe-clay, of which the best sort is found in Monway -field,

between Wednesbury and Willingsforth. It produces also valuable stones, and minerals

of var'ous sorts : as, 1. The fire-stone for hearths of iron furnaces, ovens, &c. ; 2. Rocks
of lime-stone ; 3. Iron stone, dug at Darleston, Apcdale^ and many other places. I'he

best sort of iron-stone, called mush, is as big sometimes as the crown uf a hat, and con>

tains a pint of a cold sharp liquor, yet so pleasant to the taste, that the workmen are

fond of it : this sort is found at Rushal, and the best sort of iron wares, as keys, &c.
are made of it ; 4. The blood-stone, or hoematites, found in the Brook Tent, which is

very weighty, and ifa little wet will draw red lines like ruddle; 5. Copper ore, or stones

dug out of Edon-hill, in the parish ofWetton; 6. Lead-ore, dug in a yellowish stone

with cawk and spar in Townsfield, on the side of Lawton-park ; 7. Quarry-stones, mill-

stones, and grind-stones of several colours ; 8. Alabaster, and good marble of divers

kind», some of which exceeds any brought from beyond sea ; and there are whole
mountains of it in the lordship ofGrindon at Yelpersley-tor, Powke-hill, &c.
To supply the scarcity of wood, which is seldom used in this county for fuel, there

is plenty of turf and peat, cannel-coal, peacock and pit-coal. The cannel-coal, which
has been formerly mentioned in my account of Lancashire, is supposed to take its name
from the British wotu canwell, signifying a candle, because it gives so bright a flame,

that in the dark it supplies the place of a candle. The peacock coal, which is dug up
on Hanley-green, near Newcastle-under-Line, is softer than cannel-coal, and therefore

not capable of being ix>lished as that is. It is so called, because it has all the colour

in the peacock's train, when turned towards the light ; but it is better for the forge

than the kitchen, which is supplied by the pit-coal, dug about Wednesbury, Dudley
and Sedgeley, and is preferred by some to cannel-coal ; for it burns into white ashes,

leaving no such cinder as the coal from Newcastle-upon-Tj'ne. Of this sort of coal

there is such plenty in this county, that commonly there are twelve or fourteen collieries,

and twice as many out of work witnin ten miles round, which aflford from two thousand

to five thousand tons a year; but it will not be serviceable in malting till it is

charred ; when it is so freed from all its unpleasant fumes, then it makes fit* winter-

firing for a chamber. The coal thus prepared is called coak, and gives as good heat

almost as charcoal. This pit-coal often takes fire in the pit, which may be ascribed to

the bitumen in the coal, which being put into a ferment by watcr^ piuduceth fire, and
so the pits take fire of themselves.

We at last arrived in the county of Salop, where the air is very healthy, as it gene-

rally is in such as are mountainous or hilly. The soil, which is in many parts of a
reddish clay, is various as in other places ; the south and west parts, which are the most
hilly, not being altogether so fruitful as the low grounds, <

*" which this county has its

tihare. Plenty of wheat and barley is produced here, together with the other sorts of

m-.
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grain necessary for luiman life, besides inexhaustible pits of coal, which did it eniov theadvantage of water-carriage, as Newcastle, &c. doei. this county ouiralso^^^^^^^^
It in plenty of that product. By the Severn side are rich, large meXws°hatvkSabundance of grass and hay for the cattle, which are chiefly fed on Xe up and na'ufresand the hilly countrjs on the borders of Wales, is excellent shecp-paXe. Her.realso mines of copper, lead, iron-stone, and lime-stone. Over most of 3^e coal nitsThe^lies a stratum of a blackish, hard, but very porous substance, TontLffyea^^n^of bitumen which being ground to powder In the hors. mills such ra^^usSdln S ding flints to njake glass, and well boiled in copper of water, the errthran ?r fjparts sink to the bottom, but on the surHice swims the bituminous matter wh cf bvevaporation, is brought to the consistency of pitch ; or by the help offn oi7 distilledfrom the same stone, and mixed with it, may be thiined to a sort?f tar • ^nd both sub

TSLT" r^'^f'^^y
u^"" caulking of [hips as well as pitch orl;, tfno^ttte^for they do not crack as the common ptch or tar, but alwavs keen llrk an!i c rf'

and might, as it is imagined, be very se'rviceable against S'^^^rmTi; mi^^^^^^^^^

nlJtJfi.l
"^^VV^yfd the air, soil, product, and manufactures of the south part of this

t^Zit'^
nch island. Hence forward we laid aside all anxious specuhSons and resolved with easy journies to set out for London, if possible to be thereaS the kfnl^I

fengb.uJ, which »e most noted eito Leaking or SgV*. ^ ""

' "

"
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CHAPTER 1II....C0NTAIN1NG AN ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS OF TRADE AND
MANUFaCTUKES in ENGLAND.

'«
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IN this I shall observe the method of the foregoing survey of the counties, and be-
gin with Falmouth, the town where I first landed.

Falmouth is by much the richest and best trading town in the county of Cornwall.
'Tis so ( ommodious an harbour, that ships ofthe greatest burden come up to its key.
'Tis guarded by the castle of St. Maws and Pendennis, which have both governors and
garrisons ; and there is such shelter in the many creeks belonging to it, ttiat the whole
royal navy may ride here safe, whatever wind blows. 'Tis well built, and its trade is

mightily increased since the establishment of the packets between this place and Portu-
gal, and the West Indies, which not only bring over vast quantities ofgold in specie or

in bars, on account ofthe merchants of London, but the Falmouth merchants carry on
a trade with the Portuguese in ships of their own; and they have a great share too in

the gainful pilchard trade. The custom-house for most of the towns in this county is

established at this town, where the duties, including those of the other ports, are very
considerable. It is computed to be about two hundred and ninety miles from London.

In the same county 1 saw the town of Padstow, situate at the mouth of the river

Camel, in the Bristol channel. This town lies convenient for trade with Ireland.

From hence to St. Ives is a most pleasant fruitful country, the hills on the left abound-
ing with tin, copper, and lead, wnich are all carried to the other shore ; the chief

business of this, besides the trade in slate-tiles, being the fishing of herrings, which
come the channel in October. The inhabitants, for their particular love of mirth and
good cheer, gave occasioti to the phrase of the Good-fellowship of Padstow. Near to

this place is New-Island, noted for good camphire and sea-fowl.

In the county of Devon we arrived at the city of Exeter ; it is the see of a bishop

(which was transferred hither from Crediton by Edward the Confessor) and one of

the principal cities in the kingdom for its buildings, wealth, antiquity, and number of

its inhabitants, is the Augusta ofthe Romans, and the Isca of Ptolemy and Antoninus.

It has its name from the river Ex, on which it stands. It has six gates, besides tur-

rets, and with the suburbs is two miles in compass. It is advantageously situate on
rising ground.

As great a trade as is now carried on in this city for serges, perpetuanas, long-ells,

druggets, kerseys, and other woollen goods, in which it is computed that 600,0001. a

year at least is traded for in Exeter ; yet it was so late as the 30th ofHenry VIII. be-

fore the markets, for wool, yarn, and kerseys, were erected here. The merchants be-

fore that time drove a considerable trade to Spain and France, and the latter were in-

corporated in the reign of queen Mary I, by the name of the governor, consuls, and

society of merchant adventurers trading to France. There were weavers here before

Henry VIII; but Crediton kept the wool-market and cloth-trade, after the bishoprick

was transferred from thence hither, and very much opposed the settling ofany market
here for wool, yarn, or kerseys, which however was anected, and a cloth-market set up
in North-gate-street, which about 30 years after, viz. in 1 590, was removed to South-

gate-street, where in 1660 standings were erected for the serge-market, now kept

weekly, which is said to be the greatest in England, next to the brigg-market at Leeds
in Yorkshire ; and that sometimes as many serges have been sold in a week, as amount
to 60 or 80,0001. ; for besides the vast quantities of their woollengoods usually shipped

for Portugal, Spain, and Italy, the Dutch give large commissions for buying up serges,

S««ti -
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perpetiianas, 8cc. for Holland and Germany : that to France is not very considerable,

and indeed too much of what there is, is in the hands of smugglers ; which prtictice, so

mischievous to the fair merchant, has been more successful on the south couhi than any

other parts of England. It is particularly remarked of this city, that it is as full c t gentry

almost as it is of tradesmen, and that there have been more mayors and bailiffs of it,

who have descended from good families, or given rise to them, than of any other of its

bigness in England ; for the great trade and flourishing state of this city tempted gentle-

men to settle tneir sons here, contrary to the practice in the midland and northern coun-

ties ; where, according to the vain and ruinous notion of the Norn.ans, trade was lell to

the vn'jar, and gentlemen were not to foul their fingers with it.

Plymouth, at the influx of the rivers Plymand Tamar into the channel, was anciently

no more than a fishing town, but is now the lai^gest in the shire, contains near as many
souls as Exeter, and is one of the chief magazines in the kingdom, owing to its port,

which is one of the biggest and safest in England, consisting of two harbours, capable

of containing 1000 sail. It is defended by several forts mounted with near 300 guns,

and particularly by a strong castle erected in the reign of king Charles II, upon St.

Nicholas Island ; but the towns people look upon this castle, rather as an awe upon, than

for a defence of the town; and this fortification, within the circuit of its walls (which
take up at least two acres) contains a large magazine-house full of stores, and five regu*

lar bastions.

It has a good pilchard-fishing on the coast, drives a considerable trade to the Straits

and the West Indies, and has a custom-house.

Barnstaple, on the River Taw, compounded of bar (which in British is the mouth
of a river and staple (which in Saxon denotes a mart of trade :) it had walls formerly,

with a castle, enjoyed the liberties and privileges of a city, and had also an haven,

which became so shallow, that most of the trade removed to Biddiford : yet it has still

some merchants, and a good trade to America and Ireland, from whence 'tis an esta-

blished port for landing wool ; and it imports more wine, and other merchandise, than

Biddiford, and is every whit as considerable ; for though its rival cures more fish, yet

Barnstaple drives greater trade with the sei^-makers of Tiverton and Exeter, who
come up hither to buy shad-fish, wool, yarn, &c. 'Tis pleasantly situate among hills, in

the form of a semicircle, to which the river is a diameter : there is a fair and strong bridge

over it, of sixteen arches, and a paper-mill. The streets are clean and well paved, and
the houses built of stone, as are all the towns hereabouts.

Biddiford (so called from its situation, i. e. by the ford) an ancient port and corpora-

tion on the Towridge, which a little lower joins the Taw, and falls with it into Barn-
staple Bay in the Bristol Channel. There is a very fine bridge over this river, which
was built in the 14th century, on 24 beautiful and stately Gothic arches. Though the

foundation is very firm, yet it seems to shake at the slightest step of a horse. There
are lands settled for keeping it constantly in repair ; the revenues of which are received

and laid out by a bridge-warden, chosen by the mayor and aldermen. 'Tis a clean,

well built, populous place, and has a street that fronts the river, three quarters of a
mile long, in which are a noble key and custom-house, where ships of good burden
load and unload in the very bosom of the town. There is another street, of a good
length, as broad as the St. Roch-street at Lisbon, well built, and inhabited by wealthy

merchants, who send fleets every year to the West Indies, particularly Virginia and
Newfoundland, and to Ireland, from whence 'tis an established port, as well as Barn-
staple, for lan^ng wool. Forty or fifty sail of ships belonging to this port have been
employed to fetch cod from Newfoundland ; and others are sent to Liverpool and

E 2
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Warrington, to fetch rock-suit, which is here dissolved by the sca-wuter into brine, and

then boiled up into n new salt, which is justly culled salt upon suit ; and with this they

cure their herrings.

In Somersetshire we arrived at the city of Bristol, the second city in the dominions of

of the king of Great.Brituin, for trade, wealth, and number of mhabitimts, noiwith*

standing York boasts of greater antiquity and extent of ground, and Norwich of more
churches. The Brit liris, accordinc^ to Camden, call it Cacr Oder nunt Buden, i. e.

the city Odera in Baden (or Bath) valley ; and the Saxons, Briglitstow, or a famous
place.

As to the trade of this city, 'tis well known to all traders to be the most consider,

able ofany port in the British dominions, London only excepted, especially to the West
Indies, to which its merchants were the first adventurers, and always greater traders in

proportion than that metropolis. It was even computed, about twenty-six years ugo,

when it employed no less than 2000 sail of shi|)s, that the trade, in proportion to the

bigness of the two cities, was above three times as great as that of London. Indeed the

Bnstol merchants had a very good trade to the West Indies at the time of the civil war,

which they have increased much more, not only thither, but to all parts of the world,

since the Revolution. Before that, they knew little of the Guinea trad^^, and hardly

any thing of the Dutch, the Hamburg, the Norway, and the Eastland commerce ; all

which have since been very flourishing in this port. In time of peace, fifty West India

ships have arrived here in a fleet, or very near one another, many of them ships of con-

siderable burden. In the late war with France; they built a sort of galleys, called run-

ners, which Ix'ing well armed and manned, and furnished with letters of marque, over,

took and mastered several prizes of that nation. Many of these ships were then also

carriers for London merchants, who ordered their merchandise to be landed here and
sent up to Gloucester by water, thence by land to Lechlade, and thence down the Thames
to London ; the carriage being so reasonable, that it was more than paid for by the

difierence of the insurance, and risk between this port and London. These conveni-

ences, and a shorter cut through the channel to the Land's-end, gave the merchants

of Bristol a great advantage in trade over those of London ; and to this advantage

may, in some measure, be attributed the great number of wealthy men risen up within

a few year .. in this city ; the shop-keepers of which, who are, in general, wholesale

men, have so great an inland trade, that they maintain carriers, just as the London
tradesmen do, not only to Bath, and to Welb and Exeter, but to Frome, and all the

principal counties and towns, from Southampton, even to the banks of the Trent.

Moreover, by means of those two great rivers, the Severn and the Wye, they have the

whole trade of south Wales as it were to themselves; and the greatest part ofthat of

north Wales.

The largest ships lie at Hungroad, four miles down the river ; two miles below which

is Kingroad, another station. Here those ships are discharged by lighters, which carry

the merchandise to the key. For the building, equipping, and repairing of ships, there

are shipwrights, and all other proper artificers, yards and docks, and large rope-walks in

the skirts of the town.

One of this city's principal branches of trade, and which has been prodigiously in.

creased since the Revolution, is that to Ireland, from whence it imports tallow, linen and
woollen, and bay yarn. The Straits trade, for all sortS of fruit, oil, &c. is very con-

siderable at this port ; and so indeed is that to all other countries, except Turkey and

the East Indies.
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In this city there are also some conitidcruble inanuructurcs of woollen stufTs, pnrticu>

larly cantaloons, whicli in curried on chiefly by French refugics; ah^^ wure ibujii plenty

and chcup at Bristol, uh in uny place ol' ihe world, here Ijciiig nole^ts th.ui hlteeii glaiis-

houscH (which are served by the Kingswood and Mendip-hills coal mines) some for

Srlosses, otlurrs for bottles, ot' which there is a (rreat demand at the hot- well and Bath

or exporting their minenU waters, and in general tbr wine, beer, c\der, 8ic.

FromC'Selwood is the cui''f town of what was anciently one great forest in the cast

part of Somersetshire, and the west part of Wiltshire, and therefore 'hen called SeU
woodshire.

The inhabitants are reckoned to be about 13,000, of whom 'tis said oi half arc new
comers within these twenty years ; in which time tlnre have not Ijcen less than 2000
houses built on new foundations. They arc not indeed very suiuptuous, nor the streets

very spacious, the latter especially being very jrregular, and for the greatest part up
hill and down hill. 'Twas governed formerly by a bailiff', and now by tsvo constables,

of the hundred of Frome, chose at the court.leet. The uihabitants of this town, who
had shewn their zeal for the glorious Revolution, endeavoured, in the reign of king
William, to pttx:ure a charter incorporation, but in vain, because, as they say, they were

imposed in it by a neighbouring lord.

As to the woollen manufacture, it thrives here to such a degree, that seven waggons
have been sent out with cloth weekly from this town for BlackwelUhall in London, &c.
Indeed all of it is not made at Frome ; for the clothiers ofthe neigiibouring villages, of
Elm-Mells, Whatiey, Noney, &c. bring their goods hither for carriage to London ; and
each of these waggons have been known to hold 140 pieces, which being valued at 14/.

one with miother, make the value of the whole to amount, m the year, to above
700,000/. in this quarter of the county.

Twenty years ago more wire cards, for cardinjjr the wool for the spinners, were made
here than in all England besides ; Leeds, Halifax, and other towns in Yorkshire, as

well as the western parts of the kingdom, being supplied with them from hence : and
here were no less than twenty master candlemakers ; one of whom, Mr. John Glover,

employed 400 men, women, and children, at one time, in making them ; for even
children of seven or eight years of age could earn half a crown a week. This shews
how much the concern and dependance of this town have been in and upon the wool-
len manufacture. The cloths made here are, for the most part, medleys ofabout seven
or eight shillings a yard. The river here, which abounds with trout, eels, &r. rises in

the woodlands, and runs under its stone-bridge, towards the Bath, on the east side of
which it falls into the Avon. This town has been a long time particularly noted for its

rare fine beer, which they keep to a great age, and is not only the nectar of the common
people, but is often preferred by the gentry to the wines of France and Portugal.

Portsmouth is the key of England, and its only regular fortification ; it stands at the

entrance of a creek of the island of Portsey, wluch is about fourteen miles in com-
pass, surrounded, at hi^h tides, by the sea-water, of which they make salt, and joined

to the continent by a bndge, where was anciently a small castle and town, called Port
Peris or Porchester, the place that Vespasian is said to have landed at when he came to

Britain : 'tis termed by Ptolempr fii>«{ ^^llt i. e. a great harbour ; but the Saxons
called it Port only, without any adjunct. This Port Peris lay at the upper end of the

creek, but, the sea retiring from it, the inhabitants followed it, which occasioned the

building of this town.

When the civil wars began, this town was secured for the Parliament, and continued

in that interest till the Restoration, when Catharine the infanta of Portugal arrived
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here, and wns met by king Charles II, to consummate their marriage. That king
added ver}' much totnc Ntrciigth, extent, uiid mugnificcncc of itm roriiricutions by land,

and to its nuvul prenaruiioiis. He made it one o( tl)c principal cliun)lx.rs in die king*

dom for laying up tnc royul nuvy, l'urni^lu:d it with wet und dry duck:*, iiturc>hou!ic»,

ro|x: yards, and ull materials for building, repairing, rigging, urming, victualling, und
completely fitting to sea ships of ull rutc->i, from the least to the greuttsi. King James
II, added greatly to the fortifications, and made the duke of Ikrwick its governor. It

has also dwelling-houses, with ample accommodations for a commissioner of the navy,

and all the sulx)rdinute officers, and muster- workmen, necessur) for the cunstiint day
and night-service of the nuvy in this port ; and it is surprising to see the exact oitlcr in

which the furniture is laid up in the yurds and store-houses, so that the workmen can
find any implement in the dark. After the Revolution, this port flourished mightily

;

being the con:itant aMulezvous of the grand li'ets und squadrons; for convoy of
merchant ships homeward and outward bound. By these means it is so increased and
enriched, that the houses of the inhabitants are near double to what they were before,

and the fortifications as regular as those of any |)ort in Europe. Here is a good coun*

terscarp, and double mote, with ravelins in the ditch, and double palisadoes, and ad-

vanced works to cover the place from any approach where it may be practicable. The
town is also the strongest on the land side, by the fortifications raised of lute years

about the docks and yards. Within these few years die government has bought more
groimd for additional works ; and, no doubt, it may be made impregnable, since a

shallow water may be broueht quite round it. 'Tis amazing to see the immense quan-

tities here of all sorts of military and naval stores. The rope-house is near a quarter ofa
mile long. Some of the great cables made here require 100 men to work at them, and
their laltour is so hard, that they can work but four hours in a day. The !c««i number
ofmen continually employed in the y^rd is said to be a thousand, and that but ba)xly

sufficient. The docks and yards, in short, resemble a distinct town, and are a kind of
marine corporation within themselves, there being particular rows of dwelling, built at

the public charge, within the new works, for all the principal officers. The situation of

the place is low, and so full of water and ditches, that it is reckoned aguish. The
streets are not over clean, nor the smells very savoury ; but the continual resort of sea-

men and soldiers to it renders it always full of people, and makes those people seem
always in a hurry. The inns and taverns are perpetually crowded, but their bills are

not the most moderate. The place is in want of fresh water ; and though the adjacent

country abounds with all sorts of provisions, yet the great consumption here makes
them dear : as arc also lodgings and fuel. Here is a garrison, but the number uncer-

tain according to the occasion. Here are all the proper officers to take care of

the revenue ; and the garrison, docks, &c. are furnished with them in their several

distinctions. Here is a very fine new key for laying up the cannon ; and the arsenal

at Venice is not so regular, nor better disposed. A thousand sail of ships may ride safe

in this harbour. The mouth, not so broad as the Thames at Westminster, is secured

on Gosport side by four forts, and a platform of above twenty great guns, level with

the water ; and on the other side by South-Sea casUe, built by Henry VIII. Gosport is

a large town, of great trade, where the sailors wives live for the most part, and where
travellers generally choose to lodge ; every thing being cheaper and more convenient

there, than in Portsmouth ; and boats are continually passing from the one to the

other, it being just as Southwark is to London, excepting that there is no bridge ; but
it is called Portsmoudi, though they are different parishes.
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Such has been the late increase of business at Potsmouth, and so f^rcat the conRucnce

of people, that as the town docs not admit of any cnlargtmcnt for l)uilditig!i, a Mjrt of

suburb to it has been built on the heathy ground adjuiiiing, which is like to out^itrip

the town itself, for number of the inhabitants, and beauty of tlte houses ; and the ratlier,

as it is independent on the laws of the garrison, and unincumbered with the duties and

services of tnc corpration. The sailor, arc entertained here, in the time of war, by the

ladies of pleasure, us they are at Amsterdam, and all other places wliere there is u great

resort of shipping.

Newbury or Ncwbcry, g. d. the New Borough, is so called in regard to its rise on

the decay of the Spinas of the Romans, which is dwindled into u village, with a few

eood inns in it, called Spinham Land, though still reckoned a part of Newbury.
This town is famous for the two great engagements there between king Charles I, and

the Parliament-army ; the first on the 20ih of Septemtx.>r 1643, and the second on the

27th of October 1644; both almost on the same spot of ground, and the king present

at both. Notwithstanding its name, it is u place at least as old as the con(|ucst ; and

the manufacture of cloth tlirove here once to such a degree, that in the reign of Henry
VIII, here flourished John Winchcomb, commonly called Jack of Newbury, one of the

greatest clothiers that ever was in England : for he kept 100 looms in his house ; and

U) the expedition to Flodden-ficld agamst the Scots, marched with one hundred of his

own men, all armed and clothed at nis own expcncc ; and he built all the west part of

the church. Also Mr. Kenric, the son of a clothier of this town, and afterwards a

merchant in London, lefY 40001. to this town, as well as 75001. to Reading, to en-

courage the clothing trade. It has lost most of this manufacture since it removed to the

west, mit makes a great quantity ofshalloons and druggets, which, with its other trades,

renders it still a nourishmg town. It stands most pleasantly, in a fruitful plain, the

river Kcnnet running through it. It was made a corporation by queen Elizabeth, and
is governed by a mayor, high-steward, recorder, aldermen, and capital burgesses. The
streets are spacious, particularly the market-place, in which stands the Guildhall. 'Tis

noted also for its excellent trout, eels, and cray-fish, and has all manner of provisions in

plenty.

Birmingham, Bremingham, or Bermincham, is a large populous town in Wiu-wick-

shire ; the upper part of it stands dry on the side of a hill, but the lower is watry.

Swarms of the meaner sort of people are employed here in the iron-works, in which
they are such ingenious artiflcers, that their performances in the small wares of iron and

steel are much admired both at home and abroad. The noise of files, hammers, and
anvils, is the continual music of this place. 'Tis much improved of late years by many
new buildings, both public and private.

Norwich city, about one hundred and eight miles from London, in the county of

Norfolk, stands near the conflux of the river Vensder or Winsder, and the river Yare,

which is navigable from hence to Yarmouth, thirty miles by water. It was spoiled and
burnt by Sueno king of Denmark, but soon grew populous again, and wealthy ; and
in Edward the Confessor's days, had thirteen hundred and twenty burgesses, and paid

twenty pounds to the king, besides six sextaries of honey, a bear, and six dogs to bait

him. At the drawing up of the survey afler the conquest, it paid seventy pounds in

weight to the king, five pounds fine to the queen, and furnished her with an ambling
palfrey. Although it suffered very much by the insurrection of Ralph, earl of the

East Angles, against William the Conqueror, in whose time it was besieged and re-

duced by famine, yet that damage was abundantly repaired, when the episcnpaJ set

was removed liither from Thetford, which was in 1096, the year that the cathedral

y>
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was rounded. In the rrign of king Stephen it was in a manner rebuilt, and made u

cor|M)r.iiion. Henry IV, granted thc-ni u mayor, and two iihcrifft instead of bailiffi,

by whom they had till then been governed, according to the charter of king Stephen
;

and in the center of the city, near the market croAs, they built a mont Ixautiful town-

house. In the year 1348 niar 58,OCX) per^tons* weit: carried off here by a (x'stilcnce j

and in 1507 the city was alinofti entirely conhumed by fire.

I: Htandn on the side of a hill from north to south, near two miles in length, and one
mile in breadth. The inhabitants are wealthy, the city p)pulous, though not Full of
houM's, there l)eing void enough williin the walls for another colony ; and though it ia,

upon the whole, an irregular town, yet the buildings, both public and private, are very

neat and Ixautiful. It has been pretended, but never proved, that it had once sixty-

seven parishes in it; though were it true, it can only be inferred, that the parishes

were smaller, and not the city bigger than now; for it does not appear from any
history or truces of antiquity, that the waste ground within its walls was ever filled up,

cither with inhabitants or habitations. It must be owned, however, to be a city of great

trade itself, and adds not a little to that of Yarmouth, by the vast cargoes of coal, wine,

fish, oil, and ail other heavy goods, which it receives from thence by the river Yarc.

Its manufactures are, generally speaking, sent to London, though they export considera-

ble quantities also from Yarmouth to Holland, Germany, Sweden, Norway, and other

parts of the Baltic and northern seas, which is also no inconsiderable addition to the trade

of Yarmouth.
It had a Rint-stone-wall, three miles In circomference, now very much decayed, which

was finished in 1309, and was then beautified with forty towers. It has twelve gates,

and six bridges over the Yare, and was thirty years ago reckoned to contain 8000
houses, and ut least 50,000 inhabitants, out of whom is formed a regiment of soldiers

for defence of the city, besides an artillery company. It has thirty-two neat and beauti-

ful churches, iy nidcs the cathedral chapels, arid meeting-houses of all denominations.

The roof of the cathedral, which is s lUfKC venerable ancient structure, is of excellent

workmanship, adorned with the History of the Bible, in divers little images, carved as it

were to the life. It has a spaci' nn Jtioir, and a strong steeple, higher than that of

Grantham, but .lower than that of S ilisbury : it is above 105 yards from the top of the

pinnacle to the paveiYient of the choir under it. The weather-cock, which stands upon
the top-stone, is three quarters of a yard high, and above a yard long. The bishop's

palace, with the prebend's houses round the close of the cathedral, makes a very good
appearance. St. P .'ter*s of Mancrof^, near the market-place, is a stately^fair edifite, with

an admirable ring of eight bells, reckoiKd one of the chief parish-churches in England.
There are two churches for the Dutch and French Flemings, of whom there are great

numbers here, who have singular privileges granted them, which are tenderly preserved.

Some of the churches are covered with thatch, and all of them crusted with flint-stone

curiously cut, as the churches in Italy are with marble ; but it is thought strange from
whence those stones should come, because Norwich stands in a clay country, and no
flint or chalk within twenty miles of it.

The other remarkable building are, 1. The Duke of Norfolk's palace, which was
once reckoned the largest house m England, out of London. 2. The castle, supposed

to have been built in Uie time of the Saxons. It stands on a hill, almMt in the heart of

the cit}', surrounded by a deep ditch, over which there is a strong bridge, with an arch

of an extraordinary bigness. It is the common jail for Norfolk, and by it stands the

shire- house, a handsome building, where the assizes are always held for the summer cir-

cuit. 3. The town-hail, in the market-place. 4. The guild-hall, formerly the monas-
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tery church of Black-friara. 5. The house of correction, or bridewell, a beautiful

Mructurc, built of Mjuurcflint-ntone, so nicely joined, that no mortar can be Kcn. 6. A
lo(\y murk.et-cro!Mi of frcc-stonc, built after the manner of a piazza, as beaut* ful and
comniudiutiii aa any almost in the kingdom. 7. The king's school, founded by king
Kdward VI, for the instruction of lx)ys in grammar learning, to be nominated by the

mayor for the time iK'ing, with the consent of the majority of the aldermen. The other

building^ arc. in general, very handsome and lot\y, especially about the markct-plucc t

•nd as there were formerly a good number of thatched houses in the bye-lanes and
•treets, an order was made, that all that were thereafter new built or covered should be
tikd. Some authors call this city an orchard in a city, or a city in an orchard, by rea-

son of the pleasant intermixture of its houses and trees. It has four hospitals, one of

them, viz. St. Helen's, or Domus Dei, as it is called, was formerly founded for the en-

tertainment of strangers; but kin^ lienry VIII, converted it into an hospital for the

poor of the city ; and it now consists of a master, chaplain, and eighty poor men and
women, who are all clothed in gray, snd must be sixty years of age. Doughty's hos-

pital consists of sixteen poor men, and eight women, all clothed in purple. The boys
and girls hospitals, founded by two .icveral mayors of the city, contain thirty of each

;

and the boys, at a proper a|>;e, arc put out apprentices, iiere are twelve charity schools,

where 210 boys and 144 girls are taui^ht, clothed, and supplied with books.

King Henry IV. made this city a county of itself: it is governed by a mayor, re-

corder, s)<: t/ard, two sheriffs, 24 aldermen, and sixty common council ; with a town-
clerk, sword-bearer, and other inferior ofiicers. The mayor is chose always on May-day
by the freemett, who return two out of the aldermen to their court, to choose one ofthem,
who is sworn ir/to hii office with great pomp and solemnity, on Tuesday before mid-
summer eve. The sheriffs are uiso annually elected, one by the court of aldermen,
another by the fre'jmen, on the last Tuesday in August, and sworn on Michaelmas-day

;

and the aldermen arc chose by the freemen of the ward only. The common council

arc chose in Mid-lent. The mayor is a justice of the peace, and of the quorum, during
his year (as are also the recorder and steward) within the city and )ts liberties ; and
after his mayoralty, he is a justice of peace during life.

The worsted manufacture, for which this city has long been famous, ^vas first

brought hither by the Flemings, in the reign of l!.dward 111, and afterwards improved
to great perfection by the Dutch, who fled from the duke d'Alva^s bloody persecution,

and, being settled here by queen Elizabeth, taught the inhabitants to mnke great

variety of worsted stuffs, as sayes, b&izc, serges, shalloons, &c. in which they carry on
a vast trade, both at home and abroad, and are lately come to weave drugj^ets, crapes,

and other curious stuffs ; of all which, it is said, this city vends to the value of no less

than 100,000/. a year. AU hands are daily eivii.ioyed, and even childiei. earn their

bread in this .fnanufacture. Eight wardens of the worsted weavers, four out of the

city, and four out of the neighbouring country, are annually chose, and swoin tc take

care that ther^ be no frauds m the spinning, weaving; or dying the said stuffs. Here is

another company of woollen manufacturers, called the Russia Company, who have a
seat in the town hall, with this inscription, Fidelitas artes alit. The seat of the other

company tir^der the warden h&H this inscription. Worsted reformed. The weavers here

employ ail the country routed ;n spinnlrg yam for them, and also use many thousni^d

packs of yam, which they receive fronr. other countries, even as far as Yorkslure and
Westmccland. A calculation was lately made, from the number of looms tlien at

work in this city only, that there were not less than one hundred and t^venty thousand
people employed in the manufacture of woollen, silk, &c. m and about the town,
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including tho&e employed in spinning the yarn up..*d for such goods as are all made in

this city. There is a stocking manufacture aho here, which has been computed at

60,000/. a year.

Great Yarmouth, in the same county, and about 133 miles from London, seems to

have risen out of the ruins of the old Gariannonum. It is a large, well built, popu-

lous town ; much increased of late years in buildings, shipping, and in people ; and is

infinitely superior to Norwich in situation, traffic^ and wealth. The principal rendez-

vous of the colliers between Newcastle and London, which used to be the honour of

Ipswich, seems now to be here ; the roads, as they are called, opposite to the town, on
the east side of it, being esteemed a safe harbour, or riding, for ships, and therefore

much frequented by all the vessels which pass and repass from the north parts of tlie

wond to London, or fanner south ; though there are dangerous banks of sands in the

neighbourhood, drove thither by the high winds, on which, in violent storms, ships

have been often cast away ; and the inhabitants are ixt two or three thousand pounds a

year charge to keep the harbour clear of the sands and mud. Its being the centre of

the coal trade, and its great comm';.rce to France^ Holland, and the north and east seas,

and above all its herring-fishery, make Yarmouth the greatest town of trade on all the east

coast of England, except Hull : for besides all its other commerce it has the sole trade of

red herrings, i. e. the whole herring fishery of the east coast of England ; where, inclu-

ding the little town of Leostoif, fifty thousand barrels, which some magnify to forty

thousand lasts, containing no less than forty millions of red herrings, are generally

taken and cured in a year. These are, for the most part, exported by the merchants of

Yarmouth, the rest by those of London, lo Italy, Spain, and Portugal ; which, with

the cambl(;ts, crapes, and other stuffs they export to these and other places, especially

Holland, to which they send a vast quantity of woollen goods every year, occasions very

large business, and employs abundance of men and ships.

The fishing fair here, or season for catching herrings, is at Michaelmas ; during

which, all the fishing vessels, that come for the purpose of fishing for the merchants,

from any part of England, as great numbers do from the coasts of Kent &nd Sussex,

Scarborough, Whitby, he. are allowed to catch, bring in, and sell their fish, free of all

toll or tax, as the brrghers or freemen of Yarmouth are.

The town is bound by its charter, granted by Henry the Third, to send the sheriff of

Norwich every year a hundred herrings baked in twenty-four pasties, which are to be
delivcicd to the lord of the manor of East Carlton, in this county, who is to ^ve a re-

ceipt for them, and convey them to the king, wherever he is.

The only inconvenience with which this town is reproached, is the smell, which is

indeed offensive to strangers, during the fishing fair, and while the fish are landing, and
under the operation of curing, that is, of smoaking, or, as tLey here call it, hanging
the herrings. Just so London may be said to stink of smoak, Wappii^ of tar, Seville

of oil, 8cc. but lucri dulcis odor.

The town which has two parish-churches, and a beautiful handsome port, makes a
very good appearance from the sea, and is as fi.ie within as it seems to be without.

It is the neatest, the compactest, and most r^ulnr built town in England, the streets

being strait, and parallel with one another from north to south ; and as it stands in a
peninsula, between the harbour &r.d the sea, the cross lands, which they call rows,
cutting through the buildings from east to west, give a view cross all the streets, from
the key to the sea. It is walled and fortified, but not very s*roDgly. Its ohief strength

by land is the river or harca, w.iich lies on the west side, Mdth a draw-bridge over it:

the port or entrance secures the so:\th, and the sea the east ; but the north end, which
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joins it to the main-land of Norfolk, is open, and only covered with a single wall, and
some old demolished works. But the beauty of Yarmouth is its market-place, the finest

and best furnished of any town in England, of its bigness : and its key or wharf, which
reaches from the draw-bridge almost to the south p!:ate, is the fairest, largest, and longest

in all Britain, or perhaps in Europe, that of Seville in Spain only excepted. Here the

shipf, lie so cl'se to one another, with their bowsprits over the shore, that one may step

from it into any of the ships directly, and walk from one to another, as over a bridge, for

sometimes aquarier ofamile together, or more. On this key are a custom-house and
town-house, both fine buildings, as are many of the houses on it inhabited by the mer-
chants; for the key is so spacious, that in some places * is near a hundred yards from
the houses to the wharf.

From the river Yr;e, which gives name to this towri, and is navigable to Norwich,
there is a navigation into two streams, that are also navigable : one, viz. the Waveney,
to Beccles on the south, by which it has a trade with the north part of Suffolk, and the

south parts of Norfolk. The second is called the Thyrne, and gives it a trade to the

north part of die county towards North Walsham. Upwards of 1 100 ships belonged to

this port near fifty years ago, besides what the merchants might be concerned in belong-

ing to others.

Here is almost as great a fishing for mackarel in the spring, as there is for herrings in

September. Besides they have a fishing-trade to the north seas, for white-fish, called the

north sea code, and a considerable trade to Norway and vhe Baltic for deals, oak, pitch,

tar, hemp, flax, canvass, s^l-cloth, and all manner of naval stores, which they consume,
for the most part, in their own port, where they build a great number ofships every year.

They h..ve a comical way of carrying people all over the town, and from the sea-side,

for sixpence. They call it their coach, but it is o.ily a wheelbarrow, drawn by one
horse, without any covering. As the merchants, and even the generality of traders in

Yarmouth have an universal reputation for their fair-dealing, so their seamen are

esteemed the ablest and most expert in England ; but the coast is noted for being one
of the most dangerous and fatal to the colliers and coasteni, of any all round the islauvl.

Most oftheshedii, out-houses, pales, partitions, and the like, for twenty miles upon the

shore, from Winterton-ness to C> omer, and farther, are made of the wrecks of ships,

and the ruins of the merr hants and sailors fortunes ; and in some places are great piles

of wrecks laid up for nc purpo&es of buitding. There tire no less than eight light-

houses kept flaming every night, within the length of about six miles, two of which are

south, at or near Goulston, between Yarmouth and Leostoff; two more at Castor, a
little town to the north of Yarmouth ; two more at Winterton-town ; one more at

Winterton-ness, the most easterly point of land in Norfolk, which is called the Lower-
light ; and the last is still farther north, where the shore, falling oflP to the north-west,

warns the sailor, as he comes from the north, to keep oif, that he may be sure to wea-
ther the Ness of Winterr^n, and go clear of the land into the roads; for from that

point the shore falls off for near sixty miles to the west, as far as Lynn and Boston.

There are also abundance of sea marks, beacons, and other warning pieces along the

shore, all the way from this place to Cromer ; for the danger is this : if the ships coming
from the north are taken with a hard gale of wind at soutu-east, or any point between
north-eist and south east, so that they cannot weather Winterton-ness, they are thereby

kept within the great deep bay of Cromer, called by the seamen the Devil's Throat,

which is formed between the two points of Winterton, and the Spurn-head in York-
shire ; and if the wind blows hard, they are often in danger of running on shore upon
the locks about Cromer, on the north coast of Norfolk, or stranding upon the flat
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shore between Cromer and Wells. All they have to trust to then, is good gi'ound*

tackle to ride it out : and if they cannot, by reason of the violence of the sea, then to run

into the bottom of the great bay, to Lynn or Boston, which is a push very difficult, and

ever desperate, so that sometimes in this distress, as I am told, whole fleets have been

lost here all together ; particularly in 1696, near two hundred sail of colliers and coasters,

being too far embayed to weather Winterton-ness, and running away for Lynn Deeps,

inissed their way in the dark, so that they were all drove ashore, and dashed :o pieces,

with the loss of about a thousand people. Ships bound northward are in the san.

danger; for if, after passing by Winterton-ness, they are taken short with a north-east

wind, and cannot put back i{ito the roads, as very often happens, they are drove upon
the same coast, and embayed in like manner.

At the entt?nce of the harbour, on a little slip of land, there is a little platform with

guns, which is ail its security, the great guns (formerly planted round the town-walls)

being removed by king Charles U.
Derby, the county, town, about a hundred and twenty-two miles Hrw i A. 'in, has

its name from being a park, or shelter for deer, which is partly confirn.i .<. « <> tne arms
of the town, viz. a buck couchant in a park. It stands on the west side of the river

Derwent, and the south side of it is watered by a little li/ulet, called Mertin-b'-ook,

which has nine bridges ovc ' it before it fells into the Derwent. It has a fair stone bridge

of five arches over the latte , on which there formerly stood a chapel dedicated to St.

Mary, now converted into a dwelline-house.

The town is neat, large, well built, and popukms, and is divided into five parishes,

which have each the'.r church ; but that of All-Saints, or All-Hallows, b the most re-

markable for its light and architecture, having a beautiful Gothic tower, which, by an

inscription in the Jnurcb, appears to have been erected about the reign of queen Mary,
and one halfof the expence paid by the batchelors and maidens of the town.

The trade of this town is not very considerable ; for though it b a staple for wool,

yet it depends chiefly upr a a retail trade in buying com and seUing it again to the high-

land countries, andm making malt, and brewing ale, of both which gre^ quantities ^^ c

sent to London. <. i •

:

Thb town has a curiosity to boast of, which b the only one of its kind in the t?

kingdoms, viz. a machine,* erected by Sir Thomas Lombe, an aklerman of London^
for the manufacture of silk, which was brought out of Italy at the hazard of hb life.

It b a mill in an island of the Derwent, facing tlie town, which works the three capital

engines made use of by the Italians, for making organzine, or thrown silk, wmch,
before the same was erected, was purchased by the Englbh merchants firom Italy, with

ready money. By this* wonderful piece of machinery, one hand-mill twists an much
silk as could be done before by fifty, and in a better manner. The engine contains

26,586 wheels, and 97,746 movements ; which works 73,726 yards of silk-thread

every time the water wheel goec round, which is three times in a minu'v and
318,504,960 yards in one day and night. One water-wheel gives motion t*^ -m. the

rest of the wheels and movements, of which any one may be stopt separately. )ne

fire-engine likevrise conveys warm air to every individual part of the machine ; and the

* This machine was thought ofsuch importance by the legislature, that in 1733, on the expiration of
ths patent, which the introductor of it had obtained for fourteen years, the parliament granted sir Thomas
14,000/. as a further recompence for the very great hazard andoxpencehe 'ibd Incurred in introducing

and erecting the engine, on condition of his allowing a perfect model to be taken of it, in order to secure
and perpetuate the art of making the same for the future. The model of it is kept in the record

«^ffice in the tower of London. . ^, : -.,.,.,.,,.. ,. .„...,.. ,„..... .., „ .
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whole is governed by one regulator. The house which contains this engine is five or

six stories high, and half a quarter ofa mile in length.

Halifax, in the county of York, about 174 miles from London, stands on the left

side of the Calder, extending from west to east upon the gentle descent of u hill. It is

a parish, the most populous, if not the most extensive in England, being twelve miles in

diameter, and above thirty in c'*'cumtcrence ; and having twelve chapels in it under the

mother-church of Halifax (a vicarage) two whereof are parochial, besides sixteen

meeting.houses, all which, except the quukers, are called chapels, and most of them
have bells and burying-grounds. They sent out 12,000 men, so long ago as the reign

of queen Elizabeth, to join her forces against the rebels, imder the earl of Westmore-
land ; and in Camden's time, they used to say, that they could reckon more men in

their parish, dian any kind of animal whatever: •• Whereas," says Camden, "in the

tnost populous and fruitful places of England elsewhere, one shall find thousands of

sheep, but so few men in proportion, that one would think they had given place to

sheep and oxen, or were devoured by them." He then accounts for tht: prodigious

increase of the inhabitants, by admiring the industry of a people, *' who, notwith-

standing an unprofitable barren soil, not fit to live in, have so flourished," says he«
*' by the cloth trade (which they had not followed above seventy years) that they are

very rich, and have gained a reputation fw it above their neighbours."

if such was the character and condition of the place then, what must it be since the

Seat demand of kerseys for clothing the troops abroad ? Sone will have it, that it is

ereby increased one fourth within these sixty years, es[)ecially as diey have lately

entered into the manufacture of shalloons, of which few, if any, were ever made in

Ihese parts before ; so that it has been calculated that 100,000 pieces are rrinde in a

jrear in this parish alone, at the same time that almost as many kerseys are made here

as ever. And it has been affirmed, that one dealer here has tnded by commission for

^,000/. a year to Holland and Hamburg^, in the single article of kerseys.

*Tis remarked, that this and the neighbouring towns are all so employed in the

woollen manufacture, that they scarce sow more com than will keep their poultry ; and
that they feed very few oxen or sheep ; so that what com they have comes chiefly out

of the East Riding, Lincolnshire, and Nottinghamshire, theur black cattle fi-om thence

and from Lancashire, their sheep and mutton from the adjacent counties, their butter

from the East and North Ridings, and their cheese from Cheshire and Warwickshire.
Their markets are thronged by such prodi^ous numbers of jpeople to sell their manu-
factures, and buy provisbns, that none are more crowded in the north of England,
except those of Leeds and Wakefield.

Leeds, in the same county, is about 186 miles from London. The name is derived

by some from the British word Uwydd, i. e. a pleasant situation, from the Saxon word
leod, i. e. people. It stands on the north side of the river Aire, over which it has a
magnificent stone bridge to the suburbs, which are very lai^. It has been a long time
famous for the woollen muuiufacture, and b one of the largest and most flourishing

towns in the county.

It is surprising to a stranger, when he first comes to this town, to see a long street

full of shops, or standings piled up with pieces of cloth for sale on a market-day. The
merchants of this place, York and Hull, ship them off at the latter, for Holland, Ham-
bui^h, and the north, from whence they are dbpersed througli the Netherlands, G^r-
many, Poland, Sec.

Its cloth market was formerly on the bridge i but on the great increase of that

trade, it has been sold in that called the High-street, or Bridgegate-street, where, every
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market-day in the morning, numbers of tressels are ranged and covered with boards ;

and upon the ringing of the market-bell at six in the summer, and seven in the winter,

(he clothiers in the inns bring out their cloth. When the bell ceases, the chapmen come
into the market, where they match their patterns, and treat for the cloth in a few
words, and with a whisiier, because the clothiers stand so near each oti.er ; and perhaps
20,000/. worth of cloth is sold in an hour's time. The bell rings ag in at half an hour
after eight, upon which the scene is changed, the clothiers and their chapmen, with

their tressels, disappear, and make room for the linen-drapers, hardware.men, shoe-

makers, fruiterers, &c. At the same time the shambles iwc well stored with all sorts of

fish and flesh ; and of apples 500 loads have been counted here on a day. There is a
magnificent hall i- the town ^ where they also sell great quantities of white cloth. It

has a cupola and \x ' : -?, like Black wellhall in London, to give notice when the sale

begins. There is a iu. aoot or guild hall, adorned with a fine statue of queen Anne
in white marble, erected ^y alderman Milner. Both these halls were erected about

1714. The river Aire being navigable here by boats, opens a communication from
this town with Wakefield, York, and Hull, to which places it exports other goods,

besides the woollen manufacture, ;ind furnishes the city of York with coals.

Siniderland, in the county-palatine of Durham, and about 264 miles from London,
stands on the south bank of the river Ware, and is a populous well built borough and
sea-port, with a very fine church : the sea surrounds it almost at high water, making
it a peninsula. It is much talked of for the coal trade ; but the Sunderland coal burns

so slowly, that it is said to make three fires ; it has much pyrites with it, and burns to

a heavy reddish cinder, which is iron by the magnet : yet were this harbour so deep as

to admit ships of the same burden as the river Tine does, it would be a great loss to

Newcastle. However, the place is enriched by the coal trade ; for great quantities of it

are found upon the banks of the river Ware (which here fa>.w. into the sea) and of the

best sort of coals too, as those in particular called Lumley coal, dug up in the earl of

Scarborough's park near Chester-in-the- Street, and several others: but the port of

Sunderland is barred up, and the ships are obliged to take in their loading of coals in

the open road, so that it is sometimes very dangerous to the keelmen or lightermen

that bring down the coal, who seldom dare to venture off to the ships, and are often lost

in the attempt. The ships therefore, which load here, are generally smaller dian those

at Newcasde ; but then they have one advantage of the Newcastle men, viz. that in

case of a contrary wind, particularly at north-east, which, though fair when they are at

sea, yet suffers not the ships at Newcastle to get out of the Tine, the ships at Sunder-

land, riding in the open sea, are ready to sail as soon as they can get in their loading ; so

that it has been known they have gone away, delivered their coals at London, and

bearing up against the wind in their return, have got back to Sunderland before the

ships at Shields, which were loaden at their coming away, had been able to get over

the bar. A great many ships belong to this port^and abundance of able seamen, who are

estieemed among the colliers as some of the best in the country.

South Shields, or Sheales, in the same county, is so called, to distinguish it from

North Shields in Northumberland, and because it lies on the south side of the mouth of

the river Tine, as the other does on the north side. This is of great note for its salt-

works, here being above 200 pans for boiling sea-water into salt, of which such avast

quantity is made here, as not only furnishes the city of London, but all the towns on or

near the coast between this place and that ciy, and upon the navigable rivers that come
into the sea on that side ; also all the counties which are funiished by the naviB^tion

of the Thames, and the meadows to the west and south of London. 'Tis said, that io
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these works they consume near 100,000 chaldron of coals every year, as may be partly

conjectured from the vast mountains of ashes which are raised near the w orks, there

being no other way to dispose of them. This place is therefore chiefly inhabited by the

people employed in those works, though there are also several substantial captains or

masters of ships, who live on this side, all chiefly employed, not only in the salt-works,

but the coal trade, this as well as North Shields being the usual station for most of the

Newcastle coal fleet, till the coals are brought down from Newcastle in barges and
lighters.

Liverpool, Litherpool, or Lirpool, in Lancashire, is about 183 miles from London.
'Tis not a very ancient town, but is very neat and populous, and the most flourishing

sea-port town in these parts, pretending to rival, if not to excel the city of Bristol, the

second port in England ; its customs being increased eight or ten fold within thirty

years past : and though the place is said to be above three times as large as it was in the

beginning of the late king James's reign, yet abundance of new houses are building

every day. The inhabitants are universally merchants ; and notwithstanding their ouC

of the way situation, drive an incredible trade, with great success, and very large stocks,

to all the northern parts of the world, as to Hamburgh, Norway, and the Baltic ; to the

British colonies in America ; to Guinea and Ireland ; and also to France, Spain, Portu-

gal, and Italy ; so that there is no trade but that of Turkey, Greenland, and the East

Indies, in which they are not concerned. As it imports almost all kind offoreign goo<Is,

it has consequently a large inland trade, and shares that to Ireland and Wales with

Bristol, as follows : As Bristol trades chiefly to the south and west parts of Ireland,

from Dublin in the east, to Gallway in the west, this town has all the trade of the east

and north shores from Dublin to Londonderry; as Bristol has the trade of South
Wales, this has great part of that of North Wales ; as Bristol has the south-west counties

of England, and some north of it as high as Bridgenorth, if not to Shrewsbury ; Liver-

pool has all the north counties, besides what goods it sends to Cheshire and Staffordshire,

by the new navigation of the rivers Mersee, the Weaver, and the Dane, even so near

to the Trent, that its goods are carried by land to Burton. The merchants of Liverpool
are also concerned with those of Londonderry in the fishery on the north coast of Ire>

land. 'Tis moreover t!\e most convenient and most frequented passage to Ireland, for

it stands at the mouth of the Mersee river, or Liverpool water, as the sailors call it,

who see it open to them on the right, as soon as they have passed Chester water by sea

north ; and though this river is not near so lat^ as the Dee, no not including the

Weaver, another river which falls into the same mouth, yet the opening, at least as

high as Liverpool, is infinitely before it, for hither ships of any burthen may come up.
with their full lading, and ride just before the town, if not go into their new wet dock.

The harbour is defended on the south side by a castle built by king John,, and on the

west by a tour on the river Mersee, which is a staAly strong piece of building, but the

town is quite open and unfortified; It has three handsome churches. They have built

a fine new church, besides two which they had before, ahd several meeting-houses ; and
all the new buildings are very handsome m large spacious clean streets, the houses built

of brick, and as like London as possible, only not quite so high ; though if some of

them were in Italy, they would pass for palaces. They have a fine town-house stand-

ing upon twelve free-stone pillars ancl arches, and under it is their exchange. Th'^

wet dock with its iron flood-gates, at the east end of the town, is the only thing of ito

kind in Britain, London excepted, it being a most noble work ; for though it has been
attended with a very great expence, it fully answers the end, by accommodating the

town in all the essential parts of marine business, whether for laying up ships, or
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fining them out, it being capable of containing eighty or a hundred saih which may lie

very quiet here, being sheltered by the town from the west and north winds, and by
the hills from the east winds. The custom- liouse, a commodious elegant structure, joins

to it. There is a navigation from hence farther up the Mersee, aixl that for ships of

burden too, as high almost as Warrington : and also up the south channel, which they

call the river Weaver ; but 'tb chiefly for two things, 1. For rock salt, which is dug
out of the earth, both in this county and Cheshire, and shipped off here in great quan-

tities, not only for Devonshire, Bristol, and other parts of Somersetshire, but round to

London, Colchester, and several other places in the south of England, where it is

dissolved in sea-water, then boiled up again into a stronger and finer salt, and is then as

good as that strong sort called salt upon salt, which the Dutch make of the St. Ulbe's

salt, and with which they cure their herrings. They also sliip off* great quantities of

Cheshire cheese here.

Manchester, in the same county, about 166 miles from London, stands near the con-

fluence of the Irk with the Irwell, not above three miles from the Mersee, and is so

much improved in thb and the last century above its neighbours, that though it is not

a corporation, nor sends members to parliament, yet, as an inland town, it has perhaps

the best trade of any in these northern parts, and surpasses all the towns hereabouts m
buildings and numbers of people, manufacturesi and its spacious market-place and
college.

The fustian manufacture, called Manchester cottons, for which it has been famous
for almost one hundred and fifty years, has been very much improved of late by some
inventions of dying and printing; which, with the great variety of other manufactures,

known by the name of Manchester goods, as tickmg, tapes, filleting, and linen cloth,

enrich not onlyt he town, but the whole parish, and render the people industrious.

Above a hundred years ago, there were reckoned near twenty thousand coommunicants
in this town and parbh, since which time the ii^bitanis are much more numerous in

proportion to the mcrease of their trade. It may with propriety be stiled the greatest

mere village in England ; for it is not so much as a town strictly speaking, the nigliest

ma^strate being a constao^* or headborough ; yet it is more populous than York»

Norwich, or most cities in England, and as big as two or three of the lesser ones put

together : for the people here, including those in the suburbs on the other side of the

river, are reckoned at no less than fifty thousand ; which is ten times the number of

people that Preston has, and it is said to return more money in one month than thatj

does in fifteen. Here is not only a spacious market-place, but a modem exchange.

Here is an ancient, though a firm stone bridge over the Irwell, which is built exceeding

high, because as the river comes from the mountainous part of the country, it rises

sometimes four or five vards in one night, and falls next day as suddenly. For the spac6
^

df three miles above the town, it has no less than sixty mills upon it. The weavers"

have looms here that Work twenty -four kices at a time, an invention for which they are

'

obliged to the Duteh. *, v. ;/.,., ^

Wolverhampton in Staffimishire, about 117 miles firom London, was anciently called
*

Hampton ; and so large a parish, that it was near thirty miles in compass, and contained

seventeen great villages. A pricuy was formerly built here by kmg Edgar, as Sir

William Dugdale says, at the request of his d^in^ sister Wulfruna ; and for this reasodf]

the place was called Wulfrune's Hampton, which is since corrupted to Wolverhampton.

'

It stands upon high ground, and is a populous town, well built, and the streets well

paved ; but all the water the town is supplied with, except what fails from the skies, *

comes from four weak springs ofdiffiirent qualities, which go by the names ofPudding.

''
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well, Horsewell, Washing-well, and Meat- well ; all appropriated to their several uses.

From the last they fetch all the water whiclj ihey use for bulling or brewing, in lea.

ther- budgets laid across .» horse, with a funnel at the top, by which they fill them;
and to the oih«:r three wells ihey carry their tripe, horses and linen. To this scarcity

of water, and the high situation ofthe place, is ascribed its healthy state, in spite of the
adjacent coal-mines; and it is s..id the plague was hardly ever known here, but the

small pox often, which has been observed to be an indication of the wholesomeness of
the air.

The chief manufacturers of this town are locksmiths, who are reckoned the most
expert of that trade in England. They are so curious in this art, that they can con-
trive a lock so, that if a servant Ik* sent into the closet with the master-key, or their

own, it will shew how many times that servant has gone in at any distance of time, and
how many times the lock has been shot for a whole year, some of them being made to

discover five hundred or a thousand times. We are informed also, that a very fine

lock was made in this town, sold for 20/. which had a set ofchimes in it, that would go
at any hour the owner should think fit.

N. B As for the city of London, its trade, 8cc. being so extc rsive, I shall make
it the subject of the ensuing chapter.

CHAP. IV....CONTAINmG A DKSCKIPTION OF THE CITY OF LONDON ; BOTH IN REGARD TO
ITS EXTENT. BUILDINGS, GOVERNMENT, TRADE, tic.

LONDON, the capital of the kingdom of England, taken in its largest extent, con-

prehends the cities of London and Westminster, with their respective suburbs, and
the borough of Southwark, with the buildings contiguous thereto on the south side of
the river, both on the east and west sides ofthe bridge.

The length thereof, if we measure it in a direct line from Hyde-park gate, on the

west side of Grosvenor-square, to the furthest buildings that are contiguous in Lime-
house, that is, from west to east, is very near five miles in a direct line; but if we take

in the turnings and windings of the streets, it cannot be less thv.u six miles. The
breadth in many places from north to south is about two miles ami a half, but in others

not above a mile and a half; the circumference of the whole being about sixteen miles.

The situation next the river is hilly, and in some places very steep ; but the streets

are for the most part upon a level, and the principal of them no where to be paralleled

for their length, breadth, beauty, and reguldrity of the buildings, any more than the

spacious and magnificent squares with which the r.ity abounds.

As to the dimensions of the city, within the w lis, I find that the late wall on the land

side from the tower in the east, to the mouth of Fleet-ditch in the west, was two miles

wanting ten poles ; and the line along the Thames, where there has been no walls for

many.hundred years, if ever, contains from the tower in the east, to the mouth of the

same ditch in the west, a mile and forty poles ; which added to the circuit of the wall

on the land side, makes in the whole three miles thirty poles ; and as it is of an irre-

gular figure, narrow at each end, and the broadest part not halfthe length of it, the con-

tent of the ground within the walls, upon the most accurate survey, does not con-

tain more than three hundred and eighty acres ; which is not a third part of the con-

tents ofour extensive city ofLisbon : but then this must be remembered, Lisbon con-

tains a great quantity of arable and waste ground within its walls, whereas London is

«ne continued pile of buildings. The city gates are at this day eight, besides posterns,
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viz. 1. Aldgatc ; 2. Bishopsgatc ; 3. Moorgatc ; 4..CrippIcgatc ; 5. Aldersgatc ; 6. New-
gate; 7. Ludgatc ; and, 8. The Uridgcgatc.

1. Aldgatc, or Ealdgatc, in the cast, is of great antiquity, even as old as tlic days ol

king Edgar, who mentions it in a charter to the knights of Knighton- Guild. Upon the

top of it, to the eastward, is placed a golden sphere ; and on the upper battlements, the

figures of two soldiers as centincls: beneath, in u large squaa>, king James I, isreprc-

sented standing in gilt armour, at whose feet arc a lion and unicorn, both couchant,

the first the supporter of England, and the other for Scotland. On the west side of

the gate is the figure of fortune, finely gilded and carved, with a prosperous sail over

her head, standing on a globe, overlooking the city. Beneath it is the king's arms,

with the usual motto, Dicu et mon droit, and under it, Vivat rex. A little lower, on

one side, is the figure of a woman, being the emblem of peace, with a dove in one

hand, and a gilded wreath or garland in the other ; and on the other side is the figure

of charity, with a child at her breast, and another in her hand ; and over the arch of

the ^ate is this inscription, viz. Senatus populusque Londinensis fecit, 1609, and under

it, Humphrey Weld, mayor ; in whose mayorality it was finished.

2. Bishopsgate, which stands north-west of Aldgatc, is supposed to have been built by
some bishop about the year 1200. It was afterwards several times repaired by the

merchants of the lianse Towns, on account of the confirmation of their privileges in

this city. The figures of the two bishops on the north side are pretty much defaced,

as are the city arms engraven on the south side of it.

3. Aldersgatc, the ancient north gate of the city, stands to the westward of Bishops-

gate. On the north, or out-side of it, is the figure of king James I, on horseback, who
entered the city at this gate when he came from Scotland, on his accession to the

throne of England. Over the head of this figure are the arms of England, Scotland

and Ireland ; and on one side the image of the prophet Jeremy, with this text en-

graved, " Then shall enter into the gates cf this city, kings and princes sitting on the

Uirone of David, riding on chariots and on horses, they and their princes, the men
of Judah, and the inhabitants of Jerusalem."* And on the other side, the figure of

the prophet Samuel, with the following passage, " And Samuel said unto all Israel,

^Behold, I have hearkened unto your voice in all that you have said unto me, and
have made a king over you.^f On the south, or inside of the gate, is the effigy of

king James I, sitting on his throne in his robes.

4. Newgate, so called from its being built later than the other principal gates, is

situated on the north-west corner of the city, said to be erected in the reign of Henry I,

or king Stephen, when the way through Ludgate was interrupted by enlarging the cathe.

dral of St. raul's and the church-yard about it. This gate hath been tlic county -jail

for Middlesex at least five hundred years. The west, or outside ofthe gate, is adorned

with three ranges of pilasters and their entablements of the Tuscan order. Over the

lowest is a cifcular pediment, and above it the king's arms. The intercolumns are

four niches, and as many figures in them, well carved, and large as the life. The east,

or inside of the gate, is adorned with a range of pilasters, with entablem.ents as the

other, and in three niches are the figures of jusdce, mercy, and truth, with this inscrip-

tion, viz. " This part of Newgate was begun to be repaired in the mayorality of sir

James Campel, knight, anno 1630, and finished in the mavoralty of Sir Robert Ducie,

bart. anno 1631 ; and being damnified by the fire in 1666, it was repaired in the mayor-
alty of sir George Waterman, anno 1672."

• Jcr. xvii. 25. i 1 'a«uti. xxii. 1.
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5. Ludgate, the ancient western gate of the city, stands lietwecn Newgate and the

Thames, built by king Lud, about threescore years Uforc the birth of our Saviour.

It was repaired in the rcijjn of king John, anno 1215, and afterwards in the year 1260,

when it was adorned with the figures of king Lud, and his two sons, Androgens and
Theomaniius ; but at the reformation, in the reign of Edward VI, some zealous

people struck off all their heads, looking upon images of all kinds to Ijc popish and
idolatrous. In the reij^n of ciueen Mary, new heads were placed on the bodies of

these kings, and so remained till the 28th of nuecn Elizabeth, anno 1586, when the

gate, being very ruinous, was pulled down, and beautifully rebuilt : the east, or iiuide

whereof, was adorned with four pilasters and entablature of the Dorick order, and in

the intercolumns were placed the figures of king Lud and his two sons (who are sup-

posed to have succeeded him) in their British habits again ; and above them the queen's

arms, viz. those of France and England quarterly, the supporters a lion and a dragon.

It was aflerwards repaired and beautified, anno 1699, sir Francis Child, lord-mayor.

The west, or outsiae of the gate, is adorned with two pilasters and entablature of the

lonick order; also two columns and a pediment adorning a nich, wherein is 'placed a
good statue of queen Elizabeth in her robes and the regalia ; and over it the queen's

arms between the city supporters, placed at some distance. This gate was made a

prison for debtors who were free of the city, anno 1 Richard II, 1378, Nicholas Brembar
then mayor, and confirmed such by the mayor and common council, anno 1382, John
Northampton, mayor.
The tower ofLondon is situated at the south-east end of the city, on the river Thames,

and consists in reality of a great number of towers or forts, built at several times,

which still retain their several names ; though at present most of them, together with a

little town and church, are inclosed within one wall and ditch, and compose but one
entire fortress.

It was the vulgar opinion, that the tower was built by Julius Caesar ; but, as I have
before shewn, histor}' informs us, that Capsar made no stay in England, that he erected

no town or fortress, unless that with which he inclosed his ships on the coast of Kent,

nor left a single garrison or soldier in the island on his departur .

This tower, as now encompassed, stands upon twelve acres of ground, and some-
thing more, being of an irregular form, but approaching near to that of an oblong, one
of the longest sides lying next the river, from whence it rises gradually towards the north,

by a pretty deep ascent, to the armoury, which stands upon the highest ground in the

tower, overlooking the White Tower built b^ William the Conqueror, and the remains

of the casde below it on the Thames side, said to be built by William Rufus.

As to the strength of the place, the works being all antique, would not be able to

hold out four and twenty hours against an army prepared for a siege : The ditch indeed

is of a* great depth, and upwards of an hundred feet broad, into which the water of the

Thames may be introduced at pleasure ; but I question whether the walls on the inside

would bear the firing of their own guns : Certain it- is, two or three battering-pieces

would soon lay them even with the ground, though, after all, the ditch alone is suffi-

cient to defend '* against a sudden assault. There are several small towers upon the

walls ; those of the largest dimensions, and which appear the most formidable, are the

Divelin Tower on the north-west ; and the Martin Tower on the north east ; and
St. Thomas's Tower on the River, by Traytor's Bridge ; which I take to be part of the

castle said to h built by William Rufus. There is also a large tower on the outside the

ditch, called th<: Lion's Tower, on the south-west corner, near which is the principal

gate and bridge by which coaches and carriages enter the tower ; and there .ire two
G 2
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posterns with bridges over the ditch to the wh.irf on tlic Thames side, one whereof is

called Tray tor's- Bridge, uiidci which btatc j)ri;»oiitr?» us.cd to inter the Tower.

The principal places and buildings within die Tower arc, 1. The parochi.kl church

of St. Peter (for the Tower in a parwh of itself, in which ait; fifty houses and upw irds,

uihal)ited by the governor, dcputy.govcmor, wordcre, and other offiecis belonging to

the fortress.)

3. To the eastward of the church stands a noble pile of building, usually called the

armoury, begun by king James II, and finished by king William 111, Ixring three

hundred ami ninety feet m length, and sixty in breadth : The statel) door-ciute on the

Bouth'sidc is adorned with four columns, entablature and triangular pediment, of the

Dorick order. Under the pediment are the king's arms, with ennchinents of trophy,

work, very ornamental. It consists of two lofty rooms, reaching the whole length of

the building : In the lower r^iom is a complete train of artillery, consisting of brass

cannon and mortars fit to attend an army of an hundred thousitnd men ; but none of

the cannon I observe there were above four and twenty pounders ; the large battering,

pieces, whicn carry balls of thirty.two and forty .eight pounds weight, 1 perceive, are

m the king's store nouses at Deptford, Woolwich, Chatham, and Portsmouth. In the

armoury also we find a great many of the little cohom. mortars, so called from the Dutch
engineer Cohorn, who invented them for firing a great numlKr of hand-grenades from

them at once ; with other extraordinary pieces cast at home, or taken from the

enemy.
In the room over tlie artillery is the armoury of small arms, of equal dimensions with

that underneath, in which are placed, in admirable order, muskets and other small

arms for fourscore thousand men, most of them of the newest make, having the best

locks, barrels and stocks, that can be contrived for service ; neither the locks or barrels

indeed are wrought, but I look upon them to be the more durable and serviceable,

and much easier cleaned. There are abundance of hands always employed in keeping

them bright, and they are so artfully laid up, that any one piece may be taken down
without moving another. Besides these, which with pilasters of pikes furnish all the

middle of the room from top to bottom, leaving only a walk through the middle, and
another on each side, the north and south walls of the armoury art* each of them
adorned with eight pilasters of pikes and pistols of the Corinthian order, whose inter>

columns are chequer-work of carbines and pistols ; waves of the sea in cutlasses, swords

and bayonets ; half moons, semicircles, and a target of bayonets ; the form of a battery

in swords and pistols ; suns, with circles of pistols ; a pair of gates in halberts and
pistols ; the Witch of Endor, as it is called, within three elipses of pistols ; the back-

bone of a whale in carbines ; a fiery seqient, Jupiter and the Hydra in bayonets, &c.
But nothing looks more beautiful and magnificent than the four lofty wreathed columns
formed with pistols in the middle o( the room, which seem to support it. They sh'iw

us also some other arms, which are only remarkable for the use they have been put to

;

as the two swords of state, carried before the Pretender when he invaded Scotland in

the year 1715 ; and the arms taken from the Spaniards who landed in Scotland, in the

year 1719, &c.

The small arms were placed in this beautiful order by one Mr. Harris, originally

a blacksmith, who was properly the forger of his own fortune, having raised himself

by his merit : He had a place or pension granted him by the government for this piece

of service in particular, which he richly deserved, no nation in Europe being able to

shew a magazine of small arms so good in their kind, and so ingenioiiiily disposed. In

the place where the armoury now stands was formerly a bowling green, a garden, and

1
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ftome buildings, which ^vcrc demotiithcd to nuikc room for the grand nrKnal I have been

dcscTibiiig.

In thi- hDrac-armoury the most remarkable things are some of the Knglish kings on
horncbiick in conipUtc armour, among which the chief are Kd»viird III, Henries V, and

VII, king Charich I, and II^ and king William, and a:»uit of Mlver armour, said totx>-

long to John of Gaiint, ucvcn feet and u half h:^h. Here also they shew us the armour
ol Mic lord Kingsule, with (he sword he took from the French geiicral, which gained him
the privilege oi being covered in the king's presence, which his posterity enjoy to

this day.

The office of ordnance is in the tower, with the several apartments of the officers that

belong to it, who have the direction of all die urms, ammunition, artillery, magazines,

and stores of war in the kingdom.
The White Tower is u lofty, square, stone building, with a turret at each anglr,

standing on the declivity of the hill, a little below the armoury, and disengaged from
the other buildings, where some thousand barrels of powder were formerly kept ; but
great j>art of the public magazine of powder is now distributed in the several yards and
storeJiouses belonging to the gov nment, as ut Woolwich, Chatham, Portsmouth,
Plymouth, 8cc. to prevent accidents, I presume; for should such a prodigious quantity

of powder take fire, it must he of fatal consequence to the city, as well as the Tower.
The main guard of the tower, with the lodgings of the officers, are on the east side of this

building.

In the chapel of the White Tower, usually called Caesar's Chapel, and in a large

room adjoining on the east side thereof, sixty-four foot long, and thirty-one broad, are

kept many ancient records, such as privy-seals in several reigns, bills, answers, and de-
positions in chancery, in the reigns of queen Elizabeth, king James I, and king Charles I,

writs of distringas, supersedeas, de excommunicato capiendo, and other writs relating to

the courts of law ; but the records of the greatest importance are lodged in the To\ver
called Wakefield Tower, consisting of statute-rolls from the 6th of Edward I, to the 8th
of Edward III.

Parliament-roUs beginning anno 5 of Edward II, and ending with the reign of Eu-
ward IV.

Patent-rolls beginning anno 3 of John, and ending with the reign of Edward IV, In
these arc contait led grants of offices, lands, tenements, temporalities, &c. passing under
the great seal.

Charter-rolls, from the first of king John, to the end of Edward IV, in which are in*

rollments of grants, and confirmations of liberties and privileges to cities and towns cor*
porate, and to private persons, as markets, fairs, free warren, common of pasture, waifs,

strays, felons goods, &c.
The foundations of abbies and priories, of colleges and schools, together mth lands and

privileges granted to them.

The patents of creation of noblemen.
Close rolls, from the 6th of kin^ John, to the end of Edward IV, in which are writs

of various kinds, but more especially on the back of the roll are entered the writs of
summons to parliament, l)oth to the lords and commons, and of the bishops and inferior
clergy to convocations . There are also proclamations, and inroUments of deeds between
party and party.

French rolls, beginning anno 1 of Edward II, and ending with Edward IV, in which
are leagues and treaties wiUi the kings of France, and other matters relating to that
kingdom.
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Scotch rolls, containing tranmictions with that kingdom.
Rome, touching the uflTairs of that sec.

Vuscon rolls, relating to GaHcui^n.

There arc also other rolls and record* of different natures.

In this tower arc also kept the itmuisitions post mortem, from the first year of king
Henry III, to the 3d year of Richard III.

The imjuisitions ad (juod damnum, from the first of Edward II, to tlic end of Henry V,
Writs of summons, and returns to parliament, from the reign of Edward I, to tlie

17th of Edward IV.

Popes bulls, and original letters from foreign princes.

\ll which were put into order, and iiecua-d m excellent wainscot presses, by order of

the house of peers, in the year 1719 and 1720. Attendance i$t given at this office, and
searches may be made from seven o'clock in the morning to eleven, and from one
to five in the afternoon, unless in December. January and February, when the office is

open only from eight to eleven in the morning, and from one to four, except holy .days.

The next office I shall mention is the Mint, where, at present, all the ir'^ney in the

kingdom is coined : This makes a considerable street in the Tower, whe' vre apart-

ments for the officers belonging to it. The principal officers are. 1. warden,

who receives the gold and silver bullion, aiui pays the full value for it, the charffc

being defrayed by a small duty on wines. 2. The master and worker, who takes the

bullion from the warden, causes it to be msUed, delivers it to the moneycrs, and when
it is minted receives it from them again. 3. The comptroller, who sees that the

money be made according to the just assize, overlooks the officers, and contronls thcm^

4. The assay-master, who sees that the money be according to the standard of fineness.

5. The auditor, who takes the accounts, and makes them up. 6. The surveyor-

general, who takes care that the fineness be not altered in the melting. And, 7. Thp
weigher and teller.

The JeweUoffice, where the regalia are reposited, stands near the east end of the

Armoury. A !:»t is usually given to those who come daily to see these curiosities in the

Jewel-house, a copy whereof follows, viz.

A LIST OF HIS MAJESTY'S REGALIA. BESIDES PLATE, AND OTHER RICH THINGS, AT THE
JEWEL-HOUSE IN THE TOWER OF LONDON.

1. The imperial crown, which all the kings of England have been crowned with, ever

since Edward the Confessor's time.

2. The orb, or globe, held in the king's left hand at the coronation ; on the top of

which is a jewel near an inch and a half in height.

3. The royal scepter with the cross, which has another jewel of great value under it.

4. The scepter with the dove, being the emblem of peace.

5. St. Edward's staff, all beaten gold, carried before the king at the coronation.

6. A rich salt-cellar of state, the figure of the Tower, used on the king's table at the

coronation.

7. Curtana, or the sword of mercy, borne between the two swords of justice, the

spiritual and temporal, at the coronation.

8. A noble silver font, double gilt, that the kings and royal family where christened in.

9. A lai^ silver fountain, presented to king Charles II, by the town of Plymouth.

10. Queen Anne's diadem, or circlet, which her majesty wore in proceeding to her

coronation. 11. The coronation-crown made for the late queen Mary.
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12. The rich crown of state that his n»nic»ty wears on \m throne in parliament, in

which is A larijc cnicrald seven l>jche» rouncl, a jKrarl the line it in the world, and a ruby

of inesiimabU value.

13. A ^\o\n' and scepter, made for the late queen Maiy.

14. An ivory bcepler with a dove, made for the late king James's (jiieen.

15. The golden spurs and the armillas that arc worn at the coronation.

Tiiere is also an apartment in the Tower where noble prisoners uied to be confinedi

but of late years some of less (|uality have been sent thither.

The Tower where the lions and other savage animals arc kept is on the right hand,

on the outside die ditch, as we enter the fortress. These consist of l«oi>9, leopards,

tygers, eagles, vultures, and such other wild creatures as foreign princes or sea-oificers

have presented to the British kings and queens.

Not far from the Tower stands London-Bridge. This bridge has nineteen arches

besides the draw-bridge, and is built with hewn stone, beii\gone tliousaiul two hundred

feet in length, and seventy-four in breadth, whereof the houses built on each mlc take

up twenty-seven i et, and the street between the houses twenty feet ; there being only

three vacancies about the middle of the bridge where there are no houses, but a low

stone wall, with an iron pallisade, through which is a fine view of the shipping and

vessels in the river. This street over the bridge is as much thronged, and has as brisk

a trade, as any street in the city ; and the perpetual passage of coaches and carria|,es

makes it troublesome walking on it, there being no posts to keep oiT carria(;cs, as in

other streets. The middle vacancy was left for a draw- bridge, which used formerly to

be drawn up when shipjiing passed that way; but no vessels come above the bridge at this

day but such as can strike their masts, and pass under the arches. Four of the arches

on the north side of the bridge are now taken up with mills and engines, that raise the

water to a great height, for the supply of the city : This brings in a large revenue,

which, with the rents of the houses on the bridge, and other houses and lands that be<

long to it, are applied as far as is necessary to the repair of it, by the officers appointed

for that service, who are, a comptroller and two bridge-masters, with their subordinate

officers : And in some years, it is said, not less than three thousand pounds ure laid

out in repairing and supporting this mighty fabrick, though it be never suffered to run
much to decay.

I come next to describe that circuit of ground which lies without the walls, but
widiin the freedom andjurisdiction of the city of London : And this is bounded by a
line, which begins at Icmple-bar, and extends itself by many turnings and windings
through part of Shear-lane, Bell-yard, Chancery-lane, by the Rolls-liberty, 8cc. into

Holbom, almost against Gray's-Inn-lane, where there is a bar (consisting of posts,

rails, and a chain) usually called Holbom bars; from whence it passes with many
turnings and windings by the south end of Brook-street, Fumival's-Inn, Leather-lane,

the soulh-end of Hatton-garden, Ely-house, Field-lane, and Chick-lane, to the com-
mon-sewer : then to Cow-cross, and so to Smithfield-bars ; from whence it runs with
several windings between Long-lane and Charterhouse-lane to Goswell-atreet, and so up
that street northward to the Bars.

From these Barj in Goswell-stre'et, where the manor of Finsbury begins, the line ex-
tends by Golden-lane to the posts and chain in Whitecross-street, and front ihf nee to
the posts and chain in Grub-street; and then runs through Ropemakers-alley to the
posts and chain in the highway from Moorgate, and from thence by the north side of
Moorfields ; after which it runs northwards to Nortonfalgate, meeting with the bars
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;n Bisliopsgate 'Street, and from thence runs cistwurd into Spittlefiolds, abutting all

along upon Nuriotifalgate.

Frou; Nortonfulgute it returns southwards by Spittle fitlds, and then south-east by
Wtntworth-strcet, to the bars in Whitechaixil : From hence it inciii.es noore southerly

to the Little Minories and Goodman's- fields; from whence it returr^a westward to the

posts and chain in the Minories, und so on more westerly till it comes to Luiidon-wall,

abutting on ^!ic Tower-liberty, and there it ends. The ground comprehenued betwixt
this line and the city-wall contains about three hundred acres.

There is no wall or fence, us har been hinted already, to sepa.ate the freedom of the

dty from that part of the town which lies in the cou, ity of Middleser., only posts an 1

chains at certam places, and one gate at the west end of Fket-:>ucct, which goes by r'le

name of Temple-bar.

This gate resembles a triumphal arch : It L< built of hewn-stone, each side being
adorned with four pilasters, their entablature, and an arched pediment of the Corin-

thian order. The intercolumns are niches replenished ; those within the Bar towards
the ea;.t, with the figures of king James 1, and his queen ; and those without the Bar,

with the figures of king Charles I, and king Charles II, It is enriched also with

cornucopias, and has two large cartouches, b]^ way of supporters to the whole ; and on
the inside of the gate is the following inscription, vis. "£rected in the year 1670,

sir Samuel Starling, mayor : continued in the year 1671, sir Richard Ford, lord-

mayor : and finished in the year 1672, sir Geo.^ Waterman, lord-mayor."

The city is divided into tweri y-six warde or governments, each having its pec:^Iiar

officers, as aldermen, common- council, &c. But all are subject to the lord-Piayor,

the supreme magistrate of this great metropolis. Of each of these wards take 'iie fol-

lowing account.

1. Portsoken ward is situate without Aldgate, the most easterly ward belonging

to the city ; and extends from Aldgate eastward to the bars. The chief streets and
places comprehended in it, are part of Whitechapel-street, the Minorie?, Houndsditch,

and the west side of Petticoat-lane.

Whitechapel is a handsome broad street, by which we enter the town from the east

The south side, or great part of it, is taken up by butchers who deal in the wholesale

way, selling whole carcasses of voal, mutton, and lamb (which come chiefly out of

Essex) to the town butchers. On the north side are a great many go<Kl inns, and

s<iveral considerable tradesmens' houses, who serve the east |iart of England with such

goods and merchandise as London affords. On the south side is a great market for

hay three times a week.

Tower ward extends along tlie Thames from the Tower on the east almost to

Billinsgate on the west, and that part of the Tower itself which lies to the westward of

the White Tower is held by some to be within this ward. The principal streets and

places contained in it are Great Tower-street, part of Little 1bwer- street and Tower-

hill, part of Thames-street, Mark-lane, Mincing-lane, Seething-lane, St. Olave Hart-

street, Idle-lane, St. Dunstan's-hill, Harp-lane, Waterlane, and Bear-lane, with the

courts and alleys that fell into them.

Great Tower-hill lies on the outside ofthe Tower-ditc.> towards the north-west.

Upon this hilt is a scaffold erected, at the charge of the ?ity, for the execution of

noble offendef^ imprisoned in the Tower (after sentence passed upon them.)

The names of the keys or wharfe lying on the Thames side in this ward between the

Tower and Billinsgate,' are Brewer*s.key, Chester-key, Galley-key, Wool-key, Por-
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ter's-key, Custom-housckey, Great- Bear-key, Little-Bear-key, Wigging's-kcy, Ralph's-

key, Little-Dice-key, Great-Dice-key, and Smart't-key, of which, next to the Custom-

house-key, Bear-keys are the most considerable, ihere being one of the greatest markets

in £ngland for wheat and other kinds of grain, brought hither by coasting vessels.

The public buildings in this ward (besides the western part of the Tower above-

mentioned to be within the city) are the Custom-house, Clothworkers'-hall, Bakers*-

hall, and the three parish churches of Alhallows Barking, St Olave, Hart-street, and

St. Dunstan^s in the East.

The Custom-house is sLuated on the north wde of the Thames, between the Tower
and Billing^te : consuting of two floors, in the uppermost of which, in a wainscotted

magnificent room, almost the whole length of the building, and fifteen feet in height,

sit the commissioners of the customs, with their under oBicers and clerks. The length

of this edifice is on hundred and eighty-nine feet, and the general breadth twenty-seven,

but at the west end it is sixty feet broad. It is built of brick and stone, and covered

with lead, being adorned with the upper and loWer orders of architecture.

3. Aldgate, or Ealdgate ward. Ttie principal streets and places in it are Ald^te-
street, Berry-street, part of St. Mary Axe, part of Le Jenhall-street, part of Lime-
street, BUUter-lane and Square, part of Mark-lane, Fenchurch-street, and Crutched-

friars. ::.''i^ux$:'m ,• «i^-<-.- -..i
:..,.-'v .. .

The public buildings in this ward are the African-house, the Navy-office, Brick-

layer'vhall, the churches of St Catharine Creechurch, St Jame's, Duke's-place, St
Andrew Uidershaft, St Catharine Coleman, and the Jews* svnagogues.

The Royal African-house is situated on the south side of Leadenhall-street, near the

east end of it Here the ai&irs of the company are transacted ; but the house has

nothing in it that merits a particular description.

The Navy-office is situated on the south side of Crutched-friars, near Tower-hill,

bein^ a large well-built pile of buildings, and the offices for every branch of business

relatmg to the navy admirably well disposed.

The Jews* synagogues are in Duke*s-place, where, and in that nei^bourhood, many
of that reli^on inha^t. The synagogue stands east and west, as Christian churches
usually do : the great door is on the west, within which is a long desk upon an ascent,

raised^above the floor, from whence the law is read. The east part of the synagogue
also is railed in, and Uie places where the women sit inclosed with lattices ; the men sit

on benches with backs to them, runmng east and west ; and there are abundance of
fine branches for candles, beades lamps, especially in that belonging to the Portuguese.

4. Liir.c-street wa. d. The principal streets and places in it are part of Leadenhall-

street, and Leadenliall-market, part of Lime-street, and part of St. Mijy Axe.
Leadenhall>market, the finest shambles in Europe, lies between Leadenhall-street

and Fenchurch-street Of the three courts or yards that it consists of, the first is that

at the ncrth-east comer of Gracechurch-street, and opens into Leadenhall-street This
court or yard contains in length from north to south 164 feet, and in bieadth from east

to west 80 feet: within this court or yard, round about the same, are about 100
standing stalls for butchers, for the selling of beef only, and therefore this court is

called the b^ market These ataUs are ndther under warehou:>es, or sheltered from
the weather by roofs over them. This yard is on Tuesdays a market for leather, to

which the tanners resort; on Thursdays the waggons from Colchester, and odier

parts, come with baize, &c. and the felmongers with their wool ; and on Fridays it is

a market for raw hides ; on Saturdays for b«ef and other provisions.

The second market-yard is called the Green-yard, as being once a green plot of
ground; afterwards it was the city's store-yard fc«- materials for building and the like

;
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but now a market only for veal, mutton, lamb, &c. This yard is 170 feet in length

from east to west, and 90 feet broad from north to south : it hath in it 140 stalls for the

butchers, all covered over. In the middle of this Green-yard market from north to

south is a row of shops, with rooms over them, for fishmongers ; and on the south

s'iic and west ek;d are houses and shops also for fishmongers. Towards the east end of

this yard is erected a fair market-house, standing upon columns, ^th vaults under-

neath, and rooms above, with i bell-tower, and a ciock, and under it are butchers' stalls.

The tenements round about this yard are for the most part inhabited by cooks and vic-

tuallers ; and in the passages leading out ofthesL-eetsinto tlus market are fishmongers,

poulterers, cheesemongers, and other traders in provbion.

The third market belonging to Leadenhall is called the Herb-market, for that herbs,

roots, fruit, &c. are only there sokl. This market is about 140 feet square ; the west,

east, and north sides had walks round them, covered over for shelter, and standing

upon columns ; in which walks there were 28 stalls for gardeners, with cellars under
them.

The public buildings in this ward are Leadenhall, the East-India-house, Pewterers*-

hall, and Fletchers'-hall.

Leadenhall is situated on the south side of Leadenhali-street. It is a laree stone

fabrick, consisting of three lai^ courts or yards, as has been observed already ; part

of it is at present a warehouse, in the occupation of the East-India company, where the

finest calicoes, and other curiosities of the eastern part of the world, are reposited

;

another part of it is a warehouse for Colchester baize, and is open every Thursday and
Friday. Here was also anciently a chapel, and a fraternity of 60 priests constituted, to

celebrate divine service every day to the market-people ; but was dissolved with other

religious societies at the reformation.

On the south side of LeadenhiUl-street also, and a little to the eastw^ of Leadenhall,

stands the East-India House, lately magnificently rebCiilt, with a stone front to the street

;

but the front being very narrow does not make an appearance answerable to the gran-

deur of the house within, which stands upon a ^at deal of ground, the offices and
storehouses admirably well contrived, and the public hall and the committee room scarce

inferior to any thing of the like nature in the city.

There is not one church in this ward at present. The officers of the ward are, an
alderman, his deputy, four common-council men, four constables, two scavengers, ux-
teen for the wardmote inquest, and a beadle.

5. Bbhopsgate ward is divided into two parts, one within Bishopsgate, and the other

without. '1^ :''^\^ ^•^''^ '^HihrX[^l^r^:i<t:>(^U }vV'^^'wftii»,ifi* •>

The streets and places in this ward, witb'n the gate, are, all Bishop^gate-^^treet, part

of Gracechurch-street, all Great and Little 6t. Helen's, all Crosby-square, all Camo-
mile-street, and a small part of Wormwood-street, with several courts and alleys that

fall into them, tw^'i? )4m^^&^M^f•.;

That part of this ward that lies without Bishq>sgate extends northward as^r as die

bars, bein^the bounds of the city freedom on this sue.

The pnncipal streets and places in this ward, without the gate, are, Bishopsgate-

street, Petty-France, Bethlem Court and Lane, and Devonshire-square ; besides which,

there are little courts and alleys without number . between Bishop^te-street and
Moorfidds.

The public buildings in this ward are Leathersellers'-hall, Gresham-college, the

churches of St. Botolph Bishopsgate, St. Ethelburaa, and St Helen.

London workhouse, for the poor of the city of London, also stands in thb ward,

just without Bishopsgate, being a long brick edifice four hundred feet in length, con.
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brought thither, v/ho are employed in spmning wool and flax, in sewing, knitting, or

windmg silk, or making their clothes or shoes, and are taught to write, read« and cast

accompts. The grown vagrants, brought here for a time only, are employed in wash-

ing, beating hemp, and picking oakum, and have no more to keep them than they

earn, unless they are sick ; and the boys are put out apprentices to seafaring men or

artificers, at a certain aee, and in the mean time have their diet, clothes, physic, and
other necessaries, provided for them by the house, which is supported by private chari-

ties, by sums raised annually by the city, or by the labour of the children, which last

article produces seven or eight hundred pounds per annum.
6. Broad-street ward contains part of Threadneedle-street, Bartholomew<lane, part

of Prince's-street, part of Lothbury, part of Throgmorton-street, great part of Broad-

street, Winchester-street, Austin-friars, part of Wormwood-street, and part of London-
wall-street, with the courts and lanes running into them.

The public buildings in this ward are Carpenter's-hall, Drapers*-hall, Merchant-
Taylors'-hall, the South-Sea-House, the Pay-office, Alhallows on the Wall, St. Peter's

Poor, the Dutch church, St. Martin's, St Bennet's, St. Bartholomew's, St. Christo-

pher's, and the French church.

The most magnificent and beautiful edifice of the kind in this ward, and ind''<-d in the

city of London, is the South-Sea-House, lately erected at the north-east < ner of
Threadneedle-street, near Bishopsgate-strcet, and over against the church of St. Martin
Outwich. It is built of stone and brick.

The several offices for transacting the business of this great company are admirably-

well disposed ; and tiic great hall for sales is no where to be paralleled, either in its

dimensions or ornunients, any more than the dining-room, galleries, and cliambers

above.

7. Comhill wm i compreh< nds little more than the street of the san^e name, und some
little lanes and alleys thai tall into it, as Castle-alley, Sweeting's or Swithin's-alley,

Freeman's-yard, part of i uich-lane, W igh-house-yard. Star-court, the north end of
Birching-hme, St. Mrchael's-uil^y, Pope .>>-head-alley, and Exchan^-alley.

Comhill-street may, in many respects, be I oked up^n as the principal street of the

city of London ; for here almost all aflfairs i elating to navigation and commerce are

transadted ; and here all the business- relating to the great companies and the Bank
are negotiated. This street also is siLuated near the centre of the city ; and some say,

upon the highest ground in it It is spacious, and well built with lofty houses, four

or five stories high, inhabited by linen-drap. s and other considerable tradesmen, who
deal by wholesale as well as retail, and adorned with the principal gate and front of the

Royal-Exchange. Here also it is saic' uie metropolitan church was situated, when
London was an archbishopric.

Exchange-alley, so denominated from its being situated on the south-side of this

street, over against tbr Uoyal Exchange, has long been famous for the great cor • rse

of merchants and commanders of ships, and the bargains and contracts made the^, and
in the two celebrated coffin-houses in it, which go under the respective names ofJona-

than's and Garraway's, where land, stocks, debentures, and merchandise, and eveiy

thing than has an existence in nature, is bought, sold, and transferred from one to

another ; and many things contracted for, that subsist only in the imagination of the

parties.

The public buildings in this ward are, the Royal-Exchange, and the churches of
a Peter and St Micmel.
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The RoyaUExchange is situated on tlie north side of Corn-hill, about the middle of

the street, forming an oblong oiien square, the inside whereof is an hundred and forty>

four feet in length from east to west, and an hundred and seventeen in breadth from north

to south ; the npea sixty-one square poles, on every side whereof is a noble piazza or

cloister, consisting of twenty-eight columns and arch«:s that support the galleries

above.
'

The length of the building on the outside is two hundred and i hree feet, the breadth

un hundred and seventy-one, and the height fifty- six. On the iront towards Comhill
also is "i noble piazza, consisting of ten pillars ; and another on the opposite side next

Threadncedlc-street, of as many ; and in the middle ofeach a magnificent o^te : over the

Corn-hill gate is a beautiful tower, an hundred and seventy-eight feet high, furnished with

twelve small bells for chimes ; and underneath the piazzas are capacious cellars, which

serve for warehouses.

The whole building is of Portland stone, rustick work ; above the arches the inwIEird

piazza is an entablament, with fine enrichments ; and on the comish a range of pilasters

with entablature, and a spacious compass pediment in the middle of the comers of each

ofthe four sides. Under the pediment, on the north-side, are the king's arms ; on the

south, those of the city ; and on the east, the arms of Sir Thomas Gresham. And un-

der the pediment, on the west side, the arms of the company of mercers, with their

respective enrichments. The intercolumns of the upper range are twenty-four niches,

nineteen of which are filled with the statues of the kings and queens regent of England,

standing erect, with their rolies and regalia, except that of king James II, and king

George II, which are habited like the Cassars.

On the south side are seven niches, of which four are filled, viz. ~ _ .

1. The most easterly figure, which has this inscription in gold letters, Edvardus
Primus Rex, Anno Dom. 1272. 2. Westward, Edvardus III, Rex, Anno Dom. 1329.

3. Henricus V. Rex, Anno Domini 1412. 4. Henricus VI, Rex, Anno Domini 1422.

On the west side five niches, four of which are filled, viz.

1. Under the most southerly figures is subscribed in gold letters, Edvardus IV, Rex,
Anno Domini 1460. 2. Northward (the crown pendant over his head) Edvardus V,
Rex, Anno Domini 1483.3. Henricus VII, Rex, Anno Domini 1487. 4. Henricus VIII,

Rex, Anno Domini 1508.

On the north side seven niches are filled, viz.

1. The most westerly, subscribed in golden characters, Edvardus VI, Rex, Anno
Domini 1547. 2. Maria Regina, Anno Domini 1553. 3. Elizabetha Regina, Anno
Domini 1558. 4. is subscribed, Serenissim' 8c Poteniissim' Princip' Jacobo Primo,

Mag. Brit* Fran' & Hibem' Reg. Fid. Defensori, Societas Pannitonsorum posuit, A. D.
1684. 5. EiKQN BAxiAiKH Screnissimi Si Religiosissimi Principis Caroli Plrimi, Anglia?,

ScoUse, Franciee Sc Hibemiae Regis, Fidei Defensoris ; Bis Martyris (in Corpore 8c

Effigie) Impiis Rebellium Ma'ubus, ex hoc loco deturbata Sc confracta, Anno Dom.
1647. Restituta 8c hie demtim collocata. Anno D< \. 1683. Gloria Martyrii qui te

fregere Rebelles non potuereipsum quern voluere Deum. 6. CarohisSccundus, Rex,
Anno Domini 1648. 7. Jacobus II, Rex, Anno Dcnini 1685. '' :--* >

On the east side five niches, one of which is vacant, the others filled, viz.

1. The most northerly contains two statues, viz. of king William and queen Mary,
subscribed Gulielmus III, Rex, Be Maria II, Re^na, A. D. 1688. S. P. Q. Londin'

Optim' Principibus, P. C. 1695. 2. Anna Regina Dei Gratia Mag. Britan' Franciae

8c Hiberniae, 1701. 3. George I, inscribed Georg^us D. G. Magnse Britan' Franciae 8c

Hibernise Rex, Anno Dora. 1714. S. P. Q. L. 4. Southerly, the statue of king George II,
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in the habiliment of a Csesar, wreathed on the head, and a battoon or truncheon in his

hand, little difierine from that df Charles II, in the centre of the area, only in looking north-

ward ; inscribed Georgius II, D. G. Mag. Brit. Fra. 8c Hib. Rex, Anno Dom. 1727.

S. P.Q.L.
On the four sides of the piazza within the Exchange are twenty-eight niches, which

are all vacant yet, except one near the north-west angle, where is the figure of Sir

Thomas Gresham. The piazza itself is paved with black and white marble, and the

court, or area, jpitched with pebbles ; in the middle whereof is the statue of king Charles

II, in a Roman habit, with a battoon in his hand, erected on a marble pedestal about
eight feet high, and looking southward; on which side of the pedestal, under an
imperial crown, wings, trumpets of fame, scepter and sword, palm-branches, &c. are

these words inscribed, viz.

Carolo II, Csesari Britannico, Patriae Patri, Regum Optimo Clementissimo Augustis-

simo. Generis Humani I>liciis, Utriusq ; Fortunse Victori, Pacis Europse Arbitro,

Marium Domino, ac Vindl ci Societatis Mercatorum Adventur' Angliae, quae per CCCC
jam prope Annos Regia benignitate floret, Fidei Intemerata 8c Gratitudinis setemae hoc
Testimonium venerabunda posuit, Anno Salutis Humanse ] 684.

On the west side of the pedestal is neatly cut in relievo, the figure of a cupid repos-

ing his right hand on a shield containing the arms of England and France quartered, and
in nis left hand a rose.

On the nordi side are the arms of Ireland on a shield, supported by a cupid.

On the east side the arms of Scotland, with a cupid holding a thistle, all in relievo.

The inner piazza and court are divided into several stations, or walks, where the

merchants of tne respective nations, and those who have business with them, assemble

distinctly ; so that any merchant or commander ofa vessel is readily found, if it be known
to what country he trades. The several walks are described in the following ground-

plot ofthe Exchange. ^.
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Near the south gate is a spacious staircase, and near the north gate another, that lead

up to the galleries, on each side whereof are shops for milliners and other trades, to the

number of near two hundred, which brought in a good revenue at 6rst, nothing being
thought fashionable that was not purchased there ; but the milliners are now dispersed aU

over the town, and the shops in the Exchange &!uics<^^ deserted.

8. Langboum ward, so called ofa briume, or brook, that had its source in it, and run

down Fenchurch«street, contains these principal streets ; part of Lombard-street, part of

Fenchurch.street, part of Lime.street, and part of Gracechurch-street ; with part of the

courts, lanes, and alleys in them, particularly \Vhite*hart-court, Exchange- alley, Sher-

boum-lane, Abchurch-lane, St. Ntcholas<lane, Mark-lane, Mincing-lane, Rood-lane,

CoUum-coiirt, Philpot-lane, and Braben>court.

The public buiklings in this ward are, the Post-office, Ironmongers'-hall, Pewterers'-

hall i the churches of Alhallows Lombard-street, St. Edmund's Lombard-street, St.

Mary Woo'noth^ St. Dionis Backchurch, and St. Alhallows Staining.

The Post office is situated on the south side of Lombard street, near Stocks*market.

It was the dwelling-house of Sir Robert Vyner, in the reign of king Charles IL The
principal entrance is out of Lombard-street, through a great gnte and passa^ that leads

into a handsome paved court, about which are the several offices for receiving and dis-

tributing letters, extremely well contrived.

Letters and packets are dispatched from hence evenr Monday to France, Italy, Spain,

Portu^l, Flanders, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Kent, and the Downs.
Every Tuesday to the United Netherlands, Germany, Swedeland, Denmark, and

to all parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland.

Every Wednesday to Kent only, and the Downs.
Every Thursday to France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and all parts of England and

Scotland.

Every Friday to the Austrian and United Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Oen>
mark, and to Kent and the Downs.

Every Saturday to all parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland.

The post goes also every day to those places where the court resides, as also to the

usual stations and rendezvous of his majesty's fleet, as the Downs, Spithead, and to Tun-
bridge during the season for drinking the waters, Sec.

Letters and packets are received from all parts of England and Scotland, excerpt

Wales, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday; from Wales every Monday and
Friday ; and from Kent and the Downs every day. ^js^s^'V

Hb majesty keeps constantly, for the transport of the said letters and packets, in dmes
of peace.

Between England and France, three packet-boats ; Sptun, one in a fortnight ; Por-

tugal, one ditto; Flanders, two packet-boats; Holland, thi«e packet-boats ; Ireland,

three packet-boats.
.^

And at Deal, two packet-boats for the Downs. ....^^^^ « ^iKi^-^

. Not to mention the extraordinary packet-boats in time of war with France arid Spain,

to the Leeward Islands, &c.

A letter containing a whole sheet ofpaper is conveyed 80 miles for 3d. and twro sheets

'

6d. and an ounce of letters but Is. And above 80 miles a single letter is4d. adcuble
letter 8d. and an ounce Is. 4d.

9. Billingsgate ward is bounded by Langboum w^rd towards the north, by Tower,
street ward on the east, by the river Thames on the south, and by Bridge ward within

on the west The principal streets and places in tliis ward are, Thames-street, Little

Eastcheap, Pudding-lane, Botolph-lane, Love-lane, St. Mary-hill, and Roodplane.
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The wharfs, or keys, as they lie on the Thames-side from east to \vcst, are Smart's

Key. Billingsgate, Little Somer's key, Great Somer's key, Botolph wharf, Cox's ke;^,

and Fresh wharf, which last is the next key to the bridge ; of which Billingsgate is

much the most resorted ta It is a kind of a square dock, or inlet, having keys on three

sides of it, to which the vessels lie close while they are unloading. By a statute of the

10th and 11th of William III. it was enacted, * That Billingsgate should be a free

market for fish every day in the week, except Sundays : That a fishing vessel shoukl

pay no other toll or duty than the act prescribes, viz. eveiy salt*fish vessel, for ground-

age, 8d. per diem, and 20d. per voyage ; a lobster-boat 2d. a day ^roundage, and 13d.

the voyage ; every dogger-boat, or smack with sea-fish« 2d. per diem groundage, and

13d. the voyage ; every oyster.vessel 2d. a day groundage, and a halfpenny per bushel

metage. And that it should be lawful for any person, who should buy fish m the said

market, to sell r.he same in any other market or place in London, or elsewhere, by
retail.* And because the fishmongers used to buy up great part of the fish at Billings-

gate, and then di>'ide the same among themselves, in order to set an extravagant price

upon them, it was enacted, * That no person should buy, or cause to be bought, in the

said market of Billingsgate, an^ quantity of fish, to be divided by lot among the fish-

mongers, or other persons, with an intent to sell them afterwards by retail ; and that

no fishmonger shoi'ld buy any more than for his own use, on pain of 201.' And by
the 6th Annoe it v/as enacted, * That no person should buy fish at Billingsgate to sell

again in the same market ; and that none but fishermen, their wives, or servants, should

seU fish by retail at Billingsgate ; and that none should buy or sell fish there before the

ringing of the mairket-bell.'

The public bu.ldings in this ward are Butchers'-liall, and the churches of St. Mary
Hill, St. Margaret Pattons, and St. George in Botolph-lane.

10. Bridge ward within contains London-bridge, New Fish-street, Gracechurch-
street as far as Fcnchurch-street, Thames-street from Fish-street to the Old-swan, part

of St. Martin's-lane, j.tart of St. Michael's-lane, and part of Crooked-lane.

The public buildings in this ward are London-bridge, the Monument, Fishmongers'-

hall, and the churches of St. Magnus and St. Bennc Gracechurch-street.

The Monument stands on die west side of Fish-street-hill, a litde to the northward

of the Bridge, and was erected by the lenslative authority in memory of the fire anno
1666, and was designed by Sir Chrbtopher Wren. It has a fluted column, 202 feet

hig^ from the ground; the greatest diameter of the shaft 15 feet, and the plinth, or

lo%vest part of the pedestal, 28 feet square, and 40 feet high ; the whole being ot Pordand
stone, except the stur-case within, which is of black marble containing 345 steps, ten

inches and an half broad, and six inches deep ; and a balcony on the outside 32 feet from
the top, on which is a gilded flame. The front of the pedestal, towards the west, con-

tains a representation m the fire, and the resurrection of the present city out of the ruins

of the former.

Hi Candlewick or Cannon-street ward contains part of Great Eastcheap, part of
C&ndlewick now called Cannon-street, part of Abchurch-lane, St Nicholas-lane, St. Cle-

mcnt's-lane, St. Michael's-lane, Crooked-lane, St. Martin's-lane, St. Lawrence-Poultney-
lane, with the courts and alleys that fall into them. r.' 1- . ^.^ , -

. jii'')4/'

In Cannon-street is that remarkable stone called London-stone, which has remained
fixed in the ground many hundred years, but for what end is uncertain ; though sup-

posed by some to be the place from whence the Romans began to compute the number
(Smiles anciendy to any part of the kingdom.

12. Walbrook ward contains the best part of Walbrook, part of Bucklersbury, the

east end of Budge-row, the north end of Dowgate, part of Cannon-street, most of
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SwithinS'lane, most of Bearbinder-lane, part of Bush. lane, part of Suffolk-lane, part of
Grcen-latticclanc, and part of Abchurch-lane, with several courts and lanes that fall

into them.

Stocks-market consists of a pretty larg;c square, having Comhill and Lombard-street

on the north-east, the Poultry on the north-west, and Walbrook on the south-east.

Before the fire it was a market chiefly for fish and flesh, and afterwards for fruit and gar.

den-stuff.

In this market Sir Robert V^ner, bart. and alderman, erected a marble equestrian

statue of king Charles II, standing on a pedestal eighteen feet high, and trampling on
his enemies.*

The public buildings in thb ward are Saltcrs*-hall, the churches of St. Swithin and
St. Stephen Walbrook.

13. Dowgate or Downg^te ward, so called from the principal-street, which has a steep

descent or fall into the Thames, contains part of Thames-street, part of St. Lawrence-
Poultney-hill, part of Duxford-lane, part of Sufiblk-lane, part of Bush-lane, part of
Dowgute-hill, Chccquer-yard, Elbow-lane, and •Cloak-lane; and the southward of
Thames street. Old Swnn-lane, Cole-harbour, Alha|k>ws.la»e, Campbn-lane, Friars-

lane, Cozens-lane, Dowgate dock, and the Steel-vard.

The public buildings in this ward are Tallow-cnandler8'>hall, Skinners'-Hall, Innhold-

ers*-hall, Plumbers*- hall, Joiners'-lioll, Watermen*s-hall, and the church of Alhalk)ws

the Great.

14. Vintry ward (which was so called from the wine-merchants who landed and sold

their wines here) contains part of Thames-street, New Queen-street, Garlick-hill, Col-

lege-hill, and St. Thomas-Apostles.

The public buildings in this ward are, Vintners'-hall, Cutlers'-hall, the churches of

St. Michael Royal, and St. James Gaiiick-hill.

Vintner's.hall is situated on the south-ude of Thames-street, between Queen-street and
Garlick-hill, being built on three sides of a <]uadranfl;le fronting the street. The rooms
are large, finely wainscotted and carved, particulariy the maj^ficent skreen at the east end
of the great hall, which is adorned with two columns, their entablature and pediment

;

and on acroters are placed the figure of Bacchus between several Fames, with other em-
bellishments ; and they have a garden backwards towards the Thames.

15. Cordwainers'-street Mrard, so called from the cordwainer's (shoemaken) curriers,

and other dealers in leather that inhabited diat paort ofthe town anciendv, includes Bow-
lane, New Queen-street, Budge-row, Tower-royal-street, Little St. Thomas Apostles,

Fancras-lane, a small part of Watling-street, a little part of Basing-lane, and St Sythe's-

lane.

The public buildings in this ward are the church of St. Anthony, St. Mary Akler-

mary, and St. Mary-le-Bow.
16. Cheap ward. The principal streets and places in this ward are Cheapude, the

Poultry, part of Honey-lane-market, part of the Old-Jewry, part of Bucxlersbury,

part of Pancras-lane, part of Queen-street, all Ironmoi^^-lane, King-street, and St.

Lawrence-lane, and part of Cateaton-street, part of Bow-lane, and all Guiklhall.

The public buildings in this ward are, Guildhall, Mercers-chapel and hall, Gro.
cer's-hall, the Poultry-compter« the churches of St. Mildred Poultry, and St. Lawrence
Jewry, • .-<.'>>.•> "i- - "•».-•'';.'•

• --.,^ .w^^.-.-.. -
. i-^ ,-:*.'.^

* This market has since been removed to Fleet-ditch, and a grand mansion-house for the lord-mayor

is now erecting on the ground where Stocks-market was then kept, at the expence of the city.
,,£,<j^^^
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Guildhall, the town.house of this great city, stands at the north end of King-street, and

is a larte handsome structure, built «vith stone, anno 1660^ the old hall having been dei.

uroyed by the fire in 1666. By a large portico on the aouti. side we enter the principal

room, properly called the hall, being 153 feet in length, urty.eight in breadth, and

fif^y-five in height : on the right hand, at the upper end ia the ancient court of the hus-

tings, at the other end of the hall opposite to it arc the sheriBTs-courts. The roof of the

inside is flat, divided into panncis ; the walls on the north a>«rl south sides adorned with

four demy pillars of the Uothic order, painted White, and \ cined with blue, the capitals

gilt with gold, and the arms finely depicted in their proper colour, viz. at the e^<«t the

arms of St. Eldward the confessor, and of the kings ofEngland, i!>c shield and cross of St.

George. At the west end the arms. of the Cr-fessor, those of Ilr:^!and and France

quarterly , and the arms of England. On tbv fourteen demv pillars (above the capital)

are the king's arms, the arms of London, and the arms of the twelve companies. At
the east end are the king's aru>s carved between the portraits olf the late queen, at the

foot of an arabathram, under t* ich canopy northward, and those of king William and
queen Mary southward, paintea at fUU length. The inter-columns are painted in imi-

tation of porphyry, and embellished with the uortrmtures, painted in full proportion, of

eighteen judges, which were th( re put up by the city, in gratitude for their signal service

done in determining differences letween landlord and tenant (without the expence of

law-suits) in rebuilding this citv, pursuant to an act cf parliament, afler the fire, in

1666.

Those on the south side are, Sir Heneage Finch, Sir Orlando Bridgeman, Sir Mat-
thew Hale, Sir Richard Rtunsford, Sir Edward Turner, Sir Thomas Tynelt ^u* John
Archer, Sir WilKam Morton.
On the north side are. Sir Robert Atkins, Sir John Vauehan, Sir Francis North, Sir

Thomas Tvmden, Sir Christopher Turner, Sir William Wild, Sir Hugh Windham.
At the west end. Sir William Ellis, Sir Edward Thurland, Sir Timothy Littleton. .'

And in the lord mayor's court (vtiiich b adorned with fleak stone and other painting

and gilding, and also the figures of the four cardinal virtues) are the portraits of Sir

Samuel Brown. Sir John Kelynge, Sir Edward Atkins, and Sir William Windham, all

(as those above) painted in full proportion in their scarlet robes as iudges. J^

The late queen Anne, in December 1706, gave the city 20 stanoards, and 63 colours,

to be put up in this hall, that were taken from the French atid Bavarians at the battle

of RamOlies the preceding summer ; but there was found room only for 46 colours, 19
standirds, and the trophy of a kettle dnim of the elector of Bavaria's. The colours

over the queen's picttire are most esteemed, on account of thdr being taken from the^
first battalion of French guards.

From the hall we ascend by nine stone steps to the tnavor^s court, council chamber,
and the rest of the apartments of the house, which, notwithstanding it may not be equal
to the grandeur of tne city, is very well adapted to the ends it was designed for, namely,
for hoMing the cit^ courts, for the election of sheriffs and other officers, and for the

entertainment of pnnces, ministersof state, and foreign ambiissadors, on theu* grand fes-.

tivals.

17. Coleman-street ward. The principal streets in this ward are the Old Jewry, part

of Lodibury, Coleman-street, piirt (» London.wall, and all the lower part of Moorfields,

,

without the walls.

The public buildings are Bethlem or Bedlam hospital. Founders-hall, Armourers-hall,
the churches of St. Olave Jewry, St. Margaret Lothbuiy, and St. Stephen Coleman-
strceti^tV^i-r' v^f:;,-,' "^t.;-yKi: \ ^J'v:^ ^fs^

:

vot. IX. -
'"""'

''
'^''

I
'*''

-i«ii
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Nsw Bctlilem, or Bedlam, is ftituated at the south end of Moorfields, just without
the wall, the ground bciii^ rormerly part of the town ditch, and granted by the city to

the ^vemors of the hospiuil of Old Bcthlem, which had been appropriated for the re-

ception of Uinatics, but was found too strait to contain the people brought thither, and
the building in a decaying condition.

The present edifice culled New Bedlam was begun to be erected anno 1675, and
finished the following year. It is built of brick and stone : the wings at each end, and the

portico, being each of them adorned with four pilasters, entablature and circular pedi-

ment of the Corinthian order : Under the pediment arc the king's arms, enriched with

festoons ; and between the portico and eacn of the said wings is a triangular pediment,
with the arms of the city ; and on a pediment over the gate the figures of two lunatics,

exquisitely carved. The front of this magnificent hospital is re|X)rted to represent the

Escurial in Spin, and in some respects exceeds everv palace in or about London, being

528 feet in length, and regularly built : The in<iide, it is true, is not answerable to the

grand appearance it makes without, being but thirty feet broad, and consisting chiefly of

a long gallery in each of the two stories that runs from one end of the house to the otner;

on the south side whereof are little cells, wherein the patients have their lodgings, and
on the north the windows that give light to the galleries, which are divided in the middle

by a handsome iron gate, to keep the men and women asunder.

In order to procure a person to be admitted in t hospital a petition must be pre-

ferred to a committee ot the uovcrnors, who sit at Bedlam seven at a time weekly,

which must be signed by the churchwiirdtns, or other reputable persons of the parish

the lunatic belongs to, and also recommended to the said committee by one of the go-

vernors ; and this being approve d by the president and governors, and entered in a book
upon a vacancy (in their turn) un order is granted for their being received into the

house, where the said lunatic is accouunodnied with a room, proper physic, and diet,

gratis. The diet is very good and wholesome, lieing commonly boiled beef, mutton, or

veal, and broth, with bread, for dinners on Sundays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays ; the

other days bread, cheese, and butter, or on Saturdays pease-pottage, rice milk, furmity,

or other pottnge ; and for supper they have usually broth or milk pottage, always with

bread : and there is farther care taken, that some of the committee go on a Saturday

weekly to the said hospital to see the provisions weighed, and that the same be good and
rightly expended.

18. Basinghall, or Bass'ishaw ward, consisteth only of Basinghall-street, and a small

part of the street along London wall.

The public buildings of this ward are Blackwell-hall, Masons-hall, Weavers-hall,

Coopers-hall, Girdlers-hall, and St. Michael Bassishaw church.

Blackwell-hall is situated between Basinghall-street on the east, and Guildhall-yard

on the west, being formerly called Bakewell-hall, from the family of the BakewellS:

whose mansion-house itood here anno 1315, which falling to the crown, was purchased

by the city of king Rich;.rd II, and converted into a warehouse and market for woollen

manufactures; and by an act of common council anno I'^IG, it was appointed to be the

only Ttiaiket for woollen manufactures sold in the city, except baize, the profits being

settled on Christ's-hospital, which arise from the lodging and pitching ofthe cloth in the

respective warehouses, there being^one assigned for the Devonshire cloths, and others for

the Gloucester, Worcester, Kentish, Medley, Spanish cloths, and blankets. The profits

also of the baize brought to Leadenhall are settled on the same hospital. These cloths pay

a penny a week each for pitching, and a halfpenny a week resting ; stockings and blankets

pay by the pack ; all which bring in a considerable revenue, being under the direction
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of the governors of Christ'x- hospital. This hull was destroyed by the fire, and rebuilt

by Chn»t*s-h(M|)ital uniiu 1G72. The door-case on the front towards Ciiiikih;ill is of

stone, adorned with two columnti, entablature and pediment of the Doricic order. In

the pediment arc the king's arms, and the arms of London under them, enriched with

cupids, &c.

19. Ciipulegate ward is usually divided into two parts, viz. Cripplegate withn the

wallii, and Cripplegate without.

Tlie principal streets and places in Ciipplcgatc-wnrd within the walls, are Milk-street,

great part of Honey lane market, part of Caicaton-itrect, Lad-lane, Aldcrmanbury, Love-

lane, Addle-street, Loiulon-wall street, from Little Wood-street to the postern, Philip-

lane, most of Great VVood-slreet, Little Wood-street, partof Hart-street, Mugwell-strcet,

Kart of Fell-street, part of Silver-street, the east part of Maiden-lane, and some few
ouscs in Cheanside to the eastward of Wood-street.

The principal streets and places in Cripplegatc-ward without, arc Fore-street, and the

Postern- street leading to Moorfields, Back-street in Little Moordelds, Moor-lane, Grub-
street, the south part to the posts and chain, the south part of Whitccross-strect as far as

the posts and chain, part of Redcross-street, Beach-lane, the south part of Golden-lane

as fur as the posts and chain, the east part of Golden-lane, the east part of Jewen-street,

Bridgewater-square, Bracklcy-street, Bridgewater-street, Silver-street, and Litton-

street.

The public buildings in this ward are Sion-college, Barber- Surgeona-hall, Plaister-

ers-hall. Brewers-hall, Curriers-hall, the churches of St. Mary Aldcrmanbury, St. Al-

pha^, St. Alban Wood-street, and St. Giles Cripplegate.*

Sion-College is situated against London wall, a little to the eastward of Cripplegate,

where anciendy stocxl a nunnery, and afterwards an hosnital founded for a hundred
blind men, anno 1320, by W. Elsing, mercer, and called Clsing's Snittal ; he after-

Wiurds founded here a priory for canons regular, which being surrendered to king Henry
Vni, anno 1530, it was purchased by Dr. Thomas White, risidcntiary of St. Pauls's and
vicar of St. Dunstan's in the west, for the use of the London clergy, who were incor-

porated by king Charles I, anno 163 1, by the name of the president and fellows of Sion

College, for the glory of God, the good of his church, redress of inconveniences, and
maintaining of truth in doctrine, and love in conversation with one another, pursuant

to the donor's will : which college is governed by the president, two deans and four as-

sistants, who are yearly elected out of the London clergy, on the third Tuesday after

Easter ; but none of them reside there, the whole being left to the care of the librarian.

The great gate against London-wall is adorned with two columns, their entablature

and pitched pediment of the Tuscan order, whereon is this inscription in gold letters.

Collegium Sionis a Thoma White, S. T. P. Fundatum AnnoChristi 1631, in Usum
Clerici Lond. Bibliotheca a Johanne Simpson, P. T. B. Extracta, a diversis Benefactor,

Libris locupletata, & in posterum Incupletanda. Vade & fac similiter.

The college consists of a handsome hall, the president's lodgings, chambers for stu-

dents,! and a well disposed library, one hundred and twenty feet in length, and thirty in

breadth, which is at this day very well replenished with books, notwithstanding both li-

brary and college were burnt down anno 1666 : It was rebuilt and furnished by contri-

butions from the London clergy and their friends. The library is kept in exact order,

* And since that time has been built the church of St. I.uke in Old-street, one ofthe fiftf new churches,

t Ail which chambers, Sec. are now let out tt> private fanailies, and there are no students.

I 2
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and tluTc arc all imaginuble couvcn'tencci for those who desire ' to consult their

20. AldcTHgntc ward. The principal btrccts and placett in this ward arc. Foster-lam*

Muiden-lunc, Noblc-strccl, St. MurtinN Ic Grand, Dean's court, lloiiiid-court, Anscio
stRTt, BiilUand-niuuth-btrcct, St. Anne's lane, Aldersgatc street, Goswell- street, liar-

l)icun. Long lane and LittlcBritain.

St. Martin's Ic Grand was anciently a maffnificent college, founded by Jugelricui and
ICdwardus liis brother, anno 1056, and coniirined by William the Conqueror, by his

charter dated anno IOCS, in the second year of his reign ; who also gave all the moorlands
without Cripplegate to this college, exempting the dean and canons from the juriadic''> n

of the bishop, and from all legal services, granting them soc and sac, toll and theam, with

all lilK'rtics and franchises, that any ehiucli in the kingdom enjoyed.

This college was surrendered to king Kdward VI, in the second year of his reign,

anno 1548, and the same year the church pulled down, and the ground leased out to

persons to build upon, being highly valued on account of the privileges annexed to it

;

for it still remains a separate juritidiction. The sherifl'si and magistrates of London have
no auUiority in this liberty, but it is esteemed part of Westminster, and subject only to

the dean and chapter of that abbey.

The public buildings in this ward are, Goldsmith's-hall, Coachmakers'-hall, Londou-
liousc, Thanet-house, Cook's-hall, the church of St. Anne within Aldersgatc, S'..

Leonard, Foster-hme, and St. Botolph Alderhgate.

21. Farringdon ward within the walU, so called to distinguish it from Farringdon ward
without, was anciently but one ward, and governed by one alderman ; receiving its name
of William Farendon, goldsmith, alderman thereof, and one of the hheriffs of London,
who purchased the aldermanry of John le Feure, 7 Edward I, anno 1279. It afterwards

descended to Nicholas Farendon, son of the said William, who was four times mayor
(and his heirb) from whence some infer that the aldermanries of London were formerly

hereditary.

Farringdon ward within contains St. Paul's-church-yard, Ludgate-street, Blackfriars,

the cast side of Fleet ditch from Ludgate<street to the Thame«, Creed-lane, Ave Mary-
lane, Amen corner. Paternoster-row, Newgate street and maiket, Gray friars, part of
Warwick-lune, Ivy-lane, part of Cheapside, part of Foster-lane, part of VVood-strcet, part

of Friday-street, and part of the Old Change, with several courts and alleys falling ituo

hem.
The public buildings in this ward are, the cathedral of St. Paul, St. Paul's school, the

king's printing- house, the Scotch- hall, Apothecaries' hall, Stationers'-hall, the College of
Physicians, Butchers'-hall, Sadlers' hall, Embroiderecs' hall, tlie church of St. Martin

Ludgate, Christ's church and hospital, the church of St. Matthew, Friday- street, St
Austins' church, the church of St. Vedast, and the Chapter house.

Austin the monk was sent to England by Pope Gregory the Great, to endeavour the

conversion of the Saxons, about the year 596, and being favourably received by Ethel-

bcrt, then king of Kent, who soon after became his proselyte, was by the authority of the

Roman see constituted archbishop ofCanterbury, the capital of kingEthelbert's dominions.

The archbishop being thus established in Kent, sent his missionaries into other parts of

England, making Melitus, one of his assistants, bbhop of London : and king Ethelbert,

to encourage that city to embrace Christianity, it is said, founded the cathedral of St. Paul

about the year 604.

This cathedral stands upon an eminence in the middle of the tovm, disengi^ed from

all other buildings, so that its beauties may be viewed on every side ; whereas we see
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only one IVont of St. Pcicr'si at Konic, the palace of the V^atican, and other buildings

contiguous to it, rendering the rest invisible ; and though the riches and lurnitua* of

the sever I chu|Kh in St. Peter's are the admiration of all that view them, yet thiy spoil

the |)rospect .f the fubrick. If we regard only the building, divchtcd of the rich mate-

rials and furniture which hide tlie beauties of the structure, St. PauPn, in the opinion of

many travellers, makes a better ap()earance than St. Peter's : nor docs the white Port-

land stone, of which St. Paul's in built, at all give place to the marble St. Peter's i^

lined or incrusted with ; for the numerous lamps and candles that are burnt before the

altars at St. Peter's so blacken and tarnish the marble, that it is not easy to distinguish

it from common stone.

As to the outside of St. Paul's it is adorned by two ranges of pilasters, one above

the other ; the lower consists of 120 pilasters at least, with ihf.'ir entablature of the Co-
rinthian order ; and the upper of as many, with entablament of the Composite order,

besides 20 columns at the west, and four at the east end, and those of the porticoes and
spaces lx;t\vt:n the arches of the windows ; and the architrave of the lower order, 8tc.

are fillod with great variety of curious enrichments, consisting of cherubims, festoons,

volutas, fruit, leaves, cartouches, ensif^ns of fame, as swords and trumpets in saltier

cros,v;s, uiihchaplcts of laurel, also books dispi.iyed, bishops caps, the dean's arms, and
(at the east end) the cypher of W. R. within a garter, on which are the words Honi
aoit tjui mal y pense ; and this within a fine compartment of palm-branches, and placed

under an imperial crown, &c. all finely carved in stone.

The intercolumns of the lower ran^ of pilasters are 33 ornamental windows and 6
nicies, and of the upper range 37 windows and about 30 niches, many whereof are

adorned with columns, entablature and pedimei»ts; and at the east end is a sweep, or

circular space, adorned with columns and pilasters, and enriched with festoons, Iruit,

incense-pots, &.c. and at the upper part is u window between four pieddroits and u single

cornish, and those between two large cartouches.

The ascent to the north portico is by 12 steps of black marble; the dome of the por-

tico is supported and adorned with six very spacious colunms (48 inches diameter) of

the Corinthian order. Above the door-case is a large urn, with festoons, &c. Over
this (belonging to the upi^er range of pilasters) is a spacious pediment, where are the

king's arms with the regalia, supported by two angels, with each a palm-branch in their

hands, under whose feet appear the figures of the lion and unicorn.

You ascend to the south portico (the ground here being low) by 25 steps : It is in all

other respects like the north, and above this a pediment (as the other) belonging to the

upper order, where is a proper emblem of this incomparable structure, raised (as it were)
out of the ruins of the old church, viz. a phoenix, with her wings expanded, m flames ;

under which is the word RESURGAM insculped in capital characters.

The west portico is adorned and supported with 12 columns below, and eight above,

fluted, of the respective orders as the two ranges ; the twelve lower adorned with ar-

chitrave, marble friese and a cornish ; and the eight upper with an entablature and a spa-

cious triangular pediment, where the history of St Paul's conversion is represented,

with the rays of a glory, and the figures of several men and horses, boldly carved in re>

lievo by Mr. Bird. The door-case is white marble, and over the entrance is cut in

relievo the history of St. Paul's preaching to the Bereans (as in Acts xvii. 2.) It consists

ofa gruppa of nine figures (besides that of St. Paul) with books, Sic. lively represented by
the same hand as the conversion.

(V On the south Mde of the church, near the west end, is a forum or portal, the door-
case being enriched with cartouches, volutas and fruit, very excellently carved under a

M
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pediment ; and opposite to this on the north side is the like doorcase. And in brief,

all the apertures art; not only judiciously disposed for commodiousness, illumination of
Che fdbrick, ike. but &rc very ornamental.

At ti:ie west end is an acroteria of the figures of the twelve apostles, each about
eleven feet high, with that of St. Paul on the angle of the pediment, and those of the

four evangelists, two of each cumbent between as many angles on a circular pediment

;

over the dials of the clock on the fronts of the two towers also an entablature, and
circles of enrichment, where twelve stones compose the aperture, answering to the

twelve hours

The said towers are adorned with circular ranges ofcolumns of the Corinthian order,

with domes upon the upper part, and at the vertex of each a curious pine-apple.

The choir has its roof supported with six spacious pillars, and the church with six

more ; besides which there are eight that support the cupola, and two very spacious

ones at the west end. All which pillars are adorned with pilasters of the Corinthian

and Composite orders, and also with columns fronting the Cross-isle or ambulatory be-

tween the consistory and morning-prayer-chapel, which have each a very beautiful

screen of curious wainscot, and adorned each with twelve columns, their entablatures

arched pediments, and the king's arms, enriched with cherubims, and each pediment

between four vases, all curiously carved ; and these screens are fenced with iron-work,

as is also the cornish at the west end of the church, and so eastward beyond the first

arch.

The pillars of the church that support the roof are two ranges, with their enta-

blature and beautiful arches, whereby the body of the church and choir are divided

into three p^irts or isles ; the roofof each is adorned with arches, and spacious periphe-

ries of enrichments, as shields, leaves, chaplets, &c. (the spaces included being some-
what concave) admirably carved in stone ; and there is a large cross-isle between the

north and south porticoes, and two ambulatories, the one a little eastward, the other

westward from the said cross-isle, and running parallel therewith. The floor of the

whole is paved with marble, but under the cupola and within the rail of the altar with

fine porphyry, polished and laid in several geometrical figures.

The altar-piece is adorned with four noble fluted pilasters, finely painted and veined

with gold, in imitation of lapis lazuli, with their entablature, where the enrichments,

and also the capitals of the pilasters, are double gilt with gold. These intercolumns

are twenty-one pannels of figured crimson velvet, and above them six windows, viz.

in each intercolumniation seven pannels and two -windows one above the other; at the

greatest altitude above all which is a glory, finely done. The apertures north and
south into the choir are (ascending up three steps of black marble) by two iron folding-

doors, being (as that under the organ gallery, Ecc.) exquisitely wrought into divers

figures, spiral branches, and other flourishes ; and there are two others at the the west end

of the choir, the one opening in the south isle, the other in the north, done by the

celebrated artist in this way, monsieur Tijan.

And what contributes to the beauty of this choir, are the galleries, the bishop's

throne, lord mayor's seat, with the stalls ; all which being contiguous, compuLse one

vast body of carved work of the finest wainscot, constituting three sides of a qua-

drangle.

The cupola (within the church) appears erected and elevated on eight pillars of a

large magnitude, adorned with pilasters, entablature, circular pediments, and arches

of the Corinthian order, and each pillar enriched with a spacious festoon; here ace

also as- toany alcoves fronted with curious iron-work, and over the arche^, at a great
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height from the ground, is an entablature, and on the comish an ambulatory, fronted

or fenced in with handsome iron-work, extending round the inside of the cupola,

above which is a range of thirty -two pilasters of the Corinthian order, where every

fourth intercohimn is adorned with a nich and some enrichments ; and it is said, that

in every foot of altitude the diameter of this decreaseth one inch.

On the outside of the dome, about twenty feet above the outer roof of the church,

is a range of thirty<two columns, with niches of tlie same altitude, and directly counter

to those aforesaid within the cupola : to these columns there is an entablament, snd

above that a gallery with acroteria, where are placed very spacious and ornament
vases all round the cupola : at twelve feet above the tops of these vases (which space

b adorned with pilasters and entablament, and the intercolumns are windows) the

diameter is taken in (as appears outwardly) five feet, and two feet higher it decreases

five feet, and a foot above that it is still five feet less, where the dome outwardly be-

gins to arch, which arches meet about fifty-two feet higher in perpendicular altitude,

on the vertex of which dome is a neat balcony, and above this a large and beautiful

lantern, adorned with columns of the Corinthian order, with a ball and cross at the

top.

Christ^s hospital is situated between Newgate-street and St. Bartholomew's Hospital

in SmithBcld. Here, as has been observed already, was anciently a monastery of gray

friars, founded about the year 1325, which, upon the dissolution of monasteries, was
surrcndtrcd to king Henry VHI, anno 1538, who, in the last year of his reign, trans-

ferred it to the city of London for the use of the poor. King Edward VI, endowed
this hospital (together with those of Bridewell and St Thomas's Hospital in Southwark)
with large revenues, of which the city were made trustees, and incorporated by the

name of the mayor, commonalty, and citizens of the city of London, governors of the

possessions, revenues, and goods of the hospitals of Christ, Bridewell, and St. Thomas
the Apostle, to whom the king granted 3,2661. 13s. 4d. per annum.

It was opened in the year 1552, in the month of November ; and a good writing-

school was added to this foundation in the year 1694, by Sir John More, knt. and
alderman.

: The children admitted into thb hospital are presented every year by the lord-mayor
and aldermen, and the other governors in their turns, a list of whom is printed yearly,

and set up at the compting-house, and a letter is sent to each of the said governors
some days before the admission, reminding him of the day ofchoosing, and how those

he presents should be qualified ; wherein is inclosed a blank certificate from the minister

and church-wardens, a blank petition to the president and governors, and a paper of
the rules and qualifications of the child to be presented : Upon this, the governor
having made choice of a child to present, the friends of the said child come to the

compting-house on the admission-day, bringing the said petition and certificate, rules,

and letter along with him, and on the back side of the said petition, the governor who
presents endorsed words to this efiect

:

I present the child mentioned in the certificate on the other side, and believe the same
to be a true certificate : Witness my hand the day of 17
Which the said governor signeth, and the child is admitted. The said rules and
qualifications are as follow

:

* 1. That no child be taken in but such as are the children of freemen of London.
* 2. That none be taken in under seven years old.

' 3. That none be taken in but orphans, wanting either father or mother, or both.

.
* 4. That no foundlings, or that are n:iaintained at the parish chaige, be taken in.
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' 5. That none who are lame, crooked, or deformed, or that have the evil« rup-

ture, or any infectious disease, be taken in.

' 6. 'i' hat none be admitted but such as are without any probable means of being

provided for othenvays; nor without a due certificate from the minibter, church-

wardens, and three or four of the princi})al inhabitants of the parish whence any

children come, certifying the poverty and inability of the parent to maintain such
children, and the true age of the said child, and engaging to discharge the hospital of

them before or after the age of fifteen years if a boy, or fourteen years if a girl,

which shall be left to the governor's pleasure to do ; so that it shall be wholly in the

power of the hospital to dispose of such children, or return them to the parent or parish,

as to the hospital shall seem good.
* 7. That no child be admitted that hath a brother or sister in the hospital already.

* 8. To the end that no children be admitted contrary to the rules abovesaid, when
the general court shall direct the taking in of iiny children, they shall (before taken

in) be presented to a committee, consbting of the president, treasurer, or the almoners,

renters^ scrutenors, and auditors, and all other governors to be summoned at the

first time, and so to adjourn from time to time : and that they, or any thirteen or

more of them, whereof the president or treasurer for the time being to be one, shall

strictly examine touching the age, birth, and quality of such children, and of the

truth of the said certificates ; and when such committee shall find cause, they shall

forbid or suspend the taking in of any child, until they receive full satisfaction that

such child or children are duly qualified according to the rules abovesaid.
' And that such children as may be presented to be admitted in pursuance ofthe will

of wny benefactor shall be examined by the said committee, who are to take care

that such children be qualified act*x)rding to the wills of the donors or benefactors (as

near as may consist with such wills) agreeing to the qualifications above.'

The lord-mayor and court of aldermen present each their child yearly, but the rest

of the governors only in their turns, which may happen once in three or four years.

No child is continued in after fifteen years of age, except the mathematical scholars,

who are sometimes in till they are eighteen, and who, at the beginning of the seventh

year of their service as mariners, are at his majesty's disposal ; and of these children

there is an account printed yearly, and presented to the king the Ist of January ; setting

forth, 1. Each boy's name; 2, The month and year when they were bound out ; 3.

Their age ; 4. The names of their masters ; 5. The names of the ships whereof they

are commanders ; 6. What country trade they are in ; 7. The month and year wlven

they will be at his majesty's disposal : also an account of the forty children annually

enjoying the benefit of this mathematical foundation, &c. setting forth their names and
age.

The governors, besides the lord-mayor and aldermen, are many, and commonly
persons that have been masters or wardens of their companies, or men of estates, from

whom there is some expectation of additional charities. Out of these one is made pre-

sident, who is usually some ancient alderman that hath passed the chair ; another is ap-

pointed treasurer, to whom the care of the house and of the revenues are committed,

who is therefore usually resident, and has a good house within the limits of the hospital.

There are two governors also, who are called almoners, whose business it is to buy
provisions for the house and send them in, who are attended by the steward.

The chiklreii are dieted in the following manner : They have evrry morning for their

breakfast bread and beer, at half an hour past ax in the morning in the summer-time,

and at half an hour past seven in the winter. On Sundays they have boiled beef and
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broth for their dinners, and for their suppers legs and shoulders of mutton. On Tues-
days and Thursdays they have the same dinners as on Sundays, that is, boiled beef and
broth ; on the other days no flesh meat, but on Mondays milk-porridge, on Wednes-
days furmity, on Fridays old pease and pottage, on Saturdays water-gruel. They
have roast beef about twelve days in the year, by the kindness of several benefactors,

who have left, some ; \ some 50s. per annum, for tha: end. Their supper is bread and
cheese, or butter for those that cannot eat cheese ; only Wednesdays and Fridays they

have pudding-pies for supper.

The diet of these children seems to be exceeding mean and sparing ; and I have

heard some of their friends say, that it would nut be easy for them to subsist upon it

without their assistance. However, it is observed they are very healthful ; that out of

eleven or twelve hundred, there are scarce ever found twelve in the sick ward; and that

in one year, when there were upwards of eleven hundred in this hospital, there were
not more than fifteen of them died. Besides, their living in this thrifty parsimonious

manner makes them better capable of shifting for themselves when they come out into

the world.

As to the education of these orphans, here b a grammar-school, a writing-school,

a mathematical-school, and a drawmg-school.

As to grammar and writing, they have all of them the benefit of these schools without

distinction ; but the others are for such lads as are intended for the sea-service.

The first mathematical-school was founded by king Charles II, anno domini 1673.
His majesty gave 70001. towards building and furnishing this school, and settled a
revenue of 3701. per annum upon it for ever : and there has been since another mathe-
matical-school erected here, which is maintained out of the revenues of the hospital, as
is likewise the drawing-school.

This hospital is built about a large quadrangle, with a cloister or piazza on the inside

of it, which is said to be part of the monastery of the Gray-Friars ; but most part of the

house has been rebuilt since the fire« and consists of a large hall, and the several schools

and dormitories for the children ; besides which there is a fine house at Hertford, and
another at Ware, twenty miles from London, whither the youngest orphans are usually

sent and taught to read, before they are fixed at London.

The College of Physicians is situated on the west side of Warwick -lane. It is a
beautiful and magnificent edifice, built by the society anno 1632, their former college

in Amen comer nuv:ng been destroyed by the fire. It is built of brick ?nd stone,

having a fine frontispiece, with a handsome door-case, within which is a lofty cupola
erected on strong pillars, on the top whereof is a large pyramid, and on its veitex a
crown and gilded ball. Passing under the cupola we come into a quadrangular court,

the opposite side whereof is adorned with eight pilasters below and eight above, with
their entablature and a triangular pediment ; over the door-case is the figure of king
Charles II, placed in a nich, and between the door and the lower architrave, the follow^

ing inscription, viz.

VTRIVSQVE FORTVNiE EXEMPLAR INGENS ADVERSIS REBVS
DEVM PROBAVIT PROSPERIS SEIPSVM COLLEGIJ HVJUSCE 1682.
The apartments within consist of a hall, where advice is given to the poor gratis ; a

committee-room, a library, another great hall where the doctors meet once a quarter,

which is beautifully wainscctted, carved, and adorned with fretwork : here are the

pictures of Dr. Harvey, who first discovered the circulation of the blood, and other

benefactors ; and northward from this, over the library, is the censor's room.
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The theatre under the cupola, at the entrance, is furnished with six degrees of cir-

cular wainscot seats one above the other, and in the nit is a table and three seats, one
for the president, a second for the oiierator, and a third for the lecturer ; and here the

anatomy-lectures arc performed. In the preparing-room are thirteen tables of the

irusclcs in a human body, each muscle in its proper position.

I'his society is a body-corporate for the practice of physic within London, and
several miles about it. The president and censors are chosen annually at Michaelmas.
None can practise physic, though they have taken their degrees, without their licence,

within the limits aforesaid ; and they have a power to search all apothecaries* shops, and
to destroy unwholesome medicines.

By the charter of king Charles II, this college was to consist of a president, four

censors, ten elects, and twenty-six fellows ; the censors to be chosen out of the fellows,

and the president out of the elects.

By the charter granted by king James II, the number of fellows was enlai^d, but

not to exceed eiglity ; and none but those who had taken the degree of doctors in the

British or foreign universities were qualified to be admitted members of this college.

The fellows meet four times every year, viz. on the Monday after every quarter-

day ; and two of them meet twice a week, to give advice to tlie poor gratis. Here are

also prepared medicines for the poor at moderate rates.

The president and four censors meet tl ** first Friday in every month. The lord

chancellor, chief justices, and chief baron, are constituted visitors of this corporation,

whose privileges are established by several acts of parliament.

22. Bread-street ward contains Bread-street, Friday -street, DistaiF-lane, Basing-lane,

part of the Old-change, part of Waiting-street, part of Old Fish-street, and Trinity-

lane, and part of Cheapside.

The only public buildings in this ward are the churches of Alhallows, Bread-street,

and St. Mildred, Bread-street.

23. Queenhithe ward includes part of Thames-street, Queenhithe, with the several

lanes running southward to the Thames, Lambeth-hill, Fish-street-hill, Five-foot-lane,

Little Trinity-lane, Bread-street-hill, Huggin-lane, with the south side of Great Tri-

nity-lane, part of Old Fish-street.

Queenhithe lies to the westward of the Three-cranes, and is an harbour for barges,

l^hters, and other vessels, that bring meal, malt, and other provisions down the

Thames ; being a square inlet, with wharfs on three sides of it, where the greatest

market in England for meal, malt, 8cc. is held every day in the week, but chiefly on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. It received the name of Queenhithe, or Har-
bour, from the duties anciendy paid here to the queens of England.

24. Baynard's-castle ward contains Peter*s-hill, Bennet's-hill, part of Thames-street,

Paul's-wharf, Puddle-dock, Addle-hill, Knightrider-street, Carter-lane, Wardrobe-
court, Paul's-chain, part of St. Paul's Church-yard, Dean's-court, part of Creed-lane,

and part of Warwick-lane.

The public buildings in this ward are Doctors*Commons, the Heralds-office, the

churches of St. Bennet Paul's-wharf, St. Andrew Wardrobe, and St. Mary Magdalen,
Old Fish-street.

Doctors-Commons, so called from the doctors of the civil-law commoning together

here as in a college, is situated on the west side of Bennet's-hilJ, and consists chiefly of

one handsome square court. And here are held the court of admiralty, court of
arches, and the prerogative.court of the archbishop of Canterbur)-, Near the com-
mons are the prerogative-office and faculty-office.
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The Herald'8-college or office is situated on the east side of Bennet's-hiil, almost

against Doctors-Commons : it is a spacious building, with a square court in the middle

of it, on the north side whereof is the court-room, where the carl-marshal sits to hear

causes lying in the court of honour concerning arms, achievements, titles of

honours, &c.
25. The ward of Farringdon without includes Ludgate-hill, Fleet-street and Fleet-ditch,

Sheer-lane, Bell-yard, Chancery- lane. Fetter-lane, Dt.an-street, New-street, Plow-yard,

East and West Harding-street, Flower-de-lis-court, Crane-court, Red-lion-court, John-

ston's-court, Dunstan's-court, Bolt-court, Hind-court, Wine-office-court, Shoe-lane,

llacket-court, White-friars, the Temples, Dorset or Salisbury-court, Dorset-street,

Bridewell, the Old Bailey, Hiup-alley, Holborn-hill, Castle-street or Yard, Cursitor's-

alley, Bartlet's-buildings, Holborn-bridge, Snow-hill, Pye-corner, Gilt-spur-street, Cow-
lane, Cock-lane, Hosier-lane, Chick-lane, Smithfield, Long-lane, Bartholomew- close,

Cloth-fair, and Duck -lane.

West-Smithfield, or rather Smoothfield, according to Stow, is an open place, con-

taining little more than three acres of ground at present, of an irregular figure, surround-

ed with buildings of various kinds. Here is held one of the greatest markets of oxen and

sheep in Europe, as may easily be imagined, when it appears to be the only market for

live cattle in this great city, which is held on Mondays and Fridays. There is also a

market for horses on Fridays ; nor is there any where better riding horses to be purchas-

ed, if the buyer has skill, though it must be confessed there is a great deal of jockying

and sharping used by the dealers in horse-flesh. As for coach-horses, and those fit for

troopers, they are usually purchased in the counties to the northward of the town. The
famous fair on the feast of St. Bartholomew also is held in^this place, which lasts three

days, and by the indulgence of the city magistrates sometimes a fortnight the first three

days were Heretofore assigned for business, as the sale of cattle, leather, ^..^. but now on-

ly 'for diversion, the players filling the area of the field with their booths, whither the

young citizens resort in crowds.

The public buildings in this ward are Bridewell, Serjeant's-inn in Fleet-street, the

Temple, the Six-clerks-office, the Rolls, Serjeant's-inn in Chancery -lane, Cliffiird's-inn,

the house of the Royal Society, Staple's-inn, Bemard's-inn, and Thavie's-inn, Justice-

hall ui the Old Bailey, and the Fleet-prison, with the churches of St. Bartholomew, and
the hospital adjoining, the churches of St. Sepulchre, St. Andrew Holborn, St. Bride's,

and St. Dunstah's in the west.

Bridewell b situated on the west side of Fleet-ditch, a little to the southward of Fleet>

street, having two fronts, one to the east, and the other to the north, with a handsome
great gate m each of them. It consists chiefly of two «*.ourts, the innermost being the

largest and best built, four or five stories high, on the south side whereof is a noble hall,

adorned with the pictures of king Edward VI, and his privy-council, king Charles, and
king James II, Sir William Turner, Sir William Jeflreys, and other benefactors.

It was one ofthe palaces of the kings of England till the reign of king Edward VI,
who gave it to the city of London for the use of their poor, with lands of the value of
700 marks per annum, and bedding and furniture out of the hospital of the Savoy, then
suppressed.

Here are lodgings and several privileges for certain tradesmen, such as flax-dressers,

taylors, shoe-makers, &c. called arts-masters, who are allowed to take servants and
apprentices to the number of about one hundred and forty, who are clothed in blue
vests at the charge of the house, their masters having the profit of their labour. These
boys having served their times, have their freedom and ten pounds each ^ven them

K 2
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towards carrying on their trades ; and some of them have arrived to the honour of being
governors of the house where they served.

This hospital is at present under the direction of a president, &nd some hundreds of

the most eminent and substantial citizens, with their inferior officers ; and a court is

held every Friday, where such vagrants and lewd people are ordered to receive correction

in the sight of the court, as are judged to deserve it.

Among the public buildings of this ward, that belonging to the Royal Society, situate

at the north end of Two-crane-court, in Fleet-street, must not be omitted, though it be
much more considerable, on account of the learned members who assemble here, and the

great advances that have been made by them of late years in natural philosophy, &c. than

for the elegancy of the building.

During the grand rebellion, when the estates of the prime nobility and gentry were
sequestered, and there was no court for them to resort to, the then powers encouraging

only the maddest enthusiasts, or the basest of the people, whom they looked upon as

the fittest instruments to support their tyranny, some ingenious gentlemen, who had
applied themselves chiefly to their studies, and abhorred me usurpation, proposed the

erecting a society for the improvement of natural knowledge, which might be an inno-

cent and inoflensive exercise to themselves in those troublesome times, and of lasting

benefit to the nation. Their first meetings, it is said, were at the chambers of Mr.
Wilkins (afterwards bishop of Chester) in Wadham-college, in Oxford, about the

year 1650, and the members consisted of the honourable Robert Boyle, esq. Dr.

Ward (afterwards bishop of Salisbury) Sir Christopher Wren, Sir William Petty, Dr.
Wnllis, Dr. Goddard, and Dr. Hook, late professor of geometry, the above-named
bishop Wilkins, and others. In the year 1658 we find them assembling in Gresham-
college, in London, when were added to their number the lord Brounker, their first

E
resident. Sir Robert Murray, John Evelyng, esq. Sir George £nt, Dr. Croon,

[enry Slingsby, esq. and many others. And after the restoration, his majesty king

Charles II, ap|)eared so well pleased with the design, that he granted them a charter of

incorporation, bearing date the 22d of April, 15 Car. II, anno 1663, wherein he stiled

himself their founder, patron, and companion ; and the society was from thence for-

ward to consist of a president, a council of twenty, and as many fellows as should be

thought worthy of admission ; with a treasurer, secretary, curators, and other

officers.

When a gentleman desires to be admitted of the society, he procures one of the cor-

poration to recommend him as a person duly qualified ; whereu^n his name is entered in

a book, and proper inquiries made concemmg his merit and abilities ; and if the gentle-

man is approved of, he appears in some following assembly, and subscribes a paper,

wherein he promises, that he will endeavour to promote the welfare of the society ; and
the president formally admits him by saying, ** 1 do by the authoiity, and in the name of

the Royal Society of London, for improvmg of natural knowledge, admit you a mem-
ber thered"." Whereupon the new fellow pays forty shillings to the treasurer, and two
and fifty shillings per annum afterwards by quarterly payments, towards the charges of

the experiments, the salaries of the officers oftne house, &c.

Behind the house they have a repository, containing a collection of the productions of

nature and art. They have also a well chosen library, consisting of many thousand

volumes, most of them relating to natural phik>sophy ; and they publish from time to

time the experiments made by them, of which there are a great number ofvolumes, call-

ed Philosophical Transactions.
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The hospital of St. Bartholomew, on the south side of Smithficld, is eontiguous to

the church of Little St. llartholomew. It was at first governed by a master, eight

brethren, and fo ir sisters, who had the care of the sick and infirm that were brought

thither. King Henry VIII, endowed it with u yearly revenue of five hundred marks,

upon condition that the city should add five hundred more yearly, for the relief n! one

hundred infirm people. And since that time the hospital is so increased and enlarged,

by the benefactions given to it, that it receives infirm ^)eople at present from all parts of

England. In the year 1702 a beautiful frontispiece was erected towards Smuhlield,

adorned with pilasters, entablature and pediment, of the lonick order, with the figure

of the founder, king Henry VIII, in ii nich, standing in full proportion ; and the

figures of two cripples on the |)ediment : but the most considerable improvements to

the building were made in the year 1731, part of the old buildings being pulled down,
and a magnificent pile erected in the room of them, about 150 feet in length, faced with

a pure white stone : besides other additions now building.

There are two houses belonging to this hospital, the one in Kent-street, called the

Lock, and the other at Kingsland, whither such unfortunate people as are afHicted

with the French disease are sent and taken care of, that they may not prove oflensive to

the rest ; for surely more miserable objects never were beheld, many of them having

their noses and great part of their faces eaten oif, and become so noisome frequently

that their stench cannot be borne, their very bones rotting while they remain alive.

This hospital is governed by the lord-mayor and aldermen, with about three hundred
other substantial citizens and gentlemen of quality, who generally become benefactors

:

and from these, and their friends, the hospital has been able to subsist such numbers of

infirm people, and to perform the surprising cures they have done ; for the patients

are duly attended by the best physicians and surgeons in I^ondon, and so well supplied

with lodging and diet proper to their respective cases, that much fewer miscarry here, in

proport'^^n, than in the great hospital of Invalids, and others the French so much boast

of in Paris.

Those that have the immediate care of the hos|[Htal are, the president, the treasurer,

the auditors of accounts, viewers of their revenues, overseers of the goods and utensils

of the hospital, and the almoners, who buy in provisions and necessaries for the

patients.

A committee, consisting of the treasurer, almoners, and some other of the governors,

meet twice a week, to inspect the government of the -house, to discharge such persons as

are cured, and to admit others.

26. Bridge ward without contains in chief, the Borou^, or Long Southwark, St.

Margaret's Hill, Blackman-street, Stony-street, St. Thomas's-street, Counter-street,

the Mint-street, Maiden-lane, the Bank-side, Bandy-leg-walk, Bennet's rents, Geoiige-

street, Suffolk-street, Redcross-street, Whitecross-street, Worcester-street, Castle-

street; Clink-street, Deadman's-place, New-rents, Gravel-lane, Dirty-lane, St.

OlaveVstreet, Horsley-down, Cruc'ifix-lane, Five-foot-lane, Barnaby-street, Long-lane

and street.

The Bank-side consists of certain houses so called, from their lying on the south
bank of the Thames to the westward of the Bridge.

Here, I was informed, was anciently the bordello, or stews, for the whole town,
which consisted of eighteen houses known by their several signs, as the Gun, the

Crane, the Cardinal's-hat, &c. privileged and confirmed by several royal patents. And
in a parliament holden the 8th of Henry U, we found the following rules^ prescribed

them.
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1. That no stewholder or his wife should let or stay i*ny single woman to go and
come iVcrly at all times when she listed. 2. No stewholder to keep any woman to

board, but she to board abroad at her pleasure. 3. To take no more for the woman's
chamber weekly than fourteen pence. 4. Not to keep open doors on holy days.

5. Not to keep any sinele woman in the house on holy-days. 6. No single woman to

be kepi against her will who would leave her sin. 7. No stewholder to receive any
woman ot religion, or any man's wife. 8. No single woman to take money to lie

with any man, unless she lie with him all night till the morrow. 9. No man to be
drawn or enticed into a stew-house. 10. The constables and officers to search the

stew- houses every week. 11. No stewholder to keep any woman that hath the

perilous infirmity of burning;* nor to sell ale, bread, or other provisions.

But notwithstanding these houses were privileged and protected by authority, the

English appear even then to have had such an aversion to the becoming bawds and
panders to other (people's lusts, that the mistresses of them were generally Dutch women,
who rented these tenements of the lord-mayor. And in the 37th year of Henry VIII,

they were entirely suppressed.

The public buildings in this ward are, St. Thomas's church and hospital, Guy's
hospital for incurables, the church of St. Saviour, the church of St. Olave, and that of

St. George, the Bridge-house, the king's Bench prison, the Marshalsea, and the Clink

prison, the Sessions-House, Compter, and New-rrison.
The hospital of St. Thomas consists of four spacious courts. In the first of which

are six wards for women. In the second stands the church, and another chapel, for

the use of the hospital : here also are the houses of the treasurer, hospitaller, steward,

cook, and butler. In the third court are seven wards for men, with an apothecary's

shop, store-rooms, and laboratory. In the fourth court are two wards for women,
with a surgery, hot and cold baths, &c. And in the year 1718, another magnificent

building was erected by the governors, containing lodgings and conveniences for an
hundred infirm persons. So that this hospital lis capable of containing five hundred
patients and upwards at one time ; and there are between four and five thousand

Eeople annually cured and discharge! out of it, many of them being allowed money to

ear their charges to their respective dwellings.

But one of the greatest charities that ever was attempted, by a private citizen, was
that ofThomas Guy, esq. originally a bookseller of London, and afterwards a member
of parliament for Tamworth, who, having acquired an immense fortune, founded an

hospital for incurables, on a spot of ground adjoining to St. Thomas's hospital, and
saw the noble fabrick in a good forwardness m his life-time, assigning about two
hundred thousand pounds towards the building and endowing it ; insomuch that it is

computed there may be an ample provision for four hundred unhappy people, who shall

be given over by physicians and surgeons as incurable. This gentleman died in Decem-
ber 1724, having first made his will, and appointed trustees, to see his pious design duly

executed. He gave also several thousand pounds to Christ's-hospital, and a thousand

pounds a piece to fifty of his poor relations ; but the will being in print, I refer the

reader to it for a more particular account of this noble charity.

The first church and hospital, dedicated to St. Thomas k Becket, was erected by the

prior ofBermondsey, so long since as the year 1013 ; but the hospital was refounded,

and the revenues increased, anno 1215, by Peter de Rupibus, bishop of Winchester,

in whose diocese it was situated, continuing, however, to be held of the priors ofBer-

* Certainly this was the pox ; and if so, it appears to be a distemper known in England long before the
discovery of America, from whence it is pretended to be brought first into Europe. *
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mondscy till the year 1428, when the abbot of Bcrmondscy relinquished his interest

to the master of tlic hospital for a vahiable consideration. In tne year 15.i8, this

hospital was surrendered to king Henry VIII, being then valued at 2661. 17s. 6d. per

annum. And in the following reign, the city of London having piirchased the build-

ings of the crown, continued them an hospital for sick and wounded people ; and king

Edward VI, granted them some of the revenues of the dissolved hospitals and monaste-

ries towards maintaining it : bui these were inconsiderable in comparison of the large

and numerous benefactions that have since been Ixstowed upon it by the lord-mayor, al-

dermen, and other wealthy citizens and men of quality, governors of it, who are seldom

fewer thait two or three hundred, every one of them looking upon themselves to be

under some obligation of making an audition to the revenues of the hospital they have

the direction of. A committee of the governors sit every Thursday, to consider what

patients are fit to be discharged, and to admit others.

The government of the city of London, it is observed, resembles that of the kingdom
in general ; the lord mayor, is compared to the king, the aldermen to the nobility or

upper-house, and the common council men to the commons of England.

This assembly, consisting of the lord-mayor, aldermen and common council men, has

obtained the name of the common council, and has a power, by their charters, of

making such bye-laws and statutes as are obligatory to the citizens. It is called and
adjourned by the lord-mayor at pleasure, and out of it are formed s'lveral committees,

viz. L A committee of six aldermen and twelve commoners for letting the city lands,

which usually meets every Wednesday at Guildhall for that end. 2. A committee of

four aldermen and eight commoners for letting the lands and tenements given by Sir

Thomas Gresham, which meet at Mercers'-hall on a summons from the lord-mayor.

3. Commissioners of sewers and pavements, elected annually. And, 4. A governor,

deputy ||;ovemor and assistants, for the management of the city lands in the province of
Ulstser in Ireland.

The other principal v^ourts in the city are, 1. The court of aldermen. 2. The court

of hustings. 3. The lord mayor's court. 4. The sherifTs court. 5. The chamber-
lain's court. 6. The court of the city orphans. 7. The court of conscience. 8. The
courts of wardmote. And 9. The courts of hallmote.

Besides which, there is a court of oyer and terminer and iail-delivery, held eight times

a year at Justice-hall in the Old Bailey, for the trial of criminals.

1. In the lord-mayor and court of aldermen b lodged the executive power in a great

measure, and by these most of the city officers are appointed, viz. the recorder, four

common pleaders, the' comptroller of the chamber, the two secondaries, the remem-
brancer, the city solicitor, the sword-bearer, the common hunt, the water-bailiff, four

attornies of the lord mayor's court, the clerk of the chamber, three serjeant carvers,

three Serjeants of the chamber, the serjeant of the channel, the two marshals, the hall-

keeper, the yeomen of the chamber, four yeomen of the waterside, the yeoman of the

channel, the under water bailiff, two meal weighers, two fruit-meters, the foreign taker,

the clerk of the city-works, six young men, two clerks of the papers, eight attornies of
the sheriff's court, eight clerks sitters, two prothonotaries, the clerk of the Bridge-house,

the clerk of the Court of Requests, the beadle of the Court of Requests, thirty six

Serjeants at mace, thirty-ax yeomen, the guager, the sealers and searchers of leather, the

keeper of the Green-yard, two keepers of the two Compters, the keeper ofNewgate,
the keeper of Ludgate, the measurer, the steward of Southwark, [but the bailiff of
Southwark b appointed by the common council,] the bailiffof the hundred of Ossubton,
the city artificers, and rent-gatherer, who hath been put in by Mr. Chamberlain.

I
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In thin court all leases and instruments that pass under thj city seal arccxcuted ; the

assize of bread is settled by them ; all dift'rrenccs relating to uatcr-courses, lights and

parly walls arc determined, and officers are suspended or punished; and the aldermen,

or a majority of them, having a negative in whatever is propounded in the common
council.

2. The court of hustings is esteemed the most ancient tribunal in the city, and was
estal)lished for the preservation of the laws, franchises and customs of it. It is held at

Guildliall before the lord-mayor and sheriflfs, and in civil causes the recorder sits as

judge. Here deeds are enrolled, recoveries passed, writs of right, waste, partidon,

dower and replevins determined.

3. The lord-mayor's court, a court of record, held in the chamber of Guildhall every

Tuesday, where the recorder also sits as judge, and the lord-mayor and aldermen may
sit with him if they see fit. Actions of debt, trespass, arising within the city and liber-

ties, of any value, may be tried in this court, and an action may be removed hither from
the sheriff's court before the jury is sworn.

The juries for trying causes in this and the si. . iffs courts arc returned by the several

wards at their wardmote -inquests at Christmas, when each ward appoints the persons to

serve on juries for every month in the year ensuing;.

This court is also a court of equity, and g^ves relief where judgment is obtained in the

sheriff's court for more than the just debt.

4. The sheriff's courts are also courts of record, where may be tried actions of debt,

trespass, covenant, &c. They are held on Wednesdays and Fridays for actions entrred

in Wood-street-compler, and every Thursday and Saturday for actions entered in the

Poultry-compter. Here the testimony of an absent witness in writing is allowed to be

good evidence.

5. The chamberlain's court or office is held at the chamber in Guildhall. He re«

ceives and pays the city-c&sh and orphan's money, and keeps the securities taken by the

court of aldermen for the same, and annually accounts to the auditors appointed for

that purpose. He attends every morning at Guildhall, to inroll or turn over appren-

tices, or to make them free : and hears and determines differences between masters and
their apprentices.

6. The court of city orphans is held by the lord-mayor and aldermen as often as occa>

sion requires ; the common aerjeant being entrusted by them to take all inventories and
acctiunts of fresmens' estates, and the youngest attorney in the mayor's court is clerk

of the orphans, and appointed tQ take security for their portions ; for when any freeman

dies, leaving children under the age of 21 years, the clerks of the respective parishes

give in their names to the common-cryer, who thereupon summons the widow or execu-

tor to appear before the court of aldermen, to bring in an inventory, and give security

for the testator's estate^ for which they commonly allow two months time, and in case

of non-appearance, or refusal of security, the loni-mayor may commit the executor to

Newgate.*
7. The court of conscience vai^ established for recovering small debti: under 40s. at an

easy expence, ihe creditor's oath of the debt being sufficient without further testimony

to ascertain the debt. This court sits at the Hustings in Guildhall every Wednesday
and Saturday, where the common council ofeach ward are judges in their turns. They
proceed first by summons, which costs but sixpence, and if the defendant appears,

there is no further charge ; the debt is ordered to be paid at such times, and &n such

This hat been altered by act of Parliament,

,7^:.>.'^^.ir^'\-ii:^^ir-riA:-.:_l^Fr'Srpf!'^
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proportion as tlic court in their consicicncoi think the debtor able to dischurge it ; but

if tnc defendant ncj^lect to appear, or obey the order of the cuurt, an attachment or

execution follows wiih uk much expedition, and as small an cxncricc, i\» can be sup-

posed. All persons within the freedom of the city, whrther trecnit-ii or not, may
prosecute and f»e prosecuted in this court, and freemen may be summoned who live

out of the liberty.

The courts of wardmote are held by the aldermen of each ward, Itor choosing ward-

officers, and settling the aflfairs of the ward, the lord -mayor annually issuing hi:* precept

to the aldermen to nold his wardmote on !it. Thomases-day, for the election of com-
mon council men and other officers : they ulso present such offences and nuisances at

certain times to the lord mayor and common ^x)uncil men, as require redress.

Small offences are punished by the justices in or out of sessions, by whom the offender

is sentenced to be whipped, imprisoned, or kept to hard labour; but for the trial of

capital offences, a commission of oyer and terminer and jail delivery issues eight times

every year, i. c. before and after every term, directed to the lord-muyor, recorder,

some of the twelve judges, and others whom the crown is pleased to assign. These-,

commissioners sit at Justice-hall in the Old Bailey, artd bills of indictment having l)een

found by the grand juries of London or Middlesex, containing the prisoner's uccusu -

tion, a petty jun', consisting of twelve substantial citizens, is impanneled for the trial of

each of them : (or as to the g.und jury, they only consider whether tlierc is such a

probability of the prisoner's guilt as to put him upon making his defence, and this is

determined by a majority of the grand jury : but the petty jury, who pass upon the

Eisoner's life and death, must all agree in their verdict, or he cannot be convicted,

ut though the petty jury judge of the fact, i. e. what the crime is, or whether it was
committed by the prisoner or not, the commissioners or judges declare what are the

punishmnits appropriated to the several species of crimes, and pronounce judgment
accordingly on the offender. In high-treason they sentence the criminal to be drawn
upon a hurdle to the place of execution, there to be hanged and quartered. In mur-
der, robbery, and other felonies, which are excluded the benefit of the clergy, the

criminal is sentenced to be hanged till he is dead. And for crimes within the benefit of

the clergy, the offender is burnt in the hand, or transix)rted, at the discretion of the

court. And for petty-larceny, i. e. where the offender is found guilty of theft under

the value of twelve-pence, he is sentenced to be whipped. But a report being made to

his majesty by the recorder, of the circumstances with which the several capital offences

were attended, and what may be urged either in aggravation or mitigation of them,

the respective criminals arc either pardoned or executed, according to his majc<>ty's

pleasure. But I should have remembered, that the sentence against a woman, either

for high or petty-treason, is to be burnt alive. I shall now give some account of the

election of the lord-mayor, sheriffs, &c. who are chosen by a majority of the livery,

men.
The lord-mayor is elected on Michaelmas-day (from among the aldermen, by the

Uvciy-men of the city, who return two aldermen t^at have served sheriffs to the court

of aldermen for their acceptance, who generally declare the first upon the liverymens'

T(A\ to be lord-mayor) swotn at Guildhall on Simon and Jude, and before the barons of

the Exchequer at Westminster the day following.

The lord-mayor appears abroad in very great state at all times, being clothed in

scarlet robes, or purple richly furred, according to the season of the year, with a hood
of black velvet, and a golden chain or collar of SS about his neck, and a rich jewel

pendant thereon, his officers walking before and on both sides, his train held up, and

A,1
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the city sword and mace borne before him. He keeps open house during his mayor,
ulty, atul the sword-bearer is allowed lOOOl. rt)r his table. The lord-muyor usually

goes to St. P»ul'», attended by the uldcrmcn in their gowns, and his officers, every

Sunday morning ; but enpeciully the first Sunday in term<time, where he meets the

twelve judges, and invites them to dinner after divine service is ended.

The bhcriflfs arc chosen into their office on Midsummer-day annually by the livery-

men also; to which end the lord-mayor, aldermen, and sheriflfs, meet in the council,

chamber at Guildhall, about eight in the morning, and coming down afterwards into

the court of hustings, the recorder declarer to the livery-men assembled in the hall,

that this is the day prescribed for the election of these magistrates for tlie year ensuing:

then the court of aldermen go up to the lord.mayor's court, till the sherifin are

chosen : the old »hcrifll's, the ciiamberlain, common Serjeant, town clerk, and other

city-officcrH, remaining in the court of hustings, to attend the election. Af\er the

sheriffs are chosen, the commons proceed to elect a chamberlain, bridge-masters,

auditors of the city and bridge- house accounts, and the surveyors of beer and ale,

according to custom. The old sheriflTH arc judges of these elections, and declare, by
the coinn\on-serjeant, who are duly chosen. 1 he sherifl^ thus elected take the usual

uathb in this court on Michaelmas-eve, and the day after Michaelmas-day are presented

to the barons of the Excha^iier, where they take the oath of office, the oaths of

allegiance, &,c. The chamberlains and bridge-masters are sworn in the court of

aldermen.

Where a lord-mayor elect refuses to serve, he is liable to be fined ; and if a person

chosen sheriff refuses to serve, he is fined 4131. 6s. 8d. unless he makes oath he is not

worth 10,0001.*

When the alderman of any ward dies, another is within a few days elected in his

room, at a wardmote held for that purpose, at which the lord-mayor usually presides.

Every alderman has his deputy, who supplies his place in his absence. These deputies

are always taken from among the common council. The aldermen above the chair,

and the three eldest aldermen beneath it, are justices of peace in the city by the

charter.!

The Iord-mayor*s jurisdiction in some cases extends a great way beyond the city,

upon the river Thames eastward as far as the conflux of the two rivers Thames and
Medway, and up the river Lee as far us Temple mills, being about three miles; and
westward as far as Colnev-ditch, above Staine's bridj^ : he names a deputy, called

the water-bailiff; whose business is to prevent any incroachments, nuisances, and
iVauds used by fishermen or others, destructive to the fishery, or hurtful to the navi-

gation of the said waters ; and yearly keeps courts for the conversation of the river in

tile counties it borders upon within the said limits.

The sheriffs also are snerifis of the county ofMiddlesex, as well as of London. And
here I shall take an opportunity to observe, that the number of aldermen are twenty-

six ; the number of common council men two hundred and thirty-four ; the number
of companies eighty-four ; and the number of citizens on the livery, who have a voice

in their elections, are computed to be between seven and eight thousand. The twelve

principal companies are, 1. The Mercers. 2. Grocers. 3. Drapers. 4. Fish-

mongers. 5. Goldsmiths. 6. Skinners. 7. Merchant-taylors. 8. Haberdashers.

9. Salters. 10. Ironmongers. 11. Vintners. 12. Clothworkers. The others are.
*..> VJ JL f
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* It is since raised to 15,0001.

t Now, b7 a lata grant from the crown, every alderman ia a justice ofpeace within bis owo ward.
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are,

CoulcH. 3d. C(H)pcni.

41). DlackHiniihH. 41.

45. FriiiUTcrsi. 46.

13. The Dycri. 14. Brewer*. 15. Leather- Sellers. 16. I^ewtcrers. 17. Barhcr.

Surgeons. 18. Cutlerit. 19. Bakers. 2(). Wux-CluiidlerH. 21. T illow-Chaiid-

lets. 22. Armourers. 23. (lirdlcrs. 24. BulclierH. 25. Sadicrt. 26. Carpcnteni.

27. Cordwuinem. 28. raiiiter-Stuuiers. ^9. Curriers. 30. MaMun;i. .31. Pluinl)-

era. 32. Iiinholders. 33. Founders. 34. Poulterers. 35.

37. Tilers mid Bricklayers. 38. Bowyers. 39. Fletchers.

Joiners. 42. Weavers. 43. Woohucn. 44. Scriveners.

Pltiiiitercrs. 47. Stationers. 48. Knibroiderers. 49. Upholders. 50 Musicians.

51. Turners. 52. *Baskct.makcrs. 53. Glusiers. 54. ^Homers. 55. Farriers.

56. *Puviours. 57. Lorimers. 58. Aporlucuries. 59. Shipwrights. 60. *Spcc-

tuclc>mukerN. 61. *Clock-makcrj. 62. *Glovers. 63. *Comb- makers. 64. *Felt-

mukers. 65. Fnime-work Knitters. 66. *Silk-Throwers. 67. Carmen. 68. «l*in-

inukers. 69. Needle. makers. 70. Gardeners. 71. Soap-makers. 72. Tin- Plate-

Workcrt. 73. Wheel- wrights. 74. Distillers. 75. Hatband-makers. 76. Puttcn-

makers. 77. Glass-sellers. 78. Tobacco-pipc-makers. 79. Coach and Coach-harness

makers. 80. Gun makers. 81. Gold and Silver Wire-Drawers. 82. '^Long-Bow-

String-makers. 83. Card makers. 84. Fan-miikcrs.

The companies marked with an * before thcjn have no livery-men, and all the Tree-

men of the rest are not upon the livery, that is, intitled to wear the gowns belonging

to the respective companies, and vote in elections, but a select number of freemen only.

Every company is a distinct corporation, being incorporated by grants from the crown,

or acts of parliament, and having certain rules, liberties, and privileges, for the better

support and government of their several trades and mysteries : many of them are en-

dowed with lands to a great value, and have their masters, wardens, assistants, clerks,

and other officers, to direct and regulate their affairs, and to rei>t^;un and punish abuses

incident to their several trades ; and when any disputes arise concerning the due exe-

cution of these charters, the lord-mayor has a supreme power to determine the case, and
to punish the offenders.

The military government of the city of London is lodged in the lieutenancy, con-

sisting of the lord-mayor, aldermen, and other principal citizens, who receive their

authority from his majesty's commission, which he revokes and alters as often as he
sees fit: these have under their command six regiments of foot, viz. 1. The White.
2. The Orange. 3. The Yellow. 4. The Blue. 5. The Green. And 6. The
Red Regiment. In even* one of which are eight companies, consisting of one hundred
and iif\y men each ; in all, seven thousand two hundred men : besides which there is

a kind of independent company, called the artillery company, conbisting of seven or
eight hundred volunteers, whose skill in militair discipline is much admired by their

fellow-citizens. These exerciise freniicntly in the Artillery -ground, engage in mock
fights and sieges, and storm the dunghills with great address.

The tower-namlets, it has lieen observed already, are commanded by the lieutenant

<^ the tower, and consist of two regi'^ients of f(x>t, eight hundred each: so that the
whole militia ofLondoii, exclusive of Westminster and Southwark, amount to near ten

thousand men.
London, like other cities of the kingdom, is, or ought to be, governed by its bishop

in spirituals ; though his authority is very little regarded at present. The justices of
peace at their sessions may empower any man to preach, and xdminister the sacraments,
let his occupation or qualifications be never so mean { nor do they ever refuse it to a
person who is able to raise the small sum of pence, l)eing less a great deal than is

paid for licensing a common alehouse. A clergyman indeed cannot be indtled to a be-
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neficc, without being, iu some measure, subject to his diocesan ; but he may throw off

his ^wn, and assemble a congregation that shall be much more beneficial to him, land

propagate svhat doctrines he sees tit (as is evident in the case of orator Henley :) but to

proceed.

The diocese of London is in the province of Canterbury, and comprehends the coun.

ties of Middlesex and Essex, and part of Hertfordshire ; the British plantations in Ame-
rica are also subject to this bishop.* To the cathedral of St. Paul's belongs a dean, three

resideiitiarics, a treasurer, chancellor, precentor, and thirty prebendaries. The bishop of

London takes place next to the archbishops of Canterbury and York, but his revenues

are not equal to those of Durham or Winchester. The deanery of St. Paul's is said to be

worth a thousand pounds per annum, and each of the residentiaries about three hundred

pounds per annum.
The parishes within the walls of London are ninety-seven ; but several of them having

been united since the fire, there are at present but sixty-two parish churches, and conse-

<iuently the same number of parish-priests : the revenues of these gentlemen are seldom

less than 100/. per annum, and none more than 200/. per annum. They appear to be

most ofthem about 150/. per annum, besides tlieir several parsonage-houses and surplice-

fees ; and most of them have lectureships in town, or livings in the country, or some
other spiritual preferment of equal value.

The city of Westminster, the western part of the town, comes next under considera-

tion, whicii received its name from the abbey or minster situated *o the westward of Lon-
don. This citv, if we comprehend the disu-ict or liberties belonging to it, lies along the

banks of the Thames in the form of a bow or crescent, extending from Temple-bar in

the east to Mill-bank in the south- west ; tlie inside of thb bow being about a mile and a

half in length, and the t *Me two miles and a half at least ; the breadth, one place with

another, from the Thames to the fields on the north-west side of the town, about a

mile ; and I am apt to think a square of two miles in length and one in breadth would
contain all the building within the lilxrty of Westminster. That part of the town which

is properly called the city of Westmit. liter contains no more than St. Margaret's and St.

John's parislies, which form a triangle, one side whereof extends from Whitehall to Pe-

terborough-house on Miii-bank, another side reaches fromPeter-borough-house to Staf-

ford house, or Tart-hull, at the west end of the Park, and the third side extends from

Stafford-house to Whitehall ; the circumference of the whole being about two miles.

This spot of groundj '"; i*Mid, was anciently an island, a branch ofthe Thames running

through the Park !Vcr> wfnt to east, and falling into the main river again about White-

hall, which island was origmally called Thomey island, fi-om the woods and bushes that

covered it ; the abbey or minster also was at first called Thomey-abbey or minster, from

the island on which it stood.

St. James's Park is something more than a mile in circumference, and the form pretty

near oval ; about the middle of it runs l canal 2800 feet in length, and 100 in breadth,

and near it are several other waters, which form an island that has good cover for the

breeding and harbouring wild ducks «nd other water-fowl ; on the island also is a pretty

house and garden, scarce visible to the company in the park ; on the north side are se.^

veral fine walks of elms and limes half a mile in length, of which the Mall is one; the

palace of St. James's, Mariborough-house, and the fine buildings in the street called

Pall-mall, adorn this ade of the Park : at the east end is a view of the /Admiralty, a

magnificent edifice, lately built with brick and stone; the Horse-guards, the Banquetting

By patent from king George I. .
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house, the most elegant fabric in the kingdom, with the treasury and the fine buildings

about the Cockpit ; and between these and the end of the grand canal is a spacious pa-

rade, where the horse and foot guards rendezvous every morning before they mount
their respective guards.

On the south side of the Park run shady walks of trees from east to west, parallel

almost to the canal, and walks on the north ; adjoining to which are the sum])tuous

houses in Queen-street, Queen-scjuare, &c. inhabited by people of quality : and the

west end of the Park is adorned with the Duke of Buckingham's beautiful seat. But
what renders St. James's park one of the most delightful scenes in nature in, the variety

of living objects which is met with here ; for besides the deer and wild-fowl, common to

other parkr- besides the water, fine walks, and the elegant buildings that surround it, hi-

ther the py -J'.est part of the British nation of both sexes frequently resort in the spring,

to take the benefit of the evening air, and enjoy the most agreeable conversation ima-

ginable : and those who have a taste for martial music, and the shining equipage of the

soldiery, will find their eyes and ears agreeably entertained by the horse and foot guards

every morning.

The Sanctuary, or the Abbey-yard, is a large open square, between King-street and
the Gatehouse, north-west of the Abbey, and was called tne Sanctuary, because any per-

son who came within these limits was entitled to the privilege of sanctuary, that is, he
.was not liable to be apprehended by any officers of justice.

This privilege, it is said, was first granted to the Abbey by Sebert, king ofthe East
Saxons, mcreased by king Edgar, and confirmed by Edward the Confessor, by the fol-

lowing charter

:

* Edward, by the grace of God, king of Englishmen ; I make it to be known to all

»snerations of the world after me, that, by special commandment of our holy father

Pope Leo, I have renewed and honoured the holy church of the blessed apostle St.

Peter of Westmiaster ; and I order and establish for ever, that what person, of what
condition or estate soever he be, from whencesoever he come, or for what off' nee or
cause it be, either for his refuge in the said holy place, he is assured of his life, liberty

and limbs ; aixi over this, I forbid, under pain of everlasting damnation, that no mi-
nister of mine, or any of my successors, intermeddle with any of the goods, lands, and
possessions of the said persons taking the said sanctuary ; for I have taken their goods
and livclode into my special protection. And therefore I grant to every, each of them,
in as much as my terrestrial power may suffice, all manner of freedom ofjoyous libe/ty.

And whosoever presumes, or doth contrary to this my grant, I will he lose his nwmp,
worship, dignity, and power ; and that with the great traitor Judas, that liCtrayed our^«.
viour, he be in the everiasting fire of hell. And I will and ordun, that this my '^rant

cndute as long as diere rem^neth in England, either love or dread of chrisdan

name.'

This privilege of sanctuary, as far as it related to traitors, murderers, and felons, was
in a great measure abolished, by a statute of the 32d Henry VIII : and in the beginning
of tte reign of queen Elizabeth, every debtor, who fled to sanctuary, to shelter himself

from hb creditors, was obliged to take an oath of the following tenor, viz. That he
did not^ claim the privilege of sanctuary to defiraud any one of his goods, debts,

or money ; but only for the security of his person, until he should be able to pay his

creditors. ,

That he would ^ve in a true particular of his debts and credits.

Thst he would endeavour to pay his debts as soon as possible.

That he would be present at me abbey at morning and everang pray«»r.

\m\
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That he would demean himself honestly and quietly, avoid suspected houses, unlawful
games, banquetting, and riotous company.
That he would wear no weapon, or be out of his lodging before sun-rise, or after

stin>set, nor depart out of the precinct of the sanctuary, without the leave of the dean,

or archdeacon, in his absence.

That he would be obedient to the dean and the officers of the house.

And lastly. That if he should break, his oath in any particular, he should not claim the

privilege of sanctuary.

And if any creditor could make it appear, that he had any money, goods, or chat-

tels, that were not contained in the particular given in to the dean and the church, the

sanctuary-man was to be imprisoned till he came to an agreement with his cre-

ditors.

The Abbey-church of St. Peter at Westminster appeara to be very ancient, though
far from being so ancient as is vulgarly reported.

Some relate, without any authority to support the conjecture, that it was founded in

the days of the Apostles by St. Peter himself: others that it was erected by king Lucius
about the j^ear 170. And by some it is said to have been built by kingl^bert, the first

christian king of the East-Saxons (Essex and Middlesex) anno 611. But I take it for

granted the church was not built before the convent or abbey it belonged to : People

did not use to build churches at a distance from towns, unless for the service ofconvents
or religious houses ; but neither in the times of the aposdes, or in the supposed reign

of king Lucius, in the second century, was there any such thin^ as a convent in England,
or perhaps in any part of Christendom. During the dominion of the Saxons in this

Esland, monasteries indeed were erected here, and many other kingdoms in great

abundance ; and as the monks generally chose thick woods or other solitary places for

their residence, where they could meet with a spot of ground fitter for their purpose
than this woody island called Thomey, then destitute of inhabitants. But I am mclined

to think, that neither this or any other monastery was erected in South Britain till the

seventh century, after Austin the monk came into England. As to the tradition of its

having been buik upon the ruins of the temple of Apollo, destroyed by an earthquake, I

do> not doubt but the monks were very ready to propagate a fable of this kind, who
formed so many others, to shew the triumphs of Christianity over paganistn, and to induce

their proselytes to believe that Heaven miraculously interposed in their favour, by earth-

quakes, storms, and other prodigies. But to proceed : when the convent was erected,

I make no doubt that there was a church or chapel built as usual, for the service of the

monks ; but it is evident firom h story, that the dimensions of the first or second church
that stood here were not comparable to those ofthe present church.

We may rely upon it, that about the year 850 there was a church and convent In

the island of Thomey ; because about that time London being in the ]>o£ "fission of the

Danes, the convent was destroyed by them (not in the year 659, as some writers have
affirmed, because the Danes did not invade England till near 200 years afterwards.) The
abbey lay in ruins about an hundred years ; when king Eldgar, at the instance of Dun-
stan, abbot of Glassenbury (and aftenvards archbishop of Canterbury) rebuilt this, and
several other monasteries, about the year 960. Edward the Confessor, a devout prince,

enlarged this church and monastery, in which he placed the Benedictine monks, ordered

the regalia to be kept by the fathers ofthe convent, and succeeding kings to be crowned
here, as William the Conqueror, and several other English monarchs afterwards were,

most (rf* them enriching this abbey with large revenues ; but king Henry HI, ordered

the church built by Edward the Confessor to be pulled down, and erected the present
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magnificent fabric in the room of it, of which he laid the first stone about the j ear

1245.

That admired piece of architecture at the east end, dedicated to the virgin Mary,
was built by Henry VII, anno 1502, and from the founder is usually called Henry
the Seventh's chapel. Here most of the English monarchs since that time have been in-

terred.

The dimensions of the r.bbey church, accordinj^ to the new survey, are as follow, viz.

The length oi the church, from the west end of it to the east end of St. £dward's cha>

pel, is 354 fceti the breadth of the west end 66 feet, the breadth of the cross isle, from
north to south, 189 feet, the height of the middle roof 92 feet, the distance from the

west end of tlie church to the choir 162 feet, and from the west end to the cross isle

220 feet, the distance from the east end of St. Edward's chapel to the west end of Henry
Seventh's chapel 36 feet, and the length of Henry Seventh's chapel 99 feet ; so that the

length of the whole building is 489 feet, the breadth of Henry Seventh's chapel 66 feet,

and the height 54 feet. The nave and cross isles of the abbey-church are supported by
fifty slender pillars of Sussex marble, besides forty-five demi-pillars or pilasters. There
are an upper and lower range of windows, being ninety-four in number, those at the

four ends of the cross very spacious. All which, with the arches, roofs, doors, &c. are

of tlie ancient Gothic order. Above the chapiters the pillars spread into several semir

cylindrical branches, forming and adorning the arches of the pillars, and those of the

roofs of the isles, which arc three in number, running from east to west, and a cross isle

running from north to south. The choir is paved widi black and white marble, in which
are 28 stalls on the north side, as many on the south, and eight at the west end ; from
the choir we ascend by several steps to a most magnificent marble altar-piece, which
would be esteemed a beauty in an Italian church.

Beyond the altar is king Edward the Confessor's chapel, surrounded with eleven or

twelve other chapels, replenished with monuments of the British nobility, for a particular

whereof I refer the reader to the antiquities of St. Peter's, or the abbey-church of West-
minster, by J. Crull, M. D. London, 1711, octavo, and the several supplements printed

since, and shall only take notice of those of the kings and queens in the chapel of St.

Edward the Confessor, which are as follow, viz. Edward I, kmg of England, Henry III,

Matilda wife of Henry I, queen Eleanor wife of Edward I, St. Edward the Confessor,

and queen Editha his wife, Henry V, and queen Catharine of Valois his wife, Edward
III, and queen Philippa his wife, Richard II, and queen Anne his wife : and on the south

side of the choir king Selaert, and queen Anne of Cleve, wife to Henry VIII. East of St.

Edward's chapel is that of Henry Vll, dedicated to the blessed virgin Mary, to which we
ascend by twelve stone steps. At the west end whereof are three brazen doors finely

wrought, which give an entrance into it. The stalls on the north and south sides are

exquisitely carved. The roof is supported by twelve pillars and arches of the Gothic
order, abounding with enrichments of carved figures, fruit, &c. At the east end b a
spacious window with stained glass ; besides which« there are thirteen other windows
above, and as many below (Hi the north and south sides. Under each of the thirteen

uppermost windows are five figures placed in niches, representing kings, queens, bishops,

&c. and under them the figures of as many angels supporting imperial crowns. The
roof, which is all stone, is divided into sixteen circles curiously wrought, and is the ad-

iniration of all that see it.

The outside of this chapel was adorned with fourteen towers, three figures being
placed in niches on each ot them, which were formerly much admired ; but the stone

decaying and mouldering away, they make but an odd appearance at present.
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In tills chapel have been interred most or the English kings since Richard the Third,

whose tombs are no small ornament to it, particularlj that of Henry VII, the founder,

which stands in the middle of the area towards the east end.

The tomb is composed of u curious pedestal, whose sides are adorned with various

figures, as the north with those ofsix men, die east with those of two cupids supporting

the king's arms and an imperial crown ; on the south side also six figures circumscribed

(as those on the north side) with circles of curious workmanship, the most easterly of

which contains the figure of an angel treading on a dragon : here is also a woman and
a child, seeming to allude to Rev. xii. and on the west end the figure of a rose and an
imperial crown, supported with those of a dragon and a grayhound : on the tomb are

the figures of the king and queen, lying at full length, with four angels, one at each

angle of the tomb, all very finely done in brass.

The screen or fence b also of solid brass, very strong and spacious, being in length

19 feet, in breadth 11, and the altitude 11, adorned with 42 pillars and their arches;

also 20 smaller hollow columns and their arches in the front of the former, and joined

at the cornish, on which cornish is a kind of acroteria, enriched with roses and port-

cullises interchanged in the upper part, and with the small figures ofdragons and gt]ay<

hounds (the supporters aforesaid) in the lower part ; and at each of the four angles is a

strong pillar, made open or hollow, composed in imitation of diaper and Gothic arch-

work ; the four sides have been adorned with 32 figures of men about a cubit high,

placed in niches, of which there are only seven left, the rest being stolen away (one

Raymond, about the 11th of queen Etizabeth, having been twice indicted for the same ;)

arid about the middle of the upper part of each of the four sides is a spacious branch,

adorned with the figure of a rose, where might on occaaon be placed lamps. This

admirable piece of art is open at top, and has two portals, one on the north, the other

on the south side, all of fine brass.

This royal founder's epitaph.

Septimus Henricus tumulo requiescit in istOi

Qui regum splendor^ lumen &P orbis erat.

Bex, rirgil^ ^ sapiens, comes virtutis atnatur,

Egregiusforma, strenuus atque potens.

Qui peperit pacem regno, qui oella peregit

Plurima, qui victor semper ab hoste redit ;

Qui natas binis conjunxit regibus ambas,
Regibus ^ cunctis, faderejunctus erat.

Qui sacrum hoc struxit templum, statuitq : sepukhrum
Pro se, proque sua conjuge, proque domo.

Lustra decem atq ; annos, tres plus compleverit annosy

JVam tribus octetiis regia sceptra tuHt

;

Quindecies Domini cententis jluxerat amtus,

Currebat nonusy cum vmit arat dies

;

^
t. ,'

Septima ter mensis lux tuncjitlgebat AprtHs,

Cum clausit summum tanta corona mem.
,

' '

Nulla dedere prius tantum sibi sacula regem " -

Anglia, vix similem posteriora dabunt. '

; j

Septimus hie situs est Benrieusghfid regum ' '

Cunctorum, ipsiusquitempestatefuerunt;
''

>

Ingenio atq ; opibus gestarum &f nomine rerum.

"'^.V"
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Accessere quibus natura dona benigna

:

Frontishonos fades augusta herotcaforma ;

Junctaque ei suavis conjux per pu/chra pudica,
Et foecunda fiiit ; feiices prole parentes,

Henricum quibus octavum terra Anglia debet.

Under the figure of the king.

Hitjacet Henricus ejus nominis septimus, Anglice quondam rex, Edmundi Jiichmcndne

comitis JiiiuSy qui die 22 Aug. Hex creatus, statim post apud IVestmonasterium die 30
Octob. coronatur 1485. Moritur deindc 21 die Aprilis, anno atat. 53, regnavit annos

23, menjes 8, minus una die.

Under the queen's figure.

Hie jacet regina Elizabethan Edvardi quarti quondam regis flia^ Edvardi quinti

regis quondam nominator soror : Henrici settimi olim regis conjux, atq ; Henrici octa-

VI regis mater inclyta ; obiit autem suum diem in turri JLoruJoniarum die secund. Feb,

anno Domini 1502, 37 annorum atate functa.
The modem tombs in the abbey, best worth the viewing, ar& those of the duke of

Newcastle, on the left hand as we enter the north door, of Sir Isaac Newton, at the

west end of the choir, of Sir Godfrey^ Kneller, and Mr. secretary Craggs, at the west
end of the abbey, of Mr. Prior among the poets at the door which faces the Old Palace-

yard, of the duke of Buckingham in Henry the Seventh's chapel, and that of Dr. Cham-
berlain on the north side of the choir : most of these are admirable pieces of sculpture,

and shew that the statuary's art is not entirely lost in this country ; though it must be
confessed the English fall short of the Italians in this science.

Westminster-hall is one of the largest rooms in Europe, being two hundred and
twenty-eight feet in length, sixty-six feet broad, and ninety feet high. The walls are

of stone, the windows of the Gothick form, the floor stone, and the roof of timber

covered with lead ; and having not one pillar in it, is supported by buttresses. It is

usually observed, that there are no cobwebs ever seen in this hall, and the reason given

for this is, that the timber of which the roof is composed is Irish oak, in which spiders

will not harbour ; but I am inclined to believe this is a fact not to be depended on, for

I find the timber for rebuilding and repairing the palace of Westminster m the reign of
Richard III, was brought from the forests in Essex ; and as there is no colour from
history to surmise that the dmber of tliis hall was Irish oak, so is there no imaginable

reason why timber should be fetched from another kingdom for the repair of the hall,

when the counties of Middlesex and Essex were great part of them forest, and afforded

timber enough to have built twenty such places ; and we find, that the timber of the

Essex forests was in fact applied to the repairs of this palace ; for it cannot be pretended

that the present roof is the same that was erected by William Rufus when it was first

built, it appearing that Richard II, about the year 1397, caused the old roof to be
taken down, und a new one made (as has been observed already) and this is probably

the same we now see. Here are hung up as trophies, 138 colours, and 34 standards,

taken from the French and Bavarians at Hockstet, anno 1704.

The House of Lords, or chamber where the peers assemble in parliament, is situated

between the Old Puluue-yard and the Thames. It is a spacious room, of an oblong

form, at the south end whereo^ is the kmf's throne, to wnich he ascends by several

steps : on the right hand of the throne is a seat for the prince of Wales, and on the left

another for the princes uf the blood, and behind the throne the seats of the peers under

age.
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On the east side of the house, to the right of the throne, sit the archbishops and
bishops; on the opposite side of the house sit the dukes, marquisses, earls, and
viscounts ; and on forms crossing the area, the barons under the degree of viscounts.

Before tiie throne are three wooUsacks, or broad seats stuffed with wool, to put the

legislature in mind, it is said, that the right management of this trade is of the last im-
portance to the kingdom. On the first of these wool-sacks, next to the throne, sits the

lord chancellor, or keeper, who is speaker of the house of peers ; and on the other

two, the lord chief justices, and the rest of the judges, with the master of the rolls, and
the other masters in chancery : about the middle of the house, on the east side, is a

chimney, where a fire is usually kept in the winter ; and towards the north, or lower

end of the house, is a bar that runs cross it, to which the commons advance, when they

bring up bills or impeachments, or when the king sends for them, and without this bar

the counsel and witnesses stand at trials before the peers. The house is at present hung
with tapestry, containing the history of the defeat of the Spanish Armada, in the reign

of queen Elizabeth, anno 1588.

The house or chamber where the commons assemble is to the northward of the

House of Lords, and stands east and west, as the other does north and south. The
room is pretty near square, and towards the upper end is the speaker's armed chair, to

which he ascends by a step or two ; before it is a table, where the clerks sit, on which
the mace lies when the speaker is in the chair, and at other times the mace is laid under
the table. On the north and south sides, and at the west end, are seats gradually as-

cending as in a theatre, and between the seats at tlie west end is the entrance by a pair

of folding doors. There are galleries also on the north, south, and west, where
strangers are frequently admitted to hear the debates.

This room was anciently a chapel, founded by king Stephen about the year 1141,
and dedicated to the blessed Virgin ; however, it obtained the name of St. Stephen's

chapel. It was rebuilt by king Edward III, anno 1347, who placed in it a dean, 12
secular canons, 13 vicars, 4 clerks, 5 choristers, a verger, and a keeper of the cha-

pel, and built them a convent, which extended along the Thames, endowing it with

large revenues, which at the dissolution of monasteries in the reign of Edward VI,
amounted to near eleven thousand pounds per annum. Almost ever since the disso-

lution, this chapel has been converted to the use we find it at present, viz. for the

session of the lower house of parliament, who, before that time, usually assembled in

the chapter-house belonging to the abbey, when the parliament met at Westminster.

The painted chamber lies between the house of lords and the house of commons, and
here the committees of both houses usually meet at a conference ; but neither this or

the other remaining apartments of this palace of Westminster have any thing in them
that merit a particular description.

The open place usually called Charing-cross, from a fine cross which stood there

before the grand rebellion, is of a triangular form, having the Pall-mall and the Hay-
market on the north-west, the Strand on the east, and the street before Whitehall on
the south. In the middle of this space is erected a brazen equestrian statue of king
Charles I, looking towards the place where that prince was murdered by the rebels,

who had erected a scaffold for that purpose before the gates of his own palace. This
statue is erected on a stone pedestal 17 feet high, enriched with his majesty's arms,

trophy-work, palm-branches, &c. inclosed with an iron palisade, and was erected by
king Charles II, after his restoration. The brie!: buildings south-east of Charing-cross

are mostly beautiful and uniform, and the king's stables in the Meuse, which lie north

of it, and are now magnificently rebuilding of hewn stone, will probably make Charing-

":?''«tS': TT??^
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cross as fine a place as any we have in town ;* especially as it stands upon an eminence

overlooking Whitehall.

The Banquetting house stands on the cast side of the street adjoining to the great gate

of Whitehall on the south. This edifice is built of hewn stone, and consists of one

stately room, of an oblong form, upwards of forty feet in height, the length and

breadth proportionable^ having galleries round it on the inside, the ceiling beautifully

painted by that celebrated history-painter Sir Peter Paul Reubens : it is adorned on the

outside with a lower and upper range of columns of the lonick and Composite orders,

their capitals enriched with fruit, foliage, &c. the inter-columns of the upper and lower

range being handsome sashed windows. It is surrounded on the top with stone rails or

ballisters, and covered with lead.

St. James's Palace, where the royal family now resides in the winter season, stands

pleasantly upon the north side of the Park, and has several noble rooms in it, but is an
irregular building, by no means suitable to the grandeur of the British monarch its

master. In the front, next St. James's street, there appears little more than an old

gate house, by which we enter a little square court, with a piazza on the west side of

it leading to the grand stair-case : and tnere are two other courts beyond, which have

not much the air of a prince's palace. This palace was an hospital, suppressed by Henry
VIII, who built this edifice in the room of it.

But the house most admired for its situation is that of the duke of Buckingham, at

the west end of the Park ; in the front of which, towards the Mall and the grand canal,

is a spacious court, the offices on each side having a communication with the house by
two little bending piazzas and galleries that form the wings. This front is adorned

with two ranges of pilaster^ of the Corinthian and Tuscan orders, and over them is an
acroteria of figures, representing Mercury, Secrecy, Equitv, and Liberty, and under
them this inscription, in large golden characters, viz. SIC Sifl LiETANTVR LARES,
Thus situated, may the household gods rejoice.

Behind the house is a fine garden and terras, from whence there is a prospect of the

adjacent country, which gave occasion to another inscription on the house on that side,

viz. RVS IN VRBE, intimating, that it has the advantages both of city and country ;

above which are figures representing the four seasons. The hall is paved with marble,

and adorned with pilasters, the inter-columns exquisite paintings in great variety ; and
on a pedestal, near the foot of the grand stair-case, is a marble figure of Cain killing

his brother Abel; the whole structure exceeding magnificent, rich, and beautiful, but

especially in the finishing and furniture.

Grosvenor or Gravenor-square is bounded on the north by Oxford road, on the east

by Hanover square, by May-fair on the south, and by Hyde-park on the west ; the area

whereof contains about five acres of ground, in which is a large garden laid out into

walks, and adorned with an equestrian statue of king Geoi^ I, gilded with gold, and
standing on a pedestal, in the center of the garden, the whole surrounded with palli-

sades placed upon a dwarf wall. The buildings generally are the most magnificent we
meet with in this great town ; though the fronts of the houses are not all alike, for

some of them are intirely of stone, others of brick and stone, and others of rubbed
brick, with only their quoins, facios, windows and door-cases of stone ; some of them
are adorned with stone columns of the several orders, while others have only plain

fronts ; but they are so far uniform as to be all sashed, and of pretty near an equal

height. To the kitchens and ofiices, which have little paved yards with vaults before

* These are now finished, and answer the conjecture of this author.
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them, they descend by twelve or fifteen steps, and these yards are defended by an high

palisade of iron. Every house has a garden behind it, and many of them coach-houses

and stables adjoining ; and others have stables near the square, m a place that has ob-

ti< ned the name of Grosvcnor-Meuse. The finishing of the houses within is equal to the

fi|^ cy make without ; the stair-cases of some of them I saw were inlaid, and perfect

Mb ork, and the paintings on the roof and sides by the best hands. The apart-

meiu^ usually consist of a long range of fine rooms, equally commodious and beautiful

;

none of the houses are without two or three stair-cases for the convenience of the family.

The grand stair-case is generally in the hall or saloon at the entrance. In short this

square may well be looked upon as the beauty of the town, and those who have not seen

it cannot have an adequate idea of the place.

The city of Westminster at this day consists of the parishes of St. Margaret and St.

John the Evangelist, and the liberties of Westminster, viz. St. Martin's in the Fields,

St. Mary le Savoy, St. Mary le Strand, St. Clement's Danes, St. Paul's Covent-garden,

St. James's Westminster, St. George's Hanover-souare, and St. Anne's Westminster ;

all under the government of the dean and chapter of Westminster, and their subordinate

officers ; or rather, of a high steward, and such other officers as are appointed bv them

;

for since the reformation, the dean and chapter seem to have delegated their civil power
to such officers as they elect for life, who are not accountable to, or liable to be displaced

by them, nor are they liable to forfeit their offices, but for such offences as a private

man may lose his estate, namely, for high treason, felony, &c. as happened in the case of

their high-steward, the duke of Ormond, upon whose attainder the dean and chapter

proceeded to a new election.

The next officer to the high-steward is the deputy-steward, appointed by the high-

steward, and confirmed by the dean and chapter, who b usually a gentleman learned in

the law, being judge of their court for trial of civil actions between party and party,

which is held usually on Wednesday every week. They have also a court-Ieet, held an-

nually on St. Thomas's-day, for the choice cf officers, and removal of nuisances. The
deputy-steward supplies the place of sheriffofWestminster, except in the return of mem-
bers of parliament, which is done by the high-bailiff, an officer nominated by the dean
and chapter, and confirmed by the high-steward. The high-bailiffalso is entided to all

fines, forfeitures, waifs and strays in Westminster, which makes it a very profitable post.

The high-constable, chosen by the burgesses at their court-leet, and approved by the

steward or his deputy, is an officer of some consideration in this city also, to whom all the

rest of the constables are subject.

The burgesses are sixteen in number, seven for the city, and nine for the liberties of
Westminster, appointed by the h*gh-steward or his deputy, every one of whom has his

assistant, and has particular wards or districts : out of these burgesses are chosen two
chief burgesses, one for the city, the other for the liberties. The dean, high steward, or

his deputy, the bailiffs and burgesses, or a quorum of them, are empowered to make by-

laws, and take cognizance of small offences, within the city and liberties of Westmin-
ster. But I look upon it, that the justices of peace for Westminster have in a great

measure superseded the authority of the burgesses (except as to weights, measures, and
nuisances) by virtue of whose warrants, all petty offenders almost are apprehended and
sent to Tothill-fields Bridewell ; and for higher offences, the same justices commit cri-

minals to Newgate, or the Gatehouse, who receive their trials before commissioners

of oyer and terminer, at the Old-Bailey, as notorious criminals in the city of

London do ; and so far the two united cities may be said to be under the same govern-

ment.

•tiapjiiT^" -* •;-^ "T*>i!g^^^
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The precinct of St. Martin's le Grand in London is deemed n part of the city of

Westminster, and the uihabitunts vote in the elections of membcr!» of purliumeitt for

Westminster.

The ecclesiastical government of the city of Westminster is in the dean and chapter,

whoivc commissary has the jurisdiction'in all ecclesiastical causes, and the probate of wills

;

from whom there lies no appeal to the archbishop of Canterbary, or other spiritiml judge,

but to the king in Chancery alone, who ujwn such appeal issues a commission under the

great seal of England, constituting a court of delegates to determine the cause finally.

I next proceed to survey th«: out-parishes in the county of Middlesex and Siirrry,

which are comprehended within the bill of mortality, and esteemed part of this great

town : and 6rst St. Giles's in the Fields contains these chief streets and places ; Great

Lincoln's Inn-Fields, part ofLincoln's-lnnGanlen, Turnstile, Whetstone-Park, part of

High-Hulbom, part of Duke-street, Old and New Wild-street, Princes- street, Queen-
street, part of Drury-lane, Brownlow-street, Bolton-strett, Castle-street, King-street, the

Seven-dials, or seven streets comprehending Earl-street, Queen-street, White-Lion-strcet,

and St. Andrew's-street/ Monmouth-street, the east side of Hog-lane, Stedwell-street,

and Staig-street.*

Great Lincoln's-Inn Fields or Square contains about ten acres of ground, and is some-

thing longer than it is broad, the longest sides extending from east to wf^t the build-

ing on the west and south generally make a j^rnnd figure.

In the parish of St. Sepulchre, which is without the liberties of the city of London,
we meet with Hick's-hnll and the Charter-house.

Hick's-hall is situated in l|i( middle (if St. John's- street, towards the south end, and is

the sessions-house for the Ju;jII(;ij oI iKiirc of the county of MiddlrseK. having been
erected for this end anno 1612, by Sir tiapd^ii Hicks, a mercer in Cheapside, then a justice

ofthe peace. The justicesbelbrehnldingtneir sessions at the Castle-Inu nearSmithfield-bars.

To the eastward of Hit k's IihII stood the late dissolved monastery of thr Charter-

house, founded by Sir Widlti ^lnMlll'i H native of the Low-Countries, knighted by
king Edward IH, for services dtlll^ In ll H nrown, probably in the wars against France.

Sir Waiter M.tiiiii i) first erecttrd < n ) a chapel, and assigned it In be the burial-

place of all strangers ; jjut llilliH}: I I

!
"' "'lifer founded a monastery of Car-

thusian niiiiiks libii% Irnnsreniii^ ro il

the said chapel : The i i n i
' ' >

Henry VIII, amounted to 6431. 4i| htl

Sir Thomas Audley soon after obtain.

.

lit II

,11 acres and a rood of land, with
Mil »he dissolution of monasteries, 30

iinum.

(5., lilt ofthis Carthusian monastery, together

with Duke's-Place, and gav* llje ft)i||»i
j
in marriage with his daughter Margaret to Tho-

nded to the earl of Suffolk, and was called

inii
I

lit m
If flew'er

t tninle fai

mas duke of Norfolk, from whom
Howard-house, the burnamc of that Inihle family ; by which name Thomas Sutton, Esq.
purchased it of the ( url of Huffolli for thirteen thousand pounds, anno 1611, and con-
verted it into an hosnitai by virtue of letters patent obtained from king James I, which
were afterwards confirmed by act of parliament, 3 Car. I.

The manors, lands, tenements, and hereditaments, which the founder
setUed upon this hospital amounted to per annum - - 4493/. 19.; lOd.

The revenues purchased by his executors, &c. after his death, to per

annum 897 13 9

Total of the charity per annum 5391 13 7

* This was the description of St. Giles's parish before St. Ceorges's Bloomsbury was taken out of it.

^i
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But the revenues now amount to upwards of 6000/. per annum by the improvement
of tlic rents. This charity was given for the maintenance of fourscore old men, who
were to be either gentlemen by descent reduced to |X)verty, soldiers by sea or land, mer-
chants who had buffered by piracy or shipwreck, or }>ervants of the king's household, and
were to be fifty years of age and upwards at their admission, except maimed >ioldiers,

who are capable of being admitted at forty years of age : nor are any to Ijc admitted

who are alBicted with leprosy, or any unclean or infectious disease, or who shall be pos-

sessed of the value of two hundred pounds, or fourteen pounds per annum for life, or

who are married men. No poor brother to go beyond sea without the licence of six of

the governors, nor to go into the country for above two months without the manier's

leavct and during such absence shall be allowed but two thirda of his commons in mo-
ney besides his salary ; and if a brother go out and is arrested, he shall have no allow-

ance during his absence, but his place be reserved till the governors pleasure be
known.
No brother to pass the gates of the hospital in his livery-gown, or to lie out of the

house, or solicit causes, or molest any of the king's subjects, itndera certain pecuniary

pain ; and all other duties, such as frequenting cliapel, decent clothing, and lx:haviour,

to be regulated by the governors.

This munificent benefactor also founded a grammar-school in the Charter-house, to

consist of a master, usher, and forty scholars.

No scholars to be admitted at above fourteen or under ten years of age.

The scholars are habited in black gowns ; and when any of them are fit for the uni-

versity and are elected, each ofthem receives twenty pounds per annum for eight years,

out of the revenues of the house ; and such boys as are found more fit for i\des are

bound out, and a considerable sum of money given with them.

When any of the forty boys are disposed of, or any of the old men die, others arc

placed in their rooms by the governors, in their turns.

The master is to be an unmarried man, aged about forty ; one that hath no prefer-

ment in church or state, which may draw him from his residence and care of the hos-

pital.

The preacher must be a master of arts, of seven years standing in one of the univer-

sities of England, and one who has preached four years.

The governors meet in December, to take the year's accounts, view the state of the

hospital, and to determine other affairs ; and again in June or July, to dispose of the

scholars to the university or trades, make elections. Sec. And a committee of five at

die least is appointed at the assembly in December yearly, to visit the school between
Easter and Midsummer, Sic.

The buildings of the Charter-house take up a great deal of ground, and are commo-
dious enough, but have no great share of beauty. This house has pretty much the air

of a college or monastery, of which the principal rooms are the chapel and the hall ; and
the old men, who are members of the society, Iiave their several cells, as the monks have

in Portugal.

The chapel is built of brick and boulder, and is about 63 feet in lengdi, 38 in breadth,

and 24 in height. Here Sir William Manny, founder of the Carthusian monastery,

was buried ; and here was interred Mr. Sutton, the founder of the hospital : whose
monument is at the north-east angle of the chapel, being of black and white marble,

adorned with four columns, with pedestals and entablature of the Corinthian order, be-

tween which lies his effigies at length in a fur-gown, his face upwards, and the palms of

his hands joined over his breast ; and on the tomb is the following inscription : Sacred to

the glory of God, in grateful memory of Thomas Sutton, Esq. here lieth buried the bo-

im7wi^m^if:?^ '̂:r:W'' V
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dy of Thomas Sutton, late of Castle Camps, hi the county of Cambrklge, Es<i. at

whose only cost and charges this hospital was founded, and endowed wiUi huge |k>s4cs<

sions, for the relief of poor men and children. He was.a gentleman bom at Knayth, in the

county of Lincoln, of worthy and honest parentage. He lived to the age of 79 years,

and deceased the 12th day of Dec. 1611.

The Chancr-house gardens are exceeding pleasant, and of a very great extent, con-

sidering they stand so far within this great town.

I shall, in the next place, survey the free-schools and charity-schools.

Anciently, I have read, that there were three principal ( hurches in London that had
each of them a famous school l)elongiiig to it; and thcst three churches are supposed

to be, 1. The cathedral church of St. Paul ; because, at a geiK*ral council holden at

Rome, anno 1176, it wus decreed, •• That every cathedral church should have its

school- master, to teach poor scholars, and others, as had t)een accuKtomcd; and that

no man should take any reward for licence to teach." 2. The abbey-church of St.

Peter at Westminster ; for of the school here, Ingulphus, abbot of Croyland, in the

reign of William "^hc Conqueror, writes as follows :
•' I, Ingulphus, an humble servant

of God, born ot English parents, in the most beautiful city of London, for attaining

to learning, was first put to Westminster, and after to stufdy at Oxford, &c." 3. The
abbey-church of St. Saviour, at Bcrmondsey, in Southwark ; for this is supposed to be

the most ancient and most considerable monastery alxjut the city at that time, next to

that of St. Peter at Westminster; though there is no doubt but the convents of St.

John by Clerkenwell, St. Bartholomew in Smithfield, St. Mary Ovcry in Southwark,

that of the Holy Trinity by Aldgate, aid other monastoies about the city, had their

rci^pective schools, though not in such r'iputation as the three first. Of these none are

n(^ existing bui St. Paul's and Westminster, though perhaps on different and later

fou. / Nations : \ttt other schools have been erected in this metropolis from time to time,

amongst which 1 find that calle»' Merchant-Taylors to be the most considerable.

St. Paul's scV»ol is situated on the east side of St. Paul's church yard ; being a hand-

lome fabrick, built with brick and stone, founded by John Collet, D. D. and dean of

St Paul's, anno 1512, who appointed a liigh-mastcr, sur-master, a chaplain or under-

master, and 153 scholars, o be taught by them gratis, of any nation or country. He
also left some exhibitions to such scholars as are sent to the universities, and have con-

tinned at this school three years. The masters are elected by the wardens and assistants

of the Mercers company ; and the schot'arsare admitted by the master, upon a warrant

directed to him by the surveyor. The t-lections for the university are in March, before

Lady-day ; and they are allowed their exhibitions for seven years. To this school be-

longs a library, consisting chiefly of classic authors. The frontispiece is adorned with

bustos, entablatujx*, pediments, festoons, shields, v.i es, and the Mercer's arms cut in

stone, with this inscription over the door, INGRED RE UT PROFICIAS; upon
every window of the school was written, by the foui. ler's direction, AUT DOCE,
AUT DISCE, AUT DISCEDE, i. e. either teach, leam. or begone.

The founder, in the ordinances to be observed in this ohool, says, he founded it to

the honour of the child Jesus, and of his blessed mother Vlary ; and directs, that the

master be of a healthful constitution, honest, virtuous, aid learned in Greek and
Latin; that he be a married or single man, or a priest that ^ith no cure; that his

wages should be a mark a week, and a livery gown cl four lu-bles, with a house in

town, and another at Stebonheath (Stepney*); that there should be no play-days

• This house stanrU at the upper end of White-horse-street, on the south side of Stepney church-yard

;

was the residence of the foundei s mothe'-, and is now tenanted by Captain Thomas Hunt, u late reputa-
ble commander in the service of the East India rompany.
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grnntcd, l)ut to ihc kinff, or some bisliop in nctmn ; that the Rcholars every Childcr-

niui-day mIiuuIU j<() to St. Puul's chotcU, and hear the t!»ild-l)ishop scrniun, and al\cr-

wards ut high iiuims cuch uf thcin oH'cr a penny to the child-bishop ; and committed thu

care of the schoul to the company ot Mercers ; the ntiiKiidH to the masters, the officers'

Huhiries, 8cc. belonging to the ach(x)l, ainonnting at tirst to 1181. 149. 7d. 1 ob. |)er

annum : but the rents and revenuen of the sch(X)l being of lute years considerably ad-

vanced, the salaries of the musierii have been more than doubled, and many exhibitions

granted to those who go to the university, of ten pouiKls, and six |M)unds odd money
|)cr annum. The second master liuth a handsome house near ttic school, as well as the

first master.
'

The school at Mcrccrs-chnpel, in Cheapside, hiith the same patrons and governors as

that of St Paul's, viz. the Mercers, who allow the master a salary of 401. per annum,
mid a house, for teaching twenty -live scholars gratis.

Merchant Taylors school is situated near Cannon- street, on St. Lawrence Poultney

or Ponntney-hill. This school, I am told, consists of six forms, in which are three

hundred lads, one hundred of whom are taught gratis, another hundred pay two shil.

lings and six |)encc p<.'r (garter, and the third hundred Bve shillings a quarter ; for in-

structing of whom there is a master and three ushers : and out of these scholars some
are annually, on St. Barnabas-day, the eleventh of June, elected to St. John's college

in Oxford, where there arc forty -six fellowships belonging to the school.

As to the charity-schools; there are in all 131, some for boys, others for girls;

where the children arc taught, if boys, to read, write, and accompt ; if girls« to read,

sew and knit ; who are all clothed and fitted for service or trades p-atis.

I proceed in the next place to shew how well London is supphed with water, firing,

bread-corn, flesh, fish, beer, wine, and other provisions.

And as to water, no city was ever better iurnishcd with it, for every man has a pipe

or fountain of good fresh water brought into his house, for less than twenty shillings a
year, unless brewhouses, and some other great houses and places, that require more
water than an ordinary family consumes, and these pay in proportion to the quantity

they spend; many houses have several pipes laid in, and may have one in every

room, if they think fit, which is a much greater convenience than two or three foun-

tains in a street, for which some towns in other countries are so much admired.

These pipes of water are chiefly supplied from the water-works at London-bridge,

Westminster, Chelsea, and the New-river.

Besides the water brought from the Thames {^nd the New-rive/, thcic^ are a great

many good springs, pumps, and conduits, about the town, which afford excellent water
for drinking. There are also mineral waters on the side of Islington and Pancras.

This capital also is well supplied with firing, particularly coals from Newcastle and
pit-coals from Scotland, and other parts ; but wood is excessive dear, and used by no
body for firing, unless bakers, and some few persons of quality in their chambers and
drawing-rooms.

As for bread-corn, it is for the most part brought to London after it is converted

into flour, and both bread and flour are extremely reasonable ; we here buy as much
good white bread for three-halfpence or two-pence, as will serve an Englishman a whole
day, and flour in proportion. Good strong beer also may be had <» the brewer, for

about two pnce a (^uart, and of the alehouses that retail it for three pence a quart.

Bear-key, below bridge, b a great market for malt, wheat, and horse-corn; and
Queen-hithe, above the bridge, for malt, wheat, flower and other grain.

The butchers here compute, that there are about one thousand oxen sold in Smith-

field market one week with another the year round ; besides many thousand sheep,

"'''''^S^M'
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hogs, calves, pigs, and lambs, in this and other parts of the town ; and a great variety

of venison, game, and pouUry. Fruit, roots, herbs, and other garden-sluft*, are very

cheap and good.

Fish also are plentiful, such as fresh cod, plaice, flounders, soles, whitings, smelts;,

sturgeon, oysters, lobsters, crabs, shrimps, mackerel, and herrings in the season : but

it must be confessed, that salmon, turbot, and some other sea-fish, are dear, as well as

fresh-water fish.

Wine is imported from foreign countries, and is dear. The Port wine, which is usu-

ally drank, and is the cheapest, is two shillings a quart, retailed in taverns, and not

much less than eighteeen or twenty pounds the hoeshead, when purchased at <he best

hand : and as to French wines, the duties are so high upon them, that they are at double

the price of the other at least. White wine is about the same price as red port, and ca-

nary' about a third dearer.

It is computed that there are in London some part of the year, when the nobility and
gentry are m town, 15 or 16,000 large horses for draught, used in coaches, carts, or

drays, besides some thousands of saddle-horses ; and yet is the town so well supplied

with hay, straw, and corn, that there is seldom any want of them. Hay generally is not

more than forty shillings the load, and from twenty pence to two shillings the bushel is

the usual price of oats.

The opportunity of passing from one part of the town to the other, by coach, chair,

or boat, is a very great convenience, especially in the winter, or in very hot weather.

A servant calls a coach or a chair in any of the principal streets, which attend at a mi'
nute's warning, and carries one to any part of the town, vithin a mile and a half dis-

tance, for a shilling, but to a chair is paid one third more ; the coaches also will wait for

eighteen-pence the first hour, and a shilling every succeeding hour all day long ; or you
may hire a coach and a pair of horses, all day, in or out of town, for ten shillings per
day ; there are coaches also that go to every village almost about town, within four or

five miles, in which a passenger pays but one shilling, and in some but sixpence, for his

passage with other company.
The pleasantest way of moving from one end of the town to the other, in summer

time, is by water, on that spacious gentle stream the Thames, on which you travel two
miles for six-pence, if you have two watermen, and for three-pence, ifyou have but one

:

and to any village up or down the river, you go with company for a trifle. But the

greatest advantage reaped from this noble river is, that it brings whatever this or other

countries afford. Down the river from Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Bucks, 8cc. comes corn
and all manner of provision of English growth, as has been observed already ; and up
the river, every thing that the coasts and the maritime counties of England, Scotland, or
Ireland afford : this way also are received the treasures and merchandise of the East and
West Indies, and indeed of the four quarters of the world.

Carts are hired as coaches, to remove goods and merchandise from one part of the
town to the other, whose rates are also fixed, and are very reasonable ; and for small
burthens ob parcels, and to send on messages, there are porters at every comer of the
streets, those within the city of London and liberties thereof being licenced by autho-
rity, and wearing a badge or ticket ; in whose hands goods of any value, and even bills

of exchange or sums of money, may be safely trusted, they being obliged at their ad.
mission to give security. There is also a post that goes from one part of the town to the
other several times a day, and once a day to the neighbouring villages, with letters and
small parcels; for the carriage of which is j^ven no more than a penny the letter or par.
eel. And I should have remembered that every coach, chair, and boat, that plies for

».
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hire, lias its number upon it ; and if the number be taken by any friend or servant, at

the place you set out from, the proprietor of the vehicle will be obliged to make jgood

any loss or damage that may happen to the person cairicd in it, through the default of the

people that carry him, and to make him saUsfaction for any abuse or ilManguage he may
receive from them.

The high streets, from one end of the town to the other, are kept clean by scavengers

in the winter, and in summer the dust in some wide streets is laid by water-carts ; they

are so wide and spacious, that several lines of coaches and carts may pass by each
other without interruption. Foot passengers in the high streets go about their business

with abundance of ease and pleasure ; they walk upon a fine smooth pavement, defended
by posts from the coaches and wheel carriages ; and though they arc jostled sometimes
in the throng, yet as this seldom happens out of design, few are offended at it ; the va-

riety of beautiful objects, animate and inanimatCj he meets with in the streets and shops,

inspires the passenger with joy, and makes him slight the trifling inconvenience of being

crowded now and then. The light also in the shops till eight or nine in the evening,

especially in diose of toymen and pastry-cooks in the winter, make the night appear

even brighter and more agreeable than the day itself.

From the lights I come very naturally to speak of the night-guards or watch. Each
watch consists ofa constable and a certain number of watchmen, who have a guard-room
or watch-house in some certain place, from whence watchmen are dispatched every hour
to patrole in the streets and places in each constable's district ; to see if all be safe from
fire and thieves : and as they pass, they give the hour of the night, and with their

staves strike at the door of every house.

If they meet with any persons they suspect of ill designs, quarrelsome people, or lewd
women in the streets, they are empowered to carry them before the constable at his

watch-house, who confines them till morning, when they are brought before a justice

of the peace, who commits them to prison, or releases them, according as the circum-

stances of the case are.

Mobs and tumults were formerly very terrible in this great city ; not only private

men have been insul ed and abused, and their houses demolished, but even the couit

and parliament have been influenced or awed by them. But there is now seldom seen

a multitude of people assembled, unless it be to attend some malefactor to his execu-
tion, or to pelt a villain in the pillory, the last of which being an outrage that the govern-

iTient has ever seemed to wink at ; and it is observed by some, that the mob are pretty

just upon these occasions, they seldom falling upon any but notorious rascals, such as

are guilty of perjury, forgery, sodomitical practices, or keeping of bawdy-houses, and
these with rotten eggs, apples, and turnips, they frequently maul unmercifully, unless

ilie offender has money enough to bribe the constables and officers to protect him.

The London inns, though they are as commodious for the most part as those we meet
with in other places, yet few people choose to take up their quarters in them for any long

time ; for, if their business requires them to make any stay in London, they choose to

leave their horses at the inn or some livery stable, and take lodgings in a private house.

At livery stables they lodge no travellers, only lake care of their horses, which fare bet-

ter here than usually at inns ; and at these places it is that gentlemen hire saddle horses

for a journey. At the best ofthe|o are found very good horses and furniture: they will

let out a good horse for 4s. a day, and an ordinary hackney for 2s. 6d. and for 5s. you
may have a hunter for the city hounds, have the liberty of hunting in Enfield chace and
rou'id the town, and go out constantly every week in the season, followed by^ great

iiiany young gentlemen and tradesmen. They have an opportunity also of hunting with
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the king's hounds at Richmond and Windsor : and such exercises seem very necessary for

people who are constantly in London, and eat and drink as plentifully as any people in

the world. And now I am speaking of hired horses, 1 cannot avoid taking notice of the

vast number of coach-horses that are kept to be let out to noblemen or gentlemen, to

carry or bring them to and from the distant parts of the kingdom, or to supply the un-

dertakers of funerals with horses for their coaches and hearses. There arc some of

these men that keep several hundreds of horses, with coaches, coachmen, and a com-
plete equipage, that will be ready at a day's warning to attend a gentleman to any part

of England. These people also are great jockeys. They go to all the fairs in the

country and buy up horses, with which they furnish most of the nobility and gentry

about town. And if a nobleman does not care to run any hazard, or have the

trouble of keeping horses in town, they will agree to furnish him with a set all the year

round.

The principal taverns are large handsome edifices, made as commodious for the en-

tertaining a variety of company as can be contrived, with some spacious rooms for the

accommodation of numerous assemblies. Here a stranger may be furnished with wines,

and excellent food of all kinds, dressed after the best manner : each company and every

particular man, if he pleases, has a room to himself, and a good fire if it be winter time,

for which he pays nothing, and is not to be disturbed or turned out of his room by any

other man of what quality soever, till he thinks fit to leave it. And as many peopl6

meet here upon business, at least an equal number jiesort hither purely for pleasure, or to

refresh themselves in an evening, after a day's fatigue. Those of any reputation will

not admit lewd women within tiieir doors, but too many of them live on the vices of

the people, serving as rendezvous for the profligate part of the worlds to whom in false

measures they put off their sophisticated wines.

And though the taverns are very numerous, yet ale-houses are much more so, being

visited by the inferior tradesmen, mechanics, journeymen, porters, coachmen, carmen,
servants, and others, whose pockets will not reach a glass of wine. Here they sit pro-

miscuously in common dirty rooms, with large fires, and clouds of tobacco, where one
that is not used to them can scarce breathe or see : but as they are a busy sort ofpeople,

they seldom stay long, returning to their several employments, and are succeeded by fi-esh

sets of the same rank of men, at their leisure hours, all day long.

Of eating-houses and cook-shops there are not many, considering the largeness of the

town ; unless it be about the inns of court and Chancery, Smithfield, and the Royal Ex-
change ; and some other places, to which the country people and strangers resort when
they come to town. Here is good butchers meat of all kinds, and in the best of them
fowls, pigs, geese, &c. the last of which are pretty dear ; but one that Can make a meal
of butchers meat, may have as much as he cares to eat for six-pence ; he must be con-

tent indeed to sit in a public room, and use the same linen that forty people have done
before him. Besides meat, he finds very good white bread, table-beer, &c.

Cofiee-houses are almost as numerous as ale-houses, dispersed in every part of the

town, where they sell tea, coffee, chocolate, drams, and in many of the great ones ar-

rack and other punch, wine, Sec. These consist chiefly of one large common room,
with good fires in winter : and hither the middle sort of people chiefly resort, many to

breakfast, read the news, and talk politics ; after which they retire home : others who
are strangers in town meet here about noon, and appoint some tavern to dine at ; and a
great many attend at the coffee-houses near the Exchange, the inns of court and West-
minster, about their business. In the afternoon, about four, people resort to these places

again, from whence they adjourn to the tavern, the play, &c. and some, when they
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have taken u handsome dose, run to the coffee-house at midnight for u disii of

coffee to set them right ; while others conclude the day here with drums, or a bowl of

punch.

There are but few cyder-houscs about London, though this be liquor of English

growth ; because it is generally thought too cold for the climate, and to elevate the spi-

rits less th;m wine or strong beer.

The four grand distinctions of the people are these, 1. The nobility and gentry. 3.

The merchants and first rate tradesmen. 3. The lawyers and physicians : and 4. Infe-

rior tradesmen, attomies, clerks, apprentices, coachmen, carmen, chairmen, watermen,
porters, and servants.

The first class may not only be divided into nobility and gentry, but into either such

as have dependence on the court, or such as have none. Those who have offices, places,

or pensions from the court, or any expectations from thence, constantly attend the levees

of the prince and his ministers, which takes up the greatest part ot the little morning
they have. At noon most of the nobility, and ^uch gentlemen as are members of the

house ofcommons, go down to Westminster, and when the houses do not sit late, return

home to dinner. Others, that are not members of either house, and have no particular

business to attend, are found in the chocolate-houses near the court, or in the park, and
many more do not stir from their houses till after dinner. As to the ladies, who seldom
nse till about noon, the first part of their time is spent, after the duties of the closet, either

at the tea-table or in dressing, unless^hey take a turn to Covent-garden or Ludgate-hill,

and tumble over the mercers rich silks, or view some India or China trifle, some prohi.

bited manufacture, or foreign lace.

Thus the business of the day being dispatched before dinner, both by the ladies and
gentlemen 5 the evening is devoted to pleasure ; all the world get abroad in their gayest

equipage between four and five in the evening, some bound to the play, others to the

opera, the assembly, the masquerade, or music-meeting, to which they move in such
crowds, that their coaches can scarce pass the streets.

The merchants and tradesmen of the first rate make no mean figure in London :

they have many ofthem houses equal to those of the nobility, with great gates and court-

yards before them, and seats in the countiy, whither they retire the latter end of the

>veek, returning to the city again on Mondays or Tuesdays ; they keep their coaches,

saddle-horses, and footmen ; iheir houses are richly and beautifully furnished ; and though

their equipage be not altogether so shining, and their servants so numerous as those of

the nobility, they generally abound in wealtl. and plenty ; and are generally masters of

a larger cash than they have occasion to make use of in the way of trade, whereby they

are always provided against accidents, and are enabled to make an advantageous pur-

chase when it offers. And in this they differ from the merchants of other countries,

that they know when thev have enough ; for they retire to their estates, and enjoy the

fruits of their labours in the decline of life, reserving only business enou^ to divert their

leisure hours. They become gendemen and ma^strates in the counties where their

estates lie ; and as they are frequently the younger brothers of good families, it is not

uncommon to see them purchase those estates that the eldest branches oftheir respective

families have been obliged to part with.

Their character is, that they are neither so much in haste as the French to grow rich,

nor so niggardly as the Dutch to save : that their houses are richly furnished, and then:

tables well served. You are neither soothed nor sowered by the merchants of London

;

tliey seldom ask too much, and foreigners buy of them as cheap as others. They are

punctual in their payments, f^enerous and charitable, very obliging, and not too ceremo-
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nious, easy of access, ready to communicate their knowledge of the respective countries

they traffic with, and the condition of their trade.

As to their way of life, they usually rise some hours before ihe gentlemen at the

other end of the town, and having paid their devotions to Heaven, seldom fail, in a morn-

ing, of surveying the condition of their accounts, and giving their orders to their book,

keepers and agents, for the management of their respective trades ; after which, being

dressed in a modest garb, without any footmen or attendants, they go about their busi*

nesstothe Custom-house, Bank, Exchange, Sec. and after dinner sometimes apply them>

selves to business again ; but the morning is much the busiest part of the dixy. In the

evening of every other day the post comes in, when the perusing their letters may em-
ploy part of their time, as the answejring them does on other days of the week ; and they

frequently meet at the tavern in the evening, either to transact their affairs, or to take a

cheerful glass after the business of the day is over.

As to the wives and daughters of the merchants and principal tradesmen, they endea-

vour to imitate the court-ladies in their dress, and follow much the same diversions ; and

it is not uncommon to see a nobleman match with a citizen's daughter, by which she

gains a tide, and he discharges the incumbrances on his estate with her fortune. Mer-
chants sons are sometimes initiated into the same business their fathers follow ; but ifthey

find an estate gotten to their hands, many of them choose rather to become country-

gentlemen.

As to their lawyers O'. barristers, these also are frequently the younger sons of good
families ; and the elder brother too is sometimes entered c f the inns of court, that he

may know enough of the law to keep his estate.

A lawyer of parts and good education seldom fails of rising to preferment, and acquir-

ing an estate, even while he is a young man. I do not know any profession in London
where a person makes his fortune so soon as in the law, if he be an eminent pleader.

Several of them have of late years been advanced to the peerage ; as Finch, Somers,

Cowper, Harcourt, Trevor, Parker, Lechmere, King, Raymond, &c. scarce

any of them much exceeding forty years of age when they arrived at that ho-

nour.

The fees are so great, and their business so ingrosses every minute of their time, that

it is impossible their expences should equal their income ; but' it must be confessed they

labour very hard, are forced to be up early and late, and to try their constitutions to the

utmost (I mean those in full business) in the service of their clients. They rise in winter

long before it is light, to 2ad over their briefs, dress, and prepare themselves for the bu-
siness of the day ; at eight or nine they go to Westminster, where they attend and plead

either in the courts of equity or common law, ordinarily till one or two, and (upon a

great trial) aomeumes till the evening. By that time they have got home, and dined,

they have other briefs to peruse, and they are to attend the hearings, either at the Lord
Chancelknr's, or the Rolls, till eight or nine in the evening ; after which, when they re-

turn to their chambers, they are attended by their clients, and have their several cases

and briefs to read over and consider that evening, or the next morning before day-light

;

insomuch that they have scarce time for their meals, or their natural rest, particularly at

the latter end of a term. They are not always in this hurry, indeed ; if they were, the

best constitution must soon be worn out ; nor would any one submit to such hardships,

who had a subsistence, but with a prospect of acquiring a great estate suddenly ; for the

gold comes tumbling into the pockets of these great lawyers, which makes them refuse

no cause, how intricate or doubtful soever. And this brings me to consider the high

fees that are usually taken by an eminent counsel ; as for a single opinion upon a case.
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two, three, four, and five guineas ; upon a hearing, five or ten, and perhaps a great

many more ; and if the cause docs not come on till the next day, they are all to be feed

again, though there are not less than six or seven counsel of a side.

The next considerable profession therefore I shall mention in London is that of the

physicians, who are not so numerous as the former ; but those who arc eminent amongst
them acquire estates equal to the lawyers, though they seldom arrive at the like honours.

It is a useful observation, indeed, as to English physicians, that they seldom get their

bread till they have no teeth to cat it : though, when they have acquired a reputation,

they are as much followed as the great lawyers ; they take care, however, not to be so

much fatigued. You find them at fiatson's or Child's cofite-house usually in the morn-
ing, and they visit their p:\tients in the aAernoon. Those that are men of figure amongst
them will not rise out of their beds, or break their rest, on every call. The greatest

fatigue they undergo is the going up 40 or 50 pair of stairs every day ; for the pa-

tient is generally laid pretty near the garret, that he may not be disturbed.

These physicians are allowed to be men of skill in their profession, and well versed in

other parts of learning. The creat grievance here (as in the law) is, that the inferior

people arc undone by the exorbitance of their fees ; and what is still a greater hardship

IS, that if a physician has been employed, he must be continued, however unable the

patient is to bear the expence, as no apothecary may administer any thing to the sick man,
if he has lieen prescribed to first by a physician ; so that the patient is reduced to this

dilemma, either to die of the disease, or starve his family, if his sickness happens to be
of any duration. A physician here scorns to touch any other metal but gold, and the

surgeons are still more unreasonable; and this may lje one reason why the people

of this city have so often recourse to quacks, for they are cheap, and easily come at, and
the mob are not judges of their ability ; they pretend to great things ; they have cured
princes, and persons of the first quality, as they pretend ; and it must be confessed their

patients are as credulous as they can desire, taken with grand pretences, and the assur.

ance of the impostor, and frequently like things the better that are offered them out of the

common road.

I come in the next place to treat of attomies'-clerks, apprentices, inferior tradesmen,
coachmen, porters, servants, and the lowest class ofmen in this town, which are far the

most numerous : and first of the iawyers'-clerks and apprentices, I find it a general

complaint, that they are under no manner of government ; before their times are half

out, they set up for gentlemen ; they dress, they drink, they game, frequent the play-

houses, and intrigue with the women ; and it is no uncommon thing with clerks to

bully their masters and desert their service for whole days and nights whenever they see fit.

As to the ordinary tradesmen, they live by buying and selling ; I cannot say they are

so eminent for their probity as the merchants and tradesmen of the first rate ; they seem
to have a wrong bias given them in their education* many of them have no principles

of honour, no other rule to go by than the fiNhmonger, namely, to get what they can
I

who consider only the weakness or ignorance of the customer, and make their demands
accordingly, taking sometimes half the price they ask. And I must not forget the num-
bers of poor creatures, who live and maintain their families by buying provisions in

one part of the town, and retailing them in another, whose stock perhaps does not

amount to more than forty or fifty shillings, and part of this they take up (many oS
them) on their clothes, at a pawn-broker's, on a Monday morning, which they make
shift to redeem on a Saturday night, that they may appear in a proper habit at their parish-

churches on a Sunday. These are the people that cry fish, fruit, herbs, roots, news, &c.
about town.
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As to hackney- coachmen, carmen, porters, chairmen, and watermen, though they

work hard, they generally eat and drink well, and are decently cloathcd on holy.days ;

for the wife, if she be industrions, eidier by her needle, washing, or other business

proper to her sex, makes no small addition to their gains, and by their united labours

they maintain their familit-s handsomely, if they have their healths.

As to the common menial servants, they have great wages, are well kept and cloathcd,

but are notwithstanding the plague of almost every house in town ; they form them-

selves into societies, or rather confederacies, contributing to the maintenance of each

other, when out of place, and if any of them cannot manage die family where they arc

entertained as they please, immediately they give notice they will begone; there is no

speaking to them ; they arc above correction, and if a master should attempt it, he

may expect to be handsomely drubbed by the creature he Reds and harbours, or per-

haps an action brought against him for it. It is become a common saying, " If my
servant ben't a thief, if he be but honest, I can bear with other things :" and indeed

it is very rare in London to meet with an honest servant.

When I was treating of tradesmen I had forgot to mention those nuisances of the

town, the itinerant pedlars who deal in toys and hard-ware, and those who pretend to

sell foreign silks, linen, India handkerchiefs, and other prohibited and unaccustomed

goods; these we meet with at every coffee -house and corner of the streets, and they

visit also every private house ; the women have such a gust for every thing that is fo-

reign or prohibited, that these vermin meet with a good reception everywhere. The
ladies will rather buy home manufactures of these people than of a neighbouring shop-

keeper, under the pretence of buying cheaper, though they frequently buy damaged
goods, and pay a great deal dearer for them than they would do in a tradesman's shop

;

which is a great discouragement to the fair dealer that maintains a family, and is forced

to give a large credit, while these people run away with the ready money : and I ara

informed that some needy tradesmen employ fellows to run hawking about ths streets

with their goods, and sell penny-worths, in order to furnish themselves with a little

money.
As to the recreations of the citizens, many of them are entertained in the same man-

ner as the quality are, resorting to the play, park, music-meetings, 8cc. and in the

summer they visit Richmond, Hampstead, Epsom, and other neighbouring towns,

where horse-racing, and all manner ofrural sports as well as other diversions are follow-

ed in the summer season.

Towards autumn, when the town is thin, many of the citizens who deal in a whole-

sale way visit the distant parts of the kmgdom to get in their debts, or procure orders

for fresh parcels of goods ; and much about the same time the lawyers are either em-
ployed in the several circuits, or retired to their country-seats: so that the court, the

nobility and gentry, die lawyers, and many of the citizens, being gone into the country,

the town resumes another face. The west end of it appears perfectly deserted ; in other

parts their trade falls off; but still in the streets about the Royal Exchange we seldom
fail to meet with crowds of people, and an air of business in the hottest season.

I have heard ii affirmed, however, that many citizens live beyond their income,
which puts them upon tricking and prevaricaung in their dealings, and is the principal

occasion of those frequent bankruptcies seen in the pa^iers ; ordinary tradesmen drink
as much wine, and eat as well, as gentlemen of estates ; their cloth, their lace, their

linen are as fine, and they change it as often ; and they frequently imitate the quality in

their expensive pleasures.
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As to the diversions of the inferior tradesmen and common people, on Sundays and

other holy-duys they IVeciuently get out of town : the neighbouring villages arc full of

them, mid the public-houses there usuully provide a dinner in expectation of their

city guests ; but if they do not vi^it them in a morning, they seldom fail of walking out

in the fields in the afternoon ; every walk, every public garden and path, near the

town aie crowded with the common (K'ople, and no place more than the park : for

which reason I presume the quality aiv seldom seen thereon a Sunday, though the

meanest of them are so well dressed at these times that nobody need be ashamed of their

company on that account ; for you will see every apprentice, every porter, and cobler,

in as good cloth and linnen as their betters ; and it must be a very poor woman that has

not a suit of mantua-silk, or something equal to it, to appear abroad in on holy.days.

And now, if we survey these several inhabitants m one body, it will be found that

there are about a million of souls in the whole town, of whom there may be 150,000

men, and upwards, capable of bearing arms, that is, between eighteen and sixty.

If it be demanded what proportion that part of the town properly called the City of

London bears to the rest ? 1 answer, that according to the last calculadons there are

in the city 12,000 houses ; in the parishes without the walls 36,320 ; in the parishes of

Middlesex and Surrey, which make part of the town, 46,300 ; and in the city and
liberties of Westminister, 28,330 ; in which are included the precincts of the Tower,
Norton. Folgate, the Rolls, VVhi.e-friars, the inns of court and Chancery, the king's

palaces, and all other extra-parochial places.

A». to the number of inhabitants in each of these four grand divisions, if vve muhiply
the number of houses in the city of London by eight and a half, there must be 102,000

people there, according to this estimate ; by the same rule there must be 308,720 people

m the seventeen parishes without the walls, 393,550 in the twenty-one out-parishes of

Middlesex and Surrey, and 240,805 in the city and liberties of Westminister, all which
compose the sum total of 1,045,075 people.

Let me now proceed to inquire into the state of the several great trading companies in

London. The first, in point of time, I find to be the Hamburgh company, originally

stiled " merchants of the staple," (that is, of the staple of wool) and afterwards mer-
chant-adventurers. They were first incorporated in the reign of king Edward I, anno

1296, and obtained leave of John duke of Brabant to make Antwerp their staple or

mart for the Low countries ; where the woollen-manufactures then flourished more
than in any county in Europe. The business of this company at first seems to be chiefly,

if not altogether, the vending of English wool unwrought.

Queen Elizabeth enlarged the trade of the company of adventurers, and impoM'ered

them to treat with the princes and states ofGermany for a place which might be the sta-

f)le
or mart for the woollen manufactures they exported, which was at length fixed at

lamburgh, from whence they obtained the name of the Hamburgh company : tliey

had another mart or staple also assigned them for the sale of their woollen cloths in the

Low-Countries, viz. Don, in Holland.

This company consists of a governor, deputy•governor and fellowship, or court of

assistants, elected annually in June, who have a pou^r of making bye-laws for the regu-

lation of their trade ; but this trade in a manner lies open, every merchant trading

thither on his own bottom, on paying an inconsiderable sum to the company ; so that

though the trade to Germany may be of consequence, yet the Hamburgh company, as

a company, have very litde advantage by their being incorporated.

The Hamburgh or German merchants export from England, broad-cloth, druggets,

long-ells, serges, and several sorts of stuffs, tobacco, sugar, ginger, East-India goods,

ill
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tin, lead, and several other commodities, the gaat v onsumption of wliich is in Lower
Germany.

Kngland takes from them prodigious quantities of linen, linen-yarn, kid-skins, tin<

plates, and a great many other conimoditics.

The next company estalilished was that of the Rnssia-mcrchants, incorporated 1st

and 2d of Philip and Mary, who were impowcred to trade to u,!ll lands, ports, and
places, in the dominions of the c upcror of Uiis-)ia, and to all other lands not then dis-

covered or frequented, lying on the north, north-cast, or north-west.

The Russia-company, as a company, are not a very considerable body at present ; the

trade thither being carried on by private merchants, who arc admitted into this trade on
payment of five pounds for that privilege.

It consists of a governor, four consuls, and twenty-four assistants, annually chosen on
the first of March.
The Russia merchants export from England some coarse cloUj, long-ells, worsted*

stuffs, tin, lead, tobacco, and a fev/ other commodities.

England f.kes from Russia, hemp, flax, linen-ctoth, linen-yarn, Russia-leather, tallow,

furs, iron, pot-ashes, &c. to an immense value.

The next company is the Eastland company, formerly called Merchants of Elbing,

a town in Polish Prussia, to the eastward of Dantziok, being the port they principally

resorted to in the infancy of their trade. They were incorporated 21 Elizabeth, and
impowered to trade to all countries within the Sound, Norway, Sweden, Poland, Lief-

land, Prussia, and Pomerania, from the river Oder eastward, viz. with Riga, Revel,

Koningsburgh, Elbing, Dantzick, Copenhagen, Elsinore, Finland, Gothland, Emt.
land, and Bomholm (except Narva, which was then the only Russian port in the Baltic.

)

And by the said patent, the Eastland-company and Hamburgh-company were each of

them authorised to trade separately to Mecklenburg, Gotland, Silesia, Moravia, Lu-
beck, Wismar, Rodstock, and the whole river Oder.

This company consists of a governor, deputy-governor, and twenty-four assistants,

elected annually in October ; but either they have no power to exclude others from
trading within their limits, or the fine for permission is so inconsiderable, that it can
never hinder any merchant's trading thither who is inclined to it; and in fact, this

trade, like the former, is carried on by private merchants, and the trade to Norway and
Sweden is laid open by act of parliament.

To Norway and Denmark merchants send guineas, crown-pieces, bullion, a little to-

bacco, and a few coarse woollens.

They import from Norway, &c. vast quantities of deal boards, timber, spars, and
iron.

Sweden takes from England gold and silver, and but a small quantity of the manu-
factures and production of England.

England imports fi'om Sweden near two-thirds of the iron wrought up or consumed
in the kingdom, copi^er, boards, plank, &c.

The turkey or levant company was first incorporated in the reign of queen Eliza-

beth, and their privileges were confirmed and enlarged in the reign of king James I,

being impowered to trade to the Levant, or eastern part of the Mediterranean, parti-

cularly to Smyrna, Aleppo, Constantinople, Cyprus, Grand,Cairo, Alexandria, &c.
It consists of a governor, deputy-governor, and eighteen assistants or directors,

chosen annually, &c. This trade is c^^n also to every merchant, paying a small con-

sideration, and carried on accordingly by private men.
VOL. II. o
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These merchants export to Turkey chiefly broa'l cloth, loiij^ tils, tin, lead, and

some iron ; and the English nurchants frKiucntly buy up French and Li^tbon HUgarH and
transport thither, as well as bullion iVomt Cadiz.

'I'he commodities received from thence are chiefly raw silk, propfram yarn, dying stufls

of sundry kinds, drugs, soap, leather, cotton, and some fruit, uil, &«;.

The East India company were incorporated about the 42d of Klizabeth, anno ICOO,

and enipowered to trade to all countrieb to the eastward of the Caiie of Good Hope, ex-

clusive of all odiers.

About the niddle of king William's reign it was generally said their patent was illegal,

and that the crown could not restrain the English merchants from tmding to any country

they wore disposed to deal with ; and application being made to parliament for leave to

lay the trade open, the ministry took the hint, and procured an act of parliament (9
and 10 William III, cap. 44.) empowering every subject of England to trade to India,

who should raise a sum of money for the su|)ply of the government, in proportion to

the sum he should advance ; and each subscriber was to have an annuity after the rate

of 8 [x;r cent, per ' nn. to commence from Michaelmas 1698 ; and his majesty was cm-
jjowered to incorporate the subscribers, as he afterwads did, and they were usually

called the New East India Company, the old company being allowed a certain time to

withdraw their eflTccts. But the old company lx.'ing masters of all the towns and forts

belonging to the English on the coast of India, and their members having subscribed

such considerable sums towards the two millions intended to be raised, that they could

not be excluded from the trade, the new company found it necessary to unite with the

old company, and to trade with one joint suck, and have ever since been stiled, ** The
•« United Company of Merchants trading to the East Indies."

The company have a governor, deputy.governor, and twenty-four assistants or

directors, elected annually m April.

The East India company export great quantities of bullion, lead, English cloth, and
some other goods, the product or manufacture of that kingdom ; and import from China
and India, tea, china-ware, cabinets, raw and wrought silks, coffee, muslins, callicoes,

and other goods.

Bengal raw silk is bought at very low prices there, and is very useful in carrying on
the manufactures of this kingdom.

China silk is of excellent staple, and comes at little above one-third of the price of

Italian Piedmont silk.

The China silk is purchased at Canton ; but their fine silk is made in the provinces of

Nankin and Chekiam, where their fine manufactures are carried on, and where prodi-

gious quantities of raw silk are made, and the best in all China.

The Royal African comi^auy was incorixirated 14 Car. II, and empowered to trade

from Sallee in South Barbary, to the Cape of Good Hope, being all the western coast

of Africa. It carries no money out, and not only supplies the English plantations with

servants, but brings in a grea* deal of bullion for those that are sold to the Spanish

West Indies, besides gold dust and other commodities, as red-wood, elephant's teeth,

Guinea ^niin, &c. some of which are re-exported. The supplying the plantations with

negroes is of that extraordinary advantage, that the planting sugar and tobacco, aK^
carrying on trade there, could not be supported without them ; which plantations are

the great causes of the increase of the riches of the kingdom.
The Canary company was incorporated in the reign of king Charles II, anno 1664,

being empowered to trade to the Seven Islandsi anciently called the Fortunate, and nov/

the Canar}' Islands.
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They Iwvc u governor, deputy-j^ovt rnor, and itiirtccii assistants or directors, cIiohii

anuiMlly in M;»rd«. This conipuny tx|)<)rts bai/.i-, kc rsiys, st rgis, Norwich stufl's, and
other woollen nuinur.ictures ; stockings, hats, fustians, hahcrdashery-wares, tin, and
hard- ware; as ulso hirrinf^, pilchards, salted Iksh. and f^iai..; limns, pipe-staves,

hoops, See. Importing, in return, Canary wines, lofrucxjd, hides, indigo, eochineal a'ld

othf commodities, the produce of America and the Wtot Indies.

TJKTe is another company I had almost overlooked, called tl", Hudson's Hay com-
pany ; and thout;h these mirchants make l)ut little noise, I iind it is a very advanta-

geous trade. They by charter trucle, exclusively of all other his Britannic mnjestv's

subjects, to the north-west ; which was granted, as I have been told, on account that

they should attempt a passage by those seas to China, Sec. though nothing ap|)ears

now to be less their regard ; nay, if all be trm . they are the very peo|)lc that discourage

and impede uU attempts made by others for the opening that passage to the South Seas.

Tlicy export some woollen goods and halxidashery-wares, knives, hatchets, arr- id

other hard-ware ; and in return bring back chicny beaver-skins, and other skins and furs.

The last, and once the most considerable of all the trading companies, is that of the

South Sea, established by act of parliament in the ninth year of the late queen Anne:
liut, what by reason of the mismanagement of its directors in 1720, the miscarriage of

their whale fishery, and the intrigues of the Spaniards, their credit is sunk, and their

trade has much decreased.

I proceed, in the next place, to inquire what countries the merchants of London trade

to separately, not being incorporated, or subject to the controul of any company.
Among which is the trade to Italy, whither arc exjiorleU broad cloth, long-ells, bnize,

druggets, callimancoes, camblcts, and aiders other stuflfs : leather, tin, lead, great

quantities offish, as pilchards, herrings, salmon, Newfoundland cod, &c. pepper, and
other East India goods.

The commodities England takes from them, are raw, thrown and wrought silk, wine,

oil, soap, olives, some dyer's wares, anchovies, &c.

To Spain the merchants export broad cloth, dmggcts, callimancoes, baize, stuff of
divers kmds, leather, fish, tin, lead, corn, &c.
The commodities England takes from them, arc wine, oil, fruit of divers kinds,

wool, indigo, cochineal, and dying stuffs.

To Portugal also arc exported broad cloth, druggets, baize, long ells, callimancoes, and
all other sorts of stuffs ; as well as tin, lead, leather, fish, corn, and other English com>
modities.

England takes from them great Quantities of wine, oil, salt, and fruit, and gold, both

in bullion and specie ; though it is forfeited, if seized in the ports of Portugal.

The French take very little from England in a fair way, dealing chiefly with owlers,

or those that clandestinely export wool and fuller's earth, &c. They indeed buy some
of our tobacco, sugar, tin, lead, coals, a few stuffs, serges, flannels, and a small matter of
broad cloth. But

England takes from France wine, brandy, linen, lace, fine cambrics, and cambric
lawns, to a prodigious value ; brocades, velvets, and many other rich silk manufac-
tures, which are either run, or come l)y way of Holland ; the humour of some of the

nobility and gentry being such, that although they have those manufactures made as

good at home, if not better than abroad, yet they are forced to be called by the name of
French to make them sell. Their linens are run in very great quantities, as are their

wifie and brandy, from the Land's-end even to the Downs.
To Flanders are exported serges, a few flannels, a veiy few stuffs, sugar, tobacco, tin,

and lead.
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England takes from them fine lace , fine cambricks, and cambrick-lawns, Flanders

whitcd lincnii, threads, tapes, incles, and divers other commodities, to a very great

value.

To Holland the merchants export broad cloth, druggets, long ells, stuffs of a great

many sorts, leather, corn, coals, and something of almost every kind that this kingdom
products ; besides all sorts of India and Turkey re-exported goods, sugars, tobacco,

rice, ginger, pitch and tar, and sundry other commodities of the produce of our Ameri.
can plantations.

England takes from Holland great quantities of fine Holland linen, threads, tape^
andincles ; whale fins, bnss battery, madder, argol, with a large number ofother com-
modities and toys ; clapboard, wainscot, &c.

To Ireland are exported line broad clotii, rich silks, ribbons, gold and silver lace, ma-
nufactured iron and cutlery wares, pewter, great quantities of hops, coals, dying wares,

tobacco, sugiu", East India goods, raw silk, hoUands, and almost every thing they use, but
linens, coarse woollens, and eatables.

England takes from Ireland woollen )'arn, linen yarn, great quantities ofwool in the

fleece, and some tallow.

They have an extraordinary trade for their hides, tallow, beef, butter, &c. to Hol-

land, Flanders, France, Portugal, and Spain, which enables them to make large remit-

tances.

Tu the Sugar Plantations are exported all sorts of clothing, both linen, silks and wool-

len ;' wrought iron, brass, copper, all sorts of household-furniture, and a great part of
their food.

They return sugar, ginger, and several commodities, and all the bullion and gold they

can meet with, but rarely carry out any.

To the tobacco-plantations are exported clothing, household-goods, iron manufac-
tures of all sorts^ saddles, bridles, brass and copper wares ; and notwithstanding they

dwell among the woods, they take their very turnery wares, and almost every thing else

that may be called the manufacture of England.

England takes from them not only what tobacco is consumed at home, but very great

quantities for re-exportation.

To Carolina are exported the same commodities as to the tobacco-plantations. This
country lying between the 32d and 36th degrees of northern latitude, the soil is gene-

rally fertile. The rice it produces is said to be the best in the world ; and no country

affords better silk than has been brought from thence, though for want of sufficient en-

couragement the quantity imported is very small. It is said both bohea and green tea

have been raised there, extraordinary good of the kind. The olive-tree grows wild, and
thrives very well, and mic^ht soon be improved so far as to supply us with large quanti-

ties of oil. It is said the fly, from whence the cochineal is made, is found very common,
and if care was taken very great quantities might be made. The indigo plant grows ex-

ceedingly well. The country has plenty of iron mines in it, and would produce ex-

cellent hemp and flax, ifencouragement was given for raising it.

To Pennsylvania are exported broad cloth, kerseys, druggets, serges, and manufactures

of all kinds.

To New-England are exported all sorts of woollen-manufactures, linen, sail-cloth, and

cordage for rigging their ships, haberdashery, &c. They carry lumber and provisions

to the sugar plantations ; and exchange provisions for logwood with the logwood-cut-

ters at Campeachy. They send pipe and barrel-staves and fish to Spain, Portugal,

and the Straits. They send pitch, tar, and turpentine to England, with some skins.

!
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Having con^dered the trading companies, and other branches of foreign trade« I shall

now inquire into the establishment of the Bank of England.

The governor and company of the Bank of England, &c. are injoined not to trade,

or suifer any person, in trust for them, to trade with any of the stock, monies or effects,

in the buying or selling of any merchandise or goods whatsoever, on pain of forfeiting

the treble value. Yet they, ma^ deal in bills of exchange, and in buying and selling of

bullion, gold or silver, or in selling goods mortgaged to them, and not redeemed at the

time agreed on, or within three months after, or such goods as should be the produce of

iands purchased by the corporation. All bills obligatory and of credit under the seal of

the corporation made to any person may by indorsement be assigned, and such assign-

ment shall transfer the property to the monies due upon the same, and the assignee may
sue in his own name.

There is at present due to this Bank from the government on the original

fund at 61. per cent. ...... j^ 1,600,000

Forcancellingof Exchequer bills, 3 George I, - - - 1,500,000

Purchased ofthe South Sea company - - - - - 4,000,000

Annuities at 41. per cent, charged on the duty on coals since Lady Day,
171S 1,750,000

Ditto, charged on the surplus of the funds for the lottery of 1714 • 1,250,000

Total due to the Bank ofEngland* 10,100,000

Give me leave to observe here, that most of the foreign trade of this town is transacted

by brokers, of which there are three sorts, viz. 1st, Exchange-Brokers, 2dly, Brokers

for goods and merchandise, and 3dly, Ship-brokers.

The Exchange-Brokers, who are versed in the course ofExchange, furnish the mer-
chant with money or bills, as he has occasion for either.

' The Broker of goods lets the merchant know where he may furnish himself with

them, and the settled price ; or if he wants to sell, where he may meet with a chapman
forhls effects.

The Ship-Broker finds ships for the merchant, when he wants to send his goods
abroad ; or goods for captains and masters of vessels to freight their ships with.

If it be demanded what share of foreign trade London hath with respect to the rest

of the kingdom ; it seems to have a fourth part ofthe whole, at least ifwe may judge by
the produce of the customs, which are as three to twelve, or thereabouts.

As to the manufactures carried on in the city of London ; here mechanicks have ac-

quired a great deal of reputation in the world, and in many things not without reason

;

for they excel in clock and cabinet-work, in making saddles, and all sorts of tools, and
other things. The door and gun locks, and fire-arms, are no where to be paralleled

:

The silk manufiicture is equal to that of France, or any other country, and is prodigi-

ously enlarged of late years. Dyers also are very numerous in and about London, and
are not exceeded by any foreigners in the beauty or durableness oftheir colours : and
those that print and stain cottons and linens liave brought that art to great perfection.

Printers of books, also, may equal those abroad ; but the best paper is imported from
other countries.

The manufacture ofglass here is equal to that of Venice, or any other country in Eu-
rope, whether we regard the coach or looking-glasses, perspectives, drinking- glasses, or

any other kind of glass whatever. The making of pins and needles is another great ma-

*Which has b^tn much increased.
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manufacture in this town, as is that of wire-drawing of silver, gold, and other metals. The
Goldsmiths and Silversmiths excel in their way. The Pewterers and Braziers furnish all

mannerofvessels and implements for the kitchen, which are as neatly and substantially

made and furnished here, as in any country in Europe. Ttie trades of Hat-making and
Shoe-making employ multitudes of mechanics ; and the Taylors are equally numer.
ous. The Cabinet, Screen, and Chair-makers contribute also considerably to the adorn-

ing and furnishing the dwelling-house. The common Smiths, Bricklayers, and Carpen-
ters, are no inconsiderable branch of mechanicks ; as may well be imagined in a town of

this magintude, where so many churches, palaces, and private buildings are continually re-*

pairing, and so many more daily erecting upon new foundations. And this brings me
to mention the Shipwrights, who are employed in the east part of the town, on both

sides the river Thames, in building ships, lighters, boats, and other vessels ; and the

Coopers, v\ ho make all the casks for domestic and foreign service. The Anchorsmiths,

Rope-makers, and others employed in the rigging and fitting out ships, are very numer-
ous ; and brewing and distilling may be introduced among the manufactures of this

town, w here so many thousand quarters of malt are annually converted into beer and
spirits: And as the various kinds of beer brewed here are not to be paralleled in the

world, either for quantity or qu>ility ; so the distilling of spirits is brought to such per-

fection, that the best of them are not easily to be distinguished from French brandy.

Having already mentioned ship-building among the mechanick trades, give me
leave to observe farther, that in this I'^ngland excels all other nations ; the men of

war are the most beautiful as well as formidable machines, that ever floated on the

ocean.

As to the number of foreigners in and about this great city, there cannot be given

any certain account, only this you may depend upon , that there are more of the French
nation than of any other : such numbers of them coming over about the time of die re-

volution, and since, to avoid the persecution of Lewis XIV, and so many more to get their

bread, either in the way of trade, or in the service of persons of quality ; and I find they

have upwards of twenty churches in this town, to each of which if we allow 1000 souls,

then their number must be at least 20,000. Next to the French nation I account most
of the Dutch and Germans; for there are but few Spaniards or Portuguese, and the

latter are generally Jews ; and except the raree-shew men, we see scarce any of the na-

tives of Italy here ; though the Venetian and some other Italian princes have their pub-
lic chapels here for the exercise of the Romish religion.

CHAP. V OF THE SITUATION, ANTIQUITY, kc. OF OXFORD.

OXFORD is an ancient, beautiful and pleasant city, though not of very great ex-
tent. It stands upon the rivers Charwell and Isis : the two principal streets of it

make the figure of a cross, and are each of them about a mile in length. It contains

thirteen parishes, and is encompassed on every side with a rich and pleasant country, an
elegant and surprising inclosure, full of a noble variety of meadows and pastures, hills,

plains, fields, woods, villages, towns, and gentlemens seats, in a clear, open, and whole-
some air. There goes a very dark tradition, that this cify was first built by Mempric,
king of the Britains, above a thousand years before the birth of Christ, and that he gave
the place the name of Caer Mempric, which afterwards it exchanged for that of Rydy-
i'hen or Oxenford ; for so Rydychen signifies in the Old British or Welch. It is also

told that Arviragus, a British king, was the founder of this university ; that he erected it

within the first century after Christ, and that St. Germain, bishop ofAuxerre, formed
tlie polity and constitution of it towards the latter end of the fourth. From the
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singular agrceableness of its situation, it derived also the nameofBellosituni, as mucii

as to say, the seat of rural satisfaction and delight. When the Saxons had reduced it to

runious circumstances, king Vortigemis said to have restored it toa flourishing condition

;

which when it had lost again by the Danes, king Alfred reinstated, and so established it,

that it has preserved it (though not without some considerable interruptions) to this day.

About 170 years afterwards we find it described by Ingulphus, abbot of Croyland, as a
thriving and celebrated seminary, and seat of learning : and to come lower, Matthew
Paris tells us it had no less than SOOO clergy students of it, in his time.

It is distributed into two bodies, the academics, and the citizens, equally inhabitants

of the same place, but differing very considerably from one another in their employments,
manners, and privileges. The jurisdiction and authority of the university is much more
extensive than that of the town. The magistracy of the university not only take place

of that of the town, but controul and overrule them, even in most of those affairs that

more immediately concern the city itself. Not only the chancellor and vice-chancellor,

but the proctors, who are officers mferior to the former, are impowercd to punish either

townsmen or sojourners, in case of misbehaviour, either with imprisonment, corporal

punishment^ or removal. These have also their officers, called clerks of the market,

who take care that no unwholesome meat is sold there, and regulate the prices, weights,

measures, &,c. In a word, the university has as many officers as answer the several in-

terests and occasions of her members, and these invested with as much authority and
power as is necessary for that purpose. And for the further security and advantage of this

learned body, Henry III, constituted four aldermen and eight associates, chosen and to

be chosen out onhe most eminent of the citizens, to restrain the citizens from whatsoever

insolencies they might offer, or violences they might attempt, against the scholars. And
the power he gave them for this end was very competent and ample, but limited with
the obligation of an oath, which the mayor, aldermen, bailiffs, and fifty others of the

principal citizens, are obliged to renew every year in the chief church of the univer-

sity, to maintain all the rights, privileges, and liberties of the university. And as an
acknowledgement and token of their duty herein, the mayor and citizens aforesaid

do every year, upon Scholastica-day* as it is called, that is, on February the 13th,

pay every one a penny publicly to the university assembled upon occasion of this so-

lemnity.

The university is privileged to send two representatives to parliament, by a charter from

king James I, anno 1603.

The university has a right to make its own laws, which accordingly it has altered and
changed as seemed most suitable to the variations of exigencies and emergencies. Henry
V, who had his education here, began a reformation of the statutes as they stood in his

time, which himself not living to finish, the university entered upon the prosecution of

his designs, but without success. As fruitless were the succeeding efforts, that were
made to this purpose, in the reign of king Henry VIII, by cardinal Wolsey, and again in

the reign of king Edward VI, and then in the reign of queen Mary b^ cardinal Pool,

and lastly by William Earl of Pembroke, Chancellor of Oxford ; until, in the reign of
king Charles I, (who pressed the completion of this great work with repeated importu-

nities, and was pleased to forward it with his princely assistance and advice) it was brought
to perfection by Dr. William Laud, lord archbishop of Canterbury ; and the statutes

thus amended and reformed, having passed the judgment and approbation of the uni-

versity, and the seals of the king, and of the archbishop and chancellor, were most hum-

* A Roiiush saint, ssdd to be the sister of St. Benedict, who founded the Benedictine monks.
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biy and joyfully received by the university assembled in convocation, and sworn and sub-

scribed to by the heads of houses.

The chancellor ofOxford is chosen in convocation, by scrutiny or collection of votes.

His province or office is to guard and preserve the government and good order of the

whole university ; to take care that its rights, privileges and liberties, suffer no violation

or diminution ; to convene convocations and congregations ; to promote to degrees

;

to hear and determine disputes and controversies ; to preside and act asjudge in his own
co|,irt ; to punish offenders ; and to see that the mayor and citizens renew their oath be-

fore mentioned every year to the university, &c. His jurisdiction extends five miles

round Oxford.

The high steward is chosen by the chancellor, who recommends him to the univer-

sity for their approbation and confirmation of his choice. His office and duty is to

defend and maintain the rights, liberties, and privileges of the university ; to be ready,

upon their motion and application, to assist the chancellor, or his vice-chancellor, and

the proctors, in the discharge and execution of their offices ; and to judge and pass sen-

tence in capital causes, by virtue of mandate or commission from the chancellor, accord-

ing to the laws of the realm and the privileges of the university.

The vice-chancellor must be one of the heads of the colleges, and is recommended
to the university by the chancellor's nomination. His office is to supply the chancellor's

place, and he acts with such ample power as his deputy, that his;icts of authority are

equivalent to the chancellor's, except ih some cases extraordinary. It is incumbent

upon him to take care that the sermons be duly preached, the lectures read, and the ex-

ercises performed ; that offenders be discovered and punished ; th::t hereticks and schisma-

ticks be expelled and sent out of the bounds of his jurisdiction ; that the proctors and
other officers, and the servants of the university, acquit themselves as they should do in

their respective posts and duties ; that the university receive no damage in the estates and
property belonging to it, and that its writings and records be carefully and faithfully

preserved ; that all things go on regularly and orderly in his court, and that the mavor,

&c. renew their oath annually to the university : In a word, to contribute his best

endeavours for the vindication and promotion of the honour and interest of the univer-

sity, the encouragement of merit.and virtue, and the progress and advancement of

learning.

The two proctors are chosen every year out of the colleges, which have their turns,

two at a time, of election assigned them, in a certain course or order, specified and ap-

pointed by the royal authority for that purpose. They are elected by the masters oftheir

particular colleges. Their office and duty is to take care of and supervise the university's

affairs and accounts ; to ask and gather the votes of congregations and convocations in

scrutinies ; to administer oaths at the taking of degrees ; to see that the writings, re-

cords, and monuments of the university, be preserved safe and entire ; to attend the

academical exercises and acts ; to find out disorderly persons^ ard those that keep ill

houses ; and to make inquiry after all violations and infringements of the statutes and
privileges of the university, and to punish the authors of them.
The public orator's business is to draw up such letters for the university, as the con-

vocation or congregation have determined shall be sent, and to read what he has writ,

in the convocation-house ; he is also to make orations or speeches, suited to

times and occasions, upon the reception or entertainment of princes and people of
high rank and station, when they come to the university, or upon any other emei^ncy,
when the vice-chancellor shall think it proper for him to make a speech.
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The chancellor, and in his absence the vice-chancellor, has six beadles to attend him ;

three of the superior order, one for the profesbioii of divinity, one for law, und one

for ph) sic and arts, who are esquires by their places, and whose staves are gilt ; and

three of an inferior order, called also yeomen -beadles, whose staves are only plain

silver.

The business of the beadles is to attend the chancellor or vice-chancellor, to walk

before him, with their staves erected, when he goes abroad, especially upon public

business ; to carry his orders and commands ; and, at his pleasure, to seize upon the

persons of delinquents, and convey them into custody. Citations and summons, giving

public notice of court-days and convocations, are another part of their office ; as it is

also to conduct the preachers to church, and the professors and lecturers to the schools,

and afterwards to brmg them home again, &c. The beadles walk with the heads of their

staves upwards before the chancellor, downwards before the vice-chancellor.

Besides the beadles, there is a virger, who is not tied to so constant attendance as the

beadles, but only at some certain times, and upon more solemn and extraordinary oc-

casions, goes before th?; clianoellor or vice-chancellor, at the head of the beadles, with

a silver wand or rod in his hand.

There are several other officers and servants of less note belonging to the university.

But these we shall omit.

The university church is that which is dedicated to the blessed virgin, and stands

very conveniendy for the university's use, in the middle of the city, and as it were in

2he centre of the colleges. It is a magnificent and regular structure, both without and
within, and a very high and beautiful steeple (conspicuous fqr several miles) rises from
the middle of it. The nave, or body of the church, is the place for the university

sermons and prayers. The vice-chancellor's, doctors', noblemens', and proctors' seats

are at the west end ; and the masters have their seats lower, and nearer the pulpit.

The batchelors of arts, and under-graduates, above servitors, sit in galleries raised

against the west end of the church, and part of the two sides. After a Latin sermon,
at the beginning of every term, the sacrament is celebrated in the choir of the chui^ch by
the doctors and masters, &c. And at certain times the doctors and masters are obliged,

when they come to church, to appear in their hoods and scarlet gowns.
The theatre, a very large, magnificent and elegant pile of building, was raised by

doctor Gilbert Sheldon, late lord archbbhop of Canterbury. The back part of it Is

semicircular, which makes the form of the whole approach near to that of an half

oval. All that part of it which is under ground, and that which is abov ^ the flat roof,

are offices for printing, drying the sheets, &c. And that ample and august room be-

tween is dedicated to the exercises and occasions of the university at their public acts,

and upon other special or extraordinary solemnities. The distribution and order of
seats and places at those times are as follows : the vice-chancellor, the professors, doc-
tors, curators of the theatre, noblemen, and inceptors in the higher professions or
faculties, have their places in a semicircular range of seats rising one above another.

The vice-chancellor sits in a large handsome elbow-chair made of oak, in the middle of
the uppermost row. That part of the area, which is next under the doctors, and is

railed m at the time of acts, is at that time the place for the inceptors in arts ; at other
times the whole lies open, and is common to all masters of arts, regent and not re-

gent. The lower galleries on either hand, that join the place of the doctors, are for

the non-regent masters, and at the ends of them there stand out rostrums, or large

square seats, in a sort of pulpit form, for the two proctors. The lower gallery beyond
that on the west-side b for the genUemen of the university of Cambridge. That oppo-
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site to it, on the east side, is for strangers. The two lower galleries, on each side of the

rront>dour, arc for ladies. The gallery above them is fur the music. The galleries

over the non-regent masters are for gentlemen-commoners and batchelprs of arts. That
over the gentlemen of Cambridge, and that over the strangers, are for commoners,
scholars of houses, and undcr-graduates in general. That part of the area or floor,

which is without the rails, is open to all other comers. The whole roof entertains the

eye with a noble piece of painting ; and perhaps the world has not a niece uf art more
admirable in that kind, than the contrivance of the timber work thai keeps up so wide
a flat roof. This edifice stands in un open place or yard ; the front facing the divinity,

school, with iron palisades before the back part ; and on the two sides are two walls, with

convenient cavities in them, :n which are placed that rare collection of remote antiquity,

the Anindelian and Seldenian marbles ; the ibrmcr given to the uitiversity by the hon-

ourable Henry Howard, grandson of Thomas earl of Arundel ; the latter by the execu-
tors of Mr. Sclden, distinguished by the letter S. from the Arundelian, which are mark-
ed with the letter H. And that the same munificence which had reared this mighty fa-

brick might secure it from any danger of decay, his grace the archbishop gave further

2U00 pounds to buy un estate, the revenues of which he assigned for repairing the

theatre ; and whatever overplus should remain after that was taken care of, to go to the

use and further furniture of the printing-house, whose letters, presses, Sec. were also

all at first hia grace's benefaction.

The Divinity-school is an ancient building, not only ro(jfed, but entirely built with

free-stone. It was no less than fll\y-three years in building and finishing, being begun
anno 1427, and not finished till the year 1480. The work of the roof is very curious

and ornamental.

The Schools of Arts being built contiguous to the two ends of that part or extent of

the Bodleian library, which looks eastward, make a spacious and splendid quadrangle,

or square court. Under the east side of the Bodleian library, which is the west of the

school's quadrangle, is the Proscholium, a spacious handsome walk before the Divinity-

school, in which candidates for degrees, in token of supplicating for them, stand with

their heads uncovered before their graces are proposed. On the south side are the

schools of medicine or anatomy, rhetoric, natural philosophy, and music. On the

north side are the schools of law, moral philosophy, languages, grammar and history.

On the east are the schools of geometry and arithmetic, astronomy, metaphysics,

logic ; between which stands a lofty tower, the lower part of it bein^ the great gate or

porch of entrance, over which is a mathematical library for the Savilian professor ; and
over that part of the school's gallery ; over that, the university archives or repository

for its records and writings ; and at top is an astronomical observatory. The west side

of this tower, which fronts the area of the schools, is adorned with beautiful columns,

rising on either side in pairs, and answering to the five divisions aforesaid ; the first pair

being of the Tuscan order, the second of Doric, the third the Ionic, the fourth the

Corinthian, and the fifth the Composite. At the top of the fourth division there sits a

figure of king James I, holding out a book in his right hand to Fame sounding a trum-

pet, and in his left another to a matron, representing the university.

The school of medicine or anatony contains a very rich and copious treasure of ex -

traordinary productions both of nature and art, be^des many rare antiquities, and

other remarkable curiosities. '>'
:

.
' r ' * i/; .

The botanic or physic garden is situate without the cast gate of the town on the

west bank of the river Charwell ; the front of it b opposite to the south side ofMagdalen

college. The ground (which was formerly a burying-place belonging to the Jews, but,
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at ihe time when the earl of Danby purchased it, belonged to Magdalen college) vvas

bought and furnished with rich and beautiful variety of plants, and the walls and the

portals of stone, very beautiful, were built by Henry earl of Danby, who, having re-

solved to immortalize his memory, by some considerable benefaction to the university,

and having some time deliberated with himself what benefaction might l)c most useful

and serviceable to them, at length came to a resolution (that I may use the words of his

own inscription) "of doing glory to God, honour to the king, and service to the uni-

versity and the public," in this liberal donation, which co^t his lordship 5,0001. be-

sides which, he spared neither trouble nor charge to stock the garden with valuable mid
useful plants of all sorts and species : this giirden was levelled and laid out, and the walls

and porches built, in the years 1632 and 1633.

There are two professors or lecturers of divinity, the Regius and the Margaret pro-

fessor ; as they are commonly called.

His duty is to expound some part of holy scripture, twice every week, in term-time,

on Mondays and Fridays, at nine of the clock in the morning, in the divinity-school,

and to modera te at the disputations every Thursday, at one of the clock at noon.

The Margaret professorship was founded anno 1496.

His duty is to expound some part of holy scripture, every week in term-time, on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, at nine of the clock in the morning.

Physic professorship was founded and endowed by king Henry VHI, anno 1540.

His duty is to read upon Hippocrates or Galen, twice a week in term-time, viz. on
Tuesdays and Fridays, at eight of the clock in the morning, in the medicine or anatomy
school.

The professorship of civil law was founded anno 1540, and endowed anno 1546, by
king Henry VHI.

His duty is to expound some part of the Corpus Juris Civilis, especially such titles as

may be of most use in this kingdom, twice every week in term-time, viz. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, at ten of the clock in the morning, in the school of law.

The Hebrew professorship was founded and endowed at the same time with that of

civil law, and by the same royal hand.

His duty is to illustrate the grammatical part, and the idioms or proprieties of tlie

Hebrew, out of the Hebrew text of holy scripture ; and this he is obliged to do twice a
week in term-time, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, between the hours of one and two
in the afternoon.

The Greek professorship was also founded and endowed by king Henry VIH, and at

the same time with the Hebrew.
His duty is to instruct his auditors with critical remarks and observations, useful for

their improvement in the grammatical and idiomatical part, upon Homer, Demosthenes,
Isocrates, Euripides, or any other of the old and classical Greek authors. And this he
is to do twice a week in term-time, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, between the hours
ofone and two in the afternoon.

The foregoing lectureships or professorships (the Margaret excepted) are in the gift

ofthe crown.

The Arabic lecture was founded by Dr. William Laud, lord archbishop of Canter,
bury, and chancellor of the university, anno 1636, and endowed by the same munificent
hand, anno 1640.

His duty is to read upon ancient and approved, authors ; to distinguish and illustrate

the proprieties and elegances of the language ; to express and explain the grammatical
sense and construAion ; to shew the affinity between the Arabic, Hebrew, and
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Syrinc ; to stay some time in the school ufter his lecture is finished, and answer such
questions and difficulties as tu which his uuditoRi shall desire to be satisfied, &c. He is

to read in vacations, on Wednesdays at nine o'clock in the niorningj and in Lent at

eight, in the school of Languages.

The history professorship was founded and endowed in the year 1622, by William
Camden, Esq. Clarcnccux, king at arms, and master of arts in tiiis university.

This professor is to read upon Lucius Florus, or some other ancieiU classical historian

of good note, twice a week in term-time, i. e. on Mondays and Fridays, between the

hours of one and two in the afternoon.

The moral philosophy lecture was founded and endowed by Thomas White, D. D.
prebendary of St. Paul's, canon of Christ-church, and treasurer of the church of Salis<

bury, anno 1621, which lecture, by the founder's appointment, was, after his death, to

be held no longer than live years by one m % who was to be immediately succeeded by
any one of the same college.

His duty is to read upon and expound, and briefly discuss Aristotle's ethics, politics,

oeconomics, twice in the week in term-time, viz. on Tuesdays and Fridays, at eight

o'clock in the morning. The first of these lecturers was William Price, M. A. and stu-

dent of Christ-Church.

The natural philosophy lecture was founded and endowed by Sir William Sedley, knt.

and bart. of Aylesford in Kent, anno 1622.

His duty is to read upon and ex I'ound Aristotle's physics, or his books de Coelo ct

Mundo, his Meteorology, hb Parva Naturalia, his books de Anima, or de Generatione

ct Corruptione, twice a week in term-time, upon Wednesdays and Saturdays, at eight

o'clock in the morning, in the Natural Philosophy school.

The two lectures of geometry and astronomy were founded and endowed by Sir

Henry Ssvile, knt. and first warden of Merton, then provost of Eaton college, anno
1619.

The professor of geometry is obliged to read twice every week in term-time, viz. on
Wednesdavs and Saturdays, at eight o'clock in the morning, in the geometry school,

upon Euclid's Elements, Apollonius's Conies, and Archimedes's books, to commit his

lectures to writing, and to leave them, for the benefit of posterity, in the mathematical

library.

The professor of astronomy is obliged to read twice ever}' week in term-time, viz. on
Mondays and Thursdays, at eight o'clock in the morning, in the astronomy school, upon
Ptolemy's Almegist, Copernicus, 8cc. to commit his lectures to writing, and to leave

them, for the benefit of posterity, in the mathematical library.

It is also part of the geometry professor's province, at such other times as the uni-

versity shall approve of, to teach and explain the principles and rules of arithmetic,

practical geometry, music, and mechanics : as it belongs to the astronomy pro-

fessor's place to teach and explain the principles, 8cc. of optics, gnomunics, geogra-

phy, and navigation, so far as it is purely mathematical. But both professors were

absolutely forbid meddling with judicial astrology, calculation of nativities, and the

like.

Besides the authors aforementioned, which either professor is obliged to read upon,

both of them are permitted by their founder to read upon, if they please, Theodo-
sius's and Menelaus's Spherics, and the doctrine of Triangles, both plain and sphe-

rical. '' '

The music lecture was founded and endowed by William Heyther, who belonged to

the king's chapel, and was doctor in music of this university, anno 1626.

"T-
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This profesoor's duty is to read u;x)n the theory of this art once, or oltener, in every

term, bctweeri eight and nine o'clock in the morning, in the Mus i school. Bcsideb

which, another brunch of his foundation was a praxis of muMc tu be performed in the

said school every Thursday in every term, except Lent term.

The anatomy lecture was founded and endowed by Ilich;ird Tomlyns, of Westminster,

Esn. anno 1623.

His business is every spring publicly to shew, teach, and explain the situation, na>

ture, uses and offices of the several parts of a human body ; and to read upon a

skeleton every Michaelmas term, at the hours appointed for lectures in physic.

This lecture goes along with that of medicine. There is likewise a chemistry pro-

fessor.

The botany lecture was founded and endowed by Henry Danvers, earl oi Danby, anno

1640 ; but neither the lecture nor foundation settled till the year 1069.

This professor is not tied to certain times of reading, which lie could not be, because of

the uncertainty of the growth and maturation of the plants. His business is to distinguish

the several species, and explain the properties and virtues of them.

The poetry lecture was founded by Henry Birkhead, of AH- Souls college.

Besides these endowed professorships and lectures there are also four not endowed, viz.

metaphysics, logic, rhetoric, and grammar. Sir Edwin Sandys, baronet, left in his

will a very liberal endowment for the first, but the university were disappointed of it.

This lecturer is to read twice every week in the term, in the school of metaphysics, at

eight o'clock in the morning, on Tuesdays and Fridays, upon Aristotle's metaphysics,

to explain the text, and briefly to dispute over questions.

The logic lecturer is to read every week in term, on Mondays and Thursdays, at

eight o'clock in the morning, in the Logic school, upon Porphyry's introduction, or

any part of Aristotle's logic, and to dispute over questions relating to what he icads

upon, with all convenient brevity.

The rhetoric lecturer is to read every week in term, on Mondays and Thursdays, at

eight o'clock in the morning, in the Rhetoric school, upon Aristotle's, Tully's, Quin-
tilian's, or Hermogenes's rhetorick ; and to collect their rules and observations into a
system or body.

The grammar lecturer is to read every week in term, on Tuesdays and Fridays, at

eight o'clock in the morning, in the Grammar school, either upon the technical prt, or

grammer properly so called, out ofPriscian, Linacer, or some other approved gram-
marian ; or upon the critical or philological part, the subject of antiquities, Greek or

Roman.
These four last professors are chosen every two years ; and their stipends are collec-

tions from the inceptors, and other members of the university, only the indigent ones ex.
cepted*

The public act (unless dispensed with by a vote of convocation) is celebrated every
year upon the first Monday after the seventh day of July, and the vespers, as they are

called, on the Saturday before.

The whole solemnity is ushered in by the encoenia, or more polite exerr'ses, which are
performed in the theatre on the Friday before, beginning at one o'clock in the after-

noon. These exercises are opened by two of the inceptors in arts with elegant
orations. Then follow mathematical, critical, chronological questions, &c. together
with the discusuon of them : and lastly philological compositions, both in verse and
prose.

<'.
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On Saturday, the next dav nftcr, the vcsixrrns arc celebrated ; when all the professors

or readers in arts arc obliged to nicct at Si. Mary 'a, every one in his academical habit,

at eight o'clock in the morning ; from whence they go iifterwurds in procession to the

bchools, the iKadles going before them ; and every one, taking his scat in his proper school,

reads a lecture in his proper profession or art.

The other professors or lecturers aad at the usual hours, in the respective schools,

dressed in their proper academical robes or habits. Only the Margaret professor, whose
ordinary hour of reading is nine o'clock, upon this occasion reads at eight ; and the se<

veral professors of physic, Hebrew, Greek, and history, read at nine o'clock. While
these lectures are reading, all the inceptors, in their several faculties, are obliged to go
round the schools in their academical habits, with their heads bare, and the beadles going
before them, and to desire the presence of the protessors at the ves|)ers that afternoon,

and the comitia on Monday.
In the ttfiernoon, at one of the clock, the inceptors in every faculty begin their dispti.

tations, which continue until five. The inceptors in arts dispute in the theatre, and
those in medicine, law and divinity, dispute in the schools appropriated to their respec<

tive faculties. And to prevent the inconvenience of any questions of a dangerous or
pernicious nature, or tending more to cavil, sophistry and contention, than real edifica-

tion and improvement, the theses which are to be dipsuted on in every faculty, either in

the vespers or the comitia, are proposed some time before in the convocation-house, there

to be approved by the ruling part of the university, without which they must not be dis«

puted on.

On Sunday there arc two sermons preached, peculiarly distinguished as act-sermons,

at St. Mary's in English, one at ten o'clock in the morning, the other at three in the

afternoon.

On Monday, about nine o'clock in the morning, all the inceptors meet in the east

chapel or choii of St. Mary's church, being conducted thither from their respective

colleges and halls by the beadles. There tney go to prayers, which being over, they

come up to the communion-table, and there, with all decency and reverence, they make
their offerings : the vice-chancellor first, then the inceptors, and fhen the proctors. Af-
ter this they go to the theatre, and there they enter upon the exercbes of the act, properly

so called, in the midst of a thronging circle, and a prodigious concourse of observing and
attentive auditors and spectators ; the learned and the curious, quality and gi'ntry, flowing

at that time, in numerous companies to Oxford, not only from all parts of Great Britaui

and Ireland, but from Germany and other countries of the Continent.

The inceptors in every faculty propose and dispute upon three questions, in due
order, form, and method. The inceptors in arts are the first performers; and the next
are the inceptors in music, if there be any ; of whom it is required, that they should
entertain the assembly with one or two compositions and performances, consisting at least

of six or eight parts, in a concert of music vocal and instrumental. This done, they

are presented to their degrees in music by the Savilian professors. Then follow the

creations and disputations in physic, law and divinity. And all these ceremonies and
exercises having passed in due form and order, the vice-chancellor closes the act with a
speech, in which he recites what has happened the year before for the advantage and to

the honour of tlie university, and particularly what benefactions the munificence of its

patrons and friends has conferred upon it.

On the Tuesday after, a Latin sermon, ad clerum, is preached in St. Mary's
church, at eight o'clock in the morning : And the inceptors in arts are made actual

masters.
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It is not my provincr to inform you of ihc scvcrul gradutions and changes this uni-

versity hu!» undergone in its public library: and thcrtforc I shall urilv remark, that

its present esteem is owing tr) the gcnirous benefactions of Sir Thomas llodlty : whose

reform and improvement of the place itself was not completed until after the year

1599. And that rich collection of lHX)ks which he gave, and for which he had traf-

ficcd to very distant kingdoms and countiies, soon grew to a much greater bulk by

those other large benefactions which flowed to this library, either from ti)c coffers or the

studies of public-spirited men ; as particularly Uolx:rt earl of Kssex gave three him-

drcd volumes, most of diem folios ; Thomas Saekvill, lord-treasurer, and chancellor

of the university, gave a hundred pounds; Robert Sidney, viscount Lisle, gave a hun-

dred pounds : George Gary, lord Hunsdcn, gave a hundred and twenty volumes

;

George Gent, Esq. gave a hundred and seventy volumes ; Thomas Allen, M. A. of

Gloucester-hall, gave eighteen manuscripts out of his private library; and Thomas
James, M. A. who was designed to be the first librarian, gave about a hundred manu-
scripts, besides some printed books ; the lord Mountjoy, afterwards earl of Devonshire,

gave a hundred pounds ; the dean and chapter of Exeter, one hundred thiry-two ma-
nuscripts; Tobias Matthew, bishop of Durham, fif\y pounds ; Henry Brook, lord Cob-

ham, fif^y-pounds, 8ic. The founder tias by his statutes appointed two librarians, an upper

and an under one, assigning the former a salary of almost 401. per annum, ana the

latter 101. a year, besides 81. a year for the door-keeper : he has also appointed eight

curators, the vice-chancellor and proctors for the time being, and the professors of di-

vinity, law, physic, Hebrew, and Greek, who are once in tne year to go to the library

as visitors, and examine the state of it, and whether any of the books have been stolen

or abused. The same generous founder persuaded the booksellers of London to a re-

solution, of sending a copy of every book they printed to the library, which afterwards

they were required to do by ats act of parliament. And he spared neither pains nor ex-

pence in procuring still more and more books for this repository of learning. I proceed

to an enumeration of the chief benefactors to the public library, that followed so worthy
an example. Henry Piercy, earl of Northumberland, gave 1001. Sir George Gary, 951.

Sir Walter Raleigh, 501. Sir John Scudamore, 401. Dr. Thomas Bilson, bishop of

Winchester, 501. Sir George More, of the county of Surrey, 401. and some books

;

Robert Cecil, viscount Cranbourne, and afterwards earl of Salisbury, 661. 13s. 4d.

William Paget, baron of Beaudesert, 1001. Henry Wryothesley, earl of Southampton,
1001. The lady Alice Owen of London, widow, 1001. Sir Charles Danvers, 1001.

Owen Uroodd, dean of Armagh, 661. 13s. 4d. George Abbot, archbishop of Ganter<

bury, 501. The dean and chapter of Windsor, one hundred and fifty manuscripts

;

Thomas Twyne, of Lewis in Sussex, about one hundred and twenty ^nanuseripts ; Wil-
liam James, bishop of Durham, 1001. Charles Crooke, of Cornwall, gentleman, a le-

gacy of 1001. Sir William Scdky, knight and baronet, 1001. Sir Thomas Roe, bart.

a very large collection of Oriental books.

This library not affording room for the books that were given to it, Sir Thomas Bod-
ley added a length or gallery to it, lookinj^ eastward, supported by the proschnlium, or

passage before the divmity school; by which addition he gave the library the figure of
the letter T. And the university afterwards raised the west side, which contains the west
gallery of the library, the convocation-house, and the apodytcrium, partly at his own ex-

pence, and partly out of benefactions. By this last addition the form of the library

came to resemble the letter H. In this west part is that vast collection of Greek manu-
scripts, called the Buroccian manuscripts, having Ijeen procured out of the Baroccian
library in Italy, and given to the university by William Herbert, earl of Pembroke,
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and chancellor of the univcraity. On tlic rivht luiiul of these arc 235 vohimea, or more,
which were givrn l)y Sir Ktiiclm Di^liy* On the lift urc the manuncripih which were
given by Wiliiuni Laud, iirchbishui) ul' Ctina-rhury. Thc^c niiituiscriptN nrr in u great

variety of lungnugcu, as Hebrew, ayriack, Chaldee, Kgyptiun, Kthidpitk, Armenian,
Arabick, Pernick, Turcick, HiiNMun, Chineite, Jap.tn, Greek, Latin, Itahun, French,

Saxon, Knglish, Irish, U.c. Aftc-rwanlH, in the year 1659, uhnost all the rCHt of ihi$

west Hide was tilled by the ucccshion of Mr. Seldcn'ti library, constisting of more than

8000 volumes.

The MuiiCruin Avhmolcantim, as it is culled, or dint edifice which is disttributed into

the Chymick office, the uchool of natural history, and tin. Ahhmoleun Study, properly

so called, is regular, beautiful, and lofty, situate on the west of the theatre. It was
buiit by the univeniity, who laid the foutiduiion in the year 1679, and Hnished it in

1683. it WHH designed chiefly, as I was told, for the uses of medicine and natuial phi*

losophy. The upper large room is delightfully and pompously lined with a surprising

scene and a prodigious variety of curiosities, both natural and artificial, besides very

valuable antiquities, given by Elias Ashmole, Esq. Dr. Robert Huntingdon, 8ic.

The structure of this printing-house is very large, splendid, and magnificent. It is

ttituuted on the east of the theatre, and is called the Clarendon printing-house, in honour
of the late lord>chancellor Clarendon, and in acknowledgment of that noble and ad-

vantageous benefaction (his lordship's history) which his two sons, the right honorable

the earls of Clarendon and Rochester, made a present of in manuscript to the univer>

sity. This printing-house was erected at the university's charge.

Before any colleges were built, the residence for students u:;ed to be in citizens

houses ; and these places were called halls, by way of distinction : and the scholars in

these halls, if they were not such as maintained themselves upon their own bottom,

were provided for by men of high stations or great estates, bishops, noblemen. See.

Again, others rather chose religious houses to follow their studies ioi but without any
monastick vows. But these conveniences gave way to much better u|X)n the erection

of colleges, first culled halls, as those private houses or places of lodging had beeii|

where the business of education and learning went on befoi-e.

Those societies, which arc called colleges, consist of a head or governor, and a num-
ber of fellows, or of fellowi and scholars. These heads are variously called, in one house
president, in another provost, in another rector, in another warden, in another master,

in another principal, in Christ-church, dean. They are chosen by the fellows ; only
the deun of Christ-church, together with the canons, is of royal nomination. Each of
the colleges has a considerable estate, out of which the head, the fellows, the scholars,

the officers and servants, receive good stipends for their maintenance : and above a
thousand persons are this way liberally provided for in this place. The head and fellows

choose officers every year ; a vice-president, or sub-warden, or whatever name he
l)ears, who acts for the president, in his absence ; a dean, who looks after the exercises

of learning that are to be done in the house, and the morals and behaviour of the

scholars (the latter part is, in Christ-church, the office of the two censors) ; and a
burser or bursers, who take care of the college estate, and keep the college accounts.

The scholars of the house, and all under-graduates and batchelors of ans, are under
the government of the fellows, as well as of the head ; the fellows are under the go-
vernment ofthe head ; and both subject to the jurisdiction of the visitor, in whom is the

last resort of ordinary power, and who composes all diiferences, and decides all disputes

among them. Every one of these societies, except Christ-church (where occasional de-
terminations and appointments of the dean and chapter are instead of a law) are obliged
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(u observe ccrlniu cuttomH and statutes according; tu the injuncliuiii utid rcKulutioti-i of

founders iuid Ijcnefactors. The fellows, or other p^iduuteu, by the up|X)iiitinei)t, or

with the leuve of the heud, undertake the otKce of tutors, which in to (i;ovcri) inoiv iin-

mediitelv the tioit-graduute^ iiitruriicd to their eun:, to watcii tiieir behaviour, and in.

pect their inanncni, to teuch them the several partn or branches of academical learning,

8tc. And for this their tutors are h.indaoinely rewarded, accordii j to the tjualiiv oi

the pupil. Beside die chamber-tuiors, every college lus its public lecturers, who
read to the youth in the hall or chapel, and preside over their public exercises. The
metnl)ers of these societies are divided, either with resjKCt to university degrees, into

doctors, batchelors of the three faculties, masters ot arts, batchelors of arts, and non-

graduates ; or, with respect to their private conditions and circumstances, into noble-

men, whether of the upper order, as princes, dukett, tkc. or baronets and knights of

the lower, and gentlemen-commoners: all which arc admitted to conversation and dc-

cent familiarity with the head and fellows, and CQi;nnAoncrs, who live like gentlemen,

and servitors, who subsist in a gr' at measure upon the menial offices in which they at-

tend upon others. These and the commoners arc not ordinarily admitted to the con-

versation of the fellows till they come tu be masters of arts, or at least batchelors,

where there are batchelor fellows. The tellows generally are chosen out of the scholars

of the house, that enjoy the lesser endowments in subordination to the fellowships. They
have their stated hours of prayer, ut least twice a day, public and private lectures and

exercises, hours of studying, Jkc. and arc punished for delinquencies and omissions by
little fines called sconces, by im|x}sition ot tasks extraordinary, by crossing or stopping

of their names in the manciple's and butler's books, so that they cannot cat or drink

upon their own account till that cross or stop be taken off; and, in worse cases, by
dismissing them from the college for a time, or (if necessity requires) for altogether.

Besides the Bodleian or university library, common to the academical body, every coU
kge has its own library, into which no scholars of the house, commoners, or servitors, are

admitted, till they have taken the degree of batchelor of arts, or are of three years stand-

ing, being entered upon the law-line: they cat together at dinner and supper in the pub-

lic hall, at different tables, according to their difierent degrees and denominations ; only

the servitors wait on the rest till they have dined or supi)ed. After meals, the fellows,

noblemen, gentlemen-commoners, and commoner-masiers, retire to a place which is

called the common-room, where they refresh themselves for some time with conversa-

tion and diversions. The batchelors of arts have also such a common-room in some
colleges. They must be, according to the statutes of the university, in the college at

nine o'clock at night. Their chambers, generally speaking, arc commodious and
handsome, and not a few of them very splendid, and well ornamented. They have

several under officers, who have good salaries^ as their steward, their manciple, who
markets for them, their butlers, their cooks, their porter, their barber, &c. The
buildings of tlie university and the colleges are alt of large square free-stone, of which
there is plenty in the adjacent parts of the country.

University college is situate near the east- gate of the city, on the south-side ofthe high

rect, and partly in St. Peter's, partly in St. Mary's parish. It is so very ancient, that

we are left in the dark about the time of its foundation. That it was in being before

the year 721 is certain, from an address or petition of parliament to Richard II, quoted
by Mr. Wood. How much older it is, is not so evident, though there is great proba-

bility it had been founded ages before. King Alfred could not be so proiKrly called

the founder, as *he restorer of this university ; for he rescued it out of that state of de-

vastation which the Danes had left it in ; though, after his death, it fell again under the

VOL. II. q^
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same unhappy circumstances, and continued in obscurity till it was recovered, anno
1332, to a state of liberty and independency, by a sum of money wluch William of

Durham had left for the maintenance of a society of students in Oxford; from whom it

was for some time called Durham-hail.

This college has educated and entertained many eminent men, both for quality and
learning ; as, John Shirwood, bishop of Durham ; Leonard and Thomas Diggs, ma-
thematicians ; Sir Dudley Diggs, knight ; Richard Stanihurst, the divine and historian

;

Sir George Crookc, lord chief justice of the King's-bench ; Nicholas Ridley, bishop of
London ; Sir George Carcw ; the lord Herbert of Cherbury ; and, in a much earlier

age, those three men of famous memory, St. John de Beverly, venerable Bede, and
St. Edmund, archbishop of Canterbury.

This college has one master, twelve fellows, ten scholars, two exhibitioners, &c.

It has one lurge beautiful quadrangle, or square court ; the south side of which is

divided into a handsome hall and chapel, the latter adorned with fine glass windows.
The visitors are the vice-chancellor, the proctors, &c.

Baliol college stands in the north part of the town, m the suburbs, not far from the

north gjite.

It was founded by John Balioi, father to John Baliol, king of Scots, and Dervorguilla,

his wife.

The governors of this college were first called proctors, then principals or wardens,

and lastly masters.

Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, was educated in this college, which has bred many
great and learned men; Richard Fitz-Rulph, chancellor of this university, archbishop

of Armagh ; Robert Whelpdale, bishop of Carlisle ; George Neville, chancellor of

England and of the university, archbishop of York ; William Grey, chancellor of the

university, lord high-treasurer of England ; Robert Abbot, regius professor of divinity,

bishop of Salisbury ; George Abbot, his brother, archbishop of Canterbury ; George
Sing, bishop of Clonfert, and privy-councillor in Ireland ; Metrophanes Critophylus,

patriarch of Alexandria ; Cutbert Tonstal, bishop of Durham ; John Tiptoft, earl of

Worcester, lord high -treasurer of England; Sir Thomas Coventry, baron of Ales-

burgh, lord keeper of the great-seal of England ; Thomas Holland, doctor and regius

professor of divinity ; Robert Parsons, the Jesuit ; John Rowse, the historian and anti.

quary; Hugh Holland, historian ; James Cranford, the author of Gangraena Haere-

sios, &c.

This college has a master, twelve fellows, &c.

It has one large ancient quadrangle ; on the north side of which is the chapel, and
the library furnished with a very noble collection of books.

The founder of Merton college (which is situate in St. John's parish, in the south

side of the city) was Walter of Merton, bishop of Rochester, and lord high-chancellor

of England.

Among the famous ...tn and writers' this seminary boasts of, were John Duns Scotus,

called the subtle or acuie doctor ; W^alter Barley, called the plain and the approved

doctor ; William Occam, called the invincible doctor ; Duns Scotus's great antagonist,

Thon.as BradWardine, the profound doctor, archbishop of Canterbury ; Robert Win-
chelsey, chancellor of the university ; Simon Mepham, Simon Islep, and John Kemp,
archbishops of Canterbury ; William Rede, the mathematician, laishop of Chester

;

Thomas Rodburn, bishop of St. David's ; John Parkhurst, bishop of Norwich ; tieorge

Carleton, bishop of Chester ; John Earle, bishop of Salisbury ; Edward Reynolds,

l)ishop of Norwich ; John Jewel, bishop of Salisbury ; with oihiv eminent prelates

;
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Jasper Heywood, the poet, and Arthur Faunt, Jesuits; Sir Thomas Bodlcy ; the fa-

mous WickHff; Sir mnry Savile, baronet ; Francis Mason, author of tiie Vindicia*

Ecclesisc Anglicanse; Sir Isaac Wake, orator of the university, famous for his em bassies;

Sir Nathaniel Brent ; John Graves, the famous linguist and mathematician ; Tiiomas
Farnabic, the grammarian ; John Hales, regius professor of the Greek tongue, canon

o. Windsor ; Francis Davenport, or a Sancta Chu*a, provincial of thi minor friars ;

Anthony Wood, the antiquary ; cum multis aliis.

This college has a warden, twenty fellows, fourteen portionists, or po^-masters, &c.

The chapel, which is also the parish church of St. John the Baptist, is a splendid,

ancient piece of building. The inner large court or quadrangle is very beautiful.

Besides which, this house is famous for a well furnished library, and a delightful

garden.

The visitor is the archbishop of Canterbuiy.

Exeter college is'situate on the west side of the schools, in the north part of the town,

the front of it answering the front of Jesus college.

It was founded, anno 1316, by Walter Stapledon, bishop of Exeter, privy-councillor

to king Edward II, and lord high treasurer of England.

William Courtney, archbishop of Canterbury ; Michael Tregury, the first arch-

bishop of Dublin; John Prideaux, rector here, regius professor of Divinity, and bishop

of Worcester; besides several other prelates ; Sir William Petres, baronet, privy-

councillor and secretary to king Henry VIII, king Edward VI, queen Mary, and
queen Elizabeth ; Sir Jolin Doderidge, knt. chief justice of the common pleas ; Mr.
Noy, attorney general to king Charles I, Sir Simon Baskerville, physician; Sir U'illiam

Maurice, secretary to king Charles II, William Wey, of Devon, the traveller ; Lewis
Bayly, author of the Practice of Piety ; Gregory Wheare, the first professor of history ;

Nathaniel Carpenter, George Hakewell, Henry Tozer, Charles Herle, with other con-

siderable men, were of this college.

^
It has a rector, twenty-three fellowships. Sec.

The bulk of it is one large quadrangle, beautiful, and almost exactly regular and
uniform.

In the front, which is a very noble one, stands a splendid tower over the gate.

The visitor is the bishop of Exeter.
Oriel college is situate on the soutli side of the town, in the parish of St. Mary's, and,

in the neighbourhood of Christ-church, Merton, and Corpus Christi colleges. It was
at firsit called St. Mary's college, and King's college, and was founded, anno 1324, by
king Edward II.

Thomas Gascoigne, chancellor of the university ; Reginald Peacock, bishop of Chi-

Chester ; John Carpenter, provost, chancellor of Oxford, bishop of Worcester ; Wil-
liam Alan, a cardinal ; Sir Francis Kinaston, Sir Walter Raleigh, baronet, and W^il-

liam Pr}'nne, were of this college.

It has a provost, eighteen fellows, and twelve scholars, or exhibitioners.

It consists of one handsome regular quadrangle.

The visitor is the bishop of Lincoln.

Queen's college is situate in the parish of St. Peter's in the east, and very near that

parish-church.

It was founded, anno 1340, by Robert Eglesfield, batche'.or of divinity in this uni-

versity, and chaplain or confessor to queen Philippa, king Edward Third's consort ; in

honour of which lady the founder gave it the name of Queen's college, recommending it

to her royal patronage and protection, and to that of all future queens ofEngland.

0.2
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The members of this society, as many as were to share the revenues of it, were to be
chosen out of Cumberland or Westmoreland, some few excepted. There were to be
one provost and twelve fellows of them, out of regard to the number of Christ and his

apostles (which number of fellows is now increased to fourteen) and of seventy scho-

lars, in allusion to the number of the seventy disciples, which seventy scholars are since

reduced to a much smaller number. The statutes further required that the fellows,

when they eat in the hall, should sit in purple gowns ; and that the scholars should

kne^l down l^eforc them, and answer such questions in philosophy as the fellows should

propose to them.

Of tK's college were those two renowned heroes Edward the black prince, the eldest

son of king Edward III, and prince Henry, afterwards king Henry V, Henry de
Beaufort, chiincillor both of this university, and of the whole kingdom, bishop of Win-
chester, iind cardinal Christopher Buinbryge, provist of this house, arctibiiihop of

York, and cardinal; Thomas I lungi on, bisliop of Winchester ; Barnaby Potter, bishop

of Carlisle, and other p/elates; Sir Thomas Overbur)', Richard Crakanthorp, Sir Henry
Wotion, Francis H(4yoke, and Gerard Langbaine, &c.

The society consists of a provost, fourieeri fellows, seven scholars, two chaplains, taber<

dars, the number not always the same, &c.

1 e sublimity and stateliness of the buildings of this college cannot be so well de-

scriucd in printing as by the eye of a judicious spectator. One side of it, in which are

the library, the provosts, and other spacious and stately lodgings, is 327 feet long, sup.

]}orted by an open cloister or piazza. This building is adorned with statues, 8cc. The
library is long and lofty, very magnificent and beautiful, both within and without, and
full of books.

The visitor is the archbishop of York.
New college is situate in the north, or rather the north-east part of the town,

having Queen^s college near to it, on the south, and on the east Magdalen college-

grove.

It was called at first the college of the Blesaed Virgin Mary, and was founded anno

1386, by William of Wykeham, bishop of Winchester, and lord high-chancellor ofEng-
land, who was also the founder of Winchester school or college. The strong and high

walls and towers he built round his college in Oxford were, in those days, a fortification

to it no less than an ornament.

This college has produced many great and celebrated men ; among others, Henry
Chichley, archbishc; >f Canterbury, the founder of All-Souls college ; William Wain-
flete, bishop of Win tester, the founder of Magdalen college ; Thomas Cranley, chan-

cellor of Ireland, archbishop of Dublin ; William Warham, archbishop of Canter-

bury ; Thnmas /oung, archbishop of York ; Thomas Bilson, bishop of Winchester

;

Thomas Ru-^Ci, chancellor of England, bishop of Lincoln, the first perpetual chancellor

of the university ; with other prelates ; Thomas Harding, Nicholas Harpsfield, William
Raynolds ; Richard Whyte, the historian ; John Pits ; John Owen, the epigramma-

tist ; John Twise ; Richard Zouch, regius professor of Law ; Robert Talbot, canon of

Norwich, antiquary ; Thomas James, libraiian of the Bodleian library ; Thomas Lydiat,

M. A. &c.

It has a warden, seventy fellows and scholars, ten chaplains, three clerks, sixteen cho*

risters, &c.

Their chapel is most magnificent, solemn, and splendid, with an organ and choir.

They have a very high noble tower, with a ring of ten bells in it, very musical • and
under that, and the west end of the chapel, a very handsome and solemn square cloister,
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and a little garden within it. Their library is well furnished with books und manuscripts

;

and their great garden laid out in form. The front of it is a range of iron pallisadoes,

and a gate of exquisite work ; and at the south-east end they have a bowling-green.

Their hall, which is at the end of the chupel, answers to the magnificence of the rest

of the building.

The visitor is the bishop of Winchester.

Lincoln college is situate in the middle of the city, in the parish of AH Saints, having

Brazen-Nose college in its near neighbourhood in the east, Exeter college on the north,

and Jesus college on the north-west.

It was founded in the year 1427, by Richard Fleming, bishop of Lincoln.

William Bishop, a popish titular bishop of Chalcedon ; William Giflford, archbishop

anddukeof Rhcmcs; Dr. Robert Sanderson, bishop of Lincoln; Dr. Nathanael lord

Crew, bishop of Durham ; Dr. George Hickes ; Richard Knolles, author of the Turkish
history ; Sir William Davenant ; and Henry Foulis, author of the Histories of the

presbyterian and popish conspiracies, &c. were of this college.

This college has, at this time, a rector, twelve fellows, two chaplains, Sec.

It has two small quadrangles, the structure of which is ancient, and not very regular,

but yet not inelegant. The chupel is the most conspicuous part of it.

The visitor is the bishop of Lincoln.

All-Souls college stands in the parish of St Mary, the front of it facing the high street,

and the west side looking towards the east end of St. Mary's church.

It was founded anno 1437, by Henry Chichley, archbishop of Canterbury, to the intent

that prayers should be offered up there for the souls of those that fell in Henry the Fifth's

wars in France, which the archbishop had advised and persuaded the king to enter into,

and in which himself, attending him, had been a spectator of the terrible slaughter and
carnage of his countrymen and fellow-subjects, who lost their lives in that famous ex-
pedition.

Among the famous men it has produced were, Thomas Key, the antiquary ; Edward
Chaloner ; Richard Steuart ; Thomas Linacer, preceptor to prince Arthur, and after-

wards to his brother king Henry VIII. John Leland, the fan.on i antiquary ; Sir Cle-
ment Edmonds, who translated and commented on Caesar's Commentaries ; Henr}' Co-
ventry, principal secretary of state to king Charles II, 8ic. Brian Dnppa, bishop of

Winchester ; Jeremy Taylor, bishop of Down and Connor ; Gilbert Sheldon, warden
here, and afterwards lord archbishop of Canterbury.

This college has a warden, forty fellows, two chaplainSf three clerks, six choris-

ters, &c.
It has two courts ; the larger a regular and stately old piece of building. The chapel

is very august and solemn : and upon the walls are to be seen the ruins ofgood painting,

which, though faded, is still ornamental in decay.

The visitor is the archbishop of Canterbury.

St. Mary Magdalen college is situate at the east end ofthe town, without the east gate,

and adjoining to the bridge that lies over the Charwell.

It' was founded anno 1458, by William Patten, alias Wainflete, bishop of Winchester,
and lord high chancellor of England.

Cardinal Wolsey ; Richard Fox, bishop of Winchester ; Edward Lee, archbishop of
York ; John Longland, bishop of Lincoln ; cardinal Poole ; Acceptus Frewen, arch-
bi^shop of York ; besides many other prelates ; William St. Maure, »Iuke of Somerset

;

John Warner, bishop of Rochester ; Ezekiel Hopkins, bishop of Raphoe ; Sir John
Digby, earl of Bristol ; William Lilie and Thomas Robertson, grammarians ; John
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Fox, the martyrol(^ist ; Samuel Smith, the logician ; Thomas Godwin, the gramma,
rian unci antiquary ; Dr. Henry Hammond, and Dr. Peter Hcylin, were of this college;

with several other great and learned men.
It has a president, forty fellows, a school-master, tWrty scholars, called Demies,

an usher, three public readers, four chaplains, eight clerks, sixteen choristers, an or-

ganist, &c.

This college has two quadrangles, the innermost of which is regular, and almost uni-

form. It consists of a library and lodgings, supported by a spacious handsome cloister.

The chapel and the great tower, as also the little one in the west side of the inner qua-

drangle, and ihe hall, are very magnificent and lofty. Their library is furnished with a

large and choice collection of books. Besides these great and pompous conveniences,

the president and fellows have their private gardens, extremely pleasant and beautiful.

But that which renders this college more agreeable and delightful than perhaps any
'ler in the world, is the advantage of their water walks, as they are called, and their

grove. The first is a gravel- walk almost triangular, fenced with hedges and trees on both

sides, surrounded on every part with a running stream, and inclosing a large meadow.
Their grove is a spacious extent of ground, planted with stately vistas of trees, and

one part of it laid out into a bowling-green.

The visitor of this college is the bishop of Winchester.

Brazen Nost college is situate in the middle of the town, having Lincoln college on
the west, the library and schools on the north, St Mary's church on the south-east, and
the high- street on the south.

In the place where this college stands, there had before been a hall called Brazen
Nose hall, from whence the college took its name, and that fancy of a monstrous nose

which stands out at the top of the gate. It was founded by William Smyth, first bishop

of Litchfield and Coventry, afterwards of Lincoln, counsellor to Prince Arthur, and
president of Wales (the first that ever bore that office and character) and by Sir Richard

Sutton, knt.

Of this college v.^re Sir Thomas Egerton, lord high-chancellor of England, and
chancellor of this university ; Sir James Ley, lord high-treasurer of England, and earl of

Marlborough ; Launcelot Bulkeley, archbishop of Dublin ; Edward Brerewood, astro-

nomy professor of Gresham college ; John Guillim, author of the book of Heraldry ;

Robert Burton, author of the book of Melancholy, afterwards of Christ-church ; Elias

Ashmole, Esq. 8cc.

It has a principal, twenty fellows, thirty-three scholars, and exhibition-

ers, &c.

It consists of two very handsome quadrangles ; in the lesser of which are the chapel

and library, and under them a wide and pleasant cloister, very compactly :;nd elegantly

built.

The visitor is the bishop of Lincoln.

The situation of Corpus Christi college is in the south side of the town. It stands

inclosed by Oriel college in the front, Christ-church on the west, and Merton college

on tlie cast.

This college was founded, anno 1516, by Richard Fox, bishop of Winchester, privy-

councillor, and lord privy-seal to king Henry VII, and king Henry VIII.

This college has been a seminary of many great and famous men : Among these,

John Jewel, bishop of Sarum ; Reginald Poole, archbishop of Canterbury, and cardinal

;

with other prelates ; Johannes Ludovicus yives ; Richard Hooker, author of the Ec-
clesiastical Poll' ; John Reynolds, one of their presidents ; Sir Edwin Sandys; Alex-

in
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andcrGill, school-master of St. Paul's; I'honias Jackson, some time president of tlie

house, and afterwards dean of Peterborougli ; Brian Twine, the antiquary ; Daniel

Fairclough, or Featly ; Edward Pocock, prolessor of Hebrew and Arabic, &c.

It has a presidci t, twenty fellows, twenty scholars, two chaplains, &c.

The structure of the first eonrt is ancient, but the inside very regular and handsome.

Their library contains a noble treasure of books ; and their g. rden, thongli

small, is laid out in a very good form and order, and kept very neat. But the most

splendid part of this college is that stately row of lodgings on the south side

thereof.

The visitor is the bishop of Winchester.

Christ-church college, which takes up a vast extent of ground, stands on the south

side of the city, the front of it looking west.

It was begun to be founded anno 1525. The whole design was laid, and a conside-

rable progress njude in it, by the great and public spirit, and out of the flowing wealth

and prosperity of cardinal Wolsey ; but, upon his disgrace, this unfinished, but immense
foundation, was confiscated to his royal master king Henry VHI, whose p rincely value

and esteem for learning, and concern for the encouragement and promotion of it, easily

induced him to go on with the cardinal's great design. Hereupon the college was called,

for some time, King's college ; but his majesty, to avoid any such odious suspicion,

as if he designed to aggrandise his own reputation and honour at the cardinal's cost,

did not think fit such an ample foundation should be called either by his own or the car-

dinal's name, and therefore gave it the name of Christ-church, and made it an episco-

pal see, anno 1546. Afterwards he enlarged the college ^anno 1563) by joining to it

Canterbury college, now called Canterbury quadrangle, which had been built by Simon
Islip, archbishop of Canterbury, and Peckwater-Inn, or Vine-Hall, now Peckwater-

Court, &c.

Of this house were those two princes, Charles prince of Wales, afterwards king

Charles H, and James duke of York, afterwards king James H.
This college has furnished both church and state with many great and famous men ;

as John King, bishop of London ; Tobias Matthews, archbishop of York ; Richard Cor.

bet, bishop of Norwich ; John Bancroft, bishop of Oxford ; Henry King, bishop of
Chichester; Brian Duppa, and George Morley, bishops of Winchester ; John Dolben,
bishop of Rochester, afterwards archbishop of York ; besides many other eminent pre-

lates : John Leiand, and William Camden, t^e famous historians and antiquaries ; Fran-

cis Godwin, bishop of Hereford, author of the lives of the English bishops ; Richard
Corbet, Ben Johnson, William Cartwright, Corbet Owen, Jasper Mayne, poets : Cle-

ment Walker, author of the history of the independents ; Sir Philip Sidney, baronet

;

Sir Dudly Carlton, viscount Dorchester, secretary to king Charles I. Robert Burton,
the author of the book of Melancholy ; Sir Edward Littleton, lord-keeper; Sir Robert
Dudley, baronet, famous for his great knowledge in mathematics ; Barten Holyday

;

Stephen Skinner, author of the Ktymologicon ; Merick Causaubon, the son of Isaac

;

Thomas Willis, M. D. Richard Allestree, D. D. regius professor of divinity, provost of
Eaton.

This foundation is numerous and magnificent ; has a dean, eight canons, one hundred
and one students, eight chaplains, eight singing men, eight choristers, a teacher of music
for the choristers, an organist, a school-master and an usher, forty grammar scholars, a
virger, &c. There is also belonging to it an hospital in the parish of St. Aldate, com-
monly called St. Ole's, which has twenty-four poor.
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The buildings of this college are very large, august, and splendid. The great qua.

drangle, which is almost cxdcuy .square, has a wide and handsome terrace round it, and a

fountain in the middle. Three sides of Pcckwatcr quadrangle have been rebuilt ; and

the contrivance, grandeur, and beauty of them are very surprising, and much admired.

This collcf^e has also two other quadrangles of ancient structure, Cantcrbur)' and the

Chaplains. The cathedral is lofty and solemn : their hall and library high and spacious.

The latter contains a large and noble collection of books. On the south side lies a very

large meadow which belongs to it, surrounded with a walk, and that walk with a river,

except on the north side, where a double row of very taU and spreading elms cover the

walk, which is in that part very wide and strait, and the middle of it laid with gravel.

To be particular as to all the other buildings and lodgings, the gardens, offices, 8cc. be-

longing to this college, would be a task little less than describing a city.

The visitor is the king.

Trinity college stands in the north suburbs, in the parish of St. Mary Magdalen, in

the neighbourhood of Baliol college, to the west, and St. John Baptist's to the north.

In the same place where Trinity college is situate was once Durham college (founded
anno 1350, by Thomas Hatfield, bishop of Durham) a seminary for the monks of the

church of Durham. Its present foundation was by Sir Thomas Pope, knt. of Tytten-

hanger, in Hertfordshire, in the year 1550.

Of this college were the most reverend father in God, Dr. Gilbert Sheldon, lord

archbishop of Canterbury, elected from hence to All-Souls college ; the right reverend

fathers in God, Dr Gilbert Ironside, sen. lord bishop of Bristol, and Dr. Samuel Par-

ker, lord bishop of Oxford ; with other eminent prelates ; Sir George Calvert, secre-

tary to king James I, and baron of Baltimore ; Sir John Denham, Sir Edward Hoby^
Sir Edward Bysse, clarencieux, knts. William Chillingworth, M. A. Arthur Wilson,
author of the history of king James the First's life ; Dr. Daniel Whitby, &c.

It has a president, twelve fellows, twelve scholars, &c.

It has two quadrangles. In the first are the chapel, the hall, and the library. The
chapel was rebuilt in the year 1693, and the work of it, both without and within, is

wonderfully elegant. The altar-piece is of cedar inlaid, the rails and the screen are of
cedar ; and all adorned with exquisite carving. The roof is rich, with embellishments of
fret-work, and an admirable piece of painting, representing our blessed Saviour's ascen-

sion. And the pavement, from the screen to the altar, is of black and white marble. On
the east side of the college they have a very large delightful gaixlen (once their grove ;)

and at the entrance and end of the great walk that goes through it, very noble iron gates,

which leave a prospect open to the whole east side of the college.

l*he visitor is the bishop of Winchester.

St. ' m Baptist college is situate in the north suburbs, in the parish of St. Giles, hav-

ingB/ :>l college and Trinity college in its neighbourhood on the south.

It V ''ounded anno 1555, by Sir Thomas White, lord-mayor of London, in the place

where formerly was St. Bernard's college, built by archbishop Chichley.

This society has been the parent of many great men ; particularly the two most reve-

rend fathers in God, William Laud, lord archbishop of Canterbury, chancellor of the

university, and William Juxon, his immediate successor in the piimacy, and lord high-

treasurer of En[;land, flourished in this seminary ; as did also Tobias Matthews, arch-

bishop of York ; John Buckridge, bishop of Ely ; Peter Mews, bishop of Winchester,

besides other eminent prelates ; Sir William Paddy, baronet ; Sir John Marsham, knt.

the famous antiquary and philologer ; and Dr. William Creed, regius professor of divi-

nitv, &c.
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This college has a president, fifty fellows and scholars, an organist, eight singing-men,

four choiribters, &cc.

It has two spacious quadrangles, uniform and magninccnt. The inner court is very

splendid and elegant. The east and wtst sides of it arc supported by noble piazzas, in

the middle of which are two portals finely fronted with pillars and carving. In one of

these fronts stands u verj' curious statue in brass of king Charles I. and in the other,

another of the queen. Their chapel, which has an organ and choir in it, is handsome;

and solemn. Their library (if it may be called but one) which takes up the ea^t and
south sides of the new quadrangle, is spacious ; and the cast part of it a beautiful wide

gallery ; the whole well stocked with books, manuscripts, and valuable curiosities.

Their hall is neat, and adorned with good pictures. They have also a very delightful

shady grove ; and a large piece of ground laid out into regular walks and grass-plats

;

and at the end of it an iron gate, of good work, through which you have an

agreeable visto, through the two passages of the inner cjuadranglc, to the west side of

the outer.

The visitor is the bishop of Winchester.

Jesus college is situate opposite to Exeter college in the parish of St. Michael.

The society has bred several right reverend prelates : David Powell, the antiquary and
historian ; Tnomas Powell, James Howell, Dr. Daniel Brevint, John Rider, the auM.' r

of the dictionary. Sir Thomas Salesbury, baronet, were also members of it.

It has at this time, a principal, sixteen fellows, sixteen scholars, eight exhibitioners,

&c.
It has two large handsome quadrangles ; the innermost very regular and uni-

form.

The visitor is the earl ofPembroke.
Wadham college stands in the north skirts of the town, in the parish of St. Cross^

alias Hawly-Well, the front looking towards the east side of Trinity college.

The founders of it were Nicholas Wadham, ofMerefield, in Somersetshire, Esq. and
Dorothy his wife.

Dr. Nicholas Monk, bishop of Hereford, Dr. John Gauden, Bishop ofWorcester, Dr.
Seth Ward, bishop of Salisbury, Dr. Walter Blandford, bishop of Worcester, and Dr.
John Wilkins, bishop of Chester, were of this college ; as was also Sir Henry Yelver-
ton, baronet. Sec.

This college has one large, regular, beautiful quadrangle. The windows of the cha.
pel, which is a building that stands out behind the quadrangle, to the east, regularly

answering to the library, are finely painted. They have also a large garden, handsomely
laid out, and very pleasant.

The visitor is the bishop ofBath and Wells.

Pembroke college is situate in the south side of the town, in the parish of St. Aldgate,
or St. Ole's, not far from Christ-Church.

This place was formerly a hall, called Broad-Gate-Hall, and a nursery of learning,

which bred many men of note ; among others, John Story, professor of civil law; Tho-
mas Young, archbishop of York ; Edmund Bonner, bishop of London ; John Philips,

bishop of Sodor ; Sir George Carew, earl ofTotnes; Sir Thomas Brown, pliyi>ician;

William Camden, clarencieux ; and Thomas Lushigton. It was made a college by the

munificence of Thomas Tesdale, Esq. anno 1624.
It has one handsome quadrangle, the front of which is a regular neat piece of build-

ing. The^ have a pleasant garden.

The visitor is the chancellor of the university.

VOL, II. R
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This college was heretofore Glocester-hall, called so either from Gilbert de Clare, carl ol

Glocesttr, or more probaI)ly from the Benedictine monks of Gloccster, who, with others

of the same order, made this a seminary for their order. Nor did it lose its primitive

name, till it aetjuired u collegiate endowment by the noble manificence of Sir Thomas
(Jookes, of Astely, in Worcestershire.

This college, while it was a hall, produced Sir Kenelm Digby ; Thomas Coryat, the

famous travelier ; William Burton, antiquary, &c.

It has a provost, six fellows, six scholars, 8cc.

The visitors are the bishops of Oxford and Worcester, and the vice-chancellor.

Halls are places of education and erudition unendowed, though not destitute of exhi-

bitions. The^ are now, out of a very great number, only six. The students in them
subsist at their own charge, are under the government of a principal, and vice.principal,

and pay the former for their lodging, and for his care and government of them. The
principals are nominated by the chancellor, except the principal of Edmund-hall, who is

named by Queen's college ; that society not relinquishing their right of nomination, as

others did.

Their visitor is the chancellor.

Alban-hall is situate on the south side of the town, in the parish of St. John Baptist, ad«

joining to the east side of Merton college. It was called Alban-hall, from Robert St.

Alban, who was once the proprietor of the place. It became an academical nursery

about the year 1230.

Of this hall were Richard Fitz-James, bishop ofLondon ; Philip Massinger, the poet ;

and Thomas Venner, physician.

Hart-hall is situate in the parish of St. Peter's in the east, and over ag-ainst the front or

east side of the public schools. It is &upposed to have been called Hart-hall, from the

first syllable of Llias Hartfordb' surname, who was once the proprietor of it. It has also

been called Staplcdon-hall, under which name Richard Wydeslade endowed it with

maintenance for twelve scholars ; which endowment, after he had built Exeter college, he

translated from hence thither ; and then this place obtained its old name again of Hart-

hall.*

This hall has a stipend or exhibition belonging to it of more than 161. per an*

num.
Of this house were Nicholas Fuller, canon of Salisbury, author of the Miscellanea Sa-

cra ; Dr. John Donne, dean of St. Paul's ; Sir Richard Baker, and Mr. John Selden,the

antiquary

Edmund-hall is situate in the parish of St. Peter's in the east, opposite to the east side

ofQueen's college, ciilled so from one Edmund, a citizen of Oxford, the proprietor of the

place. It was purchased by Queen's college, anno 1557, and converted to the purposes

of learning.

Of this house were Lancelot Bulkley, archbishop of Dublin; William Fuller, bishop

of Lincoln ; John Prichet, bishop of Gloucester ; Dr. Bates, the physician, author of

the Elenchus Motuum, &c.

It makes one quadrangle ; on the east side of which stands a very neat chapel and li-

brary, built some years since by the reverend Mr. Stephen Penton, principal.

St. Mary-Hall is situate on the north side of Oriel college in the parish of St. Mary.
It has its name either from that church, which, with th'is hall, came to belong to Oriel

* This hall has lately been endowed, and at the petition of its generous and pious benefactor

and principal has been erected into a college, by the name of Hereford college.
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college, by a grant of king Edward the second, anno 1325, or from Oriel college, which
was called heretofore St. Mary-hall.

Of this house were John Carnenter, bishop of Worcester ; Sir Christopher Hatton,

chancellor of England, and of this university ; Sir Thomas More, chancellor of England,
steward of this university, Sic.

It consists of one quadrangle, not very regular.

New-inn-hall, or 1 rilteck-inn, is situate in the parish of St. Peter's in the Bailiff, in the

north west part of the town. It was called Trilleck-inn froni the proprietors of it, John
Trillcck, bishop of Hereford, and Thomas his brother, bishop of Rochester. Afterwards
the founder of New college bought it, and gave it to that college, anno 1392, and from
that time it was called New-inn-hall.

Of this house was John Wilkins, who went from hence to Magdalen-hall, and John
Twyne, antiquary.

The building is ancient and irregular.

St. Mary Magdalen-hall is situate near the gate of the college of that name, in the

parish of St. Peter's in the east. It was built by William Wainfleet, bishop of Winches-
ter, founder of Magdalen college, anno 1480, for a grammar-school. But there being
room enough in it for academical students, especially ailer additions were made to the

buildings, some members of the university took up their residence in it, and then a
princip^ was placed there to govern them ; and thus it still continues an academical so-

ciety. It enjoys fifteen exhibiiiions.

Of this house were John Wilkins, bishop of Chester, besides three other bishops

;

Sir Edward Hyde, earl of Clarendon, lord high-chancellor of England, and chancellor

of this university ; Sir Robert Hyde, and Sir Matthew Hale, chief justices of Eng.
land ; Richard Field, dean of Gloucester, author of the book of the church ;

Samuel Daniel, the poet and the historian ; William Pemble, and Walter Charlton,

M. D.
As to the building of this hall, the front is the most considerable part of it. It has

a pretty good library.

Thus I conclude my description of this famous, and I doubt not to say unparalleled,

seat of learning, the university of Oxford ; but I must acknowledge, that though I

viewed the same with the utmost care and curiosity, I could never have pretended to

^ve my countrymen so just and accurate account of all these particulars, had not my
ingenious tutor, who was a member thereof, kindly imparted them to me in his own
manuscript. And therefore, if I fall short in my description of its Sister Cambridge, let

it not be attributed so much to the want of good will to do justice to its name, as to the
want of the same assistance.

'(I

CHAP. VI..,.OF THE SITUATION, ANTIQUITY, 8cc. OF CAMBRIDGE.

IN my description of the city and university of Cambridge, which is situated about

iifly two miles from London, I shall be as brief as possible. Its name is no doubt de-

rived from its situation on the banks of the Cam, which forms several islands on the

west side, and divides die town into two parts, that are joined by a large stone bridge.

It is so ancient, that it was well known in the time of the Romans by the name of the

Camboritum, and is frequently mentioned in the oldest histories of Britain. It suffered

much by the Danes, who kept a strong garrison here, till Edward the elder took it in

921, to awe the rebellious monks of Ely. William the conqueror built a castle here,

of which the gate-house is still standing, it being the county-jail. The town, in his book
a 2
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<;:illc(l Doomitcliiy, u as div iilal into ten wards, containing J87 houses. After ihut

kind's death, H()fi;cr dc M()nt[jomcry distroycd it with lire and sword, to be revenged

on king William Uni'uH, so thai the university was wholly abandoned; but king Henry
1, to repair flu le damages, bestowed many privileges upon it. He exempted it from
the power of the slierili', and made it a cor|K}ration on the payment of one hundred

nuuks yearly into the exehequer ; whieh iK-ing the sum the sherilf used to pay before

for the profits of the town, shews it was then a considerable town that could nay a sum
at that time e(]uivalent at least to 1U(X)1. now for its privileges. He also ordered, that

the nurehants of the guild in Cambridge should be free from all toll, passage, lastage,

pontage, and stallage, in all fairs of his dominions on this side and beyond the seas. In

Um- barons wavh the outhiws, who had taken refuge in the isle of Ely, frequently plun-

dered it, till Henry HI, secured it by a deep ditch on the east side of the town, which

still goes by the name of the king's-ditch. Wat Tyler and Jack Straw, in their re-

bclliun ag-ainst Richard H, entered the town, and burnt the university records in the

jnarketplace. The Jews being encouraged to come over by king William I; and H,
were very populous in this town for several generations. They inhabited all that part

of ir, now called the Jewry, and the round church is thought to have been their syna-

gogue.

This town has had the honour of giving the title of earl to several of the royal family,

and that of duke to his present majesty, when prince of Wales. It is governed by a

mayor, high steward, recorder, and thirteen aldermen, of whom the mayor is one,

twenty-four common-touncil-men, a town clerk, and other inferior officers. The
mayor, at his entrance on his office on Michaelmas-day, takes an oath to maintain the

liberties, privileges, and customs of the imiversity. It has fourteen parish-churches,

but is a dirty ill built place, and in a very indifferent situation.

Its greatest glory is its university, which for anti(|uities, gracious |^rivileges, beautiful

colleges, good discipline, ninnlHT of students, plentiful revenues, and all other neces-

saries for advancement of learning, may challenge equality with any other in Christen-

dom. When it was first instituted, let others determine. Thus much is certain, that,

like Oxford, it afforded the scholars at first no public reception, or place of studies,

so that they were obliged to take up with such lodgings in the town as they could get.

But so mean was the accommodation they met with, and so frequent were the com-
motions occasioned by the insolence of the townsmen^ that several pious charitable per*

sons began to erect inns and hotels for the reception of the scholars, in order to give

them an opportunity of retirement, and an independence upon the town. But still they

lived upon their own estates, enjoying only the convenience of lodgings, without any

maimer of endowments ; till in the reign of Edward I, they began to build colleges, not

only for the reception, but also for the maintenance of certain numbers of scholars, ac-

cording to the revenues assigned for that puqx>se. The order and time of their foun-

dation, with their respective founders, are as follows, viz.

Colleges and Halls. Founders.

Peter House - - Hugh Balshum
Clare Hall - - Richard Badew
Pembroke Hall - - Countess of Pembroke -

'^"S Colk^'
"' "'":

]
S«i"y of F™" i" CorpusChris.,

Trinity Hall - - William Bateman -

Gonvil and Caius College Edmund de Gonvii and John Caius

King's College King Henry VI.

Years.
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]

Fuundcrs.

Qticcn Mar^jarct of Anjou
Richard VVoudUrkc
John Alcockc, L. L. D.
Margaret cuuntcbs of Kichniond, 7

mother to Henry \'II. - 5
Thomas Studlcy

King Ucnrv VIII.

Sir Walter Mildmay
Fnmces Sidney, countesb of Sussex

Years. Fellows. Schols.

1448

1475

1497

1505

1524
1542

1546

1584
1598

19

6

10

15

54
13

65
14

12

44
30
31
50

100

30
91

60
23

1 406 660

Colleges and Hulls.

Queen's College -

Catherine Hull

Jesus College

Christ's College

St. John's College

Mugd;ilen College

Trinity College

Emanuel College

Sidney Sussex College

Total sixteen, viz. I These, with the additional benefactions sinee

12 colleges, 4 hulls. | their foundation, contain

The whole body of the imiversity, commonly about fifteen hundred, enjoys very great

privileges, gnmtcd by several British kings ; but it was king James I, who emi)owered

It to send two members to parliament. It is governed, 1. By n chancellor, always

some nobleman, who is not so durante vita, as that of Oxford, but may be changed

every three years, or continued longer, by the tacit consent of the university. He lias

under him a commissary for holding a court of record of civil causes for all privileged

persons and scholars below the degree of master of arts, where all causes are tried and
determined by the civil and statute laws, and by the customs of the university. 2. A
high steward, chose by the senate, and holding his place by patent from the university.

3. The vice-chancellor, who is the head of some college or hall, and chose annually the

third of November, by the body of the university, the heads of the colleges naming two
persons. 4. Two proctors, chose every year, as at Oxford, according to tlie cycle of

colleges and halls; as are also two taxers, who, with the proctors, regulate the

weights and measures, as clerks of the market. There are besides these a register or

keeper of the archives of the university, three esquire beadles, one yeoman beadle, and

a library keeper. It is to be observed, that the halls at Cambridge are endowttl and
privileged as the colleges, and differ only in name.

This university, as well as its sister Oxford, has its public schools and libraries,

that are peculiar to each college, and most of them arc well stored with books, especially

Trinity and St. John's, but it ftills far short of those of Oxford in the number of books,

an well as the statcliness of buildings, and other ornaments. The public schools arc

built in form of a square, with brick and rough stone. The university library had a
noble aufftnentation made to it of thirty thousand volumes (the books of Dr. Moor,
bishop of Ely) a present from the late king George I, who gave 7,0001. for them in the

year 1715.

In 1724, his late majesty was also pleased to establish a professor of modern history

and modem languages in this university, as well as that at Oxford, with u salary of
4001. per annum for himself and two persons under him, qualified to instruct in that

branch. Also Dr. Woodward, a professor at Gresham- col lege, London, who died in

April 1728, left a sum of money to this university for erecting a professorship of natural

philosophy, with a provision for it of 1501. a year for ever. He also left his collection

of fossils and other natural curiosities to the university, with a part of his library which
related to those subjects. Dr. Addenbroke algo left it 4,0001. towards building and
furnishing an hospital at Cambridge, for the cure of poor diseased people gratis ; of
which charity the master and fellows of Catherinie-HaU are the trustees. There are

charity-schools in the town for teaching above three hundred children (of whom fifty are

P
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clotithcd) which urc maiiUuined by Aubitcription to the amnunt of 2301. a year, by an
cMatc of 301. u year left ihcm forever by Mr. Wortes, and by the Hurrumcnt-moncy

Hjivrn by some oftlie collcjre!*, which huve ciich their ch.i|Krl for worithiji, though the

public (scrmoiis are preached at St. Mary's church.

The most remarkable structures in Cambriilj^c are, I. KinnjN College chapel, which
for contrivance and extent is looked upon to be one of the finent in the world, and strikes

the Ixholders with awe and veneration. The room is three hundred and four feet long,

.seventy -three broad, and ninety-four high to the battlements, without one pillar to

support it. Its choir was adorned by king Henry VIII, with the finest carved work that

ever was seen, and the glnss-painting in the windows is most beautiful and graceful.

The intire building, root and all, is of frec-slone, and the crown, crest, atid other

regalia of the house of Lancaster, curiously cut in stone in several places, are no small

ornament to the whole. 2. Trinity.college and library, designed by the learned Dr.

Isaac Barrow ; a noble room built also of free-stone, and sup|)ortca by two rows of

pillars, which for beauty and design, considering the bigness of it, is hardly to be
matched in the three kingdoms. It should not pass unobserved, that as all the libraries

in Oxford are studying libraries, those at Cambridge (except that at King's College)

are lending libraries ; because any person qualified may borrow out of them whatever

book he wants. King Heniy I V, granted this university a power to print within itself

all books of any kind, a privilege wnich Oxford then had not.

CHAP. VI1...0F THE GOVERNMENT OF ENGLAND.

THE Laws of England being the foundation of its government, that by which a king

ought to rule, and which the people ought to submit to, shall make the subject of this

chapter.

I begin with the common-law, that is, the common customs of the nation, which in

Srocess of time huve obtained the force of laws. It is a summary of the laws of the

axons and Danes, to which William the conqueror having added some of the good
customs of Normandy, he caused them ail to be written in his own Norman dialect,

und so they have contnmed hitherto.

Besides tlie common-law, they have the statute-law, tha.': is, the laws made from
time to time, by king and parliament, as occasion requires, imd where the common-
law is deficient, or thought to be so.

The martial-law, which concerns only soldiers and mariners, in time of actual war.

The forest-law, concerning forests. By which the will is reputed for the fact ; so

that a man, found hunting of a deer, may l)e arrested, as if he had taken it.

The civil-law, made use of particularly in the court of admiraltr}', in the two univer.

sities, in all spiritual courts, in the earl marshal's court, and treaties with foreign princes.

This is the law of nations, looked upon as the product of the common reason ofmankind,
and made use of where common and statute-law Uikes no cognizance.

The laws of Rhodes and Oleron, concerning maritime aflfairs, have been long since

incorporated into the rolumes of the civil-law. Rhodes is an island in the Mediter-

ranean, not far from Anatolia, and now belonging to the Turks ; whose ancient inha-

bitants being great traders at sea, made such regulations in all maritime concerns, that

the very Romans, who excelled in making good laws, left their sea-afTairs, and referred

all debates and differences of that kind to the judgment of the Rhodian laws. Oleron

is an island of Aquitain, not far from Rochclle ; miere Richard I, caused such excellent

laws to be made, relating to sea-afTairs, that they were almost in as great repute, in these

western parts of Europe, as the Rhodian laws were in the Mediterranean.
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The canon-Iaw, which taken place in thiiiajs rclatitip; merely to rtliftion, in no called

li-om such canoiJH (or nilcs) of gctKTal couiiciU. and of Knglish syuods, &c. us arc re-

ceived by the church of Knglaiul. Hy whicii hlic proccciN in the exercise of her juris-

diction, hti far as the said cunons arc consonant to holy writ, and not rc|)ugnat\t to the

laws of the land.

But there are other laws, called municipal or bye-laws, prn()cr to corporations, such

as the magistrates of a town or city may make, by virtue of the king*s charter, for the

benefit of their corporation, provided they be not repugnant to the laws of the land.

By the laws of England, the Knglish are a free people, because no law can be made
or abrogated without their consent by their representatives in parliament ; so that their

subjection to laws is not forced, but voluntary.

By the same laws, no English subject ought to be imprisoned without cause shewn ;

nor may he be denied a writ of habeas corpus, if desired, to bring hint s|K'edily to his

trial : and if upon an habeas corpus no cause of imprisjument be alledged, the prisoner

must be set at liberty.

No racks are used to force a confession of guilt from the prisoner ; and nothing but

clear evidence, upon oath, can bring him in guilty.

None can be tried but by a jury of his peers, nor condemned but by the laws of the

land, or by an act of parliament ; nor ought any to be fined for any oHcnce, but ac-

cording to the merit of it.

No tiixes, loans, or benevolences, can be imposed upon English subjects but with their

own consent by their representatives in parliament. Nor is any one to be pressed for a

soldier, but who is a vagabond.

In time of peace, or in time rf war (unless upon an invasion) no soldiers can be
quartered in the house of a private housekeeper against his will ; though they pay for

their quarters.

When an estate is not intailed, the father may leave it to what child he pleases, or

give it away from his children. This keeps them in awe, and within the bounds of
filial obedience.

A son at the age of fourteen, his father being dead, may choose his guardian, consent

to marriage, and by will disjKise of goods and chattels. At twenty-one he is of age, and
then free to pass contracts.

A daughter may consent to marriage at seven years of age, and at twelve may retract.

If she confirms it, then the marriage is good.

The polity or government of Lngland is a limited monarchy, such as secures the

people's liberty under the grandeur of a king; a monarchy without slavery ; a great

king, and yet a free people. It is an instrument of three strings, which, being well sorted,

yields an admirable harmony, to the benefit and glory of the kingdom. A mixed go-

vernment of monarchy in the king, aristocracy in the lords, and democracy in the com*
mons. Here the king makes the figure of a great monarch, the lords keep up their

state, and the commons their liberty.

The king has also the ensigns of royalty, as the crown, sceptre, pL'q)le robe, golden

robe, and holy unction. At his accession to the crown, he is proclaimed with great so-

lemnitv ; and his coronation performed with great pomp and magnificence.

He has likewise all the marks of sovereignty, iis the power of making treaties and
leagues with foreign states, of making peace or war, of sending and receiving ambassa-

dors, creating of iD:igistrates ; of calling, adjourning, proroguing and dissolving the

parliament ; of conferring titles of honour, coining, pardoning of criminals, &c.
To make war, the kiiig inay raise men and arms both for sea and Innd, press seamen

and ships for tlie sea service^ and vagabonds for either. He has alone the choice and

\l
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nomination of the superior officers, the principal direction and command of his armies,

of all magazines and ammunilion, castles, fortti, ports, havens, and ship:* of war. The
militia is likewise wholly at his command, and the public monies at his disposal.

Without his royal assent, no bill in parliament can pass into a law. And he may in-

crease the number of peers, by creating more barons, or calling to their house whom
he thinks fit by writ.

All privy-councillors, officers of state, and judges, are nominated by him. None but

the king has the sovereign power in the adnnnistration of justice ; and no subject has

here, as in some other nations, high, mean, or low jurisdiction. The king only isjudge
in his own cause, though he deliver hisjudgement by the mouth of the judges.

In point of punishments, he may either pardon the ofience, or alleviate the punish-

ment, after sentence given according ^o law.

The king is the supreme head of the church, as he is of the state, and is looked upon
as her guardian and nursing father ; so that theie lies no appeal from him as from some
other states and kingdoms, either to the pope of Rome, or to the emperor.

At his coronation he is anointed with oil, as were the kings of Israel, to intimate that

his persop. is sacred and spiritual : and has the dalmatica, and other priestly vestments

nut upon him
As he is the lord paramount, or supreme landlord of all the lands in his dominions,

so he has the supreme right of patronage in the church, called patronage paramount.

So that if the mean patron, or the ordinary, or the metropolitan, present not in due
time, the right of presentation comes to the king, who alone has the patronage of all

bishoprics ; for none can be chosen bishop, but whom he nominates in his conee d'elire

Nor can a bishop elect be consecrated,or take possession ofthe revenues ofthe bishopric,

without the king's special writ or assent.

Such is the honour and respect given him by his subjects, that they all stand bare,

not only in his presence, but even in his absence, where he has a chair of state. All

people at their first address kneel to him, and he is at all times served upon the knee.

But he cannot rav^e money upon his subjects, repeal laws, or make new ones, without

his subjects conciXk*'nce in parliament. And by his coronation oath, he is bound to

govern acconiing 'a the laws of the kingdom, otherwise he may be deposed ; of which
you may read many examples in the foregoing history.

I come now to speak of the British parliament, in which the grand concerns of the

whole British nation are to be debated. This is a high court, vested with a legislative

power, and making two of the three estates of the realm, which three estates are the

kings, lords, and commons.
Accordingly this august assembly consists oftwo houses, the one called the house of

lords and the other the house of commons.
The house of lords seems constituted to support the rights of the crown ; and the

proper province of the house of commons is to stand for the preservation of the peoples'

liberties.

The sitting of ihe parliament is appointed by royal proclamation, with the advice of

the privy council : and the time appointed for the parliament to meet ought (by the

union act) to be no less than fifty days after the date of such proclamation.

Upon the proclamation, writs are issued by the lord chancellor , or lord keeper, to

every lord spiritual and temporal, to appear at the time aad place appointed, to give

their advice on some weighty affairs. Also to all the sheriffs, commanding them to sum-
inon the people to elect as many knights, citizeasand I>urgi'sses,in their respective coun-

ties, as are to sit in the house ofcommons.
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As for Scotland, a writ is to be directed to the privy-council there, for summoning
the sixteen peers, and for electing forty-five members, by whom Scotland is to be repre-

sented in the parliament of Great Britain.

As tht ime for the parliament sitting lies in the sovereign's breast, so dors the place

of meeting. Though the usual place is ut the ancient palace of Westminster ; the lords

in a large room by themselves, and the .ommons in a larger^ which was of old, St. Ste-

phen's chapel.

At the opening of the parliament on the day prefixed, the king comes to the house

of lords, in his royal robes, with the crown upon his head, and the sword of state borne

before him. His majesty sits upon a chair of state, under a canopy, at the upr»<'' d of

the room.

Then the temporal lords appear in their scarlet robes of state, every one according to

his degree ; and the spiritual lords in their episcopal habit, as they do all the sessions.

His majesty being come to the house of lords, commands the usher of the black rod

to call the house of commons to the lords house. He is in a manner the messenger of

thL lords, and is so called from a black rod he carries in his hand. He sits without the

bar of the house, and what peers the house think fit to commit, upon any trespass, arc

left to his custody. He has under him a deputy, a yeoman usher that waits at the door

within, and a cryer without.

The commons being come to the house of lords, stand without the bar. Ani the

king commands them, by the lord chancellor, or lord keeper, to choose one of their liiem-

bers for their ^aker, and to present him such a day, that is, in a day or two.

The choice being made, it is a custom for the party chosen to decline the office, and
pray the house to proceed to a new ciection. [This is a kind of nolo episcopari.l But he

is commonly answered with a full consent of voices upon his name, upon which two of

the principal members go to him, and lead him to the speaker's chair; where being set,

th^ return to their places.

The house of commons does generally consist of the flower of the gentry, gentlemen

of divers capacities, and most of them men of good estates, who have had the advantage

of a liberal and genteel education. They are an aggregate body from all parts of Great
Britain, and the house a noble school for young gendemen tliat are of age to sit there.

Five hundred fifty-eight is their full number, from the time of the union ; but if three

hundred are met, it is counted a pretty full house, .nany being absent upon business, or

sickness, &c. However, forty make a house.

Here they sit promiscuously upon forms, except the speaker, who sits upon a chair in

the middle of the room, with a table before him, the clerk of the house sitting near him
at the table. Nor does any member wear a robe but the speaker, except the members
for London, who at their first meeting appear in their scarlet robes.

Their time of sitting in pariiament is in the forenoon, commonly from nine of the

ciock till one ; but, upon urgent occasions, they sometimes sit very late, and do business

by CuTidle-light.

Before the parliament enters upon any business, the members of both houses must take

the oa';hs appointed by act of parliament in the first year of William and Mary. Tf ^y

are also to make a solemco declaration against the doctrine of transubstaiitiation, the invo-

cation and adoration of saints, and the sacrifice of the mass ; by which declaration dl
papists are unqualified to sit in parliament ; and they are moreover to abjure the pre-

tended prince of Wales, before they can be admitted to sit in either house ; which oath,

appointed by the last parliament of the late king William, was the last bill he signed,

not above twelve hours before his death.
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Though every member of the house of commons be chosen to serve for one particular

county, city, or borough, yet he serves for the whole kingdom, and his voice is equal to

any other. H'-* may consent or dissent, as he thinks fit, without consulting his princi-

pals ; which the states-general of the United Provinces are obliged "o do in many cases.

However, it is his duty to promote to his utmost the good of his country ; but particu-

larly that of the county, city, or borough, by which he has lx:en elected.

As each house has un undoubted privilege to adjourn themselves for some days, so the

king may adjourn them, in order to a recess for some time ; and then all bills already

read and debated, in one or both houses, remain in statu quo, and at the next meeting
may be brought to an issue.

It is otherwise with a prorogation, which puts an end to the session ; for in this case

ull bills that passed either house, Oi both houses, and had not the royal assent, must be-

gin a-new at the next meeting, before they can be brought to perfection.

Lastly, the parliament is said to be dissolved when the house of commons is disbanded,

in order to a new election.

jj'ormerly all members of parliament vvei*e free from suits, arrests, or imprisonments
(except in case of treason or felony) not only during the sitting, but also forty days be-

fore, and forty days after the session ; which privilege did likewise extend to their neces-

sary servants, and the officers attending the hou.° ; but by an act passed in a late reign,

the said privilep^ ceases immediately after the p\ orogation or dissolution of any parlia-

ment, till the prorogued parliament be re-assembled, or a new parliament meet. It

ceases also immediately after any adjournment of both houses of parliament for above
fourteen days, until both houses meet again ; and upon the rising of the parliament, the

plaintiff shall be at liberty to proceed to judgment and execution.

The lords spiritual and temporal, qualified to sit in the house, have this privileg-e,

' That if they cannot appear in parliament by reason of sickness, &c. they make their

proxies to vote in their stead.' out then such lords as would make their proxies, must
ci tcr them in person at the beginning of even- parliament.

While the parliament sits, all mem.bers of the house of commons are free from atten-

dance on trials in inferior courts oif judicature, from serving on juries, and the like.

It ii: " common saying, That a parliament can do any tmng. It is true, the parliament

of Great Britain can, with the royal assent, do any thing that is not repugnant to com-
mon justice. They may abrogate old laws and make new, settle the succession to the

crown, define of doubtful rights whereof no law is made, appoint taxes, establish forms

of religion, naturalize aliens, le^timate bastards, adjudge an infant (or minor) to be of

full age, attaint a man of treason after his death, condemn or acquit them who are upon
their trial, give the most free pardons, restore in blood and name, &c. And the consent

of the parliament is taken to be the consent of every Englishman.

But, how great soever be the power of king and parliament, yet they cannot restrain

or confine future parliaments. Quod leges posteriores priores contrarias abrogant, is a

maxim in the law of parliament : and a subsequent parliament has stiil a power to ab-

rogate, suspend, qualify, explain, or make void, the acts of the former in the whole, or

any part thereof; notwithstanding any words of I'estraint, prohibition, or penalty, in

the former.

Next, after this supreme court of judicature, I proceed to the courts of justice sitting

at Westminster, and opened four times a year, called the four terms, viz. Easter, Trinity,

Michaelmas, and Hilary.

Easter-term begins the seventeenth day after Easter, and lasteth twenty-seven days

:

Trinity-term, the fifth day after Trinity-sunday, and lasteth twenty days : Michaelmas-
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tcrm, the 2;3cl of October, and lasteth thirty-seven days : Hilary-lerm, the 23d of Ja

nuiir)', and lusteth twenty-one days.

The several courts sitting at Westminster are the courts of Chancery, King's-liciicli,

and Common-picas ; and these two, viz. the court of Exchequer, and that of the duchy

of Lancaster, which determine controversies concerning the revenues of the crown.

The principal are the high court of Chancery and the court of King's-bench, both

sitting at the upper end of Westminster-hall ; the last being a court of justice, that ob-

serves nothing but the strict letter of the law ; and the first a court of mercy, in which

causes are tried, not according to the strictness of the law, but by the rules ofequity.

And as the King's-bench is a court in which the pleas are argued between the king

and subject, so in the court of Common-pleas are debated the usual pleas of right and
wrong in matters of debt between subject and subject.

But notwithstanding these courts are kept at Westminster, and every subject may be

brought thither at any of the terms above-mentioned, by a special writ issued from the

respective courts ; yet there are assizes or courts kepi twice a year in every county of

England, for the ease of the people in the distribution of justice ; the twelve judges-

going for that purpose, by commission from the king, to do justice all over England :

and this is called going the circuit. And England is divided into six circuits, viz. Home
circuit, containing Es^cx, Hertford, Sussex, Surrey, Kent ; Norfolk Circuit, Bucking-
ham, Bedford, Huntington, Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk ; Midland Circuit, Warwick,
Leicester, Derby, Nottingham, Lincoln, Rutland, Northampton ; Oxford Circuit,

Bevks, Oxford, Gloucester, Monmouth, Hereford, Salop, Stafibrd, Worcester

;

Western circuit, Southampton, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Cornwall, Devon ; Northern

circuit, York, Durham, Northumberland, Cumberiandi Westmoreland, and Lan-
caster.

The courts thus kept by these itinerant judges are called the assizes, in which they

judge both civil and criminal causes. Which assizes are distinguished into Lent and
Summer assizes, the first fiiHing out presently after Hilary term, the last after Trinity

term. They are usually held at the county-town, and that with great attendance and
feasting of the judges and country gentlemen and ladies, who upon these occasions en-

deavour to shew how much they esteem liberty and the security of their property, under

good and wholesome laws and just judges, by endeavouring to excel each other in

tlieir own degree of life in a gay but genteel appearance, and sumptuous but frugal

hospitality.

When the judges are coming into a county, the sheriiT thereof is bound to attend in

person, with the under-officers, clerks, stewards of courts, bailiffs of hundreds, con-

stables, julors, &c. all riding on horseback. If the sheriff* cannot come himself, he must
send one in his place, to be allowed of by the jud^s. The justices of peace in that

county are also to^ attend. And if either the sheriff* or they fail therein, they may he
fined, at the discretion of the judges.

It is observable that in each county all causes grown to an issue in the courts at

Westminster are commonly determined here in two or three days. Which is done,

not by sole arbitrament of the judges (as with us, and in other arbitrary governments)

but by a jury of twelve men.
This jury is chosen by the sheriff* of the county, and only directed in point of law

by the judges. For every trial by assize (whether the action be civil or criminal, pub-

tic or private, personal or real) is referred for the fact to a jury, as in most courts of

the common-law ; and as they find it, so passeth judgment.

s 2
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By a commission of Oyer and Terminer, directed to the judges and others of the

best account in their circuits, they arc impowcred to judge of treasons, murders,

relonies, and misdemeanours. And, by a commission of juiUdelivery, directed only to

themselves and the clerk of the assize associate, they are to try every prisoner for the

offence he stands committed for.

The commitment is commonly made by some justice of the peace, who examines the

iact u|X)noath ; and, if the evidence be found plain against the malefactor, he sends him
'

by a mittimus to the county jail ; where he is ke|)t prisoner, till his case be brought

before the justices of peace at the next quarter-sessions, or referred to the assizes.

The common officers appointed to seize upon malefactors are called constables, and
in some places headboroughs, or tything'^cn.

Their office is to apprehend, u{X)n im, ' '•n given, such as break the peace, and
common malt-factors, and to carry them be. justice of the peace. Upon a charge

given him by a justice, or a warrant from hii , he may seize one upon suspicion of a

crime. If the justice see cause, he commits the party broup^ht before him to jail. The
constable being charged with him, delivers him up to the jaik}r*s custody, with the jus-

tice's mittimus (or warrant) to the jailor. And the prisoner must lie there, till he comes
to his trial, when he is either condemned, or acquitted by law.

A constable at London and Westminster has, for a badge of his authority, a long staff

painted, with the king's arms ; and sometimes a short one, which he keeps out of sight

for a surprise. He may call his neighbours to his assistance ; and, if they do not assist

him, they may be fined.

In case ofmurder, there arc three or four coroners in every county, except Cheshire,

which has but two coroners ; whose office is, upon suspicion of murider, to summon a

jury, in order to inquire into the party's death, upon view of the body. Upon an indict-

ment of murder, he is allowed 13s. 4d. out of the goods of the murderer.

This officer, by virtue of a writ in chancery, is chosen by the freeholders of the county.

He may, by a writ, arrest the sheriff of the county. Formerly none could be a coroner,

under the degree ofa knight.

A degree below the assizes is the court of the quarter.sessions, kept four times a year

in each county, by the justices of peace ; who are a sort of magistrates, appointed by
commission to keep the peace of the county they live in ; to examine, and commit to

prison, upon good evidence, all rioters, vagabonds, thieves, murderers, and almost all

delinquents, and to see them brought forth in due time to their trial.

They are put in commbsion by the crown, which limits the number as the prince re-

gent thinks fit ; afid among other powers granted by statute-law to these officers, this

is none of the least beneficial to the subject's peace and security : That if one, being

threatened by another, will swear before a justice of peace, that he thinks himself in

danger of his life, from the threatening party, the Justice has power to make him ^ve
security for his good behaviour during a year and a day, or commit him to jail.

As to their quarter-sessions, it is a court held quarterly, therefore called qnarter-

sessions : At which the grand inquest (orJurv) of the county is summoned to ai)pear,

who are (upon oath) to inquire of public oifenaers.

This jury, commonly called grand jury, consists of twenty-four men, some gentle-

men of estates, and others substantial yeomen, chosen by the sheriff out of the whole

county, to consider of all bills of indictment that shall be brought into court. The
court being met, and lulls brought into it, these are either fourth', or not found, that is,

either allowed by the jury, or not, according to the evidence. If the bill be found, it is

brought in billa vera ; if not found, it is brought in ignoramus.
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I shall now conclude with the trial of malcfuctors 'n England, the method whereof is

very singular, and different from other nations.

'JThe court being met, the prisoners are brought into court, one, two, or three, at a

time. The clerk Dnimands one of them to the bar, and to hold up his hand. Then
he charges him with his crime, and asks him, Whether he is guilty, or not guilty. If

he answers guilty, his trial is over, and nothing left but the sentence to be pronounced

against him. If he stands mute, and will not answer (which happens but seldom) his

punishment is to be pressed to death.

But the usual way is to answer Not guilty, though the prisoner's guilt be never so ap-

parent, and he has confessed the fact before his trial : For the law of England takes no

notice of such confession, and the judges proceed only upon evidence, so that, unless

the witnesses, who are upon their oaths, be positive and clear against the prisoner, the

jury will acquit him.

The prisoner having pleaded Not guilty, the clerk asks him this question. Wilt thou

be tried by God and the country ? The answer is, Yes ; and then the clerk tells him
the crime he has been indicted for, that he has pleaded Not guilty to it ; and that

being asked how he would be tried, he has answered. By God and the country. Next,

he shews him the jury, that represents the county, bids him take a view of them, and
to speak, if he has any thing to object against them, for that he stands upon life and
death.

The jury consists of twelve men, at least. And if the prisoner be a foreigner, it is a

party jury, half English, and half foreigners. If the prisoner makes then no excep-

tion against any of them, twelve are sworn to give in their verdict, after the trial is

over.

Whereupon the cryer calls in the evidence against the prisoner. The prisoner is free

to make what defence he can, and, provided he keep within bounds, the judges freely

hear what he can say for himself.

When the evidence is over, the judge directs the jury, and bids them discharge their

conscience. If the case be plain, they agree upon the verdict, without going from the

bar. But if the case requires a ddxite, they withdraw into a room, only with a copy
of the indictment ; where they are all locked in, without bread or drink, &c. till they

are unanimously agreed on the verdict ; and an officer without watches them. If any
one of the jury should die in the mean time, tlie prisoner would be ipso facto acquitted.

The jury being agreed on the verdict, they send notice of it to the court, by the

aforesaid officer, and pray to be heard. Then the prisoner is sent for again to the bar,

and bidden to hold up his hand, and hear the verdict, which is in one word Guilty, or in

two, Not guilty. Thus tite prisoner is either condenined, or acquitted, for the verdict is

unalterable.

Ifno evidence comes in against the prisoner, when brought to his trial, he is acquit-

ted.

As to prisoners that stand not indicted, but were only sent to prison upon suspicion,

they are proclaimed in this manner: ** A. B. prisoner stands here at the bar. If any
man can say any thing against him, let him speak, for the prisoner stands at his de-

liverance.*' If, upon uiis, no evidence appears agunst him, he is acquitted ; and this is

called deliverance by proclamation.

To these courts I shall add those of sheriffs, mayors and aldermen, court-leets^ court-

barons, and courts of conscience : Also the court of admiraltry, court-marshal, and the

forest-courts.

I
I
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A sheriff" is a magistrate, whose power reaches all over the county, except such cities

and towns as are counties of themselves.

All sheriff's are appointed by the sovereign every year, some few cases excepted.

First, the judges nominate six fit men of each county, and commonly gentlemen of

good estates, out of which the king chooses whom he thinks fit. Formerly a sheriff'

served many years together, and now it is like that of a mayor, but a yearly office ; ex-

cept thcsherin of Westmoreland, whose office is hereditary by charter from king John,

the earl of Thanet being now in possession of it.

The office of sheriff is both ministerial and judicial. As it is ministerial, he is to

execute mandates and all writs directed to him out of the king's court of justice.

He is to impannel juries, to bring causes and malefactors to trial, and to see the sen-

tences executed. In short, all execution of the law is by the sheriff*, all suits begin-

ning, and process being served, by him. It is also part of his office to collect all pub-
lic fines, distresses, and amercements, into the Exchequer, or where the king shall

appoint ; and to make such payments out of them, as his majesty shall command him
to do. At the assizes he is to attend the itinerant judges, and guard them all the time

they are in the county.

As his office is judicial, he keeps two several courts, one called the county-court, and
the other the sherifPs-turn.

The first is held monthly by the sheriff" or his deput)', in which he hears and deter-

mines civil causes of the county, under 40s. At the sherifi''s-turn inquiry is made of

all criminal offences against the common law, in which he is not restrained by statute-

law. This court is held twice a year. But all peers ofthe realm, clergymen, and such

as keep courts of their own, are exempted from its jurisdiction.

Lastly, all those officers commonly called bailiffs, and in the city of London Ser-

jeants ; are appointed by the sheriff's to serve writs, to distrain goods, and to summon the

counts sessions and assizes.

A mayor's power reacheth over the corporation ofwhich he is mayor. The mayor
is the prime magistrate of a corporation, whether a city or town ; and is chosen out of

the body of aldermen, for one year only. In some places this magistrate is called by the

name of bailiff.

The mayor, with his brethren the aldermen, keep a court : And they, with the com-
mon-council, have a power to make bye-laws, for the better government of the city or

corporation, provided they be not repugnant to the laws of the land.

Court-Ieets and court-barons are properly belonging to lords of manors, who appoint

stewards to liold them in their names.

The first, otherwise called view of frank pledge, is a court of record, and the word leet

signifies a law day.

To this court all are called to swear fidelity to the king, who live within the homage.

Here inquiry is made of riots, blood-shed, and privy conspiracies, to which the over-

sight of measures has been added. And what offences are found, especially great ones,

ought to be certified to the justices of assize. This court is kept twice a year.

A court-baron is incident to every manor, and is so called from the lord of the

manor, who was ancientljr stiled baron. ' w

All the tenants belonging to the manor are summoned to this court, where part of

them are sworn for a jury, which is called the homage, not the inquest. Here the

steward sits as judge, and directs t|ie jury to inquire principally of copy-holders and

free-holders deceased since the last court, and bring in their next heirs ; also of any in-
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croachmcntor intrusion of any tenant. Here they make likewise orders and lawsamoiu^

themselves, with a penalty for transgressors, payable to the loid of the manor.

As for the courts of conscience, there are many settled by parliament in several j' \i ts

of England, for the relief of poor people, that cannot spare money to go to law with

their debtors, or to pay their creditors in the strictness of law. Thtse courts are estab-

lished for their relief, so far as to recover their debts, and pay their own upon easy

terms, suitable to their circumstances. But then the debt must be under forty shit-

lingp.

From the courts aforesaid, most of them guided by the common law, I come now to

a court, which is ruled by the civillaw: I mean the court of admiralty, concerned in

maritime aifairs, whose judge is commonly a doctor of the civil law. Sec what is said

of the laws of Rhodes and Oleron above.

The writs and decrees of this court run in the name of the lord high admiral, who
has here his advocate and proctor, by whom all others arc presented, and admitted by the

judee.

Here is particularly a register and a marshal. The marshal attends the court, carrying

a silver oar before the judge.

The court is held in the afternoon in the common-hall at Doctors-Commons.
The court-marshal judges of any suit concerning the arms of nobility, or gentry, and

the earl marshal of England (or his deputy) is the proper judge thereof. For the earl

marshal is vested with a power of ordering, judging, and determining all matters con-

cerning arms, crests, supporters, cognizances, pedigrees, devices, and ensigns armorial

;

also of making and prescribing rules, ordinances, and decrees for granting, controuling,

and regulation thereof, and the putting in execution the laws and ordinances relating

thereunto.

This court is kept in the hall of the heralds-office, and sometimes in the court of

requests: Where any nobleman or gentleman, abused in point ofhonour or arms, may
find relief.

The forest courts are established for the conservation of the king's forests, and pre-

venting all abuses therein. To which end there are three courts, oiie called the justice

of eyre's seat, another the swainmote, and the third is the court of attachment.

I come nou^ to treat of the spiritual courts ; and though it is now almost neglected I

shall begin with the convocation, which is a general assembly of the clerg}', to consult of

church matters. The same is either national or provincial, that is, of the clergy of both
provinces, or only ofone ; and never meets but in time of parliament.

'Tis, like the parliament, divided into two houses, the upper and the lower. And all

members thereofhave, by statute, the same privileges for themselves and menial servants,

as the members of parliament have.

The upper house, in the province of Canterbury, consists of twenty-two bishops. The
archbishop is the president thereof, who sits in a chair at the upper end of the table, and
the bishops on each ade, all in their scarlet robes and hoods, the archbishop's hood being

furred with ermine, and the bishops with minever.

The lower house consists of the deans and archdeacons, one proctor for every chap-

ter, and two proctors for the inferior clergy of the diocese.

Henry the seventh's chapel at Westminster is the usual meeting place for the province

ofCanterbury ; and York the place for the province of York.
The first business ofthe lower house is to choose a prolocutor or speaker ; who, being

chosen, is presented to the upper house by two of the members ; one of them making a
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speech in Latin, and the prolocutor elect, unother. To which the archbishop answers

ill the sutne language, uiid itpproves the persuii in the nuiue of all the bishops.

The matters debuted by both houses are pro|)erly church and religious matters; first

proposed in the upper, and then communicated to the lower house, the major vote pre-

vaihiig in each house. But whatever is trunsacti-d there can l>e of no force, without the

concurrence of both houses of parliament, and the royal assent.

The executive power of ecclesiastical law s is Uxiged in several courts, pro vided for

that purpose. Whose proper matters arc ordinations, institution of clerks to bene-

fices, celebration of Divine service, tithes, oblations, obventions, mortuaries, dilapidu.

tions, reparation of churches, mutiimonial rights, divorces, general bastardy, probate

of wilU, administrations, pensions, procurations, conmiutation of penance, apostacy,

simony, heresy, schism, blasphemy, fornications, adulteries, incests, &c.

The manner of trials in these courts differs Irom those at common law. The first step

here is a citation, then a bill and answer. Next they proceed to proofs, witnesses and

presumption, the matter Ix'ing argued pro and con, and the canon and civil law quoted.

Whereupon the judge's decisive sentence passeth without any jury, and then execution

follows.

In criminal causes, the trial is by accusation, the accuser taking upon him to prove the

crime. Or else by denunciation, when the church-wardens present upon common fame,

and are not bound to prove, the crime being notorious, and it being presumed they do
it without malice.

The archbishop of Canterbury has no less than three several courts, viz. the court of

arches, the court ofaudience, and the court of peculiars.

The court of arches is so called from the arched church of St. Mary-le-Bow, where
this court is wont to be held.

All appeals in church matters within the province aforesaid are directed to this court,

and all process of it runs in the name of the judge : who is called official of the court of

arches, otherwise dean of the arches.

The advocates that plead in this court must be doctors of the civil law.

Both the judge and advocates wear scarlet robes, with Itoods lined with taffety, if they

be of Oxford, or white minever fur, if of Cambridge, and round black velvet caps.

Here are also ten proctors to manage causes, who wear hoods lined with lamb-

skin, if not graduates ; but if graduates, hoods proper to their degree.

By the statutes of this court, all arguments made by the advocates, and petitions by
the proctors, are in the Latin tongue.

The next court to that, and of equal authority with it, is the court of audience,

whose original is thus: When the arch-bishop heard causes in his own palace, he
would not finally determine them himself, but left them to be discussed by certain

men learned in the civil and canon law, hence called his auditors, till at last those causes

were committed to one.

The prerogative court b that in which writs are proved, and all administrations taken,

that belong to the archbishop by his prerogative ; that is, where the deceased had goods
of atiy considerable value out of the diocese wherein he died. That value is usually 51.

but in the diocese of London 101.

Upon any contest about such will or administration, the cause is properiy debated and
decided in this court, to which there belongs a judge. And his office, commonly
called the prerogative office, is now kept in Dean's-court, near St. Paul's church-yard,

where for a moderate fee one may have a copy ofany will. ^
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The archbishop of York has also such another court, which is called his cxclvquer,

but f;ir inferior to this, as to ]X)wcr and profit.

The court of peculiars is about certain piirishcs, that have jurisdiction within them,

selves for prolwtc of wills, &c. and therefore exempt from the bishops' courts. The see

of Canterbury has no less than fifty-seven such peculiars, it being an ancient privilege of

that see, that wherever any manor or advovvson does belong to it, the parish becomes
exempt from the ordinary, and is rejiuted peculiar.

I must not omit to speak here of the court of delegates, so called, as consisting of

commoners delegated or appointed by royal commission, to sit upon an appeal to the

kiiig in the court of chancery.

But this is no standing court, the judges being appointed by the lord chancellor (or

lord kee(x:r) under the great seal of England, only pro ilia vice. So that, upon every

cause or business, there is a new commission and new judges, according to the nature of

the cause. Sometimes bishops, common-Iawjudgcs, noblemen, knights, and civilians ;

sometimes bishops, and sometimes civilians only.

In this court the citations and decrees run in the king's name ; and here is a standing

register. From hence there lies no appeal in common course, but the king may grant a

commission of review, under the great seal.

Besides the courts aforesaid, every bishop has a court of his own, which is held in the

cathedral of his diocese, and is called the consistory court. Over which he has a chan-

cellor, who being learned in tlie civil and canon law, sits as judge. And, if his diocese be

large, he has besides a commissary in some remote place, who judges certain causes

limited to him by the bishop in his commission.

Lastly, every arch-deacon has his court, in which small differences arising within his

jurisdiction are determined.

The dean and chapter of every cathedral or collegiate church have also a court, wherein
they take cognizance of causes de|x;nding upon the said churches.

Having thus gone through tlie several forms of law, and tlie different courts of justice

and good government in the English constitution, my present intention is to write of the

punishments inflicted upon offenders by these different courts. Wliere let me premise,

that as the use of racks, to extort confession from the mouth of delinquents, b banished

from Englaixl, so the capital punishment of breaking upon the wheel, used in most coun
tiies of Europe, or impaling the criminal, frequent among the Turksj are looked upon
here as too cruel and barbarous for christians to use.

*Tis true, the punishment of traitors against the king had a face of cruelty, when their

entrails were puUed out of their bellies, and burnt before their faces, before they were
quite dead. But of late years no traitor has been cut down alive.

For such as stand mute at their trial, and refuse to answer guilty, or not guilty, press-

ing to death is the proper punishment. Then the prisoner is laid in a low dark room in

the prison, all naked but his privy members, his back upon the bare ground, his arms and
legs stretched with cords, and fastened to the several quarters of the room. This done,

^ has a g^reat weight of iron and stone laid upon him. His diet, till he die, is only

three morsek of bariey bread without drink the next day ; and if he lives beyond it, he
has nothing daily, but as much foul water out of the next channel or ditch as he can
drink at three several times, and that h 'hout any bread. Which grievous death some
resolute offenders have chosen, to save ^heir estates to their children : Because upon con-

viction, and the tunes' verdict, the criminal's estates, if not otherwise settkd or entailed,

are forfeited to uie crown. , .
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The mo«it usual punishmrnt in LCngland for capital crimes is hanging : in order to

which, the c.oiuU nincd prisoner is convcvcd in a cart from the prison to the place of ex-

ecution, and hanged till he is tlead ; l>ein(^ met at the gullowa by a clergyman, to

t)rcpare him for de^ith. Uiit in case of robbery and murder, the miuefactor is

langed in chains, in terrorem, till his body be wasted, or devoured by the fowU of

the air.

Though coiniterfeiting and clipping the coin be high'treason, yet offenders therein

ore only hanged ; but thiy are drawn as traitors, on a sledge, to the place of execution

;

and if women, they are burnt alive : for burning alive is what the law inflicts

upon women guilty of high or petty -treason. But, mstead of suffering the utmost ri-

gour of the law, the criminal is usually strangled before the Are takes hold of her at the

stake.

Beheading is only used for persons of quality convicted of any capital crime ; tlic

criminars head being struck off with an axe, lying down upon a block.

A traitor's head is commonly exposed to public view, over a gate of the town.

The law of England includes all capital crimes in these three, viz. high*treason, petty-

treason, and felony.

T he first is a crime of state, which consists in plotting, conspiring, or rising up in

arms against the sovereign, and endeavouring to subvert the government. Counter-

feiting and clipping the coin is also high-treason by law.

Petty-treason is, when a child kills his father, a servant his master or mistress, a wife

her husband, or a clergyman his prelate. And
By felony are meant thefts, robberies, murders, 8ic.

Such punishments as are not capital, or do not reach death, are burning in the hand ;

a punishment inflicted upon such as are found guilty of manslaughter, or chance-

medley.

Manslaughter, in the sense of the law, is the unlawful killing of one without prepensed

malice ; as when two that formerly meant no harm to one another meet, and suddenly

falling out, the one kills the other.

Chance-medley, or manslaughter by mis-adventure, is the casual killing of a man, not

altogether widiout the killer's fault, though without an evil intent; for which the of-

fender shall have his pardon of course, unkss he were doing an unlawful act ; as when
two are fighting together, a third man comes to part them, who is killed by one of the

two.

VVhipning, and transportation, are proper punishments for petty-larceny, or small

theft, under the ancient value of twelve-pence. The transportation is into the West In-
dies for a term of years, during which they are used as slaves.

The pillory is properly used for cheats, perjurers, libellers, and blasphemers ; and the

stocks for vagrant idle fellows, who can g^ve no account of themselves.

There are also pecuniary mulcts, called fines, inflicted upon some offenders, who must
remain in prison till the same he paid.

In case of a premunire, and misprison (or concealing) of treason, the offender for-

feits the profits of his lands during his life, and all his g(X)ds, besides imprbonment for

life.

The spiritual courts have also their punishments ; some pecidiar to the clergy, and
isome common to the clergy and laity. .> ;

Of the first sort is, 1, Suspensio ab officio, when a clergyman is for some scandalous

9ffence suspended for a time from his office ; 2, Suspensio i beneficio, when he is for some
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lime deprived (»f the profits of his benefice ; 3, Dcprivatio ub officio 8c bcneficio, where-

by he loses both his office and benefice, which is commonly for some heinous or capital

crime : then he is solemnly stripped by the bishop of his priestly habit, and delivered up
to the civil {Kiwer, tu be piniislud as a layman.

I come now to the spiritual punishments, inflicted both upon the clergy and luity.

One is excommunication, or an exclusion from the church ; which is of two sorU,

minor and major, the lesser and the greater.

The first is an exclusion from the communion of the Lord's supper, f.:,)on contempt

of the court ; by which the party excommunicated is, by law, disabled from l^eing u

plaintiff in any suit.

The second is for enormous crimes, as heresy, incest, adultery : a {lerson so excom-
municated being disabled from being plaintiff or witness in any court, civil or ecclesiasti-

cal ; andif he continue forty days excommunicated, without acknowledging and giving

satisfaction for his offence, a writ comes against him out of Chancery, de excommunicato
capiendo, to cast him into prison without bail, and there to lie till he has fully satisfied for

his offence.

Another punishment is that called anathema, used only for obstinate heretics ; where

by the offender is declared a public enemy ofGod, cursed, and delivered over to eter-

nal damnation. This is done by the bishop himself, assisted ' v the dean and chapter,

or twelve other grave and beneficed clergymen.

The third is a public penance, when the delinquent is compelled to make a public

confession of his fault in the church. But, if the crime Ise not very notorious, the said

penance may be commuted, at the delinquent's reouest, into a pecuniary mulct, for the

poor of the parish, or some other pious use ; provided this appears to be the more pro-

bable way to reclaim the offender.

CHAP. VIII....OF THE RELIGION AND MORALS OF THE ENGLISH.

CHRISTIANITY did not flourish here till the reign of Lucius, a British king, and
the first christian king, towards the end of the second age.

When the heathen Saxons came to be possessed of this island, and the natives forced

to take shelter amongst the mountains of Wales, the christian faith fled with them, and
this country was agam darkened with heathenism ; till, about the year 596, Austin the

monk being sent by pope Gregory the Great to preach the gospel here, the work pros-

pered so well by his dihgenceand zeal, that all the Saxons were by degrees converted to

the christian faith, and Austin made the first archbishop of Canterbury, but with a sub*

jection to the church of Rome. Thus the church of Kngland continued subject to the

Roman church till the reign of Henry VIII, who, being disgusted at the pope, re-assum-

ed the power of the christian British kings, his ancient predecessors, and laid by that

means the ground for a reformation, in which a great progress was made in the next

reign ; but queen Mary, succeeding next to her brother Edward, overthrew the refor-

mation : but her sister, the famous queen Elizabeth, coming next upon the throne of

England, re-established the reformed religion, in the year 1562. The doctrinal points,

consisting of 39 articles, were confirmed by the queen and parliament : the substance

of which take as follows

:

/ .

* 1. The unity of the godhead, and trinity of persons, owned.
*2. That the second person, the word made flesh, being in two distinct natures, and

one undivided person, Christ, very God, and very man, suffered, was crucified, dead
and buried, a sacrifice to God for original and actual sin.
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* 3. That he descended into hell.

* 4. That he rote ngaiii from death, ami ascended Into heaven, and nhall return again to

to judge all men itt the la»t day.

'5. That the Holy (iluwt pmcecdeth from the Father and the Son, of the same iub-

titance, majesty and glory, very and eternal God.
* 6. That the holy scripture containcth all thing** neccssttry to salvation, vix. tlieiic

bcKtks, which are canonical, GepcbiH, Kxodus, Leviticus, NuniberM, Deuteronomy,

Joshua, Judges, Ruth, I of Samuel, 2 of Samuel, 1 of KtngH, 2 of King^, 1 of

ChronicU-H, 2 of Chroiucles, 1 of Ksdras, 2 of hUdraa, Esther, Job, Psalms, Proverbs,

KccKsiastcs, Can ides, four greater prophets, and twelve Irssir prophets.

* The Ap^jcryphal arc to Ix read for example of life, and instruction of mannern ; viz.

third and fourth of ICsdras, Tobit, Judith, the rest of Estlicr, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus,

Baruch, Song of the »hrec Children, hi.story of Susannah, of Bell and Dragon, prayer

of ManasscH, first and second book of Maccabees.

•That all the liooks of the New Testament, as commonly received, are cano-

nical.

* 7. That the Old Testament doth agree with the New, in offering etenwl life by

the mediatorship of Christ. That the old fathers looked farther than on transitory pro-

mises ; and altnough th ; ceremonial and ritual law doth not still bind, yet the moral

commandments do.
* 8. That the three creeds, viz. of the Apostles, Nicene, and Anthanasian, ought tho-

roughly to be believed, and may be warranted out ofscripture-
* 9. That original sin is the corruption of every man's nature, ana a continual propen-

sity to evil, deserving God's wrath.

* 10. That we can do no good works without the grace of God, by Christ, prevent

ing us.

' 11. That we arc justified only for the merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ

by faith, and not for our own works.
* 12. That good works, acceptable to God in Christ, do necessarily spring out of a true

faith, which is known by them as a tree by its fruit.

' 13. That no works done before the grace ofChrbt, and inspiration of his Holy Spirit,

are good.
* 14. That the doctrine of supererogation (to wit, that there are good works which

God hath not commanded) is false.

' 15. That Christ alone was without sin, aid all of us offending in rnany^ things.

' 16. That after baptism and the Holy Ghost received, a man may full mto d^ly sin,

und by the grace of God may again rise, repent, amend, and be forgiven.

* 17. That some are predestinated ofGod to life eternal by Chrut: such are called

accordingly, and, through grace obeying the call, are justified freely. That as the con.

»ideration of predestination b comfortable and beneficial to spiritual men, so it is of
dangerous concern to carnal men. And that we must receive God's promises as they

are revealed, and acquiesce in his will as it is declared in holy writ.

' 18. That no man can be saved by living up to the rules of any law or sect, but only

by the name of Jesus Christ.

* 19. That the visible church of Christ is a congre^tion of faithful men, in which
the pure word ofGod is preached, and the sacraments duly administered ; and that the

church of Rome had erred in matters of faith, as some other ancient churches have
^one. •,;'•" ' •.. ,

.
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'20. That the thiuoh hath power to decree rites ami ceremonicH» nnd authority in

rontrovcrwr-Mtf faith ; yet cannot lawftilly orcltinany thing contrary to God's word, or

fxp.HMul any one place of Hcriptnre repngnant to another, or inl'orce any thing to Ix* Ik*.

Ik'vid for neccHsuty of milvatioii, lx'^idcH what is in holy writ.

31. That general councKn are not to meet without the will of princcii. That they

may err, mv\ itometiines have erred. Nor h tvc they authority to ordain any thing aH ne-

cciiMiry to milvation, but out of the holy scripture.

* 32. That the Uomiih doctrines of purgatory, pardons, worship of images, relics, aod
invocation of saints, cinnot be warranted by scripture, but arc rather repugnant to the

word of God.
' S3. I'hat no man ought to preach publicly, or administer the sacrumcntSi unless he

be lawfully called, and sent thereto by public church authority.

24. 't'hat praying or administering the sacraments in an unknown tongue is repug<

nant to the word of G<xl, and the custom of the primitive church.

*25. That sacraments ordained of Christ arc not only badges or tokens of Christianity,

but rather sure witnesses, and effectual signs of grace and God's go(xl-will towards us.

That the two sacraments ordained of Christ arc baptism and the supper of the Lord

;

and that oonflrmalion, penance, orders, n irimony, and extreme unction, are not gospel

sacraments, having no visible sign or ceremony m the gospel. That the sacraments

were not ordained to be gazed upon, or carried about in procession, but for a due use

:

and that they have a wholesome effect only upon worthy receivers, and a quite contrary to

others.

' 26. That the unworthincss of ministers make none of Christ's ordinances inefTectual

to worthy receivers.

* 27. That baptism is a visible sign and seal of regeneration ; and that the baptism of
young cliildren is most agreeaole with the institution of Christ.

* 28. The sacrament of the Lord's supper is, to worthy communicants, a partaking

of the body and blood of Christ. That transubstantiation cannot be proved by holy writ,

but is repugnant to it. That the body of Clirist is given, taken, and eaten only after an

heavenly and spiritual manner by faith ; and that this sacrament was not by Christ's or-

dinance reserved, <* irried aboutv lifted up, or worshipped.

29. That the wickrd are not in this sacrament partakers of Christ ; but rather to

d)eir condemnaMon do eat and drink the sign of so great a thing.

30. That the cup is not to be denied to the laity.

'31. That the one oblation of Christ, as propitiation and satisfaction for sin, was
finished upon the cross, and that the popish sacrifices of masses are blasphemous.

* 32. That the mamage of priests is not unlawful.
' 33. That the conversation ofpersons excommun'.catcd is to be avoided.
' 34. That traditions and ceremonies are variable, according to the authority of every

particular and national church.
* 35. That the second book of homilies contains that doctrine which is godly and

wholesome.
* 36. Tha"; the book of consecration of archbishops and bishops, and ordaining of

priests and deacons, set forth in the time of king Edward IV, is religious and godly
;

and that they who are consecrated and ordained according to the same rites, are rightly,

orderir, and lawfully consecrated and ordiined.
* 37. That the sovereign person in this realm is chief governor in it, of all estates,

in all causes ecclesiastical or civil, according to that only prerogative which we see to have

been given always to all holy princes in holy scripture by God himself. That the bishop

I
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of Rome hath no iurisdictioh in England. That the laws of the realm may punish

christiuiis wiih death, for fteinous oiFenccs. Thi t it is lawful for christian men, nt the

coinMiand of the niiigistrates, lo wear weapons, and serve in the wars.

• 38, That the g xxls of christians are not common, yet that almsgiving is every man's
duty, Hccoiding tj hib ability.

' 39. i'hat as vaui and rash swearing is forbidden by Christ and his apostle St. James,

so, whv. the magistrate requires, a man may testify upon oath in a cause of faith and cha-

rity, so ii be done in justice, judgment, and truth.'

By those articlts, being the confession of fahh of the church of England, and a sum-
mary of her doctrine, not only the episcopal government is retained, but also such rites

and ceremonies as are appointed by the church, for decency's sake, at e allowable.

Such as the use of the surplice, the bowing and kneeling before the akar, the sign of the

cross at baptism, and a few others. But these extrinsicals proved such a stumbling-block

ilo some of the reformed party, as made at least a rent in the church : who, rather than

comply with those ceremonir.s, separated themselves from the church, keeping her fun*

damentals, but renouncing both her discipline and rites. These were called Dissenters,

or Nonconformists, Puritans, or Separatists ; some of them Presbyterians, some Inde-

pendents, and others Anabaptists ; all of them making a great party.

The mo*:: considerable are the Presb} terians, so called from their ecclesiastical govern-

ment by presbyters, or elders. These come nearest in point of doct/ine to the church
of England.

The Independent.<;, or Congregationalists, are so called, because each congregation

amongst them governs itself independently from all others.

The Baptists, or Anabaptists, from their re-baptizing as many as come into their com-
munion, who were baptized in their infancy. For they are against pedo-baptism, or bap-

tizing of children.

These sects however agree in fundamentals with all the protectant churches, but come
nearest to the Calvinists. It is true, they use no liturgy, as the Calvinists do, but only

extemporal prayers ; the very Lord's prayer being disused amongst them, which is not

so amongst the Calvinists.

I come now to the Roman Catholics, commonly called Papists, and by the law Popish

Recusants. There ai'e diverse laws in force against them, but seldom put in execution.

If they could keep within bounds, and behave themselves peaceably, they need not fear

to be r^olested by so gentlo a government. -j
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CHAP. 1X....OF THE GENIUS, TEMPER, VIRTUES, VICES, DIET, AND DIVERSIONS
OF THE ENGLISH.

THE natives of England, taking them as they come out of the hands of Heaven, or

as nature formed them, are brave, generous, sincere, modest, lovers of freedom, averse

to tyranny, devout, benevolent, compiissionate, open-hearted, far from treachery or ma-
lice ; their judgments are sound, and they bring arts and sciences to the greatest [per-

fection : So thai I must agree with Misson, a native of France (who resided here, and

was well acquainted with the several nations of Europe) who says of the English, that

they are active, robust, courageous, thoughtful, devout, lovers of the liberal arts, and

as capable of the sciences as any people in the world ; and though they had their

faults, he was satisfied, from several years experience, that the more strangers were

acquainted with the English, the more they would love and esteem them;
concluding his account of them in a kind of rapture, viz. * What brave men do
I know inEngland ! What moderation ! What generosity I What uprightness of heart

!

What piety and charity ! There are in England persons that may be truly called -ac-

complished ; men.who are wbdom and goodness itself; if we may say so miich of any
thing besides God. Peace and prosperity be eternally to England."

On the other hand it must be acknowledged, that the English are frequently passion-

ate, melancholy, fickle, and unsteady, one moment applauding what they detest the

next ; and their good nature, for which they are so eminent, lays them open to a thou-

sand misfortunes : they know not how to deny any thing they are pressed to do, though
intirely against their judgment and inclinations : they are apt to look upon others as

sincere and upright in their intentions as themselves, which makes them by no means a

match for those tb-^t are thoroughly versed in the arts of tricking and evasion.

The nobility and gentry are too often instructed in their infancy, by those who have
opportunities of making the first and most lasting impressions on them, that their blood

distinguishes them from mortals of an inferior rank ; that they are in a manner of

another species, and consequently have a right to treat the lower classes of men with con-

tempt and hisolence. And from sonje few instances of this kind foreigners have ap-

plied the same character to the English as is given of the Portuguese, viz. " That the

nobility think themselves gods, and require a sort of adoradon ; that the gentry aspire

to equal them ; and the common people disdain to be thought inferior to either."

But the English nobility and gentry oiener miscarry through an excess of good-
nature, than by tiieir pride or vanity ; which is the rock on which the Portuguese split*

In the bloom of youth they are usually brought up to town, replenished with every

thing that can give delight to the sons of men. Here they meet with many of thei|r

own class ready to initiate them in every vice and folly of the age ; and though they are

naturally ever so well inclined, lew have the resolution to resist the importunities ^of

those who already make part of the beau monde. To these they resign their understand-

ings as well as virtue ; wine, women, and pi«y, alternately employ their time.

The merchants and principal tradesmen, the yeomanry, and great farmers, are for

the most part a fair, honest, and industrious people ; and this part of the nation is cer«

tainly the happiest. Every man here, if he understood his true interest, would wish with
the wise man hi sacred writ, •' That Heaven would neither give him poverty nor riches."

For what is there desirable in life that these men want ? They have houses, horses,

servants, &c. but no useless ones; none that are unprofitable to themselves or the com-
monwealth : their time is employed in merchandise, trade, husbandry, or manufactures.
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that daily bring in an increase of wealth to the kingdom, as weii as their own fami-

lies ; they imdergo no more labour or hardship than what h conducive to their healths,

and to create them an appetite to their food : and they have time enough to recreate

and refresh themselves when the business of the day is over.

But the clergy of t!ie church of England seem to be the most unhappy men that ever

were dedicated to the priesthood : they have a multitude of professed enemies, as papists,

and dissenters of every denomination; they arenated and reviled by men of no princi-

ples, who are not a small tribe in that land of liberty ; and they have scarce any respect

paid them by the majority of their own communion, for reasons which I do not care to

mention, though not all of them peculiar to the Knglish parochial clergy.

I proceed now to take a view of the lower class of people ; namely, inferior tradesmen
and mechanics, cottagt:rs, labourers, and servants. There are few countries where
these kind of men enjoy a greater share of freedom than they do here, yet too often be-

have themselves arrogantly and insolently towards their superiors. Many of them en-

tertain a notion that the liberties and privileges of Englishmen entide them to be saucy.

In the city of .London, and od:cr populous trading towns, they generally get a good
livelihood, eat and drink well, and on Sundays and holy-days, when they are not en-

gaged in business, appear very well clothed; and in their own phrase, look upon
themselves to be as good as the best, jthat is, deserve to be treated witii respect.

Cottagers in the country are not altogether so insolent ; they have such poor wages,
and depend so entirely on the gentlemen and farmers, that they are ready to pay their

masters the respect that is due to them.

As to menial servants, they are become the general plague of the nation, both in

town and country ; they are not to be corrected, or even spoke to, but they immedi-

ately threaten to leave their service, and are not ashamed to abuse those from whom
they receive their bread, and perhaps lift up their hands against them.

The legislature has provided abundance of excellent laws for maintenance of the

poor, and manufactures efficient to emi^oy them all ; and yet, by indolem manage-

ment, few nations are more burdened with them, there not being many countries where

the poor are in a worse condition. And one great cause of their increase is, that a poor

man, though he has constant work, does not earn more than four or five shillings a week
(except in London, and some other great trading towns) which will barely purchase

bread and cheese, and clothes for his family ; so mat if he falls sick or dies, his wife and

children infallibly come to the parish for relief, who allow them a small pittance, or

confine them in a workhouse, so as just to keep them from starving, which drives the

greatest number rather to seek their bread by begging

CHAP.X.-..OF THE ENGLISH WAT OF LIVING. AS TO LODGING, FOOD, RAIMENT. AND FUEL,
EXERCISES AND RECREATIONS, FESTIVALS AND FASTING DAYS. AND SOME PARTICULAR
CUSTOMS. THEIR COMPUTATION OF TIME.

THEIR houses have lightsome staircases, lofty ceilings, closets in most rooms, and

sash-windows as high as the ceiling ; and though not gaudy, yet richly and commodi-
ously furnished.

In point of diet, the Ei^Urii live most upon butchers' meat, as the most proper nour-

ishment for this counl" ./ ; and roots and herbs are used only as a supplement. They

'

are indeed great flesh-eaters, and that without kitchen sophirtry ; plain-boiied, roasted,

or baked, being the general way of dres^ng it. French soups anS kick-shaws, venison,

fish, and fowl, are seldom eaten but by tn^ better sort. In pastry-work, but chiefly
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venison-pasties, they excel all nations. Their variety of puddings, and on Christmas

lioly-days their rich plum-porridge, Christmas-pies, and brawn, are properly English

dishes, hardly known to other nations.

Jt is not many years since a little bread served their turn, and some I have known who
.scarce did cat any.

Though malt-drink be their usual liquor, yet vast quantities of wines arc consumed
here, notwithstanding the dcarness of tnem by reason of the duty : and wine is com-
monly drank here without water. Late in the afternoon, or evening, is the time

usually assigned to take a cheerful glass ; though they have a generation of whetters, who
go to the tavern before dinner, and whet away their stomachs.

In London they meet their acquaintance regularly almost every evening, drink :i

pint, or perhaps a bottle, to every man's share, and part in good time. The same
method almost the gentlemen observe in the country, only, instead of drinking at taverns,

they visit one another in the afternoon at their own houses.

For fineness of colour, strength, and palatableness, they have beer and ale not inferior

to wine ; but rather too quick and malignant in their operation.

Formerly they used to eat three or four meals a day, and supper was the best meal

:

now a breakfast of coifee, tea, or chocolate, with bread and butter, a flesh dinner, and
a spare supper, is the common practice.

Coifee and tea, two sober liquors, are of common use in England, and take oft

people very much from drinking of those distilled strong liquors, which are apt to

confound and disorder the brain : but punch i^ much used, as well on land as by sea-

faring men.
The use of tobacco is very universnl, and indeed not improper for so moist a cli-

mate.

For raiment, the common wear among >t the men is plain cloth and drugget, without
any thing of costly ornament. But the fair sex spares for nothing to make the best ap-

pearance, the best able in the richest silks of 8 oi 101. a yard, with all the set-offs that

art can possibly invent.

England is too temperate a country to use stoves, as in cold climates a chimr ?y-firc,

of wood or pit-coals, is much better, and apt to chear up the sight.

From these necessary things to human life, I proceed to the English exercises and re-

creations.

I pass by such as are common with other nations, as hunting, hawking, fowling,

fishing, shooting with bow and arrows, dancing, music, stage-plays, 8cc.

Playing at ball, so frequent in France, is out of date in Enp'md: and playing at

tennis much disused.

But bowling is very much in vogue, for which there are bowling-greens kept very

neat, peculiar to the English. And so is the recreation of paddock-courses, horse-races,^

'<«'

ted,

>on,

lefly

* A sport of late years become universal : scarce a cdunty in England but has its stated times and places

for racing in spring and autumn, at which most of the gentlemen of the several counties respectively as-

semble. Those that are fond of this diversion are extremely nice in the breed oftheir horses, and have im-
ported the horses of several countries in order to mend it. The gentry and nobility assemble at New-
market in September and October annually, to partake of this diversion ; when the king gives a plate to be
run for : and I may venture to say, that there is not in Europe to be seen so many fine horses tog;ether as

are met with on this occasion in the plains of Newmarket. Here the world seems to be very much upon
the level, none wear swords, men oi all degrees converse freely together, bet and lay wagers without
ceremony. It is not uncommon to run for a thousand pounds at a time, and the bets frequently amount
to many thousands. Here is a four-mile and a six-mile course on a level heath of excellent turf, without

hedge or tree to interrupt the sight, the last half-mile of the course only being upon a gentle ascent. It
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cock-fi^rhting ; and with the common people leaping, wrestling, bear-baiting, bull-bait-

ing, prizes, cudgels,*^ foot-ball in frosty weather, and throwirig at cocks about Shrove-
tide. Amongst whicli, the races shew the wonderful swiftness of English horses ; cock-
fighting, the conriigc of their cocks; bear and bull-baiting, that of their dogs; and
prizes, the dexterity and (courage of sonjc men in the use of weapons.

The musical way of ringing the bells is also peculiar to the English, whence ti;i

island is called in French, I'lsle sonnante, the ringing island.

I come now to give account of the English festival-days, particularly the holy-days a*:

Christmas, Easter, and Wli!*5untide. The first continue in a manner from Christmas-

day, December 25, to Twelfth-day, January 6, being days of entertainment among
friends and relations, in which also the landlords feast their tenants. This is done with

great profusencss, and not without immoderation. As for the holy-days of Easter and
Whitsuntide, they are each ot three days continuance.

They have also public days of rejoicing, upon a civil account : particularly his ma-
jesty's birth-day, proclamation day, and coronation-day, when the Tower guns go oft',

the bells ring, and the night is illuminated with aindles and bonfires. The fifth of

November, being gun-powder treason-day, is also a thanksgiving-day, for the wonder-

ful deliverance of king James I, and the parliament then sitting, at the point of being

blown up by popish conspirators, as it is recorded.

The city of London has a particular day of rejoicing, viz. the 29th of October,

which they call lord mayor's slicw; when the new lord mayor enters upon his oifice

with the usual solemnity.

Those are the set days for public rejoicings. But many societies and companies
likewise have their feasting-days : and in private families, especially of the better

sort, it is usual to celebrate their birth and 'wedding-days with their most intimate

friends.

As to fastin;^-days, the Church of England has indeed appointed Lent, as a par-

ticular time oi fasting and humiliation before God for their sins, but not to abstain

from flesh all that time. A moderate diet, of any sort of food, is allowed. How-
ever, many members of the Church of England absUiin from flesh on Wednesdays
and Fridays in Lent. But Good-Friday particularly is observed with fasting, till the

evening.

The 30th of January, being the day on which king Charles I, was put to death, is

appointed by law to be devouUy observed with fasting, in detestation of that act, and to

deter posterity from the like attempt. The 2d of September, being the day when the

city of London was burnt, in the year 1666, has been yearly observed as a fast ever

since, by the citizens thereof ; and the ministers of those churches that were burnt

down used a particular form of prayer on that day. To deprecate God's judgments,

and implore his mercy, the sovereign appoints solemn fasts, when he thinks proper.

To speak of tb- particular customs of the English, ' shall begin with Valcntine's-Day,

Feb. 14, when young men and maidens get their several names writ dox^n upon scrolls

is very entertaining; to see how these fine creatures stretch up this little hill with a swift but regular

motion, while the whole field is layint; wagers on one side or other, and endeavouring to get in to see

the end of it ; and so extremely well matched they often are, that the prize is carried but by the length

of a horse, or perhaps by his head, the judges who arc to decide it being placed at u proper station to take

the nicest view.
" In cudgel-playing each party takes a stick as big as an ordinary cane^ with a basket-hilt, or guard, to

save his riuht hand, and endeavours to break his adversary's head ; though he hits him a hundred blows

on the body or legs, this is of no moment, provided his head be safe ; but the least blood drawn, or nisure

.'f the skin about the head or face, carries the victory to hiro that occasioned it by his cudgel.
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of paiKr rolled i\\j, and lay them asunder, the men drawhij? the maidens' names, and these

the mens' ; upon which the men salute their chosen valentines, and present them witli

gloves, &c. This custom (which sometimes introduces a match) is grounded on the

mstinct of animals, which about this time ol' the year feeling a new heat, by the approach

of the sun, begin to couple.

Upon March 1, being St. David's.Day,.lhc patron of Wales, the Welch wear a leek

on their hats, to perpetuate (as it is said) the memory of a signal victory tliey got of old

on that day, when each soldier took up a leek, to know their friends from their foes.

The common sort wear garden leeks on that day, but the better sort wrought ones. The
king himself wears one, to humour the people.

November 30, being St. Andrew's-Dav, the patron of Scotland, the Scots wear a blue

cross on the fore-part of their hats ; and I am told that the king doth likewise.

As to the Engligh computation of time, the natural day begins with them, as with us,

at midnight ; counting twelve hours from that time o noon, and twelve hours more,
beginning at one o'clock, till the next midnight.

But the year begins with them properly on Lady-Day, March 25, being the conccf-

tion-day or the blessed Virgin, and they date accordingly all public writings ; thoug h
they allow the year, by the cycles of the sun and moon, to begin January 1, and com-
monly call it New-Year's-Day. To distingiiish therefore that mongrel time from the

1st of January, to the 25th of March, it is a common practice to set down both years in

ihe date of letters thus, as before last Lady-Day, 1730-1.

Lastly, the English epoch is from the time of our Saviour's birth. But they keep
the old (or Julian) stile ; whereas we and all Roman and some Protestant states go by
the new, otherwise called the Gregorian stile, from Pope Gregory XIII, who, above one
hundred years since, undertook to correct the calendar, by the direction of Antonius
Lilius, and other great mathematiciaiis. By this new stile, or Gregorian account, we
go now eleven days before them.

CHAP. XI....OF THE VAST TRADE OF ENGLAND, BOTH AT HOME AND ABROAD

;

AND OF THE BRITISH COINS, WEIGHTS, AND MEASURES.

THE trade of England is carried on two ways, at home and abroad, in Britain and

foreign countries.

At home, by land and water. By land, all provisions and commodities are conveyed

in waggons, and upon pack-horses, ^y water, either by sea, or navigable rivers.

This vast transport of provision^ and commodities, both by land and water, employs

a world of wagoners, seamen, and watermen. And whereas London is in u manner
the center of this trade, hence comes the great concourse there is of carts and waggons

by land, of ships and lighters, &c. by water ; by which n^ans a vast number of porters

are employed to unload and load the waggons, and to carry the parcels where they are

directed.

As to the conveyance by water, one may judge of the vast number of ships, mariners,

and watermen employed in England, by the sea-coal trade only ; which takes up 500
great ships constantly, that sail to and from Newcastle almost all the year round, and

whose seamen are counted the best in England : of which I have written more largely

before.

But if the carriage only employs so many people both by sea and land, how great

must be the number of such as are employed in manufactures, both in the city and coun-

try ! London swarms with them, and there are many towns in the country full of ma-
nufacturers of several sorts.

u 2
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Tlic difference Ixitwcen the trade carried on at home and abroad lies in this, that the

first makes money circulate, whereas the other is carried on chiefly by bartering of

cummodities.

If the home trade be so prodigious, and of so great benefit to the nation, it may re-

bonably be concluded that the foreign trade is far beyond it.

Not' but thtit England may very well subsist without it ; for she wants for nothing,

but yields all ti.lpe-s necessary for life, and might make good shift without the help of

foreign countries." but as foreign trade is very useful to employ artists, to set the poor

to work, and improve manufactures ; so it is an eflcctual means to enrich the nation, to

strengthen the state, and make it formidable to foreign powers. England therefore

trades to all parts of the trading world, nor does any nation whatsoever drive such a

trade as she does with her own commodities. This makes her strong in shipping, mul-

tiplies the number of her mariners, makes the nation rich, and procures her what the

whole world can aftbrd, to gratify the fancy, or please the appetite. In short, it is by the

Ibreign trade that Britain is become the support cf her friends, and a terror to her

enemies.

By navigation she makes of the ocean a bridge of communication with the remotest

parts of the world. And whereas the Dutch trade does chiefly consist in the transporta-

tion of foreign commodities from one country to another, the English trade consists

principally in exporting their own commodities.

Thus England trades with her own merchandise, not only all over Europe, but also

in Asia, Africa, and America, and that by way of bartering. And though the English
make a greater consumption of foreign commodities than any other nation, yet they

keep not only the balance of trade even, by the excellency and quantity of their own
commo'^'ities, but also come off great gainers by transporting what they cannot consume
into other countries.

The principal commodities of the growth of England are her wool, of which vast

quantities of cloth and stuffs are made, to the sum of two millions sterling per annum.
Her tin, lead, copper, pit-coal, great guns, bombs, carcases, &c. for one million. More-
over, she exports abundance of corn, red-herrings, smoked pilchards, and salmon,
lished upon her coast ; besides abundance of leather and saffron. Many of her manu-
I'actures are also in great request, particularly her sattins, damask, velvet, plush, locks,

pendulums, and watches, barometers, thermometers, spectacles, perspective-glasses, te-

lescopes, microscopes, and all sorts of mathematical instruments, 8cc. great quantities of
which are exported.

Besides the great consumption England makes Of the products of her vast countries

in the new world, particularly sugar, indigo, cocoa-nuts, tobacco, &c. she spares to the
sum of half a. million a year for other parts of Europe. Her trade with Ireland (by ex-
porting her wool, beef, hides, tallow, butter, and fish) and the fishery in Newfoundland,
are also very beneficial to her, •

The foreign trade is regulated chiefly at London by several companies (or societies)

of merchants, empowered by royal authority to make from time to time such regulations

for the improvement of their respective trade, as they shall think convenient ; of which
I have spoken particularly in my description of London; so that I shall here only add,
that by these companies the poor are set to work, many great ships arc built, and a vast

number ofseamen employed.

For promoting the trade of Great Britain, and for inspecting and improving the Bri-

tish plantations in America, and elsewhere, there is a council of trade established, which

.„. ...JE.
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is hclfl at the Cockpit by Whitehall, by commission from the crown, to clctcrniine the

many disputes that may arise therein.

Here also I shall add some short account of the British coin, weights and measures ;

without a knowledge of which, no trade can be properly carried on with that nation.

The British coin is of two metals, gold and silver. The gold is either a guinea, or

half guinea ; the fir^>t going for 21s. the half guinea proportionably. It is called a guinea

f«-om a eoiniiry of thut name in Africa, whence most of the gold is brought of which this

com was oi iginally made in the reign of kin^ Charles II.

The silver coin, now current in Great Britain, is of the best silver, called t.terling, of

which there are many species, viz. crowns, half-crowns, shillings, and six>pences, groats,

three-pences, two-pences, and pennies ; though the four last pieces are not very much
in use. And thf re is abundance of copper farthings and halfpence, allowed to be coined

for the convcnicncy of small change ; but no man is bound to receive them in pay for

rent or debt.

The weights and measures are the sume all over England, that is, according to the

king's standard left in the exchequer.

The weights are of two sorts, one called troy weight, and the other avoirdupois ; the

first containuig 12 ounces, and the other IS in the pound. But then the ounce avoir-

dupois is lighter than the other by almost x twelfth part, 51 ounces of troy being equal

to 56 of avoirdupois. But the avoirdupo'.s pound is more than the troy pound, for 14
pound ofthat^re equal to 17 pound troy.

By troy weight are weighed jewels, gold, silver, bread, corn, and liquors ; and by the

other, mercery and grocery wares, wool, metals, tallow, and the like, of which a hun-
dred weight comes to 1 12 pounds, and half a hundred to 56 proportionably. In troy

weight 24 grains of wheat make a penny-weight sterling, 20 penny-weights one ounce,

and 12 ounces a pound.

The apothecaries and goldsmiths have the same pound, ounce, and grain ; but they

differ in their intermediate divisions. Anr.ong the first, a scruple 9 is 20 grains, a
drachm j 3 scruples, an ounce 5 8 drachms, and a pound lb 12 ounces. But though
thev make up their 'nedicines by troy weight, they buy their drugs by s 'oirdupois.

Measures are either applicative, or receptive ; that is, for things measured outwardly
or inwardly.

Of the first sort, a yard consisteth of 3 feet, this of 12 inches ; an ell being one yard
and a quarter. A geometrical pace is reckoned at 5 feet, a fathom at 6, a rod, pole,

or perch, at 16 feet and a half.

Now 40 rods make a furlong, and 8 furlongs an English mile. By a statute of king
Henry VII, an English mile ought to be 1760 yards, or 5280 feet, that is, 280 feet

more than the Italian mile.

An acre of land in England consists of 40 rods (or perches) in length, and 4 in

breadth. A yard-land is commonly 30 acres, and an hide 100.

The receptive measure is either for liquid or dry things.

Of the first is the pint, of which 2 make a quart, 2 (quarts a pottle, and 2 pottles u
gallon. Now 8 gallons make a firkin of ale, and 9 a firkin of beer, 2 firkins a kilderkin,
and 2 kilderkins a barrel. A barrel and a half of beer, being 54 gallons, makes a hogs-
head, 2 hogsheads a butt, and 2 butts a tun.

Wine-measures are shorter than those of ale and beer, 4 gallons ofthese making 5 of
wine-measure. A nmdlet of wine holds 18 of these gallons, a tierce 42, a hogshead 63,
a puncheon 34, a pipe or butt 126, a tun 252.

5J
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I'or dry things, such as corn or grain, the gallon is of a size between the wine and
hccr gallon ; two of which make a peck, 4 pecks a bushel, 4 bushels a comb or cur-

nock, 2 combs a quarter, 10 (juarters a last or wey.

I shall conclude this chapter with a useful explication of some terms used, in the way
of trade, for things sold by tale or weight.

1. By tale, as speaking of paper, a quire is 24 sheets, a ream 20 quires, and a bale 10

reams. Of p;u'chment, 5 dozen of skins make a roll.

Offish, a hundred ofcod-ftsh, ling, haberdine, and the like, contains 124, and of her-

rings 120. Twelve hundred go to one thousand being a barrel, tind 12 barrels to a

last. Speaking of eels, a strike is 25, and a bind 10 strike, that is, 250 eels.

Of hides, 10 arc a dicker, and 20 dickers a last. Speaking of gloves, a dicker is 10

pair.

Of furs, as sables, filches, martins, greys, minks, and jennets, 40 skins make a timber.

Of other skins, 5 score go to the hundred.

2. By weight. Thus a ton is 20 hundred weight ; except lead, of which a ton or

fodder is but VJ hundred and a half.

A stone of beef at London is 8 |X)und3, but in the country most commonly 14. Horse-

raccrs likewise reckon 14 pounds to a stone. A stone of iron, shot, or «vooh is also 14

pounds ; and the double quantity of iron or shot is called a quarter. Hut u stone of su>

gar, cinnamon, nutmegs, pepper, or alum, is but 13 pounds and a half.

A Brkin of butter is 56 pounds, of soap 60, and a barrel of either is 2 §rkins.

In Essex a clove of butter or cheese is 8 pounds ; and a wey 31 cloves, or 256 pounds.

But in Suflblk a wey is 42 cloves, or 336 pounds.

A clove of wool is 7 pounds ; a slone of the same 14 ; a tod 28 ; a wey 182 ; a

sack 364 ; a last 4568.

A faggot of steel is 120 pounds; a burden of gad-steel 180.

A barrel of gunpowder is 100 pounds, and a last of the siimc is 24 barrels.

A seam of glass is 24 stone, or 120 pounds, at 5 pounds the stone.

A truss of nay is 56 pounds, and u load 36 trusses.

CHAP. XII ,.,OF THE PRINCIPAL ORKAMENTS AND CURIOSITIES OF ENGLAND.

FRANCE may boast of her Versailles, Spain ofher Escurial, Italy of an infinite num-
ber of magnificent palaces, and curious monuments of Roman antiquity ; but England,

on the other side, has the advantage of them in many things.

I begin with London, the greatest, most populous, and richest city in Europe, as ap*

pears by my description of it.

As to churches, setting aside St. Peter's at Rome, where shall one see finer cathedrals

than St. Paul's, York, Salisbury, Durham, Winchester, Lincoln, and Gloucester ? Eng-
land has also many fine collegiate churches, particularly at Westminster, Rippon in

Yorkshire, and Manchester in Lancashire. What can be neater than the parish churches

of London, namely, St. Bride's, St. Andrew's Holborn, St. Clement's, St. Anne's, and

St. James's, besides those of St. Paul Covent-garden, Christ-church, St. George, Rat-

cliiF-highway,Christ.Church Spitalficlds, and several others? In the country there are

also many fine parish-churches, as St. Nicholas at Newcastle in Northumberland, and

that of Kendal in Westmoreland, more like cathedral than parochial churches.

For chapels, I shall only name Henry the Seventh's chapel at Westminster, the chapel

of Windsor-castle, and that master-piece of work, the king's chapel at Cambridge.
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There arc also a groat many stciplcs of curiou-i architecture, particularly hose of St.

Bride and Uow-church at London ; Salisbury steeple, whose spire is the higrest of any

in England ; those of St. Nicholas at Newcastle, and (iranthani in Lineolnslurc • which

last is so lofty and artificially built, that to any beholder it seems to stand awry and

ready to fall. In the county of Northampton, one can see twenty or thirty steeple > at

once.

And with all due respect and reverence to our own, what country in Europe can shew
tv\'o such universities as Oxford and Cambritlge, adorned with so many and richly en-

dowed colltges, as I have described before ? And, amongst the lawyers, where shall o'-.e

see such colleges, as the inns of court at London.
As for public halls, there is no country like England. Witness Westminister h;JI, a

prodigy of art, the Middle-temnle-hall, Lambeth-hall, Guildhall, and so many oth';rs

belonging to the several companies of tradesmen, which, standing in b^i. places, are like

so many hidden palaces.

If we come to hospitals, few will be found more stately than those of Greenwich for

decayed seamen, and Chelsea for superannuated soldit's; that of St. Thomas and Guy's
in Southwark, and St. Bartholomew's in London, for e sick and lame ; and Bedlam,
the hospital for the lunatics.

England must be praised also for the vast number I'nd beauty of her stone bridges;

particularly that of London on the Thames, where thi sea flows and ebbs continually ;

Rochester bridge on the Medway ; Bristol bridge on the Avon ; and that of Burton
upon Trent.

At Coventry, in the county of Warwick, is to be seen the finest cross perhaps in Eu-
rope, it being a piece of an extraordinary beauty.

The grandeur of the kings of England in former ages is worth taking notice of : when
they had in most counties a castle, or royal house, with a park or forest, to receive them
in. At this very day the king has several palaces in the country, at Kensington, two
miles from St. James's, Westminster; at Hampton court, ten or eleven miles; and
Windsor-castle, twenty miles, which are the most remarkable. But there are others

inferior to those, at Richmond in Surrey, Winchester in Hampshire, another at Green-
wich in Kent, See. 1 pass by Newmarket house, built by king Charles II, only to lodge

in at the time of horse-racing.

I proceed now to the country seats, belonging to the nobility and gentry of England

;

and I dare aver there is no country in Europe so full of stately seats, considering its

extent : witness, among others, Belvoir in Lincolnshire, Chatworth in Derbyshire,

Boughton and Burleigh house in Northamptonshire, Petworth in Sussex, &c. But of

all the counties of England, none is so full ofthem as Yorkshire, Cheshire, and North*
amptonshire.

Amongst the curiosities of England, I reckon Salisbury-plain in Wiltshire, and that of

Newmarket, upon the borders of Suffolk and Cambridgeshire. The iirst, being of a
vast extent, feeds multitudes of sheep ; and Newmarket-plain is noted for its usual

horse-races, at Michaelmas.
On Salisbury-plain is to be seen that remarkable moimment of antiquity, called the

Stone-henge, in Latin Mons Ambrosii. It consists of three rows of prodigious stones,

some of them twenty-eight feet high, and seven broad, with others laid across on the

top, and framed into them. According to Camden, these stones are artificial, and were
made upon the spot. He says the ancients had the art of making stones with sand and
a strong sort of lime. And that which makes it most probable is, the vast bigness of

\
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thcHc stoiich, hardly capable oi' any land carriage ; unci that they stand upon a plain, which
for some n^iles round scarce uft'ords u stone, gaat or small.

Near Whitney, in Oxfordshire, is u trophy, culled UolUrich-tiloncs, not much unlike

the Stone-henge.

At Boskenna, in Cornwall, is to be seen another trophy, of 18 huge stones in a circle,

at twelve feet dist.ince from each other, with another stone in the center, overtopping

them all. In CIcer parish, in the same county, there stand upon a plain six or eight

stones of a prodigious bigness, but so artificially set together, that it is hard to fmd out
their just number ; and being told over again, they will be found cither more or less

than before. The Main-Aniber, near Mouni's-Bay, is u main rock, which being

momited upon lesser rocks with a coimtcrpoise, muy be stirred, but not moved out of its

place.

Near Salkcid inCuniberland is a trophy erected, vulgarly called Long-Meg and her

Daughters, consisting of 77 stones, Lop^^-Meg 15 above ground, and the rest but 10.

In Westmoreland, not far from the river Lowther, there is a row of pyramidical stones,

eight or nine feet high, pitched directly in a row for a mile together, and placed at

equal distances from each other.

Who would not be amazed to hear ofa travelling hill ? a thing averred by the most
famous authors. This prodigy hap|x:ned by an earthquake in Herefordshire, in the

month of February 1574, when 26 acres of ground moved from their place with a
roaring noiiiC for the space of three days together. By which motion a steeple and
several trees fell down, two highways were turned^ the east part to the w( and the

west to the cast, pasturage being left in the niace of tillage^ this in the place of pas*

turage. Thii hill is called iMarslcy-Hill ; and worth the notice of any traveller.

At Badmington, in Wiltshire, there have been found nine caves all in a row, but of
different dimensions, the least of them four feet wide, some nine or ten feet long, two
long stones being set uijon the sides, and the top covered with broad stones. Spurs,

pieces of armour, and the like, have been found in these caves ; which is a sufficient

ground to believe that they were tombs of some ancient heroes, Romans, Saxons, or

Danes.

At Ryegate, in Surrey, are still to be seen the ruins of an ancient castle, with a long

vault under ground, and a room at the end of it, where the barons met in council in

their war against king John.

In Derbyshire is the Peak, famous for its lead mines, quarries, and wonderful caves.

These last are of a large extent, and apt to strike with horror all that come into them.
There are three of these caves, one of them called Elden-hole, very spacious, but with

a low and narrow entrance, the inside full of icicles, hanging down like so many tapers.

In Westmoreland, not far from the river Lowther, is a well or fountain, which (Eu-
ripus like) ebbs and flows many times a day.

Near Oxen-hall, in the county of Durham, there are three pits, called Hell-kettles,

occasioned (as it is said) by an earthquake. Tunstall, bishop of Durham, had the cu-

riosity to throw a marked goose into one of 'hese pits, which was found afterwards

alive in the river Tees, three miles from the said pits.

Oundle, in Northhamptonshire, is noted for its Drumming-wells, so called from » noise

of Drums coming now and then uom thence, which is said to be ominous.

The city of Bath, in Somersetshire, is noted for its springs, ofa wonderful virtue for

the cure of many diseases, and amongst others the palsy, riieumatism, weakness of the

nerves, and scrophulous diseases, &c. The waters are of a bluish colour, have a scent,

and send forth thin vapours. There are four hot baths, with stone seats, for such as
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use the waters ; one trian^ ular, being twenty-five I'eet louj^, and as broad at one end

;

ihc heat of it gentler than the rest, because it has fewer springs. This is calUd the

Cross Bath, from a eross that foj-merly stood in it. Another istlie Hot Hath, flic hottest

of all, when it was not so large as it now is. 'I'he other two are the King's and
Queen's iJath, parted only by a wall ; the last having no sprinjf in it, but receivuigthc
water from the King's-Bath, which is about 60 feet sciuare, and has several hot springs

in the middle of it, which makes its heat greater. Eacli of these two baths has a pump
for the use of embrocations. The ancient Romans hid u great value for these waters,

who had Ir.rc a temple dedicated to Minerva, the goddess of fountains, in the very place

where the cathedral now stands.

At Ailewcston, in Huntingtonshirc, there arc two springs, one of fresh, and the
other of brackish 'vater ; the first good for dim eyes, the other for curing of scales and
leprosy.

Wonderful is the virtue of Buxton-wells in Derbyshire, in the cure of man^ dis-

cases. Nine springs issue out of a rock, at a small distance from each other, eight of
which arc warm, and the ninth exceedingly cold. About 100 yards off is another hot
spring, and near it a very cold one. Near Wirksworth, in the same county, there are

also two springs, one warm, and the other cold ; but so near one another, that one may
put one hand m the warm and the other in the cold at the same time. Kedla&ton-Well
IS said to be singular in the cure of ulcers, and even leprosy itself.

As for Quamdon-Springs near Derby, Tunbridge-Wells in Kent, Scarborough I.

Yorkshire, and Stanley-Wells in Gloucestershire, they are much of the same nature,

strong of the mineral, and effectual in the operation.

At Lassington, near Gloucester, there urc found certain stones, about the breadth
of a silver penny, and the thickness of a half-crown : they are flat, and five-pointed, like

a star ; whence the name of astroits, or star>stones. They are of a grayish colour,

and the flat sides of them naturally engraven in fine works. At Whitby in Yorkshire,
it is said, there iire to be found at the foof of some rocks stones naturally as round as

a bullet ; which being broken, stony serpents are found in them, but, for the most part,

headless.

Gotham in Nottinghamshire yields a sort ofrugged stone, but with such delicate veins,

as exceed the beauty of marble. I have already ot»erved, that Cornwall and Staffordshire

have quarries of marble, and that olabastar is to be found in Liticolnshire ; but Cornwall
particularly is of special note for its diamond-like stones, found in rocks, ready shaped,

polished by nature, and wanting nothing but hardness to bear the price of diamonds. St.

Vincent's Rock, near Bristol, is also noted for yielding plenty ofcrystal.

Lastly, though some countries rnay exceed or excel England in some things, yet it

cannot M denied to be one of the most plentiful parts of Europe. As it is seated advan-
tagcously for trade, there is nothing in the world capable oftransportation but may be had
here, to gratify the fancy of some, and the curiosity ofothers.

Another thing England is happy in, b her being free from those dangerous and vora-

cious beasts, such as wolves, bears, and wild boars, which are so pernicious in many re-

gions of Europe. There are also but a few serpents, and other venomous creatures.

England has had wolves formerly; but histoi^ tells us, that she was rid of them by the

Welch, whose prince being tributary to Edgar, a Saxon king of England, to whom he
paid a yearly tribute, Edgar changed that tribute into three thousand wolves' skins : upon
which the Welch grew so sharp in wolf-hunting, that they cleared England from those

pernicious creatures ; so that the sheep keep the field day and night without any danger
from weaves, unless it be from men-wolves, or sheep-stealers.

VOL. II. X
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CHAP. XflI....OF Tin: hi: AS, IIARnoURS, RIVERS, trsiIEHY, POURl'OOTED nEASTS,
1 OVVLb, UlRUS, ANU MINKHALS.

THFi seas, which iihuost cticompasb the kingdom, arc the German sea, the FiHgUsh

(Jumiicl, and the lri"»h sea, or St. (icorgt's channel. OF these, that which washes the

eastern hhores, usually called the German Ocean, might be of infmite advantage to this

kingdonu Here the Dutch laid the foundation of their greatness ; and the fish taken

hea-, even close to the Uriti^h coasts, are stilt one of the greatest supports of their state;

while the I^r.r^'.ish, who are indeed the proprietors of these treasures, have indolently look*

id on an hundri d and fifty years at least.

There is also intheCicrman sea a cod-fishery on the Dogger-bank, a sand between
Dritain and Holland, where \wi\\ the Knglish and Dutch take great quaniities of that

kind of fibh. And it is by this sea Lonclon, and many other great towns in England,

and other parts of Kurope, are supplied with sea-coal from Newcastle, without which
they would find it difficult to subsist. This sea also furnishes oysters, lobsters, and almost

all manner of shell-fish.

But as there arc few tolerable harbours on the German side of this sea, so neither

arc there many on the English ; and the coast being replenished with rocks and sands,

renders it very dangerous in the winter season.

The next sea I shall mention is the English channel, which lies between Great
Britain and FraiKC, through which all ships pass and apass that are bound to or from
the south or west. Here also, at some seasons of the year, are met with shoals of her-

rings and cod fish, and towards the west of England pilchards in great abundance, which
are salted up and sent abroad. It also abounds with lobsters, oysters, and other shell-

fish, and maekarcl in the season. This sea is esteemed much safer than the former ; and
though there arc scarce any good harbours on the French side, there are many commo-
dious havens on the English coast.

The third and last sea is that lying between England and Ireland, called St. George's

channel. This I do not take to be equal to the other in any respect ; there is not that

plenty of fish as in the former ; the sea is tempestuous, and the coasts dangerous ; nor

is there a tenth part of the trade carried on through this sea as through the other.

The principal harbours in these seas are Newcastle in Northumberland, Hull in York-
shire, Lynn and Yarmouth in Norfolk, Harwich in Essex, London, Rye in Sussex,

Portsmouth and Southampton in Hampshire, Weymouth in Dorsetshire, Dartmouth and
Plymouth in the south of Devonshire, Falmouth in Cornwall, Biddeford and Barnstaple

on the north of Devonshire, Bristol and Somersetshire, and Liverpool in Lancashire. The
ships belonging to the royal navy are built and laid up at Deptford, Woolwich, Sheer-

ness, Chatham, Portsmouth, and Plymouth.

The principal rivers in Englan'! are generally divided into two ranks, in manner
following: .

Rivers ofthe first rank are,

1. Thames,

'

2. Medway,
3. Severn,

4. Humber,

5. Tine,

6. Tweed,

^Ouse, 7
»t,5"i Trent,

Run.
ning

E.
N.E.
S.W.
S.E.
N.E.
E.

E.

Of the secondt

1. Cam,
2. Ouse,
3. Dee,
4. Mersee,

Runninctunnmg
througn

With several others smaller than these.

Cambridge, N, E.
York, N. E. '

Chester, W.
Liverpool, W.
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Conccniitij:; these rivers it is to Ix: observed, I. Th:ii the stream of the ThamcH in

easy, its tide convenient, and i s water wholesome ; so that in lonR voj ajrcs this water

puriiicH itiell" by icrmentutiun, and then it is excellent to drink. In a word, mk:1» is the

trade upon this river, aid so beneficial to London, that, ns I was told, this city having

refused a loan of a grea^ sumof ni(>n:y to kin(( James I, and the kinf; resenting the re-

fusal with so much indignation, tha. he threatened the lord-mayor and aldermen, not

only to remove his court, but also his courts of iudicaturc, and the records of the tower,

the lord- mayor answered, * Sir, it is the comiort of your rojul city of London, that

your majesty will leave the Thames behind you.* 2. The Medway is a very deep

river, and so is made us<' of to lay up the greatest men of war in winter-time, its en-

trance being now defended by a strong fort called Shecrness. 3. The Humbcr is a

compound of several lesser rivers, viz. Trent, Ousc, Dun, and Derwent, running into

one cliannel.

This kingdom aflfurds black cattle, sheep, horses, nsscs, and some mules ; goats, red

and fallow deer, hares, rabbits, dogs, foxes, sciuirrels, ferrets, weasels, lizards, otters,

badgers, hedgehogs, cats, pole-cats, rats, mice, and moles.

The oxen are the largest and best that are to l)e met with any wlvcre. The Dutch,
it is said, have larger cows, which , being brought from the poor grounds in Denmark
and the north of Germany, grow to a prodigious size in their rich meadows ; but we
no where meet with such large oxen, and consequently such large and good beef for

victualling ships for long voyages, as wc do in Kngland. There is u lesser sort that arc

bred in Wales and the north, die flesh oi which is as good to be spent in the house as the

former.

The sheep are to be valued both for their fleeces and their flesh : those of Lincoln-

shin: arc vastly large ; but the flesh of the small downs mutton is most admired, and the

wool of both exceeds any in Europe. And as to the numbers of sheep in England, it

is computed there are not less than twelve millions of fleeces shorn annually ; which,

at a medium of 3s. 4d per fleece, amounts to two millions sterling, and when manu-
factured may be reckoned ten millions.

The horses for the saddle and chaise are beautiful creatures, about fifteen hands higli,

and extremely well proportioned ; and their speed is such, that it is an ordinary thing

to run twenty miles in less than an hour bv five or six minutes.

The horses for draught, either for coach or waggon, are scarce any where to be pa-

ralleled. The Flemings indeed have some horses and mares that may exceed them n

little in bulk ; but then they are such heavy unwieldy creatures, that they are slow-

paced : and the best use that can be made of the Flanders breed is, to draw a heavy
coach the length of a street as slow as foot can fall.

These £,iglish coach and cart-horses make excellent saddle-horses also for the troop-

ers in the army : I question whether there be better charging-horscs in the world, if wc
consider their size, their activity, or fire.

Asses are propagated chiefly for their milk, which the physician prescribes in con-

sumptions, and some other distempers. The flesh of the deer is excellent, and their

skins are valuable. As to goats, there are but few of them, and those chiefly in the

mountains ofWales.
There is a great variety of dogs, and those excellent in their kind. The hounds for

buck, fox and hare, that hunt by the scent, are scarce any where to be matched : the

greyhounds for their beauty and swiftness are admirable : both land and water-spaniels

are very valuable : the setting-dog one would be tempted to think a reasonable crea-

ture : the mastiflfguards the houses, and is not afraid to encounter an armed man, if he

X 2
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meets him, us he would a lion, a wolf, or any wild beast : the bull-dog lias equal cou-

rage, but I must confess I do not admire him ; he runs swiftly and silently upon the

creature he attacks, and if he fastens, never quits his hold till he is choaked off, or his

jaws renched open ; his master's call and his cudgel arc equally disregarded ; if he

was to be cut in pieces by inches, he would not come off" till he was dead ; his greatest

enemy the bull meets him frequently with his horns before he can fasten, and tossing

him up ten or fifteen yards into the air, gives him such a fall as he does not easily

recover ; but if the dog is able to crawl, he will move towards his enemy again : and
he has so much generosity, that he always attacks him in the front, though he might do
it to much greater advantage in Bank or rear.

The tame fowls are turkeys, peacocks, common poultry, geese, swans, ducks, and
tame pidgeons. The wild are, bustards, wild geese, wild ducks, teal* widgeon, plover,

pheasant, partridge, quail, snipe, vvood-cock, heath-cock, grouse-wood pidgeons, and
dove-house pidgeons, hawks of various kinds, blackbirds, thrushes, nightingales, bull-

finch, gold-finch, linnets, larks, field-fares, lapwings, curliews, redshanks, heron, bit-

tern, woodpeckers, jays, magpies, crows, rooks, ravens, cuckoos, owls, wrens, robin-

red-breasts, redstarts, swallows, and martins.

As to minerals here are the best tin mines in the world in Cornwall, which liave been in

great reputation ever since the island was discovered by the Greeks and Phoenicians.

Here are mines of lead, copper and iron, and pethaps some of silver, very good
quarries of free-stone, and some of marble, or a stone equal to it. The allum and salt-

pits in Cheshire are very considerable, and the fuller's-earth, of singular use in the

clothing trade. Pit coal and sea coal abound in several counties, but the coal pits in the

bishopric of Durham, which are shipped at Newcastle in Northumberland, supply the

city of London, and many other great towns, as well in England as beyond sea, with

that valuable fuel : for though it must be acknowledged, that wood is the neatest and
sweetest kind of firing, yet coals are equally useful, and much less dangerous.

TPIE CONCLUSION.

THUS I have faithfully related the chief of my observations in this part of Great
Britain, called England ; and which I shall conclude with thb summary account of its

advantages, defects, and interest.

First, its advantages. It is a great, rich, and powerful kingdom. 2. Separated by the

sea from other countries, so that it cannot be attacked by other nations, but with great

trouble and dimger ; and, on the contrary, the English may easily and probably with
success attack other countries. 3. This island is very convenient for trade, being so
situated upon a strait, that ships going either east or west are obliged to pass through
it. 4. And besides a safe and deep coast, which is as it were an universal harbour,

there are also many sea-ports and havens, artificial and natural ; so that the English by
their situation can extend their trade into all parts of the world, and if they be not sole

musters of the trade, no other nation is able to dispute it with them but the Dutch.
5. Another thing contributes also very much to enrich England, viz. the raw silks they
bring from other countries, and which they export, when they are wrought and changed
into stuffs ; the same thing they observe about their wool, and even it is a capita! crime
to export it unwrought ; for if the French or Dutch could have the English wool with
ease, there is no doubt but they would export a great (quantity, whereby great numbers
of English families would be impoverished, whonow live very handsomely ; for as the
French and Dutch journeymen have not so great wages, and are more diligent than the
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English, it is certain that few people would buy from England, what they might have

cheaper, and as good, and as line, in France or Holland.

But there is another thing that renders England rich, vis. the liberty of conscience

granted and allowed to every nation, whereby great numbers ol" foreigners are invited to

come and trade here sooner than in Spain and other countries, where libertj' of con-

science is not allowed. 2. No European country can boast ofhaving such a good form
of government. The pro^ierty of chattels and goods being not precarious, as in other

countries ; so that when a man by his industr}' gets an estate, his children, if he please,

and not his lord, shall inherit it. 3. Another thing which contributes very much to

the enriching of England is, that it is forbidden to carry away above 101. in specie.

4. No oak must be exported, which is very good for building of ships, as not being apt

to split when cannon balls pierce it.

The defects of Fhigland may be thus reduced: One thing is very prejudicial to their

trade, viz, that they eat a great quantity of meat, and are naturally too much addicted

to ease ; so that they are obliged to put on board their ships as many more men and pro-

visions as the Dutch. 2. Though the English are very fond of money, and conse-

quently easy to be bribed, yet they despise a moderate gain ; whereas the Dutch, being

content with a reasonable advantage, get more goods to be transported from one place

to another, than the English. 3. The English are very much subject to some particu-

lar diseases, especially the rickets, the scurvy, and the consumption ; the first mcident
to children, the scurvy to most people more or less, and the consumption to many ; all

of them proceeding chiefly from the constitution of the air, the rickets from its moist-

ness, the scurvy from its saltness, and the consumption from its grossness, and from the

too fast living of people, wherefore it is very common at London ; for here the third of

men and women die a sacrifice either to Bacchus or Venus. There is perhaps no
country where rheums and coughs are more predominant, especially in the winter, which
are often attended with ill consequences, if not timely prevented : agues and rheumatisms
are also very rife, especially near the sea; but fevers and bloody -fluxes are not so fre-

quent here as in hot countries. As they are also very prone to melancholy, they often

dispatch themselves, and with the greater freedom, because the death of those suicides

is not attended with all the shameful circumstances as in other countries. Lastly, law-

suits are here a very common distemper, which by the great number of lawyers are

often spun to a great length, to the prejudice ofgood neighbourhood, if not to the utter

ruin of families.

The interest of England is to keep itself in statu quo, to enlarge the trade, and main-
tain the credit of the nation, and to retrieve it, if any ways diminished ; to keep to ajust

balance betwixt the greatest powers of Europe, and in order thereto to lay aside (as

king William said in his last speech to his parliament) those unhappy fatal animosities

which divide and weaken England. Those divisions very often proceed from selfish-

ness, but commonly from the ^versity of reli^ons, and the wild and petulant temper of
the nation, naturally addicted to changes and revolutions, especially when they see or sus-

pect that their liberties (whereof they are, and that not without good reason, extremely

jealous) are Uke to be infringed. For when the king is courageous, wise, and mode-
rate, when he maintains the laws, makes himselfeasy to his subjects, by excluding from
the ministry hot, selfish, and turbulent men, and when he lives in good union with his

parliament, then the best part of his people think nothing too much by way of gratitude

;

but when the king tramples upon the laws, aims at arbitrary power, lets himself be
governed by violent and unexperienced men, by favourites, who are for extremes,

and oppress the people to enrich themselves with their spoil, then it is no matter of

t
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atmzement if the prince loseth the love of his subjects, which is his greatest treasure,

Sif thevbesth- themselves in defence of their liberty ; for .t is an unaluuble treasure,

and who can blame them for being jealous of it ?

CHAP XIV....CONTA1NS A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THAT PART OF GREAT

BRITAIN CALLED SCOTLAND.

SCOTLAND, once the continual vexation of the crown of England, and the inlet

of foreicn powers on the British isle, is now become a mere province, though it shares

SetuK a kingdom in the stile of the British monarch ; by which means trade is here

reduced to a verv low ebb, and its commerce with foreigii nations seems, as it were,

interdicted or totally excluded by its new governors the English, in proportion to its

^^'^For' these reasons I was dissuaded from making its tour, as a fruitless journey; and

contented myself with such a description thereof as I could collect from the discourse

ofTeveral reputable natives, who bewailed its servitude and confessed its poverty; and

especially from my ingenious tutor ; which I have cast into the following me hod.

Scotland is the famous ancient Caledonia, and now called by the l^nghsh, and its

own inhabitants, Scotland, from Scoti or Scythi, a people of Germany, who seized on

a part of Spain next to Ireland, and from thence (viz. from Biscay) came into the

western parts of this country, which is bounded on the south by England (from which

it is divided thus; by the river Tweed on the eastern border, by Cheviot hills in the

middle marches, and by the river Esk andSolway on the western border) on the north

it is bounded by the Dcucalcdon sea, on the west by the Irish sea, and on the east by

^ItscS"t^vn is Edinburgh, about 300 miles north from London, latitude 55° 55'\

longitude 2° 25', north-west of London. It is an ancient and fine city, whose houses

are verv high, and commonly built with hewn stone ; it is about a large Scotch mi e m
lencth froni the castle to the palace, above half a mile from north to south, and three

miles in compass; it lies in a pleasant and well cultivated country, which makes provi-

sions to be plentiful and cheap. The parliament-house is a stately, convenient, and

large structure. The kings of ScoUand had their ordinary residence in the palace of

Holv-rood house. The castle at the west end of the city is very ancient and strong both

by art and nature: It was formerly caUed the Maiden.castle, because the kings of the

ricts kept their daughters in it. ^ , o t j .i.
• *

It is commonly divided into three great parts. 1. South Scot and, or the ancient

kingdom of the Picts. 2. North Scotland, or the kingdom of the ancient Scotland.

3 The Isles.
*

North Scotland contains seventeen provinces, which are set down here as they lie in

order from the borders of England, west to east, and then east to west, &c. .

Provinces.

1. Galloway.

2. Nittisdale.

3. Annandale.

4. Eskdalc with Eusdale.

5. Liddesdale.

6. Teviotdale.

7. March with Lauderdale

Cfdeftownsf with their distance in miles from Edinburgh.

Wigtown, Kirkudbright, 78 S. W.
Dumfries, 57 S. W. Drumlanerk, 52.

Annan, 50 S. Moffat, 37.

Langham.
Hermitage, an ancient castle.

Yedburgii, 33 S. E. Kelso, Roxburgh.

Duns, 34 S. E. Coldingham, Lauder.
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Province^'
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8. Tweedale.
9. Clydesdale.

10. Kyle.

11. Carrick.

C'/itrf toxviis, xvitli their di/ttauce in miles from
luiinhur^h.

Peebles, 22 S. Selkirk, 27 S. E.
Glasgow, 38 W. Lanerk, Hamilton.
Aire, 64 S. W.
3argcny.

Now beginning again by the east, at the north of Mers you find,
'''''"'*^'"*'

(^'f">'f towm, with their distana- from
€ Ffl«f IT

Edinburgh.

12 Lothhn } M\AA}.
Haddington, Dunbar, Bass isle.12. Lothian I Middfe Edinburgh, Leith, Dalkeith.

13. Sterling.
^

sJeJunf9^
Queeusferry

14. Renfrew •S^^'J'"^'
^^ ^^' B^nnocburn.14. Kcnircw Renfrew, 44 W. Pasty.

15. Cunningham
L-^i,,^ ^^ g. W. Kilmarnoek.

16. The Isles. \
^'^^ Rothsay.

'-
^'^*" Broadick

; this island belongs to the duke
i-r !>««• 1 rrr- of Hamilton.
17. Peninsula of Kmtyre. Campel town, Kilcheran, Dunwert.

The parts or provinces of Scotland, north the Firth, beginning at the S. W. eoinc
eastward, &c. are ^ ^

"Kentyre, ofwhich already.
1. Argyle

J Knapdale.
com pre- "S Cowal.
hends Lorn.

LArgyle proper
2. Lenox.
3. Menteith, Clacmanan, and Kinros.
4. Strathem,

5. Perth.

6. Fife.

7. Angus.

Kilmorie, 76. N. W.
Denoon.
Dunstafag, 105.
Inverary, 68.

Dunbarton, 53 W.
Dumblain, 33 N. W. Clacmanan.
Abemethy, 24. TuUibardin.
Perth, 28. Dunkeld, 40. Errol Scoon.
St. Andrews, 26 N. E. Dunferling, 14.

N. W. Couper,22N.
^

Forfar, Dundee, :i3 N. Montrose, Brechin,
Couper.

Kincardin, Dunnotyr.
8. Mems. xvuiuarom, jL»unn(
9. Goury, famous for its noble fields ofcorn.Douny , Gomack.

11 n !!?'",u-
^^«»''' Gillicranky.

11. brodalbin. Finlarick.
12. Lochaber.

^ ^"omab
^^ ^' ^' ^°" ^'"^^^n^'

13. Badenoch. *

Ruffen
14. Mar, and Memis. Aberdin, 80 N. E. Covie. .

16 Bamf
"* Frazerbourg, Peter-head, Innerourie.

1?: MTrray
»?"?f' Cu?en Balveny Stratila, Strathaven.K. Murray. Eigm, Naui, Forres, Rothes.

II
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18. Inverncbs

19. Ross

20. Sutherland

21. Stratluivcrn

22. Caithness

TIIR VOYAGE OF OON/.Al.F.S

103 N. VV.

Tayne, Cron-iartie, Channerie, Vein, Don-

nen, GlcnshicI, on the S. W.
Dornock, Brora

Tung
Wick

These are the chief provinces of Scotland. Now 3dly. the islands arc, 1, the wes-

tcni or Hebrides.

Isles,

1. Isla

2. Jura

3. Mull
4. Skie

5. Southvist

6. Northvist

7. Lewis and Harris

I^n^th in Miles. Bn-aM in Mies. Chief Towns.
* 24 12 Owais.

24 7

24 34 Dowart.

4Q 35 Dunvegon.

21 *
9 9

100 13

with several other small ones. In all these islands it is to be ob.-ved, that the inhabi-

touts^ generally well proportioned, of an ordinary stature, good complexion, and

Mtiri. feveral ^of them^liv^^to an hundred years «"d "pwards ;

^^^^^^

pitablc. though not very rich ; they are for the most part Protestants, but very super-

Sous, and^some of Aem are saii to be possessed of what is called the ^cond sight

i. e. of the gift of seeing before-hand what is to come to pass afterwards. And

though they hEve but little money, yet they have what is necessary for the comforts of

life.

2. The northern islands, called Orcades or Orkney, , . . . . ,. v-:,i,..«u :^

First, Pomona, an ble twenty.four miles in length, and eightm breadth. Kirkwald is

the chief town. Secondly, Hoy, an isle twelve miles m length ^^ six m breadth,

with several other small ones. AU these isles lie between latitude 59^ 30 ,
and 60^,

they are reckoned thirty-two in number, but twenty-six only are inhabited. The com-

S people live afterL ancient fru^J manner so that they are rare^
^^^^^'^^^^^

inv distemper of body or mind, and most of them die of age. This way ot living

lontribiteTo their beauty and stkture, and their ignomce of wfiat « ^^^^^^
dam^^^^

serves their health. Th^y have barley and oats, of which they make bread and tok.

They have good store of sheep, black cattle, and ^te, and innumerable «Q«ksf ^ea-

fowl, and store of fish. Here are no poisonous animals, and thev have scarce a ree,

or aXub, except heathrjuniper, myrtle, and wild rose »««?
' '^°"^^^£^ tS

are frequently dug up in iheir bosses, and they have some fruit trees and oOkupsm their

^'^^^
AsloMhelslfnds of Schetland, they are several in number, and the^g^ « 60

miles long, and twenty where broadest. They are much the same with tho^ ^^ O/^'

^ey^ except that they are Situated more northwards viz. b«t«';^«f;,«0 ^^^ 61de^eso^

north latitude. The people of these northern islands are probably of Gothick extrac.

bn buS^ talk En^T^^ and are much improved by foreigners and others who come

hither to fish. They are aU Protestants, except very few, and hve to a very great age,

100, 140, and even 180 years.
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This is the common division of Scotland, according to the gcnerahty of maps ; hiil

that king,"dotr is ordinarily divided into shires or sherifldoms, stewartries, bailHarics, and
constabularies.

Scotland is situated betwixt longitude cast from London, 20 minutes and 8 degrees

west, and betwixt latitude 54° 48'', and 59" 15', and including Shetland 60° 50', being

(exclusive of the isles) from Mule of Galloway in the south, to Dunsbyhead in Caitli

ness, 389 miles long, and from Adermouthhead, near the isle of Mule, to Buchancss,

189 broad ; but if we take in the west isles, and the sea bet\vixt, it is 07 milvs broader.

It lies betwixt the 10th and 14th northern climates. The longest day is commonly
reckoned about eighteen hours nine minutes, and the shortest night about five hours and

forty.five minutes, on the continent ; but in the isle of Skic, about the summer solstice,

the night is not above half an hour long ; and in the Orkney, about June, one may sec

to read all night, their longest day being nineteen hours : and from a mountain in Huy,
one of those isles, the body of the sun is seen all night, about the summer solstice, as it

were a little obscured with a cloud, from half an hour past eleven at night till halfan hour
past one in the morning. The air of the country in general is wholesome, and thougli

colder than that of England, yet for the most part clearer, being purified by more frequent

and stronger winds. This contributes much to the health of the inhabitants, and not a

little to the clearness and briskness of their understandings ; the people, especially those

who have had a good education, being sharp, witty, of good judgment, and of a brisk

temper. It is generally said, that many of the Scots, especially the Highlanders, and in-

habitants of the isles, live to a very great age, some to 100, others to 120, 130, and 180 ;

this longevity is commonly ascribed to the healthfulness of the climate, and to the tem-
perate way of living of those people.

The soil of Scotland, though not so fruitful as that of England, produces nevertheless

all things necessary for human life. And though the country be lor the most part moun-
tainous, yet they have many vallies, which (especially those towards the sea) are of a fat

and blackish soil, fit for all sorts of corn and fruit ; they have higher ground, which is

not so fat, but is arable, and fit for rye and barley, peas, beans, flax and hemp : and
their thicker soil produces excellent oats and roots ; for manuring the land, besides the

ordinary dung, they have talc, marie, sea-ware, tangle, and lime. The aspect of the

country in general varies much, and seems to partake of the nature of most climates :

in some places they have hills almost perpetually covered with snow : in others, the lakes

and rivers never freeze, and the ground smokes by reason of the sulphur shut up in its

bowels. In some parts the aspect is very melancholy with rocks, hills, and lakes : in

others, there are fruitful corn-fields, and lovely pastures, but fowls and fish abound every
where ; so that provisions are plentiful and cheap, although the country be populous, and
the people very prolific.

They are divided into Highlanders, who call themselves the ancient Scots, and into

Lowlanders, who are a mixture of ancient Scots, Picts, French, English, Danes, Germans,
Hungarians, and others. So they difler in their manners ; the Highlanders in their

diet, apparel, and household-furniture, follow the parsimony of their ancestors , but the

Lowlanders very much resemble the several nations we have mentioned them to be de-
scended from, but most of all the French, occasioned by the long league betwixt the two
nations, by their mutual commerce, frequent inter-marriuges, and custom of travelling into

France. The lineaments of their bodies are as well proportioned, and as comely, as any
nation in Europe, which, together with their natural courage, activity, and ability to en-
dure hardships and fatigue, makes them fit for war ; they are also prudent and ingenious,

and it is not to be denied but their genius is as well adapted for arts and arms, as
VOL. II. - Y
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that of any people of Christcnclom. They are polite and very civil, cspeciallv to stran-

gers : they are also very religious, sober, and great lovers of science ; but they arc

charged with being envious, jealous, revengeful and proud, addicted to sedition, and
vain.

The language commonly spoken in the north and north-west parts of this country is

a dialect of the Irish, corruptly called Erse : for as they are the posterity of those who
first came to ScoUand from Ireland, they still retain the ancient language in a greater

purity than the Irish themselves, because they were never mixed with any other people,

as the Irish have been ; but in all other parts of the kingdom they use the English
tongue, though with a considerable difference in the pronunciation in different coun-
ties, and all disagreeing with that of England, except the town of Inverness, whose in-

habitants are the only people who come the nearest to the true English : however, the

gentr}', and persons of good education, usually speak English (though not with the same
accent as in England) according to its true propriety ; and the manner of writing is much
the same.

The kingdom formerly enjoyed for a very long time an hereditary linuted monarchy,
though the immediate heir, or next in blood, has l^en often set aside, and another more
remote has mounted the throne. Since its union to England in 1603, or rather in 1706-7,

both kingdoms are under one king,who is stiled king ofGreat Britain.

Though the Scots have several laws and privileges peculiar to themselves, yet as to

the government in general, it is almost the same as in England, their lords and com-
mons making now a part of the British parliament ; for the peers of Scotland are to name
sixteen out of their number, by open election and plurality of voices of the peers

present, and of the proxies for such as shall be absent ; the said proxies being peers, and
both the constituents and proxies being qualified according to law. The several shires

and boroughs named in the act of union are to choose forty.five members, to assist in the

house of commons. In Scotland are also, 1. The college of justice, commonly called

the session, before whom all civil causes are tried at stated times, viz. from the first of
November to the last of February, and from the first of June to the last of July. 2. The
court of the lord justiciary, by whom are tried all the crimes which reach the lives of

criminals; and the matter is submitted to a jury of 15 persons, which is not allowed

m other courts in cases of meum and tuum. All criminals are allowed the benefit ofad-

vocates or council to plead for them in this court. 3. The court of the exchequer for

the king's revenue. Besides these courts, there are a great many subordinate ones both

for civil and criminal affairs throughout the kingdom : and in all of them they proceed

in determining causes by acts of parliament, and the customs of the nation ; and where
those are defective, they determine them according to the imperial and civil law, not

according to the ripour of the letter, but according to equity. The great officers ofthe

state are, 1. The lord high-chancellor, or keeper of the great seal, whose salary is

30001. per annum. 2. The principal secretary of state, and keeper of the signet. 3.

The keeper of the privy seal 20001. 4. The lord register 4441. 5. The lord advocate

10001. 6. The lord justice clerk 4001. And 7. The solicitor 4001.

The Scotch nobility are more numerous, and (some ofthem) enjoy greater privileges

than the peers of England ; for some of them are hereditary sheriffs, governors7&c. of

some counties or towns ; and several of them are heads of tribes or clans, whose members
are so many slaves and drudges to them. Families are very ancient and numerous.

The most part of the Scotch noblemen, who have travelled into foreign parts, are very

civil to strangers, and best pleased when they are capable of making a great figure.

Here is the order of the thistle, a very ancient order of knighthoods revived in king

>-^
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James II, and c|ueen Anne's time. It consists of fvclvc knights compa.uous besidethe sovereign, fhey are also called knights of the order of St. Andrew

^"'^^' '^^ OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL GOVERNMENT OF SCOTLAND.
THE government of the church in this kingdom is that which later aces cillcd Pros

;^.rL:i^^rcU::i''
^°^"'' •" "-'''' ^'^ '-^'^ asLiationf/admiiiirlirc'

ciaUyno3s!^viz°
'^'' ^"'"^ of go^^rnment. the kingdom is divided into thirteen provi,

Provincial synods. Presbyteries.
1....Lothian and 1 weedale, containing 1 Edinburgh

2 Linlithgow
3 Biggar

4 Peebles

5 Dalkeith

6 Haddington
7 Dumbar

II....Merse and Tiviotdale,

III Dumfrees,

IV Galloway,

V Glasgow and Aire,

VI Argyle,

1 Dunse
2 Chimside
3 Kelsoe
4 Jedburg
5 Selkirk

6 Ersilton

1 Midlebee

2 Lockmaben
3 Penpont
4 Dumfrees

1 Kirkcudbright
2 Wigton
3 Stranrawer

1 Aire

2 Irwin

3 Paisley

4 Hamilton
5 Lanerk
6 Glasgow
7 Dumbarton

1 Denoon
2 Campbelton
3 Inverary

4 Kilmoir
5 Skie

V 2

Parishes.

31
19
13
13
Id
16
10

117
11
14
10
15
11
10

12
15
9

18

16

10

U
28
19

16
IS

13
19

17

8
10

8

12
11

71

54

37

-127

»

(

J

49
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VII Perth,

VIII Fife,

IX Angus and Mcarns,

X.

XI Murray,

XII Ross,

XIII Orkney,

THE VOYAGE OF GONZALES

1 Dunkcld
2 Perth

3 Dumblanc
4 Stirline

5 Auchterardcr

1 Dumfermline
2 Kirkaldy

3 Coupcr
4 St. Andrews

1 Mccglc
2 Dundee
3 Forfar

4 Bieechcn

5 AI)erbrothock

6 Mcarns or Fordoun

1 Kincardine

2 Aljcrdeen

3 Alfoixl

4 Gurioch

5 Deer
6 Turreff

7 Fordice

8 Ellen

1 Strathbogie

2 Elgin

3 Forress

4 Inverness

5 Abernethy
6 Aberdour

1 Chanry
2 Tain
3 Dingwal
4 Dornoch

1 Caithness

2 Orkney
3 Zetland

80

86

59

38

42

Provincial synods 13. Presbyteries 68. Parishes 939.

The lowest ecclesiastical court is the kirk>session, or parochial consistory, which
consists of the minister or ministers, when more than one in a parish, elders and deacons,

with a clerk and beadle. The elders' business is to assist the minister in visiting the con-
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grcgation upon occasion, to watch over tlic morals of t!ic people in his district, and to

give them private reproof in case of any disorder ; but if the scandal be gross, or the

person obstinate, he is to lay the matter before the consistory or session, who by their

beadle cite the person accused to appear before them, hear what he has to say in his

own defence, and either acquit or censure him, according as the nvitter appears to them

by confession or evidence; and if a censure ensue, it is proportioned to the nature of

the ofl'tnceor scandal given by it ; if it has given public oftincc, a public acknowledg-

ment of it is required. The elders are chosen from among the most substantial, knowing
and regular people. The deacons are chosen in the same manner, whose office is to

take care of the poor, and to sec that the charity of the congregation Ix* rightly managed
and duly applied; they are also consulted, but have no decisive voice in matters ofcen-

sure, 8cc. except they be also elders. This court are judges of admitting to the Lord's

table or debarring from it in their respective parishes ; the communicants are examined
before them as to their knowledge and conversation, and their resolutions to renew and

perform their baptismal covenant by coming to the Lord's- supper. From this court there

lies an appeal to the presbytery, ifany persons think themselves injured by their censures ;

and sometimes the minister and elders do of themselves bring the case of obstinate of-

fenders, or of such as by reason of their quality cither will not submit, or arc improper

to Ix: censured by this court, before the presbytery. In country parishes the session ge-

nerally sits the Lord's-day after sermon, but in towns on other days, as it suits best with

their coaveniency.

The presbyteries, as may be seen by the scheme above, consist of such a number of

ministers and elders of neighbouring parishes as can most conveniently meet together ;

in ordinary cases, one ruling elder from each congregation is enough. The ministers

and elders, when met, choose one of the ministers to be preses, or chair-man, for sucli

time as they think iit ; the person so chosen is calied moderator, and his business is to

regulate their proceedings according to the general rules of the scripture, and the par-

ticular constitutions of the church, to take care that they proceed orderly in their de-

bates, and to collect their suffrages when anv thing comes to a vote ; and all their pro-

ceedings are carefully writ down and registered by their clerk. Before this court arc

tried appeals from parochial consistories, or kirk sessions, and they inspect into the be-

haviour of the ministers and elders of their respective bounds, whom they visit by turns,

and hear complaints of either ministers or people : they take care to supply the vacant

churches in their respective districts, for whom they ordain pastors, upon sufficient trial

of their learning, and of their other qualifications, or admit them, if they have been
ordained elsewhere, upon their producing certificates from other presbyteries, &c.

They also try, and licence young men who offer themselves to trial, or are b)' the pres-

bytery required so to do, in order to their entrance upon the work of the ministry, or

becoming probationers for it : they examine them as to their knowledge in Latin, Greek,

Hebrew, divinity, philosophy, church history, chronology, and as to their lives and
conversations, &c. and after having prescribed them suitable exercises for their trial on
all those heads, they approve or reject them, as they see cause, the person always with-

drawing while they pass their censure upon his performance, and called in afterwards

to receive it from the moderator. This court does likewise judge of causes for the

greater excommunication, before it be inflicted on any person within their bounds, in

order to bring them to a sense of their sin, and to repentance : this sentence is seldom
pronounced, and never but for weighty causes, but with great solemnity and awe, ac-

cording to the general rules of the scripture, which makes it very much dreaded and
respected. The ministers preach by turns al the meeting of each presbytery, which is

<
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once |)cr month at least ; and this is found to be of very good use to oblige the minintcre

to keep to a constant cxcTciiic of their learning, and otlicr ministerial ubilitien, WiK-rein

any decay or neglect would soon be observed and censured by such an auditory. When
they ordain a minister, they generally make him undergo the sanir triaU that he under-

Wc>H when admitted a probationer ; and if there be no valid objection by the- presby-

tery, or the people who gave him the call, they proceed to ordination, with prayer

and im|x)sition of hands, after having asked him proiK-r questions concerning his bilief

of the scriptures, his having had recourse to Jesus Christ for salvation, out of a deep
sense of his own .sin ; of his adhering to the doctrine, worship, discipline, and govern-

ment of the church; and of his entering upon the ministry out of a sincere design to

serve God in the goipel of his Son, and not for filthy lucre.

The provinci.il synod con-nists of all the ministers of the province, with a ruling elder

from each parish ; they miei twice a year, and choose their own moderator ; their busi-

iiess is to determine appeals from the |>resbyteries of their district, to inquire into the Ijc-

haviour of the several presbyteries, and for that cud inspect their books ; they likewise

censure such scandals, as particular presbyters may not think proper for them to meddle
with, because of the quality of the offender, Bee. and determine C( ming the trans-

portation of ministers from one place to another within their own disti.. i, for the greater

good of the church. From this court, which generally lasts about a week, there lies an

appeal to the general assembly.

This general assembly is constituted of ministers and elders deputed from every pres-

bytery of the nation : the ruling elders of this assembly are many times members of

parliament, and others of the greatest quality. This court gives a final determination

to all appeals from inferior church-judicatoncs^ and makes acts and constitutions for the

whole church : their moderator, or pre&es, is chosen by themselves, and the sovereign

generally sends a commissioner, who proposes what h thought proper on the part of

the crown, and takes care to prevent any thing th;?t may displease the government ; but
lie has no vote in the assembly^ nor is his presence there necessary by the constitution :

they are empowered by act of parliament to meci at least once per annum, and there lies

no appeal from them.

In all these ecclesiastical courts, they begin and end with prayer ; they can inflict no
temporal punishment, but confine themselves altogether to ecclesiastical censures ; they

are a great barrier to the established religion ; and all the members being elective, and
the people represented as well as the clergy, it is iiot easy, if those courts be left to

choose their members, and act with freedom, according to the constitution, to bring any
innovation into the doctiine, worship, discipline, or government of the Church of

Scotland.

They differ nothing ii"om the Church cf England, and other reformed churches, in

point of things necessary to salvation, but only some ceremonies they will not admit

of: however, no Christian society in the world excels them for their exact observa*

tion of the sabbath day, and few can equal them for their singular stricmess and im-

partiality in punishing scandals. There were formerly two archbishoprics, viz. St.

Andrew and Glasgow, and twelve bishops, Edinburgh, Dunkeld, Aberdeen, Murray,
Brechin, Dumblain, Ross, Caithness, Orkney, Gal'away, Argyle, and the Isles. The
universities are, St. Andrew, Glasgow, Abendeen, and Edinburgh.

In my inquiry after the trade of this country, I was generally answered according to

the inclinations of the persons with whom I discoursed ; some, especially the English^

who by no means like the Scottish nation, depreciate this country, and its traffic, pro>

duce, and inhabitants, as much as possible, in the est«;em of a foreigner ; others, the
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Scots thcmsflvcs, enamoured with the remembrance of tliclr ancient iKJwcr, auclfas is

common with all nations, I believe) with a prclerencc of liuir afloctions for their native

soil, extol them all above comparison wiih the other parts of the Hritiiih isle.

The F.iiglish deny, that thex produce so much as tlie ncce.s!iarics of life. The Scots

boast of their pearl and hcrrinj^, and cod and whale fisheries. They pretend to vie

with all nations for ambergrise, black and white marcusites, the lapis cerarius, the

lapis hecticus (a sovereign remedy in consumptions, the dysentcria and diarihwa) the

agtite, the amethyst, the crystal stone, talc, marie, the loadstone, and spermaceti. They
also tell us of gold-mines in Craw fonl- Moor, of silver-mines in Carnpapcll-Hill, of cop-

per-minc's in Airthey, of lead-mines in Clidsdale, of tin and Uad-mincs in the Ork
ncys, of iron-mines at Dumfermline, in Fife, fitc. of coal-mines in Lothian, Fire, 8cc. of

marble.quarries, quicksilver, antimony, chrysocolla, diamonds, rubies, carbuncles,

jacinths, topazes, beryls, jaspers, and cornelians. And if this ac* ount be true, cer-

tainly Scotland is the most desirable country in die world for riches and foreign com.
incrcc.

But, be that as it will, I am more inclined to believe those that do not thus far run

into tlie extreme praise of their country ; and talk not so much of the lx)wels of their

earth, but what it really and yearly is known to produce, and can vouch their trade b}

samples of their own produce and manufactures. These tell us, that their countr)', iu

some parts, produceth good wheat, oats, peas, beans, barley, rye, flax, and hemp ; and
this 1 take for granted, that the numerous and large t\ucks of sheep they have in Scot-

land produce abundance of wool, from whence coi le manufactures of several sorts,

as broad-cloth, coarse or huswife's cloth, fringes, singrines, baize, crapes, tcmmin,
Glasgow plaids, worsted-camblets and other stuifs, and <)tockings for home-consump.
tion and export ; besides their tallow and skins. Their wool in general is not so

good as that of England, yet very proper for serges, baize, camblets, shalloons, and
other stuffs ; and by due regulation, is capable of great improvement for a foreign

trade. They arc come to a great perfection in making stnfliij, and for plaids they exceed
all the world. They make such fine worsted stockings at Aberdeen, that they yield 10,

15, 20, and SOs. a pair for womens' stockings.

They have a multitude of small horses, fit for riding journeys, and as numerous a

breed of small black cattle, whose meat is generally much sweeter than that of the

Engfish black cattle ; and their hides, if dressed and tanned right, are fit for soal-leather,

harness for coaches. Sec. and other uses.

There is plenty of all sorts of deer in the parks of those of quality in the low-lands,

but especially in the mountains and wastes in the north highlands and isles, where great

flocks of them run wild, and are not only excellent food, but are capable of yielding

great profit by their skins, &c.

They have great flocks of sheep, both of a larger and lesser size, which yield a great

profit to the inhabitants by their meat, milk, wool, skins, and lambs, of which they

are more than ordinary prolific ; they sell great numbers of them yearly to the inhabi-

tants of the north of England, and their meat in general is much sweeter, though of a
less size than the English mutton.

From the milk of their black cattle and sheep they make great quantifies of butter

and cheese, not only for home-consumption, but for exportation.

It is a vulgar error in England, and elsewhere, that the Scots have a general aversion

to hc^, and to the food which they yield ; for in those parts of the kingdom where
they have com and proper food in plenty for them, they are bred by the inhabitants,

Ihe
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(lot only for liomc con<ttimptioii, hut aUo for cx|M)rtatioii, considcruhlc quantities of
viltrd pork being yearly cxporral from the nortli ol Scotland into other countries.

.Scotland has not only plenty ol'domesii( fowl, such tui urc common in other countries,

but many that arc peculiar fo them»elvcs, ts|x;cially in the islands ; where they arc in

such multi'udcs, as the inhabitants can neither consume nor vend.

Havin}.j thus fjivcn a brief accoimt of Scotland's chief product for trade, I shall, in

die next place, give a short account how they are capable to barter or exchange their

own conumxUtics for such of other countries as they stiuid in need of, or may have
occasion to trade with.

From lai^lanil the goods usually imported into Scotland arc, the woollen manufac-
ture of all s<»rts, alomed leather, shaml)o, gloves, lead, pewter, tin, iron, black cat.

tie, horses, hops, cyder ; .md some yetirs, when their own harvest proves bad, corn
of all sorts, manufactures of jKuter, iron, steel, and bniss, tobacco, sugar, indigo,

cotton, and the go(xls the English import from China, Persia, die East Indies, and
other nations ; for exchange of which Scotland imports into England linen cloth ot all

sorts, coals, salt, small black cattle, sheep, salnujn, marble, slates grey and blue,

pearl, cod and ling, and small horses.

From Ireland the Scots import sometimes black cattle, sheep, wool, and woollen

manufactures, with some corn and horses ; for which they have to exchange linen cloUi,

coal, salt, cod, ling, red and white herrings, oak, oak bark, and fir timber

I'he Scots import from Norway fir timber and deals, tar, fish, oil, copper, ;md
carvie-seed, oak, wainscot, pipe-staves, and firs, and sometimes horses from Denmark.
The Scots import from the Baltic, iron, copper, wire of copper and iron, great

guns, mortars, bullets, fir timber, and deals, for which they have to exchange white

and red herrings.

The Scots miport from Nerva, Revel, and Riga, the best hemp, flax of all sorts,

knapple. tar, linseed, firs, pot-ashes, and train-oil ; for which they have to exchange
white ^nd red herrings, alomed leather, gloves, lamb-skins, lead, woollen manufac-
tures, and fine and coarse stockings.

The Scots import from Danizic and Poland, hemp, flax, linseed, tarred ropes,

pitch, steel-kits, knapple, oak, wainscot, glass, black beer, strong waters, pot-aslies,

white pea3 , rye. and other corn, for which they have to exchange red and white her-

rings, salt, alomed leather, and lamb-skins.

From Holland thty import most of their grocery ware, materials for dying, fine

Hollands, silks, toys, spices of all sorts, currants, raisins, figs, rice, sugar, sugar-

candy, tobacco, pickles of all sorts, gunpowder, arms, starch, pot-ashes, soap, hops,

ivory, silk and worsted stuff's, thread, callicoes, muslin, East India goods of all sorts,

oils, drugs, ships, rigging, flax, hemp, rosin, tobacco, linseed, garden-seeds, trees,

statues, marble, books, lime-juice, vinegar, white-wine, Rhenish, sack, brandy, wain-

scot, planks, hops, earthen ware, and all sorts of household furniture.

And they import into Holland salmon, herrings, coals, wheat and barley, butter, e|^s,

beef, hides, tallow, coarse woollen cloth, wool, sheep-skins, serges, singrines, baize,

pladding, woollen stuffs, such as those of Norwich, worsted yarn, stockings, lead, lead-

oar, gloves, and pearl.

From France they import wines, brandy, prunes, chestnuts, silk, salt, writing-paper,

hats, gloves, and toys.

And they export salmon, herrings, cod, coals, lead, wool, coarse woollen cloth, stock-

ings,dog-skins, and other skins.
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Front Spain and Portugal they import w'lnc, fruit, ornngcs, lemons, salt, raisinM,

and cochiiK'.il.

And export salnon, hcrrlnj^s, cod-fish, linen of several sorts, coarse woollen cloth, scr-

gcs, stockings, candles, tallow, bccs-vvax, raw hide*, beef, Montrosi- pistols.

The Scots import from Naples, oil, silk, silk stuffs, and rice ; for which they have to

exchange, red and white hcrnngs, salmon, bars of lead, cotton- wicked candles, tanned

leather, and cnlf-skins.

They import from Galipoly, oils, rice, juice of liquorice, and li<|norice ; fur which the}

have to exchange the same commodities that serve for Naples. Tluy import likewise

the same commodities from Messina and .Sicily in gencr.il« for which they exchange the

like commfxlities as for Naples.

They import from Venice, brimstone, the finest red pile rice, fine crystal drinking-

glasses, looking-glasses, cul)incts, small beads, silk and silk stuffs, nuiscudine wine,

Greek wine, currants, Roman scented gloves, Venice necklaces, sham pearls ; for

which tlwy have to exchange, red-herrings, salmon, bars of lead, cotion-wick'd candles,

becs-wux, log-wood, tanned leather, calf-skins, fine stockings, serges, baize white and

dyed, drv cod and ling.

They import from Cephalonla, currants, Greek wine, and rice, and trade thither widi

the same goods as to Venice, or ratltcr with the money they make of their goods ut Vc«
nice.

From Barbary they import rice, figs, raisins, dates, almonds, copper ; for which

they have to ex hange, locks of gims, arms, linen and woollen manufactures, and
lead.

From the Canaries, Malvasia wines, green wines, red and white Vidonia, or hard wines,

f>itch, fine preserved fruits, cordecidron, sugur-loaves, orchald, shumack, pitch, log-wood

;

or which they have to exchange, red and white herrings, linen and woollen manufactures,

salt lieef, candles, butter, and bar-lead.

From the Madeiras they import red and white Madeira wines, brandy, cordecidron,

brasil, sugar, shumack, and archald for dyers ; for which they have to exchange, red and
white herrings, salmon, linen and woollen manufactures.

From the English West- Indies they import sugar, indigo, tobacco, ginger dry and
wet, cotton wool, lime-juice, and rum ; for whien they have to exchange, salt beef,

red and white herrings, wheat and flour, candles, &c.

Their linen and woollen manufactures, salt beef, red and white herrings, flour, can«

dies, butter, are also proper commodities to exchange for the product of Martinico,

Surinam, Curasso, Jamaica, Carolina, New York, East and VVest Jersey, Virginia,

Pennsylvania, and New England.

They import from Russia, pot-ashes, train-oil, hemp, timber, tarred ropes, bees-wax,
honey, mead, tar, cavier, rhubarb, agaric, musk, aiKl isinglass ; for which they ex-
change , lead, red and white herrings.

For the product of Guinea, which is gold-dust and elephants' teeth, the Scots have
to exchange linen and woollen manufactures, knives, scissars, small looking-glasses,

and other toys, strong waters, beads, pewter dishes, Glasgow plaids, &c
For the product of the Negro coast, viz. negroes, elephants' teeth, bees-wax, and

gum arabick, Scotland has to exchange, wam-pum-pig, or fine shells, found in great
quantities on the coasts of the isles, coarse white linen and singrines, toys, strong
waters, and pewter dishes.

This is the substance of what I have learned from good authority, concerning its

product and trade ; not that I suppose that the product of Scotland is sufficient to trade
VOL. II. z
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to all those places without money, but the Scots product is sufficient to procure money
to trade to such of those places where it is necessary.

I have insisted the longer upon this head of Scotland's product for trade, to undeceive

other people, who, by the misrepresentations of envious or ignorant authors, have been

much imposed upon by extravagant accounts of the intrinsic poverty and barrenness of

xhis country.

The chiefrivers, sca.ports, and strong towns, are,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The

N.

E.
E.

E.

E.

Sterling, Fife, Lothian.

Broadalbin, Athol, Dundee.
Badenoch, Bamf, Murray.

< near Aberdeen.

Glasgow.
Berwick.

1. The Forth,

2. Tay,
Spey,

Don, } ^runniiig<j ^ p ^through*

Dec, 5
Clyd, N. W.
Tweed,

J [_
^"

sea-ports, or towns en navigable" rivers, are Leith near Edinbui^h, Dundee,
Montrose, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Kircudbright, Carveltan, &c.
The strong towns are Edinburgh Castle, Sterling, Dunbar Castle, Fort Williams,

Bass near the Fourth in an island, Inverness.

The inhabitants of Annandale, and other lesser dales or vallies, were always accounted

a warlike people, and much given to incursions, from which the western borders of both

nations could scarce be restrained either by peace or truce, before the union of the two
crowns.

Duns is remarkable for the birth of the ' tious Johannes Duns Scotus.

Coldingham is famous for its abbey, founded by Edgar king of Scotland, about the

year 1100, and for Ebba, the lady abbess, who, during a Danish invasion, disfigured

herself by slitting her nose, and persuaded her nuns to do the like, to prevent their being
ravished by the Danes.

Lauder is remarkable for the execution done upon James Third's minionsby the nobility,

who, under the conduct of the earl of Angus, took them out of the court, and hanged
them over Lauder bridge.

Aire is remarkable for the birth of one of the most learijed schoolmen, from hence
called Johannes Scotus iKrigena, and I'l-'wise for a severe revenge which the famous Sir

William Wallace the Champion, and at iha» fime warden of Scotland, took here upon
the English, who, under pretence of holding a justice eyre in Edward the First's time,

after he had overrun the country during the competition betwixt Bruce and Baliol for

the Scots crown, summoned the neighbouring nobility and gentry to the court, which
was held in large barns belonging to the king, and hanged them one after another as

they entered, thinking by this means to keep Scotland lor ever under his obedience

;

but Sir William, having notice of what had passed, came with a body of men that same
night, surprised the English in the midst of their jollity, set the barns on fire, and burnt

all that were in them. This town is also memorable for the defeat of Acho king of

Norway, who in 1263, during the reign of Alexander III, king of Scotland, brought

160 ships to the neighbourhood, with 20,000 men, and, after plundering the adjacent

country, was routed by Alexander Stuart, great grandfather to the first of that family,

who enjoyed the crown. The king of Norway lost also most of his fleet, on board of

which he fled, and by that means was forced to quit his pretensions to the western

islands of Scotland, which had been granted to him by Donald Bane, an usurper, on
promise of assistance to maintain him on the Scottish throne.
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There are several islands on the coasts of Lothian, whereof Buss is the most remarkable,

being an impregnable fort, and abounding with soland geese, which in April come
hither in flocks, who, before their coming, send some to fix their mansion, which arc

therefore called their scouts ; they lay but one egg at a time, and fix it so dexterously

on the rock by one end, that if it be moved, it is impossible to fix it again ; they

hatch it with their foot, and scarce leave it till it be hatched. The fish catchcd by the

old ones many times furnish the inhabitants with food, as the sticks they bring for their

nests furnish them with fuel. When they come to be as big as ordinary geese, they arc

very good meat. They leave this island in September, but whither they retire during
the winter is not known.

Sterling, in the Saxon tongue, "ij^jjifieth a rock or mountain on a river, alluding to the

situation of the town and castle, i iic town is situated in a pleasant and fruitful country,

into which it has a fine prospect. The castle is a noble and magnificent structure, and
is very strong both by art and nature. This town is reckoned the key of the kingdom,
because it opens the pasf^age from south to north, there being no such easy passage over
the Forth, as by Sterling bridge.

Buimuckbum is famous for the noble victory the Scots obtained there ever Edward II,

under the conduct of king Robert Bruce, the greatest defeat that ever the English re-

ceived from the Scots. It is also memorable for the defeat and death of king James III,

for his nobility finding him incurably addicted to arbitrary government, armed his son
against him, and set him up in his stead.

The duke of Argyle is hereditary sherifT of Lorn ; it is a peculiar right of diis family,

that, when they marry any daughter, their vassals are obliged to pay their portion, and
are taxed in order to it, according to the number of their cattle.

Broadalbin lies among the Grampian hills ; the word in the old language signifies the

highest part of Scotland, and part of it called Drumalbin does likewise signify the ridge

or back of Scotland. This appears to have been the country anciently called Albany,
and part of the residence of the ancient Scots, who still call themselves Albinnich, from
the country, and retain the ncient language and habit ; they are a hardy and warfike

people, and follow much of the ancient parsimony in their way of living ; and from
this country it was that the sons ofthe royal family had the title ofdukes of Albany.
And thus I conclude my remarks upon this ancient kingdom, which now, of all

christian nations, seems to be in the greatest slavery, under the management of a state,

whose subjects can boast ofthe greatest freedom by their laws.
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A TOUR TO THE WKST OF ENGLAND, IN 1788. BY THE REV. S. SHAW, M. A.
FELLOW OF QUEEN'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.*

THAT the human mind is happiest, when its powers are in a progressive slate of im-

provement, will not, i believe, be denied. Employment, concordant with its high na-

ture and exalted wishes, is absolutely necessary, to enable it to enjoy that blissful state,

of which it is capable even in this world, it is (to compare great things with small)

like a well-formed instrument, whose tone*" and vibrations depend upon due tensipn and
care, but whose harmony is enervated and destroyed by improper relaxation. He,
therefore, who can exercise his intellectual faculties in a manner worthy of them, pro-

motes materially his own happiness at least, and if he can add anything, either instruc-

tive or entertaining, to the knowledge of others, deserves no mean praise of the public.

It was with this conviction, that last summer, when, the town began to grow dull and
empty, and all nature was in its most beautiful state, we determined to undertake a tour

over some part of England. To mark the varying face of countries ; to behold the

different states of edifices ; to view the strong, the beautiful, and the stupendous build-

ings, which ages, so unlike our own, either awed by fear, or inspired by religion, have

erected ; to tread upon the ground, where heroes and sages have been nursed, or have

resided ; to behold, with pensive regret, the decay of ancient families ; to trace and to

observe the rise and fall of cities ; are intellectual exertions, that surely may delight the

most fiiltivated minds.

It was very long before our ancestors became acquainted with the face of their own
country. The monks, to whom literature was confined, immured within their own
gloomy walls, knew nothing of the geography of their country ; and of those parts of

knowledge, with which they were acquainted, they felt the importance too i.iuch in

swaying the bulk of mankind, to disperse them beyond the limits of their dark monas*
teries. This immoderate darkness being dispelled, and the great invention of printing

being discovered, the bright rays of genius soon spread themselves over the world, illu-

minated every science, and circulated every noble improvement of the mind.

The first who undertook to make himself acquainted with the subject we are now en-

gaged in, and to display it to others, was Leiand, who, led by his own enthusiastic genius

for our antiquities, tra ersed in search of knowledge, under the patronage of Henry VIII,

every part of the kingdom ; traced rivers, visited and described towns, seats, and
churches ; and rescued from impending destruction as many of the innumerable histor-

ical papers and records, that were dispersed carelessly every where (by the dissolution of

religious houses) as the diligence of one man could, by extracting and transcribing, ef-

fect. His accuracy and his lively fancy have preserved, in his itinerary and his other

works, many pleasing pictures of the state of buildings, &c. of those times, and many
delightful memorials of families, that but for him had been buried in the womb of time.

I know not a more entertaining as well as useful work, than his itinerary. But alas ! this

great man's designs were greater than all his efforts were able to execute. He lost his sen-

ses before he died ; he was buried amidst the devastations his great labours were in-

tended to preserve.

Camden was the next bright genius that rose to forwa-d that great work his prede-

cessor had begun, " to restore antiquity to Britain, and Britain to antiquity." His in-

nate abilities, and propercitics to pursuits of this kind, while he was at the university,

soon made him master of every latent particle that might be useful to himself, and to the
t

• London 1 789, octavo.
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world. Ten years were devoted to his researches for his Britannia, which he first pub-

lished soon after the age of thirty ; and which is such a lasting memorial of his services,

as will not jx^rish but with the English language.

The imitators of these two luminaries of topography have been too numerous to come
within the compass of this prefatory discussion. I will only observe that the endeavours

of other nations, in illustrating matters of antiquity and geography, would tall very short

in comparison with our own. Where shall we find, beyond the limits of our own
kingdom, a Plott, a Gibson, or a Gough? The latter ofwhom is now happily employed,

amidst his other able performances, in preparing a new edition of the Britannia, soon to

be given to the world.

To walk humbly in the paths of such great men, and to gather flowers which they

haveTiastily or inadvertently let fall, with those which have sprung up beneath the nur-

turing hand of later times, can surely be called no mean or uninteresting employ-

ment.

Tours of this kind, though but moderately written, if taken through a considerable

tract of country, must contain sufficient matter of instruction and amusement to exer-

cise the powers of the mind, by the most pleasing exertions, and add something to that

employment, wliich makes time glide smoothly, if not rapidly, down the vale that leads

to eternity.

It is a melancholy reflection, and a bad compliment to the taste of the age, to suppose

that subjects of this kind should be neglected, or cast aside as imworthy trash, while the

hackneyed novel, whose greater insipidity is its only distinction from the production of
the preceding day, or the insidious tale of ribaldry and calumny, whose only support is

its baseness and eSrontery, arrest the attention of the multitude, and find encouragement
and reward.

To accommodate those readers, whose taste cannot relish the unadorned narration of

history, the following pages are occasionally interspersed with digressions of fancy, and
descriptions of the muse, but plain fcicts and common occurrences are faithfully and
simply minuted, as they were observed.

If novelty has any charms in the composition of a Tour, the course this has taken

may without vanity or self-importance claim some degree of merit. Numerous have
been the descriptions of tlie North of England and Scotland, while the Western beauties

of this Isle Ue almost unnoticed, at least in any regular and extensive route. And
though they cannot boast the same suUime features of lake and rock, yet they display

soi infinite' variety of other objects, with no small share of the romantic and beau-
tiful.

The visitor is here delighted, though perhaps he may not be so much surprised,

while he obtains an accurate and distinct knowledge of the fertility of his country, and
the opulence and resources of its people.

These were the reasons that determined us in August, 1788, to fix upon a Tour
through the West of Elngland. The summer had been dry and backward, but the rains

had at length falkn, and produced an abundance, and a verdure on the face of the

country, that added to our hopes of pleasure. We were some days in deliberation abcat
the exact course we should pursue, during which time we took th* opportunity of vi-

siting several places in the environs of London. But before we proceed, it may not be
improper to make a few observations and reflections on this great centre of the king-

dom, firom whence all our tracks diverge, like the rays which are darted from the prime
orb of the planetary system, to give life and light to the most distant and inferior

parts.
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If cathedrals and churches are the objects of our researches, where shall we find thcnni

more numerous and magnificent? nor can there be a moment's doubt of the superiority

of every other public edifice. Do wo want to examine the nature of hospitals and other

charitable institutions ? No chy in the universe can shew the like number of private and
public charities. Are we delighted with the busy scenes of trade and traffic ? where
shall we find them on a larger scale than on the banks of Thames ! No eye can well

view a greater quantity,of shipping, than this noble river exhibits : and in the wonder>
ful architecture of bridges it stands unrivalled. Many of these principal features it is

true we view every day in the common intercourse with London, and are contented

with the cursory manner in which we see them ; we have also various books to refer to,

for particular accounts ; but the former ought not to be the prevailing argument of ge-

neral ignorance, nor the latter sufficient to satisfy, without personal inspection, the mind
of the curious.

It would be foreign to my present purpose to enter into the minutiae of this vast city.

But a few further remarks upon its progressive state may not be improper. Ifwe com-
pare its present appearance with that in queen Elizabeth's time, the ditference is almost

incredible. By casting my eye over a map of London in 1558, annexed to the first vo-

lume of queen Elizabeth's progresses, I obtained the following account.

The greater part from Temple-bar was quite in the country, except a few houses and
gardens of the nobility on the banks of the Thames. Covent-garden was literally a gar-

den, with only a row of houses along the Strand to Charing-cross. Holbom and St.

Giles's were far in the country, and only exhibited a few scattered houses and walls.

In the same manner we may trace all the west end of the town, but with less prospect

of ever being raised to that magnificence and excellence we now see it. The rapidity

with which this vicinity has been built is sufficiently described in that anecdote of lord

Burlington, thus told by Mr. Walpole in his anecdotes of painting,* '* that lord Bur-
lington, being asked why he built his house in Piccudilly so far out of town ? replied,

because he was determined to have no building beyond him." Little more than half a
century has so inclosed Burlington house with new streets, that it is now in the heart of

that part of London.
The city on the east and north sides was formerly much circumscribed to what it is

at present. The tower stood quite separate, like a well guarded place with foss and walls

in the country. White-chapel had but few buildings. Spital-fields exhibited nothing

but trees and hedge rows. Bishop-gate street was more considerable. London bridge

WAS then the only passage of that kind over the Thames. What noble fabrics have
since been raised, the admiring passenger beholds with astonishment.

The villages that every way surround London partake greatly of its influence, and
the yearly increase of buildings ofevery description is most wonderful. The gaudy villas

and gingerbread mansions of the citizens, to which they fly to enjoy the sneets of each

weekly labour, and a few fresh hours of a more wholesome air, than what is impregnated

whh their mercantile effluvia ; these retreats of comfort are too numerous to have a place

in this present account. But we will not pass over all the more magnificent fabrics, &c.

which present themselves in many charming situations, during several of our morning ex-

cursions. Indeed the environs of London mi^ht be made a tour of some time, and af-

ford infinite variety and information to a thinkuig observer. Wi travel to admire and

give accounts of other buildings, manufactures, and public places, without being able to

describe the wonderful variety m and around this metro[)oli8. But this is the common

V'ol.iv. p. 231.
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error of mankind, and the rock on which most travellers split : we seek for distant ob-

jects of admiration, while perhaps the most pleasing ones, that daily lie before us, re-

main unnoticed ; we visit foreign countries for improvement, while we are ignorant of
our own.
To enjoy a pleasant and tranquil ride, we first took the Edgware road towards the

north, which presents us with a prospect of eight miles of fertile pasture, well fringed

with wood, and uninterrupted by superfluous buildings until we approach this small mar-
ket town. Near this is Canons ; the object of our excursion, which stands, I l)clieve,

in the parish or hamlet of Stanmore parva, as Whitchurch chapel certainly does, which
is a chapelry to Stanmore magna. Canons was formerly the seat of the Lakes, a fa-

mily no doubt of some continuance and respectability here, as they had allied themselves

to the honourable family of Gerrard, of Harrow on the Hill, who had matched with the

most noble and illustrious race of Seymour. The hon. James Brydges, by marriage

with Mary, only surviving daughter of sir Thomas Lake, of this place, in 1697 obtained

possession of it, and afterwards succeeding to the barony of Chandos, and being raised

to the title of duke, he built here one of the most magnificent palaces in the kingdom,

and furnished it at an immense expence in the most superb manner. " The inside (we
are told) was of exquisite workmanship. The stucco and gilding were done by the

famous Pargotti. The great hall was painted by Bellucci ; «he pillars were of marble ;

the stair-case was extremely fine ; and the steps were also of marble, every step being

of one whole piece, about 22 feet in length. The avenue was spacious and majestic ;

and as it gave you the view of two fronts, joined, as it were, in one, the distance not

admitting you to see the <>.igle, which was in the centre, so you were induced to think

the front of the house almost twice as large as it was," &.c.

The chapel beforc-n\entioiied, called Whitchurcli (which is still remaining as a church
to the neighbouring hiimlct) is a " singularity, both in its building and the beauty of its

ornaments. The duke atone time maintained there a full choir, anidhadthe worship per-

formed with the best music after the manner of the chapel royal." It cannot indeed be
denied that this nobleman was superb and magnificent in his manner of living, even to

a fault, but it proceeded from the overflowings of a generous and munificent heart.

He was the patron of literature, and the arts. He purchased, and in this place preserved

ar James Ware's valuable collection of MSS, which belonged to the earl of Claren-

^B, when lord lieutenant of Ireland. Calumny says, that much of the fortune he
mdea in this magnificent mode of living he had gotten by his place of paymaster

at die farces dunng the reign of queen Anne. It is probable there may be some foun-

cation for this. For certain it is that his father succeeded collaterally to the ancient

barony of his family, without the estate that had formerly been annexed to it, at the time
that he and the immediate ancestors of his branch were liviiig as country gentlemen
(with only the title of Baronet) in their sequestered castle upon the banks of the Wye,
in Heirfordshire. His paternal inheritance, therefore, could hardly supply him with
much of the immense sums that he squandered.

It is with indignation that I mention, that Pope, notwithstanding the duke's general

munificence and encouragement to literature, nay more, notwithstanding his particular

hospitality, patronage, and even a present of 10001. to him, could mean nobody elsethaa

the duke in his description of Timon, and no other place thao this in that of Timon's
Villa. The reproach which this unwarrantable attack brought upon Pope, made him
try every means to evade it ; but in vain ; the picture was too clear to be mistaken

;

after various and fruitUsjt dissimulations, he at length sought, by an exculpatory letter,

to assuage the anger of the duke : who handsomely forgave what he could not forget
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in an answer written with great magnanimity to this effect, "That to have ridiculed his

taste or his buildings had been an indiAercnt action in another man, but that in Pope,
after the reciprocal kindness that had been exchanged between them, it hud been less

easily excused."

I shall here take the liberty of transcribing the passage, though long, not only because
it has a peculiar relation to this place, but because we must all (if we can forget for a mo-
ment the ingratitude of Pope) much admire it, as one of the most highly finished and
best passages in his works.*

At Timon'a villa let ui pass a clay,

Where all cry out, " what sums are thro>vn away !"
,

So proud, so grand ; of that stupendous air,

Soft and agreeable come never there.

Greatness, with Timon, dwells in such a draught,

As brings all Urobdignag before your thought.

To compass this, his building is a town,

His pond an ocean, his parterre a down ;

Who but must laugh, the master when he sees,

A puny insect, shivering at a breeze ?

Lo, what huge heaps of littleness around !

The whole, a labour'd quarry above ground

;

Two Cupids squirt before 8 a lake behind

Improves the keenness of the northern wind.

His gardens next your admiration call,

On every side you look, behold the wall

!

No pleasing intricacies intervene ;

No artful wildneis to perplex the scene ;

Grove nods at grove, each alley has a brother,

And half the platform just reflects the other.

The suffering eye, inverted nature sees.

Trees cut to statues, statues thick as trees

With hereafountain,never to be play'd ;

And there a summer-house that knows no shade ;

Here Amphitrite sails thro' myrtle bowers

;

There gladiators fight, or die in flowers

;

Unwater'd see the drooping sea-horse mourn,

And swallows roost in Nilus' dusty urn.
' ' My lord advances with majestic mien,

'

•' Smit with the mighty pleasure to be seen:

But soft.. ..by regular approach....not yet...

First thro' the length of yon hot terrace sweat;

And when up ten steep slopes you've dragg'd your thighs.

Just at his study door he'll blesu your eyes.

His study ! with what authors is it stor'd ?

In books, not authors, curious is my lord ;

To all their dated backs he turns you round ;

These Aldus printed, those Du Sueil has bound.

Lo, some are vellum, and the rest as good, . ,

For all his lordship knows, but they are wood.

For Locke or Milton, 'tis in vain to look.

These shelves admit not any modem book, v; ,

And now the chapel's ulver bell you hear,

That summons you to all the pride ofprayer ;

Light quirks of music, broken and uneven,
Make the soul dance upon a jig to heaven.
On painted cielings you devoutly stare.

Where sprawl the saints of Verrio or Laguerre ;

Or gilded clouds in fair expansion lie,

And bring all Paradise before your eye.

* Fourth of his Moral Epistles, verse 99. It was first published I believe as a separate poem, 1731.
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To rest) the cushion and soft clean invite,

Who never mentions l»ell to cars polite.

But hsi'k 1 the chiming clocks to dinner call

;

A hundred footsteps scrape the marble hall :

The richbufTet well coloured serpents grace.

And gaping Tritons spew to wash your face.

Is this a dinner i this a genial room ?

No, 'tis a temple, and a Hecatomb.
A solemn sacrifice performed in state.

You drink by measure, and to minutes eat.

So quick retires each flying rourae, you'd swvur
Sancho's dread doctor and liis wand were there.

Between each act the trembling salvers ring,

From soup to sweet wine, and God bless the king.
In plenty starving, lantaliz'd in state,

And complaisantly help'd to all ^ hate.

Treated, caress'd, and tir'd, I take my leave.

Sick of his civil pride from mom to eve ;

I curse svich lavish cost, and little skill,

And swear no day was ever past so ill.

Yet hence the poor are cloth'd, the hungry fed ;

Health to himself, and to his infants bread,
The labourer bears ; what his hard heart denies.

His charitable vanity supplies.

Another age shall see the golden ear

Imbrown the slope, and nod on the parterre.

Deep harvest bury all his pride has plann'd.

And laughing Ceres reassume the land.

Pope's ill natured prophecy was, alas ! too soon fulfilled. The duke died* August
9th, 1744, and ** this large and costly palace, by a fate as transient as its owner's," was
levelled with the ground by public auction 1747, *' and as if (says Mr. Walpole)
• in mockery of sublunary grandeur, the scite and materials were purchased by Hallet
the cabinet-maker."

I have heard that by the sale of the materials of the house, he not only repaid him-
self the purchase-money of the whole estate, but built the present villa But this ill-fated

place has since been suWect to a yet greater degradation.! It has been sold to O'Kelly,
the famous champion of the turf, and since his death is still occupied by his family!
Part of the grand avenue is yet remaining, and the ground around it has now some traces
of a fine park. The chapel at Whitchurch still continues the burial place of the Chan-
dos family.

More northward, and nearer London, are seen two beautiful hills, Hampstead and
Highgate, which for situation, air and prospect, are justly admired. From Hampstead-
heath the circular view is beautiful and extensive, commanding much of the country- to-
wards Northampton, and far into the county of Essex eastward. Over the wide extend-

• His widow died at Shaw Hall by Newbury, in Berks (since the seat of Sir Joseph Andrews.) Hisson \
Henry duke of Chandos, resided at Biddlesden, in Hants, where he died 1771; and his son James, the pre- ^
sent duke, has his principal seat at Avington, Hants. i

t Mr. Hallet, the grandson, who sold Canons, has realized in 1787 a large estate in Berkshire. He has
bought the Dunch estate and mansion (of which, being old, he means to retain only part as a sporting-
.box) at Wriltenham ; an estate that had been for more than two centuries in that ancient and respectable
family. He has also bought the seat and estftte at Farringdon, of Mr, Pye, the member for Berkshire
whose family also has possessed these for more than 200 years. Thus ancient families become extinct or
fall to decay. And trade and the fluctuation of human affairs have at one moment thrown into the hands
of one man a property, which supported two families in respectability at the head of their country for a

'

long and important period ofour iiistory.
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ing city, the eye is carried with a pleasing sight of Black-heath ; Shooter's-hill, 8cc.

into Kent. South-east, the opposite beauties of Sussex- hills, and the richly crowded
Richnjond are very striking; and to the west, the majestic castle of Windsor rises unin-

terrupted.

The greatest adjacent beauties of this delightful village arc Caen Wood, the noble

scat of earl Mansfieh inf' Fiizroy Farm, the elegant villa of lord Southampton. The
former, besides com. veral excellent apartments, which do credit to the taste of
Mr. Adam, the arehit -d his noble employer, has round it the advantages of nature

heightened by every improvement ofart and judgment. The sloping lawns, and verdunt

swells sinronnded by waving groups of rich foliage, captivate every beholder. A sweeter

spot could not be well contrived, for the retirement and indulgence of that body, and
that mind, fatigued with the drudgery and employments of the law. And how much
mustits vicinity to the seat of his judicial exertions have increased its value I Our approach

to the back front was by a narrow road at the bottom of High-gate-hill, which brought

us, amidst inclosures as sequestered as possible, to the gate ol the grounds in the bottom ;

here are two or three unanccted pieces of water, which add greatly to the luralness of

the scene, and from hence we enjoyed a full view of die house, embosomed in woods, and
fancied ourselves as much hid in country retirement, as if we had been far distant from
the metropolis.

We next made an excursion through the east part ofMiddlesex, to sec Wansted-house,

situated on the edge of Essex and Epping forests.

Iseldon, commonly called Islington, through which we now passed, was formerly es-

teemed so pleasantly seated, that in 1581 queen Elizabeth on an evening rode out that

way to take the air ;* where, near the town, she was environed with a number of beggars,

which gave the queen much disturbance. Whereupon Mr. Stone, one of her footmen,

came in all haste to the lord mayor, and afterwards to Fleetwood the recorder, andtold them
of it. The same night the recorder sent out warrants into those quarters, and into West-
minster, and the duchy, and in the morning he went abroad himself, and took that day
seventy-four rogues, whereof some were blind, and yet great usurers, and very rich.

They were sent to Bridewell and punished.f

This road is one continued scene of streets and villages, that surround the populous

town of Hackney, where opulence is largely displayed in many elegant villas, which
everywhere bespangled the neighbourhood, till their lustre becomes eclipsed by our ap-

proach to this magnificent seat and lordship called Wansted-house, and park, which de.

serves particular notice, both as to its ancient and present state. It belonged by grant

from Edward VI, 1549, to Robert lord Rich, then lord chancellor, from which post he

retired, 5 Edward VI, and died 1566.

Queen Elizabeth visited this place in one of her progresses, July 14, 1561. It was;

in those days the estate of Robert earl of Leicester, that queen's favourite, who built

very much upon it. After his death it came to the crown, and king James I, gave it

to sir Henry Mildmay, son of sir Walter Mildmay, when he married the daughter of

sir Leonard Holiday, knight, alderman of London, who settled it upon his lady ; but sir

Henry acting as one of the judges against king Charles I, forfeited all his estate by
that notorious act of treason ; upon which this seat and manor was granted away from

his heirs, and sold to sir Josiah Child, a merchant of London, who built the present

* Of an old building in this town, which is still called Queen Elizabeth's Lodge, a representation is

given, with two views of Canonbury-house in the same neighbourhood, in queen Elizabeth's progresses,

vol. ii. p. 200.

t Strype's Survey of London, vol. ii. b. 4. p. 61
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noble fabric, and was crunciralhcr to the late lord Tilney, whose nephew, Sir James

Long, is now in possession of it.

Having entered the iron gates into the park, which seems n small inclosure of the

great forest, the road winds circularly on each side a very large bason of water, in u

shade of beautiful elms ; this perhaps may be thought too formal for modern taste, but

the mind is too much engaged in contemplating the grandeur of this noble palace in

front, to be displeased with any trifiing defects. As you draw near, its beauties become,

more distinct, and the stile of architecture more striking; the whole is of Portland stones

and is esteemed, with justice, one of the most beautiful and magnificent private house

in Europe.

The entrance to this principal front is by a fine flight of steps on each side, and grand

portico ofeight Corinthian pillars, supporting a rich pediment, In which are the lilney

arms finely sculptured. There are twenty windows on a floor which convey an idea of

great length, but the whole seems so truly proportioned, well elevated, and light, that it

is impossible to view it without admiration : Mr. Colin Campbell was the architect, who,
by the execution of this noble structure, has given hints to succeeding artists, but has

never been rivalled by any imitations.

We now went to examine the interior decorations, which are said to possess all the

elegance and splendor of their time, and thought ourselves very fortunate to gain ad-

mittance, as Saturday is the only part of the week on which it is shewn. The hall is

very magnificent, its dimensions 53 feet by 45 and 40. The walls are oriKimented by
three fine historical paintings ; Coriolanus and his mother ; Porsenna ; and Pompey
taking leave of his family ; all by Cassali. The ceiling is richly gilt and painted by

Kent. To give further grandeur to this room, there are two large statues from the

ruiiT^of Herculaneum; one a very valuablu Kjiffsfnffition ofLiviu, the wife of king
Agiinpa, the drapery ofwhich is greatly admirou } iht <Mict is i)(jrnitiun.

On each side of this grand entrance are several 8in;ill .iliKf "1 of rixjins, adorned with

good pictures, and some historical tapestry : the principal are, fit. Francis and a holy

family, by Guido : a Virgin Mary, and Herod's lUatuhtrr holding the head of Sr.

John, by Titian (siy^posed ;) a very beautiful 8in«|) j/nllMUitf of iIir Virgin, our Saviour,

Two admirable hull 1' '' and an ej

I J
xccllent Cupid,

lliese ceilings. But the

and St. John, by Raphael. 1 wo admirable tiuil l

by Corregio. The pencil of Rent hi » :tls(j adorntd

gallery or ball-room, which occupies out- eiuj of l|i< liun -, |h superlatively mngnificent,

its dimensions arc T5 by 27, illid prnportionauly high. If '' fee, is richly

gilt and embossed ; the tapestry, story of I'l It (iim ||||«. il»il(iJiijjil* i
•' ' f himney is

an admirable painting of Portia, the wife ol ihitiili, m BiWif^^fU "'i" '' given the

finest effect of light, from a lamp, I ever saw. The lihbmil*/' "partments on the back
front are the best and largest ; the principal of ulii' '

' itilf chamber, 40 feet by
27, hung with excellent tapestry ; the saloon, J(J k, .

j
, liclily gilt and embossed;

and the best dining-room 40 feet by 27, with historical iJiilntliigs by Cassali. The views
from some of these apartments are vtry extensive aiid iKaiitiful ; and where splendor

and show are such principal objects, olie seldom meets with so excellent a combination
of magnificence and convenience. The gardens and pleasure grounds are very extensive

and beautiful, delightfully shaded, and adorned witn water ; near which the late lord

formed a most curious grotto, the mere workmanship of which, exclusive of the very va-

luable materials, cost 20001. At the entrance is a splendid artificial anti-room, which
leads to the principal object of our inquiries, large enough to entertain a company of

20, and judiciously adorned with every variety of shells, fossils, petrifactions, &c. not
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only to attiuct the notice of vihitorK in general, but the admiration of naturalists and

virtuosos.

'I'o the south-east of London, aeross the Thames, wc find an agreeable ride in the

vicinity of Bluckheatii. Greenwich-park and hospital arc greatly to be admired ; the

one for its beautiful extensive views, which have invited to u residence several crowned
heads ; the other for its costly edifice and laudable institution.

Greenwich, commonly distinguished by the name of East Greenwich, is situated on
the margin of the Thames, and was called in Saxon, Grciiavic, signifying the Green-

town or dwelling. The royal hospital stands partly on the ground where once stood the

royal palace, in which Mary and Klizabeth, the two (lueens, were bon) ; and here

king Edward VI, died. This palace was built by Humphry, duke of Gloucester,

brother to king Henry V, and by a grant from his nephew, Henry VI, he was em-
powered to erect a castle and inclose u park. The tower of this castle, which was
placed on the highest part of the park, was finished by Henry VHI, but is now quite

destroyed ; an observatory was erected on this spot by king Charles U, for the use of

an astronomer royal, and from one of those celebrated characters, Flamstead, it took

its present name of Flamstead-housc. King Charles II, also began the present superb

hospital, and finished one wing for 36,0001. King William III, built the other wing ;

queen Anne and king George I, continued the work, and king George II, finished this

noble design.
,

The following anecdote, as queen Elizabeth was setting off in her progress into

Essex, 1579, is recorded by Stow, and is a striking instance of her courage. The
17th of July, the queen's majesty being on the river Thames, between her highness's

manor of Greenwich and Deptford, in her private barge, accompanied with the

French ambassador, the earl of Lincoln, &c. with whom she entered into discourse

about weighty affairs ; it chanced that one Thomas Appletrf.'e and some others, being

in a boat rowing up and down the same part of the river, he had a caliver or haraue«

buze, with which he had discharged bullets three or four times at random very rashly,

and by great misfortune bhot one of the watermen, labouring with his oar ^within six

feet of her highness) clean through both his arms ; the blow was so great and grievous,

tliat it moved him from his seat, and forced him to cry out pitcously, saying he was
slain through the body. The man bleeding abundantly, the queen's majesty shewed
such noble courage as is most wonderful to be heard and spoken of; she never bashed

thereat, but bid him be of good cheer, and said, he should want nothing that might be

for his case, Sec. &c. For which fact, the said Thomas being apprehended, and con>

demned to death, was, on the 21st of July, brought to the water-side, where was a

gibbet set up, direcUy placed between Deptford and Greenwich ; and when the hang-

man had put a rope about his neck, he was by the queen's most gracious pardon deliver-

ed from execution.

Not far from hence the late Sir Gregory Page, baronet (whose father was a brewer

ut Greenwich) built a most cosdy and superb mansion, one of the largest private seats

in England, which at his death, 1775, was bequeathed, with a large estate, to hia

nephew Sir Gregory Turner, of Ambroseden, in Oxfordshire, who has resided but

little here ; and finding, I ima^ne, so noble a place in the vicinity of town rather an
incumbrance than a convenience, all ,the furniture and inside decorations, but the bare

stone \valls, were sold by public auction, and nothing but the shell still remains. Thus
are the noblest fabrics of men destroyed by the caprice or necessities of their posterit)'.

Could they but unfold the dark volume of events, what mortification must they fiscl to
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think that their labours arc §o soon dcmolishid, their costly palaces laid low, and their

glories buried in oblivion.

Near this is a charminfj Jiitnalion, murh frequented, where the archers used to iRrform

their exereitiCH upon particular occasions, ami frequently in the presence of sovereigns:

whence it took its name of Slwoter's- hill.

We now proceeded on our tour, August 26th, through the remaining part of Middle
sex, more lamiliarly knoivn by the name of the Uxliridgc road. On our left, lor some

time we have a view of Hyde-park and Kensington-gardens ; the former, remarkable

for its noble sheet of water, the Serpentine river, and other pleasing charms ; the latter,

for their l^euutiful walks and ornaments, designed by (jueen Mary, and iniproved and

greatly enlarged by queens Anne and Curoliiu . The palace was originally in old

mansion of the earl of Nottingham, Ixiught and enlarged by king William, but of late

years little honoured with a royal residence. Farther on, we view the back of Holland-

house, built by Sir Walter Coi)C, master of the court of wards, in the nign of Jamts I,

whose daughter and heir, IsaLiel, by the interest of the court, carried it in marriage to

Henry Rich, enrl of Holland. It at present belongs to Henry Fox, who takes his title

of baron from thence. It is beautifully situated on an eminence ; the ground, which is

of a fine verdure, falls in gentle declivities; and the trees arc grouped with u pleasing

effect.

The next remarkable object is the noble structure of Gunnersbury-housc, which was
built by Inigo Jones, and was the seat of Sir John Maynard, knight, one of the com-
misMoners of the great seal in the reign of William III. It afterwards belonged to Mr.
Fumcse, and was bought by the late princess Amelia of his executors, and since her

death sold by public utiction. It is situated between Acton and the great western road,

with the principal front to the latter. Though the external pari shews some of the bold

and simple grarcs of i
* ^eat master, ye-t the •partmcnts are by no means adequate to

this idea. The hall an saloon ai' the most magnificent rooms; the latter, a double
cube of 25 feet, and sup. rbly furni.«>hcd. The rest are very inferior ; not sufficiently

large, nor well adapted for a pl;ice of statr, nor ct>'ivenient enough for private com-
forts. From the portico, which is grau^i and elevated, but too large, engrossing most
of the front, the prospect is beautiful, and the adjacent grounds are well adorned and
modernized.

Betwixt this and the neatly formed villa^ of laling is another noble house, belong-

ing to the duke of Argylr, but the situation is too flat, and the whole too much con-
cealed to attract much notice.

About two miles farther we deviated a small distance to the left, to see the magnificent
structure of Osterley-house, built in a park by Sir Thomas Gresham. Though Sir

Thomas had ourchased very large estates in several counties ofEngland, yet he tlvjught

a country - . ,?ar London, to which he might retire from business, and the huny of
the city, u^ oi v ii as lie pleased, would be very convenient. With this vi w he bought
this place, . .'d I ere he built a very large and splendid seat, at which he s mptuously
entertained 4' ; -n Elizabeth, about 1577. Her majesty found fault with tie court of
this house, as too great, affirming that it would appear more handsome, if divded with
a wall in the middle ; upon which Sir Thomas, in the night time, sends for w irkmeii

to London (money commands all things) who so speedily and silently appl) their

business, that the next morning discovered tlie court double, which was only singi> tlie

night l:)efore. It is questionable whether the queen next day was more contented vv 1

the conformity to her fancy, or more pleased with the surprise and sudden performance
thereof; whilst her courtiers disported themselves with their several exprtiisions ; some
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avowing it wan no wonder he could so Ho<jn •' chunse a bnildin(|^/' who could " build

a chuii^c ;" odicrii (ix-Hccting upon ;iOinc known dincrcMCCit in this knislu't* funtilv)

afHi niccl thul a ticmsc iii cuticr divided than united.* Thin scat in thun ucMctilK-d by
Nordin :

" Oitcrlcy, or 0)ritcrlcvi the house now of the ladic Gicsthuni's ; u faire and
stately biiildinfr ot brickc, erected by Sir Thomas Grcsh.nn, km. citizen and nierchunt-

adventurer of London, and iiniiihed about 1577. It atandcth in u oarkc, by him aho
im|)uled, well woixied luul garnished with niunic fairc ponds, which aflorded not only

fishe and fowle, as swanes and other water tbwle, but also great use for niilles, as iiapcr*

milles, oyie-niilled, and corne-milleii, all which are now decayed (a cornc-millc ex>

cepted.) In the santc parkc was a very faire hcronrie, for the increase and preservation

whereof sundry allurements were devised and set up, fallen to mine." " Sir Thomas
was HO good a manager, that lie knew how to make the best use of his |)leasures, and
even to render them profitable, as apjK-ars by the mills erected by him in this park.

But no sooner was he gone, than this line seat began to fall to decay, which has nassed

through several hands, f since his time, and is now in the possession of Sir 1' rancis

Child, alderman of London, and mem()er of Middlesex." Thus far have we its former

state, fron\ Ward's life ofGresham, p. 17.

Let us now view its present condition, in the possession of Mrs. Child, widow of Mr,
Child, an cnunent banker in London, descended from Sir Francis. The park is near

five miles round, well watered and planted, but too much upon a flat ; deer are pretty

numerous, and on one side is a most elegant menagerie, with a choice and large col-

lection of birds. The house stands nearly in the centre, is built in the form of an half

H, with an immense portico in front, through which you enter, by steps, to the court

leading to the hall. This room is the grand entrance, it measures 63 feet long, and is

otherwise proportionable ; the apartments are mostly large and convenient, and made
elegant by the taste of Mr. Adnni, thr sirrhitpct, and Zurr.hi, the painter, who was first

employed here on his arrival into England ; he has since distributed the graces of his

pencil in many parts of the kingdom, particularly in the noble house of Mr. Lascclles,

at Harewood, in Yorkshire. The collection of paintings here are the admiration of most
visitors, and contain some of the finest strokes of many excellent masters. On the

ceiling of the stair.case is the apotheosis of William, prince of Orange, who was
assassinated at Delft, by Ballages Gcrrard, 1584 ; painted by Rubens. The breakfast

room, good common size, unadorned, except by some tolerable pictures. The library

is very handsome, 33 feet by 25. Dining-room is 36 by 24 ; here the exertions of

Zucchi, 8tc. are beautifully conspicuous. The gallery is one of the noblest private

rooms I ever saw. Its dimensions, 136 feet by 27, and elegantly furnished, but more
particularly with those enchanting subjects of contemplation, which usually adorn such

noble walls; amongst which I had time to remark, with the assistance of a catal(^ie,

two full-sized pieces, at the extremities of the room, of Charles I, on horseback, with

the duke de Pernon holding his helmet, by Vandyke ; the other, Villiers, duke of

Buckingham, by Rubens. A charming landscape of gypsies dressing their dinner, by
Salvator Rosa ; Morning and Evening, which display all that rich and soft colouring of

their admirable painter, Claud Lorrain ; also two others of the same size, with the

Angel andTobit; Apollo and the Sybil, by S.Rosa; two more fine landscapes, by

Caspar Poussin ; Lord Straflbrd, by Vandyke ; Cain killing Abel, by Late ; Jonas and

the Whale, S. Rosa ; Constanline*s arch, with figures and cattle, by Viviano and

• Fuller's Worthies, Middlesex, 177.

t This was the seat gf the famous Parliament-General, Sir William Waller.
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Bombaccio j the lights and shades on the building are very clear and beautiful. The
drawing-room answers to the diiiing-parlour in size ; here are two pieces, Jacob and
Rachael, and Samuel anointing David, by Titian ; Vandyke's head, by himself, thought

to be an original. Beyond this are three square rooms, called the French, English, and
Italian ; the first distinguished by most exquisite tapestry, of the richest French manu-
facture, interspersed with several of Mr. Child's favor.rite birds ; the second by a

magnificent state-bed and furniture ; the last by curious Italian paper. The views from
the several windows are picturesque, and from Mrs. Child's elegint dressing-room,

the prospect towards Hampstead is very fine.

From hence to Uxbridge the country is very flat and unpleasant, nothing but the

distant view of Harrow on the hill to attract the eye, which is an agreeable object for

many miles ; those however who are fond of the business of agriculture may shake off

the general dulness by an attention to the nature and improvement of the soil, which is

peculiarly rich. Heston parish, adjoining to Osterley, is described by Norden (p. 15.)

as " a most fertile place of wheatc, yet not so much to be commended for the quantitie

as the qualitie ; for the wheat is most pure, accompted the purest in many shires ; and
therefore queen Elizabeth hath the most part of her provision from that place for manchet
for her highness's diet, as is reported."

In the neighbourhood of Hays are found two kinds of soil : or - very heavy, and
the other light turnip-land. The former they use chiefly for wheat and beans ; but

sow them in a course peculiar to themselves ; they fallow for wheat, and after that sow
beans ; whereas in land strong enough to yield those crops, beans should be the fallow,

by means of a thorough good cleaning, and wheat succeed them ; which is the practice

in the richest parts of Essex. Very few oats or barley are sown in these heavy tracts

;

in the lighter ones their method is, 1. turnips ; 2. barley, or, 3. clover ; 4. wheat

;

than which none can be better.*

Between Hillingdon and Uxbridge, on the right, is a white house, pleasingly situated,"

and well adorned with wood, the ground falling in gentle declivities around it. It

lately belonged to Mrs. Talbot, aunt, 1 believe, of lord Talbot, but is now inhabited

by the marchioness of Rockingham.

Farther on the right, before we came to Uxbridge, we left Harefield, once famous '

for the residence of the countess of Derby, before whom Milton's Arcades was there

presented. Norden, as cited by Mr. Warton,t thus describes it in his Speculum Bri-

tannise (about 1590.) " There Sir Edmund Anderson, knt. lord chiefjustice of the

Common Pleas, hath a faire house, standing on the edge of the hill. The river Colne
pacing neere the same, thro' the pleasant meddowes and sweet pastures, yealding both

delight and profit." I viewed this house (adds Mr. Warton) a few years ago, when
it was for the most part remaining in its ori^nal state. Milton, when he wrote Arcades,

was still living with his father at Horton, near Colnbrooke, in the same neighbourhood.:^

Uxbridge is a small market town. In Leland's time it consisted of one long street,

built of timber. The church is only a chapel of ease to Hillingdon, a proof it is not

very ancient. In Camden's time it was full of inns ; those which it has at present are

very indifferent, particularly when we consider its propinquity to London. It gives

the title of earl to lord Paget, whose ancestors had a seat, called Drayton, in this

* Young's Six Weeks Tour, p. 81, 82.

t In lus Edition of Milton's iuvenile Poems, p. 96.

\ This lady Derby afterwards married lord chancellor Egerton, for whose son, John earl of Bridge
water, Milton wrote his Comus.

A
1
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nei^^hbourhood. We stopt to dine at the priiicipal inn, the Crown, and afterwards en*

tertd the county of Bucks, pursuing Mie Oxford road about three miles^

Far on our left hand lay Stoke Pogcis, which anciently belonged to the family of Po-
geiri, whose heiress in Edward the Third's time marrying lord Molines, he, in the 5th of
that king's reign, obtained a licence to make a castle of his manor-house here. .From him
it descended to the lords Kungerford, and from them to the Hastings's, earls of Hunting*

don. Edward Hastings, created by queen Mary lord Loughborough, was buried m
the chapel here of his own erection, and many others of the Molines's, Hungerford'Sj

and Hastings's, were buried in the church. This mansion seems afterwards to have be-

longed to lord chancellor Hatton. The mother of Mr. Gray, the poet, had a small house

in this parish, and here that incomparable genius spent many days of the earlier part of
his life. And the mansion before mentioned was the scene of that beautiful poem of
his, called the Long Story, which opens with the following excellent description of this,

and all other seats of that age.

In Britain's isle, no matter where,

An ancient pile of building stands.

The Huntingdons and Hattons there,

Employ'd the pow'r of Fairy hands.

To raise the cieling's fretted height,

Each pannel in atchievements clothing,

Rich windows that exclude th : light,

And passages that lead tu nothing-

Full oft within the spacious walls,

When he had fifty winters o'er him, • .
>

My brave Lord keeper* led the brawls,

The seal and maces danc'd before him. • ,
.

...>,'

His bushy beard, and shoe-strings green,

His high-crown'd hat and satin doublet, .
.^

'

Mov'd the stout heart of England's queen,

Tho' Pope and Spaniard could not trouble it —
. ',i.,.

Lady Co )ham then resided here. I cannot help here observing what sacred ground
we were now upon. Milton resided long at Horton in this neighbourhood, before men-
tioned. Waller lived at BeaconsBeld, as we shall presently have occasion to notice. Pope
long dwelt no great dbtance from hence, at Binfield in Windsor Forest, and Stoke-Pogjpis

was much frequented by the sublime and the pathetic Gray. I must here break out in

the words of one of these authors.

« I seem thro* consecrated walks to rove,

*< I hear soft music die along the grove, "' ''-^f''

<* Led by the sound I roan from shade to shade) "

<« By godlike poets venerable roade."t

!.- ^'

<i <4''rfi^iirir

We now left the Oxford road, and took another through an agreeable vaHey and
excellent road, on our way to Amersham. About five miles beyond Uxbridge, at a

distance on our left, we passed Bulstrode-park, the paternal seat of the duke of Port-

* Hatton, preferred by queen Elizabeth for his graceful person, and fine dancing,

t Pope's Windsor Forest, verse 265. '4'
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land. The park is extensive, well planted, and varied with perpetual swells and slopes,

though in the midst of a flat country. This had Ibrmeriy been the seat of a family of

its own name, ,vho had been of much consideration in this county, since the reign of

Edward IV, of which the heiress was mother of sir Bulstrode Whitlocke, one of

Cromwell's lords, a man well known, who aAer the restoration retiring to Chilton*

park, in Wilts, lived there in great retirement, and died at that place July 28, 1675.

This seat afterwards belonged to the infamous lord chancellor Jefi'reys, by whose at-

tainder at the revolution it fell to the crown, and thence came by grant to William,
the first earl of Portland, who came over from Holland with William III, and died here

1709. Thence passing on through the same agr'^eable valley we left Beacunsfield still

further on the len, made immortal by the birth and residence of Waller the poet, whose
fanlily now continue there in opulence, and by the present habitation of the celebrated

Edmund Burke, at Gregpries, another house once belonging to the Wallers.

On our right we left Cheneys, formerly the seat of a family of that name, of very

long continuance in.this country, but afterwards the principal seat of the Russels, earls

of Bedford, when they first had footing in these parts, at the time they were raised to

the peerage, and an immense estate of church-lands, in that harvest of fortunes, the dis-

solution of monasteries. It still belongs to the family (who seem never to have been squan-

derers) though Woburne Abbey, in Bedfordshire, is now their chief seat.

Amersham is an ancient market-town, which sent members to parliament as early as

the reign of Edward I. Leland, in Henry Eighth's time, calls it pretty, and says, it then

consisted of a street well built with timber, and had a market on Friday. It had be-

longed to Stafford, duke of Buckingham, and on his attainder fell to the king, and in

this writer's time was granted to lord Russel ; the place cannot now boast either of

buildings or of populousness. We slept at the Griffin, the best house the place affords,

but of indifferent accommodations. The next morning we continued up the same de-

lightful valley, and passed Shardcloes, in this parish, the seat of Mr. Drake. This
seat, in 1431, belonged to Henry Brudenell, esq. ancestor to the earls of Cardigan, and
duke of Montague, Sec. This, and the manor of Raans, in this parish, they continued

to possess for several generations, and were buried in a chapel appropriate to these

manors of Amersham-church ; particularly, as Leland mentions, Edmund Brudenell,

father of Sir Robert, chief justice of the Common Pleas, 1520, and Drew Brudenell,

his elder brother. Sir Robert being a younger brother settled at Dean, in North-
amptonshire, the present seat of his descendant lord Brudenell. The Drakes have been
settled at Shardeloes ibr about 150 years at least.* The old seat was a noble one, and
remarkable for its fine gardens. The present Mr. Drake has rebuilt it in a manner
much admired, but it does not seem to make a great figure from the road. The park
and grounds are beautiful ; the gentle swells of rich verdure, crowned with groups of
charming foliage, and the lawn falling gradually to the water's side, form the most
picturesque assemblage one can well conceive. The channel of this water, which is well

formed oy nature for the purpose, only wants properly cleansing, to make the scene
quite complete. The borough of Amersham belongs to Mr. Drake, who, and his

eldest son, are the present members ; the patronage of the rectory also belongs to him,
which is very valuable. I had almost forgot to mention, that the parsonage-house ap-

pears advantageously on the hill above the town, the present incumbent doctor John

* Sir William Drake, of Sliardeloes, was created a baronet Julv 17, 1641. The present family are
collateral to him. Arms, Argt. a VVyvem Gules, same as those of Ash. Co. Devon.
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Drake, the worthy pniron's third son. About two miles onward, on our right, we
left Chcbham Boys, formerly the seat of the Cheneys, a very ancient family in this

county, of whom VVilliam was created by Charles II, in 1681, viscount Newhavcn of

Scotland. I think it is mentioned by lord Clarendon in his own life, that when Bennet,

one of the famous cabal in Charles Second's reign, was to be created a peer, he was hesitat-

ing what title to take, having no estates nor any ancient alliances, on the name of which to

fix. At length he chose the title of Cheney, as he thought it sounded both pleasing and
ancient; however, before the patent was completed, this matter came to the ear of

Mr. Cheney of Bucks. He posted to town, gained admittance to the p';:er elect, and
remonstrated with him, in very warm terms, upon his intending to assume a title with

which he had no connection, at a time that another was living who was the repre.

sentative of th^^t name, and had some pretensions *o obtaining the title : at lirst he was
treated with contempt, but Mr. Bennet soon discovered the consequence, and the fair

claims of the person whom !ie had thus treated, and then begged his iKU'don, gave up the

title, and fixed upon Karlington, the name of a small village where his father had lived,

in Middlesex, only leaving out the H, for the sake of a better sound. The Chent:ys are

now extinct. Behind Chesham is Latimers, formerly the fair seat of Sir Edwyn Sandys,

of the Worcestershire family, who married the heiress of lord Sandys, of the Vine, in

Hants; inconsequence of which his descendants succeeded to that title, it being a baro-

ny in fee, dormant ever since about 1700. It is now the seat oflord George Cavendish,

brother to the duke of Devonshire.

We continued still in this pleasing confined valley, whose hills are sometimes

crowned with extensive woods, particularly of beech. The soil abounds with chalk,

and all this country is called Chiltern, from the Saxon word chilt. Hence we passed

through Great Missenden, where we saw the ruins ofthe abbey (now only a farm-house)

founded, as C-amden says, by the Doillies, but, according to others, by the Missendens,

in 1293, or perhaps not till 1335. It has lately been bought by Mr. Oldham, the iron-

monger, of Holborn.

About three miles on the left of this we had a view of Great Hampden, the seat of the

Hampdens, a most ancient family, by some said to be Saxon, and certainly a most ex-

traordinary one. In the reign of Edward III, they were very opulent, though their for-

tune is reported then to have received a great blow....For

" Tring, Wing, and Ivengo did go
For striking the Black Prince a blow."

In the last century this family made a very conspicuous figure, whether good or bad,

I leave for others to discuss. They seem to have been unfortunate. The patriot was
killed by the bursting of a pistol. His grandson put an end to his own life. His son, in

the post ofpaymaster, gamed with the public money in the South-Sea scheme, and lost

no less than 95,0001. which swallowed up all his estate, except 11001. per annum, which
was settled. He died S. P. His brother succeeded, and dying, 1754 (the last of the

male line of his family) bequeathed his name and estate to the honourable Robert Trevor,

afterwards lord Trevor, created viscount Hampden, whose son, the present viscount

Hampden, was now down at this seat.

We next passed through Wendover, a small mean market town, which, however,
sends two members to parliament. Leland speaks of it as a pretty town in his time.

He seems, however, to be conscious of its dirt, for he says, " there was a causey made
to pass on, else it would be tedious travelltng through the low stiff clay." It conssts
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mostly now of mean cottages, supported by the manual industry ol lacc-making, the

principal manufacture of this county. Lord Trevor is the lord of the manor, and earl

Verney chiefowner. The hills here swell into mountains, and the small coppices into

large woods ; inclining eastward into Bedfordshire, and south-west to Berkshire and
Hants. Under these hills, to the right, stands Haulton house, an' old seat, lately belong,

ing to the last lord Le Despencer, and now to his brother Sir John Dnshwood King.

Baronet.

We now descended into the rich vale of Ailesbury, an extensive champuin country,

famous for fattening cattle, and not less so for fine arable. Ailesbury is a considerable

market town, situated on an eminence, which overlooks the surrounding flat. In the

time of the Saxons this wis a strong town, and a manor royal in that of William the

Conqueror, who disposed of some of the lands, under the singular tenure of finding him
litter and straw for his bed chamber, whenever he should come that way, and to provide

him three eels in winter, and green geese in summer. This place owes much to the mu-
nificence of lord chief justice Baldwin, who not only erected several public buildings,

but raised an excellent causey three miles in length, where the roads were deep and trou-

blesome. By the marriage with his daughter and coheir, in the time of Henry VHI,
the manor came to the Packingtons. The market place has the appearance of an old

quadrangle of indifferent buildings ; but the town hall is an handsome modern structure,

where the assizes, and other busmess of the county, are held. The form of the church
shews evident marks of antiquity, being built in the shape of a cross, with a small spire

rising out of a low tower. This town has the honour of giving title of Earl to Thomas
Bruce Brudenell, created Viscount Bruce of Tottenham, Wilts, April 17th, 1746, and
Earl of Ailesbury, June 8th, 1776.
On the lefl of Ailesbury stands Eythrop, formerly belonging to the Dinhams, and

from the reign of cj^ueen Elizabeth, to the Dormers, barons, and earls of Caernarvon^

from whose heiress it came to the Stanhopes, and belonged to the late Sir William, bro-

ther to the last earl of Chesterfield. It belongs now, I believe, to the present earl of
Chesterfield. Beyond this stands upper Winchendon, formerly the seat of the Goodwins,
knights, from whom by an heiress it came to PhiUp loitl Wharton, whose son,

Thomas marquis of Wharton, a man well known in queen Anne's reign, made it his

chief residence, and adorned it with noble and magnificent buildings and gardens. I

suppose it was sold or forfeited by his extravagant son, the most excentric, and
unaccountable, yet strangely brilliant PhiUp, duke of Wharton, whose character Pope
has delineated with such a masterly hand, in his characters of men.

Near. Ailesbury also lies Chilton, famous for giving birth to that great lawyer. Sir

George Croke. This leverend judge was descended from an illustrious family called

Le Blount, who, during the contests between .the houses of York and Lancaster,

taking the part of the latter, where forced to conceal themselves under the name of Croke,
till the accession of Henry VII, which they never after dropped. His father. Sir John
Croke, was the first high sheriflFappointed by queen Elizabeth, after this county was di-

vided from Bedfordshire. The judge, who was his third son, was made judge of the

Common Pleas 22d of James, and on the death of that learned judge, Sir John Do-
deridge, he was advanced to his seat on the King's Bench, 4th of Charles. After having
filled this office with much credit and much honour many years, he made a very hand-
some petition to the king for his writ of ease, which his majesty granted in the most ho-
nourable manner. Soon after this, he made an holy retreat to his house at Waterstrokc,
in Oxfordshire ; where, in full assurance of Christ, he cheerfully resigned up his soul to

him who gave it, on the 5th of Februar)', 1641, and was buried in the chancel of that

fi b 2
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church, where aii handsome monument and inscription is erected to his memory. Near
Chilton, is Wotton, the scat of the Grcnvilles (now of Stowe) at least from the time of

Henry I.

Close on our left from Ailcsbury we passed Quarendon, the ancient residence of the

Lees, afterwards earls of Litchfield, who took their second title from hence. They had
a park here, with fine orchards, in Leiand's time. As an instance of the fertility of this

vale, it is affirmed, that not long since, the pasture of Bery field, part of the estate of

lord Robert Lee, in the manor of Quarendon, let for 8001. a year ; and that the lord-

ship of Crcslow, consisting only of 100 acres, is let for the same. We proceeded forward

through a dreary country and bad roads, leaving on our right. Wing, formerly a reli-

gious house, and then granted to the Dormers, one of those families who rose by the

dissolution of religious houses, though they have almost ever since continued papists. It

came, as Eythrop did, to Sir William Stanhope, who pulled down the seat here, which
was built by Inigo Jones. Hence wc arrived at Winslow, which king Offa gave to the

monastery of St. Alban's, in a council held at Verulam, 794.
From this place we passed on towards Buckingham, leaving on our left Middle

Clayton, an house which the present earl Ven^.ey (of an ancient family in this county)

built at an immense expencc, there being a profusion of costly carve work in it. Fur-
ther on is Addington, once the seat of the Busbys : and some way on our right lay

Whaddon Hall, the habitation, in early times, of the Giflfords, hereditary keepers of

Whaddon chase ; from whom it passed to the Pigots, and they sold it to the lords Grey
of Wilton, who lived before at Blechley, near adjoining. 'I'he last lord Grey forfeited

it in the reign of James I, being one of Sir Walter Raleigh's supposed accomplices ; it

was then granted to the favourite Villiers, duke of Buckingham, of whose son Dr.

Willis bought it, and from him it descended to Browne Willis, the antiquarian. We
now proceeded through the same unpleasant country to Buckingham. This small county

town is situated partly low and partly on the side of an hill, and almost surrounded by
the river Ouse ; but the church, which is a fine stone building, stands on a considerable

eminence, so as to form an object from Stowe gardens. About ten years ago the old

church fell in, and this modern fabric was erected for 70001. on the spot where ori-

ginally stood the castle ; for we read that king Edward the Elder, about 918, fortified

mis town with a rampircand turrets on both sides the river, against the incursions of the

Danes ; and on a great mount was built a strong castle, formerly in the possession of
Humphrey, duke of Buckingham, but long since decoyed. Yet this place seems to

have been inconsiderable at the conquest, as in the reign of Edward the Confessor, ac-

cording to Dooms-day book, it paid but for one hide, and had 26 burgesses. A fire in

1725 destroyed great part of the town ; but this misfortune was not the cause of ano-

ther phoenix rising from its ashes ; the streets and buildings are still irregular and bad.

A handsome town-hall has indeed been finished about four years. The manufacture of

lace is yet flourishing, as well as at Ailesbury, Sec. but Newport is the principal seat of

this art, which I imagined would have been much injured by the patent frame work at

Nottingham ; still the notable and industrious find a good subsistence by it in these

parts.

From the Cobliam Arms, where we had been well entertained, we proceeded to vi^it

Stowe, the noble ornament of this place and county, mostly indebted to the taste and
spirit of the great lord Cobham, and afterwards to the late earl Temple, his nephew.

Stowe was formerly part of the possessions of Oseney Abbey, and belonged to the bishop

of that place, when Henry VIH, on the dissolution, erected the abbey into a cathedral

;
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but that capricious monarch soon changing his mind, removed the foundation to Christ-

church ; and Stowc followed the fortune of the abbey, till queen Klizabeth having

taken the estates into her hands, on a vacancy of the sec of Oxford, granted this manor
and estate, in 1590, to John Temple, esquire,* a gentleman of a very ancient family,

seated at Temple-hall, in Leicestershire, A park of about 200 acres was inclosed by
his descendant. Sir Peter Temple ; whose son Sir Richard, after the restoration, rebuilt

the manor house, and settled 501. a year on the vicarage ; which in the hands of the

abbots had been very poorly endowed. This gentleman's son was created Baron Cob-
ham, 1714, by George I, and in 1718, Viscount Cobham, with a collaterai remainder

to his second sister Hester, wife of Richard Grenville, esq. of Wotton, in this county.

She, upon the death of lord Cobham, S. P. 1749, succeeded to these titles, and was
created Countess Temple a month after her brother's death. Hence this family of

Grenville, which had been of ancient standing at Wotton, succeeded to this mansion,

estate and title. But this seems to have been hard upon lord Cobham's eldest sister

Mary, who was cut offfrom her hopes at least, if not her right, for having married without

consent, his lordship's chaplain, Dr. West, whose birth could be nodigrace to such an
alliance, as he was a descendant of the noble family of Delawar. Nor was the issue of
this match less conspicuous by personal powers and accomplishments, than by birth.

Every body has heard of the able and the amiable poet Gilbert West, of whom Dr.

Johnson says, " that a stroke of the palsy, in 1755, brought to the grave one of the few
poets, to whom the grave might be without its terrors."! Lord Cobham was the person

who laid out the lawns, who planted the groves, and erected the buildings. He seems
to have cased over the house, which lus father built, and to have added the corridores,

and the wings, so as to form the North-West (which is now) the old front. The grounds
were then laid out with that regularity, which was, at that time, wonderfully admired.

The buildings were most of tnem seen together ; and as art was the characteristic of

the gardens of those times, Stowe was then the delight of the age. Hence a prejudice

has gone abroad, that it is formal and old fashioned ; but this is ill founded. Stowe has

altered with the times. And these grounds have undergone the reforming hand of
Browne, the great genius of modem gardening, who was first brought up in the service

of this family. Under his nurturing care the woods have grown (and are every day
growing) to conceal and soften the buildings. And as to architecture, Wyatt, the

genius of the present days, has added, at the expence of the late earl Temple, a new
front to the south-east, with a superb suite of apartments, in a stile of beauty and
magnificence, that can scarcely t}e equalled in the kingdom.
Our approach to the large Corinthian arch, sUuated on an eminence about halfa mile

firom the house, gave us a full view of the ^den front, or new facade, finished by
Wyatt. We could here only admire this majestic pile and its verdant surrounding

beauties, without being able to inspect them minutely. The garden gates were now
opened to us, and we walked the whole extent, near 400 acres, amidst groves and tem«^

pies, and meandering streams, that seemed like the visionary enchantments created by
the fancy of poets. '* Though some of the buildings (says Walpole) particularly those

'* The Peerages say that Peter Temple, the father of this John« was the first who settled at Stowe, and
this is asset ted upon the picture of Peter Temple, as printed in the Guides ; perhaps, he might lease it

from the Crown. The account In the text is taken from Willis's History ofthe Hundred of Buckingham,
the best authority. Upon the death of viscount Cobham, S. P. the title of baronet went toa distant colla-

teral branchj -who now enjoy it.

t Admiral West was another son, who married a daughter of admiral Balchen. His widow and one of

his sons, a captain in the navy, and the widow and issue of another son) are now living in London.
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of Vanbruph and Gibbs, are far from beautiful, yet the rich landscapes occasioned by
the multiplicity of temples and obelisks, and the various pictures that present themselves,

as we shift our situation, occasion surprise and pleasure, sometimes reculling Albano's

landscapes to our mind, and oftener to our fancy the idolatrous, and luxurious vales of

Daphne and Tempe. It is just to add, that the improvements made by lord Temple
have profited of the present |x;rfect style of architecture and gardening. The temple of

Concord and Victory presiding over so noble a valley, the great arch designed by Mr, T.
Pitt, and a smaller in honour of princess Amelia, disclosing a wonderfully beautiful per<

sfiective over the El) sian fields to the Falladian bridge, and up to the castle on the hill,

are monuments of taste, and scenes, that I much question if Tempe or Daphne exhi.

bited.

Having viewed the principal^ objects and external beauties of this delightful place in

r round of between three and four hundred acres, we now approached the new front, and
proceeded to inspect its internal grandeur and decorations. A flight of 31 steps, de-

signed in a masterly manner, leads up to the grand portico of six Corinthian pillars ', the

pediment is plain and handsome, and the whole of the centre building of exquisite work,

manship, wrought with various medallions and efHgies. The pavillions too are no less

conspicuous in beauty and ornament. In the recesses of the Loggia, we observed two
very fine antiques, a Cybdc and a Juno, in white marble, the drapery exceedingly beau>

tiful. We now entered the saloon, a most elegant oval, lighted by a central dome. Its

dimensions are 60 by 43 and 56. The ceiling is divided into a multiplicity of highly

decorated compartments. The cornice is of the Doric order ; above is a magnificent

alto-relievo, designed and executed by Signior Valdre, an artist brought here by the Mar-
quis. The cornice is supported by 16 columns in Scaiola, representing Sicilian jasper,

by Signior Bartoli, the lustre of which appears at present superior to real marble. The
pavement is of fine Massa Carrara marble, cut in four feet squares. This noble room
is intended to be illuminated with sixteen magnificent crystal lights, &c. which when quite

complete will be most superb. The hall, designed and painted by Kent, is in the old

part, and the grand entrance of the north-west front. Its dimensions are 36 by 22 and
26. The ceiling is adorned with a curious allegorical painting, in allusion to king Wil-
liam's gift of a regiment to lord Cobham, at his entrance into the army The other

principal ornaments round the walls are eight antique marble busts. On each side the

Hall are old apartments of dressing and bed rooms, full of pictures, but not now shewn.

These apartments lead to the circular Corridores, each of 27 Ionic columns, &c. We
next visited the chapel, which is small and inadequate to so noble a place. The cedar

wainscoat, and a copy of the Holy Lamb, by Rubens, are the only things worth men-
tioning. Adjacent to this we saw the intended library, a room of considerable size, 45
by 25 and 20, at present little more than a shell, but when finished, it no doubt will be
worthy notice ; from hence we were conducted to the marchioness's dressing room, 32
by 26 and 19, neatly furnished with white damask, besides a considerable collection of
paintings by various masters, some of which are undoubted orieinals, particularly the

portraits of the Protector-duke of Somerset, and lord admiral Thomas Seymour, his

brother, said to be the only one extant. We find several of her ladyship's own ad-

* I had carefully transcribed most of the inscriptions that adorn these numerous buildin(;8, with an in-

lention to insert them, particularly those over the busts on the Temple of British Worthies, as being

well written and worth preserving ; but I concluded since that they are sufficiently known from the

Guides which have been published, and I also found more original matter afterwards crowd upon my pen,

than one volume could easily contain. -
.

'
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mirable pcpformances; that of Mrs. Sicldons, in the character of the Tragic muse s»ip-

imrtcil by pity and hurror, is very sttikinn;; the original, by Sir Joshua Reynolds, 1 huw
in the royal exhibition, and think this a most c>xccllcnt copy. On the frame iii the fol-

lowing inscription from Shakcspcar'ii Henry V.

Oil ! for a muse of fire that would HKond
The brijjhtcHi lieuvcn of invention.

The Grenville room, 32 by 26 and 19, green damask, hun^i; with a numerous coUectiou

of portraits of the Temple and Grenville families. Peter Temple, Anno 1560, Jolui

Temple, his son, founder of Stowe, Sir Thomas Temple, bart. Hester Sandys of Lati-

mer, in Bucks, his wife, who, from four sons, and nine daughters, lived to sec 700
descendants.* After a long series, several of which are by Cornelius Jansen, wccomc
to Sir Richard, father of lord Cobham; lord viscount Cobham, by Vanloo; Mary,
sister to lord Cobham, wife to Dr. West, and afterwards of Sir Junies Langham ; the

portraits of Richard Grenville and his wife Hester, the latter by Sir Godfrey Kneller ;

Richard, earl Temple ; right honourable George Grenville, second son, who was father

to thf: marquis of Buckingham ; the honourable Thomas Grenville, captain of the De-
fiance, 64 guns, who was Killed in defence of his country, May 3d, 1747.

The billiard room, 29 and 26 and 19, hung with fine tapestry from drawings of

Teniers. Here are a few portraits ; the principal one of the marquis de Vieuville, am-
bassador lo Charles I, by Vandyke. A table of Giallo Antique. Chimney piece of

Scaiola, made at Rome. Adjacent to this is an excellent dining room, 42 by 25 and
19. The paintings, not numerous, are Christ rising from the tomb, by Tintoretto; a
very fine piece of Sampson in the prison at Gaza, out this not certain, some call it an
Italian story, by Rembrandt ; four conversation pieces, bv Francesco Cippo ; a view of
the Tiber above Rome, unknown ; a curious marble chest found on the road to Ti-
voli, and brought from Rome by the marquis. Next, a drawing room, 31 by 25
and 19, beautiful tapestry of Dutch designs, from Teniers. Over the chimney, a cu-

rious head of St. Peter in mosaic, finished so deceitfully, that the best judges can scarce

tell how it is wrought ; some believe it paint, others tapestry, &c. 1 he music room,
very magnificent, 50 by 32 and 22. At each end are Scaiola pillars; a profusion of

^It and other ornaments, executed by Signor Valdre, with infinite taste and genius.

The general idea of his pencil on the walls is taken from the Loggia of Raphael at

Rome. The ceiling represents, in beautiful colours, the dance of the Hours, the Sea-

sons, and Aurora round the Sun, which forms the centre ; Night retiring in her gloomy
mantle under a cloud. The chimney piece is Roman ; the tables of fine Verde Antique.

The effect of the whole is uncommonly stri! ing and superb. We now passed through

the saloon to the state apartments. The drawing room of the same dimensions as the last

described. Furniture orange damask. Among the principal paintings are; Hagar
and Ishmael, by Pietro de Cortona ; the Prodigal Son, by Guercino ; Moses burying
the Egyptian, by Poussin ; two landscapes, by the same ; the burial of Christ, by
Bassan ; a fine landscape, by Teniers : a knight of the Bath, by Vandyke ; Holy-

Family, by Rubens ; an admirable picture of Venus, by Titian ; which was brought
from the collection of Gavin Hamilton, at Rome. The Italian chimney-piece, glasses,

and other furniture and ornaments, are rich and beautiful. The state gallery, 70 by
25 and 22, displays an equal share of magnificence and splendour ; chimney pieces of

• Fuller's Worthies.

I
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Sienna marble; two fine n>nil)Ic tahlcnofNcro Ant"K|ue; the ceiling much p;iltan(1 paint-

cd ; nnd the walls hung with curiuuii ta|x.>str} , rinrcscnting the 'iViuiuplis ot Ceres, Bnc*

chu9, Venus, Mare, and Diana. Here arc also tVnir emblematical paintings in Clare.ob-

scure. The chaira, window-curtains. Sic. arc of blue silk damask. The itute dressing

room contains a good p<jrtrait of the late Field Marshal, viscount Cobham, by Sir God-
frey Kncllor; two fine pictures of a Burgo-mastcr and his wife, Van-horst; and ahead
unknown, by C. Jan&en. The state bed room is 50 by 35 and IB, hung with crimson
damask, and richly gilt and carved. The closets are highly ornamented, and contain,

amongst other pictures, a St. Francis, by Corregio; offering of the Maei, by Paul Ve-
ronese ; a candle light piece, by Schalkcn ; and a valuable picture of Lu Belle Ferro-

niea*, k i^itress to Francis I, of France, by Lconardi da Vinci.

From hence we proceeded through Middleton Stoncy in our way to Woodstock.
The country hereabouts is very uninteresting, and the roada intolerably bad. About
four miles from Middleton, we saw on our left a handsome built house, encircled in fine

groves, the seat of Mr. Farmer, and called Tersmore. From this small place, where we
dined, the evening grew dark and the objects around Ijecame obscured, however we had
time to observe, about four miles beyond Middleton, the seat and park of lord Jersey,

and three '' ales farther, on our left, Kirtlington house, situated in an extensive park, the

seat of Sir Henry Watkin Dashwood, bart. Prom hence we found the road yery intri-

cate, and after many difficulties gladly arrived at the Bear Inn, Woodstock. This small

town has a neat church, newly finished, with an elegant stone tower ; the houses are

mostly of the same materials, and inns excellent. The inhabitants are much employed
in the glove and steel business, the latter of which is here brought to the highest perfec-

tion, by a brilliancy of polish pecuHar to this place, which owes its original to an inge-

nious watchmaker, who first established it here about seventy years ago. Woodstock
park seems to have been a royal seat, ever since the djiys of king Alfred, who is said to

have transilated Boethius dc Consolatione Philosophiae here. King Etheldred held an as-

sembly of the states, and enacted several laws here. Henry I, was fond of this palace,

to which he made additions, and enclosed the park, said to have t^een the first in England,
with a stone wall. But Dooms-day book proves parks to have existed at the time of its

compilation. It is probable therefore this was the first time such a mode of enclosure

was used. Henry II, had his chief residence here, and built his mistress, the fair Rosa-
mond, an house in the park, and to secure her from the jealousy of his queen, encom-
passed it with a labyrinth so intricate, that none might find her,* except such as had
received the clue from her. Yet even in Camden's time there were no remains of the

labyrinth. At this palace Edmund, second son of Edward I, (afterwards earl of Kent.)
and Thom'js, third son of Edward III, (created duke of Gloucester) were both bom, and
both were thence sumamed of Woodstock. Here the princess Elizabeth, afterwards

?iueen, was some time kept a prisoner, and not in the best apartments. She was brought
rom the tower hither under the conduct of Sir Henry Bedingfield. As she passed, the

people rejoiced and the bells rung ; but this so displeased her keeper, that he put the

ringers in the stocks. This raised such suspicions m the princess, that she saia to her

* Yet this retreat is said not to have availed her. The queen discovered it, and used her so harshly, she
did not long survive it. She had a fine tomb at Godstow, a village near Oxford, before the dissolution of
that Nunnery ; with this inscription. --

H&c iacet in tumbift rosa mundl, non rosa munda,
Non redoleti sed olet, quae redolere solet....

' W JMmtMJIi i.|«Rm»>t«.v
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friends, " As a sheep to the slaughter, so nm I led." She was kept uiulcr .t guard or

oldicrs nigiit uud day ; and a lire hupiK-'tiiiig iKtwccn the floor of her chamber, and the

ceiling uf the room below (8us|x:ctca purpoaclv) she hud infalhbly perished, had not

somebody pulled up the boards uiui (|uenched the flames. Here one day, looking pen-

sively throuj^h Ikt prison-window, site observed u maid in the (xirk milking :, cow, and
merrily singing over her pail, whereupon she exclaimed, " that liberty and fearlessness

were more valuable than all the greatness in the world, ond wished that she were rather

that milk-maid than u princess." From henceforth this palace continued in the crown,

and Fuller in his Worthies (publi>ihed since Uie re!itor>>tlon) calls it u fair building.

However it was then in its wane, and by a print of it in queen ElizulKth's progresses,

from u drawing in the ueginning of this century, it ap{x:urs there were at that tnne but

inconsiderabk: remains. Afterwards quoen Anne, with the concurrence of parliament,

granted uU the interest of the crown in he honour und manor of VVoodbtock, and hun-

dred of Wotton, to John, duke of Marlbcn-ough and his heirs, as a reward of his eminent

and unparalleled services in gaining, by bis courage and conduct, divers victo**'"" ~ver the

French und Bavarian army ut Shellenberre, and otlicr places ; but more especially at

Blenheim, by which the Frontiers of Holland were securfd, and England and the Empire
rescued from immediate ruin.

The new palace of Blenheim, which is not only the boast and ornament of this place,

but the whole kingdom at l:.rge, is a vast and magnificent pile, raised at the public ex-

penditure of 700,0001. You enter the park through a spacious Corinthian arch, at

about 100 yards from wliich is the most beautiful view of the whole ; the heaviness of

the building is here greatly diminished by a side view, and the immense expanse of water,

Bialto Bridge, its deeply swelling banks, park, &c. are seen in all possible variety ol

order, as the genius of the immortal Brown could best dictate. Vanbrugh was the ut-

chitect, whose buildings are in general ponderously heavy, and by some esteemed monu-
ments of the vilest taste. However this may be critically just, we cannot but observe

this princely fabric with sublime veneration. The front is about 348 feet in extent, and
highly ornamented. The common entrance at the east gate, over which is a reservoir

of 500 hogsheads of water to supply the house, led us into the first quadrangle of offices,

firom whence wc proceeded into the area, and through the superb portico to the hall

;

this most magnificent room is 67 feet hi^n, 50 long, and of a proportionable breadth.

The ceiling is painted by Sir James Thomhill, and represents victory crowning the great

duke, and pointing to the battle of Blenheim. Saloon is 60 high, by about 50 and 40 i

here is a great display of magnificence, the lower part lined with marble, the walls de-

Eicted by La Guerre, representing different nations in their various habits. The ceiling

e has adorned with another emblematic compliment to the noble duke. Right of the

saloon is the state drawing room, excellent size, and hung with tapestry, representing

some of the duke's battles. Principal paintings; the adoration of the Shepherds, and
tibe offering of the Magi, by Lucca Giordano ; a Madona and child, and holy family, by
Nic. Poussin ; also a masterly picture, by Rubens, of Meleager and Atalanta; a portrait of

the Duchess, by Romney. Anotfier drawing room, with more fine tapestry of the

duke's march to, and siege of, Bocatoch. Three old paintings by Genoese. &c. and a
portrait of the present duke, by Romney. State bed-chamber ; over the doors, two
pieces ofstilKlife, by Malteze ; a portrait of Edward Sixth, by Holbein ; but the most ca.

pital, is Seneca bleeding to death, by Lucca Giordano ; this la much less, and the figures

not so numerous or fine as that of Burieigh. After passing this inferior suit of apart,

ments, we v^ere next suddenly surprised with the most magnificent library, 183 feet by
32 and 40 ; this was originally a gallery for paintings, and still contains many good por^

j»{
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traits, mostly of the family ; thi marble workmanship is highly finished, and the stuc.
coed ceiling of the richest designs. At one end is a superb statue of queen Anne, by
Rysbrack. The late duke furnished it with lord Sunderland, his father's noble collec-

tion of books, which consists of 24,000 volumes, allowed to be the best private collec*

tion in England. From these windows you have a charming prospect of the winding
swells to the water, and of the groves on the opposite hill. Hence we were conducted
to the chapel in one of the wings, which is very handsome, spacious, and lofty. The
monument to the memory of the old duke and duchess is a most superb piece of sculp,

ture, by Rysbrack ; they are represented, with their two sons who^died young, as sup-
ported by Fame and History. The altar piece is our Saviour taken from the cross, by Jor-

daens of Antwerp. Returning to the saloon, we next entered the dining room, of mo-
derate dimensions ; tlie principal paintings are, a capital landscape, by Claud Laurain

;

Lot and his two daughters, Venus and Adonis, both presents from the Emperor, by Ru-
bens ; a capital piece of cattle aiid figures, by Castiglione ; portrait of queen Anne,
whilst princess of Denmark, by sir Godfrey Kneller ; a group of the duke and duchess
and children, by Sir Joshua Reynolds. Winter drawing room ; Goblins tapestry re-

presenting the Cardinal Virtues. An excellent portrait of Mary, duchess of Richmond,
by Vandyke ; lord Strafford and his secretary, by the same ; this is similar to one I have
seen at Wentworth house in Yorkshire, but infinitely inferior ; it cannot surely be disputed
which is the original. Mr. Walpole esteems that the chef d'oeuvre of Vandyke ; and
says, " I can forgive him any insipid portraits of perhaps insipid people, when he showed
himself capable of conceiving and transmitting the idea of the greatest man of the age."

Two of king Charles's beauties, Mrs. Killigrew and Morton, by ditto. Blue dressing

room : this contains a considerable collection of good paintings. The principal in the

upper row, Isaac blessing Jacob, and the woman taken in adultery, by Rembrandt ; Ca-
therine de Medicis, by Rubens ; Time clipping Cupid's wings, b^ Vandyke ; our Sa-

viour and St. John, by Carlo Dolce ; an Astronomer and his family, by Dobson ; por-

trait of William, marquis of Blandford, by Sir Godfrey Kneller. Under row: our Sa-
viour and the Virgin in the clouds, and an holy family, by Hannibal and Ludovico Car-

racci ; a Dutch family, by Ostade ; two landscapes, by Gaspar * Poussin ; two mwe by
Vander Neer and Woovermans; Dorothy, Countess of Sunderland, by Vandyke.
Summer dravnng room, or grand cabinet, richly decorated with pictures. Here are

reposited the greatest efforts of the pencil of Rubens. The Roman charity ; the offering

of the Magi ; the flight into Egypt ; Andromeda chained to the rock ; Lot's departure

out of Sodom ; the portrait of Paracelsus, and his own head, &c. &c. ; a fine Magdalen,

by Carlo Dolce ; a holy family, by Ludovico Carracci ; our Saviour blessing the cluldren,

esteemed capital, by Vandyke; Pope Gregory, and a female Martyr holding a palm
branch, by Titian ; Raphael's mistress, Dorothea, by himself.

Thus gratified with inspecting this internal magnificence, we departed, without being

able to see much of the external beauties of the park and pleasure grounds, which in

fine weather affbid infinite pleasure, but a torrent of showers deprived us of this further

enjoyment. The former is 11 miles round, and contains 2,500 acres, with 2000 head

of deer : the water of 250 acres, and its fine swelling banks, were disposed by the great

- « The duchess of Marlborough gave an^ price for his pictures; they are the first ornaments tf Blen-

heim, but have suffered by neglect ; there are sixteen pieces by this master, the best are his own purtrait,

with his wife and child, the offering of the Magi, and the Roman charity."....Walpole's Anecdotes of

Painters, vol. ii. p. U4.
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Mr. Browne. The span of the arch of the Rialto bridge is 101 feet, but this extensive

appearance is much obscured by the fullness of the water. On the vast obelisk, which
is 130 feet high, the grant of the crown, and services of the duke, are fully displayed by
a long inscription written by Dr. Hare, who had been his Grace's chaplain, and was af-

terwuds Bishop of Chichester.

Woodstock is among the places which contend for the honour of the birth of Chaucer

.

Of his residence here, in a square stone house, near the park gate, there is no doubt.

This great genius, the father of English poetry, was bom (most probably of honourable

parents, though this is not certain) in 1328, 2 of Edward III. He was educated both

at Cambridge and Oxford, and then studied die law in the middle temple, thence he

went to court, and became the king's page, and was taken under the patronage of John
of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, whose interest he never after forsook. Indeed a closer

tie afterwards took place ; he married about 1360 Philippa, sister of Catherine Swin-
ford, first the mistress and afterwards the Mrife of his patron ; and the ancestress ft-om

whom Henry VII, derived his title to the crown. During the greater part of his life

he enjoyed many rich and honourable employments, and his income is said to have been
at one time lOOioI. per annum, a large estate in those days. He resided much, particu-

larly while the court was here, at this spot. When disengaged from public business ,his

time was entirely spent in studying and walking. The park here was the scene of his

most fiivourite wanderings, and many of the rural descriptions in his poems are taken

from hence.* In die poem called the Cuckowej and Nightingale, the description of

the morning walk is exactly what may be traced from his house, through part of the

park, and aovm by the brook into the vale under Blenheim house, as certainly as we
may aseert that Maples instead ofPhyllereas were the ornaments round the bower, which
place he likewise describes in his dream, as a white castle standing upon an hill, the scene

m that poem being laid in Woodstock park. Thus has the country hereabouts be-

come consecrated in his poems, and to all who feel the genuine force of poetry, a
classic ground. About two years before him died his kind patron, the duke of Lan-
caster, and thb so deeply affected him, that he could no longer bear thb place, the scene

of his former happiness, but retired to Dunnington castle^ by Newbury, in Berkshire

;

in the solitude of which sweet retreat he indulged his contemplations till October 25,
1400 ; when, at the age of 72, he departed quiedy to his grave. Sir Thomas Chau-
cer, knt his son and heir, was ^aker of the house of commons in the reign of Henry
IV< and in many other honourable offices, and left a daughter and heir, Alice, who
carried the castle of Dunnington, Ewelme Palace (by Benson) in this county, and other
large estates, to William De la Pole, earl, and afterwards duke of Suffolk, whose son,

by mixing with the blood royal, was the real author of the destruction of the family in

the person of the grandson, beheaded by Henry VIII, 1513. The estates were for-

feited to the crown. Ewelme became a palace to our kings. Most of the rest were
granted to Charles Brandon, created duke of Suffolk. . ; ^

j"i.-

f
* See Chftucer's Life ID the Biographia, and other books.

; tVer. 51. 85.

§ Dunidngton Castle lies half a mile to the right of Spinhamland. In the park was an old oak, called
Chaucer's oak, under which he is said to have composed many of his poems. Here afterwards the gallant
Charles Brandon, duke of Suffolk (the favourite of Henry VHI, who married that haughty Hionarch's
youngest sister) much resided. In the rebellion it was a garrison for Charles I, under the valiant Sir
John Boys. The king lay here one night. At present there is remaining only a battered gateway with
two towers, and some sm ill part ofthe scattered walls, choaked with brambles, and overrun with iv;f

.
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In the evening we proceeded to Oxford, that sacred seat of thf Muses ; the antiquity

and particulars of which I shall not here pretend to describe ; the two Universities are

places so well known, and so full of matter for contemplation and description, that

nothing less than a separate work can give an account adequate to their respective

merits. I shall therefore pass this place over in silent veneration, and onljr insert a few
conrtnun observations on recent improvements in that noble city, and its neighbouring

Ijeauties. Besides the wonderful improvements that have been made, within a few
years, by widening the streets, paving, &c. the new county jail does great credit to

the spirit of the place, and when finished will be one of the strongest and best in the

kingdom. Its situation is adjacent to the old castle, and encompassed by a massy stone

wall, which we enter at a large tower and gate-way, over which is to be the platform

for executions. In the centre of this spAcious area stands the governor's house,

whence he can overlook the whole of the buildings under hb care. The principal one
for felons is divided into 60 cells, eight feet by seven, as strong as iron and stone can
make them. The two lesser bridewells contain 20 each, and are almost finished. The
old castle is to remain as it was, so that the whole group, which is of that style of archi-

tecture, will have a noble appearance. There is also a city prison now buikfing upon
the same plan.

As Nunebam, the seat of the earl of Harcourt, b a place so generally famed, we
could not omit visiting it. This estate formerly bdoi^d to the Courmays of Devon-
shire, and is called to this day Nuneham GMirtnay. After passing through several

hands, it was sold, in Oliver Cromwell's time, to John Robinson, of London,mer-
chant (ancestor to Sir George Robinson, bart.) from whose family it came by an
heiress to David earl of Wemys ; of whom it was purchased in 1710, by Simon, first

lord Harcourt, lord high chancellor of England. He was son and heir of SKr Philip

Harcourt, knt. (member for Oxfordshire, 1681) seated at Stanton Harcourt in this

county (a mansion now sold, but stilt the burial place of the family (where his an-

cestors had resided ever since they manicd the heiress of Rkhard de Camville, in the

reign of Richard I, who brought them this seat. -They have been very famous here;

one of them a knight ofthe garter; have married nobly ; and have never been beneath

the degree ofknighthood.* The present house at Nuneham was built by the lateeari.

It b ^tuated about six miles from Oxford, and half a one from the Henley road, on
the side ofa rich hill, and encompassed with an extensive park well wooded, the softly

flowing Isis meandering at a proper distance in the meadows below. A sweeter situation

could scarce be found for such a piece of architecture, nor a spot so much endowed by
nature, or as well laid out by firown ;

** here are scenes worthy of the bold pencil of
Rubens, or to be subjects for the tranquil sunshines of Claud Lomnn.^'f The common
approach gives an idea of nothing more than a small plain gentleman's seat, and the

inspection of the first apartments confirms the impression, but we were afterwards

pleasingly deceived. The furniture is mostly elegant, and the rooms adorned with
many capital paintings. Passing through the hall, which b strongly arched as a secu-

rity against fire, in which are some antique statues, we ascended the circular geome-
trical stair-case, and entered a small room called the saloon, in which are several good
paintings ; Susanna and the elders, by Hannibal Carracd ; the NaUvity, by Pietro da
Pietri ; several portraits, by Vandyke ; two Beg^r Boys, by Murillio.^ Anti-chamber,
small, but omiiroented with tolerable pictures. From hence, by a narrow circular

* The mother of lord chancellor Harcoart was Anne, daughter of Sir William Waller (the parlia-

ment general) of Osterly park, before described.

t Walpole's Anecdotes ofPainters, vol. ii. p. 145.
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passage to the library, which is adorned in a pleasing style with heads or the poets, Sec.

Rowe and Pope, by Kneller; Philips, bjrRyley; Prior, by old Dahl; Shakespear,

Rousseau, Beaumont, Addison, Mason, Sir Walter Raleigh, Horace Walpole, Sir

Isaac Newton, Mrs. Pritchard, Mrs. Siddons, &c. Dining-room very handsome;

its dimensions 33 by 24 and 18. Here are some excellent paintings ; the principal,

Ulysses and Nausica, by Salvator Rosa ; a large landscape with figures and cattle, very

beautiful, by Cuyp ; four ruins of Rome, by Parola Panini ; dead game and dc^, by
Snyders ; two fruit pieces, by Michael Angelo Campidoglio ; landscapes by G. Poussin

and Ruysdaal. Octagon drawing-room, 30 by 24 and 18, and superbly furnished and
gilt, &c. with no inconsiderable share of pictures ; two Madonas, by Guido and Bar-

rocci, both esteemed beautiful ; Christ crowned with thorns, by Veronese ; St. John
preaching in the wilderness, by Albano ; Moses sweetening the waters of Meribah,
Highly coloured, by Nicolo Poussin ; landscape by Gaspar Poussin, Sec. Great draw-
ing-room, 49 by 24 and 18, St. Marararet, whole length, and highly preserved, by
T^ian ; from the collection of Charles I. Four noble landscapes, the subject hunting

the boar, Italian Banditti, Diana and nymphs, and other figures (Mme of them by
Teniers) by Van Artois ; two lesser beautiful ones, by Gaspar Poussin, and figures by
Nicolo; a charming Cuyp; a moon-light on the water, very perfect, by Vander
Neer ; a landscape, by Claud Lorrain ; a beautiful landsc^, a cart overturning in a
rocky country, by moonlight, by Rubens; this is well known by Bolswaert's prints;*

An entertainment on the Texel with £ngUsh and Dutch yatchts, an admired Van-
dervelde, lesser landscapes, by Wooton, &c. Another circular passage led us to the

state bed-room, hung with velvet, and many valuable old family portraits ; also the

king and queen, by Gainsborough. Two dressing rooms full of various raintings.

Amongst the rest, a portrait of Giles Bruges, thii^ lord Chandos (who died 1594)
die dress remarkable, apparently Spanish, the cloak of black velvet, with silver oma-
ments.

We now walked to view the external beauties of the place, which must excite pecu-

liar admiration in the mind of every beholder; the park is about six miles round, and
the pleasure grounds, including the garden, contain near 60 acres. Ascending the

hill towards the church, you have an exquisite view to Abingdon, and other parts of
Berkshire. The grand sweep ofwoods, and the river Isis, are charming features in this

seene* Beyond the chapel, the pro^ct breaks still more enchanting through a vista

to the north, up the Isb to the stately towers of Oxford, ** bosomed high in tufted trees.'*

Such was our view from the win^ws of the house, but here the fore-ground gives

great grandeur and boldness. In firont of this avenue stands the peculiariy formed
church of fine stone in imitation of a Roman temple ; this was erected by a late lord,

founder of tlie house, 1764. In front are six large pillars suppOTting a plain pediment}

and from the top rises a lofty dome. The inside is extremely neat ; over the parish

door are names o# those who have gained the annual prize of merit, fix>m an institution

made by his lordship seven years,ago. This is determined by the votes of the parish-

ioners in fiivourof the most sober and honest candidate. A very laudable institution,

and worthy of universal imuatiun. Over the altar is a painting (X the good Samaritan,

by MaaoD, the poet In the garden is an excellent conservatory, open in summer,

*« The noblest and largest landacapc of Rubensisin the royal collection. It exhibits an almost bird's

eye new of an extensive country, with such masterly clearness and intelligence, as to contain in Itself

alone a school for painters of landscape." Walp<^8's Anecdotes, vol. II. p. 145 and 6.
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and covered in the winter season. On the margin of the walks are placed various

buildings and busts, inscribed with verses 'from many of our favourite poets, but too

numerous to be inserted in this description. I shall only observe, in the words of
Milton,
.,^,-, " Here universal Pan, , , , ,.,.,,».,;,

Knit with tiie Graces, and the hours in dance,

Leads on th' eternal spring."
#!.

Infinitely delighted with this excursion, we returned by the village of Nuneham,
which consists of about twenty neat houses, at equal distances on the road ; these are

divided into two separate dwellings, so that forty families may here, by this liberal

assistance of his lordship, enjoy the comforts of industry under a wholesome roof, who
otherwise might have been doomed tc linger out their days in the filthy hut ofpover^.
As we approached the University, its towers and richly shaded groves again won our
admiration and astonishment. From this road the effect of the whole is indisputably

the most striking, and may challenge the universe to shew its equal.

" See ! Oxford lifts her head sublime,

Majestic in the moss of time ;

^'

'

Nor wants there Grscia's better part, .1 . ^% / fv

'Mid the proud piles of ancient art

;

, ,

Nor decent Doric to dispense ^^. '^
,,

New charms 'mid old mag^ficence ;

*'

And here and there soft Corinth weaves "' *" ''^' ' ''

Her doedal coronet ofleavea \

Wlule, as with rival pride, her towers invade the sli3r."*

i -t<.
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about two miles from hence ; but the foundations and the works (says he) there pros.

pered not ; whereu|X)n it was translated to Seukesham, and there finished chiefly at the

cos^s of king Cissa, who was himself afterwards buried there. And from this abbey

being built it changed its name to Abingdon. In old times (continues Leland) many
of the villages about Abingdon had but chapels of ease, and this abbey was their mother

church, where they buried. Amongst the rest the famous Geoffery of Monmouth
had his monument here. This abbey, which was one of the finest and richest in £ng*
landi had not flourished long, ere it was demolished by the violent fury of the Danes.

Yet it soon after recovered itself through the liberality of king Edgar, and afterwards

by the industry of the Norman abbots it grew to such magnificence, as io stand in com-
petition with any in Britian. ** It was in ancient times called Sheoversham, a famous
city, goodly to behold, full of riches, encompassed with very fruitful fields, green

meadows, spacious pastures, and flocks of cattle abounding with milk. Here the king

kept his court: hither the people resorted, while consultations were depending about

the greatest and most weighty affairs of the kingdom." Two synods are supposed to

have been held here, one in 742, and the other in 822. Leland says the rents of

this abbey were almost 20001. a year. Though this town had its dependance for a

long time on the abbey, yet since 141C, when king Henry V, built bridges over the

Ouse (as appears by a dbtich in a window of St. Helen's church there) and turned the

high road hither, for a shorter cut, it became much frequented, having a mayor and
corporation. See. and much enriched itself by making great quantities of malt ; as it still

does, sending the chief in barges to London by the river. It gives title of earl to the

right honourable WiUoughby Bertie, which was first conferred upon his ancestor James
lordNorris of Rycote, 1682, thirty.fourth ofCharles II.

September first, ns before, cloudy and unsettled, but made soft and pleasant by inter-

vening sunshine. Being delayed beyond our expectation, at a time too when the Uni-
versity could afford little or no society, and the whole town looked dull in the midst ofa
long recess from buuness and gaiety ; thus circumstanced, we were glud to find any
object worthy attention; that mignt afford us an hour's useful entertainment. To this

intent we directed our course along the Gloucester road toEinsham; the meadows
we passed through are exceedingly pleasantand extensive, where we crossed six or seven

excellent stone bridges, thrown over the rivulets, which refresh with their cool streams

the growing herbage ; and from the summit of the vast hill beyond we had a fine pros-

pect over me four adjoining counties. The back front of Blenheim, and the stately

obelisk in the park, are great additions to this scenery ; but they appear less to their own
advantage from this point of view. A little on our right we saw Witham, an old
monastic-looking edifice, belonging to lord Abingdon ; and as wf. approach the village

of Einsham, this earl has erected a fair stone bridge of six arches, in the place of a
ferry, also a large square house, intended for an inn, but never yet inhabited : the for-

mer pays a very profitable toll, but the latter is likely to continue an incumbrance to its

owner. Einsham (according to Camden) was formeriy a royal vill, which Cuthwulph,
the Saxon,^ first took from the conquered Britains. Ethelmar, a nobleman, adorned it

with a monastery, which king Ethelred confirmed in 1005, and '* signed the privilege

of fiber^ with the sign of the Holy Cross." After the dissolution this religious house was
turned mto a private seat, which belonged to the earls of Derby. From Heniy* third

earl, it came to his third son. Sir Edward, who was buried here 1609, S. P. and was
succeeded in his estate by his nephew. Sir Edward Stanley, k. b. one of whose co-heirs

was the famous Venetia, the wife of Sir Kenelm Digby, of whose beauty and other ac
complbhmentsso much has been said.

J
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September 3d. Favoured vnth every charm that the season would allow, we left awhile

these reverend scenes, grown irksome and unedifying by repetition, to take anodier

short survey of the country, and to enjoy the refreshing influence of southern breezes.

By Heddington hill, which takes its name from a small village beyond, we directed our
course ; to this asTeeable summit is formed a commodious gravel walk for the benefit

of Oxford ; from ncnce we crossed the fields to that village, but the roads were dlmost
impassable for a carriage, and tlK place affbrded nothing to satisfy our trouble, except
the sight of a few well built new houses, belonging to some ofthe inhabitants of Oxfora

;

the air here is recommended for its salubrity, which makei^ it fiiequenUy the residence

of invalids, 8cc. Inclining agnin towards the LondorA road, we ascended the vast brow
of Shotover, which commands an almost boundless view of the adjacent counties ; the

eye is here in the centre of an immense circle, but the objects are not numerous
enough to engage any long attention, though there is a considerable variety of country

to look over. Queen £lizabeth, in her progresses, 1566, visited Oxford, and Mras

magnificently entertained by the University for seven davs. *' The day after she took
her leave, and was conducted by the heads as for as Shotover hill, when the eari of
Leicester gave her notice, that they had accompanied her t die limits of dieir juris-

diction. From hence casting her eyes ^>ack upon Oxford, with all possible marks of

tenderness and affection, she bade then farewell. The queen's countenance, and the

earl of Leicester's care, had such e.a effect upon the diligence of this learned body,

that within a few years after it produced more shining instances of real worth, than had
ever been sent abroad at the same* time in any age whatsoever."* The harvest around
seemed pretty forward, and the crops plentiful and well-looking, but we observed more
unfinished and standing here, than in the parts of Bucks we lately passed ; die settled se-

renity of the sky was now most prqutious, and no doubt a few such days will Mt the far-

mer's heart at ease, and crown the year with plenty.

September the fourth, more charming than the preceding, we left Oxford and pursued
the direct road to Worcester, through Woodstock, &c. taking Dicheley, the seat of
lord Litchfield's now lord Dillon's in our way. Its utuation is a litde on ttie left ofKid>
dington turnpike, about 12 miles fit>m Oxford, but the nearest and best way b by
Blenheim park. Dichdey is an hamlet, in the parish of Spillesbury, of which the

frincipal manor belonged to Willam Beauchamp, lord Aber{|avenny, twelfth Henry
V, afterwards it was owned by Geoi^ duke of Clarence, dunng whose son's mino-

rity, the stewardship was granted to William, lord Norris. In the reign of queen
Elizabeth, an estate in this parish (probably the manor) belonged to Thomas Bridges,

esq.fof Keynsham, in Somersetshire, and ofBruem Abbey, in this county. Whedier
Dicheley is a manor, and if so, who were the ancient owners, I am not informed. But
about the reign ofJames I, the Lees, whose principal seat was at Quarendon in Bucks,
before-mentioned, were in possession of a mansion here, and by degrees the old reudenoe

was deserted, and this became their chief habitation. 1^ Henry Lee was created a Ba-
ronet, 1611 ; his son, sir Henry, lived at Dicheley, and dyii^ about 1641, Ins widow
Ann (daughter of Sir John St. John of Lycfiard Tr^ze, baronet) married Henry
Wilmot, viscount Athlone, of Ireland, the fiimous loyalist, created by Charles I, earl

of Rochester, who resided here (in right of his wife, as her jointure-House, no doubt)

* All thM pMeft di&tfng iter visit «t Oxfbrd, Sec may be fi^Djf lefeft b tfife Queen's progrcaset, toI. i. for

1 566, to which is annexed a new of Shotover. Here was'once a considerable fbres^ ofwhich Milton's

V
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and in 1659 was buried in the vault belonging to the Lees in Spilksbuiy church. At
this seat wus bom his son, the famous John Wilmot, earl of Ruchetttcr, on April iOth,

1647. He was both the ornament and disgrace of the court of Charles IL *' He
lived worthless and useless, and blazed out his youth and his health in lavish voluptuous-

nets { till, at the age of one and thirty, he had exhausted the fund of life, and reduced

himself to a state of weakness and decay."* ' At length he was so worn out, that he

expired without a struggle, July 26th, 1680, JEt. 34. I think the scite of a lodge some-

where in Woodstock park, where he is said to have breathed his last, has been formerly

pointrd out to me. Sir Henry Lee, bart. son of the countess of Rochester, by her

former husband, was father of Anne, the first wife of Thomas, marquis of Wharton.f
Sir Francis Lee, his younger brother, was father of the first earl of Litchfiekl. The
present mansion was rebuilt by the elder brother of the last earl, and is esteemed the

best of Gibbs's architecture. The old mansran I believe stood in a different situation,

lower in the park. The approach to the principal entrance, the hall, is nothing grand

or magnificent ; but the inside of this room is very noble. Its dimensions, as near as

I could guess, without an accurate measure, are a cube of 36 feet, and coved at top.

The ceiling and walls are psunled by Kent, and decorated with various sculptures. Also

a portrait of the founder of the house. To the right we enter a small breakfast par.

k)ur, with a few paintings. The two most worth notice are Rubens, and family, on
horseback amongst wild beasts, the figures by Rubens, and beasts by Snyders ; a large

shooting piece, the principal figure, the late lord and cimnceilor of Oxford, by Wootton.
Dining room, about 36 by 21, richly ornamented with portraits ; Charles 1. and son,

very admirable, by Vandyke ; Henry VIII, by Hans Holbein ;% prince Arthur, by C.
Jansen ; Sir Henry Lee, in Elizabeth's time, die first of the family, and four brothers,

by Cornelius Jansen ; lord and lady Litchfield in coronation robes, by Richardson, and
Vanderbart ; duke of Monmouth and his mother, by sir Peter Lely ; sir Charles Rich,
brother to earl Warwick, killed 1627, on the isle of Rhee, by Jansen. Late lord's

bed-room, crimson damask furniture, and very old tapestry. Sec. Small dressing room
adjacent, Madona and child, by Mineeard, a Frenchman ; a fine piece, not hung up, of
the nadvity, lately sent here by lord Dilk>i>, the light sliining from the glory and re-

flected fit>m the surrounding figures seemed ixirticularly strong and beautiful. Small
tapestry drawing room, 27 by 22, portraits of the countess Lindsay, and Rochester, sis-

ters, sir P. Lely ; duchess of Cleveland by sir P. Lely ; sir F. Henry Lee, first earl of
Litdiield, by Vandyke. Saloon, 36 by 29, di^lays no ornaments worth notice, except
a bust of Dr. Sharp, and an antique n^wble statue of Hygeia. The person employed
in 13m stucco work, pahiting. See was Roberts of Oxford. Green tapestry room, the
chanceUbr of Oxford, nephew to the late lord Litchfield ; sir Walter RaleiG^, by
Moore; archbbhop Warnam, by Holbein ; duchess of Portsmouth, by Lely; Jacob's

drcMn, by Rembrandt ; a sleeping Venus and Painter, by Titian ; a small virgin and
child, by Raphael ; fisur small landscapes with cattk; and figures, by Polinbary ; a land-

scape over thediimnev, b^ Wootton. Great ^t drawing room, about 37 by 26 ; fur-

mture, crimson damask ;^ding and other (Htumients, by Roberts ; Charles II ; duchess

* JohnMo'sLivetofthePoets*'. -m^s>t»if >.•,-. jj^-:. •
'-''.'.

:

t Lord Rochettsr** mother aeemt to have beten of a &inUjr productive of eccentric characters. I was
going to instance it in the famous Philip, duke of Wharton, as the issue of this marriage of her grand-
child, but he was the son of a second match. However the countess's brother. Sir V\ alter St. John, bart.

was grandfitther of the most extraordinary Henry St. John, viscount Bolingbroke.

X However this is much doubted. _ c
.
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of Cleveland; countess of Lindsay, by Sir P. Lely; lord and lady Litchfield ; lady

Cliarlotte Fitzroy, mother to the lute lord Litchfield, and duke of Grahon, her bro-

ther, by Knelier; a landscape, by Wootton. Adjacent cloMt, containing portraits, Sic.

James I, singularly dressed, sir Thomas Pope, by Vandyke, 8cc. Just Steward, and
group receiving tlwir hire, by Vandermant. Velvet bed room ; a very curious table

of ebony, inlaid with brass, and made in Louis Fourteenth's time ; a white marble chim-.bony

nev |)iece, the carving verv light and admirable. Small dressing room ; a beautiful

pamting of the duchess of Orleans, Charles Second's daughter, by Lely ; St. Catherine

foing to be tortured on the rack, by Vanmander ; a curious travelling chest of Charles

I, brought here by means of the late lord Litchfield's mother, who was daughter to

that prince. Hence we were conducted through a circular raised passage to the chapel,

neat and plain. Over the altar, a p;unting of Christ taken from the cross,'by Poussin.

Great tapestrv drawing room, about 30 by 25, represents Vulcan opposing iEneas on
one wall, and Neptune, &c. on thf other. Over the chimney piece a group of the duke
and duchess of York and childre , by Lely. From this southern aspect the views are

extensive and pleasing. In the stair-case stands h model in wood, of Ratcliff's library

at Oxford. We now took lr;ave of this noble repository of valuable portraits, whose
apartments are otherwise decorated with a simple elegance rather than ostentatious splen-

dour, nor could we help sympathizing with the melancholy that seemed to hover round
this diserted place, that a new smile of fortune had thus deprived it of its present

owne .* We dined at Enstone, asmall adjacent village, on the turnpike road ; and four

miles further, slept at '^hapel-house, a most excellent inn, built about thirty years ago,

with stables and other accommodations of the first style. The surrounding fields are

flat and open, but Mr. Kirby the landlord's shrubberies, and other plantations, are a

E
leasing ornament and protection. Near thb stands Heathrop, the seat of lord Shrcws-
ury, diiitinctly seen from the Oxford road. This has always been esteemed worthy the

inspection ofthe traveller, both for its external and internal grandeur, and will soon be still

more so, when hu> lordship has completed those alterationsand improvements, which now
deprive us of the pleasure of seeing them Mr. Walpole speaks with contempt of

its architecture, and says it was built by Mr. Archer, the groom-porter, *^all whose spe-

cimens of wretched taste may be seen in the Vitruvius Britannicus; but the

chef d'oeuvre of his absurdity was the church of St. John, with four belfries, in West-
minster.

September 5th. We pursued our course through Chipping-Norton, a place of note

in the time of the Saxons, as its name signifies ; in the reign of Edward I, it sent mem-
bers to parliament one session ; and twice in Edward Third's reign, but never since, I

believe. William Fitz-Alan, of Clun, was lord of this manor, then called Norton,

6 of king John, and obtained a charter for an annual fair here. How long this town
and manor continued in this family (afterwards earls of Arundel) we have no par-

ticular account ; but we find in the reign of Henry VI, it was the estate d the earls

of Oxford, of whom John, earl of Oxford, adhering to the Lanf^astrian party, was, after

the victory of Edward IV, in Burnet Field, taken prisoner, and his estate forfeited to

the crown. Leiand says, the Croftes were the ancient lords of thb town, since that the

Rodneys, and then the'Comptons, who bought it. Its present appearace is very goodt

being situated on the side of a pleasant hill, and built mostly of stone, with which this

country abounds.

* He Fucceeded to a large estate in Ireland, od the death of his fiuher, In autumn, 1787. tti

S'
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About four miles to the right of Chipping-Norton, at the extremitv of the county

adjoining Warwickshire, is a curious monument of antiquity, culled liollc.rich- stones,

a neap of large rough stones set up in a ring, like Stune Hcnge, in Wiltshire, but

smaller; various have been the opinions concerning this pk^e. but \vc may rightly

conclude with Camden, that as the Danes and baxons hud battles hereabouts, it was
raised in memory of some victory.

By a steep and winding road through pleasant pastures, from Chipping*Norton, we pass-

ed the small village of Salford, beautiiully surrounded with wood, where is a good stone

house, with suitable offices, belonging to Mr. Newton, whose property is very consider-

able about this place. A little to the lefl we saw another white miuision, the seat of
Mr. Penystone, at Cornwall. The united improvements of these two places are an
ornament to this part of the country, and a transient gratification to the traveller.

More to the lef^, in the adjacent parish of Dailsford, ^vernor Hastings, who is a na-

tive of that place, has lately repurchased an estate which his anceucors had possessed

for several generations, and u now making habitable a mansion, which was ben^un

about 60 years ago, but never finished. A litde further in the same direction is Oddmg-
ton, the seat of sir John Read ; where also is a well of calcareous water, famous for

curing a local flux disease amongst cattle, called the Otmoor evil, from its being caught
by their grazing upon that moor. Ascending now the great hill before us, we enter

a small part of Worcestershire, and have an extensive prospect over the several counties

which meet in the plain below. On the ris^t hill we saw a neatly wooded house be-

longing to Mr. Sandys ; and on the left is Chastleton, an old castle-like place, the seat

of Mr. Jones. Not far from which is a fortification or barrow, cast up by the Danes
about 1016, when kin^ Edmund, sumamed Ironside, met Canutus, the Dane, here-

abouts, and defeated him, ailer a long and bloody battle. In the valley we passed by
the village of Little Compton, and saw an ancient house of Lady Fane, who is aunt to

the Baronet at Oddington, before-mentioned, and at whose death he is likely to

receive an ample increase to his fortune. At the horizontal boundary we could now
clearly distinguish the fine old tower of Stowe-on-the-Woulds, situate on a bleak
eminence, apparently barren and uncultivated, and if common report be credited, they
have but one element, viz. air ; there being neither wood, common field, nor water,

belonging to the town. The-four shire-stone was the next object we approached,
which is a large square figure by the road side, six miles from Chipping-Norton, and
eighty from London. On its several sides are graved the names of the counties for

which it was erected, viz. Worcester, Gloucester, Warwick, and Oxford. Camden
and Plott believe thb to be the spot where the above-mentioned battle was fought ; but
the author of the additions to Camden disapproves of this conjecture, because the old
scierstane, or Shire-stone, where the battle was fought, is proved by him to be in

Wiltshire.

Being now in Gloucestershire, we passed a village called Moreton-in-the-Marsb, and
approached Burton-on-the-HilL To the right we had a pleasing view of a handsome
house ofMn Freeman, situated on the ude of the hill, richly embosomed in foliage, and
otherwise ornamented. This gentleman, we were told, possesses immense property both
in land and money, but most of the latter ; his only son died last spring in London,
and left a young daughter, who, it is said, will be a very rich heir<>is. Having gained
the vast summit, on whose declivity Burton is securely placed, the prospect encreased
greatly on our backs, but forward, a dreary waste for many miles. The famous Ro-
man Fosseway comes out of Warwickshire, by Lemin^on, Stow-on-the-Would,
and this plate ; which, by the tracks of houses frequently discovered, must have been

o d 2
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once of note ; here niAO the marks of a large camp are to \yc seen. A few miles fur*

thcr on our left from the turnpike stands a neat box, Ixlonging to lord Coventry,

culled Spring-hill ; had this property been on the opposite side, facing the beautiful

vale of Evesham, which commences here, the whole would have worn a different as|]cct.

In this delicious vale we see the small town of Blockley, near which Sir John Rushout
has a neat mansion, with large property this way. We now came to a small house of

entertainment, the Fish, on Broadway-hill, where we spent an hour in glorious contem*
plation, from the room built like a summer-house, for this purpose ; sir John Rushout's
nere became very distinct ; sir John Cottercl, knt. has lately erected, on the side of this

hill, a castle-lookiiig place, fronting the vale ; Ragley, lord Beauchamp's, we could
likewise distinguish below ; theses besides the several towns of Broadway, Evesham,
Btiigworth, 8ic. together with the distant mountains, Malvern in particular, con-

spired to give us su^cient anticipation of our future delights. We descended now, by
a well formed serpentine road, cut through this vast declivity, to the neat town below.

The views were ever} way pleasing ; the fields well cultivated and roads good. We
could from hence distinguish Tuddington pdrk, the seat of the ancient family of lord

Truccy. We dined at Bengworth, a small part of the borough of Evesham, separated

from it by the river Avon, in its course to the Severn, at Tewkesbury. A bridge of six

large arches communicates between these two places. The river is navigable tor coals,

&c. from Worcester and Bridgnorth ; but no other trade or traffic seems to enliven this

town. The extensive vale that surrounds it, and takes its name from thence, is, for its

fruitfulness, justly styled the granary of those parts.

The monkish writers derive the name of Eovesholm, or Evesham, from Eloves, swine-

herd to Egwin bishop of Worcester. Near the bridge stood anciently the castle of

Bengworth, as it were in the surburbs, which William d'Audville, an abbot of this

place, recovering from William Beauchamp, the hereditaiv sheriff of this countv, ut-

terly demolished, and caused the ground to be consecrated for a church yard, wnere a
church was afterwards buik. Leland describes Evesliam as large, and well built with

timber ; and to have a fair market place, with divers pretty streets. We cannot now
pass proportionate encomiums upon it ; it has not altered sufficiently with the times.

But the principal glory of this place was an abbey for Benedictine monks, founded by
Kenred, king of tne Mercians ; and Egwin, bishop of Worcester, about 700. It con-

sisted of 67 monks, besides an abbot, and other inferior officers, hAving 22 towns and
manors le(Y for their support. At the dissolution, the annual revenues, according to

Dugdale, amounted to 11831. 12s. 9d. What sort of fiibrics the abbey church and
monastery were cannot now be discovered, because they were utterly demolished at the

dissolution, except the beautiful square tower built by abbot Litchfield, who, it is said,

broke his heart, when he saw the havock which was made of the church and other

buildings. Nor would the tower have escaped the same fate, had not he and the

townsmen purchased it for their own use. This lofty relic of antiquity is wrought
with the finest composites of Gothic architecture, b about 100 feet high, and stands

upon a base of 22 feet square ; the east and west fronts are similar, decorated with

chaste and simple ornaments. Under, is a fine elMptic arch, which was the principal

entrance to the abbey. The great hell, which fbrmtrly belonged to it, was recast along

with some others given by the town, to make eight good ones for this tower.

In the annals of history, this town was very famous for the overthrow o( the barons,

and of Simon Mountfbrt, earl of Leicester, our English Cataline ; whose extreme per-

fidy to Henry III, most strongly evinced the truth of that saying, " favours are esteemed

obligations no longer tblui they can be requited." For when the king had, with a

:.$--' *i, r̂ ii"f.
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liberal hand heaped all possible favours upon him, and given him his own slater to wire,

he hhcwcd no other rcturnii than tlie most violent hatred, rdiiting up d.iiigt'rout wars,

and miserably laying waste many parts of England, under pretence of redrcsjtin^ griev-

ances and asserting its lil)crties, leaving no method unpructiicd, whereby he ungnt de*

pose the J^ing, and change the government from a monarchy to an oligarchy. But
after he had flourished a while in his enterprise, he, with munv others of liin |)arty, fell

in this place, being subdued in a pitched battle by the valour of prince Kdward. U()on

this huppy event, a welcome peucc, which hud tK*en before banished, ugain returned.

Thiu town is an ancient borough, and enjoys many privileges, both by prcscriptiun and
divers charters { but at present is greatly divided, ana almost in a drooping state. In the

vear 1697, Sir John Sommers hud the barony of this place added to nis title ; who,
being a person of extraordinary endowments, and early taken notice of for his great

abilities in the law, was chosen to plead the cause of the iiuprisoncd bishops in the

rtign of James II ; and at the revolution, he was made successively solicitor-general,

attorney-general, lord-keeper, and lord chancellor of England, being also universally es-

teemed to be the ablest statesman of this age.

On the right of Evesham lie three Littletons, from the nearest of which, called

South Litdeton, the famous family of the Littletons undoubtedly took their name ; for

they had possessions here and elsewhere in die vule of Evesham, in the reign of Henry
III I and at that time, and often since, were considerable benefactors to the abbey last

described. About 19th of Henry III, they married the heiress of Frankley,

in this neighbourhood, and from hence made that their principal seat, till it was
cruelly burnt down and plundered in the rebellion against Charles I. The heiress of
thia family, in the reign of Henry IV, marrying Thomas Westcote, esq. had issue

by him the famous Judge, who took his mother's name, and was author of the well

known book of Tenures. A series of men of eminence from his time have rendered

the family not unworthy their great descendant, the good and the illustrious George
lord Littleton, one of the great ornaments of this and the last reign. Hagley, the

present seat of the family, which lies on the opposite borders of the country, next
Staflfordshire, was bought for an hunting seat in the reign of queen Elizabeth, and
rebuilt by the noble peer just mentioned.

From hence we continued along the south side of the river ; which we crossed

about six miles below, at Pershore, having met with no remarkable object, except

Elmley castle, situated on the broad summit of Bredon hills, which, though consider-

ably less, rise towards Malvern with a kind of emulation. This casde once belonged
to Ursus or Urso d'Abtot, by whose daughter and heir Emeline it descended, togethef

with Upton, BenUey, and divers other lordships in this country, to Walter de Beau-
champ, who made the castle his seat, which continued so to his descendants for many
age*. In the 17th year of the reign of king John, Walter Beauchamp. great grjndson
of the above-mentioned Walter, was in possession of this castle, but falling off from his

allegiance to the barons, his lands were seized; yet he afterwards obtained the restitu.

tion of this castle and sherifialty. This noble family also possessed the city of Wor-
cester, and its casde, for many years, being afterwards earls of Warwick, till issue male
felling, their ^at estates, by marriage of Anne, the heiress, with Richard Neville, passed
into that family, who thereby became earls of Warwick.

Pershore, so called from the pear-trees whiph flourished in the soil here, was for-

merly a town of some consequence, and had a Benedictine monastery founded (accord-

ing to William of Malm$bury) by Egelward, duke of Dorset, a man of a generous
spirit, and wholly devoted to acts of piety. " But alas ! (says that excellent historian)
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what Ttst lotaes hath it since nuitalncd ! pnrt the ambition of ||;reat men hath seised, and
part is forgotten and lost, uiid a very coinidcrublc part of its po!i.M.-(>HioiH, the k'u\^,

Fxlward ai^ William, bestowed on Westminster Ablxy." At the dissolution its re-

venues were valued at 6431. 4s. 5d. per annum. (Duf|;diilc.) The town is neatly

built with OIK principal street. The parish church is a larfrc stone structure m( Gothic,

•nd would have been handsome, had not the heavy root of the tower destroyed the

effect. Our drive the remainder of this evening was uncommonly pleasant ; the roads

excellent ; the harvest chiefly gathered, except those ruddy crn|)s which now began to

hang (gracefully round.our hea(h, dispensiitig their o<louni through the atmosphere,

whilst our eyes were fondly gazing on the sun's departing rays, which tinged the lofty

hillttof Malvern with their glowing purple. ,' .
, .

Autumn paints

Auionl;.n hlllt with ({rape** whilst EnglUh plaint
, .,

Bluih with pomaceout nanrcati, breathing aw«eU< '^

Oh I let tne now, when th« kind early dew
Unlocks Ih' emboaont'd odourt, walk among . • . j

' The well rang'd file* of treea, whoac full*ag^d itorea , ; ..

Uiffuae ambroaUl iresrot.* u, . ..*.....• . .• •»>•

Thus the whole face of nature put on an aspect of beauteous serenity, and wc arrived

at the noble capital as twilight threw her dusky mande over the day, and ushered in

the night. The following morning we arose early, to inspect the beauties and magni-
ficence of this excellent city, pre-eminent over most in thu kingdom. But first it may
not be improper to premise something of its antiquity, which has been allowed remote
by all historians ; the derivation of its name seems to huve been Saxon, signifying a
warrior's place of retirement ; it was a city probably built by the Romans (said to

have been founded by Constantius Cblorus) when, to prevent the incursions of the

Britons on the opposite side of the river, they planted cities as fortresses on the east

bank. Its situation is delightful, on this ^de of the Severn, commanding distant and
charming views towards the south-west. It was originally '* fenced with lofty Roman
walls," as we learn from an old parchment roll. Leland says " that there were six gates

within the walls ; Bridge-gate on the Severn, having a |;oodlv square tower over it

;

a posteme-gate by St. Clement's church, near the north side of the bridge ; the Fore-

gate, a fair piece of work standing to the north ; Sudburjr-gate, standing east in the

way to London ; St Martin's-gate ; and Trinity-gate, which was a posteme. The
casde (continues he) which stood on the south side of the cathedral church almost on
the Severn, fell to ruin soon after the conquest, and half the ground of it was given to

au^ent the close of the priory." He likewise adds, there were divers fair streets well

built with timber ; but the fairest and most celebrated is fi'om the bishop's palace-gate

to the Fore-gate; towards the north. There are eight parish churches in the town, of
which St. Helen is counted most ancient; it was a prebend, before king Eldgar's

time, to the cathedral. And I have heard (says he) that all the churches in Worcester,

before king Edgar placed monks in the cathedral, were but chapels to it. But what
the origind form and buildings of this city were cannot now be ascertained, so fre«

quently has it suffered from destructive fires. In the year 1041, king Hardy-Cnute,
in order to revenge himself upon the inhabitants for having killed some of hishuscarles,

or tax-gatherers, massacred most of the citizens, set the town on fire, and spoiled much
of the country round. Nevertheless, we find in the Cooquerw's survey (drawn up

• Thomson.
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bout 40 yean after) that In the time of Edward the Confessor it hnd many hurgf *»»*?•,

and was ruled tit 15 hidc-^ of land. In the rcign uf VVilliitm Uulus, lOtiU. l<(>K^r de
Muitgonicry, carl of Shrewsbury, with a large body of Welch, assaulted the eity»

overrun the suburbs, and set them on hre ; but the citizens, by u valiant resistance,

and aAcrwards by un udvuntagrous sally out upon their enemies, slew and t(x>lc utx)ve

SUCX), und so freed themselves from the siege. In the vear 1113, it wan ulniust

wholly destroyed bv a casual fire, the castle and cathedral being also much damaged.
In the civil wars between king Stephen und the empress M *ud, when the city and
castle belonged to William Ueauchump, of l^lmtey, before-mentioned, it was burnt

entirely to the ground. Nor were the misfortunes of this city here concluded, for ia

1175, ^Ist of Henry II, the new tower belonging to the church fell down; in 1302,
the city was aguin involved in conflagration ; and in 1216, after having submitted to

the daupiiin of France, it was taken by the earl of Chester. The kings in those days
used to keep their Christmas in some one of their great cities. King Henry I, in 1 130,

kept his Christmas here, as did ulso Henry II, 1158, with great royalty, who sat i(t the

church at divine service with the crown upon his head, as the kings in those days always,

used to do at solemn feasts ; but he afterwards placed it upon the altar, in sign of his hu-
roility, which seemed real, because he never after regarded to wear his crown. King
John aUo kept his Christmas here, 1214. when divers of the nobility came with their

petitions about the changing of Iaw8« which aikrwards caused the civil war, and the

taking of the city, as above. Whether we consider most its various sui/cring by acci-

dental und wilful fires, which have been so numerous and dreadful, or its oppres.sions

and calamities in the civil wars, we look with astohishment at its present Nourishing

condition, the seat of opulence and much trade ; nor h it less happy in its numbers of
independent families, besides those respectable and dignified characters usually found
in the precincts of a cathedral. The streets arc in general rrmiirkubly good, particu<

larly High-street and Fore-gate, which latter is ofa regularity in pavement and building

superior to most I have seen out of London. We now visited the cathedral (made an
episcopal see by Ethelred, king of the Marcians) which bishop Wulstan principally

erected in 1U84 ; this suffered more than once by lire; June 14th, 1113. when the

city and castle were in flames, it felt the same calamity ; one monk and 20 inhabitants

are said to have perished. April 17th, 1202, this church was again involved in confla.

gration, together with the greater part of the city. In 1218, it was raised and conse-

crated a-new, and in the presence of Henry III, &c. d|edicuted to the Virgin Mary, St.

Peter, and Oswald and Wulstan. It has since, at various times, received considerable

additions, but its present appearance is not very large or striking on the outside, and
the tower is not sufficiently high for its breadth and the other parts. The inside from
east to west is 394 feet, breadth about 120. It ic in excellent repair ; but there is no-

thing much to admire in its architecture, after the several others so superior. The
painted glass is entirely destroyed, which takes greatly from its grandeur ; the choir is

nandsome, and the organ capital. At the upper end of the choir is a noble ntonument
of kiiw John, whose body was conveyed hither from Newark by the earl of Pembroke.
Hb emgy lies on the tomb, crowned. In his right hand is a sceptre, in his left a sword,
whose point is received in the mouth of a lion couchant at his feet. He died October
19th, 1215, in the 51st year of his age, and 18th of hi-i reign. We were next shewn
Arthur*s chapel, covering the monument of that prince, elder brother of Henry VIII,
which is the most curious stone workmanship in this cathedral, variously decorated
with images, arms of En^rUnd, and other royal badges. The fretted arched roof is

curious and beautiful. Since this inspection we are informed Mr. V. Green has made

'

H
p
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a curious discovery under a heavy coai of plaister, to hide them from the Oliverian rage

;

there are a series of Arthur's progenitors, the partisans in the contentions of York and

Lancaster, the symbols of whose union are well exemplilied in the external decorations.

Mr. Green coujuctures he has distinguished Henry VII, and Edward IV, with their

queens. The stone pulpit, in the choir opposite, is well worth notice, being a most elegantly

carved Gothic octagon ; in the back is distinctly seen a representation of Jerusalem cary.

cd in the same durable materials. Besides a variety of ancient and modern tombs, and
monuments, in the north transept near the clock is asuperb niarble piece of sculpture, erect-

ed to the memory of Dr. John Hough, bishop of this diocese, and head of Magdalen
college, Oxford. He is represented in a recumbent posture ; his right elbow resting on
some books ; his hands jomed and raised in those acts of devotion, which his counte-

nance so highly expresses. The drapery is inimitably fine. To the left stands the

figure of Religion with her book in one hand, whilst with the other she is lifting up the

flowing edge of his garment, to display underneath anothor representation in mmiature,

where he is standing before that tribunal, the High Commission Court, which ejected

him from his college government. Three tools of tyranny are seated on the bench,

and a secretary is mmuting their proceedings, whilst this venerable prelate, at the tiead of

the Fellows, is making his defensive harangue. Roubilliac has the lionour of this

masterly piece of sculpture, which is the admiration of all beholders, and the finest in

these, or perhaps any other parts of England. That in Westminster Abbey of bishop

Nightingale, by the same hand, so universally admired, perhaps may be greater in some
iwints, tnuugh I can scarce think it altogether superior. This however I shall leave for

better judges to determine. •

The chapter-house adjacent is a large decagon, supported by a central pillar, forty-five

feet high, and fifty-five in diameter. Many curious missal MSS. and valuable books are

here reposited ; on the walls are a few old portraits of bishops, &c. There are many other

excellent public buildings in this city, and many laudable charities^ but too numerous
for a place in these pages. Here are considerable manufactures of gloves, carpets, &c.

but the principal and most worthy of notice is, the porcelain chain, which we visited.

Those who have ever seen the process of the Stafibrdshire ware, or other similar works,

need not be informed how this is made ; the substance used for these articles is a secret

composition, moulded and formed into various designs like common clay : blue and
white are the characteristic colours of this manufactory, which are laid on either by a
plate or pencil ; the blue, when first put on, appears a deadish brown, or some otfier

dubious tint ; but, after the operation of the fire> b changed to a permanent and perfect

blue.

This being market-day, we had an opportunity of seeing the princip^ commodities
for sale, and their public repositories and rooms of traffic, particularly the Guildhall

and Hop-house ; the former is esteemed with truth a most eleeant and commodious
building, presenting a light and well-adorned front to the high-street, the inside of

which is one admirable room, one hundred feet by twenty-five and twenty-one. Its sides

are occupied by two spacious courts of justice, in which are held the asuzes and sessions

for the county and city. At each end of the long room are three whole length portraits of
Charles I, queen Anne, earl ofPlymouth, sir John Fackington, &c. Thb was the second
day of the new itop-market, which we saw abundantly supplied, and of good quality ;

though the produce of the season was no more than what is called half crop; yet the

price was now reduced, in less than a formight, from »xteen pounds to seven per hun-
dred ; an astonishing variation, owing to the late scarcity of okl hops, for which the

inhabitants had then given the extravagant price of three shillings and ux-pence per
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pound. It was expected that the fair, which was to commence in less than a fortnight,

would more i)ermanently fix this dubious value.

We now took leave of this glorious capital, and crossed the Severn,* for Hereford.

over a new and elegant bridge, of five magnificent arches, built under the inspection of

Mr. John Gwin, architect. The first stone was laid by the earl of Coventry, and the

whole finished in 1780. The toll-houses are elegant domes, similar to Black Friars,
.

on each side is a spacious and handsome quay, where much traffic from Bristol and the

-oal mines is carried on. The road is stony and disagreeable, but our attention was

diverted for several miles with the abundance of variegated fruit hanging gracefulh on

each side the road ; this season is very extraordinary, and to pluck a rosy bloom, from
amidst such temptation, is deemed neither sin nor robbery. In our way we passed on our

left Powick, where was formerly the seat of another branch of the Beauchamps, dcno-

•

minated of that place. From one of the heiresses, who married lord Willoughby of

Broke, about the time of Henry VIII, is descended the present Grevile, earl of War-
wick, who from thence quarters the arms, &c. of the ancient earls ; from another heir-

ess, who married a Ligon, is descended, as I take for panted, the present representative

for tliis county, whose seat is at Madresfield, in this neighbourhood, near which we soon

afterwards passed.

We now arrived at Malvern, a small hamlet at the feet of those immense hills, that
"

had been our principal object for many miles. Ordering dinner at this charming inn,

we procured an intelligent guide to conduct us to the highest summit ; the day being

favourable and pleasant, I scarce remember a more enchantKig excursion ; without a pos-

sibility of fatigue from so gradual an ascent on nature's carpet, and in little more than

half an hour, we gained this summit of i)erfection. When we say perfection, we mean
in a limited sense ; there are certainly two sorts of perfection, relative and absolute. If

the parts ofa scene be beautiful, we are content to ascribe to it the honour of the first ; but
ofthe other, the ingredients must not only be beautiful, but of every possible variety. In
different countries, or different parts ofthe same country, many sorts of the former may
always be found, but the latter I fear is seldom, if ever, to be met with in all the vast

round of sublunary researches. We mount the high tops of a Skiddaw, or Ben Lo.
mpnd, and are lost in wonder and admiration of those immense heaps of rocks that

tov/cr around us ; they are undoubtedly formed for astonishment and delight, and are

the source of sublimest ideas ; but let not these alone engross our whole attention, or
alienate our affecticms entirely from other objects ; let us cast our eye a v/hile on this

extensive scenery around us, and compare the difference ; on one side, a champain of
the richest cultivation possible, interspersed with innumerable mansions, lawns, woods,
and the other golden plantations of the country ;

peopled with cheerful and thriving

* This noble river, called by the Britons Havrcn, the Romans, Sabrina, and the English, Severn, rises

out of ahigh mountain in Montgomeryshire, called Plynllymon ; after having received the waters of seven
small streams it enters Shropshire, and being joined by several brooks, at length readies Welch Pool

;

being in the space of 20 miles become from a slender silver stream, a very deep and copious river, and is

navigable from thence to its mouth. From Welch Pool it proceeds by the splendid and populous town of
Shrewsbury, then runs south-east to Bridgenorth ; and from thence, declininfj still more to the south, en-
ters Worcestershire, and proceeds to Bewdley. Swelled with concurring: streams^it traverses this coun-
ty entirely, and having watered, amongst others, Worcester and Upton, it passes forward to Gluucester-
shire, and rolls to Tewksbury,from whence, having visited the city and capital of that county, it travels for-

ward, and meeting still with fresh accessions of watern, grows to such a siee as to be stiled tlie Severn sea,

pouring its tide, after a progress of more than 130 miles, into the Brist:ji Charniel. Cam/ideU'a Survei/.
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towns, and enlivened by the busy streams of the Severn and the Avon. These are the

principal featurt..'^ in the vule of Evesham ; on the opposite side are various winding vaU
lies, mingled with hop-grounds, gardens, seats, and swelling hills of verdant wood, all

sweetly suftciR'd by the mellow light of autumn, and encircled by a majestic range of
mountains ; the VVreekin^, and Clay-hill, in Shropshire, seen over Ludlow ; the Bkck-
mountains in Brecknockshire ; the Skiming hills in Monmouthshire ; Abergaveny, and
Ledbury mount i Gloucestershire hills over the city and Cheltenham, the Leeky hills

towards Birmingham, &c. In short nothing is here wanting to constitute the beautiful,

but here is a deficiency in those two grand composites of the north, rock and lakes, to

constitute the sublime. With these additions we should then find them an absolute per-

fection.

If we contemplate these scenes too with the eye of an historian, what a trdn of ideas

will they afford ! instead of groves of shining fruits, we may fancy moving armies of

flittering spears and helmets ; instead of yon silver gliding streams, we may imagine

nvcrs uf blood ; such v/ere these plains when haughty Cromwell, and his 30,000 men,
marched over them, and appeared on Red-hill against Charles II, with only 1200, in

August, 1651. No more now the din of war is heard; Tewksbury,* Upton, Po-
wick, and thou fair city, Worcester, your lofty towers no more are seen to shake, your

buildings full in dreadful conflagration, nor streets pour down the sanguine flood. All

now arise in conscious harmony to gild these scenes, now sunk in peace and crowned
with plenty. Mountain long this lovely reign, ye sons of fame ! and ye who reap the

fruits of industry, store in your plenteous and golden crops, and quaff your homely nec-

tar in joyful tranquility.

Descending now this noble velvet mountain, the former scene diminishing in soft

gradation before our sight, through the perspecdve confines of these hills, afforded new
and infinite delight, till we again arrived at our inn. After dinner we visited the in-

ternal display of that great Gothic feature the church ; which is perhaps as great a cu-

riosity of Its kind as any to be met with. Part of it was a religious cell for hermits be-

fore the conquest, the greater part, with the tower, was built in the 18th year of the

conqueror, by one Aldwin an hermi.w The outward appearance is very striking, the

architecture, though large, is light and pleasing, and cannot fail to impress the traveller

on his approach, with an idea of its antiquity and worth ; they shewed us a copy of an

antique manuscript at the Inn, giving a full account of its origin, the history of painted

glass, &c. which is in high preservation, and of beautiful colours and designs ; but as

Dr. Nash has ^ven a minute account of every thing in his history of the county, the

omission c t here is of no consequence. The antiquarian, in contemplating its different

styles of I* .ilding, the Gothic and the Saxon, the glass, the various monuments and
coats o^ arms, &c. may find employment for many hours. One very curious tomb we
s-wv a Saxon Knight, with his batde-axe and other accoutrements, supposed to be the

oil. ; one of this kind in England. •

Wenow pursued our course to Ledbury, on a smooth winding road by the wells, at

I..ittle Malvern, famous for their salutary qualities, and the pureness of the air. Aboflt

* Famous too for thf bloody overthrow of the Lancastrians in 1741.

translatetl,

Whence J. Leland thus writes,

'< Where Avon's friendly streams with Severn join,

Great Tewksbury's walls, renown'd for trophies, shine,

And keep the sad remains, with pious care.

Of noble souls, the Jjonour of the war."

-
''*"-^'^'^A'iiX^>^-f.-Jit^t;ii:^^fZ^^ —^-„«~_»,-. -,_^^„^ .
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six miles west of Ledbury, near the conflux of the Lugg sind Wye, lies Marcley-hill,

which in 1575, after shaking and roaring for three days, to the great horror and astonish-

ment of the neighbourhood, began to move about six o'clock on Sunday evening, and
continued movmg till two next morning, it then stood still, having carried along with it

the trees that grew upon it, and the sheep-folds and flocks. In the place from whence it

removed, it left a gap of400 feet wide, and 320 long. The spot whereon this hill stood
contained about 20 acres.

Ledbury is a mean iU-built town, situate in a rich vale, south of these hills ; the mea.
dows and pasturage around it appear very fertile ; on an average they let for three

pounds an acre. After reposing here one night, we proceeded to Hereford ; the day
was mild and clear, whicn gave the vale and hills around a most enchaiaing glow

;

hop grounds and ruddy orchards spread their gaudy bloom around us ; and that no
^pace may be lost, the vacant spots of the ground, which is planted with trees, are co-
Yered with grain. The following description by an admired bard is a very lively picture

of this country.

*< Lo, on auxiliary poles, the hops
Ascending spiral, rang'd in meet array

!

Lo, how the arable with barley grain

'Stands thick, o'ershadow'd to the thirsty hind.

Transporting project ! these, as modern u se

Ordains, infus'd, an auburn drinit compose
Wholesome, f deathless fame. Here to the sighti

Apples of price, and plenteous sheaves of com,
Ohinterlac'd, occur, and both imbibe
Fitting congenial juice ; so rich the soil,

So much does fructureous moisture o'er abound

!

Nor are the hills unamiablci whose tops

To Heav'n aspire, affording prospect sweet
To human ken ; nor at their feet the vales

Descending gently, where the towing herd
Chew verd'rous pasture ; nor the yellow fields

Gaily interchang'd with rich variety

Pleasing, as when an emerald green, enchas'd
In flamy gold, from the bright mass acqui 'ts

A nobler hue, more delicate to sight.

Next add the Sylvan shades, and silent grovei.,

(Haunt of the Druids) whence the earth is feo

With copious fuel, whence the sturdy oak,
A prince's refuge once, th' eternal guard
Of England's throne, by sweating peasants fell'd,

Stems the vast main, and bears tremendous war
To (Hstant nations, or with sov'reign sway
Awes the divided world to peace and love."*

About three miles distant we passed a large house, called Versen, Mr. Home's, which
irom its construction and appearance, gave us the idea of the comforts of an opulent
farmer. Two miles onward we observed an ancient wliite mansion, surrounded with a
moat, called Mansen, the late Mr. Jones's, now Mr Derbin's, who married his widow.
The country was now confined, but rich and pleasant ; Mr. Hopeftn's old house, now
only appropriated to a farm, was our next object, under a fine range of hills on our left,

and called the World's.end ; a name ill applied amidst such a profusion of cultivation.
The hops were now more abundant and flourbhing, and other crops in great plenty.

* Philips's Cyder, book first) page 127.

EC 2
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Passed the village of Tarrlngton, with a neat old church and parsonage. The next and
principal object was the honourable Edward Foley's beautiful place at Stoke £dith.

This was the seat of the late lord Foley, and his ancestors, while they continued a

younger branch ; but when he succeeded to the mansion and esta^': of the elder line at

Whitley, in Worcestershire, he of course made that his principal residence, and lefl this

to his second son, ihc present possessor. The house is large, and wears an ancient aspect*

but the principal front is turned from the road, its surrounding shrubs break the ill ef<

feet of too great an intimacy with passengers ; a bridge communicates with the park over

the road, which we passed under. The views from every point are pleasing and pic<

t urcsque, and from the next ascent the house and parish spire, very high and beautiful,

formed a delightful group with the variegated ground adjacent, and finally terminated

by the Malvcrn.hiil?). Farther on our left stands Longworth, an agreeable seat of Mr.
Waldvvin, member for Hereford, where his ancestors have been seated, at least ever

since the reign of Henry IV, from which time they have been continual ly sheriffs, and in

other high offices in the county. A little way behind Longworth lies Lugwardyne,
once the estate and scat of the Chandos's and Brydges's, from whom it was sold to the

W'arnt'ford's, and came in marriage from them to the Harley's, I believe. Winding
ag.iin to the right, wc had a final and most graceful prospect of Stoke-Edith, softened

by \he mellow shades of landscapes, viewed at a distance. The pencil of the artist might

here be variously employed to advantage ; and though the surface of the road cannot

be esteemed of the best and most iigreeable texture, yet the admirer of nature and su-

perior cultivation may, in this morning's ride, be amply rewarded. Descending towards

the city, the distant views are grand and charming, particularly the rich scenes of Fox-
ley, and Hampton-court, lord Maiden's, to the right, and the fine vale in front, ter-

minated by the hille in Monmouthshire and Brecknock. We now crossed the river

Lugg into an extensive meadow, from whence we viewed Sufton-court to the left, a bad
old house of white materials, almost sunk in the bosom ofan hill ; this is remarkable for

having been the residence of the Hereford family ever since the 7th ofHenry HI. The
late possessor, sir James Hereford, died about three years since, very old, having amassed
from a small estate considerable wealth, which he left to Mr. Caldecot, his nephew,
who has now ( nangcd his name to Hereford. I understand he intends soon to grace

this respectable spot with a more considerable mansion. On a nearer approach to the

city, a dullness seemed to pervade the whole, and the heaviness of the Cathedral was
(jnite oppressive to the sight ; but for this we could account ; for on a closer examina-

tion it had lost the spire, which had been lately taken down, from an apprehension of
danger, since the great fall of the western end of the building, which happened two years

ago, and still lies in ruins ; this was infinitely the finest part, and, when in perfect state,

its tower was esteemed very beautiful architecture ; the print which remains of it

certainly gives this idea. The whole internal length was 393 feet ; transept 140 ; the

height of the middle steeple 244 ; west tower 125. Mr. Wyatt has made an estimate,

and the walls are just begun to be raised upon the former plan, with a handsome win~
dow, but without the tower. It was originally built by bishop Reinelm, in the reign

of Henry I, and enlarged by succeeding bishops. In its present ruinous state, we could

find but little to attr^t our notice. Nor does the city merit any particular encomiums

;

the buildings are mostly mean and insignificant, and the streets narrow and bad. Here
are now only four parish churches, two having been destroyed in the late civil wars. It

is governed by a mayor, six aldermen, recorder, Sic. Its markets are well supplied

;

and here is a considerable manufacture of gloves. The antiquity of it cannot be doubt-

ed ; evident marks of this are easily discovered. Camden says it is situated amongs

IWg*?
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meadows extremely pleasant, and corn fields very fruitful. It is supposed to have sprung

up when the Saxon neptarchy was in its glory ; founded (as some write) by Edward
the elder; no mention being made of it more ancient. The Britains, before the name
of Hereford was known, called the place Trefawith, from beech trees, which still grow
abundantly about here. It owes its greatest increase to religion, and the horrible

murder of Ethclbert, king of the East-Angles; who, whilst he courted the daughter of
Offa, king of the Mercians, was villainously way-laid and murdered by Quindreda,

Oifa^s wife, who longed more for the kingdom' of the East-Angles, than to see her

daughter honourably married. He was upon this action enrolled amongst the catalogue

of martyrs, and had a church here built, and dedicated to him by Mildred, a petty

prince of this country ; which being soon after adorned with a bishop's see grew very

rich, first by the liberality of the Mercians, and afterwards of the west Saxon king.

This city suifered no great calamity till 1055, when Griffin, prince of South Wales, and
Algar, an Englishman, rebelling against Edward the Confessor, and having routed earl

Ralph, sacked the city, destroyed the cathedral, and carried away Leofgar the bishop.

Hence it is that Malmesbury writes thus : " Hereford is no great city, and yet by the high

and formidable ruins of its steep and broken bulwarks it shews that it has been consider,

able :" and as it appears by Doomsday-book, *' there were in all but 103 men, within

and without the walls." The Normans afterwards very much improved and enlarged

it. William Fits Osborn, a kinsman ofthe conqueror, and first earl of Hereford, walled

it round, and fortified it with a strong castle, on the scite where the old cathedral stood.

Leland says, ** that this castle, by the ruins, appeared to be one of the fairest, largest,

and strongest, in England. The walls were high and firm, and full of great tmvers

;

and where the river was not a sufficient defence for it, there it was strongly ditched.

It had two wards, and each of them surrounded with water; the dungeon was high and
exceedingly well fortified, having, in the outward wall or ward, 26 towers of a semi-

circular figure, and one great tower in the inner ward. Some think that Heraldus be-

gan this castle after he had conquered the rebellion 'of the Welch, in Edward the Con-
fessor's time. Others think, that the Lacies and the Bohuns, earls of Hereford, were
the great builders of it.

'ihis city, being situated in a frontier country, was continually liable to the inroads of

rapacious warriors, plunderers, and rebels. When the barons broke out in rebellion

against Henry III, they commenced their hostilities at this place, under the command
of Simon Mountfort, earl of Leicester ; who, as we before remarked, fell a victim to

his perfidy and ambition, in that remarkable battle at Evesham, by which the great

power of the barons was diminished, & id that of the commons enlarged. Here also,

when the barons took up arms against Edward II, Hugh Spencer, earl of Gloucester,

and several others, the favourites of that prince, were hanged. Near this place was
likewise fought a bloody battle between Henry VI, and the earl of March (afterwards

Edward IV) when the latter conquered; and having taken several of the Welch no-

bility, amongst which was Owen Tudor, and others, prisoners, ordered them to be
cruelly executed in this city. In the civil wars between Charles I, and the parliament,

this place was strong and well fortified, and made several brave defences against the

'

Scots, and the Olivenans. Scarce a trace of the castle is now remfining ; on its scite

are admirable walks, called the castle green, formed and kept in neat order by the cor-

poration ; the river Wye runs underneath, which together with its antique bridge adds
greatly to the pleasing prospect from hence, If we look round its neighbouring hills

and mountains, we shall find strong marks of the visits of the Romans, and other encamp-
ments ; particulariy on the suihrnits of Creden-mll, and Dindermore, the one towards
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Bradwardinc, the other near the road to Ross ; on the former are many appearances

of there having been a Roman station. It is certain lord Leven here fixed his army
during the siege of Hereford, in the civil wars. The latter displays stronger murks of
those ancient encampments, being visibly square, which I believe is a pretty certain cha-

racteristic of the Romans; besides the corroborating evi lence of an adjacent hill now
bearing the name of Oister, no doubt a corruption of Ostorius Scapula, who commanded
in these parts. In the suburbs stand the rums of a monastic-looking pile, supposed to

have been a religious house, which was given by William III, to lord Coningsby, who
afterwards made it a town residence ; this going to decay by future neglect, lord Co-
ningsby, to perpetuate his name by a laudable institution, built and founded an hospital

adjoining, for the care and maintenance of 16 poor, which we minutely inspected

;

their habitations are small, but warm and comfortable ; the old gardens afford each a
very handsome allotment. One of these aged people attended us, who was 88, and
well remembered his lord's ancient fabric in a more flourishing and habitable state.

In the same ground we saw a curious relic of antiquity, gothically built, and pretty per-

fect, which, toother with some boughs of elder haneing carelessly round its walb, was
exceedingly picturesque. It is an octagon, with windows arched, and steps quite round,

but only one internal approach ; through the top runs a thin stone pillar several feet

high, on which I suppose was a cross, as it is thought to have belonged to the monas-
tery, as an object of worship.

September 9th. A delighful morning, which we appropriated to an excursion north,

ward, principally^ to see Mr. Price's noble ^unds, 8ic. at Foxlev, and to enjoy that en-

chanting scene in its vicinity, from an hill called Lady-Lift. The Bradwardine road
was our course for some time, we then deviated to the right ; a little more than a mile

from this city, on some waste land by the road side, we saw a large old jnllar of stone,

much wrought, with steps round the base, similar to those we often see in small towns

;

no authentic account b given of it, but by tradition it is believed to have been erected

in time of a plague, when th^ country people were afraid to approach the city, for the

purpose of holding market, and is at this day called White-cross. We now passed through

a village, and entered Foxley grounds ; the well cloathed hills of wood on each side are

very noble. The house is not in unison with this external munificence, a square brick

built place, heavy and ungraceful ; though there is no appearance of shew, the inside

no doubt is good and comfortable, and I was told contains some paintings worth notice

;

this we omitted, but had leave to drive through the beautiful gardens, &c. wUch soon

led us on a most glorious terrace between the two vales ; thus we continued through a
bowery shade, which was most acceptable, as it protected us from the fervent beams of
the sun, till we arrived at the sweet object ofour wbhes ; a place that most amply repaid

our steep ascent. >

Oh, nature, how supreme ! O Queen of hills,

Enchanting Lady-Lift ! thy beauteous form
Art ne'er with her insipid vest hath veil'd. ''

No foreign plumage decks thy full crown'd head.

No artificial flowers, the sickly growth ' *

4^f the trim garden, wither on thy breast,

But the fresh violet, and the harebell blue,

And simple daisy, feel its cherishing warmth,
And there delight to blow. Thy rich attire

Is wove in nature's loom; the spreading arms ,

'

J*

Of the bold children of the forest deck
Its waving sides ; the lordly, dark-green oai^

'"%' "'
XT'
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The high upiring ash, the glossy beech,
And yellow chesnut, spangled with its fruits,

' In pleasing harmony combine their shades,

Which, gilded by the sun, a lovelier gold
Display, than ever yet, with all the toil

Of art and riches, deck'd an Eastern Queen.
Nor often can the power of roaring winds,
And boistrous storms, derange the ornaments
Ofnature's hand, but while the weakest breeze
Puffs the vain robes of art in scorn away,
Thev, as in mockery of the raving blast.

But bend their boughs, or lift their heads on high^
Oh ! how then can the pomp of Empresses
With Lady*Lift compare ! Oh mark her power!
Lo, with what placid majesty she sits,

And sways her wide and populous domain,
The heavens her canopy, the eaith her throne !

She wants no vassals, Ethiopic slaves,

To scatter balms and odours on her garb,

Or aoftly fan her from the noon tide heat.

The perfumes wafted on the fragrant wings
Of gentle xephyrs, issuing from the South,
Are substitutes by nature more delicious,

Than all that art or fiincy can create.

Lo, with what sweet and unaffected charms
Her subjects smile under her peaceful sceptre I * ".
Beneath her feet hills gradually arise,

In softest verdure clad ; the golden vale

Winds distant by, and streams raeandring flow,

Yielding to all their fruits and plenteous stores,

In proudest triumph of the quiet reign.

The traveller here, in quest of nature's charms.
Meets joyful welcome ; not a frown austere
Chills his approach or stops his curious eye^
But all his wild researches are endear'd
By every smile of sweet complacency.
How eagerly around she strives to shew
The thousand beauties of her native land !

The ripen'd orchards hung with ruddy orbs,
That deck each rural scene, she first displays

;

Then wood-fringed lawns, fair seats and vilkiges ;

Next proudly points to towers and battlements,
' ' That long have grac'd her much lov'd ancient See,

The great m^ropolis of this fiur realm
;

Lastly to yonder rugged range of hills,*

Which seem like massy bulwarks rais'd on high,
To guard her loyal peace-encircled sons
From the rude progress of destructife foes.

Having thus gazed with rapture and admiration, we breathed our tribute of acknow-
ledgment, and returned as we came, until a path led us into the valley on our right,
and from thence across through an obscure village, Little Mansel, to Bradwaniine, situ-'
ate on the opposite side of the Wye ; over which b a good bridge, and near to it are
the imperfect traces of a castle, once strong and stately, which gave ifcth origm and name
to the famous Thomas Bradwardine, archbishop of Canterbury, in Edwanl Third's time,

n !i ?r
^^ ^*' learning, and proficiency in the most abstruse arts and sciences, was

called Doctor Proftindus. This family had removed into Sussex, about three genera-

* The Black-mountains, which divide this county from Wales.

i
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tions before that great descendant wus bum. The object of this wide and tedious dcvi*

ation was to visit that sweet scene we had viewed at a distance, called the Golden Vale,

or bf the Britons, Dyffrun-Aur ; remarkable for its pleasant fertility of yellow flowers,

with which it is covered, particularly in the spring. The evening was too far advanced

when we had finished our homely repast, to allow us this further pleasure, so wc brook-

ed the disappointment like philosophers, and directed our nearest course to Hereford.

In this vicinity we had a view of Mr. Byrche's neat mansion at Ganstone, and of Moc<
cas-court, the seat of Sir George Amyand (Cornwall) bart. a banker in London, who
obtained it by marrying the heiress of the late Velters Cornwall, member in seven par-

liaments for this county, whose ancestors had been seated here a long time« they being a

branch (I presume) of the barons of Burford in Shropshire, mentioned by Camdeii, who
were descended illegitimately from Richard earl of Cornwall, second son of king John

;

and the family now bear the arms of that earl, viz. Argt. a LyonJRampt* Gules, crown-

ed Or, within a bordure sable, bezantee.* The late Mr. Cornwall drew much of the

stone from the ruins of Bradwardine castle for the rebuilding this seat. The present

possessor took the name of this family some time since, and is now representative for the

county. A few miles in our w^, under a large hill picturesquely cloathed, we saw a

white house belonging to Major Cotteril, son to the knight. Sir John, mentioned at

Broadway. Onward, on our right, we passed another new house, Mr. Parry's, of the

Ware, fronting the memorable and lofly station, Creden-hill, upon which, as we before-

mentioned, is a very great camp, and mighty works, the gran being inwards as well as

outwards ; and the whole contains by estimation about 40 acres. About a mile from
this, and nearer the river, lies Kenchester, supposed by Camden and others to have been
the Ariconium of Antoninus, having been destroyed, as is reported, by an earthquake

;

this supposition arises from some old walls, called Kenchester-walls, about which are of-

ten found stones of inlaid chequer-work, British bricks, Roman coins, &c. And about

1669 was found, in a wood, a great vault with tables of plaister in it. The vault itself

was paved with stones ; and thereabouts were du^ up nuuiy pieces of Roman coins,

with large bones, leaden pipes, several urns containmg ashes, and other vessels, the use

of which was unknown. Also, in 1670, was discovered a bath here ; the brick pipes

which heated it remaining entire. On the opposite bank of the river stands Eaton
Bishops, so called from its manor belonging to the bishop of Hereford. Here is ano-

ther large camp, containing between 30 and forty acres, but the works of it arc single, ex-

cept a little on the west sWc. We saw here a pleasant mansion of Mrs. Philips, mother
to the late member for Hereford, whose polite attention, and agreeable information,

during our stay here, merits our sincerest acknowledgments.

The day following we visited the duke of Norfolk's fine old place at Holme, about

five miles south of this city. The road is by the Wye, exceedingly pleasant, the mea-
dows fertile, and the woody hills !hxuriant round them ; we mssed an handsome seat

of Mr. Bodenham, at Rotherwass, fronting a rich wood and Dindermore hill. Holme
Lacy is an ancient seat of the Scudamores, which they inherited about the reign of Ed-
ward III, by marriage with the heiress of Ewias, as is said by Camden and others, but

more probably Lacy, to whom this estate certainly belonged, and from ^vhom it ac-

quired its additional name. Among those indeed, who, hearing of the acquisitions of

the Normans in England, came afterwards over, expecting to share in the general dis-

tribution, and finding England too litUe to satisfy tiieir greedy appetites, obtained leave

y-^mt

* Of this family was the late Speaker of the House ofCommons, though party virulence has called

him a man of low birth.
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of William Rul'us, to invade Wales, was Hugh dc Laci, who sallied into Wales, and
won the territory of Ewius in Monniouthshire, whereupon he fixed his castle, which to

this day retains the addition of his name. From u branch of thin family, nu doubt
whether by the name of Ewias or Lacy, was derived the title of the Scudamorcs to this

place. Sir John Scudamore was ca-ated viscount of Sligo, in Ireland, July 2d, 1628, the

heiress of whose descendant James married first, in 1729, Henry, duke of Beaufort,

from whom she was divorced, and marrying again colonel Charles Fitzroy (natural son
of the first duke of Grafton) was mother of Frances, her heir, married, in 1771, to

Charles the present duke of Norfolk, to whom she brought this, and other large

estates in this neighbourhood, for life. The approach is through the park to the west

front, which is a plain dark stone structure, with very proportionable wings. The hall

is very old and magnificent, 48 by 27, and very lofty. The wainscot is painted ; from
the ceiling hang two ponderous gilt bronzes ; the paintings are very good, particularly

one of Charles 1, a person holding his horse, only half visible, and a piigc holding up his

garments ; the principal figure is very beautiful, the silken tint of his coat remarkably
fine ; his hand rests very gracefully on his side, and the elbow seems to burst from the

canvas ; the forehand of the horse is very masterly. This is esteemed one of Vandyke's
best performances ; there are only two of this kind in the kingdom. Sir James
Scudamore, father to John, the first lord in armour, by the same, I believe ; viscount

Scudamore, a great friend of Charles I ; admiral Vantrump ; sir John Packington

;

a fine portrait of a lady ; Louis XIH, and his queen, 1639, French. Small dining room
on the right ; over the chimney, a curious old nower piece, within some beautiful carved

work, by the famous Gibbons ; the shell-fish, birds, fruit, &c. are inimitably finished.
*' There is no instance (says Walpole) of a man, before Gibbons, who gave to wood
the loose and airy lightness of flowers, and chained together the various productions of
the elements, with a free disorder natural to each species." On the left of the hall are

two small drawing-rooms. In one I observed some beautiful needle.woorked chairs, &c.
also a considerable display of portraits, but we had no catalogue, nor person, whereby
to obtain certain information. I could frequenUy distingu'ish the pencil of Vandyke,
Cornelius Jansen, and Holbein. The stair-case is very lofty, and hung with old pictures

;

this leads up to a targe suit of unfinbhed rooms. The whole of this admirable place

is complete in its style ; built, I imag^e, about the reign of king William III, by one
of the Scudamores, immediate ancestors of the duchess: Colonel Fitzroy, her father,

had the management during her minority, and did infinite injury to the place, by cutting

down 150001. worth of timber. The gardens to the south front are all in king
William's style of fortifications, surrounded with yew hedges, cut in variety of forms,

acco]:ding to the taste of that time. Some, indeed, have been suffered to out-grow their

ori^nal shape, and are reall;^ beautiful. As there are so few relics of these sorts of
antiquities now remaining, it is pity not to have the power of such an inspection some-
times ; this b certainly a very fit object for that purpose, and will, in all probability,

long continue so. The duke frequently enjoys it, with a society of a few friends ; nor
has he an idea of letting it undergo any transmutation. Its external beauues are most
bewitching, firom a situation replete with ceaseless variety ; the view from the west end
of the garden, or from the lawn, is sweetly picturesque, l^eyond expression. A small

tower, with another spire church to the right, and Mr. Lechmere's old white house to

the left, all placed in a lovely amphitheatre, formed by swelling hills and han^ng
woods, as the truest objects of landscape. This scene is again charmingly varied, as

we ascend the hill into the park, opposite the south front of the house, which takes in

many other agreeable objects, and more of the meandering river. Still further on, the
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distant pros^Mict expandH nobly, while the huge oakn, those venerable sons of the forest,

spread their umbrageous arms around our heads, and seem to lament their former
numerous family, fcird by the destructive hand of an unlawful master. From the

summit of this dclifrhtful park \ve command several vast hills in Gloucestershire,

black mountains in Monmouthshire, and Brecknock; those over Hereford, and Brad-
wardine, together with Robin Hood's Butts ; also. Clay Hills in Shropshire, 8cc.

Intinitcly gratitied with this excursion, we returned with our good friend to dine at

Hereford.

Mud I more is yet to be seen in these parts, which we could not conveniently com^
pass, lying too opposite to our future route. Lord Maiden's noble seat at Hampton-
court, towards Leominster, is particularly worth notice. Leland says, " this place was
sumptuously erected by one Sir Lenthall, knt. that thus rose by service. He was
yeoman of the robes to king Henry IV, and being a gallant fellowe, either a daugh-
ter,^ or nccrc kinswoman of the kinges fell in love with him« and in continuance was
wedded luUo him. Whereu|)on afler he fell into estimatioii, and had given to him
10001. landes by the yeare for maintenance of him and his wife, and their neirs, among
which landes he had Ludlowe for one part. This Lenthull was victorious at the

battailc of Agincourt, and tooke many prisoners there, by which prey he beganne the

new building of Hampton-court, and brought from an hill a spring of water, and
made a little poole within the toppe of this nouse. This Lenthall had a sonne by his

wife ; but he after a few years dyed. Then lefl he of to build any more at Hampton, and
soone after his wife dyed. Then after he married the daughter of the lord Grey of
Codoner." Hampton-court afterwards belonged to the Comwalls, barons of Burford ;

and in the reign of Henry VIH, it belonged to the Coningsbys, a family of great note
in these parts, of which was sir Thomas Coningsbj^t who was sheriflf of the county
fortieth of queen Elizabeth, and founded an hospital in Hereford ; from which was de*

scended Thomas, who was created a baron of Ireland by king William III, and aftetv

wards a baron and earl of this realm, by the title of lord Coningsby, of Coningsby in

Lincolnshire. Margaret, the eldest of his two daufi^hters, was mao created a baroness

and viscountess of Hampton-court, from whom by his mother is descended the present

possessor. This was still lately in its perfect original state in form of a castle ; its 8itua>

tion, as we could distantly discern, and judge from its vicinity, is in a most beautiful

vale on the river Lugg, surrounded with the richest woods ; the gardens and pleasure

grounds arc delightful. His lordship has rather mutilated some of its antique appear-

ance, to enjoy modem comforts, as he frequently resides here : within are excellent

portraits of the family, &c. by Holbein, Vandyke, sir Peter Lely, 8cc. with king Henry
iV, queen Elizabeth, 8cc. Another object, highly worth the attention of a traveller,

is the curious place of Richard Payne Knight, esq. at Downton, near Ludlow (for

which place he is a member) but within the northern limits of this county. This gentle-

man having seen most of the best edifices, both ancient and modem, and being endow-
ed with a natural fondness for the architecture of castles, &c. was determined to raise,

from divers hints he had collected from the various styles of building, something to re-

semble the habitations of ancient barons, more peculiar than could (rassibly be found
elsewhere. In this I understand he has succeeded so as to be the admiration of all visi-

tors. No less a sum than 60,0001. has been expended for this purpose.

We left Hereford, and pursued our tour to Ross ; the first hill, called Aconbury, is

very steep, and commands a most extensive valley, surrounded mth boldest scenery.

* This lady was Margaret, coheir of Richard Fitzalan, fourth carl of Arundel of that family.
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The black mountains so oAcn mentioned, St. Michncl*!! mount, und Sugar.iuar, are vcry

Sromincnt features. In the vale on our right stands u large matuiion ol' sir Richard

ymmons, burt. called the Meend. Beyond this roid aflbrds nothing intcnsttiiig for

several miles : pass through the small village, Landcnubo, and u little to the leU i>cc

Harewood, Sir Hungcrford Hoskins's okl seat, which has been long the rcitidcncu of

the family, and greatly improved by the present owner.
This is no doubt the spot, or near it, where, in the reign of Edgar, Ethchvold, that

king's minister, had a castle (said to be in Harcwood<forcst) which is the scene of

Mason's dramatic poem of Elfrida. The story of it is briefly this, Edgar, greatly en-

amoured of the famed beauty of Elfrida, daughter of Orgar, earl of Devonshire, sends

Kthelwold to oflfer her his crown in marriage. Whereupon Ethelwold falls violently

in love with her himself, and marries her secretly ; persuudingt he king, upon his re-

turn, that there was nothing extraordinary in her beauty. Edgar at length being in-

formed of the truth, sees her, falls desperately in love, and determines to make her his

own ; the event of which is quite perverted by the poet, for instead of that sacred at-

tachment to Ethelwold, which the drama exhibits, the historical fact shews that her

beauty was too much tinctured with vanity, not to be moved by the addresses of the

king, upon which he orders the unsuspectmg husband to go to Northumberland on

J)retendcd business. But the unfortunate earl never performed his journey. He was
bund dead in a wood, where he was thought at first to be murdered by robbers, but

the eyes of the people were soon opened, when they saw that the king, instead of

making; due search aAer the murderers, married the widow. Some say, that Edgar
slew Ethelwold with his own hand at a hunting match. Malmsbury says, he took

Ethelwold into a wood (Harewood-forest) upon pretence of hunting, and killed him
there with his lance. The natural son of this nobleman happening to come in at this

accident, and viewing the dead body of his father, the king sternly asked him, " how
he liked the game ?" The youth replied calmly, that whatsoever pleased the king,

ought not to be displeasing to him. This courtly answer, on so moving an occasion,

surprised the king, and gave him a strong affection for the young man ever after.

This story leaves room to suspect, the monkish historians have passed over in silence

several of Edgar's actions, when they endeavoured, by their excessive commendations,

to make him pass for a saint.

Hence the road is intolerably rough, but might easily be mended, by breaking their

hard materials smaller. \\ v next saw Peterstowe, a neat retirement, whose small spire

and church are exceedingly picturesque. A little further we inspected the ruins of
Wilton casde, on the river Wye, opposite Ross, from which the spire and bridges arc

very fme objects, together with tne wood crowned-hills called the Chase. Wilton
castle was the chief seat of the barony of the Greys of this place, by the maiTiage of
Reginald Grey, justice of Chester, with Maud, the heiress of Henry de Longcliamp,
Baron of Wilton, in the rei^ of Edward I. From hence a long train of valorous

peers successively enjoyed this place down to William lord Grey of Wilton. Though
earlier than this they much frec|uented their seats at Blechlev and Whaddon hall in

Bucks, before-mentioned ; and in the time of this William, the castle of Wilton was
much fallen to decay. This brave nobleman, in the reign of queen Mary, defended
Calais against the French with wonderful valour, till at length his soldiers

mutinying in despair, he was obliged to yield it up, and became himself a pri-

soner, in which state he continued, till he redeemed himself for 24,000 crowns ; a
sum, which almost ruined his estate. He was afterwards general of the forces sent

into Scotland. Having lived to all the great purposes of life, but self-interest, he died
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1562, iiu IcitH to the public sorrow of England, which he secured, thaii to the common
joy of Scotluiul, which Ik* uwcd. His son, Arthur lord Grey, a soldier an famous as his

father, endeavoured to advance his l«ss<'ncd estate by his valour, -und first was wounded
at Uic siein.- uf Lcith, 156^), and afccrwards was sent over lord deputy of Ireland, and

there finally suppressed the rebellion of Desmond. But there is another cause, why
his memor)' will live, long after his feats of arm^ arc forgotten. He was the early

patron uf Spenser, the poet, who went over to Ireland with him as his secretary, upon
which he had a grant from queen Elizabeth of 3U0() acres of land in the counter of

Cork. His house was in Kircolm.'t ; and here he finished his Fairy Queen ; the river

Mulla, which he has more than once introduced in his poems, ran through his grounds.

The world can never be grateful enough to the man, under whose patronage so ex*

quisite a |KHm was written. The gratitude of the poet will live tor ever.* Lord
Grey died 1593.t His son William, the last lord,^ a puritan, but a very hopcfUi young
man, was attainted as an accomplice in sir W;ilter Kitleigh's supposed plot, and died in

prison, much pitied.^ At what time this family parted with Wilton castle is not exactly

known ; but 'tis probable it was parted with by lord William, the grandfather, among
the patrimony he was obliged to alienate for raising his ransom, smce it belonged to

John, first lord Chandos, who n>arried his sister ; and from him it became the seat of

his second son Charles, who resided here, as well as his posterity, down to James the

magnificent duke, uf whom an account has been given under Canons. Philips, in

his |x)em, called Cyder, makes the following honourable mention of this family, origi-

nally natives of the county :

«< Where shall we find

Men more undaunted \\\ for their country'* weal
More prodigal of life ? In ancient dayt
The Itoman legiona, and great Cesar, found
Our fathers no msan foes, and Creasy plaint

And Agincourt, decp-ling'd with blood, confeia
What llic Silures vigour unwithstood

Could do in rigid fight t and chiefly what
Brydgea wide wasting hand, first gartered knight,f

Puissant auth. of great Chandoa' stem,
High Chandos, that transmits paternal worth.

* " Moat noble lord, the pillar ofmy jife,

And patron ofmy muse's pupilage.

Through whose large bounty poured on me rifei

In the first season or my feeble age,

I now do live} bound youra by vassalage," Sec.

. Sormel to lord Grey^ prefixed to the Fairy Queen.

t Henry Fitzalan; earl of Arundel, when steward at king Edward's coronation, or constable at queen
Mary's, was the first that lid in a coach in England ; this lord Grey was the first that brought a coach to

Ireland. Lloyd's State Worlhiet.

% The title of Baron de Wilton has lately been revived in the person of sir Thomas Egerton, bart.

descended fro... the sister and coheir ofthis William ; but not entiUed to the ancient honour, both because

of the attainder, and the obeyance.

$ Weldon's court of James I, p. 30.

II Than those of Herefordshire. «

% This is an historical inaccuracy. Sir John Chandos, one of the first knialits of the garter, was uncle

to Alice, the wife of sir Thomas Brydges, ancestor of the Brydges'».

^-sr. • ,.--- -r.i; *z^ .jv-T-j;rt'^v.t3yum»ory'^*^' '
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Prudencei and ancient prowen« and renown,
T' Ilia nublo ofTtpriii^.* () tliricr Imppy peer I

Thut|l)leit with liuuiy vit^oiii, vicw'tt tliyitclf

Freah blooming in thy Kcncrou* viii ; whoto lipM<

Flowing with nervous cio<|u«nce exactt
Charnn the wia« aonate. and attention win
In deepcit cciimcili i Ariconiutn plo4*'d,

liini) uH her chi)«cn worthy, ftrNt iHlutcH i

Hint, on th' llicritiii, on the (jaliic shore.
Him hurdy Hritoimblesfti hit Taithriil hand
Convey* new courage fiom afart nor more
The generar* conduct, than hit car«i avaiU."

The remaining ruins of the castle arc very inconsidcrablt: ; there being nothing but u
low wiuare wall, enciosiing a garden, with the appearance of a turret in one angle.
This, with Aconbury, Dewsjtll, and most of the other Ciiandos estates in this county,
were sold some years back to Guy's hospital. In PetersU)we church, in which parish this

stands, are no handiiomc monuments, but two or three flat stones to the memory of
this family. Wc now crossed the bridge of six large arches, and came along ttie side
of an high causeway to the town. This admirable convenience for passengers in time
of floods owes its origin to the celebrated man of Ross fMr. Kyrle) whose liberal and
charitable services to this town are monuments too durable soon to be erased. The
lines of Pope most applicable to the spot we are now upon are the following

:

" Pleated Vaga echoet through her winding bounds,
And rapid Severn hnarae applause resounds.
Who hung with wooda yon mountain's sultry brow ?

From the dry rocli who bade the water flow i

Not to Uio ^'klefl in uteleta columnt tost,

Or in prai.d falls magniticently Vost,

But clear and artless, pouring through the plain

Health to the sick, and solace to the swain ;

VV hot« causeway pans the vale with shady rows ?

Whote teats the weary traveller'a repote i

Who taught that heaven*directed spire to rise 'i

< The man of Rots,' each lisping babe replies."

We notv ascended this high town, and viewed the charming scenes from its church-
yard ; dined at the king's arms, the house in which that famous character lived and
died ; his portrait is still shewn here, which, though but a daub in colouring, is valued
for its extreme likeness.

About two miles from hence is Bollitree, the birth-place and residence of William
Merrick, author of the Camelion, the Monkies, and other lively poems in Dodsley's
collection. The following poetical description by him of this place, never before pub-
lished, was given me by a near relation of his, with many other of his manuscripts.

Near where proud Penyard't wooda arise,

Whence Cambria's hills iialute our ryes,

On a fair spot enclosed witU wood,
That long tj^e rage of t:n>«. has stood,

Stancd Bollitree. Inday8of}ore,
Ere Lancaster the sceptre bore,

Well known to fame

• James lord C. father of the first duke. What follows is a pleasing contrast to the ill-natured character,
by Pope, of the dukoj under the nume of Timon, before-mentioned.
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Old Guant, 'tis said, Imd seen the place,

And llcrelord's icnowneU grace,

There deign'd to spend a social hour.

Whilst virtue charm'd him more than pow'r.

When hapless Richard's wretched reign

Cauii'd Briton's sons to seek the plain.

Its master,* lov'd of Hereford,

Join'd with him and drew the sword,

And whilst our Henrys bore the sway,

At BoUitree how bless'd the day I

When tam'd Eliza rul'd the land,

And gallant Essex held command,

A brancht from this old hpot dcriv'd,

In Spain right hardy deeds achiev'd ;

There Cales (unhappy) feit a blow,

That laid her lofty turrets low.

And when, by too severe a fate.

Brave Essex felt the ax s weight,

Firm to his much lov'd lord he stood.

And seal'd his friendship with his blood.

But late from hence, high honour bore,

Ev'n to remotest India's shore,

In evil hour a daring swain,t

In beauty's bloom he prest the plain

;

Ah ! hapless youth of soul sincere.

Receive the heart bestowing tear j

Since fate thy vital thread has shorn,

Eternal laurels grace thy urn

!

Sacred to you, deserving dead.

This andent fabric rears its head.

Arches with ivy overgrown,

And walls oC moss bemantled stone,

Again restorM in awful state,

Your honour'd memory await.

Accept the humble tribute paid,

And peaceful sleep each hallow'd shade.

Scenery cl such inimitable beauty as that viewed down the river Wye, which is un-

questionab'A unique, necessarily requires a minute detail and analization of its constitu-

ent parts; the steepness of its banks; its mazy course; the ground, woods, and rocks,

and every other native and artifici?! oniament. These are most accurately and admi-

rably defined by the celebrated i^omparer of natural and artiHcial landscape, Mr.

Gilpin, in his excursion down this river in 1770,5 for which purpose he has employed his

second section ; and I think with much greater success thaiithe subsequent description.

This indeed, as he previously observes, might be attributed to hb having seen them

under the circumstances of a continued rain. Leaving my reader therefore to furnish

himself with the necessary outlines from that able delineator, I shall proceed to give

the result of these combinations under the auspicious beams we now viewed them.

For this purpose we procured a boat for a guinea and a half, to take us to Monmouth,

• Thcm?,8 Meyricke.

+ Sir Gwillim Merrick, knighted at Cales, for his valour.
o ^ . c *-

i Lieuten&.:t Samuel Hopkins, of Col. Draper's regiment, slain ai the si-^eof Fort St. George,

fNephewtothe late William Merrick, of Bollitree.)
^ .u ,.• . „j

& This littlft work is become so scarce, that I was not able previously to procure a copy ; the hmts and

occasional descriptions of such a companion were highly desirable, and would have been of infimte as-

sistance, but I was forced to be content in an after comparison.
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in which wr embarked about three o'clock, and leaving Wilton castle* on our right,

passed the noble bridge westward in continual serpentine nearly four miles, without

any very striking feature to attract our notice. We were amused with some fishermen

in their curious little boats, angling for trout and grealing ; these delicate vehicles arc

made of wicker, or basket work, and covered on the outside with prepared canvas,

which :hey paddle down the stream, and carry on their backs home acjain like turtles

in their shells. Mr. Gilpin mentions this curious vehicle, called a coricle, probably

from the ancient boat which wai formed of leather, and gives the following curious

story of an adventurous fellow, ** who, for a wager, once navigated a coricle as far as

Lundy isle, at the mouth of the British channel. A full fortnight or more he spent in

this dangerous voyage ; and it was happy for him that it was a fortnight of serene

weather. Many a current and many an eddy ; many a Bowing tide, r.P'"' many an

ebbing one, aiforded him occasion to exert all his skill and dexterity. >ometimes

his little bark was carried leeward, and sometimes as far windward ; but still he recover-

ed his course, persevered in his undertaking; and at length happily achieved it.

When he returned to the New Weir, report says, the account of his expedition was
received like a voyage round the world." We now came opposite Mr. Gilpin's second

landscape, Goodrich castle, a most romantic relic of moss-grown towers, which more
than answered every idea of his pencil, or description ; the vast hill, called Copper-

wood, apparently on the right, though really far beyond, adds greatly to the boldness

of diis prospect. William earl Marshall had a grant of this castle fifth of king John.

In the reign of Edward III, this was the chief seat of Gilbert lord Talbot,
}
;reat; grand-

father of John the first earl of Shrewsbury, to whom, and his posterity, i , continued

the principal residence, till Gilbert, the seventh earl, left three daughters his coheirs, of

whom Elizabeth carried this castle to her husband, Henry Grey, earl of Kent, who died

S. P. 1639, yet this place seems to have gone to his collateral relations, earls of Kent,

down to the late duke. Down the next reach, on our left, a beautiful iivery of green

clothed the surrounding steeps ; this is the general complexion of the adjacent country,

for every ten or twelve years the woods are cropped quite close to the ground, principally

to supply the forges and furnaces with charcoal. &c. and as they sprout again this de-

lightful verdure apj^ars scarce distinguishable, at some distance, from the most luxu-

riant crops. As in other spots their vigour is increased, or come to full growth, dif-

ferent tints and shades are seen, which constitute the wonderful variety so peculiar to

these scenes. The hill beyond, on our rir^ht, is covered with lime kilns ; we saw a

small hut ^v the water side cai-elessly hea^^ed together, which, according to ei>tablished

custom, the indigent natives raise in the night ; this, if they can accomplish it so as to co-

ver h, and boil a pot within the space of twelve hours, unmolested, becomes their own,
and they are allowed to inclose a sufficient quantity of land round it, and to rebuild a more
suitable cottage ; thus in a few years, by this laudable custom and indulgence, the

whole face of the country wears a general aspect of cultivation, and the most barren

spots become adorned with woods, gardens and orchards. This in miniature resembles

tne great world at large in its original state of nature, with this restriction, that their

king is already established i they may wa^ wars and have trivial hostilities about in-

fringements of properly, and other jealousie.? or animosities, but no violent danger can
ensue ; the lord of the manor has the supreme power, to keep them in awe, and rectify

these commotions in their state. We next passed some iron works on our icft ; called

l.i

i

Mr. Gilpin, by a deception iothis winding river, has described this ruin cs on the opposite hank.
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Bishop's-wood furnace, belonging to a company at Ross and Bristol ; the scene here

greatly improves, and the stream flows through a winding avenue of richer clothing.

In the reach below this is Ledbroke colliery, a very plentiful mine, and of gootl quality ;

which suppUcs Ross, and various places, at 13s. per ton. After so much grandeur and
tramjuility, this busy contrast upon the banks of the wharf produced a new and lively

eflcct. A little lower on the right stands Courtlield, an ancient pile, w ich an arti-

ficial ruin above, belonging to Mr. Vaughan. A few fine deer were bounding on the

ridgey banks ; the parish church in miniature, just below, is truly picturesque ; it is

called Welch BicknoV, to distinguish it from another village of the sa.ne name, about two
miles below, on the opposite side of the river, in Gloucestershire, which now only di-

vides the two counties, but was formerly the boundary between the Welch and English,

according to this verse of Necham.

*< Inde vagos Vag a Cambrenses, hinc respicit Anglos."
" Hence Wye th"? English views, and thence the Welch."

In this church is a chalice of greav antiquity, being from its date made in 1176, ate
although finished in a very rough manner, it has some resemblance to those used in the

present age. It is supposed that it was made by some of those Arabians living in the

Norman territories near the borders of Spain, who embraced the Christian religion,

and was by them brought to Britany or Kormandy, and from thence to England. At
English ...tcknor, a triangular bushy mount hangs like a noble rampcrt to the wa^er at

the next reach. The verdant rocks now spread their tufted heads in variegated order,

and at the half way point, the abrunt cliffs, called Coldweli, opened an amphitheatre

of romantic beauties, beyond the power of words or canvas to express ; the creeping

ever-greens upon the protuberances of each mouldering rock, and the profusion of

other hanging foliage, present a variety of vivid tmts inimitably soft and fine. No
tapestry of art, not even of the rich Gobelins,* can possibly excel this admirable pro-

duction of the loom of nature ; we only wanted sun to paint the colours stronger.

The massy heaps beneath, thrown from their native rocks by the devastation of time,

are very curious, and some of them little inferior to tiie famous Bowdar-stone in Bor-
rowdale ; one, in particular, infinitely more deserves the similitude " of a ship lying on
Its keel," immersed too in the bosom of these lucid streams. We now came to the

second ferry, called Hudson's-rope, at Whitechurch, which, to give an idea of the

beauteous course of this river, is seven miles distant from the upper one, at Goodriche,

by water, and only one by land. The parish church here is another picturesque object

on the verge of the water, so near as sometimes to be surrounded by the flood ; the

vast hills beyond are remarkably bold, and form a sublime termination to this reach.

The thinly scattered cots, as we approached the new Weir, are richly recluse ; no
gripe of poverty, no perplexing cares, seem to disturb these quiet haunts ; a more pri

mseval scene cannot well be conceived to exist. Passmg through a lock, we saw the

busy Cyclops working on the opposite stiore, and as the evening, was far advanced and
rather overcast, this scene became more awful and sublime.

The moon scarce seated on her silver car,

'J'he veil of night hung heavy o'er the world.

And o'er the solemn scene such stillness reign'd;

As 'twere a pause of nature : on the banks

* A house in Paris, in the suburb of St. Marceau, so called from Giles Gobelin, an excellent dyer,

who found out the sc"<ret of dying scarlet, in the reign of Francis I, This is the place where they make
the finest tapestry in .'^^lurope.

I
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No murin'ring billow breaks, but all is hush'd ;

« Save ever and anon the thund'ring stroke

That beats the fieryr mass. While upwards rise

The smoaky volumes passing thro' the air.

But hark.! the full assembled owls begin

To shriek their org'>v.a mid'st the rocks and woods.
Pensive I sit and hear the frightful din

Responsive echoing thro' the sullen skies,

'Till, luU'd by music of the dashing oar,

My untun'd soul again finds swoet repose.*

We now landed at the first convenient place, and walked on the turnpike road near

two miles to Monmouth, where we slept, and in the morning took a cursory view of this

ancient capital, of this formerly a Welch, but now an English, county. It is situated

at the conflux of the Wye and Munnow, whence it derives its name, it displays many
mark^s of antiquity, and has been much more flourishing than at present. The general

white v'jomplexion of the houses gives it a neat and animated Iwjk ; but the only build-

ings worth notice are the church and town-hall, both very handsome, and the latter

may vie with most places ofmuch greater conseq^xence. The Britains called it Mynwy

;

on the north side, where it is not guarded by the river, it was originally encompassed
with a strong wall and foss. In the midst ofthe town are the ruins of the castle, which
flourished at the conquest. At that time William the son of Baderon had the custody

of those four ca:ucates of land, within the castle, which were the king's demesne.

Withenockj his son, surnamed de Monmouth, built a church within the castle, and
gave it to the monks of St. Florence, at Salmure in France. His son -Baderon, in the

reign of Henry II, granted to the monks at Monmouth, in exchange for Hodonock,
three forges, situate upon the river Wye, free from any toll, passage, forestage, or

any other custom, for the iron made therein. By this it appears how anciently the iron-

works before described were carried on in these parts. His grandson John, baron of
Monmouth, who had the custody of the castle of Striguil, 15th of Henry III, gave
about that time to the monks of St. Florence at Salmure, in pure alms, the hospital of

St. John at Monmouth. This nobleman having no issue male, in consideration of

certain lands, which prince Edward granted him for his life, gave to the said prince,

and his heirs, for ever, his castle and honour of Monmouth, and all other his lands and
tenements, which grant was confirmed by the king 13th September, fortieth Henry III,

and in the- forty -first of that king he died. From this time it continued in the crown, and
enjoyed many privileges ; but derived its greatest glory frjom giving birth to Henry V,
(from hence surnamed of Monmouth) the great conqueror of France, and second
ornament of the Lancastrian family, who, by direct force of arms, subdued that king,

dom, and reduced Charles VI, to the greatest extremity. This was also the birth-

place of the famous historian Gefirey of Monmouth, mentioned before as buried at

Abingdon.
In order to vary these scenes as much as possible, we dismissed our boat at Mon-

mouth, and went by land to Tintern-abbey ; as the upper part of the river afibrds most
variety in a boat, this plan was undoubtedly the best As we proceeded on the road
to Chepstow, and passed Troy-house, a fine old seat of the duke of Beaufort, now only

inhabited by a steward and farmer, the autumnal glow of nature, attendant on noc-

turnal showers, gave us the highest idea of the town's charming situation and scenery.

>s

J-

VOL. II.

• Parody on part ofthe first Scene, Act third, of the Grecian Daughter.

G g
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protected on all sides by hills of the sweetest verdure even to their utmost summits,
the streams of Vaga murmuring at their feet.*

As we ascended the hill before us, each progressive step afforded an infinite variety

of waving mountains, vallies and woods, interspersed with white cots, seats, &c. &,c.

and backed by the majestic heads of Sugar-loaf, and Brecknockshire black mountains.

Having gained this lofty summit, we deviated a little to the right of the road, to observ.

the dist;int ruins of Rugland castle, once a most powerful and glorious place. Thoir as

ap Gwillcm ap Jenkin (ancestor of the Herberts) obtained it by marrying Ma' id,

daughter and heir of Sir John Morley, knt. lord of this castle and other large posses-

sions, in the time of Richard H, from hence it came to the earls of Pembroke, and
from them to the carls of Worcester, in the same manner as Tintern and Chepstow.
William, first marquis of Worcester, maintained this castle with a garrison of800 men
from 1642, to August 19th, i!'-^^. without receiving any contribution from the

country, and then yielded it to ^'homas Fairfax upon very honourable terms.

This was among the last places in a . and that held out against the rebels. Then it

was that (according to Gilpin's expression) '* Cromwell laid his iron hand upon it,

and shatteix'd it into ruins ; to which it owes its present picturesque form." All the

timber in these parks, that lay near the house, was cut down and sold, which (though
there was no coppice wood) amounted by the account of the committee themselves to

37,000 cords of wood. The lead of the castle was sold for 6,0001. and a great part of
the timber to the citizens of Bristol, to rebuild the houses on the bridge there, that had
been lately burnt. The loss to the family, during the troubles, was computed at 100 0001.

an estate to the value of 20,0001. per annum being sequestered, besides what they sold in

those necessitous times.f

The aspect from hence became dreary and unpleasant, and the fervency ofthe noon-
tide sun was now almost as intense as midsummer, without a shade to guard ^s from its

powers. We now left the great road at the village of Turlington, and passed through
hollow and uncouth tracks, seldom attempted by any carriages but those c ' the natives

;

after a few specimens of pleasing recluse scenery, we enter a profound dell for several

miles, a gurgling brook winding through the unbrageous cavity, which supplies a
number of large iron works above the village of Abbey-Tintern : Mr. Tanner is the

ostensible manager; the duke of Beaufort the great proprietor. We inspected the

principal furnace, and saw the ore, which is mostly brought from that vast source at

Furness in Lancashire, dissolved by the blast of immense bellows worked upon the

modern construction of cylinder pumps. They have a method of separating the best

qualities from the dross, by a water-wheel and hammers, from which they collect consi-

derable quantities of pure metal, and the powder sells to the glass-houses for their use.

Lower down are various forges, for the purpose of striking this mutilated ore into every
requisite size and form of the broadest bars to the finest wires.

Iron, the most useful, and, through the wise distribution of Providence, the most
common of all metals, is plentifully found in all parts of the Brititish dominions. It is

found in Cornwall, Cumberland, Derbyshire, Devon, Durham, Gloucestershire,

* Mr. Gray|8 observation on this sweet place is thus found in a letter, dated May 24th, 1771, giving
an account of his preceding summer's tour, in which the river Wye was the principal feature. ** Mon-
mouth (says he) which is a town I never heard mentioned, lies on the same river, in a vale, that is the de«

light of my eyes, and the very seat ofpleasure."

t From the time this castle was rendered uninhabitable, the family have fixed their chief residence at

Badminton, in Gloucestershire.
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Hants, Kent, Lancashire, Monmouthshire, Shropshire, Somersetshire, Stafforclshirc,

Sussex, Warwickshire, Wiltshire, Yorkshire, and in a great many other parts of

North-Britain, Ireland, and in North America. The Romans probably were the first

who wrought our mines, their medals having been found amongst the heaps of flags

and cinders. The ore hath various appearances ; some is called brush ore, as being

composed o' breads growing on a red kind of ettfth, or hanging from the tops of caves,

or old works, some in stones of a reddish, blue, or gray colour, sometimes in a sort of

stift* unctuous clay, and sometimes in a black sand.* The veins or loads, like those of

tin, arc of very diflerent dimensions, and their contents of very diflferent natures,

which rather than their size determine its value. Some ore is roasted before it can be
smelted. This last operation is peiformed in a large open furnace, the fuel and ore

being mixed, and the fire kept to the greatest heat by immense bellows, moved by
a large water wheel. It is from this, and other im^)rovements, that our mines yield

much more than formerly ; when they scarce made in their foot-blasts or bloomeries

100 weight in a day, leaving as much or more metal in their flags ; whereas they now
make several tons of iron in the same space, and leave a mere cinder. When the metal

is melted, it is let out of the receivers into a bed of sand, which hath one large and
several small divisions, in which it cools. The iron in the large division is called a sow,
and in the smaller, pigs. Pig iron, the metal thus fit for some uses, such as pots,

kettles, bombs, and other coarse works, is not malleable. In order to g^ve it that ne-

cessary quality, it b carried to the forges, and there heated and hammered in various

directions, till the heterogeneous matter, or vitrious impurities, beinp^ expelled, it is

thoroughly inc jrporated and welded together. From this forge, which is called the

finery, it is taken to another called the chafrey, where it is also heated and hammered
into large bars. After this it b divided at the slitting mills, and then is stiled bar iron.

In this state it is complete as a commodity, and fit for sale ; the uses of which are too

many, and too well known , to admit or require an explanation.f There are but few
sorts of iron, which, thoueh useful in other respects, are fit for being converted into

steel. The red iron ore from Fumess in Lancashire produces an iron, which is as

tough as Spanish iron, it makes very fine wires ; but when converted into bars, it is

not esteemed so good as that which is got in the forest of Dean and other places. The
melting or casting of steel was introduced at Sheffield, about 40 or 50 years ago, by
one Waller from London, and was afterwards much practised by one Huntsman, from
whom steel, so prepared, acquired the name of ** Huntsman's cast steel.*' It was at first

sold for I4d. but may now be had fc^ lOd. a pound ; it costs 3d. a pound in being
melted, and for drawing ingots of it into bars of the size of razors, they pay only 6d. a
100. Before this art was introduced at Sheffield, all the cast steel used in the kingdom
was brought from Germany.^ Steel is made from iron by cementation, which by the

skill and industry of the artificers is raised to a very high value in all the finer manu-
factures, particularly at Woodstock, as we there described. The reason why we have
so much iron imported b, because the inhabitants of those countries abounding in wood
can make it cheaper. For iron being smelted in an open fire with charcoal, the oil of
which is supposed to make it tough, few parts of this kingdom can afford the, expence.
In Colebroke dale, in Shropshire, pit coal has been used with success, which if gene-
rally introduced with the same success, would be very advantageous to the nation.

* Plot's Natural History of Staffordsbire, p. 150. Woodward's History of Fossils, vol. I. p. 223, &c.
Hill's History of Fossils, p. 029, and fiorlase's Natural History oi Cornwall, p. 195, as cited in Camp-
|)ell'8 Survey.

f Watson'sChemistry. t Campbell's Survey.

C g 2
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We now approached the venerable object of our deviation, Tintcrn Abbey, hid in a

most sequestered spot by the river Wye. Before these populous manufactures were

here thought of, how passing excellent must this situation have been for monastic life

and discipline. However, these iron works have been very anciently in use in different

parts of tiie banks of the Wye, as has appeared under Monmouth. The ruins of Fur-

ness must yield to Tintcrn, both in point of picturesnue beauty, preservation, and curi-

osity ; we might gaze with fresh delight and admiration for hours on this perfect skele-

ton of Gothic architecture. The internal dimensions from east to west are 77 yards,

I'rom north to south 53. The east, west, north, and south windows, and centre arclies,

are of unequal height, 67 feet, the west window itself is 60. The following is the ac-

count given of its origin. This abbey, dedicated to God and the Virgin Mary, was
founded about the year 1131, by Walter Fitz-Richard de Clare, lord of Carewen and
Monmouthshire. Richard dc Clare, surnamed Strongbow (nephew to the founder)

gave divers lands and privileges to the abbot and monks hereof, who were of the Cister-

cian order, obliging them to pray for their souls and those of his and his wife's an-

cestors. Roger dc Bigot, carl of Norfolk, added to these benefactions. It has been
famous for the tombs and monuments of several great persons, principally of the afore-

said Walter de Clare ; Gilbert earl of Pembroke, brother to the founder ; Walter,

carl of Pembroke, and marshal of England, and his brother Anselm, last earl of that

family ; William Herbert, earl of Pembroke, who being in the disputes between the

houses of York and Lancaster, was taken prisoner in Banbury iight, and being be-

headed, lies buried here. Besides the efligy of Gilbert de Clare, which is in good pre-

servation, and some others, the key stones of many arches are seen in a perfect state of

fine sculpture. The duke of Beaufort takes great delight in having the whole of this

magnificent relic preserved, which before was in a state of mouldering obscurity. At
its suppression the revenues were ra^f'd at 1921. Is. 4d. per annum. The following

lines from Mason's English Garden, book first, are a fine poetic picture, applicable to

the scenes we have been describing. " In thy fair domain," says the author, addressing

the genius of his country,
" Many a glade is found.

The haunt of wood-gods only : where, if art

Ere dar'd to tread, 'twas with unsandal'd foot,

Printless, as if the pib: were holy ground.
And there are scenes, wht..'*, tho' she whilom trod.

Led by the worst ofguides, fell tyranny,

And ruthless superstition, we now trace

Her footsteps with delight ; and pleas'd revere

What once we should have hated. But to time,

Not her, the pruse is due ; his gradual touch

Has moulder'd into beauty many a tow'r.

Which, tvhen it frown'd with all its battlements.

Was only terrible ; and many a fane

Monastic, which, when deck'd with all its spires,

Serv'd but to feed some pamper'd Abbot's pride.

And awe the unletter'd vulgar. Generous youth,

Whoe'er thou art, that listen'st to my lay.

And feel'st thy soul assent to what I sing,

Happy art thou, if thou canst call thine own
Such scenes as these, where nature, and where time,

Have work'd congenial ; where a scatter'd host

Of antique oaks darken thy side long hills

;

While, rushing thro' their branches, rifted cliffs

Dart their white heads, and glitter thro' the gloom ;

More happy still, ifone superior rock

Bear on its brow the sluver'd fragment huge
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Of some old Norman Tortress ; linppier tar,

All) then moit liappy, if thy vulc bcluw

Wash, with the crystal coolness of its rills,

Some mould'ring abbey's ivy-vested walls."

After a difficult access, through a narrow rough lane, to the summit of the hill which

leads to Cliepstow, the contrast was more wonderful ; from the narrow confines of

the wildest dell, and the secluded haunts of monastic solitude, to the vast expanse that

here bursts upon our view ; towns, villages, seats, and woody lawns, with the noble Se*

vern rolling to the ocean, and those islands called the Holmes, are the objects of this

sublime scenery.

Between this and Chepstow stands Persfield, famous for the much admired walks of

the ingenious Mr. Morris, which we now visited. This place originally belonged to

the Rous's, and wus bought by Mr. Morrb, and beautified most consonant to the na*

tural endowments of rock and water. He enjoyed it till within these three years, most
hospitably inviting all company to partake of its inimitable delights. The grounds are

now not m such perfection, nor so extensive ; the whole length of them is about five

miles, but since the present purchaser, Mr. Smith, has had the place, one half are grown
wild, and not at present displayed. He has however begun to open them again, and

is greatly altering ihe whole ; whether his new models will be more valued tha^i the

originals, time and taste must determine ; many of the beautiful serpentines, I fear, f''om

what we now observed, will be thrown into straight lines. The whole was an adva ita.

geous purchase for 26,5001. and this gentleman intends soon to erect a new and excellent

mansion.

The first view we had after we entered this scenery of enchantment was a pleasing

sight of Chepstow castle, cliffs, &c. Also Landcaught cliffs and the broad Severn be-

yond. The next opening, v/e beheld a wonderful dip of 500 feet perpendicular into

the Wye, whose waters were not so agreeable and lucid as above, where the briny waves
of ocean had not adulterated them. We next came to a sweet point, called the Pleasant

View, truly descriptive of its name. Next from a beach, Landcaught woods and rocks

were most majestic and fine, the river winding nobly underneath ; opposite the cave
are bow railings with a seat, which, if we compare the works of nature with those of art,

may be called a front box of one of the completest theatres in the universe ; the whole
appears from hence a perfect circular theatre, marked out by the surrounding wood-
fringed cliffs. Here wants no painted canvas to express its scenery, nature's sweet
landscape is quite enough, and instead of an artificial sky depicted over our heads, the

blue vault of Heaven hangs sublime and lovely. Returning from this we ascended on
a path above the cave, which leads to a similar box to the one described, that is called the

Lovers Leap. Having taken a final view of the scenery fix)m this tremendous precipice,

we were conducted to the corner ofan adjacent field, where stands the Temple, command-
ing a most glorious prospect in an oppo^te direction ; the conOux ofWye and Severn, the

Bristol channel opening into the main sea, the smoke of that great city on the opposite
shores, interspersed with snow-white houses, Sic. while the reflexion of the setting sun
^Ided their windows, that shone like real fires ; these, together with other distant pros-
pects of stupendous hills on the Welch coast, the abrupt rocks, immense woods, and all

the softer beauties of improvement, conspire to reader Persfield a scene that fills the breast
with delight and admiration above all others.

Chepstow is a Saxon name, and signifies a market or place oftrading; in British it is

called Kaswent, or Castelh-Gwent It is a place ofno great antiquity, and many affirm

that it had its origin not many ag^s past from the ancient city Venta, which flourished
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about four miles from hence in the time of Antoninus, w!"> calls it Venta Silurum.

Which name (says Camden) neither arms nor time has been able to consume ; for at

this day it is called Kaerwent, or the city Venta. But the city itself is so much destroy,

ed, that it only api)ears to have once been, from the ruinous walls, chequered pavements,

and Roman coins.

About two miles below is the famous passage over the Severn, at Beachlcy, to Aust,

on the opposite shore. Aust was formerly called Aust>Clive, from its situation upon an
high craggy cliff. At this place happened once as strong an instance of wisdom tri-

umphing over folly, as the annals or history can produce. Walter Mapes, who wrote

500 years before Camden, thus describes it ;
*' Edward the elder, Iving at Aust-Clive,

and Leolin prince of Wales at Bathesley, or Beachley, when the latter would neither

come down to a conference, nor cross tlie Severn, Edward passed over to Leolin ; who
sceinff the king, and knowing who he was, threw Im roval robes upon the ground
(which he had prepared to sit m judgment with) and leaped into the water breast hij^h,

and embracing tlie boat, said, ** Most wise king, your humility has conquered my pride,

and your wisdom triumphed over my folly ; mount upon that neck which I have foolishly

exalted against you, so shall you enter into that counUry, which your goodness hath at

this day made your own," and so taking him upon his Mulders, he made him sit upon
his robes* and joining hands did homage to him." Chepstow is a neat little port, for

most of the places on this river, where their commerce seems to centre; the tide is very

high and impetuous, rising, I suppose, greatly beyond any other in the kingdom, com-
monly about 40 feet at the bridge, which, though built of timber, looks noble, being 70
feet from the surface of the water ; in January 1738, we are told, the water rose consi-

derably above this height, which did very great damages to this and the neighbouring

country. Half the bridge is in Gloucestershire, so that it is supported at the expence of

both counties. The town is situated on a sweet declivity , facing the wide expanse of

Severn. We retired to rest, the room was backward, and the window unguarded by a

curtain looked that way.

At earliest twilight of the mom I woke.
And Trom my pillow saw the " God of day
Stand tiptoe on the eastern mountain tops,"

While in the air dim mists and vapours hung,
Clothing the distant hills and winding vales.

Upon the gentle radiance of his face

My ravished eyes with ease and pleasure dwelt.

But soon his cheeks display'd a brighter glow

:

His kindling beams by gradual ascent

Gain'd double vigour. Now the airy troops '-

Perceiv'd the glitt'ring rays, like pointed spears,
i

Darting from Heav'n to earth, and instant fled. ,^ ^
No longer couM one view, with eye direct.

The datzling glories of his mighty sphere.
"'

'
'

The radiant day seem'd conscious of its God | :

All nature smil'd ; the rosy tribe of fruits.

Bending their parent trees to kiss the ground,
,

Imbib'd the genial warmth ; pleas'd Vaga pour'd

His sea-green streams deep murmuring beneath

The hanging bowers and glittering rocks ; while wide
The rougher Severn stretch'd his arm, beslrew'd

With shining sails, to the capacious ocean.

4 Thus lost in admiration's magic charms,
I gladly caught that fleeting precious time,
*' The cool, the fragrant, and the peaceful hour.

To meditation due and aacred song."
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Which others Mcrifice In fond embrace
or downy tlumberi, aoporific deathi

And paid my tribute due to that great Sourcei
Who thut illum'd the world, and. the past eve,

Ilud ui-uc'd with all the splendour of his beams
The full luxurittnce of fair Pcrsficld's scene.

The curious traveller's wonder and delight.

After breakfast we visited the ruins of this magnificent castle, boldly placed upon a

huge rock washed by the Wye ; the whole looks of asting solidity, and is made beauti-

fully picturesque by the numberless ever-grecns, &c. that hang about its walls. It was
rebuilt about 580 years since by Gilbert, earl of Pembroke. This Gilbert, surnamed
Strongbow, second son of Gilbert de Clare, having solicited Henry I, to bestow on
him lands in Wales, had committed to him the van of the army, when that kine threat-

ened to destroy all North Wales and Powisland, and possessing the whole dominion of

Striguil* (now Chepstow) was made earl of Pembroke by Stephen, 1138. His son earl

Richard lefY a daughter, his heiress, who carried these estates, with the earldom, to

William Marshall, whose five sons enjoyed this honour successively, and all died without

issue,t Of the two last, the former died at Gooderiche Castle 1246 ; the latter at

Striguil Castle, soon after. The sister and coheir married Hugh Bigod, earl of Nor>
folk.

Sir William Herbert, knight, a faithful adherent of Edward IV, having reduced di-

vers castles, forts and towns, in Wales, of Henry duke of Exeter, Jasiier earl of Pem-
broke, and James earl of Wiltshire, to obedience, hud a grant of their estates, amongst
which was much that belonged to the ancient earis of Pembroke, in consequence of
which he was created earl by that title.:]: He died possessed of the castle of Chepstow
and other large possessions hereabout. All these, with the barony of Herbert, of

Chepstow, Ragland, and Gower, the daughter and heir of his son carried to Charles

Somerset, a natural son of Henry Beaufort (third duke of Somerset) created afterwards

earl of Worcester, from whom they have descended to the present duke. But this has
been mai)y years under a lease of lives, and the elderly person who shews it is the last

;

she was born here, where she still resides in comfortable apartments, and makes a good
subsistence by the fruits of the garden, peaches, &.c. which are plentiful on these warm
walls when other places fail. In one of the towers we saw the room where Harry Martin,

one of the twelve judges who sat to condemn Charles I, was afterwards confined for 27
years, and then died there. From the leads above, we had an extensive and anc view.

In another place we saw the traces of a large chapel.

We now took the Gloucester road, over that lofty bridge aforesaid^ whose planks,

which our horses hoofs resounded, are contrived to escape the violence of floods by
floating in a limited space ; but this rarely happens at so immense an height as 70 feet.

From the hill beyond, we command a delightuil view of the town and castle. Continu.

ing through several small villages, the wide Severn rolling on our right, we came to

Lydney park, a good old seat of one of the Bathurst family, situate on the edge of the

forest of Dean.
Though this extensive tract of Gloucestershire lies too much out of our course to at-

tempt an explicit account, yet we will not entirely pass it by unnoticed. This forest

* The ruins of Striguil Caatle ar now remaining, a few miles from Chepstow,

f AH buried at Tintern, as befort mentionoti'

i See an account of his death «t Tintern. The present earU of Pembroke are descended from hia

naturalson. .vh-. -v^:?.- ...^^ .".-—, y < ;
»>-'. «8*

, ^ .,f
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cither obtained its name from Dean, a market town, lowly situated with in its limits,

(which word is of Suxon origin, Nignifying a dale or woody valley, whence probably

comes the word den in English) or else Ironi Arden, by rejecting the Brst syllabic,

which the Gauls and firitains formerly used for a wood, ^t was formerly so thick with

trees, and so dark and terrible in its shades and by-ways, that it rendered the inhabit ;uits

barbarous, and emboldened them to commit manv outrages. The soil is various, but

mostly favourable to the growth of the oak, which was once so considerable, that it i»

said to have been part of the instructions of the Spanish Armada to destroy it, but of

late years the numerous iron furnaces hereabouts have destroyed it greatly. The whole

forest of more than 23,520 acres, which is extraparochial, is divided into six walks, or

parts, known by their respective lodges ; viz. king's Lodge, York Lodge, Worcester

Lodge, Danby Lodge, Herbert Lodge, and Latimer Lodge. St. firiavel's Castle, which
was once very strong and large, but is now in ruins, gives name to one of the hun-

dreds, and serves chiefly as a prison for offenders against the laws of the forest. The
privileges are very extensive ; the free miners claim a right of digging iron ore, and
coal ; also to cut timber necessary to carry nn their works. A gold mine was disco-

vered in the year 1700, at a village called Taynton, on the northern borders of the fo-

rest, of which a lease was granted to some refiners, who extracted some gold from the

ore, but did not continue the work, the quantity of gold being so small as not to answer

the expence of separation.

A little beyond we passed the village of Lydney, and another iron furnace belonging

to the same person as those at Tintern. A long sjxjut supported by pillars across the

road conveys water from the opposite hill to move the great wheel of these works. The
next ascent on this road commands a most delightful view over this handsome spire,

down the liquid expanse of Severn many miles. From hence the roads became steep

and rough to a great degree ; nothing but some pleasiint prospects towards the water
could make them bearable. Herefordshire is in bad repute, and not without reason,

for its roads, but compared with this they are really good. We arrived at Newnham
to dinner, an ancient small town, pleasingly situated near the river ; our inn, the Bear,
stands close to the passage to Newport, and all the great roads to Bath, Bristol, &c.
From hence we enjoyed a pleasing view of the opposite hills, Bird-lip, Robin Hood, and
those about Ruxmore, in the clothing country.

In the evening, which was very fine, we pursued our course through Westbury, so
large a parish in Camden^s time, as to be reputed above 20 miles in compass ; here
we saw a fine stone mansion, with formal old gardens, and pieces of water, belonging
to Mr. Colchester, heir of Sir Duncombe Colchester, who married the daughter of Sir

John Maynard, knight, owner of Gunnersbury. The road being now level and excel-

lent, we arrived at Gloucester without much further observation. This city was built

by the Romans, and made a station to curb the Silures, the bravest and most powerful
of all the Britons. It derives its name from Caer Glow, which signifies a fair city, a
name certainly not now improper, as its four principal streets meeting in the centre are
both spacious and well built. Its situation is in one of the richest vales known, a con-
tinuation of the noble Evesham.

William of Malmesbury thus describes it in his book De Pontificibus. " The
vale ofGloucester is so called from its chief city ; the soil yields plenty of com and fruit

(in some places, by the natural richness of the ground, in others, by the diligence of the
countryman) enrjugh to excite the idlest person to take pains, when it repays his la-

bour with the increase of an hundred-fold. Here you may behold high-ways and pub-
lie roads full of fruit-trees, not planted, but growing naturally. The earth bears fruit
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of its own accord, much exceeding others Iioth in tustc and beauty, many sorts of which

continue fresh the year round, and serve the owner till he is supplied by a new incrtnise.

No county in Knglnnd has so many or so good vineyards as this ; cither for fertility,

or the sweetness of the grape. The vine has in it no unpleasant t;\rtness or eaj^erness

;

and is little inferior to the French in sweetness. The villages are very thick, tlw

churches handsome, and the towns i)opulous and many.*' In a similar strain he con-

tinues his praise of the noble river the Severn, ''than which there is not any in the

land that has a broader channel, swifter stream, or greater plenty of fish," 8ic. These
vineyards have nothing ktt but the places named for them ; viz. one on a hill by
Ovcrbridgc near Gloucester, and another near Tewkesbury. Ceaulin, king of the West
Saxons, first took this city by force of arms from the Britons in 570; but the Mer-
cians afterwards wrested it out of his hands, under whom it flourished a long time in

freat repute. This city was once strongly secured wiUi walls, and on the south part

Villiam the Conqueror erected a castle ol sfiuarc stone ; and sixteen houses were de-

molished, as domesday book mentions, to n\ake room for this edifice, which is now to-

tally destroyed. It was made a free borough by king John, who granted it a charter

of incorporation, greatly enlarged its jurisdiction, and bestowed many other privileges,

which it still enjoys. But in this reign it suffered by the barons' wars ; the famous
Mountfort earl of Leicester having besieged it, took possesion of it in four days ; but

Erince Bklward advancing with a strong army, dro^e the earl back again ; and would
ave punished the burgesses, but was dissuaded tlirough the intercession of the bishop of

Worcester, who gave security for their paying u fine of 1000 marks. During the civil

wars in the reign of Charles I, the gentlemen here continued loyal, but the farmers,

tradesmen, and others of a meaner sort, were generally against him, and maintained this

place under the command of colonel Massey, whose services and defensive conduct were
thobe of a gallant officer. There are several excellent ancient churches and public

buildings well endowed, but the most worth notice is the cathedral, dedicated to St.

Peter, which is esteemed one of the best pieces of architecture in England ; it stands

upon the scitc of the ancient monastery, founded by Osric, governor of Gloucester-

shire, u|K)n ground granted by king Ethelred, 681. About 821, Bemulph, king of

Mercia, rebuilt it in another form, and substituted an order of Secular Preachers, who
married, and continued 200 years ; Canute, for ill living, at the instigation of Wolstan,
bishop of Worcester, removed these, and established Benedictine monks, 1022. It was
in the next age destroyed by the Danes, but was about 1060 eatirely rebuilt by Alfred
bishop of Worcester, afterwards archbishop of York, who crowned William the Con-
queror. It was in a very low condition, when Serlo, chaplain to king William, was
miide abbot, having but two or three monks, and eight scholars. He was so zealous

to raise and improve it, that about 1100 he had it new finished, and obtained thirteen

manors for its use, besides the lands mortgaged to the archbisho|) of York. In 1 102,

it was with the city destroyed by fire, and twice again it suffered the like calamity ; 1214,
1223. But these damages were soon repaired by the devout munificence of that age,

which occasioned the act of mortmain to be passed, 1279, 7th Edward I.* The present

magnificent structure was begun by John Thokey, seventeenth abbot, about 1318.
Abbot Horton built the norUi aisle in 1351. Abbot Trocester built the liu-ge cloi-jter

about 1381. Abbot Scabrook began the stately tower, 1450, and appointed Robert
Tully, a monk of this church, to finish it. Richard Hanley began the lady's chapel,

1457. The whole length from east to west is 420, from north to south 144 feet. The

.
* Tht revenue! at the dissolution omounted, according to Dugdale, to 19461. Ss. 9d. per annum.

I«;
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LadySchnpct is 90 by 27 and t\6. The tower from the l)ottom to the top is 280 feci

;

t'rum the buttlcmciKH 198. The whole sccmt to plcuscthc eye with most agreeubic pro.

portions, nnd the tower und pinnacles nre wrought so rich nnd light, that it in impos<
bible to behold them without the ga-utest luhnirution. The pillitrii and arcticn in the

body are of that |K)nderouH Saxon construction, which is quite op[)ressive at first sight

;

but as you a|)proach the screens, the beautiful persix'ctive of the choir, with a kind of
transparent view of the Lady':* chapel be!)ind the altar, aHbrds a charming relief. The
cloisters, which contain four c(inal aisles, U7 by 13 and 16, are most perfect Gothic
beauties. There is a whis|)ering gallery from one side of the choir to tne other, built

in an octa^ronal form of B4 feet. The whisper is heard pretty distinct from one side to

the other, but it hardly deserves notice after that noble one in St. Paul's. Near this

we saw a curious old i)aiming of the day of judgment, supposed to have been an altar-

piece. The principal monuments are ; m the choir, bishop Aldred, the great founder,

who died Septtiiber 17th, 1()('>9. In the isle of the north side of the choir king Ed
ward II, who was murdered at Berkeley castle 1327. King Osric of Northumberland,
who died about the year (HX). Robert Curthoise, duke of Normandy, and eldest son to

William the Con(|ueror ; he was valiant in the holy wars, and made a Knight Templar,
was also confined 2G years in Cardiff castle, fur rebelling against his brother the king.

In the south side of the choir lies abbot Scabrook, who died 1457, See. Amongst the

modern ones in the church is a beautiful design to the memory of Mrs. Morley, who died

at sea in child bed ; two angels are conducting licr with her infant in arms, as she ris'

from tlic waves, expressive of this inscription

;

" The scat shall give up their dead.'

It is well executed in white marble, by Flaxman. The most recent and excell'^nt im-
provement here is the new county jail, situate on the west side of the town, near the Se>

vcrn and quay. It is a most extensive and superb building, divided into upwards of 120
cells, besides jailor's house, &c. the outward wall incloses a space of 1250 feet. It has

been begun about two years under the direction of Mr. Blackburn, wliosc similar per>

formanccs we lately saw at Oxford, and will soon now be linished This is I believe the

largest in England, but the plan at Oxford, in form of a castle fortificc', and all of stone,

is most suitable and strong.

From hence we madp an excursion north-east about ten miles, to Cheltenham. A
vast range of hills, on the north-west, continues from the borders of Warwickshire and
Worcestershire towards Bath, dividing the vale and the forest part of the countv from
the Coteswould ; besides this great chain, we were amused with the distant hills of

May and Malvern, rising nobly on our left ; also close on our right, the pleasant hill of

Church-down, whose parish tower stands peculiarly elevated. Cheltenham is situated

in a sandy vale, on the north side of rocky hills, whose soft white texture, partly dis-

solving in acids, looks, opposite the town, quite bare. According to domesday-book,

when Edward the Confessor held this manor, there were eight hides and an half. In the

time of king Edward it paid 91. 5s. and 3000 loaves for the king's dogs. In the reign

of William the conqueror it paid 201. 20 cows, and 20 hogs, and 16s. in lieu of bread.

Without giving any further history of this place, we will proceed to describe briefly its

present flourishing state and fashionable Spa; which valuable spring owes its discovery to

Mr. Mason, the then proprietor of the land, who bought it of Mr. Higgs in 1716 ; capt.

Henry Skillicorne, father of the present owner, became proprietor in right of his wife,

daughter of Mr. Mason, and in 1738 not only secured it from all improper matter, but
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built a dome over it with pumns on each side. He thru laid out the walkn, Ike. nnd

from that time it seems to have been frc(iuentcd as « public place. It is said to be im

nnatcd u|)on the same principle as Scarborough medicated waters ; bu» perij.jps ma^
aund more pjcucrally efficacious. Its admirable (pialitles, Ixrsides the general tesli

mony of daily ex|xrience, are well authenticated by the experiments of doctors Short,

Lucas, HusscI, and Smitli. The town consists o*' one principal street, near a mile in

length, near the centre of whicli stands an handsome old church with a beautiful spire ;

the walks in the churi;h-yard art; shiidy and pleasant, leading to those about the well,

&c. the greatest of which is about twenty feet wide, ti id makes an agreeable mall.

On the east side of the Pump.stiuare is an excellent long room. 6() feet by 23, buili

1775, by Mr. Skillicorne the ground owner, and Mr. Miller the renter of the Spa.

In this are public breakfasts, 8cc. during the season from May to October. From hence

the rista of the large walk terminated by the spire is pleasing- to the eye ; and at the

termination of this walk continued above the wells, they are erecting another new
building, as an object, though very inferior, to answer it. Every exertion seems used

to render the various lodgings, &.c. ader^uate to the great increase of company, parti,

cularly since the late visit of the royal family. Besides a vast number of private lodg-

ings, here are an excellent hotel, built in 1785, and several good inns. We are also

informed that a piece of ground has been lately purchased, for the purpose of building

an hotel upon a most extensive
i
.m. The company in 1780 amounted only to 374,

from which time it has gradually increased, and in 1786 consisted of 1140, and last

year of 1320. The two public rooms, for the entertainment of the company, under

the direction of a master of the ceremonies (Mr. Moreau) are Mr. Rooke's, 60 feel

by 30, and Mr. Miller's 68 by 26, which take the amusements of dancing, cards, &c.
alternate. Here is also a neat theatre-royal, built by Mr. Watson and much frequented ;

the performers have been very choice this season, particularl}' that inimitable lavouritc

of Thalia, Mrs. Jordan, who gave such high satisfaction to the audience, that a medal
is to be presented to her as an acknowledgment. From Cheltenham we proceeded on>

ward to visit Sudely castle ; the roads were very deep and indifferent, but the wonder-
ful variety of views repaid us. In our way we passed by the curious house of the De*
laberes at Southam ; it is an object very well worth notice, being a low building in the

stile of the age of Henry IV, but by the incurious eye it would be passed as a very ob-

scure and undistinguished mansion. Soon after, having ascended very high hills, we
got upon the Woulds, which are entirely champaign. The dusk now began to come
on, and I confess such an extent of plain as we could, notwithstanding, discern before

us, was not at this time very pleasing; however we arrived at the small inn (inn it is

hardly to be called) at Wincnecombe, and there necessity obliged us to rest for the night.

However we had not patience to stay till the morning before we visited Sudely castle,

but sallied forth about a mile, through com fields, to take a transient view of its vene-

lable walls by twilight. It was just the lime to visit a place, of which the imagination

had been previously full ; we returned with our ardour to inspect it increased, and went
again the next morning. This ancient lordship belonged at the conquest to Harold,

son of Ralph, who was earl of Hereford in the time of Edward the Confessor, and
married that king's sister, but forfeited the earldom under the conqueror. Harcld
however was suffered to retain this among other estates, and from hence assumed the

name of Sudely. But the male line* of this noble family became extinct 41st of Ed-

• However the Tracys are said, upon good authority (though Dugdale does not mention it) to be, by
the male line, of this family. Todington, the present seat of lord Tracy, and liis ancestors for 500 years,
was a manor ofHarold dc Sudely at the conquest, and the younger son of his son John, who married a
Tracy, took his mother's name, and settled at Todington.

H h 2
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ward III, ancl then the sister and coheir, carried it in marrfage to William Boteler, a
younffci- son cf William lord Botcler, of Wcmme in Shrofishire. His son Thonias
lord Sudely had issue John and Ralph, who successively enjoyed the honour. •• Ralph
Boteler lord Sudely," says Leland, "mide this castle a Fundamentis, and when it

was made, it had the price of all the briidings of those days. He was a famous nian
of warre in king Henry V, and Henry Sixth's days, and was an admiral (as I hive
heard) at '^ea ; whereupon it was supposed and spoken that it was partly builded ex
spoliis Gnllo.um, and some speake ofa tower in it called Potmare's towre, that it should
'

; made of a ransome of his. One thing there was to be noticed in this castle, that

part of the windowes was glazed with berall. There had been a manor place at Sude-
ly, before the building of the castle, and the plotte is yet scene n: Sudely Parke,
where it stoodc.'- This Rulph lord Sudely was a great partisan of Henry VI, „nd by
him njade lord treasurer of Englai.d. Upon the accession therefore of £dward IV, he
was attached and brought to London, and when he was o'.i his way, looking back
from an hill to the castle, he said, "Sudely castle, thou art the traytor, not I."

After this, he sold the castle (not voluntarily, no doubt) to the king. He left no
issue, but descendants from his sistere.* Upon the accession of Henry VII, Jasper of
Hatfield, duke cf Bedford, that king's uncle, had a grant of it, and dying S. P. it

reverted to the crown. " But now it goeth to ruin," says Leland, " more pitie."

Soon after, however, iis splendour was revived ; it was granted first of Edward VI, to

Thomas Seymour (younger brother to the duke) who was about the same time created

lord Seymour of Sudely, and lord high admiml of England. He was an ambitious
turbulent man, and having married Catherine P-rr, widow of Henrj' VIII, the jealousies

of the duke of Somerset's most proud and unianiable wife caused dissensions between
the brothers, which, fomented by the arts of those who plotted the downfall of the wliole

family, end( d in the loss of his head, and soon after of his brother's. While he lived,

ho\ ^ever, he kept up great pomp in this place. The queen his wife died in childbed

here, September 5th, 1548, and was buried wuh great funeral magnificence in the

chapel of the castle. I was informed that some curious people took up the body some
ume since, and found it in perfect preservation. After this the admiral aspired to the

bed of the princess EUzabeth, and it has been hinted that previous designs of this kind
hastened the death of the queen his wife. He was beheaded March 20th, 1549.

Soon after this castle was granted to William Par-, marquis of Northampton, brother

to queen Catherine, beforementioned ; and he being attainted first of May, 1553, it

was granted to Sir John Bruges of Coberley,t in this county, knt. who, on April 8th,

1554, was created by letters patent Baron Chandos of Sudely-castle. From that

time this famliy resided here in great pomp and iplendour down to George, the sixth

baron. Giles, third lord Chandos, entertained queen Elizabeth here in one of her
progresses, 15924 Grey, lord Chandos, his nephew, was called king of Coteswould,

from his interest in these parts, and his splendid manner of living. He died 19th of
James I. Geoi^ his son, abovenamed, was one of the most eminent loyalist^;, on the

part of Charles I. To stop the be^nning of this horrid war, this nobleman hastened

down into the country, to arm his tenants and servants* and garrison this castle,

* LHand mentions the figures of these Bo;oiers in the glass windows in Winchecombe church.

t Col)erley was inherited by marriage with the Berkleys ^to whom it belonged at thi^ conquest) in the
time of Henry IV. It has long been alienated Trom the family.

f Queen Elizabeth's Progresses, vol. ii. 1 591, p. 3. This is the lord Chandos, whose portrait wc saw
at lord Harcoui-t's, at Nuneham) beforementioned. There are portraits of his two daughters at Wo*
burne, the duke of Bedford's.
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seated, says Loyd, commodiously on the meetings of the vales and woulds, to dcfen^

and command the country, especially my lord's three darlings, the W(xxls, the cloth-

ing, and the iron works ; thence he waited on the king at Shrewsbury, with 1000 men,

and 50001. in plate. His castle meanwhile, under Captain Bridges, and some 60 sol.

diers, being besieged by Massie with 300 musquetters, &c. after a long siege, several

assaults and batteiies, when they were almost smothered by the smoke ofhay and barns

burned about the house, yielded January 1642. The rebels, breaking the articles

sworn to, "plunder," (says Mercurius Rusticu9,t) " not only the castle and Winche-
combe, a neighbouring village, to the utter undoing the poor inhabitants, but in de-

fence of the protestant religion, and vindica'ion of the honour of God, they defile his

house. There is in the castle a goodly fair church, here they dig up the graves and

disturb the ashes of the dead ; they break down the ancient monuments of the Chan-
doses, and instead thereof leave a prodigious monument of their sacrilegious profaneness

:

for each part of the church they find a peculiar way to profane it : the lower part of it

they make their stable ; the chancel their slaughter-house. Unto the pulpit (which of

all other places in probability might have escaped their impiety) they fasten pegs to hang

the carcasses of tlie slaughtered sheep ; the commimion table, according to their own
language, they make their dresser or chopping board to cut out their meat ; into the

vault, wherein lay the bodies of the Chandoses, an ancient and honourable family,

they cast the guts and garbage, mingling the loathsome intrails of beasts with those

bones and ashes which tnere did rest m hope of a joyful resurrection. The nave and
body of the church was all covered with the dung and blood of beasts : and which
was (if it be possible) a degree beyond these profanations, in contempt of God and his

holy temple, they defile each part and comer both of church and chancel with their

excrements : and going away left nothing behind them in the church (besides walls

and seats) but a stinking memory, that part of the parliament army, raised for defence

of religion, had been there.''* The lord Chandos meanwhile distinguished himself at

the battle of Newbery, 1643 (where his horse was killed under him) tlie king saying,

•let Chandos alone, his errors are safe."J Soon after he recovered Sudely-castle,

but :n 1644, when Sir William Waller pursued the king from Oxford to Worcester,

it endured a second siege. Lord Clarendon says,^ " the general persuaded rather than

forced the garrison to surrender. The lord of that castle was a young man of spirit

and courage ; and had for two years served the king very bravely at the head of a fe-

rment of horse, which himself had raised at his own charge, but had lately, out of pure
weariness of the fatigue, and having spent most of his money, and without any diminu-
tion of his affection, left the king, under pretence of travel ; but making London his

way, he gave himself up to the ple< sures of that place, which he enjoyed, without
considering *he issue of the war, or shewing any inclination to the parliament.'' It

was under the government of Sir William Morton, a lawyer (after the restoration a
judge) who had givei.' sijgnal instances of courage, but at this time the castle (in con-
sequence of a faction within) was delivered up without much resistance. Lord Chan-
dos did not survive the restoration. He lies buried in a small chapel annexed to the
church. Somebody lately descended into the vault, and finding his skull, took away
a lock of his hair. He left this castle, and the estates around (away from his brother,

to whom the honour went) to his wife, by whom he had daughters, but who, with a
gratitude that ought to be remembered, left it to her second husband Mr. Pitt, and

* Loyd's Sufferiogs of the Loyalists, p. 366.

I Loyd's Loyalists, p. "^QT,

t P. er, 68.

i Vol. ii. p. 409.
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lier children by him, in consequence of which it was alienated from the family who had
a right to it, for ever, and Lord Rivers, Mr, Pitt's descendant, now enjoys it, with an
estate belonging to it of about 40001. a year. It is now only inhabited by the steward.

The park is gone. Of the two quadrangles, the inner one was built of stone, and had
the hall in it (of which part of the tracery of the beautiful large gothic window, much
shattered, remains) and seems to have had four towers at the corners ; the outer

quadrangle, where is the large gateway, was built principally of wood, and seems to

have contained the habitable parts. Part of this alone is now fit for habitation. The
shell of the church, unroofed, unpaved, and bare within side to the walls, yet

exists. In the little chapel annexed, divine service is performed mcthly. From
hence, not having time to inspect the town of Winchecombe, or the neighbourhood,
fuilher, we hastily returned to Gloucester.

The day following we made another excursion into that division of the county,
called the Coteswould, south-east of that immense lange of hills which divide the vale.

It takes its name, according to Camden, from the hills and sheep-cotes ; for mountains
in old times, by Englishmen, were termed Woulds. We continued for some miles
along this delightful vale of fertile meadows and pastures. See. Robin-hoodS hill,

and Becon, were the first noble objects on our left; May-hill and the forest of Dean
boldly terminating the prospect to the right. As we approach Durbridge, through the

village of Stonehouse, lord Ducie's woods hang gloriously before us. Here we enter

amongst the cloth manufactures so numerous and excellent in this country. I shall say little

about its antiouity and various progress in different reigns : we find wool first manu-
factured in England 1185, 31st of Henry II, but no quantity made till 1331, when
John Kempe introduced this art from Brabant, and settled at York ; afterwards many
families of cloth-workers came from the Netherlands, by king Edward's invitation.

The city of Gloucester some centuries ago was famous for this manufacture ; as also

various other towns in this count}' ; but it has of late years been mostly seated amongst
these delightful vallies, whose brooks and rivers are found so conducive to the good-
ness of this cloth, particularly in the dying branch. Hampton, Stroud, Stonehouse,
Painswick, Stanley, Uley, Durseley, and Ruxmore, are places of most note. The
latter of which (belonging to Mr. Cooper) soon after crossing the new canal, from
Severn to Thames, we minutely inspected : his majesty had lately honoured it with his

presence ; at which time every possible branch of operations was displayed on an ad-

jacent green, to the delight and satisfaction of the royal spectators and the attendant

multitude. We saw every thing in its natural state and place ; first the milling, which,

by a long process of beating, by hammers worked with a water wheel, thickens the
cloth after it is woven ; next the wool is raised on its surface by the repeated use of
cards made of teasels (a thistly plant produced in the west)* after this it is sheared in

a very pleasing manner by large instruments, whose mw.ion is so confined as not to

endanger cutting the cloth ; thus they work till it becomes remarkably fine. The
other processes are too simple and common to mention. Upon the whole 1 think this

business cannot be deemed so entertaining by many degrees to the eye of a stranger,

as that of the cotton, fustian, &c. in Derbyshire and Lancashire, These crowded hills

and vales seem to have formed by nature a romantic and picturesque scenery, but this

* Teasiles, Teazils, or Fullers thistles, grow wild in this and many other countries, and are sown and

brought into regular cultivation, on account of their utility to cloth-workers, &c. in raising the nap on

their respective - wds, by the means of certain hard sharp and crooked points, which grow cut of their

numerous heads, and are admirably suited to that purpose. Campbells's Survey, vol. ii. page 105.
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originality is greatly destroyed, like that of Matlock, by an abundance of modern build-

ing, and ornaments.

W^e now ascended a steep hill to the left, ornamented with the modern stone edifice

and residence of sir George Paul. Having gained the vast summit beyond, by a new
serpentine road, we found ourselves upon an extensive champaign. The sudden change

of climate was almost incredible, but by experience ; which verified the following asser-

tion I had previously met with, " such is tne striking difference between the air of the

Coteswould and that ofthe vale, that of the former it has commonly been observed, that

eight months in the year are winter, and the other four too cold for summer; whereas in

the vale, eight months are summer, and the remaining four too warm for an English win-

ter." We dined at a single house, opposite to Minching Hampton, where formerly was
a nunnery belonging to the Minching nuns at Caen in Normandy, and afterwards to Sion

in Middlesex, in whose possession it remained till the dissolution of monasteries. Our
landlord told us this was the highest spot in the county.

From hence the road is flat and unpleasant, and instead of the verdant bloom of

hedge rows, the eye is constantly disgusted with the unsightly objects of loose stones

heaped in straight lines and angles. We now approached the great tunnel, which forms
part of the communication between the Severn and the Thames; on each side this

road :t extends rather more than a mile ; one end penetrates the hill at the village of
Saperton, the other comes out in Heywood ; we turned on our left to visit the former,

and saw the shafts busy in several places, at the distance of about 230 yards from each
other ; by this means they wind up the materials from the cavity, and expedite the

work. The earth is principally a hard blue marie, and in some places quite a rock,

which they blow up with gunpowder ; the depth of these pits are upon an average

ci{^hty yards from the surface. The first contractor receives 71. per yard from the

company, and the labourers rent at the rate of about 51. per yard, finding candles, gun-
powder, 8cc. the workers are in eight gangs, having two or three reliefs, and con-

tinue eight hours at a time, da id night. We saw the Saperton mouth, which ex-
hibits a brick arch, ornamented th a stone parapet in front '

> dimensions are 13
feet by 15, and the brick work about \(^ inches thick, wh h continues the whole
length, two miles and a half. The whok liill is now perforated, and the remainder of
the arch will be finished in another year. Thi tunnel is onsiderably longer than that

at Hare-castle in Sta^ordshire, but from the difierent nature of the hills not near so
grand and curious ; the latter abounding in coal, and therefon perforated with various

collateral cavities, for the convenience of obtaining tliut valuable article. The Stroud
canal enters the Severn at Framilode, and is eight lies in extent ; it communicates
with the Isis canal, which is 31 miles long, and empties itself into that river at Lech-
lade.

From hence in our way to Cirencester we left the roau very soon, and were per.

mitted to pass through the noble woods of Oakley, bf' g^ng to earl Bathurst, whose
seat is adjacent to that ancient town. They are peculiarly large and beautiful;

together with the park and home pleasure grounds encompassing a space of no less

than fifteen miles ; near the centre v^ u grand circular point, from which, like so many
radii, issue ten spacious vistas or roads ; the largest near 150 feet wide, and sweetly ter-

minated by a view of Cirencester tower; the others direct to some country church, or
pleasant mstant object, all producing a most admirable and uncommon effect. Besides
these, there are innumerable other roads and walks intersecting the woods in various
directions ; on the left of the large vista leading to the town is Alfred's hall, an ex-
cellent imitation of antiquity, ''bosora'd high in tufted trees," and surrounded with

1 1
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beautiful lawns, a bowling green, and many delightful grassy walks. The truffle is

said to be found here very plentifully. As the sun was closing up his glories for the

day, we retired to an excellent inn (Kin^'s-head) at Cirencester.

This has been a famous city of antiquity, called by Ptolemy Corinium ; by the Bri-

tons Caer.Ceri; the English Saxons Cirencester; and by contraction at this day
Ciceter, situate on the river Churn, seventeen miles from Gloucester, on the old Lon.
don road. The multiplicity of coins, chequered pavements, inscripMcns, 8ic. dug up
here at various times, shew it to have been a place of consequence ; the rv- lains of

strong walls and a castle indicate marks of its being once well fortified. The Britons

defended it many years against the Saxons, who at last obliged them to submit, together

with the cities of Gloucester and Bath, at the battle of Durham, five miles from the

latter, anno 577, in wiiich three British kings were slain. Various were the events of

war and sieges here in almost every succeeding reign till 1400, first Henry 1V| when
the duke of Surrey and earl of Salisbur\ , duke of Exeter, and earl of Gloucester, took

up arms in favour of king Richard II (grandson of Edward III, from whom sprang

the houses of York and Lancaster) and were lodged at two inns, when the mayor or

head officer, being apprised of their lodging, collected about four hundred of the inha-

bitants, and broke in upon the duke of Surrey and earl of Salisbury, who, being much
wounded, were immediately beheaded ; the other two escaped, but were soon after

taken, and suffered the same fate. Thus originated those unhappy feuds, on the acces-

sion of the house of Lancaster. This was also one of those places that surrendered to

the army of Charles I, but the royalists did not continue long in possession of it

;

and when the plan for the glorious revolution was laid, we find the duke of Beaufort

opposing the lord Lovelace, who was going with a band of men to join the prince of

Orange, then landed in the west of England. A dispute ensued between the contend-

ing parties, wherein some lost their lives, and the lord Lovelace was taken prisoner, and
committed to Gloucester castle ; but soon after released by the abdication of the kin^,

and the new government taking place. It is now a good market town and borougn,

with two weekly markets; the quantity of wool sold here at one time was almost m-
credibl<., owing to the surrounding Coteswould, so famous for sheep, which made it

the greatest mart for the supply of the clothiers in this county and Wilts; but this is

much declined since the dealers in thb article travel from place to place and buy it of

the farmers. It would be an injustice to omit mentioning the present stately church,

whose lofty and handsome tower is a great ornament t* this place; but the body is too

much crowded with old buildings to be properly seen, the windows of which are beauti-

fully decorated with historical painted glass. Here was a collegiate church before tlie

conquest, and Rumbald, who was chancellor of England in the reign of Edward the

confessor, had been dean of it ; but when celibacy amongst the clergy was establi:ihed

by law, Henry I, built a magnificent abbey in its stead, 1117. It continued to flourish

and receive large donations for succeeding times. It was one of the mitred abbeys,

and in the reign of Henry V, 1416, the abbot obtained the high privilege of a seat in

parliament amongst the barons. At the disscdution its annual revenues amounted to

10571. 7s. id. The whole of this ancient sLucture has been lonn- destroyed, except

two gates, which still serve to give some idea of its former grandeur. The scite

of this abbey was in the crown, till it was granted to Richard Masters, physician to

queen Elizabeth, whose descendant, Thomas Masters, member ibr the county, hath

here an handsome house and pleasure grounds. His brother is also memlser for the

county, hath here an handsome house and pleasure grounds. His brother is also mem-
Ijer for the town, which place their ancestws have long represented. The choice of
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the

election is in the inhabitants, not receiving alms. Hence the duke of Portland takes

his title of baron.

We nov.- had an agreeable drive through the remainder of lord Bathurst's (grounds,

whose beautiful walks, lawns, and extensive plantations, do the highest credit to the

taste and spirit of Allan earl Bathurst, father to the present proprietor. Besides the

several ornamental buildings on the delightful terrace, which commands distant and

fine views, we are pleased with various objects of this kind, interspersed amidst the

lawns and vistas of the deer park, particularly a noble and lofly column, on the top of

which is placed the statue of aueen Anne, as large as life : from hence we have a

charming view of the house, witn the tower of the church placed so directly in the

centre behind, that at first we are induced to believe them one and the same elegant

structure. We now passed by an handsome alcove, dedicated to the immortal Pope,
where he used often to retire, to indulge the creative sallies of his genius, when on a

visit to his noble friend and patron. Opposite to this we were again amused with

Oaklejr woods in miniature, a lawn from whose centre seven more vistas are directed

to various pleasing objects, particularly that -::. tely column just mentioned. Here we
took a grateful leave and crossed through the fields, about a mile, to the village ofStratton,

where we entered the great Gloucester road. The clouds, which had been threatening

long, now began to pour their copious stores upon the bleak downs of Coteswoul i ; thus

we travelled many miles amidst those unsheltering walls of stone, till we gladly arrived

on that immense verge of Birdlip, whose summit, on a level with most ofthe Coteswould,

so gloriously hangs, near 1350 feet above the water of the Severn. Here the lovely and
the delicious vale of Gloucester again burst sweetly on our sight, and its fair city, to

whose arms we were now eagerly returning, smiled even in this misty eclipse of clouds

and rain.

A similarity of weather begun the day following, but in the ailemoon we took

the opportunity of a favourable interval, and pursued our course 16 miles to New-
port, on the Bristol road, where we slept that evening, and the next morning visited

Berkeley, close by, one of the largest parbhes in this county, surrounded by rich

meadows, and supposed to take its name from Berk, signifving a beech and lea pas-

ture ; as the whole vale is particularly celebrated for making cheese, called double
Gloucester, so is this hundred, for the most delicious sort, called double Berkeley,

it has a large parish church with a more recent handsome tower, standing separate at

the opposite side of the church-yard; superstition says that on the decay of the original

tower, the new one could not be built in its place. Adjoining to this is the ancient

and eminent castle of the present: earl Berkeley. The whole of this noble edifice is

more to be admired for its antiquity than beauty ; its situation being so low, and
sometimes surrounded by a flood of spring-tide, flowing up the little Avon from the

Severn just below. Roger uc Berkeley was possessed of this lordship at the conquest

;

and this being his chief seat, in imitation of the Normans,* assumed his name from
hence. His other lordships in this county were Cobberly, Dodinton, and Siston, as

appears by domesday-booic. From hence hasty readers conclude that the present fa-

mily have been here from the conquest ; but a different story soon will appear. This
Ruger made several pious gifts to religious houses. His nephew and successor William
founded an abbey of the Cistertian order at Kingswood ; which was confirmed by
Roger, son of William. Thb Roger, adhering to Maud the empress, underwent a

* These are Dugdale's words (Bar. I. 349 ) by which it seems he was an Englishman. But whether
these estates were then gr?.Qtea him, or he was only suffered to retain them, does not by this appear,

vol.. II. I i
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very hard fi»te, through the perfidiousness and cruelty of Walter, brother to Milo,

carl of Hereford, his seeming friend, being treacherously seized on, stripped naked,

exposed to scorn, put into fetters, and thrice drawn up by a rope about his neck on
n gallows, at his own castle gates, with threats, that if he would not deliver up that

his castle to the carl, he should liuffer a miserable death : and when he was by this

barbarous usage almost dead, carried to prison, there to suffer further tortures. If

there is no mistake in the name of the party on whose behaif Roger suffered this,

hi'; «on Roger adhered to the side which used him ^o ill, for he was a violent partizan

of king Stephen ; and in those contests, the castle and honour of Berkeley were taken

from him, and granted by Henry duke of Normandy (after Henry II) to Robert Fitz-

harding, an adherent of his, whose father Harding is said to have been a younger son

of a king of Denmark, and accompanied the Conqueror to England. Berkeley ob*

tained Dursely again, of which he had been also divested, and did not cease to vex
Fitzharding for Berkeley also. Complaint therefore being made to duke Henry, he
compromised the matter, by an agreement that Fitzharding's son should marry Berke-

ley's daughter, and Berkeley*:; sun Fitzharding's daughter; so that poor Berkeley

never recovered his castle ; of which Fitzharding had a confirmation on the accession

of Henry II.* Then it was that, according to Smith's manuscripts, he built for Fitz-

harding the castle, which is now standing, in pursuance of a previous promise. He
adds, that it was built upon the scite of a ruined nunnery, demolished by the artful

practice of Godwin, earl of Kent, in the time of Edward the Confessor, -which stra-

tagem is related at length by Camden. Yet it is certain that there was a castle here

from the conquest to this time ; is it not therefore more probable, that if it was re-

built at this time, it was out of the ruins of the former castle, which former one had
been built out of the ruins of the nunnery ? At first it contained no more than the

inmost of the three gates, and the buildings within the same ; for the two outmost
gates, and all the buildings belonging to them, except the keep, were the additions

of lord Maurice, eldest son of the lord Robert, in the latter end of king Henry 11;

and of lord Thomas, the second of that name, in Edward II, and of lord Thomas,
the third of that name, in 18th of Edward III. And as for the great kitchen (great

indeed) standing without, but adjoining to the keep of the castle, it was the work

* Thus cruelly ended the title of the genuine and original Herkeleys to this place, and their nobility,

with it, was transferred to the usurpers. Yet they by no means became extinct till long after ; they
retained Durseley, Oodinton, and Coberly. In the time of Richard II, says Camden, the heiress of

Durseley was married to Cantelow. Afterwards both Dursely and Dodinton came to the Wykes, as

some say, by descent, but Leland's words are these. <' Dodinton, where master Wykes dwellythe and
hatlie well restored his house withe faire buildings. This maner place and land longyd onto Barkels. It

wa.) purchasyd, and now rcmaynithe to Wykes." In another place he says, " part of Drisely" (Durse-

ly) ^'Castell was broup;ht to make the new house of Dodinton. A Quarre of Tophe stone by Drise-

leg<:, whereof much of the castelle was buildid. The olde place of Dodinton within the mote by the

new." Itin. vol. vi. fol. 76. vol. vii. part 3. fol. 72. a. The branch which were settled at Coberly con>

tinned there a long while. Roger De Berkeley, so cruelly divested of Berkeley, afterwards in 12th Hen*
ry III certified his knights fees to be two and an half De V'eteri Feoifamento ; besides two knights^fees

of his own demesne in Coberly ; Sec. which I think implies his mansion was then there. His eldest son

Roger married according to the agreement the daughter of Fitzharding, and about 1 3th of John certified

that there belonged six knights fees and an half to his honour of Dnrsely. Coberly continued the seat of
one branch of his descendants; and Gough mentions the figures of several cross-legged knights of them
in the church of this parish. At length Sir Thomas Berkeley, son and heir of sir Giles, son and heir of

Sir Thomas, married the sister and coheir of sir John Chandos, K. 6. the famous warrior in the time of

Edward III, and his daughter and coheir carried Coberly to her husband, sir Thomas Brugge, of B.'ugg^e-

Solers, in Herefordshire, and his descendants, resided here till the time of John, the first lord Chandos,
who had a grant of Sudely castle. Thus ended the original Berkeleys, whose arms were different from
the present, viz. Argt. a fesse between three martlets sable.
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of king Henry VII, at his first entrance into possession thereof, about the 0th of his

reign, soon after the death of William Marauis Berkeley, who had conveyed the

same amongst others to that king. Besides these there were two beautiful chapels

or oratories, endowed with divers privileges from the bishops of Rome. Thus hath

this noble castle continued, with one alienation only, of short duration, the buroniat

residence of this family, during the lapse of more than six centuries. Here the second

Edward ended an inglorious reign, having been given up with this castle to the Mor-
timers, by Thomas lord Berkeley, who was afterwards honourably acquitted by his

peers of being accessary to his death. In Shakespeare we find Berkele} thus recorded,

during the commotions which distracted the government in the last years of the reign of

Richard II.

Mrthumberland. ** How far is it to Berkeley ? and what stir

Keeps good old York there with his men of war ?

Percy. There stands the castle, by yon tuft of trees,

Mann'd with three hundred men, as I have heard :

And in it are the lorls of York, Berkeley, and Seymour

;

None else of name or noble estimate."*

In the contentions of York and i<ancaster this castle had no share ; but it suffered

g-eatly from the disputed title to its possession between the heir male and Richard
eauchamp, earl of Warwick, the heir general. ** In 1418, the earl of Warwick

lay before the castle with an armed force, fully determined to destroy it, but was divert-

ed from his purpose by the intercession of the bishop of Worcester, and the neighbour-

ing gentry." After lord Warwick's decease, his heirs preferred their claims in a

suit that continued near a century and half. Wearied with the tedious process of

law, Irequent recourse was had to the decision of the sword, and at length the dispute

was finally determined by combat on Nibly green, when the claim of William, sixth

lord Berkeley, was conGrmed by tne death of Thomas lord Lisle, whom he defeated

in the field. This William was afterwards created a marquis, and himself cruelly

left away the castle from his brother, who was heir ; and it was not recovered till the

time of his brother's grandson, on the death of Edward VI. When the castle ceased
to be a place af defence, numerous parts were added. The hal', built in the reign

of Edward III, is a lofty room, 48 feet by 35, with four wind, vvs to the north, of
Norman architecture. This is truly adequate to the idea of ancient barons ; around
hung several warlike instruments, and here they told us his lordship kept up an an>

nual relic of English hospitality, that of feasting his tenants, Sec. the small chapel
contains nothing worthy of notice. Dining room 48 by 27, over the chimney a fine

old painting, paying tribute to Caesar; James I, very excellent ; John first lord Berke*
ley of Stratton, youngest son of sir Maurice, by Vandyke ; and many others. Draw-
ing-room 42 by 24, very old tapestry, and furniture of the same. Besides a nume-
rous set of portraits of the family, were queen Elizabeth, queen Mary I, Jane Shore,

&c. The other apartments are very small, hung with Viiriety of family pictures, mi-
matures, &c. amongst which are some of sir Godfrey Kneller, Vandyke, and sir P.

Lely. George baron Berkeley, 16 16, by C. Jansen ; the queen of Bohemia, by
the same. In a curious cabinet room, excavated from the wall, are these valuable

miniatures ; Maurice lord Berkeley, 1518 ; Katharine his wife, having the same
date ; Thomas lord Berkeley, his brother, 1523 ; Thomas brd Berkeley, 1534

;

Henry lord Berkeley, 1554 ; lady Jane his second wife, daughter of sir Miles Stan-

* King Richard II, Act 2. Scene third.

I i 2
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hope ; Thomas Berkeley, who died before his father lord Henry, and was succeeded bv
his grandson George lord Berkeley 1616, whose portrait, by Jansen, before mentioned,

completes the series fur 100 years. Amongst the furniture we saw two very curious

state-beds, one of which was brought from Thornbury castle, and bore the date of

1530. Also the bed in which admiral Drake sailed round the world. Opposite lord

Berkeley's drcssing-room is a neat garden, formed in a circular soace on the top of the

castle ; in the centre is a cold bath, covered like a tent ; we walked round ana had a

charming view of the Severn and hills beyond. Lastly we were shewn the dismal room
in ^vhich Kdward II, was most cruelly butchered.

r

<* Murk the year nnd mark the nlKht,

When Severn uhall re-echo with afTriKht

Tlie shrieks of death, thro' Berkeley's roofs that ring.

Shrieks ofan agonizing king."*

The model of his head taken in plaister lay in a box. After being deprived of his

kingdom by the artifice of his wife, this murder was effected by the subtle contrivance

of Adam bishop of Hereford, who sent these enigmatical words to his keepers, without

any points

:

Edvardum occidere nolite timere bonumest

To seek to shed king Edward's blood
'

Refuse to fear 1 think it good.

So that by this double construction they might be encouraged to commit this horrid

deed, and he plausibly vindicated from giving any directions to it. *' In surveying this

proud moninnent of feudal !>plendour and magnificence, the very genius of chivalry seems
to present himself, amidst the venerable remains, with a sternness and majesty of^air and
feature, which shew what he once has been, and a mixture of disdain hir the degene*

rate posterity that robbed him of his honours. Amidst such a scene the manly exer-

cises of knighthood recur to the imagination in their full pomp and solemnity ; while

every patriot feeling beats at the remembrance ofthe generous virtues which were nurs-

ed in those schools of fortitude, honour, courtesy, and wit, the mansions of our ancient

nobility."t
From hence we drove to Thornbury, a well looking old town, with a most excel-

lent church and tower, built in the form of a cathedral, the pinnacles of which are

exceedingly beautiful. Adjacent to this are the noble remains of a castle belonging to

the second son of the late Mr. Howard, of Sheffield. It was begun upon a most exten-

sive plan, by the duke of Buckingham, in Henry Eighth's time. Leland, treating of

it in his itinerary, says, " Edward, late duke of Btickingham, likynge the soyle aboute,

and the site of the house, pulled downe a greate part of the old house, and sette up mag-
nificently in good square stone the south side of it, and accomplished the west part also

with a right comely gate-house to the first soyle : and so it standithe yet, with a rofe

forced for a time. Tnis inscription on the front of the gate-house : this gate was began

in the yere of our Lorde God 1511, the 2d yere of the reigne of kynge Henry the

Vin, by me Edward, duke of Buckingham, earl of Hereford, Staforde, and North-

ampton." He likewise made a fine park near the castle ; for which purpose he inclosed a

considerable tract of rich corn land. (Atkins says, he had licence from Henry Vll.

• Gray's Bard.

i Bigland'sGloucestershire, page 156,to vrhich I am indebted for other particulars.
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to impark 10(X) acres.) This, according to Lclaiu), drtw on him the cnrscs of the

nciglit)(>urhu(xl. Ik also nr(>|)uscdto have lirought up tu the custlc a snvM branch of

tlw Severn, which HowcU nitu the park. He did not, however, live either to |x:rtbrm

this or tu iinisih hib huildingn, being iK-headed 1522 ; and his cstatcii then escheating

to the crown. In the outer court are liarrackn for 100 men. The part which was
fii '->hcd iihewH great murku of beauty and magnitiucuce : on a curious wrought chim-

ney piece is a date 1514. The whole circumference of the walls measures 12 acres.

In one corner, where is a bench, you have tlic finest echo possible ; with a shrill

note and clear air you may distinctly count a repetition of 16 or 18 times, and with a

laughing voice the mockery is wonderful. I never remembered to have received moa sa

tihfuction from any antique relic of this kind than this present place atTurded. In the

evening, atUr a delightful ride, we arrived at the Bush tavern, Bristol.

This noble city, situate in an uneven vole partly in Somersetshire and Gloucestershire,

between the river Avon and Frome, was called by the Britons Caer Oder nam Badon,

or the city Oder in Badon valley : in the catal(^uc of ancient cities it is called Caer

Brito, and in Saxon Brightstowc, a beautiful or famous place. At what time and by

whom this city wa« built seems uncertain : our antiquaries think it of a late date, there

being nu mention of it in history during the Danisi wars. Camden is ol' opinion that U
rose ilk tlie declension of the Saxon government, su.ce it is not noticed before IU63,

when Harold (according to Florence of Worcester) set sail from hence to invade Wales.

In the iKginning of the Normans, this city, with Bcrton an adjacent farm, " paid to the

king (as appeara from domesday-book) 1 10 marks of silver ; and the burgesses also re-

turned, that bishop G. had 33 marks, and one mark of gold." Gconry ' hop of

Constance raising a rebellion jgainst William Rufus, chose this city for the seat of war,

and Ajrtifii'd it with an inner wall. In the reign of Henry I, during the wars between

the empress Maud and king Stephen, here was a castle built by her party, to strengthen

this place against that king, who being taken prisoner in battle was ordered to be sent

here, by the empresa, to be lo;idcd with chains, and fed with a very slender diet. This
place had no great conceru in arms till the civil wars, when it suffered greatly. In

1643 it was besieged by the king's army, which being numerous and fresh, soon made
their way into it, though strongly garrisoned by the [j irliament with 2500 foot, and a

regiment of horM, the castle well manned, and stored with provisions. This reduction

of Bristol, though effected at the expence of much gallant blood, gained the king all

this sliire and Wales. Thus the city remained in the king's possession during the fol-

lowing year, but was soon after retaken by Waller, with a large army, besieging it

against prince Rupert and lord Honton, which loss so much angered the king (for his

heart was set upon saving Bristol) that he sent a letter to that prince from Ragland
castle, to dei)rive him of his commission, and order him to provide for himselfbeyond
sea, for he would to trust him no longer. Next to London, it may now be esteemed
one of the largest and most wealthy cities in Great Britain ; its convenient situation for

trade, having two such navigable rivers running through it, deep enough at high tide for

shipsof the greatest burden, gives it suiierioradvantage. The merchants trade very largely

to Guinea and the West Indies, besides carrying on the Dutch, Norway, and Uussi.tn

commerce, and import great quantities of fruits, wine, sugar,, oils, &c. The quay now
completed is spacious and handsome, and so replete with every kind of vessels, that the

multiplicity of masts ap^x^ar like trees in a forest. Over the Frome is a large curious

draw-bridge with two stone arches ; over the Avon is a very beautiful and spacious

bridge, rebuilt near twenty years ; consisting of three wide and lofty arches, ^vith a fine

ballustrade seven feet high, and raised footways guarded by chain-work and well lighted

:'i
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with lamm ; nt the further end are two tlomc like etlificcs for the purpose of collecting

tolh. TIk avenues leading to it, which were h<torc narrow streets, very dangtrous and
ininaHsablc, arc nn improvement, and •atiafaction to the passcnujer, better felt than de-

scribed. The churcheH, 18 in nun\lKr, with various public eaificcs, charitable institu-

tions, &e. are too abunilint to have a minute description here ; the violent rains which
now fell wea- also verj unfavourable for our purpose, but some of the principal objects,

which we stole an opportunity of inspecting, shall not be omitted. The cathedral,

situate in College-green, founcled in tnc reign of king Stephen, 1140, by Robert Fitz-

harding, mentioned at Berkeley, is too inconsiderable to engross much time or notice.

St. Mary lUdclifl', without the walls, is |)cculiarlv worth attention, and we may iniite

with Camden, in calling it the Hnest pari^h church in Kngland. It is a most magnificent

Gothic structure of a cathedral form, 191 feet from east to west, and 117 from north to

south ; the pillars and vaulted roof wrought in most beautiful stone workmanship ; the

organ is esteemed very excellent, and over the altar are three large paintings, re|)resenting

the Burial, Resurrection, and Ascension, by Hogarth. This charming edifice was ori-

ginally fomuled by Simon de Burton : in the year 1292, part of it was destroyed, and
rebuilt by William Canning, the richest merchant in this eity, who, to avoid marrying

king Kdward Sixth's mistress, took the order of priest, and forfeited 360 marks for his

iK-ace, to be paid in 2470 ton of shipping ; he died 1474, and has two monuments, one

in his magistratal, the other in his clerical hnbit, in the south cndof diis church. Near
this stands an immense tri|)od of brass, with an eagle upon it of the same, said to be made
from the filings of pins, and given by James Wathen, pinmuker. On a pillar is also

a monumental inscription to the memory of Sir William Pcim, knight,"Vice Admiral,

and father to William Penn the Quaker, over which hung the trophies of war. Wc
now ascended about forty steps in the tower, to see the refuse of old chests, from whence

/ poor Chatterton is said to have taken the manuscripts of Rowley's Poems; no atom

) of the kind now remaining, our curiosity was satisfied, and we descended. The gene-

rality of the streets are such as we find in most large towns of opulence and traffic ; its

centre, like most cities, is too narrov/ and crowded, but its external parts more spacious

and elegant ; the very great increase of buildings of late years is surprising, and since

the act of parliament prohibiting all kinds of houses except stone and brick, an uni-

versal improvement has ensued. Here are several good parades, squares, &c. the prin-

cipal we saw is Queen-square, spacious and handsome ; the custom-house is a fine

building, with a piazza of Ionic pillars before it ; in the middle is an excellent equestrian

statue of William III, executed with a great deal of spirit ; but here is an omission

in the furniture, though not so palpable as that at Charing-cross, where the artist

has forgot the necessary fastening to the saddle ; this only wants the throat-band to the

bridle.

Amongst the public buildings the Exchange in Corn-street clain^s most attention,

being a complete piece of modern architecture, 100 feet in front and 148 deep; be-

tween the columns and pilasters are various festoon ornaments, representing Great Britain

and the four quarters of the world, their chief products and manufactures ; the qua-

drangular piazziis widiin are Corinthian ; dimensions 90 feet by 80. This capital

structure of entire free stone was erected and opened in 1743, by the late Mr. Wood,
of Bath, and may vie with that famous one in Corn-hill, though on a difFerent construc-

tion, replete with statues, which owes its origin to the great Sir Thomas Gresham. On
the tohcy, or walk in front, are several of the old brass pillar tablets, used by the

merchants to transact business before the building of this Exchange. Adjacent to

this is another handsome and commodious stone edifice, the Post-office. Guild-hall,
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and Mfrchant-tnylors' in Broad- strtc t ; Cooiwrs'-hall, in Khifif-strcet, with four nohlc

Coriiitliian culuninH, and a lofty pediment in front ; also Mcr( liantV-liall, and the As*

scmbly-r<K)m in PrinccM'i street, whose bull-rooni is ninety fctt lon|;>;, has u magnificent

front with duuble pillarb ol the Corinthian order, and a handsome pediment. In King-

strict is also an excellent theatre, open only in the bumnier by the kiiig*.s company
from Ball), See.

A general characteristic ol ihc iiihabitants in this ppnlous city is hardly to t)c ob
tained by the most intimate accpiaintance ; we who are such nciv visitors cannot presume

then to this knowledge. A mixture of all countries, profe.ssionii, and sects, compose tlu

greater part, so diat their dialect and manners uru not strongly nuirked by any provin

ciiil |xculiarilies.

During a short interval of fair weather, wc made a plea lant excursion to the Hot- wells,

situate al)out a mile and a half from the city, near those tremendous rocks, t^hich seem
rent asuncar by some extraordinary violence of nature. There is very little interrun-

tion of buildings the whole way ; for the acconmiodation of compatiy which attend m
the season, (he buildings contiguous arc commodious and elegant ; an excellent pump-
room and lodgings, a small crescent with shops, &c. before which are some agreeable

f>arades, the river Avon winding very near ; beyond are two handsome long rooms,

or asv^mblies, public breakfasts, 8tc. This warm spring was first noticed about the bc-

giiuiing of Uje last century, and at that time was covered with the sea at every high

tide : its waters notwithstanding preserved their heat and virtu'.'s. At first it was a |)0<

pul.ir medicine for sore eyes, but the common people soon exiond<(J it to scorbutic and
scrophulous diseases with etjual success, and in process of time began to drink the waters,

which the) found equally salutary and i)leasant ; qualities perhaps no where else so tho«

roughly united. Doctor Vernor published their fame to the world, and when they

came to be examined by the learned, their virtuo were ackncnvledged, their efl'ects

particularly explained, and highly commended. The efficacious (lualiiii s of these wa-
ters, in all consumptive cases, owing to their being impregnated upon the best chemical

principles by lime-stone quarries, through which A\cy flow with a soft alcaline quality,

are too well known to need further comment or quotation. At the deliehtful village

of Clifton, on the vast hill above, so favourable in situation for invalids, arc numerous
and elegant lodgings, where, refreshed by the most pure and vivifying breezes, they may,
by the aid of these restoring springs and gentle exercise, chase away grim deatli. Besides

the lodgings at Clifton, there arc many gentlejnens' seats, and at the late Mr. Goldney's,

now his widow's, is a very valuable and curious grotto, esteemed one of the best in

England, but it is necessary to go with a recommendation from some of the owner's

friends to gain admittance, for want of which we were disappointed. We now strolled

awhile upon St. Vincent's rocks, to enjoy the various charmiiig prospects, &c. and see the

tide swoln river roll through the stupendous cliflfs beneath, whilst the objects on and
about its waves appeared in perfect miniature. We saw too the shuddering sight of men
working out limestone from amidst the perpendicular sides, every momeiu in immi-
nent danger, as if it were their last ; the manner in which they climb down seems al<

most impossible, and the most fatal accidents do continually happen. Not far from
hence are dug the Bristol stones, hard and transparent almost as real diamonds. Wc now
returned to our tavern, the Bush, at Bristol, which in justice to its merits deserves the

praise of all who know it. The present owner, Mr. Weekes, certainly conducts this

business with a spirit and attention beyond compurison ; and for the benefit of the mer-
chants and others, here are always to be found cold provisions and ordinaries, on a plan

much more reasonable and liberal than any other place in the kingdom. Amongst the

Hi
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many public entertainments that arc held at this house, we were witness to one very

splendid and worth notice. It was an annual meeting of the West india captains, con-

sisting of about 100 subscribers, who pay two guineas each per ann. to this excellent

fund, for the relief of their widows, orphans, or distressed families, similar to what is

established by the clergy in most parts of the kingdom. From hence we proceeded to

Bath through Kcinsham, so called from Keina, a devout British virgin, whom the ere-

dulous of former ages believed changed serpents into stones, because great numbers of

these fossils were found in the adjacent rocks. Here was formerly an abbey, founded

by Williiim earl of Gloucester about 1170, and granted by Edward Sixth to Thomas
Brydges, 1553 ; on the scite whereof was an handsome seat of the duke of Chandos,*
till within ten or twelve years, which the mother of his present wife finding fault with he
destroyed ; the value of the materials only repaying what he had just then expended in

repairs.

Bath now becoming our residence for a few days, our whole thoughts and attention

were employed in ceaseless admiration of its incomparable beauties. The antiquity of

this charming city is unquestionable, and its fame unrivalled ever since the discovery of

its inestimable waters. How, or at what exact period, I do not presume to determine ;

King Bladud and the story of the pigs may or may not be true ; but as chance is com-
monly found to have been the parent of most of our greatest discoveries, it has that

strongly in its favour. Ptolemy calls them tJ«t« ^if|i««, hot waters. The Britons call-

ed this place Yr Ennaint Twymin, which bears the same interpretation ; also CaerBa-
don, i. e. the city of Bath. I'hese waters have raised various conjectures how they de-

rive their heat. Whether from passing through mineral beds, or from some subterra-

neous P.re in the bowels of the earth, or (as seems more probable from the experiments

in chemistry) whether their origin is dependent on the fermentation of two different

sources, from the opposite hills Claverton and Landsdown, meeting in some caverns in

this vale, which produce that hot, soft, milky liquid, so beneficial to mankind ; what-

ever may be the cause, it is sufficient that their salubrious qualities have had the test of

ages, and, without some preternatural change, are not likely to fail.

The following abstract of a letter upon this subject, written in Latin, by Dr. Meara
of Bristol, to Dr. Prujean of London, 1 met with in Childrey's Rarities, and thmk it

too curious to be omitted,

" W. and H. Sir,
^

Bath, August the 2d, 1659.
" What 1 should have done long since, &c. The sacrifice I bring to your altar will

not, I conceive, be ungrateful. It is the strange accidental discovery of a noble mystery
touching the cause of ihe heat of the Baths here ; the search into which bath long ex-

ercised the most famous physicians ; the manner of it was thus. The right honour-

able the lord Fairfax, who continues still at the Bath with his lady, riding abroad not

far from this city two days ago, to take the air, by chance found a kind of chalk, as

white as snow, working here and there out of the ground in little heaps, like earth cast

"n by moles. A piece of this he brought home, and shewed me. It is a crumbling

IT ter, and almost of itself turns to a small light dust ; its taste is manifestly acid, with

astriction ; but, by little and iittle, biting, and causing extreme hot strangulation in the

mouth, so that I am persuaded it huth much calcanthus in it, and is not altogether

* Descended from the elder brother ofThomas Brydges. The descendant of the said Thomas 'George
lirydges, esq. of AvinL.ton, in Hants, being the last of his brunch of the family) devUed it to Ills very

distant cousin, the present duke, nvith his other estates, by will, 175 1

.
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without arsenic. I put it into cold water, nnd presently it fell a ijollinc and buI.Mino.q)ace, just as .f.t had been quicklime; and b/ degreed the wati g L so v^^^^^^^^^^^that .t would c,u.ckly have boiled an egge. Now seehg that this <:halk is found near he

S; I Ih
.??'' " ""' "n'«kely that it is this that heatS the Bath water; I know verv

tTl s" 1^ rV^"""'".^
attribute the heat of baths to sulphur or bitimen NeveZ

four din these springs, and the cures of scabbiness, ulcers, trembling, the nalsv u d

{ 1 h. rT' 'm
•' '^n *'^'^^^^ ^^'^'' ^"-^ P'^"»''f'"»y impregnated whh hem' mI doub whether either of them hath any fermentative power in them to heat v^aterseeing both of them want acidity, the efficient cause of fermentation? the comrarvoFwhu:h will follow upon the crumbling and incoherent consistence o? hs chat 1'^^^^

pUice where this fossile was found, is an earth porous like u sponge, so tha it'plailappears to be as it were) the flos or excrescence of fermenting Mineral, vVrking J

,

out of the ear h with those spirits that cause the fermentation. But what o detcmiJand say positively m this dark riddle, I know not ; and therefore humbly submn" toyor judgment, &c. ' The subject is too voluminous and well known to dweT uponhere then we shall only mention the names ofthe baths, which are the King's, the Queen"s'

ft^r her notice. In the centre is a large reservoir to restrain the rapid motion of Ihemain source and disperse the ivaters and heat more equally over the bathing area a so toconduct .t through pipes to the pump-room for drinking.^ The whole has^of lai veVr^

brdin^rtCCoTt'f";,'
''"^°."^^^^ '^'^^ P""^P^^«- '^ - handsle obTong

a rr^l^Jrl T^^ u^u^- T"''"'"^ ^^^ "^^^* "^"^^^ company refreshing nature with

fice Frot th^ • 'a
'^' ^''^^'

""l'^^
^^^^°" '^ ^° ^••^^d'^d as to demand\ larger edKfice From the window we saw the smouking element, and its handsome recedes for

^!^;^:^^ °^'^"^ ^'^'^'^ --^ - ^'^ ^- ^«^^> -'^ the^^now:

B L A D U D
,
Son of L U D H U D I B R A S,

Eighth king of the Britons from Brute,A great Philosopher and Mathematician,
Bred at Athens,

And recorded the first discoverer and founder of these Baths,
863 years before Christ

;

that is,

2562 years,

to the present year
1699.

Having given a short sketch of this great source, let us now proceed to some of itsmost noble effects; the original city, situate round the centre of this rich c rc^lar va eon the borders of the Avon, and encompassed with most beautiful and fertile hiU is jS
^&:'t^\±:Zl:;^J^^^!^ -<^ ^^-- -.^^e new town. t'S

SS7^y the'^sent structtii^ liS^^^a^SZ^^^^^'^^^^^^^thonty of Sir John Harrington, as follows. " The bishop having been at Bath^imaRrnedas he one n,ght lay meditating in bed, that he saw the Holy Trinity, with an^es ascending^and descending by aladder, nearto which wasa fair oL.tree^;ui;ort;nfacZ^^^^^
K |t
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He also thought he heard a voice which said, '* let an olive establish the crown, and let a

king restore the church." This made such a strong impression upon the good prelate,

that without delay he ordered the work to be forwarded, but did not live to complete

it. On the west front we now plainly see a representation of his vision, under the title,

de sursum est, *' it is from on high." The inside is plain and lofty, from cast to west

210 feet, transept 126, but boasts no shew of ancient or splendid monuments. Over the

altar is an handsome painting of the Wise Mens' offering, given by general Wade, a
city member, 1725. The present Guildhall, in High-street, is a very elegant modern
structure, built by Mr. Thomas Baldwin, architect, about the year 1756. The front

exhibits a rustic basement supporting an Ionic superstructure of four columns, and a
rich pediment with city arms and other decorations ; at each end is a long wing of about
50 feet. The principal story contains a ball room of 80 feet by 40, suitably finished in

modern taste. Leaving this part of the city we pass northward to Milsom -street, very
spacious, well paved, and handsome ; on the left of which are Queen-street and Wood-
street, leading to Queen-square, Parade, &c. These were the first and great im-
provements of the famous Mr. Wood, to whom this place is much indebted for many
of its principal features. From hence up Gay. street leads to that beautiful pile of build-

ings called the Circus, planned by the same admirable architect about the year ] 754,
the houses of which are uniformly built round the periphery of a large circle (only in-

tersected by three streets at equal distances from each other) and are enriched with all

the proper embellishments of the three orders, Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian. The
next and most superior range is the Royal Crescent, comprehending a very large elliptic

span of upwards of 60 Ionic columns, on a rustic basement, and supporting a beautiful

cornice ; there is only one window on a floor between each pillar, so that being thus al-

ternate there seems too great a profusion of them ; each end displays a very noble house
of five windows on a floor, with as many columns alternate and double at the corners,

like the centre-house. The verdant ground falls sweetly down towards the river, and
the rising country beyond presents as beautiful an amphitheatre as can be viewed. The
picturesque eye of Mr. Gilpin could not be supposed to find much amusement among
such objects ; yet he mentions the Circus as thrown into perspective, from a corner of

one of the streets that run into it, and if it be happily enlightened is seen with advantage

The crescent, he says, is built in a simpler and greater style of architecture. He fur-

ther adds, that he has '* heard an ingenious friend, colonel Mitford, who is well versed

in the theory of the picturesque, speak of a very beautiful and grand effect of light

and shade, which he had son^etimes observed from an afternoon sun, in a bright winter's

day, on this structure. No such effect could happen in summer ; as the sun m the same
meridian would be then too high. The elliptical form of the building was the magical

source of this exhibition. A grand mass of light, falling on one side of the Crescent,

melted imperceptibly into as grand a body of shade on the other ; and the effect rose

from the opposition and graduation of these extremes. It was still encreased by the pil-

lars, and other members of architecture, which beautifully varied and broke both the

light and the shade, and gave a wonderful richness to each. The whole, he said, seemed
like an effort of nature to set off art ; and the eye roved about in astonishment, to see a

mere mass of regularity become the ground of so inchanting a display of harmony and
picturesque effect." Tlie truth of this one may very readily and with pleasure sub-

scribe to, but the same cause, which thus gives charms both to the spectator and inha-

bitant in this season of the year, must be the source of the greatest uneasiness, particularly

to the latter, in the summer ; and living in one of these centre-houses must be little bet-

ter than imbibing the heat and glare in the focus of a concave mirror. A very good
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row of houses are almost finished from the extremity of this Crescent leading up towards

Lansdown, where near the summit of the hill is also erecting another new Criacent,

parallel with the other, called Lansdown-place, with a large chapel, &c. jubt Ixiovv.

The materials thrown out of this foundation are some of them very curious, and aftbrd

much speculation fur the naturalist and virtuoso ; various fossils and sea like petiefauiiuns

are found here. Betwixt this and the royal Crescent, a most admirable plan is pro-

jected for immediate execution, which is to consist of another Circus, several handsome
streets, parades, groves, &c. and whei finished will render this one of the compleuttst

spots in Europe. In short these elegances daily seem to spring up here by enchantment

;

for on the opposite side, called Beacon hill, we see a third Crescent in great forward-

ness, the principal story of which displays much Corinthian splendour, one of these co-

lumns appearing between each window. A plan is also drawn by Mr. Baldwin for im-

mediately erecting a new set of these kind of buildings in Bathwick meadows, belong-

ing to Mr. Pulteney, on the other side his beautiful bridge. These, together with the above

mentioned, are calculated to be no less than 1600 houses. What an unparalleled specta-

cle will this city be when the present plan is finished. There are numerous other streets

and buildings finished within a few years, spacious, and beautiful, which, being situated

by the side of the hill are remarkably dry and airy. The new assembly rooms, at the

east end of the Circus, next demand our notice, and for size and elegance stand unri-

valled. They were built by subscription, and cost 20,0001. The above mentioned ar-

chitect Mr. Wood laid the first stone 1769, and they were opened in 1771. The ball-

room is 105 feet by 42 and 42, and most superbly finished. On one side are various

ornaments of statues and vases alternate ; and on the other, instead of curtains, the

windows are filled with similar representations in paint ; these were to me quite novel,

and by the splendid light of the several elegant chandeliers calculated to have a most
charming effect. Innumerable seats are placed in most commodious order, one above ano-

ther, leaving the middle of the room quite open to the dancers, who are inclosed with

ropes like a race ground, so that the coup d'oeil is inimitable. Opposite to this is a very

handsome tea-room, &c. 60 feet by 42. In the centre ofthe building is an elegant octa-

gon card-room, forty-eight feet diameter ; in which are two fine portraits of the late

Master of the ceremonies, captain Wade, painted by Gainsborotigh, and the present

Mr. Tyson, painted by Mr. James, a gentleman artist, which is only just put up. Be-
yond this is another plain neat card-room, 70 feet by 27 and 42. Every outward con-

venience is in the highest style possible, and the whole together are esteemed the finest

suite in Europe. The Octagon Chapel in Milsom- street, opened 1767, is a very com-
modious and elegant structure, finished after a plan of Mr. Lightholder, architect. The
altar piece exhibits a piece of painting by Mr. Hoare, representing the pool of Be-
thesda. Without affecting the plan of a complete guide, any further minutiae or descrip-

tions of the many other chapels and public buildings would be tedious and foreign to

our purpose. We will conclude, therefore, with mentioning that most excellent Ge-
neral Hospital, opened in 1742, which reflects the highest credit on its most laudable and
liberal. institution, viz. to extend the benefits of Bath waters to those whose indigent cir-

cumstances will not allow them the use of these salutary springs. In this asylum all the sick

poor of Great Britain and Ireland (those of this town only excepted, on the ground that

they might be accommodated at a trifling expence at home) may find every proper as-

sistance given to their disorders, by the help of a physician and other attendants, to ad-

minister this water, and order every other necessary medicine, diet, &c. gratis. So that

they can with no reason say, '* Though an angel hath troubled the waters, alas. Sirs,

\ve have no friend to help us in." Various are the gentlemens' seats, &c. within a day's

K k 2
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excursion of this city, so that the admirer of such noble scenes can seldom want amuse-
ment during a few weeks residence ; besides, the easier access upon ^he surrounding hills

than formerly renders the common exercise of riding more agreeable on the downs of
Claverton and Lansdown ; whence the invalid, while he is breathing a more f^)ure and
healthful air, mav enjoy the energetic delights of near or distant prospects ; particularly

on the latter, which is remarkable for a curious stone monument, erected by George
lord Lansdown (from whence it takes its name) in memory of a battle fought here be-

tween the king and parliament forces, 1643, in which his grandfather sirBevillc Gran-

ville, an excellent person, of great activity, interest, and reputation, was slain.

Left Bath September 24th, ascended the vast hill on the Wells road, and during an
interval of fair weather had a sweet view over the whole city. From the summit we
deviated about a mile, to inspect the free-stone quarries on Comb-Down, adjoining

Prior Park, the beautiful seat of the late worthy Mr. Allen, justly celebrated by Mr.
Pope, and afterwards of bishop Warburton» in right of his wife, who re-marrying the

Rev. Stafford Smith, he now enjoys it during her life, after which it goes to an Irish

nobleman, lord Montalt. It has a very elegant front, consisting of a body, two pa-
vilions, and two wings of offices, all united by arcades, in a gentle curve of almost

1000 feet ; the ord^r of architecture is Corinthian, on a rustic basement, crowned with

a fine balustrade ; it has 15 windows on a floor, and the approach to the Corinthian

hall exhibits one of the largest and most correct porticoes in the kingdom. The ex-
ternal beauties of the grounds, formed ^nto winding walkr^, gardens, terrace, &c. are

esteemed highly finished, and command, reciprocally, the most delightf'jl prospect to

Bath. It is much to be lamented, that the traveller cannot be indulged with a more
minute inspection of this delightful place, which since the death of the late possessor,

(truly styled from his amiable and liberal qualities the genius of Bath) is seldom or ever
shewn. We nqw entered the adjacent cavern of near 300 yards long, which, from the

vast quantity that had been got out for many years to supply the city with its beautiful

free-stone, we saw wrought out into various spacious and lofty rooms, and regularly

supported by able pillars, left for that purpose, that add a pleasing idea of safety

to the observing eye. The whole appears neat and agreeable, not much unlike the
vaulted apartments in the rustic of a nobleman's mansion. The gentle weepings of
the rock in some parts Carm petrefactions, which, together with a few spars interspersed,

reflect the lights of the candles very brilliantly. The former mode of conveying the
large blocks directly down the hill to Bath, by machines running on grooves or frames
of wood, such as we see in the collieries about Newcastle, is now no more ; they cany
them in common waggons, to the great detriment of the roads, and inconvenience of
travellers. We now proceeded as expeditiously as this hilly country would permit. A
few small gentlemens' seats situated in rich and pleasant vales, with the village of Red-
stoke, were all the objects to amuse till we got to Old Down, a good single house of
entertainment, in a bleak situation. After dinner we crossed the extensive range of
Mendip hills ; Leland calls them Minerary hills, as abounding with lead mines, and in

old records they are named Muneduppe, from the many knowls and steep ascents that

are visible. The ridges of these hills run in a confused manner, but mostly from east to

west, and are of a very unequal height ; the soil is barren, and the air cold and foggy.

The surface is mostly covered with heath and fern, and affords little or no food but for

sheep. This part we now traversed has a better appearance, being considerably thrown
into large inclosures, with stone walls excellently ^rmed, and covered with turf, out of
which mostly grows a quick-hedge. In these mines any Englishman may freely work,
except he has forfeited his right by stealing the ore, or working tools of other miners. Fee
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it Is a custom here to leave both their ore and tools all night upon the open hills, or in some

slight hut close by : and whoever is found guilty of stealing is condemned to a peculiar

punishTient called burning of the hill, which is thus performed : the criminal is shot up

in one of these huts surrounded with dry furze, fern, or such like combustible matter,

which being set lire to in diflferent places, he is left to make his escape as v.'ell as he can

by bursting this prison with hands and feet, and rushing through the lire ; but he is ever

after excluded from working on these hills. The lead found here is said to be of a

harder quality than that of other countries, and is mostly used for making bullets and

shot. On the western side of these hills is found plenty of lapis calaminaris, or cadmia

fossilis or calamine, when calcined and cemented with copper, makes brass. It is also

found in Derbyshire, Gloucestershire, Nottinghamshire, and Wales. Other countries

too may afford as great abundance, but from the best experiments, ours is found to be

of a much superior quality than any that comes from abroad.* Before the reign of

queen Elizabeth, this mineral was held in very little estimation in Great Britain ; and

even so late as the latter part of the last century, it was commonly carried away as bal-

lot by the ships which traded to foreign parts, especially to Holland. But its use being

now well ascertained in this kingdom, and its sort superior to other nations, there is no
fear of losing the advantages of this valuable article. Dr. Watson says, that where of

late years great quantities have been dug on Bonsale Moor, near Matlock, Derbyshire,

a bed of iron stone, about four feet in thickness, lies over the calamine, and the cala-

mine is much mixed, not only with iron-stone, but with cawk, lead ore, and lime-stone.

But this does not bear so good a price as that which is gotten about Mendip ; the

former being sold for about 40s. and the latter for 65s. or 70s. a ton before dressing

;

when thoroughly dressed the Derbyshire calamine may be bought for about six guineas,

and the other for 81. a ton. The strata or veins of calamine found here run between

the rocks, generally wider than lead ore ; the colour of it as it comes from the mine
is of a greenish-gray, or yellow cast, and sometimes contains lead. After having pro-

cured a sufficient (juantity and sufficiently cleansed its impurities, they commit it to the

calcining oven, built much in the same form as that used by bakers, but larger ; on
one side is a hearth, divided from the oven itself by a partition open at the top, by
which means the flame passes over the calamine and calcines it. The fire is common
pit coal, which is thrown upon the earth and lighted with charcoal. When sufficiently

calcined they beat it to powder, and make it fit for sale. In making brass the proof of

the richness of calamine arises from the quantity taken up by the copper, which at the

greatest degree is about one third. The method of making brass with calamine. Dr.
Watson thus desribes. Copper in tin plates, or which is better, copper reduced (by
being poured, when melted, into water) into grains of the size of large shot is mixed
with calamine and charcoal, both in powder, and exposed in a melting-pot, for several

hours, to a fire not quite strong enough to melt the copper, but sufficient for uniting

the metallic earth of the calamine to the phlogiston of the coal ; this union forms a
metallic substance, which penetrates the copper contiguous to it, changing its colour from
red to yellow, and augmenting its weight in a great proportion. At most of our Eng-
lish brass works they use 45 poutid of copper to 60 of calamine for making ingot brass,

and they seldom obtain less than 60 or more than 70 pound of brass. When they
make brass for the purpose of pans or kettles, and the drawing of wire, they use cala-

mine of the finest sort, and in a greater proportion, ^nerally 56 pound of calamine to

34 of copper. The varieties in the colour, malleability, and ductility of brass, proceed

• Phil, Tranwictions, 196. p.67S.
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from the quantity of the calomel imbibed by the copper. Though we have always had
this commodity, yet brass has not been made long before the commencement of the

present century.
'
Dr. Watson is of opinion that the beginning of the brass manufactory

m England may be properly referred to the policy of queen Elizabeth, who invited

into the kingdom various persons from Germany, who were well skilled in metallurgy

and mining. About the year 1650, one Demetrius, a German, set up a brass work m
Surry, at the expence of 60001. and above 8000 men are said to have been employed in

the brass maiuifactories established in Nottinghamshire and near London. Though
this art iifterwards went to decay, yet about the beginning of the present century it re-

vived, and is now established amongst us in a very great extent, so that we annually ex-

port large quantities of manufactured brass to most parts of the world. But the vdlue

of calamine has l^een much raised by the ingenious D. Isaac Lawson, who discovered it

to be the true mine of zinc, but died before he made any advantage of his discovery.*

Dr. Price and others are of the same opinion about the discovery of zinc ; but Dr.
Watson places him second in this discovery, and says that Henckel was the first person

in Europe who procured zinc from calamine.f Zinc in colour is not unlike lead

;

is hard and sonorous, and malleable in a small degree ; it does not melt so easily as

either tin or lead, but more easily than silver or copper. The filings of zinc are of

great use in fire- works, owing to its singular combustion. The »ronauts are also much
indebted to this metallic substance for the inflammable air it yields by solution in the

acids of vitriol and of sea salt. Zinc and copper, when melted together in different pro-

portions, constitute what are called pinchbecks, &c. of different yellow colours. Be-
sides these there are many other metallic mixtures which copper enters as the principal

ingredient ; the most remarkable are gun-metal, bell-metal, pot-metal, and speculum-
metal. What is commonly called brass cannon does not contain the least of that metal

in its composition, but consists of copper and tin. At Woolwich, the only foundry for this

sort of cannon in England, they seldom use more than twelve or less than ten parts of

tin to every 100 of copper, according to its purity, and the finest copper requires the

most tin. This metallic mixture is sold, before casting, for 75). a ton, and government
pays for casting it 601. a ton. The statuary metal of the ancients, Pliny says, was com-
posed in the following manner: ** They first melted a quantity of copper; into which
they put a third of its weight of old copper, which had been long in use ; to every 100
weight of this mixture, they added 12tlb. of a mixture composed of equal parts of lead

and tin." Bell-metal also consists of tin and copper, but their proportions are variously

used. Less of tin is generally used for making church-bells than clock-bells, and a little

zinc is added for those of repeating watches, and other small bells. It is yery remark-

able that the bulk of the mixture of copper and tin is a quarter less than the sum of
the bulks of the two component parts, while their weights remain the same : take two
balls of copper<and two of pure tin, of the same form and quantity, then melt the for.

mer into one, to which add the tin ones, and pour out the mixture melted into their

former moulds, and there will scarce come forth three balls, the weight of the four

being reserved. Pot-metal is made of copper and lead, the lead being one fourth or

one fifth the weight of the copper. Speculas or glass mirrors are made of copper and
tin ; and it is found by experiment that 14 ounces and a half of grainj: tin, and 21b.

• Campbell'sSurvey of Brit, vol.ii. p. 35. ...
t See the edition of Henckel's works, published at Paris, 1760, vol. ii. p. 494.

\ « Grain tin (of which we shall speak more fully in Cornwall) is worth 10 or 12 shil1inp;s per 100 more
than mine tin, because it is melted from a pure mineral by a charcoal fire; whereas mine tin is usually cor-

rupted with mundick and other minerals, and is always melted with a bituminous fire, which communi-
cates a harsh, sulphureous, injurious quality to the metal." Pryce Min. Cornu. p. 137.
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of copper make the best composition : and to avoid its being porous the tin should he

added to the melted copper, and this mass afterwards be remelted.* Pliny says, that the

best specula were anciently made at Briinducium of copper and tin.

We now very soon approached the ancient city of Wells, situate at the foot of Men-
dip hills, in a stony soil and full of snrings, whence it has its name. Leiand says, " the

chiefest spring is called Andres Welles, and riseih on a meadow plot not far above the

cast end of the cathedral church." He also spcaketh of the town as large and built

mostly of stone, particularly the market place and conduit, the work of Thomas Bcck-
ington, some time bishop of Bath. But the buildings most famous are the cathedral

and Bishop's palace, surrounded with a foss, which was a castle belonging to sir John
Gates about the lime of Edward VI. The west front of the cathedral has ever been
admired for its complete Gothic display of imagery, superior to any other of the kind,

and contains almost as much work as the inner part of this or any other church, yet

there is a vast heaviness in the towers, for want of pinnacles. It was built on the scite

of the original one ffounded by king Ina) by Robert de Lewis and Joseline de Welles.

It was made a see m the time of Edward the Elder. William the Conqueror gave the

city of Bath to God, St. Peter, and John bishop of Wells, to augment his episcopal seat

;

upon which he removed his see to Bath, being the superior place. This soon raised a

controversy between the two cities about the seat and election of their bishop ; but in

the reign of king Stephen it was put a stop to by Robert, bishop of Wells, who ordained

that in future the titles should be united; and the bishop be chosen by an equal num-
ber of caifons of each church. The inside from east to west is about 300 feet ; transept

122, which answers to the west front, and 70 high, ornamented in a singular manner
with inverted arches. The choir is handsome, and the throne ornamented with a rich

perspective of a Spanish church. The painted glass on the east window is in good pre-

servation. The chapter-house is a very beautiful octagon, turned upon a rich Gothic
pillar in thi- centre. The monuments are not numerous, a few of the monks from
Glassenbury-abbey, one in particular of friar Milton ; from whence also was brought a
veiy curious German clock, with the sun, moon, &c. moving in their order, over which
is the representation of u tournament by the same machinery ; a figure of a man strikes

the hours and quarters with his hands and feet ; these are placed in the north great

transept. No directory or small account of this cathedral, tombs, &c. has yet been
published, but one is now in hand, by the person who attends.

In the morning early, accompanied by heavy showers, we went about three miles of

bad and intricate road to see the famous cavern, called Okey-hole, under Mendip
hiUs, one of the greatest natural curiosities in this island. Our approach to it was by
a paper-mill, on the stream which flows from this cavity. Mr. Tudway, member of
parliament for Wells, is the proprietor, and lets it to a person on the spot for 101.

per annum. Of this as many idle stories (says Camden) have been related by the

inhabitants hereabouts, as the Italians have of their Sibyl's cave in the Appennine
mountains. But laying aside these silly tales about the old witch, let us consider and
examine what it really appears, some great convulsion of nature. The person who
attends led us in through a small orifice about six feet high, composed of lime and
pier-stone, mixed with spar ; after a few yards the cave began to expand, and the

lofty roof, hung with spar, shone like diamonds by the light of our candles ; we passed

two vast lumps of petrefaction, formed by the drippings of the rock on the floor,

• Phil. Transactions 1777. p. 296.

Chem. vol. iv. Essays 1 and 3.

For a more minute account of these subjects, see Watson's
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which resembled a pillar of salt, and a lion couchunt : we now descended about fourteed

steps, called IlclUladdcr, the only appearance of art through the whole, hewn down the

slippery rock, for the convenience of visitors; at the bottom we saw what is fancied

this ol^ witch's footstep, and her porter's tomb ; the casual swells of petrefaction.

We now entered what is called the kitchen, about 150 yards from the first mouth

;

this is formed very spacious and circular, with a curious vaulted roof, near fifty feet

high ; on one side flows the river, in some places deep, and contains large trout and

eels. This is supposed to run from some boggy lands in the hills above. On the op-

posite side of tliis vast apartment, which is near seventy yards over, is what they call

a brewhouse, and in a bason of water is a mass of petrefaction, resembling much the

froth on wort : close adjoining is the boiler and furnace, and near them sits the old

hag herself, as watching her domestic concerns. In another part lies an exact pic-

ture of some animal's kidney, which they call a bullock's ; above this hangs great

part of a hare, made ready for the spit, the back being a very strong resemblance

;

in another part is what they name a flitch of bacon. All these, with thousand others,

are immense petrcfactions irom the weepings of the rocks ; a single drop congealing

on the floor, thus becomes in time like globes of vast circumference. To the left of

this is another apartment called the hall, which though not so spacious is very lofty

;

from the ground to the centre of the roof, gradually coved, is about 100 feet. Next
we enter the parlour, which is an oval of about 60 feet by 40, but very low in com-
parison with the others ; on one side is a small hole, through which a dog is said to

have passed betwixt this and Cheddar CliflTs, with the loss of his hair only, as he

explored this wonderful passage of five miles in quest of some vermin. We now ar-

rived at the extremity, 300 yards from our entrance, the river here preventing any

further passage; though our guide has at low water gone many yards further, and
has been able to throw stones beyond, till finally impeded by the depth of the river.

Returning we admired the various stalactites, petrcfactions, and spars, in their various

gradations ; our eyes being longer accustomed to this imperfect light, we could now
distinguish better,

" Andiee where it is hung
With forms so various, that no power of art.

The pencil or the pen, may trace the scene !

Here glittering turrets rise, upbearing high

(Fantastic tnisarrangement) on the roof

Large growth of what may seem the sparliling trees

And shrubs of fairy land. The chrystal drops
That trickle Jown the branches, fast congeal'd,

Shoot into pillars of pellucid length,

And prop the pile they but adorn'd before.

Here grotto within grotto '

There imboss'd and fretted wild

The |;rowing wonder takes a thousand shapes
Capricious, in which fancy seeks in vain

The likeness of some object seen before. '

Thus nature works as if to mock at art,

And in defiance of her rival pow'rs ;

By these fortuitous and random strokes

,. .
Performing such inimitable feats,

As she with all her rules can never reach."*

Whatever has been the origin of this wonderful place, it is extremely worth the tra«

veller's notice, and if as much known as Castleton in Derbyshire, and set off with

* Cowper's Task, book 5th, page 186.
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proper illuminauons, a boat, music, &.c. no doubt would be greatly resorted to.

About five miles north.wcst of this, near the small town of Chcddcr, remarkable for

rich and large cheese, are large ciifts of the same name, and a stupendous chasm,

quite thrnugn the lx)dy of the adjacent mountain, as if split asunder by some violent

convulsion of nature, which exhibits an awful appearance to strangers. Near the

entrance is a remarkable spring of water, rising in a perpendicular direction from
the rocky basis of the hill ; and so large and rapid is its stream, that it turns a mill

within a few yards of its source, and afterwards falls into the river Ax. Near to this

is another curious cavern, the entrance of which is by an ascent of about 15 fathoms,

among the rocks. Neither this nor Okey-hole have any communication with the

mines of Mendip ; though it is well known, that in general* among lead mines, there

are caverns, which are various both as to their nature and situation.

Highly gratified by this short excursion, we returned to breakfast at Wells, and
then pursued our course to Glassenbury along a pleasant flat, with a few abrupt hills

rising around, and passed over East Sedgemore, a green marsh of vast extent. Wc
now ascended the hill and came upon Glassenbury, situate on the other side, with the

vast Ton* hanging almost over it, upon the narrow summit of which the abbot of this

ancient place erected a church of goiod stone ; the tower still remains, and is an ex-

cellent land-mark for sailors. This chape!, which was dedicated to St. Michael, was
overthrown by an earthquake, 1275. Glassenbury derives its orinn ^says Camden)
from Joseph of Aramathea, the same who buried Christ's body ; who is said to have

come over here^ and had this ground granted by kmg Arviragus, whereupon he
established an holy community, and with his companions is said to have been buried

here ; finom hence it was called ** the first ground of God, and of the Saints in

England ; the burying place of the Saints, the Mother of the Saints, &c." After

this ancient fabric was worn out by time, king Ina, 691, built a stately church,

dedicated to Christ, St. Peter, and St. PauU Afterwards Dunstan, a man of great

wit, instituted a new order of Benedictine monks, who, by the bounty of good and

Sious princes, got so .nuch wealth, as even exceeded that of kings. After thev

ad reigned in this affluence above 600 years, they were driven out by Henry VHI,
and the monastery demolished. The lands and revenues, when the king took pos-

session of them, according to Speed, were valued at 35081. 13s. 4d. Dugdale, 33311.

7s. 4d. But upon a subsequent survey by Mr. Pollard and Mr. Moyle, they were
found to amount to 40851. 6s. 8d. The scite was granted, first Edward VI, to Ed-
ward duke of Somerset ; and first of queen Elizabeth to Sir Peter Carew. As we
passed down the street we saw the Abbot's Inn (now the George) a curious relic

of antiquity, for the use of pilgrims, having the arms of the Saxon kings over the
gate. We visited the abbey ruins, which shew great marks of their former magnifi-
cence; nothing remains entire but the kitchen, a very judicious piece of architecture,

an octagon, whose roof terminates in a point ; four of the opposite sides contain large

fire-places and chimnics. Mr. Grosse's view of these ruins, taken 1756, is very accurate

and beautiful.

It is a matter of some astonishment that the inhabitants should be so blind to their

own interest, as to pull down for their own private use what would have been made some
recompence for the loss of these former revenues spent among them, by bringing to

the town a great concourse of jjeople to admire its mouldering fabric. Nor is the
great owner, lord Essex, less culpable for suffering it. In the adjacent orchard we
were delighted to sec the vast abundance of apples m full perfection, and to partake

of their peculiar flavour. Here stands too the decayed trunk of the famous Hawthorn,
VOL. II. L I
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80 well known by the name of the Glasscnbury thorn, and its pcctiliar property of

blowing at Christmas ; several of its children arc growing in full jjcrf xtion about this

place, to hand down its glories to posterity ; the f.ibiiloiis report of its always shewing

this fine bloom on olil Christmas day in particular 1 found laughed af by the people

here themselves ; but all agree in its blowing about that time and most ol the winter,

which njay be proved by a seedling or graft in any pan of the world. This tree is

certainly very curious in this country ; but it is very common in the Levant and A sin

Minor. It differs, says Mr. Miller, from our common hawthorn by putting out its

leaves very early in the spring, and flowering twice a year.

Ascending the hill beyond, we rode on a fine terrace, commanding a sweet view
of the whole town, its two excellent churches, and lofty tower to die right ; beyond,
the verdant plains of Sedgemore, and on this side two others equally large, which
all uniic below in one channel westward to the aestuary of Uzclla, while to the north-

cast the lofty bounds of Mendip tower amidst the sky. Hence we pass through the

village of Street, and see on our right Sharpham park, the seat ofjudge Gould, a native

of Wells, as was the late baron Burland.

Dine at Piper's inn, a good single house ; in the garden we got, from a very fine

tree, twelve years old, a branch of Glassenbury thorn, fn'' )f bloom and fruit, Sep-

tember 25th, which is now deemed a great rarity, for ii colder the weather the

more flourishing this extraordinary tree appears. In the evening we enjoyed a most
glorious drive for several miles on the sweetest terrace and finest road imaginable ; on
our left, the verdant vale of king's Sedgemore,* where the forces of James II, defeat-

cd the duke of Monmouth, encompassed with noble hills, and on our right an exten-

sive marsh, called Brent Marsh, with Brent Knowl, backed by the great range of

Mendip ; in front the Bristol channel, evidenUy retreated, by the gradual change ofages,

from these former sestuarics. In this p;irt of the sea are plainly visible the Holmes, and
the country about Glamorganshire tx:yond.

Though the general aspect of this extensive county is equally marked with the

bountiful hand of providence, and the assiduous tillage of the husbandman, yet there

are very prodigious tracts of land, which, though not absolutely useless, yet there

is no question but by proper management might be rendered infinitely more valuable.

Sedgemore, the fine plain we now beheld, is one of the most considerable, and easy

to be cultivated, being greatly enriched by a sea-mud, which naturally produces the

sweetest verdure imaginable. About ten years ago a petition was laid before the par-

liament for inclosing it, which was then opposed and thrown out of the house ; being

at that time surveyed, it was found to contain 22,000 acres, with not more than 18

inches diflTerence in the whole level. The greatest right of common belonged to lord

Bolingbroke and lord Ilchester. The former I was told sold his right of 400 acres

for the inadequate sum of 500). ; what a fortune must such a speculative bai^in
prove upon an immediate inclobure, which is now likely to take place. The latter has

a very considerable right, as lord of the manor of Somerton. There are many other

spacious tracts which fall under the same description of being reputed a discredit to so

fine a country (viz.) Brent Marsh, Weadmore, Gcdneyniore, Cannington-fens, &c.

which, if thoroughly drained^ might become as fertile and pleasant as the rest of the

country. Though there are ?he strongest proofs of the sea once being in full posses-

sion of these moors, not only from their form and appearance, but also the names
of several villages. Western-sea, Middle-sea, Sec yet their existence may be traced

ns high, at least with equal certainty, as any thing in history. It was in them the

1..^

See forward for this description, at ^^yme, in Dorsetshire.
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Cnngi took shelter from the Romans, who have lcl\ iadubitahii prouts ul thLJt' be-

coming musters of this cuiititry "as in the humlrcds of Cunningtou and Cunnings

in VVincaunton, which is somctim< h called Cangton ; and K.iii))r«iham, as much as to

siiy the mansion uf the Cungi." The Uritons in tlrsc parts made their last efl'orts

against the Saxons; and the body ofking ArUiur was buried nt (fla»henbury, which

Camden thus mentions as ubiidgid from tlu- account oi'Giraldus CandjrcuMs; " when
Henry 11, king of F.ngland, had learned from the songs of the Uritish Ixinls d>at Ar-

thur, the most noble heroe of the Britaitts, whose valour had so discoinfutd the Saxon
forces, wus buried at Glassenburv between two pyramids, he ordered search to be

made for the body ; and they had scarce dug seven foot deep, when they light upofi

n crossed-stone, or a stone in the buck purt whereof was fastened a rufl< leaden cross,

of good breadth. This being drawn out, appeared to have an inscription upon it;

and under it almost nine foot deep, they found a coilin mudi of hollowed oak. where,

in were deposited the liones of the famous Arthur."f 'I'o th( se places of refuge, the

Saxons in their turn also fled, when the fury of the pagan Danes hud converted the

greatest part of the kingdom into a desart ; and at the conflux of the Thonc and
Parret is a river island, formerly called Athelingey, or the Island of Nobles, now
Athelney, famous in history for being the six)t where king Alfred found an asylum
from those barbarians ; which place, at that time, wus made inaccessible by standing

pools and inundations. Camdei\'s favourite author, Malmesbury, says, " It had for-

merly been a bridge between two towers, which were built by king Alfred ; also a very

large set of alders, full of goats and deer ; but the firm ground not above two acres

broad. Upon this he built a monastery, the \ hole structure whereof is supported by
four posts fastened in the ground, with four arched chancels round it." Here the

prince and his followers, those few Saxon lords u ho had the courage and loyalty to

adhere to their sovereign in his distresses, had nothing to subsist upon during their con-

cealment, except a few fish, which they caught and dressed in the best manner they

could ; only sometimes, we are told, the king went to the cottage of a poor peasant,

who treated him with great kindness; for which Alfred afterwards gave him a proper

education, and bestowed on him the bishopric of Winchester. Here too he is said to

hav« planned that excellent constitution, that system of mild obedience, or rather of
rational liberty, which, as the first of blessings, 'was derived to us from one of the wisest

and best of men.:]: A remarkable curiosity was found some years since (says Dr. Gib-
son) near Athelney, belonging formerly to king Alfred, and lost by him (in all

probability) when he absconded to this place, after he was defeated by the Danes.
This excellent edition of Camden,^ has given three drawings of it, a front, back,

and|side view. That king Alfred caused it to be made, is plain from these words,
inscribed round the margin in Saxon characters, " Alfred commanded me to be
made." And it is the opinion of a very learned person. Dr. Hickes,|( that the oc-

casion of it was the vision of St. Cuthbert, which William of Malmesbury speaks of,

appearing to him and his mother the same night, after he had been beaten by the

Danes, and retired into Athelney, and assuring him that he should be a great king.

In memory whereof we may well suppose that the image upon it is St. Cuthbert (to

whose merit he was wont to ascribe his future successes over the Dunes) and not

I

* Camden, Gibson's edit. vol. i. page 83.

f For a drawing of the cross and inscriptions, see Camden, Gibson's edit, vol, i, page 80.

Warton's beautiful poem, called " The grave ofking Arthur."

\ Chron. Saxon, page 85, and Sir John 'ipelman's Ufo ofking Alfred the Great, page 1 65.

§ In his second edition, vol. i. page 75.

II In the Philosophical Transactions, No. 260.

l12
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only Mi, but being plainly made, on purjKJiK: to hang on u string, it is very probable

that he conntuiuty wore ii, in honour to this his tutelar suint.

Howcvtr useless these lundiarc in their present state, they were not so formerly, but

were thus resorted to in times of troiidlc, us a kind of natural fort iii cations. After,

wards, when such retreats were not necessary, in order to reclaim these wild moon
and miirshcs, wc find many convents or religious houses enxted amongst them, vi«.

Michcltitv, or Muchelncy, another rivcr-islund formed by the conflux of Ivel and
Pura-t : this, according to most writers, was built by king Athelstan, and remained
to the general dissolution. In Burton's catalogue the revenues are valued at 4981. 108.

;]d. '1 hat also, which we have just dcscrilx-d, in Athelney, founded by king Alfred

for Iknedictine monks ; but the most flourishing and conspicuous in these parts* which
answers to the purpose we arc shaking, was Glastonbury, minutely described above.

As instances of extensive and spirited works raised and maintained for public utility, by
the memlx-rs of this religious body, the following are sufficiently striking. One abboC

ran a causeway of stone and gravel eight miles over the morass, extending from Somer-
ton to Bridgcwattr, which is still called Graylock's Fosse.* Another abbot, at im-
mctisc expencc, erected Uiat lofty fabric, called the Torr, on the vast hill above
Glastonbury, which plainly shews to what end it was built, being a most useful sea<

mark. A third abbot raised the great sluice, by which a large district about Brent,

marsh, 8(c. is preserved from the rude havock of the waters, by means of a large bank
and valve, t After the dissolution of these monasteries, many efibrts were made for

the preservation and further improvements of these lands. In the reign of Janies I, a
scheme was formed for draining the moors, but was never put into execution ; and
yet several of those ingenious writers just (quoted clearly shew it is not impracticable.

On the contrary, anuiticr candid and judicious author has shewn how easily and at

what u iinrtll expencc it may Ix done.^ That it may speedily be undertaken, must be
the ardent wish of every admirer- of his country and its welfare.

Descending into the flat soon brings us to the ancient town and port of Bridgewater,

situate on the river Parret, a populous and busy place, so named by some from its

bridge and water, but more likely from Burgh-Wulter, so styled in ancient charters,

and probably belonged to Walter de Doway« a soldier under William the Conqueror.
This town was regularly fortified in the civil wars, and sustained several sieges. The
tide at the bridge, which is necessarily strong, rises with great impetuosity, sometimes
five fathoms, to the damage and destruction of unguarded vessels. This sudden rage

b called the boar, and is frequent in the rivers of this channel, particularly the Severn.

It is a corporate town, sencling two members to parliament. Henry Eighth created

Henry lord Daubeney earl of Bridgewater, who dying without issue male, this title

was extinct till James First conferred it upon John £gerton, son of the great chancellor

;

hence it was handed down in the same line, and raised to the present title of duke.
This town had the honour too of giving birth to the famous admiral Blake, who, under
the commonwealth, so much exalted the glory of the English maritime power. In the

church is a fine altar-piece of our Saviour taken from the cross, painted by Guido,
and a present, which cost 7001. from the late Mr. Powlet, unck to the present earl, of
Hinton St. George, in this county.

September 26. We now deviated from the great road four miles to Enmore Castle,

the noble seat of lord Egmont, built by the father of the present owner. The family of

* Dr. Stukeley's Itin. Curio*, p. 145, kc. Campbell's Survey. '
^ s' '•

t Inland, vol. ii. fol. 42 ; and sir William Diigdale's History of Embanking and Draining, p. 104, 8cc.

^ i Dr. Tucker's Elements of Commerce. Campbell.
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Mallets had a scat here formerly, ofwhom Thomas Mallet was shcrifT of this county in

the 18th uf niicjn Klizabcth. John Mallet was the last heir male uf (hit family, a^d
left one duutfluer ElizalKth, who n)arr}-ing to John VVilmot, the lust lord Rochester,

(mentioned Ixforc as Iwrn at Dichclcy) curried this great estate into that family. She
luid only three daughters, nmong whom, for want of un heir mule, the estutes of lx)th

familieri were divided, 'rhis castle is the true representation of those ancient habita*

tions, which, amid the rivulship, animosities, and dangers of feudal tinicH, were the

impregnable prutection of every potent baron, before the invention of gunpowder and
the use of artilL'ry. It is surrounded by a deep loss, which we cross over by a draw,
bridge, into the court, a handsome and spacious quadrangle, leading to the hull, u

well adapted room, surrounded with a large gallery ; the walls adorned with family

busts and coats of arms ;
painted chairs of the sume, 8cc. We ascended into the upper

apartments by a curious geometric staircase ; these consist of a good breukfastt-room

;

an armoury, large, and handsomely hung with most of the proper implements of war.

Dining-room, about 48 by 27, lofty and well furnished. Over the chimney is u paint-

ing of Charles the First on a white horse, with a page attendant ; king William and
queen Mary in coronation robes. An unintelligent guide, and want of a catalogue,

must apologize for our deliciency in the names of masters, &c. Library, un excellent

appropriated room of about 56 feet by 30. Pass a suite of bed .<i>artincnts, in which
wc saw many paintings ; an old one very striking, of Christ taken fiom the cross,

with Mary, &c. hanging very expressively over the body. Over the gate-wuy is n
pleasant plain room, which the family are very fond of, commanding a charming
prospect of the coimtry north-west, with the lofty object of Brcni Knowl rising out of
the flat, and the distant hills beyond. Drewing-room, a moderate size, hung with

fine tapestry. Saloon, very sufierb, about 56 by 27 and 36, to the bow-window

;

tapestry of battles, Durius's queen taken captive, &c. Anti-room, over the chimney
an excellent old painting of three foxes growling over their prey ; and two beautiful

birds-eye views of St. Germains and Fontainbleau. Long Gallery, about 70 feet by
28, lofty and coved ceiling. The walls hung with numerous family portraits, some
very ancient; particularly one on board, of Margaret Beauchamp, duchess of So-
merset, living in the 5th ofEdward IV, grandmother to Henry Seventh, and great grand-

mother to Alice St. John, wife of Henry Parker, lord Morley, Hangham and Rhie,

ancestor to Catherina Parker, countess of Egmont ; Elizabeth Culthorpe, daughter of
Sir Philip, by Amata Boleyn, sister to queen Anne, and aimt to Elizabeth. Alice,

daughter of John Sherman, Com. Somerset, and wife to Richard Percival, esq. 1599.

Many others at different periods, too tedious to transcribe.

From hence we crossed into the Taunton road, passing a pleasant park and seat be-

longing to lady Tynte ; which is remarkable for a fine aviary, and beautiful pleasure

ground. The small farms and coitages are in this neighbourhood surrounded with
plenteous orchards. The golden pippin gathered as we drove along n:oistened our
palates with delicious flavour. We come now into the Taunton road, at the village of
North Petherton, ornamented with a fine Gothic tower, so frequent in the west. A
few miles further, on our right, stands a pleasant square house at Wowert, rebuilt by
Mr. Sandford, having been destroyed by fire about four years ago. Just beyond is a
large stone edifice, the seat of Mr. Brickdale, situate near the parish church, which,
together with the parsonage, appears too crowded. For want of timely information

we omitted vbiting the seat of colonel Bampfylde, only two miles to the right of
Tauuton, which would have been the nearest way from Enmore castle and lady Tynte's.

This ingenious gentleman has adorned his gardens with a richness of scenery peculiar

•—' -'rp*r-^-: .
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to themselves, having also an uncommonly fine water-fall. His house displays a good
collection of paintings, many of which are by his own admired pencil.

Taunton is a large wealthy town, situate on the river Tone (whence named) and

surrounded with that rich tract of land vulgarly called Taunton Dean ; beautified with

green meadows and delightful orchards, &cc. the land, upon an average, 40 -.. per acre.

The town has a remarkably spacious and neat market-place, with excellent modem
buildings for that purpose. Here are two parish churches, one a very beautiful ancient

Gothic tower, to which Sir Benjamin Hammet, member of parliament, was now open-

ing, and building a good street, to be called Hammet. The manufacture here is chiefly

woollen, and not so flourishing as formerly. Camden calls it " one of the eyes of this

county." Here Ina, king of the West Saxons, erected a castle, which Desburgia his

wife levelled with the ground, after she had driven Eadbrictb, king of the East Saxons,

out of it, who had got possession, and made it a kind of curb to a conquered countm
In the reign of Edward the Confessor, according to domesday-book, "it gelded for

54 hides, had 63 burghers, and was held by the l>ishop of Winchester, whose plead-

ings were here kept thrice a year. These customs belong to Taunton ; burgheriste,

robbers, breach of the peace, hannifare, pence of the hundred, and St. Peter's pence,

to hold thrice a year the bishop's pleadings without admonition, to go into the army
withXthe bishop's men." History of later date can likewise shew it was one of the most
considerable places in the county, and that it had also its share of havoc and distress in

most civil disturbances. In the reign of Henry VII, its castle was twice taken by the

rebels, under Perkin Warbeck. It remained a place of great strength till the civil

wars in the last century, when the parliament got possession of it, but was afterwards

driven out by the marquis of Hertford. The royalists did not long enjoy this victory ;

for :t was soon after taken by color ^ Blake. This was also one of the most forward

places in opposing the measures of Charles First, which brought on it the filial revenge
of Charles 11, who, at the restoration, demolished the castle, and took away their charter

of incorporation. In this situation it remained 17 years, under the mere government
ofportrieves and constables, but at length bishop Mew obtained a new charter from the

offended king, and it is now governed by a mayor, recorder, two aldermen, 24 capital

burgesses, £r,c. After so respectable a body being found to constitute this corporation,

it appears very singular and almoat contradictory, that the members of parliament

should be chosen by electors of so strange a qualification as the following, viz. all pot-

wabblers, or those who dress th- 'r own victuals, are entitled to vote, for which pur-

pose they take care to have a {.cf. <jghK/J in the street some time before the election,

where they dress their victuals puoiicly, that their votes may not be called in question.

There was formerly, without the east gate of the town, a priory for black canons,

founded by William Giflfard, bishop of Winchester, in the reign of Henry I, which, at

the dissolution of religious houses, was valued at 2861. 8s. lOd. per annum. In 1685,
when the duke of Monmouth landed in the west of England, he established his head-
quarters here, and was proclaimed king,* &c. ,

:

. In the evening we proceeded to Wellington, n-^ar which we passed a deer park, well

wooded, &c. in which stands the seat of Sir Thomas Gurston. Wellington is a small
market town, which, though employed in manufactures, wears the aspect of much
poverty, and is only remarkable for having been the residence and buriul place of lord

chief justice Popham, in the reigns ofqueen Elizabeth and James I. ,^^ ^ -j' ' ^us^

See forward the particulars described in the accouTii of Lyme, in Dorsetshire.

r;(,*v
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Early next morning the sun's bripjht beams gave a more serene aspect to the sky, and
we journeytd on the next stige to Coknnpton, situate on the river Columb ; the gene-

ral tenor of the country was rich, hilly, and extensive. About halfway near the bleak

hill of Maiden-down, we pass the division of the two counties, and enter Devon north-

east. Its name signifies what it really is, a heap of vallies and hills. The soil is vari.

ous, the hills in these parts naturally barren, and the lower grounds fruitful, but the

whole much improved by manure. The air is mild and healthful in the latter, but

very sharp on the former, which we now felt ; and arrived at Columpton well pre-

pared to enjoy a comfortable breakfast. This is a larger and bettor market town than

the last, and displays more of the woollen manufacture ; king Alfred bequeathed it

to his youngest son Ethelward, with other lands in this county, Somersetshire, and
Hants.

From hence to Exeter we jvassed much hilly ground and through a very picturesque

village of moss-clad houses, called Bradninch. Next saw, on our right. Sir Thomas
Ackuind's at Columb-John, a very neat white mansion, beautifully situated under a

wood-crowned knowl, surrounded with a park of deer, and a fine vale in front, graced

with the pleasing objects of a lofty village tower, and distant hills. From the summit
of Stock-hill, two miles from Exeter, you have a glorious circular prospect, the ground
gradually falling every way from this centre into a deep and beautiful vale, enriched

with various seits, villages, and the fair city ; the vast circumference lising again to a

noble range of verdant mountains, heaped and intersected in most variegated order

;

while on their distant tops the sea-mark towers distinguish its frontier country, and the

river Ex, opening towards the south, winds broadly to the channel. The common
traffic and business of this county is mostly done by horses, with panniers and crooks

;

the former are well known everywhere, but the latter are peculiar to the west, and are

simply constructed, with four bent heavy sticks in the shape of panniers, but the ends
aukwardly projecting above the rider's head ; with these they carry large loads of hay or

garden vegetables. The country people ride in a prodigious large boot of wood and
leather hung instead of stirrup to the horse's side, and half open, which they call gam-
bades. Query, whethe Bunbury did not from hence take the idea of his burlesque

horsemanship of Geoffrey Gambado ?

The city of Exeter and capital of this county is situated on a gradual descent on the

east side of the river Ex, whence it derives its name, according to an old verse of Alex-
ander Neckham, once prior of St. Nicholas.

. .,, Exoniae fain& celeberrimuB Iscia nomen

if.

The Ex, a river of great fame.

To Exeter has given name.

It was called by the Britons Pen-Caer and Caer-Isk (i. e.) a city on the river Isc ; the

Isca of Ptolemy ; the Isca-Danmoniorum in the Itinerary of Antonine ; by the Saxons
Exan-cester, and now abbreviated to Exeter.

Before we begin to describe this city in its present state, it may not be improper to

take some notice of its antiquity, and also the various changes it has undergone at dif-

ferent periods. When Isca first ffell under the Roman jurisdiction is not clearly ascer-

tained. Cumden thinks it was not built so early, as to have been conquered by Ves-
pasian, which GeofFry of Monmouth asserts. Yet in the time of the Antonines it was
probably of considerable note ; for Antoninus continues his Itinerary to this c'ty, and
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no further. Upon the Saxons Jnvading Britain, such as refused to submit fled either

beyond the Severr», or to the ancient Danmonii, Devonshire, and Cornwall; where
they formed a kingdom, which was not subdued till about 400 years after. During the

reign of Alfred, the Britons in this county were so overcome a& to join in assisting that

hero, when he drove the Danes from Exeter : but in 875 they returned with great

violence, plundered and set fire to the city. This however was a trifling calamity to

what it suffered in 1003 (being betrayed by one Hugh, a Norman, the governor

)

when it was laid level from the east tc the west gate, and the whole inhabitants massa.

cred in the most cruel manner, by Sueno, the Dane, and his horrid barbarians. It

had scarce time to recruit, when William the Conqueror took possession of it, after a
close siege and obstinate resistance. At that time (according to the survey) " the king
had in this city 300 houses : it paid 15 pounds a year ; 48 houses were destroyed after

the king came into England." After this it v^ithstood three violent sieges, first by
Hugh Courtney, earl of Devon, in the civil war between the houses of York and Lan-
caster. Again, Perkin Warbeck, declaring himself to be Richard duke of York,
second son of king Edward Fourth, violently attacked this city, butthepeop believing

him to be an impostor, defended themselves with great bravery, till Edward Courtney
raised an army and relieved them. For this valiant opposition, Henry Seventh, with an
unusual effort of his nature, paid the citizens a visit, bestowed on them great commen-
dations, and left them his sword he then wore^ to be carried before the mayor on pub.
lie occasions, and also gave them a cap of maintenance. He lodged at the treasurer's

hoi?se in the Close, and stayed there several days. A third siege happened in 1549,
when the seditious Cornish rose in opposition to the new religion in the reign of Edward
VI, but the inhabitants, though almost reduced to famine, continued loyal, till lord

Russel arrived with an army and obtrJned such a victory over the rebels, that the sixth

of August was afterwards annually observed as a day of thanksgiving, and the king re-

warded them with the rich manor of Ex-Island.

On the highest part of the hill on which this city is built, and on the north-east ex-
tremity, stands the remains of Rougemont castle, so called ftDm the redness of ihe soil.

Grafton, in his chronicle, says it was the wcM-k of Julius Caesar ; afterwards the seat of
several Saxon I'^ngs, and smce of the dukes of Cornwall. Within the castle walls a
chapel was built, by the lady Elizabeth de Fortibus, countess of Devon, who endowed
it with lands, called the Prebends of Hays and Catton, for the payment of certain

weekly services therein to be performed. This town and castle held out some time
against the Conqueror ; but a part of the walls falling down, it was surrendered at dis-

cretion. William contented himself with only altering the gates of the castle, as a mark
of its being subdued ; at the same time he either rebuilt or much repaired the whole
edifice, and bestowed it on Baldwin de Briono. husband of Albreda, his niece, whose
descendants by the female line enjoyed it, together with the office of the sheriff of De-
von, which seems to have been annexed to it, till the fourteenth ofHenry III, anno 1230;
when that prince resuming into his own hands sundry castles and forts in this realm,

dispossessed Robert de Courtney, in whose fuinily it had been for three descents. In
the reign of Henry IV, John Holland, duke of Exeter, had a fine mansion within the

castle, of which no traces are remaining. Anno 1413, the city being visited by king

Richard III, lie v/as, during his stay, nobly entertained by the corporation. On seeing

the castle, he commended it highly, both for strength and beauty of its situation ; but
hearing it was named Rougemont, which, from the similarity of the sound, mistaking

for Ridimond, he suddenly grew sad ; saying, that the end of his days approached ; a

prophecy having declared he should not long survive the sight of Richmond. In the
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year 1588, at the lent assizes held here, an infectious distemper, brought by some Portu-

guese prisoners of war confined in the castle, destroyed sir John Chichester, the judge

;

eight justices ; eleven out of the twelve impannelled jurors ; with diners other persons as-

sembled on this occasion. In 1655, John Penruddock, and Hugh Grove, both Wilt-

sliire gentlemen, having joined in an unsuccessful attempt in favour of Charles II, were
here beheaded ; when many of inferior rank were hanged at Havitree eallows. The
ruin represented in Mr. Grose's view 1768, which is the entrance into tne castle yard,

was part of the exterior walls or out.works ; these enclose a considerable space, in shape

somewhat like a rhombus, with its an^s rounded off; they were defended by four

towers, two on the west, and two on the east side. Its terrace and walls afford a de-

lightful prospect of the city and surrounding country.

The streets and buildings in general wear the venerable aspect of antiquity. The
principal street and thoroughfare is very long and spacious, and to the west very much
miproved by an elegant bridge of three large arches over the river, and numerous small

ones continued up the street, to bring it to a level, which has been finbhed about ten or

twelve years, and cost near 20,0001. In the east part stands the cathedral, originally a

monastery, founded by king Athelstan for Benedictine monks, and made an episcopal

see by Edward the Confessor, the building was carried on by Leofric, and various have
been the aAor additbns for almost 400 years, and yet the uniformity is so congruous as

to appear like the workmanship of one architect. But we cannot speak of the external

appearance in any other light than as heavy and unpleasant, particularly when viewed
within the precincts ; a very different idea is given within, in every respect magnificent

and pleasing. The whole length including the library beyond the altar is about 390
feet, breadth 70, and transept 135. The whole was lately new repaired and varnished

with most suitable combination of colours, very unlike that taudry mixture which so

much defiles the dignity of Wells. The body of this church is usea for public preach-

ii^, and early prayers, and filled with pews, a throne for the bishc^, Sec. m a manner I

neversaw before. The West window is adorned with modern painted glass, representing

sev«n of the apostles, St. Paul, Luke, Matthew, Peter, Mark, John, and Andrew, with

the arms ofthose nobility and gentry of the diooese, at whose Joint expence it was exe-

cuted, with much taste and ingenuity, by Mr. Picket of York. The screen displays

much fancy and ma{,Aificence of antiquity, representing from the creation to the ascen-

sbn in curioua colours. Over this is a superb oi^n, esteemed very fine, the largest pipe

being fifteen inches diameter, two m(H:« than that of the celebrated one at Ulm. The
choir is particularly light and beautiful, the east window contains good old painting

;

the altar piece finely devised, and ornamented with a perspective view of the inside of
the church, painted in the reign of James I, and the throne of most curipus workman,
ship, the carvings of the canopy are 60 feet high. We could meet with no director^'

ordescription of the tombs. Sec. nor has any pocket companion of this sort yet beenpub-
lished, so that our account must be very short and imperfect ; Humphrey Bo^un, earl r>f

Hereford, Hugh Courtney, eari ofDevon, and his lady, lord Chichester, bishops Staflbrd,

Stapleton, Brounscombe, Lacy, &€. sir Thomas Speke, sir Richard Stapleton, sir i*eter

Carew, having' 17 coats ofarms all impaled on the tomb, dated 1575, several other Carews,
and Knights Templars lying cross-legged in armour ; and a fine monumentJn the !ad)(!$f

chapel; to the memory of the famous judge Boddeiidge, obiit 1628, set. 73,h'i m-juvn-mU^

^ '^ Learning adieu, for Dodderige U gone
*
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Another principal building, situate at a small distance east of the city, is the Devon and
Exeter hospital, for the benefit of the decayed, sick, and indigent, one of the most
laudable charities ever encouraged, which reflects great credit on its first founder, Dr.
Alured Clark, dean of this church, 1740; and though supported by a very bountiful

subscription, yet I was told that the numbers of poor manufacturers with which it is

crowded render it necessary to raise an immediate supply by further contribution. This
woollen business, though not so flourishing as formerly, employs an abundance of hands,

and is chiefly wrought in the surrounding villages, and brought here to be dyed^ ^c.
which we saw in passing over the bridge amongst the suburbs, consisting of dye-houses
and drying frames, spread in crowds on the banks of the river.

From hence we ascend the immense hill of Halldown, near seven miles in length and
three broad ; about half way up we have a pleasing view of Halldown house, the ele-

gant seat of sir Robert Paike, bart. built alter the manner of Buckingham house, and
well surrounded with plantations. Though in itself a barren flinty cortimon, this vast

summit displays one of the noblest prospects in this kingdom. To the south a most
glorious expanse of sea, with the river Ex winding from the city into it, begirt with nu-

merous villuges, seats, Sec. the other three points affording at the same time some of the

boldest and most beautiful inland scenes imaginable. The evening closed in too fast to

give us all its charms in perfection^ such as the adjacent new tower-like summer-house
might yield upon a favourite day. We now ascended with haste to our place of rest,

the small old market town of Chudleigh, which gives name to a very ancient family,

and title of baron to the Cliflbrds, sir Thomas, lord high treasurer of England, being
created by Charles II, whose seat, called Ugbrook, is close adjacent.

Early next morning the wind blowing mild, but misty, m>m the south-west, and
threatening rain, we proceeded to Ashburton ; about half a mile on this road hang tlie

rude heads of a large black marble rock, which commands a wild view of the hills,

woods, and vales beneath ; this curious stratum, found in large bodies in this part of

the country, we saw here converted by fire into very useful lime for dressing and im-
proving the land, a great part of which is arable and pasture, as well as abounds in cyder

fruits, this year so uncommonly plentiful. In these marble quarries they get large

blocks, and send them to Plymouth, London, &c. which for hardness and variety of
veins are little inferior to foreign productions. Passing over some rugged moors, we
saw on our left the seat of Mr. Templar. Ashburton is a neat market-town of one
principal street, built chiefly of the white slate found in these parts. It has a large hand-

some church, built cathedral-wise, with a tower 90 feet high, and a leaden spire. Claims

also the privileges of a very ancient borough by prescription, under the government of

a portrieve, chosen annually at the lord's-court. The choice of the two members is by
the voice of all house inhabitant*, who are returned by that officer. It is likewise oue

of the four stannary towns for the county, and gives title to a new-made law lord (Dun-
ning) now deceased, an original inhabitant, if not a native. After breakfast we left

this place for Plymouth, the long struggle between the iun and clouds at length ended

in violent rain, which continued the remainder of the day ; in the midst of which we
arrived at Ivy bridge, but without bein^ able to see the lieauties of this romantic situa-

tion. We dined at a most excellent inn, and afterwards proceeded without much
observation till we approached the vicinity of Plymouth, in which are several good seats,

particularly one at Saltram, belonging to lord Borringdon,* whose situation and hang-

* Lord Borringdon died here Tuesday, April 38, 1788. He was made a Peer 1784.

'-.*>
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ing woodii by the side of this arm of the sea might be deemed worthy much attention,

was there not so ^at a rival (Mount Edgecumbc:) just opposite.

Plymouth is situated between two very large inlets, made by the union of the Plym
and Tamar with the channel, which form a most noble bay, or sound, for ships of the

greatest burden. The inlet of this sea, which extends many miles up the country north,

to the river Tamar, is called Hamouze, and p uts Devon from Cornwall. The other,

which receives the Plym, is called Catwater, an harbour capable of containing any num-
ber of vessels, which is appropriated cliiefly for Uude, to Virginia, the Sugar Islands, and

the Straits. In the reign of £dward III, we iind this place considerable ; afterwards

it much decayed^ and dwindled into a small fishing town ; about two centuries ago the

convenience ofthe havtn gave rise to its increase, and now we see it a most flourishing

and able port, protected by a strong fort, built by Charles II, consisting of five regular

bastions, &c. The docks for building and repairing war ships, begun by king William

III, in 1691, are now brought to the tiighest perfection, which we shall describe anon

in the order we saw them. Our first business was to view the streets and buildings of

the old town, which engrossed but little of our time, being vile and almost dangerously

narrow ; it has however two handsome churches, St. Andrew, and Charles-church, so

called from its being dedicated to the memory of Charles I. This being a borough
town, under the government of a mayor, &c. the streets about the town hall we saw
now crowded with people about to choose a new one, as is usual at this season of the-

year.

We went next to viftlt Mount Edgecumbe, the delightful seat of the noble lord of the

same name, situate on the oppoute side of the Hamouze. The way from hence is

through Stone-house, a -xjpulous place, to the lock ; here we were attacked by a vio-

lent storm, which threatened awhile to prevent our promised pleasure ; this ceasing, we
soon arrived at Dock, which surprised us with a very large display of spacious streets,

intersecting each other at right angles, very different from the place we had just left ; as

the inhabitants here are chiefly mechanics, &c. belonging to the docks, the houses are

slightly built, either of plaister, or slate stone, abundantly got hereabouts, and will not.

bear a minute uispection, but have a good effect at a distance. Leaving our carriage we
walked to the passage, and crossed without any difliculty about three quarters of a mile

to the other side of the water, which thus divides the two counties. A ring at the bell

just beyoud procures a necessary attendant, who shews and explains the whole of this

terrestrial paradise. A gradual ascent up the lawn leads to the house, an ancient Gothic
structure witn three fronts ; the east looking full upon the Sound.
The internal improvements, that were now making, prohibited our inspection ; take

therefore Carcw'b account (published 1605) which is lively »nd accurate ; "Upon this

south stiore, somewhat within the island, standeth Mount Edgecumbe, a house builded

and named by sir Richard Edgecumbe, father to the now possessor : and ifcomparisons
were as lawful in the making, as they prove odious in the matching, I would presume to

nmke it for health, pleasure and commodities, with any subjects house of his degree
in England. It is seated against the north on the declining of a hill, in the midst of

a deer park, neere a narrow entrance, through which the salt-water breaketh up into

the country, to shape the greatest part of the haven. I'he house is builded square, with
a round turret at each end. gtu retted at the top, and the hall rising in the midst above
the rest, which yieldeth a stately sound, as you enter the same. In summer, the open
casements admit a refreshing coolness : in winter, the two closed doores exclude all

offensive coldnesse : the parlour and dining chamber give you a large and diversified

prospect of land and sea ; to which under- ly St. Nicholas Island, Plymouth fort, and
umS
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the townes of Plymouth, Stonehouse, Milbrook, and Saltash. It is supplied with a
never-lavliiig spring of water, and the dweiling stored with wood, timber, fruit, dcere,

and comes. The ground abundantly answeeeth a housekeeper's necessities for pasture,

arable and meadow, and is replenished with a kind of stone, serving both for building,

lymc, and marble. On the sea cliffs groweth great plenty of the best ore wood, to

satisBe the owner's want and accomnicdate his neighbours. A little below the house,

in the summer evenings, sayne boats come and draw with their nets for fish, whither
the gentry of the house walking downe, take the pleasure of the sight, and sometimes at

all adventures buy the profit of the draughts. Both sides of the forementioned narrow
entrance, together with the passage betweene (much haunted as the high way to Ply.

mouth) the whole town of Stonehouse, and a great circuite of the fcind adjoining, ap-
pertain to Mr. £dgecumbe*s inheritance : these sides are fenced witli block-houses, and
the next to Mount Edgecumbe was wont to be planted with ordinance, which, at com-
ing and parting, with their base voices greeted such guests as visited the house, neitiier

had the opportunity of the hfirl)our wanted occasions to bring them, or the owners a
franke mind to invite them. For proofe whereof, the earst remembered sir Richard,

(a gentleman, in whom mildness and stoutness, diffidence and wisdom, deliberateness of
undertaking, and sufficiency of effecting, made a more commendable than blazing mix-
ture of virtue) during queen Mary'u reign, entertained at one time, for some good
space, the admirals ofthe English, Spanish, and Netherland fleets, with many noblemen
besides."*

We now proceeded along what was the green terrace, but has been lately gravelled,

and had a fine view of the harbour, the old town of Salthousc, on the opposite hill, Mr.
iiarrison's seat, Stonehouse, Dock, and Plymouth, &c. in the sound, Nicholas Island,

fatal sometimes to unwary ships. Last December twelve months, three, heavy laden

wi^h iron, split upon the rocks and were lost. The bold termination on the eastern

slioru is called \Vithcy Hedge. From hence we continue through bowers of various

foliage, oaks, chesnuts, iimt-s, plantains, variegated sycamores green and white, 8cc. to

an alcove opposite the gate into the deer park, which affords a similar sweet view. The
first object after entering the park is a moss house ; from this we next come to an
open bench looking full upon the merchants' harbour of Catwater. Lord Borringdon's

pleasant place at Saltram has a charming effect here, bosomed in its own wotxls and
backed by Devon hills. South-east in the sound, at a small distance from the shore,

rises a high cragg called Mews-stone ; to thb little bland about fourteen years ago a

man was transported for seven years, where he quietly remained his due time without

setting foot on other land. Leaving this habitatbn to his daughter, he went to Loo
Island, about 30 miles further in CornwalL She still remains here, a widow with three

children, her husband being lately drowned. We now were hid awhile in sweet foliage

till we came upon the lat^ terrace beyond the park. Here the watiy expanse burst full

upon the view, and from the vast arch we pass under, with a glass 1 could plainly see

Edd> stone light-house, four leagues from hence, and tly^e from any land. The inge-

nious Mr. Winstanley first undertook this arduous piece ofarchitecture, and by repeated

visits made it stand the attack of many a bitter storm, but at last too confident of the

stability of human affairs he had his wish of being in it, " w hen a storm should hap|>en,"

that fiital hurricane, Nov. 27, 1703, which, baffling all attempts of distant aid> plunged

the whole fabric, and its inifortunate founder and all that were with him, into the wa-
tery grave, A few days after, the Winchelsea, a homeward bound merchant-ship

* Carey's Survey of ComwaI),foI. lOQ.
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(torn Virginia, ignorant of what had happened, run foul of the rock, and suffered the same

fete. Another was afterwards erected by the corporation of Trinity- house, in pursuance

of an act of parliament passed in 5th of queen Anne, which was destroyed by fire in

Dec. 1755 ; the two men who had the care of it were saved by means of a boat sent by

admiral West from Plymouth ; the present useful work was rebuilt under liic direction

ofMr. John Smeaton, F. R. S. and allowed to be the completest in Murope.
The intervening mixture ofsunshine and short storms was very favourable fur this de-

licious excursion. From hence we descend throueh serpentine bowers of bays, myr-

tles, arbutuses, laurestinuses, &c. to lady Damer's garden (so called) at the end of

which is a large stone alcove with a compUn^entary inscription. Ascending again by si-

milar zig-zags to the terrace, the opening here presents a fine view of Corson Bay,

and the two little ports Kington and Corson, the haunts of smugglers ; the former

stands in Devon, the latter in Cornwall, only separated by u small creek. Here was the

scene of much confusion in the late war, when the French Hcet was daily seen to float

about this bay, meditating destruction to the docks at Plymouth.

The follov/ing extract on the subject from a letter in the Gentleman's Magazine, for

August 1779, reflects great credit on the noble lord for his conduct and public spirit

on the occasion. '* Every body is sorry for the devastation produced in the beautiful

woods of Mount Edgecumbe. It is an entire falsehood that his lordship objects to their

being cut down, for on a proper representation of the circumstances by lord Shuldham
and others here, that it was very possible that these groves miglit be made use of as a

place of concealment for the enemy, in attack upon the dock-yards, all that his lord-

ship said on the occasion was this, •• If it be absolutely necessary for the preservation

ofthe deck -yards that Mount Edgecumbe be destroyed, you have my ready consent, even

to the last shrub. Nothing with me can have any weight against a circumstance of that

moment. No private interest can have the smallest influence, when set in balance with

an object of the magnitude you mentioa ; but I would beg leave to remark, gentlemen,

that without your rears are very well founded, 1 am entirely averse to the destruction

of these groves. If you are convinced, on serious delilieration, that danger may arise

from them, dov^.n with them ; if you are not quite so certain, for heaven's sake let them
stand." The generals persevered in their opinions, and they were immediately cut

down, with the entire concurrence of the owner. If this was really the case, how ra-

pidly must have been their growth, so soon to appear in the present flourishing condition.

Our guide gave us a genume piece of intelligence, which he had lately recei\ l( i from

two officers, who were in the French service at the time, and shewed him the two places

thought of for landing their men, one on this side Kingston, the other on the Ijill be-

yond ; but their designs were inefficient, and happily prevented. Winding ijeautifully

round we came next to a Gothic alcove, built from the materials of an old ciiapel, the

insdde of which gives a picturesque view ofnothing but the sea, the fore-ground an hol-

low verdant slope to the margin of the water. In our walk from hence \vt saw very

fine cork-trees, live-oaks, &c. the variety of heath and other blossoms hanging around
gave all the luxuriant tints of a real garden.

We now entered the deer park agiiin, and crossed where om' defensive rei^ments were
encamped. On the summit of the hill stands a lofty parish church, belonging to Corson,
Kingston, and Milbrook ; from the tower are placed various signals, and the circular

prospect is here immense. Descending now the common walk to the house, we came to

the white alcove on the dry walks (so called) which fronts full north, and gives a beau-

tiful perspecdve up the harbour, Si. John's Lake, St. German's, and Milbrook, with an
intermixture ofDevon and Cornwall. Passing towards the front grounds again, we saw
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many very- noble trees, oaks of near twenty different sorts, fine flourishing chesnuts,

and cedars of Lcbanus. In a part culled the wilderness is placed a flat stone two feet

square, with so much nicety as to catch a glimpse of seven different towers ; viz. Anton,

Dock-yard, the new chapel at Dock, Stoke, Plymouth, old and new churches, and

Plymstock. Near the water stands a neat Doric alcove, with the following inscription

from Thomsoi
..On either hand,

'.ike a long wintry foreit, groves of maitta
'

:3hot up their spires ; the bellying sheet between
Possess'd the breezy void ; the sooty hulk

Steer'd sluggish on i the splendid bark along ..!

.

,,

Uow'd regular, to harmony i around
The boat, light skimming, stretch'd its oary wings,

,

'

'1

While deep the various voice of fervent toil,
'

.' From bank to bank* encreas'd ; whence ribb'd with oak '

To bear the British thunder black and bold ii

The roaring vessels rush'd into the main.

A little beyond is a battery of 22 guns, for the purpose of salutes, &c. Lastly we saw
the orangery, an excellent building, 100 f&et by 30, where the fruit ripens m almost

equal perfection with that abroad.

We now took leave of these enchanting scenes, and made a comfortable repast at the

passage house, called Cremil, which pays the rent of 4001. per ann. to lord Edgecumbe,
besides the expence of seven men, boats, &c. We afterwards returned across, to in-

spect the nature and extent of the docks, which are inexpressibly surprising and mag-
nificent. To obtain a sight of them is difficult, requiring a form of yotir names and
abodes, with the addition of some resident person of Plymouth, to be sent to the go-

vernor or commissioner. Such caution b necessarily used, that any remarks with pen or

E:ncil are forbid ; therefore a full and accurate description must not here be expected,

esides the several dry and wet docks heretofore established, they are still adding to the

numbers. One in particular, of the first-rate dimensions, cut out of the solid rock,

and beautifully lined, and faced with Portland stone, may challenge the universe to

shew its equal. A most extensive wet dock for masts is now linishmg ; the immense
range of buildings for stores and warehouses for sails, rigging, Sec. and dwellings for the

commissioner, clerks, and all other necessary officers, are well worth the notice ofstran-

gers. Within themselves too are the immense forges for making anchors, and all other

iron work, belonging to ships of the largest size. The whole contains a space of 70
acres. Amongst the numerous men of war which now lay in harbour, were the Royal
Cerberus, of 100 guns, and several others newly launched ; also was refitting the ,

taken from the Spaniards in the last war, and when finished to be honoured with the

name of Gibraltar. We now retired to our inn at Plymouth. This place had the

honour of giving birth to that ^eat explorer of the seas, sir Francis Drake.

Having visited the most striking features of this place, our next object was to extend

about 40 miles into Cornwall, where we might obtain a sufficient knowledge of its va-

luable mines. This county, like Spain, a peninsula, surrounded on all sides by the sea

except the east, stretches westward the furthest of all Britain, and is inhabited by the

remains of those, whom the calamities of cruel war and tyrannical oppressions forced

into these western parts of the island, Wales and Cornwall, which are naturally forti-

fied with hills and sestuaries. In the British language it is called Kemnaw, bec-mse it

diminishes like a horn, and runs out into so many similar promontories. The Saxon
conqueror, who called foreigners and every thing strange, Wealsh, named the inliabi-

. ..-'Sk^^^:
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tants of this place Cornwetvlsh, whence in Lutin Cornwalliu, and iit present Cornwall.

This count}', thoueh very cxtenttive, is not either by the subsiding of the land, or the

encroachment of the sea^ of its original magnitude. For by tradition we learn, that

there was formerly a tract of land called the Lioness, extending towards the Scilly

Islands, now either sunk into or swallowed up by the sca.^

Some have compared the shape of this county to the v/hole island of Britain, the

east and broadest side being called the base, and the land's end, the northern extremity

of our island ; which, if viewed in this light, the coast in proportion to its size is as

much, if not more indented. It is from hence, as we may easily conceive, that it enjoys

most of the advantages, and is subject likewise to some of the inconveniences of an in>

sularsituation, and is of great consequence in regard to the variety and value of its pro-

ducts.f This insular situation contributes greatly to the am' ibrity of the climate, and the

health and robustness of its inhabitants ; for though subji. i to severer storms than those

further from the sea, yet they seldom continue long, and being succeeded by calms, the

air is constantly in motion, which sufficientlv dispels the ]3erniciuus particles arbing from
th( mines, &c. and leaves in their room those vivifying qualities vvaflcd by the genial

breezes of the ocean. The summer and winter seasons here differ much from those in

other parts of England ; the heat ofthe former not being so intense, nor the cold of the lat-

ter so piercing ; this we have sufficiently shewn in our account of the flourishing natural

state of myrtles, and various other del'cate plants, that so beautifully grace the borders of

Mount Edgecumbe. The middle part of tlir county is for the most part mountainous
and rough, which is apt to give travellers a worse opinioni of the whole than it really de-

serves, for the vallies are fertile enough of themselves, and they incrediblv enrich them with

i\ fat sea sand, and other sea manure, cnllcd ore-weed. This has been the custom in these

parts ever since the time of Henry Hi, ni I' » I, tlifnigh in the early ages of the world
common salt was so far from being held in lui) < Hiniinijon as a manure, that it was
looked upon as a symbol of extreme sterility, and wc Jliid l)r. Watson

J.
has quoted seve

ral passages from scrij)tiire which affirm It. Virgil and Vliny reprobate the same as

barren and unfit for the plough or vegetation. Noiwitlistanding these and other testi.

monies of the ancients, this sand, in which nm mU k hu ropinitsT^ mixed, when fresh, is

used with great success ; fnit if long exposed Ui |li» h|| . I) iiroves less useful and enrich-

ing, which is by some attrihuttt|, ii. ( f/|(|ing to C'ain<|f-j/, in its having been deprived of

a good part of its salt by the dews and ib'im TIiIr 8|>< lly sand is produced by the

lit |iHiii<

•I has

'ockles, oysters,

,/Jiiig to the sub-
bcfn exposed to

;

fluctuation of th^ sea» and ( (Jiiniiite of the broltt^ii s

scollops, and other fish ; varying some v^ImW in ' nlniir iiii

stances from which it is fomied, and the ui): I

and it is found to fertilize almost all kinds of soils.)

Leskard from hence is the best and i aif si rna^ in St. A^ustle and Truro, where
the mines principally centre ; but in ordet to enjuk (|i| much of the sea and noble pros-

pects as possible, we crossed the passage again at |]o#|v, and leaving Mount Edgecumbe
onourleft, passed on thesands undo (he elm to MilLrook.where we saw the king's brew-
ery, and ascended tht' hills through steep rough roads to Craftshde, a small dirty village

;

here coming upon the vast expanse of sea the views and breezes were delightful, and with
a glass wepltunly siw Edystone light -nousc, with the waves dashing against the rock be-
neath. The farmers were busy manuring with this sand peculiar to these parts, which

* Camden, vol. i. page 12. Boriase's tmo discourses in Philos.

t Campbell's Survey of Britain, vol. i. p. 363. 343.

Trans, vol. xlviii. page 55 and 57.

^ In his third Essay, vol. Second.
5 Philosophical Transactions, Mo. 113.

i
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they draw mostly on heavy carts with six bullocks, coaxing them along by an unpleasant

monotony of language t a custom that seems to be more cmcacious than the violent per.

suasion of blows and whips.

Our object was now to obtain on any terms a passage to Loo, without losing sight of

this noble sea. Saddle horses would render the difficulty of this route a pleasure, but

with any carriage it is deemed impracticable. Batten Cliffs, or Cleeves according to the

western dialect, are the meat terror ; which however with the utmost care and caution

we attempted. From the summit of these cliffs the view is eloriously fine, and we
might have enjoyed it and returned only a few miles round. But as strange adven-

tures and deviations from the common paths of men are the very spirit and delight of

travelling, our ambtuon was to proceed. Though there was* no dread of any injury to

our persons while on foot, yet the horse and carriage were in real danger. The descent

b near a mile, by a narrow zig-zag just sufficient to admit the wheels ; and the least

mishap at any of these turns must inevitably have plunged both into the abyss below.

We happily accomplished our design with safety, and a few huts we soon afler passed,

poured forth their little tribes to eaze at us with astonishment. Our vehicle was to them
a rary-show >.

** the first kind, as those of the sea, which they had always before their eyes,

would be to the most remote inlander.

The alternate bays and promontories now afforded us much enjoyment after our
fatigue, and the next mile to the bay of White-sand was quite a luxury. The road

from hence was so narrow, besides other difficulties to encounter, that we deviated a

litde to the right, which soon brought us to East Loo, a small ill-built town on the ri.

ver Loo, separated only by this water from another still smaller, called, after the same
manner. West Loo. They are both corporate boroughs, sending two members to

parliament under the influence of Mr. Buller, uncle or brother to the Judge, but for.

merly belon^ng to the Courtney family. The scene here is truly picturesque, the

river winding betwixt two immense woody hills, not unlike some parts of the Wye.
This river rises near St. Clare, and running about twelve miles falls into the sea. Op-
posite the mouth of the river stands the small island of the same name, belonging to

sir Henry Trelawney, whose seat is not far from hence ; this at a trifling acknowkd^*
ment is inhabited by the old man, mentioned at Mew's-rock, Plymouth, whose name m
Finn, and here, by his own industrious cultivation of wheat and other grain, he reaps a
comfortable subsistence. At the proper season of the year, various sea-fowl resort

to these rocks for the purpose of incubation, at which time, says Carew, *' you shall'

see your head shadowed with a cloud of old ones, through their diversified cries wit*

nessing their dislike of your disturbance of their young." After dinner we crossed the

bridge of 13 arches ; and passed through West Loo m our way to Lostwithiel. The
road was very bad and intricate, and the evening became dark and rainy, which soon

brought us to another train of adventures, for wc were completely lost and confined to a'

creeping pace, and in fear every moment of being overturned ; at len^h we blundered

into the village of Lanteitb> where we hoped to procure accommodations for the night,

but were disappointed; our only comfort and security was now to hire a guide and-

lantern to conduct us the remainder of the way, six miles, to Lostwithiel, which we did<

without fear of ridicule or ihdestation in these solitary parts. <^.i Vi>i; >\ i:

Gentle reader, if any of those midnight scenes in the adventures of that renowmed'

knight of chivalry, Don Quixotte de la Mancha, are fresh upon jour memory, you will

easily find a parallel to the present. And though perhaps no such vehicle as a gig or one

horse chaise was in use then, at least we do not find the knight and his squire indulge

in them, some allowance must be made for the difference of times and purposes : and,
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striotly apenking even this was norincongruou«, for the chariots of war were much esteem-

ed umoiigst the ancients. Thus seated our ncrsons were defended, from the rude incle-

mencies uf the weather, by those modern hix-caped coata of mail, formed ibr utility,

and sanctioned by fashion. On one nidc was brandished the sincar-likc shining of u

whip, on the other hung the broad ouivenng surfuce of u purapluc. And though wr
will not degrade our own horse with tne title of Rosinantc, yet our guide occupied tlic

bare ribs of as true u one as Uiat of the great knight himself. Thus mounted, with thr

glimmering lanthorn dangling in his hand, he led us on through dismal unshapt i^ hol-

lows and (liUhs, a foot-pucc, till at length we found ourselves u|)on a large common.
The wind blew hard, the rain beat, and to our great mortification soon extinguished the

one poor dubious light. Happily Mie distance to our intended inn was not veiy far

;

so we scrambled slowly on and arrived safe, though fatigued, having been five hours
coming tlie eleven miles from Loo. The most pcriious adventure that ever befel that f;m-

ciful knight errant, for the sake of his enchanting Uulcinca, was not more cxtraordi.iary

than this day's excursion, for the sake of our beloved prospect.

As we entered tlie welcome Lostwithiel and our hotel (so the inns in this country-

are mosUy called, the voice of mirth and gladness loudly met our car; we were no
strangers to the occasion, having luteU seen the same at Plymouth, viz. .1 choice of

mayor for this corporate town, succctrded by a grand dinner, and night of general fes-

tivity. The members are elected by the votes of capital burgesses, and the interest rests

at present with lord Edgcumbe, who was now here. Richard, carl of Cornwall, and
brother of Henry HI, wlio was elected king of tlie Romans 1254, first incorporated this

tovcn, and it has sent representatives ever since 23d of £dward I.

In tlie morning, October Ist, we proceeded eight miles to Su Austle, eager to satisfy

our curiosity with mineral observations. The road was smooth, but hilly« the country

at first Iwathy and bad. About four miles from hence, the summit of a vast hill afibrds

a noble view of Bar I , eocompassed with mountainous cliffs, &c. while on our right

hangs as picturesque a ene of wo<k1, rock, and vallejr, as the most inland part can pro-

duce . which is seldom sc^n so near the sea. Desa nding to St. Blazey, we ht^d a small

speciiw^ of a wash tin mine, &c. which wa»now fin^sliedand filling up. A little furtlier

on our ri^t, we p«ssed a fine old plac£ belonging to Mr. Carlion, called Tregreen,

situate on a pleasant airv eminence* richly planted, and commanding much prospect to-

wards the sea. Again we were surrounded wiM\ a bleak heath, thinly bcspotted with

huts and common mines. From hence we arrr ed at St. Austle, a .pleasant little town
on the west-side of a hill, and about two miles from the south shore. Its streets and
buildings are superior to what we had lately sern, and mostly of the moor-stonc of the

country, mixed with spar and ore, which works soft and easy, but hardens by an ex-

posure tc the air and weather. This liappy spot is blessed, by a peculiar favour, with

all tlie onnforts and riches of life, withcmt teeling the inconveniences and troublesome

broils of 8 ':
< '^h. And from being the capital oi those inestimable mines so peculiar to

thi» couiitrv . iv, y justly be called the Peru of Great Britain. An this is a s^. >iect too im-

portant anc 'esting to pass over hastily i and as sufficient knowledge ma) >c obtained

m a few da) a 7 a mmute attention and good instructions, I shall therefore | resume to

dvfcW more particularly here, and offer the full !f«sult ofour inquiries. About vo miles

south-west of this place, begins this »tore of wealth in the bowels of Uie earth, onsist-

ing of three principal works, the larger, and which we now visited, is named Pol^'^ontb,

and belongs to the earl of Arundel. Without the fatigue and inconvenience of desci nrU

ing 114 fathoms, we saw every procesH on the surface; whems and engines perfu n
their operations here on the large scale, which this arduous task requires. By water
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und fire engines tliey constantly keep these subterraneous works dry, without which the

whole in a few hours would ()c drowned out. Before the great improvement of Mr.
Uolton*8 fire engine of Dirminghum, for which he husa patent, it was thought impossible

tu keep this deepest uurk nropcrly dry in winter; but that is not the case, for

one ot these wonderful muclunes evacuates a hogshead a minute, und acts with the

force of lllb. l-4th upon every srjuare inch of its cvlinder, whose diameter is 63. In

undermining and propping up their pits great art and ingenuity are exercised, and every

MX liours there is a relief of men. \Vc saw the ore brought up in various size and mix-
ture ; which they pound, wash, and separate the mundic by fire, in lar^c ovens ; which
inilexibic stufl' evaiMrutes in poisonous smoke. Besides the enormous ocpth above men-
tioned, theM* works are 1300 fathom in length. The nature of expences und profits

of labour, Sec. shall be noticed, when we come to speak of the smelting business ut St.

Austle. Here we will introduce, by way of tragical interlude, a most dismal catastrophe,

which l)cfel a poor unfortunate man ulx)ut a fortnight since, who had wandered nerc

in company with his sister and friend to satisfy that craving appetite of the human
breast, curiosity ; our guide prefaced his description of one of tnesc water engines,

with shewing us where he ignorantly, or inattentively, stooped over he rails of the pit,

when the ponderous beam, descending in its course, severed with horrid crush his head

from his body. A mode of self- beheading too shocking for hiimoji nature to conceive.

In such a situation no possible assistance could be given. Think then how wretched

must have been the feelings of his helpless friends, who saw the fatal stroke. Let ima-

gination paint the rest, while we drop our curtain o'er the dismal scene, and return to a

more agreeable subject at St. Austle. Ordering dinner at the White-hart, a good inn,

we walked a short distance, to inspect the smelting houses belonging to Messrs. Fox & Co.
which are excessively curious, particularly the blowing house for making what is called

grain tin, which can only be obtained from the purest sort, consisting of small black^

stones or crystals, called shoad« mostly collected amongst the surface, or sands, by stream

works ; and what seems extraordinary, this finer metal cannot be produced from the

other sort called Lode-works, dujj deeper in the earth. This valuable process is about

150 years old, and what renders it most worthy the notice of a traveller is its confine-

ment to this place, there being only two other of these blowing houses for grain tin, and
those within a mile of this, in the known world. The grain tin is produced from the

strongest heat of charcoal, whereas the other is smelted, and separated from its allay by
common sea coal. The flux is greatly improved by an addition of iron or its ore

thrown occasionally in, and is then laded into troughs of stone of an oblong form, con-

taining about 3001b. of metal, called slabs or blocks. A block of common tin is worth
about 121. the other 141. A steak or piece of meat cooked on one of these latter,

while hot, is esteemed the greatest of all plain epicurism, a strong proof of the purity

of this metal. The profits of these mines are thus divided. The proprietor has a 15ih of

the nett produce, and the bounderer the same, the prince of Wales, as duke of Corn-

wall, has his share by a well regulated tax, 4s. per 1001. amounting to upwards of

10,0001. per annum, so open and fair that it is impossible he should be defrauded. The
whole produce of the county is about 10,000 blocks per annum ; or to the amount of

near 150,0001. Borlase says 200,0001. which is four times as much as in the last century.

Each miner undertakes what share of work he pleases, which is the merest lottery in

the world, more so than the hop trade ; sometimes they can earn 201. per month,

* Though generally black, they are not always so, but sometimes white, Mh-colo)irec1, red, or resem»

bling i>iass, and very rich in metal.
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per week, per day; at others not twenty Hirthings. One lucky adventure u ill soon
gain an independent fortune ; another unsuccessful, though flattering attempt, may
sink it to the lowest ebb, n:.y even to the bitterest distress. Thus we find the gene-
rality of these inhabitants wafted from time to time on the variable waves of pros-

perity and adversity. It is even computed that every lb. or block of tin, before it

comes to sale, has been the means of an average expenditure of double the sum it

sells for. Mr. Henry Gasech is the chief manager of these works, under the deno-
mination of sample-tr}'er, which is as much reduced to a system as any farmer's bu-
siness in the corn-market. The miners bring in their samples reduced almost to a
powder ; if therefore such a quantity will produce such a proportion of pure metal,*
he oft'ers his price for the whole ; perhaps they refuse, and say it will produce more ; he
then has recourse to experiment in his private fusible ; thus he finds out whether it

is worth more or less, and the bargain is made. Through this person's hands all the

payments weekly pass, at the rate of 11001. per week for the tin, and about 300 more
for all out-goings.

'Twas thus mankind were furnished with a method to prevent the fatal accidents
attending the use of copper vessels. "And in the year 1755, the society for the en-
couragement of arts, manufactures, and commerce, thought it an object deserving
their attention, to offer a premium for the tinning copper and brass vessels with pure
tin, without lead or any other alloy. There were several candidates for the pre-

mium; and since that time, the tinning with pure tin has become very general in

England."! Many experiments have been since mide, both at home and abroad,
to prove the purity and safety of this metal. M. Bosc d'Antic in his works> which
were published at Paris 1780, sets aside the authority of Marggraf, Cramer, and
Hellot, relative to the existence of arsenic in tin ; and is not only of opinion, that

Cornish tin does not conceal any arsenic in its substance > but that its use as kitchen
furniture is not dangerous. The constant and common use of tin utensils for many
years, before the introduction of china or other earthen ware, without any ill ef-

fects, render all other proof of the innocence of pure tin superfluous. Hence it may
be proper to add a few observations concerning the purity of tin. This ore, like

those of lead and other metals, frequently contains both tin, iron, and copper. So
that without any fraudulent proceeding in the smehers, common tin may be thus
adulterated, by the same heat smelting the ores mixed with it. But this natural va-
riety in the purity of tin, though sufficiently discernible, is far less than that which
is fraudulently introduced. The difference of the value of this metal and lead, is

sufficient temptation to cause an adulterating mixture with foreigners, when the fear
of detection is small. But here the purity of tin is ascertained, before it is exposed
to sale, by what is called its coinage ; one of those blocks, described in the beginning
of the smelting process, is coined in the following manner. " The officers appointed
by the duke of Cornwall assay it, by taking off a piece of one of the under corners
of the block, partly by cutting and partly by breaking ; and if well purified, they
stamp the face of the block with the impression of the seal of the duchy, which
stamp is a permission for the owner to sell, and at the same tim ', an assurance that the
tin so marked has been purposely examined, and found merchantable."}.

This is the truth of what is called common tin, but with regard to what is vulgarly
called block- tin (properly grain tin) there can be no doubt of its purity, as it is

* Tin grains, or corns of tin, yield 5 parts in 8 of metal ; wliereastin stones or ore yield only from I in
30,tol ill 60 or 120.

t Watson's Chemistry, vol. iv, p. 152.

i Borlase's Nat. Hist, of Corn. p. 18 i.

N n2
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originally unmixed with any other ore, and thoroughly cleansed from its weeds before

it enters the fire. And as I have shewn before, is quite a distinct substance from the

other sort, called lode works, dug deep out of the earth, and only to be obtained from
the pure pebbles and grains, collected amongst the surface or sands, by stream works,
which being thrown into the strong heat of charcoal, the violence of the large bellows

here used blows out the pure liquid into a trough beneath the furnace, and dissipates all

impurities in a white smoak up tlie chimney. Those who are desirous of becoming
more fully acquainted with this subject, will find a table of the specific gravities of this

pure and unadulterated tin, compared with other experiments, &.c. in Dr. Watson's
fourth essay, vol. iv.

The tinners in Cornwall have great advantage (in comparison of others) both as to

the number of mines, the great quantity of metal in their ore, and the facility with
which it is wrought, and which ought to be the greatest of all, the superiority of their

metal authenticated by the coinage mark. But this avails too little; since, as Dr.
Newman observes, there is not a tin-founder in Holland who has not English stamps, by
the help of which he passes his composition for Cornish block-tin. There cannot be a
more convincing proof than this of the excellency of our English rin, or a better ground
for hoping we shall ever continue this valuable commodity.
The two brothers of the name abovementioned, to whom we were obliged for most

of our information, shewed us a piece of solid rock of this ore, just found in the ground
of a third brother, which they said might prove a superior treasure, or perhaps of no
value ; for the most flattering appearance is often suddenly thrown off by a vein of clay,

which they call flokcn. After dinner we enjoyed much conversation with one of these

intelligent models of civility, who had been long acquainted with the copper-mines in the

viciniij of Truro, which he comniunicuted to us almost to the same effect as if we had
gone and visited them ; which orr time would not now allow. The print-ipal are Hnel
Busy, Powldice, and Huel Virgin, consolidated; Ale-Cakes and Powldoixy, united

the costs of these mints are about 47001. or 48001. per month ; the highestones

return possible, 10,0001. average about 50001.

Copix^r is plentifully found in all the British territories, particularly in Cardigan-

shire, Cornwall, Cvutiberland, Derbyshire, Devonshire, Lancashire, Isle of Man,
Northumberland, Shropshire, Somersetshire, Staffordshire, Yorkshire, Wales, War-
wickshire, West? loreland. North Britain, Ireland, and America. Yet, though
known long before, our mines have not been wrought above two hundred years,

and not to much purpose till within the present century, owing chiefly to those errors

and uncertainties in our laws in regard to our mines, which are now happily removed.
This metal is sometimes found so pure, and in such large pieces, as to make it neces-

sary to break them in the mine before they can be conveniently raised ; but in general,

like other metals, involved in stony crusts of various colours ; so beautifully blended
together, as to give it the name of the Peacock's-tail. This ston yore is so intimately

mixed with, and adheres so closely to, the metal, that it is very difficult to separate

them, which is one principal cause of the dearncssof copper. The mines are wrought
to a great depth, often through a very hard rock, and consequently with much la-

bour and at a vast expence. The veins or loads are much wider, thicker, and richer,

than those of either tin or iron. So that on the first opening a mine in Huel Virgin,

in the parish of Gwenap, in July and August, 1757, it yielded as much copper in

a fortnight, as sold for 57001. and in the next three weeks and two days, as much
more as sold for 96001.* But this was a very extraordinary case, and what is not

* Borlase's Natural History, p. 206.
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often to be expected. The very rich and recent discovery in the isle of Anglesea, be-

longing to the earl uf Uxbridge, &c. has much depressed the flourishing condition

of these mines. The separating the metal from the ore, and the other subsequent

processes, are similar to those we have before described of tin, &c. After being

once melted, with a proper flux used to dispose the metal to separate from the earthy,

stony, sulphureous, and arsenical particles, with which it is intermixed, it is styled

red copper; which still containing heterogeneous substances, is melted over again

once or twice, and then called black copper. In this state it continues still mixed with

metallic particles, chiefly lead and iron, from which it must also be purified ; if it

is suspected to hold silver, it is returned to the furnace, where a portion of lead is

added, and then exposed only to such a degree of heat r.s is sufficient to melt the lead,

which attracts and carries away the silver, leaving the block of copper honey-comb-

ed. This is afterwards melted, and becomes at last what is called rose cop[ier, per-

fectly line and pure. The uses of this metal, like those of iron, &c. 8icc. are too

qumerous and common to dwell on here ; but it may be observed, from copper is

made brass, as described at Mendip hills^ of an equal and extensive utility, from

our heavy artillery down to the minutest wire for pins. The manuflicture of which
is curious, and gives bread to multitudes, since from the wire to the pin, 25 hands arc

employed.
Amongst these copper mines there issues a great quantity of water, strongly impreg-

nated with the vitriol of copper. A piece of iron thrown into this water is in a short

time so incrusted with a coat of copper, as to appear totally changed ; by this means,

of soft iron bars put into the coppery water, such quantities are obtained in some
places, as render the streams of as much consequence as the mit'.es. And xve learn

from the Philasophical Transactions,* that one ton of iron produces near two of

copper mud; and each ton of mud 1600 weight of copper, which sells for 101.

a ton more than the copper which is .^uxed from the ore. This method of obtain-

ing copper was first discovered in these mines by one Saunders, as we are told, and
has been since practised with great success. Borlase, in his natural history of this

county, says this art viras discovered by Mr. Rouby of Plymouth, and in consequence

dE this a vitriol manu&cture set up at Redruth, and recommends the method of pro-

curing copper from iron put into these waters, where he says it produced to Corn-
wall 160,6001. annually for ten years past. In Hutchins's History of Dorsetshire,t

we find a similar attempt was made in 1571, near Pool in that county. The cele-

brated copper mines at Arklow, in the county of Wicklow in Ireland, are stron^y
impregnated with this quality, which, by one of the workmen having accidentally

left an iron shovel in this water, proved an advantageous discovery to the proprietors.

And though this practice is but of late date with us, yet we find it long successful in

Germany. In the year 1673, Dr. Brown in his travels (p. 69) tells us that he vi-

sited a famous copper mine at Herm-Grundt, about seven miles from Newsol, where
he saw two springs, called the old and new ziment, which turned iron into copper.

Agricola speaks also of waters in the neighbourhood of Newsol in Hungary, which
had the property of transmuting the iron which was put into them into copper.J To
account for this minutely and satbfactorily, requires all the knowledge and practice

of a learned chemist, but it may not be improper to collect a short explanation of
this process. Blue vitriol consists of copper united with the acid of vitriol ; if to a i|

• For 1750, 51, and 53, p. 503.

t Vol. ii. p. 1 10.

{ Agric. Fos. L. ix. p. 347.
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solution of blue vitriol you add a piece of bright iron, it will presently become cover-

ed with a coppery coat, the copjier will be precipitated, and the iron dissolved in

its stead. The proof of this reasoning is easy : the matter which is precipitated may
be melted into copper, and the liquid part may, bv evaporation and crystalization,

be made into green vitriol ; that is, into a combination of the vitriolic acid and iron.

Hence the acid of vitriol has a greater affinity with iron than it has with copper, be-

cause it quits that to unite itself with iron. In order to be convinced of the truth of

what is advanced, we need only dip a bright key into a solution of blue vitriol, and,

we shal' see the key soon covered with a copper pellicle. We may wonder in ihis ex-

traordinary change what becomes of the iron, but this is now well understood. It is

taken up by the water, and remains suspended in the place of the copper : so that

this transmutation is nothing but a change of place ; and as the copper is precipitated

by the iron, so the iron might be precipitated by pot-ash, or any other substance

which has a greater affinity with the acid of vitriol than iron has. This epitome of

illustration may be found more satisfactorily in the 6th Essay, vol. i. of its parent au-

thor Dr. Watson, who farther observes; "The watei, after copper has been preci-

pitated by means of iron, is at present thrown away ; it would, by evaporation, yield

green vitriol ; and as above 100 tons of iron must be employed in obtaining near that

of copper, it may deserve to be considered, whether a manufactory of green vitriol

miffht not be established at all these places, where copper is obtained by precipi-

tation." Another consideration I will venture to add from my own inquiries, con-

cerning the quantity of iron that is found here, without any benefit to themselves or

the public. The scarcity of fuel, charcoal in particular, which is necessaiy for the

manufactory of iron, incapacitates the inhabitants of Cornwall from making this a

gainful commodity. So that this valuable ore either remains useless in its native earth,

or when casually got out, is carelessly thrown aside. W(JiR it not answer to the pro-

prietors of those large works at Tintem in Monmouthshire, to establish a trade for

this article, by which both might be mutually benefited ? At present they have their

principal ore from near Dalton in Lancashire, and though this is of superior quality

perhaps, yet the difference of distance is so great, and the communication with Com-
wall so much easier, that one would imagine such a trade most desirable, though it at

present lies dormant only for want of connections or inquiry.

The principal copper, lead, and tin mines in Cornwall and Devonshire, all direct

in their courses from the north east to the east points, parrallel to each other, inclin-

ing or dipping to the north or south, according to the side of the hill where they are

found. This inclination or dipping is sometimes 1 foot in 6, 8, 10, or 12, in form
of the roof of a house : and although these veins or courses sometimes Ay off in all

directions, only as it were the sports of nature, they full again at a little distance into

their former stations. The same, we are told, is observed in other mines in* England,

Scotland, and Wales, 8>cc. except that at Ecton-Hill, in Staffordshire, belonging to

the duke of Devonshire. This singular mine, in its position, situation, and inclina-

tion, is different from any yet discovered in Europe, Asia, Africa, or America. The
wonderful mass of copper ore with which the mountain is impregnated runs not in

regular veins, or courses ; but sinks perpendicularly down, widening and swelling

out at the bottom, in form like a bell. Meeting with a lively and minute description

of this mine in the Gentleman's magazine for February, 1769, a compilement from
thence may not be unentertaining, and serve in some measure to make up for our
own deficiencies, as the picture and process of one is nearly the same with another.

" This copper mine was discovered about thirty years ago, by a Cornish miner, who
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in passing over the hill accidentally picked up a bit of ore, annexed to some fine spnr.

which that metal usually adheres to. On viewing the situation, and considering the

frreat height of the hiil, tie concluded that vast quantities of copper-ore might be

ound there ; and if that should be the case, no place could be more convenient for

working it : nnd therefore he communicated his sentiments and discoveries to some ad-

venturers at Ashburn, who applied to the then duke of Devonshire (grandfather to

his present grace) for a lease to search for copper on that hill. It appears by the

most authentic accounts, that more than 130001. were expended before any returns

were made, and several original adventurers, despairing of success, sold out their

shares at a considerable loss. But the second adventurers were more fortunate ; after

sinking a shaft of about 400 yards deep and driving in an adit, immense quantities

of copper ore were found, wiiich continued to iticrease, the lower they descended,

till the termination of the lease, by which very considerable fortunes were acquired.

The whole has since been in the duke's hands, and continued working to great advan-

tage. To take a view of this stupendous mine, you enter at an adit at the base of

the hill by the river Duve, and proceed about 400 yards almost in a direct line. At
>your entrance, for about 60 yards, 'tis four feet and a half high, walled up on each

side with good stone masonry ; but afterwards it varies in its height, and rises in some-

places six feet. When you arrive at the centre, there is a spacious lodgment of tim-

ber for landing the ore from below, which is drawn up by a man at a winch, and
put into four wheel waggons that hold about a ton and a half. These waggons have

cast brass wheels, and are run in grooves through the adit, by boys from 12 to 14
years old, with great facility. Thus far in the mountain, with the aid of lights, 'tis

easy enough of access ; bui such a horrid gloom, such rattling of waggons, noise of
workmen boring the rocks under your feet, such explosions in blasting, and such a
dreadful gulf to descend, present a scene of terror that few people, who are not

versed in mining, care to pass through. From the platform the descent is about 160
yards, through different lodgments, by steps made oi cross pieces of timber, to the

place of action ; where a new scene, infinitely more astonishing than that above, pre-

sents itself, a place as horrible to view as imagination can conceive. On the passage

down, the constant blasting of the rocks, louder than the loudest thunder, seems to

roll and shake the whole body of the mountain. Suppose yourself now upwards of
200 fathoms deep, at the bottom of this monstrous cavern of immense diameter,*

where the glimmering light of candles, and suffocating smell of sulphur and gunpow.
der, all conspire to increase surprize and heighten apprehension ; then suppose around
you an impenetrable wall of lime stone, interspersed with small veins of copper ore,

yellow, black, and brow , intermixt with spar, marcasite, mundic, and other sul-

phureous compositions, of all colours ; and at the same time figure to yourself the

sooty complexions of the miners, their labour, and mode of living, and you may truly

fancy yourself in another world. Yet these inhabitants, being trained up in darknesss

and slavery, are not perhaps less happy, or less contented, than those who possess

the more flattering enjoyment of liberty. It is supposed there are no less than 40,000
miners daily under-ground in the tin-mines w Cornwall ; and perhaps as many, if

* Yet this is but miniature, compared to the copper-mines in and near the Carpathian hills in Hun-
gary, supposed to have been now A ovked at least 1 100 yearst which extend under ground, in several

places, 10, 13, and IS Knglish miles in lenpjth, and some of them from 300 to 400 fathoms deep, e.n-

ploying generally 40no miners under «);round, besides those of all ages and sexes above. Their veins, or

courses, all direct from the north to the east points, inclining or dipping generally one foot in ten, some
more, some less. Many other instances might be produced both in silver, copper, lead, and tin mines,

10 prove the general positions different from this at Kcton, and the more inclinable to the northward of

the east, so much more valuable do they turn out in working.
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not more, in other works of copper, lead and coal in Great Britain. They reckon
above 300,000 miners in Sweden, Germany, Hungary, Switzerland, and other

parts of Europe. And if we add the many thousands employed in the various mines
m South America, Indians, Negroes, and white criminals, who arc doomed to eter.

nal darkness below, over and above those employed above ground, we may modestly

admit some millions of souls, whose bread depends on this laborious cmnloyment,
and where many thousands live and die without ever seeing the light oi the sun.

Hence the wisdom of providence is conspicuous, which, as Pope says, has placed
*• happiness no where to be had, or every where." So much for the internal parts;

and as to the method of dressing, cleansing, and fitting the ore for sale, they are

much the same as ^vhat we saw and described at the tin mines, therefore we may omit
the minutise relative to those preparations, and only add what follows (viz.) " when
all is ready, notice is given to the smelting houses, whose proprietors, or managers,

attend, and each bids what price he thinks proper (generally from 71. to 101. per

ton) and the highest bidder, being the buyer, fetches it at his own expence. That
nothing may be lust, the refuse ore, which is not fit for sale, is smelted on the pre.

mises by his Grace, and there run into a regulus, in large pigs or bars, and is then

sold from 701. to 901. per ton. The miners work at two-pence per hour, six hours

at a time ; women, by task, earn from four-pence to eight-pence a day, and are paid

by measure, according to the quantity of ore they can buck (a technical term this,

amongst miners, for beating or reducing the ore small, with Hat hammers, or under
stamping mills) girls and boys earn from two-pence to four-pence a day, some more ;

thus there is a constant employment for both sexes, and all ages, from five to 60 years

old. This copper mine, in the state above described, clears annually between eight and
ten thousand pounds, and may probably be made to double that sum. Our author con*

eludes with observing that if, like the Germans and Hungarians, we were to make pro-

per draughts, sections, and perspective views of the internal parts of our mines, and
delineate the course of the veins, &c. throughout the mine, together with a description

of the discoveries, appearances, and various strata cut through in sinkitig down, and
in driving adits, this method would serve as a future guide to other discoveries, and a

saving of large sums to mine-adventurers, many of whom expend considerable fortunes,

^vithout the least rational sign or companion to minerals, being led (through a mistaken

zeal) into airy schemes of that nature, by the over-persuasion of ignorant, yet cunning,

and designing men."
The privileges of the tinners are confirmed and enlarged by a charter of Edward HI.

The five coinage towns or stannary courts are, Leskeard, Lostwithiel, Truro, Helston,

and Pensance ; where, lest the dukes of Cornwall should be defrauded of the tax or tri-

bute, it is ordered that all the tin be carried to one of these towns to be weighed, coined,

and pay the impost. These courts are held before the lord warden and his substitutes,

in virtue of a privilege granted to the workers in tin mines, to sue and be sued only in

their own courts, that they may not be drawn from their business, which is highly pro-

iitable to the public, by attending their law-suits in other courts. St. Austle, though

not mentioned by Camden or other writers as a stannary town, we find now more replete

with business of this kind than the rest ; a court is held here every six weeks for the

purpose of settling disputes which chiefly arise about boundaries. Before this law was
settled, the whole was a scene of confusion, bloodshed, and slaughter, between the pro.

prietors of lands and the miners ; now the boundaror and proprietor have an equal share, as

mentioned before, and the mmers quietly earn their profits under thb influence and pro-

tection.
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All ranks in this country are very sociable, generous and kind to each other ; being

bounded on all sides, except Devon, by the sea, emigrations and intermixtures with

other countries are less frequent than in other parts of the kingdom ; so that they usually

marry amongst themselves ; whence comes the proverb, *• that all Cornish gentlemcti

are cousins." It is the same in Wales; where the greatest compliment amongst one

another in the same county, is the appellation of cousin. There is a great conformity

of manners, customs, &c. between the Welch and Cornish, as well as similarity in their

ancient languages, but the latter is more lost. I was greatly pleased to sec the respect

and veneration which the lower class in this town have for the gentlemen around them,

from whose assistance and protection they seem to derive a greater share of happiness

than 1 ever heard expressed in any other place.

Pilchards are a small fish, caught in vast abundance on these shores which are ex-

ported from Movagizy, Pensance, &c. to France, Spain, and Italy ; sometimes 8 or

900 hogsheads in a season. A very fine oil is produced here from these fish, which
they pile up in great heaps as k)ng and broad as the house made for that purpose will

permit, and breast-high : then with proper boards, weights, &c. they press the oil out

mto a gutter, which communicates with a vessel fixed in the ground at one end of the

house. We may here take notice of a few other of the principal fish, which frequent

these coasts. The blower-whale, or fin-fish, which receives its name from blowing the

water to a considerable height through a hole in its head. The grampus, usually about

18 feet long, and excessively voracious. The porpoise, called the porcus piscis, or the

hog-fish, from the quantity of fat with which it is covered, or from the shape of its

snout, and wallowing in the water. The blue shark, which during the pilchard season

is very destructive to the fishermens' nets. Seals, or sea-calves, are common in such

caves of the shore as are least frequented. Turbot, plaice, dabs, &c. with all the va-

rious sorts of shell-fish, 8cc.

Besides the various sorts of stones, spars, granites, &o. with which this county

abounds, a curious stone, called the warming-stone, hath here frequently been found,

which is of such a nature, that when once heated it will continue warm eight or ten

hours. The swimming stone, which has also been found in these parts, consists of

rectilinear lamina, as thin as paper, intersecting each other in all direciions, and leaving

unequal cavities between them ; this structure renders the stone so cellular as to swim
in water. The asbestos, or amiantus, of several kinds, have also been discovered here ;

this stone is so fibrous that linen has been made of it, which fire could not consume, but

this art has been long lost.

Lostwithiel, to which we now return, was the Uzella of Ptolemy, and called by the

Britons Pen Uchel Coed (i. e.) an high place with a wood: nothing scarce remains

but a small town in the valley, situate on the river Fowey ; which is a strong argument

in favour of the tradition of an ancient large city, once extending up the western hill. It

is supposed the greater part was destroyed by an earthquake or inundation, as, at various

periods, ruins have been dug up very deep, and some few coins ; lately, in making a foun-

dation for a house, several walls, &c. were discovered. This was, and is at present

called the county town, though now Launceston is really so, yet the common jail for the

whole stannary 'is here, and also the sheriff's court for the county. The earl of Essex,

who commanded the army of the parliament, was surrounded by the king's forces in this

town, and so reduced, that his men were almost starved, and himself, with lord Roberts,

obliged to escape by water to Fowey, and afterwards to Plymouth, &c. the rest submit-

ed. In this siege, the steeple ofthe church, which was a fine Gothic structure, was much
damaged.

VOL. II. O O
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The Fowey was formerly navigable to this town, which enabled the inhabitants to

carry on a conhidcrublc trade, but this, through neglect, has long been on the decline.

But like the rest of thciie rivers, it abounds in fish. In the months of May and June

they take here a black trout, some of which are near three feet in length. About the

end of August another sort apjicars, called the Bartholomew trout. This is generally

about 18 inches long, of a fine red colour, and in much higher esteem than the other.

Salmons also arc taken here plentifully. The river rises on a high mountain called

Brown-willy, takes a very romantic course, and passing through this place, receives

several other streams, so that at the town of Fowey, about six miles below, it forms an

extensive harbour. Like the rest of the rivers, it lias but a short course, for rising per-

pendicularly in a peninsula, ^hose greatest breadth is but 15 miles, and in some places

only 20, they seldom run more than half these spaces before they are obliged to mix
cither northward or southward with the insatiate ocean, except the Tamar, which rises

within three or four miles of die sea northward, and pursuing its course for more than

forty miles, between the two counties, collects several small streams, and pours them
into the sea at Plymouth.

OctolxT 2nd. More tranquil and pleasant than usual we returned eastward again to-

wards Lcitkiird ; instead of crossing the river the direct road, we deviated about a mile,

to view the ruins of Uaistormal castle, the ancient residence of the dukes of Cornwall,

situate on a large eminence behind Mr. Gregor's pleasant house, whose grounds and
plantations, amidst a variety of natural inequalities of wood, hill, and vale, afford a

charming scene. Carew s|x: .ks thus of this place, " Lostwithiel subjected itself to the

command of Uaistormal castle, alius Lestormel, sometimes the duke's principal house.

It is seated in a park, upon the plain neck of a hill, backed to the westward with

another soinewhut higher, and failing every other way, to end in a valley, watered

by the fishful river of Foy. Its base court is rather to be conjectured, than discerned,

by the remnant of some few ruins ; amongst which an oven of 14 feet largeness,

through its exceeding proportion, proveth the like hospitality of those days. The inner

court grounded upon an intrenched rock, was formed round, and its outer wall thick,

strong, and ^arretted ; its flat roof covered with lead, and its larger windows taking

their light inwards. * It consisted oftwo stories, besides the vaults, and admitted entrance

and issue by one only gate, fenced with a portcouliz. Water was conveyed hither by
a conduit, from the higher ground adjoining. Certes, it may move compassion, that

a palace, so healthful for aire, so delightful for prospect, so necessary for commodities,

so faire (in regard of those dayes) for building, and so strong for defence, should in

time of secure peace, and under the protection of its natural princes, be wronged with

those s^ioilings, than which it could endure no greater at the hands of any forruyne or

deadly enemy : for the parke is disparked, the timber rooted up, the conduit pipes

taken away, the roof made sale of, the planchings rotten, the walls falling downe, and
the hewed stones of the windows, dournes, and clavels, pluct out to serve private

buildings, only there remaineth an utter defacement, to complayne upon this unre.

guarded distresse. It now appertayneth, by lease, to master Saniuel, who married

Halse ; his father (a wise and pleasant conceited gent.) matched with Tremayne."*
We now ascended, to inspect these ruins, a circular pile of strong walls, about thirty

feet diameter within, 40 high, hung very picturesquely with ivy, &c. The materials

are a most durable composition of hard cement and uneven shells of Elvin stone, so

nicely fabricated as to appear at a small distance like one well wrought stone, or poured

* CsreMT's Survey, book 3d, p. 137. . ,|
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as a fluid into frames. The entrance is by a projecting portal to the west, which dis-

plays the remains of six rooms, and a smull clia|K'l ; on one side of which arc the visible

traces of a vase for holy water, and iitidcr this a small bath, to the ca«tt was a large altar

piece : our guide said he hud often found relics of painted glass ; and on the outsrdc,

in the surrounding foss, he shewed us where he had dug up two iK-rfect skeletons lying

arm in arm ; the surgeon from Lustwilhiel pronounced them to be young men. At u

small distance from hence is a considerable burying place, where bones have been often

found. Descending to the house again, wc crossed the river, and moved eastward

through a grove of laurels and young oaks, which soon brought vis to the turnpike

road, on a wild extensive waste ; no pleasing object to attract the eye, but a lofty

pyramid on our right, belonging to lord Camelford, at Boconnock ; while on our left

the northern hills reared their barren heads like Scotia's craggs. Approaching Les-

kard we ascended a vast hill, through a wood called Lady Park, the property of lord

Elliot, whose residence is at German's, about G miles south>east, near Plymouth

,

the stratum is a hard rock, without any mixture of mine, the road lately much im-

proved.

Leskard is large borough town, situate upon two hills, and the great part of the

county, it has a fine old church, near which stood formerly a strong castle, now to-

tally defaced, and nothing left but the name. It was formerly famous for a bishop's

see ; for about 905, when the discipline of the church was quite neglected in these

parts, Edward the elder, by a decree from pope Formosus, settled a see here ; and
granted the bishop of Kirton three villages, *'Polton, Coelingand Lanwitham;" that

he might every year visit Cornwall ; in order to remove their errore, for Ijeforc that

time they resisted the truth to the utmost, and would not submit to the apostolical de-

crees. William the Conqueror gave this place to Robert earl of Moreton, and it was
afterwards given by Henry HI, to Richard earl of Poictiers and Cornwall. His son
Edward, who succeeded him, granted tlie inhabitants all the tolls for a quit-rent of 181.

per annum, and in the reign of Henry VIH, when the duchy devolved to the crown,

the same rent continued to be paid till the reign of William III, when it was given to the

lord chancellor Sommers, queen Elizabeth granted its charter ; and the members are

elected by the burgesses and freemen, the mayor being the returning officer, lord

Elliot has now the interest. As this was St. Matthew's fjiir, of which they have three

in the year, and three great markets, differing only in the latter being exempt from
toll, we had an opportunity of observing it to advantage. The streets were mostly

crowded with sheep and oxen ; the former sold from twelve to eighteen pound per

score, the latter about twenty pound a pair, four pound lower than when the harvest,

&c. render their use more requisite. From hence we passed over several large culti-

vated hills and through St Ives, a small village with a good tower church. The
country still continues more mountainous, interspersed with rich vallies, &c. About
two miles from Kellington see a curious hill rising conically out of the winding vale,

near a small river called Lemara ; the woods on the left are very noble and beautiful.

Kellington is a very old borough, with a good church and tolerable buildings ; but
is only a chapel ofease to South-hill. Here too the choice of a new mayor was juyfully

expressed in ringing and festivity. The two memlie.'s are here sent to parliament by
the numerous votes of leaseholders, &c. under the influence of>the earl of Orford and
the government of a portrieve, which was established in 1583. ' Not to mention every

particular, and mode of conducting the 22 boroughs of this county ; it may not hie

amiss to notice the present situation of Helstone, which sends two members to parlia-

ment by a single vote, an old cobler, the only survivor of a considerable charter, which
o o 2
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I believe lias been renewed, but he will not give up his privilege ; what an opportunity

thiii is fur providing tor hi& i'uniily, &ie. ihi^ inu-rcstt belonged to ihc GcnlolpliiiM.

Granipound la in u binulai oituution. In the evening we proceeded over exteiibive

hcuths toTitvibtuck, and crossed the river 'I'umur, in itit courbe to I'l) mouth, over an
excellent bridge of six urchc», which divides the two counties. About three utiles

down this river on tlie Devon side, ut Bear Alston, a lx)rough of the duke of North-

unibtrland's, are some rich loud and silver mines, the propel ty of Mr. Gallet, which

have been lately renewed, and yield now three or four plates of silver per montk
This is no doubt the place, where in the rcign of Ldward I, near 1600 weight of si|.

vcr was obtained in the course of three yean, the mine being discovered towards the

beginning l " his reign : it is called a silver mine by old writers, but it appears to have

bien a mine of lead which contained silver.*'^ It is said there was a contest aliout these

mines 14 Edward II. Sir John Maynard having purchased this manor, endeavoured

to find them, but in vain. They have since lain dead till the hwt researches of the

present fortunate possessor. It may not be amiss to add a short account of the method
of procuring silver ; since, properly speaking, our island boasts of neither gold nor

silver mines. For this purpose 1 shall have recourse to our former author, whose essays

on these chem' .al operations are so much the language of classical science. The general

manner of extracting silver from lead is universally the rime, simplv depending upon
the different essential properties of the two metals. It is an essential property of lead,

when melted in the open air, to lose its metallic appearance, and to burn away into a
kind of eardi. It is an essential property of silver, not to bum away in the same man-
ner when exposed to the action of the strongest fire, in the open air. Hence, when a
mass of metal consisting of lead and si'.ver is melted in the open air, the lead will be
burned to ashes, and the silver remaining unaltered, it is easy to understand how the

silver may be extracted from the lead, for being heavier than Uic ashes of the lead,

and incapable of mixing with them fsince no metal is miscible with an earth) it will sink

to the bottom of the vessel in which the mass is melted. For the same reason either

gold or silver, or a mass cf both, may be purified from iron, tin, and copper, by the

mere operation of fusion. Silver is so commonly contained in lead, that it is esteemed
a very great curiosity to meet with lead which is entirely free from it. Lister proves
the existence of silver in the lead of at least thirty mines.t Yet notwithstanding we
find at present but few so worked. D<*rbyshire, which is esteemed the richest for

lead mines, yielding about 7,500 tons annually on an average, at present has no place

where silver is extracted. There is a lead mine in Patterdale near Keswick, which
yields much silver. Much silver is also extracted in Northumberland. Mr. Pennant,

in his tour through Wales, takes notice of the quantity of silver extracted at Holywell

in Flintshire. The lead mines in Cardiganshire have at different periods afforded great

quantities of silver ; sir Hugh Middleton is said to have cleared from them two thou-

sand pounds a month.| Though this appears so beneficial a profit, yet there are many
obstacles to prevent its being general. Various are the qualities of the lead ore in dif-

ferent mines, or in different parts of the same mine ; for it is very possible in an assay of
the ore in the same mine to i jet with one piece, which shall afford a lead yielding 8 or
10 times as much silver as another niece would do. The Derbyshire lead has been
said to contain two grains of silver in a pound of lead. And in some parts of Great

* HoUingshed's Chron. vol. 2d. pag. 316. See also a further occount of silver extracted from lead in

the counties of Devon and Cornwall, in Edward Third's time, page 413. . , ,

t Lister de Fontibus, cap. 3d. s. 9, 10.

t Open Min. explic. p. 245, * ^
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fiiituin, tlic orc-8, though poor in Icitd, contain iKtwccn 3 and 400 ounces ol'iiilver in u

ton of lead, much kiivcr is therefore orobubly thrown uwuy, for want of having the ores

of the poorettt sort projKrly a!»s;iyc((. That lead, which dott not contain nine ounces

of silver in u ton, is not thoudit worth refining, Ikcuihc of the Ion** of the lead ; the

smallest quantity therefore whiin can l)e extracted with profit, must depend much upon
the price of lead, all cxpences attending the several processes being the s;une. It is cal-

culated that the difference ^)ctween tlie value of the silver obtujied, and that of the

lead lost, would, when lead is at 15!. a ton, he II. 10s. Vi. and when lead is as low as

121. a ton, it would amount to 21. 14s. 9d. The greatest obstacle to tiie proprietors of

lead mines containing silver seems to be the clause, in that dec of parliament passed in

the 6th of William and Mary, respecting the right of pre-emption ; whereby their ma-
jesties, their heirs, and successors, 8cc. should have the privilege of purchasing all the

ore for nine pounds a ton. So that there m:iv be maity mines in Kngland very rich in

silver, which, on account of the difficulty of v^^^rking them, cannot be entered U[)on with

advantage while this right subsists.

After a long ascent up an immense hill wc soon arrived at Tavistock, lowly situated

by the river 1 ave, on u sandy ground, pretty well cultivated. The present state of this

town is considerable, consisting of several tolerable streets, with o large old church, the

body of which appears like three common parish churches united. The glory of this

place formerly was its abbey, founded by Ordulfthe son of Ordgar, carl of Devon and
Cornwall, in the reign of km^ Edgar about J61. This Ordulf (Malmesbury tells us)

says Camden was of so gigantic a stature, and so great strength, that he could break the

bars of gates, and go striding over a river ten feet broad. Little now remains of this

abbey but a few old walls ; a school was also erected here, for preserving from oblivion

the ancient Saxon language. Many of the abbots were men of eminence, and in the

church of this monastery many persons of distjnction were buried. Henry Kighth gave
John lord Russel, afterwards created carl of Bedford, the site of this monastery, with

the borough and advowson of the church. This family arc still lords of it, and since

their promotion to a dukedom have the title of marquis from hence. The borough was
never incorporated, but is governed by a portrieve, annually chosen by freeholders at the

lords-court ; the interest consequently rests with the duke,

Instead of pursuing the right road over Dartniore forest by Motvton to Exeter, wc
deviated round the north side of this vast heap of mountains to see Lydford waterfall.

This being market day we met numbers of the people flocking hither with grain, a few
sheep, and an abundance of Michaelmas geese. The common vehicles of this country-

are panniers and horses ; nor did we meet a single carriage the whole day. Pass over
an extensive down, with fine prospects on our left and Dartmorc on our right ; this

part of the country is very coarse, moory, and barren in its nature ; in some places pro-

ductive of nothing but a dwarf kind of furze ; in others we see a considerable increase

of tillage ; owing chiefly to the cultivation of potatoes ; the soil is mostly a stiff clay,

which renders it unhealthy to sheep, which are here of a small sort, and subject to the

rot, especially in wet seasons, which destroys them incredibly fast. In these parts, which
are too remote to obtmn sea sand, they shave off the turf, and by burning it, procure
excellent manure from its ashes, which mode of cultivation being first used here, is called

Devonshiring or Denshiring. But this in reality was the Roman method, and is ad-
mirably described by Virg^.*

* Sxpe etiatn steriles incendere profuit agros,

Atqiie levemstipulam crepitantibus urere flatntnU.

Geor. I. V. 84,85.
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Dartmore» where the river Dart ^as its rise, is a mountainous forest made by king

John, and had formerly in it many tm mines. Ic is about twenty miles long, and four,

teen broad, affording pasture for many thousand sheep and cattle, more healthful than

its marshy skirts, from its n>cky and dryer soil ; from whence in a clear day the views

are extensive and beautiful.

" Duvid de Sciredun held lands in Scircdun and Siplei^h by knight-service, on con-

dition that he should find two arrows, when our lord the king came to hunt in this fo-

rest."

When the tin mines in the county were in a flourishing state, by a charter of Edward
First, the tinners were obliged to assemble their court on a noted hill, between Tavistock

and Chegford in this forest, called Crokentorr. In this desolate spot, where no refresh-

ment could be found, no shelter, nor any seat but that of a moor stone, they generally

met to the number of 200 or more. Having so far complied with the order of the

charter, the next act of the steward was to adjourn the court to one of the stannery

towns, usually Tavistock : where the price of the metal was fixed, all differences adjust-

ed, and acts of regulation made. This meeting was called, '* the parliament for the

stanneries," the place of meeting in the forest, " the parliament house ;" and the pre-

sentment of the jurors, " acts of parliament."

A few miles further we pass an immense rock, on the summit of which stands Brent-

torr church. This, though 20 miles distant, is an excellent sea-mark to guide the ships

about Plymouth. At the foot of the next descent, close on the lefl of the road, you will

see a clump of trees ; turn in at the gate, and inquire at the farm house of Mr. Candy,
and some person will attend to the waterfall, about a quarter of a mile below. This
remarkable cataract is formed by a small stream running into the river Lyd, over a ro-

mantic rock, sweetly clothed with wood, which appears in various intersections in this

vale. Winding down the rock, on a small path about half way you are presented with

the finest milky streams imaginable, neither too perpendicular to be one confused heap,

nor too much divided to be ungraceful; but one continued silvery chain of 200 feet;

towards the bottom the rock projects so favourably as to fiU the air with aqueous parti-

cles, and imitate the effect ofa real fountain, softly falling in a silver shower. Descend-
ing beneath you look up to the whole with a similar enchantment. The late ruins were
just suflicientto fill it to perfection; and we only wanted the soft beams ofmoon light,

to realize that fairy scene, so sweetly described in lord Mornington's musical elegy :

'« Near a cool grot and mossy cell,

We rural fays and fairies dwell, 8cc. • ' •.

The surprising waterfall pleased me altogether more than any in the North of Eng-
land or Scotland, and being a greater rarity in those parts, it is more valuable and strik-

ing. Camden seems nut to have been acquainted with it, though it must have existed

many ages, as he mentions, not a mile beyond the bridge approaching Lydford, where
the little river Lyd, being pent up within the rocks, has made itself so deep a fall, by a

continual working, that the water is not to be seen, but only the murmur, or in high

water rather thunder *' heard, to the great astonishment of those that pass over." This
is the case on horseback, or in a carriage, but whoever looks attentively on foot may sec

thfc stowing torrent rushing impetuously through the narrow confines of the rock, at the

distance of 100 feet from the battlements of the bridge. Lydford, now reduced to a
small village, was formerly a town of note, which sent burgesses to parliament, but for

its poverty has long since been discharged of that privilege ; the ruins of a jail-like
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castle are still visible. From hence nothing occurs till we come to the village of Sour-

ton ; whence opens a charming prospect towards the west of a rich vale, &c. terminated

by distant mountains. As we approach Okehampton, vulgarly called Ockington, the

beauties of the forest hang gracefully on the skirts of Dartmore. but for this we are

mostly indebted to the remains of the old park, where once the earls of Devonshire

had a noble castle, now quite in ruins, which till late belonged to the Courtenays of Pow-
derham-castle, near Exeter, but is now exchanged away to some part of the corpora-

tion. The castle stands a little west of the centre of the county, and near the town of

Okehampton. It was built by Baldwin de Brioniis ; who, as appears by domesday.

book, was in possession of it when that survey was taken. From his descendants the

Rivers's, earls of Devon, it devolved by marriage to the Courtnays, earls of Devon.
In that family it remained till seized by king Edward IV, on account of their attach-

ment to the house of Lancaster ; in which cause, Thomas de Courtnay , and his brother

John, both lost their lives ; the first being taken at the battle of Towton, 1461, was car-

ried to Pontefract, and there beheaded ; his head was set up at York, in the place of

that of the duke of York ; the latter was killed at Tewksbury. Edward granted this,

castle, honour and manor, to sir John Dynham ; by whom they were soon afterwards for-

feited. King Henry VII. on coming to the throne, restored to the Courtnays their an-

cient honours and possessions, amon^t which was this castle ; but in the reign of Henry,

Coun'ney, the then possessor, was executed for a treasonable correspondence with car-

dinal Pole, and it once more escheated to the crown ; when that king caused the castle

and a fine park thereunto belonging to be dismantled and destroyed. He likewise im.
prisoned Edward the son and heir of the late earl ; who continued in confinement till

released by queen Mary ; by whom he was reinstated in the rank and fortune of his an-

cestors. He leaving no male issue, the estate was carried by marriage into the family

of the Mohuns, barons of Mohun and Okehampton ; whose male line likewise becoming
extinct, by the death of the lord Mohun, killed 1712, by the duke of Hamilton, in a
duel, the estate descended to Christopher Harris, of Heynes, esq. he having married the

heiress of that family. The view taken by Mr. Grose, 1761, gives a just and lively re-

presentation of its ruins ; having only part of the keep, and some fragments of high

walls remaining ; the solidity of which, tc^ther with their advantageous situation, and
the space they occupy, clearly evince, that when entire it was both strong and exten-

sive.

This ancient borough stands in a vale on the river Oke, whence it has its name ;

at a mile distance from the parish church, beautifully situated on a hill amidst a thick

grove. Here is a small manufacture similar to the rest of the towns in this county, but

in the annals of history we find this place much more considerable than at present. The
members of parliament are chosen by the freemen and freeholders, and the interest now
rests with the duke ofBedford. Here we dined and had our usual compliment, so pecu-

liar to this county, of tarts and clotted cream, a composition to me more pleasing than

arny thing of the kind I had ever tasted. This essence of milk is gathered by scalding

their whole quantity together in the state it comes from the cow, and letting it stand

about a day, and then skimming off the top i by which means they have a greater quan-

tity, but the milk is quite impoverished.

In the evening we proceeded to Crockemwell, the half-way house to Exeter ; which,

though not the most desirable inn, afforded us a comfortable repose, and in the morning
early, genial and soft as th^ two preceding days, which with the brighter influence of the

sun appeared more charming in autumnal tints than fairest May ;

i
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" The fading many-colour'd wood««

Shade deep'ning over shaidei the country round _
Imbrown ; a crowded umbrage, dusk and deept

~

Of every hue, from wan declining green
To sooty dark."

Here we overcame the difficulties of hills by an additional post horse, and moved with
expedition amidst delightl'ul scenery to the fair city we had lately passed through, and
now breakfasted where we this day week had dined.

It now occurs to me to mention an idea of grandeur and opulence not to be found
elsewhere in Great Britain, if on the whole face of the globe; (^iz.) that by a more
rapid abbreviation of this western tour, you might sleep twelve nights at twelve different

cities (viz.) London, Oxford, Worcester, Hereford, Gloucester, Bristol, Bath, Wells,

Exeter, Salisbury, Winchester and Westminster. This idea is still more enlarged, when
we consider the superiority of our English roads, inns, and every convenience to facili-

tate travelling. When we hear of the comparative difficulties uur forefathers had to

fitru^le with, even since the last forty .years, we are astonished at the difference. What
was then deemed a journey of some days, and not to be attempted without the utmost
precaution and meditation, is now accomplished with the greatest ease in a few hours.

It may not be an unprofitable deviation here to trace this great source of comfort and
public utility from an early period to the present time. The visible progression in im-
provements, whether in arts, sciences, manufactures, agriculture, Sec. ought ever to be
the prime objects of our researches and the delight of our leisure hours. By degrees,

after many benefits gradually gained, an intelligent nation extends its views to the nigh-

est attainment of perfection. Having supplied itself with an extensive produce of its

own wealth, the next object was to promote a commodious communication between its

several parts by means of rubbish roads, causeways and bridges. The Romans were
distinguished b^ their attention to the straightness, solidity, and admirable disposition of
their roads, which, though used for other purposes, were chiefly intended for military

ways ; and this (economy of theirs was carried through all the provinces of their exten-

sive empire. The intention of these military ways was worthy of the genius, aixl expres-

sive of the policy of that wise and potent people. They were so many links uniting the

provinces to the seat of empire. That they were very numerous, is confirmed by the

remains, which are still to be seen in many countries. In the Itinerary of Antoninus
there are fifteen roads, with the stations marked upon them, and the distances between
in miles, which, taken together, make a total of 2579 miles, the construction of which
must have necessarily consumed much time, required much toil, and demanded im-
mense treasures. It is however remarkable, that scarce in any of the countries they

possessed there are still remaining more authentic monuments of these useful and stupen-

dous works than in Great Britain, which with indefatigable pains and most extensive

learning have been studiously traced, accurately described, and the stations on them with

all possible certainty pointed out by many excellent antiquaries. The Saxons, when
diey became masters of the southern parts of this isle, shewed great respect to these an-

cient roads, as appears by the names they bestowed on them. The law De Pace Qua-
tuor Cheminorum, and the appellation still in use, of the king*s highways, shew how
much they were respected. The four great roads were the Fosse, Watling-street, Erming
or Ermin, called also Beling-street, and Ikeneld, Ryknild, or Rykeneld-street. About
which the learned are much divided ; but the inroads of the Danes, which occasioned

such general desolation ; the Norman conquest ; "nd the long continuance of civil wars

;

had no doubt the most fatal effects upon these, as well as the trade and agriculture of
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this country. When the nation liad time to breathe, and its interior peace was restored,

industry, the parent ofdomestic trade, and public welfare, renewed its vigour, and hav-

ing gained one advantage grasped immediately at another. And by this means laws

respecting the public utility became absdutely necessary. By the statute of Winchester
in the reign of Edward I, some provision is made for the security of highways, by suf-

fering no wood to grow within SioO feet on one side or other, that passengers might not

be surprised by thieves. In the time of Henry VIII, some laws were enacted for pre-

serving and amending causeways, and for facilitating the making new and more com-
modious roads, by giving to such as made them legally through their own lands the

property of the soil, &c. At length it became requisite to take more stable me-
thods for a constant and regular communication, which produced, in respect to roads, a
kind of system : the origin of which may be found in stat. 2 and 3 Phil, and Mar. cap.

8. The preamble declares, that the roads were tedious and noisome to travel in, and
dangerous to passengers and carriages. For the remedy of this, it is enacted, that in

every parish, surveyors of the highways shall be chosen, and the inhabitants obli^d, ac-

cording to their respective properties, to find labourers and carriages for a certain num-
ber of days to work thereon.

A new mode was introduced about the middle of the last century, by applying to the

legislature to establish tolls for amending old, and making new roads, so that by a gradual
extension of these turnpike ways, the whole kingdom b highly benefited, and become
much more pervious than the rest of the world. The attention of the legislature in

regulating the commissioners and other officers ; the size, extent and goodness of the

roads in general, as well as the rate of tolls, ^th a multitude of other particulars, prove
an intention of approaching towards perfection in the plan ; nor is the execution, as far

as human abilities will allow, deficient. In consequence of this judicious, though ex-
pensive arrangement, the land carriage of th'is country corresponds most harmoniously

with its commerce ; and as plenty obeys the call of industry, we find both spread by
this means into almost every comer of the island. To these may be added the numerous
commodious and eveji magnificent inns, on all these spacious and \veU frequented

roads, which peculiarly distinguish this country. And it is a just observation, that no-

thing can afibrd a clearer indication of the true state of a country and its inhabitants,

than the public inns. In some of the chief cities in Germany, and the Low Countries,

they are highly commended ; passable in France ; celebrated at Lyons ; plentiful in

Switzerland; indi£b%nt in Italy ; worse in Spain ; and still worse in Poland. In this

country, business and pleasure support them, and constant emulation hath made them in

most places commodious, in some splendid and superb. All these circumstances duly
weighed, and maturely considered, fully demonstrate the rectitude of that principle, on
which these stupendous improvements were undertaken, and which do so much honour
to the activity, vigour, and steadiness with which, in so short a space of time, they have
been and are still carried on, with such evident advantages to individuals and such general

credit to the nation.

Amongst the innumerable benefits that have arisen, from the great improvements of

our roads, the quick and certain correspondence by the post is the most conspicuous. This
invention we find attributed by Herodotus to Cyrus the great ; and his successors in

the empire ofPersia, appointed 111 royal stations, or post houses, to convey their edicts

from and intelligence to their capital city of Siiza. The Greeks and Romans adopted

this Persian institution. Charlemagne settledposts as emperor through all his domi-
nions; Lewis XI, revived them in France. This mode of conveying intelligence was
adopted many ages ago in other countries, and even in our own, but in a rude and im.

VOL. II. p p
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perfect state, till the long parliament in the reign of Charles I, reduced into some order

what hacl been before a thing of little consequence, and by giving it a regular and

uniform establishment, may be said to have struck out the rudiments of what it now
IS. In this reign it came to be considered in a proper light, as a thing that might be

rendered bencticiul to the crown, and of infinite utility to the nation. A. D. 1635, a

proclamation was published, regulating the rates of postage, and pointing out what we
stile the north and west roads, so that probably, if the troubles had not broke out snon

after, the post-oiEce might gradually have been brought into good order. This was
much improved, and legally settled by parliament soon after the restoration, and the

several branches of it, foreign as well as domestic, very judiciously regulated, and the

rates of postage adjusted on moderate terms. This method was attended with such

beneficial consec|uences, that in the reign of queen Anne a post-master general was
appointed, who is authorised to appoint others at Edinburgh, Dublin, New York, &c.

and through all the provinces on the Continent ; and in all the British isles in America.

From this jieriod it received continual augmentations, and by a law in his present ma*
jesty's reign, some new regulations were made for rendering the carriage of letters

cheaper and more commodious ; but that recent improvement of the ingenious and

spirited Mr. Palmer eclipses every other, and in spite of all opposition is confirmed,

from a supposed speculation, to a permanent system ; by which means, while mankind
are furnished with more elegant public vehicles, and their lives and property

safely protected, a correspondence the most uniform and free is carried on with the ut-

most facility, celerity and security, through the wide expanse of the British dominions.

And Britain is now truly the seat of empire, the centre of commerce, and the haven of

repose.*

In order to complete the remainder of our tour, much resembling in its outlines a

figure of 8, we now directed our course south.east towards Dorchester. About half a

mile from this city we pass the ancient and extensive pile of the laudable workhouse or

hospital before described ; two miles beyond this, where the Topsham road parts to the

right, is Heavytrce gallowsf, with a square piece of ground enclosed by a strong wall,

for the burial of sufferers ; a plan I never remember to have seen before. The road

now in a more gravelly soil was excellent and uninterrupted by tedious hills ; the sur-

rounding inclosures of arable and pasture, ^low^ed with fertility; while the happy
seedsman, scattering round his showers of grain, hail'd the smiling season M^th the voice

ofmelody. Thus we joumied on till we came within six miles of Honiton, fi'om the

brow of which hill we were presented with the sweetest scene of cultivation I ever

beheld. This may be called the ^rden of Devon, not only from its own intrinsic su-

periority, but the beauteous order in which it is disposed ; a fine amphitheatre of meadow
and arable inclosure, gradually ascending towards the south, in the highest cultivation,

up to its natural boundary of open hills, ranged in all the un'formity of a perfect wall

;

to the east and north appears a similar circular defence, but not so strongly marked. De-
scending; into this lovely vale, we saw on our left Estcott, the seat of sir Oeorge Yonge, a

finu old place of good architecture and beautifully situated. A little farther the river

Otter forms a sweet winding canal, where we pass a very picturesque scene of cots and
ivy mantled bridges. This spot, now only a decayed village called Veniton, is famous
for a battle fought against the Cornish rebels in the reign ofKdward VI. We now met
numbers of market-people with panniers, crookes and gambades. Honiton is a neat

Campbell's Survey, t So named from the adjacent village.
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market town situate on the river Otter ; the country around it is beautiiiil. It wan held

before the conquest by Drago, a Saxon ; in the Norman survey, it is described under

the tide of Terra Comitis Moritonensis, or lands belonging to Robert earl of Morton,

half br(>dier to the conqueror, to whom he gave great possessions in these parts, and

made him earl of Cornwall. We afterwards find these lands bestowed by Henry I, on

Richard de Redvers, created earl of Devon lord of Okehampton, 8cc. From this fa.

mily the title and lands of the earls of Devon, came to the Courtenays. This manor
therefore being bestowed bv Hugh Courtenay, upon his fifth son Philip, of Powder-
ham Castle, near Exeter, has continued in his posterity, and is now part of the pos-

sessions of Viscount Courtenay, of that beautiful place. This town sends members to

Earliament, under the government of a portrieve, chosen annually at the court of the

)rd of the manor, who makes the return of the members elected by all the inhabitants

called burgage-holders. The present condition of this town is indebted to a dreadful

fire, which broke out on July 19th, 1747, and reduced three parts of it to ashes, to the

great distress of several hundred industrious inhabitants. The houses now wear n

pleasing aspect, and the principal street extending from east to west is remarkably paved,

forming a small channel well shouldered up on each side with pebbles and green turf,

which holds a stream of clear water with a square dipping place opposite each door ; a

mark of cleanliness and convenience I never saw before. The first manufacture of

serges was introduced into Devonshire at this town, but at present it is employed chiefly

in making lace. It may be worth remarking, that the market day was here held before

the reign of king John on Sunday, but changed by his direction, it still continues on
Saturday, which we now saw. After dining at an excellent inn, we proceeded over vast

hills surrounded with beautiful vales ; from the top of Honiton hill the landscape may
vie with any part of this kingdom.

Axminster, where we now arrived to repose, is a considerable market town, situate

on the river Axe, from whence, together with a minster erected here by king Athel-

stan, it has its name. This foundation was for seven priests, but afterwards reduced

to two, for whom a portion of land was allotted, called priest-aller ; which with the par-

sonage now belongs to two prebendaries of York, to pray for souls buried here, who
were slain at the battle of Brunaburg, in a field which is at present called Kingsfield.

The manufacture of this place is chiefly carpets, and esteemed superior to the Wilton,

being worked by the pliant fingers of small children, from patterns and colours laid

before them. Thirteen shillings per yard is the lowest price, and from thence their

value may be increased almost to any sum.
Leaving this town we soon entered Dorsetshire, the stratum changes to sand and white

fUnt. The road passes several miles on a noble terrace, the sea boldly swelling on our
right, various clifis and Portland island rising in front, with a charm''ng vale on our left,

scooped into variety of amphitheatres, &c. We now came opposite to Lyme, or Lyme
Regis, so called from a rivulet of that name, on wluch it stands. At the time of the

conquest we find it annexed to the abbey of Sherborne, a considerable place on the

north borders of the county : but Richard I, bestowed great privileges on it, which
were confirmed by succeecUng monarchs. In the reign of Henry V, during the wars

between England and France, this town was reduced to ashes : but being a royal de-

. mesne, the king forgave those distressed inhabitants the quit rent, which enabled them
to rebuild the town. However it did not flourish 6ar many years, as Camden describes

it to be a poor inconsiderable place. In the reign of James I, the merchants having

engaged in trade to Newfoundland, acquired large fortunes and raised the town consider-

ably ; and afterwards king William confirmed their ancient privileges by a new char-

p p 2
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ter under the government r a nia]ror, 15 burgesses, Sec. But what most claims the

notice of a traveller, la its* famous pier and harbour, esteemed one of the best in £urope.

Though we could not now conveniently visit it« yet I have had sufficient information to

justify a short account. Having neither creek nor bay, nor any other natural conveni-

ence for a port, the ingenuitjr of the inhabitants has, by great art and labour, con-

str'icted a massy pile of building, which consists c^ high and thick walls, whose
materials were va&t rocks weighed up out of the sea. The principal extends

some distance from the shore into the mam sea, and so large as to admit of various build-

ings and warehou!>es, with a street for carriages to pass along. Opjiosite to thb b a
similir constniction, which cross(^s the end of the first, and then fontiS i parallel to it.

Ships enter this port by the point of the first wall, while the second breaking the violence

of the sea, they pass into the ba:*on, and ride with all the calmness and security ofa wet
dock. This curious work is called a cobb. and firm enough to cariy any number of

guns ; which they have not yet thought necessary, but only plant a few guns in pro*

per parts of this noble pier, and the town. One would imagine that this surprising

mode of constructing a port, so much admired by all visitors and highly spoken of by
most writers, would be eagerly imitated upon every part of our coast, where the conve-

nience of country, and the opening such a port, might prove a mutual advantage.

Lyme was the landing place of the unfortuna'.e duke of Monmouth, June 11th,

1685 ; who undertook to assert his right to the crown as son to Charles II, the im-
prudence of which enterprise did not at first appear ; and so popular was his name
amongst the lower people, that in a few days his original number of followers was in-

creased from 100 to above 2000 horse and foot At Axminster the Devon milida to

the number of 4000 men were assembled under the duke of Albemarle, son to him
who had restored the royal family ; from these however he met with no difficulty.

The next station of the rebels was Taunton, a disaffected town, which gladly received

them, and even reinforced them with considerable numbers. Even the voice of the

fair, according to Hume, here joined in the common ciy of this rebellion, and they

presented Monmouth with a pair of colours of their handiwork, toother with a copy
of a bible. He was here too persuaded to assume the title of king, and assert the

legitimacy of his birth : he was now obliged daily, for want of arms, to dismiss many
who crowded to his standard. He entered Bridgewater, Wells, Frome ; and was pro-

claimed in all these places. But while he by his imprudent and misplaced caution was
thus wasting time in the west, the king was more active in his preparations to oppose
him ; six regiments of British troops were called over from Holland, which, together

Avith a considerable augmentation to the army, were dispatched under the command of
Fevcrsham and Churchill, in order to check the progress of the rebels. Sedgemoor near
Bridgewater was the seat of the engagement; in which action Monmouth's men showed
what a native courage and a principle ofduty, even when unassisted by discipline, is able

to perform. And their efforts would have terminated in a victory, had not the miscon-

duct of Monmouth, and the cowardice of Gray, who commanded his horse, prevented

it. After a combat of three hours the rebels were forced to fly amidst a slaughter of
about 1500. Monmouth, after many attempts to conceal himself, was at length taken

in a situation which human nature could scarce support ; his body depressed with fa-

tigue and hunger, his mind by the memory of past misfortunes, and the prospect of
future disasters ; and to heighten his misery, like Russel, he severely felt the repeated

feeble blows of the executioner.

VVe now descended to the sweet village of Charmouth, situate close to the sea. 'Vt this

little spot the pirating Danes had the fortune to beat the English in two engagements

;
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first conquering king Egbert, 831; and then king iEthelwulf, eight years a(\cr.

The children ran after us with prawns taken here in great abundance and perfection

;

also with ores, shells, 8ic. Meeting William Loyd, a labourer, we were induced to

accompany him to see his collection of tlie most curious fossil world. His cottage

affording no convenience for this purpose, they are displayed in the open garden ; those

who are desirous of viewing such wonderful operations of nature, may here satisfy their

curiosity by only deviating a few yards from the road ; and those who ure desirous of

adding to their collection for grottoes, chimney pieces, 8cc. may here find materials on the

lowest terms
In the Philosophical Transactions (voL Ivi. No. 22) is the following account of an

uncommon phaeuomenon, near this place, by John Stephens, M. A. " In August, 1751,

after very hot weather, followed by suddefi rain, the cliffs near Charmouth, in the west-

ern parts of Dorsetshire, began to smoke, and soon after to burn with a visible but

subtle flame ; the same phsenomena were observed at intervals, especially iifter rain, till

winter ; the flame however was not visible by day, except the sun shone, when the clifls

appeared at a distance as if covered with pieces of glass which reflected the rays : at ni^ht

the flame was visible at a distance, but when the spectator drew near, he could perceive

smoke only, and no flame : a similar flame has been seen rising from the lodes, or veins

of the mines in Cornwall, with thb difference, that when the spectator approached, the

flame did not disappear, but seemed to surround him, yet did him no harm, and in four

or five minutes seemed to sink into the earth. Upon examining Charmouth cliffs, a
great quantity of martial pyrites were found, with marcasites that yielded near a tenth

of common sulphur, of comua ammonis, and other shells, and the belemnites, all

crusted with pyritical matter : these substances were found not in regular strata, but

Interspersed in large masses through the earth, which consisted of a dark coloured loam,
impregnated with bitumen to the depth of '40 feet ; there was also found a dark co-

loured substance like coal cinder, which being powdered and washed, and the water being
slowly evaporated to a pellicle, its salts, which shot into crystals, appeared to be a
martial vitriol. Mr. Stephens laid about lOOlb. of all these substances in a heap ex-

Eosed to the air, and sprinkled them every day with water ; in about ten days they grew
ot, soon after caught fire, burnt several hours, and fell into dust. The fire of this

mass he supposes to be the same with that of the clifis, and to be produced by the same
causes.

Ascending the winding hilis again, we are charmed with similar beauteous scenery.

The land is not so rich as in parts we had lately passed ; but they manure plentifully

with lime, which makes it worth, on an average, 20s. per acre. Flax* is here

* Flax is a vsgetable well known, assiduously cultivated, and in the highest esteem Trom all antiquity,,

being celebrated by Herodot. Sec. as one of the most lucrative branches of commerce. The scriptures'

also frequently mention the fine linen of Egypt ; the principal argument used to prove tiie people of
Colchuc were an Kgyptian colony, was their proficiency in this manufacture. In Pliny's time tlie cul-

ture, and even the manufacture of flax, seem to have reached those cuuntries> in which they still flourish.

It is found by experience that with proper attention it may be raised on almost every soil of Great Britain

;

and the profit is seldom less than lOl. an acre, besides affording employment and subsistence to the indus-
trious poor. But when wc consider the benefits that arise from this commodity when it comes into the
hands of the manufacturers, it must appear to be a national object of the greatest importance. The
Dutch, who understand both the culture and manufacture of flax better than any other nation in the
world, prefer '4heir own seed, raised on the stiff clays of Zealand, to any that they receive from the northern
parts of Europe : but the flux employed in thtir manufactures grow on a light, warm, gravelly soil, and
owes its beaiity and fineness to their sedulous care in manuring) cuhivating, and dressing it. We have
the same diversiiy ofland and much more of them than the Dutch, and therefor^, if we took equal pains,

we might soon be released from the necessity of importing. In I69S, according to Mr. Houghton, we
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raised very much ; apples in abundance ; whose cyder sells now, as in Somersetshire,

from 7s. to 12s. per hogshead. As wc proceed, a noble view presents itself across the

sea, down the Devon coast to Topsham, Plymouth, Sec.

Dine at Bridport, a very neat town, whose principal street is remarkably spacious,

well-built, and paved ; about the middle stands an excellent new murlcet house, with

good rooms over it for all public purposes, only finished this year. This town was
anciently very considerable ; in the reign of Edward the Confessor the number of

houses were about 120, which made it great in those days ; but we find in William
the Conqueror's time they were reduced to 100. Again it recovered its greatness.

King Henry HI, created it a borough ; Henry VII, queen Elizabeth, and James I,

established the cot-poration, with many privileges ; it is governed by two bailiffs, and

a recorder, and sends two members to parliament. The piers and harbour, which

once added greatly to its flourishing state, are all ^ne to ruin, so that there is no se-

curity for ships driven by stress of weather into this deep and perilous bay. The soil

being rich and strong, this neighbourh jd produces an abundance of hemp,^ and

the inhabitants are very adept in twisting all sorts of ropes ; nay, so famous were they

in this manufacture formerly, that, by a statute made m the reign of Henry VII, it

was ordered that all the cordage for the navy should, for a limited time, be made here,

or within five miles of this place, and no where else. At present great quantities of twine,

nets, &c. are manufactured here.

After dinner we proceeded to Weymouth. The stratum now changes to real black

flint and chalk ; a more variec' and beautiful country is scarce to be found than the

greater part of this evening's journey affords; hills and dales tossed about in the

wildest manner of welUfringed inclosures, form the variegated landscapes of the first

three or four miles. These sweeps of inclosures gradually expand till they become
immense downy hills and deep vales; near the 5th mile-stone, look a little to the left,

and you will be struck with a most picturesnue scene ; a bold, circular, gently swell-

ing hill rises out of a vast hollow with peculiar effect, near to which a small tuft of

inclosures seems wildly tossed beneath to decoraie the vale with softest inequalities*

About the 6th stone you behold a spot infinite'.y more elegant; a circular hollow

scooped in a vast hill of the sweetest verdure ; were it not for the difference of co«

lour and texture, a more exact idea cannot be ^ven of its beautiful appearance, than

by comparing them to those soft waves one sees m driven snow. Nor are these velvet

mixtures of hill and dale, sometimes rising boldly abrupt, and sometimes very gentle,

more gratifying to the eye, than the food of them is delightful, and beneficial to the fleecy-

flocks that brouze abundantly all over them.
, . ,

imparted 495 ton of|flax. In 1763, from Uussia, 161,756 povinds, or 3576 tons. In our sister island

this has been made an object of national attention : they saw clearly that to g^ain and preserve the linen

manufacture, it was necessary to raise flax, fur which purpose they gave a bounty of 5s. a barrel on the
importation of flax or hemp seed ; they gave this gratisto such as would sow their lands therewith ; they
?;ave bounties of lOs. 8s. and 6s. on every lOOlb. of 35, 30, and 30s. an 100 in value ; they gave their

reedom in country corporations to all hemp and flax dressers ; and they held out a premium on every
bushel of seed, when at 5s. a bushel, which should be exported.!

.V ^,r
* Campbell's Survey of Great Britain, vol. ii. p. 90.

t Hemp is another vci;etable too well known to need any description ; the same remarks may be made
with regard to the benefit arising from the cultivation of this, as have been made just before on flax,

and even much stronger arguments used to support it, there being almost ten times the quantity ofhemp
imported, which shews the immense saving that would arise, if we could raise this, or the greater part of
it, at home.

f
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The place wc next came to was Wintcrburn, remarkable for a marshy spring culled

the Werry, which bursts out in this season of the year ; continuing to flow all winter,

and at a certain time in spring it ceases, and remains dry all sumnDcr. Instead of con-

tinuing the road to Dorchester, we now descended to the right through a kind of

half inclosure interrupted by gates, which brought us to the pleasant village of Up-
way, ornamented with several good houses, &c. From hence throuc^h Broi\d-way

we soon arrived at the Hotel Weymouth, or rather Melcomb-rcgis ; which two places

arc separated by the river Wey, and were distinct boroughs formerly, and always at

variance about their privileges, so that they were deprived of them by Henry Sixth,

But queen Elizabeth restored them, on condition that they should make but one cor.

poraiion : by which union they enjoy their common rights and flourish together. A
wooden bridge of many arches unites them ; the former looks small and dirty, but the

latter is improved by all the advantage of good building and spacious str^^ets ; amongst

which are many excellent lodgings ; but the range of buildings called Gloucester-row,

York- buildings, and the Esplanade, are the most elegant and desirable, from their

contiguity to the sands, which are naturally the best and most convenient for the pur-

pose of bathing, in the kingdom ; being within a beautiful semicircular bay of near

two miles, most happily protected from winds and temi^ests by the surrounding hills,

which, while they anord security to the most timid valetudinarian, for the enjoyment

of this marine salutary exercise, also present the most picturesque view to every win-

dow of these lodgings. The assembly room is a lofly and spacious building, adjoining

the hotel kept by Mr. Stacie, from the Bedford Arms, London, who attends in the

season, and has, besides every other indulgence for company, an excellent boat for

schemes upon the water.

In the morning tedious rain confined us within doors several hours ; but clearing

up about one, we drove to seethe isleof Portland, commonly so called, though in fact

no more than a peninsula, as it is joined to the main land by a prodigious beach, or

ridge of pebbles ; parallel to which runs a narrow creek which you lerry over. To
contemplate this wonderful wall washed up by the sea you should tide or walk along

its summit, where you will see more fully the extent and security of this immoveable

bulwark, whose materials are mostly equal in size to a walnut at the water side, gr^idu-

ally diminishing to common gravel, and though imcemented, are capable nf resisting

the most outrageous storms, and of preserving the adjacent country from ?. destructive

inundation.

The two castles on the opposite shores, named Portland and Sandsfoot were built

in the reign of Henry VIII, about 1539, but have nothing now to attract our notice.

From beneath the beach we drove to this mountainous island, taking its name (ac-

cording to Camden) from one Port, a noble Saxon, who in 703 much infested and an-

noyed this coast ; it is about nine miles round, and divided into seven villages, all be-

longing to one parish. The first we arrived at is called Chiswell ; the next Fortunes-

well ; on the hill stands Rayfourth and Wakeham ; to the east is East-town ; to the

west, West-town ; and on the south, Southwell. The inhabitants are computed about

1700. We stopt at the Portland-arms during a violent storm ; the windows looking

over that immense beach plainly shewed us the danger of ships being e-inbayed and lust

here, when, coming fi^m the westward, they omit to keep a good fifing;, and cannot

weather the highland of Portland. After this violent shower, we procured saddle

horses, and went direcdy across to the south- side ; having mounted the vast hill from

Fortune-well, we see the whole island, now a flat surface almost every way, and divided

into lai^ inclosures by stone walls, for the purpose of growing corn and feeding
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that small breed of sheep universally admired Tor their flavour ; but the whole has a

drc'ury uncoiiU rtublc iib|xct, cntin:ly dt-biitutc oi' wood and fuel. The quarric'^ for

fretting that inimitable Htone, of which all our best buildingn are formed, are t>cen in

almost every purt of thisi i&laud ; but they were no curiosity to us after that subterra-

neous mode at Bath. Proceeding directly across, we saw the ruins of tlie old castle,

which bite, before the invention of ordnance, might seem impregnable; }ct was it

both forced and won by Robert curl of Gloucester, 1143, in behalf of his sister,

Maude, the empress, when she waged war against king Stephen. At this place, in

1588, the Spitniards, with their supposed invincible army, strove to land ; but l)eing

prevented by the English, a strenuous fight ensued, which forced them to acknowledge

that title false ; when many hundreds perished, and two of their great ships were
brought into Weymouth. From hence you have a noble view of the race of Portland,

so called from the meeting of the two tides, or striving of the currents, mid-way
between this and the French coast. This iigitation of the waves is often so dangerous,

that scarce any vessel can pass over it in the calmest season ; and ships, not aware of

these currents, have been embayed to the west of Portland, and lost on the beach

above-mentioned. Before wc quitted tlie south side, we saw the small remains of the

ancient church, whose foundation the rolling sea began to undermine. Indeed the

cliffs along this side are wonderfully rent ; one in particular, to the right of this old

church, is very striking ; the immense muss of stone, apparently separated from the

main body by some violent convulsion, foims a chasm wildly magnificent. From hence

too we plainly see Peverel Point, a vast heap of undermined rocks* at the comer of the

island of Purbeck. whose attractive chasm threatens destruction on all who approach

them. This was the spot where the unfortunate Halswell East Indiaman, and most of

its crew, met with their untimely fate. The wind blowing hard, and the waves rolling

high, recalled that shocking scene more warmly to our imagination. We now returned

to our inn, where the landlord, Gibbs, shewed us a very curious relic of Saxon an-

tiquity, called the Reve-poU, which, in lieu of a rent-roll, exhibits a very ancient mode
of keeping accounts ; as on this staff is marked every acre of land on the island ; by
which means the bailiff collected the king's dues, as lord of the manor, at the rate of

three-pence per acre, distinguished by dinlrent sized cuts, from a farthing to ten shil-

lings and seven pence farthing, the hip;hest rent paid. As wc departed from hence,

the people cro>vaed round us with various curiosities, found about this island, of ore,

spar, fossils, Sec. but the most curious production is a kind of sea-weed, mentioned bv
Camden, called isidis plocamon, or isis hair, not unlike coral. We now hastened back
to the hotel at Weymouth, where we enjoyed a late dinner, accompanied by music of

the roaring waves.

In the morning I arose early : the sea and the air were very favourable for bathing and
fishing ; the machines for the former purpose, near 30 in number, were busily employ-
ed, while those floating vehicles for the latter glided up and down amidst the reflected

beams of the new risen sun, dancing on the surface of the gently agitated water ; which,

together with the transparent sky, so softly hanging on the horizon, and the moun-
tainous hills and chalky clifis around, presented the most b-^autiful picture imagpinable

;

such as I only remember to have seen in Loutherberg's Eioophusicon : an elegant re-

presentation of moving transparent pictures, exhibited in Exeter 'Change a few
years ago, to imitate in miniature what nature thus displays on her real and unrivaled

scale.

From hence to Dorchester, eight miles, we went to breakfast. Ascending Ridget

way hill, the extensive prospect of sea and country is delightful. Beyond this, qn the
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light, is un old mansion, called Rcrringston, the ancient neat ut the Witliamti's, dc.

scendcd from sir John Williams, who, aH Cokcr suys, by his buildings nnd other or.

namcnts, much beautified this place. On the left, immediately behind the villagt

of Monckton, we walked to inspect one of the most perfect remains of an ancient for-

tification in this kingdom, vulgarly called Maiden-castle, on tradition that it was ncvcr

forccd nor won.* But it is thought with greater probubility, by our more judicioub

antiquaries, to have been a summer station of the Romans ; it cousists of a treble foss

and rampart, each very deep and hi^h, surrounding an inner area, near 40 acres, to

which are only two places of entrance. Such as have curiously viewed this place have
likewise traced out the particular uses of each part, as, the western, facing tne Prieto-

rium, to have been for the foot, which could not contain less than three legions, or

about 18,000 men ; the east part, lK*hind the Praetorium, to have been for tne horse

and carriages : and between both were seated the tribunes and other officers. A num*
ber of barrows are seen thrown up on the downs around, which, from time to time, have
been opened, without any great success ; only finding a few human bones and coins.

From hence the prospect is very extensive, and takes m some of the hills on the isle oi

Wight. As we continue this road, within half a mile of Dorchester, close on the right,

is another extraordinary reliok, called Mambury, perfectly resembling a Roman amphi-
theatre, inclosing about on acre of ground, and such as one may easily imagine to have
contained some thousand spectators beholding such sports and exercises as were usual

among the ancients.

Dorchester, the capital of this county, is a town of great anti<^uity, which Anto-
nine, in his Itinerarium, calls Dumovaria, i. e. a passag^e over the river, being situated

where the Frome, dupersing itself, maketli a kind of island, and running from hence
through Wareham, empties itself into the sea at Poole. In the time of the Romans,
it was one of the two winter stations said to have been in these parts ; and indeed the

an<Nen^>walls, the Via Iceniana, the foss-way on which it stands, the coins and other

pieces of antiquity, together with those adjacent marks of encampments, &c. above
described, are proofs sufficient of its former consequence ; though Camden speaks of
it as being then ** neither large nor beautiful, the walls having been pulled down by
the enra^d Danes, who here and there about the town have tnrown up several bar-

rows.^* The present appearance of this town is neat and handsome, and its flourishing

condition very different from what, according to Coker, it was in Edward Third's time,

when they were forced to petition the king for abating part of their fee-farm, or
rent, " by reason the houses were left desolate, and trade failed amongst them," as
the words of the petition are. That dreadful fire in 1631, which consumed almost the

whole town, except the large church of St. Peter, and a few surrounding houses, the

loss bein^ computed at 200,0001. gave rise to its regularity and goodness of buildings

;

now consisting of three principal streets, spacious and well paved, which meet in the

centre. Here are three churches, a good market place, and a town hall, for holding the

assizes, &c. being under the government of a mayor, bailifis, and burgesses. It

had anciently a castle in that place where the Grey-friars built their convent out of the
ruins thereof, and hath now but three parish churches ; whereas the compass of the old
town seems to have been very large. In what state it stood soon after the coming of
the Normans, Domesday book will best shew us. " In king Edward's reign there

* Mniden is more properly derived from magnus, whence we have main in the same sense. As the
Maiden tower at Windsor signified the great tower, the Maiden down in Wiltshire, 8(c, Maidenhead
town, in Berkshire, was formerljr Maiden Hythc, signifying a great port.

VOL. II. q, q
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were 170 houseii : thestc dcf'eiKlcd themselves fur all the king's servicer, nnd paid gold

for ten hides, hut to the work of huscarls one mark of silver, excepting thoM: custonw

which were for one night's entertainment. There were in it two mnit- masters. There

urc now only 82 honscs ; and 1(X) have been totally demolished fiincr Miigh wuh she-

riflP." The walks that circunucril)e near twcthirds of the town urc very pleasant, and

the country alxmt it level und fruitful, ubouixling with arable and slieep pasture, 6 or

7(K),(KK) l)eing computed to feed within six miles round this town ; and the com
brcjught to market eciuully abundant, particularly barley ; the iKcr of which has ever

been esteemed excellent, and sent to various parts of the world. The poor and impo-

tent are here so well regulated and relieved, that sir J. Child, in his trcati!>e on 'IVadc,

recommends this example us worthy to be followed by other places. As we puss

through the eastern street which leads to Blandibrd and London, a very handsome
jail, newly finished, u|x}n the Howard plan, presents itself. This roud, which was
formerly Ixid and dangerous, by reason of its flat situation over a moor, subject to

floods in time of heavy rains, and through a ford on the river Fromc, was, by the spi-

riled intervention of Mrs. Lora Pitt, made perfectly safe and agreeable ; she, by an

act of parliament in 1746, causing a bridge to be erected, and a causeway over the moor
of Fordington (a large manor of the dukes of Cornwall) which she maintained for ilirec

years at Iter own expense.

The seats in this neighbourhood are numerous, and some of them highly worth the

notice of a traveller, particularly Milton Abbey, the seat of lord Milton, whose im»

pfovements are said to have greatly heightened the natural beauties of its situation ; but

we were not so fortunate as to visit them, which I much lament, as not only its pre-

sent appearance and condition, but its venerable antiquity, rank it amongst the first

places in this kingdom. It was first founded and endowed for black monks, BenediC'

tines, by king Athelstan, by way of atonement for having deprived his brotlier Edwin
of his life and crown. For having a jealous eye upon this his half brothels lawful

son and successor to king Edward the Elder, his suspicion, by the instigation of his

followers, increased so much, that, forgetting all justice and humanity, he caused the

prince, accompanied with his litle page, to be launched in a small boat, without tackle

or furniture, into the sea, that the destructive waves might wash away his own guilt.

In this helpless situation, Edwin, being distracted with grief, plunged headlong to

meet his cruel fate. This fact was soon after sincerely repented of by the king, who,

in order to offer some recompence for his guilt, and appease his innocent ghost, built

this monastery of Milton, or Middlcton, and so endowed it that it flourished in great

wealth and abundance. He gave to it the manor of O&mington in the island of Pur.

beck, at tlie south-east part of this county ; which afterwards became the chief seat of

the Warhams, descended from the same stock as William Warham, archbishop of

Canterbury in Henry Eighth's time. Catstoke near Chalmington was also given by
Gervas de Newbury to this abbey ; as was Frome Bellot, which William Bellot re>

ceived of his master King William I, from whose posterity it came to the family of

the Everards in Edward First's time, and sir Edmund Everard dying without issue in

time of Edward IH, gave it to this abbey. This property afterwards was in the pos-

session of John Gould. In 1340 this noble abbey was so consumed by fire that neither

church nor bells escaped ; yet it soon rose up again more fair than before, and so conti-

nued till the time of the dissolution, when Henry VIII, gave it to sir John Tregonwell
for his mansion ; from whom it came by marriage to me Luttrells of Dtmster. castle ;

nnd thence by sale to the Damers.
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An we pots on, Mvcral (i[entlemens' ncats agreeably catch our attention ; Stinsford,

now inhubitcd by Mr. O'Brien, but which lately Ix-'lunged, if not »till, to tlie earl ol I|.

cheater, acid cuinc to the Strangewayit at leant two centuries ago by the coheiress oi

Stufl'urd. AlM)Ut a mile further on the same side, uc have u pleasing view of Kingston,

u large mansion, surrounded with fine lawns and numerous plantations, lately added by
its pasent owner Mr. William I'itt, descended I'rom a younger branch of lord Ilivcrs*s*«

iamily. This estate came by uti heiress from the ancient family of the Greys (sup-

iM)se(l to Ix: u branch of the uubic house of that name) who auiuired it in the time of

Henry fifth, by marriage with the heiress of sir Thomas Murward, whose ancestors had
long owned it. The country from hence is mostly open and of a flinty stratum, ap-

propriated to the growth of corn and feeding of sheep.

Next we ptss through Piddlcton,t near which the curl of Orford has a seat, just visi-

ble from the hill beyond the village; whence also you may catch a view of Dcwiish-

house, the seat of Mr. D. U. Mitclicll. Milborn St. Andrew, the next village we pass,

had (he honour of giving birth to the famous John Morton, who being bred amongst
the monks of Ceamc abbey, near Frompton, was first made bishop of Ely, and after-

wards archbishop of Canterbury, A. D. 1486. By his means principally, England
owes her happiness of uniting the houses of York and Lancaster. A litUc beyond wc
pass on our right the noble place and park-ornaments with a fmc obelisk, the ancient

scut, and still the residence of Mr. E. Morton Pleydell, descended from the same family

as the archbishop.

Passing through the village of Whitchurch we come to a lono: range of bleak hills

and downs, which bring us suddenly upon tSe pleasant town of Blandford, situate on
the river Stour, over \vliich wc cross a handsome bridge of six arches : from whence
we have a delightful view of Brianston, the elegant mansion of Mr. Portman, Sec. A
beautifid sweep orcrescent of various foliage, called the Cliflf, hanging over the river,

leads the eye gradually to the house, newly erected, which is a superb pile of Portland

stone, suitable to the fortune of its owner, well known to eclipse most commoners or

noblemen in England. This was anciently, in the time of Edward I, the seat oi Wiliiam
de Echinghnm, in right of his wife Vura, daughter and heir of i^d. de Stopham»
from whom it descended to sir Allan de Blockshall, who held it in grand sergcunty, under
this odd tenure, " that he should find a man to go before the king's army forty days
bareheaded and barefooted, in his shirt and linen drawers, holding in one hand a bow
without a string, and in the other an arrow without feathers." From him it came to the

Rogers's, men of ancient descent and great respect ; in which family it continued till

sir William Portman purchased it, who left it to his adopted heir Henry Portmun, in

which family, as we before described, it now splendidly continues4

Blandford is a borough town, which gives name to one of the five divisions of this

county, and being burnt down in 1731, rose like another phoenix from its ushes, with
the handsome plumage it now wears. The Marlborough family have their second title

ofmarquis from this pleasant town.

The next morning, instead of continuing the great road to Salisbury, wc deviated

south*east to Winburn, for the purpose of visiting the Isle of Wight, Soutliampton,
•A. w}' i^IJtifir-v'.f xYj •>-..- '•

i' -•'•».'
I V;

* Lord Csmelford and lord Chatham are a still younger branch of the same family,

t This was formerly a small market town, which the Montacutesi earls of Salisbury, gave to the priory

of Christ-church, in Hampshire.

\ However with one or trvo mere adoptions. I think the present owner is, by the male line, a
Berkeley.
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aiid Portsiijouth. The former part of the way is open, and arable land; the next,

extensive sheep downs. On Badbury down, about two miles from Winburn, we saw
on our left a mounted hill, now crowned with firs, which is remarkable for a treble

rampart ; where tradition says once stood a castle, the seat of the West-Saxon kings

;

which Camden observes was in his time so utterly decayed, that he saw not the least

sign c^ it ;
probably therefore this was a summer station of the Roman legion, who are

said to have had their winter station at Winborn ; which is further confirmed from
coins, urns, and a Roman sword dug up there, besides the traces of a foss-way leading

from hence to Old Salisbury. We now arrived at this ancient town (called by Anto-
ninus, in his Itinerary, Viudogladia:, signifying its situation between two rivers) which
the Britons called Glediau, or swords. The present name is also taken from rivers,

compounded of Win, or Vin, part of the old name, and Bum, the Saxon word for

\ ater or river. Minster was added to it from its monastery and ehurch so called, built

in 712 by Cuth-Burga, sister to Ina, king of the West-Saxons; which decaying, there

arose in its place a new church, with a fair vault under the choir, and a very high spire

besides the steeple ; which spire, its most beautiful ornament, was suddenly blown
down in 1600, during morning service ; the stones battered down all the lead, and
broke much of the timber roof of the church, yet without any injury to the people.

This ruin was again repaired with the church reveiAies, and the liberal assistance of sir

John Hanham, whose descendant, sir William Hanham, baronet, still resides here.

After the destruction of this monastery, prebendaries were introduced, and Reginald
Pole made dean of it, who afterwards became cardinal and archbishop of Canterbury

;

adding, as Camden observes, the •* reputation of piety, wisdom, and eloquence, to

the quality of his race," for he was of the royal blood, by being son to Margaret Pole,

countess of Salisbury, and daughter to George, duke of Clarence, brother to king
Edward IV. The choir, with four singing men, six boys, and an organ, are the only

cathedral remains now in use. Those who are fond of ruminating upon the relicks of
the dead may here find several monuments of consequence ; particularly that of king
Ethelred, one of the best of princes, who, being slain in a battle against the Danes at

Wittingham, in the cause of religion and hb country, obtained the sirname of Martyr.
Near this is the monument of Gertrude Blunt, daughter to William lord Mountjoy,
the great marchioness of Exeler, and another of Edward Courtenay, the last earl of
Devonshire of that family, from a branch of which is descended the present viscount

Courtenay, of Powderham-casile, near Exeter. On the other side of the choir lies

John de Beaufort, duke of Somerset, with his wife Margaret,* daughter and heir of
sir John Beauchamp of Bletsho, whose daughter Margaret, countess of Richmond, and
mother to king Henry VII, at this place built a free-school; the endowment of which
has since been augmented by a great benefactress, queen Elizabeth.

From hence we proceeded to Christ-church, with an additional horse (after the man-
ner of a tandem) whose new alacrity gave a finer animation and zest to the spirits than if

we always indulged in the rapidity of post-horses. From a gradual decrease of hills

the two or three last stages, we now came into a perfect flat ; and from a stratum of
flint and hard roads, to an indifferent soil, and deep sands. The fields around are

principally arable ; and I observed several crops of buck-wheat to be plowed in as

manure ; a mode of cultivation highly recommended in such a country. Tuniips are

produced here in great abundance. -,

* Whose picture wc saw at Enmore-castle, in Somersetshire.
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We now take leave of this county, and enter that of the rich and delightful Hamp-
shire ; and passing through this short uninteresting part, cross the famous river Stour

again at Ivy-bridge, where having left his favourite county, which he nearly bisects,

from his source of six small fountains at Stourton in Wilts (once the honour and scat

of the barons of that namc,^ bearing for their arms these six fountains) he hasteth to-

wards Christ-church, to pay that tribute, which he hath taken from other lesser rivers,

to the great king of waters, the sea. Variety of fish are taken here in great plenty ;

and . e had small turbot for dinner, very cheap. This old town is neat and pleasant,

now called Christ-church, from its church so dedicated, but formerly Twinlv^mburn,

from its situation between two rivers, which bears the same etymology as Winburn. In

the time of the Saxons it was fontiiied with a castle, and adorned with an ancient church

of prebendaries ; which was in the reign of William Rufus restored by Ralph Flam-

bard, bishop of Durham, who liad been dean of that church ; and richly endowed
by Richard de Rivers, earl of Devon, to whom king Henry I, gave this place in fee ;

and so continued in great repute till its fatal fall amidst the general wreck of monas-

teries. We visited these venerable walls; on the outside a lofty, stupendous pile,

that bespoke a forn?er magnificence within ; as we entered, the devastations of time

and the iron hand of Cromwell were too evident. The roof is in a deplorable state
;

owing, as it is believed, to the falling in of a beautiful tower or spire which onc(>

adorned the external part. The choir is small, but very handsome, particularly its

altar-piece of stone, richly carved ; the genealogy of our Saviour traced down from
Jesse ; at his head David ; at his feet Solomon ; the Virgin and child, with three wise

men paying their offerings ; the Shepherd with sheep, to whom the angels brought

glad tidings; also the slur that appeared above where the young child was born.

Here too more minutely we trace the plunderer's works ; only nitches now remain,

where once were large images of silver, &c. To the left of this their sacrilegious hands

are still more visible, on that beautiful cenotaph built for the countess of Salisbury,

who was most cruelly beheaded, at the age of 70, in the tower, being attainted for trea<

son 31 Henry VIII, on the supposition that the insurrection about that time in York-
shire was through the instigation of the cardinal Pole, her son, and consequently this

occasion viras taken to cut her off; in whom determined the line of Plantagenet. The
various arms and other devices, tlie order of the garter, &c. are terribly defaced,

which when complete must have been beautiful, as the whole of this pure Gothic

miniature now appears by far the best I ever saw, and universally admired.

The following copy of an ori^nal letter, in the library of the late Mr. Brander, of
this place, which was sent to Oliver Cromwell by his men, will further elucidate what
I have described ; it says, *• we have been into the chapel and found the countess of

Salisbury's tomb, built of Caen stone from Normandy, which we have defaced ; also

some gold and silver cups, which will be useful and ornametal for your table." We
ascended to the top of tlie tower and enjoyed a most delightful view of the surrounding

sea, the Isle of Wi^t, and the Needles, which are immense rocks of chalk, hurled at

some cUstance into the water.

Mr, Gilpin, speaking of his dislike to white objects, says, " that nature never colours in

this offensive way ; and that the chalky cliff is the only permanent object of this kind

which she allows to be hers ; and this seems rather a force upon her from the boisterous

action of a furious element. But even here it is her constant endeavour to correct this

i

m

* Now the seat of Mr. Hoare, and a place much a;imired.
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offensive tint. She hangs her cliffs with samphire and other marine plants ; or she

stains them with various Inics, so us to remove, in part at least, the disgusting glare. The
western end of the Isle of Wight, called the Needle-cliffs, is a remarkjhie instance of

this. These rocks are a substance nearly resemblii\g chalk ; but nature has so reduced

their unpleasant lustre, by a variety of chastising tints, that in most lights they have even

a Ix'iiutiful effect,

From hence we pursued our course to Lymington ; the country is mostly flat and un-

pleasant ; and nothing remarkable occurs, except a modern large mansion, called High-

clift", built by the present lord Bute. The medley of architeeiiire is too profuse to be

really handsome, yet at this distance it has a pleasing effect. The front to the sea is

esteemed more Ijeauliful, and the inside, though not often displayed, is very elegant, and

orniinented with a singular fine collection of sea views, &c.
Lymington is a small maritime town, situate on the river, opposite the island, and is

principally indebted to its populous condition from becoming a bathing and watering

place. The rides and objects worthy notice are sufficiently variegated and alluring ; but

we had not an opportunity uf indulging in these pleasures, eager now to cross to the

Isle of Wight. About a mile from this place, nearer the water, Mr. Gilpin enjoys his

elegant retirement of Vicar's-hill.

The weather was this morning particularly tempestuous, though without the least ap-

pearance of rain ; vvc waited with anxious expectation till noon, for the arrival of the

ckct from Yarmouth, but in vain ; no small boat could Ix procured as a safe and
agreeable substitute, so we changed our plan, and continued by land to Southampton.

Wc soon came upon that ground which, under the oppression and tyranny of William the

Conqueror, had suffered the most cruel devastations, for he destroyed all the towns,

villages, and churches ; and turning out the poor inhabitants, made a forest for wild

beasts of 30 miles in circuit, called in that age the Ytene, now the New Forest ; thb he

did either to make a more easy access for h\^ Normans in case of any insurrections after

his conquest, or to indulge himself in hunting, or to raise money by unjust means. For
he, more merciful to beasts than mankind, laid the most severe penalties on those

who should trespass on his game. But *^", divine vengeance seemed strongly to mark
his impious projects ; for Richard his second son was killed by a pestilential blast in this

forest ; William Rufus, his third son, was casually shot with an arrow by Walter Tyr-
rcl ; and his grandson Henry, by Robert his eldest son, was, like Absalom, caught by
the hair in the boughs, and left hanging till he perished. On the north side of this

forest, near Malwood castle, still grows the oak on which Tyrrel's arrow glanced when
he shot William Hufus, which was ordered by Charles II, to be inclosed with pails.

The story of its |i itting forth buds on Christmas-day, which wither again before night,

may appear id' and superstitious to those who have not occular demonstration ; the

latter part, i*" ^eed, I will not vouch for, but the former is unquestionably true, and
I have seen 4S extraordinary an effect upon the Glastonbury thorn ; the oak I have not

seen, but I am contented with the evidence of a friend, whose veracity is in my. mind
equal to self sight. This gentleman was a few years since called upon to determine

a wager, that a leaf should be produced on Christmas-day, the size of a filbert ; which
he then gathered, to the satisfactory determination of the bet. The Forest is divided

into nine walks, each of which has a keeper ; and has two rangers or bow-bearers, and a
lord-warden ; which oflSice, according to Leland, belonged by inheritance to the earls of
Arundel ; but is at present enjoyed by the duke of Gloucester.

We passed through Lyndhurst, a small town ofone principal street, with a variety of

summer residencies around it. The duke of Gloucester has a pleasant seat here ; and a
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little beyond the village on the left we observed the seat and pleasure grounds of the

late sir rhilip Jennings, bart.* and now inhabited by his widow. We proceeded throii^^h

most delightful avenues, formed by the umbrageous arms of noljlc sons of the For< st.

When we came upon- the open plain again, the contrast was most severely felt. That
driving wind which had at Lymington prevented our passage to the isle of V\ ight now
met us with all its embattled host upon these plains ; and it was with the utmost difH-

culty we could gain ground. The volumes of dust which enveloped us on eviry side

almost obstructed our sight, and made us motionless. It was a consolation, however, to

think we had not to contend with a more dangerous element. After these severe strug-

gles we were surrounded with protecting inclosures, which soon led us through '.he ex-

tensive parish of Eling, and round the head of Southampton river. Near Eling is

Poulton's, lately the favourite seat of the right hon. Hans Stanley, from whom ii came
to Mr. Wellbore Ellis, the present owner, who married his sister. It formerly belonged

to a branch of the noble family of the Powletts of this county. After making a consi-

derable elbow amidst delightful scenery, rich with country mansions, &c. we arrive at

this delightful town, the seat of much pleasure, opulence, and commerce. The anti-

quity of Southampton can be no longer questioned, from the various Roman coins, ves-

tiges of old walls, &c. that have been dug up around it ; but various are the opinions

of the origin of its name. Some deriving it from the Clausentum of Antoninus, or

from the ancient Trisanton ; the former signifying the Port Entum, and the latter the

Bay of Anton. We may therefore with greater certainty subscribe to Camden, who
rests upon the unquestionable author iy of Doomsday book, where the whole county is

expressly called Hantscyre, or Hantonscire, from Hanton, or Hampton ; a name of pure

Saxon origin. Whatever was its ancient condition, situation, or bounds, we are assured

that it shared in the common miseries of the nation, during the Danish wars, when old

Hanton fell a prey to those destructive tyrants, A. D. 980. And in the time of William

the conqueror, it appears from the expression of his own book, *' that the king had in that

town only, 80 men or tenants in demesne." Which, about 400 years ago, when king

Edward HI, andf*hilip of Valois contended for the kingdom of France, was bun;, by
the French. Out of the ashes whereof there sprang up a more conveniently situated

town, " that which now remains (as Camden says) between two rivers ;t famous for

the number and neatness of its buildings, for the richness .f i ihabitants, and resort of

merchants ; fortified with a double ditch, strong walls, with several battlements : and

for a better defence to the harbour, there is a strong castle bu tit of stjuare stone, upon
a high-raised mount, by Richard II." This is now converted into a pleasure-house,

whose windows and top command most delightful views.

Anecdotes of great men and popular stories are handed down from mind to mind, and

even lisped by the mouths of babes, till a confusion of times and places destroys their

characteristic marks, and leaves nothing but an obscure sense or mere sound. That fa-

mous one of Canute, King of England and Denmark, reproving a flattering courtier,

who persuaded him that all nature would obey his royal will and pleasure, comes under

this description, and is no doubt well known to all mankind as the finest lesson to curb

* His paternal estate was at Duddleston, in Shropshire ; he took the name of Gierke, and died about a

year since, and his only son a few months after him, S. P. upon which the title became extinct.

t Itchin and Tees ; the foi-mer, on the east side of the town, rises from two small lakes near Alresford,

a market town situate in the east part of the county, and runs through Winchester ; the latter rises near

Basingstoke in the north borders of the county and passes by Overton, famous for trout, through Whit-
church, and catching another stream from Andover, runs through Stockbridge, Komsey, 8cc. and enters

the noble Southampton-water at Redbridge.
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tyranny and pride ; from him that sittcth on a throne to him who rulcth in a cottage.

But when we are told that this is the place, the beach whereon we now walk, that jjave

rise to the admirable lesson and oratory, its value is doubly enhanced, and we reflect

upon it with the highest pleasure. " When he came (says Henry of Hunting;don) to

shore, he commanded a chair to be set for him, and said to the flowing tide :
' Thou art

under my dominion, and the ground on which I sit is mine, nor did ever any disobey

my commands with impunity, therefore I command thee not to come upon my ground,

nor to wet the clothes or the feet of me thy lord and master." But the rude waves pre-

sently came up, and wet his royal feet ; t'pon which he stept back, and said ;
'• Let all

the inhabitants of the world know, that the power of monarchs is a vain and empty
thing, and that no one deserves the name of king, but he whose will, by an eternal law,

the Heaven, Earth, and Sea obey." Nor would he ever after suffer the crown to be

put on his head, but caused it to be placed on Christ's statue at Winchester. The strong-

est circumstantial evidence of this story may be gathered from the ancient coins of Ca-
nute, which were afterwards stamped with a mitre on his head, or sometimes a cap or

..iangular covering.

The present state of Southampton is full as flourishing as in Camden's time, though

not perhaps from the same resources ; its home trade and manufactures are at a low

ebb ; but its navigable merchandise is still very considerable with Portugal, and the

islands of Jersey, Guernsey, Sec. Its charmine and healthful situation, goodness of

buildings, &c. have, of late years, made it the residence of many genteel and respectable

families ; and though sea-bathing and accommodations for that purpose are not in such
perfection here as in many other places ; yet the beauty of the surrounding country,

the glorious appearance of the river washing its borders and communicating with the

delightful Isle of Wight, together with numerous other objects of amusement and cu-

riosity, make ample amends for those deficiencies, and render it a public place of the

first fashion. High-street is remarkably handsome, and well paved. The gate-way

leading into it is a fine piece of architecture and in high preservation : after a display

of genteel accommodations and other buildings, it winds in a pleasing curve, and ter<

minates at the quay. Nor is it inferior to other public places, in assembly rooms, plays,

and other modes oi diversion. But to enter into the minutiae ofthem, or the surround-

ing places of delight, would be foreign to the purpose of a general tour. In the cata*

logue of religious and charitable foundations in the five parishes, into which SouUiamp.
ton is at present divided. Holyrood church, as it is most attended, is worth mentioning,

particularly for its monument to the memory of Miss Stanley, sister to the late Hans
Stanley, of Poulton's, finished by the famous Rysbrack, and her death thereon recorded

by the poet Thomson, who also celebrates her loss most feelingly, in the Summer of his

Seasons. St. Michael, All Saints, and the consolidited living of St. Lawrence and St.

John, are mostly old and inconsiderable. But St. Mary's uavmg been destroyed by fire,

is rebuilt modem, and is in the gift of the bishop of Winchester, and valued at 10001.

per ann. The hospital of God's house is a very ancient establishment, founded by one
Roger Hampton, according to a charter in the Moiiasticon of Edward III, but without

date. It consists at present of a warden, four old men and old women, who are al-

lowed two shillings a week. We will omit the rest as inconsiderable, to give some ac-

count of the objects worth notice in this vicinity.

Necteleye, Lettele, Netley, Edwarstow, or De loco Sancti Edwardi, juxta Southamp-
ton, is pleasantly situated in the parish of Hound, on the eastern banks of the South-

ampton river, about two miles below that town. According to Godwin and Leiand, it

was founded by Petro de Rupibus, who died 1253 : but Dugdale and Tanner attribute
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it to Henry III, " who," says the latter, "A. D. 1239, founded an abbey for CisttT-

tian monks from Beaulieu, and commended it to St. Mary and St. Edward. About
the time of the dissolution, here was an abbot and twelve monks ; whose possessions

were then valued, according to Dugdale, at 1001. 12s. 8d. but according to Speed,

at 1501. 23. 9d. The estate was granted by Henry VHI, to Sir William Paulet."

About the middle of the 16th century, it was the seat of the earl of Hertford : and af-

terwards was fitted up and inhabited by an earl of Huntingdon, who, as tradition bays«

converted part of the chapel into a kitchen and other offices ; still reserving the east end
for sacred uses. In the year 1700 it came into the possession of sir Berkeley Lucy,

who sold the materials of the chapel to one Taylor, a carpenter, of Southampton, who
took off the roof, which till that time was entire. It afterwards belonged to Henry Clif)',

esq. who sold it to Mr. Dummer, in whose family it remains. The view of part

of the chapel (which was built in the form of a cross) taken in 1761, by Mr. Grose,

to whom I am indebted for this account, annexed to his work, shews it was an elegant

building, though now greatly defaced. There are likewise (he says) remains of the re-

fectory and kitchen : the whole is so overgrown with ivy, and interspersed with trees, as

to form a scene, inspiring the most pleasing melancholy.

Having thus given its history and condition, let me now add that inimitable description

of Mr. Gray, in his letter to Mr. Nichols (p. 380.)

Southam/iton, Mv. \ 8, 1764.

*^ The climate is remarkably mild, even in October and November ; no snow has

been seen to lie there for these thirty years past, the myrtles grow in the ground against the

houses, and Guern^ey lilies bloom in every window : the town clean and well built,

surrounded by it«; old stone walls, with their towers and gate-ways, stands at the point

of a peninsula, and opens full south to an arm of the sea, which, having formed two
beautiful bays on each hand of it, stretches away in direct view, till it joins the Bridsh

channel ; it is skirted on either side with gently rising grounds, cloathed with thick

wood, and directly cross its mouth rise the high lands of the Isle of Wight, at a distance,

but distinctly seen. In the bosom of the woods (concealed from profane eyes) lie

hid the ruins of Nettley Abbey ; there may be richer and greater houses of religion,

but the abbot is content with his situation. See there, at the top of that hanging mea-

dow, under the shadow of those old trees, that bend into an half circle about it, he is

walking slowly (good man) and bidding his beads for the souls of his benefactors, in-

terred in that venerable pile, that lies beneath him. Beyond it (the meadow still de-

scending) nods a thicket of oaks, that mask the building, and have excluded a view too

garish and luxuriant for an holy eye ; only jn either hand they leave an opening for the

blue glittering sea. Did you not observe how, as that white sail shot by and was lost, he

turned and crossed himself to drive the tempter from him, that had thrown that distinc-

tion in his way ? I should tell you, the ferry man who rowed mc, a lus.y young fellow,

told me that he would not for all the world pass a night at the abbey (there were such

things seen in it) though there was a power of money hid there."

N^'liat befel the two unfortunate contractors of the name of Taylor, in plundering

this abbey of its materials, those who are fond ofdreams, apparitions, and second sights,

will find an extraordinary account of, in Browne Willis's Mitred Abbies.*

As modem objects of sight, Bellevue and Bevis Mount, situate close adjacent on the

road to Winchester, merit the first attention ; the former was built by Mr. Nathaniel St.

Andre, now the property of Mr. Chambers, a minor, and inhabited by Admiral King,

' • P. 305 and 6, vol. ii. &c.
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The latter was the scat unci favourite residence, during the latter part of his life, of the

late general Sir John Muidaunt, K. B. so beloved lor his vivacity and hospitality. 1

think I have heard, it had been before the habitation, in his old age, of his uncle, the

faiTtous general, Charles, earl of Peterborough,* the friend of Pope and Swift, with

whose character and whose letters, in the well known correspondence of those great ge-

niuses, we arc so delighted. Upon the death of sir John, it cau.e to his cousin, the pre-

sent earl of Pcterlx)rough, who sold it to Mr. Sotheby. On the right of Itchin is South
Sioneham, the Seat of Mr. Hans Sloane, who is next in succession, after the present

i)')ssessor, to the estates of Mr. Hans Stanley, of Poultons. About two miles further is

North Stoneham, the scat of Mr. Fleming, member for Southampton, whose family have

pos:»essed it many years. Near this place is a very curious manufactory of blocks for

pullies used in ships, &c. These, which before were only made by hand, are here en-

tirely formed by machinery, in a manner no where else known or practised.

Thus far having noticed the chief beauties round Southampton, let us now proceed

to scenes still more beautiful, if possible, and as nothing is lovely, nothing engaging, in

the absence of nature's painting orb, we had no cause to complain on that account. The
morning was all glorious, and the steady gale auspicious, when we took early passage

in one of ihcse excellent vehicles, called the mail packet, to the Isle of Wight. Those
who are fond of water excursions cannot fail to be greatly pleased with this, where the

river and the land continually conspire to delight us with a diversity of prospects. As
we sailed along, the water was, in some places, almost covered with wild fowl, in others

strewed with the busy groups of fishing boats. About eight miles down we were pleased

with the view of Cadlands, the elegant seat of Mr. Drummond, charmingly peeping from
amidst the graceful foliage of the New-forest.

A little lower, on the opposite shore, on our left, stands Hook, the large but singular-

ly built house of governor Hornsby ; after having been twice burnt, it was finished about

three years since, according to the same plan as the governor's at Madras. The noble

yacht belonging to this gentleman we also saw, which is esteemed the finest on the seas

;

but he had the misfortune to have all ist men pressed in the last war. Below this,

to the right, on a narrow neck of land, which stretches out considerably into the river,

stands a pretty strong fort, called Calshot Castle ; this was built by Henry VIII, to se-

cure the entrance of the river. Great additions have been since made, and a garrison

is constantly kept, under the command of a governor, who has in it some excellent

apartments, and, from the privileges in the New-forest, enjoys a very liberal income.

Adjacent to this the honourable Temple Luttrel has erected a lofty tower, which is

called his Folly ; but notwithstanding its fantastical shape, I am told the inside is admira<

ble, and the outside is surrounded with Turkish tents, very curious, into which you
enter by subterraneous passages ; the expencc of this singular place was very great.

We now rushed forward into that pleasant circular ocean which surrounds the island.

Ti gale was brisk, and the waves, to the ideas of landsmen, appeared rolling high ;

I., .livested of fear no motion is more delightful. After an agreeable sail of about 16

ns : in about two hours, and at the small expence of sixpence, we arrived at West
CoWwS, a considerable harbour and a place of trade ; situate <at the mouth of Newport
river, to guard which is" another castle and garrison, built by Henry VIII, and opposite

to this was another at East Cowes, but now demolished. A translation from Leland

speaks of them thus

:

« The two huge Cowcs that bellow on the shore, *

Shake east and west, with their tremendous roar,

* He died at Lisbon, October 25, 1735, aged 77, and was great-grandfather of the present earl.
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They p;uar(1 fair Newport, and the lorty isle,

Front i'lcrce invaders, and their cruel spoil.''
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After breakfast \vc proceeded to New[)ort, which stands nhnobt in the centre of thi-

island ; the road is a gradual ascent ; the river winding near it to the left, affords ii

pleasing view, and the country, mostly arable, looks fertile. About a mile from New-
port we pass a large house of industry, erected for the maintenance and employment
of the poor in general, which is capable of containing 700 persons. The garden that

surrounds it is divided into numerous little allotments, which bespeak comfort to thost

industrious owners, who, by their little manufactures there established, ease the commu-
nity of a considerable burden.

Before we proceed, let us add some general remarks of this island, and a short sketch

of its history. By the Romans it was called Vecta, by the Britons Guith, and the

Saxons VVite, from whence we derive its present name. Vespasian subjected this isle to

the Roman empire in the reign of Claudius. Cerdicus, the founder of the West Sax-

ons, was also the first that brought it under subjection to that nation. With them it con-

tinued till about 650, when it underwent several other changes. About the year 1070,

William Fitz-Osborne, then marshal of England and earl of Hereford, conquered this

island, and iKcame first lord of it. It was soon after his death seized into the king's

hands, but it continued not long in the crown, for king Henry I, gave it to Richard dc
Rivers, earl of Devon, who was succeeded by his son Baldwin, and here it continued

through several generations, till Baldwin fifth, dying without issue, his sister Isabel, be-

came his heir, who being married to William de Fortibusj earl of Albemarle, was
lady of this isand. Her three sons dying in her life-time, she was prevailed upon (or, as

Mr. Camden says, constrained by much difficulty) to sell this manor and that of Christ

Church, to king Edward I, for 6000 marks, paid by the king's receivers, 1261 ; after

this island had been in the family of Rivers 170 years. This island has several times

suffered by the invasions of the French, particularly in the 1st of Richard II, when they

landed August 21, burnt several towns, and laid siege to Caresbrook castle, but the

defence of sir Hugh Tyrell, then governor, made them contented to return with a

compromise from the islanders of 1000 marks. Again, in the years 1403, 1545, &c.

they made other bold attempts to conquer this island, but without success. Thus
having continued near 200 years in the crown, it was at length advanced to the title of

a kingdom, about 1445, by Henry VI, who having created Henry Beauchamp, first

premier earl of England, then duke of Warwick, lastly crowned him king of this island

with his own han(£. But this did not long continue, for he dying without male issue,

it again returned to the crown, in which it rested 44 years, till Edward IV, who succeed-

ed Henry, made his father-in-law, Richard Woodville, lord of Wight. After this, history

is almost silent till king Charles I, informed of the cruel designs of the parliament army,

made his escape, from Hampton-court, and retired to the Isle of Wight,
under the care of Colonel Hammond, then governor of Caresbrook castle, who conduct-

ed his majesty to that place, November 14, 1647, to remain there till further orders.

The sequel of his unhappy fate is too black and too well known to need any further des-

cription.

Having thus far given its history, let us now speak more minutely of its nature.

Its form IS almost oval ; measuring from east to west 23 miles, and from north to south

13 ; it contains about 100,000 acres of very fertile arable land, and much pasture for

sheep ; and its inhabitants are computed to be about 20,000. The air is esteemed

very salubrious, and on the south side particularly soft and agreeable. The river

Mede, running from north to south, divides it into two hundreds, called East and Wcst-
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Mediae, which contains 30 parishes or upwards. The principal of tliesc is Newport,
which we now viVited ; its htreets are square, neatly paved, and houses well built ; it

is governed by a mayor, aldermen, Sec. and sends members to parliament. From
hence we walked to in!>|x:ct the noble ruins of Caresbrook castle ; the sun shone delight-

fully, and the climutc was sensibly different from that we had felt in the morning : the

scenery around was very agreeable ; but in this part there is a want of wood ; the soil

abounds with chalk. Wc iiisiiccted the castle, and were much gratified. This*'' castle

is situated on an eminence about a mile south of the town of Ncw|X)rt, and overlooks

the village of Caresbrook. Here was, it is said, a castle or fort, built by tlie Britons,

and repaired by the Romans, when this island was subdued by Vespasian, A. D. 45,

in the reign of the emperor Claudius. This was afterwards rebuilt by Wightgar, the

Saxon, who, according to Stowe, was king of the island alx)ut 519 : he called it Wight
Garisbourg ; of which Caresbrook is supposed to be a corrupted contraction. This
building again falling to deca^, either through length of time, or some other means,
was a second lime re-edified m the reign of Henry I, by Richard de Rivers, earl of

Devon ; and Cumden says it was once more magnificently re-built by the Governor of
the island. Some great repairs were done here by queen Elizabeth. In a shield over
the outer gate, there is the date 159 (the remaining figure is so overgrown with ivy,

as to be rendered illegible) beneath this are the initials E. R. and under them the figures

40. Perhaps she built this gate, as the outer-works have a more modern appearance

than the other parts of this edifice. The walls of the ancient part of the castle enclose

a space whose area is about an acre and half; its shape that of a right-angled parallelo-

gram, with the angles rounded off; the greatest length is from east to west. The en.

trance is on the west side over a bridge, on a curtain, between two bastions ; then

through a small gate, over which is the inscription before cited ; from this, by a passage,

having on each side an embattled wall, and under a very handsome machicolated gate

flanked with two round towers. The old door is still remaining ; it is formed of strong

latticework, having at each crossing a piece of iron kept down by a large nail. On the

right is a small chapel with a burial ground, walled in ; over the door is carved G. H,
1738 ; and on the east end is a stone tablet, shewing that it was repaired during the

government of lord Lymington : at present there is no service in it. It is said that there

is a farm in the island, the tythes of which, amounting to 121. per annum« belong to

this chapel ; the castle itself constituting the parish of St. Nicholas. Further on, on the

north side, are several ruins of low buildings, said to be those where Charles I, was con-

fined ; and in one of them is shewn the window through which he attempted his escape.

Beyond these are the barracks and governor's house, called the Keep-house ; in which
;u'e many handsome rooms. On the north-east angle, on a mount raised considerably

above the other buildings, stands the Keep : it is an irregular polygon ; the way to it

is by an ascent of 72 steps, and in it are three more. From this place there is a most
extensive prosjiect ; the sea being visible to the north, east, and south, but hid on the

west by a hill. Here was formerly a well, said to be 300 feet deep ; but it is now
filled up with rubbish. In die south-east angle stand the remains of another tower,

called Mountjoy's tower ; its walls are, in some places, 18 feet thick. These towers,

have the appearance of much greater antiquity, than the other buildings ofthe castle.

The old castle is included within a more modern fortification ; probably built by queen
Elizabeth ; it b an irregular pentagon, faced with stone, and defended by five bastions,

on the outside of which runs a deep ditch: the north curtain, perhaps on account of its

* This account is from Grose.
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length, has a break in the middle, to mike u flunk. Sjver.il guns are mounted oi\ tlir.

work, near u mile and half in circumrcrcncc.

Wc now returned to Newport, and from thence proceeded towards ihc easteni >>idt

of the island. The road:*, considering there are no turnpikes, arc mostly j,'.)<)il, bciiii;-

formed at the expense of every householder paying two shillings annually, or iindingtuo

days labour; and all people of property in proportion. Ascending gradually ibout

two miles from Newport, we had a charming view down the meandring river ; the

face of the country began to wear a more rich aspect, as we were surrounded with fine

woods. On our right we leave Ash Down, on the highest part of which is a pyramid
of stone, twenty feet high, erected by the crown, as i. mark for ships coming into St.

Helen's or Spithead. We now passed through a beautiful bower of oaks and trees of
various sorts, called Firestone coppice, which abound with all kinds of game, besides

being of high ornament to this situation. After this we arrived at Ride Qiay, without

much further observation, having only in this excursion taken a transicni glance, rather

than a survey of this sweet island ; but sufficient however to convince us both of its

natural and improved excellence. The wind was rather too opposite to permit our
passage directly to Portsmouth, which was the next object of our pursuit, so we landed,

after a rough sail, at Stoke Bay, walking from thence to Gosport, much amused with
the vast buildings on our right, for the charitable support and accommodation of sick

or wounded seamen and marines belonging to the royal navy. This noble royal l.os-

pital is situated at the west entrance into the harbour, on a dry gravelly soil, within 400
yards of the water, and surrounded with an airing ground near a mile in circumference,

mclosed with a wall 12 feet high. On a pediment in the front are various ornaments
sculptured in Portland stone ; the most applicable and worth mentioning, is Navigation
leanmeone hand on a ship's rudder, and pouring balm with the other, from a viol, on a
wounded sailor. Over the centre is a large hall, 100 feet long, and 50 broad, where
the recovering patients dine. The wards are all uniform, 60 feet long, and 20 braid,
and each have apartments adjoining for nurses, with every convenience of water, &c.
that conduces to cleanliness and health. This elegant building was begun in 1746, at

the earnest recommendation of Lord Sandwich, and finished in 1762. As we enter

Gosport, which is a busy and considerable place, the fortifications and king's brewery
are objects most striking. At the end of these streets, we cross the passiige in a wherry,

to another handsome street called the Point, which leads to a draw-bridge and g-atc

into Portsmouth town ; where we now retired to an excellent inn, the George, and re.

mained there during these inquiries.

Portsmouth is situated in the Island of Portsea, cast of that noble harbour, which
at high water spreads the redundancy of the sea several miles to Porchester, for-

merly Port Peris, where, tradition says, Vespasian first arrived : here forming several

little isles. Pewit, Horsey, &c. it encompasseth about 24 miles of this flat country,

named the island of Portsea, by a narrow creek at the northern extremity uniting

with a large expanse, again called Langston haven. The ancient castle of Portchester

is still remaining at the head of the harbour ; from whence, as the sea retiring from
this shore made it less commodious, our ancestors removed to the entrance or mouth
of the harbour ; from whence called Portsmouth. Though Camden speaks in the

higliest terms of this place (particularly of the walls, forts, &c. made by king Edward
IV, and Henry VH.) which (he says) " within our memory, queen Elizabeth, at a
great expence has so secured by new works, that nothing seems now wanting to make
it a most complete fortification." Yet what a wonderful change is here wrought since

his time, both as to the extent, strength, and magnificence of the land fortifications, as

li
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wcU as thoic nobler bulwarks, the royal navy, tiiul other requisites and ornaments be-

longing to marine afl'air<i. The genius of Kngland was too unbounded ever to rest below

the highest attainmnt of human perfvclion; ever soaring above the rent of the \vt)rld in

the bu:>iness of commerce, or the arts of war : and through the vast growth of naval

nction, this it become the principal chamber for these ro\al stores in this our hn|K'rior

kingdom. And though every port has had its pro|)ortionable increase, yet what a dis<

parity may we ol)servc in compiiring the ditierent states of the royal navy, in Camden's
time ; that of his learned editor ; and at this day. Nor is the disparity of these circum*

stances more striking, than in the appearance of the town itself, which, from tite simple

account ofnur fine old author, who s.iys, " It has a church of gotxl ancient work, and
an hospital (wliieh they call G^kIN house) founded by Peter de Rupibus, bishop of VVin«

Chester," is now, from the great increase of business and conHuence of people, swelled

into the size and magnificence of a modern city ; so that the walls, not able to contain

4 further enlargement, have discharged the great surplus into two noble suburbs to the

west and north, named the Point, and the Common, so called from its heaitiw situation ;

both of which are large, populous, and handsome ; but the latter, irom its immoderate
increase, soon promises tootitdo both in size andlx'auty the great town itself; this too

on reasonable grounds, Ixing free from the laws of garrison, town and cor]X)ration

du ies, &C. So that the idea ofCamden is now totally subverted, or eclipsed, where he

says, *' Portsmouth is populous in time of war, but not so in time of peace; and seems
more inclined to the arts of Mars and Neptune, than of Mercury." Surely it may now
be said, that the common business of this place creates more life and action, under the

soft olive branch of |x.'acc, than was then seen beneath the boistrous banner, and the

rousing clarion of war.

Having thus f.ir premised in a general account, we will now proceed to describe par-

ticulars, in the order which we saw them. October 11, fair and pleasant, we walked
to the Common, where we first insp<'cted the gun-yard, a place of great curiosity and
entertainment. The different sized guns, shot, and other im|)lcments of war, are here

piled up in the most neatand exact order imaginable. VVesuw likewise nineof theguns that

were recovered from the Royal George. From hence we continued along this new
part of the town, which soon led us to the Dock-yard, where, by sending a proper re-

quest to the Commissioners, and inserting our names and places of abode, &c. m a book,

according to the usual and necessary form, we were civilly attended round this immense
and important phce, which is like another town within its walls, consisting of innumer-

able storehouses ; large rows of handsome dwellings for the principal officers ; particu.

larly a spacious and elegant one for the Commissioner; a noble academy for the instruc-

tion of youth intended for the navy, and a neat modern chapel, in which is hung the

bell that belonged to the Royal Gieorge. But the principal objects worth the notice

of a traveller are the rojx;- house and the anchor-forge. The former consists of three

rooms, one over the other, 870 feet long. In the upper ones they were with great quick-

ness and ingenuity spinning the hemp and preparing the threads ; while below they

were uniting the different parts into one immense whole, called a cable, which prosess is

so very difficult and laborious, as to require the efforts of near 100 men to complete it.

Tiie |)ers|x;ctive seen from one end of this room, while they are working at the other, is

very striking and curious. While we were thus filled with admiration and astonishment

at this immense pile and its operations we were equally surprised to reflect on the vil-

lainy of Jack the Painter, who now hangs in chains on the Gosport side of the harbour,

for having, in 1777, most daringly set fire to it ; but providentially his deep laid scheme
was in a great measure frustrated, by its breaking out prematurely in the day instead of
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the night, and the wind driving towards the water, which prevented u simihir havotk t<»

whut this yard MitTcrcd, July 3d, 1760; when, a^ it w.\>i bchcvrd hy hghiiiing, wUlh
was that day terrible, many warchoubts were consumed, wiih the loss ol" IOjO tons of

hemp, 500 of cordage, and 700 sails, besides many lunidred biirrels of lar, oil, E<c. We
next observed the several large shipii under repair in the docks, and the n^nnbcrs that

now lay in the harlx)ur, which from hence was a gturious sight. Our guide particid;irly

pointed out to us the Royal William, as being the oldest now in the navy, and of most
excellent construction, strong enough at present for any common service, which vali-

dity must be owing to the method then in use of seasouiiigtlicir planks by fire, a practice

in these days esteemed too wasteful for the scarcity of timber, and instead of which the

art of boiling, not half so durable, is substituted.

Having so far satisBed our curiosity, and seen the superior excellence of this place

over Plymouth, except in wet and dry docks, which the diftl-rent nature of the stratum

in which they are formed will not allow ; we now proceeded to walk round tl;c for-

tifications, garrisons. See. that so wonderfully adorn and strengthen ihis town. The vast

additions within these few years, under the direction of the duke of Richmond, are very

strong and beautiful ; but whether or not they are likely to answer the enormous ex-

pcnce of government, is not our business to determine ; nor do 1 wish ever to see them
gready put to the trial. Various are the opinions and conjectures on this subject ; but

the strongest objection seems to be that of having placed those on the north side too

near the town, so that the enemy, if landed, might approach near enough to throw

their destructive shells. Sec. over on the town and docks.

After dinner we went aboard the Barfleur lying in the harbour, which afforded us

much amusement and instruction, besides the pleasure of calling to mind that glorious

action on the 12th of Apiil, when, amongst the rest of our captures from the French,

she received the vaneiuished colours of the Ville-de-Paris, under the command of lord

Rodney, and her immediate excellent admiral sir Samuel Hood. She is an excellent

ship of 90 guns, and three decks, the handsomest and most complete man of war here

in commission. The sight was truly novel and pleasing, particularly in the lower deck,

amidst a crowd of 3 or 400 men, women, and children, enlivening the scene wih their

various culinary and other occupations, and amusements. The cleaning out the large

soup coppers was veiy entertaining ; for this purpose two men were naked in the inside,

scrubbing away with great labour, in a situation necessarily very hot from the close ad-

Jacent tire. The cock-pit underneath this belongs to the midshipmen, and a most terri-

ble birth it is, entirely below the surface of the water, and secluded from every ray of

light, or breath of air, save what the faint candles and small orifice of a low door will

admit. This surely in hot climates must be intolerable, and one would wonder how
even second nature can reconcile it. Well may these inferior officers Ix; sigliing and

hoping for an active war, that may either provide them with a glorious death, or reward

their courage and endeavours with a superior station. The admiral's cabin is in the mid-

dle deck, made in every respect handsome and agreeable ; besides the comfort of being

less liable to noise and motion than above or below. In the upper deck are the mess-

room and births for the lieutenants, &c. and a show-room, in which is displayed a neat

armory, in miniature ; this is under the care and management of the first lieutenant,

who has his birth here. The guns which stand in the port holes of each deck have

been lately improved with sir Charles Douglas's invention of a lock to fire thei.i with,

instead of the old method of a match : by which means the man who performs this

part in an action is less liable to the danger of the gun's recoiling, or the ball of an enemy

'i
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through the port hole ; m the swivel ancd to the trigger admits his standing on one side

to draw iL The view from the (iiMrtcr deck wui» eucluniiiig ; nurroundcd uuh iii..u-

nKTabic ohjectn of u .limilar kind ; 50 Mil of the Unc from 74 giiiu lo KK), bcMdcs
every {WMible variety of inferior kizeH ; biich u coileetioii uh no one part («( ihe wlidc

world cun hlicw iKsidei. While lo the bouih, halfway acrosn to the ikle •! Wight,

Spithheud displayed other vuiit ships nobly to our deligiued eye, near which wc could

plainly distinguish the three nmHi!> of the unfortunate Uo}ul George rising several lect

ub«)ve tlie water, tlie body Ixing buried below,

In our return to shore we rowed down the hurl)our to inspect a new vessel called the

Owrcs Light-house, just iirrived horn IjOiidon. This is u|Xin a new conutniLtion, a
Hoating light; a sloop to curry 20 men ; from the centre rises a strong mast with un

immense globular frame of glass on the top, which contains many lamps similar to the

light house on Kddystone roc^, and those on the west end of Portland island. This cu-

rious vehicle is going immediately to be stationed at the Owres, a dangirous heap of

rocks u few leagues north east of l*ortsmouth, the terror of mariners, and which oc**

lK>atman complained " had made his heart ache many a lime."

The evening was calm and clear, and Cynthia's silver lamp hung splendid in tlic

sky. Wc strolled u\wn the beach, and while the thousand pennants hung glimmering

in the air, the martial music from the shipH swelled on our enraptured car, till the hour

of eight was signalizid by the great gun of Kdgar, then in command ; which was
cch(K(l by lesser iirings far and near. The eHect was to us quite new and delightful,

and is regularly practised six months in the year precisely at this hour, and the ottter six

nt nine o clock *, also at sun rise each morning
We left Portsmouth early the next morning, and found great comforts in a post chaise,

it being intcn!>ely cold. We proceeded at the rate of eight or nine miles an hour, and

Eassed by the barracks, and over Port bridge, having Portchester castle on our left,

lere we quitted this tide-girt island, and ascending Portsdown hill, had a glorious re-

tros|iect of Portsmouth, the well-stored harbour, Gosport, and the Isle of Wight, rising

very distinctly across the sea. As we descended from this summit, the change of coun-

try w:iH very striking ; from open hills of chalk, to thick inclosures of woods and pas*

tures. Leave on our left Southwick, .amous for the marriage of King Henry VI, with

Margaret of Anjou. It was from the reign of Elizabeth K?: seat of tne Norton's, the

last of whom dying in 1732, left, by an extraordinary will. I>ii^ real estate of 60001. a year,

and a personal one computed at 60,0001. to the poor, hunj>r/, thirsty, naked, andstran*

gers, sick and wounded, and prisoners, to the end of the world, appointing parliament

his executors, and in case of their refusal the bishops; leaving all his pictures and other

moveables to the king. This will carried with it such evident marks of insanity, that it

was soon after set aside. Upon thia act it came to the Whiteheads of Norman court in

this county, and from them to the Thisdethwaites, and is now possessed by a descend-

ant, the present memlier for the councy.

We now passed the village of Purbeck, and saw on our right Purbeck house, belong*

ing to a Mr. Taylor, a minor. From hence we approach the forest of Bear, a large

tract of woodland. Pass through the village of Hamden, beyond which the country

changes to extent., e downs, the road winding through a deep vale, surrounded with

noble hills of verdure, heaped in various forms ; while the fleecy flocks, that strayed

along their sides, with each a shepherd, with his crook and dog, made the scene tnily

Arcadian. The next summit opens a rich vale of inclosures, arable and pasture, very

similar to the ChUtem country in Bucks. Descending now towards Petersfleld, we pass

mtif.^mti;u*ti
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on our*left Maplcdurhnm, no nncicnt house uml m i(u)r, hetonging to Mr. Gibbon the

historinu (whose father was M. I*, for rttcrsfield) now let for the ()itr[)ose of u board

ii;crich<K)l.

I'ctorsficid U a tK)rniighand market town, remark:tblc for nothing but its genial situa-

tion, in n rich aniphithcutre, surrounded by bold waring hilh. Here vvc kit the great

London road, ami turning to the left tow»rd> Alton, ascendLd an immense hill, e.ilK

d

Stoner, eioatlied with mneh wood and full of chalk, very little inferior in length and
8tcepnc»A to the famous chalk hill in Bedfordshire. The summit atfords a prosiKct of

the scene below, and all the fine swells to the south and west, and an extensive view into

Sussex. This part of the county is very superior to the rest, and scarcely inferior to the

l)enuties of Devonshire and Dorsetshire. Passing from hence over n large otx.'n tract, wc
leave the village of Sclbom on our right, where resides the Hev. Gilbert vVhite, who
has lately published a very delightful Natural History and Anticiuiiies of that place. Wt
now came into the Gosnort road, amidst inclosurcs of arable and pasture, and passing

by Chawton, the seat of Mr. Knight, soon arrive at Alton.

Alton is a small market town, situate on the rivulet Wcy, in its course to Farnham,
Guildford, and other parts of Surrey, where accumulating into a consideral)le river it dis-

charges itself into the Thames at VVeybridge. Here is a manufacture of corded stuffs,

serge de nims, &c. and around the town are excellent hop grounds, whose crops were
now just gathered in. In the evening which was charming we proceeded on the Farn-

ham road, through the village of Dentley, amidst a profusion of cultivation inclosed with

the finest quick-hedges I ever saw, some near twelve feet high and beautifully formed.

On the left is Froyle place, the seat of sir Thomas Miller, bart. an ancient-lookmg house,

newly repaired and the grounds much improved. On the right, amidst an abundance
of foliage, called Holt Forest, is F'olt Lodge, the seat of lord Stawcll. The house is

very moderate, and only a lease -hold under the Crown.
In this county wc continued some weeks, amongst friends, whose social sympathy and

liberal accommodations enlivened the scenes we visited, and otherwise forwarded our

pursuits. I shall therefore proceed to describe this part of the country in the most con-

venient order, without regard to dates or seasons.

We first visited Ewshot, the seat of Henry Maxwell, esq. which is the manor house

of a considerable hamlet, of the very large parish of Crundai. Here has been very an.

ciently a seat, which is supposed to have been from early times the residence of the Gif-

fords, one of whom was sheriff of this county, 1 1 Hen. VI, and another 20 Elizabeth.

By some notices in the parish register, it appears thjt there was a park belonging to it

in the reign ofqueen Elizabeth, the boundaries of which are now to be traced, or rcmem-

bered by some of the old inhabitants of the parish. Its domains, and the distant scenery

surrounding it, are peculiarly adapted to tht recreations of retirement. The soft grada-

tions of veriegated wood in the front view, with the Gothic arch in Dogmersfieid park,

*• bosomed high in tufted trees," are very beautiful. The effect ofautumn on this scene,

during a season of the loveliest sun-shine imagin-ible, often reminded me of the following

exquisite lines by Thomson

;

" Those virgin leaves, of purest vivid green,

Which chartn'd ere yet they trembled on the trees,

Now cheer the suher landscape in decay :

The lime fintt fading; and the golden birch,

With bwV. ol Bilvf.r hue ; the moss grown oak,

Tenacious of its leaves of russet brown

;

Th' enaanguin'd (dogwood ; and a thousand tints
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Which Flora* dress'd in all her pride of bloom,

Could scarcely equal, decorate the groves."

Our next excursion was to Farnham, a neat market town, on the edge of Surrey

;

it consists of one broad street, famous once for a large eorn-market, but now for the

vast produce of the finest hops in England, whose quality is greatly heightened by the

care and art used in drying and baling. In this place it was, that about the year

893 king Alfred defeated the Danes; and afterwards, when king Stephen had
granted leave to l)uild castles, Henry of Blois, his brother, bishop of Wmchester,
erected a strong castle upon the side of the hill near the town, which Henry HI, de-

molished ; afte wards it was rebuilt by the bishop of the diocese, and is now enjoyed

by th:^ lion. Bn^vnlow North, whose great improvements since his promotion to this

see we had now the opportunity of inspecting. The entrance is very magnificent,

and the tower lofty and perfect. In the insivie is a display of several excellent rooirs

;

the hall is spacious and handsome, and surrounded with large galleries ; it has been
newly ornamented, and only wants now a marble floor to make it quite noble. The
dining room is nothing remarkable, but the drawing room is admirable ; about 48
by SO, and just finished in the most elegant style. The chapel is very n;:at and suita-

ble. From the library the prospect over the town, the surrounding hop-grounds,

and the two large hills called Crooksbury and Hinde-head, is very pleasing. Hinde-

head iss'tuate on the borders of Sussex, and commands a view of nine counties. We ,

now ascended the most ancient part of this building called Jay's tower, on the top of

V'hich is a complete garden, rich in itself and in the view it commaikdu, particularly

ten acres of pleasure ground and park, in which is a most noble avenue of elms, and
on the left a superb green- house, full of very rp.re and costly plants, all lately inclosed

with forest trees, Sec. As botany is the principal delight of the family, we were
amused with several very curious nurseries of the choicest collection ; and the neat

little flower garden of Mrs. North exceeds every thing of the kind I have ever seen.

Farnham being the residence of an excellent painter, Mr. Elmer, whose pencil for

many years has adorned the Royal Exhibition with birds and game, we had the plea,

sure to inspect nis rooms, which are replete, not only with capital performances of his

own, but ?lso se\ °ral admirable pictures of the best masters. Without any opportuni-

ty of artfully awakening his natural genius, thb painter has arrived at the summit of

his line ; and i think his fish are inimitable.

From henc3 we visited More-Park, formerly the seat of sir William Temple, and the

place of entertainment to the famous dean Swift, whence he so often dedicates his lays

to Stella. It is situated in a pleasant valley, about two miles south-east of Farnham, and
was esteemed once beautiful ; a few years since it was refitted and adorned for the resi-

dence of the duchess of Athol, but she not admiring it long, the premises, now the pro-

perty of Mr. Bacon, are suffered to fall to ruin. In the corner of the old park, unucr a

cliff'by the river side, is a curious natural grotto, called Mother Ludoe's Hole. The en-

trance of this cavern is sixicious and lofty, and gradually decreases to a narrow passage,

terminating with a source of a clear rill, which issues forth through a decayed pavement,

and falls into the opposite stream. The cold coUadons and parties of pleasure, which for.

merly visited th's place in the summer season, are now no more, and the whole looks me-
lancholy and deserted.

Passing from hence by a mill, and under a grove of firs, vvc approach the small ruins

of Waveriy abbey, built by William Gifibrd, bishop of Winchester, for Cistercian

monks, commonly called White monks; which abbey being a grandchild (&s they
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termed it) from .iStcrce in Burgundy, was so fruitful here in England, that ii was
mother of Gerundon, Ford, Tame, &c. and grandmother to Bordeslcy, Biddlesdon,

Bruer, Bindon, and Dunkcswell ; for so religious orders used to have their pedigrees

as a deduction of colonics out of them. The Cistercians were likewise produced from

the Benedictines ; they were so called from Cistertium, or Cisteaux, in the bishopric

of Chalo » in Burgundy, where they | had their beginning 1098 ; being instituted by
one Robert, who had been an abbot rf Molesme, in that province ; from which he,

v;ith twenty of his religious, had w'fhdrawn, on account of the wicked lives of his

monks. But they were brought i-.ito repute by Stephen Harding, an Englishman,

their third abbot, who gave them some additional rules to those of St< Benedict : these

were called Charitatis Chartae, and confirmed 1107, by pope Urban II. Stephen is

therefore by some reckoned their principal founder. They were also called Bernar-

dines, from St. Bernard, abbot of Clerival, or Clarivaux, in the diocese of ' .igros,

about 1116, and who himself founded 160 monasteries of this order, bor.tetimes

they were styled White monks, from the colour of their habit ; which was a white

cassock, with a narrow scapulary, and over that a black gown when they went abroad,

but a white one when they went to church ;
(they pretending that the Virgin Mary

appeared to St. Bernard, and commanded him to wear, for her own sake, such white

cloaths.) Their monasteries were very numerous, generally built in solitary unculti-

vated places, and all dedicated to the holy Virgin. This order came over 1128,

and had their first house at Waverly , in Surrey, and before the dissolution had 85 houses

here.*

On the scite of this stands a large modem mansion, consisting of a body crna-

mented with a double flight of steps and pilasters. The wings appear double, and

are extended some distance from the house. It was built by the late sir Robert

Rich, and now inhabited by Dr Bostock, a fortunate divine, who married his only

daughter.

Another charming day we left Famham on our right, to inspect the large remains

of an encampment, situate on the north side of Law-day hill, so culled from a house

of that name, where a court is held for the bishop's manor. The form of it is circu-

lar, and therefore I imagine Saxon, though tradition says Julius Caesar had a station

here. It is surrounded by a double foas towards the south, and strongly fortified by
an abrupt precipice towards the north. The view from hence being very extensive,

was proper to command the motions of an enemy. This heath, soon uniting with Bag-

shot, they extend together near 30 miles.

Our next excursion was in a contrary direction towards the small town of Odiam.

On our way we passed through D jgmer's-field-park, the seat of sir Henry St. John,

bart. The house is by no means a pleasing object, a flat mass of heavy building, not

very modem, nor of sufficient antiquity to be curious. The park, however, has many
beauties ; is well stocked with deer, and affords excellent shady rides. To the north,

where seems a great want ofwood, stands a large Gothic arch of curious workmanship

;

which is a much finer object from the windows at Eushot, above described, than to iics

own mansion. There are several similar objects about the west end of the park, and

a noble sheet of water : but the most delightful of all are the groups of oaks, haw-

thoms, and other suitable plantations, which intersect this part of the park in various

unformal avenueS: &c. Without these walls a similar scene continues along Rye
common to Eushot, where we had the «atisfaction to observe an excellent new road,

• Groce's Antiquities, preface, p. 40.
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intended I believe for a turnpike, in great forwardness. Odiam, though now a poor

looking place, was formerly a free borough of the bishop of Winchester's, and noted

for its royal palace ; the traces of these walls are still visible. About a n.ile to the

northward of tl»e town, and ntar the river, are situated the ruins of the old castle. When,
or by whom, it was built, does not appear. In the reign of king John, it lielonged,

with the town, to the bishop of Winchester ; but was afterwards, as ap|x.ars by a ma-
nuscript catalogue of the records in the tower, made by Vincent the herald, now in the

library of the College of arms, granted by Henry IV, together with the manor and
liberty, to the lord Beaumont for his life ; and in the rei^i of £klward III, leased to

sir B. Brociis, for 51. per annum. Matthew Paris mentions a gallant defence made
here, 1216, by only three officers and ten soldiers, against a French army, furnished

with the warlike machines of those times necessiiry for sieves, and commanded by
Lewis, the Dauphin of France. " Such was the bravery of this little garrison, that, on
the third day, when the French L"gan to batter it furiously, the three officers, and
as many private men, sallied out, and :?eizing the like number of officers and men be-

longing to the enemy, returned safe into the castle. After a siege of 15 days, they

S";^rcndered it to the Dauphin, on conoition of retaining their freedom, with theur

horses and arms, and marched out without having lost a man, to the great admiration

of the French. This castle is likewise memorable for being the place of confinement

of David Bruce, king of Scotland, who was taken prisoner by John Copeland« go-

vernor of Roxborough castle, in a battle fougk t at Neva's cross, near Durham, Oct.

17, 1346, whe the English army was commanded by Philippa, queen of Edward
the third. After remaining here 11 years, he was released, on giving hostages for the

payment of a ransom of 100,000 marks."* In 1761, when Mr. Grose made the

drawing, nothing remained but the keep, which is an octagonal building* the north

west side nearly demolished. '* There are the traces of some ditches, but no walls, or

other ruins, sufficient to point out its ancient shape or extent, when entire." It is

still much the same as this description, and the print, shew it to have been then, ex-

cept being sadly disguised by an inclosure of firs. About five or six years ago, in

digging, they found the remains of the draw bridge and much lead. It now belongs

to sir Henry St. John, who probably will explore more into the surrounding foss, as

no doubt many valuable relics mighv' be found. The situation is very uncastle-like

;

the orlj. motive for this choice must have been the surrounding stream, which enabled

them to lay the whole flat under water.

Let it be remembered too, that Odiam was the birth place of that famous grammarian,

Mr. William Lilly, master of St. Paul's school.

It may not be improper here to introduce some account of what promises to be of the

greatest utility to this county, viz. a navigable canal from the town of Basingstoke

to the river Wey in Surrey, and thence to communicate with London by the Thames.
The general utility of all inland navigations, the prosperitj' of agriculture, trade,

and manufactures arising from them, are too well known to admit of any further

doubt. The value of land must proportionably inci«ase upon every improve,

inent of conveyances ; and provisions and commodities become more plentiful and
reasonable.

What have at different periods fallen under my own observation are sufficient proofs

in favour of these assertions. The canal of the great duke of Bridg^water, who may
justly be called the parent and founder of all similar works in this km^dom, is a. very

• Grose.
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striking instance of public util.iy in the vicinity of that most flourishing manufacture at

Manchester; and no doubt the vast fortune which this noble adventurer thus sacrificed

for the good of his country, at a time of life when others squander their patrimony in

useless dissipation, will amply be repaid.

Another instance of the wonderful advantage of such navigable communications I can

mention, that fell more immediately under my eye, viz. that immense cut from the

Trent to the Duke's can;d and the Mersey, for the junctions of the Eastern and Western
ocean. This I saw in its very infancy, and have often trod upon near forty miles of

the ground it now occupies, before the dawn of its execution, and even before it was
believed possible to be accomplished. But what will not the genius of Britain aspire

to, and successfully perform ! An all-contriving power was given us in the great Mr.
Brindley, sufficient to encounter all difficulties, and to remove the most perplexing ob-

stacles. To his perforating hand the immense hills and stubborn rocks were no in-

surmounrable difficulty ; and he could with the greatest ease carry water over waters.

This great enterprise was begun July 17, 1766. Its entire length is 93 miles from
Wildon ferry, in the county of Derby, to its junction with the duke's canal at Preston-

on-the-hill, in Cheshire. The common dimensions of the canal are 29 feet breadth

at top, 16 at bottom, and four 1 -half deep. It coi/ains 75 locks; 189 cart.bridges,

and 11 foot-bridges. It is carried over the river Do^e, on an aqueduct of 23 arches;

also over the Trentj on an aqueduct of six arches of 21 feet span each; and again,

over the Dane, in Cheshire, on three arches of20 feet diameter. There arc moreover
about 160 lesser aqueducts and culverts, for the conveyance of brooks and streams

under the canal. The mountains and rocks, that obstructed its common passage, are

grrforated through as follows; the most southern is at Hermitage, a village near

udgley, in Staffordshire. I saw this soon after it was begun, when works of this

kind were gazed at with astonishment, but now they are become numerous and com-
mon ; this cavity or tunnel, as it is called, is 130 yards long, with a hauling path for

horses on one side, in the manner they pass under the arch of a bridge. The tunnel

through Hare-castle hill, beyond Burslem, in the north part of the same county, was a
work of enormous difficulty and expence, and executed in a manner worthy the great

undertaker. It is 2880 yards in length, nine feet wide, and 12 high, lined and arched
throughout with brick, except towards the middle, where near 500 yards are solid

rock, blown up with gunpowder. The strata are very various, and contain a great

body of coal, for which reason there are many collateral cavities deviating from the

main cut into those works. I visited th'is tunnel about the year 1770, soon after it was
finished, when pleasure boats were then kept for the purpose of exhibiting this great

wonder ; the impression it made on my mind is still very fresh. The procession was
solemn ; sAne enlivened this scene with a band of niusick, but we had none ; as we
entered far, the ligh;: of candles was necessary, and about half-way, the view back upon
the mouth was like the glimmering of a star, very beautiful. The various voices of
the workmen from the mines, Sec. were rude and awful, and to be present at their

quarrels, which sometimes happen when they meet, and battle for a passage, must re-

semble greatly the ideas we may form of the regions of Pluto. But such disputes are

carefully avoided, by having fixed hours to pass each way. At Barnton, in the parish

of Great Budworth, Cheshure, is another tunnel, 560 yards long ; at Saltenfond, in

the same parish, is another 350 yards long ; and finally, at Preston-on-the-hill, is ano-

ther 1240 yards long; each of them are 17 feet four inches high, and 13 feet six

*ia,i
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And though the expcncc attending this astonishing work was enormous, so as to

promise little or no profit to the adventurers ; yet in a few years afcer it was fi lished, I

saw the smile of hope brighten eveiy countenance ; the value of manufactures arise in

the most unthought of places ; new buildings and new streets spring up in many parts

of Staifordshire, where it passes ; the poor no longer starving on the bread of poverty

;

and the rich grow greatly richer. The market town of Stone in p.i;ticular soon felt

this comfortable change ; which from a pot>r insignificant place is now grown neat and
handsome in its buildings, and from its wharfs and busy traffic wears the lively aspect

of a little seaport.

But to return from this digression, to a more minute description of the one before

us. An act of parliament for this purpose was obtained in the year 1778 : and the

legislature, convinced of the utility of the scheme, for the encouragement of iiie ad-

venturers, granted them more than usual terms of advantage ; particularly in giving

them a right to half tonnage for all s f^f manure, in which a view was had to the

cuhivation of that prodigious tract of \>i '--ads, Bagshot and other adjacent heaths.

It was thought better not at that time to p . the scheme, during the burdens of our
expensive and complicated war ; this desirable event, therefore, being postponed till

the return of [leace, has now fully taken place ; subscriptions being raised to the amount
of 86,0001. amongst about 150 proprietors, with a reserve of raising in the same man-
ner what more may be wanted. Mr. Pinkerton is the contractor, and Mr. Jeshop the

surveyor, who have engaged to complete the same in four years. They have begun to

work in the parish of Chertsey, near the river Wey, and on the farther side ofGrewell-

hill, about two miles west of Odiam, where there will be a tunnel upwards of 800
yards in length. I visited this place soon after, and saw above 100 men at work, pre-

paring a wide passage for the approach to the mouth, but they had not entered the hill.

The morning was remarkably fine,

<' The pale descending year, yet pleasing still,"

and such an assembly of these sons of labour greatly enlivened the scene. The con-

tractor, agreeable to the request of the company of proprietors, gives the preference to

all the natives who are desirous of thb work, but such is the power of use over nature,

that while these industrious poor are by all their efforts incapable of earning a sustenance,

those who are brought from similar works cheerfully obtain a comfortable support.

The property under which this tunnel is intended to pass belonged lately to lord

Northington, but now by purchase to the present lord Dorchester. The hill is cloathed

with a beautiful growing wood of oak, called Butter-wood, which uniting with another

part, called Barkley, extends a considerable length.
,^

From Basingstoke to Dead-Brook, near Aldershot, 28 miles, will be a reach of re-

markable length, without the necessity of a lock, from this they will provide them-
selves with a reservoir of water, by making this part one foot deeper than the similar

canals. The remainder of the distance, 15 miles, will contain 28 locks ; so that the

whole length will be 53 miles. From the east side of Grewell, will be a collateral cut of

about eight miles, near Tylney-park, to Turgis-green.

This being in the vicinity of many corn-mills, and communicating with the most
woody part of the county, and one of the best in England for fiine timber, will be a

great advantage. The mutual carriage of goods to and from the capital will be of

great importance, and the west country manufactures will find from hence an easy and

cheap conveyance. An object of still greater importance is the likelihood of this canal
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being the means of promoting the cultivation of the extensive barren grounds before-

mentioned, through a great part of which it must necessarily pass, after having been
first conducted through a country full of chalk, from whence that manure is now car-

ried in large quantities, at the expence of one shilling a waggon-load per mile ; whereas

by the canal it will cost but one penny a ton for the same distance ; and the boats will

return laden with peat and peat ashes (the last are esteemed an excellent manure for

saintfoin, clover, &c.) to the mutual benefit of cultivation, and the emolument uf the

proprietors.

Considering this undertaking only in this limited view, no canal of the same extent

is likely to prove of greater advantage to the public or its adventurers ; yet if we extend
our ideas to what future associations may accomplish, the utility would Ix: unbounded,
viz. to continue it quite across the island to the Bristol channel on the one side ; and
into the British channel, by Southampton or Christchurch, with an arm to Salisbury,

on the other ; but perhaps this is more a matter of speculation than can be made prac-

ticable ; else how useful in time of war would such communication be, between the

German ocean and the two channels, and between the two great commercial cities,

London and Bristol, without being always oblig(,d to wait for various and opposite

winds.

The correspondence between London and Bristol being very expensive by land, and
tedious by sea, if was natural to endeavour by some means to lessen or remove these

difficulties. It has therefore frequently been proposed to make use of the Avon, which
runs to Bristol, and the Kennet, which falls into the Thames, but remains as yet unac-

complished. In the reign of Charles the Second, a bill was brought into the house of

commons, to unite, by a new cut from Lechlade, the Thames with the Avon, that

passes dtrough Bath. Captain Yarrington proposed the same thing, by uniting the

Thames by the Charwell, to the Avon by the Stour, and so to the Severn. These are

of such visible importance and utility, and so apparently practicable, that it may be
justly wondered they have continued so long in contemplation without being carried

into execution.

A junction between the Clyde and Forth, in Scotland, has been some time actually

undertaken, and is now nearly brought to a conclusion, which, when quite complete,

will be a circumstance of prodigious consequence, considered in a national light ; as it

will i)ut it eifectually in their [X)wer to improve all the local advantages this canal must
necessarily produce.

In reference to artificial canals, there have been several very considerable ones made
at different times, for different purposes, and by different nations. The Cardike or

Caredike by the Romans, 40 miles in extent, connecting the rivers Nyne and Wi-
tham, which served to convey corn and other provisions between their station in North,

amptonshire and Lincolnshire^. Offa's dike made by the Saxons from Bristol and
Chester: andFossdike, cilt in the reign ofHenry I, for opening a communication from
Lincoln and York, by the Trent and Humberf.
As our roads over ail Europe came in the place of military ways made by the Ro-

mans, so their canals served as models for ours. Suetonius speaks in admiration of the

canal made by Drusus, which diverted the waters of the Rhine into the Ysselj:. The
junction of the Meuse and Rhine, by a canal 23 miles in length, was made by Corbulo

* See Moreton's Natural History ofNorthamptonshire, p. 513 and 515.

t Campbell's Survey of Britain, vol. ii. p. 260.

i In.Claudio, cap. I.

*v
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to avoid a passage by sea, and at the same time to supply the troops*. Hence these

water cominuiiicutioiis iiavc been no much esteemed in the Low Couiutic^ and the

United Proviiices. In France ilie canal of Briare unites the Loire and the Seine. It

is 33 miles in extent, iiath 42 lucks, and is of great uiiliiy in iaciliiating the corres-

pondence of (he capital with the provinces, to their mutual beneiii. It wa^i begun in

the reign of Henry IV, and finished under the direction of cardinal Richelieu. The
caiiiil ul Oileanb joiiib tl)>- same rivers, but is hhurter, and haih only 22 locks.

Almost every city and great town in China, not immediately seated on a lake, or a

river, hath a navigable cut into one or other of them. I'he grand canal, which pauses

from Canton to Pekin in a btrait line, is upwards of 8(X) miles in length, having 75
locks, and 44 cities on its banks. The emperor hath near 10,000 vessels thereon,

for transporting provisions, manufactures, and the tributes of the provinces to his

courtsf.

Ml. darkens scat at Aldershot was the next object of our entertainment and excur-

sions. This retired spot is situated in an extreme angle of the county, about three

miles north east of Farnham ; the grounds that surround it, though not very extensive,

are very pleasant and much improved ; the Ctarkes, whose principal estate was very

laige at Sutton, in Derbyshire, came into possession uf this place by marriage with one

of the Pooles, an ancient family of Radborne, near Derby.

At a small distance from this, we visited the ruins of Aldershot* Place, which be-

longed formerly to the Whites, and was carried by marriage with Mary, daughter and
coheir of Robert White, about 1600, to sir Walter Tichborne, knight of Tichbome,
near Alresford in this county, ancestor of the present baronet, whose family have been
in possession of that seat ever since Henry H. Little of the house remains, except one

end, which is appropriated to the use of a farm ; but a moat walled round upon a small

scale, and the traces of a draw bridge, are v^ry perfect ; the marks of a large avenue

are likewise visible on one side ; this estate is now sold to Mr. — , of Oxfordshire,

wh > is lord of the manor hereabouts. In the small church at Aldershot, which is only

a cnapel of ease to Criindall, are the monuments of lady Mary Tichbome, and 13

children, who died 1620 ; and of lady Ellen, wife of sir Richard Tichbome, sister

and coheir of Robert White ; she died 1606. Here I also observed a mural marble

tablet, to the memory of that industrious coir.ni'er of the law, Charles Vincr, who, in

a small house in this village, had a press erecteu Hy the booksellers, in order that his

very elaborate work, consisting of 24 volumes folio, might be printed under his im-
mediate inspection.

From hence we made an agreeable excursion into the adjacent county, to see Guild-

ford and some of the principal objects in its vicinity. The road from Farnham is very

remarkable, along the ridge of an high chalky hill, called the Hog's-back, which com-
mands most delightful and extensive views every way ; over Bagshot-heath to the

nortli-west, almost to South-downs in Sussex to the south-east, ar.d as £ir as the eye
can reach to the west. About four miles on this road, to our left, we see a modern
edifice, situated low, but amidst an agreeable verdure, called Pile-house, the present

residence of the marquis of Lothian. Not far from this, in an agreeable vale on our
right, stands Puttenham, a handsome house and pleasure grounds belonging to cap-

tain Cornish ; the only fault is its being too near the village ; if it were on the oppoute
side of the lawn, it would be extremely beautiful.

• Tacit. Annal. ib. 9th.

t Kircheri lUustu lib. 5 th. Navaret. lib. I. cap. 19, &c. Campbell's Survey.

'
\
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Farther to the right is Godaltnir.g, a small market town, deriving its name from

Godiva's alms or chiirity, as supposed to have been given by lady Goda, or Godivn,

to some religious house. It is said before the conquest to have been an episcopal see,

and that the bishop's seat was Loseley, near Guildford. This see has been so long

dissolved, that we have no further mention of it in history, than its being taken away
in Henry Second's time, and the estates conferred on thedeanry of Sarum. At this place

lives the reverend Mr. Manning, an able antiquarian, formerly fellow and tutor ofQueen's
College, Cambridge, who is now, I understand, employed in collecting materials for the

history of Surrey.

Losely, which is situated in a retired vale, about two miles from Guildford, was, as

we mentioned before, supposed to have been a bishop's seat to the see of Godalming

;

and as an evidence of it, there was at the end of the causey, a bridge, called the

Bishop's-bridge, which has ever since been repaired by the possessor of Losely-house,
though it stands upon the common road. This seat afterwards belonged to the ancient

family of the Moore's, who were created baronets, 1642, and have been long extinct.

It now belongs to two Lidies of the name of Molineux. The approach to this venerable

pile is through a fine old avenue in the midst of a park. By the architecture is seems
to have been built about the time, of King Henry V II. The present appearance of the

building is large, though formerly much more spacious ; indeed the form of it shows
much has been destroyed, for there b now only one wing joined to the front, which
looks very awkwai-d. The entrance is through a screen into a large old hall> about 45
feet by SO, and lofty, which much resembles that of a college : it is now quite plain,

but in the last century we are told it was hung with targets, cuUivers, pikes, swords,

&c. Much of this spacious building is lost " in passages that lead to nothing ;" there

are only two more rooms worth notice, a drawing-room and gallery ; the former is

about 36 by 27, the ceiling richly divided into square compartments, and the chimney-

piece very curiously wrought with chalk, &c. over which arc several coats of arms;

and the walls are ornamented with many good portraits ; the founder of the family,

dated 1500 and odd ; Sir Thomas More, the chancellor, who was beheaded in the

reign of Henry VIII, Anne Boleyn, taken just before she was beheaded, very beautiful

and valuable; and many others, which for want ofa catalogue, or some local information,

I could no further describe. The gallery, 124 feet by 25, is very light and beautiful,

the pictures were numerous, but not now hung up. Queen Elizabeth is said to have

visited this place-frequently, and there is a room amongst the bed-chambers that still bears

her name.

Guildford, or Guildeford, the capital of this county, is a well built old town, plea-

santly situated on the side of a chalk hill ; at the foot of which the river Wey winds a

navigable stream to the Thames. In the time of the Saxons it was a royal vill, given

by kmg Alfred to his nephew Ethelwald ; who, according to some authorities, had a

large palace, now totally defaced ; the keep of an old castle, however, still makes a

conspicuous figure, once no doubt very large. In the reign of Harold the Dane,

about 1057, we have an account of a most horrid massacre committed here by Godwin,
earl of Kent, whereby 600 Normans were cruelly put to death ; and Alfred, who came
at their head to claim and recover his inheritance, as only son of king Ethelred, had •

his eyes put out, and was sent to a prison in the isle of Ely, where he languished and
expired. In 1216; Lewis, Dauphin of France, having landed with his forces at Sand-

wich in Kent, in consequence of an invitation from the barons to accept the crown,

in the reign of king John, besieged and took this castle, but afterwards surrendered

by order of the pope's legate. It had been used for a jail as far back as Edward I,

VOL. II. T t
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and in Edward Third's it was given to the sheriff both for a jai! -ind a dwelling-house

for himself; how much lone^cr it thus continued does not appear. In 1611 it was
granted by king i "s 1, to ¥>ancis Carter, of Guildford, and at present it is the joint

property of Mr. I .day and Tempest. In the chalky cliff adjacent to this, and near

South-street, is a .arge suite of caverns, very curious, but the entrance is now closed

up by the fragments of fallen chalk. Mr. Newland, of Guildford, shewed me a draw-

ing of them, taken a few years ago, by which appeared a small passage into a cave,

about 45 feet by 20, and 10 high ; to the nortii and south arc two other caverns, the

former about 70 feet long, and from two to twelve wide ; the latter is near 140 long,

but narrow ; from this passa^ run eastward live other cavities near 100 feet long, very

narrow at the entrance, but increasing to a considerable breadth. Various have been

the stories and conjectures about these singular places, but I think there is little doubt

of their origin, when we come to examine what a number of buildings were formerly

wrought with chalk in this town. In the High-street I saw a very curious crypt, or

vault, now occupied by a wine-merchant, the pillars and arches of beautiful Gothic,

and formed entirely of squared chalk. For what purpose this was originally intended,

or at what time made, is not certain ; it is thought at least to be coeval with the castle,

and probably belonged to some of its out-buildings, A good representation of it is

given by Mr. Grose in his Antiquities.

Opposite Trinity church stands a line hospital, built in a quadrangular form, with a

large tower at the entrance, and fot'r turrets on the top. It was founded by George
Abbot, archbishop of Canterbury, who endowed it for 12 men, a master, and eight

women (now also 12) for which purpose he laid the first stone in 1619, and settled

lands thereon to the value of 3001. per annum. In the north-east comer is a neat cha-

pel with two painted windows, representing, in good colours, the story of Jacob and his

family, &c. On the walls hang a good half-length portrait of the founder, and an

excellent one of sir Nicholas Kempe, knt. who left 6001. to this institution, by Paul

Vansomer. Here are three parish churches, dedicated to the Holy Trinity, St. Mary,
and St. Nicholas. Also a royal grammar school of good repute, founded in the time

of Edward VI, 1509. There is too a large building called the Friary, situated near

the Wey, over which was formerly a drawbridge to a park well stocked with deer, now
converted into arable land ; they are both the property of lord Onslow, whose seat is

ut Clandon-place, just by.

In the road to Portsmouth, about a mile from Guildford, we saw delightfully situ-

ated on a hill, called in ancient records Drake-hill, the remains of a chapel, which was
dedicated to St. Catherine, and has always been admired by travellers as a curious

piece of ruin ; the materials of which it is built are said to be as hard as iron ; and to

all appearance it has stood die storm of ages. When it was founded is uncertain, but

mention was made of it in the Pipe-rolls of Henry III, and in the reign of Edward !•

The tradition is, that this, and another similar one, dedicated to St. Martha, and
situated about two miles distant, were built by two sisters, Katherine and Martha. Xhe
site, together with this chapel, was purchased of the abbey of Whernwell, by Richard de

Wauney, parson of St. Nicholas in Guildford, for a chapel of ease to him and his suc-

cessors for ever. From the top ofa cave, on the west side of this hill, is a spring, which
continues to drop in the driest season.

From this side ofHampshire we visited the more northern parts about Basingstoke,

Sec. At Ash, the residence of Uie Rev. George Lefroy, and one of the best and largest

parsonage houses I ever beheld (it being built by the present rector) we saw a very

curious cabinet of coins, and other antiques, collected by his father, the late Anthony
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Lefroy, esq. a very judicious antiquarian, and indcfati^blc collector, whose name is

well known among the connoisseur;! in this line,* by his "Museum Lefroyanum/'f
and his twelve coins, of which a description was presented to the society of Antiqua-

ries, written by his friend Proposto Vcnuti.;]: His principal collection afterwards cumc
into the hands of Mr. Anson, of Shugborough, in StaiTordshirc. But still there re-

mains in Mr. Lefroy 's possession a curious small collection, such as we had not met
with in all our former researches. Here lay before us in abundance what we searched

many a Roman vestige, and pored over the burrows of thf dead for, !n vuin. Perhaps,

however, there are many whom a quantity thus displayed to them would not give

half the pleasure they would receive from having, with their own hands, procured one
rare piece from the countless rubbish in which it had long lain buried. There too

often lies the selfish pleasure of collectors. We, however, were delighted with the

intrinsic value of the antiques themselves. Among the rest, we admired a pair of

Etruscan ear-rings, of small and delicate ^old work, so well preserved, that, were

it not for the authority of a faithful antiquarian, we should have believed them
modern.

In the house are a few miniature portraits ; of which two or three elegant ones by
Cooper struck me. One of them, of a lady Marsham {o( the llomney family;)

another of sir William Mainwaring, killed at the siege of Chester, 1645, a youthful

face, with beautiful flowing yellow hair ; another of his wife ; afterwards re-married

to sir Henry Blount of Tittcnhanger. From the windows of the rooms up-stairs are

some very pleasing pastoral views over green meadows, from which rise gentle hills

skirted with wood. Ash park, a white house peeping from among trees, on one of

these hills, is a very picturesque object. From hence we visited that mansion. The
grounds fall in gentle declivities each way from it, and are intersperstd with fine wood>
lands. It was the property of sir George Shuckburgh, of Shugborough in War-
wickshire, who had other estates in this neighbourhood, which he sold to Mr. Portal,

of Freefolk, near Overton adjoining. Mr. Holder is the gentleman who at present

resides here. About two miles to the right of this are the remains of an old dilapidated

place, of the name of LichBeld, formerly no doubt of some consequence, but whether
a religious house, or what, is not easily to be traced.

The land hereabouts is for the most part of a flinty nature, and lets, upon an average,

the arable with the meadow, from seven to twenty shillings an acre.

To the west of this, about two miles, lies Overton, a small town upon the western

road. The situation is low, and its buildings very indifferent ; what is most remark-
able here are a large silk-mill, situated upon a small stream that runs close by, famous
for its trout, and a large paper-mill in tne adjoining parish of Freefolk, before-men-

tioned; the former belongs to Mr. Streatfield, and affords employment for many
hands, but is very inferior to the original one I have seen at Derby ; the latter is a

very profitable work, and belongs to Mr. Portal, who has a new house upon the spot,

with agreeable plantations, adjoining to Laverstock, an ancient seat inhabited by general

Matthew. r, . ,. ,a. : .>:: .i

We made an excursion from hence about 14 miles south by west, to see the uoble

and ancient city of Winchester. Our course was unconfined to roads, almost as the

* See Memoirs ofThomas Hollis, esq. ^ol. i. p. 109, See.

t See Catalogus Numismaticus Musei L royoni. Libumi, Anno MDCCLXIII. ^'
^"'

-

i Duodenorum Numismatum ante liac ineditorum Brevis Expositio. Philippus de Veiiutis Prxpositus
£ccl. Liburnen. Selegit ex Gazophylucio C'l. V. Antonii Lefroy, An^U, et Nobiliss. Viro Uugoni,
Lordio Willoughby de Parham, Societatis Londinensis Antiquarix Prssidi dicavit.
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bird Ricti. The country soon spread into a vast expanse of large arable lands and open

downs. The inibt of early duv hung ut first too thick upon the hills to ufTurd much
pros|)ect ; yet ere we had finished half our course, tlte sky brightened, and displayed

the country fully, but without any extraordinary charms; the scene was too uniformly

open to be pleasing, though perhaps to a sportsman the whole might be esteemed

excellent. We crossed the Stockbridgc road, and had a view of Stratton park, be-

longinK to the duke of Bedford, and at present inhabited by Mr. Crook, who I under-

stand IS about to leave it soon, when lord John Russel means to take ponsession. A few
miles further we passed bv the small village of Weston, a hamlet belonging to Michacl-

dever, where the duke has lately purchased another house, or rather u farm, of Mr.
Bristow. Beyond this we leave the seat of sir Chaloner Ogle on our left, embosomed
in many trees, formerly belonging to lord Kingston. A little to the cast of this,

where the river Itchin winds its course to Winchester, stands Avington, tlie seat of the

duke of Chandos, devised to him by George Brydges, esq. of Keynshum» and of this

place.

Wc now soon cnmc into the turnpike road, and approached the venerable city.

The fi: St object from hence is the unfinished palace of Charles II, on the site of the old

castle. The rest of the town lies too much below to be well distinguished.

Winchester was the metropolis of the British Bclgoe, called by Ptolemy and Antoni-

nus, Venta Belgarum, and h^ the Britains, Caer Gwent, or the White City, from
its situation upon chalk. It is reputably afiirmed to have been founded by Ludor
Hudibras, 892 years before the nativity of Christ. There is no doubt of it having

been a celebrated station of the Romans, and probably one of their cities* as appears

from the discovery of several pavements, and coins of Constundne the Great. Cam'
den says, that during the Saxon heptarchy this city was the residence of the West
Saxon kings, who adorned it with magnificent churches, and an episcopal see ; and
was also endowed by king AUielstar with the privilege of six mints. From its first

foundation to the time of ttie conquest, it was three times destroyed by fire ; and in

the civil war between Maud the Empress and king Stephen, it suffered much desola-

tion from the hands of insolent sokliers. But these sufferings were amply repaired by
Edward III, who fixed here a staple for wool and woollen manufactures. This city

is said to have been first fortified by Guidorius, 179, and the present walls to have
been built by Moleutius Dunwallo, 341. On die south and east sides they remain

almost entire, and many fragments are to be seen on the north and west, parricularly

a bastion, called the Hermit's tower. There were formerly six gates belonging to

this ci^, one of which still remains, except one of the posterns, called the king's

gate. On the west, north, and south sides, is a prodigious deep foss, but to the

meadows, which were easily flooded by the river, such a defence was thouglit un-

necessary. Before we proceed to describe more fully its buildings and present state,

it may not be unprofitable to recite some of its most remarkable transacdons and oc-

currences.

In 1112, king Henry I, granted the first free charter to this city, whereby tlie

inhabitants were incorporated by the name of the guild of merchants. Soon after

this, Winchester is said to have risen to the summit of her glory, and became the re-

sidence of the first persons in the kingdom. Henry I, under whose reign it so much
flourished, took hi? wife Maud, daughter of Malcolm, king of the Scots, out of a

nunnery here ; by which marriage the Saxon and Norman blood were united. At
the death of this king, the effects of a dispute for the crown were severely felt by a

sjege which lasted seven weeks. A dreadful fire also happened, that consumed above
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twenty parish churches, the king's puluce, and u va&t number of houses. This no

much depopulated the city, thui it never urrivcd to the same extent and perfection.

King Henry II, held a parhamint here 1172, and was crowned, with his queen Margu.
ret. by Uotred,^chbi:ihop uf Ronn.

King John kept his court here about 1207, and granted a new charter to the city,

with many privileges. Not Ions aRer the barons rose, and took possession of this

city, but the citizens were not disposed to favour the:n. King John rewiirdcd the

loyal inhabitants by the following grant ;
'* that they do contii.ac for ever to be in.

corporated by the name of mayor and burgesses of the guild of merchants of the city

of Winchester, with perpetual succession." About this period He:.ry III, was b> ru
here, who also kept his Christmas in this city, 1239. Also alx)ut 1254, when he
was at variance with the barons, he retired here for safety ; but on the approach of

Mountfort, earl of Leicester, at the head of their army, he fled to Reading, when the earl

took the castle, sacked the city, and put many of its inhabitants, particularly Jews, to

the sword.

The great plague brought into England 1348 so much reduced thb city, that a

fine ox sold at 4s. the best cow at 2s. sheep at 6d. hog ut 5d. and twelve pigeons fur

one penny. In 1377 the French, Lading at Portsmouth, marched up the country, and
besieged this city ; but were driven back again by the inhabitants with great slaughter.

Soon after this the insurrection headed by Wat Tyler did considerable damage to the

suburbs of this city. In the civil wars between Henry IV, and earl Northumberland, it

was a great sufferer. Also in 1497 this city was attacked by the rebels under tiie com-
mand of lord Dudley.
Queen Elizabeth visited this city, and was elegantly entertained by the mayor in

the casUe, of which she mivde him constable, and raised the salary of that office to 61.

13s. 6d. per annum. And at her departure was graciously pleased to signify her in-

tention of renewing their charter, which was afterwards granted, and is the same
by which the city is governed to this day. In 1625 a sad pestilence broke out here,

and carried off* numbers of the inhabitants, without spreading into other parts.

During the civil wars in the reign of Charles I, sir William Waller took this city,

under the direction of Oliver Cromwell, who vented all his fury unon the castle, till

the whole of that magnificent structure was levelled with the ground. But while this

place was in die possession of the parliament party, the garrison at Basingstoke was very

troublesome to them.

After the restoration, king Charles II, made many progresses to this city, parti-

cularly while the royal palace, which he never lived to finbn, was building. In 1668,

a most dreadful plague broke out iind raged here for almost twelve months. Cart

loads of the dead were daily carried out and buried on the neighbouring downs.

To prevent the progress of the contagion, the markets were removed to a proper dis.

tance from the city, and an obelisk, in memory of that unfortunate sera, is erected on
the spot where the markets were held. We will now proceed to further descriptions,

in the order in which we inspected this city. Near the west gate, upon a large emi-

nence, arethe ruins of a strone castle, said to have been built by king Arthur, 523 ;

which was a place of remarkable defence in the reign of king Stephen. Heylin des-

cribes it to be '* a «dlant, but not a great castle, bravely mounted on a hill, for defence

and prospect." The chapel, which was originally detatched, is still entire, and is a

fine building, consisting of three aisles, llOfiKt long, and 55 wide. The assizes for

the county were held in this castle as early as 1272 ; but at present this chapel is fitted

up for that purpose. At one end we observed King Arthur's round table, as it is com*

•?5?.',?!t(^.>;?fyw«r."HV^'''---'^^'^*^>*
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mnnly called, which is about 18 Tctt diameter. The following iKautiful deiaiption of it

is found in Wurton'it Suiincts.

Where Venta't Nonnan eutU ttlll upreart

It* nmer'd hallt that u'cr the grks<»y luu« *

And KuUerM flinty rragmciiti, clail in moaai
On yonder »tvcp in nuked itate anpeara,

liiKh-hunK remuint, the pride of wurlike veari,

Old Arthur'a iMwd | on the capaciuua round
Some Uritith pen ha* aketch'd the nameii rcnown'di

In marks ol>»c«irei of hit immortal pccra.

Though join'd with magic nkill, with many a rhymi^
The Druid frame, unhonour'd, full* a prey

To the alow vengeance of the wizard timei

And fade the Hritish chaructera away i

Yet Spencer's page, that chants in verso sublime
, ^

Those chiefs, shall live, unconscious of decay.

Many authorities, l)eHides that of Camden, mif];ht be quoted to prove thin table of mo-
dern date ; yet pcrhans it is of higher anti(|uity than tion\e have imagined ; for Paulus

JuviuH, who wrote above two hundred years ago, relates, th;it it was shewn to the

emperor Charles V, and that at that time many marks of its antiquity had been

destroyed, the names of the knights written afresh, and the whole newly repaired.

Mr. VVarton, in his description* 9f Winchester, says, tournaments being (jften

.'K'ld here before the court and parliament, this table might probably have been

used, on tho!>e occasions, for entertaining the combatants ; which, on that account,

was properly inscribed with the names of Arthur's knights : ei.her in commemo-
ration ot that prince, who was the reputed founder and patron of tilts and tour-

naments ; or because he was supposed to have establinhod these martial sports at Win-
Chester.

On the site of the old castle we see the unfinished relics of a most noble royal

palace, begun by Charles II, 1683, the shell of which shews the magnificent intention.

A cupola was desigpied, 30 feet higher than the roof, which would have been seen at sea.

The length of the whole is 328 feet A street was intended from the centre of the west

end of the cathedral. And a park was projected ten miles in circumference ; but the

king's death prevented the execution of this noble plan. During the war it was used

as a prinon for the French, 8ic. that were taken ; and several hundred were confined

here. We saw an apartment which they appropriated for their chapels and various

relics of their devotion, paintings, and inscriptions, still remain.

Passing over the rest of the buildings in this city, we shall conclude with a short ac-

count of the college and cathedral. The former is situated on the south-east of the

cathedral, just without the city wall. It consists of numerous buildings and offices,

suitable to its noble foundation, which owes its origin to the famous William ofWyke-
ham, Bishop of Winchester, who had the first stone laid March 26, 1387, near a school

in which he, when a boy, was educated. The building was completed March 28,

1393, for a warden, ten fellows, one master, one usher> three chaplains, seventy scholars,

three clerks, and sixteen choristers. To enumerate every particular, and note every

part of these buildings, would be impossible in a work or this kind. Entering the

second quadrangle, under a stately tower, we observe on the south side the chapel

* To which I am indebted for much information.
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und hnll. The latter u u noble Gothic room, about 63 by 33 Icet, in which the scholunt

dine uj d Hiip.

The chapel is cftteemed equal to moftt, in point of size, furniture and Holcmnity. Its

dintcnsions urc 102 by 3.1 feet. The screens, jjtwih, and alt;ir*pieee are richly carved, of

the Ionic order, and the altar displays a flnc salutation niece, by Lc Moine. On the

north side stands the organ. The roof is covered witli wood in imitation of arched

stone work.

From hence turning on ourlcil we come into the cloisters^ which constitute u square

of 132 feet. In the centre of the area stands the library, an elegant Gothic building

erected in the time of Henry VI, by John Fromojid, who intended it for a chapel, bjl

it was converted into its present purpose, 1629, by Robert Vink, wartlen. To the

west of the cloisters stands die school, which is a finely proportioned room, and elegantly

finished.

From the school area we pass into the college meadow, from whence is a fine pros*

pect of Catherine-hill, on the top of which Lcland says there was a fair chapel dedi*

cated to that Suint. It was endowed with lands, and suppressed by Cardinal VVolscy.

To this hill, which is very delightful, aflfording an admirable view of the city, inter-

spersed with trees and gardens, magnificent and venerable structures, besides an exten>

sive country of hills and vallies, woods md downs, the scholars are allowed to vrarider

on holidays. This indulgence, I fc , by frequent repetition, becomes a task rather

than a pleasure, and few of them will sincerely join with the poet Grey in his beautiful

exclamation

:

"Ah happy hills ! ah pleating shade !

Ah fields beloved in vain !

Where once my carcleas childhood stray'di

A atfanf{er yet to pain i

I feel the gales that from ye blow,

A momentary bliss bestow,

As waving fresh their gladsome wing ;

And redolent of joy and youth
' My we«ry soul they seem to sooth,

- And breathe a second spring

!

^

We now went to inspect the cathedral, originally begun A. D. 611, by Kyngelise,

the first cliristian king of the West Saxons, and finished by his successor Kenwalch, and
endowed by him, and other royal benefactors. The chapter of this foundation, who
were seculars, continued about 300 years, and were at last removed by the persuasion

of bishop Ethelwold, in the reign of king Edgar 393, who substituted a convent of
Benedictines, which remained till the reformation. About 1079 bishop Wakclyne be>

gan the present edifice, and finished the tower, choir, truiisept, and west end. Ard the

monks passed, in state and triumph, from the old monastery to this new one on St.

Swithin's day, 1093. The appearance on the outside U flat and heavy, no relief of

spires, pinnacles, or other Gothic ornaments. But the inside is magnificent and pleasing;

its dimensions firom east to west are 545 feet, of which the lady's chapel takes up 54,
a& ^\the choir 136 ; transept 186. Height of the tower 138. At tl e entrance of
thrSy^er is the stone screen of the composite order, executed by the famous Inigo

Jones. The ridmirers of Grecian architecture will think this very beautiful, but the

lovers of Gothic must feel the incongruity of such a structure. On the right hand
stands a brass statue of James I, on the left one of Charles I. The stalls arc of

Norway oak, and are very beautiful. In the area leading to the high altar, is a plain

n
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raised tomb, of gray stone, under which William Rufus, who was shot as before-men-

tioncd, ill the New Fc«-e!it, is buned. The rebels in the civil wars plu adered this tomb
of a gold doth, and a rinsi sei with rubies, of 5001. value ; also a small silver chulice.

The attar piece is very ricii and handsome ; the wood work about it was erected by
bishop Fox ; but the Canopy, with its festoon or.laments, were added about the same
time zi the skreen, \n the reign of Charles I. A fine piece of painting has been lately

placed overy the Aiar by the dean and Chapter. It was painted by West. The subject

IS Christ raising Lazarus from the dead. His two sisters are supportmg him. One
ofthe tv Ive is removtn[^ the stone from the monument. Behind are several of the apos-

tles. The faces of St. Peter and Si. John are pluinly distinguished, but the latter is

surely pictured too young. On the left is a group ofJews ; in the middle 's a fine old

figure, supposed to repn;sent the father of Lazarus. On the top cf ei\ch wall 'that

surrounds the Pre: bytery j^re placed chests, which contain the bones of the West Saxon
Kings, and others who had been buried behind the altar and different parts ofthe church.

In the aisles are beveril curious and superb monuments, which would take up too much
loom in these pages. The north and south transept are curious remains of unfinished

Suxon architecture, very strihing. Full of those awful ideas that arise from the contem*
plation of such noble objects, we left this place and its venerable city. By a gradual

transition we begun to remark again the face of the country. We through Stokf^ Charity,

a small village remarkable for numerous surrounding yew passed trees, that either

must have been the natural growth of the place, or the relics of its former consequence.

The latter idea is suggested by seeing the traces of an ancient encampment just beyond,
called Nursbury, which is surrounded with a single fos > and ramp?i t. About two miles

west of this, is another similar woi k, called Tetbury ; and on the down near the Stock-

bridge road I observed three large barrows.

We soon now come to Popham-beacons, places no doubt of observation to the Ro-
mans ; from whence the prospect is extensive and pleasant, particularly to the west,

terminated by Lord Porchester's at Highclear, and the hills that divide the county above
Kingsclear.

The time now approached that we were to bid adieu to this hospitable county. The
leaves were all off the trees

;

Wet vith hoar mists appeared the glitterir > scene,

Which hue in careless indolence I past

;

And Autumn all around ihose hues had cast

Where past delight my recent grief might trace.

Sad changt , that nature a congenial gloom ^. > .

Should vfear, when most, my cheerless niood to chase,
,

' •[]
1 wish'd her green attire and wonted bl(x>m !"*

The dark days of November were indeed calculated to cherish that melancholy we
naturally felt at parting from friends and from scenes, among whom we had experi.

enced so high a kind of pleasure. We were about to be lost for the remaining
months of the winter in the crowds and bustle of the capital, which, whatever pleasure

'^nd whatever societjr it may aflford, does not leave that impression on the iinmagination,

whicn all feeling minds experience after those more pensive enjoyments, that have
passed among the picturesque scenery ofthe county.

* Wr.rton's seventh Sonnet.
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Wc have still liowevcr one object of our visits and our admira.ion to dcscrilx;, which,

though wc saw it some time before, we have reserved to this place, because it Hcs in

our way back to town. Passing along the great turnpike road from Andover to Ba-

singstoke, on our left, about six miles from Basingstoke, lay the picturesauc village of

Deanc, and a little on our right, Hull-place, the seat of Mr. Bramston. Hence passing

through Worting, a small village, we came to the new inclosures, on this side Basingstoke,

and observed among the rest a new iarm-house of lord Dartmouth, who has considera-

ble estates about the town in right of his wife, and expects to be a great gainer by iht

alteration. Upon an hill to the north of the town, the ruins of the Holy Ghost Chapel
arc here very conspicuous. The rectory of Basingstoke (and I believe the manor, subject

to a fee farm rent to the crown) belonged to the priory of Selborn, and from thence went
with the other estates of the priory to Magdalen-college, Oxford, to which it now be-

longs. The living is a very valuable one, and no doubt greatly improved by the late

inclpsure. Dr. Shepherd, who was fellow of that society, is the present incumbent.

Passing along the principal street to our right lay the turning to Hackwood, the seat

of the duke of Bolton, which, during our stay in the country, we had an opportunity,

by the politeness and condescension of the family, of visiting in a very advantageous

manner. The contrast, indeed, with what is too often experienced in visiting the man-
sions of the nobility, was highly delightful to us. For I cannot help reflecting with

regret upon the difficulties that travellers undergo, in ins[)ecting many of the houses,

that are the objects of their tours. Too often, when after long rides they approach the

mansion doubtful of admittance ; if at length the favour is gained, they are hurried

through the rooms and grounds, under the guidance of illiterate servants, whose fees

are more than would purchase an entry to the most expensive plare ofentertainment in

London.
But befdre we describe Hackwood, we will give some account of Basing castle, the

ancient residence of the family, which, going out of Basingstoke, lies on the left of the

great road, about ? mile and a halffrom Hackwood.
Basing was the head of the barony of Hugh dc Port, a Saxon, who had a grant or

confirmation of S5 lordships in this county at the Conquest, and was one of the barons,

under John de Fienes, who held i4t knight fees in Kent, by the tenure ofperforming mi-
litary service at the castle of Dover.* In the time of Henry H, the castle seems to

have been rebuilt ; probably in the more splendid manner of architecture to which
they had then arrived (the former one possibly being Saxon) for then John de Port,

grandson of Hugh, bestowed on the monks of Sherburne the chapel of St. Michael,
with the land of the old Castle of Basing.f In the reign of Henry HI, this family

changed their name to St. John; snd bore he arms that lord St. John now bears. In
43 of that reign, Hobert lord St. John obtained a licence to fix a pale upon the bank
cfhis moat at Basing, and to continue it so fortified during the king's pleasure, j; From
bis younger son are descended the present lords St. John and Bolingbroke. In the time
of£dward III, the co-heiress married Lucas, lord Poynings, and brought him this casde
and other estates. Constance, the ao-heiress of his grandson Hugh, married sir John
Powlet, ofNoney-castle, in Somersetshire, whose father William (younger brother of sir

Thomas, ancestor to earl Paulet) obtained tl.at seat by marriage with the heiress of Dela-
mare. Sir John by this match.came to possess Basing-castle, in the reign ofHenry VI.

* See Gent. Mag. fur Aug. 1787, pages 681, 682, 683, 684.

VOL. II. U U
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For thicc generations this iliinily continued here as Commoners ;* the barony of St.

Joiin being then in abeyance. Tlien arose the great character, who placed the family

in the splendour and honours in which it has ever since continued. He was born in

1483, 1 Richard III^ and afterwards became a student in the Temple, when he was
called home 1 Henry VHI, by sir John Powlett, lent, his father, who was then sick,

and not able to oiBuiatc as justice of the peace in the shire where he dwelled. He was
then put into the commission of the licace and soon after made Gustos Rotulorum of

Hampshire. On his father's dcath,|- Henry VIH, sent for him. to Richmond, and made
him joint surveyor of all his woods, with John iTxordaunt, esq. Two years after he was
made master of the Wards, and after that rose through a series of places in court, such

as scarce any ever enjoyeu before. On march 9, 1539, he was created baron ot. John,

of Basing. Jan. 19, 1550, 3 Edward VI, he was created earl of Wiltshire, and Oct.

12, 1551. 5 Edward VI, marcjuis of Winchester. Old NauntonJ ssiys of him, " He
had served four princes in various and changeable times and seasons, that I may well

say, no time nor age huth yielded the like precedent : this man being noted to grow high

in queen Elizabeth's favour, as his place and experience required, was questioned by
an intimate friend of his, how he had stood for thirty years together, aniidist the change

and ruin of so many chancellors and great i)ersonagesV Why, quoth the marquis,
' Ortus sum e salice, nonex quercu.' *1 ammade of pliable willow, not ofthe stubborn oak.'

It is said of him, and William earl of Pembroke, that being both younger brothers,^

yet of noble houses, they spent what was left them, and came on trust to the court,

whcrC;, upon the bare stock of their wits, they began to traffic for themselves, and,

prospered so well, that they got, spent, and left more than any subjects from the Nor-
man Conquest to their own times : whereupon it had been prettily spoken, that they had
lived in a time of dissolution." Many parts of this account are inaccurate. The mar-

quis never could have spent his paternal estate, for it is at this day the seat of his de-

scendant the duke. He- himself rebuilt, indeed, the stately castle of Basing, in a most
magnificent manner. He had the rare happiness of setting in his full splendour, ir 1572,

having lived 97 '^ears, and seen 103 descendants of his body. "A man he was (says

Lo}(t) that reverenced himesif ; that could be virtuous when alone, and good, when
only his own theatre, his applause, though excellent before the world, his virtue im-

proving in fame and glor}, as an heat which is doubled by reflexion."|| In July or

August, 1560, he entertained queen Elizabeth here in a most splendid manner* **and

with all good chear." She being then on her progresses, and coming hither from Win-
chester. Here she openly and merrily bemoaned herself, that the marquis was so old,

" for else, by my troth (said she) if my lord treasurer were but a young man^^ I could

find in my heart to have him for my husband, before any man in England."^
It stems extraordinary that his great grandson William, fourth marquis, should also

entertain the same queen here, which he did in 1601. " Her she took such great con-

tent, as well with the seat of the house, as honourable carriage of the worthy lady Lucy,

* See their tombs and arms upon them in Basing church, described in Gent. Mag. Dec. 1787, page
1057.

t His father left two younger sons, cir George settled at Crundal. and Richard settled at Herriard. And
a daughter Eleanor married to Sir William Gifford, of Itchel, in Crundal, now called £wshot, and the

seat of Mr. Maxwell, as before mentioned.

i In his Frogmenta Regalia, pag. 12.

§ This is wrong of both. The marquis was a younger branch, but the eldest son, lord Pembroke, was
illegitimate.

II Worthies, p. 59*. ' . :

f See Queen Elizabeth's Progresses, vol. i. 1560. p. 56.
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marchioness of Winchester (daiir^hter of Thomas Cecil, earl of Exeter) lliat \\v staid

there 13 days, to the great ciiaig. of the said lord marquis."

About the same time the duke dc Biron, and certain other noblemen, &c. of France,

to the number of 300, were at lortl Sandy's at the Vine. •• And her majesty went to

him to the Vine, and he to her to Ba:>ii)g ; and one day he attended her at Basing park

on hunung, where the duke stiiid her coming, and did there see her in such royalty and
so attended by the nobility, and so cosUy furnished and mounted, as the like had seldom
been seen, &c. She tarried at BaVmg thirteen days, being very well contented widi

all things there done, affirntingshe Ir.iddone tliut in Hampshire, that none of her ances-

tors ever did, neither that any prince • <f Christendom could do : that was, she had in her

progress, in her subjects houses, ent( rtuined a royal ambassador, and royally entertained

him."* She went from Basing to Furnham, the bishop of Winchester's.

This Marquis died in 1628 at Hawkwood, where was then only a large hawking room,
that is now the hall, with a room or two, 1 suppose, of accommodation besides. His son,

the fifth marqnis, was that gallant nobleman, who so bravely defended Basing Castle

against the rebels, under Oliver Cromwell. In a two years siege from August 1643, to

October 1645, he held out against all the parliament forces, being heard to say, '* that

if the king had no more ground in England than Basing house, he would adventure as

he did, and so maintain it to the utmost." It was besieged by a conjunction of the rebel

forces of Hampshire and Sussex, under the command of Norton (of Southwick, I believe)

Onslow (ancestor to lord Onslow) Jarvis (of Herriard, 1 suppose) Whitehead (probably

ofNorman Court) and Morley, all colonels of regiments under the command of Norton, a

man of spirit, and ofthe greatest fortune of all the rest. The marquis told Morley, when
he sur'.moned him to yield to the parliament, that he knew no parliament without the

king, by whose orders he kept the house, adding, that he would keep hb summons as a

testimony of his rebelUon.f

It w^s afterwards relieved in a i^llant manner by colonel Gage, the particulars

of which are very minutely related by ord Clarendon. At length. Ik vever, it yielded

to the insatiate attacks of Cromwell, and money, jewels, and household sUiflT, to the

amount of 200,0001. were found in it; among which was a rich bed worth 14,0001.

A private soldier is said to have got 3001. The .oyal motto, which the marquis had

caused to be written with a diamond in every window, Aimez Loyaulte (and which has

ever since been the motto of the &mily) so provoked the rebels, that they burnt the

castle to che ground ; little of which now remains, except a small part of the outward

wall.

The family have resided since the revolution, at least principally, at Hackwood. The
marquis, who lived till 1674, probably resided at Engtelield, i Berks, as he was bu-

ried there ; and the first duke, his son, does not seem to h;u .ade Hackwood his first

object, for he built in a magnificent manner Bolton-hall, i lorkshire, an estate wliich

came by his wife from the Scropes, where he retired, during the agitated reign ofJames
II, and by feigning a temporary indisposition for poliucal purposes, contributed greatly

towards effecting the revolution. Boltun-udll, however, though in a most romantic situa-

tion, is not mucn frequented by the present family, as they seem to prefer a residence

nearer the capital, and which is endeared too by an uninterrupted possession of noble

ancestors from the conquest. This charming seat was at first no more than a hawking-

* In queen Elizabeth's Progresses, vol. ii. lGO!,p. 5, see it more at large,

t Loyd's Loyalists, 577.
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box to the cnstle of Busing, and consisted, as I mentioned, but of one spacious room,
which is now the hall. Here then the lovers of Hawking, after their diversion in the

park, used to retire, and partake of refreshment. And in length of time, when the

castle was rendered no longer habitable, this was enlarged. The first duke, though he

made it not his principal object, seems certainly to have built its present form, which
bears marks of the revolution year. He was buried at Anneport, by AndovPi , ;vhere

Mr. George Powlett, descended from his uncle sir Henry, now resides. The titlt 'f

marquis of Winchester will fall to this gendeman or his son.

The site of Hackwood is in a charming park, and though the building is not immensi*:,

yet it is complete in itself^ a.'d presents two fronts, pleasing and harmonious to the eye,

particularly the back front, ^ which appears much newer, and commands a finer pros-

pect. The hall is about 40 feet by 30, and 20 high. The varnished oak wainscoat gives

it a suitable grandeur, and the carve-work of the famous Gibbons is very beautiful, and
of similar dc-:iigns to what we had lately seen at Holme, belonging to the duke of Nor.
folk, near Hereford. Here arc also several portraits of the family, but the pictures

most n:markablc are two old portraits in the duiing room^ one of John lord marquis of

Winchester, probably he who defended Basing castle ; the other a marchioness, but has

no peculiar marks to distinguish her name, yet she was no doubt his wife, and painted

by the same person. This conclusion I was led to by observing the very minute and
exact pattern of the lace on both their dresses. The stifliiess and unmasterly appearance

of her arms may be owing to some injudicious repairs. We also saw two sweet portraits

of ladies unknown, by S. Varclst, an adinirable painter in the reign of Charles H,
whose greatest excellence was in flower pieces, for which he was celebrated by Prior in

his poems. His portraits were finished with the same labour and delicacy as his flowers,

which he frequently introduced into them. The two pieces we here admired, are full

of the magic of his pencil. That in the duchess's dressing-room exhibits a most beau,
tiful face, and graceful figure, the arms being formed with the greatest ease and ele.

gance imagi"iable. The light and shade, reflected from the scarlet and purple colours

of the drapery, produce a singular eflfcct, which in modern painting would be harsh and
taudry, but here it is remarkably pleasing. In a small bed-room below stairs hung the

other, almost as beautiful ; the skirts of the drapery are extremely rich, and in one
corner of the ground, the painter has given his darling accompaniment of flowers. We
now proceeded to drive round the park, which is nearly a ' ircle of six miles, and laid

out in great variety of ground, most judiciously ornamented with woods and plantations,

of "'hich the beech-tree is here remarkably flourishing and abundant. But what still

further characterises this admirable place is a beautiful farm, taken out of tli.: south-east

side of the park, and sweetly interspersed with groves, tillage, and pasture. It was laid

out by the great skill and taste of the late lord Bathurst, the patron of Pope, whose exten«

sive designs we had lately admired at his seat at Cirencester. We now returned towards
the back front of the house, and from this part of the park, amongst verdant lawns,

gentle hills and ;ales, graced with foliage, enjoyed an extensive view over part of this

county and Berkshire.

Thus gratified, we reluctantly departed, and leaving Basingstoke, the gi^eat road to

London soon brought us to Hertford-bridge ; the intermediate inclosures are very plea-

sant, and we had a ^impse of Tilney-hall, at a small distance on our left, the seat of
sir JamesLong. Passmg through thevillageofHook wearesoon surrounded by some beau-
tiful groves of small oak about Berkley common, which brings us next to a long string

* This latter was built by the late duke.
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of houses, called Hartley-row. Opposite the inn at Hertford-bridge we deviated about

a mile and half to see the remains of Elvetham, that noble seat of entertainment to queen

Elizabeth, given by the earl of Hertford, its noble owner, 1591. An account of this

splendid entertainment was published at the time, and lately made its fresh appearance

in Mr, Nichols's work called the Queen's Progresses ; a short extract therefore may be

an acceptable prelude to our present description.

" Elvetham house being situate in a parke but of two miles in compasse, or there-

abouts, and of no great receipt, as beemg none of the earles chiefe mansion-houses,

yet for the desire he had to shew his unfeigned love, and loyall duetie to her most gra-

tious highnesse, purposing to visit him in tnis her late progresse, whereof he had to un-

derstand by the ordinarie guesse, as also by his honourable good friendes in court neare

to her majestie ; his honor with all expedition set artificers a work to the number of

300, many daies before her majesties arrival, to enlarge his house with new rooms and
offices. Whereof I omit to speak how manie were destined to the offices of the queue's

houshold, and will onlie make mention of other such buildings as were raised on the

sodaine, fourteen score offfrom the house on a hill side, and within the said parke, for

entertainment of nobles, gentlemen, and others ivhatsoever.
'* First, there was made a roome of estate for the nobles, and at the end thereof a

withdrawing place for her majestie. The outsides of the walls were all covered with

boughs, and clusters of ripe hasell nuttes, the insidss with arras, the roofe of the place

with works of ivy leaves, the. floore with sweet herbes and green rushes. Near rdjoin-

ing unto this, were many offices new builded ; all which were tyled. Not farre oil

was erected a large hall, for entertainment of knights, ladies, and gentlemen of chief

account. There was also a severall place for her majesties footmen, and their friendes.

Then was there a long bowre for her majesties guard. Another for other officers of
her majesties house. Another to entertain all comers, suiters, and such like. Another
for my lord's stevirard to keep his table in. Another for his gentlemen that waited,

" Most of these foresaid roomes were fumbhed with tables, and the tables carrved,

23 yards in length.

" Moreover on the same hill, there was raised a great common buttrey ; a pitcher-

house ; a large pastery, with five ovens new built, some of them fourteen feete deepe

;

a great kitchen, with four ranges, and a boyling-place for small boild meates ; ano-

ther, with a very long range, for the waste, to serve all commers ; a boyling-house,
for the great boiler ; a roome for the scullery ; another roome for the cookes lodg-

ings.

" Some of these were covered with canvas, and other some with hordes.
«* Between my lord's house and the foresayd hill, where these roomes were raised,

there had been made in the bottom, by handy labour, a goodly pond, cut to the perfect

figure of a half-moon. In this pond were three notable grounds, where hence to pre-

sent her majestie with sports and pastimes. The first was a Ship Isle, of 100 feet in

lei^th, and 40 broad, bearing three trees orderly set for three masts, fhe second was
a Fort, 20 feet square every way, and overgrown with willows. The third and last was
a Snayl's Mount, rising to' four circles of green privie hedges, the whole in height

20 feet, and 40 broad at the bottom. These three places were equally distant from the

sides of the ponde, and everie one, by a just measured proportion, distant from each
other. In the said water were divers boates prepared for musicke ; but especially there

,^ was a pinnance, full fumisht with masts, yards, sails, anchors, cables, and all other or-

dinarie tackling, and with iron peeces ; and lastly with flagges, streamers, and pendants,

to the number of twelve, all painted with divers colours, and sundry devises."

^afwj^^sswtSr?;.: vit'y^n.-frfff-K. ;:
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With these and various other preparations was this charming park adorned on the

great occasion. So on the first day's entertainment, having summoned all his retinue

together, and instructed them in their several duties, " my lord with his traine (amount-

ing to the number of 300, and most of them wearing chains of gold about their necks,

and in their hats yellow and black feathers) met with her majestic two miles off, then

coming to Elvetham from her owne house at Odiam, four miles from thence."

When her majesty had got some way into the park she was sainted with a Latin

poem, and afterwards by six virgins, who walked beforf her to the house, strewing

the way vvtth flowers, and singing. Being seated in the house, a long volley was dis-

charged from the SiiaiUmount and Ship isle in the pond, which she could view from
the gallery window. This day's entertainment was then concluded with a supper and
concert. But this was greatly exceeded by the entertainments on the three following

days, which consisted of various representations on the water, the sports of Nereus,

and his nymphs and tritons. On the land Sylvan gods and goddesses, with a mixture

of dances and fireworks.*

At what time lord Hertfort said this estate does not appear. More than a century

ago, it belonged to the Reynolds's from whom it came by marriage to the Calthrops.

Upon the death of sir Henry Calthrop, k. b. about two years since, who was a long

while insane, it came to his nephew, sir Henry Gough, bart. who has added the name
of Calthrop to his own. The building is now quite in a dilapidated state, and nothing

in the inside but bare walls, and mouldering wainscots,f though inhabited by sir Henry
till his death. The rooms are all small except the gallery, and that is too low and
narrow ; and yet it gave one pleasure to walk m this deserted place, and to be shewn
the windows that had afforded such royal prospects. The late owner built a large

riding-house close adjoining, which still remains. It is a pity to see this sweetly retired

spot thus sinking into ruin, when at a moderate expence it might be refitted and made
very habitable ; several tenants, I am told, have been desirous to obtain it, but I fear

the present possessor has not taste enough to enjoy it himself, nor sufficient respect for

its venerable structure to let it exist by the means of others ; for I understand he has

frequently threatened its destruction. The park, though small, is very beautiful, the

wood fine and flourishing, and the verdure uncommonly fertile and ornamental. In one

part of it below the house to the left b still visible, though much grown up with weeds,

the pond which was used for the entertainment of queen Elizabeth.

Having thus far tried the reader's patience in describing these western counties, in a

course of more than a thousand miles, which to the author has been a task the most
delightfui ; and having now little qr nothing worth remarking from hence to the great

metropolis^ the only thing that remains, is the usual ceremony of bidding adieu to

his readers, and if they reap half the pleasure in perusing these hasty sketches of a

country, hitherto undescribed in the same regular route, which they afforded the author

in collecting them, his utmost ambiUon will be gratified.
.iv2'1Hfr'>:j';«''J«i*'^'4 »s > "-.1 >;r -'X:*"'
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A FEW EXTRACTS MAY BE SUBJOINED FROM MR. MATON'S OBSERVATIONS ON
THE WESTERN COUNTIES, 1797, 2 VOLS. OCTAVO.

*» *'

A SINGULAR MINE.

WE were impatient to see the Wherry Mine fmentioned before) situated in the bay,

about half a mile beyond Penzance. The opening of this mine was an astonishingly

* See queen Elizabeth's Progresses, vol. ii. 1 59 1 , p. 1 . to p. 33.

t After sir Henry's death, there was a sale of the furniture, &o.
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adventurous undertuking. I have never heard of one similar to it in any other part oi

the world. Imagine the descent into a mine through the sea ; the miners working at the

depth of sevcntPt^n fathoms only below the waves ; the rod of a steam-engine extending-

from the shore to the shaft, a distance of nearly one hundred and twenty fathoms ; and
u great number of men momentarily menaced with an inundation of the sea, which con-

tinuallv drains, in no small (quantity, through the roof of the mine, and roars loud

enough to be distinctly heard in it ! The J' scent is by means of a rope tied round the

thighs, and you are let down in a manner exactly the same as a bucket is into a well

;

a well, indeed, it is, for the water is more than knee-deep in many parts of the mine.

The upper part of the shaft resembles an immense iron chimney, elevated about twclvt

ieet above tne level of the sea, and a narrow i)!atform leads to it from the oeach : close

to this is the engine shaft, through which the water is brought up from below. Tin
is the principal produce of the Wherry mine ; it is foimd dispersed (in small, indurated,

elass hke lumps, of a blackish colour) in a substance resembling the elvan of Polgooth,

but much more compact in texture, and of the nature of a porphyry. Some of the tin

is found mixed with pyritous copper^ which is in a quartzose matrix. A black, hard

kiilas forms the upper stratum of thr. mine, and below it appears the substance men-
tioned before. The inclination of til>e lode is towards the north, about six feet in a

fathom, and its breadth is thought tc be no less than ten fathoms. The ore is ex-

tremely tich.,„Maton^s Observations. J. 208.
/.;,•;»<' r:. fKi, •. ., ; '•: ,..;:,.. •
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1 ./ A SILVER M7NE IN CORNWALL.

THE only silver-mine in this cou'.ity is Huel-Mexico, situated to the left of the road

leading from St. Agnes to St. Michael, and not far from the sea, the sand of which
covers all the adjacent country. The rocks on the coast, quite from S. Ives, seem to

consist chiefly of kiilas, which, with nodules of quartz, is the prevailing substance in

the mine. Luna Cornea, or horn silver-ore, has been found here, though in very

small quantities, and consequently specimens of it yield a high price.* A good deal of

silver, however, has been procured frcm Huel-Mcxico ; some masses of the ore, we
were informed, have produced as much as half their weight of it. The matrix is an
ochraceoas iron-i^re, and the yellow oxyde covers the whole of the mine. I con-

ceived at first that the silver might be afforded by a decomposed galena, but could not

find any appearance of lead upon examination of the lode. The co> :se of the latter is

almost perpendicular to the horizon, in a direction from north to south. It is about
ten years since the mine was first worked, and the depth is now nearly 24 fathoms. I

found it very dangerous to descend, on account of the ladders continuing quite straight

to the bottom, and there being no resting-place, except a nich cut on one side in the

earth.t Should one unfortunately miss one's hold of the ladder in this shaf^, there is

nothing to prevent a fall to the very floor of the miae....MatOTi's Observations. I. 252.

* It U ofa yellovish-green colour, and is found in atnall specks, consisting of minute cubic crystals.

t Most ofthe ladder shafts in Cornwall have what are called landini>-places, that is, the ladders do not
often extend more than five or six fathoms in depth, before you can stand, or, perhaps, walk some way,
and then proceed to another course.
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SKETCH OF A TOUU INTO UKRBYSHIKK AND YORKSHIRE,

tsrOLVOINO

rART OV HtiCRINOHAMt WARWICK, LKICB8TBH, NOTTINOIIAM, UEOPOHD, AND HERTFORDSHIRBS.

BY WILLIAM BRAY, F. A. S.

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

THE traveller, who sets out on a long journey with the expectation of meeting with

the same accommodations on the road that he has at his own house, will soon find

himself mistaken. If, under the impressions of his disappointment, he takes up his pen
to write his observations, he will complain that the wine was bad, the chicken tough,

the bed hard ; he will dwell on the barrenness of a heath, and in describing the poverty

of a country, strip nakedness of its very fig leaf. But a man of this temper has no
right to trouble the public. If indeed, in pointing out the defects, he pointed out the

means of removing those defects, he might do a real service ; but if he pretends to no
more than to amuse, why weary the reader with his spleen ? In a journey of this sort,

as in the journey of life, the fretful man communicates his own taedium to all about him,

and prevents the enjoyment of such pleasures as lie in the way. To take the world as

it is, to pass over the disagreeable parts as lightly as possible, and to make the most of

every gleam of sunshine, is the way for a man to make the passage easy to himself, and
comfortable to those who are his companions.

The writer of the following sketch, for he does not presume to call it a complete
account, wishes to communicate some part of the pleasure he received in the tour

;

and he thinks the traveller will find in it some information that will be useful, and that

will enable him to make the most of his time, a circumstance about which the writer

found himself much at a loss, for want of direcdon. If he succeeds in any degree, or
if he shall be the means of exciting one more able to give a more perfect account, he
will not think the time spent, in digesting his notes, wholly misemployed.

November im. ' *
: • ' - t

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.
, , , ,\ .•

ALTHOUGH the reception which the first edition of this tour met with from the

public was very flattering to the author, yet he cannot without much diffidence hazard

a second edition, which has so much new matter (derived from a repetition of visits to

the principal scene of description, and from subsequent information) that it may almost

be considered as a new book. This diffidence is not a little increased from Mr. Pen.
nant having taken part ofthe same route ; possessed as that gentleman is of an eye to

observe, a pen to describe, and a pencil to delineate, every thing worthy observation

in every place he comes to, the author of the present performance shrinks from the com-
jiarison (if indeed any comparison will ever be formed.) He can only hope for a con-

tinuation of that candour which he has already experienced.

February 1783.

"Trrr- "Wa^.J i,:.
'
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HE who derives pleasure from contemplating the venerable remains jf antiquity, ur

the elegant structures of the mtxleru architect ; u ho has a taste lor i!\c beauties of

nature in her genuine simplicity, or as they arc pointed out to view by the hand of

art ; he who feels his heart glow at the sight of the ingenious mechanic, whose labours

difl'use plenty and cheerfulness around his habitation, circulate through evcr\ part of

the globe, and are a truer source of national wealth than the mines of rotosi ; w. (1 find

ample matter of gratification by pursuing the route I am about to describe.

I propose to lead him to Buckingham, Banbury, Edge-hill, Warwick, Coventry,

Leicester, Derby, Matlock, Buxton, Sheffield, Leeds, Ripon, and Askrig : and to re-

turn through the wilds of Yorkshire, called Craven, and by Mansfield, Nottingham,

Northampton, Woburn, and St. Alban's.

Three miles beyond Uxbridge you leave the Wycomb road, and turning on thr

right go by the two Chalfonts, watered by a pleasant stream (which however deserts

them m a very dry summer, as it did in 1781) between hills whi.n rise on each hand,

covered in many places with fine beech woods to Amersham. This was the estate of

Ann Nevil, daughter of Ralph Ncvil, carl of V/?stmoreland, and wife of Humphrey
Stafford, duke of Buckingham, who was killed in 'Se battle of Northampton, in the

38th H. VI, fighting for that king, and was held L; .ler after his death, as Dugdale tells

us in one place ;* but in another, he makes it par' of the great estate of Ann Beau-
champ, sister and heiress of the duke of Warwick (afterwards wife of Nevil, the stout

carl of that place) whose lands were seized by Edw.rd IV, on her husband's defection,

restored to her by Henry VH, and soon after conv >yed by her to that king.f It was
however in the hands of Henry VIII, who gave it to John Russel, created by him lord

Russel, whose residence was at Cheneys, not far from hence.:|: In the last century, it

became the estate of the Drakes ; the present representative of that flourishing family

has built an elegant seat a mile beyond the town, in the road to Aylesbury. His
house stands on rising ground, which slopes gently to a bottom, in which a large piece

of water was designea, but which has not entirely answered expectation. The ground
about the house is adorned with beautiful groups of the most noble oak, ash, and beech

;

one of this gentleman's sons is presented by him to the living, which from its value,

and the goodness and situation of the parsonage-house, is no bad establishment for a
younger son, even of a family as wealthy as this b. The parsonage-house stands very

pleasantly on the side of the hill, above the town, looking to the south, well sheltered

by woods. In 1778, the church was cleaned, and new pewed, and Mr. Drake brought
a window of painted glass from an old house of his, called Lamer, in Herts, and put

it up in the chancel. In the upper part of it are two small figures, a Lamb and a
Dove ; below them arc three ; Faith, with a cross, Hope leaning on an anchor, and
Charity suckling a child. Beneath are the twelve Apostles, in two rows. There is

not one monument or inscription in the body of the church ; but in the chancel are

some for the Drake family, and one for Henry Curwen, a youth, who died at school at

this place, son of sir Curwen of Workington, in Cumberland. In a room over

the family vault of the Drakes, is a monument for Mr. Montagu Drake (the present

gentleman's father) with a whole length figure of him recumbent, his widow sitting al

his feet, by Scheemakers : opposite is a sarcophagus, of yellow or brown marble, with
festoons of flowers in white marble on the borders, in memory of the late Mrs. Drake,
of whom there is a small figure in white marble, kneeling, with six children behind

It:

• DuRd. Bar. vol i. 166, 167, 306, 507.

\ Lcland Itin. vol. iv. p. 101.

VOL. II.

t Warw. vol. i. 418, and Bar. vol. i.

X X
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her. Near this in a medallion, with a brans rclicr of Mr. Drake, jun (said to be a strong

likeness) in u Herman haliit, leaning on an urn, which stands on a pillar, inscribed to

the memory of his first wife, who died at the age of twenty. Underneath are thesc-

lines

:

Cara Maria vale ! veniet rdiciua xvum,
Quando iterum tecum, nim nio<lu (lignua,ero.

At Missenden was nn abbey founded by Thomas dc Mussenden (as it was then written)

m 12U3.* li was one of the greater abbies dissolved in 31 Henry VIII, John Stewell

the abbot being allowed a pension of 301. a ycar.f It is no\ir the seat of Mr.
Cioostrey.

A few miles from hence, on the led of the road, is Whiteleaf Cross, cut out in the

south west side of a high chalky hill, and visible, from the Oxfordshire side of the

country, at a great distance. It is near 100 feet in length, and 50 in breadth at the

bottom, but decreasing u|)wards to '..(X}ut 20 at the ton. The transverse line is about

70 feet in length, 12 in breadth, and the trench cut into the chalk is about two or three feet

deep. This, like the White Horse in Berks, the Red HorbC at Edge Hill, and the Giant

on Treudle Hill, near Ceme Abbas, in Dorsetshire, is scoured out from time to time,

but not at any regular periods. Mr. Wise attributes it to the time of Kdward the Elder,

supposes the Saxons to have had a fortification at Princes Risborough, which is just by

;

remains of \Nhich, lie says, were visible when he wrote (in 1742) and which tne com-
mon people call the Black Fruiee's Palace, and thinks this cross was cut in n^mory of

some victory gained here. The name of a village called Bledlow, a mile c two oflT,

he says coii'tirms the idea of a battle having been fought hereabouts, Bledelaw or Bled-

low signifying the Bloody Hill ; as Bledon-down. in Somersetshire, is so called from a

bloody battle lought there with the Danes in 845.^
The way to it turns oft* at the end of Great Missenden, and leads by Hampden, the

almost deserted si at of the ancient family of that name, the chief of which distinguished

himself so much by his opposition to the levying of ship money, and who was one of

the fust to take arms against Charles I, and one of the first who fell in the contention.

A sister of that Mr. Hampden married sir John Trevor ; and from them the present

owner, lord viscount Hampden, is descended. The last of the name, and the twenty-

fourth hereditary lord of this place, gave it, with a good estate here, to Mr. Trevor, on
condition he changed his name. VVhen the barony of Trevor descended to him, he got

the title of Viscount Hampden, that the name might still be preserved, but he lives chiefly

in Bedfordshire. The house stands on high ground, and is a pretty good one ; the

floors are unpleasant, being mostly oak, rubbed bright, or brick. There are several

portraits, but the servants know nothing of the persons represented by them. A whole

length of Oliver Cromwell on the stair-case is easily distinguished. In the church,

which is just by, a monument is erected for the last Mr. Hampden, on which various

intermarriages of the family are represented in shields of their arms, hung on a tree.

A road through some fine beech woods comes out on a down, on the right of which

is a tumulus, called Ellesborough Cop, fiom the name of the village below ; the left

hand road leads along the Iknild waj- (whicii is visible here, and retains the name for a

considerable length, and is to be traced into Hants, or further) to the hamlet of

* Dugd. Mon. V. i. 543. but Camden, v. i. 310, saysUwaa founded by the D'Oilya } augmented by the

noble family surnamed Ue Missenden.

f llaii. MS. 604. p. 94.

X Wise's further Observations on the Vale of White Horse, p. 34.
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Whitclcaf, where is the cmls. JuHt Ixrlow nrc the two parishes of Monks lVif.horoup[h.

and Princes Riitlxirough ; the latter isu sn»all town. The fortification wliich Mr. Wiv
mentions, •»ccnis to tx: the spot adjoining to the west end of the church yard. This wak

probably the manor house, which was moated round, but is now entirely tlestroycd ;

and it is likely was part of the estate of ICdward the Black prince, from which it took its

name of Princes Risborough, to distinguish it from the next parish (called Monks Uis-

borough) from its belonging to the monks of Canterbury.*

The living is very small, and has been augmented by queen Anne's bounty, and the

bencvolence of Mr. Penton, then lord of the manor, which has been since sold to Mr.
Grubb, whose seat is below. The great tithes arc considerable. The land here is mostly

very good ; the common fields let from 7s. 6d. to 25s. an acre.

Near the church of Ellesborough, on a round hill, is an ancient fortification, called

Belinus's Castle, above which is an high hitb called Belincsbury Hill.f At Great and

Little Kymbel are some remains of antiquity, and the name is sup|X)sed to be derived

from that of the British king Cunobclinc, whose two sons were kilted in an action pro-

bably fought hereabouts. I
Aylesbury, forty miles from London, is an indiflferent town, in a rich fertile vale, to

which it gives name, and which affords the finest p-isture, and produces great quantities

of beans and corn. It is the largest parish in the couu\v, including in it Ellesborough,

Bierton, Buckland, Stokc-Mandevillc, and Quurcndon, all which were only chapels of

ease to it. This was one of the four British garrisons taken by the Saxons in 571, under

Cuthwulf, in the expedition he made to Bedford. 4

St. Osith, the foundress of the religious house of that name, in Essex, was born ut

Quarendon, but was beheaded anno 600, by the Dai\es, in Essex, from whv »e her

body was removed to the church of Aylesbury ; it continued here 46 years, and then

was carried back again. Whilst it remained here, however, many miracles were per-

ibrmed by it, and a religious house was built in memory of her, where the parsonage

now stands.
|| I do not know whether this was the small house of Friars Minors men-

tioned by Dugdale, which in the survey, 26 H. 8. was valued at no more than 31. 2s. 5d.

Cer annum.^ Besides this, there vas at the dissolution a house of Gray Friars, founded

y the Butlers, afterwards carls of Ormond, temp. R. II. On the dissolution the con-

ventual house was preuerved, and given by Henry VIII, to sir John Baldwin, chief justice

of the common pleas, who made it his sea^ purchased the manor of the heir of the earls

of Wilts and Ormond, to whom it had descended from the family of Fitzpiers, earl

ofEssex ; built a town hall, and was d great benefactor to the place.' It was afterwards

the seat of the Paekingtons, who married a daughter of sir John Baldwin, but ruined in

the civil war, in the last century.** After the dissolution, there was dug up in this house
an alabaster effigy oi a man in armour, w'.th these arms on his breast, a fesse t>etween

three leopards' faces, being the monument of sir Robert Lee, who died in the reign of
Henry VII, and was ancestor of the earl of Lichfield. This was removed into the pa-

rish church, and now lies in the north cross aisle, but shamefully scratched and disfi-

gured.

The manor of Aylesbury belonged to the Conqueror, who made the church, with

Bierton, &c. prebendal to Lincoln. This great abuse, appropriations, was often cen-

sured, but by means of the monks and the pope maintained its ground till the dissolution

Camb. Brit. vol. i. 310. f Ibid. \ Ibid.

II Leland. Itin. v. iv. p. 100. f Dugd. Mon. v. i. 1038.
»• Willis's Not. Pari. v. i. p. 123, 124.

X X 2

$ Chron. Saxon, sub ann. .571.
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of the monasteries. Robert Grosthcad,* made bi«ihop of Lincoln in 1235, saw the miii.

chiefs arising from it, und endeavoured to reform the evil. He took away this church
from the deanry of Lincoln, to which it had l)cen long annexed, and collated a residing

rector to the full propriety of it. Richard dc Gruve»end, however, who came to the sec in

1970, made it again prclKndal, as it still remnins ; but he had <»o much regard to the care

of the pari^thioners' souls, as to orduin that the portion of the vicar should considerably

exceed that of the prelKndury, directing that the latter should have 30 marks, and the

former, who should reside, 40« nt the least, or 50 marks.t The inclrxture of the com^
mon fields has raised the value of the vicarage from COI. to 1401. a year.

Mr. GIndman, a former vicar, left his library to the church, and the [rarish fitted up
a wainscot press for the books in the north cross aisle.

The grunt of lands in this place by William I, shews what was the furniture of the

royal lK>d-chamber in those days ; the tenure was by finding litter or straw for the king'a

bed and chambers, whenever he should come that way, and providing him three eels in

winter, und three green geese in summer, besides herbs for his chamber. But that this

might not be too burthensome, it was not to be done oftener than three times in the

year. I
There is a handsome town-hall, where the sessions and spring assizes are held. In

1747, there was a great contest between this town and Buckingliam, about the assizes

;

they had been usually held here, which is near the centre of the county, from the time
of Hcnrv VIIF, when lord chiefjustice Baldwin, mentioned before, brought all public bu-
ncss hither ; but about 1723, the summer assize was held at Buckingham, and continued

so to be till 1747, when the judge removed it back to Aylesbury. The next year lord

Cobham, and the Grenville family, who represented Buckingham in parliament, pro-

cured an act to fix the summer assize at Buckingham in future ; not, however, with-

out violent opposition from sir William Stanhope, member for the county.

From Aylesbury go by Whitchurch, the tithes of which were part of the possessions

of the ubbey ofWoburn; to the left of this is Oving, a seat ofMr. Hopkins, command-
ing a very delightful view of the vale, and greatly improved bv him. A few miles fur-

ther is the small town of Winslow ; this place was given by king OfTa, in 794, to the

abbey of St. Albans,^ and being made, with its members Granborough and Little Har.
wood (heretofore chapclries to it) and some other places, of exempt jurisdiction, and
appropriuted to that abbey, became, on the dissolution, part of the diocese of London.||

Mr. Lowndes has a seat here.

The village of Padbury stands on the side of a little hill, from the brow of which is seen

a pleasant valley below, with a stone bridge over a small river, and at a distance, Stowe
emerging from its woods.

Buckingham, though seated on a knoll, is surrounded by other hills, and is nearly

encompassed by the Ouse, which takes a bend round the hill on which stood the castle,

now entirely demolished. Edward the Elder built two castles here in 918, one on each

side the Ouse ;1 this was possibly the site of one of them ; but there is no certain ac-

count when or by whom it was destroyed, though it is probable that it went to ruin on
Uic attainder of the last duke of Buckingham, of the name of Stafibrd, in 1521. In

* The character of this excellent prelate is, that ho wat an awe to the pope, and a monitor to the king,

a lover of truth, a corrector of prelates, a director ofprie&ts, an instructor of the clergy, a maintainer of

scholars, a preacher to the people, a diligent searcher of truth, and most exentplary in his life. Willis's

Cath. V. iii. p. 50.

t Kcnnett of linpropvialions, p. 39, fiO. i Camdeo, v. i. 3 1 1 •

$ Camden, v. i. 3 1 2. || Willis's Cath. v. iii. p. 3. % WiUift't Buck. p. 49.

H.*,
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1574, queen Elizabeth gnintcd to Ed\v;ird Grimiton the castle lurm, two castle mills, tic.

laic ttvc ()osM.'k.siui) cf l.dward duke ut' Huckiiighum.

The town is not luru^, but includes some considerable hamlets. It was of note

enough in the time of hdv. -d Il^ tb have one of the staples for wool fixed here, when
that greit prince, withu discernment beyond the genius of die age in which he lived,

by prohibitmg the cxi)ortation of unnumufactured wool, laid the foundation of a trade,

which has since been carried to i\ most amazing extent.** The making of lace is nov
the employmcot of thin as weh as many ^thcr parts of the country ; but the resort to

Stou'c IS what enlivens (he place.

The manor and borough nave been the successive property of the families of Giflfard,

Clare, Breosc, Audlcy. and Stafford; were grantetl by Henry VIII, on attainder of

tlic duke of Buckingham, to lord Marney, and on his death, without issue, to William
Cory, esq. whose son, created baron of Hunsdon by queen Elizabeth, sold to Brocas,

whose son sold the manor, wiUi the tolls of fairs and markets, to the corporation, who arc

now the owners.f

There was a church her: early in the Saxon times, but it was dependent on King's

Sutton in Northamptonshire, 14 miles off, and was supplied by a curate, put in by
the vicar of that place, till about the year 1445, when a vicar was appointed, and an
endowment made. His income has been since augmented by a donation of Dr. Pc-

rincheif, a prebendary of Westminster, who left a sum of money for that purpose in

1673, with which his trustees purchased 53 acres of land in this parish, and the

tithe of them, formerly part of the prebend of Buckingham, and settled them on the

vicar.

This King's Sutton, with Buckingham, and Horlry, and Hornton (two parishes in

Oxfordshire) was madi^ prebcndal to Lincoln cathedral in the roign of William II,:f and
was the best endowed of any in the kingdom, except Masham in Yorkshire, being worth
10001. ivr annum, ^ but was surrendered to Edward VI. and by him granted to his

uncle Edward Seymour, duke of Somerset.
||

The church, or chapel, became famous by being made the burial place of St. Rum>
bold, &on of some Saxon king, whose name is not mentioned. He was born at King's

Sutton, 1st Nov. 626, but buried here. He was canonized, and a shrine tvas erected

for him.lT History is silent as to the particulars of his life, or what extraordinary acts

of piety he performed to occasion this honour; indeed it could not have much to say

on the subject, for it seems this venerable saint died two days after he was born. His
canonization, however, answered some purposes, for it occasioned great resort ofpilgrims

to the place.**

Under this patronage the church became a large and handsome building, and had
a lofty spire of 100 feet high placed on a tower of 63 feet high. The spire was blown
down in 1693, and never rebuilt ;tt and in 1776 the steeple fell on the roof, and

* I had always understood that the exportation of goods manufactured from the raw materials of the
country, was a clear fftkin of the improved price arising from the various branches of labour employed in

that manufacture, and that it was true policy to keep those raw materials at home* to be worked up,
instead of their being exported raw, and worked up by foreigners; but the ingenious Mr. Anderson
(a genUeman who in many things deserves attention) thinks the prohil)ition of exporting wool has been
detrimental to us. See his Lssay on the Means of exciting a Spirit of National Industry.

t Willis's Duck. p. 26. ^ Dugd. Mon. vol. iii. 259. j Camden, vol. i. 311.

II Willis's Buck. 37. H ibid. 23.
** He was a patron of fishermen, and his feast still observed at Folkf!stone> in Kent, in the month of

December, says Camden's Continuator, vol. i. p. 3 1 1

.

tt WUlis'8 Buck. p. 61.
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beat it entirely in, leaving only the side walls standing. A handsome and elegant new-

church has been built on ihs casde hill, to which the late and present earl Temple have
contributed most liberally, paying all the cxpence above 20001. ; the whole is calcu-

hted at 70001. It is built of white stone, got in the neighbourhood ; that used in the

spire was* brought from Brill-hill. It stands north and south (probably to form a bet-

ter object from Stowe gardens) the entrance being at the north end next the town

;

at the south end is the belfry, with a spire on it, the whole height 158 feet. Over the

north window are the earl's arms carved in stone, with his motto most appositely

placed, Templa quam dilecta ! Over the belfry door are the arms of the town. The
church 13 spacious, having three aisles and a gallery on each side, Ionic pillars support-

ing the roof, which over the middle aisle is coved ; over the galleries is vaulted, with

roses on the points of the arches. Between the two doors at the north end is the

communion table, where is an altar-piece given by lord Temple, which he brought
from Rome, and is said to have cost him 4001. It represents two parts of our Sa-

viour's history ; in the foreground he is casting out a devil, in the back ground is his

transfiguration. On getting the summer assizes fixed here, lord Cobham, in 1748,
crecied a jail in the middle of one of the streets (which is there of considerable

width) and commemorated the fixing of the assizes by an inscription over the doon
It is an oblong square, battled and turretted at each corner, and built with stones

taken from the remnants of the castle. A fire in 1725 burnt down great part of the

town ; but advantage was not taken of that misfortune to rebuild the streets in a hand-

some manner.

A chapel belonging to a school, founded to teach some boys Latin, has an
arched door with zig-zag ornaments. The conscientious master takes the salary

of 101. a-year, but refuses to leach any scholars. Had a former master been of this

disposition. Hill, the learned taylor, would not have had the opportunity of acquiring

the knowledge of Latin. When an apprentice here, his desire of learning was so

great, and the means of accomplishing his purpose so unequal, that it was by an ex-

pedient which few would have thought of, and fewer would have carried into execu-

tion, that he got the first rudiments of that tongue. He had in his possession a La-
tin grammar, but it was of no use without an interpretation ; to obtain this, he
went on errands for the school-boys, on condition they would English one of the

rules for him. Fiom hence he went on, and made himself master of Greek and
Hebrew.*
From the end of the town the late earl Temple made a new road to his so much cele-

brated seat at Stowe. It runs in a straight line about twb miles up to the Corinthian

arch, on coming to which you turn on the right to an inn, where the horses may
be left, or to which they may be sent back from the garden gate.

Stowe was fonacrly part of thie possessions of the abbey of Oseney, and belonged to

the bishop of that place when Henry VIII, on the dissolution, erected the abbey into

a bishoprick ; but that capricious monarch, soon chan^ng his mind, removed the

foundation to Christ Church. Stowe followed the fortune of the abbey, till queen
Elizabeth, ha^ng taken the estates into her hands, on a vacancy of the see of Ox-
ford, granted this manor and estate, in 1590, to John Temple, esq.f (ancestor of the

present earl) a gentleman of a very ancient family, seated at Temple-hall, in Lei.

Spence'a Parallel between him and MagUabecci. t Willis's Buckingham.

^mKeef^mmmm
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cestershire.* A park of about 200 acres was inclosed by his descendant sir Peter

I'c mple ; whose son, sir Richard, after the restoration, rebuilt the manor-house,

and settled 501. a-y<;ar on the vicarage, which in the hands of the abbots had been
very poorly endowed. Those lazy and luxurious dignitaries paying no more atten-

tion to the due performance of divine service, than lay impropriators in general do
now.

This gentleman's son was created baron and viscount Cobham by George I, and
dying without issue, left his estate to hb second sister, Hester, wife of Richard
Grenville, of Wotton, in this county, mother of the late earl Temple. He died in

1779, and was succeeded in title and estate by his nephew, son of his brother

George.

To lord Cobham these gardens owe their beauty. He laid out the lawns, he

planted the groves, he erected the buildings. The internal beauties are such, for

extent and variety, that the elegant and picturesque scenes they contain make a-

mends for the want of those distant prospects which are the ornaments of some situ-

ations.

These grounds were laid out when regularity was in fashion, and the ori^nal

boundary is still preserved, on account of its magnificence ; for round the whole
circuit of between five and six miles is carried a broad gravel walk, planted with

rows of trees, and open either to the park or the country. A deep sunk fence

goes all the way, and includes about four hundred acres. In the interior scenes

of the garden few traces of regularity appear ; where it yet remains in the plan-

tations in any degree, it is at least disguised, and a bason, which was an octagon,

is converted into an irregular piece of water, falling down a cascade into a lake be-

low.

In the front of the house, which stands on the brow of a gentle rise, is a consider-

able lawn, open to the water, beyond which are two elegant Doric pavilions, placed in

the boundary of the garden, but not marking it as such, though they correspond to each
other ; for still further back» on a rising ground without the inclosure, stands the Co-
rinthian arch, which is seen in the approach.

I shall hot attempt to describe all the buildings, which are very numerous, but shall

mention some of the principal scenes.

On entering the garden you are conducted to the left by the two Doric pavilions,

from whence the magnificent front of the house is full in view. You pass by the side

of the lake (which, with the bason, flows about ten acres) to a temple dedicated to

Venus, looking full on the water ; and over a lawn, up to the temple of Bacchus, to

which you are led by a winding walk. This last building stands under cover ofa wood
of large trees. The lawn, which is extensive, is bounded by wood on each side,

and slopes down to the water, on the opposite side of which is the very elegant tem-
ple ofVenus, just mentioned, thrown into perspective, by being inclined a little from a

front view. Over the tops of the surrounding wood is a view of the distant country,

terminated by Brill-hill, neiir Oxford t ; and Quainton-hill, near Aylesbury.

* Ofthis family was the famous dame HesterTemple, daughter of Mr. Sandys, ofLatimer, in Bucks
i

who, according to Fuller, lived to see more than 700 of her own descendants.

t Camden, v. i. p. 310, says, the Brill is a smuU country town (so called by contraction from Bury-
hill) some time a royal villa of Edw&rd the confessor. His continuator derives the name fi om Bruel, a
thorny place, and Bruer, a thorn ; but the former is perhaps the most probable, ifwe consider that Brill

is the name for the place where Caesar had lus camp at Pancras.
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From hence you cross the lawn by the front of the house, which is nearly in the

centre of the gardens, dividing them as it were into two parts. In the latter division,

the tower of tne parish church, bosomed in trees, the body of it wholly concealed from

view, is one of the first things which strikes the eye, and you are uncertain whether it

is more than one of the ornamental buildings. Passing by it you enter the Elysian

Fields, under a Doric arch, through which are seen, in perspective, a bridge, and a

lodge in the form of a castle. The temple of Friendship is in sight ; and within this

spot are those of Ancient Virtue and of the British Worthies, adorned with busts of

various eminent men, and inscriptions, mentioning their particular merits. Here is

also a rostral column to the memory of captain Grenville, brother of the late earl, who
was killed in that successful engagement with the French fleet in 1747, when Mr.
Anson took the whole of the convoy.^ ' In the bottom runs a stream, which, with the

variety and disposition of the trees dispersed over gentle inequalities of ground, makes
this a very lively and beautiful scene.

Close to this is the Alder.grove, a deep recess in the thickest shade. The water,

though really clear, is rendered of a dark blue colour by the overhanging trees ; the

alders are of an uncommon size, white with age ; and.here are likewise some large and
noble elms. At the end is a grotto faced with flints and pebbles, in which the late earl

sometimes supped. On such occasions this grove was illuminated with a great number
of lamps, and his lordship, with a benevolence which did him honour, permitted the

neighbourhood to share the pleasure of the evening with him and his company, th^

park gates being thrown open.

The temple of Concord and Victory is a most noble building. In the front are six

Ionic columns supporting a pediment filled with bas*relief, the points of which are

crowned with statues. On each side is a beautiful colonade of ten lofty pillars. The
inside is adorned with medallions of those officers who did so much honour to their

country, and under the auspices of his lordship's immortal relation, Mr. Pitt, carried

its glory to so high a pitch in the war of 1755 ; a war most eminently distinguished by
Concord atid Victory. This temple stands on a gentle rise, and below it is a winding

valley, the sides of which are adorned with groves and clumps of trees, and the open
space is broken by single trees, of various forms. Some statues are interspersed.

This valley was once flowed with water, but the springs not supplying a sufficient quan<

tity , have been diverted, and it is now grass.

It has been observed that there is a particular moment when this temple appears in

singular beauty : when the setting sun shines on the long colonade which faces the west,

all the lower parts of the building are darkeried by the neighbouring wood ; the pillars

* The character of this gallant officer was most amiable ; he was of true courage and conduct ; a hu*
mane and generous commander ; beloved by his officers ; esteemed as a father by his sailors. His loss w as

lamented in some elegant English lines by Mr. (alterwards lord) Lyttletou ; and by a Latin inscription

on this column by lord Cbbham. In the latter the following lines,
,

^' Perire, dixit moribundus, omnino satius esse ;, . ".;:v<,

:

Quern inertise reum in judicto sisti

;

relate to a known story, that the commander in chief threw out the signal for the line, and that the French
fleet would have escaped, if sir Peter Wnrren, seeing the danger uf losing the opportunity, had not, though
second in command, made signals for a chace, refusing to take them down ; he was well supported in this

by captain (afterwards sir Peter^ Denis, captain Greenville, captuin (afterwards admiral) fioscawen, and
others. The commander, finding Warren resolute, had magnanimity enough to alter his signal from
that for the line, to a chace; and prudence enough to make no complaint of disobedience.
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rise at difl'ercnt licights out of the obscurity : some are nearly overspread with it, some
are chequered with a variety of tints, and others are illuminated down to their bases.

The light is softened off by the rotundity of the colMmns, btii: it spreads in broad glcums

on the wall within them, and pours full, and without interruption, on the entablature,

disth^ctly marking every dentil. On the statues which adorn the points of the pedi-

ment, a deep shade is contrasted to splendour : the rays of the sun linger on the sides of

the temple long after the front is overcast with the sober hue of evening, and they tip the

upper branches of the trees, or glow in the openings between them, while the shadows
lengthen across the valley.

On the opposite side of this vale is the Lady^s Temple, on an elevated spot,

commanding the distant views. Below is a stream, over which is thrown a plain

wooden bridge. On another eminence, divided from this by a great dip, stands a
large Gothic building, fitted up in that taste, and furnished with some very good
painted glass.

The temple of Friendship is adorned with elegant marble busts of some whose friend-

ship did real honour to the noble owner.

The scenes which have been mentioned are the most remarkable, but though beautiful,

it must be confessed are inferior to the exquisite one which presents itself from the

Gothic building at Pain's-hill, in Surrey ; or to several which are found at Mr. South-

cote's, in that neighbourhood. In point of buildings, Stowe is unrivalled. The
number of them has bc<.n objected to; but the growth of the wood, by concealing one
from another, every day weakens the objection. Each may be said to belong to a

distinct scene ; and the magnificence and splendour of them, joined to the elegance of

their construction, and blended with the variety and disposition of the ground, will always
ensure the admiration and pleasure of the spectator.*

Leaving Stowe, some starved firs and pines, on each side the road, shew how much
planters should attend to the manner of executing their work, and the choice of the kind

of trees proper for the stnl in which they are to be planted.

Pass by Finmore, and another village, and come to Aynho, where is the seat of Mr.
Cartwright. Here was an hospital built for the entertainment of poor and sick passen-

gers in the time of Henry II, by the Claverings (then called Roger Fitz Richard, and
Rc^er Fitz Roger) who were lords of the manor. It was well endowed, and in 1484
was given by William, earl of Arundel (then owner of the manor) to Magdalene-college,

Oxford, to which it still belongs ; but is now let out as a private house.f Ralph Ne>
vill, of Raby, who died in the beginning of Eldward III, married the daughter of John de
Claveriing, and seems to have had this estate with her, as he obtained a charter for a mar-
ket and a fair at this place, but it was limited over to John de Clavering, in fee. Yet his

son Ralph died seised of the manor in 41 Edward III. j:

At the entiance of Aynho you c oss the Portway, one of the viae vicinales leading

from station to station ; it comes out of the Akeman-street, at Kirilington, in Oxford-
shire, and is supposed by Dr. Plot to go to Vennonis, or Cleycester, but by Morton, to

lead to Bennaventa, or Wedon, near which place is a gate called Portway-gate. § Banbu-
ry, however (Branavis) seems to be in its line of direction.

• The reader will not be displeesed if he should find, that in this account of Stowe I have made consi-

derable use ofa description given ofit by one who was intimately acquainted with its beauties>the late Mr.
Whateley.

t Bridge's Northamptonshire, v. i. p. 141, J Dugd. Bar. v. i. p. 292, 295^

f Morton's Nat. Hist, of Northamptonshire, p. 501.
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At this end of the village, turning on the right hand, is the road to Astrop Wells,

which are alxjut two miles oif, a little beyond the village of King's Sutton (mentioned
before) in which parish they are. The church has a fine spire, rising from u tower,

the corners i f which have been ornamented with pinnacles, but some of them are broken
oif. The well is in a bottom, and is chalybeate, possessing great virtues in the stone,

gravel, drr)psy, and ihc beginning of a consumption ; and the place has been formerly

much frequented, but is now out of fashion. The lodging-houses are miserable.

Near the spring an assembly-room was built by subscription some years ago, and is still

used for that purpose in the summer by the neighbouring gentry. Dr. Short says, na-

ture and art have combined to make this place a paradise of pleasure.—I doubt it will

require a warm imagination to discover in it any resemblance of what we suppose Para-

dise to be.

Come into the turnpike road from Oxford to Banbury, at Adderbury, where is a

seat of the duke of Baccleugh, in a bad country, and surrounded by execrable roads.

It once belonged to the earl of Rochester, so remarkable for the profligacy of the for-

mer part of his life, and for his sincere contrition at his death. Here are quarries ofstone,

very full of cockles.

Banbury, the Branavis of the Romans, whose coins hav5 been often found here,

had a castle built by Alexander, bishop of Lincoln, in 1125 : a fragment of one of its

walls supporting a cottage, used as a pest-house, is all that is left of it. Part of the

ditch is now the high road. A Roman altar was found here, and placed in a nich

under the sign of an inn, called from the.^x the Altar-stone *.nn.* Some years ago it

was converted into a private house, and the altar was probably demolished. The
church was (with more propriety) built by the same bishop, who is supposed to have
been buried in the chanceh under a tomb on which is a mutilated figure, recumbent.

The remnant of two other figures in the chancel, said to be those of judge Chamber-
lain and his wife, shew the folly of fanaticism in the last century. The puritans were

always numerous here ; Ben Jonson makes one of those characters, ZeaUof-the-land

Busy, a Banbury man ; and it is mentioned in other dramatic pieces, as their resort.

Camden speaks of it as famous for cakes and ale ; and when Holland translated his

Britannia without his consent, played him a trick ; getting at the printer, he changed

cakes and ale, into cakes and zeal, which alteration got HollaiKl many enemies.

f

Round the wall on the outside of the church are a number of carved heads of men and
animals. The building being in great decay, was repaired in 1686, at the expence of

5001. by Dr. Fell, the munificent dean of Christ-church, and bishop of Oxford.|

The castle was built, as before observed, by Alexander,. bishop of Lincoln, soon

after his consecrauon, which was in 1123 ; and it continued to be one of the reiddences

of the bishops (occasionally, for they had ten houses furnished in the diocese, besides

one at Newark, and one at London) till bishop Holbech, on his appointment, 1 £d.
ward VI, conveyed this, and about thirty manors, to the king and his courtiers. By
the account of the endowment of this bishopric, taken 26th Henry VIII, 1534, the

estate here was valued as follows

:

Banbury burgh . . . •

Banbury bailw. and hundred

Banbury prseposit Castri

1.
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The impropriation of the rectory and advovvson of the vicarage of Banbury belonged

to a prebend in Lincoln cathedral, called the prebend of Banbury ; but in 1548 it was
surrendered to sir John Thynne, and dissolved. The estate was then reckoned of the

cleav yet..-ly value of 461. 6s. 8d. and was afterwards given by queen Elizabeth to the

bishopric of Oxford, in exchange for other lands, being then valued at 491. 18s. 9d.

a year.*

After Edward IV* had obtained possession of the throne, an insurrection, which
began in Yorkshire amongst the friends of the earl of Warwick (who was then in

France, in great disgust at Edward's marriage) had very nearly destroyed him. Thc-

leaders of it marched towards London, and were met near Banbury by tiie earl of Pem-
broke and lord Stafford. The latter entered the town first, and took possession of an
inn, which the earl chose to have for himself, and ordered Stafford to quit ; Stafford

was so smitten with the charms of a pretty bar-maid whom he found here, that though
forced to obey, he did it very unwillingly, and retired out of the town with his men in

great discontent. Their enemies soon heard of the quarrel, and fell on Pembroke's
troops early in the morning. Henry Nevill, one of their leaders, was taken, and killed

in cold blood, which so enraged the rest, that they fought with irresistible fury, and
taking the earl and his brothers prisoners, they revenged Nevill's death by instantly

beheading them here.f

This place was made a borough by queen Mary, in return for their adherence to

her against Lady Jane Grey, and from that time they have sent one member to par>

Uament.|

After the batde of Ed^e-hill, the parliament had a garrison of 800 foot and a troop

of horse in the castle, which was surrendered to the king in a few days after, and re-

mained in his hands till he gave it up, with other garrisons, to the Scotch general.}

The navigable canal intended to be carried from Coventry to Oxford is brought to

this town, but is now at a stand for want of money. About five miles from hence, m the

road to Southam, the canal is conveyed through a hill, by a tunnel three quarters of

a mile in length, with a towing path on the side for horses ; it is an exact circle, worked
up with brick. There is a sulphur well here in the grounds of the Ram inn, and a
<;halybeate, called Bloxham new well, about a furlong from the town, on the west side,

almost close to the brook.
||

Pass by Wroxton Priory, now a seat of the earl of Guildford. It was founded by
Michael Belet, an ecclesiastic in the reign of king John, for canons of the order of St.

Augustin, valued in the survey, 26th of Henry VIII, at 781. 13s. 4id.1I It was the

estate of sir Thomas Pope, founder of Trinity College, Oxford, and by him given to

that foundation ; of them it is held by the earl of Guildford, and is used by him as a
re»dence, but whether there are any remains of the religious house, I do not know.
A litde further is Upton, a hunting seat of Mr. Child, the banker ; and just beyond is

the inn at Edgehill. This hill is properly so named, as, after passing a level country,

you come at once to the edge of a steep hill, forming a natural terrace, some miles in

length. At the foot of this lies the vale of Red Horse, so called from the colour of

the earth, which is red, and from a rude figure of a horse cut in the turf, on the side

of the hill, and kept scoured out. The origin of this is uncertain. It is smaller than

the White Horse, in Berks, not so well shaped, nor so conspicuous. The scouring is

usually performed on Palm Sunday, the day on which the great earl of Warwick

* WillU'sCath. Toi. iii. 3. p. 35, 140, Ul, 147. t Rapin, vol. i. p. 606.

I Willis's Notitia, vol. iii. p. 4 1

.

$ Rapin, vol. ii. p. 462. || Short, vol. ii p. 49.

^ Dugdale Mon. v. i.p. 104S, and vol. ii. p. 326.
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fought the bloody battle of Tovvton, in Yorkshire, in 1461, when he killed his horse

before the engagement, determined to conquer or die. Mr. Wise conjectu res it may
have reference to thut circumstance. Some lands are held by the tenure of scouring

it.

On the right hand of the inn, the hill extends about two miles ; and at the farther

end, where ir dips, king Charles I, went down from Edgcot, and met the parliament

forces, under the earl of Essex, which lay the night before at Keynton, a town in the

vale. Here was fought the first battle, when Cromwell is said to have behaved in a
manner far short of that courage which he afterwards exhibited ; and when Prince
Rupert, the king's nephew, prevented, by his inconsiderate pursuit, the gaining a com-

Elete victory. A pit, in which five hundred vicdms of that day were buried, is marked
y a few small firs. Skulls, and remnants of weapons, have been often found.

Near this end of the hill, Mr. Miller (whose house, called Radway, u below) has
built a tower and ruins, to imitate those of a decayed castle. The walk to this, along

the edge of the hill, commands an extensive prospect, but which becomes still more ex-
tensive from the room at the top of the tower, to which you ascend by about sixty

steps. The windows are ornamented with painted glass, brought from different places ;

amongst which are the arms of England, of the Isle of Man, and of the Stanley's, and
some Scripture pieces. The ceiling is painted with the arms of the Saxon kings, and
ofseveral gentlemen in the neighbourhood. From this room are seen Warwick castle,

Coventry spires, die Wrekin m Shropshire, and many odier distant objects.

Nearer to Warmington is a camp of about 12 acres, of a square form, but rounded
at the corners, which Mr. Salmon, in his new survey,^ contends to be the Roman
station Tripontium, mentioned in the sixth iter of Antoninus. To make it agree with
that, he supposes Alcester to be Isanavatia, and Warwick, Bennones. He seems to

assign good reasons for removing it from Towcester, where Camden supposed it.

On the other side the inn, at the distance of about four miles, lies Compton Wyn-
yate, an old seat of the earl of Northampton, in whose family it has been fi-om at

least the time of king John. The ride to it is on the side of the hill, for about two
miles, and then into the rich, but dirty vale below. It is in a bottom, surrounded
with hills, and is an irregular house, built by sir William Compton, in the beginning
of the reign of Henry VIII, with biicks brought from a ruinous old castle at Fulbroke.

The chimneys are formed in spires and zig-zags. Over the gateway, in the entrance,

are the arms of France and England under a crown, with the griffin and greyhound
for supporters, and on each side a rose under a crovioi ; probably placed here on ac-

count of a visit made by the king, which is further remembered by the arms of £ng>
land empaling those of Arragon, found in some of the windows (in which also are the

Compton arms and crest) and by a gilt bedstead full of carving, said to have been used
by the king when here. In the late general wreck, when this, with other of the earl's

houses, was stripped, and every thing sold by auction, this bedstead was bought by a
farmer's wife for six guineas. Unhappy effect of a rage for parliamentary influence

and for gaming ! Almost equally destructive to the fortunes of the greatest families,

the former is attended with the worst consequences to society. A continued

debauchery introduces a habit of idleness, rarely got rid of ; a disregard and contempt
of the most sacred oaths, and a profligacy of manners, which fit the unhappy wretches

for the commission of every crime. Yet are these encouraged, without hesitation, by
our nobility and men of fortune, often, as in the present instance, to their own ruin.

• Vol. ii. p. 497, 510.
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Strange infatuation ! that a man of education and reflection, who would start at the com-
mission of most crimes, or even at the supposition of his being capable of them, should,

for the sake of a vote, sit on the bench an unconcerned sj)cctator of the illiterate wretch

below, at his instance, calling solemnly on the Almighty to attest the truth of what they

both know to be a wilful and deliberate falsehood !

When this house was built, it is piulr. that the owner could not have a single idea

of the beauty arising from a situation commanding either distant (jr home views;

indeed our ancestors appear to have scarce ever thought of them. But it stood in the

middle of a noble estate, and was sufficient for the purposes of a hospitality, which did

more real honour to the possessor, than the most elegant modern seat, where that is

wanting.

This house was held for Charles I, and was besieged by Cromwell, the marks of

whose bullets still appear in the gates, and was at last taken. The church (which
has been rebuilt) was entirely ruined during the siege, and the family monuments de-

stroyed.

Much has been written for and against the utility of great flirms ; but the argument
against them, drawn from the consequent depopulation of the country, seems strongly

enforced by an instance in this neighbourhood. At Chadsunt was a mansion-house,
the scat of Mr. Newsam,* and ten farm-houses on so many farms, let all together at

about 8001. a year. Not long since this estate was sold to lord Catherlough ; the ten farm-

houses are pulled down, and all the lands and the mansion-house are let at 10001. a
year to one farmer, who manages the business, as a grazier, with the help of two or

three servants.

This was told me by my intelligent landlord at the inn, who mentioned the follow-

ing rise of provisions in his memory ; veal from 1^. to 4d. a pound ; two fowls from
lOd. to 2s. pidgeons from lOd. and 14d. a dozen to 3s. butter from 3d. and 4d. a

pound to 7d, and 9d. and cheese from 17s. a hundred to 24s. The monopoly
of farms, however, is not the only cause to which the rise of provisions may be as-

signed.

This lord Catherlough was son of the famous Mr. Knight, the cashier and
plunderer of the South- Sea company in the year of their calamity : his lordship

built a tower in his grounds at Wotton, near Henley, in this county, and di-

rected that his body should be buried there, and that those of his family, who
were buried in a vault, should be taken up and deposited in the same place, which was
done.

Mr. Ladbroke has a seat at Idlecot, bought by the late sir Robert, of the heirs of ba-

ron Legge.

In this neighbourhood is dug a blue stone, which becomes very hard, and is used for

bam floois, ovens. Sec.

Leaving Edge-hill, go through Pilierton and Edington, and turning on the right,

trough Wellesburn and Barford, to Warwick. It is something round to go by E(%e-
hill from Banbury to Warwick, but the road by Keynton is so bad, that it would be

worth the additional trouble, even if the prospect from Edge-hill was out of the ques-

tion. From Edge-hill to Edington the road is tolerable ; from thence to Wellesburn,

very good, and from thence to Warwick excellent.

!

I

'\.

t

i

i

* A family deriving their origin from Temple Newsam, in Yorkshire, but seated here from about the

time of Henry VIII.
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Warwick was a Roman station, called Praesidium, or, according to Salmon, Benno'
nes,"' and is situate on the buiikH of the Avon, and is a hundbome, welubailt town*
risen with additional beauty from the ruins of a great fire, wliich, in 1694, burnt great

part of the town, and destroyed the church as ftir as the choir. A collecti(in of 1 1 , ()(X)I.

was made by a brief, and queen Anne added lOOOi. wih this they rebuilt the body of
the church and the steeple in a very handsome manner, the tower alone costing 16001.

This tower is 117 feet to the batUements, and 25 feet more to the top of the pinnacles.

Near the battlements the arms of the different earls of Warwick are cut in stone. It was
finished in 1704, as appears by an inscription on the tower.

This church was foiuided before the Conquest, and was made collegiate by Roger de
Neuburgh, earl of Warwick, in 1123, 23 Henry I. Sir William Beauchamp, lord

Berguvenny, finished the stately choir begun by his father, rebuilt the whole body of the

church, and was otherwise a munificent benefactor to it. In this choir was at that

time a statue of the famous Guy; but in 19 Richard TI, 1395, one Sutton, a carver,

altered it, and cut on it the arms of the ancient earls of Warwick. Our lady's chapel

was begun by the executors of Richard Beauchamp, earl of Warwick, in 21 Henry
VI, and perfected, 3 Edward IV. This building, together with the magnificent tomb
for that earl (inferior lo none in England except that of Henry VII, in Westminster
Abbey) cost 24811. 4s. 7td. a prodigious sum, if reckoned by the value of money in

these days. Some guess as to the largeness of it may be made from the comparative

price of an ox, and a quarter of bread corn, the former being then 13s. 4d. the latter

3s. 4d.t This chapel fortunately escaped the fire, and in it are the monuments of
Ambrose Dudley, earl of Warwick ; Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester, and of Robert,

his son.

This collegiate church was dissolved 37 Henry VIII, and it was the same year grant-

ed to the inhabitants of the town. The castle, the ancient residence of the earls of this

name, stands on a rock, rising from the edge of the river Avon, which falls in a cascade

under the window of the great hall. On the other side the river is the park, but the

ground being mostly flat, and lying below the castle, it does not appear to advantage

;

the trees seem diminutive. By whom this pile was built is doubtful ; but the tower,

called Guy's tower, was the work of Thomas Beauchamp, earl of Warwick, in

the reign of Richard II, at the cost of 3951. 5s. 2d. The Avails are ten feet

thick.

From the Beauchamps, this estate passed by an heiress in the reign of Henry VI, to

Richard Nevill (son and heir of Richard Nevill, earl of Salisbury) on whom that

king conferred the title of earl of Warwick. This is the person who is called the stout

earl of Warwick, and who had so great a share in the confusions of those unhappy
times, sometimes taking part with the house of York, sometimes with that of Lan.
caster, and generally carrying success to the party whose cause he espoused.

The entrance into the castle is under a gateway, between Guy's Tower on the right,

which is 12 angled, and Caesar's on the left, which is of three circular segments, and
this leads into the great court. In this court is a flight of steps up to a magnificent hall,

62 feet by 37, wainscoted with the original oak, but which was necessarily painted, as on
fitting up the room it was rendered of different colours by being planed. On the left of

this are the private apartments ; on the right is a suite of rooms, all looking over the

river into the park, consisting of a music-room ; a noble drawing-room, wainscoted

with cedar ; a room lately used for billiards, now fitted up as a drawing-room ; a state

V.ii.p. 49r. t Dugd. Warw. v. i. p. 445.
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bed-chamber and a drc&sing>room. This last isut the end of the castle, utid looks into

the garden ; in it are several small portraits, amongst which arc those of Anna Bullcn,

and her sister; and of sir Thomas More, by Holbein; prince Hiiixrt, and prince Mau-
rice his brother, in armour, three quarters length, in one piece ; Francis, earl of IV.d-

ford, the first duke of Bedford, and some others. In the ilrawing-room are portraits of

prince Maurice, Richard earl of Warwick, whole lengths; and others, by Vandyck,

&c. And over the chimney ii that of Mr. Wortley Montague, in his Turkish habit, b}

Romney. The original of sir Philip Sydney is in the private apartments. Behind these

rooms is a passage which leads to a neat chapel in which is some good painted glass.

Out of the hall is a dining-room, 42 feet by 25, and 18 high, built by the present lord,

in a space between the end of the chapel,, and the flight of steps from the great court.

At the upper end of this room is a whole length portrait of Frederick, late Prince

of Wales ; and at the lower end one of his princess, with the princess Augusta in her

arms ; and over the chimney a whole length of sir Fulke Greville, lord Brooke.

In the porter's lodge they shew several things which arc said to have belonged to

the famous Guy, earl of Warwick ; such as his porridge-pot, his flesh fork, his iron

shield, breast-plate, and sword ; his horse's head-piece, his walking-stafl* (which is nine

feet high, and which they tell you was only two inches higher than himself) a rib of the

dun cow, which he killed on Dunsnuore heath in this neighbourhood, and some other

things. Whether they ever belonged to Guy or not, some of them arc of considerable

antiquity, and the sword was reputed to have been his so long ago as the year 1400,

when Ttiomas Beauchamp, earl of Warwick, by his will, gave to his son, and his heirs

after him, the sword and coat of mail some time belonging to the famous Guy ;* and in

1 Henry VIII, that king granted the custody of his sword to one Hoggeson, yeoman
of his buttery, with a fee of 1 Id. per diem for that service,! which was continued in queen
Elizabeth's time.:|: •

James I, panted this castle to sir Fulke Greville, ancestor of the present earl of War-
wick, who laid out 20,0(K)l. in repairing and embellishing it. The epitaph on his tomb is

no more than this ;
" Fulke Greville, servant to queen Elizabeth, counsellor to king

James, and friend to ^ir Philip Sydney."
Near the castle, towards the north t-tast, was a place fenced with strong stone walls,

called the Vineyard ; in 3 Henry IV, by the bailiff's accounts, wages were given to some
women for gathering grapes there during the space of five days.^ Whether this fruit

was what we now understand by the name of grapes, has been a subject of mucli de-

bate.

The Priory here was begun by Henry de Neuburgh, first earl of Warwick, after the

Conquest, and finished by earl Roger, his son. On the survey 26 Henry VIII, it was
valued at no more than 101. 10s. 2d. above reprises, and was dissolved the next year.

In 38 of that king it was granted to Thomas Hawkins, alias Fisher, who pulled down
the old building to the ground, and built a very fair house, which he called Hawk's
nest. His son sold it to sir John Puckering, since which it has passed to the family of
Wise,|| and has regained its old name of the Priory. Stukely says, that two galleries,

part of the ori^nal building, remain.

About a mile and half beyond Warwick, in the road to Coventry, is a house of the

late Mr. Greethead, built on the edge of a high, perpendicular rock, at the foot of

• Dugd. War. v. i. p. 403.

$ Dugd. Warw. v. i. p. 428.
t Ibid p. 428. \ Peck's Desiderata Curiosa, b. ii. p. 18.

II Dugd. Warw- \- i- p- 454.
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which flows the Avon, in a bend round u meadow. This place is culled Guy's Clifl',

IVuui a traditii Ml that he spent tlie latter part of his lilc in retirement here, ir a cave

scooped out ol the rock, which is shewn. It was anciently ihr residence of sonc her-

mits, who had a small chajK-l ; a chauntry wa» afterwards foinided by one ol' »;ic earls

of Warwick, and well endowed. It deserves* the notice of anticiiuiri tns, if for no other

reason, for havinf^ been the abo<le of the celebrated antiquary, John Rous, who was one

of the chauntery priests, and here wrote his Chronicon dc Kegibus.

Proceed to Kenilworth, a long, scattering town, where the august ruinn of the

castle iiiford the most striking instance of the instability of human aft'airs ! 'I'hii place,

the abode of barons, little less powerful than kings ; which so long resisted all the

strength of Hcurv HI, and which was at last subdued rather by sickness and famine, than

by the su|Krior force of the ro) al army ; which still retained its importance, and in the

hands of Klizabeth's favourite, Leicester, exceeded most of the royal habitations in

magnificence; and which, from the thickness and sr'-ucture of the walls, seemed to

bid di fiance to time itself, is now only a picturesnue heap of ruins. Of the apartments,

once graced with the presence of that queen, and of her court, with all the splendour

which the princely owner could exhibit to entertain such a company, nothing but frag-

ments of the bare walls remain ! The Lake, which flowed more than KX) acres, is va-

nished ! The only habitable part is a part of the gateway, filler' th the family of a

dirty, slovenly farmer, in one of whose chambers is an alabaster chiuney-piecc, with the

letters R. L. carved thereon ; once the ornament of a far different apartment.

'J'hcrc was a castle here before the Conquest, which was demolished in the time of

Canute, but another was built bv Gcoffry de Clinton, chamberlain and treasurer to

Henry i, this soon came into the hands of the crown. Henry HI, granted it to Simon
de Mountfort, earl of Leicester, who held it against the king in the great insurrection

of the barons ; and, after he was killed in the battle of Evesham, it was so gallantly de-

fended by Henry de H;istings, whom he had appointed governor, that the king could not

get possession, till sickness and want of provisions compelled the garrison to surrender.

The king then gave it to his son £dmund, cari of Leicester and Lancaster.

In the time of Edward I, was held here an assembly of 100 knights, and as many
ladies, headed by Roger Mortimer. The knights entertained the ladies in the morning
with tilting and martial tournaments, and in the evening with dancing. It is mentioned

us extraordinary, that on this oecasion the ladies were clad in silken mantles. They call-

ed themselves of the Round Table, to avoid contention about precedency.

In this place the unhappy Edward II, was kept prisoner, and here made the resigna-

tion of his crown (if it may be called a resignation) to his son, Edward III.

By a daughter and heiress of the Lancaster fiimily, it passed to John of Gaunt,
fourth son of Edward III, created duke of Lancaster, who, about the end of the reign

of Richard II, began f'le ancient buildings now remaining, except Caesar's Tower.
Henry, his son, becoming king, it continued in the crown, till queen Elizabeth grant-

ed it to Robert, loitl Dudley, earl of Leicester. Charmed with the situation, lie laid out

60,0001. on the buildings, and in inlarging the park ; an amazing sum in those days ! He
gave a most splendid entertainment here to the queen and tier court, at which were intro-

duced every amusement of the times ; amongst them bear-baiting was not forgot. 4» A
regatta was exhibited on the lake.

Dugd. Warw. v. i. p. 336, ftnd seq.
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The ktory of this curr« concealed marriage, and of tlic consequent misfortimn; of Km
noble and accomplished son, sir Rolxirl Uiidley, arc well knoun.

After flut most iniquitous court, the Star Ciiumber, had stifled the proceedings which

sir Robert had instituted to prove his mother's marriage, and his own legitimacy, he

resolved to quit the kingdom , but us, in those arbitrary days, he could nut do it with-

out i!w king's licence (JamcH I,) he applied for, and obtained it. Hii estate however,

mutilated o^ it was, wm a tempting bait . he was ordered to return, and not obeying

the mandate, wan prosecuted in the Star Chamljer, and easily found guilty, upon which

this place was >cized into the king's handH. The magnificence of the situation became
the object of prince Henry's wish. A prono-sal was made to purchase it ; commissioner!!

were itent to make a survey, with special directions to find nil things luider their true

worth. How well they observed their orders, may be seen from their report of the va-

lue, which they made to be about ,38,0(X)I. though from their return it appears, that

the castle stood on seven acres of ground, was in perfect repair, fit to receive his ma-
jesty, the queen, and prince, at one time; that the value of the woods amounted to

20,0001. and that the circuit of the castle, manors, parks, and chace, lying round it,

together contained 19 or 20 miles. Out of this 38,0001. 10,0001. was to be deducted

as a fine for sir Robert's contempt in not uppenrine to the summons; the wood
(which though confessed worth 20,0001. they tiad valued at no more than 12,0001.)

was also to be deducted, because sir Robert's ludy had a jointure therein, and if she

outlived him, might fell it. After these defalcations, the prince most (^nerously offered

to give for this estate, the like of which for strength, state and pleasure, they say was
not to be found in England, the sum of 14,5001.*

Sir Robert knew too well what he had to ex ^ct from the justice of James, or his

courts, and having determined never to return to England, agreed to accept that mo-
ney. The conveyances were executed, though no xoort than 30001. was paid at the

time (and which, by the failure of the merchant who was to remit it, never came to

his hands) and the prince dying soon after, he never received any part of the remain-

der ; and yet prince Charles had no scruple of conscience about taking jmssession, as

heir to his brother ; nay, in his patent (when king) creating sir Robert's mother Duch-
ess of Dudley, he recognizes the whole transaction.!

Perhaps a stronger proof of the inestimable blessings of a government by law, and of a

trial by jury, can hardly be found ; and the abolition of such a court seems cheaply

purchased by all the misfortunes and temporary confusion occasioned by the struggles

against it in the time of this Charles.

The history of this family of Dudley affords matter for other reflections. Edmund
Dudley, descended, or claimmg so to be, from a younger son of the lords Dudley, became
one of the great instruments of oppression under which the people groaned in the time

of Henry VII, and was at last ^ven up to their resentments, together with Empson, and
executed. His estate, however, was restored to his son, who, getting into great favour

with Henry VIII, and Edward VI, was created viscount L'lsle, carl of Warwick, and
duke of Northumberland. Insatiable in his ambition, he contrived to ruin the duke of

Somerset and lord Thomas, his brother, uncles to Edward VI, and marrying his fourth

* Dugd. Btr. V. ii. p. 324.

t Dugd. Bar. v. ii p. 225. Some original letters relative to this matter (one of which is signed by
prince Henry) are now at the Board of Ureen Cloth, bt. James's ; but though t. e failure in payment is

%0 fuNy recognized by the letters patent, yet in an acccunt of the prince's debts (now in that office) the
money remaining due on thi» account is stated to be no more than 39 101. with 2271. for charges.
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•on to lady Jnnc Sevmour, induced that prince to appoint her his succesHor ; but here

ended his career. NIary prevailing, he was beheaded. On Elizalieth's acccHsion, the

mxxl fortune of the familv seemed to return ; his eldest son was restored to the titles of

L'IsIc and Warwick, and his second son made carl of Leicester : but this sunshine was

no^t of long continuance. The eldest son died without issue, and Uobcrt, often in dis-

grace, and midcr strong suspicions of the most attrocious actions, died without leaving

any child, except the unfortunate sir Robert, above-mentioned. Thus this familv, rising

upon iniquity, fttid in the course of about 50 years attaining almost to royalty itself, in

nearly as short a time set in obscurity.

Whilst this castle was in the hands of the crown, there was a constable ap

pointed, with a fee of Itil. Is. 4d. and a keeper of the park, with a fee of 41. Us. 3d.

a year.*

Charles nfterwaixls granted this castle to the carl of Monmouth ; but Oliver gave it

to several of his oflicers, who demolished the buildings, drained the great pool, cut down
the woods, destroyed the park and chacc, and divided the lands mto farms amongst
themselves.

On the astoration, Charles II, granted a new lease to the earl of Monmouth's daugh>

tcrs, and afterwards gave the inheritance to ijawrcncc, lord Hyde, whom he created baron

of Ke<»ilworth, and earl of Kochester ; from him it has descended to the lady of lord

Hyde, lately created earl of Clarendon, who has given directions that what remains of

the buildings should be carefully preserved from further damage.
Here was also a monastery for black canons of the order of St. Auffustin, founded by

Geort'ry de Clinton when he built the castle. At a survey taken 26 Henry VIII, it was
valued at 5331. 15s. 4d. three years after it was surrendered, and the site granted by the

king to sir x\ndrcw Flamok, whose granddaughter and heir carried it in marriage to John
Colourn, esq. and he having bought some horses stolen out of the earl of Leicester's sta-

ble here (or pretended so to be) was so frightened by the earl, that he was glad to make
his peace by giving it up to him on very easy terms.f

In this village is a manufacture of ivory and horn combs, and horn for lanthoms, in

which about 32 men are employed.
The farmers hereabouts begin to be sensible of the propriety of hoeing turnips, but

cannot yet prevail on themselves to do it thoroughly.

Proceed to Coventry, an old ill-built town. It was made a corporation in 18 Edward
III, the walls round the town were begun to be built in 29 Edward III, (1355) and
were demolished after the civil war in the last century. The magnificent and beautiful

church of St. Michael was founded about 1133. and given to the monks of Coventry,

by Ranulph, earl of Chester. The steeple, as it now stands, was begun in 1373> and
finished in 1395, by William and Adam Botoner, who expended 1001. a year on it

:

the spire was added by two sisters, Ann and Mary Botoner, who also built the middle

aisle in 1434. The tower is 136 feet three inches high ; on that a an octagonal prism

of 32 feet six inches, supported by eight springing arches ; from the pinnacles within the

battlements of the octagon issues a spire, eight square, each of them eight feet a* the

base, 130 feet nine inches high, making the whole height 300 feet. The whole length

of the church is 293 feet nine inches, and the breadth, consisting of five aisles, 127 feet.

The middle aisle is 50 feet high.|

* Desid.Cur. b. ii. p. 18.

) Dugd. Warw. v. i. p. UO.
t Dugd. War. v. i. p. 237, 242.
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The priory was founded by carl Lcofric, in 1043, nnd Mood on a dcircnt below the

church-yard of St. Michnel and the Trinity (which two «'.hurcheH stand very near to.

gether in one inclosure) but is now totally destroyed, wjJi its church, thuuf];!) the

bi%ho{) plcndctl strongly with Cromwell to have had the church preserved, allcdginp'

that it na.H his principal see and head church. Willi*i, in hin hitUorv of mitred ubbic i«

printed in 1718, says, he thinks that Lichfield ciUhcdral was buili m imitation of this;

that at the entrance into the close when* this church stood, at the west end, there was

a large urch which led to it out of the oat-market, and which th.n lately fell down ;

that not far from thence was still standing the lower part of a ^jrtat tower or slecpU,

part of the west front, then converted into a dwelling-house ; tUat on the south side,

next the two church-yards, stood a lesser tower, whicn had been demolished about 2<)

years before he wrote ; that the foundations of the church were dug up about 50 ycar^.

before, and the site turned into a lx>wling-altey, afterwards into a garden, us it then

was ; that the chief habitation of the monks was also turned into gardens, and that

several apartments were supposed to be buried under ground, as ap(jeared by the door-

cases then visible at the end of the buildings next the river.* On ilie survey of Henry
VIII, it was valued at 7311. 19s. 5d. but deducthig pensions, at 4991. 7s. 4d. clear,

and was surrendered in his 30th year. On digging foundations for houses, they have

found the old cloysters, and some other ruins, with many grave stones. Some years

ago some coffins were found, amongst which were two, supposed to be those of Leofric

and Godiva.t Stone coffins have been often dug up (one in 1780) but without any

inscriptions.

Soon after the conquest, Coventry, Lichfield, and Chester, were included in one

diocese ; the seat was removed from Lichfield to Chester, but Robert de Limesy obtain-

ed the custody of this monastery, and removed from Chester hither, when the name
of abbot was supprest, and a prior had the rule under the bifvhop, and sat in parliament, j:

Many bishops, who resided here, stiled themselves of Coventry only ; but after-

wards an agreement was made, that this and Lichfield should choose their bishop

alternately, and make one chapter, and precedency in stile should be given to Coven-
try. Lichfield, however, seems to have now obtained the precedence, being generally

named first.

The bishop had formerly a palace at the south-east corner of the cathedral church,

facing the north-east comer of St. Michael's church-yard. It has been long since de^

stroyed, but in 1647 a mean house in that place was sold by tho name of the palace.}

Ihc Gray Friars, or Friars Minors, escaped the dissolution of the lesser houses in 27
Henry VIII (perhaps because they had no lands) l)ut was surrendered in the 30th year

of his reign, and demolished, except the spire of their church (built about the time of

Edward III) which now remains. The site of the house was granted to the corpo-

ration.

The White Friars had a house built for them by sir John Poultney (four times lord

mayor of London) in 16 Edward IIL 1342,|| but hail no lands, and were not surrendered

till 30 Henry VIII.1T The house was granted to sir Ralph Sadler, in 36 Henry VHI,
and soon after bought of him by Mr. Hales, who also purchased of the king St. John's

hospital and church, and divers lands belonging to the priory and other religious houses

Mitred Abbies, v. i. p. 70. t Stukeley, Itin. Cur. v. ii. p. 1 8, 3 1

.

i On the introduction of monks into a cathedral, the bishop was looked upon in place of the abbot, and
his substitute was termed a prior.

$ Stukeley, Itin. v. ii. p. 3 1

.

|| Leland, v. iv. p. 97. f Dugd. War. v. i. p. 180.
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here. He resided hi the house of the White Friars, and maintained a school in the

choir of their church (having obtained u license to found a school) but some of the

magistrates of the town, finding that the church was not included in the patent, applied

to queen Mary, and obtained licence to make it a parish-church,* and obliged him to

remove the scholars, which he did to St. John's hospital. After this they dis^'irbed

him in possession of the lands so purchased by him, under pretence of their being

granted to found a school ; this treatment made him lay aside a design which he had
formed of establishing a college in this city, like those at Westminster and Eton. He,
however, kept up the school as long as he lived, and by his will, in 15 Elizabeth, left

an estate of the then yearly value of 431. to the mayor, bailiffs, and commonalty, to

maintain it, allotting to the master the mansion-house of the late master of Sr. John's

hospital, and 201. a year ; to the usher a house within that hospital, and 101. a year

;

an allowance for a music-master, and for repairs of the houses, and the surplus to be
for the master and u^her. This estate is now improved to 1501. a year, or more ; and
in 1733, the master's stipend was increased to 501. a year, the usher's to 331. 13s. 4d
What becomes of the surplus docs not appear.f

The cross, once so famous, is now entirely destroyed. It was built on the spot

where one had formerly stood; was begun in 1541, and finished in 1544, by a dona-

tion of sir William Holleys, lord mayor of London, son of Thomas Holleys, of Stoke,

near this city, ancestor of the Holles's, carls of Clare. It was six square, each side

seven feet at the base, diminishing in three stories, 57 feet high. There were 18 niches

furnished with statues, some of which were Lrought from the White Friars. The
pillars, pinnacles, and arches, were enriched with statuary carving, the arms of England,

of the founder, and of the trades and companies. J
St. Mary Hall, on the south of St. Micha'^l's church, was used by the several guilds

for their feasts, and now for holding the assizes^ &c. Dugdale says, it appears to

have been built in the time of Henry VI. A good deal of the painted glass in the

windows still remains, biit much defaced by the ignorant glaziers, who, in rci>airiiig it

from time to time, have reversfid and misplaced the arms, &c. Here is an ancient

wooden chair, said to be that in which king John was crowned ; some armour, used
in their ye^trly procession, in memory of lady Godiva ; a picture of that fair lady on
horseback ; some portraits of kings and queens, of sir Thomas White, Mr. Jesson, and
some other persons.

This sir Thomas White, in 1542, gavo the corporation 14001. which was laid out in

the purchase of lands, late parcel of tl e ynory, of the yearly value of 701. and the

same were settled on them in trust, to ere 241. a year to 12 poor men, and to lend

401. a year to industrious young men of Coventry, to enable them to set up in trade ;

after a period of 30 years, the towns of Northampton, Leicester, Nottingham, and
Warwick, were to Ikivc a sum of 401. for the same purpose, in rotation. These towns
received the 401. in their turns, but knew nothing of great improvements made in the

estate till about 1692, v.'henit was accidentally discovered by the corporation quarrelling

amongst themselves about the division of it, and notice was given to the other towns by
the bailiffof the estate, and one who had been dismissed from the office of clerk of the

council house. A bill in chancery was filed against the corporation, but it was several

years before they could get at the real state of the business, or the true value of the-

* The church was afterwards sold and pulled down, and the materials employed to build Mr. Bough-
ton's house at Causton, near Rugby, in this county.

t Account of the charities given t© Coventry, p. 72. |Dugd. War. v. i. p. 142.
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lands. In 1705 they discovered that the rents amounted to near 8001. a year, besides

fines for renewals ; but four years afterwards it was found, tliat tlie clear rents were

about 930h a year ; and a decree was made in 1710, that the corporation should ac-

count for more than 20001. which they had received. Whilst this was carrj'ing on,

the corporation tampered with the other towns, and made a private agreement with

them, to put an end to the suit on receiving a small proportion of what was due : but

the story beginning to be kiiown, and it being found that the corporation let long

leases to their own members and families at small rents, some public spirited gentle-

men filed an information on behalf of the poor, to set aside the agreement, and to

have the increased rents applied in augmentation of the original donations. This was
done accordingly, and it was decreed, that instead of 241. annually divided between 12

men, 2431. 3s. should be divided between 61 men, 41. a piece to 60 of them, and 31.

3s. to the odd one, and that ; '.Tht men should each have a loan of 501. The corpo-

ration did not relish this at aii, and the 20001. could not be got from them ; where-

upon the court ordered that the estate sliould be conveyed to the honourable William
Bromley, esq. and other gentlemen of the neighbourhood, and a sequestration issued

against the corporation estates (upwards of 700U per annum) to levy the 20001. The
money was at last raised by sale of part of their estates; and then, in 1722, they ap-

plied to the court of chancery to have the trust estates re-conveyed to them. This was
opposed by the new trustees, and by the towns of Norhampton, Leicester, and W«i -

wick, on the ground of the great abuses committed by the corporation, and that there

were at that time several persons amongst them who were concerned in the abuses, and
others who were privy in them ; the chancellor, however, in 1725, thought fit to order

a reconveyance, the several charities being augmented as by the former decree, and the

corporation are now in the possession of the estate.

Besides this, sir Thomas White gave the town a further sum, to pay 401. a year to

two fellows of St. John's college, in Oxford, sons of freemen of this city ; which col-

lege had been founded by him, or rather re-founded, after being quite gone to decay on
its ori^nal foundation by archbishop Chichele.

This man of charity gave a further sum of 1001. a year to 24 other towns in England,
to be received in rotation, and lent to industrious young men, to assist them in their

setting out in the world.* This was a mode of charity much in fashion in those days,

and in the beginning of the next century ; highly benevolent in its intention, it assisted

the deserving and useful members of the community, in that part of their lives when
assistance would be most serviceable ; and laying a foundation oi\ which many ample
fortunes have been built, it enabled them in their turns to exercise a benevolence, which
would be naturally excited by ?. recollection of that to which they owed their ability. In
these days, however, it is too liable (in borough towns especially) to great abuses.

Mr. Jesson, above-mentioned, gave the town 20001. with which an estate in GIou-
cestershire was bought, the rents of which are to be applied in putting out apj)rentices,

distributing bread, &c. and to lend 201. a year to poor tradesmen. There are other

charities to a large amount.
In 1768 an act of parliament was passed for making a navigable canal from hence, to

communicate with that which was carrying on to join the Trent and the Mersey, and
the next year another act was psssed to make a canal from hence to Oxford.

These were noble undertakings, which promised to be of the greatest service to the

country ; but useful as they were, they met with violent opposition. Amongst the ob-

* Ipswich chftrides.
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jections to the latter, it was urged in the House of Commons, that it would injure the
Newcastle coal trade, that great nursery of seamen, on whicli our naval strength so

much depends, by enabling Oxford and the neighbourhood to buy pit-coal cheaper
than they could do sea-coal ; so fiir will people go for an argument to answer a present

purpose ! Private interest, and perhaps private pique, unfortunately contributed to

impede the work. Tht; subscribers to the two canals could not agree on the plaa^

where they should join, and they are carried on in nearly a parallel line for a consi-

derable length ; this has contributed to exhaust their money without r.ny use. The
former is carried no further than about Athei stone, and seems at a stand; the latter

has reached Banbury, as mentioned before, but the expence has already so greatly ex-
ceeded the estimate for the whole, that it is feared it will not soon be completed.' Its

being carried close to the town of Banbury is said to have been attended with a great

additional cost, which would have been much more usefully employed in extending
it farther. It is also said that it should have con^menced at another place, nearer Bir-

minghamj where much better coals would have been got. The cost has been more
than 200,0001. of which 150,0001. was subscribed, 50,0001. borrowed since, and a debt
of some thousands outstanding.

, Near Bedworth is a coal-mine of sir Roger Newdigate (whose seat is not far oiF)

fron» which he has made a cut to communicate with the navigation. He has here a
wheel of 36 feet diameter, which throws out the water and draws up the coals at the

same time. In the coal-mines here, it is said that large toads have been often found in

the solid coal.*

Come to Nuneaton, a town so named from a nunnery of the order of Fontevrault,

(in Poictiers) founded by Robert Bossu, earl of Leicester, before 1161. In the houses
of this order beyond sea there were religious men, as well as women, but subject to

the government of the abbess or prioress. This petticoat government seems to have
been disliked in England, as there were only two more houses of this order in the king-

dom, and there is no express account of any monk in any of them, but only of a prior at

Nuneaton.t The earl's wife became a nun, and died here. By the survey, 26 Henry VIII,
It was valued at 2901. I5\s. and was surrendered in the 31st ofthat king, and granted to

sir Marmaduke Constable, who is buried in the church,^ under a monument which was
once a handsome one, but is now much defaced. In a field at the end of the town, going
towards Atherstone (on the left) are some remains of the nunnery ; one arch is yet

standing, but nothing njure than the hewn stone is left at the top, and there are some frag-

ments of walls. One arch lately fell down.
I did not take the direct road to Hinckley, but went towards Atherstone, in order to

visit Manceter, a considerable Roman station. The village is about three miles from
Nuneaton ; in the way to it pass over a hill, from the top of which is a good prospect.

The church stands on an eminence, which. Dr. Stukely says, seems to have been a
camp, having been intrenched very deeply. Near it is a neat hospital. On the left of

the church is Oldbury, a large square fort of 30 acres, on a high hill, from whence
is a very extensive view. Flint axes of the Britons, about four inches and an half

broad, have been found near this place. Mr. Okeover has a seat here, which he is

rebuilding in the area of the camp. The old house was a cell to the nunnery of
Polesworth. Other camps, called Shugbury, Arbury, and Borough, are seen from
hence.§

• Itin.Cur. vol. ii. p. 19.

t Dugd. Warw. vol. ii. p. 1066.
t Burn's Eccl. Law. vol. ii. p. S4.

f Itin. Cur. vol. ii. p. 20.
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When you have passed through the turnpike, a little lane on the right leads down
into thi Watling-street, where, taking the right again, you cross the river Anker.

{v\ its way from Nuneaton to Tamworth) and presently afterwards go through the

old roman city, which lies on both sides the road, partly in Leicestershire, part-

ly in Warwickshire. The field in the former is called Oldfield-banks, in the lat-

ter, Castle-banks. It is 600 feet long, 200 broad on each side the road. Great

stones, mortar, Roman bricks, iron, and many coins of brass and silver, and some
of gold, have been dug up here. A bridge was building over the river when I was
there, t

Continue on the Watling-street till near Hinckley, when you come into the turnpike

road, which leads directly from Nuneaton thither.

Hinckley is a market town just within the borders of Leicestershire, formerly distin*

guished by a castle, a large park, and a priory ; now by the more humble, but much
more useful, employment of the stocking-frame, of which about 1000 here are cm-
ployed. The castle was built by Hugh de Grantmesnil, who came into England with

William I, it stood near the east end of the church, but has long been entirely demo-
lished. A good modern house, belonging to Mr. Hurst, is built on part of the site.

The park has been disparked many years. In 1755, in a field near the Holy-well, six

nobles of gold of Edward III, were found, two of which are in the iiands of Mr. Whal-
ley, of Hinckley.

The office of steward of England was given to this Hugh on his marriage, and made
an hereditary office. It descended from him lo his grandson Hugh, who held the

honour of Hinckley by that service.f His grandson died, leaving two daughters only,

the eldest of whom married Robert Blanchmains,^ earl of Leicester, and carried this

estate to him. His son left two sisters, his coheirs, one of whom married the great

Simon de Montfort, who was created earl of Leicester in 1206, and possessed this honour

and high stewardship. He, taking part with the French against King John, was strip-

ped of his honors and estate ; the latter were given to Randolph, earl of Chester, but

the king retained the high stewardship ; nor would Henry HI, restore that when he gave

back his other honours and estates to his son. The first Hugh de Grantmesnil founded

here a priory of canons aliens, belonging to the abbey of Lira, in Normandy ;|| this

house was suppressed by Henry V, amongst many other alien priories.lf A house

called the Priory, or the Hall, on the south side of the church-yard, stands on the site

of it ; what is now converted into several rooms, is in memory to have been one

large hall. The centre was rebuilt in the year 1715, by Mr. Gerard, then owner,

but the wings are of much older date. The garden is now made into a bowling-

green.

On a mantle-piece in the kitchen is a strange ornament in a kind of baked clay, which

tradition has erroneously called the " arms of three monks;" but a second, with more
probability, calls them the signs of three houses, the Eagle and Child, the Rose, and

• Itin. Cur. vol ii. p. 20. t 1 779.

X Case of lady Willoughby, of Eresby, claiming the office of {^reat chamberlain-

§ Mr. Nichols, i.i his history of Hinckley, p- 9, gives an ingenious and probable solution of the origin

of this nick-name of Blanchmains ; he supposes it might be derived from the white scurf of the lejirosy,

then a very common disease, rather than from the beauty of his hands, especially as his son William
was 80 infected with that malady, that he founded an hospital for it in Leicester, the common seal of

vrhich hospital was lately found at Saffron Walden, in Essex. I iluiiild add, that if the name was given

on account of the delicate colour of his hands, it was probably given in ridicule of what, in those days of

hardihood, would be considered as an effeminacy ; but effeminacy was not his character.

II
Nichols's Hinckley, P' 9- 1 Burton's Leicester, p 123-
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Bull's head, which were designed for the relief of pilgrims travelling through Hinckley,

who were to receive a night's lodging, and something the next morning to help them
forward on theirjdurney.*

The priory possessed about 214 acres of land here ; and not many years ago, on a

trial about tyihe, a monk from the abbey of Lira was brought over and produced the

original grant. This land and the church were given by Henry VHI, to the dean and
chapter of Westminister, who are the present owners.

About five miles from Hinckley the battle was fought which placed the crown on
the head of Henry VH, and which is commonly called the battle of Bosworth, but

Suttou-field was the scene of it. Sir Reginald Bray, indefatigable in the service of

the earl of Richmond, is said to have found Richard's crown in a thorn bush, the

memory of which was preserved by a painting on glass in his house at Steane in North-
amptonshire, which remained when Mr. Bridges collected the notes for his history of

that county, if it is not still there. In his arms was added a thorn, with a crown in

the middle, t The name of Crown-hill, which a place in the field still retains, seems
to refer to this story : though commonly said to be the spot from which the earl ha-

rangued his army, there is more probability that it got its name from this circumstance.

Sensible of the services and of the abilities of sir Reginald, Henry bestowed on him
high honours and employments, and Steane was one of the estates with which that king
very munificently rewarded an attachment which continued unaltered to the time of his

death. It wil! be allowed me to repeat with pleasure, that in this situation, and in a reign

tiic favourkes of which are not generally well spoken- of, his integrity procured him
from historians the character of " a very father of his country, a fervent lover of jus-
tice, and one who would often admonish the king, when he did any thing contrary to
right."j: Nor is it less to his honour, that notwithstanding he took a liberty so seldom
allowed, he never lost the favour of the king during the 17 years of his reign in which
he lived.

In Stokefield, between Hinckley and Sutton, money has been lately found, supposed
to have belonged to some who fell m that battle. The coins were sold to Mr. Warden,
a mercer at Nuneaton.
A great variety of curious fossils and petrefactions have been found oflate in a gravel-

pit, about a mile from the town, in the road to Derby. Mr. Wells, of Burbach, and
Mr. John Robinson, of Hinckley, have formed collections of them. Near the town is a
spot from whence 50 churches may be counted.}

Leicestershire has not many gentlemens' houses of note in it, and not many
matters of curiosity, but has much rich pasture, and feeds great numbers of cattle and
sheep.

Go through Earl's Shilton, on the left ofwhich is the seat of lord viscount Wentworth,
and afterwards pass by Tooley Park, in Leland's time belonging to the king,|| lately

purchased of Mr. Boothby by Mr. Dodd.
A little before coming to Leicester, cross the Roman foss way, and on the left of the

bridge at the entrance of the town, see the arch over the river which Richard III, passed
in his way to Bosworth. It is entire, but is noi now used, a wall being built across

oneendofit.1[

• Nichols's History of Hinckley, p. 33. t Uritlges's Northamptonshire, p. 197.

\ A more particular account of air Reginald is in the seconil vol. of tlic new edition of the Biographia
Britannica.

$ History ofHinckley, p. 66. || Itin. vol l ?• 17

IT A view of it is engraved in Peek's Desid. Curiosa'
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Leicester is a place of great extent, being near a mile square, but the entrance from

every quarter is disgraced by dirty mud walls. The market-place, however, is large and

spacious, with a handsome building in it belonging to the corporation, where they hare

their feasts, and where music meetings and assemblies are held. The town hall is mean,

and in an- obscure situation.

It is a very old town, where Camden fixes the Ratse Coritanorum of the Romans, of

whom there are many traces found here. The old building, called Jewry Wall, at

the west end of St. Nicholas church-yard, is supposed by Mr. Burton to be part of a

temple of Janus ; this opinion has been controverted, though the antiquity is not ques-

tioned, and the number of bones of oxen dug up here seem plainly to shew that it

has been a place of sacrifice. The common name given to it, from the finding those

bones, is Holy Bones. The length of it is about 28 yards, the height about nine

;

it is built of layers of rough forest stone, and brick or tile, the bricks of yarious

sizes ; some have been found to be 18 inches long, 15 broad, and two thick, the

mortar between the bricks as thick as the bricks themselves ; 17 strata of these have

been counted on the side next the church, 13 on the other side. Near the middle,

at five yards distance from each other, are two arches, which served for entrances,

each about three yards wide, four and an half high. There are several holes in the

wall in different strata, about six inches Sijuare, and some higher up, which are as large

^ain, and go quite through the wall. On the inside are four arches, the two largest in

the middle, in part answenng the two on the outside. In the column between these two
appears the remainder ofan arch work, which seems to be made for reverberating heat,

and in all the inside the blackness of the stones and bricks gives plain indication of fire

and smoke. In the arch ou the south side, a small tenement has been built. Mr.
Throsby says, this and the second and fourth arches are 13 feet high, 12 wide ; the

middle one four feet over : the fiflh is 12 feet by six.*

St. Nicholas's church is a very ancient one, and has had some of the materials of this

old building employed in it, rows of Roman brick being very visible. The walls are

of great thickness.

Several Roman coins in silver and copper, of Vespasian, Domitian, Trajan, Hadrian,

Antonine, and others, have been found,f A Mosaic pavement was discovered a few

years ago on repairing a bouse (where now is a bath) near Richard's Bridge, but it was
bnoken to pieces. That which represents the story of Diana and Acteon had better for-

me, being carefully preserved, and now entire in a cellar of Mr. Worthington, in

!5orthgate-street.

The town was nearly destroyed by Henry II, when he took it from Robert Blanch-

m^ns, who joined prince Henry in his rebellion against his father. " The plan of the

town, as it stood before this demolition (says Mr. Nichols, from a MS. of Mr. Lud<
lam) is easily to be traced. In the heart of the town, on each side the principal street,

are a nmnber of large orchards, separated not with one common fence, as usual, but

a double fence ; a wall belonging to each, with public ways between the two walls,

called Back-lanes. These lanes were manifestly the streets, and the orchards the site

^f houses and yards destroyed and never since rebuilt. The traces of the town wall

and ditch are in many places plainly to be seen. Dr. Stukely's plan of Roman Lei-

cester is supposed to be a mere figment. There are vestiges of two Roman works, and
no more ; the mount near the river, as was their custom, and the ruins of a bath near

P

Throsby's Leicester, vol. p. 47.

3 A
t Burton, p. 147.
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St. Nicholas's church. Two tesselated pavements have been found there, the latest and

largest about 1750."*

There was a bishop of Leicester for about two centuries, viz. from about 679 to 885,

when the see was translated to Dorchester, in Oxfordshire. The episcopal see was in St.

Margaret's parish, the impropriation and advowson of which parish now form one of

the prebendaries in the church of Lincoln.f

Besides St. Nicholas's, there are now three other churches, and it is said there were

formerly five more. Of these, St. Peter was taken down in the time of queen Eliza-

beth, the parish l)eing small, and insufficient to maintain it, and it was united to AlU
Saints. St. Leonard's had been rebuilt a little before the civil war, in the time of Charles

I, and was taken down when the town was garrisoned, to prevent its being useful to the

enemy,t
Robert de Bellomont, earl of Leicester, founded a collegiate church near the castle,

and dedicated it to our lady, placing in it a dean and canons.^ It seems to have

been refoundcd, or rebuilt, and the endowment much enlarged by Henry, duke of

Lancaster, who established in it a dean> 12 prebends, 12 choristers, and other ser-

vants.
||

To this church he presented, as an inestimable relic, one of the thorns

of our Saviour's crown, which had been pven him by the king of France, and
which was preserved in a stand of pure gold.ir This building, which was very mag-
nificent, stood in the Newark, where Mr. Coleman's garden noW is, and was destroy-

ed at the dissolution. Three of ihe houses belonging to the chauntiy priests remain ;

one of them was purchased withirt this century, for the vicar of St. Mary's, near the

castle.**

Tlie same duke Henry, in 1330 began the hospital adjoining to his church,ft hut

did nut live to complete the buildings, as appears by letters patent of Henry IV, in the

first yt :r of his reign, who recites, that Henry, duke of Lancaster, his grandfather,

had begun to buikl this church, and certain houses, walls, and edifices for the inclosing

of the church and college, and the habitation of the canons, clerks, and poor peo-

ple there living ; and that John, duke of Lancaster, his father, had desired to com-
plete the same, and that he was himself desirous of hastening the works, that he

might have a share in the merits; he therefore assigns certain persons to provide work-

men and materials for the doing thereof.JJ He provided for 100 poor and weak
men and women, and ten able women to serve and asi^st the sick and weak. A few
years ago this was a long, iow building, of one story, covered with lead, in which

were a range of places about the size of the pews of a church, and not much higher,

covered at the top with a few old boards. £ach of these was just large enough to nold

something like a bed, and one- chair, and was the habitation of a miserable pauper,

who received 7d. a week in money. This, with the charity-box, opened once a year,

and a small surplus of rent, amounting to a few shillings a-piece, was all they received.

On one side of the room was a common fire-place for the men, on the other for

the women ; and there was a common kitchen, in which was a lai^ pot, which they

shewed as that of John of Ghent. A room inhabited by the nurses was a little

more decent, and they had a lodging room over it. The east end of the building

• History of Hinckley, p. 10.

4 Throsby vol. iv. p. 89

II Dugd. Mon. voJ.ii. p. 468.
'•• Throsby, vol. i p. 141.

\\ Ibid. vol. iii.p. 139.

t Willis's Calh. vol. iii. p. 43, 231.

$ Dugd. Bar. vol. i. p. 84.

f Dugd. Bar. vol i p. 84.

ft Dugd. Mon. vol. ii. p- 468.
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Was a chapel, in which was the following inscription ;
" Henry Urismond,^ duke of

Lancaster, and earl of Leicester. He was founder of this hospital in the year of our

Lord 1332, and since granted by charter, by our late gracious sovereign king James, to

be called the Holy Trinity, in the 12lhyear of his reign."

The building being gone to ^reat decay, the rain getting in, and rendering several of
the boxes uninhabitable, his majesty gave a sum of money out of his privy purse for re-

building it, which was done in 1776, but not in a manner suitable to his majesty's ge-

nerous mtentions. He augmented the income with 141. a year, and 54 men and 36
viK)mennow receive a vtreekly stipend of 2s. Ijd. each.

In the church-yard of St. Martin is another hospital, built on the same plan, but on
a larger scale, the habitations being tolerably comfortable. It was founded by sir Wil*
liam VVigeston, about the time of Henry VI, for a master, con-frater, 12 jwor men, and
12 poor women. The con-frater has a neat house adjoining, and reads prayers ; the

poor men and women have each an aimrtment, and three shillings a week. The master,

who never resides, has a salary of 2001. a year, and the benefit of renewing the leases of a

very considerable estate, which is reckoned worth 3001, a year more. Can he
reflect on the situation of the paupers, and think the intention of the charitable founder is

answered ?t
Adjoining to this is a small public library for the ministers and scholars of the town.

In Northgate-street is an ancient hospital for poor women, where, within a small porch,

16 a circular arch, with a zig-zag ornament round it.

A handsome infirmary has been built in 1771 at one extremity of the town, and is

supported by subscription. In digging the foundations, many human bones were found,

suf^sed to be those of persons buried in a chapel called St. Sepulchre's, which had
been destroyed long before.

In St. IVlargaret's church is an alabaster monument for John Penney, ov'ce abbot of

the abbey here, afterwards bishop of Carlisle, in 1509. There is a whok length figure

ofhim in his episcopal habit.

In St. Martin's church is an epitaph for Mr. John Heyrick, who died 2d April 1589,
aged 76, expressi ig that he lived in one house with Mary his wife 52 years, and in all

that time never bi'ried either man, woman, or child, though he had sometimes 20 m
family. His wife lived to be 97 years old, and saw of her children, grand-children, and
great grand-children, to the number of 143.|

*. Grismond was a lordship in Monmouthshire, which belonged to liim, but why added to his name here
I do not know.

t Mr. Throsby, in his account of Leicester, says, he is informed the revenue is not so large ; it will

not, however, be denied, that it is considerable, that the master does not reside or do any duty, and that

the poor are very slenderly provided for, according to the present value of money.
t In the former edition I had mentioned another instance of longevity and remarkable vigour in thiu

neighbourhood, from the register of Keym, or Keham, a few miles from hence ; the book is in the hand-
writing of Mr. Thomas Samson,the minister, and signed by him fi-om 1563 till near the time of his death
in 1635. By this register it appears that he had eight children, born as follows, viz.

1. Joyce, baptized February 13, 1630.

t^ ' ^ 2- Ann, baptized May 6, 1633.

3. T<)dward, baptized February 6, 1633-

4. Francis, baptized October 11, 1635. •
4. Thomas, baptized November 1, 1637.

6. John, baptized December 15, 1639.

7. Susannah, baptized July 25, 1641.

8. Elizabeth, baptized October 20, 1644-

3 A 2
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There is very little left of the castle, except the hall, now used for holding the assizes

;

near it is a larpje vault, which they call John of Ghent's cellar. He and the other dukes

of Lancaster resided much here whilst they were owners of it.

In a house inhabited by Mr. John Stevens is a spacious room, lighted by a window,

which is continued from one end to the other, and in which are 28 pieces of painted glass,

some of saints, others of part of our Saviour's history, others the seven sacraments of the

Romish church. Mr. Throsby conjectures it to have been a chauntry belonging to Cor-

pus Chribti, or St. Vnr'^'s guild.

There were in tl three priories, and one house for religious of the order of St.

Franf'is.*

The abbey of St. iViary de Pratis (so named from its being situate in the meadows
near Leicester) was founded by Robert do Bellamont, surnamed Bossu, earl of Leices-

ter, in 1 143, for canons of the order of St. Augustin. He at length took on him the

habit, and continued there 15 years. The abbots used to sit in parliament ; but in the

middle of tlie 14th century, an exemption was obtained, as from a burthen. Very
different from the opinion of the present times ! At this abbey cardinal Wolsey died in

his way to I^ondon, having been arrested on a charge of high treason ; the spot of his

interment has been often searched for, under an idea that great riches were buried with

him, but it has never been discovered. On the dissolution, it was granted to Mr.
Cavendish, the faithful servant of the cardinal ; in queen Elizabeth's time it was possess,

ed by the earl of Huntingdon, but was afterwards in the Cavendish family again, the

countess of Devonshire residing there before the civil war, in which it was burnt by the

royalists, and little It <t b'u the walls round the garden, part of the gateway, and porter's

lodge. What remains of some rooms is of later date. The present duke of Devon-
shire's grandfather transferred it to lord William Manners, from whom it has come to

the present owner, Mr. John Manners. . ,
• . ; , * .*<;V i^

Gilbert Foliot, the faithful friend of Henry H (who was never to be terrified from his

allegiance by the threats orpower of Becket) and Henry de Knighton, the historian, were
abbots here.

As he could not serve the cure before he was 23, the computation was, that he had served it at the birth

of his

1st child at least 67 years, and was then aged 89

2d 69 91 ' '

3d —- 70 92

4th 72 94 -; *

5th 74 96 . . ,

6th 76————— 98 .
. ,

,,'

7th 78 100 ' -V/^?

8th 81 " 103.

Mr. Samson was buried August 4, 1655, and it seemed that he was then at least 11 4.years old, and had
been minister of Keym 93 years.

This I had inserted from an account I saw of it ; but desirous of examining into so extraoi'dinary a story

myself, I have since been at Keham and seen the register, it is very true that it is signed by Mr. Samson,
as minister, every year from 1563 to 1655, or thereabouts; but on inspection it appears, that from 1563
to about 16)3 is nothing more than a transcript made by Mr. Samson from a former register, and attested

by him at the bottom ofeach page by signing his name as minister, omitting to date his attestation. A cir-

cuitistance corroborates this ; he has added the names of his two churchwardens after his own, which are

the same for the first 70 years, a thing which would be not much less marvellous than his own age. It may
1)0 further observed, that after 1633 (or thereabouts, for I do not recollect the exact year) there appears

to be different churchwardens every year.
• Willis's Mitred Abbfes, vol. ii. p. 1 1 3.
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About half a mile south of the town, near the way to Elston, by the side of

the race-ground, is a long ditch, (.ailed Rawdikes> which Stukelcy calls a )ki.

tish Cursus. It is faid Charles I, stood on these banks whilst his men took and
[lillaged Leicester.*

Camden speaks with some decree of uncertainty as to Leicester being the Homan
station Rata: ; Salmon totally denies it ;t and Horseley affirms it :X ^i>t >>i 1773 a niilitiiry

stone was discovered, which fixes it. About two miles from Leicester, on the fosse way
which goes to Newark (and which is now part of the turnpike road to Melton Mow-
bray) there was a kind of stepping block, little noticed; on removing the earth from

the foot of it, was discovered a stone, to which it had doubUess served as a pedestal,

on which was the following inscription

:

"or VW C05 I H V^ RAT IS

This stone is two feet ten inches long, five feet five inches and an half in circumfe-

rence ; it is of a gritty sort, supposed by masons to be from a Derbyshire quarry. The
letters in the upper line are four inches long, in the others but three. The second and
third lines seem to have been continued further, some traces of letters being visible on
the back part. The two strokes at the bottom probably denote the distance from Ratae,

with which it agrees.

Two or three miles from Leicester, on tln' UU, sorne woods and a windmill, on a

hill, mark an old seat of the Greys, called Bra</(/, il* . ()iiil( by Thomas Grey, marquis

of Dorset,^ and inhabited by that family till it was accidcnfaliy burnt down some years

ago; but the park, six miles in compass, remains. It was the birth-place of the ac-

complished, but li/jfortunate, Lady Jane Orny Near If is Groby, from which the

family took a tide ; there was formerly a lAimi , wii\i'ii ivaa destroyed entirely before

Leland*s time. The above tnui||//;/ed Thoriiati M |i^// 1// buila a house here, but did

not finish it.
II

About five miles from iMrHtfT, on tnfe left, U ff^WVi' f^

cd by king Steplien to Randolph, euil <>f Th'^s/^r ^ /(

knights Templars, from vvhicn it takes its i ' h I i

the seat of the Babiiigtons ; some of the lands i

monuments of any of the Templars in thf rnurnfi, |j|it ikh

Kyngstons, Robert Vyncent, esq. and Uii the |J,i|>ingtons. On a raised tomb for a
Kingston, who died in 1487, is ehgraved his will \ij vvliich he founded an obit in this

church. In the chancel are hanfl.pome busts of a Mr Babington of the last century,

and his wife, a daughter of Mr. liopkiiiH of Coventrj, oy whom he had twelve chil-

dren at single births in less than thirteen years. The north side of the church-yard is

tf I or Rotfiefby, gfflfif-

If a house of the

I. t h^iderable time

(luiochial. There are no
are some old ones for the

• Itin.vol. i. p. 509.

i Leland's Itin. vol. i. p. 14. I

New Survey, vol. i. p. 3 16.

flMd. p. 15.

< Brit. Rom. p. 437.

If Dugd. Bar. vol. i, p, 39.
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appropriated to the burials of the inhubitanis of that part of Mountiorrel which is with-

in this parish. In the south side is an upright stone nilliu*, about 10 or 12 feet high,

tapering from the bottom, oi\ the west side of which is some tracery work carved

;

something of carving is to be seen in other parts. At the foot lie three flat stones, as

if placed for supports. There in no tradition concerning it. Mr. Babington hus the

great tythcs, and is entitled to a sum of money from every one making a purchase of

lands within certain towns in what is called his soke. The common fields were inclo&ed

in 1781.

On the right are Cossington, and Radcliff on the Soar, where is the Roman station

called Venomentum. Dr. Stukcley says, there is a vast long tumulus of an archdruid,

and derives the name of Coasington from Goes, a priest.^ Camden's Continuator con«

aiders it as Danish.f

Pass through Mountsorrel, a long, ilUpaved town ; as far as the cross is in the pa-

rish of Temple Rotheley, other part is in Uarrow, and the further end is in Quarn.
don. It stands at the foot of a remarkable hill, or rather rock ; the stone in many
places stands out bare, and is of such hardness as to resist all tools afler it has been ex*

posed to the air. Such pieces as can be got from underground are broken with a sledge,

and used in buildings m the shape in which they are broken. Here was formerly a

citstle which belonged to Ranulph, earl of Chester, who came to an agreement with

the earl of Leicester, in 1151 (16 Stephen) by which it was settled that Leicester

should henceforth possess thb castle, to be held of the earl of Chester and his heirs, on
condition that he should receive earl Ranulph and his retinue into the borough and
ibrt there upon occasion ; and in case of necessity, that Ranulph himself should lodge

in the castle. At the same time it was stipulated, that neither of them should erect any
castle between Coventry and Donington, or between Donington and Leicester.:^ On
the rebellious behaviour of Robert Blanchmains, it was seized by Henry II, and re.

tained when he gave him back great part of his estate. ( It seems to have remained
in the hands of the crown till the 17 John, when that king committed the care of it

to Saier de Quincy, earl of Winchester, who married one oT the sisters and coheiresses

of Robert Fitz-rarnell, son and heir of Robert Blanchmains. H Saier, however,
who had received many other favours from the king, did not hold himself bound by
any ties of gratitude (wluch indeed seems to have had no force in those tumultuous
times) but took part with the barons, who invited over Louis, the Dauphin of France,

and placed a French garrison in this castle, giving the government to Henry de Brai>

broc. On the accession of Henry III, it was unsuccessfully attacked, as Rapin says,

by the earl of Chester;^ but Burton and Dugdale say, it was taken by him,
granted to him by Henry, and that he entirely destroyed it.** Some very small

fragments of the foundation are to be seen on a round part of the hill, called Castle-

hUl.

It is well worth while to walk over this hill, instead of riding through the town.

The rich meadows below, through which runs the Soar, and the rising ground on the

further side of it, with the towns of Sileby, Barrow, &c. form a fine view. The inea-

dows are very flat, and afler heavy rains the river spreads to a great width. Ac such
times this hill is said to bear a resemblance to Gibraltar.

* Itin. vol. i. p. tor. ii. 134. t Brit. vol. i, p. 416.

Ibid. vol. i. p. 88. II Ibid. vol. i. p. 687.,
* Burton. Dugd. Bar. vol i. p. 43.

•i

I Dugd. Bar. vol. i. p. 38.

^ Rapin. vol. i. p. 397.
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In the street is an ancient cross, almost hid by n pultry building, enclosing the prdcstul

and part of the shaft, which is long and !>lendcr, of eight Vidcs, fluted, and in the

flutes arc carred !»ome heads, quaterfoils. and other ornaments. It is raised on
three step§, and at each comer of the pedestal is a rude figure with wings. It is said

there is an intention of taking it down. There is a snioll chapel belonging to thitt

town,

Barrow, on the other side the river, was part of the ^at estate of the earl of Chester

;

and when that was divided between four sisters, this Icil to the lot of Hugh dc Albany

;

earl of Arundell, son of Mabel, one of the four, at which lime there was a capital

mansion here.* Afterwards it belonged to the knights templars.f The earl of Ches-
ter gave possessions herc to the abbey of Gerondon.J It has been always famo.js for

its excellent lime, which is of such repute for water-works, that much of it is exported
to Holland. It becomes so hard, that it is said even to exceed the hardness of the stone

above taken notice of. It lies in thin strata ; the first under the earth is yellow, and
below this are several others of blue stone, about six inches thick, and about two feet

asunder. Both sorts are dug out, piled up in the form of a cone, and burnt. The
burning one of these heaps takes up two days, and three nights. The demand for -it

has cncreascd within these few years in a very great degree. Two fossils have been
lately found here, one with the impression of a fish, the other has the resemblance of a

head ofsome animal. They were found in a bed of clay« near the surface of the earth.

Some sea shells have been also found.)

At this place is an hospitid for old batchelors and widowers ; a foundation not very
eommon.
On extending the inclosures in this country, many of the old ones are broken up, ;ind

it is found good husbandry so to do. They lime them, and in three or four years lay

them down again. The lime for manure is chiefly burnt at Grace Dieu. some miles off,

where was an abbey founded by Roesia dc Verdon, in the 27th Henry III.||

Pursuinf^ the road M)me hills covered with wood present themselves on the left, and
near them is Swithl. ^, the sent of sir John Danvers, of a very ancient family, and
possessed of a large c nte. Thtre is here a s.late quarry, the property of the earl of

Stamford, but the slates ire not equal in goodness to those of Westmoreland and Cum-
berland. More on the left the forewt hills of Charnwood are seen, where coal is got.

TMs forest extends about ten miles in length and six in width, and is now without a

tree in the uninclosed parts of it, though in the memory of an old man, known to one
who was alive in 1777, a squirrel might hav been hunted in it from tree to tree for six

miles together, without touching the ground.

Come to Lou^borough, an old market town, which has twice given the tide of

baron to the family of Hitstings. The first time to Edward, third son of George, earl

of Huntingdon, to whom the manor and title were given by queen Mary, in reward for

his psivenul and timely assistance to her against his neighbour the duke of Suffolk,

&ther aft lady Jane Grey. She conferred the garter, and several high posts on
liioi; Olid .ach was his attachment to her, that on her death he retired from the

world t ospital which he had built at Stoke Pogeis, in Bucks, whei he died without

issue, w N vies I, gave the title lo Henry Hastings, second son of the e -1 of Hunting-

don, for an equally faithful, though Ie&«. successful, adherence to him; he ai*o died without

*Dugd. Bar>oK i. p. 45.

I Dugd- Mon> vol.i. p. 768-
t Willis's C«lh. vol iii p. 301.

$ Throsby vol y\- p. 67. 1) Dugd* Mod- vol- i. p 933.
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ishuc.*** In 1781 the title was Riven to Alexander Wedckrbum, Esq. on liis Ijcin^

made chief justice of the Common Pleas ; a ^ntleman whovc abilities at the liar and in

the senate arc well known. The manor was given by Kdward IV, to VVillium llusUii^rs,

his faithful adlR-rcnt, who ussiiited him iu his escape from Middleham, and now belongs

to his desccndiUit the earl of Huntingdon. This William was rewarded with the stew-

ardhhip of a great number of manors, was made constable of Leicester, Doniiigton, and
Nottingham castles, ranger ol Leicester Forest, and the parks called Leicister Ft-yth,

Barowi\irk,andFooley Park, warden of ShirewckhI, chiefforesterof Netdwoodand Duf-
fi( Id, and surveyor of that honour, and had grants of the manors of Donington and Barow,
and was made a barou.f In short, Kdward secnjs to have thouf^ht he could never do
enough for him. His attachment did not cease with the death oi that king ; he retained

the same afTecdon for his sons, and lost his life in consequence, Richard thinking it ne-

cessary to remove him out of his way. 'Tis pity that.an example of such firm friendship

should be stained by the inhuman murder oi the unfortunate young prince, the son of

Henry VI, (who was basely stabbed in cold blood atTewksbury by this Hustings, and
others) and by hi:s connivance at least, at the l)eheading of Rivers and Grey, by Richard,

at Pomfret castle. The story is well known, that as Hastings was going to that council

in the Tower, from which he never returned, he exulted in the thought that his enemie:>

were at that very time suffering at Pomfret.

A few years ago the river Soar was made navigable from hence to the Trent, which
it falls into near Cavendish bridge.

Mr. Meynell's famous fox-hunt established at Quarndon (between Mountsorrcll and
this place) is no small emolument to the town in the season. The hounds are kept
by subscription, but that gentleman jx-Tmits his servant to accommodate as many of
his friends as his house will hold with apartments, where they are furnished with dinners,

and all provisions, as at any public place. Many of those who attend the hunt, and
cannot get apartments in the house, oi^re strangers, come to the inns, and great num-
bers of hunters are also kept here. The company on a field day is very numerous,
and they go out with as much ceremony as to Court, their hair being always
dressed.

On the left of Loughborough is a neat white house of Mr. Tate, on the rising ground
towards the forest, A little beyond is Gerondon Park, bought by Serjeant Phillips of
the duke of Buckingham for judge Jefferies, but the serjeant liked the purchase so well,

that he kept it for himself. The duke, however, cut down 50001. worth of timber
before he would execute the conveyance. One of the Serjeant's family, who died a few
years ago, left it to his widow for her life ; she married sir William Gordon, who now
lives here. It was an abbey of the Cistercian order, founded by Robert earl of Leicester

(the founder of Leicester abbey) in 15 Henry II, and was valued at 1591. 19s. lOtd.
on the survey by Henry VIIIJ.

A little farther, at Dishley, on a farm belon^ng to this estate, lives Mr. BakewelJ,
whose improvements in the breed of cattle and in farming are well known to every lover

of husbandry. There is a small church or chapel here, formerly belonging to the abbey
of Gerondon, to which this parish was appropriated^, and it is now a curacy in the gift

of sir William Gordon
Go through Kegworth, a large village with a handsome church ; beyond this you may

leave the turnpike road and go to Donnington Park; the seat of lord Huntingdon, and
come into the road again at Cavendish bridge.

• Camd. vol. i. p 416.

§ Willis's Cath- v. iii. p 301-
t Dugd, Bar. vol i- p 580, kc i Dugd. Mon. vol. i. 768.
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At the village of Donnington are some small remains of the castle, built by the first

earls of Leicester., as C.'.mden says ;* but it afterwards belonged to Roger de Laci, con-

stable of Chester, and on his death, in 15 John, was retained in the hands of the kin^,

who, however, the next year, restored it to John, son and heir of Roger ; Edmund,
son of this John, had a grant of free warren, 35 Henry III, and Henry son of Ed-
mund enjoyed it, having a grant of a market here in the 6 Edward I. On the death ol

Henry, it descended to Alice, his daughter and heir, wife of Thomas, earl of Lancaster,

and who, oudiving her husband, gave up her right in it to the king in 16 Edward II.
{

It remained in the crown when Leland visited it4 In the reign of queen Elizabeth ii

was the property of Robert, earl of Essex, who sold it to the Hastings. § At this time
the castle was destroyed and the house huilt.|| On the survey made by Henry VIII, an
hospital here was returned worth 31. 13s. 4d. ayear.^

The park is about a mile beyond the village ; the house is small, and has nothing in it

worth seeing. Weston Cliff, on the Trent, which nms below, has furnished a view for

one of Smith's prints.

Returning to the village, you come to the handsome bridge over the Trent, which is

called Cavendish Bridge, from the Devonshire family, who built it in the room of a very

inconvenient ferry which used tu be here ; the toll is taken the same as used to be at

the ferry, and is half a crown for a chaise. The stone used in it was brought from a
quarry about three miles off.

Near this place the great Staffordshire navigation joins the Trent, and by means of

that, and the duke of Bridgewater's canals, there is a water carriage from L<iverpool and
Manchester to Hull. There is a branch from the Staffordshire, which goes off between
Stone and Ridgley, by Wolverhampton and Kidderminster, to the Severn, and another

to Birmingham.
These undertakings are truly stupendous, and strongly mark the spirit of entcrprize

which is so much the character of the present age. The advantages to trade are

immense, and in other respects are very great to the country through which the

canals pass.

The first part of this great work may be said to have been begun by the duke of

Bridgewater about 1759 : for the small attempts which had been before made on the

Weaver and the Irwell were carried on with so little spirit, as hardly to deserve notice.

His grace has pursued the scheme ever since with unremitting attention. Instead ofem<
ploying his time and money in die fashionable dissipations of the age, he gave up both to

an undeilaking great in the design, and most beneficial to the public in the execution,

but attended with difficulties which would have been insuperable to one of less spirit or

fortune than his grace, and to less abilities than those he was so fortunate to find in his

workmen, amongst whom Mr. Brindley stands foremost. When a great fortune

comes into such hands, such an application of it reflects additional lustre on the noble

owner!
It was the duke's great happiness to meet with a man of Mr. Brindley's genius, which

broke out like the sun from a dark cloud, he having been totally destitute of educa-

tion ; it was no less advantageous to the public, that under such a patron, Mr. Brind-

ley was called forth and encouraged. He began this difficult work, but other very in-

geniouis men have asasted in carrying it on, particularly Mr. Morris and Mr. Gilbert.

Nor did Mr. Brindley, with a littleness too common> endeavour to conceal his discove*

* V. i. p. 417.

$ Camden, vol. i. p- 417.

VOL. II.

t Dugd. Bar. vol. i. p. 101, 103, 104, 106- f Itin. v. i p. 18.

II Throsby, V- it. p 48. 1 Dugd- Mon. v. i. 1041.
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ries in mechanics ; he. has readily made them public, and has reared men whose abilities

are now dit>tinguished. The diincuUies attending these undertakings only served to sti-

mulate the managers, and their perseverance has overcome them all.

This navigation of the duke's begins at his coaUpits by Worsley-mill, and goes to

Manchester one way, and another by Altrincham and Haulton, to Runcorn-gap, on the

Mersey, and crossing that river, to Liverpool, besides a cut from between Stretford and
Altrincham to Stockport.

At Worsley- mills, it is carried a mile and half, or more, under ground to the very

places where the coal is dug, and by means of bridges, or rather aqueducts, is carried

across the navigable rivers Irwell and Mersey. This subterraneous passage carries off

the water from the coal works, which used to be drawn out by engines at a very great

*expcnce, and at the same time supplies water for the canal.

So far I cannot omit mentioning the duke's works, though out of the course of my
present journey, as they gave birth to that great canal which I mentioned to fall into

the Trent, near Cavendish Bridge. Of this I shall say a little more. It was set on
foot in 1765 by earl Gower, and many other gentlemen of Staffordshire, and the neigh-

bouring counties, under the direction of Mr. Brindley and Mr. Smeaton. The &st
estimate was 101,0001. afterwards enlarged to more that 150,0001. which was raised

without difficulty. This canal extends from the Mersey to the Trent, communicating
with the duke of Bridgewater's, and passes by or near Northwich, Middlewich, Burslem,

Newcastle, Trentham, Stone, Stafford, and Burton, to Cavendish Bridge^ besides having

cuts to Lichfield and Birmingham, and is 28 feet broad, and four feet and a half deep
in general. At Harecastle, m Staffordshire, on the borders of Cheshire, a tunnel

twelve feet high, and eight or ten feet wide, is cut through a great hill more than

a mile in length. Half a mile on ^ach side this hill, the canal is ofan extraordinary di-

mension, which will be a reservoir for the water that flows out of the hill in great

abundance, both ways, fallini^ north and south. The expence of this cut was estimated

at 10,0001. of the canal from the Trent to Harecasde, 7001. a mile, and from Harecastle

to the other termination, 10001. a mile.

From Cavendish Bridge, it is eight miles to Derby ; this town furnishes several mat-

ters well worthy observation. It stands on the river Derwent, and has a very spacious

market-place, in « hich is the town-hall, where the assizes are held, and an assembly

room, lately furnished in an handsome manner by the duke of Devonshire. The tower
of All Saints church, built in the time of Henry VIII, is lofty, and of excellent archi-

tecture. The body, which was rebuilt by Gibbs about 50 years ago, is large and un-

commonly handsome. The iron screen before the communion-table, the work of a

man now living, is of a great lightness and beauty. A grave-stone, with the date of

MCCCC, for John Lowe, a clergyman of this church, was lately dug up.* The mo-
numents of the Cavendishes have no beauty in them, but one of them is for a most re-

markable lady, Elizabeth, countess of Shrewsbury, who erected it in her life time.

She was daughter of John Hardwick, esq. of Hordwick, in thb county, and at length

became co-heir to her brother. She was married very young, in the reign of Henry
VHI, to a gendeman of the name of Barley, who died without issue, and left her a very

considerable estate. She then married sir William Cavendish, who, by lus fidelity to

Cardinal Wolsey in his faU, recommended himselfto Henry VIII, by him she had three

sons, and surviving him, married sir William St. Lo, and becoming agp.in a widow, had

* This church was colleg^tate and at the suppression was valued at 381. Us. Mon. v. 1. 1039.

There was also a nunnery here, and some small foundation besides.
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for her fourth husband George Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury. On each of the last

marriages she took care to have large estates settled on her and her heirs ; and having
.

no issue by any of her husbands, except sir William Cavendish, those estates, as well as

her own, centered in her son William created baron Cavendish,of Hardwick, and

afterwards, by James I, earl of Devonshire. She founded and endowed well an hospital

near the east end of the church, for twelve poor people, which has lately been rebuilt by

the duke in an handsome maimer.

Whether her former husbands led very easy lives with her does not appear ; but

Camden, as quoted by Dugdale, tells us that the earl of Shrewsbury fared badly. In

speaking of him, he savs, that ** in those ambiguous times (i. e. queens Mary and £liza>

beth) he so preserved himself against all outward machinations, calumnies at court, and
the mischievous practices of his second wife, for full fifteen years, as that he thereby

deserved no less honour for his fidelity and prudence, than he did for his fortitude and
valour."*

In the last rebellion the Pretender pushed forward as far as this town, and kept

his court in a house-^longing to lord Exeter, the back of which looks towards

the river; but meeting with a cold reception in England, he returned towards

Scotland.

The famous silk mill on the river here was erected in 1719, by sir Thomas Lombe,
who brought the model out of Italy, where one of this sort was used, but kept guarded
with great care. It was with the utmost hazard, and at a great expence of time and
money, that he effected it. There are near 100,000 movements, turned by a single

wheel, any one of which may be stopped independent of the rest. Every time this

wheel goes round, which is three times m a minute, it works 73,728 yards of silk. By
this mill the raw silk brought from Valencia in Spain, Italy, or China, is prepared for

the warp. At one end of this building is a mill on the old plan, used before this im-
provement was made, where the silk is fitted, in a coarser manner, for the shoot.

These mills employ about 200 persons of both sexes, and of all ages, to the great relief

and advantage of the poor. The money given by strangers is put into a box, which
is opened the day after Michaelmas Day« and a feast is made ; an ox is killed, liquor

prepared, the windows are illuminated, and the men, women and children employed in

the work, dressed in their best array, enjoy in dancing and decent mirth a holiday,

the expectation ofwhich lightens the labour of the rest oftne year. It is customary for the

inhabitants of the town, and any strangers who may be there, to see the entertainment

;

and the pleasure marked in the happy countenances of these people is communicated to

the spectators, and contributes to the provision for the ensuing year.

The china manufactory is not less worthy of notice. Under the care of Mr. Dues-
berry, it does honour to this country. Indefatigable in his attention, he has brought
the gbld and.the blue to a degree of beauty never before obtained in England, and the

drawing and colouring of the flowers are truly elegant. About seventy hands are em-
ployedm it, and happuy, many, very young, are enabled to earn a livelihood in the bu-
siness.

Another work is carried on here, which, though it does not employ so many hands,
must not be passed without observation. The marble, spars and i)etrefa(,tions, which
abound in this county, take a fine polish, and, from their great variety, are capable of
being rendered extremely beautiful. Two persons are engaged in this business, and
make vases, urns, pillars, columns. Sec. as ornaments for chimney-pieces, and even
chimney-pieces themselves.

* Dugd- Bar- v. i- p- 333-

3 b2
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A mile above Derby is Little Chester, the Dervcntio of the Romans. It was of the

same size as Maiiceter, 120 paces long, 80 broad. Within the wall, in what are now
pastures, tbinidutiuns of houses have been found, wells curbed with good stone, coins,

and earthern pipes. Remains ofa bridge are said to have been seen near this place. A
little Ijeyond it is Darley Hall, a handsome house, the seat of Mr. Holdeii, to which

there is a pleasant walk from the town. At this place there was a monastery of canons

regular of the order of St. Augustin, founded in the time of Henry the by

Hugh the priest, dean of Derby, who gave to Albinus, and his canons of St. Helen's,

near Derby, all his land at Little Derb}'« to make there a church and habitation for

him and his canons.* The priory of Derby, founded by Robert Ferrers, earl ofDerby,

temp. H. H, was translated hither.f At the suppression it was valued at 2581. 14s. Sd.f

Some part of the walls are to be seen in an outhouse and in some cottages, and a build-

ing belonging to the mill below.

Though it is not doubted that the Romans had a station at Litde Chester, yet there

has been much doubt whether there was any road from thence to Chesterfield, or whe-

ther the latter was a station. ( It was reserved for the industry and ingenuit) of Mr.
Peggc to ascertain these facts, the latter of which he seems to have done very clearly.

He states the road to come out of Staffordshire, over Eggington-heath, by Little-over,

Nun-green, and down Darley slade, to the river, where was the bridge ; he traces it

over Morley-moor, by Horsley park ; near a Roman camp on Pentnch common to

Okerthorp; near Kendall's inn at Alfreton, Shirland-hall, Higham, through Stretton

(the name of which bespeaks its situation on a road) Clay-cross, Egstew farm, and Tup-
ton-moor ; from thence it points to sir Henry Hunloke's avenue, and directly to Chester-

field. Mr. Pegge particularly describes several places where it was visible in 1760 for

a considerable length together, between Little Chester and Tupton-moor, but can trace

it no further, the country having been long in tillage. Ue guesses the station at Chester*

field to have been Topton, or Topton-hill.||

About two miles and a half from Derby, in the road to Buxton, is Kedleston, the

seat of lord Scarsdale, which may properly be called the glory of Derbyshire, eclipsing

Chatsworth, the ancient boast of the county. It was built from the designs of Mr.
Robert Adam. The front is magnificent and beautiful, the apartments elegant, and
at the same time useful, a circumstance not always to be met with in a great house. It

is the ancient seat of the Curzon's, c family of great antiquity, wealth and interest, in

this county. This house has been built by the present lord (created lord Scarsdale in

1761) partly on the spot where the old house stood, hut the ground has been so much
altered, that there is no resemblance of what it was. In the front stood a village, with

a small inn for the accommodadon ofthose who came to drink of a medicinal well, whicli

has the virtues of the Harrowgate water;! a rivulet turned a water-mill, and the

high road went by the gate. The village is removed (not destroyed, as is too oflen

done) the road is thrown to a considerable distance, out of sight of the hmise, the

scanty stream is encreased into a large piece of water, and the ground disposed in the

finest order.

The entrance from the turnpike road is through a grove of noble and venerable

oaks (sometliing hurt by a few small circular clumps of firs planted amongst them)

• Dugd. Mon. V. ii. p- 230. t Dugd. Bar. v- i. p 259- ^ Mon- v- i. p. 1039' - '>{ 1
§ Salmon's Survey, p- 540. || Roman Roads in Derbyshire investigated.

f This is the strongest sulphur water in Derbyshire at the spring head, but will not bear carriage.
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after which, crossing a fine lawn, and passing the water by an elegant stont bridge, of

three arches, a gentle ascent leads to tiie house.

The front, built of white stone, is extensive ; in the centre is a flight of steps, leading

to a portico, consisting of six Corinthian pillars, three feet in diameter, which supp(;rt

u pediment decorated with statues. On each side a corridore connects a pavillion with

the txxly of the house, forming the two wings, the whole front being 360 feet. The
steps lead into a magnificent hall, behind which is a circular saloon. On the left are a

music*room, drawing-room, and library, and at the end of the corridore, ilic private

apartments of lord and lady Scarsdale, and their young family. On the right of the

hall are the dining-room, state dressing-room, and bed-chaml)er, and another dressing-

room, the kitchen, and oHices.

On each side of the hall are eight fluted pillars of variegated marble of the country,

and two at each end, of the Corinthian order, 25 feet high, two feet six inches in

diameter. This room is 60 feet by 30 within the columns, 67 feet three inches by 42
within the walls, 47 to the top of the window ; between the columns are fine antique

statues in niches, over which arc basso relievos in compartments, crowned with fes-

toons; the ceiling covered and richly ornamented with paintings and relievos in the

antique taste ; in the centre is a window, by which the whole receives light. The
panncls of the doors are of the paper manufacture of iMr. Clay, of Birminghamj highly

varnished, and the paintings well executed.

The saloon is 42 feet diameter, 54 feet 6 inches high, 24 feet 6 inches to the cor-

nice, crowned with a dome, which lights the room. Over the doors are four paintings

by Morland, and there are some statues in niches.

The music-room is 36 feet by 24, and 22 high. In this room is the triumph of
Bacchus, a large capital piece by Luca Giordani, a fine head by Rembrandt, and other

pieces by Hassan, Horizonti, &c.

From this room a corridore, hung with elegant prints, leads to the family apartments.

The breakfast-room is painted from the antique in the baths of Dioclesian.

The grand drawing-room is 44 feet by 28, and 28 high, with a covered ceiling ; the

furniture blue damask. A Venetian window and four door-cases are ornamented with

small Corinthian columns of alabaster. In this room, as indeed in a)i the others, are

many capital pictures. Raphael, Claude, Guido, Cuyp, &c. are amongst the

masters.

The library is of the same size and height as the music-room. In this room, over
the chimney, is a piece of Rer brandt, which beggars all description. It is the story

of Daniel brought before Nebuchadnezzar to interpret his dream, and contains eight or
nine small whole length figures. The composed majesty of the king, who is seated in

a chair of state ; the astonishment and terror of his great men sitting near him ; the

earnestness of Daniel kneeling before him ; and in short the whole piece is, beyond ex-
pression, striking.

From this room cross the saloon into the state dressing-room and bed-chamber, with a
servant's room behind. The two former hung with blue damask, the bed of the same,
with gold lace, supiwrted by palm trees of mahogany, carved and gilt. The bed-room
is 30 feet by 22, 20 high.

^

The dining-parlour is 36 feet by 24, 20 high, the ceiling adorned with paintings.

The centre represents Love embracing Fortune, by Morland ; four circles, by Zucchi,
represent the four quarters of the world ; and four squares, by Hamilton, the four
seasons. The corridore on this side, which is used as a chapel, leads to a gallery over-

;!
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looking the kitchen, which is 48 feet by 24, and lofty, with this significant motto over
the chimney, ' Waste not. Want not."

The principal stair.casc, leading out of the hall to the attic story at this end, conducts

to eight apartments for visitors, most, if not all of which, have a bed-room, dressing,

room, and servant's room.

The church, which is not at all seen in the approach, stands close to the west end of

the house ; the old pun of •' we shall" remains on the " dyc-all."

From the principal front of the house, which is the north, the eye is conducted by a
beautiful slope to the water, which is seen tumbling down a cascade, encircling an island

planted with firs, and at the bridge falling over rough rocks, and then forming a large

river, on which is a yatch. Below is a small rustic building over the well and bath,

whicli are used by many persons, who are accommodated at an inn, built by his lord,

ship in the road, and from which a pleasant walk through the park leads to the bath.

In the back front of the house is the pleasure-ground, stretching up to the ed^e of

the rising ground, on which is a fine and extensive plantation, beginning to shew itself

in great beauty. The walk is about three miles in the whole.

Of all the houses I ever saw, I do not recollect any one which so completely pleased

me as this did, and the uncommon politeness and attention of the housekeeper who
shewed it added not a little to the entertainment.

Go out of the park the same way, and turning on the left, go by Weston, Ayrton,

and Wirksworth, to Matlock. From Weston, turning off to Ayrton, the road is

good, and the country beautiful ; the inclosures on the sides of the hills, which run

in all directions, some in corn, some in pasture, form a very pleasing scene. From
Ayrton to Wirksworth the road is very indifferent, but I believe it would have proved

better if I had gone forward afler passing Ayrton, instead of turning, as I did, on the

right.

There is another way by Duffield, which leads into the turnpike-road from Derby to

Matlock, by turning on the left on leaving the park, and then taking the first road on

the right ; but neither of these are good for a carriage, and the best way is to go back

towards Derby into the turnpike road.

Pass through Duffield, a village where was formerly one of the castles of Robert

Ferrers, earl of Derby, which he neld against Henry II, but was compelled to surrender

it, and it was demolished.* Whether there is any vestige of it now I do not know.
There was then a forest called Duifield forestf

Soon after coming on this turnpike, begin to ascend the hills, which are in general

barren on the outside, marked with heaps of rubbbh thrown out by the miners, but

interspersed with some pleasant dales and woods.

This road leaves Wirksworth on the left, which b a pretty large town in a bottom,

where is a great iiiarket for lead, and a hall is built for holding the miners' courts.

This manors with that of Ashbum, was given by king John to William Ferrers, earl

of Derby, whose descendant Robert lost this and all hb other great estates by his reite-

rated perfidy to Henry III, who at length seized them, and gave them to his son Ed*
mund Crouchback, earl of Lancaster, from whom thb descended to John of Gaunt,

duke of Lancaster,! and now remains part of that duchy. Here was formerly a very

pleasant and pure warm spring, but in dig^ng for lead they lost it, and have now two
warm brooks, being old sloughs made to drain the water from their works, which

bring down small lead, though the works have been ended,many years, and are not fit

• Dugd. Bikr. V. i. p. 259. t Arch. V. ii. p. 378. ^ Arch. V. ii. p.385.
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for drinking.* There are two c'lalybeatc springs here, one in a meadow called Fishpool-

flat, which 18 like Pyrmont water.f The rocks begin hereabouts to show themselves in

a thousand romantic shapes.

At the bottom of a long hill, called Cromford, is a village of the same name ; a large

handsome inn was built here in 1778. The right hand road goes to Nottingham, the

left to Matlock, crossing a little stream that comes from Bonsai, in its way to the Der-

went, which it falls into just below, after turning a mill for spinning cotton, invented

by one Mr. Arkwright, who has a patent for it, and in conjunction with some other

nersonsj carries on the business, with great advantage to himself and the neighbour-

hood. It employs about 200 persons, chiefly children ; and to make the most of the

term for which the patent was granted, they work by turns, night and day. Another

mill, as large as the first, is building here, new houses arc rising round it, and every

thing wears the face of industry and cheerfulness. A third is built at Bake^vell, another

at Calver. Mr. Arkwright was bred a barber, but true genius is superior to all difficul-

ties, even those of education, and happily he found men of spirit to supply that money
which he wanted to carry his schemes into execution. The undertaking amply repays

them for their confidence.

The manor of Matlock, with those of Bonsai, Wirksworth, and many others, were

part of the great estate of the Ferrers, earls of Derby ; and in 36 Henry III, earl

William obtained a charter of free warren in them, amongst others.

|

How different is the appearance of this place now, from what it was some years

ago, when it was only noticed by the traveller as " the habitation of a few grovers,

\vnodugfor lead ore, and whose huts were not bi^er than hogsties!"^ And yet,

beautiful as it is now, that description was then a true one. The grandfather of a man
whom I saw in 1780 worked at the first building over the old bath, and no carriage

had then ever passed through the dale ; indeed none could have passed, the rocks at

that time extending too near the edge of the river. The waters became known about

the year 1698, when the bath was built and paved by the reverend Mr. Fern, of Mat-
lock, and Mr. Heyward,

|| of Cromford, and put into the hands of George Wragg,
who, to confirm his title, took a lease of it of the several lords of the manor for ninety,

nine years, paying them a fine of 1501. and an annual rent of sixpence a-piece. He
then built a few small rooms adjoining to the bath, which were but a poor convenience

for strangers ; but his lease and property were sold about the year 1730, to Mr. Smith
and Mr. Pennell, of Nottingham, for near one thousand pounds. They erected two
large commodious buildings, with stables, coach-house, &c. made a coach-road along

the river side from Cromford, and opened a better horse-way from the bath to Mat-
lock-bridge, which is now made a very good turnpike road. Mr. Pennell afterwards

bought Mr. Smith's part, and dying about 1733, left it to his daughter. It is now the

jwnt property of several persons.1[

The iMth is twenty yards above the river, and from it to the top of the rocks on the

west side of the house is 120 yards perpendicular, where stand some small cottages.

From these are several grass closes on another ascent, which afterwards becomes steep

and rugged, and rises almost to a level with the top of Masson, whose summit is 250
yards above the Derwent. On the north and west sides of the bath rises Westupshills,

twenty yards above the High Torr, on the lower and south part of which is a small

• Short, Pref. p. U. t lb. p. 276. J Dugd. Bar.v. i.p.262.

$ England's Gazetteer. || Short, p. 80.

If By Fahrenheit's thermometer, the temperature of common water is 48*, Matlock bath eS', Buxton
bath 82<», vital heat 96», King's bath, at Bath, 1 U», boiling water 218®. fV/iitehurtl'i Theory, p. 109.
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grove, with dry meadows, houses, mines, 8tc. and above these is a rugged, stony

ahcent, on the top of wiiich proud Mu»son raises liis lot'tv hc.id, about one hundred
fatlioms above the summit of Matlock High I'orr. On the west side ol tl>e batli is

another steep and almost inaccessible ascent of crags and rocks, above which are some
houses and inclosures, and at the top of them a |)luin, commanding a ver\ large |)ros-

pcct, except on the north side, where it is bounded by iVhisson.* From this plam arc

seen some parts of Statfordshirc and Cheshire, with several towns, villages, &c.

All the warm waters spring up from between 15 and 30 yards above the level of the

river ; higher or lower the springs are cold, and only common water. There are

several warm springs, besides a current of warm water from a mine called Balls-eye,

which was a natural grotto formerly filled with ore, and produced very great quantities

of lead.

All along this course of warm waters, from their first eruption down to the river,

are vast heaps of petrefactions,t which are soft belbre they are exposed to the air, and
very light, but afterwards turn to a smoaky blue colour, become very hard« and are

used in building. Any strong acid dropt on them raises a great fermentation, and
turns them to jelly.J Whilst the waters retain their warmth and motion, few or no pe

trefactions are found, but when they begin to lose their warmth and motion, the petre-

factions are found.

All the warm waters dropping fiom the roofs of small grottoes hereabouts, form
little pillars or prisms of various shapes, such as bones of all sorts, hartshorns, corals,

and faint representations of some parts of animals ;^ but those above ground form
another sort of petrcfactions, by incrustation at first, but it afterwards destroys the body
on which it is gathered, retaining the perfect shape of it, as mosses, grass, leaves, sticks,

&c. There is a notion that the petrefying quality is not so strong now as it used to be.

The Bath water, and all these tepid springs, are very clear, and have no steam except
in a cold morning, or in winter ; nor do they throw up great bubbles of air like the

Buxton waters,|| which contain more sulphur and mineral spirit.^

These waters are lighter than Bristol water by near a grain in a pint, and are good in

hectic fevers, want of ap^ietite, and many other cases.**

Two miles south-west is Middleton Bath, which rises close by the south side of

Bonsai brook, at the foot of a very high, steep mountain, one mile from Middleton, two
from Wirksworth ; it is 16 yards long, seven broad, and two deep. It is continually

bubbling up with great force, and immediately empties itself into the brook. It is

chiefly used to cure mangey horses and dogs, but b fit to be employed to much greater

purposes.tt

The entrance of Matlock Dale from Cromford is by a passage cut through the rock,

which makes a very striking appearance. From hence it is about a mile to the bath,

* Short, p. 71,72. t Ibid- p. 74. HbitLp. 86. § Ibid. p. 77.

II Ibid. p. 81. 1 Ibid. p. 88. • Ibid. p. 91. ft Ibid. p. 92.

Dr. Percival has given the following comparative view of the different temperatures of Bath, Buxton,
Bristol, and Matlocli waters, measured by Fahrenheit's thermometer.

,
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See his experiments on the waters of Buxton and Matlock.
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the road running by the side of the river, and the dale being in some parts so narrow,

that there is little more than room tor the road between the river on one hand, and the

rocks on the other. In some [)laccs it spreads to a greater width ; in nil, it is a mo>,i ro.

mantic and beautiful ride. The river is sometimes hid behind trees, sometimes it glide:,

smooth and calm, sometimes a distant fall is heard ; here it tumbles ovt^r a ledge ot

rocks, stretching ((uitc across, there it rushes over rude fragments, torn by storms from

the impending masses. Each side, but particularly the farther one, is bordered by

lofty rocks, generally clothed with wood, m the most picturesque manner. In many
places where they seem to be quite iierpendicular, and without any earth on them,

underwood, ash, and other trees shoot up, growing to the common height.

At Matlock are two baths, the old and the new ; the new is the first, is a handsome
house, and the situation is much pleasanter than that of the other, but the old is much
the largest house, and most frequented. Each of them has u bath. The com'^jkany

dine together in a large room at two, and sup at eight, after which there is music for

those who choose dancing, or cards for those who prefer them. The charge for dinner

U one shilling, and the same for supper ; every one drinks what he likes.

A little way from the old bath, a boatman is ready to ferry over to the other side

of the river, where he has made a walk on the bank, ihrough the wood at the foot of

the rocks, as far as the mouth of a lead mine, drained by an engine, which is worked
by the river. In this walk two little streamlets are seen on the opposite side, hastening

down the bank. One of them falls from a considerable height, but would have a bet-

ter effect, if the regular steps over which it tumbles were taken away. Returning to-

wards the landing place is an ascent to the top of the rock by about 220 steps, besides

several gradual slopes ; this is so well managed by different turnings, that though the

rock is tiere almost perpendicular, little difficulty is found in gaining the summit; and

the wood grows so close to the edge of the path, that there is no room for the least

apprehension of danger. About half way up is a seat overlooking the river and coun.

try. At the top is a fine pasture ground sloping from the very edge of the rock down
to a little valley, where a small bend of the river is $een, though, from the situation of

the ground, it appears to be a different one from that which you left below.

Turning to the right a rustic bench is found, from whence is a full view of the whole

of that scenery, of which different parts had presented themselves before. A blind

path across the inclosures leads from hence to the cotton-mill.

Between the bath and the village of Matlock, the ride is equally romantic with the

entrance of the dale ; but in one place the rock, from its superior height and boldness,

has acqjuired the name of Matlock great or high Torr. It is said the perpendicular

height is 140 yards. About half way up it is covered with underwood, without any
great trees ; the upper part is perpendicular, and almost entirely bare, only here and
there is a small tree hanging out of a crevice. The river runs close at the foot, and
bv the intervention of a ledge of stone, forms a considerable cascade. The strata of

of stone here exactly correspond with those on the opposite side of the vale ; a proof

that some violent convulsion has rent them asunder.*

A litrie beyond this is the village ; the houses scattered on the side of the hills and in

the bottom, the bridge, the church, standing single, near the edge ofa high rock, yet shel-

tered by trees, the meadows, the moving machinery ofan engine for draining a mine here,

and the barren hills in the Lointain, form alt(^ther a most picturesque and delightful

view.

.44
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Aboul a mile from Mutlock bridge is a scene fit ior the pencil of a Sulvator Uosa.

Tukcthc road to Clicstcrltcld, und at the turi)j)ikc go oflfon the right, over a common
scattered with large gray stones, when a smeltmg house called the Lumbs^ is soon seen.

It stands on a point, from which the water falls a great height over the rudest rocks,

and lias worn u deep hollow, covered with fragments of stone, some of them veiy

large, Ix-twccn which the current finds its way. At the bottfjm is a little mill, turned

by a small branch of the stream, which is conducted by a channel made for that purpose.

A little above this mill is the station for seeing the fall.

At this smeltM^g house red lead is made by burning common lead a sufficient time,

by which it is reduced in weight as much as 230 or 300 poimd in a ton. On the

stones in the common I saw u little of the rock moss, which is found plentifully at

Dolgelly, in Merionethshire, and carried from thence to Dublin, where it is used as

a rivl dye.

Near Matlock bridge are two chalybeate springs, one by the side of the road to

Bakewcll, on the right hand rising the hill ; the other, which is stronger, is under a

bank in the road to \lfrcton< by the side of the little stream which comes down from

the smelling mill, mentioned above.

In the way to Bonsai &ome pieces of water have been lateL formed by dams across

the little stream, which runs down that bottom, and on one of them a large corn-mill is

built.

There is a pleasant ride on the road to Nottingham, the river being on the right, and

much wood on the sides ofthe hills.

On the top of the hill called Riber, which is above the church, is a stone, said to have

been formerly a rocking stone, called in Cornwall a Logan-stone, but it is not movea*
ble now ; it has :> round hole in the top, exactly resembling one which Dr. Borlase,

in his anticiuities of Cornwall, has given a print of, plate XI, fig. 4. It is not very large,

and is placed on two other stones.

At Birchover (pronounced Bircher) arc some very large rocking stones, called Rou>
tar-stones, in a most extraordinary situation, well worth visiting. The best way is to

go through Winstcr, keeping the church on the left, when a road up the steep side of a

hill on the right leads to Bircher, a small village, at the farther end of which are these

stones in an inciosure.^ They are a most wonderful assemblag^e of rocks, or rather

huge stones, piled on one another, forming a hill, which runs m length for seventy

yards, or more, from east to west, the north side and west end being nearly perpendicular.

You go up at the east end by a moderate ascent, when prodigious masses of^stone present

themselves, and a passage about six feet high appears, which formerly went under part

of them, and came out on the north side, but the middle of it is now fallen in. On
the north side, you find some immense stones, which form a kind of alcove, seeming as

if scooped out for that purpose. Going up to the higher part are two rocking stones,

which can be moved by the hand ; one of them, supposed to weigh 50 ton, rests on two
points of less than a fj^ot diamr :r each, but there is now earth and grass collected,

which cover the stone on which d\ey rest, yet not so as to prevent its being moveable.

On the highest stonfe of all, a round pillar of three joints, with a weather.cock at the

top, has been let into such a hole as that which appears in the stone on Riber, mentioned

above.t On the north side of one of the upper stones, towards the west end of the

* These must be what are slightly mentioned by Stukeley, without ascertaining the place ; he speaks

of two tumeli on the edges on opposite hills on entering the Peak country, and a hermitage by a great

ruck, called RatclifT, on the back of which stones are set up two and two» forming a Celtic avenue.

t Mr. Uooke says, this is a rock-bason, and that there are others here, Arch. v. vi. p. 111. where arc

9evcral views of these rocks.
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hill, a chuir is cut, with two arms of vc>^ .lulc worktnnii»lil|). and a scat ibr om-

person on cacli side of it. One of the uppcrmo<it stones measures 37 feet, or more, in

lenu^th.

Wi.cn seated in this chair, you see towards the right a single stone on an onpositi

hill, called the F.andle, or Anvil-stone ; and to ihc right of that anottter, called 'I'ho

mas's Chair ; ou this last there was, a few years ago, a stone cut in shape of a chair

with a seat on each side, but it is now thrown down. Looking to the left, on the ix)ii)t;>

of a high crag, arc two upright stones, called Robinhood's Strid*' , a little to the right

of them, at tnc other end of the ranLT, terminating in a heap of loose stones, is Crat-

clifl' Torr ; south of Robinhood's Stride is Bradley, or Bradwell Toi r, where is anothri

ohaking stone. This last is probably that which Dr. Borlasc savs he had heard ol,

as bein^ four yards high, and twelve rounl. Of the two at Houtar, he says, the

largest is computed to weigh at least twciAy ton, and it is on a karn twenty ^

high.*

At the foot of4loutar, on the south side, is ^ house called Routar.hall, once the ha-

bitation of a gentleman's family, lately belonging to Mr. Eyre, of Derby, from whom
it descended to the present lady Massarecne, nis daughter ; there is also a small chapel.

From this house there is a way up to these stones, where part of them is seen in a most
extraordinary position ; the highest heap of them licrc forms n face to the west, where
they hangover one another almost without support, in die manner of that described by
Dr. Borlasc in plate XI, fig. 5, but much larger. The guide would make you believe

that the sacrifices were performed here, and that the marks of fire arc still visible on
these stones. I cannot say I could see it. The north side at this end consists of vast

masses, piled on one another in the same manner, small stones seeming to have licen put

in to support the large ones. The heap goes further towards the west, but Icis higii, ard
is terminated by a single souare stone placed on some others.

It seems incredible that these stones should have been brought and placed here by any
human art, as no engines now known would be equal to the task of bringing and placing

them in the position in which they are now seen. Yet when one conb!'"rs Stone-henge,

which is beyond doubt the work of art ; when we hear what masses of solid stone were
carried to Palmyra, and raised to a great height, or.e cannot say it is impossible that this

should be the work of human hands. Dr. Borlasc observes,! that tlic ancients had
powers of moving vast weights, of which we have now no idea ; whatever knowledge
was possessed, was possessed by the Druids, and they are supposed to have had so abso-

lute a command of the neople,:^ that nothing would be wanting to eflfect what they might
design. There are otner certain marks of their having been in this neighbourhood.

But, after all, may not this heap 'be the effect of that convulsion which has left such
astonishing marks of its violence m this country ; and might not the Druids, finding the

stones here remove the surrounding earth, use them as a place of religious worship,

taking advantage of the uncommon circumstance of such large stones being moveable
by so small a force, to make the multitude believe they were invested with supematuriil

powers ?

Dr. Borlase describes a Tolmen in Cornwall, and another in Scilly, to consist of a

large orbicular stone, supported by two stones, between which there is a passage, and
says they are both in the decline of hills, beneath a large kurn nf rocks, standing on
two natural supporters : he adds afterwards, ** Another thing is worthy of our notice

* Antiquities of Cornwall, p. 183.

I Rowland's Mona Antiqua, p- 67.

1 1bid. p. 175.
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in this kind ofmonuments, which is, that underneath these vast stones there is a hole or

passage between the rocks :" whether this was used as a sanctuary for an offender to fly

to, or introduce proselytes, novices, people under vows, or about to sacrifice into their

more sublime mysteries, he does not determine.*

The stones on Routar do not seem to answer the description of a Tolmen, but that

on Bradley Torr does ; the passage, however, might he for a similar purpose.

Cratcliflf presents a broad and very lofty perpendicular front of stones, wonderfully

large, facing Winster and Elton ; some of the upper ones are worn on the edges, as

if jagged, and many of them are marked with seams, probably occasioned by the rain

washing away the softer parts : Mr. Rooke says there are four rock basons on the top*

At the western end is a small cave in the rock, open to the south, which was formerly

the habitation of a hermit. At the east end of it the figure of our Saviour on the

cross was carved on the stone, and great part of it is still remaining. On the left of it

is a niche. Facing the entrance was a seat, hewed out of the rock. A bed-place seems
to have been scpiiratcd from the rest, the holes remaining in which thft posts were pro-

bably placed.

On the same range of hill, two stones standing upwright in a direct line from one ano-

ther have got the name of Robinhood's Stride ; they are abo called Mock-beg^r.
hall, from the resemblance they have to chimnies at each end of a mansion-house, and
which, on the north side particularly, might induce the poor traveller to make up to it,

in hopes nf refreshment. Still more west of this is another craggy rock, which, from
the road to Elton, seems to hang almost without support.

About half a mile to the north of these rocks, on Hartle-moor, or Stanton-moor, is

a circle of nine upright stones, called the Nine Ladies ; a little west of this b a single

stone, called the king ; near this are several cairns, some of which have been opened,

and bones found in them.t

On Bircher-moor towards Bakewell, I was told there is a similar circle, but the stones

not so high as in the other.J
Going towards Elton, the guide shewed me the top of what he called a pillar of

eighteen or twenty feet in height, appearing between the Eandlc-stone and Tho-
mas's Chuir, towards Bakewell; but at Bakewell I could not get any information

about it. ^<^ ;•*. •*•>•'

About 200 yards north from the Nine Ladies, and a quarter of a mile west of the little

valley which separates Hartle-moor from Stanton-moor, Mr. Rooke describes a circular

work called Castle Ring. It has a deep ditch and double vallum ; the entrance is very

viiiible on the south-east side, where part of the vallum has been levelled by the plough.

The diameter from N. E. to S. W. is 143 feet, from S. E. to N. W. 165 feet. As no
coins or Roman utensils have been found near it, he says there seems to be grounds to

suppose it a British, not Roman encampment. Some give it to the Danes, who secured

themselves some time in Derbyshire, after they had driven out the Saxons, but its

vicinity to many Druidical remains seem to speak it British.

This gentleman also mentions three remarkable stones, called Cat-®tones, on the east

side of Siunton-moor, at the edge of a declivity, looking over Darley Dale ; and ano-

ther near them, called Gorse-stone, derived from the British word Gorsed-dau, which

* Antiquities of Cornwall, p. 171, 176, ._.

t Mr. Rooke says, there was found with bones a large blue glass-bead, with orifices not larger than the

tip of a tobacco-pipe.

f Mr. Rooke mentions this as being on Hartle-moor, halfa mile west of the Nine Ladies, and having

now only six stones-
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Dr. Borlase mentions as a place ofelevation used by the Druids, from whence they used

to pronounce their decrees. He gives also a plan ofa small circular work in the middle

of Stanton*moor, 16 yards diameter, and some remarkable rocks near the village of

Stanton.

These things my miserable guide gave me no information of when I was there.

On the commons of Winster are several barrows, chiefly of stone, but one of earth

was opened about the year 1768, when there were found in it two glass vessels, be-

tween eight and ten inches in height, containing about a pint of water, ofa light green

colour, and very limpid. With these was found a silver collar, or bracelet, and other

small ornaments, and one of filligree work, of gold, or silver gilt, and set with garnets,

or red glass. There were also several square and round beads, of various colours, of

glass and earth, and some small remains of brass, like clasps and hinges, and pieces of

wood, as ifof a little box in which the ornaments had been deposited.*

From Matlock there are many excursions to be made. That to Routar, which I have

just mentioned ; to Dovedale, and Mr. Porte*s, at Ham ; to Haddon.hall, Bakewcll,

Mr. Eyre's at Hassop« and Monsal Dale ; to Hardwick-hall ; to Chatsworth, and from
thence by Middleton Dale to Castleton, in the high Peak, and so to Tidswell and
Buxton.
The voad to Dovedale is b^ Middleton, leaving Wirksworth on the left ; through

Brassington, Bradbum, and Tissington, into tlie turnpike-road from Bakewell to Ash-
burn, about two miles and an half from the last place, coming into it at a litde public-

house called the Dog and Partridge ; but the traveller must not depend on this house
for refreshment. The road to Dovedale goes off the turnpike by this house : passing

a church on the left, and two or three cottii^es on the right, you turn on the right

into a field, where there is no other track than what is made by the summer vi-

sitors ; yet in the lower part of this, on the left, the entrance of the dale will be easily

found.

Befwe I enter on a description of Dovedale, I must mention that at Brassington there

is in a large pasture a rock, called Rainster, spreading something like a turkey-cock's

tail. On the moor, on the right, is a rocky hill, called Harbury, from whence you
see to a great dbtance. The moor b covered with rocks of a rough, ragged stone. On
this common, some years ago, a Kyst-vaen was discovered by a farmer, who cut through
the barrow to get stone ; 1^ broke part of the lid, but found it so troublesome that he

desisted, and me rest of it remained perfect, and was visited by the gentleman from
whom 1 had this information. I believe this is the same as is now to be seen on the top

of Miningle-low, near Brassington common,' between Newhavcn and Winster. On
this spot were several, three of them are now remaining, but partly hid by a plantation

of trees, which is surrounded by a wall. They consist of large perpendicular stones set

into the ground, and appearing some more, some less above the surface, some close to-

gether, others not so, and on the top of them is laid one large flat stone. The most
perfect is about nine feet in length, and on the north-east side there is room enough to

go down into it. Another less perfect is 13 feet in length.

To return to Dovedale ; the walk between the rocks begins at a point, where
the river Dove turns a comer of the projecting hills, one of which (on the left) is very

lofty, and is called Thorpe Cloud. Here the horses must \ye left. Following the course

of the stream, you come to the upper part of the dale, called Mill-dale, where there b
a little publk-house by a bridge, wluch leads towards Alstonfield, and the great copper-

• Arch. V. iii. p. 274.
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mine of the duke of Devonshire, called Ecton-mine. Ifyou mean to go thither, a guide
must be got to take the horses round to the bridge.

Dovedale is in every part deep and narrow, the river running sometimes close to

the rocks on one side, sometimes on the other, often barely leaving a foot-path.

These rocks, on both sides the water, are of gray limestone, of every wild and gro-

tesque variety of height and shape. Sometimes they stand single, like the fragments

of a wall, or the tower of an old castle ; sometimes they rise from a broad base in a

kind of pyramid ; at others, slender like a pinnacle ; sometimes plain and perpendi-

cular ; sometimes huge masses hang on the upper part, almost without support, and
seem to threaten destruction to any one who ventures beneath them. Yew, ash,

whiteleaf, and other trees, grow out of the crevices, scattered in various parts, in

one place forming a thick wood from the bottom to the top. Wood-pigeons, and
a great number of hawks, are found here ; and there is a rabbit-warren, in which
3500 couple are taken in a year, the skins of which sell for about eight shillings a

dozen.

After going up a little way there is on the right a lai^ natural arch in a rock, which
stands out single, and has the appearance of a wall ; this leads to a cavern in the rock be-

hind, called Reynard's-hall, and to another called his kitchen.

Towards the upper end is another large arch and a cavern, called Foxholes. Be-
yond this, a turn on the right leads to a farm-house, called Hanson Grange, but the

stream will lead to Mill-dale. The rocks continue some distance further, and then

are lost by degrees, a fragment peeping out here and there after the chain is discontinued.

The Dove rises near Buxton, in the parish of Alstonfield, is here of various

width, very clear, deep in some few places, but generally shallow, runs rapidly,

and has many small falls, but none of consequence ; the bed of it is someti.nes

overgrown with weeds, and the sides often so, which takes off much of its beauty.

It here parts the counties of Derby and Stafford. Poachers take from five to twenty

pounds weight of trout or grayling at a time, and carry them to Buxton or Matlock,

where they sell them for six-pence or ci^t-pence a pound. Cray-fish are also taken

here.

On the top of the road, opposite the Foxholes, cockles, perriwinkles, and other sea-

shells are found ; shells are also found petrefied in the rocks, in several places. On the

hill in the road from Ham to Wetton, they are dig^ng a crumbly red grit-stone, almost

entirely composed of cockle and other shells. On a hill opposite Reynard*s-hail, in an
old mine, a few entrochi are found in the stone ; and in the wood beyond is a vein of

ruddle or red ochre, in chinks of the rocks, which is used to mark sheep with, and it

will not easily wash out. In it are found crystals of a coarse red colour, of five points,

less perfect than those found at Buxton, but harder. Lava is said to be seen about

Thorpe cloud, and in other parts of the dale. From thb hill the rocks on the opposite

side of the river assume new shapes, and their shadows projected by the setting sun
have a fine effect.

This scene is romantic and wild, with more of the sublime than the beautiful ; but no
one of curiosity who is in thb part of the countiy can omit seeing it. >><i/'^:r;Af

There b a v/ay to go into this dale at the head of it, by ^oing to Hanson Graiige, which
stands at one entrance, or to Mill-dale at another ; but it cannot be found without a

fuide, who may be taken from Tissington, where is a seat of the very ancient famil;^ of

itzherbert.* If thb is preferred, the horses must Lz sent round to meet you at coming
out, if it is intended to go to Ashburn.

* The author of the famous lav-book, called Natura BreTium, was of this lamily.
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Leaving the dale, on going out of the field turn on the right to Mr. Porte's at

11am. His garden is in a bottom, surrounded by hills, and consists only of a walk

round a meadow. The right hand hill is a rock, at the foot of which is the curiosity

that attracts the traTcUer. The rivers Hamps and Manifold ingulf themselves nt a

considerable distance from hence, and from each other, the one near six, the other four

miles off; the one running north, the other west, yet they come out of the rock in this

place within ten yanls of each other, the former from a hole of about four feet deep,

the latter from one of fourteen. They presently join their streams, and receiving that

current of the Manifold which runs above ground from Wetton-mill, when there is too

much ^vater to be received b^ the swallows there, run under the name of the Manifold

into the Dove, at no great distance. Some have affected to doubt whether the streams

which break out in the garden are really distinct ones, or only different branches of the

same ; but I was assured by a man of observation, that he has seen at different times

one of them swelled by a sudden shower, the other remaining calm, and so of each of

them. In thb hilly country it is common for a heavy shower to fall in one place, when
at a small distance it shall be fair weather.

. In the rock above is a seat of which Congreve was very fond, and where it is said

he wrote his Old Bachelor, a play thought at thaf time to be very witty. The opposite

hill rises steep and high, and is covered with a hanging wood, at the foot of which is

the channel filled by the Manifold* when the cavity in the rocks at Wetton-mill will not

carry off all the water, but dry in a season of drought. In this channel (up to the mill)

are stones which shew a vein of pyrites, the size of a knitting-needle, crossing the stones

in various directions. It is said that no others of the sort are found in the neighbour-

hood. From the upper end of this meadow a conical hill is seen, flat at the top, as if

the point was cut off. It seems to stand single, amongst a heap of rude, misshapen
mountains, and forms a striking object.

In the garden is a curious engine for supplying the house with water, made by Mr.
Chatterton, a very ingenious workman at Derby. There are two buckets which work
themselves, one descending as the other rises, the full one emptying itself into a pipe,

which conveys it to the house.

St Bertram's well ; his ash-tree growing over it, which the country people used
to hold in great veneration and think it ^mgerous to break a bough from ; or his

tomb in the church, which are mentioned by Plot ;* I did not hear of it at the

place.

About four miles from Ham, in the way to Ecton-mine, is the village of Wetton, a

mile firom which is a mill, of which, and the rocks about it. Smith has engraved a
view, amongst those he has given of this country. There is some scenery of rock and
water, but it will scarce repay the trouble of a walk, in going to it you see on the

left a large cavern in a high rock, but it has nothing to compensate the labour of going

to and descending from it. In the bottom, a little below the mill, the Manifold
rushes into some chasms in the foot of the rock, and runs under ground till it rises in

the garden ar Ham. The gardener proved the fact, by putting some corks into the

river here, and fixing a net at the place of its emerging at Mr. Porte's, where he found
.them again.

.
-}"•;• "•'i^^'^J'lil:;:

Wetton is a very mean 'village, the inhabitants employed in mining. It is a poor

vicarage of 201. a-year, the church served about once a fonnight. This place belongs

to the duke ofDevonshire, and the land lets from 10 to 40 shillings an acre. The cart-

• Natural History of Staffordshire, p. 20r, 409.
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ing^ at Ecton-mine is of much service to the formers here, who earn a good deal of mo.
ney by it.

That mine, which is a little beyond, is perhaps the richest copper mine in Europe.
The hill in which it was found is about 700 feet perpendicular m height. It was dis*

covered about the ^ear 1739, by a cornish miner, who, passing over the hill acciden-

tally picked up a bit of the ore. The first adventurers, however, expended more than

13,0001. befoiSe they got any returns, and several of them gave it up ; the second sett

were more fortunate. After sinking a shaft of 200 yards deep, and driving an adit,

they found great quantities of copper ore, which increased the k)wer they descended.
At the end of their lease, the duke took it into his own hands, and for some years

cleared eight or 10,0CC1. a year ; but in 1779 and 1780, the demand was so great on
account c? sheathing the men of war with it (then first used) that he worked it to the

extent of 30,0001.

This mine in its position dif&rs from any yet discovered in any quarter of the world.

The copper does not run in regular courses or veins, but sinks perpendicularly down,
widening and swelling out as it descends, in form of a bell.

The miners work six hours at a time for one shilling ; women, by task, earn
from 4d. to 8d. a-day ; girls and boys from S2d. to 4d. A great number are em-
ployed.*

At the base of the hill is an adit, by which you may go a considerable way into the

mountain, but to descend to the lower part requires a resolution which every one does
not possess ; and indeed it is a work of hazard to such as are not accustomed to that

mode of travellinj?.

If too much ofthe day is taken up in this excursion, to retuk ii to Matlock with con.
renience (which may be the case by going to Dovedale and Ham only) very good ac-

'

commodations may be had at Ashbum ; and the celebrated picture of Raphael's, at

Okeover, supposed to have been one of the collection of Charies I, may be seen the
next morning.

The church of Ashbum was dedicated to St. Oswald, by Hugh de PatishuU, bi-

shop of Covenby, in 1241, as appears by an inscription on a brass plate, found on

repairing the church some years ago,t which b as follows ; Anno ab incamatione t)m
Mcclxjviij° ke Maij dedicati est hsc eccla^ hoc altare consecratum in honore sci

Oswaldi regis & martirisa venerabili patre dno Hugone de PatishuU Coventrensi Epis-

copo.

In the Harleian MS. n? 1486 fo. 49, b. is a copy of this inscription (differing in a
few letters only) which is there said to be written m an old Saxon character, in brass,

in Mr. Cockayne's house at Ashburn. There is no date to the memorandum. . , , i .

It is remarkable that the bishop should be styled ofCoventry only.

The manor of Ashbum with that of Wirksworth was given by king John to William
Ferrers, carl ofDerby J.

Near Ashbum is Bently, the seat of the Bcresfords, who have enjoyed it from the

time of the conquest. In the church is a monument for one of the family, who had 16

sons, eight ofwhom lost their lives in the glorious battle ofAgincourt.

The ride to Bakewell is a very pleasant one, by the Great Torr and the village of

Matlock. On crossing the bridge, keep the river on the left, which accompanies the

road a considerable way, sometimes near, someumes farther off; on the other dde

* The Gentleman's Magazine for 1769, p> 59, has a particular account of this mine.

t A facsimile of which is in the Gent. Mag. Sept. 1772. | Dugd- Bar. I v. p. 260.

1-;../^
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df it a variety of hills rise in succession, various in form and colour, some pasture,

some corn, some lieatli. The clergyman's house, at Darley, snug in the bottom, has

a neat and cheerful appearance. On several of the hills, plantations have been mude,
which are now gettmg up, and on others are natural wo>Dds. In different dales vil-

lages are seen, particularly Winster, and innumerable cottars are scattered on the

sides of the hills, which greatly enliven the scene. Culture is generally extended to

the tops of the mountains ; nor arc even the masses of stone, which in many places

lie so thick as seemingly to render all attempts of the plough fruitless, able to stop

the hand of industry. The miners employ those hours which are not spent in

subterraneous work, or necessary refreshment, and that skill whic'i they acquire

from their professions, in clearing the ground for the ploughs, and it repays the

labour.

At Roosly bridge the right hand road goes directly to Chatsworth ; the left, cross-

ing the bridge, to Bakewell. About a mile on this side Bakewell, Haddon Hall pre-

sents its venerable front, on the side of a hill, overlooking the little river Wye, and
some exceeding rich pastures, reckoned the finest in the country. The house is castel-

lated, and consists of two courts, round which the apartments and offices are built.

Over the door of the great porch, leading into the hall, are two coats of arms, cut in

stone ; the one is Vernon, the other is Fulco de Pembridge, lord of Tong, in Shrop-

shire, whose daughter and heir married sir Richard Vernon, and brought him a great

estate. In the south front is a gallery, about 110 feet long, and 17 wide, the floor

of which is said to have been laid with boards cut out of one oak which grew in

the park. In the middle is a large recess, with a window, and several other great bow
windows. In one of them are the arms of England, circled with the garter, and sur-

mounted with a crown. In another are those of the earl of Rutland, impaling Ver-
non with its quarterings, and circled with the g^arter. In the same window are the

arms of the earl of Shrewsbury,* also circled with the garter. In a comer of the first

court is the entrance to the chapel, under a low, sharp-pointed arch. In the east win-

dow were portraits of many of the Vernon family, parts of which suU remain, but a
few years ago the heads were stolen from them. A date of Millesimo ccccxxvij is le-

gible. In the north window the name Edwardus Vernon, and his arms, remain ; and
m a south window b Willmus Trussell. In a dark part of the chapel stands the Roman
altar, dug up near Bakewell, on which, according to Camden, is the following in-

scription:

Deo Marti
^ Braciacae

Ositius Csecilian

Prefect

Tro . . .
^

' .'
•--

.

•
, V S

The rooms (except the gallery) are dark and uncomfortable, and give no favourable

idea of our ancestors' taste or domestic pleasures ; yet was this place for ages the seat of
magnificence and hospitality. It was at length quitted by its owners, the dukes of Rut-
land, for Belvoir castle, in Lincolnshire.

For many generations it was the seat of the Vernons. Prince Arthur, son of Henry
VII, used to visit sir Henry Vernon at this place. Sir George, the last heir male, who

* SirHenr^ Vernon married a daughter of John, the second earl of Shrewsbury. Avery curious and
accurate description of this house is given by Mr. King, in the 6th vol. ofthe Archxologia, p. 346,
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lived in the time of queen Elizabeth, gained the title of king of the Peak, by his gene-
rosity and noble mutincr of living. His second daughter carried this estate in marriage

to John Manners, second son of the first earl of Rutland, which title afterwards descend-

ed to their posterity. For more than 100 years after the marriage this was the prin-

cipal residence of the family, and the neighbourhood did not feel the loss of their old

patrons. So lately as the time of the first duke of Rutland (so created by queen
Anne) seven score servants were maintained, and during 12 days after Christmas,

the house was kept open with the old English hospitality. This nobleman was so

fond of the country that he rarely left it, and when he married his son to lord Rus-
sell's daughter, made it an article in the settlement that she should forfeit part of the

jointure ii she ever lived in town without his consent. What would a modem lady

say to such a stipulation 1 The character of this nobleman was truly great, and he
received the noblest pleasure in the enjoyment of the love and respect of his neigh-

bours, and the blessings of the poor. Can the fashionable round of dissipation^ in the

town in winter, at the watering-places in the summer, afford a heart-felt satisfaction equal

to this?

Bakewell is at the foot of the hills ; the church with a handsome »pire standing on a
little eminence makes a good anpearance. The font in it is of great antiquity ; and at

the west end is a Saxon arch, in one of the chancels is raised a tomb for sir George
Vernon and hb two wives, with their figures at full length on it ; and against the wall

are two magnificent monuments of alabaster, one for sir John Manners and Dorothy his

wife, daughter and coheiress of sir George Vernon ; the other for sir George Manners
and his wife (who erected it in her life-time) and their four sons and five daughters,

with all their figures. In the east chancel is a small raised tomb of alabaster, for John
Vernon, son and heir of Henry Vernon, who died 12 Aug. 1477. The letters of the in-

scription were originally raised, but having been damaged> are now let into the slab, the

old form ofthem being preserved.

In the church-yard is an ancient stone cross, said to have been brought hither from
some other place.

The house which was formerly the Angel inn, anct had a bath in it, is now a private

house, and the bath is destroyed.

This place is now only a vicarage, worth about 801. a-year, being an impropriation to

the dean and chapter of Litchfield ; but it is a very extensive parish, comprising seven cha-

pels ofease, some of which are worth 401. and 501. a-year, or more, to which the vicar

appoints : Buxton, 14 miles off, is one of them. At the reformation, as much land and
tythes were sold off by the dean and chapter, at small reserved rents, as it is computed
are now worth 30001. a-year.

On the right hand of the bridle-road from hence to Chatsworth is a square plot in a
pasture, with a tumulus in it, which is hollow at the top, a few thorns growing on it.

This was part of the castle built by Edward the Elder, in 924,* which was of great ex-

tent, as appears by foundations occasionally discovered ; but there is not now a stone of

it to be seen.

From this spot is a delightful view of the town, the valley, the river, the mea-
dows« and the opposite hills. Near the foot of the castle-hill, a copper bolt head,

* The words in Gibson's Saxon Chroo. under that year are ;
" Porrexit inde (i. e- a Snotin gham)in

Peaclond ad Badecanwyllam (i. e. Bakewell) & iussit exaedificar) urbem in ejus vicinia, & prxsidb fir-

niari," p. 110. From the name of Badecanwylla it may be conjectsred that the bath here led been in

use long before this time ; probably made by the Romans.

m-
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greenan instrument discharged from some engine, was lately found, cqvcrcd with

crust.

Near two miles beyond Bakewell is a village called Ashford in the Water ; on riring

the hill beyond it (in the road to Tidswcll) a wall guards a precipice on the left, from

whence is a most enchanting scene. Titc bottom is a narrow dale, called Monsall

Dale, running between the mountains on your left hand, and, opposite to the place

where you stand, winding round the comer of a projecting hill, and at length lost bc-

fiind another, which seems to close the vale. It is watered by the lively little river

Wye, which rising near Buxton, about ten miles off, finds its way between the hills,

smd runs through this dale, by Ashford, Bakewell, and Haddon Hall, into the Dcr-

went. The descent from the point of view is steep and abrupt ; at the bottom stands

a farm-house, in a most picturesque situation, shaded by some trees, and just by is a
rustic wooden bridge over the stream, resting on some rocks, and forming a communi-
cation with the opposite ground. The river runs through meadows mixed with a few
com fields, sometimes of a considerable width, sometimes narrowed by banks orna-

mented with fine trees ; widening again it runs round a small island ; here it breaks

over rocks, there it steals softly along, and twisting in a thousand meanders, is at

length lost behind the point of a hill, but the sound of a considerable fall of its waters

is heard. The side of the left hand hill, which is veiy steep, is in some parts of the

finest turf, in others covered with underwood, from the brow to the water's edge. The
grojecting hill, which is opposite, is of green turf, and after rising to some heighth,

ecomes nearly flat ; its plain is adorned with single trees dispersed over it, after which
it rises again.

A horseman may cross the water by the farm-house, and will find a track on his

left, by which he may pass through this little vale to Ashford, and so return to Bake-

well ; and by going this way will gain a sight of the water-fall, which is well worth

visiting. The duke of Devonshire, who b owner of this fairy dale, has oflen brought

the duchess to enjoy the beauties of it. If you have an inclination to go up this dale,

and trace the stream towards its source, you come to a point of land, where the Wye
receives another little stream, which rises on Wardlaw Moor ; on this last stream is a

place called Bright Pool, to which people sometimes go to bathe, though it is nothing

more than a part of the rivulet deeper than the rest ; but the water of it is supposed to

possess some medicinal qualities. Higher up is a small fall of the current over the

rock, not worth the trouble of going through the bushes to ^e. At the point of land

above-mentioned, a gentleman, to whom it was allotted on an inclosure, has made a

large plantation of lavender, peppermint, and other aromatic herbs, and set up a dis-

tillery of them. This is called Cressbrook Dale, and if the wood was properly cleared

away, I am told it would be a Dove Dale in miniature.

At Ashford a considerable work is carried on in polishing black marble, dug there,

and brown or yellow brought from Money-ash, and other places, about three miles oft*.

About the year 1748, one Mr. Watson erected the mill for this purpose, the mechanism
of which b very ingenious, and was his own invention. The machines are moved by
wheels turned by the stream, and saw, level, and polish, different pieces at the same
time. The black marble takes so fine a polish, that the slabs have the appearance of

looking-glass. The gray is full of sea shells, and resembles that found in some parts of
Sussex.

Two miles from Bakewell, in the Sheffield road, b Hassop, a handsome seat of Mr.
Eyre, in whose family it has been from the 13 Henry VIl, when it was purchased by

3 D 2
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his ancestor of sir Robert Plompton, of Plompton.^ He pursues a plan begun by his

father, of making large plantations of trees. The walks in them are pleasant and well

kept. He has built a green-house and hot-house.

Of all the amusements which a plentiful fortune enables a man to enjoy, there b per-

haps none so rational as that of planting. It is not only a present pleasure, but a future

proBt ; not only a private advantage, but a public benefit. Instead of decaying, like the

works of art, a plantation improves with years, and the longer a man lives, the greater

the beauty and value of his woods. Nor is it for posterity only that the planter works,

many sorts of trees may be cut fur profit in the compass of a moderate life ; neither is

the pleasure derived from it confined to himself, every passenger partakes of it. Let
any one who has travelled through the uninclosed counties say how chearful, after

passing a long tract of common field land, is the appearance of the few homesteads

aroimd the little village, their hedges adorn '\ with trees, and sheltering the cottages of

the inhabitants

!

Hardwick Hall, a noble old seat of the duke of Devonshire, is about ten miles from
Matlock. The way h, through the viliage, turning on the right when over the bridge,

and then the road inclines to the left. Pass some barren commons, and over an ex-

ceeding hilly road, into a rich country. At about ten miles the hall b seen on a high
- hill, like a castle in the midst of a wood. It was brought into the Devonshire family by
the countess of Shrewsbury (mentioned at Derby) who built it near the spot where the

old mansion stood, part of which is still remaining ; but much of it was pulled down«
and the timber used in building the present house at Chatsworth. In Kennet's Memoirs
of the Cavendish Family, he says, that one of the rooms in this old house was of such
exact proportion, and such convenient lights, that it was thought fit for a pattern of mea-
sure and contrivance of a room in Blenheim ; but he does not say what room. William
earl of Devonshire, great grandson of this lady, resided here, and by his weight and
influence contributed very much to the revolution. King William raised him to the

title of duke, and honoured him with the highest employments. He was a firm and
steady patriot ; the inscription which he ordered for his tomb is remaikable

:

Willielmus dux Devon
Bonorum Principum fidelis subditus,

Inimicus & Invisus tyrannis.

The house is built of stone, dug out of the hill on which it stands, and has a lofty

tower at each corner, and a spacious court in the front. Going through a large hall, a

grand stair-case leads to the apartments on the first floor.

At the head of the stair-case is the chapel and the dining-room, in which are several

family pictures.

The countess of Shrewsbury, in a close black dress, a double picked ruff, long chain

of five rows of pearls, reaching below her waist, sleeves down to her wrists, turned up
with small picked white cuffs, a fan in her left hand, her hair brown.

Charles Cavendish, brother to the third earl ofDevonshire.

Charles Cavendish, brother to the first duke, taken when he was asleep.

William, the first duke, in armour.

Sir Harry Cavendish, brother to the second duke.

John lord Burleigh, son to Ann, countess of Exeter.
^

Elizabeth, countess of Devonshire.

* Harl. MS. No. 1486. fo. 49.
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A head, by sor le called thut of £rasmus, but the Cavcndich arms urc ou it, and othcr

arms, in single shields.

Robert Cecil, third son to William, second carl of Salisbury, a small whole length.

Lord treasurer Burleigh.

Sir William Cavendisn, the husband of this lady, at 42, in a fur gown, long picked

beard, whiskers, small flat cap, glove in his lefl hand.

One of the countess's husbands (which of them is not known) in black clothes and

cloak, large plaited ruff, small picked beard and whiiikers.

A head, said to be of sir Francis Bacon.

Over the chimney are the countess's arms, in a lozenge, and tmderneath are these

words : " The conclusion of all things is, to fear God, and keep his commandments.
£. S. 1597." From this room a passage, open to the hall, leads to the drawing-room,
which is wainscotted about six feet high, and above that hung with tap stry. In this

room is a picture of the countess, where she appears in a more advanced age than she

did in that which is in the dining-room ; the dress is black, the same chain of pearls,

a large ruff with hollow plaits, a kind of figured gatize veil comes over her hair to the

forehead in the middle, but leaves the sides of her hair uncovered, and hangs down
behind ; her h^r is here of a golden colour. Quere, therefore, as the hair in the

other portrait is brown, whether they are both meant for her. From this picture

Vertue engraved his print of her. Over the chimney are her arms, in a lozenge, with
two stags tor supporters, and underneath are these lines, alluding to the great fortune she
brought

;

Sanguine Comu Corde Oculo Pede Cervus et aure

Nobilis at claro pondere nobilior.

Beyond this are three bed-rooms, in one of which is a bed worked by the queen of

Scots, when she was here under the care of the earl of Shrewsbury ; it is in silks

worked on canvass, and then set on black velvet. The chairs and hangings are also by
her. In the latter is a figure adoring the cross, and 12 whole lengths, females, with
the names over them, of Constans, Artemisia, Pietas, Chastity, Lucretia, Liberality,

Perseverance, Penelope, Patience, Magnanimity, Zcnobia, Prudence. Another flight

of stairs leads to the state apartments. On the stair-case here is a whole length of the

first duke on horseback, in an embroidered coat, a large wig, and a feather in his

hat.

The state room, in which the first duke used to have his levees, is very lofty, 63
feet long, 33 wide ; and at the upper end of it is a chair of state, under a canopy. It

is hung with tapestry to some height, over which is coloured stucco, representing the

court of Diana, hawks, dogs, &c.
The state drawing-room is hung with tapestry. Over the chimney is the story of

Abraham offering np Isaac, in the same sort of stucco as in the last room.
Adjoining to this is the state bid-room, and the bed-room of the queen of Scots.

Over the door her arms are carved in wood, with M. R. in a cypher, and round it,

Marie Stewart par la grace de Oieu Royne Descosse Douariere de France. Crest, a lion ;

motto. In my defens.

Another bed-room.
A ^lery, about 195 feet in length, extends the whole of the east front, with win-

dows m square recesses projecting beyond the wall. In this gallery are i great number
of portraits of i Dyal and noble personages, many of them hurt, and some entirely de-
stroyed by damps.
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On the left hand pfoing in is a whole length of qiiccn Elizal^fth, in a gown painted

with serpents, birds, a sea horse, swan, ostrich, &,c. her h;iir golden.

James V, king of Scots, aet. 28, Mary, his second wife, act. 24, in one piece.

Sir Thomas More, in a fur gown, and black cap.

Henries IV, VI, VII. VIII.

William, second carl of Salisbiiry.

Mary the First of England.

The countess of Shrewsbury, a half length, a black gown faced with ermine, a rufi'

with small plaits, three chains of pearls, interspersed with gold ornaments, not hanging

very low ; her hair yellow.

Kdward VI.

Sir William Cavendish, as in the other room, aet. 44.

Henry VIII.

Thomas Hobbes, set. 89.

Cardinal Pool.

James I, when a boy, in a very aukwnrd dress.

Henry VIII.

One of the Cavendishes, 1576, aet. 25.

Queen Elizabeth.

Stephen Gardiner.

James I, aet. 8. a^ 1574, a hawk in his hand.

George Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, aet. 58, a® 1580.

Maria D. G. Scotia: piissima rcgina, Franciae Doweria anno aetatis regni 36 Anglicx

captiviae 10.

Amongst those next the windows, which are almost defaced, arc Arabella Stuart,

lord Damley, sir Thomas Wyatt, and king Richard III.

The duke sometimes spends a few weeks here in the summer, and indeed the situa-

tion is a very noble one.

To make the excursion to Chatsworth the pleasantest, though not the nearest ride,

is by Bakewell. Turning on the right hand in the town, cross the river, and ascend

the hill by a bridle road, going by the site of the castle, mentioned before ; this hill is

very steep, bi;'. from the side of it the town, the river, and the meadows, present a

very pleasing landscape. From the descent on the opposite side, Chatsworth is seen in

the bottom, with its woods and numerous additional plantations made by the late duke,

the tops of the stony and barren hills shewing themselves behind it. It does not appear

to advantage from hence, as the vale is so narrow, that the lawn in the west front is

hardly distinguished, and the woods behind seem to rise close to the house.

At the entrance of the park a handsome house is built by the duke for his chaplain

(who has the living of the place) on the spot where the inn, called Edensor (pro.

nounced Ensor) inn, lately stood ; and the inn is removed to the left of the village, in

the road from Matlock (which passes through part of the park) to Basslow and Tids>

well. In the way to the house, cross the river JDerwent, b ' a very elerant stone brid^
of three arches, erected by Mr. Paine ; the sculpture is the work of Cibber ; those in

the niches of the piers are of statuary marble, the others of stone from a neighbouring

quarry. On the left of this, by the river side, hid by trees, is the remain of an old

square tower, moated round, called Mary queen of Scot's bower or garden, from a

garden which there used to be on the top of the tower, in which she probably was al-

lowed to amuse herself.

-^-
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So much has been wicl of this house, at n time when there was no house in the

country to be compared with it, that it is no wonder if the visitor is disapiraintcd. It

was built in the rclpn of William III, and is certainly majrnlficcnt, but you look in vain

for those beautiful productions of the pencil which now so frequently adorn the seats

of our nobility and gentry ; a few whole length portraits in one of the state apartments

arc nearly all you sec. The chat)el is elegant, and there is a good deal of the ex(|uisitc

carving of Gibbon, who lost his life here i<. putting it up, by a iail from a scaffold : in the

library, which is seldom opened, arc a few antic^ucs. The manner in which you are

shewn the house does not prejudice you much in its favour. Nor can I sav any thing

in praise of the garden, as it is now kept ; the conceits in the waterworks might be deem-
ed wonderful when they were made, but those who have contemplated the water-falls

which nature exhibits in this country, and in various parts of the kingdom, will receive

litdc pleasure from seeing a temporary stream falling down a flight of steps, spouted

out of the mouths of dolphins or dragons, or squirted from the leaves of a copper tree.

The little current in the wood above, which descends in a perpetual rill from the reser-

voir on the hills, would, ifproperly exhibited, furnish a much more pleasing scone, though

it would not be said to be in the stile of the house, magnificent. The walks which lead

to the highest part of the wood are close, without openings to let in views of the country,

or of particular objects, and yet in many parts the underwood is cut down for use, close

to the walks, which has a very disagreeable appearance. At the point of the wood is a

building, called the Hunting Tower, probably intended to fumisha sight of the hunters on
the surrounding hills, but it does not now answer the purpose, the trees being in some
parts grown so high as to intercept the view. It is a square, with a rounded tower at

each angle, two stories above the ground floor, the top leaded, about 90 feet high in the

whole. There is a better view to the west and north, before coming to it, than there is

from the building itself, owing to the growth of the trees, and a very fine one this is.

The house, the park, the river, the kitchen-garden (of six acres) lie immediately below;

beyond is Mr. Eyre's, at Hassop, with the plantations about his house ; Basslow,

Stony Middleton, distinguished by the smoak of its lime-kilns ; and Stoke-hall,

with the barren hills called Basslow-barrow, forming a contrast to the other cultivated

parts.

By a view ofChatsworth, taken by Knyff, and engraved by Kip, about the year 1709,

it appears that the wood extended only to the foot of the hill where this tower stands,

except that there were two small round clumps near the farther end ; though the whole

is now covered, and many of the firs arc of considerable size, so that the prospect was
then clear and uninterrupted. From hence the date of the plantation may be nearly as-

certained.

Above the wood is level ground, in which is a large nursery of firs, oaks, &c. re-

moved hither from the warmer nursery below, by way of being hardened for the still

colder climate of die bleak hills, which rise beyond, and where the duke is making a
plantation of about 120 acres. He plants about 20 acres of it in a year with Scotch fir,

oak, and larch, of three years old. The ground is trenched a foot or 16 inches deep,

the turfthrown at bottom, the earth on that, and then the trees are planted at about three

feet distance. This work is done from Christmas to April. By being planted small, the

roots get good hold of the ground before the wind has much power over them, and af-

terwards they shoot with great strength.

It is on tncse hills that the reservoir is made which supplies the water-works and
the house ; it contains about 16 acres.

i
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Return by a Iwundary walk near the outside of the present woodi, nnd croM the rill

from the reservoir, which dcscciulH very swifily for alxjut lf)0 yards to the water temple,
and mi((ht Ix^ shewn to much advanta|^\ I'uhs by some pieces of water to the grand
canal, which is 325 yards long, and 25 broad, and in on the spot where originally stood

a hill, which was removed to open a view of the country. Here aro some fine trees,

nnd from hence Baslow-barrow shews its naked top over the house. A wood on the

high parts of it, not hiding the whole of the ground (or rather rock) would have u

good effect, but it is not the projicrty of the duke. From the end of this canal there

is n noble terrace walk leading to the house, separated by a balustrade from n walk in

a shrubbery below, which is parted by a sunk tence from the park, and has n fine slope

down to the river, with a view of that and the bridge. The balustrade and the under*
wood spoil that view from the ternice.

The great stables arc magnificent and well contrived. The west and north fronts

extend 202 feet; the centre part of the south front contains standings for twenty-one
horses ; there arc two stables for seven hunters each, and two for three each ; a three

stall stable for stallions ; a farrier's shop, other workshops, lodges for the domestics,

and different offices adjoining. Besides this, there is stabling for thirty six horses

in the buildings adjoining to the house. These stables and the oridge were built about

1760.

The alterations made in the grounds by the late duke were under the direction of

Mr. Lancelot Brown.*
In returning to the inn, you may go on the right hand, when over the bridge, and

from some round clumps of trees see all that side of the park. A new gate is made
here, which comes out just by the inn.

By going to the high ground on the left side of the park, above the road from Matlock,
that part is seen to advantage, and it is the most beautiful, the trees being finer, and better

dispersed.

However little the noble owner may be inclined, to lay out his money in disposing his

grounds according to the modern, simple and beautiful stile, he is not backwara, when he
45 here in distributing it to the distressed. The poor, the widow, and the fatheriess,

bless that providence which has bestowed such wealth on one so ready to relieve their

wants.

Tlic landlord of the inn at the park gate is an intelligent, sensible man, and can fur>

nisb very good accommodations.

To see the Peak, &c. a lodging will be wanted either at Castleton, or at Tidswell

;

the latter is much the most comfortable, and the usage at the George is very civil, in a

plain stile. If the traveller dines at Edensor, he should sleep at Tidswell, and go to Cas-

tleton in the morning.

The road to either, from Edensor inn, is by Middleton.dale; cross the river by a bridge

at Baslow, another at Calver, and then come to Stony Middleton, where the unusual

figure of the church, or rather chapel, which is an octagon, strikes the eye. Over
the town is seen the smoak of the numerous kilns, used for burning the rocks into lime

for manure, by means of which the most barren of these hills are fertilized. These
kilns are built at the foot of the rocks from which the stone b got to be burnt ; they

work only in the summer, except one, which is constantly employed in burning lime

for smelting cupola here. It takes up two days to burn a kiln ; the lime is drawn
out at bottom, and sold for two pence a strike, or bushel. The men earn from eiglit

Paint's Plans, 8cc.
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to ten fthillinffs n week. Small carts bring u ioiid of »l{iclc (the Hinail [lart of thg pit coal)

from about Slicilicid unci Chctitcrficld, and receive tbr it a luiid ot'limc. Three utrilcc of

lime arc couitidcrcd as a l(Nid. and from 40 to 50 loads arc laid on an acre. CoaU an
•old here for 6d. the hundred weight.

The limC'Stonc is one mass of sliclls, all of the cockle and oyslcr kind.*

The chapel is a chapel of ease to the church ofHatlicrNaijc, w.it rebuilt in 1759, and
is very neat in the inside.

I^und lets from a guinea to 50 shillings an acre. LitUc wheat or barley is grown, buc

large quantities of barley and malt arc brought from Wirksop and ManHficld, for the

Manchester carriers, who come hither to receive it.

In this place is u tolerable inn, called The man in the moon ; and on the north side

the town there is a bath, culled St. Martin's, nearly as hot as that at Buxton, bubbling

up continually like that ; it is enclosed by four wMh, but is open at the top, and has

been used by iKjor people with good hucccsh in rheumatic cases. Near this a drinking

warm spring rises out of a rock, and falls on the cartti below, having no bason to re-

ceive it There are also three perpetual warm bubbling springs on the west side the

church.vnrd. These warm waters, like those at MatlocK, are pctrifying.f There is

also a chalybeate spring here.^

In the lead-mines on the other side the mountain, above these springs, and about two
fathoms above the lead ore, waa a bed of Boulder-stones, any one of which being

broken, is found to contain from half a pint to a gallon of soft bitumen,^ like Barbadoes

tar ; it melts before the sun or fire to oil. There wen: also several springs in the mines,

that took fire with a candle, and would bum a week or fortnight ; and all the water

drilling through this stratum of Boulder-stones will take fire, and bum many dayi.

This bed was continued between two and three miles all along Hucklewedge, with its

burning waters. The first discovery of these stones happened by a workman's breaking

one of them ; the outside was only a shell of stone, filled with a soil matter, in which
he stuck his candle, which burning down to this substance, it melted and burnt, and
was then a fine clear balsam, without smell, except thrown into the fire. When cooled,

it hardened like fine fat, and at first was used for greasing boots and shoes, but was found
to shrivel them up.

On the north side of the mountain, opposite these springs, is a mine which cannot be
worked, for in picking or striking the ore, the sudden shying of the metal gives such
a violent motion to the sulphur, that it makes an explosion like fired gunpowder, so as

great lumps rise and fly about. ||.

This is the entrance of Middleton-dale, through which the turnpike road runs. It

is a narrow valley, or rather cleft, between lofty rocks, which seem to have been rent

by some great convulsion of nature ; they are mostly bare, or with a few scattered

bushes, or trees. In confirmation of the opinion that the rocks have been torn asunder,

it has been observed that the veins of lead in the mines on one side have corresponding

veins in the same direction on the other. A streamlet runs down by the side of the

road, great part of the way. Where the road turns off to £yam (pronounced Erne)
Mr. LouRstone has placed a seat on the summit, has planted some trees, and made a
grotto with spars, &c. found in the neighbourhood. One Benneson earns a livelihood

here by collecting them, and has a number of specimens at his house. In the church>

* Short p. 96. f bhort't History of Waters, p. 94. 103. \ Ibid, p. 380.

j Qu. If this is the rock oil, or lanes butter, mentioned by Mr. Pennant, in his Tour in Wales, 1773,
p. 431.

II Short, p. 97.
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yard of Eyam is a stone cross, supposed by an eminent antiquarian to be Danish. At
the time the great carthquuke happened at Lisbon, on November 1, 1755, about ten in

the morning, the rocks were so much disturbed in the mines here, that soil, &c. fell from
their jo!its or fissures, and the workmen heard violent explosions, as it were of cannon.

They fled to the surface for safety, but on venturing down, found nothing material had
hiippcncd.*

There are here some remarkable caverns. One of them is called Bossen-hole (Bossen
signiiies a Badger) but the chief is Bamforth-hole, in Charleswork, a little west of the

former. The following is Dr. Short's description of it

:

•* Charleswork lies at the foot of a very steep rock, ninety three yards high, and five

y.irds above the level of the brook ; its entry is six yards high, and eight wide, when
you walk on for fifiy.two yards, and then come to an unpassable deep stagnant

lake. This cave reaches quite through the mcuntains, and opens into Eyamdale, which
is above half a mile. By another of its grottoes it opens near Foolow, which is a mile
and half, passsing under Eyam church.

Forty.four yards above this is the entry into Bamforth-hole, 49 yards from the top of
the rock, and as much from the small brook ; the f ntry is five feet high, then descend-
ing, one shoulder foremost for forty yards, you rise up for thirteen more, all this way
not being above a yard wide. At last you climb a steep six feet high, and enter into

the middle of a large cave, where are great variety of stalactitious petrefactions.

Leaving the cave behind, and going 25 yards forward, you are introduced into a most
magnificent room, nine yards wide, and two high, its roof, floor, and sides all shining

with endless numbers and varieties of beautiful transparent statues, with several regular

ranks of fine pyramids, and other cuiious figures, some upon pedestals, others reaching

the roof, others reaching from the roof to the floor. In the middle of this room is a
bason three yards long, and two wide, on each side of which is a stately pillar of stalac-

tites, one fine polished marble, and another in the middle upon a pedestal ; through

the bottom of this is a very small passage a few feet down, into another entry to several

other caves still lower. The roof of this vault is beautifully adorned with all kinds of

shells, here generated and generating, of sundry colours, and no less beauty and variety,

interwrought with many other curious figures. A little beyond this is a fine stone pillar

supporting the roof. On the right hand of this cave are openings into two others, at ten

yards distance. I went 360 yards into this cave, the same entertainment and curiosity all

along, and many other caves going offon all sides, and saw no end ofthem, they going on
under the whole mountain."!

Minerals are found in the fissures, and between the lamina oflimestone, never in the

solid substance. The vein is frequently intercepted by what is called toadstone, black-

stone, chancel, or cat dirt, which runs between, and cuts off all communication between
the upper and lower fissures in the limestone, but being dug through, the vein is always

found below it ; it is however sometimes of great thickness, from six feet to 600.

Between Grange-mill and Darlhy-moor there are found the following strata

;

1. Millstone grit - 120 yards.

2. Shale or shiverj - - 120
3. Limestone - - 50

* Whitehursl.p. 189. t Short, p. 95.

i Shale is a black laminated clay, containing neither animal nor vegetable impressions, and rarely mi>

nerals ; but has iron stone in nodules, and sometimes stratiHed. Springs issuing from it are of the cha

'ybeate kind.
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9. Limestone not cut through.

In Tidswell-moor, 600 feet have been sunk in the toadstone, without lintiing tljc.

end. Mr. Whitehurst conjectures this toadstone to be lava, and to have flowea from

a volcano, whose funnel or shaft did not reach the open air, but disgorged its contents

between the strata in all directions. He describes it to be a blackish substance, very

hard ; containing bladder-holes, like the scoria of metals, or Iceland lava, and having
the same chemical property of resisting acids ; he says, some of its bladder-holes arc

filled with spar, others only in part, and others quite empty ; that this stratum is not la-

minated, but consists of one entire solid mass« and breaks alike in all directions ; thai

it does not produce any minerak, or figured stones, representing any part of animal or

vegetable creation; nor any adventitious bodies enveloped in it, but is as much an uni-

form mass as any vitrified substance can be supposed to be ; neither does it universal!}

prevail, as the limestone does. It is not found in the mines at Eyam, Foolow, and Ash-
over, though they are sunk near fifty fathoms in the limestone ; nor in Rake-mine, near

Tidswell, and some other places. In confirmation of this opinion, and of its having

been once a liquid fire, he observes, that a stratum of clay lying under it in Mossey-mecr
mine, near Winster, ofabout four feet thick, is burnt a foot deep, as much as an earth-

en pot, or brick ; that it is perfectly similar to Iceland lava in its appearance and chemi-
cal quality ; that it is variable in its thickness, not universal, and fills up fissures in the

stratum beneath. From the depth which has been sunk on Tidswell-moor without

finding the bottom, he thinks that might be a mouth of the volcano. As a further proof

of there having been some most extraordinary convulsion of nature in this part of the

kingdom, he mentions the confusion in which the strata lie in the mountains of Derby,
shire, and moorlands of Stafibrdsbire, adjoining;, which appear to be so many heaps of

ruins, particularly in the neighbourhood of Lcton, Wetton, Dovedale, Ham, and Swi-
thamiy. They are broken, dislocated, and thrown into every possible direction, and
their interior parts are no less rude and romantic, for they universally abound with

subterraneous caverns and marks of violence. The banks on the east side the river

Derwent, from Crich-diff" twenty miles up the river, are covered vt'ith fragments of

stone, probably ejected from their native beds by subterraneous blasts. At Utoxeter,

in Staflrarilshire, blocks of limestone of four or 500 weight each are dug up, yet there

are no quarries ofthe kind nearer than four or five miles.*

Middleton-dale terminates on the mountains of the Peak, bleak, open, and bare of

trees ; but even here the spirit ofcultivation has introduced the plough. The extensive

hills are divided by stone walls, and oats are produced.

Pass by Wardlow turnpike ; at a small distance on the left is a village of that name,
through which the road runs from Bakewell. In making that road in 1759, the work-
men took out ofan adjoining field a heap of stones, Uiat had been there time immemo-
rial, and without any tradition concerning it, though manifestly a work of art. On re-

moving them, places were found where the bodies of 17, or »r.cre, persons had been
deposited on fiat stones of about seven feet six inches long, placed on the surface of the

• Whitehurst, p. 51,52.

3e 2
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ground ; small walls of two feet high were raised on the sides, and on these other flat

stones were laid, but they extended only to the breast, except the two capital ones,

which were walled up, and covered from head to foot, in the form of a long chest. On
removing the rubbish, many jaw-bones and teeth were found undecayed, but none of

the larger bones of the body. The heap of stones that covered them was circular, 32
yards in diameter, and about five feet high ; the stones forming the coffins appeared

plainly to have been taken from a quarry about a quarter of a mile distant. A part of the

circle was vacant, but probably not so originally, as several bones and teeth were found

in that space.

The Aev. Mr. Evatt, of Ashford, who communicated this account to the Royal

Society, thinks this monument not to have been very ancient, less so than a wall

which is there, and encloses the field, because that wall cut off a part of the circle,

and the part so cut off was as level as the rest of the field ; and he apprehends that in

building the wall, they would i.3t have taken the pains to remove the stone in order

to carry the wall otra^ght.* I confess I should draw a different conclusion from the

position of the wall, and should think it more likely that they would carry the

wall straight (especially as the stones removed fumbhed materials for it) than that

the monument should be thrown up on both sides of such a wall, and be intersected

by
About a mile and a half beyond Wardlow turnpike, Tidswell is seen on the left, and

two roads turn off on the right ; the nearest, which is a turnpike road, goes from Tids>

well to Sheffield ; the farther leads by an old broken wall, and a few houses, called Lit-

tle Hucklar, to Castlcton, a town at the foot ofthat hill where is the famous cavern called

the Devil's A .

The well at Tidswell, mentioned as one of the wonders of the Peak, is at a distance

from the town, and ebbs and flows at uncertain times ; after great rains, several times

in an hour ; in dry weather, perhaps not once a week.f Eden-hole, another of the

wonders, is about three or four miles off, b'^^t by no means worth seeing ; it is nothing

more than the mouth of a very deep chasm in the earth, walled round, to prevent cattle

from falling in. Cotton says, he sounded 884 yards, and found no bottom, but is is said

now that the plummet stops at 160 yards. Short, from the sound of stones thrown in,

calculates it to be 422 yaras.j:

A small clear stream runs through the street at Tidswell ; except two or three houses,

the buildings are mr.->n, but the church is large. In the chancel is aflat stone in memory
of John, son of TLo nas Foljambe, mentioned as having done much towards building

the church. The ate is 1358. There is also a raised tomb (on which bread b g^ven
away every Sur .ay) for Sampson Meurrill, with a date of 1388 ; and another for Ro»
bert PurSj^love described as prior of Gisbum abbey, prebend ofRotherham, and bishop
ofHull, whi, died 1579. He was a native of this town, and surrendered the abbey to

Henry VHI, who allowed him a considerable pension. He was afterwards made provost

or prebend ofRotherham college, in Yorkshire ; and in the beginning of queen Mary's
reign, was made archdeacon of Nottingham, and suffragan bishop of Hull, under the

archbishop of York, and had other dignities. Refusing to take the oath of supremacy
to queen Elizabeth, he was deprived of his archdeaconry, and other spiritualities, in

1560, whereupon he retired to this his native place, and founded here a grammar school,

adjoining to the church-yard, and an hospital for 12 poor people ; and also founded a
grammar-school at Gisbume.^

* His expression is, " to carry it level." t Short, p. 34.

^ Wood's Athens Oxon.
i Ibid. p. 33.
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In the south transept of the church is a tomb« with whole-length figures ot a mnn and

woman, their names not known.

Return about a mile of the road passed over in the way to Tidswell, and then turn off

by the br<^en wall mentioned before.

The descent of the hill to Castleton is long and steep. A fine vale is seen be-

low, in which is a town with a handsome spire, seeming to be the object of your

journey; but at the pomt of the hill, a short turning to the left leads by a still

steeper road to Castleton, which appears on turning this point ; the other town is called

Hope.
At this point are some objects to be attended to. The vale below is of considerable

width, fertile, and divided into corn-fields and pastures, watered by a rivulet, \v hich

shews itself here and there. On the range of hills which rise on the opposite side,

(and stretch away on the left to Castleton, terminating in a point called Mam-Torr)
near to Hope, b a pointed knob, almost circular, round which is a trench ; and nearer

to Castleton is another, less conspicuous; the former is called Win-hill, the latter

Loose-hill, from the event of a battle said to have been fought between two parties

posted here, but who they were, or when it happened, the people cannot give any in-

formation. At a dip of these hills, near Hope, the entrance of another dale is seen,

which runs behind tnem, and is called Edale. Mam-Torr is distinguished by an abrupt

precipice of brown stone, with a large area on the top, inclosed with a double trench,

running up to the edge of it. The vu'gar story is, that this hill is continually crumb-
Img, without being diminished, and it was therefore reputed one of the wonders ; they

call it the Shivering hill, from the shivers of stone brought down by the frost. That
it is diminished, and most visibly so, I shall mention more particularly by and by.

A more wonderful thing here is a rich lead mine, which, though it has been worked

much longer than any other which is known (perhaps from the time of the Danes
being here) still abounds with ore, and furnishes employment for about one hundred
people.

Castletoi) is a small poor town, at the foot of a hill, which rises with a very steep

ascent, the iu^tle standing at the top of it This hill is separated from one which rises

still higher, i:^ a deep and narrow valley, called the Cave, ^tx Cove, which runs on
two sides of it ; another side b defended by the tremendous prscitpice which hangs over

the entrance of the great cavern ; but there is a narrow neck of land at the south-west

comer of the castle, which runs over the mouth of the cavern, and joins to a pasture,

called Calow P^styre; jso that the castle was only accessible by the steep ascent fit}m

the town, ^or by ^tas nidbk of land. It was, however, little calculated for defence, ex-

cept against ^ny sudden assault, being too small to hold any great number of men,
and there are Qq marks of there having been any well in it ; and unless they had some
contrivance to get water out of the cavern below (of which there is no trace) it does

not appear how they could be supplied, if an enemy was in possession of the town.

It was, howevei' used as a fortification by the barons in king John*s time, and was
taken from them in the 16th of that king, by William Ferrers, earl of Derby (great

grandson of Mai-garet, daughter and heir of William Peverell) who held the governor-

ship of it six ycars.^ In the 7 Henry III, the custody of it was given to Bryan de-

I'l^e, a person much trusted by Henry. It was again granted to him in the 13th, and
again in the 16th of that king.t The valley winds amongst the mountains for the length

of a mile, being mostly narrow at the bottom, but oj^site the castle was 200 yards
over.

* Dugd. Bar. v. i.p. 261. t Ibid. V. t. p. 737.
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Tradition says, that this castle was built by William Pcvcrcll, natural son of the Con-

(lUtTor, who once spent a Christmas here. Mr. King thinks it of much earlier d itc,

but it is certain that Kverell hail it at the time of the survey, by the name of ;he C.stic

of Peke, with the honor and forest, and 14 lordshiijs in this county, besides a great

many in Nottinghamshire, and other countries.* It seems to have been iOineiiuu;s

called the Casrie of Hope, as John, earl of Warren and Surrey, was made governor of

that castle in 28 Edward I, and it is not known that there was any one in that place. In

4 Edward II, John, the grandson and successor of this earl, had a grant of the castle

and honor of Peke in Derbyshire^ with the whole forest of High Peke, in as ample man-
ncr as William Peverell anciently enjoyed the same before it came to the king of Eng-
land by eschcut.f Peverell is said to have held a grand tournament here, at which a

king of Scotland and prince of Wales were present. This castle and forest appears tc-

have been part of the fortune given with Joan, sister of Edward III, on her marriage

with David, prince of Scotland.^

The common opinion is, that the stone with which th'is castle is built was brought

from a place called Bur-tor, near Hucklow, by Batham.edge, down Callow-pasture, and
was conveyed ovei u ditch of 50 feet wide, and 12 de^p, formed by a point of land

shooting out from the pasture into the valley, called the Cave, by a drawbridge near the

side of the Isthmus, to the point of the hilJ on which the castle stands. That the stone was
brought from Bur-tor is indeed certain, for besides the almost insuperable difficulty of

bringing it from the other side, the stone here is found on examination to be of tlie same
sort as that used in this building.

The path from the town to the castle is carried in traverses, to break the steepness of

the ascent. A large area, called the castle yard, was inclosed by a stone wall, running

across the hill from east to west, ?rom the cave to the cavern, and from north to south,

along the side of each of those places, so as to meet the keep which stands at the point

of a rock, jutting over the mouth of the great eavem, about 261 feet above the water

which issues from thence. This wall, towards the town, is still 20 feet high in sonic

places, but the ground within is mostly level with the top of it. A little distance from
the east end of it is i part which is higher, and projects four or five feet frpm the wall,

the top seeming to have been embattled. Between this and the north-ettsrtt corner the

foot of the wall is supported by a stone buttress ; near the north-west cbnier, the wall

is also higher, and in it was a floor, or perhaps window, aS thercTs nb^gpearance of

. From this corner up to the keep, the vi^aU'aldftgfh^ edge of thesteps on the outside. _ _
precipice is 10 or 12 feet high. The entrance to the castle^rard ,\ti^'at the north-

cast corner, where ^^'as an arched way, as appears by the sotilniiside of the arch still

remaining.
" --v: '>

The walls of the keep, on the south and west sides, ire pretty '<6njtfi'fe;;«id at the

northwest corner are now fifty-five feet high; but the itorth and ea^fiides iare much
shattered. On the outside it forms a square of 38 feet two inches, but on the inside

it is not equal, being from north to south 21 feet four inches, from east to west 19
feet three inches. As I can depend on the accuracy of my friend, who measured it,

this difterence must be accoiuited for from a difference in the thickhess of the walls,

which in general are near eight feet. It consisted of two rooms oiily, one on the

* Dugd. Rar.v. i. p. 436. t Ibid. v. 5. p. 81.

I A" 1 1 1^. III. Eliz. i]ue fuit ux Tho....Menerell tenuit die quo obiit terciam partem unius messuagii
U. lOacrtcne cumpcrtinenliisin Wormhullincom. Derby de Johanna regina Anglise, [but this must be
a mistake] ut de castro de jjcccg per serjantiam vid. per homagium 8c per servicium invcniendi ununr)

hominem cum arcu & sagittis in foresla ipsius rcgir.e de alto peccc IlarJ. MS. 2223. fo. 101

.
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ground floor, and one above, over which the roof was raised, not flat, but with gable

ends to the north and south, the outer walls rising above it. The ground flour was
about 14 feet high, as well as can be discovered from the rubbish now fallen on the

bottom ; the other room was 16 feet high. There was no entrance to the lower room
from the outside (what is now used asun entrance being only a hole broke through the

wall at the comer where the the staircase is^) but a flight of steps led to a door ni the

south side of the upper room, the door lx:ing seven feet high, and about four and a half

wide. It is said these steps are remembered to have been there, but are now quite de-

stroyed. The places where were the hinges of the door remain, and on one side is a

hole in the wall, in which the bar to fasten the door was put. It is now called the bar-

hole, is made of squared stone, and goes 12 or 14 feet into the wall ; on the other side is

a hole to correspond with it. In this room is one narrow window over the door, one in

the north, and one in the east side ; in the north-east and south-west comers, are two
places which have the appearance of privies ; in the south-east corner is a narrow wind-

ing stair-case, now in a ruinous condition, which led down to the room below, and up
to the roof. Descending this staircase, the lower room is found to have been lighted by
two windows, or loops, one in the north side, the other in the east, each of them being

seven feet high, five feet five inches wide on the inside, but narrowing to about four

feet high, and seven inches wide, on the outside.f The walls are composed of small

limestones and mortar, of such an excellent temper, that it binds the whole together like

a rock, faced on the outside and inside with hewn gritstone. Part of that on the outside,

and much of it on the inside, is still pretty entire ; but the sandy part of some of the

stones has crumbled away, so as at first sight to exhibit an appearance ofvery rude sculp-

ture ; but within a quarter of an inch of the mortar, at the joints, the stone is entire, which

may be owing to the eftect of the well tempered mortar on such parts as come in contact

with it In further confirmation of this opinion, I am assured, that at Bur-tor there

is a stratum ofstone which moulders away in this maimer. On the outside there is no

appearance of any such thing ; may we suppose the weather to have hardened the stone

there ? Within side there is in the wall a little herring-bone ornament. This castle was

used for keeping the records of the miners' courts, till they were removed to Tutbury
castle, in the time of queen Elizabeth. An intrenchment, which begins at the lower

end of the valley, called the Cave, inclosed the town, ending at the great cavern, and

forming a semicircle ; this is now called the town ditch, but the whole of it cannot easily

be traced, having been destroyed in many parts by buildings and the plough. Here, at

Burgh, and at Hope, are some chalybeate springs.|
The celebrated cavern well deserves to be seen, and is visited without danger, and

with much less trouble than may be imagined by those who have not gone into it.

A rock on the left of the entrance is 75 yards and a qu*ter high ; and directly from

the casde wall to the ground, is eighty-nine yards and an half;§ the precipice, which

slopes down all the way on the left hand from the castle, is above 200 yards long, that

on the right 100. The mouth, in which are a few huts of some packthread-spinners,

is 40 yards wide, and 14 high. At 150 yards from the entrance you come to the

first water, the roof gradually sloping down till it comes within about two feet of the

* Mr. King thinks otherwise, and that the steps leading to the door began on the cast side, and went
round the corner of the wall. He has paid such attention to these matters in general, and to this place

in particular, that I dare not dispute his opinion.

t Mr. King has given a large account or this castle in the 6th vol. of the Arch. p. 247, &c.

i Short, p. 377. $ Ibid. p. SO.
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surface of the stream which passes through the cavern ; this water is to be crossed by
lying down in a buut filled with sU-uw, which is pushed forward by the guide, who
wades through the water. You soon come to a cavern, said to be 70 yards wide,

and 40 high, in the top of which are several openings, but the candles will not enable

the eye to reach their extent. After crossing the water a second time (on the guide's

back) you come to a cavern, called Roger Rain's House, liccause there is a continual

dropping of water from the roof. At this pluce you are entertained by a company of

singers, who have taken another path, and ascended to a place called the Chancel, con.

siderably higher than the part you stand on, where, with lights in their hands, they sing

vatious songs. The effect is very striking. In the whole, the water is crossed seven

times, but stepping-stones are sufficient, except at the two first. In one place, the

stream is lost in a quicksand, but emerges again. At the distance of about 750 yards

from the entrance, the rock came down so close to the water, that it precluded all far-

ther passage ; but as there was reason to believe, from the sound, that there was a ca-

vern beyond, about four ;^ears ago a gentleman determined to try if he could not dive

under the rock, and rise in the cavern beyond ; he plunged in, but, as was expected,

struck his head against the rock, fell motionless to the bottom, and was dragged out

with difficulty. The man who shews this place, has been at much trouble and some
cxpence in blowing up the rock, to open a passage to this supposed cavern, but finds

that he has mistaken the course, and now means to try in another part. He treated us

with an explosion, which rolled like thunder. The water which is found here Is sup-

posed to be that which is ingulfed by the side of the turnpike road, three miles from
Castleton in the way to Chapel in Frith, just by a farm-house.

On coming out of the cavern, after having been so long absent from day-light, the

first appearance of it has an effect beyond description ; I know not whether a compa-
rison of it with the break of day under a gray sky, interspersed with fleecy clouds*

will convey an adequate idea, but no one can see it without feeling a most pleasing

sensation.

At the foot of Mam-Torr is another cavern, called Water Hull, into which the

good-natured Ciceroni will probably endeavour to prevail on the traveller to descend

;

the descent, however, is very dirty and difficult, and there is not any thing at the bot-

tom worth seeing. They get out of it some blue-john, used by the polishers for

making vases, &.c. and petrefat .ions, amongst which are some exactly resembling the

bones and shells of fishes of various sorts, cockles, oysters, pectunculi, patellae, and the

nautilus ; bodies like the vertebrae, snails, stars, skrews, and various striated figures,

and pieces ofthe capsulse of insects, like those of butterflies.

I was told by one who had been in it, that there is at some distance on the other

side of the castle a cavern in a mine, which, if it was not for the very great difficulty of

access, would be well worth visiting ; from his description it seemed to resemble, in

miniature, the famous grotto of Antiparos, in the Archipelago ; but, like that, would
reauire an uncommon share of resolution in the visitor.

The hills on the different sides of the town produce stone of very different quality.

Those on the south, on one of which the castle stands, furnish a stone which is burnt

into lime, and is used for a manure ; those on die north yield a grit-stone fit for build-

ing. The hill on the north appears brown and barren when viewed at a distance, but

is, in fact, very good pasture ; the Yorkshire drovers bring their cattle here in the be-

ginning of May, and keep them all the summer, paying about thirty shillings a head
for their feed. It is not very easy to ascend this hill, but it is worth the labour

;

CasUeton dale spreads as you ascend, and on gaining the summit a sequestered valley,
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called Edalc, opens to the eye in n beautiful manner ; it is wide and fertile, the inclo*

surcs runniiic; up the sides of the hills, and yearly incrcnsinp;. Other .»mall daks come
into it from between other hills, and their verdure is contracted by the brown tops o|

the yet uncultivated ridges. Near the end of one of these in the principal part ofilic

village of Edale, and an humble chapel, without spire or tower. A rivulet runs

down by it, shewing itself in manv places, and, bv tiie noise of its fall, directs to

a mill placed in a little grove. 'Fwo or three other clumps of houses, and small

tufts of trees, and another streamlet falling into this, enliven the scene. From
hence various other dales branch off to \vnat is called the Woodland of Derby*

shire through which no high road has yet been made. This tract is of great ex-

tent, but much of it has oeen cleared of late, and the plough introduced by the

Duke of Devonshire, to whom it mostly belon^^.

Oats is the only corn they sow on the hills, which they do three years together,

if the land is in good condition, otherwise but two, and then lay it down into

grass for six or seven years. W^hen they break up new ground on the hills,

they used to lime it only, which is found to kill the neath, and produces a new
sweet grass ; but they now generally denshire (i. e. pare and burn the sward) plow
it for turnips, then sow oats and grass-^cd. Some put on lime after it is laid down
into grass, others in the turnip crop.

The hill which I have just mentioned as dividing Castleton-dalc from Edalc,

consists of a long ridge, terminating towards the west in a broad end, one point

of which is called Mam Torr, or the Shivering mountain, the foot of which is

about a mile from Castleton. On the top of this hill is good mould, two yards

deep, then clay three-fourths of a yard ; af\er that a bed of shale, and a row of

ironstone, in their turns, for about twenty yards, but the ironstone always thickest, being

often a yard, the other not half so much ; then begins an intermixture of shale, and a

mixt stone, between iron-stone and gritstone, in beds of the same thickness, which con>

tinues to the foot of the Torr. These strata lie horizontally, in the most exact order.

In tlie upper part it is perpendicular, but in the middle it slopes. On the top it is

about 60 j^ards broad, at the bottom of the running shale about 400 yards.* West
from this is a similar breach in the hill, but smaller, called Little Mam Torr. The
perpendicular height of the largest, as measured b^ a friend of mine, is 456 feet ; of

the least, 243 feet ; but the top of Mam Torr is said to be near 1000 feet above the

level of Castleton valley.f On the top and sides of this hill is a camp, supposed to be
Roman, of an oblong form, running from N. E. to S. W. the broad end being to the

south-west, where Mam Torr forms one point. Little Mam Torr the other : the smaller

end is to the north-east, on the rid^ which continues on towards Loosehill. There
has been a double trench all round it, but the south comer is broken off by the falling

of the earth at Great Mam Torr, and the west by that at Litde Mam Torr. The sum-
mit of the hill is not level, but runs in a ridge nearly from west to east, along which is

built a stone wall, as a pasture fence, now dividing the camp into two parts. The
ascent to it is very steep every way, except at the north-east end, where the ditch crosses

the ridge. The principal entrance seems to have been at the west comer, very near

the top of Little Mam Torr ; but there b a track of an old road leading from Mam
Gate, up the north side of the hill, to a gate of about four yards wide, at the small end
of the camp opposite to the other gateway. There is a third of the same width, to-

wards the north-west side, going down to Edale. Near the north-east comer is a good

Short, p. 33.
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spring;. At the »outh-wcst end are t\vu smttll mounts within the camp. The trench

IH nlKJut 16 feet wide ut bottom, and in(:lo<tcs Notncthin(,r more than lixtccti acres of
ground, the whole circumicrcncc IkIii^ about 12(X) yardH.

At the r<H)t of Little Mhhi Torr, near Mam G<)te, is a field called Hills Pasture,

taking; its tiume from u nun)lx.-r of small hillocks irrrgiilurly disfxracd about it. On the

level ground amongst these, the foundations of several buildings were discovered a few
years ago, which were grown over with grass ; the stone was taken up and carried

away, to be used in other places. The person employed about it says, that the walls

were in general from 18 inchcH to two feet in thickness, composed of stone, which did
not seem to have been hewed smooth with a chissel, but dressed with a pick-axe, just

sufficiently to make them bed together, without any mortar or cement. There %vere

several door thresholds, but no appearance of any stones marked with fire, to indicate

chimnies. These buildings were of various shape and size ; one of them was circular,

at)out 24 feet diameter, with an opening for a dcx)r.wav on the south side; about eight

feet west of it was a small building, containing three sides of an oblong s(|uare, one end
being open. The whole inclosed by a wall, something in the shape of a triangle, but
not regular ; the longest side about 50 yards. Near this were two other buildings,

nearly square, wider at one end than at the other, the smallest end being 13 feet, the

other three sides 18 feet each ; the small end of one was to the south, of the other to

the west; the size of these was exactly the same. At a little distance from the wide
end of rach is a heap of stone and rubbish, overgrown with grass, of about six feet

long, and one high. There were two other buildings considerably larger, of irregular

shape.

Whether these had any relation to the camp, I do not know. Nothing was found
to shew the purpose for which they were originally intended, nor is there any remem*
brance of their being in any other state than they were found on this occasion, nor any
tradition concerning them.

From this camp a ditch is carried down the south side of the hill, cross the valley to

Micklow-hill, about three miles off; and .om thence, S. £. byS. crossing the Ba-
thom-gate, and a stream that rises at Bradwell, and runs by Brough, it goes in a
straight line to Shatton, or Bradwell- edge, about three miles more. It is called the

Grey-ditch, and possibly was a Praetentura, or fore-fence 4 the Homnns.* On the

side of Mam Torr Hill It is very visible ; in the valley it is U ^t in many places* the

plough having destroyed it ; but fi-om Micklow-hill to Shatton-edge, it is plainly seen.

The slope or front is towards Brough ; it is about 20 feet high, and 12 broad at top.

There is no tradition concerning it, but pieces of swords, spears, spurs, and bridle-bits,

have been found on both sides, and very near it, between Bathom-gate and Bradwell.

water. Just where it crosses the Bathom-gsite, on the east side of it, is a large limestone

rock, called Idintree, ae Edcntree. It is said that a king Eddin had a house here, but

perhaps it is unnecessary to say that nothing of it remains now. About a hundred yards

north of this rock is a saltish spring, very clear and cold, of a purgative quality ; many
poor people have used .. for bathing and drinking, and found it useful in scorbutic and
ulcerous complaints. This spring runs into Bradwell-water, at a part of it vulgarly

called Birdswash, a little before it joins the Nooe. Perhaps the true name relates to

this station, and is, Burgh-wash.

On the point of land formed by the junction of these two small streams was the

Roman station called Brough, or Burgh. The road called Bathom-gate went from

* Similar to that mentioned in Morton's Natural History of Northamptonahire, p. 536.
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hence to Buxton, and is plainly to be seen for about a mile from UrouKli, runniuK u

considerable part of the way m a parulld line with the present roud to Smodulc, the

hcd)(c of a field on the right hand htanduig on it. After croHsing Gray -ditch, it makes
a turn to the north-wcstt, probably fur tlic more ca^y ascending the hill, which is loiijr

and Htccp, and it in then only discovered by the plough till it comes upon the More,
about three quurtcrs of a mile on this side Uathoni-edgc, where it it plauiXy iicen ; and
on the Uuxton side of the edge it is again visible for about a mile, in u direct line to.

wards the inclosurcs at Chajicl in the Forest, and is again found by the plough near

Buxton, at which place Mr. Watson found, in 1772, a Roman station, not noticed

before, but he does not describe it.* Where it in most entire, it measures eighteen

feet over, and is composed of a small chirty, flinty gravel, different from the natural

soil, and such as is found on Bradwell and 1 idswell-morcs. It is raised in the middle,

like the modern turnpike roads.

f

The place at Brough, called the Castle, lies a little to the north of this road, having

a communication with it from the south corner. Many foundations of buildings, lyinir

on every side of this spot, have been turned up by the plough, but it has been so well

levelled within these few years, that none are now to be seen ; the stonei have been
used in building houses and walls in the neighbourhood. Some perfect ones were in a
wall inclosing the field ; they were of brown grit-stone, the shape of a wedge, about

eleven inches long, nine broad at one end, six at the other, and about five thick.

Between the castle and the river bricks have been taken u^:, but none on the other Mde
of the water; on the other side urns have been found. Mr. Peggc says, that in

1761 he saw the rude busts of Apollo, and another rbity, in stone, which had been
discovered in the fields here ; that a coarse pavemei.t had been dug up, composed of

pieces of tile and cement, in the lower of the two fields called Haiiitcd.^, at the conflu.

ence of Bradwell-brook and the Nooc, where were the apparent marks of an oblong
square building, the angles of which were of hjwn gnt-stone. He also found the

fra^ent of a tile, on which the letters O H, part of the word Cohors, were re-

maining.

In a field at the conflux of the two streams, it is in memory that a double row of

pillars crossed the point of land, but they have been entirely destroyed some time.

Old people say they were of grit-stone, and that three persons could walk abreast be-

tween them. At a gate by the road side, just before coming to the mill, on the

left of the gate, I saw a base, and part of a column of brown stone.

There have been frequently found pieces of swords^ spears, biidle-bits, coins, and
pieces ofpavement^ composed of small bits ofbrick and pebble stones, strongly rxrmentcd

with lime, great numbers of whole and broken bricks, with letters on them, ?nd til(f<).

John Wilson, esquire, of Broomhead-hall, near Sheffield, is said to be possessed of

several specimens of the bricks, one cf them entire, eight inches long, seven and three

• Arch. V. iii. p. 237.

'

f Mr. Pegge's account of the Roman roads in Derbyshire, which I have seen since writing the above,
says, that at the Dam of the Forest (i. e. Chapel cf the Forest) a few yards within ii.t iar^z, called Hern-
stone lane, it enters the inclosures on the left hand, where we could discern its course in the monti) of
June very plainly, by the different colour ofthe grass, Ull it entered that straight lane that goes to Fair-

field. Afterwards it winds to the left hand, towards Fairfield, and proceeds by that village to Buxton,
vrhere it finally en^s. He observes, that there is no trace of a road to the north or north-east of Brough,
and therefore concludes that it was only for 4 communication between that place and Buxton. But Mr.
Watson, in his account of Melandra castlr,, in the parish of Glossop, in Derbyshire, says there is a road
to it from Brough, which is called the Doctor's ga>j, and that it goes from thence to a p!ace in York-
shire, called the Doctor's lane H^d, where it joined the great Roman way from Manchester to York.
Arch. V. iii. p. 237.
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quarters broad, one and three quarters thick, with the letters C. H.» very fwrly im-

pressed in the middle ; and a broken one, on which the letter C. remcuns. He is said

to have also the rim of an urn, found here, with these letters on it T R

being in smaller characters ; and a piece of a patera of fine red earth. About seven or

eight years ago there were found two large urns full of ashes ; the urns were well pre-

served, and were sent to some gentlemen in London. Another was found two years ago,

full of ashes, of im colour of fern ashes ; the man who found it broke it, to see what it

was made of. A piece of it I now have. A few years ago there was turned up by thr.

plough a half-lengtli figure of r woman, with her .""ms folded across her breast, cut in a

rough grit-stone. It was sold to a gentleman near Bakewell.

In the spring 1780, there was found at the north corner of the castle a baking stone, such

as is now used in the country for baking oat-bread.

Opposite to the Station, on the south side of the BradwelUwater, are a kv! houses, re-

taining the name of Brough ; where the streams join is a mill, and a little below it a

hridge, leading towards Sheffield, over the river which retains the name of the Nooe.
The common people say, that King Fevcrell had a house at Brough ; this king Peve-

rell means William Peverell, mentioned before ; his father, in the second year of his reign,

gave him Nottingham castle.f

On examination, a gentleman tells me, it does not seem that there have been any
fortifications on WilKhiU and Loose-hill, though the tradition is, that a bloody battle

was fought near them by two armies, which encamped thereon, but when, or by
whom, is not known. The appearance is nothing more than some ditches ; whether

used for fences, or a slight temporary defence, I know not. There are heaps of earth

raised by the rubbish thrown out of some stone quarries. It is not known that any in-

struments of war have been found here ; but about the year 1778, or 1779, on re-

moving a large hev.tt of stones, a little to the eastward of Winhill-pike, an urn was
found under them ; > was made of clay badly baked, the workmanship very rude. It

is said to have been made like a flower-pot, about half an inch thick at top, not so

much in the middle, the sides scratched, as plaisterers do their under-coats, thus, )^^

other part with slanting strokes only, thus, ^s^^ It SiOod on the surface of the

ground, the top covered with a flat stone, and over it the heap of stones was rudely

pilec^ up in the form of a hay-cock. It is not remembered whether ashes or bones

were found in it. Some parts of it are in Mr. Wilson's possession.

About a mile north-east of the Netherbooth, in £dale, what was called a Druid's

Altar was destroyed a few years ago, for the sake of the stone.

It was in a rough, heathy pasture, called the Nether-more, on the summit of a hill,

descending on thtee sides to the depth of a quartet' of a mile, but on the fourth side

is a level ground c"' 30 or 40 acres, at the end of which, and at the foot of another

mountain, is a ditch> the slope or front of which is towards tha'. othet mountain, and

is about eight feet ; the top, or crown, is about five feet broad, the bottom about six

feet. The diich is about 6C0 yards long, a rivulet crossing each end of it. The altar

• Qu. If not COH. t Dugd< Bar. r. i. p. 436.
-'. .(-•: r/HO:^***''
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was circular, about 66 feet diameter, composed of rough stones of various sizes, rudely

piled together, without mortar or cement, in the form of a hay-cock, about 18 feet in

perpendicular height. The top was hollow, in the form of a bason, about four feet

deep, and ix feet in diameter ; the stone on the inside of this bason was black, and
much burned, as if lar^e fires had bee>i often made in it. There is not ihe least ap-

pearance of any tool having been uset^ on the stones, but they seem to have been isuien

from the surface of the hill on the other side the ditch, where there are now lying great

auantities of loose ones of the same sort. What is in the ground immediately about
le altar, differs in hardness, grii:, and colour. As much has been carried away from

this pile, as has Utailt a pasture wall 40 roods long (seven yards to the rood) '-ix feet

high, 20 inches thick at bottom, and 10 at top, but some hundred loads , 'main.

No pait of the earth at bottom has yet been cleared, so that it is not knov n whc
ther there is any thine under it, which would lead to a discovery of the use for

which it was intended, out other similar ones have been removed entirely, and nothing

found.

The bason at the top, and the marks of fire, would seem to shew that this was a bea-

con, but the hill on the other side the ditch is higher, and being so near, would liave

been used for that purpose, especially as the stone used in the construction was to be car-

ried from thence to this place. The ditch too was certainly meant for more than a com*
mon pasture fena*, if indeed any fences were made for cattle on the tops of hills in early

times.

A few years ago a large stone, lying on the side of the hill, on the right of the village

of Edale, was removed, and under it were found 15 or 16 beads, about two inches dia-

meter, and the thickness of the 'em of a large tobacco pipe ; one was of amber, the

rest of glass, some black and ivhite, others of different colours. Most of them were
sent to Cambridge. These were amulets, used by the Druids ; Pliny says, they wore
them as a badge of distinction, and tells a ver^ ridiculous story of the manner of taking

them ; but according to Camden (or his continuator) there is a like superstition about
this matter still subsisting in most parts of Wales, throughout all Scotland, and in

Cornwall. He says, it is there " the common opinion of the vulgar, that about Mid-
summer Eve (though in the time they do not all agree) it is usual for snakes to meet
in companies, and that by joining heads together and hissing, a kind of bubble is form,

ed, like a ring, about the head of one of them, ' /hich the rest, by continual hissing, blow
on till it comes off* at the tail, and then it immediately hardens, and resembles a glass

ring, which whoever finds (as some old women and children are persuaded) shall pros-

ner in alii his undertakings. The rings, thus .generated, are called Gfeinen Nadroedh

;

m English, snake-stones. They are small glass amulets, commonly about half as wide
as our finger rings, but much thicker, of a green colour usually, though some of them
are blue, and others curiouslv waved with blue, red, and white. ^'^^ He adds, that some
quantity ofthem, together with some amber beads, had been lately discovered at a stone-

pit near Garvord, in Berks, where a battle had been fought between the Romans and
Britons. He thinks they were used as amulets by the Druids.

The opituon of the Cornish is somewhat differently given by Mr. Carew, who says,
" the country people in Cornwall have a persuasion that the snakes here breathing upon
a hazel wand produce a stone ring of blue colour, in which there appears the yellow
figure of a snake, and that beasts which are stung, being given some water to drink

Mmerein this stone has been soaked, will recover."! Some of them have been found in

Northamptonshire.^

* Cam. V. ii. p. 64. t Survey of Cornwall, 216- \ Morton's Natural History, p. 499.
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Dr. Borlase mentions what is said by these authors, without telling us whether the
notion still continues, but it seems as if it did.

The top of the hill, on the left of the village, is full of bogs, the other hills hereabouts
are sound.

Ciistleton is a royal manor, leased to the duke of Devonshire. Lady Massareene has
considerable property here, and particularly a lease from the crown of a large tract of
ground which has been inclosed, and is now good land.

A level is driving through a hill between the castle and Mam Torr, in the King's
Fields, which is carried on in the manner of the duke of Bridgewater's, at Worsley-
mill, and under the direction of Mr. Gilbert, his manager there ; but the canal here is

all under ground, and is only used to convey the rubbish of it, as it is dug, to a place
where it may be got rid of; at first ihis was done by conveying it to the mouth of the
shaft, and drawing it up in buckets, but tl/'y have since found cavities in the rocks under
ground, large enough to take off any quantity. The shaft is sunk about ten yards deep,
and hv conveying the water into chasms in the rock, they avoided the necessity of car.

rying »t through the grounds of the freeholders. A flight of wide stone steps leads
down to the water, which is literally a subterraneous navigation, no part of it

being above ground. Eight men are employed, who work about a fathor.i in a week ;

in 1777 they had finished about 400 yards, and h. d about 500 more to do. 'J'he ex-
pence is about SO-^'^'llingsa yard, but no difficulty, no danger, no expence, can damp
the ardour of undertakers in this business. Between Matlock and Rooseley one is car.

rying on through the hill near Darley-Bridge, towards Yowlgrave, which had cost

10,0001. when scarce a third of it was done. This is through a rock of such hardness,

that tools will scarcely touch it, and the whole is performed by the process of blasting

with gunpowder ; and even this is so impeded by the great quantity of water and mois-
ture, that the powder must be inclosed m tin pipes.

By the custom of the miners, any one who finds a spot unworked, which he thinks

likely to produce a vein of lead, though in anoth-jr man's field,* may put down a little

wooden cross, called a Stoter, and enter his name with the proper officer, who sets out

a certain number of meers (a meer is twenty-nine yards) and he is then at liberty to

work it, r; if pits, and lay the rubbish about sixteen yards on each side as he proceeds.

If he does not work it, and another has a mind to try his fortune, he goes to the officer,

tells him such a spot is not worked, and desires him to nick it ; the officer, with a jury
of twenty four, who are sworn for the purpose of attending to this business, go to the

spot, cut a nick in the cross, and give notice to the first undertaker, that they shall go
again at such a time, for the same purpose. If no notice is taken, they go a second
and third time, after which the property b vested in the new adventurer, subject to the

same rules.

The lead ore, when brought out of the mine, is broken with heavy hammers on a
stone, called a knock-stone, and is then put into a wooden sieve, and rinced in a large

tub ; the ore falls through, and leaves the lighter rubbish, which is skimmed off, thrown
out at a hole in the wall, and thence taken to the buddle, where it is rinced again by a
small current of water, the lead falling to the bottom. What is carried down by the

current, is washed once more in the same manner, and the deposit here, which is almost

* A remarkable case of this scM happened lately. The owner of a field employed a man by the great,

to get stone in his field. T\)e laiter employed labourers by the day, who found a vein of lead. This
man, the labourers, and the owner of the field, made their separate claims ; in the Barmoot Court it was
adjudt^ed to the man who took ?he work by the great, the day labourers being only considered as his

servants.
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as fine as flour, is called belland. The beating and first rincing is done by women, who
work nine hours in the day, and cam about scvcn.pence. 1 he men earn about eight

shilhngs a week.

After all this is gone through, an officer, known by the name of the Barmistcr, comes
on behalf of the lord of the manor, and takes the proportion due to him, whicii is, in

some places, every tenth, in some every thirteenth, iit others every twentieth or twenty-

fifth dish ; till this is done, none can be removed or sold A dish, or hoppet, is a peck,

or sixteen pints in the High Peak, and fourteen in the Low ; nine dishes make a load,

and four of these a horse load. When the dues are thus taken, the ore is carried to the

smelting-house, and run into pieces, two of which are called a pig, and weigh about
eleven sfone. Sixteen pieces make a fother, the weight of which is different, according
to the market it is designed for; to London, nineteen hundred and a half; to Hull,

twenty-four hundred ; to other places, the medium between these two. The price is,

however, the same, and this diiierence in the weight is made to answer the expcnce of

carriage, which is paid by the seller. On an average the fother is worth 131. 1 5s. The
lead is mostly carried to the navigation near Rotherna.^, or to Chesterfield, to be sent to

market.

Pieces of ore ofabout the size of nutmegs are called bing ; a smaller sort, pesey ; in a
still smaller state it is called smitham. Some years a^ the miners contended-, that toll

was not to be taker, of this last ; but as they had it in their power to reduce as much
as they pleased to that size, and would have annihilated the toll, the duke of Devon-
shire, who is lessee of the crown throughout the High Peak, tried the question, and
succeeded. By this determination he is entitled to the thirteenth dish of the whole,

but he takes no more than a twenty-fifth, except occasionally, to assert his right Mr.
Rowls, who is lessee of the crown in the Low Peak, has had the same dispute, but takes

the thirteenth.

The ore is run into pieces, either in smelting-hoases, or cupolas. The latter were
introduced about 1730, and are considered as less prejudicial to the health of the work-
men, than the former, but smelting-houses are still used. The smoke of the lead pro-

duces palsies, consumptions, the byon, which resembles a quinsy, and a disorder in the

bowels, called the belland, and which affects cattle that feed on the grass or heath con-

taminated by the smoke ; it gives a sweetness to the herbage, and makes them eat it

greedily, but the proprietors of the smelting-houses are often forced to pay damages for

cattle which are killed by it.

A charge of lead, which is 18 hundred weight, takes up from seven to ten hours in

smelting. Two men are employed about it, the pay of the first is Is. 3d. of the se-

cond Is. For such >ifling sums do men undertake such unwholesome employments

!

Disputes between miners are tried at the Barmoot Court, which is held about Lady-
Day and Michaelmas, and at any intermediate time, if required. At the general courts,

a jury of24 working-miners is sworn, who are summoned when a special court is called,

and twelve make a jury to try the cause. A special jury of holders of mines may be
had, if demanded. On complaint to the court, the twenty-four view the matter in dis-

pute, and give their opinion ; if either party is dissatisfied, a trial is had before the stew-

ard of the court, who is the judge, and council often attend. If the verdict is not satis-

factory, the matter b removed to Westminster-hall ; in cases of importance this is gene-

rally done.

People often undertake to drive a sough, to carry off the water from their own, or

others^ mines. If they relieve the mine of another, they are entitled to a certain pro-

f
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portion of all the ore got in that mine after it ib cleaned ; 'ometimes so much as one

sixth. If, in carrying on the work they hit on a vein of lead, they frequently find that

it is within the meers of some other miner, and then they are obliged to account for the

produce.

Six miles beyond Tidswell is the little village of Fairfield (a chapelry of Hope) and

a mile beyond that is Buxton, whose bath hus been celebated from the time of the Ro-
mans, and to this dav continues to afford relief to the ufllicted. He who is racked by
the gout or rheumatism, ur deprived of the use of his limbs by those painful disorders,

here finds his cure, and hangs up his votive crutch.

It is seated in a bottom, and the resort of company to the bath has made it grrow

into the size of a small town ; but it is, as mentioned before, a township of ^ake>

well.

The bath is at a house called The Hall, •

'^

. temperate heat, equal to new milk, or

that of one's own blood ; it is in a room iv ;rds long, five and a half wide, and
about the same height. There is a stone benw.. along one end and side of it for the

use of the bathers, and at each comer are steps to go down into it. It is 26 feet six

inches long, 12 feet eight inches broad, four feet nme inches deep at one end, and
six inches less at the other. The bottom is paved with smooth 6ags. On the backside

lies a rock of solid black limestone, or a kind of bastard marble. The two chief springs

rise up through this rock, but several lesser springs rise up all over the bath, through

chinks in the rock, and the seams in the pavement. The surface of the water is covered

with a steam, which however does not rust iron. The level, by which the bath is

emptied, was made by Mr. White in 1697, at which time he made the outer bath,

where the old kitchen stood ; he also made a sough, to cany off the cold springs,

that they might not rise in the bath, and chill the water. The outer bath b se-

venteen feet long, ten feet two inches wide, and four feet six inches deep, and is filled

from the inner bath. The springs will fill them both in two hours and eight ^i.

nutes.*

That the poor might not be deprived of the benefit of these (and Bath) waters, by the

severe laws made in queen Elizabeth's time for regulating the poor, and confining them
to their own parishes, and yet that this might not be made a pretence for idle vagwonds,
it is provided, in an act made in her 39th year, that none coming hither, or to Bath,

should beg, but should have relief from their parishes, and a pass from two justices, fixing

the time of their return.

The water is sulphureous and saline, yet not foetid, but very palatable, because the

sulphur is not united with any vitriolic particles, or but very few saline ; it tinges not
silver, nor is purgative, by reason the saline parts are in such small proportions. If

drank it creates a good appetite, and is prescribed in scorbutic rheumatisms, and con>
sumptions.!

St. Anne's well, which furnishes the water that is drank, is on the otht^r side of the

late turnpike-road, under a small stone alcove, built by sir Thomas Delves, who had
received a cure here ;:j: but that is now taken down, and a more elegant one built in its

room. St. Anne had formerly a chapel dedicated to her in thb place.

This bath was used by the Romans, and the remains of their road are visible at Fair-

field, pointing towards the station at Burgh, or Brough, mentioned before. In Dr.
Leigh's time, a wall was to be seen cemented with red Roman plaister, close by St.

Short, p 43. . • '

t Leigh, Ix i. p. 31, 33, 33.

t Stukeley's Itin. Cur. v. i. p. 56.
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Anne's well, with tlte ruins of the ancient bath, its dimensions, und length ; he says,

the plaistcr was red, and hard as brick« a mixture not prepared in these days, and np>

peared as if it was burnt, exactly resembling tile.* This well rose into a stone basoii,

within a Roman brick wall, a yard square within, and a yard liigh on three sides ii

this wall was dest jyed in 1709, when the arch over that spring was built by sir Tho-
mas Delves. Alx)ut 1697, as Mr. White was driving up a level to the bath, 50 yards

east of St. Anne's well, and 14 north of Bingham Spring, the workmen found, buried

deep under the grass and corn>mould, sheets of lead spread upon great pieces of timl)cr,

about four yards square, with broken ledges round about, which had been a leaden cis-

tern, and not unlikely that of the Romans, at least of some ancient bath, which had
been supplied with water from Bingham well. The first goodhouse for the accommodation
of visitors was built not long before 1572 (when Dr. Jones published a treatise on these

waters) by the earl of Shrewsbury. This was demolished about 1670, by the then earl

of Devonshire, and a new house built. At this time a register of cures, which had
been long kept here, was destroyed, with all the votive crutcltes which hung on the

walls.:(.

Bingham, or Mr. Leigh's well, is a very strong, v/arm spring, rising out of the black

limestone, in a very dry ground, about 63 yards south, and soum-east of St. Anne's well.

It is not always equally strong, but in a great drought dischai^d 1758 gallons of water

in an hour.^ There is in the same close a hot and cold spring, 20 yards souUi-east of

St. Anne's ; and a little east of this, on the east side ofa stone wall, Is another small, slow,

hot spring, which mixes with a cold one« rising up close by it. Another warm spring

rises m the stream of the level, which carries the water from the bath ; and on the south

of this stream rise two other warm springs.
||

Dr. Short computes, that the four warm springs, together, throw forth in a year 97
millions, 681 thousand 860 gallons of water, exclusive of the waste that gets out of

the bath, the strong spring in the middle of the bath level, what ris<is in the hot und cold

spring, and the two small warm springs in the low ground, with several other oozings of

warm water in different places, the whole of which, added, might nearly double the

quantity.!!

On the north side the brook, opposite to the hall, is a chalybeate spring, which,

mixed with the water of St. Anne's or Bingham well, b a gentle purgative.**

Besides the hall, there are two large housf» on the hill for the reception of company,

the White Hart, and the Eagle, with some oiher smaller ones ; but so great has been
the resort for many years, that the duke of Devonshire, who is owner of the bath, has

at length determined to provide still further accommodation. He has accordingly begun
to build in the bottom* near the hall, and is about to erect another inn, a large assembly

room, and some private houses, which are to form a crescent. The foundations are lay-

ing (1780) and in digging them another warm spring has been discovered. In which
the water bubbles up with conaderable force ; near it was «bund the comer of a build-

ing ofsquared stone, supposed to have been the work ofthe Romans. It might have been
suj^sed that as the present bath is not near laige enough to accommodate the compa-
ny conveiuently, and a greater resort must be expected when the buildings are com-
pleted, they would have gladly availed themselves of this additional bath ; unfortunately

they have not A grove of trees, which could ill be spared, has been cut down, to make

fir

Leigh, b. Hi. p.

§ Ibid. p. 50.

VOL. II.

42. t Short's Mineral Waters, p. 23.

II Ibid. p. 39. f Ibid. p. 51.
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*» Ibid. p. 229.
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room for these nlterntions. The turnpike road is turned, so as not to go between the

hall and the new building, as it used to do, but now goes round the crescent,

and comes into he town at the top of the hill. The stone used in these buildings

is got on the duke's estate, about two miles oif, and makes a handsome appear-

ance.

The duke's expence is calculated to be from 30 to 50,0001. but this is much short of
what was originallj pro|)osed to have been done. A wide street was to have been built

in the front ot the hull (which was also to have been much enlarged) with a colonadc

on each side up to it, and the whole was to have been made commodious and magni-
ficent. The avarice of an individual prevented the execution of the plan ; a small field

of two acres, which was. iiot the duke's property, lay intermixed with what was his,

and without it the work could not be carried into execution. The owner thought he
might avail himself of this circumstance to any extent, and that the duke must buy,

whatever price he should set on it ; he demanded 20001. for his two acres. He was
oiTered 12001. or more, but refusing it, the design was changed, and the present plan

adopted in its room. By this means his two acres remain of the original value of any
other two acres near the place, which must be rated very high, to make them come to

much more than 1(X)1. Disappointed in that scheme, he is now trying another ; he is

sinking, to intercept the hot spring, which he fancies rises in his ground, and descends

from thence to the hall.

The curate of the place reads prayers at the hall twice a day, and a subscription is

made for him. Here, as at Matlock, a shilling a piece is paid for dinner, and the

same for supper. Whoever happens to be at the head of the table collects one shil-

ling from every new comer on his first appearance, for the benefit of the poor ; the

same is done at the other houses, and the whole amounts to a handsome sum in the

season.

The situation of this place is the reverse of Matlock, the scenery of which you look

for L' « ain. The hills arc dreary, and the summit of one does little more than shew
the summit of another equally bare. The Wye, which runs from hence by Bakewell,

is in its infancy, being formed by the junction of three small springs a mile west from

the hall.*

About half a mile from Buxton, on the ri^ht o: the Ashbourn road, is a large hill,

where they get limestone, and burn it into lime, wnich is more fit tor manure than

building, outer walls especially; for being exposed to the air and weather, it soon

moulders, and peels off.f Lower down, nearer the bath, are different sorts of stone,

the lime from which becomes so hard after working, that it becomes as hard as stone,

and is not injured by air or weather. Of the limestone here, there are nine' or ten

different sorts, some of which lying nearest to the hall are very full of sulphur, and

being broke or struck with a hammer smell strongly of it. Most of the jet black sort

are of a very irregular figure, full of great knobs, or lumps, the least bit whereof

broke off sends forth an insufferable smell ; it contains much solid bitumen, and seems

as tliough it were forcibly melted sulphur and stone powder, thrown up by the vehe-

mence of a subterranean fire, and condensed under the earth's surface. This is an ob-

servation made by Dr. Short,t before the idea was started of volcanoes being to be

found in a great number of places where there is no tradition of any. This gentleman

observes, that most of the limestone in tlie Peak abounds with shells of cockles, oysters

• Short, p. 24 t Ibid. t Ibid.
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and escallops, but none so much ns this place and Stony Middleton ; he contends,

however, that they arc not real shells, but only resemblances of them.* There are se-

ven or eight kilns worked in the summer, which burn from 120 to 300 horse loads in

two days, sold at 4d. or 4dl. the load. It is sometimes carried away in small cart8,

which hold about four horse loads each. Five men join in taking a kiln, and give 51.

a year rent for it. They work at the mines in the winter. The heaps of rubbish from the

kilns, which are scattered over the sides of the hill, grow into a firm consistence, and
in them the workmen scoop out habitations, which must be comfortably warm, as there

are no crevices to let in the air. At the distance of a mile from hence, or less, on the

Staffordshire side, the soil chant's, and instead of a limestone rock covered with ver-

dant turf, the surface is heath, under that a black moory soil, and under that a brown-
ish earth, full of loose, crumbling stones ; lead in some places, some iron-stone, and some
sulphur ;t and a little farther are coal-pits, where coal is got, which is used in burning
the lime.

Under :his hill is the cavern called Poole's Hole, reputed one of the wonders of
the Peak ; but no one who has seen the cavern at Castleton will find it worth the

trouble of going into. The entrance is by an arch, so low, that you must stoop at

going in, but it soon rises to a considerable height. There are hollows, which arc

called by the names of Poole's chamber, cellar, &c. and the droppings from the roof

form masses of stone, which may be supposed to represent fret-work, organ and choir-

work, the figures of animals, a chair, flitches of bacon, 8cc. When Mary, queen of
Scots, was at Buxton, she went as far as a pillar, which has ever since gone by her

name, and few go farther ; but beyond this is a steep ascent for near a quarter of a
mile, which terminates near the roof in a hollow, called the Needle's Eye, in which
a candle being placed, it represents a star. The passage is rugged, slippery, and dif-

ficult.

Near this cave are found hexagonal crystals, the angles and sides complete, but of

a bad colour, none quite transparent, and not so hard as Bristol stones ; their points

scratch glass, but presently break off. In the year 1756 a gentleman in his walks ob-

served some little risings on the rocks, which appeared like ant-hills ; he opened some,
and found they consisted of a perfect arch, drawn up, as he imagined, by the exhala-

tion of the sun ; in them was first formed a thin bed of dirty coloured spar, and upon
that a regular cluster, or bed of these crystals.J Dr. Short says, all these are formed
in the winter, and the more stormy and colder that is, the larger and harder the [le.

trefactions.

About a mile from Buxton, in the Ashbourn road, on the left hand, is a hill, called

Staden Low, marked by a thorn growing on the top. Between the road and that is the

square vallum, with the circle adjoining, mentioned by Dr. Stukeley. The ground there

has been inclosed and ploughed since he visited it ; but though the plough has levelled

the banks, the shape was as clearly to be distinguished in 1779 as it ever was. It was
then a field of oats. He supposes the circle to have been for shews, and says it is 160
feet diameter. The vallum he speaks of in one place, as being 50 feet on each side, but
revisiting it, he calls it 100, the ditch inward. On the point of the circle, farthest from
the square, he says there was a little semicircular cove of earth. He speaks of barrows
on the tops of tlie hills ;§ but perhaps means two beacons, which arc on the points of
two hills not far off. .^

.1

•Short, p. 28. + Ibid. p. 24. 4 Literary Magazine, 1757.
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Under Staden Low, to the north, the rocks, between which the river runs, form a

tremendous precipice, called the Lover's-lcap ; the particular history from whence it

got this name I do not know, nor did I hear ofany modern exploit of the sort. This,

with the Marvel Stones, Chee Torr, and the Druids' Temple near Newhavcn, arc all

the things within a murningS ride from Buxton which I know of.

To go to the Marvel Stones, atter passing through Fairfield turnpike, take a bye-

road over the conmion, on the left, and keep the road to Chapel in Frith a little way,

then take a lane on the right, which points straight to a part of the turnpike road from
Manchester, by Chajx'l in Forest and Tidswell, to Shcnield, over which the Bathom-
gate on the moor above is plainly seen in u line to the edge of the hill. About three

miles from Buxton, and two Ufore coming to Chapel in the Forest, these stones arc

in a pasture on the right of the road, on the side of a small hill inclining to the south.

It is a rock of about 180 feet long, and 80 broad in the widest part; it does not any
where rise more than three feet above the surface of the ground. The face of it is deep,

ly indented with innumerable channels or gutiers, of various length, breadth, shapie,

and depth; from nine inches to 30 feet long; from five inches to five feet wide.

There are also a great number of holes, some round, some of an irregular shape, from
the size of a small bason to that of a large kettle ; aller rains these are full of water,

till exhaled by the sun. The channels, or gutters, generally run north and south,

but none of them go quite across the stone ; there is always some seam or ridge of the

rock terminating the channel, and in a few inches another channel commences, which
is also crossed by another scam or ridge. These seams or ridges are from four inches

to four feet broad, but there can hardly be found four feet square without a hole or

;i channel. The stone is not jointed, or of a loose kind, but one hard, firm rock.

At the east and west ends arc a great number of irregular shaped stones, standing a
few inches from each other, the interspaces filled with earth, which is covered with

grass ; perhaps, if the earth was removed, it would be found that these are parts of the

same rock.

This, I believe, is what Dr. Stukely means, when he mentions hr /ing heard of some
marvel stories near Hope, which he supposes to have been druidical, but did not see ; if

he liad, he would not have formed that supposition, the whole being certainly the work
of nature.

From hence, looking over the moor towards Tidswell, a white heap is seen, called

the Tong, where, under earth and stones, quantities of human bones are found ; and
in a pasture, called Perry, in this Peak-forest, a very ^reat quanuty has been dis-

covered under a bank several yards in length ; they are m general sound. There is

another of these collections of bones in a pasture, called Harrod-low, in the same
forest, and one on WormhilUmoor. There is no tradition concerning them that I can
learn.

Chapel in the Forest is a little village, in the road from Manchester to Tidswell, and
is so called from being seated in what was once the Peak-forest. There is a farm-house
in a good clump of trees (almost the only ones) said to have been a lodge ; now called

the Chamber. Near the village is a large flat, once covered with water, the middle
now grown up with rushes and flags, called the Forest Dam. A Miss Bower, who late-

ly died here, left her >harpsicord to the church, with a salar}' of about twenty pounds
a year for a man to play it, and find coals to air it, for which use a chimney is built. A
house for the musician is building, the parsonage decaying. Her mother lengthened
ilie church at the east end, and made a very handsome stone front there, with a Venetian
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window, sashed. She also designed u moniirncnt for her daughter, but d)ing iKpirc

it was put up, it is not finished. Thit chapel was lamous for the cclcbnuiuik of niarriuges

before the act tooic place.

Chec Torr lies on the right of the road from Buxton to Tidswell, about five miles

from the former. At the fourth mile-stone you leave the turnpike, and go under tlu>

wall of a plantation, to the village of VVormhill. Here is a good house belonging to

Mr. Bagshaw, whose cider brother ornamented his grounds and the village green

with many plantations. An honest shoe-maker has ope 'cd a summer coftec-house

here, and will be your guide to the rocks. Descending a very steep hill, you come
to the river Wye, at a place where it receives two additional springs in its way to Bake-
well, and where its current takes up nearly all the space between the rocks ivhich

seem to have been forced asunder. One of them is said to 1^ SOU feet high ; it does

not appear so high as Matlock Great Torr, but it is perpendicular, and not broken by
trees. This valley (if it may be so called) is winding, and you do not see the whole

at once.

A mile to the left of a public house, called Newhaven, 11 miles from Buxton, in the

way to Ashboum, is a circle of stones, supposed to be of the Druids. A circular bank
of earth, raised to a considerable height, encloses an area of about 50 yards over

;

towards the east, or south-east, it is much higher than in the other parts, that part of it

being formed by a large barrow. The ditch is within side. On the area was a circle

ofstones, all of which are thrown down ; whether they are all there I cannot say, but I

reckoned them to be 32, adding such pieces as appeared to have been broken olf by the

fall to those which they seemed to have belonged to when entire. In the centre are

three large stones, also thrown down. The entrance is at the north, or north-west side,

and seems to lead to these three stones. They are of the same sort of rock as the mar.
vel-stones at Smalldale, and were probably brought from a quarry, which there is of

this kind, about three miles off. It is not easy to form a conjecture of the original

height or size, ns they are all thrown down, many, if not all, broken, and some seem
deeper buried in the earth than others, but perhaps seven or eight feet may be about
their length. I am inclined to think there was but one circle, and that what in one

place gives the appearance of a second, or inner circle, is only occasioned by the frag-

ments broken off the larger ones in their fall. West or south-west of the great barrow

is a smaller one, at a little distance from the bank, called Arbourlow ; from it many
others are seen on the tops of the adjacent hills, and one very lai^ one about hal ' a

mile off, called Endlow. In this last, ashes and burnt bones have been found. They
all have a bason on the top, and wherever there is a barrow, the hill is called a Low,
with some addition prefixed to it.

From Buxton, returning to Tidswell, take the road to Sheffield over the high and
barren moors, of which there is a long succession. By going through Stony Middle-

ton, one very long and steep hill is avoided. Passing the river at Grindleford bridge,

the first ascent is through a scrubby wood of oaks, called YarnclifT, where a stream,

rushes down a deep woody glen on the left. On gaining the top, see the rude and
rough ridges of rock on the moor on the left, called Millstone Edge, from the mill-

stones dug there.

On this moor are some things well deserving to be seen, though little spoken of.

The traveller hastens from so drear} a spot, and does not think of its affording any en-

tertainment ; and indeed he ought to take a guide, if he means to look for what I am
about to mention! iest he should get into a bog. At the top of the iiill above Yarn-
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clifT, turn on the left, and on the point of a hill callci! Great Owlar-Torr, is a heap of
\at)^c stoncH piled up <>iu- af>;.iiii>it anutlur ; on the tup 1 lound thiic rock.basons jier-

ffct, und one M'hicli liad Ixtn broken olF. Not f^r from thin a vast stone is seen |)cep.

in^ over tlu edge of a lull, and ap[K'arin^ to be pl;iced on a smaller ; on (i^inp; to it, 1

found it to Ik- one very great stone, |Krliap>> 20 Uet high. Tlure is u broad base to

the height of six or seven leet, the body then Ixconics smaller, und i^ covered with a cap,
hanging over, so that you cannot get on the top.

'I'o the right of this is a foiiification, called the Curie's Work, but of what people
or age is not known. It may seem to h.ive some resemblance of die huge and aha|)c-

less Hiruetiire of stones, mentioned by Tacitus to have bien raised by Caractucus, when
he headed the Silures against the Romans.'^ On its fust appearance, a stone wall of
eight or nine feet high, st eminij; to be pretty regularly made, is seen crossing a neck of
land, lying higher than the adjoining part of the moor, and which is full of loose stones.

On coming to it, the stones which compose the wall are found to be very large, but
regularly piled, and covered at the back widi a sloping bank of earth. Keeping to

the right nand, the groinid is of an irregular shapj, inclosed by a fence of stones,

rudely placed ; someinnes a great stone, in its natural position, forms the defence, in

other places smaller ones are piled between, or on, large ones. In the side which
looks towards Chalsworth, is an entrance or gateway, opening inwards, with two
Hanks. The wall first mentioned looks towards Great Owlar-Torr. Instead of re-

turning to the turnpike road, you may go forward, and come in at a smelting mill, to

another turnpike road, which comes from Castleton, by Hathersage, to Sheftield.

Here was a rocking-stone, very lately destroyed by the barbarous hands of an igno-

rant turnpike surveyor, or mason. Hathersage lies a little below, on the left, on the

sharp descent of the hill. The church stands at the upper end of the town, and is

a handsome one, with a good spire ; above it is a place called Camp-green, being a
high and pretty large circular mound of earth, inclosed by a deep ditch.

After passing some miles over these barren moors, begin to descend towards Shef-

field.

This town has been for some centuries famous for the iron trade, which is here car-

ried on in various sorts of work to an astonishing extent. The rivers Shefl'and Dun
meet near the town, but the navigation docs not come quite up to it ; however it is

used to carry the goods to Hull. It is reckoned that there arc 40,00() inhabitants, all

industrious and fully em|)loyed. The number of smiths and cutlers living in these parts ia

the time of Henry VIII, is noticed by Leland ; and the cutlers of Hallamshire (the name
for this part of Yorkshire) are a corporation by act of parliament, 21 James I. The
grinders have high wages, owing partly to their skill, and the nicety requisite in finish-

ing edge tools, partly to the danger of their employment from the breaking of the

stones, which sometimes fly in pieces from the velocity of their motion. The breaking

of a stone used to be almost certainly fatal ; but the danger is now greatly les-

sened by placing a strong band, chained with a very thick iron chain, over that part of

the stone which is next the workman ; by this means, if it does break, it can only fly

forwards. These grindstones are turned by a set of wheels, which are moved by one
water-wheel, and have diflerent degrees of velocity ; that of the finisher is such, that the

eye scarce sees it move.

A great deal of business is done in silver, and in plating with silver ; the former is

likely to be much increa^>ed by their getting an assay m the town, which they and some

* Gordon's Tacitus, v. 2. p. 54, 55.
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Other places obtained in the year 1777. Bvforc that ihry were ohlif^rd to send :ill their

sih'cr f;;ood!i to London to be- at!i;i)cd and marked, which \va> aitciidcd uiih iuuchc\-

pcncc and Iom of time.

Here is u silk mill on the mod* I of that at Derby. A new churi h was bnih about

30 years ago. Thomas lord Fiirnival, in .'54 Hrnry III, ol)taincd liitcnce to niak«' a

cattle of his manor honsi; at SJKHicId , mid his grandson, in 24 lulward I, had a charter

for a weekly market at his manor of Sheffield. By a d.iughter and heir, this estate,

with many others, went into the family of Nevill, in the Ixginning of the reigii of

Richard II, and not long after to an only daughter, married to the famous John Tal-

bot, earl of Shresbury*. His descendants resided here, had a great estate, and were

lil)cral benefactors to the town. Karl George, who, us mei\tioned before, had the

custody of Mary, queen of Scots, has a noble monument, whieh he crecti d in his life*

time. In the inscription thereon he s[)eaksof the queen of Scots being in his custody

for 16 years, from 1568 to 1584, and that her entertainment was attended with great

expense, and an anxiety not to be expressed.! The funeral of earl Francis, wh«) tlied

at this place in Oct. 1560, was very magnificent, according to the custom of those days.

After the service, there was a great dinner at the castle for every one who would come,
of three hundred and twenty messes of meat (besides three for the table of the then

carl, who attended the funeral) each mess consisting of eight dishes, two boiled, four

roast, and two baked. What was left was given to the jwor. Fifty does, and t\venty-

nine red deer, were killed for this entertainmeitt. The whole ceremony is given iu

Peck's Desiderata Curioca, v. ii. lib. vii.jp. 17. The burial place is in the great church,
where there is a noble monument for earl George, husband of the countess, mentioned at

Hardwick.
Gilbert, the grandson of earl Francis, died in 1616, leaving three daughters and

coheirss of whom Alethea married Thomas earl of Arundell, and brought him this and
the Worksop estate. From this earl of Arundell it descended to tne late duke of
Norfolk, who gave the Sheffield estate to the earl of Surrey (son of the present duke)
who is now the owner.

The castle was razed by order of parliament, after the death of Charles I.

Barnsley is the next stage, before which the woods of the marquis of Rockingham
are seen on the right, and on the left is Wentworth castlt, formerly called Stainborough,
the seat of the earl of Straffiard. I did not go to this, but the following is Mr. Arthur
Young's account of it.

"The new front to the lawn is cne of the most beautiful in the world.J it is sur-

prisingly light and elegimt ; the portico, supported by six pillars of the Corinthian
order, is exceedingly elegant ; the tiiangular cornice, inclosing the arms, is as light as
possible ; the balustrade gives a fine efTect to the whole building, which is exceeded by
few in lightness, unity of parts, and that pleasing simplicity which must strike every
beholder.

" The hall is forty by forty, the ceiling supported by very handsome Corinthian

pillars, and divided into compartments by cornices elegantly worked and gilt, the di-

vbions painted in a very pleasing manner. On the left hand you enter an anti-cham-
ber, twenty feet square, then a bed-chamber of the same size, and thirdly, a draw-
ing-room of the like dimensions ; the pier-glass is large, but the frame rather in a
heavy stile. Over the chimney is some carving, by Gibbons.

• Dugd. Bar. v. i.p. 736, 301, 528

t This front is from a design drawn by his lordship
t Ibid. p. 33.1.
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••TIic other hide ol tlic hull oi>cn» itrto a drawiDg-room, 40 by 35. The chimney.

|>ircc in exceedingly elegant ; uk cornice huitouikU u plate of Siena marble, upon
which iH a Ik .uiiifid fei»t(X)n of Dowenk in while ; it is supported by two piltan of Siena,

wreathed with while, than whidi nothing can have a iKiter efleet. The door- casen arc

very elegantly carved and gilt. litre are three line»lub», oncuf Kg)ptian granite, and
two ui' Siena niariile ; also scverul pictures.

"The dining-room is J5 l)y 30. Here is the portrait of the great carl of StrafTord,

by Vandyke.
'*Goin^ up stairsi (the htair-cunc by the bye in ho lofty as to pain the eye) you enter

the gallery, which i<t one of die moat Ix'autiful in Knglund. It i^ one hundred and
eighty feet long, by twenty-four broiid, and thirty high. It is in three divihions; a

large one in the centre, and a small one at each end ; the division is by very magnificent

pillars of marble, with gilt capitals. In the spaces between dicse pillars and the wall are

some statues.

" This noble gallery is designed and used as u rendezvous room, and an admirable

one it is; one end is furnished for mn*>ic, and the other with u billiard-table : this is the

stile in which such rooms should always Ik- regulated. At each end is a very elegant

Veneliun window, contrived (like several others in the house) to admit the air by slicling

down the nannel under the centre part of it. The cornices of the end divisions arc of

marble, richly ornaniented. Here arc scver.il valuable pictures, amongst which is Charles

r, in the Isle of Wight, by Vandyke.
*' Lord Strafford's library is a good room, SO by 20, and the book-cases handsomely

disposed.
• Her ladyship's dressing room is extremely elegant, about twenty-five feet square,

hung with blue Indian paper ; the cornice, ceiling, and ornaments, all extremely pretty ;

the toilette boxes of gold, and very handsome.
" Her reading closet is excessively elegant, hung with a painted sattin, and the ceiling

in Mosaics, festooned with honey-suckles ; the cornice of glass painted with flowers ; it

is a sweet little room, and must please every spectator. On the other side of the dressing,

room is a bird closet, in which are many cages of singing birds : the bed-chamlx;r,

twenty-five feet square, is very handsome, and the whole apartment very pleasingly

complete.

"But Wentworth castle is more famous for the beauties of the ornamented environs,

than for that of the house, though the front is superior to many. The water and woods
adjoining arc sketched with great taste. The first extends through the park in a mean-
drmg course, and wherever it is viewed, the terminations are no where seen, having
every where the effect of a real and very beautiful river ; the groves of oaks fill up the

bends of the stream in a most beautiful manner, here advancing thick to the very banks
of the water, there appearing at a distance, breaking away to a few scattered trees in

some spots, and in others joining their branches into the most solemn brownness. The
water m many places is seen from the house, between the trees of several scattered

clumps most picturesquely ; in others it is quite lost behind hills, and breaks every

where upon the view, m a stile that cannot be too much admired.
" The shrubbery that adjoins the house is disposed with the utmost elegance : the

waving slopes, dotted with firs, pines, &c. are excessively pretty : and the temple is fixed

at so beautiful a spot, as to command the sweet landscape of the park, and the rich pros>

pect of the adjacent country, which rises in a bold manner, and presents an admirable

view of cultivated hills.

i'ih
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" Winding up *he hill among the plantations nnd woods, which tire *uid out in ni\

agreeable tastf, \vt; came to the l)owling<^a*en, which is ihicklv cncompanvid with ever-

greens, retired and iKautiful, with a very light and pretty Chinese temple on one kidc

of it, and from thence cross a dark walic, Citching » most beautiful view of u Ixink of

distant wood. The next object is a statue of Ceres, in a retired spot ; the cascade ap.

{icaring with a g(Kxl eflfect, and through the divisions of it the distant prospect is seca

very Uncly. 1 nc lawn which leads up to the castle is elegant ; there u u clump of firs

on one side of it, through which the distant nros|)ect is seen, and ihc abovcmcntioned
Ktatuc of Ceres is caught in the hollow of a dark grove with the most picturesque ele-

gance, and is one among the few instances of statues being employed m gardens with

real taste. From the platform of grass within the castle walls (in the centre of which

is a statue of tlic late carl who built it) over the battlements, you tchold a surprising

prospect on which-ever side you look ; but the view which pleases me best, U that op-

Eositc the entrance, where you look down upon a vallcv, which is extensive, tinely,

oimded b^ rising cultivated hills, and very complete in being commanded at a single

look, notwithstanding its vast variety.

•' Within the menagerv, at the bottom of tlic park, is a«nost pleasing shru!>bcry, ex-

tremely sequestered, cool, shady, and agreeably contrasted to that by the house, from

which so much distant prospect i<i behelt' , the latter is what may be called fine, but the

former is pleasingly agreeable. We proceeded through the mcnagery ^w^ich is pretty

well stocked whh pheasants, 8cc.) to tne bottom of the shrubbery, whep^n alcove in

a sequestered situation ; in front of it the body of a large oak is seen at nie end of a

walk, in a pleasing atile ; but on approajhing it, three: more are caug'kt «n the same
manner, which, from uniformity in such merely rurtl and natural objects, displeases at

the first sight. The shrubbery, or rather plantation, is spread over two fine slopes, the

valley between which is a long, winding, hollow dale, exquisitely beautiful, the banks
are thickly covered with great numbers of very fine oaks, whose noble branches in some
places almost join over the grass lawn, which winds through this elegant valley ; at the

upper end is a Gothic temple over a litUe grot which forms an arch, and together have

a pleasing effect ; on a near view this temple is found a light, airy, and ele^nt building.

Behind it is a water, sweetl^r situated, surrounded by hanging woods, in a beautiful

manner ; an island in it, prettily planted , and the bank on the left side rising elegantly

from the water, and scattered with fine oaks. From the seat of the river god (the

stream by the by is too small to be sanctified) the view into the park is pretty congenial

with the spot, and the temple caught in a proper stile."

Mr. Young concludes with properly acknowledging the true politeness of' lord

and lady Stranord, in permitting strangers to have easy access to a sipht of this place;

and execrates, as every one must do, the insolent pride of nabobs atid v^ontractors, who,
accidentally becoming possessed of fine seats, refuse that gratification to all who arc not

of their present acquaintance.

Lord Strafford has built some ruins near the road, which may perhaps have a good ef-

fect from the house, or grounds, but they appear very indiffcrendy to a traveller.

Barneskv is a small town, black from the coal-mines and iron-works round it, from
whence it has g^t the name of Black Barnesley. Yet, contradictory as it may seem^

thread is bleeched here ; some coarse linen for shirts and checks is wove.

In the village of Sandnll is a small school by the road side, the modest builder of

which has only placed the initials of his name, C. Z. ; he says in the inscription, that

it is designed to teach English and the Christian Religion, the too great neglect of which
he remarks, and, if I remember right, with an apostrophe

!
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At this place was a castlo, built by John, the last carl Warren, who having no issue

by his wife, in 9 Edward II by special grant, gave the inheritance of all his lands to

the king and his heirs, antongst which this castle and the manor of Wakefield are enu-

merated ; ten years after the king granted it to him for his life.* In 1 Edward III, on
the death of Thomas, duke of I^ncaster, Henry being found to be his brother and

heir, tiic king, taking his hooiage, commanded his escbeator north of Trent not to

meddle with the castle of Sandale, manor of Wakefield, Sec. whereunto John earl of

Warrc"" laid claim, they being, by consent of both parties, to remain in the king's

hands, >o be delivered to Hemy.f Vet, in thr 20th year of that king, this eirl

Warren settled this castle on Maud de Nereford (his concubine) and oi> John and
Thomas, his soi\s by her.J It, however, afterwards came to the crcwn, and '.vas

given by Edward III, to his fifth son, Edmund de Langley, from whom it descended

to Richard, duke cf York, the competitor of Henry VI, and who, uetvvcen this place

and Wakefield, fought the battle with Henry's queen, in which he lost his life. He
had app.iinl:«(fd his army to rendezvous here, but was followed suddenly by the queen

before his forces were collected; too gnllant to bear the thoughts of being braved by
her at the gate of his ov/n castle, he sallied out, was defeated, and killed. Mr. Tho-
resby had a ring whi( h was found in this place, and supposed to have been his. On
the right hand of the road, between this and Wakefield, on the spot where he fell, a stone

cross was erected, which was destroyed in the late civil war. 5

On the Ml(|ge over the Calder, at the entrance of Wakefielc!, stands a chapel,

built by Edward the Fourth ; itt)elongs to the poor, was lately converted into a ware-

house, and isi^ow let to a cloth's-man. In the fr jnt are remains of some groupes

of figures, and other ornaments. Possibly it might have some reference to this battle,

or to the murder cf .the young earl of Rutland, put to death in cold blood near the

bridge, by lord Cliiilbrd, a young man, whose barbarity stained the lustre of the victory

and gained him the name of The Butcher. He paid dear for it afterwards, as did the

queen, for her weak and unworthy insults to the body of the gallant York. This
lord w»s killed in the battle of Towton, and his sons, then quite infants, would have

been sacrificed to the manes of Rutland, if their mother had not preserved them, by
sending the youngest beyond sea, and concealing the eldest at the house of a shepherd,

where he was brought up as a peasant, without educati >n, and remained in that state

till the settlement of Henrv VII, on the throne, made it safe to discover him. His
estates were in the mean time in the hands of his enemies, but he then got restitution of

them.
II

In 1756 a number of groupes, in wood and alabarter, were found in the roof of a

house in the market-place, s.upposed to have belonged to the chapel on the bridge, or

to Sandall castle. One of them represented St William, archbishop of York ; ano-

ther the martyrdom of St. Amphibalus; Moses and Aaron, I^vid and Solomon,

Christ and the twelve Apostles, Paul, John Baptist, the three Magi, St. Anne teach-

ing the virgin, a mitred figure, supposed the patron saint of the chapel, the martyrdom
of St. John the Baptist in the cauldron, with Polycarp and Ignatius, the Roman ma-
gistrate and the executioners. They were about twelve inches high, painted red and
gilaea. St. Anne was three feet high, anj in the best stile, whence this might rather

be conjectured to be the patron saint, or principal figure.^!

* Dugd. Bur. V. i.p. 81. t Ibid. p. 783. | Ibid, p. 82.

§ When Lelandmade his notes, Sandall castle belonged to the king. Itin. v. i. p. 35.

fro .11 a draught in the duchy offic:, has been engraved by the Society of Antiquaries.

!l Dugd. Bar. v. i. p. 343. f Cough's Topography, v. ii. p. 438r.

A view of it,

T**r?-':r^,-,-r v^-T--^^Z-'*rvK.~.
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This toVirn is handsome and well built, and has long been noted for the clothing trade.

There is a good bridge over the Calder, which was made navigable so far about 1698.

Amongst other eminent men whom this place has produced, was the Pindur who dis-

tinguished himself as the antagonist ofthe bold Robinhood.

The road from hence to Leeds is through a country black with coal-pits, and the

smoak of the fire-engines and glasshouses; but the land is good. At Leeds the cloth-

ing trade, that staple manufacture of the kingdom, which employs such innumerable

hands, and which is a more genuine source of wealth than the mines of Peru, is seen

in all its glory. The cloth used to be exposei on stalls in the street, but in 1758 a
large hallwa'i built bv subscription of 1589 clothiers (each of whom had a spot assigned

him in it for sale of his cloth. The payment was three guineas each ; and if the stall

is sold, no larger premium is permitted to be taken. A new hall is now finished on a
still larger scale, over the centre of which is an assembly room. It is almost incredible

how much business is done here on the cloth-market days, which are Tuesdays and
Saturdays. The neighbourhood is full of the country houses of the rich clothiers.

About three miles off are the ruins of Kirkstall-abbey, a stately Gothic building, in

a vale watered by the river Aire. It was of the Cistercian order, founded by Henry
de Lacy in 1157, and was valued at the dissolution at 3291. 2s. lid. The gateway i6

walled up, and converted into a farm-house, the arch plainly appearing. The abbot's

palace was on the south. The middle, north, and south ailes of the church remain,

with nine pillars on each side, but the roof of the middle uile is gone(i||Places for six

altars, three on each side the high altar, are visible. At the west end is a turret, with
steps up to it, leading to the roofof the south aile, overgrown with grail. The tower,

built about the time of Henry VIII, is pretty entire;* part of an arched chamber, lead-

ing to the cemetery, and part of the dormitory, remain. The wall under the cast win-

dow is broken down, and there is no door at the west, so that there is a passage through
the whole bu''iing, and this beii^ always open, the cattle use it for a shelter, and
make it very ^rty. It is pity the noble owner (the duke of Montague) should not

pay so much regard to this structure, and the purposes for which it was originally de*

signed, as to prevent this abuse of it. One sees with veneration these mouldering re-

mains of the piety of our ancestors ; and, if it were only for the picturesque scenes

which they exhibit in their present condition, one cannot but lament that they should
want the little care which should preserve them very long from further desQ'uction.

Near this place are said to be remains ofsome Danish works.

It is said that there was a Roman pottery two miles from Leeds, at Hawcaster-rigg,

on Blackmore, and that there are some estiges ofa Roman town at Adeil.f

Go to Harewood, where is Gawthorp-haU,| the seat of Mr. Edwin Lascelles, for-

merly that of the Gascoignes, late of the Boulters.} At the village of that name are

some remuns of the castle, once belonging to the Curci's, demolished in the late civil

war.

Mr. King, who has taken very great pains in investigating the remains of ancient

castles, says, that what remains of this appears to have been chiefly built about the time
of Edward I, and to have been completed in that of Edward III. The entrance is by
two portals, in the first of which is the groove for the portcullis. In the apartment

* January 37, 1779, three sides of this tower fell down, and only the south Mde of it remains. Cough's
Topography, v. ii. p. 470.

t Phil. Trans. No. 323, p. 3 1 9 ; and No. 383, p. 1385. i Now called Harewood-hnuse.

§Of whom John Boulter, esq. is spoken of by the authors oi' Magna Britannia, m 1731, as a

person of great piety and benevolence.

3 H 2
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over ihe second is a large door way, which has three coats of arms over it; the first

and third contain a lion rampant, being the arms ofAldburgh, charged on the breast with

a fleur-de-lis, to distinguish the branch which possessed this castle from the elder ; the

second contiins an orle« being the arms of Baliol. What is very extraordinary, this

^reat arch only leads into the smalt room in the upper part of the tower of entrance, where
there could not be any ccmmunicatiun with the grand entrance below, and it seems un-
connected with any other parts, except that little room, and the galleries in the wall.

This little room is supposed to have been the <.napel ; in the freeze round it are 12
coats ofarms cut in stone, amongst which those of Aldburgh are repeated three ^'mes

;

sir William de Aldburgh bejame possessed of this castle by ^fr of Robert de Insula, or

De PIsle, lord Lisle, of Ru|;emont, in 38 Edward IIL on his marriage with a daugh-
ter of that lord. Sir William had one daughter and heir, who married sir Richard
Redman, in the reign of Henry IV. From this repetition of the arms of Aldburgh,
when only one of that name possessed the place, Mr. King thinks the date of this part

of the building, at least, may be fixed to the time of that sir William, and he comec-
tures that the rest was built by Robert de Lisle, in the reign of Edward I. The Red-
mans continued owners to the time of Elizabeth.

On the ground floor of the castle is the appearance of a tomb, a thine not easily to

be accounted for in such a place. In the end walls are marks of a high-ridged roof
having been let-in, over the state apartments, but beneath the high parapet wall,

so as to leavoMoom for a platform on each side upon the leads above, secured by the

parapet, which might be for the purpose of placing wariike engines.* The same has
been observed aiCastleton.

In the church is a monument for that upright and firm judge, sir William Gascoigne,
who could not be prevailed on to pronounce what he thought an unjust sentence against

Scrope, archbishop of Canterbury, when arrested for an insurrection against Henty IV,
and who so nobly supported the dignity of the bench, by committing the prince of
Wales (afterwards Fenry V) for a contempt in court. To the honour of the prince,

he submitted to the law, and to the honour of his father, he commended the judge.
He died in 1412. There is also a curious tomb for the Redmans* some time lords

here. Mr. Lascelles built a range of neat houses in the village^, intending to establish

a ribband manufactory ; unfortunately it did not succeed, but the attempt does him
honour.

About half a mile from the village is the Hall, which he has lately rebuilt on a new
spot of ground. It is a large, elegant house, standing on an eminence, and from the
south front overlooks a piece of xvater in the bottom. The gallery extends the whole
west end of the house, and is seventy-seven feet and an half long, by twenty-four feet

and an half wide, and twenty-two high. The politeness of the fami ^ , in most obligingly
permitting us, as travellers, to see the house on a day on which it is not usually snewn,
must not be passed without mention ; it gave additional pleasure to that arising from
the sight ofa place finished with so much taste.

At Knaresborough are some remains of the castle, standing on a high abrupt bank,
overlooking the river Nid, which runs at the foot of it. It was built soon afrer the
Conquest by Serlo de Burgh, uncle by the father's side to Eustace Vescy ; itcame after-

wards to be the seat of the Estotevilles, a daughter of which family married Hugh de
Moreville, one of the four knights who slew Thomas Becket ; and he, in her right,

held this castle, and fled to it, with his assistants In that act ; Uiey remained here siiut

• Arch. V. vi. p. 329.
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for a year> but submitting to the church, were pardoned, on condition of performing a

pilgrimage to the Holy Sepulchre.

After this it came to the crown, and was given by Henry UI, to Hubert de Burgh,
his faithful adiierent, but the adviser of his arbitrary measures. It again escheated to

the king, and was granted by Henry HI, to his brother Richard, earl of Cornwall,
whose son £dmund ^ing without issue, it was given by Edward H, to his favourite

Piers de Gavestone. On his death it came once more into the royal possesion, and in

44 £dward HI, was granted to John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, and has belonged to

that duchy ever since.

In 1399 Richard II, after his deposition, was removed hither from Pickering castle,

and from hence earned to Pontefract castle, where he ended hb days.

The townsmen defended it for Charles I, after the battle of Marston-moor, in the

most spirited manner, and at last being compelled to surrender, had leave to go where
they pteased. Lilbum, who commanded for the parliament, destroyed all the build-

ings within the castle walls, and the materials and furniture were sold.* The south
front of the keep is partly standing, and is about 48 feet high, between two round
towers, which are placed one at each comer. These towers are solid stone work, ex-
cept that one of them has a small window and a loop, with very narrow passages leading

%o them ; the lower part of that in which is the loop is a vaulted room, now used as a
prison, which has no communication with the inside of the keep. The ground floor

seems to have been used as store-rooms. Adjoining to one of the towers is a small

door, opening into an apartment which has no communication whatever with the inside

of the keep ; in this room the records of the forest have long been kept. By the side

of this "ittle door were the steps leading to the door of the apartment on the second
floor ; this door is ornamented >vith tracery work, so as to have some appearance of a
window. Under these steps is a dr"-»r to the vaults below. The great room on the

second floor appears to have had an "d roof of stone work.-)*

At the bottom of the town, across t.
' 'pt ' the famous drnr pi g well, felling

from a rock of limestone of coarse grain;
^

<. is nearly insuJa.cd from the neigh-

bouring bank, from which it slipped down about the beginning of this century) in a
perpetual stream of many strings of water, of a petn.lying quality. The river nins be-

low, and for some miles goes through a deep valley, wooded on the sides, son>etimes to

the water's edge. There are three other wells here ; the sweet spa, or vitrioline well

;

the stinking, or sulphur well (which tinges silver with a upper colour, owing to its

having the addition ofa vitriolic salt ;() and St. Mongah, or Kentegera's well. This St.

Mongah was a Scottish saint.

A mile from Knaresborough, near Grimble-bridge, b a pla called St. Robert's
Cave, in the time of king John the habitation of a hermit of that name, son of one
who had been twice mayor of York, but he disliking the .vorld, left lus patrimony,

and after having been a short time a monk at Morpeth, retired to thb place.jl Thb
gave rise to a reli^ous foundation by Richard earl of Cornwall, of the order of the

Holy Trinity ft>r r^emption of captives, it was surrendered by the prior 1539. The
cave is dag in the rock above the river Nid, and has been lately made remarkable by
the discovery of a murder, committed there about fifteen years before by one Eugene
Aram, a man, who, without education, had acquired a considerable share of learning

* Camd. vol. ii. p. 94. Grose.

t Mr. King has given a very exact description of this castle in Arch. t. vi. p. 322.

i Short, p. 106. $ Leigh, b. i.p. 34. It Leland, Itin, v. i. p. 82.
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by intense application ; his defence in perhaps as masterly a performance as has been

often seen on buch an occasion, and would nave done honour to a better cause.

About two miles from Knaresborough is Plumpton, an old seat of an old family of

that name, which flourished from the conquest till the middle of the present century,

when this place, with an estate of seven hundred pounds a year, was bought by Mr.
Daniel Lascelles. He designed to have built a house, which he began, mad*? his k;»chen

garden, and formed a pleasure ground in a romantic spot, but then desisted, and wt it

to live at Goldsworth, another purchase of his, two miles off. The companj' at HanO'
gate, which is at a small distance, have the advantage of what has been done, a visit io

these gardens being one v.f their excursions.

Mr. Lascelles found, in a bottom near the house, a small piece ofvirater, with a num<
ber of rocks standing up in detached pieces of various forms ; he enlai^ed the water

considerably, forming various bays between the rocks, and covering the tops of them
with greensward, shrubs, and flowers, often leaving the sides quite bare. The walks

are curried sometimes between, sometimes by the side, sometimes on the top of these

rocks, which present themselves in a variety of shapes. The autumnal crocus grows

wild in the pastures here in great plenty.

Not far from hence is Cop^rave, where is a memorable epitaph, similar to that of

Mr. Heyrick, mentioned at Leicester. It is for John Wincupp, who was rector thereof

54 years ; pious, charitable, and peaceable ; never sued any, nor was sued ; lived 52
years with his wife, had six children, and a numerous family (boarding and teaching

many of the gentry) out of which not one died in all that time ; himself was the first,

July 8, 1637, m his 86th year.*

The forest of Knaresborough is now inclosed ; the land, lately of little use, is now
converted into arable and good pasture. The family of the Slingsbys, still flourishing

here, were made rangers of this forest in the time of Edward L Their seat is at Sere-

ven-hall, a handsome house, with veiy pleasant walks, and fine views.

Go from hence to the litde town of Ripley, and lodge there. Here is a seat of sir

John Ingleb) , whose family has resided in this place for ages. It is fauious for the

birth of sir Ceorge Ripley, die celebrated chemist, who- lived in the 15th century, and

is said to have discovered the philosopher's stone. Near this place were found, in 1734,

two pigs of lead, inscribed. Imp. Caes. Domitiano Avg. cos. VII, one of which is now
in the hands of sir John Ingleby.t

The next day pass by a new house, building by Mr. Messenger, late owner ofFoun-
tain's abbey, and so to Ripon.

At Ripon was a monastery, built by Wilfrid, archbishop of York, a prtlate, who,
presuming on his great wealth and power, behaved with such insolence to Egfrid, king

of Northumberland, that he deprived him of his see ; and despising the authority of

the Pope, to whom Wilfi'id had appealed, put him into prison, for daring to appeal to

a foreign power against him. On the death of Egfrid, he made his peace with Alfred,

who succeeded to the crown, and obtained a restitution ofhis see ofYork ; but the same
insolence produced a second banishment: he now iround favour with Et'^elred, kingof

the Mercians, who made him bishop of Leicester ; but his behaviour here was such,

that hs was not long after deeded. Such, however, was the merit of Ms appeal to

Rome, that it made a saint of him.t

• Cand. V. ilp. 95.

t Leland, Itin. v. i. p. T6.
t Phil. Trans. No. 459, p. 560 ; and Cough's Top v. u. p. 464.
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Before Wilfrid's foundation, there liad been a monastery of Scots here, of whom
Eata, abbot of Metros, was chief. It stood in a bottom, a small distance from the

minster. An abbot of Fountaynes got a grant of the chapel, part of which he pulled

down,and rebuilt it, intending to have made it a cell to his abbey; when Leiand visited this

place, a chauntry priest was maintained there, and he observes, that there were three

crosses standing in a row at the east end of the chapel garth, of very ancient workman-
ship, and monuments of some notable men buried there.* He observes, that woollen

cloth used to be made in the town, but idleness was then sore encreased, and cloth-

making almost decayed. Wilfrid's building was entirely demolished by the Danes, but

was re-edified by Odo, archbbhop of Canterbury,f This place was in such favour with

Athelstan, that he granted a charter, by which, amongst other privileges, all St. Wil-
frid's men were to be believed in all courts by their Yae and Nae.it At the dissolution,

the whole of the revenues were seized into the hands of the crown. In 1604 a petition

was presented to Anne, queen of James I> for. settling a college here, in the manner of

an university, for the benefit of the borders of England and Gotland. ( She approved

the plan, but it was not carried into execution ; \, jwever, James refounded the cnurch,

making it consist of a dean, subdean, and six prebendaries, allowing them 2471. per ann.

out of the former prebendd lands.

There is now a coUe^ate church with three steeples, or towers, large, but veir f lain.

The spires have been long since blown down. This church suffered much in the civil

war in 1643, but has been well repaired since. Under the church is a narrow, winding

pass£^, called St. Wilfred's Needle, heretofore supposed to have been a trial of female

chastity, such as had made a slip not being able to go through.

The manor was granted by queen Mary to the see of York, to which it now belongs.

Here b a free grammar-school, founded by queen Mary in the third year of her rei^,

and well endowed. There is also a blue-coat hospital, founded about 1672 by Za-
charas Jepson, an apothecary of York, for the mdntenance and education of twenty

orphan boys, or the sons of poor freemen of the town, who are taken care of from the

age ofseven to fifteen ; and any two of them, who may be deemed fit for the university,

are to have an exhibition of 101. a year each, for seven years, at Cambridge.

Such as are apprenticed at Ripon have 51. given with them. The estates are vested in

ten trustees.

The market-place b very large, having in the centre an obelbk of free stone, 82 feet

high, on the top of which is a bugle horn, the arms of the town. Having suffered

much by the weather, it was rebuilt by Mr. Aislabie, in 1781. It was formerly the

custom for the Vigillarius, or Wakeman (who seems to have been the chief magistrate

till James I, granted a charter to the town, making it a corporation, consisting of mayor,

recorder, 12 aldermen, and 24 assistants) to order that a horn should be blown every

night at nine o'clock, and if an} house or shop was broken open or robbed, between
that time and sun-rising, the loss was to be made good by the town, foi which purpose

each householder paid four-pence a year, or, if he had a back door to another street,

eight-pence, j] The horn is still blown, though the tax, and the benefit arbing from it,

are discontinued.

At this town, in 1695, were found many Saxon coins, namely, of their brass

sticca's, whereof they were eight to a penny. They were of the latter race of the

* Leiand, Itin< v. i. p- 77. t Camd. v. ii- p. 94, 95.

$ The plan is inserted in Peck's De&id. Cur. v. ii. lib. 7. p. 56*
i Dugd- Mon. vol. i. p- 173.

II Gent's History of Ripon.
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kings of Deira, or rather the Subreguli, arter Egbert had reduced it to be part of his

monarchy,*
Two miles from Ripon is a sulphur well, called Oldfield Sixi. It lies between two

hills, near an old abbey, in a very romantic situation, resembling Matlock ; it was disco-

vered about the end of the last century. The spring is always of the same height, not

affected by rain or drought, but boils up with great noise against a change of wea-

ther,f
About four miles east of Ripon, towards Boroughbridge, is Newby, the seat of Mr.

Weddell, on tbe banks of the Eure. The situation is low, but the grounds are laid out

to the best advantage ; and whatever is wanting without is amply made up within the

house, which is disposed and fumbhed in Adams's best manner. There are a few good
pictures of the first masters, and such a collection of statues, busts, bas-reliefs, urns, sar-

cophagus's, and antique marbles, as few houses in England can shew ; amongst the sta-

tues, the Venus holds the first place.

A little way from this town is Studley Park, the seat of the late Mr. Aislabie. The
gardens were begun about 60 years ago by his father (who married the heiress of the

Mallorie's, an ancient fanuly ) and have long been celebrated as the finest m the north of

England. They are at a small distance from the house, in a valley, in which are several

pieces of water, too much in the old* formal stile, supplied by a little stream, which comes
from Fountain's abbey ; the hills on each side are covered with woods, in which arc

interspersed several temples and buildings, so placed as to form excellent points of view
from the different walks, which are carried along the sides and tops of the declivities.

The late owner was at last enabled to make the place complete by the addition of this

abbey, which it was many years before he could obtain. It stands at the upper end of
a vale, which commences at the termination of the old gardens, and is finely wooded
on each side ; through this runs the stream, which at the turn of the hill is formed into

a beautiful piece of water. Before this purchase was made, only an imperfect view of
the abbey was catched from one of the seats, much interrupted by the trees which stood

immediately before it ; these are now cleared away, so as to give a full sight of the

magnificent ruins.

This celebrated abbey was founded in 1132, by Thurstan, archbishop of York, for

monks of the Cistercian order, and was built with stone taken from the rocks in (he

adjoining hill. Some yew trees remain in the wood, said to have been planted by the

first monks. By degrees they obtained very large possessions, and had an amazing
quantity of plate, cattle, &c Just before the dissolution, their plate, at 4s. 4d. per oz.

was valued at above 7001. they had 2356 oxen, cows and calves ; 1326 sheep ; 86
horses, and 79 swine. Their revenues amounted, according to Burton, to more than

11001. a year, at the dissolution. William Thurst, or Thtrske, the last abbot but one,

was afterwarc^s hanged at Tyburn, together with the abbot of Jervaux, or Joreval, and
four others, who had been concerned in the insurrection under Aske, in York-
shire, called the Pilgrimage of Grace., one object of which was a restoration of the

abbies.:|:

This abbey, with others, was granted to sir Richard Gresham, who sold it to sir

Stephen Proctor, whose daughter and heiress carried it into the family of Messenger, of
one of whose descendants it was lately bought by Mr. Aislabie. The ruins are very con-
siderable ; the walls of the church, a large and lofty tower, part of the cloisters

* Catnd. V. ii. p. 94, 95.

t Short, p. 297. ^ WUlis's Mitred Abbies, v. ii.p. 271.

'm
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entire, and of the dormitory over them, and of the Idtchen and refectory, 8ic.

still remain. The stream runs under one end of tke cloiiiters, and is there arched

over.

The church and town of Ripon make a fine termination of a view from the

park.

About five miles from Studley, Mr. Aislabie made some walks, and erected some
buildings in a sequestered and most romantic place, called Hackfull.

A little rivulet, which rises on Greville-thorpe-moor runs into a deep, woody glen,

9nA forms at the enurance three or four small pools, and in issuing out of t'lem makes
so many little cascades, judiciously varied in their forms. It then hastens v/ith precipi>

tance to the river Eure, at the bottom of the dale, rushing over heaps of stones and
pebbles which obstruct its passage, and make a multitude of falls, continuully differing in

shape and size. On the right rises a very steep hill, covered with underwood to the

top, through which is a waterfall of considerable height ; oti the left, the walk is

formed under a shade of lofty trees, growing on a steep bank. At the bottom of this

waUc is a small, plain building, callec Fisher's Hall (from the name of the gurdener)

firom whence is a view of the river Euk-e,^ whose noise had been before heard, roaring

over g^at heaps of stones, torn from the adjoining rocks in its fury, when swelled with

rains. It runs here in a bend, round a point of high land on the opposite side, clothed

with a hanging wood from the brink to t!ie water's edge, but is soon lost between the

woody hills.

. Returning back a little way, a path to the right leads through a fine wood of lofly

trees, which reach from the top of the high, abrupt hill, then being on the left, to the

river side. In some parts the wood has been cleared, to vary the ground with spots

of greensward, leaving a few scattered u^es. In one of these spots a rustic buildii^ is

placed, looking on a considerable water-fall, the top of which is hid by the over-hanging

boughs ; th'is runs into a bason, in whkh a high fountain plays out of a rock placed in

the nuddle. Keeping near the side of the river, it shews itselfm various views; the opposite

bank generally covered with wood, but in one place presenting a lofty perpendicular face

of bare rock. The same sort of rocks appear in the hill on the left, the trees being

thinned to shew thera. Near the end of this walk, a slender rill drops from an impending
bank, through the stem of a tree, into the river.

Turning now to the left, ascend the hill which overhangs the path you have followed,

and from various statbns have various views of the river and counUy. The spire of
Masham church b a beautifiil object from several places. The views of the country

become more extensive^ as the ground rises, till coming to a building on the brink of a
precipice, and on the highest part of the hilt, a noble scenery opens. In the bottom
sevenil reaches of the river are seen at once ; the hanging wood on its faither bank,

a particular green meadow on its sumimt, farm-houses, gentlemens' seats, cultivated land,

the church of Tanfiekl, with its bridge over the water, the churches of Topclifie and
Thirsk, York Minster, the whole bounded by Black Hambledon, and other hills in the ho-

rizon, on one of which the White Mare of Weston Clifr,t or White Stone Cliff, is visible

in a clear day, compose this beautiful landscape. The building which affords this prospect,

appears fircon difierent parts ofthe vralk to be a ruin, but has two neat rooms in it, where,

* Thit riv«r nins to Hull, but loses iis ntMne a little below Boroughbridgci at Ousebourn, where
the little brook called Ouse, runs into it, and cpives name to its further course. It receives in its

track the Swale, the Nid, the Darwent, Sec.

t A mark in a hill, like the White Horse in Berkshire, Whiteleaf-cross, in Bucks, &c,

VOL* II* 3 I
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or in Fisher's Hall, Mr. Aislabie sometimes dined, or indulged his friends with the liberty

of bO doin^i and for this purpose kitchens ure built near.

Proceeding onward, a new view opens of the principal waterfall mentioned in the

first walk, but it here appears to come from a much greater height, than it did whon
seen before, the upper part not being visible there. From hence you come to the

place at which you nrst entered.

From Hackfall it is three miles to a little town, called Masham, the market.place of

which is uncommonly spacious, built on three sides, but the houses so low and mean,

that it has the appearance of a deserted place. The church is at the end of the south side,

remarkably neat. In it is a very handsome monument for sir Murmaduke Wy vill, who
died in 1617, and his lady ; he was descended from a co-heiress of the lords Scroopc,

of Masham, one of whom was beheaded for a conspiracy against Henry V. There is

another good monument for Mr. Danby, to whose family the manor belongs, and whose
seat is at Swinton, in the road to Masham. The great tythes are the property of Trinity

uollcge, Cambridge.

The manor of the rectory of this place was the endowment of a prebend in the

cathedral of York, and perhaps the richest in the kingdom. In 1534 it was valued

at 1361. a year. In 1546 it was resigned by Robert Peterson, then prebendary, who
conveyed it to Chancellor Wriottesly, and his heirs, and it has been ever since a lay

fee.*

Mr. Danby's improvement of the moors, which lie behind his house in immense
tracts, is so observable, and so worthy of imitation, that too much cannot be said of it.

He has a colliery, which employs many hands, and the cottages of the wwkmen are

scattered about on the moors. Some years ago he gave leave to the cottagers to in-

close a field contiguous to their gardens, that they might, if industrious, raise their own
com. A few examples had great effects* and now there b not a collier without a little

farm, from four to twenty acres, on which he keeps a cow or two, and raises com.
The hours of work in the colliery are few, and leave sufficient time for the cultivation

of this land. This scheme has introduced a spirit of industry, in lieu of the idle-

ness which used to prevail after the work in the coal-pits was finished for the day,

and fixes the men, who before this, on the least disgust, used to run from one colUery

to another.f . > ,* . i., ^ * 4, .

Mr. Arthur Young mentions a most extraordinary instance ofTndustry in one of
these colliers, named James Crofb, who has reclaimed nine acres of moor, much
incumbered with stone, the whole of which, in the inclosure and cultivation, has
been performed by his own hands, with the help of one Galloway ; for years he spent

20 hours of the 24 in unremitted labour. Mr. Young was so struck with the spi-

rit of this poor man (who seems to have been unaccountably neglected by Mr. Dan-
by, notwithstanding his own turn for improvements) that he most humanely proposed
a subscription to raise a sum for enabling him to proceed in the improvement of a
larger tract. What a loss to the public, that such a genius for agriculture should be
cramped, and for want of a sum less than is often spent in the capital on a single

dinner! .>..;,,.,,....,

By the side of the road, three miles before coming to Middleham, are some re-

mains of Joreval abbey. It was originally begun in 1144 by Peter de Quinciano, a
monk of Savigny, of the Cistercian order, in a different place, and was then called

the abbey of Fors, Wensley-dale, and Charity, and sometimes Joreval; but 11 years

WiUis't Cath. vol. i. p. 153. t Young'9 North Tour, v. ii. p. 289.

saas
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afterwarda was removed hither, when it got the name of Joreval. i. e. Zureval, Trom

the river Eure running near it. Adam Sodbury, the last abbut, wa^ one of those

who were attainted in 1539,* probably for having been concerned in tk^ Pilgrimage

of Grace, which was stirred up by the clergy, as mentioned before. At ihe dissolu-

tion it was valued at 4551. 10s. 5d. accordmg to Speed, and 2341. 18s. 5d. by Dug-
dale, and was granted to Matthew, earl of L^nox, and Lady Margaret, his wif?. It

now belongs to the earl of Aylesbury, who has a large estate hereabouts. Stone cof-

fins have been dug up in the burial grounds, and converted by the farmers into

hog-troughs ; in the coffins have been found cloth and ribbands, retainitiff their natu-

ral colours. The walls have been pulled down to make farm-houses and fences, and to

repair the roads.

, At the foot ofthe right hand still stands Danby, the seat of Mr. Scroope.

Pass a handsome bridge over the Cover, which runs out of Coverdale, and joins the

Eure a little below. In this dale arc some remnants of Coverhrm-abbey, oi Priory,

founded about the 14th John , by Ralph, son of Robert, lord of Middteham. He re-

moved hither some canons of the Preunonstralcnsian order, from a house at Swane-
by, founded by Helwisia, his mother, daughter a 'H heiress of Ranulph de Glanville,

the famous chief justice, and he and several of his ^..-scendants were buried here.f It

was one of the lesser abbies surrendered 27 Henry VIII, liaving then in lands. Sec.

2071. 14s. 8d. a vear, but reduced by pensions and :xpences to a clear income of 1601.

18s. 3d. In 4 Philip and Mary, it was sold by comn, issioners of the crown to Humphry
Orme. It stands on the north side of the rapid brook of Cover, in the dale called trom
it Coverdale, and in a dismal situation ; notwidistanding which, an owner of the name
of Wray erected from the ruins a dwelling-house adjoining to the spot. A few

years ago two statues, larger than the life, were dug up here, in the habit of knights

templars, in a cumbent posture, ornamented with foliage and animals, but of most rude

workmanship.:^ . .

From the bridge, having the Eure on. the right, see the lofty fragments of Middle-
ham-castle, overlooking the town. Large pieces of the walls have fuUen down, and
the mortar seems less durable than it is generally found in those ancient buildings.

Alan the second, earl of Britanny and Richmond, gave this and other manors to Ribdd,
hb younger brother, who possessed it at the time of the Conqueror's survey. Robert,

his grandson, erected thb castle about the year 1190. On his death, in the 54th of

Heniy III, it descended, with the forest of Coverdale, to Mary, one of his daughters,

who nad married Robert de Nevill,^ in whose family it continued till seized by Edw.
IV, who had been imprisoned here under the care of the archbishop of York, brother

to the great earl of Warwick, but made his escape either by the carelessness or design

of his keeper;
II

if it was the latter, the king made him a very ill return, when a few
years afterwards, under pretence of visitine him at his seat at the More, or Mote, in

Hertfordshire, he seized all the plate which the archbishop had got there of his own,
and had borrowed of others, in order to entertain him the more magnificently. Still

worse, he kept him in prison at Calais four years, in which time he was so ill-used,

that he died soon after being released. The outer part was built or rebuilt by one ofthe
Nevill8.1[

The only son of Richard III, died young at this castle, and from that time it is not

mentioned in history. The late earl of Holdemesse was constable of it, as his family

• Carte. V. iii. p. 149.

§ Dugd. Bar.T. i. p. 53, 53.
t Dugd. Bar. v. i.p. 53, 392.

11 Ibid, p- 306.

3 I 2

t Grose.

9 Leland's Ttin. v. i. p. 76.
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had long been ; but in the beginning of the last century it was inhabited by sir Henry
Lindlcy.*

From hence is a fine view of the dale, with the winding river, the villages and woodv,

and over them it cxtcndtt to a great distance towards the east. The entrance was on the

north side, next the town i some part of u moat appears on the south and east sides. At
a little distance on the south side are two artificial mounts, midway between which and
the castle b a remarkable distinct and loud echo.f

The town of Middleham stands on high ground, ov. rlooking the beautiAil valley

called Wensley-dale, from a village in it of that name, the church of which lord Scroope
had a licence to make collegiate in the 1 Henry IV, but it does not appear that nc
carried his design into execution. The dale is of considerable width, lying between
two hills^ adorned with several villages, and is watered by the river Eure, which
runs through it with many windings. From Middleham the passage over the river

is by a ford ; but after rains you must return as far as Coverbridw, or go up as high
as Wensley ; but to see the most oi the vale, the way is to goby Coverbridge, and
throuc^ the villages of Spenythorne, Armby, Leybum, and Wensley. The meand-
ring of the river through the most verdant pastures, whose hedges are filled with trees,

the scattered villages, die hanging woods, the contrast of the bare hill-tops, form alt

together a most captivating scene. From a ridge of rock above Leyburn, the whole
is viewed to great advantage. At Armby b a fall of water, which, after rain, is 'con-

siderable.

In Wensley church is a curiously carved pew, brought from the monastery of St
A^tha, near Richmond, which formerly belonged to the lords Scroo|)e of Bolton. On
this is still legible the name of Henry lord Scroope, carved on the wood, in text hand,

with other inscriptions, now much broken.it

In the middle of the dale stands Bolton-hall, and at some distance, under a fine

grove, Bolton.castle. The present house was built by Charles, marquis of Winches*
ter, created duke of Bolton by William III. He was a man of the most extraor.

dinary disposition ; sometimes he would not speak for weeks together, at others he
would not open his mouth till such an hour of the day, when he thought the air

was pure. 4 We have lately heard of a hunting by torch-light in France, to amuse
the king oif Denmark when there, but it was not a novelty, having been practised

by this ^ntleman. But with all these oddities he was a man of deep policy, and
played his cards with great art in the difficult times of Charles II| James, and
William. > '. ^

A pillar on the hill, which fronts the house, commemorates the gratitude of a for-

mer owner, who buried under it a race-horse, by whose speed he recovered the estate,

which his destructive passion for gaming had once lost. It may serve as a useful me-
mento.

By marriage of a natural daughter of Emanuel, lord Scroope (created by Charl<4

I, earl of Sunderland, who had no legitimate issue) this estate came to an ancestor of
the present owner. In the house are a few portraits of that family ; amongst them is

one of Henry, lord Scroope, one of those noblemei? who signed the famous letter to the

pope, threatening that if he did not permit the divorce between Henry VIII, and ^icen
Catherine, they would reject his supremacy. The estate round (hb mansion b very

•Grose. t Ibid. Ubid.
$ Burnet's History of his own Times, sub anns 1 699.

r:?<..vj., :
'
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considerable, with many lead mines in it, from which the dulce receives one fiflh ofthe

tmelicd lead, and has no farther trouble than to carry it to market.

Bolton castle was built by Richard, lord Scroope, (he honest and spirited chancellor

of Richard II, but whose ancestors had an estate here at least as early as 24 Edward I,

Lelum. says it was 18 years in building^, and cost 1000 marks a year, which mokes
12,0001. He says that the timber used about it was mostly fetched from the forest

of Enffleby, in Cumberland, by relays of ox teams placed on the road. He men-
tions cnimneys made in the side of the walls for conveyance of the smoke, as a thing

he had not been accustomed to see.* He also mentions an astronomical clock being

here.

The castle is of a quadrilateral figure, the greatest length bein^ from north to south,

but no two of its sides equal; the south is 184 feet, the opnosite 187, the west 131,

and the east 125. It has four right lined towers, one at eacn angle, but neither their

faces nor flanks are equal ; each of the former measuring on the north and south sides

47 feet and an half, and on the east and west only 35 feet and an half; the latter vary

from seven feet and an half to six feet. In the centre, between the two towers, both on
the north and south sides, is a large projecting right.angled buttress or turret ; that on
the north side is 15 feet in front, its west side 14, its east 16 ; on the south side the

front is 12 feet, its east nine, its west 12.

The grand entrance was in the east curtain, near the southernmost tower ; there

were three other doors, one on the north, two on the west side. The walls are srven

feet thick, 97 high. It was lighted by several stages of windows. The chief loug«

ing rooms were in the towers. The east and north sides are mostly in ruins, the west

part is in good repair. One of the towers, which was the principal object ofattack in

the civil wars, fell down in the night in November 1761.t
MaiY, queen of Scots, was confined here under the care of lord Scroope in

1568, but was soon removed to Tutbury castle, in Staffordshire. Her chamoer is

shewn.
In the civil wars this castle was gallantly defended for ihr king by col. Scroope, but

at length surrendered on honourable terms.

In this parish lived that singular instance of longevity, Henry Jenkins, who died

December 8, 1670, aged 169 years. After he was more than 100 years old, he used

to swim in the rivers, and was called upon as an evidence to a fact of 140 years

est He was once a butler to lord Conyers, after that a fisherman, and at last a

In the road from hence to Askrigg and Richmond, are the falls of the river Eure,
called Atte-scarre (from the rocks between which the river runs) corruptly Aysgarth
Force, or the Force, which are less known than they deserve to be, and which, in-

deed,- exceed any expectation that can well be formed of them, and any description

whiu) I can give.

Cross the river at Bolton-hall, and the right hand road leads to a smftll public-house

near Aysgarth church ; here the horses may be left. Go down a sharp descent to the

bridge, turn on the right, and soon quitting the high road, go on the right again,

through a little wood, and over three or four fields, by a blind path, to the bank from
whence the principal fall is seen.

* Mr. King, in describing the very andent castle of Connisborough, in Yorkshire, which he attributes to

thc;Saxons, mentions a chimney formed in the wall, which must have been co-eval with the building.

t These measurements are taken froai Mr. Grose's very elegant work, to which I am indebted for

much information.
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The romantic :«ituation of the haiulHome church of Ayi||;arth, on an eminence, so-

litarily overlooking these cutuructii (viys the ingciiioutt iVlr. slauiU-, c\\\i.-( 4^1*11' to the

duke of Bolton here) the decency <)f the structure within and widiout, ii^t |)i rlVct re-

tirement, the rural church-yard, the dvinff rounds of water amid<it woodfi and rocktf

wildly intermixed with the variety and magnitude of the Hurrouiuliii); hills, concur to

render this scene at once uwfiil aiul picturesque, in a very high degree.

The falls that are above the bridge are seen on descending to it, but are seen to

greater advantage on the return. You there view them through a spacious light arch,

which presents the river at every htep in variety of forms. On the let\ is the steeple,

emerging from a copse.

From the bridge the water falls near half a mile, upon a surface of stone, in some

C
laces quite smooth, in others worn into great cavities, and inclo!>ed by bold and shnib-

ed clinii ; in others it is interrupted by huge musses of rock standing upright in the

middle of the current. It w every where changing its-face, and exhibits some grand

specimens before it comes to the chief descent, called The Force.

The whole river, which is of considerable breadth, here pours down a ledge of

irregular broken rock, and fiilling to a great depth, Iwils up in sheettt of white loam,

and is some time before it can recover itself sufficiently to pursue its course, which it

does at Inst with great rapidity. No words can do justice to the grandeur of this scene,

which was said by Dr. Pococke to exceed that of the Cataracts of the Nile, nor is it

much less difficult for the pencil to descrilx- it : I do not think that the very accurate

and judicious Mr. Pennant (excellent as his plates in general are) shews half its magnify

cence.

The bridge has on it the date of 1539, which is probably a stone of the old bridge, the

present one seeming of much later date.

Returning back to the bridge you have a full view of the falls above it, as mentioned

before, and here your horses may meet you, for if you go to the public-house, you must
return and cross the river again to go to Askrigg.

This place is in a bottom, and for a mile or two before coming to the descent of the

hill the road runs along the edge of a steep declivity on the left, guarded by a stone

wall. On the side of this bank is an old house of Mr. Weddell, called Nappa-hall,

which he has quitted for Newby, near Ripon. This was formerly the seat of the Medcalfs,

so numerous a f.kmily, that Camden says sir Christopher Medcalf. the chief of them,

went with 300 horse, all of his family and name, and in tlic same habit, to receive

the justices of assize, and conduct them to York.

When here, I ought to have gone to Richmond, a few miles oiT, a town delight-

fully situated on the Swale, where is a casde built by Alan, carl of Bretagne, nephew
of William the Conqueror. The late earl of Holdernesse had a seat here, which he

sold to Laurence Dundas, who, by that and a subsequent purchase, obtained the re-

presentation of the borough.

Askrigg is a small town, with decent accommodation at the George. The inhabitants

are employed in knitting stockings, of which they make great quantities.

In this neighbourhood are some remarkable water-falls, two of which, called Mill

Gill, and Whitfield Gill, are within an easy walk from the town. Another called Hard-
row-force, or foss, is live miles off.

The course of a small stream leads up a meadow to Mill Gill, where the water has

forced a passage of two or three yards in width, through the rocks, and falls down
perpendicularly about 16 yards: seen from below it has a considerable effect, the

rock appearing to have been perforated merely to give it way.

'^y. f,-.yKZ •
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Higher up the hainc ktrrnm is Whitfield Gill, uhci-e the stream coming to the edge
of a rock nasu fall of 22 }ard%; biii thin can unly be seen from the high grouuit, tlm

bottom Ix'ing Hcarcrly, if ut '\ll, ucrcksible.

From the hill al)ove this place, ihc river Bain is seen running from Semercwater, hy

a little villagr, called Bttinbridge, into the Kurc. Thio |)iece of water is ulx>ui a mile

square, and lies about thrtrc or four miles from Askrigg. At the junction of these

two streams, there was a Komi.u (jarriyjn ; and upon the hill (which they call Burgh)
arc the ground-works of an old foriifi'jation, about tivc acres in compass ; and under it,

to the cast, the tracks of many houses were visible in Camdt n's lime. Tic foiuid ther<;

a fragment of a Homan inscription, in a very fair character, with a winged victory sup-

porting it ; from which he conjectures, that the fort was forn^crly called Bracchium,

which had been made of Mrf, but was then built of stone and mortar ; and that the 6th

cohort of the Nervii was garrisoned here. They also seem to have had a summer camp
on that high hill, hard by, which is called ICthelbury. A statue of Aurelius Commodus,
the emperor, was dug up here (in Camden's time) in the habit of Hercules, his right

hand armed with a club.* At Giggleswick, a mile from Settle, h a well, which ebbs

and flows much oftener than that ut Tidswell. In this neighbourhood, are several re-

markablc caves, of which we had such imperfect information, or rather hints only, that

we did not visit them. A full account of them has been lately given in a pamphlet,

called * A Tour to the Caves," to which I must refer for a particular description ; but

shall just mention the names of s^me. The route seems to be from Askrigg to Ingle-

tcn, between which places is Hurtiejpot, a round datp hole, 30 or 40 yards diameter, and
as much in depth, to the surface or a deep black water ; Ginglepot ; and Weathercoat

cave, in which is a subterranean cataract. Three miles before coming to Ingleton, a

few yards out of the road, on the right, the river Weatc.or Greta, gushes out of several

fountains, all within twenty or thirty yards of each other, having run about two miles

under ground, though making its appearance in two or three places within that distance.

Near Ingleton is Yordas-cove, in the vale of Kingsdale.

Ingleborough is a very lofty hill, the name of which is derived from the Saxon, and
signifies a rocky hill fire station ; on the top was a beacon, erected by the Roman gar-

rison at Overborough, five miles distant, and was extremely well adapted to that pur-

pose, being itself seer at great distances, and commanding a view of many other hilU

tops. It is a mile in height, 3987 yards above the level of the sea, the base near 20 miles

in circumference. The ascent is at the beginning even and gradual, but becomes, by
degrees, more rugged and perpendicular, and is at last so steep, that it is with dU-
Acuity you get up, and it is only in some places diat you can do it at all. The top is

level, almost a mile in circumference, having the ruins of a wall round it, and of
ihe beacon. On this spot races have been run ; but the rock is so scantily covered

with earth, that little grass grows on it. From hence there is a most unbounded pros-

pect.t Near the top, on the east side, is a stratum of stone, like the Derbyshire mar-
ble, full of entrochi ; white sea shells are found in the black and brown marble, which
is dug here.{ A number of springs rise on the sides of this hill, some near the

summit, which fall into holes or chasms when thcv come to the liinestone, and, pass-

ing under ground some way, burst out again towards the base. Some of these caverns

may be descended, and theT passage pursued to a great distance ; some of them are dry,

others having a continual run of water, such as Blacksidc Cove, sir William's Cove,

* Camd. T. ii. p. lis. t Gent. Mag. 1761, p. 137, 148. I Tour to the Caves.
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Atkinson's Chamber, 8cc. Johnson's Jacket*hole resembles a funnel in ^\<ipe, and is

very deep ; a stone thrown into it makes a rumbling noise, and may be heard a consi-^

derable time. There is another called Gaper-Oill, into which a stream faUs, and after

a subterraneous passage of upwards of i3 mile, breaks out again near Clapham, and at

fast joins the Lon, or Lune, which runs by Lancaster.* Towards the foot of the hill is

Double Cave, something like that of Weathercoat. In a pasture called the Sleights,

near th2 turnpike road, are two large heaps of small round stones, a quarter of a mile

from each other, called by the country people, the Hurders ; the stones in the neigh-

bourhood are limestone, but these are sandy, gritty stones ;t they are thrown promiscu-

ously together, without appearance of workmanship, and yet cannot be supposed the work
of nature. One of these noaps is computed to contain 400 of this country cart loads

;

and there are other heaps of the same sort up and down the country.^ Near Chapel in

Dale, are Catknot-hole, and Greenside-cavf; ; the latter at the bottom of a hill, called

Whemside, near the road from Winterscales to the dale of Dent. A little way from the

village of Selside, and two miles from Gearstones, is a deep hole, called Alumn-pot.
The high hill of Penegent is not far from the little town of Hotom, above which is a

Protesque amphitheatre of rock, called DowgilUscar. A mile or two oiT, on the base of
enegent, are Hulpit, and Huntpit-holes, each having a stream (or beck) running through

it ; and what is most extraordinary, these brooks cross each other under ground, wiui-

out mixing waters, the bed of one being on a stratum above the other ; this was disco-

vered by the muddy water after a sheep-washing going down one passage, and the

husks of oats which weis sent down the other. They emerge, one at Dowgill-scar, the

other at Bransil-head. Near Settle, is Giggleswick-scar, and the ebbing well ; and from
hence you may go to Malham. This well, at Settle, ebbs and flows four or five times in

an hour, to the heighth of near six inches. It rises at the bottom of a prodigious ledge

of rocks ; runs wiUi a plentiful stream ; is inclosed in a quadrangle of stone flags, of
about two feet square ; and had formerly proper outlets for the current, to enable the

spectator to distinguish the degrees of its rise and fall with more exactness. (

On the tops ofdie hills hereabouts, fires are lighted on (I think) the first day of August,
the remains of a custom, the origin of which is now unknown.
We, however for want of th'is information, returned to Aysgarth, and went through

Bbhop'S-dale to KettK well. This dale is a narrow valley between two lofly hills, with
still less of the cheering influence of the sun than Wensley-dale can boast ; so little, in-

deed, that they do not attempt to raise com ; but their incl9sures are fine pasture, and
they breed many cattle. In it are two hamlets, called Thoroby and New%gen,
both in Aysgarth parish, though at good distance from the church.

Mr. Maude mentions a fall of water, in a deep wood at Heaning, (a house belong-
ing to miss Harrison) in this dale, about two miles from Aysgarth church, and' in the
road ; this we searched for to no purpose, nor could we get any information from the

country people. There is a small stream running down a deep woody glen, but it is so
overgrown, that it is not possible to follow the water ; and the precise situation not be-
ing described, it may be easily missed.

That gentleman slightly mentions another fall in Bishop's-dale, called Fos^ Gill,

which deserves more particular notice. Near the upper end of the dale, after crossing

a small brook, with a f&nn-house on the nght, a fine sheet of clear water is seen pour-

• Geii. Mag. 1761, p, 127.

§ Gem. Mag. 1760, p. 315.
t Tour to the Caves. i Gent. Mag. 1761. p. 128.
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ing down the right hand hill over a rock, between a few hanging trees ; looking

farther up, other falls are seen above it, and on examination it is found to come from
the top of the hill, which is near a mile high, in several breaks : the first seen, is about

30 yards ; and one above it, 40. To see this in the best way, leave the horses at the

farm-house, which is just passed, and walk across the meadows to the foot of the fall,

and from thence climb to the upper ones. It will well repay the pains.

At the end of Bishop's-dale, come out on a wild dreary moor, and iiscend a very

long, steep hill, on the top of which are some black and dismal peat moors ; the descent

b as steep in Warf-dale, at a village called Buckden. A road from this place to

Askrigg, across the moors, is begun, which will be much nearer, but will not make
amends to the traveller who seeks amusement, for the loss of the ride by Aysgarth and
Bishop'S'dale. Wharf>dale is so called from the river Wharfe, which rises in the moun-
tains above, and is here only a small stream, but widens as it proceeds ; and, after a course

of50 miles, falls into the duse, near Tadcaster.

Ketdewell is a little town in this dale, leading into the wild mountainous part of York-
shire called Craven, and has some small inns. Walter Grey, archbishop of York,
(temp. John) was owner of a moiety of the manor, and from him it descended to the

lords Grey, of Rotherfield.* In 6 Henry IV, it was part of the estate of Ralph Nevill,

earl of Westmoreland, who had a grant of free warren in his lordship of Kettlewell,

ivith liberty to impark 300 acres of land there ; and soon after he had a grant of free

chaise in all his demesne lands at this piace.

f

In 1686, the inhabitants of this place and Starbottom, a village in the road to it,

were almost drowned by a sudden and violent flood. The r^n poured down from the

hill with such violence, for an hour and half (the hill on the side opening and casting

up water into the air, to a great heighth) that it demolished several houses, and entirely

carried away the stones with which they were built, filling up the meadows with them
and gravel.l

From hence the road to Malham (pronounced Maum) has the river on the left, and
a high range of rocky hills on the right. At about three miles is a very lofty crag,

hanging, as it were, over the road ; it is called Kilsoe-crag (spelt Kilnsay) from the vil>

lage of diat name just beyond.

At thb village, in order to have the ride over the hills, and to go directly to a large

piece of water, called Malham-tam, leave the road, turning out of it in the village on
the ri^t ; after passing through two gates, come to an inclosed pasture, where an old
direction-post has lost its inscription, and going in at the gate, leave the more beaten

track, and cross the field, towards the steep side of a hill, on the right, where a piece

ofgravelly road goes straight up, and is very visible at some distance. Pursuing this, and a
track which, though little used, is easily to be distinguished, and runs in nearly a straight

line, crossing several lai^ inclosures divided by stone walls, you come to the water.

Thb ride is truly wild and romantic ; nature here sits in solitary grandeur on the hills,

which are lofty, green to the top, and rise in irregular heaps on all hands, in their pri-

maeval state of pasture, without the least appearance of a plough, or habitation, for many-
miles. In the summer they afford good keep for catde, great numbers of which are

taken in to feed from Ajx'il or May to Michaelmas, when the owners generally choose to

take tKem away. The pasturage of a horse for that time, is 14s. ; a cow, 7s. ; a sheep.

Is. 6d. Many of these pastures, which are of great extent, have been lately divided

by stone walls, of about two yards high, one yard wide at the bottom, lessening to a

* Dugd. Bar. vol. i. p. 723.

VOL. II.

t Ibid, vol.i. p. 298.
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foot at the top. A man can make about seven yards, in length, of this in a day, and

is paid from 20d. to 2s. The stones brought and kid down for him, cost about 7s.

more.

The Tarn has nothing beautiful in its shape or borders, being bare of trees, and every

thing else to ornament it, except two or three small houses on the farther extremity,

but there is a very particular circumstance attending it ; at one comer it runs out

in a small stream, the only outlet from it, which, in a very short space« rushes in

full current into a heap of loose stones, and is there lost. At the distance of a mile

it issues out again at the foot of a stupendous rock, 200 yards high, called Maum-
cove.

The road to Maum is nearly in a straight line (inclining to the left) from this in-

gulf, your buck being to the water ; but the Cove is not seen from the road, thoueh

it is very near it. From the village, following the stream upwards, you come to the

magnificent front of it, which is something in the form of an amphitheatre, almost plain,

but has two or three ledges, like galleries, along the face of it, wide enough for one,

who has a strong head, to walk on with safety. At the foot of it, a current of water

issues out, which is probably the same as is lost near the Tarn ; but, in floods, the sub-

terranean passage is not able to give vent to all the water ; and it is said that a cataract

then pours down from the top of the rock.*

But this is not the only ooject ofattention which Maum has to present. A little mile

from the villa&^e, in the direct road from Kettlewell, is a sn^all dale called Gordale,

hemmed in with rocks. Through this runs a stream, the water of which is very clear,

but passing over a bed of yellow earth of the colour of ochre, it tinges the stones with

a deep yellow ; this is thought to be a marly earth, but, unfortunately, is so situated, as

not to be come at for the purposes of husbandry. Following the current you are led

into a corner, where the rocks hang over on each hand, in terrific majesty ; and from

about half way up, the stream falls over great fragments of them. Going up as far as

is practicable, the water is seen gushing out through the stone from a greater height.

This is a little stream which was crossed in going over the hills to the Tarn, and is ingulfed

at a small distance from this place, where it broke out, after a great thunder-storm, about

the year 1733.

The stone of ,the hills about Maum is burnt into lime, of which six pecks, each con-

taining 16 quarts, are delivered at the kiln mouth for 7d. It takes up a week in burn-

ing, and when it begins to be calcined, the lowest stratum is drawn out at the mouth, and
more stone and coal put in at the top.

From Maum, where little accommodation can be had, a few miles bring the traveller

into the great road leading from Settle to Skipton, at which last place b a very good
inn called the Black Horse. Nearly where these roads meet, is the present extent of

the canal from Leeds to Liverpool, on the Yorkshire side. They began at the Liverpool

end at the same time, but it wants 50 miles of meeting. This is another of those great

undertakings, which reflect so much honour on the present age, and will remain a lasting

monument of skill and opulence. The extent will be more than 100 miles, 41 in York-
shire, and 65 in Lancashire ; passing through a country abounding, in one part, with lime-

stone, in another with coal ; which will, by this means, be exchanged with great mutual
advantage.

At Skipton, the castle stands at the upper end ofthe principal street, and, with a consi-

derable estate, belongs to the earl of Thanet, as heir of the very ancient family of

* Tour to the Caves, p. 33. This author calls the height 100 yards ; we were told on the spot, that

it is 200
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Clifford. The entrance is by a gate-way, and the whole is fitted up m the stile of a

castle, though little of the old one remains. It was originally built by Robert dc
Romely, lord of the honour of Skipton, and passing by females through several fl\-

miiies, the honour and castle were granted, in 1309, to Robert de Clifford, a Hereford-

shire baron. Hen. Clifford, earl of Cumberland, defended it gallantly for Henry
Vin (with whom he had been brought up, and by whom he was much beloved) in the

great Yorkshire rebellion under Aske, t' ough he was deserted by 500 gentlemen,

whom he had retained at his cost.^ In 1648 it was dismantled by the parliament,

because it had been held by a loyal garrison ; after which it was repaired, in its present

form , by that very extraordinary lady, Anne, countess of Pembroke and Montgomery,
sole heiress of the Cliffords. At the farther end is an octagon room on the ground
floor, and another of the same shape over it : the tapestry is very singular, representing

the punishment of different vices. In one of the apartments is a curious picture, in shape
of a skreen of three folds, with the genealogy and history of the Cliffords, of which
I shall beg leave to transcribe the following account, from Mr. Pennant's very valuable

work.

In the centre is the celebrated George Clifford, earl of Cumberland, the hero of

the reign of Elizabeth ; and his lady, Margaret Russel, daughter of Francis, second
earl of Bedford. He is dressed in armour, spotted with stars of gold, but much of it

is concealed by a vest and skirt reaching to his knees ; his helmet and gaunlet, lying on
the fl<K>r, are studded in like manner. He was born in 1558, and by the death of

his father fell under the guardianship of his royal mistress, who placed him under the

tuition of Whitgift, afterwards archbishop of Canterbury. He applied himself to ma-
thematics ; but soon after leaving college he felt the spirit of his warlike ancestors rise

within him ; and for the rest of his life distinguished himself by deeds of arms, ho-

nourable to himselfit and of use to his country, in not fewer than 22 voyages against

Philip II, who felt the effects of his prowess against the invincible armada, against his

European dominions, and his more distant ones in America. He was always successful

gainst the enemy, but often suffered great hardships by storms, diseases, and famine.

The wealth which he acquired was devoted to the service of the state ; for he spent,

not only the acquisition of his voyages, but much of his paternal fortune, in building

ships ; and much also he dissipated by his love of horse-races, tournaments, and every

expensive diversion. Queen Elizabeth appointed him her champion in all her tilting

matches, from the 33d year of her reign ; and in all those exercises of tiltings, turnings,

and courses of the field, he excelled all (he nobility of his time. His magnificent ar-

mour, worn on those occasions (adorned with roses and fleurs de lis) is actually pre-

served at Appleby castle, where is, besides, a copy of this picture. In the course of the

life of a soldier, sailor, and courtier, he fell into the licentiousness sometimes incident

to the professions; but, as the inscription on the picture imports, the effects of

his early education were then felt, for he died penitently, willingly, and chris-

tianly.

'* His lady stands by him, in a purple gown and white petticoat, embroidered with

gold. She pathetically extends one hand to two beautiful boys, as if in the action of

* Rapin.

t At an audience, after one of his expeditions, the queen, perhaps designedly, dropped one of her
gloves. His lordship took it up, and presented it to her : she graciously desired him to keep it as a mark
of her esteem. Thus gratifying his ambition with a reward that suited her avarice. He adorned it

with diamonds, and woie it in the front ofhis high crowned hat, on days of tournaments. This is express-

ed in the fine print ofhim, by Robert White.
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dissuading her lord from such dangerous voyages, when more interesting and tender

claims urged the presence of a parent. How must he have been affected by his refusal,

when he found tnat he had losl both, on his return from two of his expeditions, if tho

heart of a hero docs not too often divest itself of the tender sensations

!

•• The letters of this lady are extant in MS. and also her diary ; she unfortunately

marries without liking, and meets with the same return. She complains greatly of the

coolness of her lord, and his neglect of his daughter Anne Clinord ; and endured

great poverty, of which she writes in a most moving strain, to James I, to several great

persons, and to the earl himself. All her letters are humble, suppliant, and
pathetic ; yet the earl was said to have parted with her, on account of her high

spirit.

** Above the two principal figures are the heads of two sisters of the earl, Anne,
c ountess ofWarwick, and Elizabeth, countess ofBath ; and two, the sisters of the coun-

tc ss, Frances, married to Philip, lord Wharton ; and Margaret, countess of Derby. Be-
neath each is a long inscription. The several inscriptions were composed by Anne
Clifford, with the assistance of Judge Hales, who perused and meth'^dized for her the ne-

cessary papers and evidences.
'* The two side leaves shew the portrait of her celebrated daughter, Anne Clifford,

afterwards countess of Dorset, Pembroke, and Mont^mery ; the most eminent person

of her age for intellectual accomplishments, fc spirit, magnificer -^e, and deeds 6f be-

nevolence. Both these paintings are full lengths ; the one represents her at the age of

13 standing in her study, dressed in white, embroidered with flowers, her head adorned
with great pearls. One hand is on a music>book, her lute lies by her. The books in-

form us of the fashionable course of reading among ^ople of rank in her days. I per-

ceived among them, Eusebius, St. Augustine, sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia, Godfrey of
Bologae, the French Academy, Camden, Ortelius, Agrippa on the vanity of the occult

sciences, &c. &c. Above are the heads of Mr. Samuel Daniel, her tutor, and Mrs.
Anne Taylor, her governess ; the last appearing, as the inscription says she was, a reli-

gious and good woman. This memorial of the instructors of her youth is a most
grateful acknowledgment of the benefits she received from them. She was certainly a
most happy subject to work on ; for, according to her own account, old Mr. John Den-
ham, a great astronomer, in her father's house, used to say, that the sweet influence of

Pleiades, and the bands of Orion, were powerful both at her conception and birth ; and
when she grew up. Dr. Donne is reported to have said of her, that she knew well how
to discourse of all things, from predestination to slea-silk.

" In the other leaf she appears in her middle age, in the state of widowhood, dressed

in a black gown, black veil, and white sleeves, and round her waist is a chain of great

pearls ; her hair long and^^t)wn ; her wedding-ring on the thumb of her right hand,

which is placed on the Bi^, and Charron's book of Wisdom. The rest of the books
are of piety, excepting oi^^f distillations and excellent medicines. Such is the figure

ofthe heroic daughter of a hero father, whose spirit dictated this animated answer to the

insolent minister of an ungrateful court, who would force into one of her boroughs a
person disagreeable to her.

" I have been bullied by an usurper ; I have been neglected by a court ; but I will not

he dictated to by a subject. Your man sha'nt stand.

" Anne, Dorset, Pembroke, and Montgomery."
"Above her are the heads of her two husbands, Richard earl of Dorset, who

died in 1624; an amiable nobleman, a patron of men of letters, and bounteous

to distressed worth. The other is of that brutal simpleton, Philip earl of

't-1 V^-B,".*r"^'^''^*ik«L^../
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Pembroke, the just subject of Butler's ridicule, whom she married six years

after fhe ^icath of her first lord. Yet she speaks favourably of each, notwith-

standing their mental qualities were so different ; * these two lords, says she, to

whom I was by the Divine Providence married, were in their several kinds

worthy noblemen as any in the kingdom ; yet it was my misfortune to have crosses and
contraidictions with them both. Nor did there want malicious ill-willers to blow and
foment the coals of dissention between us, so as in both their lifetimes the marble

pillars of Knowle in Kent, and Wilton in Wiltshire, were to me but the gay arbours

of anguish, insomuch as a wise man, who knew the inside of my fortune, would often

say, that I lived in both these my lords great families, as the river of Roan, or Roda-
nus, runs through the lake of Geneva, without mingling any part of its streams with

that of the lake.'

" But she was released from her second marriage by the death of her husband in

1650, after which the greatness of her mind broke out in full and uninterrupted lustre.

She rebuilt, or repaired, six of her ancient castles ; she restored seven churches or

chapels ; founded one hospital, and repaired another. She lived in vast hospitalitv at

all her castles by turns, on the beautiful motive of dispensing her charity in rotation,

among the poor of her vast estates. She travelled in a horse.litter, and often took

new and bad roads from castle to castle, in order to find out cause of laying out money
among the indigent, by employing them in the repairs. The opulent also felt the

eJBect of her generosity, for she never suffered any visitors to go away without a pre-

sent, ingeniously contrived according to their quality. She often sate in person as

sheriffess of the county of Westmoreland ; at length died at the age of 86, in 1676,

and was interred at Appleby. Her great possessions devolved to John earl of Thanet,

who married Margaret, her eldest daughter by the earl of Dorset.
*' Here are four heads of this illustrious countess, in the states of childhood, youth,

middle, and old age."

Mr. Pennant says, that the picture shewn as that of Fair Rosamond is fictitious.

Lord Thanet is availing himself of a rock of limestone at the back of the castle, but

at the expence of the trees there. A cut is made from it to the navigable canal, which
runs close by the town, and the stone is put into boats at once.

On the steeple of the church is an inscription, signifying that it was repaired by
lady Clifford, countess of Pembroke, in 1655, after it had been mined in the civil

wars. In the church are inscriptions on plun stones, in memory of the three first earls

of Cumberland.
Near this place are some sulphur>wells ; one called Broughton-Spa, in the road

between Skipton and Coin ; another about a mile off, called Crickle-Spa ; and two
at Skipton, called the old and New Wells.*
From Skipton ascend a long, steep hill, called Romaldsmoor, at the descent ofwhich

again meet with the Wharfe, now considerably enlarged, which runs near the road the

rest of the way to Otiey. On the opposite side is a very handsome house of Sir James
Ibbetson, not quite finished. Pass also an old seat of the ancient family of Vavasor.

At Otley is a bridge of five arches over the river, so narrow that two carriages can-

not pass, but it is widening. From it is seen a new-built seat of Mr. Fawkes, called

Farnley-hall, at no great distance.

At the end of the town, going to Leeds, is a hill called the Chevin (which is a

British word signifyii^ the ridge of a mountain) as steep and long as that from Skipton,

(ii

),, <,•

• Short, p. 300, SOI.
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l)ut presenting a very different view ; that looks down on a meagre valley, this affords

one of the most beautiful prospects that is any where to be seen, or that imagination

can form an idea of. The hill itself is healthy and bare, rising on the right hand iiii^h

over the road, and is rough with rude masses of st(inc, but below is a wide and rich

vale, extending many miles, the river Wharfe meandring through it, and shewing it-

self in a broad stream in various and l(jng reaches. Tiie town of Otley, sir James
Ibbetson's, sir Vavasor's, Mr. Fawkes's, and other seats, are dispersed in it

;

the hedge-rows are ornamented with trees, the inclobures are corn-fields« or verdant

meadows. The dark mountains about Skipton are seen behind ; opposite and towards

the right, the hills about Knaresburough and Harrowgate shew their tops. An ex-

ceeding fine day enlivened the scene, and it was with reluctance that I took my leave of it.

The approach to Leeds, on this, as on the other side, is marked with the villas of the

opulent inhabitants.

A few miles from Leeds is Temple Newsome, the scat of lord Irwin, whose an-

cestor, Sir Arthur Ingram, purchased it about the end of the reign of Henry VUI, of

Matthew, earl of Lenox, father of the unhappy lord Darnley, who was born here. 'Sir

Arthur built the present house, in which there is a capital collection of pictures.

About six miles from Pomfret is Medley, the seat of sir John Savil, earl of Mexbo-
rough (an Irish title) said to be fitted up in so rich and elegant a manner, as to be well

worth seeing.

Passing through Barnsley again turn off on the left, to see the marquis of Rocking-
ham's seat, called Wentworth Castle. It may not be amiss to mention that there is no
inn at the place, scarce an ale* house, but as it lies betueen Barnsley and Rotherham,
the traveller, who is apprized of it, will not find himself under any difficulty.

The house has a magnificent and extensive front, 600 feet long, but it was placed by
the marquis's father in a most unfortunate situation, looking directly on a large hill,

rising immediately before it, which obstructs the view of the water, and the most beau-

tiful ground in the park. Much money has been expended in removing part of this

hill, but with little effect, and to remove the whole would cost half as much as to re-

build the house. The stables are also directly before the windows, but these will be
pulled down, as the marquis has built a fine court of new ones, for 84 horses, at a little

distance. The portico of the house is particularly elegant.

The hall is a very noble one, 60 feet square, 40 high, with a gallery 10 feet wide
running round the whole. This is supported by IS Ionic pillars, which are incrusting

with a paste, called Scioli, exactly resembling marble. Above the. gallery are 18
pilasters of the Corinthian order. There is a suite of rooms to the right of the hall,

and another to the left, the latter not finished. The gallery at the end of

the house, is 130 feet by 18, and there are a great number of other apartments, but

few pictures. In one of the bed rooms is a curious cabinet of ivory, tortoise shell, and
ebony. The library has many books, but not in order, and there is a collection of

medals, reputed a capital one. In the anti-room of the marquis's bed chamber, in the

attic story, is the famous picture by Vandyke, of the earl of Strafford and his secretary.

About a mile from the house is a plantation of six acres, laid out in walks, in which
is a house for occasional entertainment. From hence an avenue leads to an amphi-
theatre, below which are ruins to represent an ancient religious house.

In the park^ there are many fine points of view; but these things are trifles, when
compared with the advantage which the public, as well as individuals, derive from

* An obelisk was erected in 1780, in memory of the trial and acqiuttal ofadmiral Keppell.
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his noble and spirited improvements in husbandry. He was at great cxpence, and took

infinite pains to remove long subsisting errors and prejudices (no where more deeply

rooted than in the bosoms of farmers, ard no where more prevalent than in this coun-

try) but had the satisfaction of seeing his endeavours crowned with success. His drain-

ing of wet lands, his cultivation of turnips, and introduction of the hoe, without which
they were of little or no service ; the new instruments which he brought into use, and the

improvement of the old ones, will bring him the most lasting honour. He set the exam-
ple on land which he took into his own hands ; and he had one farm managed in the Ken-
tish husbandry, another in the Hertfordshire, by men whom he brought from thence, in

order to form the better opinion on the merits of each, carried on under his immediate
inspection.

Proceed to Rotheram, famous for its iron works so long ago as Leland's time ; they

were once gone to decay, but now flourish as much as ever. Mr. Walker has a manu-
factory here, in which tvery process is gone through, from the rough iron stone, to the

polishing the instruments. The iron ore, and the coal with which it is worked, are both

dug near the town. They have also a pottery, and bum lime, so that there is plenty of

employment for the inhabitants. In this town a college was founded by Thomas Rothe-

ram, archbishop of York (who probably took his name from hence) in the time of Edward
IV, for the purpose ofteaching singing.

Near this town are the fine ruins ofRoch Abbey.
From Rotheram ride by Kiveton, an old house of the duke of Leeds, which being little

inhabited does not make a cheerful appearance. The hall is 50 feet by 30, painted by
sir James Thornhill. There is a drawmg-room 24 feet square, a dining-room 36 by 25,

another drawing-room 25 feet square, a saloon 54 by 34, a vestibule 23 feet square, and
another drawing room 33 by 31. Here are many pictures ; amongst the portraits, there

are in the anti-room, the earl of Worcester by Holbein, the marquis of Montrose by Van-
dyke, the king and queen of Bohemia, and lord Cecil. In the second drawing-room are

the earls of Strafford and Dtrby, by Vandyke ; Erasmus and sir Thomas More by
Holbein. In one of the dressing-rooms is Philip II, of Spain, by Titian. In one of the

bed-chambers Charles I, on horseback, by Vandyke ; and in another the duke of Flor-

ence and Machiavel. In the last drawing-room is alderman Hewett (lord mayor of
London in the time of queen Elizabeth, whose daughter and heir married sir Edward
Osborne, ancestor of the duke) the earl of Strafford and his secretary, and the earl of
Arundell, by Vandyke.
This family was ennobled in the person of sir Thomas Osborne, created by Charles II,

baron of Kiveton, and earl of Danby. He was an active minister of that king, very

unacceptable to the commons, who, being disappointed in their first impeachment, pur-

sued him with a bill of attainder, on which he surrendered himself, and lay five years in the

Tower before he could obtain his liberty, though he was never brought to trial. He took

a considerable part in the revolution, and was by king William created marquis of Car-
marthen, and duke of Leeds.

jRide through Kiveton-park, and by Mr. Hewett's at Shire-oaks, to Worksop, to which
pnory Shire-oaks was formerly a grange.

From hence to Mansfield the ride is through Worksop and Wellbcck parks, the

seats ofthe dukes of Norfolk and Portland, which are separated only by a small com-
mon.
Worksop manor is about half a mile from the town, and was anciently the estate of

the Lovetofts, or Luvetots, a great family, who in 3 Henry I, founded a priory here
for canons regular of the order of St. Augustin. In the reign of Henry H, it passed

>\
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by a dauffhter and heir to the Fumivals,* from whom it descended in like manner, 6
luchard II, to Thomas dc Ncvill.t He left two daughters and coheirs, one of whom mar.

ried the great John I'albotf earl of Shrewsbury (as mentioned at Sheffield) and carried

Worksop into that family. Francis, earl of Shrewsbury, had the priory given him on
die dissolution in exchange for other lands.l The mansion-house was rebuilt with great

magnificence by George, carl of Shrewsbury. Gilbert, his son and succeksor, died in

1616, leaving three daughters and coheirs, of whom Alethea married Thomas, earl of

Arundell (ancestor of the present duke of Norfolk) and brought himthb, and the Shef.

field estate.

This nobleman was grandson of the duke of Norfolk, who lost his life by the jealousy

of Elizabeth, rather than by any crime of his own, and by means of that attainder had
only the title of Arundell, which belonged to him in the right of his grandmother, the

coheiress of the Fiiz-Alans. He made that noble collection of antiaue statues and nuur-

bles, a part of which is now one great ornament of the university or Oxford, beine pre-

sented to it by his grandson Henry. They were originally placed in ArundelUHouse
in the Strand ; and when that house was pulled down, some ofthem were left there, and
were much damaged by the carelessness of the workmen ; a great part of these

were purchased in that condition by sir William F'ermer, and sent to his seat at Easton
Neston in Northamptonshire, where they continued till 1755, when the countess ofPom-
fret presented them to the imiversity. Some of the broken fragments were begged by one
Cuper> an old servant of the family, and carried by him across the water to the fUixx call-

ed from him Cuper's Gardens, where they continued a considerable time ; but being ac-

cidentally seen by Mr. Freeman, of Fawlcy Court, near Henley on Thames, and Mr.
Waller, of Beaconsfield, were purchased by those gentlemen and carried to their seats.

Others of these remains were buried in the foundations of the houses at t!ie bottom (^
Norfolk-street, and in the gardens of Arundell-House ; one of the statues was found in

a cellar by Mr. Aislabie, and carried to his seat in Yorkshire. Others were carried by
the duke of Norfolk to a piece ofground across the water which he got for that purpose;

but being there neglected, they were at length covered with rubbish biought to raise the

ground. About 1712, in dig^ng foundations for some buildings intended to be erect-

ed on the spot, some parts were dug up, and laid on the ground, where the earl of Bur-
lington heard of, and begged them. He carried them to Chiswick, and one piece of
bas-relief he placed in the pedestal of an obelisk, which he erected there. Some years

after this, lord Petre desired to make farther search after what were so buried, and round
six statues without heads or arms, some of a colossal size, the drapery of which was
thought to be very fine : these were sent to Worksop.

Besides these marbles, the earl had a curious collection of cameo's and intaglio's

which the duchess, who was divorced, and afterwards married to ar John Germain,
carried with her. ^ These were, I think, sold at Mr. Langford's a few years ago, on
the death of lady Betty Germain. Another part of the collection of curiosities was sokl

at Stafford house, near Buckingham Gate, in 1720.

The character which lord Clarendon gives of this noble earl, as, if, though willing

to be thought a scholar, he was in reality almost illiterate, seems utterly improbable

;

and his lordship gives a most ill-natured turn to what may more prbperiy be called an
instance of true magnanimity : on the accession of Charles, the earl (who was a pro-

testant) had spoken very freely in the house of Peers of the favourite Buckingham^ and

* Dugd. Bar. t. i. p. 569. t Ibid. p. 301, 727.

$ Howard's Anecdotes of the Howard Family.
I Ibid. p. 333.
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was by the king sent to the Tower without a charge of any crime, and kept there till

the bouse, resenting it as a breach of their privilfgr, uiid refusing to proceed on any bu<
siness till he was discharged, compelled the king to release him, which he at lust did,

without giving even a hint of that ** most jubt cause" for which he pretended to detain

him. Lord Clarendon in giving his character, amongst other things, says, ** that he

lived towards all favourites ana grout officers without any kind of condescension, and
raUier suffered himself to be ill-treated by their [X)wer and authority (for he was often

in disgrace, and once or twice prisoner in the Tower) than to descend in making appli-

cation to them." But he might with much more propriety have imputed this to the

high spirit of a virtuous nobleman deriving dignity from the most illustrious descent,

and justly despising the Somersets, Buckinp;hams, and other upstart minions of the

time ; and as to his imprisonment, his lordship might have said, that conscious of his in-

tegrity, and of the flagrant violation in his person of the rights of the peers and of the

law, he scorned to make anv unbecoming submission, to obtain that freedom ofwhich he
had i>een bo arbitrarily deprived.

A few years ago the old mansion-house was entirely burnt down, with all the furni-

ture and pictures. The late duke began a new one, on a plaw which would have made
it the most magnificent pulace in England, if completed. The present building, which
is only one side of an intended quadrangle, is not unworthy the residence of the first

Eer In the kingdom. The front is of white stone, extending more than 300 feet in

igth, and is elegant and grand. In the centre is a portico, with six Corinthian pillars

supporting a pediment, on the points of which are three statues, and in the centre of
it an emblematical carving, referring to the great alliances of the family. A balustrade,

adorned with urns, runs along the top of the house. This is to the north, and was
desired for the back front ; in it are ten rooms below, and twelve above, with twenty,

six m the attic story. In the south side are two galleries, one used for breakfasting,

the other for a billiard-room. The grand drawing«room is 53 feet by 30, and is hung
with Gobelin tapestry, representing great variety of men, plants and animals, of the

different quarters of the gk'be, well drawn, and of the most lively and beautiful co-

lours. The dining-room is 42 by 28. The stair-case is lar^ and handsome, the iron

rails light, and the painting in fresco on the pannels is striking ; the figures are so re<

Ueved, that they perfectly stand out from the wall. It is the performance of one Bruyn,

a Fleming.

The pictures, which are here, were brought from other seats ; there is no catalogue

of them. The following are the chief:

The earl of Arundel, and lady Alethea Talbot, his wife, sitting, and looking at a globe.

From this picture a print has been engraved.

A whole length ofthis earl, sitting, pointing to his statues.

A whole length of the earl of Surry, 1546, set. 29, in an embroidered waistcoat

and short breeches, a cloak on, a collar of the order of the garter, a garter on his leg,

a short sword with a gold hilt, a glove in his hand.

A half length ofhim in another room.

A ^^ood portrait of Charles I.

Cam and Abel.

A duke, with his staffas lord high treasurer, and another stafTas earl marshal.

Another in a robe faced with ermine.

A whole length of the earl of Nottingham, who commanded against the Spanish Ar-
mada, in a long gown reaching to his heels.

VOL. 17. 3 L
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The late duke's father, who was lost at sea, a younp; man.

The late duke, by Reynolds, the colour (m usual) gone.

Cardinal Howard, una scvcriil other fumiiv portraits.

Near the house is a flowcr-tfardcn, in which is a large green-hotis*?, well filled with

exotics. The (lowling-grccn is a very spacious one, surrounded by most beautiful

lofty firs, fcuilicred to the very ground. At a small distance is ^he pleasure-ground,

and an extensive menagery, in which the late duchess hud a numerous collection of

birds.

In the fruit>garden are variety of hot-houses and hot-walls, all new, built by the late

duke.

The park is about eight miles round, with a noble boundary of wood.
The priory of Worksop was founded by William de Luvctot, with the consent of

Kmme his wife, in 31 Henry I, for canons regular of the order of St. Augustine.*

He, with his sou and grandson, the last male of the Furnivals, Joane, wife of Thomas
Neville, her husband and daughter, and John, grandson of the first curl of Shrewsbury,

are some of the illustrious persions who have been buried in this church.f On the dis-

solution it was valued at 3021. 6s. lOd. or 2391. 10s. 5d. clear 4 und was granted in

33 Henry VIH, to Francis, earl of Shrewsbury (descended from the founder.) The
west end of the priory church is now used as the parish church, stan ; at a small dis-

tance from the town, on the east side of it. It consists of a nave anu two side aisles,

and pillars, which are alternately round and octangular, supporting circular arches, or-

namented with quatre-foils ; there are two rows of windows above them, placed alter<

nately, one over the arch, the other over the pillar. At the east end of the south

aisle is a tomb defaced, and three large statues m a recumbent posture, two of them
men, one a woman, brought from some other place, now lying on the groimd.

There is a very antique wooden cover to the font. The west door has a circular

arch, and on each side is a lofty steeple. Some broken walls remain at the east

end of the church, but not in a straight line with it. On the north side, a few frag-

ments of wsiMs have been converted into small houses, some of them joining to the

church. In the meadows below, many foundations were discovered on re- building

the mill, about the year 1774. The gate-house remains; a room over it is

made use of for a school. Next the street, on each side the gateway, is a niche, the

statues gone : on each side of the window above is a large statue in a niche, and one
over it.

In 1547 the impropriation of this place (amongst others) was given to the see of

Lincoln, in exchange for many manors convejed by bishop Holbech.}

The navigation from Chesterfield to the Ifrent goes by the bottom of the town,

and has reduced the price of coals from 7d. or 8d. to 4jd. per hundred.

On the west side of the town ift a circular hill, inclosed with a trench, except on one
.side, where there is a steep bank going down to a branch of the little river. This was
the site of the castle, which was " clene down" in Leland's time.]!

A visit to Wellbeck abbey and Bolsover castle may be convenienUy made from
hence, and will employ a day ; after which you may go from Worksop, through
Clumber Park, Thoresby Park, and by RufFord, to Nottingham ; or may go by
Wellbeck to Mansfield, and from theuce by Newste^d (once the beautiful seat of

* Dugd. Mon. V. ii. p< 25, 50.

$ Willis's Cath. v. iii. p. 27,
t Thoroton'3 Nott.

II Itin. V. i. p. 84.
I Camden, v. i. p. 439.
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lord Byron, but now desolated by him}* and by the late sir Charles Sedley 's, to Notting.

ham.
The ride to Wcllbeck is through the duke of Norfolk's park, and part of the planta-

tions made by the late duchess ; a small common only piirts it from the duke of Port-

land's.

This house was founded by Thomas le Flemman, in the reign of Henry II, for

canons of the Praemonstratenbian ordcr.f that is, the order of St. Austin as reformed.

The abbot hud the superiority of all the hui;r>es of this order in England.^ It was va-

lued at the dissolution, at 2981. 4s. 8d. or 2491. 6s. 3d. clear. ^ It iva^ granted, on
the dissolution, to Richard Whullcy :|| but became aflerwards the estate of sir Charles
Cavendish, youngest son of sir William bv the countess of Shrewsbury . he murriid
one of the diaughters, and, at length, sole heir of lord Ogle ; which baruny descend*
ed to their son William, who was also honoured with the titles of Baron Cavendish of Bui*

sover, viscount Mansfield, ear!, marquis, and at last duke, of Newcastle. He was
author of the treatise on horsemanship, and built the riding hnuse here, since convert-

ed into a stable, now restored to its original use. This ^ntleman took a most active

part in favour of Charles I, and, perhaps, suffered more m his fortune by that means,
than any one besides, his losses being computed at 941,3031. This was the only one
of his parks that was not ruined in the civil war ; and was saved by the good manage-
ment of the gallant sir Charles Cavendish, the dukc*s younger brother.^ His grand-

son dying without issue, his grand-diuighter Margaret, married to John Hollis, after-

wards created duke of Newcastle, became heir to this estate : she left only one child,

a daughter, who married Edward, afterwards Lurl of Oxford, whose daughter and
heir married William, duke of Portland, father of the present duke. Nothing of the

abbey remains in the present house, except some arches in the cellar.

The hall is fitted up with Gothic arches of plaister or wood-work on the walls, above
which are painted, in compsirtments, a number of manege horses, in various attitudes.

From the hall you are shewn a suite of five bed-rooms, in one of which is a whole length

of Charles II, when very young, in armour. The dining-room is 59 feet by 36, the

ceiling coved : in this room are the pictures of

Sir Hugh Middleton, the gentleman who ruined himself, and benefited the city of
London so much, by bringing the new river to Islington, to supply it with water. He has

short gray hair, a rufi', turn-up lace rufBes.

An ori'^nal of Thomas carl of Strafford, by Vandyke, a whole length.

Col. Digby« hb lady, and two children.

William Cavendish, first duke of Newcastle, the fahhful and active friend of Charles

I. He is dressed in black, slashed sleeves, a large fall-down lace ruff, a gold hiked sword,

the garter on his leg, black roses in his shoes.

Matthew Prior.

In the anti*room is a picture of Archbishop Laud, in lawn sleeves, his hair

short.

• Newstead priory vas built by Henry II, for canons of the order of St. Augustin, and has been the

seat ofthe Byrons ever since the dissolution, when it was given to sir John Uy ron, being valued at 2 1 >)|. 18s.

8d or 1671. 168. 1 Id. clear. The west front of the church is standing, with four turrets, and adjoins to

the house. The park was once finely woodedt but the present owner, in spite to h>s son, has cut down
«1I the oaks. There is a good piece of water, with a cascade ; but, stripped of its surrounding groves, its

beauty is gone.

t Uu^d Mon. V. ii. p. 598. 4 Burn's Eccl. Law, v. ii. p. S2.

$ Deering's Nott p. 399. 11 Thoroton's NoU. p. 430.

H ColUns's Historical Collections, p. 43.
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The drawing-room has some French looking-glasses ofgrcnt size.

'I'hc l)reukrai>t-rtx}m seems to have undergone no uhcrution since the houM was built,

but the princiiNii roomn have been fitted u|> by tl\e present duke« who lus also made*

much alteration in the park. In oik part of hin designs he has been unlucky ; he made
an extcnisive lake, and threw over it a magnificent bridge of three arches, the centre

arch being u span of ninety feet, the two bide ones seventy-fivc each, but it fell down
altnobt as soon as completed, and has not been rebuilt.

The park is about eight miles round. In it are many noble old onks, and the vene«

rablc one called Grcendule oak (of which several prints have been published) with a

road cut through it, is still to be seen with one green branch. The stumps of those

branches which have been cut, or broken off, arc guarded with leaden plates, to prevent

the wet from getting in, and occasioning further decay. In another part of the park,

(nearer the gate which goes in from Worksop) is a remarkable tree, called the Seven
•Sibiers, from ts consisting of seven stems springing up from one root ; one of these,

however, is now broken on'.

About three miles from hence is a place called CreswelKcragg, a place where the rocks

have been rent astmder in some violent convulsion, which would appear striking before

thobc at Mailuck, Middleton-dale, 8cc. have been seen, but which exhibits only a mi-

niature picture of those more magnificent scenes. On asking the way to it, one of the

duke's atttnUants took a horbe, and rode with us to it, by a road (rocky and bad) which
wc should hardly have found without a guide. This wast such a piece of civility as can<

not be nieiuioricd without particular pleasure, nor should it be forgot that he refused to

accept any gratuity.

Three niiies further, through the village of West Elmdon, and by a very rough and
stony roud, car.ie tu the little town or village of BoUover, at the end of which is a cas-

tle bearing the same name, seated on the brink of a hill, overlooking a great extent of

country. Tiiis castle was seized on by the barons, who rebelled against king John,

and was taken fnjm them by William Ferrers, earl of Derby, in the 16th of that king

;

and he t)eing appuinted governor, held it for six years ; and in 19 Henry III, again

had the custody uf it ;* but Brvan de Tlsle, a steady adherent of Henry, had been ap-

pointed governor of it twice in the me^n while.f On the death of the last earl of Chea-
ter, witnout male issue, Ada, wife of Henry de Hastings, one of his sisters, had this

manor as part of her allotment.:^ Leiand speaks of the castle as being in ruins in his

time. The present building is nothing more than a house, as ill-contrived and incon-

venient as ever was formed. By the arms carved in stone over the door, which are

those of Cavendish, with a crescent for difference, empaling Ogle, it is to be supposed,

that it was built by sir Charles Cavendish, mentioned at Wellbeck, and descended,

with that estate, to the duke of Portland, the present owner ; the outer court, in

which are stables and oiHces, is large, and walled in ; within that is a smaller, also

walled in and paved, in which stands the house, built of brown stone, square, and
lofty. A flight of steps leads through a passage into a hall, not large, the roof support-

ed by stone pillars, and from thence into the only room designed for habitation on this

floor. In the centre of it is a pillar supporting an arched roof, in the manner of that at

Christ Church in Oxford, but much less light. Round this pillar is a plain circular

table, ustd to dine on. Up stairs is one room moderately large, and within it a very

small one, which, from an old tea«table, and a set of old china standing on it, seems to

have been used as a drawing-room. In the large room are several coats of arms paint-

* Dugd. Bar. v. i. p. 28 . t Ibid. p. 737. | Il»d. p. 45.
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ed ; Cavendish empaling Ogle, and in different places the latter is painted alone. The
rest uf the rooms arc very small, and not numerous. The floors of all are plaister.

From the windows in general, the prospects of the country arc rich and extensive, reach*

ing still further from the leads on the top of the house. Beneath, at a small distivnce,

lies Sutton, with its park, the seat of the late Mr. Clurke; farther oif the lofty tun'crs

of H.irdwick arc seen amongst the woods.

VViiat was wanting in these rooms seems to have been supplied by a range of
building, ivhich is now ruined, standing on a noble terrace, commanding a mag.
nificent prospect in its full extent ; the side walls and the floor of the apartments,

which were entered from the terrace by a grand flight of steps, are all that remain,

the roof having been taken oflf long ago. It is said these rooms v/ere fitted up for

the reception of Charles I, who,having visited the eurl of Newcv.stle (as he woa
then called) at Wellbeck, in his progress into Scotland in 1633, was so well pleased

with the magnificent entertainment he met with, tliat a year or ;wo afterwards he
made him a second visit with his queen ; on this occasion he gave up Bolsover for

their majesties' lodging, and spared neither industry nor cost to add splendour to the

entertainment, which cost him above 14,0001. Ben Johnson was employed in fit.

ting such scenes and speeches as were proper on the occasion, and all the gentry in

the country were sent for to wait on their majesties. This place was seized by the

parliament after the duke went abroad, and was sold, and begun to be pulled down,
out was then bought by sir Charles, the duke's younger brother, and so restored to

the family.*

In the chuich is a noble monument in memory of the first sir Charles Cavendish,
set up by his widow (the daughter of lord Ogle) and his two surviving sons. On the

south side of the church is an additional building as a buriaUplacc for the family, on the

battlement of which is cut in capital letters the motto of the family, CAVENDO
TUTUS. On one side are the Cavendish arms, on the other those of Ogle. Others of
the family are buried in it. This church was given by William Ferrers, earl of Derby, in

36 Henry III, to the canons of Derbj' (near Derby ).t

Return to Worksop, and take the road to Clumber-park, the seat of the duke of
Newcastle ; it is a creation of his own, begun little more than twenty years aeo, be.

in^ originally a rabbit-warren. It is now a park of near thirteen miles round, filled

with many and large thriving plantations, and having a very good house, most elegant.

ly fitted up and furnished. The front is of white stone, brought from a quarry on his

grace's estate about five miles off. The offices are in a very spacious court on the left

of the house.

In the common drawing room, is a large and very fine picture by Teniers,

some most beautiful female heads, in crayons, by Hoare, and a piece of game by
Rubens.

In the great drawing-room, is a most capital picture of Rembrandt by himself; a
lion and boar by Rubens ; and other good pictures.

In the common dining-room, are two fine heads by Rubens ; the Kit-cat club, and the

Prodigal Son, by Domenichino.
The library is a large fine room, furnished with a great number of books in splendid

bindings. From a small anti-room belonging to it you go into the dressing-room to

the state-room, in which is a portrait of tne late Mr. Henry Pilham, in his gown, as

chancellor of the exchequer ; the late lord Lincoln (his grace's eldest son) a whole.

i i

•

* ColltDs'a Collections, p. S3, 24, 96. t Ougd. Bar. v. I p. 3fi3.
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length by Hoare ; the late duke*s father and mother ; the present duke*s father and

mother ; the lace and present duke.

The state bed-room was not completed.

Ill the breakfast-room is a portrait of the first earl of Lincoln.

The great dti ting-room is a noble one, looking to the water and the bridge ; in it

arc four large and inost capital pieces of game by Snyders, with figures b) Rubens,

who in one of them ha;* introduced himself and two of his wives. Over the chimney is

a piece of game, by Wenix.*
Cross the bridgt , and through another part of the park to Thoresby, the late duke of

Kingston*s, which is very near to it.

Tliis is rather a comfortable house than a magnificent seat. The entrance is in the

basement story into a hall, adjoining to which are a breakfast-room, a dining-room, and
drawing-room. A pair of stone stairs leads out of the hall to the next story ; at the top

of the first flight they divide into two, and lead into a circular room lighted by a lai^e

sky-light in the roof, and having a gallery which runs round it at the height of feet,

in which are the doors of the bed-rooms. The sides of this room are of the same com-
position as is U!>ed in the hall at lord Rockingham's, resembling yellow marble ; on the

sides are pillars and pilasters, mostly white, but some resembling verd antique. The
floor is of the same composition. Out of this room you go into a large drawing-room
hung with pictures, prints, and drawings; on the right is a small library, on the

left a very elegant drawing-room. The duchess made some gardens wivh covered
arbours, in the German taste. There are some pieces of water near the house, on one
of which is a large vessel for sailing. We were told that the park is thirteen

miles round.

At P«letborp, adjoining to the park, is a good inn, and three miles farther is the little

town of Ollerton, with a good inn in it.

Fronii Ollerton it is two miles to Rufford, a large old seat of sir George Saville, the
approach to which is through the avenues of large limes, beeches, &c. Here was an
abbey of the Cistercian order, founded by Gilbert, earl of Lincoln, in 1 148. On the
dissolution the house and site, with about 1000 acres of land, three water-mills, and the
fishery, were granted to Geoi^, earl o" Shrewsbury. The clear value was then
2461. 15s. 5d. Dugdale's valuation is 1761. 12s. 6d. Speed's 2541. 6s. i.d. Sir
George Saville married Mary, daughr:r i/f George, earl of Shrewsbury, grandson of
that earl to whom it was granted Ktng i»mes and Charles the First used to come
hither in order to hunt in the forest ol bhirewood.f
From a large hall you go into a handsome dining-room, and on the same floor is a

drawing-room, a billiard-room, and a bed room. In the billiard-room is a picture of
Buckhorse, the poor wretch who some years ago was so well known for his readiness
to engage in a boxing-match, in which he would often come offconqueror in the end,
by suffering his antagonist to beat him till he had exhausted his strength, after which
he would beat him in his turn.

Up stairs is a gallery, 38 yards long and 12 broad, in which are many valuable
portraits.

Lord and lady Coventry.

A portrait of a young man, with the following inscription round the frame ; " Le
seigneur H. D. pardit son vie naturell en service du Prince a Seintquenten avecque

• I do not recollect whether the famous picture of Sigismunda, sold in sir Luke Schaub's sale for up-
wards of 4001. isat this house. It, however, belongs to the duke, and is not less remarkable for its ori.

ginal merit, than for Hogarth's attempt to rival it.

t Thoroton's Nott. p.433.
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honeur Sc I'amour du soldaux and du monde." There are smaller letters by the side

of the headi of which I could only discover so much as that he wab 20 and an halfyears

old.

Sir George Saville, grandfather of the present.

Earl of Halifax with his two wives, and first wife's father.

The earl's father, in a buff coat and iron breast plate, with long lank hair, his wife and
four daughters.

Gilbert, earl of Shrewsbury, a whole length, his face fresh-coloured, small black whisk-

ers ; he has on a black cloak over a gray habit, short trunk hose, a blue ribband hang-

ing round his neck down on his breast, a George pendant thereon, a short silver-hilted

sword.

Duchess of Northumberland.
George, earl of Shrewsbury, a whole length, his beard rather long and inclined to

gray, a black cloak laced with gold, and faced with a broad white border, black clothes,

short trunk hose, puckered ruffles, a ruff round his neck, a short gold-hiked sword, the

garter on his left leg, a glove in his right hand.

Sir Henry Sidney (a three-quarter piece) with black whiskers and beard, a sterci

look.

Duke of Northumberland.

Over this is Robert earl of Essex.

Over the door king Edward the Sixth.

In a small room is a settee and some chairs worked by an aunt of sir George from
prints of the Harlot's Progress, some of them well copied.

In the attic story are a very great number of bed-rooms. In one of them is a good
portrait of a youth reading ; m another a head of Jedediah Buxton.

In another is a picture of Anna Bullen on wood ; but she does not appear so hand-

some here as Holbein has made her in one which is preserved at Losely, in Sur.

rey.

From OUcrton the ride is over the forest to Nottingham ; but beyond Rufford, sir

George Saville has made many large plantations of trees. Further on, a considerable tract

has been inclosed, and is now under the plough, but the soil is a very poor sand, bearing

however tolerable barley.

Four miles before coming to Nottingham is the little village of Red-hill.

Nottingham b a fair, well-built, populous town. Here was formerly a strong ca:>-

tle, in which the Danes, in the time of the Heptarchy, held out a siege against

Buthred, king of Mercia, Alfred and Ethelred, his brother kings of the West Sax-
ons.

Soon after the Conquest, William either repaired this fortress, or built a new one on
the same spot in the second year of his reign, probably to secure a retreat on his expe>
dition against Edwyn earl of Chester, and Morcar earl of Northumberland, who had re-

volted. He committed the custody of it to William Peverell, his natural son, who has
by some been considered as the founder. It stands on a steep rock, at the foot ofwhich
runs the river Leen.

It has been mentioned before, that Peverell had a grant of the Peke in Derbyshire,
which is now included in the honour of Peverell , courts for that honour are held at

Bessford, two miles from Nottingham, in which causes, as jflir as the value of 501. are

tried twice in the year before the deputy of lord Middleton, who is high steward, and in

whose name writs are issued. At Bessford is the jail ; the keeper has a bowling gr.en,

which is frequented by the gentlemen of Nottingham, and his prisoners are permitted

'-m:};m^sm
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to wwt on them, so that their confinement is not very rigorous. They are here intitled

to their groats, as in the courts of Westminster-huU.

Edward IV, greatly enlarged the castle, but did not live to complete the buildings he

begun, which were finished bv Richard III. It went to decay in the time of Henry VII,

and VIII.

Deering, in his history of Nottingham, S( ems to explode very justly the story of the

place called Mortimer's Hole having beer made as a hiding place for him, and from his

description of it shews that it was meant as a private passage to the casde, to relieve it with

men or provisions in a siege. It is one continued stair-case or descent, from the casde

to the foot of the hill, without any room or even a place to sit down on, but with holes cut

to let in light or shoot arrows from, which now furnish views of the town and country.

It was formerly guarded by seven gates in it, placed at different dbtances.* It was by
this passage that Ldward III, got into the castle, and surprised Mortimer and the queen,

and from his being carried away through it, it has its name.

It was granted by James I, to I^rancis earl of Rutland, who pulled down mar of the

buildings ; but it was still of so much strength, that Charles I, in 1642, pitched on it as

the place for beginning his operations of war. He set up his standard first on the walls

of the castle, but in two or three days removed it to a clo^ on the north side of the

castle without the wall, on a round spot, after which it was for many years called Stand-

ard Close, and since, from the nan^e ofone who rented it, Nevil's Close. Where the stand-

ard was fixed, there stood a post for a considerable time. It is a common error, that it

was erected on a place called Derry Mount, a little farther north than the close just

mentioned ; this is an artificial hill raised on purpose for a windmill, v/hich formerly was
there.f The castle was afterwards sequestered by the parliament, and the t°esin the

park cut down.
This castle was so strong that it was never taken by storm. After the civil war, Crom-

well ordered it to be demolished. On the restoration, the duke of Buckingham, whose
mother was daughter and heir of this Francis earl of Rutland, had it restored to him, and
sold it to William Cavendish duke of Newcastle. In 1G74 he began the present build-

ing, but died in 1676, when the work was not far advanced. However he had the build-

ing of it so much at iieart, that he left the revenue of a considerable estate to be applied to

that purpose, and it was finished by Henry his son. The expence was about 14,0001.

His btatue on horseback, in white marble, is in the centre of ihe front, which looks to-

wards the town ; it is carved out ofa single block of stone brought from Donnington in

Leicestershire, and was the work of one Wilson, who married lady Putsey, a lady pos-

sessed of a considerable jointure ; she got him knighted, and during her life he was spoil-

ed for an artist, but not having made provision against her death, when she died he was
forced to return to his former occupation.^

This Henry had one son, who dying without issue, the estate came to John Holies,

fourth earl of Clare, who married one of his daughters, and was created by king Wil-
liam duke of Newcastle ; he, having no issue male, settled it on his nephew Thomas
lord Pelham (son of his youngest sister.) This gentleman took a most zealous and
active part in favour of the present royal family, by whom he was held in the highest

esteem. He was cre?ntcd duke of Newcastle upon Tyne by George I, and of Newcas-
tle under Line, with remainder to his nephew Henry earl of Lincoln, by his present

majesty, who was so sensible of his services, that when he was dismissed from his places

• Deering'sNoUingham, p. 171, 173.

I Ibid. p. 186,187.
t Ibid. p. 177.
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h^ WAS oSeried a hrgfs pension, but with a truly noble spirit he refused it ; though in.

stead of amassing wealth by nytaa of his great employments, he hod spent a princely

fortune in supporting the interest of the crown, and by living :n so splendid a manner
as to do honour to Hie places he held. He also died without issue, and settled this

estate on his nephew Henry earl of Lincoln, now duke of Newcastle, the present

owner.

In the park( .w«8t of the casde, and fadng the* river Leen, are some remains of an

ancient building (if it may be so called) cut and framed in the rock. Dr. Stukeley gives

it, as he <Mk most things, to the Britons. Afbiny other' ancient excavaUotis have been

found in other parts of therocks.

The frames for knitdng stockings were invented by one William Lea, of this county,

about the ^ginning of the last century ; but he not nvreting with the encouragement

he expected (a case too common with the fin<t inv«nlors of the most useful arts) went
with several of his workmen to France, on the invkauon of Henry IV. The deatl)^
that king, and the troubles wluch ensued, prevented' attention Jjieing giyento the work;
Lea>,diea there, and most of his men returned to England. Other atticKnpta were made
to steal the trade, without better success ;* and it has flourished here ever since, and is

extent.

¥

;^ ; now carried on to avery great

.; V ^ ' At this town the duke of Devonshire, who had a few days before declared at Derby
- ,... for a free parliament, the earl of Stamferdi, lord Howe, Icrd Delamere (afterwards

m earl of Warrington) and many other gende||ier., had a meeting oi), the landing of the

^ 'V Prince ofOrange, and here took their final resolution d'joining him^

^ About two miles off., is Clifton, the seat of a vcny ancient i^mily of the same name,
which has resided hei« many hundred years. The af^roach is through a long avenue,

dISft jndc of which is planted on a steep bank, at the foot of which runs the Trent. The
whole slope is coveredr with fir and elm, which were planted there about the year

1740, being then large ones, as the gardentr who assisted iff planting told us. The
' present sir Ger^'ase hM begun to modernise his bouse, but broke ofi'on the sudden death

ofhis laiilh', ^n^ch hi^ypened about three years ago. The gardens were on the side of

S'hiU rismg about the house, andtonskted of many slopes, one above another^ ascend-

ed t^ttghts of stone steps, aad had manyyewhc^es ; at^hetop was a large bowl-

ilfg.green, beyond that is a walk through a^^o^, leadih^ to a summer-house,

mmm looks over the river Trent in the valley ,beloW| an^ commands the distant

country.
" **

,Vv
ii

h'
.s*.

*!-^^- -Sis.

:i,Tf' One of the akm«titil^ in Hnt house Witt be a vety pledsing one ; the room designed

for ]a4¥' Clifton's dressing-room is to the south, opening on the right and left of a
*iOw-^i^w into a green^house. This^ making a green-house of some vat; it is

ery common to see it plac<;d at such a dbtance frotn the house as to be seMotn visited,

%|[^ciall]r at ^t time of tne year when it would be most pleasant, from the want of
'

verdure'4hd warmth elsewhere. When the lacees have lost their leaves, the ground is

lusoveil^ with«now, andiuature seems retired winiin itself, can any thing be more agree.

'ttble^ than to step firom a tW'Iour at once into the midst of ^'verdant grove, and the gentle

>^nMimth of summer? Tms b, inMpe degree to iplizc a Persian tale; yet fbw hare
^^wdfcSathemschresofrtieiaeSi. '

"
i ;,V i «"^"' There are aiipr nionuVnrnts in the church for the family. ^

From Nottii^glnfaii it isnear^hree miles in the Derbv mid to WoHaton-hall, the seat

Middleton, w||^#tiin4|.on a knoll, and makes 4^ magnificent |||^arance at

'^ /*^^^,'.yf, -^-i'*'iaeering»»Nottinghain, p. 301. ; ••

fe. II. 3 m <
''• '['^'^
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considerable distances. It is square, with a square tower at' each comer, aSbrned with •

pinnacles. The body of the house is a lofty single room, rising high above the rest,"

and having a round tower or pavillion at each comer, rising above the whole, but

rounded ott at the bottoms. The views through several vistas in the woods below are .

hne. So far may be seen, but strangers are not permitted to see the inside, even when
the family is absent ; a piece of pride or gloomy inhospitality, which Ar the credit of

our country is rare. The house was built by si» Frahcis Willoughbyi^ the time of

queen Elizabeth. ,*ir'^ ''**rjj' V^

Go by Bradmore and Bunny to Loi%b6rough^ and so to Leicester. w* f**^
"

At Bradmore the spire of the church renuatt%^but the body has been down- some
years, and the inhabitants go to the neighbouring church of Bunny, or Boney, Where
sir Thomas Parkyns has a seat^ in the front of which is an old gateway in (l|ecay, built

articular and heavy stile. This family have been liberal benefactors to the poor 4

le church-yard gate is a school, buiU by a sir Thomas Parkyns about thenar 17010^
and four rooms at the end for four«]vidows. Lady Ann Parkyns endowed it vnth t^ •

a year, to which shr Thomas added SI. a year. In the church is a monument fafi-.ltnt

lady, mentioning her virtues and charities, and her having procured queen Anneti'

bounty for the vicarage. There b also a monunvjint for sir Thomas, her son, who n
represented standing in a pobture for wrestling, and in another part he apjpesixs thrown by
by Time, with the followingjineswrittenbbr Dr. Friend. >.>,;,, ,^,. ^

^, Quern ^|dp, sMviulIoll|o in certamineiitempust 'r^^^'V v^ #
wTMvHic re^at Bi'ftonum clarusin orbe ^Ril. .,. Jt' j,,,/ik*.

^'

y^'

P

in a >-#^

>M|t- Hie re^at Bi^onum clarusin orbe i^gil., t* ** j T<'*!kA\
^t^aro primuni^ stilus ; prsterte vicerat btnnes}.(>'V > ^ -.

' '^W^'

•j^Ue 'e elj|&.Victor^iiahdo resurget,erit. '4^
I'r.i

The inscription underneath takes'rbtice of hfef%ife's fortune, jMid the estates he pur-
chased; that he rebuilt hh farm-hou«es, %Wi» Ikilled in architecture and medicine, and
that he wrote a book ot^vestling, call^||ff'he Cornish Hug WmiUer. \ .^am' «

This gentleman was remarkable forhis^kill Uk that exercise ; he trained many of his

servants and neighbou4)M:o it, and when those manly (though now thougl^ unpolished)

diversions were in faslfion, he exlubited his pupils in pii]|>lic with' no small ecla]; -Bv
his will he has left a giJklijea to ik wrenled for here evft||p^idsummer-day, and moni^'
to the ringers', ofwhom Ee alsQ made one. He disphyecUiis learning in several cuvlbus

.

inscriptions ; tS^er a seat1}y the roadside, Hip sede|A Viatffr, si tu defessuiH es ambuIatlQb.

The honour of a vie^t from a judge on the circuit was commemorated at the ho(jK-

block, by HincJustician^Doriherequumascenderesolebat. t^itki.-

'

In the church is a m6numeQ|^with,the..4^|||B^of 16Q$, for Richard Parkyns, esq. his

wife, four sons, and four daughtersj'-f v ^^^'^^ij' 6^
About a mile before Loughborough b Cotes, an old hoiHE^ fnce the leat djl^a gea-

tleman who was ruined by his loyalty in tlvB^pivil war, a%d ^e list of whose famil} died

some years ago^ln a work-house. Ald|r|gt>an Pick* of London, an OUV(^ian, ^bought*

it, and it now belongs to his descendant, whose house is il'fbAV XW'^ ^- On tl^ nlitto^

ration the alderman was in some danger, but Charles bdrrov^d 10,0001. of him, wA
intimated, that if he valued his safety he would not ask for re-|>ayment4 He took€he
hint ; the king kept the moneyland he his life. ,,

'
^

From LeicQiter to Market Harl|lb!x}Uflrh is little that is to be n^tic^> Sir Geoi^ge

Robinson's seat is at a small distance on me right. Harborough slands in the extreipity

of the county i. The church 1i(e is supposed to have been built by John <^ Gaunt,

duke of Lancaster, about the ^ear 1370, by injunction of the pope, as part of hb

.^
t^'

•*.t^

'iK* #
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of Northampton, who interested himself warmly in it, tHouaE the town had little reason -

to expect so much, having used his family very ill in the civU wars. The weat^ont of

the church of All Saints is adorned with a |.ortico, having a flat roof, supported 'by 12 .

Ionic pillars, over which is a balustrade, and in the centre a statue of Charles II. An
inscription underneath commemorates his bounty. .^'j*'

The churches of St. Peter, St. Sepulchre, and St. Giles, are of great JRitiquity,

especially the former, which indeed is very deserving of notice, but is so Apch ifbt <k
the way, that unless apprized of it a traveller may be many times at ilrorthaaipf6n

without seeing it. It stands at the end of the west street, opposite the castle, and seems
to be a perfect remain of the Saxon building. On going into the church-yard, the

body is seen higher than the north aile, a row of small circular arches appearing on*

'

the outside of it, worked into the wall, the whole length from east to west. At the

west end is a tower, at each comer of which three round pillars joined t(^ther in tliree

stories, diminishing as they rise, form a buttness ; 6ver the door is a lai^ circular afob,/

and over that other arches filled with tracery work in the stone^Vdne above andUiClv^

The inside consists of a nave and two side ailes, each ^^ bf the nave having eight ci^-

cular arches adorned with zig-zag work. Some of th^rj^ars ^which support the itrches'

are plain, the alternate ones are surroundejd with %t,t}and about the middle of them.
At the west end of the nave is a large circularjuci), witlV^aevetal qirelea of. ifig.zag

over it ^^/ 4!|L

The church of the Holy Sepulchre is on the north side c0^ the W^n, orr<llhe Har-
borough road, and was probably, built by the knights templars after the. model of that

at Jerusalem. The body is circular, the roof supported by eight massy pillars ; it seems
that this was the original building, and that the east and wtat ends have been added4irh^
since. _ «* *->" *.

-

:.::
'

Stc Oil«^s's church, standing at the east end of the town, has a drctilar xig-zag arch

^r

ever the west door. *m~^

-$*

The cellar of the county hospital was orieinaihr a subterranHbus chapel.** '

On the waSl of a house at a i«liarf called Thaves Wharf, are four figures of mcrf; f -

fighting, two and two, carved in the stone; one Imb a sWord, anothop a kibtted .; j*
club. <

'^ ^

A little on the {A»at of^the^town a medicinal well was found in 1703, wliich ^|i|uf5

very serviceable iii the stofte ; it rises at the foot of the hiU, in" a ^stratum of^ day,
with some vitriolic pyritse inclo^d in it, and is a little lighter than the Aisfrop'''^'

water.f

In the field on the east of the town, an excellent tobacco-pipe cfaiy has been dug m
large quantides \ whether it is now exhausted I do not know. It did not lie in one
continued stratum, but in separate parcels.]: ^^ ..

A large manufacture of shoes, and anotber^of ^tpckings, have been long carried 0^^'

here. The inh^itants are numerorts, and!, unhapj^ily, every freeman, resident or not, -

*

and every resident, free or not, has a vole in the election oC,members of parliament for
the tovirn ; their numbem and dieir infamous venality in iliHt^i^ belong ramembcfld^ ^^

and severely felt by some noble families in the neighbourhood. - * ;
v-.

,
%!,' ^ -

A few years ago the town was entirely new paved, in a very handsome manner, sCzti
cxpence of ten thousand, pounds."

Mr. Bouverie has a handsome hoiitse and park in the iqi^dows on the south of the

town, and has made considerable plantations, reaching up to the Quapn's Cross. / 'yf^
,'t ^ '•'

• Gough's Topography, v. ii. p. 40. t MortoO) p. 379, 384. | Ibid. p. TO.
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« / Sk miles oiFii Cattle Aihby, the seat of the ancient family o{ the Comptons, earls of

> Northain|)lon. It is a large structure, surrounding a handsome square court with a

'V beautiful skreen, the work of Inigo Jones, bounding one side. Mr. Pennant discu-

A'tveredio a gtirret, thrown by as lumber, the original portraits of the great John Talbot

earl of Shrewsbury (so distinguished in the wars in France in the time of Henry VI)
and ofMargaret his wife.*

' About ^e miles to the west of the town is Altlirop, an old seat ofthe Spencers (now

^ earls) built in the shape of an half H. It stands low, and in the approach you go

^ ^4 tlirough, -and across, those straight avenues of trees, which were once deemed the lines

" *v,N of beiuly. The rooms are not large, except the library and gallery, the latter of

which is 138 feet by 20. In this is a collection of portraits, hardly perhaps exceeded

.
•

H.»
''^y *"y *" *^^ kingdom, not only in point of number but of beauty. The famous

" beauties of Hampton Court are far short of those which the pencils of Cornelius John-

aon, Vindyke, Lely, Knellcr, &c. have placed here. A small piece of Henry VIII,

fifs
* e^^hy Holbein (in this gallery) a small rqiuid portrait of that master by himself (in the

rt*
i «picture closet) and a boy blowing a lie;lited braiid, are reckoned of very great value.

J ,«•'. " ^ere is the head of sirKenelm Digby, by Cornelius Johnson. A few years ago part
"^''

of the'roof f«U in, and did much damage to the house. In one of the rooms is a table

2 for play, which seems to be theoriginul of the K. O. tables.

, Not fitf' off is Holdenby-house (a sight of whip^j^ii catched from the Welford road)

^uiltnln the reign of Elizabeth by sir ChrHMppher< Hatton, descended from an heiress
" i«f the acient flunily of Holdenhy. It was a woi^ worthy of that great man. It was
Ibr a tilne the prison ofCharles I, and is no# fn ruins.

In the road from Noffhampton to London, <m t^ hill about a mile from the town,

stands one oi the crosset built by Edward I. in nrMimory of liis queen, and now in good

.^.fi^ preservation. She died at Herdby, near Lincoln, on a journey which she was making

f'W> ^^^ ^"* ^^ Scotland ; and in every place wl4h|^r body wusrestedin its conveyance

\\^ ftf interment, he erected\ cross. It v^as rd|kaQW in 1713|lNmd again in 1760. It

A'^vMed into three stories : the two first are octagonal, the first 14, the second 12
llethigh. In every other side of the second, within a niche, iSi# female figure, crown-

tdf about six feet high» with canopies over their head$, supported by two Gothic
^ '*^

8, wliich are surmounted with pinnacles. The Upper Stay is eight feet high,

only four sides, on each Af which is a dial. On-thetopisa cross. On the

_ side of the lowen story are the arms of Great Britain, with queen Ann's motto,

^pMpereadem.
''

»
HA Iktle b^^ondthis the road divides; the direct one epes^ Stony Stratford, the

left by Newport'Pagnell. Takjag the teler, pass by nortoi, a seat of the late earl

of Halifax, since his death bouPTt by s^Robdft Gunning. In the chiirch is a fine

qipnmncsnt of Willia*™ lord Parr, uncle to Catherine, 'the last queilf of Heniy VIII,

-s^ of his lady, a Salusbury, by whom he got this estate. One of their daughters
inarried a Lanes and tarried it into that family, from which it passed to the Meun-
tagu«fc, ••^;

,^
4^..^*- V. -,.'

^
.

After passing through the village of Stoke-Goldingcon, on the right is an excellent

house, catted Goathurst, belonging to T^, Wright, whose ancestor (a son uf sir Na-
than, lord keepe^fiin me end of the reign of king William and beginning of queen

llp^ne) purchased it in 1704 of the heirs of the Digbys. Sir Everard Digby became
owner of it by marriage with the heiress of Muisho; his share in the Gunpowder-plot,

* Journey from Chester, p. 310, 311.

Mm'
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and ignomiruous end, arc well known ; but he had settled this estate bo that it descended
to his son sir Ki-ntlm, so justly celebrated for his learning and other qtudificutions.

There are several portraits of the Digbys and others, and two brass busts or Venetia, the

wife of sir Kenelm. The father of the present owner rcmovea a village which sur-

rounded it to a little distance. The church was neatly rebuilt uhdcr the will of the

Mr. Wri{.^ir; who purchased the estate.* There is a monument in it for the terd

keeper, who was buried at his seat at Caldecot, near Atherstone, where a monument
remains, but his boti fterwards removed hither.

On the (her sidt er Ouse, which waters the valley, is Tyringham, the old

seat of a very old fam <,i that name, which passed by a daughter, towards the latter

end of the iast century, to Mr. B.ickwell, whose descendant now enjoys it. One of

the family, w ho was rector of the place, and a prcl)endary of Worcester, suffered severely

for his attadunent to Charles I, and probably lost his life. He and his two nephews
were seized by a party o^4*"'^goon8 from^Aylesbury, and carried to that place, but in

their way were cut and wounded by the soldiers with the most wanton barbarity. Mr. 'j|

Tyringham'T, arm was obliged to hfi taken oiF, and it is supposed that he died in conH^ •

quence of ii,|- At the entrance of Newport a causeway has been thrown up, and «>
bridge built in a place which used to be impassable in floods, except by abridge belong-

ing to a pri\ ate person, who extorted what he pleased from the distressed traveller.

He generally insisted on a crown for a coach or waggon before he would turn the key,
^

and there was no refusal, for the road by Stony-Stratford was not then made. At laatl/ft'^

the commissioners of the turnpike-road roused themselves, and determined to buy it fbri ^^<«

the use of the public, or to build another. The proprietor sold it with great rehjctandl. ^^ ;.

A horse path is now always open, and a carriagie-way when there is a flood. / i

Newport Fagnell is so called from its ancient owners the Paganells or.Paynells, who i-

became possessed of it in the reign of William 11,:): and had a castle here,^ which was
demolished by order of the Partiamei# in i646. Ralph Paganell founded the priory

of Tikford as a cell to die abbey of Mlrmoiitier, in France, for monks of the Cluniac

order. It paid a pension of 40s. to the abbey of Conches; in Normandy, the reversioli

of which after the death of Humphry duke of Gloucester, wts settled by Henry VJ, dn
his college of Eton.|| The priory was one of those granted by the pope, 20 Henry V HI,

to cardinal Wol&ey, towards the endowment of his colleges at Oxford and Ipswich.^ 'It

lies on the left of the town, and a handsome whit^ house has been built^'on the die.

The present possessor lately buried his wife in the garden, ai being consecrated gK>und>
The town stands o» a point of land, one sid? ofwhich is washed by a stream calfe^

the Lousell) or Lovett. running out of Bedfordshire by Fenny -Stratf(j|rd, and heife

meeting the Ouse, which rims on the other side in its way. to Bedford, Huntihgdon,

and Lynn Regis, where it falls into the sea.

Here, and in the neighbouttiood, great quantities of thread lace are made, arid a rich

cheese sold on the «pot at 18d. a pound, and another sort, something like Cotteuhatn,

ated.
Tht; church was an impropriation to the priory. In the north aisle of it, in 1'619,

was found the body of, a man, whole and perfect, laid down, or rather learung dowA,
north and south ; all the hollow parts of the body, and of every bone, as well ribs as

others, were filled up with solid lead. The skull with the lead in it weighed 30 Jh.

6 oz. Some of the larger bones were sold to a plumber,** but the skull is now in 3e

%i.>.

P:
/. /J

•t*-

;^

^V;

f

%

• Pennant's Jodrney from Chester, p. 338.

t DuKdBar.v. i. p. 431. ^ Leland,v. i.p. 21.

1 Ibid. V. i. p. 685, 1037. •• NicholU's BiW. Topogr.

I MaRnaBiitv vl*p. 317.

II Dugd. Mon. V. ri|. p. 200.

No. 2. p. 156.
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library of St. John's College, Cambridge.* By what means this could 1)C accomplished,

or for what purpose it was done, is not to be discovered; but similar things have been

found in the Chancel of BadwcU Ash, near Walsham in the Willows, in Suffolk,! and at

Axminster in Devon. J

An hospital founded by the Somcrics, about 1280, for thac poor men, and three

"^or women, was re-founded by queen Ann of Denmark (queen of James II) and
adds* something to the stipend of the vicur, who is master.

Near the church-yard is another alms-house, founded a few years ago by Mr. Riviss,

^ linen draper at Charing-cross, for ten poor widows, and endowed by hnn in his life-time

with 151. a year for each of them.

, Leaving Newport, there are some beautiful meadows on the right. The country

grows light and sandy as we draw near Wobuni ; this used to make the road very

heavy, but it has been something mended. To avoid them .i some degree, it is now
'

*'

^j,
catried over, or rather through, a hill, the top of which has been cut away to make a

^
passage. From this hill, which is now planted with small firs, is a fine view of Wo-

> Jpurn abbey, the park, and plantations, made by the late duke of Bedford. About a
IS^ mile irom hence fuller's-earth is dug. In the town is a frec-school, founded by Francis,

J,

'
k first earl of Bedford, and a charity school for 30 boys and 15 girls, supported by the

' -benevolence of this family.

'^ ' '^; The late duke almost entirely re-built the seat on the spot where the old one stood,
*

J
and which was the site of the abbey, though it might have been placed to much

V "greater advantage on the higher ground. Some of the rooms have been finished since
^ "-., nis death. The house is a large quadrangle, inclosing a spacious court, and is built of

^ white stone; the principal apartments are towards the town, looking over some pieces of

.Water. .--.:.
.

•-
t^^ _ , ,U .

On pullftig down part of the abbey In tlii, fl ''nffifiP wflS f»)uhd with the flesh so

»j firm as to bear cutting with a knife, though it mdsl li.ii^fe been buiicd at least 200 years.

Some time after, On pulling down part of one or tbe walls of the abbey church, a

i which consisted of several lonsr itones set in the ground, and a

4

stone coffin was found

r

rich

latn,

619,

3WA,

)sas

Ojb.

% •:>»•«•;

very large oblong rijj!)eck stone was dug up, whii li |iad been nrnamented with brass ;

under it were some bones. In sinking a ceui|| iM MIM|| nlnne collijit^ were found, one
of which was very krge, btliig in the inside six fltt imjii \jitiiea long ; they all had a

place ^ihaped for a head, and all, oi umJ nf them, lititi (ii/o or three hnles at the but-
I '" 1'""^ ''' '"ns were found,

' I here. On a
ume black cloth,

h'lii were also taken up.

Hiked white both on the out-
it was tough when cut with

a knife. Another stone coffin was uHfrwards dug i||;, oil which was the following in-

scription :||

J;, ' ^ -^
' ^- AMi.^. i^.iv- i

^=^

i' :

nf them, litid

torn, theffr covers made of fteveral'stones. i>itut llu Ut

which probably contained the bowels (|f twn nf tJiost-

skull belonging to some bones which lay in u Blill

which mi^ht be the cowl of Sne of the monks.
,Alarge piece of a body hud the flesh m tniiining, which

mdean^ inside, as if lime had penetrated its Hul/liutu

I" '

rlt-i.i :i 1.1

1« . y ^_^

,/<.

• Cough's Topogr. y] i. p. 316.

:| Gent . Mag. 1 748, p. 2 . 4.

(I Gent- Mag. t74», p. 153.

t Arch. V. iv.p. 69.

$ rennant'B Journey from Chester, p. 343.
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Entering the court, the sublea on the left are made otlt of this cloisters, the pillars

and vaulted roof of which arc still seen, the pillars forming the atiilla for the horect.

This part, with three rooms in the lianement story on the north side the house, are all

the remulns of the ancient building. The siparti^ents are numerous and elegant, many
of the ceilings in compartments, richly giit ; but the room called the music room^

finished since the duke's death, far surpus&cs the rest The wainscot and ceiling ar^

adorned with festoons and other devices, gilt, from a design of Sir WUIUim ChanV ">

bers, in the lightest and mosr*<elegant taste. The pictures are many, and many of

them extremely fine. A vision of our Saviour to Ignatius Loyola, in one of the smal||>

rooms ; the head of Rembrandt, by himseit ; Joseph interpreting the baker's dream,

bv the same ; the inside of a church, where the effect of the light is most renuirk* '-^

able ; a landscape of Claude's in the drawing-room, and another in the dressing*

room, are such as must strike every one's attention. The picture gallery, 100 feet

long by 16 wide, is filled with a great number of portraits, mostly»of me family. One
of tnc mother of the first countess, over a door at the farther ^nd, is a most beautiful

one. '^
;.,

This abbey was founded ^by Hugh' de Botebec, in 1145, for monks of the Cister-

cian order. The lt.4t abbot, refusing to surrender it to Henry VIII, was hanged oa
an oak, yet standing in the park^neur'the bridge, and from thence called the Abbot's
Oak. In 1 Ed VI, the abbey was granted to lord Russell, descended of a very ancient

family in Dorsetshire, and advanced to that dignity by Henry V^I, by whom he had
been much distinguished, and honoured with great employments. The park is ten miles

round, contains more than SOOO acres, and is fy\l of noble woods of venerable oaks.

From a hill at the north eqd is a most extensive prospect. There is a plantation of

evergreens, of 200 acres, made by the late duke out of a rabbit-warren, and at4he
end of it is the lower water. i

^ ?• "

To the activity and inddktigalble zeal of Francb and William, earls 'of Bedford^' 'm,u
the last century, it is owing, that the very extennive tract called the Bedford Levd^i'^
lying on the borders of the sevk:ral counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Lincoln,

Northampton, and Huntingdon, containing not less than 300,000 acres, then alniost

entirely useless, hiis been drained and brought into a state of bearing the most plentiful <^'

crops of com. 'This was a noble undertaking, highly beneficial to the fubiic, andt^
only to be carried on by those of equal perseverance and wealth. The confosiMur

of the civil war nearly ruined all thatJiad been dorie before ; but the spirited endea»

vours of William, earl of Bedford, restored and completed what his ancestor begun.

The repairs are, however, necessarily attended with great expence, and all their pre-^

cautions cannot guard against sudden and violent floods. The generosity of the late

duke Xvas never more clearly shewn thait on one of those occasions, which happened,

a few years befJDrc his death; it will be long remembered with gratitude by his te-

nants. .V.

About a mile fiOm Dunstable, is a lar^ round area 'of nine acres, called Maiden* '

Bower, or Madning-Boure, surrounded with a ditch and pretty high rampire, wbichv

Dr. Stukely insists is a British work,* though the Roman road, and a number o^,
Roman coins found in it, seem to give it to that people. In 1770, and since, many^
copper coins of Antoninus and Constantine, with many small ornaments of bridles and .

armour, were found in a down-near Dunstable, digging for gravel. This Maiden-Bower ;

consists of a vallum, nearly circular, throivn up on a level plain. The inner banks are

* Itin. vol. L p. lis. ' ' .-./
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from eight to fourteen feet high.* Totleniho casile, west of this, on the point of a high

hill, is seen far ofi". There arc several barrows or tumuli oi^ tin hills here ; five calletl the

five knolU arc together on u high promiiii-nce. Beneath this can)[), on the norih Mcle of
the hill, i^ a quarrv of stone, wiiite as chalk, which is so soft as to be easily cut, and is

got out in targe blocks, but irardens on beir^g cx(M)bcd to the uir. Lord Griniston uses

it in building his new houite ut Gurliambury.

A little to the left, in the bottom, is Eaton Bray, ufjich was in early times the resi-

dence of my ancestors. l*art of wliat was the mansion-house in the time of Henry \'1II,

remains. It is now the property oil Mr. Beckford.

Dunstable was the station mentioned by Antoninus under the name of Magio-
ninium, Magiovinium, and Magintum,t and stands on the intersection of the VVat-

ling-Street, and the Iknild-strcet. At this intersection stood one of the crosses erect-

ed by Edward 1, as mentioned at Northampton, which has been for some tnne de.

stroved.

'Xhis town is said to have been built by Henry I, to repress the insolence of a ganu
of daring robbers, who infested the neighbourhood, then overgrown ivith wocxl,^ and
that it had its name from one of the chiefs ; but it is more probable that it is named
from the Saxon Dun, a hill, or the old Gaulish or British Dunum the situation being

hilly and mountainous.^ Certain, however, it is that that king granted extraordinary

privile^s to this place, equal in some respects to those of London, the inhabitants

not being liable to be called out of their own court, the king's justices coming speci-

al'v to Dunstable, and having a jury of the place. But the exercise of this jurisdiction

was wmetimes attended with danger, when the power of the barons was too great for

the law ; in 1224, whilst the judges were thus employed here, Fulk de Breant, who
had been fined by then* for vano' is outrages and injuries which he had done to his neigh-

bours, sent his brother *rom Bedford castle to seize them ; two of them were so fortu-

nate as to escape, but <« third was taken and carried to Bedford i where he was very

ill-treated. II

It has been often obser ed, that the man who has never known sickness has never

knowi the value of health; it may be :»aidiii like maimer that a people who have never

seen the course of justice interrupted, or force successfully opposed to the execution of

the law, do not know half the value of being protected by it. History, in describing

the miseries attendant tn such violence, holds up a picture to our view, the contem-

plation of which, contrasted with oui« present situation, ought to inspire us with the high-

est ^neration for our ance!>tors, who secured us such a system of equal laws, and with

the most ardent desire to preserve them, and the peaceabie execution of them. Henry
also built himself a house here, called Kingsbury, the site ofwhich contained nine acres,

and here At probably was thsit the play of St. Catherine was performed, as mentioned by
Mr. Wano'» m his history of English poetry. He kept his Christmas here in 1123,

with his 'v(i(.j. ourt, and received at the same time the embassy from the earl of An-
jou.t Tiw Ottine of the house is still retained, but from the habitation ol king, it is

converted iit!) iiat of a common farmer. Henry built the church and the .
riory (the

prior of which aat with the judges when they came) and gave it much of his land, but
reserved the house for his own use ; this, however, was afterwards given to then by king

John.

• Nichols's Topogr. No 8, p. 201, 202

% Dugd. Mon. v.ii. p. 132.

f Saxon Chron. pb hoc anno.

VOL. II.

t Camd. v.i. p. 316.

^ Camd. v.i. p. 3iS,

dN

Rapin, v.i. p. 301.
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TotimamentB were often held licrr, und the kings occasionally honoured the prior

witl) vikith, which tie would readily huvc exouacd. He ttlso had sonic troublcbome

neighbours in the friurk* paachcrs, vvlio hud u sntall houstc in this place, and by their

industry in preaching set un cxumple wliich the munks did not like to I'ollow. By the

Annuls' of Uunsiabk it upncurs that these religious were engugtd in frequent law-suit«

<wiih their nciKhboum, una they have left sonic memoranduni!> uf presents usefully bc<

stowed on sucTi occasions nii {ktsoiis who were aU)Ut (he judges, and in treating the

juries. They hud lands in the Peuk in Derbyshire, and hud a grunge at Hr.idliurn

there. Tlie people of Dunstiiblc were much in their power, yet often hod spirit enough
to resist their usurpations, and once being grievously oppressed wrre about to luivc ue-

sertcdthe place, and build new habitations out oftlie prior's jurisdiction.

, At this house Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, Gardiner, bishop of Winchester,
'* und the bishops of London, Duth and Lincoln, sut, to in((uirc into the legulity of the

tt?* inurriuge of Henry VllI, with Cutharine of Arraeon, who had Ixen first married to his

Vother ; and she, who then resided ut Anipthiil, in this neighbourhood, refusing to ap-

|iear, tlie marriage wus declared null, in conformity with the opinions of the various uni.

versities, divines und canonists* wlio hud been consulted.

On the dissolution, the revenues of the priory were valued at 3441. ISs. 2d.* Henry
intended to have made this a bishop's sec, and hud fixed on an endowmetit of

ll4()i. Os. 5d. u yeur, but his wants getting the better of his pictv, his estates were

applied to otlicr uses, and this bishopric, with some other intended ones, cume to

;. .nothing.t

j^ fcjU. r There was here an hospital for lepers, dedicated to St. Mary Magdalene.

/|p^ Little remains of this priory except part of the west end of the church, which Is now
used as the parish church. A stone coffin erves as a ground-sil to the west door.

There is a round arch over the principal door, which hus been much ornamented, but

is a ^ood deal defaced, though part of a chain encom|)assing it is still seen, perhaps in

allusion to St. Peter ud Viucula, the church being dedicated to him. In it are several

neat monuments for the families of Marshe and Chcwc, in whom a charitable disposition

seems to have been hereditary, but shines most conspicuously in Mrs. Jane Cart, one

of them. She, together with Mrs. Aston and Mr. Aynscomb, founded a school

(which is at the entrance of the town) for the education, clothing and apprenticing 40
boys, and 15 girls, and settled on it 1501. per annum, pursuant to a wish expressed by Mr.
Chew, their ancestor, before his death. Adjoining thereto Mrs. Cart, in 1723, built

an almshouse for six poor persons, and left a fund for distributing bread every Sunday ;

and other charities iu this place, besides giving the surplus of a considerable estate to be

divided amongst poor clergymen and their families. Mrs. Ashton built an almshouse
in the west-street for six widows, who receive about 81. a ^ear a piece, and firing.

Mrs. Blandinu Marshe built a neat lodge, as she calls it, for six poor gentlewomen near

the church>yard, and gave them 121. a year each, to which the interest of 10001. has

been since added by another lady. There is also a monument for Marshe Dickenson,

esq. late lord mayor ofLondon. Mention is made of a woman here who had 19 children

«t' five births ; viz. three times three, and twice five.

Dunstable is remarkable for a neat manufacture of straw, which is stained of various

colours, and made into boxes, hats, toys, &c. On the downs are taken great quanti-

ties of larks.' It has been said that there are no wells here, and that the intiabitants are

supplied by rain-water and the ponds in the town, but it is not true ; there are wells,

^

4

* Dugd. Mon. V. i, p. 1038. + WiUis's^'Cirth. v. iii, p. 403- ^\ ^~-
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though deep. The country hereabouts is chiefly open, and produces great quantitiesof

corn. The chalk-h''.ls are part of that range which runs acrobs the kingdom here froni

east to west, as another does from the Thames through Kent, Sussex, and Surrey, into

Hants, furnishing a most valuable manure, the want of which in the northern parts is in

some measure supplied by a limestone.

Market-street, according to Stukeley, is the Forum Diunte ofRichard of Cirencester.*

The counties of Bedford and Hertford meet at this place ; the left hand row of houses
(in going to London) being in Herts, in the parish of Cadendone ; the right in Bedford,
m the parish of Studham. Here is a small neat chapel, and a school endowed with about
1001. a year by Mr. Coppin (predecessor of the present owner) whose seat, called Market
Cell, is just by, and was formerly a nunnery, built by Geoffry, one of the abbots of St.

Alban's. ^

This place was first inhabited by one Roger, a hermit, who returning from the Holy
Land was conducted to it by three angels, and here passed the rest of his days in great

sanctity, but not without great disturbance from the devil, who used to play many
pranks with him ; he once set his cowl on fire whilst he was at prayers, but the good
man finished his devotions before he would extinguish the flame. One Christiana, a

Eious woman, was so much captivated with his fame, that she determined to live with
im ; she went, and he found a little comer of his cell in which he locked her up. She

lived here four years, but not in a «'ery comfortable manner, as she had only a stone to

sit on, and her master never suffered her to stir out, nor scarce to Sj^ieak', lest any of
those who came to visit him should be scandalized ; for though in truth he never once
saw her face, and only talked to her of religious matters, they might have thought
differently. At length he died, and Christiana succeeded to the whole cell, and to all

his sanctity.f Galfred, an abbot of St. Alban's, struck with the report of her piety,

built her a house, and endowed it for the maintenance of her and some other holy sisters,

though the convent murmured at this application of their revenues. However, he
seems to have borrowed the ground on which he built it of his neighbours, as the dean
and chapter of St Paul's, in 1145, confirmed the same to Christiana and her successors,

at a rent ofthree shillings.

Humfrey Boucher, base son to the late lord Berners (says Leland) did much cost

in translating of the priory into a manor place ; but he left it nothing ended.J
Passing through Redburn, a small town full of inns for the reception of the numerous

waggons which frequent this road, come to St. Alban's, rich in antiquities, where,
after the lapse of so many ages, there still remains very much of unquestionable anti-

quity to gratify the researches of the curious antiquarian, and where he is not under
a necessity of resorting to conjectures, often unsatisfactory to himself, oftener to his

readers.

This town rose out of the ruins of Old VeruJam, originally a British, afterwards a
Roman station. Considerable fragments of the Roman walls still remain, although
great quantities have been taken away at various times for various purposes ; sometimes
to assist in erecting other buildings, sometimes merely to repair the roads. Here
Caesar obtained a victory over Cassibelan, and this vtras the scene of Boadicea's

victory and cruelty, when she massacred 70,000 Romans and Britons who adhered to

them.
About the beginning of this century, some human bones of an extraordinary size

were found near an urn, inscribed Marcus Antoninus, in the place of tlie Roman camp

* Account of Richard ofCirencester, p. 41^ 43.

I Itin. vol' i. p. 94.

3 ir 2

t Dugd. Mon. V. i. p. 350.
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bury, in Suffolk, a few years ago, preserved in the same maimer, but w.is most shame-

fully mangled by the workmen and a surgeon there.

The west end of the choir has a noble piece of Gothic workmanship for (he ornumeni
of the high altar. In the middle of the centre aisle is a remarkable reverberation of

sound from the roof, which is painted throughout with devices and the arms of the be-

nefactors, the colours of which, though certainly of some ages standing, are remarkably

fresh. The arms of the principal contributors to the repair in the last century, after the

havoc made in the civil wars, are in the choir.

At the east end is a place which has been used as a school, and is part of the church,

but the communication with the choir is cut off by a wall. Near the west end of the

church is the old gateway of tlie abbey, now used as a prison.

Between the abbey and Old Verulam was a large deep pool, now a meadow, which
belonged to the castle of Kingsbur}', situate at the west end of the town, where the

king and his nobility used often to divert themselves with sailing in large vessels, the an-

chors and other tackle of which have been found here.
. Upon those occasions they

resorted to the abbey, which was attended with so much expence to the monks, that

they purchased the pool of king Edgar, and drained it.

On the dissolution the revenues were valued at about 25001. Soon after king Ed-
ward VI, gave the town a charter of incorporation, and granted them the patronage oi'

this church.

The church of St. Michael was built by the Saxons in the tenth century, with the

same sort of tiles as were used by the Romans, and has probAIy many Roman tiles

worked up in it, taken from the neighbouring walls of Verulam ; but it is conjectured

that the tiles which are used here and in the abbey church are not all Roman, the na-

ture of the several parts of the work, and the hardness of the Roman tiles, rendering

it necessary to make tiles of different forms and dimensions, for such parts as were re-

quired to be heat and exact. And it appears on near inspection, that most of the tiles

were moulded on purpose, particularly fur the newells of the stairs, and the small round
pillars, which were all made in circular moulds.* In this church is a monument
for sir Francis Bacon, with a fine figure of him in white marble, »tting in a
chair.

In the meadows on the right (going to London) are some remains of the nunnery
of Sopwell, founded about 1140, by the same abbot who founded that at Macket-street,

as mentioned before. The nuns were governed by the rule of St. Bennett, and were to

keep silence in the church, the refectory, and the dormitory. A hard task this ! Henry
VIII, kindly set their tongues at libert} , and granted the building to^ir Richard a Leign,

by one of whose daughters it passed to the Sadlers ; a daughter of that family carried it

to Saunders, who in the last century sold it to sir Harbottle Grimston, to whose descend-

ant, the lord vbcount Grimston, it now belongs. There was once a tqansionwhouse, now*
nearly pulled down, which has not been inhabited since the time of the Sadlers. A con-

siderable manor belongs to it. It is said that Henry VIII, was married to Anna Bo-
leyn at this place.

In this town wao one. of the crojENBes set up by Edward I^ but it is now de-
stroyed. ., '•

'a CK^xJiiaff'.il'- :.;Tyi^

Earl Spencer has a house in the town, which was the old duchess of Marlborough's,
and the interest of the borough is divided between this family and that cf lord Grim-
ston, whose seat, called Gorhambury, the residence of the great sir Francis BacoQ, rs

'n^^ -*
* Arch. vol. iv. p. •#? .%
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at a small distance. The present owner is building a magnificent house in the room of

the old one, not on the same spot.

The representatives of the borough have lately made the inhabitants a very welcome
present, which the dry summers we have had has rendered particularly acceptable.

They have sunk two wells for public use, which are 30 or 40 yards deep, but the con-

trivance fur winding up the buckets is such, that it is done with great ease. The expence
was about 2001.

This place has been the scene of many notable actions. Here the carl ^ f Lancaster

and others of the nobility staid, expecting an answer to their message to tliat weak, mis-

guided prince, Edward II, requiring him to banish the Despcncers, to whose councib
the oppressions, under which the kingdom groaned, were attributed. The king returned

a haughty answer, but was soon afterwards obliged to comply.

Two bloody battles between the houses of York, and I^ncaster were fought here

;

the first in 14,55, when the duke of York assisted bv the earl of Warwick, defeated

Henrv', and took him prisoner; the other in 1461, on Bernard's-h^ath, when the queen,
aided by the northern barons, defeated the earl and retook the king, but stained the '

victory by the cruelty she exercised on the prisoners.

The reflections arising from the fate of the many gallant men who lost their lives in the

intestine feuds of those days are truly melancholy. The most ancient and splendid houses

were ruined, the kingdom ravaged, and the people equally oppressed, whichever side

prevailed. Agriculture was neglected, of course a scarcity ensued, and that produced
that noble struggle fdfe liberty which the barons had heretofore made, and when the pre-

sent inconveniences were compensated by the subsequent advantages ; the horrors ofthis

war was occasioned by a weak woman attempting to govern on one side, at^d ambitious

nobles stru^ling for power on the other. The conduct of most of the leaders shews
that they acted from that motive, or from a still worse.

How happy are we in these days, did we but know our own happiness, when the noise

of war is only heard (fom a distance, and loses its terror in its passage cross the ocean

;

when ihe aristocratic tyranny of the noble is no more, and when the meanest peasant en- ^

joys his little property in safety, secure in the protection of equal laws ! May we prize

this situation as we ought to do ! may we never feel the miseries ofcivil dissensions ; and
may no enthusiast, profaning the benevolent religion he impiously pretends to support,

succeed in an attempt to draw that sharpest of all swords, which superstition has

happily been so long obliged to carry under his cloak, that it has rusted in the

scabbard

!

* Being now come almost within sight of London, I take my leave of the reader, satis-

fied ifmy endeavours to amuse him have not been altogether fruitless.

«» %s
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SUBTERRANEOUS CASCADE.

A SINGULAR NATURAL CURIOSITY, RECENTLY DISCOVERED IN DERBYSHIRE, IS THUS DESCRIBED
BY AN INGENIOUS TRAVELLER. .fc,

••The only remaining object at Castleton was the great Speedwell Level, lying to the
south of the road called the Winnets, at the distance of a mile from the town. Being
provided with lights and a guide, who expects five shillings for his trouble, we descend-
ed a flight of stone stairs, about one hundred feet below the surface of the ground
and found ourselves in a subterraneous passage, seven feet high, and six feet wide,*
through which flowed a stream of water. Here was a boat ready for our reception^
formerly used, when the mine was worked, for the purpose erf" bringing out the ore!
As we proceeded slowly along the current, impelkd by our giiide, who gave motion to
the boat by pushing against wjtoie pegs driven into the wall for that purpose, we began
to contemplate thb great exa^iple of man's labour, and at the same time to lament,
that^it had been exerted in -vain. Tjiis level, it seems, was undertaken by a company

',',!

i
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of speculators, about five and tweaty years ago, who drove it into the heart of the moun-
tain, 3750 feet, at an expencc of 14,0001. by the ceaseless labour of six men and three

boys, who were employed upon it 1 1 whole years, at a contract of five guineas per yard.

The veins, howjcver, which the level intersected, were not sufficiently rich to answer die

expence of pursuing them after they were found ; therefore, having followed their spe-

culation for ten years, they were obliged to relinciuish it, and content themselves with

letting the level to a man for 101. per ann. who took it in order to gratify strangers with

u sight of this subterraneous wonder. Whilst employed in putting ciuestions to our

conductor on the subject before us, our attention was excited by a distant murmur,
which gradually increased upon the car, and at length swelled into a stunning noise, ex-

ceeding the loudest thunder, and conveying the idea of a stupendous river, throwing

itself headlong into an imfathomable abyss. Nor hud fancy painted an unreal picture, for

un reaching the half-way point, a scene was unfolded to us tremendous in the extreme.

Here the level burst suddenly upon a gulf, whose roof and bottom were entirely invisible,

u sky rocket having been sent up towards the former, above 600 feet, without rendering it

apparent ; and the latter having been plummed with a line 400 feet, and no bottom
discovered. A foaming torrent, roaring from the dark recesses, high in the heart of

the mountain over our heads to the right, and discharging itself into this bottomless

cauldron, whose waters commenced at 90 feet below us, produced the noise we had
heard ; a noise which was so powerfully increased on this near approach to it, as entirely

to overwhelm the mind for a short time, and awaken that unaccountable feeling which
creates desperate courage out of excessive fear, and almost tempts the spectator to

plunge himself into the danger, whose presence he so much dreads. The prodigious

depth of this abyss may be conceived from the circumstance of its having swallowed up
the rubbish which a level, 1800 feet lone, of the dimensions alwve given, produced

;

as well as sixteen tons of the same rubbish cast into it every day for three or four

years, without any sensible lessening of its depth, or apparent contraction of its size.

Indeed many facts concur to prove, that it is connected with the Castleton cave ; and
naturalists are now of opinion, that the whole country from hence to £lden-hole exhi-

bits a series of caverns, extensive and profound, uniting with each other, and thus be-

coming joint partakers of whatever either of them may receive. A conveyance, appa-

rently perilous, but perfectly secure, is formed over the chasm we have described, by a
strong wooden frame-work, through which the water passes. Beyond this the level conti-

nues about 2000 feet fiirther ; but as the effect of a second approach to the abyss (which

must be again taken in returning) is much lessened by the prior visit, and as nothing

occurs worth observation in the remaining half, we found we had extended our voyage

to no purpose, to the termination of this last wonder ofthe Peak...Warner's Tour through

the Northern Counties of England, and the Borders of Scodand, 2 vols. 8vo. I. ISO;
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AN ESiAY ON THE ORYCTOGRAPHV OF DERBYSHIRE, A PROVINCE 01- LNQ-
LAND, BY THE CELEBRATED MINERALOGIST, M. FEUBER. TRANSLATED
FROM THE GERMAN}

PRUACE OF M. FXRIER.
«« '•

My ch*ef object in publishing this work is to present to the public a scries of mine

-

ralogicai observations, which I have made on one of the most interesting countivn of
England.

My readers will, perhaps, censure me for not having quoted a great number of
English authors, who have written before me on the natural history of their country,

apd for not having availed myself of several memoirs contained in the Philosophical

Transactions, which relate to the subject on which I treat ; but all these works, which
I had overlooked at London before I undertook the journey to Derbyshire, aftbrded me
but feeble assistance, and appeared in general of such little importance, that I thought

it would be rendering a service to natunuists, only to present to them what I had myself
beheld and examined.

I lie under great obligadons to Mr. Whitehurst, watchmaker, at Derby, to whom
Mr. Franklin was so good as to address me. This ingenious man, who, by an unex-
ampled assiduity, has obtained the most accurate physical knowledge of his county, not

to mention the talents he possesses as a mathematician, was of the greatest service to me.
It is to his advice and instruction that I am indebted for a great number of facts which
probably would have escaped me, if he had not himself taken the trouble of directing my
observations.

He also introduced me to Mr. Burdett,* a learned geographer, from whom I received

the most exact ideas relative to the position of the puces I mtended to visit, and every

information I could wish concerning the natural geography of Derbyshire.

I frankly confess, that without the asustance of these two persons I should frequendy

have been at a loss to account for a great number of phsenomena which were new to

me. I was not aware, uU then, that homogeneous mountains, and all the stratified

mountains which I had examined, the internal structure of which I was perfectly ac-

quainted with from the inaction of the mines, did not afford any example similar to

what I, for the first time, sawm Derbyshire,

The great diversity of tlie beds, and their deposition often capricious, which I had
not oberved m an^ country, very fivquently pcqilexed me, and I am convinced that

the most skilful mineralogists will experience the same sensations.

The surface of Derbyshire is not less affected by this singular organization of the soil

;

the Peak, the most elevated part of this coun^, affords some picturesque views of great

beauty ; many authors have spoken of them m terms of admiration ; and well executed

engravings have been given by several English artists. ,

»

"i^T OF THE PRINCIPAL WORKS WHICH TREAT OF THE NATURAL HISTORY OF
;^ Pfe-;' ^-,. .tfJ"''

ENGLAND. - .
-.-^ i»

-'.

THE Natural History of Lancashire, Cheshire, and the Peak of Derbyshrie by
.^, Charles Leigh. Oxford, 1700> folio. . .v .,

* Among other excellent maps, Mr. Burdett has published a nap of Derbyshire, entitled, " Survey of

Derbyshire," 3 sheets, 1762—.67.
VOL. II. 3 O
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New Description or England and Wales, with the Mljacent Islands, Ice. by Hemnnn
Moll, folio, niatcs. London, 1 73a.

A Tour tnrough Great Britain, by a Gentleman, 5th edition, 4 vols. London, 1753,

8vo.

Gcographia Magnte Britanniae, or correct Maps of all the Counties in England, Scot,

land, and Wales ; and ofthc several Islands. London, 1748, 8vo.

A View of England, Scotland, and Wales, &c. London, 1769, 8vo. /•

A Description of England and Wales. London, 1769, 8vo.

England illustrated, or a Compendium of the Natural History, Geography, See. of

England and Wales. Lsndon, 1764, 4to.

England Displayed, by a Society of Gentlemen, revised by P. Russel, Esq. folio,

1769.

John Webster, Metallographia Anglica, or an History of Metals, 4to. Londpn,

1676.

Sir John Pettus ; Fodinae Regales, or the History, Laws, and Places, and the chief

Mines and Mineral Works in England, Wales, and Ireland. London, 1670, plates.

An Essay towards a Natural History of Cumberlan^^Uid Westmoreland^ by Thomas
Robinson. London, 1709, 8vo. •^'*

,

The Natural History of Cornwall, by W. Borlase, folio. Oxford, 1758. \i

The Natural History of Oxfordshire, by Robert Plot. Oxford, 1677, folio.

The Natural History c^ Staffordshire, by Robert Plot. Oxford, 1679, folio. ^ •-'

The Natural History ofNorthamptonshire, by Thomas Morton, 1752, folio. '

The Natural History and Antiquities of Northumberland, and of so much of the

countv of Durham as lies between the Tyne and the Tweed, by John Wallis. London,
1760,' 2 vols. 4to.

An Inquiry into the original State and Formation of the Earth, &c. by John White,
hurst. London, 1778.

Jti

ESSAY ON THE ORYCTOGRAPHY OF DERBYSHIRE.

NATURAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE COUNTRY.
'*» -

The surface of England is, in a great measure, composed ofvarious beds ofearth and
stones, which rise in hills of very gentle acclivity, and every where cover the primitive

mountains. There are very few summits of graniie or schistus breaking through this

natural crust of the earth, particularly in England, properly so called.

The highest mountains of primitive formation are seen in the northern parts of Scot-

land ; but they will bear no comparison with the lofty Alps of Swisserland.

Every thing seems to indicate that the level country surrounding these mountains
owes its origin to beds of earth deposited by the waters which formerly covered its sur-

face ; the marine substances, discovered within these beds, clearly prove that the liquid,

capable of depositing such considerable bodies, can only have been the ocean itself.

Now if it were possible to lift up at once the various beds of which the level country'

is composed, in order to discover the primitive mountains on which it rests, we should

soon behold the greatest part of England inundated by the sea, since the primitii^

mountains are in fact below its level ; this country would then appear in its primitive

state, and the works in which nature has employed ages would in a moment bt annihl-

lated.

Let us, in other respects, account for the formation of secondary mountiuns in the

manner which best suits us, or date their existence from the creation of the world ; let

•"; %
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us argue whether their various beds owe tlieir exiMtcncc to the insensible decrease of the

ara, or to hucccsaivc depositions ; wc shall always be compelled tf> ucknowltdfrt, tlj<\t,

^ wherever we find a vast extent of land disposed in beds, it has lieen eflccted oy the vvu.

ler which formerly covered the surface. Transient and local inundations may wash away
portions c^ mountains, and convey them into the vallies ; but si\i;h an operation will

never give rise to beds of sufficient extent to form the surface of a whole country. The
marine substances, which arc almost always found in these bed?*, present no difliculty to

; '< . me ; on the contrary, their presence, and still more their positiun, serve to strengthen my
opinion.

According to our idea of the precipitation of earthly particles contained in any liquid,

supposing the liquid always in a state of perfect repose, beds produced by this means
should assume a position perfectly horizontal, even when the foundation of the primitive

mountains, upon which these particles are deposited, arc of an inclined and rugged

surface ; the beds will only differ in bulk.*

In fact we see many stratified mountains, of which the various beds arc perfectly ho-

rizontal ; they commonly appear under the form of hills of little height, with rounded

*y summits, and of tolerable extent; of this description are the mountains in great part

of Germany, Brabant, Flanders,t and those on the coast of France opposite to England ::(

in the latter country, the mountains of Staffordshire, ( Oxfordshire, || Yorkshire,1f

"Nothing better explains this phenomenon than the operation ofchemistry called washinft ; the vessel

used for this purpose may gradually swell out, or terminate like a cone ; the earthly particles will always,

be precipitated in equal beds, be the liquid in ever so umall a degree of rest,

t All the mountains I observed in my journey from Holland to France, through Brabunt and Flanders,
' . are merely hills, such as I have described above. The environs of Brussels appear hilly ; but thene heights
' "^ are only calcareous hills, or heaps ofsand, which the waters have deposited in beds. Near Valenciennes

are considerable beds of pit-coal» resting on a black ai'gillaceous schistus. In the country of Namur, the

•ame substances are observed ; a bog iron>ore in beds is also worked there. In the environs of Puris the

hills are composed of calcareous stone, free-stone, or gypsum.

^ I From Paris to Amiens, I met nothing but hills of sand, and an argil of a bright yellow ; beyond
' Amitns, near Flixcourt, and thence to;Calais, iiUhe defiles between the hills, underneath the arg(|, which

ia about four feet thick, there is observed a calcareous earth, of a grayish colour and very friable, in beds
•' nearly horizontal. Silex, in pieces of ft kidney form, is found in great c^uantity in this earth ; their position

it likewise nearly horizontal ; but a circumstance that clearly proves this arranKcment to be only swing to

water is, that the largest pieces of ^lex, and consequently the heaviest, are found in the lower beds, and
the leaser in the upper. Most e£ then) are round, some of an oval form ; they have all a whitish crust|

which is another proof that kbcy had not their origin in the place where they are actually foiuid. It is,

however, a foct, that, at a very sreat depth below this friable earth, a calcareous stone is often found, com-
pact, of tolerable hardneas, atid frcc^uently chalk, full of silex in kidney-form pieces, which, according to

every appearance, have had their onain in the chalk itself. Having crossed the channel, on the whole
coast of England, and from Dover to London, I obsci ed the same organization in the beds.

$ Staflbrdshire ia remarkable for conuderabl* beds, which are either calcareous or argillaceous ; they

are full of petrefactions, among which the entomolithua^ paradoxus, which is found near Dudley, is worthy
of obaervationr This county also possesses valuable coal mines. The copper mines of Ecton belong to the

duke of Devonshire. At Utchester, or Utoxeter, there^ are forges which deserve attention.

^ %. II In Ozfotdthire the vegetable earth, which is very argillaceous, rests on a bed of calcareous earth, of
,

' in gray or white colour, which contains a great quantity ofsilex in kidney-form pieces, dispostd in horizon-
'

tu beds. In proportion to the depth, this earth becomes more solid, and is insensibly changed into white
chalk : besides petrefied shells, which are here found in great numbers, I have observed prickles of the sea

hedge-hog, and [ucces of the skull of this worm. Tlie chalk mountains of Gravesend, in the county of

Kentf have the same conformation with respect to their beds as those of Oxfordshire ; but to the present

time we are tmacquainted with the substance serving them for base.

*| The metallic veins of Yorkshire^ which are rich in lead and copper, are met with in calcareous

stone, black argillaceous schistus, or in free-stone (greet) which seems in this part to be composed of

•mall grains of quartz i the veins runninor through free-stone are the richest.

3 08 . . ^ *
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constantly present the bamcthe duchies of Cumberland, und Northumlxrrland,*

forin.

But if, in many strutificd mountaini, we find the beds to have an inclined or obli(|uc

position, if \vc observe ruptures in tlic different bankh, or considerable dcrungcmentt

'

in the interior of these niounuiini, we must iiaturully attribute it to pr>^tcrior catustrophet,

among which must be reckoned the gups nr clefts to which ihc beds, left uncMvtred

by the retreat of the waters, and drying up, were exposed ; earth(iuukes, partial inunda.

tioiis, changes in the course of rivers, which, hollowing out new channels in the lower

beds, naturally occasioned the upper ones to sink in.

In b rbyhhire the position of the beds is seldom horizontal ; they nearly all lose

themselves oblicpiely, and scarcely ever preserve the same direction. There are lome
parts where a portion of the beds has preserved its original position, while the other

Eart is sunk in the valley. The beds which remain firm, and which appear to have

een separated by a violent convulsion, are not unlike steep rocks ; so that the elevated

puit of Derbyshire, which is called the Peuk, may appear, to an observer of Hide skill,

rather as a country of granitic mountains, than u country of secondary formation. Not*
withstandinf , upon a closer examination of the beds which compose these mountain*) we
shall easily discover that their primitive position was horizontal, and that it is to posterior

derangements alone that they owe their present figure.

From the city of Derby northwards, towards Lancashire and Yorkshire, the land

gradually rises, and forms the upper part of the country, called the Peak.f where the

ivintcrs are longer and more severe than in the plain. Following these apparent moun-
tains on the Peak, we may easily pcrreive that they anciendy formed a conunual chain,

which has since been broken oft in several places ; thb observation will become more
evident on descending into the ravines, where we find all the beds uncovered, and we
shall be str jck with the perfect analogy between the beds which are sunk down, and
those which are elevutea. The Dcrwent, one of the most rapid rivers of England,
together with the sea, has most probably contributed to the revolutions which this

countt|f has anciently undergone, and of which history does not aiford the slightest

trace. We are therefore compelled to have recourse to hypotheses, which might be

formed on this subject, the more so as the present state of tne country will afford suf«

ficent tb satisfy the curiosity of the observer.

The superior beds, in nearly the whole of England, are calcareous, and this sub-

stance i| found under different modifications ; it is found in the form of eanh or stone

;

its variations are infinite, both in respect of colour and size, and the manner in which
it is found blended with other substances. ^

In order to form a clear and accurate idea of the beds of Derbyshire, it is necessary

to divide them into two classes, a division which nature herself seems to have estab-

lished.

**

."A-

*

* In the dnchiet ofCumberland and Northumberland the hilla are formed by beds of free-atone, bhck4;u
Bchistua, and lime-atone, which ' also in thia part the deepestbed. Tb • copper minea ofCumberland arc

'^

remarkable for native dentritic... copper, which is sometimes found. This country also possesses iron-

mines ; the mineral is found under the form of argillaceous ore.

t The Peak is considered by the people of the country as a miraculous object, and many authors have
spoken of seven wonders belonging to this mountain ; the celebrated Hobbea has described them in the

following verse:

JKdes, mens, Barathrura, binuB fons, antraque bina. 1 V^.. '. V:.

A very accurate description of the Peskmay be found in the following work} a Tour through Orea\
Britain, vol iii. p. 98, kc.
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The first class cnmprehcndii the Ik^^ which arc coinmoo to the whole country, and
which miKht be citllcd ancient or univcrhul lx?ds : they are found every where in the ^anic

order, wiU) tltu cjicvptigiiipC »oine of the HUiKrior bcdit, which have undergone u blight

altenuion. ..*• ^
The Kccond elM« cotnnrrhends the accidental iK'ds, that 's to say, the Ix ds which

•fB always ibund above tne ancient beds, and whic'^ arc conac(|uently of po^tcrio^ for-

mation : they differ in iKarly all the provinces. The ancicu bcdi arc found in the

following order:

1. Frce!>cone* (greet or grit.) Its thickness is sahjcct to great variation. It is com*
monlv white or reddish, of a close grain and tolerably hard ; small grainn of quartz

•re observed in it, which appear to be cemented by an argillaceous suljstuice. This
•tone is employed in the making of hi^'hways, and for grind-stones. I observed, in

tin high road between Wirksv^orih and Lrumford Moor, in a heap of this ia^.•nlone,

V gfOups of vitreous spar, in small cubes iu a matrix, which I conceive to be a gypscouii
' indurated earth ; this spar probably cam'- there by accident, perhaps from rnc of the

neighbouring lead-mines ; lor the free-stone did not appear to contain any extraneous

substance.

S. Black argillaceous schistus or slate,! (i^h'ile.) Its thickness is from 140 to 150
yards, measured in the mine of Yatestoop near Winster. They could not inform mc
whctlier this schbtus contained { ctrefaclions or impressions of plants, although it per-

fecdy resembled that which covers the pit-coal throughout Derbyshire, and which
abounds with them. The miners call this schi»fus bv different names« according to

the difficulty they find in working it ; they term it shale, hard-beds, penny-shale, and
black-beds. In the midst of this schistu'i there are sometimes found considerable frag-

ments of lime-stone, black, and of a fetid smell, which is commonly beneath the schis-

tus: I verified this observation near Wensley, in the environs of Winster, where the

lugh rood is cut through this schistus, and where all the beds arc uncovered.

3. First calcareous bed (the first lime-stone.) Its thickness is from 35 to 50 yards.

In the environs of Ashford this stone is of great hardness, and docs not contain any pe-

trefaction ; it is used as black marble. The softest parts of this stone, particularly those

exposed to the air, exhale a disagreeable smell when rubl)ed, and consequently are a
true stink-stone. I saw the same stone worked between Snitterton and Winster, which
contained no petrefactions, although it commonly abounds with them, particularly in

bivalves.! Near Wensley, die common silex is found in kidney-form pieces, and in litUc

fragments about two inches thick, as also at Ashford, where these fragments are of a

* Mr. Whitehunt calls it milbtone-grit : according to this author, the thickness of the bank is 130
yards i he sajrs that it is composed of rounded grains of quartz, und small fragments of the same sub-
stance, where the irregularities of the fracture are still very visible. See Inquiry into the OMl^nal State

and Formatiun of the Earth, Sic. by John VVhiiehurst. London, 1778, 4to. p. 147. (Note ofthe French
tnuisUtor.)

t Mr. Whitehurst calls it shale, or shiver, and the thickness ofthe bank, according to him, is 1 30 yards

;

he confiroM what M. Kerber says concerning the impressions of vegetables. The springs which rise in

this schistus are all of a ferruginous nature. P. 148. (F. Tr.)
4 Among the petrcfied bivalved shells, which are found in great quantity in this bed, are observed

many anoroias, the originals of which no where e»st in the seas surrounding England.
Near Ashford, Mr. lienry Watson l^as discovered in the same stor- ".:: ::r.pres8ion of a crocodile, in a

good state ofpreservation.

Mr. Whitehurst morcovtr tellius, that this atoae b often intersected by very thin beds of slate. P. 149,

(F.Tr.)

-*!1 V » „*.
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more considerable bulk. It should be observed that the silex of Wensley, which is

found in the midst of black limestone, adheres strongly to it, while that observed in

the chalk of Oxfordshire and on the sea shore has no adhesion to thu substance. The
silex which serves for stone-ware, of which there are several manuisctures in Derbfshire,
comes from the coast of Norfolk. -,

4. Fi."st bed oftoad-stone (toad-stone, dunstone, blackstone in England, whinstowlhi
Scotland.) The name of toad-stone has been given on account of its black colour,

specked with white.* This stone, like those of the same species, which we shall men-
tion hereafter, does not contain any ore, and throughout Derbyshire cuts the veins of
metal :t the base is argillaceous, more or less indurated, for some pieces appear to be
only an indurated argil, while others approach the jasper in hardness. This stone is

overspread with little grains or globules of calcareous spar, the size and form of whtcli

vary ; some are so small, that to the naked eye they are lost in the black substance dl
the stone itself; some are as large as a pea, and even as a bean. I have assayed th^
atone with acids, which dissolved w'lih ebullition the parts of calcareous spar, without

altering the substance of the stone itself, which, after the assay was of sufficient hardness

to scratch glass, although beln^ struck mth a steel, only emitted some l^t sparks.

Tne substance of this stone, being stripped of all its calcareous parts, appeared to me
refractory before the blow pipe ; with the assistance of salt of tartar, I converted it into

a blackish scoria ; which seems to indicate a siliceous principle, though it does not

possess the hardness of siliceous stones. :|:

The thickness of the first bed of this stone is commonly from 14 to 16 yards ; but
w^at proves the great variation in the thickness of these' beds is, that in Blackhillock,

a very considerable mine near Tideswall, a well has been dug of 160 yards in deptb»

in this stone, without passing through it. In the same mine, about 800 fathoms in the

principal well towards the south, the thickness of the toad-stone has been found to be
of 40 yards, and towards the north, about 300 fathoms fix}m the same [rface, it vnit

only three yards.

6. The second calcareous bed (the second or the gray lime stone.) Its thickness is

33 fathoms ; there are two kinds, the one soft, which being rubbed, yields a fetid

smell ; it is used for the most part to make lime ; the other harder, which is used for

* M. Jars says because it is pretended that living toads have been found in It. Voyage Metall. tonj^'

L p. 546.

t M. Faujas de St. Fond, ivho has just published an excellent work on trapp, has proved that certain

jW
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, impregnated viith aulphur, as the very name cat-dirt (merde du chatj must imply to an English
r. J. P.
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stone, I

reader, j. «-.
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t Mr. White"hurst gives us the following description of the toad-stone: S"
-

*' It is a blackish substance, very hard, and full of little cavities like metallic scorias, or the lava of Ice-

land ; chemical analysis proves that it possesses the seme principles. Many of these cavities contain spar
(calcareous ;) others are empty. It is not composed oflayers likeinany other stones, bat it always pre-

'

sents a solid and uniform mass, which breaks in all directions, and which never contains either orp, or
mineral or vegetable productions. The beds of toad-stone are not met with every where, as the calca-

reous bedsf and the variation in the thickness of the same bank clearly prove its 6rigii\ to be vol-

canic."

Another reason which induces Mr. Whitehurst to think that the toad-stone is a volcanic production, ^nd
of a later formation than that of the calcareous beds, and others, is^ that the perpendicular clefts which
are observed in the calcareous beds, are filled with toad-stone ; consequcfltly the ctdcareous bedi«]dited|
perfectly formed and cleft, before the toad-stone. (F. Tr.)

'•*
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many domestic purposes, like marble.* These two varieties of stone arc full of all

kinds of petrefactions, besides a great number of madrepores, among which may be

distinguished the madrepora flexuosa of Linneus ; and there are found u great number
of cameas of a surprising bulk. In several places I found this gray calcareous stone

changed into gray silex, which contained handsome entrochites, larger, but in other

respects similar to those seen at Cubach, in the duchy of Bl&nckenbourg.

6. Second bed of toad-stone ;t it perfectly resembles the first ; the thickness of the

bed is 46 yards. In the mine of Hubber-dale, this stone had lost its ordinary hardness

to such a degree, that it perfectly resembled soft clay.

7* Third calcareous bed \% it is gray and analogous to the second ; the thickness of

rilhe bed is 70 yards.

1 8. Third bed of toad-stone ; it.commotily resembles the first and second, and its

vithickness is 22 yards. In the mine of Hubber-dale this uone was of the consistence of
soft clay, of a greenish colour ; it was full of small pieces of black argil and calcareous

,S]}af, in veins ; it is here called channel.

"^ )#,.^Fourth calcareous bed (the fourth lime-stone;) it is gray like the preceding* and
Is fbtind at the greatest depth. Its thickness is at present unknown, though in many
places attempts have been made to pass through it : at Gorsey-dale, Bacon-Rake, Mas-
sen, and Middleton, in the environs of Wirksworth, it has been pierced to 40 fathoms
\nthout finding the bottom.

The Afferent beds of limestone and toad-stone, which we have just described, are

often intersected by beds of ar^l, from one to four feet in thickness ; but as this argil

appears to be formed in the horizoptai cracks or clefts of these stones, it cannot be
placed in the rank of substances whit^ form regular beds. The quantity of pyrites in

pieces of kidnev form, found in these argillaceous beds, has perhaps some share in the

heat observed in all the springs that rise there ; or else, do the calcareous beds contri-

bute towards it ?i

Before proceeding to the description of the accidental beds, I conceive it necessary to

speak of the veins which are found in the ancient beds.
^ The direction of metallic veins in the ancient beds is generally very regular in all

' the mines in Derbyshire ; the salband of these veins is distinct ; its thickness is from one
to seven elb. I found that the greater part of the veins proceed between the 8th and
9th hour, or according to the Lnglish compass between the 12th and 2d. They are

either perpendicular or inclined ; very few are horizontal. I here confirmed what I

have said in theMemoirson the Mineralogy ofBohemia, with respect totheVeinsof Metal,
ij^- that they were not met with in primitive mountains alone, but also in secondary moun-

tuns, and that consequently the name of veined mountains did not belong exclusively
* to primitive mountains. It is essential to remark in this place, that the veins of Der-

'i^ hj/mvct vary in almost every bed. In a freestone and argillaceous schistus, when these

two substances met together, the veins which commonly rise to the surface are con-
:' atantly without ore ; the contrary is observed in the four calcareous beds, which, under

^^^: * Mr. Whitehurst observes, what M. Ferber has perhaps forgotten, that the calcareous.stone which
composes the beds of Derbyshire is generally foliated ; which sufficiently indicates the manner in
which it has been formed. The thickness of the second bed, according to Mr. Whitehurst, is 25 fa-

thoms. F. Tr.

t Mr. Whitehurst infoi .ns us that the toad-stone of the second bed is more compact than that of the
firtt, and that there are no cavities in it. P. 15 1.

% The thickness of this bed, according to Mr. Whitehurst, is 30 fathoms; thy stone contains fewer
petrefactions than the former, and seeps of a white colour. F. Tr.

. , . .

,

i Sec Ferber, Letters on Mineralo[^| p. 1 87) of the German edition.

'•IP ^JtU'
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the same circumstances, are almost always extremely rich. The three beds of toad-

stone,^ though they always accompany limestone, never contain ore ; and, as I have

remarked before, always cut the veins. The following is an example : When a vein

has been worked in black calcareous stone, the ore b lost so soon as the toadsttone is

approached, and the same vein does not re-appear till the whole bed of toadstone has

been cut through ; the vein is again worked, and if it prove of sufficient richness, it

is pursued, under the same circumstances, to the fomth calcareous bed, which has ne-

ver yet been passed through. This phenomenon is, without doubt, one of the most ex-

traordinary and singular of its kind, and to account for it is not less difficult. To in-

quire whether the three beds of toadstone exi!>ted before the formation of the veins, or

to attempt to determine whether they have always preserved the same solidity, would
be enga^ng ourselves in hypotheses which would lead to nothing ; what I have said

above may be confirmed eveir day in the lead mines of this country. My opinion is,

that the toadstone has only choaked up the veins, which consequently have ramified,

and probably re-united in one of the lower beds ; this supposition will not appear venp

turesome to persons concerned with the working of mines ; for experience |vovcs, that '^

veins which fork off, leaving their former direction, very often unite at a great d^ptfi,

and then resume their former course. Another singularity with respect to beds of

toadstone, which seems to contradict my o()inion, is, that this singular substance divides

the different beds, so that a gallery inundated in the first bed will not be of the least

prejudice to the works carried on in the second ; and the labourers in a lower galleiy

will be perfectly dry, while all the upper galleries are under water.

The accidental beds, or those found above the accidental beds, differ extremely

throughout Derbyshire, and each disurict prese|B|8 some particularity. The following

came under my observation :

1. Red marl resting on striated gypsum, in a quarry of Chellastone, three leagues

from Derby.
2. A mine of argillaceous iron, that is, a ferruginous argil of a reddish colour, more

or less indurated ; it is commonly found above the pit-coal. I saw some at Stansley,

in a coal mine, which appeared under the form of a very weighty bluish argil, and
seemed to contain much iron; it is called ironstone. As far as I could learn, no use
is made of it ; and at the time I was in Perbyshire, there was not one foundery, nor

'

even forge, throughout the whole country. What is there called iron-work, or iron-

mill, consists of establishments, where, by means of cylindrical machines, bars of iron
are flattened, which are afterwards cut into very narrow fillets for the different manu- i.

factures at Birmingham. I'hese establishments are at Derby, Chesterfield, Godnor, 4
Barton fields, Newmills, Plestly,.Stavely, &c.

3. Manganese, in kidney-form pieces, in the clay above the pit-coal, in sevend
places. * »

?^

4. Pit-coal. It is found in very great quantity in the flat country surrounding the
Peak, and is worked in several places. This coal is commonly found at a little depth
beneath the vegetable earth, which, in these parts, is rather marly ; the roof b a

'

black argillaceous schistus, which in colour and compactness much resembles the
'

'

schUtus which forms the second layer of the ancient beds. Yet, on a little examina-
tion of this schistus, we find that it differs materially from that of the ancient beds;
for it b always found above fipee-stone, which forms the first bed, and between the dif-

* It is very surpiiilng that so akilftil a mineralogist as M. Ferber should make no mention ofthe great
resemblance between toad-stone and tra]n>* (F. Tr^

^
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ferent banks of coal ; and this position alone indicates a formation posterior to that of

the ancient beds. Independent of this, it contains a great number of impressions of

plants and other vegetables, while in the ancient beds none are ever discovered. Most
' of these vegetables are of the class of ferns, and they have a great analogy with the

ferns of America, described by &ther Plumier. The same impressions of vegetables

are sometimes observed in the marly beds which cover the coal in several places.

5. Foliated free-stone (slate) of an extremely fine grain, and of a grayish yellow co-

lour. I saw this stone worked in an open quarry near Matlock ; it is found in latge

flags, which are used to pave the interior of nouses, especially brew-houses. I am not

. quite cert^n whether this free-stone belongs to the accidental beds, or if it should be re-

garded as a simple variety of the free-stone which forms the first bank of the an-

cient beds, although it be of a finer and more compact grain. I have the ^me
doubts with respect to a soft free.stone of a eray colour, which is found in beds of
little thickness above coal, in Derbyshire, StaHbrdshire, and at Newcastle^ and which
b there called free-stone or sand-stone ; it is very probable that this stone owes its origin

f to particles which have been detached from the ancient free-stone, and carried by the
" waters to this place.

6. Rotten-stone ; it b a kind of tripoli, full of calcareous particles ; it b of a brown
cobur, of a very fine grain, and is particularly used for polishing tin, crystal, &c ; it

b always fi>und above coal. In M. Davila's catalogue, thb substance is described un-

der the name of creta fusca.

7. Stuff-stone, stuff or tuff. ..Thb name has been g^ven to a bank of calcareous stone

of littie thickness, and of very fine gnun, though porous, which is found at the sur-

fiu:e, in the i&nvuons of Winster. Tlvkstone must not be confounded with the stuff-stone

of Hubber-dale mine, which beloiws to the ancient beds.

^ 8. In the environs of Madock-Bath, there b observed a considerable bed consisting
(^ of vegetables incnisted with a calcareous matter* which has been deposited by the warm

springs bsuing from tlie mountains. In sonie places this substance b eight yards thick,

and of sufficient isolidity for buildings, in which I have seen it employed. This bed,

which daily ipcreases in diickness, covers all the hills of black calcareous stone, in the
• eovircHis of Miu^ock. ' In the interior of this bed* the most beautiful incrustations are

found, as well as mameltated stidactites ofa very handsome form ; I have even seen petre-

,fied ibeUs, and Utoophytes wl]ich were pPbbably detached fiiomone of the neighbouring
* • it^aloareous banks, and whicti consequently only came there by accident. I observed the

;.^ same productions in the channeb formed by the water flowing from the mountain, and
^' JnVhiQhy|tb often S!^ of th|et, height of three feet ; the bed oi these channels was full of

"^' niamell^id stalactites in the toxxa of cauliflowers. The hot baths of Matlock are much
celebrated ; they abo possess the property of incrustating whatever is exposed to

jn #eni. ^
Such is the order in which the ancient or universal beds, and those which I call ac-

**,#€idei]iBl^api>ear in Derbyshire. It remains for us to fix our attention upon the conse-
"^' '^Vepces which have follovved their sinking ol^iquely, and die violent ruptures,

'* hrhich b the|moi;^ necessary, as it is the only means of explaining a great number of
^ih^ogfena, which are peculiar to all countries, of which the organization b similar

to 'tjfiat of 0erb;]^^ure, and since we shall thence be enabled to conceive how the inferior

layers of c^rtaiil beds are sometin^s found above, while the superior layers of the

same bed are observed in the vallies. But as throughout Derbyshire the beds are seldom
horizontal^ but ninirly a|l lose themselves obliquely vundier ground* or termi.

'>
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nate at the surface, there should naturally follow a very ^eat variety in the stones

found above the surface, particularly in a country of no considerable extent.

In some parts the oblique bends are covered by accidental beds, which increases the

species of stones or earths found on the surface. The effect of a violent rupture is oo-

served near Matlock High Tor, where a portion of the beds is sunk to a depth of more

than 40 yards ; there is every appearance that the Derwent, which at present p'lBses

over the place where the rupture nuppened, was the cause. This falling in has^ how-

ever, produced a great advantag^e to tne ^ountr^« since the valley, which formerly was fre-

quently exposed to the inundations from the nver, is now more elevated, and is become
a very fertile country.

We can easily imagine that the portion of the beds which remains regular must be

more elevated than that which is sunk, as we may be convinced, by the cucareous beds

which are seen uncovered ; but without admitting ofa rupture, the mere sinking may al-

ways occa^qn the same phenomenon, if the place which serves them for a base affects a '

surface more or less unequal.

At the summit of the mountain called the High Peak, the two first ancient beds,

that is, the reddish free- stone and the black schistus are altogether wanting, and on the

middle height the ancient beds are uncovered ; but in the low part of this mountain, the

Low Peak, between Wirkesworth and Winster, the free-stone and schistus re-appear of

considerable thickness, and still lower towards the town of Derby, they are observed

at a conriiderabte depth, again covered by accidental beds. At Monyash there is no
indication of the four first ancient beds. The gray calcareous stone, which in the na-

tural order forms the fifth bed, there is near to the surface. In Hubber-dale mine,

which is a league and a half from Monyash, the pits are 6u^ through gray calcareous

stone; and the ore worked there, which is principally lead, is only found in the third .

calcareous bed. Near Ashford, a little town a league from Monyash, and which is
"^

three hundred fathoms higher than the latter place, the first calcareous bed upon which ^v

the black schistus rests is terminated at the surface.
'.'"A" j^' '

{i'.;.,

OF THE NATURAL CAVES OF THE PEAK.

THE calcareious covering of the Peak, which traverses the greatest part of Derby-
.

shire, contains a great number of caves of di%rent sizes. These caves, which are alt

in the second calcareous bed, most pobably owe their origin to the filtration of water '

from without, or to subterranean springs ; most of them abound with calcareous stalac-
^

tites, of various forms and colours : their size is also very diflferent ; those most

;

esteemed are of a beautiful white, or have lively-coloured veins ; these latter are.streakedit

with yellow, gray, and milk-colour : they are worked at Ashford, and I have seen

vases nade'of some of the most beautiful pieces.

There are many descriptions of these caves, in which are fancied, in the diflferent

fomiS which these stalactites have assumed, resemblances oftentimes ridicutous, with

human figures, or animals, ofwhich persons in many parts c^ Germany, especially, at the

Hartz, in the cclehntted grotto called Baumannshohle, would have persuaded me.'

Without farther notice of these wonderful descriptions, I shall content myiself with men-
tioning the most remarkable caves of the Peak.

Poole's Holc'....Thb cave is near Buxton, and 'is rich in stalactites ; it is said to be
half an English mile in length, and is traversed by a rivulet, which makes a great

roaring.

The Great Cave of Castleton, called the Devil's A—e in English. The diameter of
this cave is computed at 150 feet. It is pretended that it commuaicatea with Elden

S'/
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Hole, another cave, six or eight leagues from Costleton, which is nearly {)erpendicular,

arJ which, as it is said, enlarges considerably towards the bottom.

Hosen's Hole and Burmforth Hole are two caves near Stony Middleton.

. Lath'Kill Arse This cave is observed at the distance of a league from Monyash, in

the valley of Lath Kill, at Monyash Moor ; it is not far from the quarry of gray

marble, an appellation given to the gray lime-stone forming part of the ancient beds.

This cave is not so large as that ofCastleton, yet, after heavy rain, there flows from it

such a prodigious quantity of water, that the whole valley of Lath Kill is often over-

flowed.

i

•It.'

-ff -

OF THE HOT AND INTERMITTING SPRINGS OF THE PEAK.

^

•''S..V

* THE Peak abounds in hot springs, which take their rise in the gaps of the moun-
tun; most of them are unknown, because they are found in parts little frequented, and
remote from the high roadt The most remarkable are,

. The Hot Baths of Matlock, on the side of the calcareous hill. There are two ; the

first is Matlock Old Bath, of which the temperature is 68 degrees of Farenheit, and
Madock New Bath, the temperature of which is one degree hotter : the water of both

these baths contains calcareous particles, which incrust any objects exposed to the r/ater,

as well as the parts over which it runs, as I observed, speaking of the accidental beds.

During the fine weather, the baths of Matlock are much frequented.

Quam, or Quamden A small place, known by its acidulated waters, which attract

many persons to it in summer.
Buxton has a warm bath, the smoke issuing from which seems to indicate a stronger

degree of heat than it really possesses. Near the bath I observed many other chalybeate

springs, of which no use is made.
Tideswell Here is one of those intermitting springs, where the water only issues by

intervals : when the bason which receives all the water has nearly lost the third part by
the continual flowing out, which is done in ten minutes, the water is seen to flow again

£rom the opposite side with so much force, that in five minutes the whole of the bason
is filled. Some authors, without reason, have ima«ned a subterraneous communis
cation between the refluent source of Tideswell and the sea, and would, by the effect

of the flux and reflux, account for th'is phenomenon. I am inclined to think, that in

the interior of the mountain there are great cavities, the air of which acts on this

spring.

OF THE QUARRIES OF DERBYSHIRE.
<."'j''.V/»,"-

THE stones used for the construction of buildings and high roads, are taken from the

calcareous beds ; sometimes the reddish free-stone is employed for the same purpose

;

this depends upon the situation and means of the proprietor. The houses in general

are built of brick, and covered with slate. In many parts I saw the foliated free-stone

emploved, which is of\en observed between beds of pit- coal, and which is particularly

usra for the paving ofmagazines, cellars, and other similar constructions.

The manner by which grinding-stones are here procured appeared to me remarkable

enough : the size is first traced on one of the beds of free-stone, and all the stone

about it removed; when the general form b obtained, several horizontal holes are

pierced, half a foot into the stone towards its base, according to the intended thick-

ness; dry pieces of wood are driven into these holes, and in a few days, swelled by
humidity, the^ cause the stone to split. .

'^
tr

^
The quarries of limestone employ a great number of workmen, particularly in the

environs of Buxton ; gray and black calcareous stone are indi&rendy used, principally

3 p 2
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those pieces which are not handsome enough for ornament like marble. Lime made
from black calcareous stone, containing a vast quantity of shells, is here preferred to that

made from the gray.

The black marble observed near Ashford is procured from the first calcareous bed,

of which it is only a variety ; it is distinguished by a greater solidity, and a beautiful

black. The gray marble, which is derived from the second calcareous bed, and the

quarry of which is near Lath Kill-Dale, two leagues from Bakewell, contains a great

number of cntrochites ; it sometimes has red veins, which giveit it a pretty iippearance.

These marbles are worked in considerable quantities in the mills established near Atih>

ford, where, by the means of water, the marble is sawed and polished. Near the same
place I saw a manufactory, where the beautiful fluor sjiar, of the colour of the amethyst,

was worked. It is found in almost every lead mine, and the largest and handsomest
pieces are used to make vases. I have seen the stalactites which I mentioned «bove
used for the same purpose, which employs a great number of workmen in the towns of ,

Derby, Winster, Matlock, &c.

At Chellastone, about three miles from Derby, I observed a qu^ ty ofi^ter of Paris.

The surface of the fields near this quarry was covered with a grayish argil, full <^ ingm
ments of a fetid stone, and a ferruginous oker in indurated pieces of a kidney.form. Be-
low this argil there was a bed of reddish marl, three yards thick, the beds of which near,

est to the surface were friable, and served for manure ; but the remainder only presented

a marly stone of tolerable hardness, of which no use was made. Under the mari was
a bank of plaster stone, nearly horizontal, eight ells in thickness. In several places,

this stone was tolerably hard, and resembled a white transparent alabaster, whicn took

a very fine polish : some pieces were spotted with red, and traversed by marly veins

ftom the superior bank ; the reminder of the bank was a striated gjrpsum, wbich is par-

ticularly used for moulds in several porcelain fnanufactories.

Derbyshire abounds with coal, which is every where worked. The mine of Alferton

is the most remarkable ; it is fijmished with a good steam en^ne, to carry off the sub-

terraneous water ; this mine is ten leagues from Ashlbrd : tl^t of Stsnsby and Simon-
field has two steam engines ; one was oil the ordinary form and construction ; the other

the invention of Mr. Barber, the proprietor td the mine* cfiflfered a little.* The wells

to descend into this mine are perfectljr round, andwhoUy buflt of bridk; thev are

descended by means of a small <»sk, ui which the person supports luroself uprignt, or

else seated on the chain. 1 obsiurved in this mine four layers of coal not intersected

with slate, as were neariy all the others, bin with very thick beds of indurated argil; tMs
substance was variously coloured, and ofien fcdiated ; what is here called iron-stone, is

only an argil of a dark brown, very heavy, and seems to contun much iron. The two
upper layers of coal at Stansby are not worked, because it is generally believed here,

that they are of inferior quality to those found at a greater depth. v..'..

The mine of Stansby is one of the deepest that are known, and I found the depth to
^

be 9S yards ; the bwer beds of coal were only four feet thick, and all the gaps were

if
^.]^-VfP:>..

' * The tteAitt eitftine of Mr. Barber differs principally rrom others, by the steam acting horisontalljr,

while in the others it only acts vertically ; it is the same with respect to the cold water which u introduc-

ed into the boiler by the side. Almost every coal mine in Enghind is nrovided with one or two steam
engines, and every proprietor has attempted some improvement The Dictionary of Arts and Sciences,

folio, London, 1763, may be coosultcd on this subject, in which the most ordinary steam engines are

well represented.

Steam engines are certainly of great utility in a country where coal is abundant ; but in countriea

wanting this combustible, and where wood roust supply its place, as I have observed at Schembtx, in

Hungary, it generally becomes too expeiD||:ive.
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filled with pyrites ; I was even assured that a considerable heap of galena had been

found in the midst of this coal.

Near this mine I saw the method employed to reduce the coals to what are called

coak ; but as the method here followed is well enough known, and even well described

in the Journals of the Arts and Trades, published by the Royal Academy of Sciences,

I have considered it superfluous to detail it.

LBAr AND CALAMINE MINES. WHICH I OBSERVED IN DERBYSHIRE. ASCENDING THE PEAK.

Ashborn....The mines of this little place, which is twelve miles from Derby, are of no
importance, and I did not visit them.

Wirkesworth....A small town between Derby and Matlock Bath ; in this place are a

great number of lead mines, extending as far as Matlock-Bath ; in all these mines the

slate has been cut through, to arrive at the veins of metal which intersect the first and
second calcareous bed ; the labour is performed in galleries which have been excavated

in this stone. In general at the surface there is found cellular calamine,* more or less

ferruginous, of a brown or dark gray colour ; sometimes mixed with ferruginous oker.

At t greater depth the ore is found under the form of compact galena, or bleyschweif

:

there is one instance of calamine having been worked, at the depth of 60 yards ; for

these two minerals arc never found in the same vein. The ordinary gangart in the

mines of Wirkesworth is the calcareous spar, and the different species ofcalamine found
there contain calcareous particles; hence arises the effervesence which they make
with acids. Near Wirkesworth is a mill for the purpose of refining calamine, for the

brass manufactures of Birmingham, where the greater part of the Derbyshire calamine

is used. The ore of white lead is seldom found in this mine. The mineral is extracted

here as in other countries, by the means of a machine with horses, the construction of
which we shall hereafter give.

Middleton or Manny Middleton....At a little distance from Wirkesworth, in a vein of

tlus mine, some hepatic copper hat lately been discovered, containing calcareous par-

tides ; tins mineral is covered with malachid in little stars.

Masson....Near Wirkesworth, in a lead-mine, called Bacon-Rake, the miners have
actually worked,into the fourth calcareous bed, and have already penetrated to the depth
ofSO&tboms.
If &uroford....A small town in the neighbourhood of Wirkesworth: its lead mines
vn of little importuice ; but its jurisdiction (Wapentake) extends over all the preceding

ipines.

.Matlock....This place possesses many lead-mines; the most considerable are Hag-
mine, near Matlock New-Bath, and old Dimple-mine, near Matlock Old-Bath. The
mines of Lady -gate and High Tor Rake present nothing remarkable.

I descended into Hag-mine by a well wnich rests on the gallery, which has been exca«>

vated in the second calcareous bed, to the depth of 150 yards. The principal vein,

the direction of which, according to the English compass, is between the eighth and
ninth hour, varies very little from the west to the east ; it is about two feet thick, but

>lt often ramifies, which renders its working rather difficult. The water is drawn off

by a very simple pump, which conveys it to the gallery, whence it is carried off by

>> M. Jar lays, that the beat calftmine of Wirkeswmth is full of little cavitiea, resembling those
of a bee^ive...,F. Tr. .-au .* 'tuf.'^^^x. -u--.^ ,)(r*y,,' :.*?>,•-.'» "^lii^b.'j^^s^-*' ^.^^''•y- •,;'•**> K" •• '•'
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channels to the Derwent. In all the mines in the environs of Matlock, the first calca-

reous bed und toadstone are constantly observed ; the actual labour is perrormed in the

second calcareous bed : the gangarts which accompany the mineral of the principal vein

of Hag-mine arc as follow

:

1. White calcareous spar, transparent, with rhomboidal fracture.

2. White calcareous spar, transparent, in hexaedral crystals, or boar*s-tooth.

(Dog-tooth spar.)

3. Compact calcareous spar, of a milky white, of little or no transparency. This
spar is the ordinary gangart of the lead mines.

4. Calcareous stalactites (Water Jerl, Dropstone) of a milky white, or with yellowish

streaks ; found in nearly all the galleries, commonly attached to the roof, but of little

thickness.

5. White fluor spar, crystallized in transparent cubes, somedmes with a yellowish

surface.

6. Fluor spar, of the colour of amethyst, in compact fragments, or crystallized

in cubes, in a gypseous eaith. Many of these cubes are hollow, and open at

top.

7. Caulk, which is also called calk, cawk, kewel, keble, &c. It is a kind of gypseous

earth, very white, heavy, extremely fine grain, and as easily cut as chalk ; this earth

b one of the most common gangarts in the mines of Derbyshire : in Hag-mine it is

commonly found in small groups composed of spherical leaves, like the heavy spar of

Tschopau, in Saxony, and the surface of which is mamellated ; it is used in the manu*
factures of brass at Birmingham, where, probably, it serves for moulds ; it is also

pretended that caulk renders the regulus of antimony more ductile, and of a closer

grain.

8. Compact galena in tolerable large pieces, sometimes found in caulk or white cal-

careous spar. <
,.i::u- '

9. Polyedronal galena, often resembling small buttons. .. ...^.'^

10. Octaedronal galena ; this species is uncommon. ^ '
• «4'

11. Compact gallena. (Bleyshweif by the Germans) steel ore by the £nglish. ^-^Mm
12. BIcnae, in the form of buttoiis.

The pit bv which 1 descended into Old Dimple mine, and which joined the vein, was
15 fathoms m depth : the direction of the vein was almost perpendicular, and pro-

ceeded between noon and the first hour ; it branched forth two narrow veins. The
miners work in the second calcareous bed, as in Hug-mine, and the superior beds were
exactly the same. The following are the gangarts of this mine

:

1. Milk-white calcareous spar. . .?. v- . -i ,^.w . :,ij*.:v.»>. ,

. 2. Transparent calcareous spar in cubes.

3. Calcareous boar's tooth spar, in hexaedronal crystals, hollow, in considerable

groups.

4. Calcareous stalactites. ,, ;(<.^..> .<vi,ri : ...

.

5. White fluor spar, in cubes, covered with pyrites. .. ;. :\iA..\'m. Iuhaj'v
' 6. Caulk. ^

_.
, ; ^, . -'^ ;.#.-,. .; ;.•«#:

7. Pyrites upon fluor, or enclosed in galena, v* j«ii ^ -v*^ . ^yii* i-. ir-*.-v't,'' :«

8. Ferruginous oker, of a brown colour, containing lead and calaminie.

9. Black-blende, compact, and in buttons on groups of spr. This blende was
formerly employed for the manufacture of brass at Bristol ; but ance. oalamiue has

been found so abundant in nearly all the mines, it is scarcely ever used* :-^''^'^^'

10. Compact galena, in pieces of a tolerable size. .n'\-^m\rirvr,^*</^;3C7vyw-^A*-'\^h

#
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Snitterton....The lead mines in the neighbourhood of this small town arc found in the

first calcareous bed.

Ashover....Gregory>mine is the most remarkable ; it contair s compact galena, accom-

panied with bleyshweif on calcareous spar, and a singular crystallization of pyrites in very

thin plates, notched on the edges like a cock's comb.
• Wen8ley....Thc mines of this place are under the jurisdiction of Winstcr.

Winster....Seven miles from Wirkcsworth. The thickness of the ancient beds at this

place was as follows

:

1. Free-stone. The thickness is variable ; sometimes it is found covered with a cal-

careous stone of a yellowish gray, which is here called stuff-stone, dec.

3. Slute
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Hubberdale-mine, a mile and a half from Monyotth, near Bakewell ; this mine is 43
fathoms deep. The first culcarcouh bed is here whollv wanting, as well as the first bed
of toad' stone, which is replaced by a bed of argil. The second calcareous bed, or the

gray calcareous stone, which is found immediately under this clay, in this part is full of
shelb and (letrcfied cntrochites. The principal pit of Hubberdale*mine is cut through
this stone ; it is often crossed by veins aS calcareous spar, which are much inclined : m
the place of the second bed oftoad-stone, I also found a bed of argil. The vein which was
then worked is in the third calcareous bed ; it proceeds between the twelfth and second
hour, according to the English compass : and as the inclination is very small, it is conse-

quently at Pipework. In this mine a stone, which was called stuflf-stonc, was given nte

;

but I found that it was only a variety of that which forms the third calcareous bed; it was
soft and friable between the fingers. The substance which here follows the third cal6i-

reous bed, and which in the natural order should be toad-stone, b only a bank of greenish

argil, spotted with white ; it is called channel. This bank of argil has not been pierced

through, and the quality of the lower bed is therefore unknown. The gangarts accom-
panying this vein are, ^f

Ferruginous oker of a brown colour, often mixed with caulk or calcareous

earth. Qr V"
Cellular iron ore, containing pyrites ; this ore is of a dark brown, sometimes changed

into hematite.

White calcareous spar.

Pyrites in small quantity.

Caulk in spheroioal plates, containing different sized pieces of very compact galenav

of a kidney form : all these gangarts are disposed in thin layers or lamina, in the oppo-
site direction of the vein. When the galena is inclosed in small pieces by calcareous

spar, or caulk, it is called trossel-breast.

Baslow....In Calver-mine I found galena or vitreous white spar. ^"

Foslow....The lead mines of this small place are of little importance. ' ^^* '•

£yam....Lady-wash a the name of one of the principal mines of this place ; the richest

vein, the direction of which is much inclined, proceeds in the first calcareous bed,

which is commonly covered with a slate of forty fiithoms thickness; calcareous spar,

more or less solid, and caulk, which is here called keble, are the most common gangarts.

The most remarkable mineral of Lady-wash is galena, with a specular surfiice (slikon

ades) which is most commonly found in very large pieces. This mineral possesses the

singular property of detaching itself spontaneously from the vein, particularly in places

where the vein begins to grow narrow ; the violence with which this operation takes .

place is incredible ; it is often accompanied with a very great explosion, which majr -

even be heard at a conuderable distance from the mine, and is compared to an earth*

quake ; the efiect it jproduces on the scaffolding, which it not only shakes, but also

b^aks, is often fatal to the workmen ; and it is only by strengthening the principal snp-<

porters, by the refuse with which they fill the void space between the rock and the sup-

porters, that they are enabled to prevent the total destiuction of the galleries. I saw .

this practised in Haycliffe-tille, one of the galleries of Lady>wash, when threatened with

this accident. The miners could not account for this terrible phenomenon ; but I think

it may be attributed to the ur, which, being greatly compressed, eSpeciafly where the

ein grows narrow, forces a passage* The specular g^ena is commonly found in

double veins, about eight or nine inches distant from each other, haviiw in tho'mkldhs t$

a bed of caulk of the thickness of three lines; each vein is composed of two halve*,

which unites so well on the smooth surface, as to appear a work of art. The minens
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ill order to remove tolcrubly large pieccH of this galena, nuikc use o( u ttluirp iron, which

they drive vertically into the bed of caulk, separating the two halves of the mineral ; ihiii

done, they all retire, for in .i few minutes all the vein looiiens itself with u great nuisie,

and the workmen would endanger their lives, were they not to secure themselves. 1

was told that each explosion was preceded by a dull noise, like the sound of a Ix-ll,

which was heard in tlie galleries, and which enabled the miners to retire in

safety.

Tideswell....This town is four miles from Buxton; here I saw several small quartzose

crystals, which presented two pyramids joining at the base, and which had been found in

one of the lead mines.

Buxton....Thirty-five miles from Derby, some nits have been cut to the second cal*

careous bed ; the veins in great part are filled with white calcareous spur, which con>

tains very litde coarse*grained galena. No machines arc made use of to descend into

these mines^ but the workmen enter and retire by climbing. The small cryst.il8 known
in £ngland under the name of Buxton diamonds, which are used for several articles of
jewelry, are found detached in the environs of this town ; they arc small quartsosc cryi.

tals, very dear, and often coloured with red.

Ca8tleton....The mines of this little town are generally poor in ore, and employ only

about 50 persons. 1 observed at the foot of Mam Torr,t» a very stecn calcareous moun-
tain near Castleton, some galleries which directly led to a vein which terminated near.

ly at the surface. The gangart of the vein is calcareous spar, of a milky colour ; con.

taining very little coarse grained galena. The chief productions of the mines of Cos.
tleton are different vitreous spars, which are used for vases or other objects ofornament,
according to their size and beauty of colour. The purple spar is the most common,
and by way of t>alband, accompanies the white vitreous spar ; in English it is called Der.
byshire bkie John, blucstone, Johnstone. The labourers who work these spurs dwell at

Derby, Winster, Matlock, Sec. in other parts of the county. All the pieces of work,
manship are transported to Birmingham, where they are mounted in gilt copper, and
other metals. The largest pieces of vitreous spar found at Castleton are about a foot

in length ; artificial colours are sometimes applied to these spars, to increase the lustre

and variety of the natural ones. ^s. •

,

Oden-mlne, near Castleton, is celebrated for the explosions of the specular galena,

aomeiimes observed there, which are quite as drcadnil as those of Lady-wush ut

Eyam.

POLITICAL AND ECONOMICAL CONSTITUTION OF THE MINES OF DERBYSHIRE.

ALL the mines ofDerbyshire are situated in the highest part of the county, called the

Fddc, which is commonly divided into the High and Low reak. Each part is subdi« ..

vided into small districts, known under the names of Liberties, Wapeptakes, Manors,^
which are called after the ^mes of the towns they contain ; for example, Winster.
fiberty, Ashford-manor, 8tc The ordinances and statutes of all these liberties, relative

to the woriung of the mines, are everywhere the same, with the exception of some
particular customs, and the right which each district possesses of choosing an itispector

* The esrth and atones which ftlldown from this mountain Ibrm, in aeveral parts, small hills, which
*.dulT increase in die, and are regarded by the common people as one of the seven wonders of the
Peak.
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of the mines.* This inspector, or director, who is culled the Barmavcr, or Deputy Bar-
muster, partly dcnoiuU on the proprietor of ihc lund in which ihc mine is, ind '»ome-

timcs also on the turmers of the mine, who may dismiss him ut pleusurc ; hii only profit

arises from the emolument of his employment. Tlic Barmustcr docs not direct the In.

bonrofthc miners ; but his principal occupation is to attend to the mcusuri'ment of the

mineral which is sold to the fonn(ler<i, and to exact the tribute which belon^fs to the lord

of the estate ; he also grants permission to |K-rsons wishing to work a mine, and in line

settles the little disputes occasionally arising amon^; the minera. Kvery important suit

is decided by the tribunal of the mines, of which we shall speak hereafter.

Ill the High iVuk, the ri^fht of working mines l)clongs exclusively to the king, and
the Barmaster, or director, is elected, and confirmed in his situation by the king's far-

mers. All the mines of the Peak are besides ins|)ected by a director general (the head

B.trmuster) who has allowances, but is ccpially dependent on the farmers of the king, and

the proprietors.

The director general also presides in the grand council of mines, which is here called thc

Barmote court, and is generally composed of the steward and 24 jurors ; the latter, when
assembled, form what is called the grand jury. In tlve royal mines the farmers are at

the same time the jurors. The grand council of mines (the great Barmote court) assem<

ble twice in the year, at Euster and at Michaelmas ; the lesser council (court of trial)

also assembles every three weeks, and even oftcner, if recjuisitc.

The grand council possesses absolute jurisdiction over all things relating to the mines

;

us, for example, disputes concerning boundaries, misunderstandings between the pro.

prtetors and others ; it judges according to a printed code, which is generally follow,

ed; but it can even in case of necessity alter the laws. The king has a thirteenth of

all the mineral worked ; in the mines granted by concession, the same beneBt belongs

to the proprietor of the land. In exchange, the worker of the mines has the privilege

of cutting the necessary wood from the nearest royal forest, and employing, for his pur-

pose, the nearest water. Accordin^^ to an English author, the king's thirteenth, in the

district of Wirkesworth alone, is valued at a thousand pounds sterling annually.

Individuals are not permitted to work a vein on the land of another, without consent

of the proprietor, excepting persons immediately de|)endcnt on the king, or particularly

attached to him (the king's liege people) these have the liberty of working a vein

whei-ever they think proper, and they are only obliged to respect houses, gardens, and

orchards ; but their works must be carried on within rule, and according to the laws of

the mines ; in breach of these, the proprietor may choak up the work. See Jars, torn.

3, n. 541, art. 16.

The proprietor of the land has always the right of the first market, in the sale of the

mineral, unless he has arranged otherwise with the worker ; but no sale can take place

without the consent, and unless in the presence of the Barmaster, and his measure must
even be used ; at every sale he receives a recompense, depending on the liberality of the

vender.

The old and abandoned mines, as well as the newly discovered veins, cannot be

worked without a grant from the Barmaster. To persons wishing to work the old or

* On this subject a work may be consulted, entitled, The Miner's Guide, or a complete Miner, by W.
Hardy, of Sheffield, 1748, 8vo. and Jars, Voyage Metallurgique, tome iii. p. 538; the jurisprudence of

the mines of the county of Derby.
The relution between the ordinances of the mines of Derbyshire, and those of Saxony and Germany,

renders it probable that the ancient Saxons introduced the art ot mining into England. F. Tr.

t A Tour through Great Britain, vol. iii. London, 1773, 8vo, p. 78.
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nbamloncd minctt, a certain |)ortion (mca«tiirc of fi^roiind) Ih |^untal ; .)i yurdn in the

Hi^H Peak, und S9 in the Luw Fcuk ; thul ih, Italf of the portiun on each side ot the pit.

For » new vein, a double |K)rtion in allowed; 58 yardn tor the Low Peak, and 64 for

the High Peak, according to the direction of the vein. The proprietor of the land,

in like manner, receives a half mrunurc on each i»ide of the pit, for all the new vein;*

:

the Harmaater alio grants, tu every worker of u mine, a place without it, neccHsary tor

washing and separating the ore, as well as for .efusc, atui a path to his work. The
emoluments of the Harmaster arc fixed at a dish,* or about 70 pounds weight of ore,

which he always takes from the first produce. In an old and abandoned mine, the pro-

prietor of the land receives nothing.

Tlic portions granted by concession arc marked nt the surface by holes, in which
a kind of wooden crosu is fixed, called stowcs or crosses, serving as a boundary. Thc
removal or alteration of this limit is severely punished ; and those who work the mines
arc bound to guard their preservation ; in default of which, they forfeit their right of

grant.

The mines of Derbyshire arc worked by companies or societies. The members of

these hocieties arc commonly wealthy people, who work several mines at once, and
divide the sharcsf at their will. The superintendance of these mines is generally en-

trusted to an Itonest and able person of the district, who acts, at the s;)me time, in the

capacities of a geometrician, juror, and secretary to the society ; and who also sells the

mineral. It may easily be conceived, that a single man cannot bestow the necessary

attention on so many occupations ; every thing is in consequence carried on with

negligence, and the working of the mines is in general so little within rule, that it is only

the extreme richness of the mineral which can counterbalance the losses of the proprie-

tors, arising from an unskilful administration.

The covenants with the workmen arc renewed every six weeks ; at the same period

the ore is sold to the founders, who then assemble there in great numbers.

There are actually three lead foundcries in Derbyshire, belonging to very wealthy

merchants.! The lead is generally conveyed to London through Derby, or else sent

to Hull in Yorkshire, whence it passes to foreign countries. The ore is sold to the

founders at the rate of seven or eight pounds sterling the ton \) the melted lead is, in

fact, worth 15 guineas per 24 hundred weight.

The miners of Derbyhhire are, in general, robust and enterprising people ; they are

called in English, Peakrills ; their salary is very small, as is thiit of all miners, when
the laborious and dangerous nature of their employment is considered.

WORKING OF THE MINES OF DERBYSHIRE, AND THE MACHINES EMPLOYED.

THE mountains of Derbyshire present to the naturalist a great number of curious ob-
jects ; but they are much less interesting to those who only regard the working of the

mines, for, in general, this branch of industry is in a deplorable condition.
|| The

* A dish is a measure for the mineral, commonly weighing 60 or 70 pounds, more or less, according to

ita quality. See Jars, torn. 3, p. 539.
,

f These shares are called Kuxe in German.
\ The number of founderies has increased since M. Ferber was there. F. Tr.

$ The ton contains twenty hundred weight, each hundred weight a hundred and twelve pounds, Eng>
lish weight.

II All authors agree as to the bad administration of the mines of England, and the defective method of
working them ; we may read what Mr. Kirwan says on this subject, in the preface to his Mineralogy.
F. Tr.
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number and richness of the veins arc, perhaps, the cause of the want of that attention

Avhich is so much admired in the other enterprizes of that enlightened nation, and I am led

to think that the considerable revenues, which the proprietors cons' \iuly derive from these

mines, render them insensible to further profit. It is pretended, that it is for political

reasons that the general administration of the mines is on so bad a footing as we see it.

My knowledge of the constitution of England is too limited to decide whether a better

arrangement would be dangerous ; but I am well convinced, that this branch of indus-

try will never arrive to a high degree of perfection, unless a supreme council be establish-

ed over the mines, with unlimited power to reform all abuses.

It is but a very few years since the English began to pay attention to the study of

mineralogy^, while, in most other parts of natural history, they have long possessed

learned men of very great merit. I think I may, with some reason, say that mine-
ralogy in England is still in its cradle, and it is not long since the Cornish miners
threw away the bizmuth with the refuse, as a substance perfectly useless ; and they

would have remained in the same error, had it not been for Dr. Schlosser of Amster-
dam.! What I am about to relate of the internal construction of the mines and foun-

deries will qualify my readers to judge of the rest.

In almost every part of Derbyshire, the veins are sufficiently rich, and the rock so

solid, that they are relieved from the expence of scaffolding ; but it will appear sur-

prising to learn, that even steps and ladders are neglected. Every overseer directs the

labour of the mines according to his ability ; and as economy is sought as much as

possible, the timber of the mines is every where in so bad a condition, and the pits so
ill constructed, that it is impossible to form an idea of it. In a great number of the

mines, the labourers ascend and descend, by climbing on bad steps at the risk of their

lives. In some pits near Winster, steps are managed in thefour comers of the pit,

without order, and too distant from each other ; in others, the pieces of wood serving

for the ladder-steps are so badly fastened, or so near the side of the pit, that the foot

cannot be fixed ; in fine, I have seen sloping steps and almost rotten, which is certainly

a proof of extreme negligence. Conceive the danger of descending a pit more than

40 fathoms in depth, and perpendicular, like that of Hubber-dale, on steps of such litde

solidity

!

Fire was formerly used in the working of the mines, as appears from the ordinan-

ces : at present pick-maws and boring-maws alone are used ; sometimes gunpowder is

employed.

The miners work by the day, or according to a certain rate. The day is of six

hours ; but those who work at a certain rate can only be discharged at the end of
every six weeks ; they receive three, four, and five pounds sterling the fathom, ac-

cording to the quality of the rock, but they are obliged to furnish the powder them-
selves, and to cleanse the ore.

The separation of the ore is performed without the mine, by means of a large ham-
mer or bucker ; women and children are generally employed for this purpose.

The mineral is extracted by means of a windlass, and by machines with horses : in

mines of great depth, the latter are generally established in an elevated place, virithout any

* I am well acquainted with the works of Woodward Hill, and Mendez da Costa. M. Forster, a learn-
ed f^ertnan, has also published an Essay on Mineralogy in English; in like manner I might cite the Eng-
lish translation of the mineralo^> of Cronstadt, executed by my friend and countryman M. d'Kngstrom

;

but it is to be lamented that the person to whom the edition was entrusted has been allowed to make altera-

tions which are nowise favourable to the work.

f See Borlase, Natural History of Cornwall, Oxford, 1753, fol.
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covering, surrounded with a little wall. One of the best machines ot tliis kind was

that of nubber-dale ; all the others I saw were constructed on nearly the same model,

except that they were too massy^ and the circle 'vas of too large a diameter, and too

narrow : I have seen some of these engines made with two boards nearly '-ircular, on the

edges of which some bad planks were nailed.

To carry off the water, hand pumps and water engines are generally used. Steam
ei ^^ines are only employed in coal mines: it is true, that in mines of little depth these

machines are sufficient, and it would even be imprudent to establish moi« expensive-

ones ; but I believe that in general the use of these machines is continued here, becau .c

they have been once introduced, and tliat too little attention is paid to the improvements
these works require.

PREPARATION OF THE ORE.

THE mineral containing the lead is either cc/npact or inclosed. The compact needs

no other preparation than to be broken, by means of a large hammer, into pieces of

a moderate size. The ore inclosed by, or mixed with, other substances, requires to

be separated from its gangart ; in this labour, which employs women and children,

there is so little care, that a great part of the metal is thrown away with the

refuse. Stamping and washing* are not yet introduced, but a particular method is

employed to separate the ore from the gangart and earthy particles, which is a
very imperfect kind of washing, and as defective as the labours of these mines in

general.

LEAD FOUNUERIES.

THREE principal founderies are reckoned in Derbyshire, belonging to wealthy indi-

viduals : the ore melted here is [)urchased from the mines in the environs, perfectly

cleansed. The test kiln is generally introduced throughout Derbyshire, and is perhaps the

best invention ofthb country. This furnace has been described, though very imperfect-

ly, by M. Justi, in the thiid volume of his chemical works, and it is impossible to

fonii a precise idea of it after so bad a description ; that given by M. Jars (tom. ii. Voy-
ages Metallur^ques) is infinitely superior, and executed with the greatest care ; the

plates accompanying the description of M. Jars leave nothing wanting on the sub-
ject.

As the methods pursued in the founderies of this country apa alike, I shall only
mention what I observed at Wirkesworth. The ore is not broiled before being in-

troduced into the furnace, but a certain quantity of quick-lime is added. I cannot
applaud this method, because it is evident, that great part of the metal is exhausted
by the arsenical and sulphureous particles which volatilise it ; besides, the quick-lime
which is added produces, with the sulphureous particles, a kind of hepar, which
dissolves the lead, and probably converts a very great proportion ofthis metal into litharge

or scoria ; for this reason it is necessary here to melt their scoria a second time in a small
blow furnace.

Though m general the lead of Derbyshire does not appear to coifain much silver, it is

wrong not to have the matter ascertained by good assays ; for nothing varies so much as

the contents of ore.

* According to the method followed in Germany and Hungary.
iiP
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COPPER FOUNDERIES.

THE copper ore melted at Derby, two leagues from Simonfield, is worked at Ecton-

hill, in Staffordshire.* There is nothing remarkable in the process ; the ore being

broiled, is melted in furnaces. Among the ores melted here, I observed some laminated

pyrites of crystallized copper, some in the form of buttons, others of a bright lustre,

upon a mamellated gypseous spar.f

PREPARATION OF CALAMINE.

THE lead mines between Wirkesworth and Matlock Bath afford the greatest quan-

'ity of calamine ; the colour is commonly white, yellowish, or brown, of a cellular

or compact texture. The ore is first reduced to pieces of a moderate size by means

of a large hammer, then sifted, in order to separate it from the ferruginous and othier

extraneous bodies ; it is afterwards broiled in a kind of smelting furnace, at the top

of which is another little furnace, which serves to dry it. The calamine being broiled is

taken to the miU, where- by means of two horizontal stones, it is reduced to a very fine

powder ; but as this preparation cannot take place without humidity from time to time,

It is necessary to dry it in the little furnace I have iust mentioned. Nearly the whole

of the calamine prepared here is transported in casks to Birmingham, where a very

great quantity is employed in the different brass manufactures.

In several lead mines there is found a calamine in powder, most commonly very

impure ; it generally contains argil and much sand, which are separated by washing

in German chests. Another process, formerly used in England, has been communi-

cated to me by M. Cramer, a celebrated German chemist ; this process consists in

broiling by the fire of flame, in a small furnace of calcination, the calamine which con-

tains lead ; by this means the lead is melted, and the calamine becomes very friable.

The broiled calamine is then placed on planks, the position of which is a little

oblique, where children, with smalP boards fastened to the feet, crush it by treading

on it. The water, which is conv'»v*>d over the whole surface of the calamine,

washes away the finest parts, which are received in little boxes, but the lead re.

mains on the planks, where it is retained by little borders fixed at the extre-

mities.

Formerly blende broiled was employed as calamine, particularly in the envi-

rons of Bristol,^ where are a great number of brass manufactures. The blende^ used,

was brown aid compact, but broiling was sjfficient to render it friable; this was

performed in j square furnace with a conical chimney, in which the sulphur contained in

the ore was ablimated ; the remainder was then reduced into very fine pov/der in a

common r ill.

h
MANUFACTURE OF MINIUM.

SEVERAL processes are known to make minium,^ particularly that described by M.
Justi, in his Chemical Opuscula ; but this author is mistaken when he says, that in

* A more detailed account of these foundcries is given by M. Jars, See Voyages Metallurgiques,

lom. iii. p. 75.

t M.Forster's Catalogue, 1783, p. 2.

\ M. Jars has described with his usual accuracy the results of his own experience relative to this sab-

iect, Voyages Metallurgiques, iii. 106.

§ The best work which has been given on the preparation ofminium is the German work of M. Nose,

vinder the title, Abhandlung von Mennigbrennen, Nuremburg, 1779, 8vo.
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England galena is employed for this purpose ; I have been in a manulacturc of nunium al

Wirkesworth, and I can affirm that the purest lead is there employed. The turnacc

of Wirkesworth, to reduce the lead to minium, is rery well described by M. Jars

;

the plate he has annexed to his description is very accurate, and enables the reader to

form a very exact idea of this operation, which has always been carefully concealed

from travellers.

At Wirkesworth there are always two furnaces under the same roof; in each fur-

nace 2240 pounds of lead are calcined with the aid of pit-coal, and by stirring the

melted lead continually during 6 or 7 hours, while the first calcinatior. lasts. The
calx of the lead appears, after this first operation, under the form of gny powder,

bordering in a very small degree on the yellowish. To give a red colour, this pow-
der is pounded by an horizontal mill-stone, moistening it from time to time ; after the

whole mass has been well pounded, and again diluted with a sufficient quantity of

water, it is passed through a very fine sieve, in order to separate all the gross parti-

cles. This powder, well washed and sifted, is a second time calcined in a furnace

perfectly resembling the first. Minium sells, free of carriage to Hull, at the rate

of 16 pounds the ton, or 2240 pounds weight. The greatest part of the minium
manufactured, here passes to Holland, where great use is made of it in the glass

houses.

MANUFACTURE OF PORCELAIN AT DERBY.

THIS must not be confounded with the manufacture of earthen ware, which is also

in the environs of the town. As the manufacture of porcelain is kept secret in Eng-
land, I could not obtain all the information I wished on this subject. The following

is the account I have gathered. I was assured at London, that in all the manufac-
tures of this kingdom, as at Chelsea, Worcester, Derby, Sec. the steatite of Cornwall
(soaprock*) was employed, mingled with a good apyrous argil. I was also ir formed,

with respect to the porcelain of Derby, by Dr. Small of Birmingham, that calcareous

substances, mingled with others extremely fusible, were only employed, and that the

kind of enamel or paste which resulted from this mixture tyas ground afresh, and fur-

nished the paste for the Derby porcelain. I have reason i.o think this information not

without foundation, on account of the great number ofcalcined oyster shells which I saw
employed in that manufacture.

Mr. Cooksworthy, an apothecary of Plymouth, has obtained tne privilege of establish-

ing a manufacture of porcelain in that town. The substance serving for base to thi;*

porcelain is a granite, found at St. Stephen's near Plymouth.f This granite, of which
I have seen specimens, was composed of a reddish felspar, in pieces of a tolerable size,

quartz in small grains, and black scaly mica.

MANUFACTURE OF EARTHEN WARE.

THIS ware, of which there are manuflictures at Derby, Burslem, and Worcester, is

every where known ; the English call it stone ware. All the manufcictures employ
nearly the same materials and pursue the same course : the base is either a white ai^il, ex-
tremely fine, or pipe-clay, which is found in Cornwall, near Tinmouth. When by

* This steatite is found near Cape Lizard, in the county of Cornwall.
''

t This granite is actually worked on the account of Mr. Wedgwood, an ingenious artist, and known
Y the nukster pieces ofearthen-ware froiA bis Etrurian manufacture in Derbyshire. F. Tr.
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means of >vashing this earth is reduced to an impalpable paste, it is mixed with a fifth

part of its weight of common silex, calcined, and,reduced to a very fine powder. As

the excellence of this ware depends in great measure on the inUmate mixture of these

two substances, great care is taken that they are well diluted in a bufficicnt quantity of

water the only means of mingling them well. The method of worki ig this mass for

the different kinds of earthen ware is known, and therefore needs no dcscnption
:
the

most common sort of this ware, or the white ware, receives no other gloss than that it

receives from sea-salt, which is thrown into the furnace when the baking is nearly com-

pleted ; but the finest, which is the yellow, receives a yellowish vamish, after which it

IS a second time put into the furnace.
, ^ ,. . . . e a- .Uo* .,«.,«

The silex employed in the manufactures of Derbyshire is never found inthatcoun.

ty, and is generally brought from the coast of Norfolk.*

•The information M. Ferber has given us concerning the difierent EngUth manufactures is very im-

perfS,comprnth what M. Jars h^as since published fn his Voyage Metallurgique. Foj;

^-.^X" ^^
fmrcat our readers to consult this work, whenever they are anxious to be more Pt"'^"'"^. '"^^r™.!?

°"

many subjects which M. Ferber has but slifihtly touched upon. In the same work of M. Jars, there arc

some very oxaci cngravincs of several machines and furnaces, of which M. Ferber was not able to pro-

J^^esSSy intfui^^^^^^ same reason have been omitted .n this tr«slation. (Note

of the French Translator).
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TRAVELS, CHIKFLY ON FOOT, THROUGH SEVERAL PARTS OF ENGLAND, IN

1783, DESCRIBED IN LETTERS TO A FRIEND, BY CHARLES P. MORITZ, A LI.

TERARY GENTLEMAN OF BERLIN, TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN, BY A
LADY.

PREFACE BY THE EDITOR.

ON£ of the most distinguishing features in the literary hilstory of our age and couii..

try, is the passion of the public for voyages and travels. Of the books that have
lately been published, there are none, novels alone excepted, that, in point of number,
bear any proportion to them. A spot on the globe can hardly be named* whither some
of our adventurous countrymen have not penetrated, and with a public spirit, and n
degree of benevolence harldly inferior to their courage, what they have seen, they have
published. First encouraged and promoted by royal munificence, it is equally to the

credit of tlie bovereign and his subjects, that both travelling, and the writing of travels,

have become fashionable ; and the prevailing objects of the public taste. Such has

been our national partiality to travellers and travelling, that there are instances of enter-

prising and benevolent men, who have visited foreign countries, merely that they might
inform their countrymen what they heard and saw : nay, some have been so anxious to

gratify this national curiosity, that more than one well-received and useful book of tra-

vels might be named, written by persons who never were travellers.

A similar taste actuated the people of France, as long as they continued to be a
civilized people. Our rivals in every thing, they also were the only people, who had
any pretensions to vie with us either as travellers, or the writers of travels. But it is

not mere national vanity to say, that the English, now at least, far excel the French both
in the quantity and quality of their books of travels. It does not seem difficult to

account for this. The French, in general, are so well satisfied with themselves, that,

where no poliucal interests intervene, they are seld:>m much interested about any other

people : and they travel and write their travels, not so much with any view of improv-

ing themselves or their countrymen, as to be gratified by an opportunity of displaying

their superiority to all other nations. It is fair to suppose also, that, like most other

nations, they really have less curiosity, than has always marked the character of Eng-
lishmen. Still, it needs neither to be denied or concealed, that many Frenchmen have
been great travellers, and have also published many valuable books of travels. It is

remarkable, however, that whilst many Britons, who have rambled but a few weeks in

France, have been so obliging, on their return, as to favour their countrymen with a
full and true account of all that they had heard and seen during their peregrinations,

hardly any Frenchman, has even given any account (and certainly not any good ac-

count) of these kingdoms. If Frenchmen who, more than any other nation, vbited

England, have seldom thought it worth their while to tell the world what they thought

of us and our countiy, it was still less to be expected from the inhabitants of other

countries ; who, if not less in the habit of traveUing, are certainly less in tlie habit of
publisliing their travels.

It may seem, perhaps, to abate a little of that strong idea of French vanity, with

which it is hardly possible for Englbhmen not to be impressed, to own, as impartiality

requires we should, that the accounts which natives ofFrance have given of their own
kbgdom do not, probably, much exceed those given of it by natives of Great Britain,

VOL. II. 3 R
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either in minuteness or accuracy, or even in number. These tours into France, how-
ever, or any ot!:er foreign tours, bear no proportion to the almost countless siumber of

excursions and descriptions, given not only of our island in general* but of almost every

particular part of it, by Britons. So copious indeed arc t''3e publications, that the

valetudinarian, or the inactive man, may now, at his ease, obtain full and exact infor-

mation of every place, and every circumstance relative to our local history, without

stirring from his own fire-side.

It is natural for every man to be partial to that country which he has the happiness to

call his own : and for a native of this favoured land not to be conscious of its su^jerior

value is something worse than stupidity. Still, however, it is necessary, proper, and
desirable, for the people of any country not to form their judgments of themselves en-

tirely by their own observations; but to learn and know what opinions and what judg-

ments are formed ofthem by persons, who cannot be suspected ofbeing under any undue
bias. It is particularly proper for Englishmen, who have so long allowed themselves

the great liberty ofgiving their unreserved opinions of others. But amidst all our stores

of domestic, as well as travelling, anecdotes, such a view of England seems to be still a

desideratum.

That the humble volume now submitted, with all possible deference, to the candour

of the English nation, in an English dress, will fill up this gap in the literary history

of the times, it might perhaps be deemed presumption confidently to suppose. AU
that the editor of it ventures to hint on the subject, is, that it contributes something to-

wards it ; and that though this hasty sketch of our metropolis, and this short tour

through a part of our kingdom by a foreigner, be far enough from being such an one

as he could have wished to have brought forward, and would have brought forward,

hud there been a choice, it is the only one of the kind, of a recent date, that he has

happened to see. And though he is aware, that its contents are not of a nature likely

tocomniaiid a very general attention, and certainly not such as a professed book-maker,

in tlie hubit of catering for the public taste, would have provided, yet is it not without

merit, and merit of a kind particularly entitled to the respect of Englishmen.
Besides the more obvious advantages likely to result from our occasionally listening

to the remarks and opinions of other travellers, than those alone of France and our
own country, it might not perhaps be without its use sometimes to consult them, if it

were only on the score of composition. There is a manner of thinking, and a stile of

writing, peculiar to every nation. An Englishman, for instance, would no more think

of describing a country, or a people, with the minute prolixity of Germany in ge-

neral, than he would of criticising a work of taste with the phlegm of a Dutch com-
mentator, or with the elaborate and close precision of an argument on a theological

*'^esis. Yet whilst we thus confine ourselves entirely to our own modes, it is possible

e may overlook many little latent improprieties in our writings, to which custofii now
- .'conciles us ; but which, it is probable, would be apparent to us, by being compared
vv h the similar writings of a different nation. By bringing our writings to this test,

we should learn perhaps, that though we do already excel, we may yet be more excel-

lent. That, in general, our books of travels are sui^erior to those of most other people,

will be contested by no competent judges ; but, it by no means follows, that we have
attained the acme of perfection in this species of writing. One glaring error into which
our writers of travels, as well as the writers of history, have fallen, the editor hopes
to be pardoned for mentioning ; because, as he is neither a traveller, nor an author, he

cannot well be suspected of being prompted either by jealousy or by envy. It is no
longer suificient, that a book is instructive and useful, it must also be entertmning : and
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is no
and

hence books of travels might l)c named, and histories too, written so much in tlie

manner and character of novels, as actually to have become stock- books on the shelves

of circulating libraries. There cannot be a more degrading condescension, than it is

for writers of abilities thus meanly to flatter a false taste. From this fault at least, the

volume now presented to the public is exempt. Our German does not deal in the mar-
vellous ; neither does he affect to be sentimental. On a fine prospect, it is to be owned,
he loves to dwell, and describe, with some degree of raptu: j ; but he does not bewilder
either himself or his readers in the fairy scenes of picturesque beauty. His matter is

not always highly important, yet is it never beneath the notice of even a wise man : for

though we may perhaps but rarely admire his genius, we cannot but respect his good sen"c.

Considering to how many richer feasts of the kind we have lately been invited, that

some of the first rate geniuses of our age have traversed our kingdom, as it were, on
purpose to describe it, and that, as if their own immediate communications were not

sufliciently alluring, their works have been still farther set off by all the charms that

the elegant art of engraving can give them, it may seem little less than presumption to

hope, that the wanderings on foot of a poor, obscure, German pastor, from London
into Derbyshire, will attract many readers. It should be remembered, however, that

good sense belongs exclusively to no age, profession, or station ; and that good sense,

when accompanied by good nature, will always be sure to engage attention. Both these

qualities our traveller will be found to possess, in no ordinary degree. Even when he
b mistaken, he appears to be an intelligent man ; and so candid and mild, that even in-

dignities have not provoked him to use a single sharp expression.

The work is said to have been well received at Berlin, and in Germany in general ; a
drcumstance by no means beneath the notice of British readers. For it may deserve
to be reflected on, whether this may not be one of the cases, in which foreigners are as

likely to form a fair estimate of a work, as we are. If they are not so well acquainted

with the subjects of which it treats, they are also less to be suspected of prejudice. Still,

however, it is admitted, that, without any impeachment of their judgments on either

side, those parts may be deemed of most value to a German, which an Englishman
thinks of the least. To the former, for instance, it may be of some moment to know
what reception foreigners of all descriptions are likely to meet with in England ; but
what Englishman can be very anxious to know, how the landlords and landladies of low
alehouses deport themselves towards an itinerant foreigner, of perhaps no very promis>

ing appearance ? And an attentive observer ofhuman nature, whatever be his country or

situation, will not be displeased to see men and things in scenes and circumstances which
have hitherto escaped his notice, only because they are common. If some of the

incidents here related be, after all, confessedly insignificant, or even palpably erroneous,

still it may not be without use for us to reflect, that were many of our writers of travels,

who have justly acquired no ordinary celebrity among us, to be tried and judged of by
persons in the countries which they have described, it is more than probable, that

many oftheir accounts of things, which have been admired in England, would there be
rejected as frivolous or false. It is obvious to remark, that any opinions formed by an
hasty traveller, who tarrieth but a day, must needs be formed at much hazard. When
therefore the candid reader may find himselfsometimes tempted to smile at the simplicity

of this good-natured German, whose hasty opinions of our people and our country

could not but be oftentimes crude and inaccurate, let him also be just enough to reflect

that such must be the case also with sensible foreigners, when they read our books of tra.

vels into other countries.

3 R 2
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All that the editor presumes Turthcr to add is, that the translation is the first per.

formance of the kind or a very young lady ; whose name, if it had Ijeen thought proper

to mention it, would be indinl-rcnt to no lover of sound and deep learning, and exem-
plary piety. It is her pride, and her consolation, to be one of the daughters of a ve<

nerublc man, who is mentioned with all the respect due to him in the ensuing letters.

And, young as she is, this is not the first time she has solicited and obtained British pa-

tronage, and British protection. And now, with all the diffidence natural to her sex

and her years, she entreats, that this her maiden essay in literature may be received as

a tender of her heart-fclc gratitude. The editor has revised the translation, which,

though far from being servile, or even always literal, he thinks sufficiently faiiht'ui.

Some little stiffnesses, it is possible, may still remain : but it has been the aim of the

translator, without departing from the sense of the author, to express tliat sense in such
a \vay as she supposed her author would have done, had he been of London, rather

than of Berlin. And this aim she seems, in general, very happily to have ac-

complished.

TRAVELS, &c. 8cc.

On the Tihames, 3lst May.

AT length, my dearest Gedike, I find myself safely landed on the happy shores of that

country, a sight of which has, for many years, been my most earnest wish ; and whither

I have so often, in imagination, transported myself. A few hours a^, the green hills

of England yet swam imperfectly before our eyes, scarcely perceptible in the distant

horizon : Uiey now unfold themselves on either side, forming as it were a double
amphitheatre. The sun bursts through the clouds, and gilds alternately the shrubs, and
meadows, on the distant shores ; and we now espy the tops of two masts of ships just

peeping above the surface of the deep. What an awful warning to adventurous men

!

We now sail close by those very sands (the Goodwin) where so many tmfortunate persons

have found their graves.

The shores now regularly draw nearer each other : the danger of the voyage is

over ; and the season for ei joyment, unembittered by cares, commences. How do we
feel ourselves, we, who have long been wandering, as it were, in a boundless space, on
having once more gained prospects that are not without limits ! I should imagine, our
sensations as somewhat like those ofthe traveller, who traverses the immeasurable deserts

of America, where fortunately he obtains a hut wherein to shelter himself; in those mo-
ments he certainly enjoys himself; nor does he then complain of its being too small.

It is indeed the lot of man to be always circumscribed to a narrow space ; even when
he wanders over the most extensive regions ; even when the huge sea envelopes him all

around, and wraps him close to its bosom, in the act, as it were, of swallowing him up
in a moment; still he is separated from all the circumjacent^ immensity of space only

by one small part, or insignificant portion, of that immensity.

That portion of this space, which I now see surrounding me, is a most delightful

selection from the whole of beautiful nature. Here is the Thames full of large and
small ships, and boats, dispersed here and there, which are either sailing on with us, or

lying at anchor ; and there the hills on either side, clad with so soft and mild a green,
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only

as 1 have no where else ever seen equalled. The charming banks of the Elbe, which I

so lately quitted, arc as much surpusbcd by these shores, as autumn is by spring ! I sec

every where nothing but fertile and cultivated lands ; and those living hedges, which in

Knghuid more than in any other country form the boundaries of the gn'cn corn-fields,

and give to the whole of the distant country the appearance of a large and majestic

garden. The neat villages and small towns, with sundry intermediate country seats,

suggest ideas of prosperity and opulence, which it is not possible to describe.

rile prospect towards Gravesend is particularly beautiful. It is a clever little town,

built on the side of an hiil ; about which there lie hill and dale, and meadows, and
arable land, intermixed with pleasure grounds and country seats ; all diversified in the

most agreeable manner. On one of the highest of these hills, near Gravesend, stands

a wind-mill, which is a very good object, as you sec it at some distance, as well as part

of the cxtuntry around it, on the windings of the Thames. But as few human pleasures

are ever complete and perfect, we too, amidst the pleasing contemplation of all these

beauties, found ourselves exposed, on the quarter-deck, to uncommonly cold and
piercing weather. An unintermitting violent shower of rain has driven me into tiie

cabin ; where I am now endeavouring to divert a gloomy hour, by giving you the

description of a pleasing one.

London, 2dJune,

THIS morning those of us who were fellow passengers together in the g^at cabin,

being six in number, requested to be set on shore, in a boat, a little before the vessel

got to Dartford, which is still sixteen miles from London. This expedient is generally

adopted, instead of going up the Thames towards London ; where, on account of

the astonishing number of snips, which are always more crouded together the nearer

you approach the city, it frequently requires many days before a ship can finish her

passage. He therefore who wishes to lose no dme unnecessarily, and wishes also to

avoid other inconveniences, such as frequent stoppages, and, perhaps, some alarming

dashings against other ships, prefers travelling those few miles by land in a post chaise,

which IS not very expensive, especially when three join together, as three passengers pay
no more than one. This indulgence is allowed by act of parliament.

As we left the vessel we were honoured with a general huzza, or, in the English

phrase, with three cheers, echoed from the German sailors of our ship. This nautical

style of bidding their friends farewell, our Germans have learned from the English.

The cliff where we landed was white and chalky, and as the distance was not great,

nor other means of conveyance at hand, we resolved to go on foot to Dartford ; im-

mediately on landing we had a pretty steep hill to climb, and, that gained, we arrived

at the first English village, where an uncommon neatness in the structure of the

houses, which in general are built with red bricks, and flat roofs, struck me with a
pleasing surprise, especially when I compared them with the long rambling, inconve-

nient, and smgularly mean cottages of our peasants. We now continued our way
through the different villages, each furnished with his staff; and thus exhibited no re-

mote resemblance of a caravan. Some few people who met us seemed to stare at us,

struck, perhaps, by the singularity of our dress, or the peculiarity of our manner of

travelling. On our route we passed a wood where a troop of gypsies had taken up
their abode, around a fire, under a tree. The country, as we continued to advance,

became more and more beautiful.. Naturally, perhaps the earth is every where pretty

much alike, but how different is it rendered by art ! How different is that on which I

v\
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now tread from ours, and every other spot I have ever seen. The soil is rich even to exu«
bcrancc, the verdure of the trees und hedges, in short the whole of this paradisaical re-

gion, is without a nurallcl ! The rouds too arc incomparable ; I am astonished how they

have got them so firm and solid ; every step I took I felt, and was conscious, it was
English ground on which I trod.

We breakfasted at Dartford. Here, for the first time, I saw an English soldier, in

his red uniform, his hair cut short and combed back on his forehead, so as to afford a
full view of his fine broad manly face. Here too I first suw (wliat I deemed a true Eng.
lish sight) in the street, two boys boxing.

Our little party now separated, and got into two post-chaises, each of which hold

three persons, though it must be owned three cannot sit quite so commodiouslv in these

chaises as two : the hire of a post-chaise is a shilling for every English mile. They may
be compared to our extra posts, because they are to be had at all times. But these

carriages are very neat and lightly built, so that you hardly perc ive their motion, as

they roll along these firm smooth roads ; they have windows in front, and on both

sides. The horses are generally good, and the postillions particularly smart and active,

and always ride on a full trot. 1 he one we had wore his hair cut short, a round hat,

and a brown jacket, of tolerable fine cloth, with a nosegay in his bosom. Now and then,

when he drove very hard, he looked round, and with a smile seemed to solicit our ap-

probation. A thousand charminfr spots, und beautiful landscapes, on which my eye

would long have dwelt with rapture, were now rapidly passed with the speed of an
arrow.

Our road appeared to be undulatory, and our journey, like the journey of life,

seemed to be a pretty regular alternation of up hill and down, and here and there it

was diversified with copses and woods ; the majestic Thames, every now and then, liL^e

a little forest of masts, rising to our view, and anon losing itself among the delightful

towns and villages. The amazing large signs, which, at the entrance of villages hang
in the middle of the street, being fastened to large beams, which are extended across

the street from one house to another opposite to it, particularly struck me ; these sign

posts have the appearance of gates, or of gateways, for which I at first took them, but

the whole apparatus, unnecessarily large as it seems to be, is intended for nothing more
than to tell the inquisitive traveller, that there is an inn. At length, stunned as it were

by this constant rapid succession of interesting objects to engage our attention, we ar-

rived at Greenwich nearly in a state of stupefaction.

THE PROSPECT OF LONDON.

WE first descrj'ed it enveloped in a thick smoke, or fog. St. Paul's arose, like some
huge mountain, above the enormous mass of smaller buildings. The monument, a

very lofty column erected in memory df the great fire of London, exhibited to us, per-

haps r'tiefly on account of its immense height, apparently so disproportioned to its other

dimensions (for it actually struck us as resembling rather a slender mast, towering up
in immeasurable height into the clouds, than as what it really is, a stately obelisk) an
unusual and singular appearance. Still we went on, and drew nearer and nearer with

amazing velocity, and the surrounding objects became every moment more distinct.

Westminster-abbey, the tower, a steeple, one church, and then another, presented them-

selves to our view ; and we could now plainly distinguish the high round chimnies, on
the tops of the houses, which yet seemed to us to form an innumerable number of
smaller spires, or steeples.

-—^*i
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The road from Greenwich to London is actually biiiicr, and far more alive, ilv\n the

most frequented streets in Berlin ; at every step we nfirt |Koplc on horsebiick, in ear.

riaiics, and foot passengers; and every where also, and on each side of the road, well-

bunt and noble houses, whilst all along, at proper distances, the roud was lined with

lan)p posts. One thing in particular struck and surprised me not a little, this was the

number of people we met Tiding and walking with spectaclei on, among whom were

many who appeared stout, healthy, and young. We were stopped at least thae times

at barriers or gates, here called turnpikes, to pay a dutv or toll, which, however small, as

being generally paid in their copper coinage, in the end amounted to some shil-

lings.

At length we arrived at the magnificent bridge of Westminster. The prospect from

thb bridge alone seems to aflfordone the epitome of a journey, or a voyage in miniature,

as contaming something of every thing that mostly occurs on a journey. It is a

little assemblage of contrasts and contrarieties. In contrast to the round, modern, and

majestic cathedral of St. Paul's on your right, the venerable, old-fashioned, and hugely

noble, long, abbey of Westminster, with its enormous pointed roof, rises on the left.

Down the Thames, to the right, you see Blackfriar's bridge, which docs not yield much,

if at all, in beauty, to that of Westminster : on the left bank of the Thames are delight-

ful terraces, planted with trees, and those new tasteful buildings, called the Adelphi.

On the Thames itself are countless swarms of little boats passing and repassing, many
with one mast and one sail, and many with none, in which persons of all ranks are car-

ried over. Thus, there is hardly less stir and bustle on this river, than there is in some
of its own London's crouded streets. Here, indeed, you no longer see great ships, for

they come no farther than London bridge.

We now drove into the city, by Charing-Cross, and along the Strand, to those very

Adelphi Buildings, which had just afforded us so charming a prospect, on Westminster

bridge.

My two travelling companions, both in the ship and the post-chaise, were two young
Englishmen, who, living in this part of the town, obligingly offered me any assistance

and services in their power ; and, in particular, to procure me a lodging the same diiy

in their neighbourhood.

In the streets through which we passed, I must own, the houses in general struck mc
as if they were dark and gloomy ; and yet, at the same time, they also struck me as pro.

digiously great and majestic. At that moment, I could not, in my own mind, compare

the external view of London with that of any other city I had ever before seen. But I

remember (and surely, it is singular) that about five years ago, on my first entrance

into Leipzig, 1 had the very same sensations I now felt. It is possible, that the high

houses by which the streets at Leipzig are partly darkened, the great number of shops,

and the croud of people, such as till then I had never seen, might have some faint resem-

blance with the scene now surrounding me in London.

There are every where leading from the Strand to the Thames some well-built, lesser,

or subordinate streets, of which the Adelphi Buildings are now, by far, the foremost.

One district in this neighbourhood goes by the name of York Buildings ; and in this

lies George-street, where my two travelling companions lived. There reigns in those

smaller streets, towards the Thames, so pleasing a calm, compared to the tumult and
bustle of people, and carriages, and horses, that are constantly going up and down the

Strand, that in going into one of them you can hardly help fancying yourself removed at

a distance from the noise of the city, even whilst the noisiest part of it is still so near

at hand.

!
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It nii^lit l)c ntjoiii ten or eleven o'clock when wc arrived here. After the two Eng.
lishmcn h;ul Hntt given me nome breakfast at their Irxlgings, which consiittccl of tea and
bread und butter, tney went about with me thcmitelvcii, in ihcir own neighbourhood, in

search uf an upnrtment, which they at length procured for me, for sixteen bhillings a week,
at the house of a taylor'.s widow, who lived opposite to thtm. It was very fortunate, on
other accounts, that they went with me, for equip|)ed as I wan, having neither lirought

clean linen, nor change of clotlKS from my trunk, I might, perhaps, have found it dilfi-

cult to obtain good lo(i);ii)g«i.

It was a very uncommon but plea'^ing sensation I experienced, on being now, for the

first lime in my life, entirely among Englishmen ; among people whose languagi: was
foreign, their manners foreign, and m a foreign climate, with whom, notwithstanding,

I could converse as familiarly as though we had Ikcii educated together from our in>

fancy. It is certainly an inestimable advantage to undcrhtand tlic language of the

country through which you travel. I did not at first give the |icople 1 was with any
reason to suspect I could speak Enf^lish ; but I soon found that the more I spoke, the

more attention and regard I met with. I now occupy a large room in front, on the

ground floor, which has a carpet and mats, and is very neatly furnished ; the chairs

arc covered with leather, and the tables are of mahogany. Adjoming to this I have an.

other largt; nxjm. I may do just as I please, and keep my own tea, coffee, bread and
butter ; for which puqxisc my landlady has given me a cupboard in my room, which
locks up.

The family consists of the mistress of the house, her maid, and her two sons, Jacky

and Jerry ; singular abbreviations for John and Jeremiah. The eldest, Jacky, about

twelve years old, is a very lively boy, and often entertains mc in the most pleasing man-
ner, by relating to me his different employments at school ; and afterwards desiring

mc, in my turn, to relate to him all manner of things about Germany. He repeats

his amo, amas, amavi, in the same singing tone as our common scnool-boys. As
I happened once when he was by to hum a lively tune, he stared at me with surprise,

and then reminded me it was Sunday ; and so, that I might not forfeit his good
opinion by any ap|>earance of levity, I gave him to understand, that in the hurry of

my journey I had forgotten the day. He has already .-hewn me St. James's Park,

which is not far from hence ; and now let me give yo^i rome description of the re-

noNvned

I

ST. JAMES'S PARK.

THE park is nothing more than a semicircle, formed of an alley of trees, which in*

close a large green area, in the middle of which is a marshy pond.

The cows feed on this green turf, and their milk is sold here on the spot, quite

new.
In all the alleys, or walks, there are benches, where you may rest yourself. When

you come through the Horse-Guards (which b provided with several passages) into

the Park, on the ight hand is St. James's palace* or the king's place of residence,

one of the meanest public buildings in London. At the lower end, quite at the extre-

mity, is the queen's palace, an handsome and modem building, but very much resemb-

ling a private house. As for the rest, there are generally every where about St. James's

Park very good houses, which is a great addition to it. There is also before the se-

micircle of the trees just mentioned, a large vacant space, where the soldiers are ex-

ercised.
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How little this fumoiis park in to be compared with our purlc at Berlin, 1 need not

mention. And yet one cannot but form an high idea of 8t. JainesN Park and other

public places in London; thin arises, |K'rhapi, from their having iKcn oftener mention
ed in romances and other books than ours have. Kvcn the scpiares and streets of Lon-
don arc more noted, and liettcr known, than many of our principal towns.

But what au;ain gjeatly compensates for tlie mediocrity of this park, is the astonish,

ing number of |)Cople, who, towards evening, in fine ueather, resort here ; our finest

walks are never so lull even in the midst of summer. The exquisite pleasure of mixing
freely with such u concourse of jKople, who are for the most part well dressed and hand-

some, I have experienced this evening for the first time.

Before I went 'o the park I took another walk with my little Jacky, which did not

coat me much fatigue, and vet was most uncommonly interesting. I went down the lit-

tle street in which I live to the Thames ; nearly at the end of it, towards the left, a few
steps led me to a sinj^^ularly pretty terrace, planted with trees, on the very brink of the

river.

Here I had the most deiightful prospect you can possibly imagine. Before me was
the Thames with all its Winding^, and the stately arches of its bridges , Westminster
with its venerable abbey to the right, to the left again London, with St. Paul's, seemed
to wind all along the windings ot the Thames ; and on the othet side of the water lay

Southwark, which is now also considered as part of London. Thus, from thi? single

spot, I could nearly, at one view, see the whole city, at least that side of it towards the

Thames. Not far from hence, in this charming quarter of the town, lived the renown-
ed Garrick. Depend upon it I shall often visit this delightful walk during my stay in

London.
To-day my two Englishmen carried me to a neighbouring tovern, or ratlier an eat.

ing-house, where we paid a shilling each for some roast meat, and a salad, giving, at

the same time, nearly half as much to the waiter ; and yet this is reckoned a cheap house,

and a cheap style of living. But I believe for the future, I shall pretty often dine at

home ; 1 have already begun this evening with my supjx;r. I am now sitting by the fire,

in my own room in London ; the day is nearly at an end, the first I have spent in England,

and I hardly know whether I ought to call it onlv one day, when I reflect what a quick

and varied succession of new and striking ideas have, in so short a time, passed in my
mind.

^

London, 5th June.

AT length, dearest Gedike, I am again settled ; as I have now got my trunk and
all my things from the ship, which arrived only yesterday. Not wishing to have it

taken to the Custom-house, which occasions a great deal of trouble, I was obliged to

give a douceur to the officers, and those who aimc on board the ship, to search it.

Having pacified, as I thought, one of them with a couple of shillings, another came
forward, and protested agninst the delivery of the trunk upon trust, ti'l I hud given him
as much ; to him succeeded a third ; so that it cost me six shillings, which I willingly

paid, because it woukl have cost me still more at the Custoiu-house.

By tlie side of the Thames were several porters, one of whom took my huge heav}'

trunk on his shoulders whh astonishing ease ; and carried it till I met a hackney-coach.

This I hired for two shillings ; immediately put the trunk into it, accompanying it

myself, without paying any thing extra for my own seat. This is a great advantage in

the English hackney-coaches, that you are allowed to take with you whatever you
VOL. II. 3 s
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please : for you thus save at least one half of what you must pay to a porter, and besides

go with it yourself, and are better accommodated. The observations and the expres-

sions of the common people here have often struck me as peculiar ; they are general-

ly laconic ; but always much in earnest, and significant. When I came home, my land-

lady kindly recommended it to the coachman not to ask more than was just, as I was as

a foreigner : to which he answered ; nay, if he were not a foreigner, I should tno over-

charge him.

My letters of recommendation to a merchant here, which I could not bring with me
on account of my hasty departure from Hamburgh, are also arrived. These have saved

me a great deal of trouble in the changing of my money. I can now take my German
money back to Germany ; and when I return thither myself, refund to the correspondent

of the merchant here the sum which he here pays me in English money. I sheaid other-

wise have been obligrd to sell my Prussi~n Frederick's d'or for what they weighed ; for

some few Dutch dollars, which I was obliged to part with before I got this credit, they

only gave me eight shillings.

A foreigner has here nothing to fear from being pressed as a sailor ; unless indeed he

should be found at any suspicious place. A singular invention for this purpose of press-

ing is a ship, which is placed on land not far from the Tower,* on Tower-hill, furnished

with masts and all the appurtenances of a ship. The persons attending this ship pro-

mise simple country people, who happen to be standing and stai ^ng at it, to shew it

to them for a trifle ; and as soon as they are in, they are secured as in a trap; and ac-

cording to circumstances made sailors of, or let go again.

The footway, paved with large stones on both sides of the street, appears to a fo-

reigner exceedingly convenient and pleasant ; as one may there walk in perfect safety,

in no more danger from the projigious crowd of carts and coaches, than if one was in

one's own room ; for no wheel dares come a finger's breadth upon the curb-stone.

However, politeness requires you to let a lady, or any one to whom you wish to shew
respect, pass, not as we do, always to the right, but on the side next the houses or the

wall, whether tJiat happens to be on the right or on the left, being deemed the safest

and most cc ivenient. You seldom see a person, ofany understanding or common sense,

walk in tha middle of the streets in London, excepting when they cross over; which
at Cbaring-cross and other places, where several streets meet, is sometimes really dan-
gerous.

It has a strange appearance, especially in the Strand", where there is a constant suc-

cession of shop after shop ; and where, not unfrequently, people of different trades in-

habit the same house, to see their doors, or the tops of their windows, or boards ex-
pressly for the purpose, ail written over from top to bottom with large painted letters.

Every person, of every trade or occupation, who owns ever so small a portion of an
house, makes a parade with a sign at his door ; and there is hardly a cobler, whose name
and profession may not be read in large golden characters by every one that passes.

It is here not at all uncommon to see on doors in one continued succession, " children

educated liere ;" "shoes mended here;" "foreign spirituous liquors sold here;" and
" funerals furnished here ;" of all these i iscriptions, I am sosry to observe, that
'• dealer in foreign spirituous liquors" is by far the most frequent. And indeed it is

allowed by the English themselves, that the propensity of the v^ommon people to the

drinking of brandy or gin is carried to a great excess : and I own it struck me as a
peciTlinr pUraseology, when, to tell you that a person is intoxicated or drunk, you hear

them say, as they generally do, that he is in liquor. In the late riots, which even
yet are hardly quite subsided, and which o'^e stMl the general topic of conversation.
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more people have been found dead near empty brandy-casks in the streets, than were

killed by the musket balls of regiments that were called in. As much as I have seen

of London within these two days, there are on the whole I think not very many fine

streets and very fine houses, but I met every where a far greater number, and hand-

somer eople, than one commonly meets in Berlin. It gives me murh real pleasure,

when I walk from Charing-cross up the Strand, past St. Paul's, to the Uoyal Exchange,
to meet in the thickest crowd per jus, from the highest to the lowest ranks, almost all

well-looking people, and cleanlj and neatly dressed. I rarely see even a fellow with

a wheel-barrow, who has not a shirt on, and that too such an one, as shews it has been
washed ; nor even a beggar without both a shirt, and shoes and stockings. Th; Englisli

are certainly distinguished for cleanliness.

It has a very uncommon appearance in this tumult of people, where c.c. one, with

hasty and eager step, seems to be pursuing either his business or his pleasure, ,ind every

where making his way through the crowd, to observe, as you often may, people pushing

one against another, only perhaps to see a funeral pass. The English coffins arc made
very economically, according to the exact form of the body ; they are flat, and broad

at top ; tapering gradually from the middle, and drawing to a point at the feet, not

very unlike the case of a violin.

A few dirty looking men, who bear the coffin, endeavour to make their way
through the crowd as well as they can ; and some mourners follow. The people

seem to pay as little attention to such a procession, as if a hay cart were driving past.

The funerals of people of distinction, and of the great, are, however, differently re-

garded.

These funerals always appear to me the more indecent in a populous city, from the

total indifference of the beholders, and the perfect unconcern with which they are be-

held. The body of a fellow.creature is carried to his long home, as though it had been
utterly unconnected with the rest of mankind. And yet, in a small town or village,

every one knows every one ; and no one can be so insignificant, as not to be missed when
he is taken away.

That same influen/a which I left at Berlin, I have had the hard fortune again to find

here ; and many people die of it. It is as yet very cold for the time of the year, and
I am obliged every day to have a fire. I must own, that the heat or warmth given by
sea-coal, burnt in the chimney, appears to tie softer and milder, than that given by
our stoves. The sight of the fire has also a cheerful and pleasing effect. Only you
must take care not to look at it steadily, and for a continuance, for this is probably the

reason that there are so many yc tmg old men in England, who walk and ride in the

public streets with their spectacles on i
thus anticipating, in the bloom of youth, those

conveniences and comforts which were intended for old age.

I now constantly dine in my own lodgings ; and I cannot but flatter myself, that my
meals are regulated with frugality. My usual dish at supper is some pickled salmon,

which you eat in the liquor in which it ispickhd, along with some oil and vinegar; and
he must be prejudiced or fastidious, who does not relish it as singularly well tasted and
grateful food.

I M'ould always advise those who wish to drink coffee in England, to mention before

hand how many cups are to be made with half an ounce ; or else the people will pro-

bably brin^ them a prodigious quantity of brown water ; which (notwithstanding all

my admonitions) I have not yet been able wholly to avoid. The fine wheaten bread
which I find here, besides excellent butter and Cheshire cheese, makes up for my scanty

dinners. For an English dinner, to such lodgers as I am, generallv consists of a piece

3 s2
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of half-boiled, or half-roasted meat, and a few cabba^ leaves boiled in plain.water ;

on which they pour a sauce made of flour and butter. This, I assure you, is the usual

method of dressing vegetables in England.

The slices of bread and butter, which they give you with your tea, are as thin as

poppy leaves. But there is another kind of bread and butter usually eaten with tea,

which is toasted by the fire, and is incomparably good. You take one slice after the

other and hold it to the fire on a fork till the butter is melted, so that it penetrates a

number of slices at once : this is called Toast.

The custom of sleeping without a feather-bed for covering particularly pleased mc.
You here lie between two sheets : underneath the bottom sheet is a fine blanket, which,

without oppressing you, keeps you sufficiently warm. My shoes are not cleaned in the

house, but by a person in the neighbourhood, whose trade it is; who fetches them
every morning, and bringa hem back cleaned ; for which she receives weekly so

much. When the maid is displfased with me, I hear her sometimes at the door call

me the German ; otherwise in the fat»>ily I go by the name of the Gentleman,

I have almost entirely laid aside riding in a coach, although it does not cost near so
mvich as it does at Berlin ; as I can go )nd return any distance not exceeding an £ng.
lish mile, for a shilling ; for which I should there at least pay a flprin. But, moderate
as English fares are, still you save a great deal, if you walk or go on foot ; and know
only how to ask your way. From my lode:ing to the Royal Exchange is about as far

as from one end of Berlin to the other; '•nd from the tower and St. Catherine's,

where the & ..ps arrive in the Thames, as far again ; and I have already walked this

distance twice, when I went to look after my trunk, before I got it out of the ship.

As it was quite dark when I came back the first evening, I was astonished at the admi-
rable manner in which the streets are lighted up ; compared to which our streets in

Berlin make a most miserable shew. The lamps are lighted, whilst it is still day-light

;

and are so near each other, that even on the most ordinary and common nights, the

city has the appearance of a festive illumination : for which some German prince, who
came to London for the first time, once, they say, actually took it, and seriously believed
it to have been particularly ordered, on account of his arrival.

The 9th June, nQ2.

I i'REACHED this day at the German church, on Ludgate-hill, for the Rev. Mr.
Wendebom. He is the author of "Der statischen Beytrage zur nahern Kentniss
gross Brittaniens." This valuable book has already been of uncommon service to me

;

and I cannot but recommend it to every one who goes to England. It is the more
useful, as you can with ease carry it in your pocket ; and you find in it information on
every subject. It is natural to suppose^ that Mr. Wendeborn, who has now been a
length of time in England, must have been able more frequently, and with greater ex-
actness, to make his observations, than those who only pass through, or make a very
short stay. It is almost impossible for any one, who has this book always at hand,
to omit any thing worthy of notice in or about London ; or not io learn all that is

most material to know, of the state and situation of the kingdom in general,

Mr. Wendeborn lives in New Inn, near Temple-bar, in a philosophical, but not
unimproving, retirement. He is almost become a native; and his library consists

chiefly of English books. Before I proceed, I must just mention, that he has not hi-

red, but bought his apartments in this great building, called New Inn : and this, I

believe, is pretty generally the case with the lodgings in this place, A purcha^iei- of
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any of these rooms is considered as a proprietor ; and one who has got u house and

home, and has a right, in parliamentary or other elections, to give his vote, ifhe is not a

foreigner, which is the case with Mr. VVendeborn ; who, nevertheless, was visited by

Mr. Fox, when he was to be chosen member for W-estminster.

I saw, for the first time, at Mr. Wendeborn's, a very useful machine, which is little

known iti Germany, or at least not much used.

This is a press, in which, by means of very strong iron springs, a written paper may
be printed on another blank paper, and you thus s^ve yourself the trouble of copying

;

and at the same time multiply your own hand writing. Mr. Wendebom makes use

of tiiis machine every time he sends manuscripts abroad, of which he wishes to keep

a copy. This machine was of mahogany ; and cost pretty high. I suppo:>e it is be-

cause the inhabitants of London rise so late, that divine service begins only at half past

ten o'clock. I missed Mr. Wendebom this morning, and was therefore obliged to

inquire of the door-keeper at St. Paul's for a direction to the German church, where

I was to preach. He did not know it. I then asked at another church, not far from

thence. Here I was directed right ; and ader [ had passed through an iron-gate to

the end of a long passage, I arrived just in time at the church, where, after the ser.

mon, I was obliged to read a public thanksgiving for the safe arrival of our ship. The
German clergy hv'ire dress exactly the same as the £nglish clergy, i. e. in long robes

with wide sleeves, in which I likewise was obliged to wrap myself. Mr. Wendebom
wears his own hair, which curls naturally, and the toupee is combed up.

The other German clergymen, whom I have seen, wear wigs, as well as many of the

English.

I yesterday waited on our ambassador, count Lucy ; and was agreeably surprised at

the simplicity of his manner of living. He lives in a small private house. His secretary

lives up stairs, where also I met with the Prussian consul, who happened just then to

be paying him a visit. Below, on the right hand, I was immediately shewn into his

excellency's room, without being obliged to pass through the anti-chamber. He wore
a blue coat with a red collar and red facings. He conversed with me, as we drank a

dish of coffee, on various learned topics; and when I told him of the great dispute now
going on about the tacismus or stacismus, he declared himself, as a born Greek, for

the stac'ismus. When I came to take my leave, he desired me to come and see him
withbut ceremony, whenever it suited me, as he should always be happy to see me.
Mr. Leonhard, who has translated several celebrated English plays, such as The

School for Scandal, and some others, lives here a^ a private person, instructing Ger-
mans in English, and Englishmen in German, with great ability. He also it is, who
writes the articles concerning England, for the new Hamburgh newspaper ; for which
he is paid a stated yearly stipend. I may add also, that he is the master of a German
freemason's lodge in London, and representative of all the German lodges in England

;

an employment of far more trouble than profit to him : for all the world applies to

him in all cases and emergencies. I was also recommended to him from Hamburgh.
He is a very complaisant man ; and has already shewn me many civilities. He repeats

English poetry with great propriety : and speaks the language nearly with the same
facility as he does his mother language. He is married to an amiable Englishwoman.
I wish him all possible happiness. And now let me tell you something of the so often

imitated but perhaps inimitable
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VAUXHALL.

I YESTERDAY visited Vauxhall for the first time. I had not far to go from my lodg-

ings, in the A'Llptii-buildings, to Westminster- bridgf, where you always find a great

number of boats on the Thames, which are ready on the least signal to serve those who
will pay them a shilling or six|K-nce, or according to the distance.

From ht nee I went up the Thames to Vauxhall, and as I parsed along, I saw Lam-
beth ; and the venerable old palace belonging to the archbishops of Canterbury, lying

on my left.

Vauxhall is, properly speaking, the name of a little village, in which the garden,

now almost exclusively bearing the same name, is situated. You pay a shilling on
entrance.

On entering it, I really found, o r '"d I found, some resemblance to our Berlin

Vauxhall, if, according to Virgil, I n^ ' permitted to compare small things with

great ones. The walks at least, with « ; paintings at the end, and the high trees,

which, here and there, form a beautiful grove, or wood, on either side, were so simi-

lar to those of Berlin, that oflen, as I walked along them, I seemed to transport my-
self, in imagination, once more to Berlin, and forgot for a moment that immense
seas and mountains, and kingdoms, now lie between us. I was the more tempted to

indulge in this reverie, as I actually met with several gentlemen, inhabitants of Berlin ;

in particular Mr. S***r, and some others, with whom I spetit the evening in the most
agreeable maimer. Here and there (particularly in one of the charming woods which
art has formed in this garden) you are pleasingly surprised by the sudden appearance

of the statues of the most renowned English poets and philosophers ; such as Milton,

Thomson, and others. But, what gave me most pleasure was the statue of the Ger-
man composer, Handel, which, on entering the garden, is not far distant from the

orchestra.

This orchestra is among a number of trees situated as in a little wood, and is an ex-

ceedingly handsome one. As you enter the garden, you immediately hear the sound
of vocal and instrumental music. There are several female singers constantly hired here

to sing in public.

On each side of the orchestra are small boxes, with tables and benches, in which
you sup. The walks before these, as well as in every other part of the garden, are

crowded with people of all ranks. I supped here with Mr. S***r, and the secretary

of the Prussian ambassador ; besides a few other gentlemen from Berlin ; but what most
astonished me was the boldness of the women of the town ; who, along with their

pimps, often rushed in upon us by half dozens ; and in the most shameless manner
importuned us for wine, for themselves and their followers. Our gentlemen thought

it either unwise, unkind, or unsafe, to refuse them so small a boon altogether.

An Englishman passed our box with hasty steps, and on our acquaintance's asking

him where he was going in such an hurry, he answered, with an air of ridiculous im-

portance, which set us all a laughing, ** I have lost my girl !" He seemed to make his

search, just as if he had been looking for a glove or a stick, which he had accidentally

dropt or forgotten somewhere.
Latish in the evening we were entertained with a sight, that is indeed singularly cu-

rious and interesting. In a particular part of the garden a curtain was drawn up, and
by means of some mechanism of extraordinary ingenuity, the eye and the ear are so

completely deceived, that it b not easy to persuade one's sfF it is a deception ; and that

:T7-n:,B:^^-5I.'; ~~~irsi;i:i3.,'"Ti.'r! '"""1^
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one does not actually see and hear a natural waterfall from an high rock. As every one

was flocking to this scene in crowds, there arose all at once a loud cry of " Take care of

your pockets." This informed us, but too clearly, that there were some pickpockets

among the crowd, who had already made sowo. fortunate strokes.

The rotur ^a, a magnificent circular building in the garden, particularly engaged my
attention, by means of beautiful chandeliers, and large mirrors, it was illuminated in

the most superb manner ; and every where decorated with delightful paintings, and sta-

tues, in the contemplation of which you may spend several hours very agreeably, when
you are tired of the crowd and the bustle, in the walks of the garden.
* Among the paintings one represents the surrender of a besieged city. Ifyou look at

this paintmg with attention, for any length of time, it affects you so much that you even

shed tears. The expression of the greatest distress, even bordering on despair, on the

part of the besieged, the fearful expectation of the uncertain issue, and what the victor

will determine concerning those unfortunate people, may all be read so plainly, and so

naturally, in the countenances of the inhabitants who are imploring for mercy, from the

hoary head to the suckling whom his mother holds up, that you quite forget yourself,

and in the end scarcely believe it to be a painting before you.

You also here find the busts of the best English authors placed all round on the sides.

Thus a Briton again meets with his Shakespeare, Locke, Milton, and Dryden, in the

public places of his amusements ; and there also reveres their memory. Even the com-
mon people thus become familiar with the names of those who have done honour to their

nation ; and are laught to mention them with veneration. For this rotunda is also an
orchestra, in which the music is performed in rainy weather. But enough of Vaux-
hall.

Certain it is, that the English classical authors are read more generally, beyond all

comparison, than the German ; which in general arc read only by the learned ; or, at

most, by the middle class of people. The English national authors are in all hands, and
read by all people, of which the innumerable editions they have gone through are a suf-

ficient proof.

My landlady, who is only a taylor's widow, reads her Milton ; and tells me, that

her late husband first fell in love with her, on this very account ; because she read

Milton with such proper emphasis. This single instance perhaps would prove but

little ; but I have conversed with several people of the lower class, who all knew their

national authors, and who all have read K\any, if not all of them. This elevates the lower

ranks, and brings them nearer to the higher. There is hardly any argument, or dis-

pute in conversation, in the higher ranks, about which the lower cannot also con-

verse or give their opinion. Now in Germany, since Gellest, their has as yet been
no poet's name familiar to the people. But the (juick sale of the classical authors is

here promoted also by cheap and convenient editions. They have them all bound in

pocket volumes ; as well as in a more pompous stile. I myself bought Milton in duo-
decimo for two shillings, neatly bound : it is such an one as I can, with great con-

venience, carry in my pocket. It also appears to me to be a good fashion, which pre-

vails here, and here only, that the books, which are most read, are always to be had
already well and neatly bound. At stalls, and iti the streets, you every now and then

meet with a sort of antiquarians, who sell single or odd volumes ; sometimes perhaps

of Shakespeare, &c. so low as a penny ; nay even sometimes for an half penny a piece.

Of one of these itinerant antiquarians I bought the two volumes of the Vicar of Wake-
field . for sixpence, i. e. for the half of an English shilling. Tn what estimation our
German literature is held in England, I was enabled to judge, in some degree, by the

..h;
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piinted proposals of a book which I saw. The title was, " the Entertaining Museum,
or ContpiUc Circulucii'g Library," which is to contain a list of all the English cl.ts .^A

authors, as 'vcll as transluiions of the best French, Spanish, Italian, and even Gcriiion

novels.

The moderate price of this book deserves also to be noticed ; as by such means
books in England come more within the reach of the people ; and of course are more
generally distributed among them. The advertisement mentions, that in order that

every one may have it in his power to buy this work, and at once to furnish himself

with a very valuable library, without perceiving the expence, a number will be sent

out wr-ckly, which, stitched, costs six-pence, and bound with the title on the back
nine-|K>nce. The twenty -^"th and twenty-sixth numbers contain the first and second
volumes of the Vicar of Wakefield, which I had just bought of the antiquarian above
mentioned.

The only translation from the German which has been particularly successful in

England, is *' Gesner's Death of Abel." The translation of that work has been of-

tcner reprinted in England than ever the original was in Germany. I have actually

seen the eighteenth edition of it ; and if the English preface is to be regarded, it was
written by a lady. " Klopstock*s Messiah," as is well known, has been here but ill

received ; to be sure, they say it is but indifferendy translated. I have not yet been able to

obtain a sight of it. The Rev. Mr. Wendeborn has written a grammar for the German
language in English, for the use of Englishmen, which- has met with much applause. I

must not forget to mendon, that the works of Mr. Jacob Boehmen are all translated into

English.

London, \3th June.

OFTEN as I had heard Ranelagh spoken of, I had yet formed only an imperfect

idea of it. 1 supposed it to be a garden somewhat different from that of Vauxhall ; but

k- ^act, 1 hardly knew what 1 thoughi of it. Yesterday evening I took a walk in order

to visit this famous place of amusement ; but I missed my way and got to Chelsea ;

where I met a man witiT a wheelbarrow, who not only very civilly shewed me the right

road, but also conversed with me the whole of the distance which we walked together.

And finding, upon inquiry, that I was a si. icct of the king of Prussia, he desired

me, with much eagerness, to relate to him souie anecdotes concerning that mighty
monarch.

At length I arrived at Ranelagh : and having paid my half crown on entrance, I

soon inquired for the garden door, and it was readily shewn to me ; when, to my
infinite astonishment, I found myself in a poor, mean-looking, and ill-lighted garden,

where I met but few people. I had not been here long before I was accosted by a
you^ lady, who also was walking there, and who, without ceremony, offered me her

arm, asking me why I walked thus solitarily ? I now concluded, this could not possibly

be the splendid, much boasted Ranelagh ; and so seeing not far from me a number en

people entering a door, I followed them, in hopes either to get out again, or to vary the

scene.

But it is impossible to describe, or indeed to conceive, the effect it had on me, when,
coming out of the gloom of the garden, I suddenly entered a round building, illumi-

nated by many hundred lamps ; the splendour and beauty of which surpassed every
thing of the kind I had ever seen before. Every thing seemed here to be round ;

above, there was a gallery divided into boxes ; and in one part of it an oi^an with a

v>..v«^in^l:^'^
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the

beautiful choir, from which issued both instrumental and vocal music. All around,

under this gallery, are handsome painted boxes for those who wish to take rtfrcsh-

ments : the floor was covered with mats, in the middle of which are four higli black

pillars ; within which there arc neat fire-places for preparing tea, coftee, and punch

;

and all arouKid also there are placed tables, set out with all kinds of refreshments.

Within these four pillars, in a kind of magic rotundo, all the beau-mondc of London
move perpetually round and round.

I at first mixed with this immense concourse of people, of all sexes, ages, coun-

tries and characters ; and I must confess, that the incessant change of faces, the far

greater number of which were strikingly beautiful, together with the illumination, the

extent and majestic splendour of the place, with the continued sound of the music,

makes an inconceivably delightful impression on the imagination ; and I take the

liberty to add, that, on seeing it now for the first time, I felt pretty nearly the

same sensations that I remember to have felt, when, in early youth, I first read the

Fairy Tales.

Being, however, at length tired of the crowd, and being tired also with always
moving round and round in a circle, I sat myself down in one of the boxes, in order

to take some refreshment, and was now contemplating at my ease this prodigious collec<

tion and crowd of an happy, cheerful world, who were here enjoying themse'ves

devoid of care, when a waiter very civilly asked me what refreshment 1 wished to hiv*'-',

and in a few moments returned with what I asked for. To my astonishment he wouiid

accept no money for these refreshments ; which I could not comprehend, till he told

me that every thing was included in the half-crown I had paid at the door ; and that I

had only to command if I wished for any thing more ; but that if I pleased, I might give

him as a present a trifling douceur. This i gave him with pleasure, as I could not help

fancying I was hardly entitled to so much civility and good attention for one single half-

crown.

I now went up into the gallery, and seated myself in one of the boxes there ; and
from thence becoming all at once a grave and moralizing spectator, I looked down on
the concourse of people who were still moving round ard round in the fairy circle ; and
then I could easily distinguish several stars and other orders of knighthood ; French
queues and bags contrasted with plain English heads of hair, or professional wigs ; old

^e and youth, nobility and commonalty, all passing each other in the motley swarm. An
Englishman who joined me during this my reverie pointed out tome, on my inquiring,

princes and lords with their dazzhng stars ; with which they eclipsed the less brilliant

part of the company.
Here some moved round in an eternal circle, to see and be seen ; there a groupe of

eager connoisseurs had placed themselves before the orchestra, and were feasting their

ears, while others, at the well supplied tables, were regaling the parched roof* of their

mouths in a more substantial manner, and again others like myself were sitting alone,

in the comer of a box in the gallery, making their remarks and reflections on so inte-

resting a scene.

I now and then indulged myself in the pleasure of exchanging, for some minutes,

all this magnificence and splendour for the gloom of the garden, in order to renew the

pleasing surprise I experienced on my first entering the building. Thus I spent here

some hours m the night, in a continual variation of entertainment ; when the crowd now
all at once began to lessen, and I also took a coach and drove home.
At Ranelagh the company appeared to me much better, and more select than at Vaux-

hall ; for those of the lower class who go there always dress themselves in their best,

VOL. II. 3 T
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and thus endeavour to copy the g^at. Here I saw no one who nnd not silk stockings on.

Even the poorest families are at the expcnce ofa coach to go to Ranclagh, as my land*

lady assured me. She ahvays fixed on some one day in tne year, on which, without

fail, she drove to Ranclagh. On the whole, the ex{)ence at Ranelagh is nothing near hO

great as it is at Vauxhall, if you consider the refreshments ; for any one who sups at

Vauxhall, which most people do« is likely, for a very moderate supper, to pay at least

half a guinea.

THE PARLIAMENT.

I HAD almost forgotten to tell you, that I have already been to the Parliament House

;

and yet this is of must importance. For, had I seen nothing else in England but this,

I should have thought my journey thither amply rewarded.

As little as I have hitherto troubled myself with politics, because indeed with us it is

but little worth our while, I was however desirous of being present at a meeting of par-

liament ; a wish that was soon amply gratified.

One afternoon, about three o'clock, at which hour, or thereabouts, the house most
commonly meets, I inquired for Westminster hall, and was very politely directed by an
Englishman. These directions are always given with the utmost kindness. You may
ask whom you please, if you can only make yourself tolerably well understood : and by
thus asking every now and then, you may with the greatest ease find your way through-

out all London.
Westminster hall is an enormous Gothic building, whose vaulted roof is supported,

not by pillars, 'but instead of these there are, on each side, large unnatural heads of an-

gels, carved in wood, which seem to support the roof.

When you have passed through this long hall, you ascend a few steps at the end, and
are led through a dark passage into the House of Commons, which, below has a large

double door; and above, there is a small stair-case, by which you go to the gallery, the

place allotted for strangers.

The first time I went up this small stair-case, and had re£i;;hed the rails, I saw a very
genteel man in black standing there. I accosted him without any introduction, and I

asked him whether I might be allowed to go into the gallery. He told me that I must
be introduced by a member, or else I could not get admission there. Now, as I had not

the honour to be acquainted with a member, I was under the mortifying necessity of re-

treating, and again going down stairs, as I did, much chagrined. And now, as I was
sullenly marching back, I heard something said about a bottle of wine, which seemed to

be addressed to me. I could not conceive v/hat it could mean, till I got home, when
my obliging landlady told me, I should have given the well-dressed man half-a-crown

or a couple of shillings for a bottle of wine. Happy in this information, I went again

the next da}r'; when the same man who before had sent me away, after I had given him
only two shillings, very politely opened the door for me, and himself recommended me
to a good seat in the gallery.

And thus I now, for the first time, saw the whole of the British nation assembled in

its representatives, in rather a mean-looking building, that not a little resembles a cha-

pel. The Speaker, an elderly man, with an enormous wig, with two knotted kind of
tresses, or curls behind, in a black cloak, his hat on bis head, sat opposite to me on a

lofty chair ; which was not unlike a small pulpit, save only that in the front of this

there was no reading desk. Before the Speaker's chair stands a table, which looks

like an altar ; and at this there sit two men, called clerks, dressed in black, with black

'^-^'Sj??^^-.'; -^rr-
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cloaks. On the tabic, by the side of the great parchment nets, lies an huge gilt seep,

trc, which is always taken away, and placed in a conservatory under the table, as scxjn

as ever the Speaker quits the chair ; which he does as often as the house resolves itscll

into a committee. A committee means nothing more than that the house puts itself

into a situation freely to discuss and debate any point of difficulty and moment, and,

while it lasts, the Speaker partly lays aside his power ns a legislator. As soon as this

is ov'cr, some one tells the Speaker that he may now a; uin be seated ! and immediately

on the Speaker being again in the chair, the sceptre is also replaced on the tabic before

him.

All round on the sides of the house, under the gallery, arc benches for the members,
covered with green cloth, always one above the other, like our choirs in churches ; in

order that he who is speaking may see over those who sit before him. The seats in the

gallery are on the same plan. The members of parliament keep their hats on, but the

spectators in the gallery arc uncovered.

The members of the House of Commons have nothing particular in their dress ; they

even come into the house in their great coats, and with boots and spurs. It is not at all

uncommon to see a member lying stretched out on one of the benches while others arc

debating. Some crack nuts, others eat oranges, or whatever else is in season. There is

no end to their going in and out ; and as often as any one wishes to go out, he places

himself before the Speaker, and makes him his bow, as if, like a schooUboy, he asked
his tutor's permission.

Those who speak, seem to deliver themselves with but little, perhaps not always with
even a decorous, gravity. All that is necessary, is to stand up in your place, take oflfyour

hat, turn to the Speaker (to whom all the speeches arc addressed) to hold your hat and
stick in one hand, and with the other to make any such motions as you fancy necessary

to accompany your speech.

If it happens that a member rises who is but a bad speaker ; or if what he says is ge-

nerally deemed not sufficiently interesting, so much noise is made, and such bursts of
laughter are raised, that the member who is speaking can scarcely distinguish his own
words. This must needs be a distressing situation ; and it seems then to be particularly

laughable, when the Speaker in his chair, like a tutor in a school, again and again en.

deavours to restore order, which he does by calling out, to order, to order ; apparently

often without much attention being paid to it.

On the contrary, when a favourite member, and one who speaks v/ell and to the

purjwse, rises, the most perfect silence reigns ; and his friends and admirers, one after

another, make their approbation known by calling out, hear him ; which is often re.

peated by the whole house at once ; and in this way so much noise is often made, that

the Speaker is frequently interrupted by this same emphatic hear him. Notwithstand-

ing wnich, this railing out is always regarded as a great encouragement ; and I have
often observed that one who began with some dif^dence, and even somewhat inau<

spiciously, has in the end been so animated, that he has spoken with a torrent of elo-

quence.

As all spcches are directed to the Speaker, all the members always preface their

speeches with sir; and he, on being thus addressed, generally moves his hat a little,

but immediately puts it on agai \ This sir is often introduced in the course of their

speeches, and serves to connect \,hat is said ; it seems also to stand the orator in some
stead, when any one's memory fails him, or he is otherwise at a loss for matter. For
whik: he is saying sir, and has thus obtained a little pause, he recollects what is to follow.

Yet I have sometimes seen so"ie members draw a kind of memorandum-book out of
3x2
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their pockcts,iilcc a candidate, who i» at a losit in his sermon ; this is the only instance in

which u mcmbiT of the British priiament seems to read his speeches.

Tlie first day that I was at the House of Commons, an English gentleman who siit

next to me in the gallery, very ohiigingly pointed out to me the principal mcmltcrs,

such as Fox, Burke, Rigby, &c. all of whom 1 heard sneak. The debate happened to

be, whether, bcsidis being made a peer, any other specific reward should l)c bestowed by
the nation on their gallant admiral Kodney. In the course of the debate, I rememlxT,
Mr. Kox was very sharply reprimanded by young lord Fielding, for having, when mi-

nister, opposed the election of admiral Hood, as a mcmlx:rfor Westminster.

Fox was sitting to the right of the speaker, not far from the table on which the gilt

sceptre lay. He now took his place so near it that he could reach it with his hand,

and, thus placed, he gave it many u violent and hearty thump, cither to aid, or to shew
the energy with which he spoke. If the charge was vehement, his defence was no
less so: he justified himself against lord Fielding, by maintaining, that he hud not op.

ix)sedthis election in tlie character of u minister, but as an individual, or private person:

and that, as such, he had freely and honestly given his vote for another, namely for sir

Cecil VVray ; adding, tlwt the king, when he appointed him secretary of state, had en-

tered into no agreement with him, by which he lost his vote as an individual : to such a
requisition he never would have submitted. It is impossible for me t > describe with

what fire and persuasive elwjuence he spoke, and how the speaker in the chair inccs*

santly nodded approbation from beneath his solemn wig ; and innumerable voices inces>

santly called out, hear him ! hear him ! and when there was the least sign that he in-

tended to leave oflf speakii>g, they no less vociferously exclaimed, go on ; and so he
continued to speak in this manner for nearly two hours. Mr. Rigby, in reply, made
a short but humorous speech, in which he mentioned of how little consequence the

title of lord and lady was without money to support it, and finished with die Latin

proverb, " infelix paupertas,—quia ridiculos miseros facit." After having first very

judiciously observed that previous inquiry should Ix; made, whether admiral Rodney
had made any rich prizes or captures ; because, if that should be the case, he would
not stand in need of further reward in money. I have since been almost every day
at the parliament house ; and prefer the entertainment I there meet with to most other

amusements.
Fox is still much beloved by the people, notwithstanding that they are (and cer.

tainly with good reason) displeased at his being the cause of admiral Rodney's recall

;

though even I have heard him, again and again, almost extravagant in his encomiums
on this noble admiral. The same celebrated Charles Fox is a short, flit, and gross man,
with a swarthy complexion, and dark ; and in general he is badly dressed. There cer.

tainly is something Jewish in his looks. But upon the whole, he is not an ill-made nor
an ill-looking man : and there are many strong marks of sagacity and fire in his eyes.

I have frequently heard the people here say, that this same Mr. Fox is as cunning as a
fox. Burlcc is a well made, tall, upright man, but .'ooks elderly and broken. Rigby is

excessively corpulent, and has a jolly rubicund face.

The little less than downright open abuse and the many really rude things which
the members said to each other, struck me much. For example, when one has finished,

another rises, and immediately taxes with absurdity all that the right honourable gen-

tleman (for with this title the members of the House of Commons always honour
each other) had just advanced. It would indeed be contrary to the rules of the house,

flatly to tell each other that what they have spoken is false, or even foolish : instead of
this, they turn themselves, as usual, to the Speaker, and so, whilst their address is di.

reeled to him, they Hincy they violate neither the rules of parliament, nor those ofgood-

"STf-.-::^-' -^r^r-
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breeding and decorum, whilst tht-y nttcr the most cutting personal sarcasms against the

mcn\lxT, or tho nuasurc they oppose.

It is quite hiughabk- to sco, as one sometimes does, one member speaking, and aiw*

ther accompanying the speech with his action. This I remarked more than once in u

worthy old citizen, who was fearful of speaking himself, hut when his neighbour spoke,

he accompanied every energt:tic sentence with a suitable gesticulation, by which means

his whole body was sometimes in motion.

It often happens that the jett, or principal point in the debate, is lost in these \)cr-

sonal contests and bickerings between each other. When they last so long as to be-

come quite tedious and tiresome, and likely to do harm rather than good, the house

takes upon itself to express its disapprobation ; and then there arises a general cry of,

the (juestion ! the question ! This must sometimes be frequently rcp(;ated, as the con-

tending members arc both anxious to have the last word. At length however the cjues-

tion is put, and the votes taken ; when the Speaker says :
•• inosc who arc for tlu*

question, arc to say aye, and those who are against it, no!" You then hear a confused

cry of aye and no : but atlength the Sp;'aker says :
• I think there are more ayes than

noes, or more noes than ayes. The ayes have it ; or the noes have it !" as the case may
be. But all the spectators must then retire from the gallery : for then, and not till

then, the voting really commences. And now the members call aloud to the gallery,

withdraw ! withdraw ! On this the strangers withdraw ; and are shut up in a small

room, at the foot of the stairs, till the voting is over, when they are again permitted to

take their places in the gallery. Here I could not help wondering at the impatience

even of polished Englishmen ; it is auonishing with what violence, and even rudeness,

they push and jostle one another, as soon as the room door is again opened ; eager

to gam the first and best seats in the gallery. In this manner we, the stranjijers, have

sometimes been sent away two or three times in the course of one day, or ratlicr even-

ing ; afterwards again permitted to return. Among these spectators are people of all

ranks : and even, not unfrequently, ladies. Two short-hand writers have sat sometimes

not far distant from me, who (though it is rather by stealth) endeavour to take down
the words of the speaker ; and thus all that is very remarkable in what is said in par-

liament may generally be read in print the next day. The shurt-hand writers, whom I

noticed, are supposed to be employed and paid by the editors of the different news-
papers. There are, it seems, some few persons who are constant attendants on the par-

liament ; and so they pay the door-keeper beforehand a guinea for a whole session. I

have now and then seen some of the members bring their sons, whilst quite little boys,

and carry them to their seats along with themselves.

A proix3sal was once made to .'reet a gallery in the house of peers also, for the

accommodation of spectators. But this never was carried into effect. There appears

to be much more politeness and more courteous behaviour in the members of the upper
house. But he who wishes to observe mankind, and to contemplate the leading traits

of the different characters most strongly marked, will do well to attend frequently the

lower, rather than the other, house.

Last Tuesday was (what is here called) hanging-day. There was also a parliamentary

election : I could only see one of the two sights ; and therefore naturally preferred

the latter, while I only heard tolling at a distance the death-bell of the sacrifice to justice.

I now therefore am going to describe to you, as well as I can, an

f
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ELECTION FOR A MEMBER or I'ARLIAMENT.

ThF''. nt'tvs orijondoti und WcHtminHtcr scml, the oik four, and the other twoirtcm
IxTs to l\irlianK'iit. Mr. Fox is one of the two ini nilxT:. for West niii inter ; one hcat

was vacant, .iiid that vacancy was now to Ik* tilled. And the Humc air Cecil Wruy, whom
Fox iiad before onposed to lord Hood, wan now publicly chosen. They tell me thai ut

tluhc elections, when there is a titrongop|K)Mtion-[>.irty, there in ofken bloody work ; but
thin election was, in the electioneering phrane, a " hollow thing," i. c. (|uitc sure ; us

those who had voted for admiral Hocxl now withdrew, without ntunding a poll ; us being
convinced beforehand their chance to succeed was desperate.

The election was held in Covcnt Garden, u hrge market-place, in the open air. There
was a scafliild eacted just before the door of a very handsome church, which is also culled

Si. Paul's ; but which however is not to be comp.ired to the cathedrul.

A temporary edifice, formed only of boards and wood nailed together, was erected

un the occa!>ion. It w;is called the hustings, and filled with l)encheH; and at one
end of it, where the Ixnches ended, mats were laid ; on which those who spoke to the

|x:oplc, stood. In the area before the husting't, immense multitudes of people were us*

seinbled ; of whom the greatest part seemed to lie of the lowest order. I'o this tumuU
tuous crowd, however, the speakers often bowed very low, and always addressed them
by the title of gentlemen. Sir Cecil Wray was obliged to step forward, and promise
these same gentlemen, with hand and heart, that he would faithfully fidlil his duties, as

their representative. He also made an apology, because, on account of his long journey,

and ill health, he had not been able to wait on them, as becaiue him, at their respective

houses. The moment that he began to speak even this rude rubble became all as quiet

as the raging sea after a storm ; only every now and then rending the air with thw par.

liamentary cry of, hear him ! hear hint ! and as soon as he hud done speaking, they

again vociferated aloud an universal huzza, every one at the siime time waving his

hat.

And now, being formally declared to have been legally chosen, he again bowed most
profoundly, and returned thanks for the great honour done him : when a well-dressed

mm, whose name I could not learn, stepped forward, and in a well indited speech con-

gratulated both the chosen and the choosers. *• Upon my word," said a grufF carter, who
stood near me, '* that man speaks well."

Even little boys clambered up and hung on the rails and on the lamp-posts; and as

if the speeches hud also been addressed to them, they too listened with the utmost at«

tention : and they too testified their approbation of it, by joining lustily in the three cheers,

and waving their hats.

All the cnthusiam of my earliest years, kindled by the patriotism of the illustrious

heroes of Rome, Coriolanus, Julius Caesar, and Anthony, were now revived in my
mind : and though all I had just seen and heard be, in fact, but the semblance of

liberty, and that too tribunitial liberty, yet at that moment I thought it charming,

and it warmed my heart. Yes, depend on it, my friend, when you here see how, m
this happy country, the lowest and meanest member of society thus unequivocally

testifies the interest which he tukes in every thing of a public nature ; when you see,

how even women and children bear part in the great concerns of their country ; in

short, how high and low, rich and poor, all concur in declaring their feelings and
their convictions, that a carter, a common tar, or a scavenger, is still a man, nay, an

Englishman ; and as such has his rights and privileges defined and known as exactly

and as well as his king, or as his king's minister ; take my word for it, you will feel

rr^^Tiz':-— •<"
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yourself very differently affected from what yoii nre, when staring at our soldiers in their

exercises at Berlin.

When Fox, who \v:\h amon(( the voters, arrived ut the beginning of the election, he

too was received with nn mvversal slumt of joy. At lengtli, when it was nearly over,

the people took it into their heads to hear him speak, and every one called out Kox !

Fox ! I know not why, Init I seemed to catch some of the spirit of the place an'l time ;

nnu so I also bawled box ! Fox ! and he wai obliged to come forward and speak ; for no
otIuT reason that I could find, but that the people wished to hear him speak. In this

speech he again confirmed, in the presence of the people, his former declaration in par-

liament, that he by no means had any influence as miriister of state in this election, but

only and merely as a private person.

When the whole was over, the rampant spirit of liberty, nnd the wilo impatience of a

genuine English mob, were exhibited in perfection. In a very few mi lutes the whole
scaffolding, benches, and chairs, and every thing else, was completely destroyed ; and
the mat with which it had been covered torn into ten thousand long strips or pieces, or

strings, with which they encircled or enclosed multitudes of people of all ranks. These
tbey luirried uloiig with them, and every thing else that came in their way, as trophies

ofjoy ; and thus, in the midst of exultation and tritmph, they paraded through many of

the most populoiw; streets of T^ondon

Whilst in Prussia, poets only speak of the love of country as one of the dearest of all

human affectioii.s, here there is no man who docs not feel, and describe with rapture,

how much he loves his country. " Yes, for my country I'll shed the last drop of my
blood !" often exclaims little Jacky, the fine boy here in the house where I live, who
is yet only Jjout twelve years old. The love of their country, and its unparalleled feats

in war, arc, in general, the subject of their ballads and popular songs, which are sung
about the streets by women, who seli them for a few farthings. It was only the other

day our Jacky brought one home, in which the history of an admiral was celebrated,

who bravely continued to command, even after his two legs were shot off, and he was
obliged to be supported. I know not well by what means it has happened, that the

king cf England, who is certainly one of the best the nat'on ever had, is become un-
popular. I Know rot how many times I have heard people of all sorts object to their

king, at the same time thui they praised the king of Prussia to the skies. Indeed, with
some, the veneration U>r our monarch went so far, that they seriously wished he was
their king. All that stems to shock and dishearten them :s, the prodigious armies he
keeps up, and the immense number of soldiers quartered in Berlin alone. Whereas in

London, at least in the city, not a single troop of soldiers of the king's guard dare
make their appearance.

A few days ago i saw (what is here deemed a great sight, viz.) a lord-mayor's pro-

cession. The lord mayor was in an enormous large gilt coach, which was followed

by ait astonishing number of most shewy carriages, in which the rest of the city ma-
gistrates, more properly called aldermen of London, were seated. But enough for

the present.

i

!!
Ji

Loudon, June 17th, 1782.

1 HAVE now been pretty nearly all over London, and, according to my own no-
tions, have now seen most of the things I was most anxious to see. Hereafter, then, I

propose to make an excursion into the country ; and this purpose, by the blessing of
God, 1 hope to be able to carry into effect in a very few days, for my curiosity is here
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almost satiated, i seem to be tired and sick of the smoke of these sea-coal fires, wd
I lung, with aUnost childish impatience, once more to breathe a fresher and clearer air.

It must, I think, be owned, that, upon the whole, L >nd()n is neither so handsomely
nor so well built as Berlin is, but then it c^ nainly has tur more fine squares. Of hesc
there are many that in real magnificence, and beautiful symmetry, far surpass our Gens
d'Armes N'arkt, our Denhoschen, and Williams Place. The squares or quadrangu'iar

phK:e>> CQi'iCain the best and most beautiful buildings of London ; a spacious street, next

to the houses, goes all round them, and within that there is generally a round grass-

lot, railed in with iron rails, in the centre of which, in many of them, there is a sta-

tue, which statues most commonly are equestrian and gilt, in Gro^venor-square, in-

stead of this green plot, or area, there is a little circular wood, in'ended, no doubt, to

give one the idea of rus in urbe.

One of tht longest and pleasantcst walks I have yet taken is froi.: i'addington to Isling-

ton ; where to the left you have a fine prosj^ct of the neighbouring hills, and in particu-

lar of the village of Hampstcad, which is built on one ofthem ; and to the right the streets

of London furnish an endless variety of interesting views. It is true, that it is dangerous
to walk here :ilon.> especially in the afternoon, and in an evening, or at night ; for it

was only last week vhat a man was robbed and murdered on this very same road. But I

now hasten to another and a more pleasing topic :

THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

I HAVE had the happiness to become acqumted with the Rev. Mr. Woide ; who,
though well known all over Europe to be one f the most learned men of the age, is

yet, if possible, less estimable for his learning, than he is for his unaffected goodness
of heart. He holds a respectable office in the Museum, and was obliging enough to

procure me permission to see it, luckily, the day before it was shut up. In general you
must give in your name a fortnight before you can be admitted. But after all, I am
sorry to say, it was the rooms, the glass cases, the shelves, or the repository for the

books in the Br»»:;ih Museum, which I saw, and not the Museum itself, we were hurried

on so rapidly through the apartments. The company, who saw it when and as I did,

was various, and some of all sorts ; some, I believe, of the very lowest classes of the

people, of both sexes ; for, as it is the property of the nation, every one has the same
right (I use the term of the country) lo see it that another has. I had Mr. Wende-
born's book in my pocket, and it, at least, enabled me to take a somewhat more par-

ticular notice of some of the principal things ; such as the Egypuan mummy, an head
of Homer, &o. The resit of the company., observ'ng that I had some assistance which
they had not, soon gathered round me ; I pointe<l out to them as we went along, from
Mr. Wendeborn's German book, what there was most worth seeing here. The gen-

tleman who conducted us took little pains to conceal the contempt which he felt for

my communications, when he found out that it was only a German description of the

British Museum I had got. The rapidly passing through this vast suite of rooms, in a
space of time little, if at all, exceeding an hour ; with leisure just to cast one poor long-

ing look of astonishment on all these stupendous treasures of natural curiosities, anti-

v^uaies, and literature ; in the contemplation of which you could with pleasure spend

years, and a whole life might be employed in the study of them....quite confuses, stuns,

and overjMDwers one. In some branches this collection is said to oe far surpassed by
some others ; but taken altogether, and for size, it certainly is equalled by none.

^T*
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The few foreign divines who travel through England generally desire to have the

Alexandrian manuscWpt shewn them, in order tb be convinced with their own eyes,

whether the passage, *' These are the three that bear record, 8cc." is to be found there

ur not.

The Rev. Mr. Woide lives at a place called Lisson-street, not far from Paddington ; a
very village.looking little town, at the west end of London. It is quite a rural and plea-

sant situation ; for here I either do, or fancy I do, already breathe a purei and freer air

than in the midst of the town. Of his great abilities, and particularly in oriental litera-

ture, I need not inform you ; but it will give you pleasure to hear that he is actually

meditating a Tac-simile edition of the Alexandrian MS. 1 have already mendoned the

infinite obligations I lie under to this excellent man for his extraordinary courtesy and
kindness.

THE THEATRE IN THE HAY-MARKET.

LAST week I went twice to an English play house. The first time ** The Nabob" was
represented, of which the late Mr. Foote was the author, and for the entertainment, a
very pleasing and laughable musical farce* called " The Agreeable Surprise ;" the second

time I saw **The English Merchant ;" which piece haa been translated into German,
and is known among us by the title of *' The Scotchwoman," or " The Coffee-house."

I have not yet seen the theatres of Covent-garden and Drury.lane, because they are not

open in summer. The best actors also usually spend May and October in the country,

and only perform in winter.

A very few excepted, the comedians whom I saw were certainly nothing extraordinary.

For a seat in the boxes you pay five shillings, in the pit three, in the first gallery two, audi

in the second or upper gallery, one shilling. And it is the tenants in this upper gallery,

who, for their shilling, make all that noise and uproar for which the English play houses

are so famous. I was in the pit, which gradually rises, amphitheatre-wise, from the or-

chestra, and is furnished with benches, one above another, from the top to the bottom.

Often and often, whilst I sat here, did a rotten orange, or pieces of the peel of an
orange, fly past me, or past some of my neighbours, and once one of them actually

hit my bst, without my daring to look round, for fear another might then hit me on
my face.

All over London as one walks, one every where, in the season, sees oranges to sell

;

and they are in general S(dd tolerably cheap, one and even sometimes two for a half*

penny ; or in our money, three pence. A.t the play house, however, they chai^d me
six-pence for o.te orange, and that noways remarkably good.

Besides this perpetual pelting from the gallery, which renders an English play house
so uncomfortable, there is no end to their calling out and knocking with tlieir sticksj,

till the curtun is drawn up. I saw a miller's, or a baker's boy, thus, like a huge
booby, leaning over the rails ar/i knocking again and a^ain on the outside, with all

his might, so that he was seen by every body, without beuig in the least ashamed or

abashed. I sometimes heard too the people in the lower or middle gallery quarrelling

with those of the upper one. Behind me, in the pit, sat a young fop, who, in order to

disi^ay his costly stone buckles with the utmost brilfiancy, continually put his

foot on my bench, and even sometimes upon my coat, which I could avoid only by
sparing lum as much space from my portion of the seat, as would make him a foot-

stool.

vou ix> 3u
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In the boxes, quite in u corner, sat several servants, who were said to be placed

there to keep the seats for the families they served, till they should arrive ; they seem>

ed to sit remarkably close and still, the reason of which, I was told, was their apprehen*

sion of being pelted ; for ifone of them dares but to look out of the box, he is immedi>

ately saluted with a shower of oranee peel from the gallery.

In Foote's Nabob there are sundry local and personal satires, which are entirely lost

to a foreignei. The character of the Nabob was jierformed by a Mr. Palmer. The jett

of the character is, this Nabob, with manv affected airs and constant aims at gentility, is

still but a silly fellow, unexpectedly come into the possession of immense riches,

and therefore, of course, paid much court to by a society of natural phi' isophers, qua

,

kers, and I do not Know who besides. Being tempted to become one of their members^
he is elected ; and in order to ridicule these would-be philosophers, but real knaves,

a fine flowery fustian speech is put into his mouth, which he delivers with prodigious

pomp and importance, and is listened to by the philosophers \nth infinite complacency.

The two scenes of the quakers and philosophers, who with countenances full of ima-

ginary importance were seated at a green table, with their president at their head, while

uie secretary with the utmost care was making an inventory of the ridiculous presents

of the Nabob, were truly laughable. One of the last scenes was best received : It is

that in which the Nabob's friend and school-fellow vbit him, and address him with-

out ceremony by his christian name ; but to all their questions of <* Whether he does

not recollect them ? Whether he does not remember such and such a play; or such

and such a scrape into which they had fallen in their youth ?" He uniformly answers,

with a look of meffable contempt, only, "No sir!" Nothing can pos^bly be more
ludicrous, nor more comic.

The entertainment, the Agreeable Surprise, is really a very diverting farce. I ob-

served that in England, also, they represent school masters in ridiculous characters on
the stage ; which, though I am sorry for, I own I do not wonder at, as the pedantry of

school-masters in England, they tell me, is carried at least as far as it is elsewhere.

The same person who in the play performed the school-fellow of the Nabob with a

great deal of nature and original humour, here acted the part of the school-master

:

his name is Edwin, and he is, without doubt, one of the best actors of all that I have

seen.

This school-master is in love with a certain country girl, whose name is Cowslip, to

whom he makes a declaration of his passion in a strange mythological, grammatical

stile and manner, and to whom, among other fooleries, he sings, quite enraptured,

the following air, and seems to work himself at last up to such a transport of passion,

as quite overpowers him. He begins, you will observe, with the conjugation, and ends
with the declensions and the genders ; the whole b inimitably droll

:

" Aroo, amas,
Hove a lass,

,
• - ( :

•;

She is so sweet and tender, -»••' •.*.^

It is sweet Ck>W8lip'8 Grace •-!;;> .-,• ,,
.

In the Nominative Case, , ; ,. ...k

And in the feminine Gender."

Those two sentences in particular, in the Nominative Case, and in the Feminine Gen-
der, he aflfects to sing in a particularly languishing air, as if confident that it was irresis>

tible. This F.dwin, in all his comic characters, still preserves something so inex-

pressibly good lempered in his countenance, that notwithstanding all his burlesques, and
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even grotesque buffoonery, you cannot bul be pleased with him. I own, I felt my^ielf

doubly interested for every character which he represented. Nothing could equal the

tone and countenance of self-satisfaction, with which he answered one who asked him
whether he was a scholar ? *' Why, I was a master of scholars." A Mrs. Webb repre-

sented a cheesemonger, and played the part of a woman of die lower class so naturally,

as I have no where else ever seen equalled. Her huge, fat, and lusty carcase, aiid the

whole of her external appearance, seemed quite to be cut out for it.

Poor £dwin was obliged, aa school-master, to sing himself almost hoarse, as he some-

times was called on to repeat his declension and conjugation-sones two or three times,

only because it pleased the upper gallery, or the gods, as the En^ishcall them, to roar

out encore ! Add to all this, he was farther forced to thank them with a low bow for the

great honour done him by their applause.

One ofthe highest comic touches in the piece seemed to me to consist in a lie, which
always became more and more enormous in the mouths of those who told it again,

during the whole of the piece. This kept the audience in almost a continual m of
laughter. This farce is not yet printed, or I really think I should be tempted to venture

to make a translation, or rather an imitation of it.

" The English Merchant, or the Scotchwoman," I have seen much better performed

abroad than it was here. Mr. Fleck, at Hamburg, in particular, played the part of
The English Merchant with more interest, truth and propiiety, than one Aickin did

here. He seemed to me to fail totally in expressing the peculiar and original character

of Freeport ; instead of which, by his measured step, and deliberate affected manner, of

speaking, he converted him into a mere fine gentleman. '

The trusty old servant, who wishes to give up his life for his master, he too had the

stately walk, or strut, of a minbter. The character of the Newspaper Writer was per-

formed by the same Mr. Palmer, who acted the part of the Nabob ; but every one said,

what I thought, that he made hi far too much of a gentleman. Hb person and his

dress also were too handsome foi it character.

The character of Amelia wasperiurmed by an actress, whomai^e her first appearance

on the stage, and from a timidity, natural '^r such an occasion, and not unbecoming,

spoke rather low, so that she could not every where be heard ; " Speak louder ! speak

louder I" cried out some rude fellow from the upper gallery, and she immediately, with

infinite condescension, did all she could, and not unsuccessfully, > please rven an upper

gallery critic.

The persons near me, in the pit, were often extravagantly lavbh of their applause.

They sometimes clapped a single solitary sentiment, thut was almost as unmeaning as it

was short, if it happened to be pronounced only with some little emphasis, or

to contain some little point, some popular doctrine, a singula' - pathetic stroke, or turn

of wit.

The Agreeable Surprise was repeated ; and I saw it a second time with unabated

pleasure. It is become a favourite piece, and always announced with the addition of the

favourite musical farce. The theatre aopeared to me somewhat larger than the one at

Hamburg ; and the house was both times very full. Thus much for Englbh play-

houses, and players.

.^v. .
K ENGLISH CUSTOMS AND EDUCATION.

A FEW words more respecting pedantry. I have seen the regulation of one seminary

of learning, here called an academy. Ofthese places of education, there is a prodigious

3u 2

Hi
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number in London; though, notwithstanding their pompous names, they are in

reality nothing more than small schools set up by private persons, for children and
young people.

One of the Englishmen, who were my travelling companions, made me acquainted

with a Dr. G****, who lives near P •, and keeps an academy for the educa-

tion of twelve young people, which number is here, as well as at our Mi-. Kumpc'si
never exceeded, and the same plan has been adopted and followed by many others,

both here, and elsewhere.

At the entrance I perceived over the door of the house a large board, and written

on it. Dr. G****'s Academy. Dr. G. received me with great courtesy as a fo»

reigner, and shewed :ne his school room, which was fum'ished just in the same man-
ner as the classes in our public schools are, with benches and a profi»8or's chair>

or t.

The usher at Dr. G^^^^'s is a young clergyman, who, seated also in a chair, or

desk, instmcts the boys in the Greek and Latin grammars.
3uch an under-teacher is called an usher ; and, by what I can learn, is commonly a

tormented being, exacily answering the exquisite descripdon given of him in the Vicar
of Wakefield. We went in, during the hours of attendance, and he was just hearing

the boys decline their Latin, which he did in the old jog-trot way ; and I own it had an
odd sound to my ears, when, instead of pronouncing, for example, viri veeree^ I heard

them say viri, of the man, exactly according to the English pronunciation, and virOf to

the man. The case was just the same afterwards with the Greek.
Mr. G**** invited us to dinner, when I became acquainted with bis wife ; a very

genteel ^oung woman, whose behaviour to the rhildren wa,s such, that she might be said

to contribute more to their education than any one else. The children drank nothing but
water. For every boarder, Dr. G receives yearly no more than 30 pounds sterling j

which, however, he complained of as being too little. From 40 to 50 pounds is me
most that is generally paid in these academies.

1 told him of our improvements in the manner of education ; and c!so spoke to him
of the aor^>arcnt great worth of character of his usher. He listened very attentively, but
seemed to have thought little himself on this subject. Before and aAer dinner the Lord's
Prayer was repeated in French, which is done in several places, as if they were eager not

to waste, without some improvement, even this opportunity also to practise the French,
and thus at once accomplish two points. I afterwards tola aim my opinion of this species

of prayer, which, however, he did not take amiss.

After dinner the boys had leave to play in a very small yard, which in most schools,

or academies, in the city of London, is the ne plus ultra of their play ground in their

hours of recreation. But Mr. G"^*^^ has another garden at the end of the town, where
he sometimes .takes them to walk.

After dinner Mr. G**** himself instructed the children in writing, arithmetic, and
French, all which seemed to be well taught here ; especially writing, in which the

young people in Engh.nd far surpass, I believ . all others. This may, perhaps, be
owing to their having occasion to learn only one sort of letters. As th«. midsummer ho-
lidays were now approaching (at which time the children in all the academies go home
for four weeks) every one was obliged with the utmost care to cop> a written model,
in order to shew it to their parents, because this article is most particularly examined^
as every body can tell what is, or is not, good writing. The boys knew all the rules of
syntax by heart.

y^^m-
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All these academies are in general called boardin^.schools. Some few retain the old

name of schools onlv ; though it is possible, tliat m real merit they may excel the so

much-boasted of academies.

It is in general the clergr, who have small incomes, who set up these schools, both

in town and country ; and grown up people, who are foreigners, are also admitted

here to learn the English language. Mr. G**i^* charged for board, lod^ng, and in.

struction in the English, two guineas a week. He, howerer, who is desirous of per.

fecting himself in the English, will do better to go some distance into the country,

and board himself with any clerg)'man who takes scholars, where he will hear no.

thing but English spoken, and may at every oppoitunity be taught both by young and
old.

There are in England, besides the two universities, but few great schools or col.

leges. In London, there are only St. Paul's and Westminster schools ; the rest are

almost all private institutions, in which there reigns a kind of family education, which
is certainly the most natural, if properly conducted. Some few grammar schools,

or Latin schools, are notwithstanding here and there to be met with, where the

master receives a fixed salary, besides the ordinary profits of the school paid by the

scholars.

You see in the streets of London great and little boys running about in I mg blue

coats, which, like robes, reach quite down to the feet, and little white bands , such as

die clerey wear. These belong to a charitable instimdon, or school, which bears the

name of the Blue Coat SchooL The singing of the choristers in the streets, so usual

with us, is not at all customary here. Indeed, tliere is in England, or at least in Lon.
don, such a constant walking, riding, and driving up and down in 'the streets, that it

would not be very practicable. Parents here, in general, nay even those of the lowest

classes, seem to he kind and indulgent to their children ; and do not, like our com.
mon people, break their spirits too much by blows and sharp language. Children

should certainly be inured early to set a proper value on themselves ; whereas with us,

parents of the lower class bring up their children to the same slavery under which they

themselves groan.

Notwithstanding the constant new appetites and calls of fashion, they here remain
faithful to nature till a certain age. What a contrast, when I figure to myselfour pet-

ted, pale.faced Berlin boys, at six years old, with a large bag, and all the parade of
grown-up persons, nay even with laced coats ; and here, on the contrary', see nothing

but fine, ruddy, slim, active boys, with their bosoms open, and their hair cut on their

forehead, whilst behind it flows naturally in ringlets. It is something uncommon here

to meet a young man, and more, especially a boy, with a pale or sallow face, with de.

formed features, or dispronortioned limbs. With us, alas ! it b not to be concealed,

the case is very much other-wise ; if it were not, handsome people would hardly strike us
so very much as they do in this countr3r.

This free, loose, and natural dress is worn till they are eighteen, or even till they

are twenty. It is then, indeed, discontinued by the higher ranks, but with the com.
mon people it always remains the same. They then begin to have their hair dressed,

and curled with irons, to give the head a large bushy appearance, and half their backs
are covered with powder. I am obliged to remain still longer under the hands of an
Englbh, than I was under a German, hair-dresser ; and to sweat under his hot irons

with which he curls my hair all over, in order that I may appear, among Englishmen,

somewhat English, I niust here observe that the English hair-dressers are also bathers,

i
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an o$ce, however, which they perrorm very badly indeed; though I cannot but con-

sider shaving as a far more pro(>er employment for these petit maitres than it b for sur-

geons, who, you know, in our country are obliged to shave us. It is incredible how
much the English at present Frenchify themselves ; the only things yet wanting are bags
and swords, with which at least, I have seen no one walking publicly, but I am told

th^ are worn at court.

In the morning it is usual to walk out in a sort of neglig6e, or morning dress, your
hair not dressed, but merely rolled up in rollers, and :.i afrock and boots. In West-
minstci, ^he morning lasts till four or five o'clock, at which time they dine : and supper

and going to bed are regulated accordingly. They generally do not breakfast till ten

o'clock. The farther you go from the court into the city, the more regular and do-

mestic the people become ; and tliere they generally dine about three o'cuKk, i. e. as

soon as the busmess or 'Change is over.

Trimmed suits are not yet worn, and the most usual dress is, in summer, a short white
waistcoat, black breeches, white silk stockings, and a frock, generally of very dark
blue cloth, which looks like black ; and the English seem in general to prefer dark co-

lours. If you wish to be full drcst, you wear black. Officers rarely wear their uni-

forms, but dress like other people, and are to be known to be officers only by a cockade
in their hats.

It is a common observation, that the more solicitous any people are about dress, the

more effeminate they are. I attribute it entirely to this idle adventitious passion for

finery, that these people are become so over and above careful of their persons ; they

are for ever« and on every occasion, putting one another on their guard against catching

cold; *' you'll certainly catch cold/' they always tell you, if you happen to be a little

exposed to the draught of the air, or ifyou be not clad, as they think, sufficiently warm.
The general topic of conversation in summer, is on the important objects of whether

such and such an acquaintance be in town, or such an one m the country. Far from
blaming it, I think it natural and commendable, that nearly one half of the inhabitants

of this great city migrate into the country in summer. And into the country, i too,

though not a Londoner, hope soon to wander.

Electricity happens at present to be the puppet-show of the English. Whoever at all

understands electricity is sure of being noticed and successful. This a certain Mr. Kat-
terfelto experiences, who gives himself out for a Prussian, speaks bad English, and
understands, beside the usual electrical and philosophical experiments, some legerde-

main tricks, with which (at least according to the papers) he sets the whole world in

wondv'ir. For in almost every newspaper that ap|)ears, there are some verses on the

great Katterfelto, which some one or other of his hearers are said to have made extem-
pore. Every sensible person considers Katterfelto as a puppy, an ignoramus, a brag-

gadocio, and an impostor ; notwithstanding which he has a number of followers. He
has demonstrated to the people, that the influenza is occasioned by a small kind of in-

sect, which poisons the air ; and a nostrum, which he pretends to have found out, to

prevent or destroy it, is eagerly bought of him. A few days ago he put into the pa-

pers :
" It is true that Mr. Katterfelto has always wished for cold and rainy weather, in

order to destroy the pernicious insects in the air ; but now on the contrary he wislies

for nothing more than for fair weather, as his majesty and the whole royal family have
determined, the first fine day, to be eye-witnesses of the great wonder, which this learn-

ed philosopher will render visible to them." Yet all this while the royal family have

not so much as even thought of seeing the wonders of Mr. Katterfelto. This kiivl of

5«':?r?««»«!!«p'«>l»«M%W«JS- P»»r-
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rhodomontade is very finely expressed in English by the word puff, which, in its literal

sense, signifies a blowing, or violent gust of wind, and in the metaphorical sense, a

boasting, or bragging.

Of such puffs the English newspapers are daily full ; particularly of quack medicines

and empirics ; by means of which many a one here (and among others a German, who
goes by the name of the German doctor) are become rich. An advertisement of a

lottery in the papers begins with capitals in this manner :
" Ten Thousand Pounds for

a Six-pence ! Yes, however astonishing it may seem, it is nevertheless undoubted-

ly true, that for the small stake of six-pence, ten thousand pounds, and other ca-

pital prizes, may be won, Sec." But enough for this time of the puffs of the Eng-
lish.

I yesterday dined with the Rev. Mr. Schroder, son-in-law to professor Foster of

Halle. He is chaplain to the German chapel at St. James's ; but besides himself, he

has a colleague or a reader, who is also in orders, but has only fifty pounds yearly sa-

lary. Mr. Schrader also instructs the younger princes and princesses of the royal fiimily

in their religion. At his house I saw the two chaplains, Mr. Lindeman and Mr. Krit-

ter, who went with the Hanoverian troops to Minorca, and who were returned with the

gamson. They were exposed to every danger along with the troops. The German
clergy, as well as every other person in any public station immediately under govern-

ment, are obliged to pay a considerable tax out of their salaries.

The Jbnglish clergy (and I fear those still more particularly who live in London) are

noticeable, and lamentably conspicuous, by a very free, secular and irregular way of life.

Since my residence in England, one has fought a duel in Hyde Park, and shot his anta-

gonist. He was tried for the offence, and it was evident the judge thought him
guilw of murder , but the jury declared him guilty only of manslaug^hter ; and on this

verdict he was burnt in the hand, if that may be called burning which is done with a

cokl iron ; this being a privilege which the nobility and clergy enjoy above other mur-
derers.

Yesterday v;eek, after I had preached for Mr. Wendebome, we passed an English

churchy in which, we understood, the sermon was not yet quite finished. On this we
went in, and then I heard a young man preaching, with a tolerab le good voice, and a

E
roper delivery ; but, like the English in general, his manner wa& unimpassioned, and

is tonemonotonous. From the church we went to a coffee-house opposite to it, and
there we dined. We had not been long there before the same clergyman, whom we
had just heard preaching, also came in. He called for pen and ink, and hastily wrote

down a few pages on a long sheet of paper, which he put into his pocket ; I suppose it

was some rough sketch or memorandum, that occurred to him at that moment, and
which he thus reserved for some future sermon. He too ordered some dinner ; which
he had no sooner eat, than he returned immediately to the same church. We followed

him, and he again mounted the pulpit, where he drew from his pocket a written paper, or

book of notes, and delivered, in all probability, those very words which he hadjust before

composed in our presence at the coffee-house.

In these coflfee- houses, however, there generally prevails a very decorous stillness and
silence. Every one speaks softly to those only who sit next him. The greater part

read the newspapers, and no one ever disturbs another. The room is commonly on
the ground floor, and you enter it immediately from the street ; the seats are divided

by wooden wainscot partitions. Many letters and projects are here written and plan-

ned, and many of those that you find in the papers are dated from some of these

colfee-houses. There is, therefore, nothuig incredible, nor very extraordinary, in

I
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a person's composing a sermon here, excepting that one would imagine it . >ight have

been done better at home, and certainly should not have thus been put off to the lait

minute.

Another long walk that I have taken pretty often, is through Hanover-square and Ca*
vendish-squarc to Bulstrode-street, near Paddington, where the Danish ambahsudor

liveti, and where I have often visited the D^iniith Charge d'Affaires, M. Schomborn.
He is well known in Germany, as having attempted to translate Pindar into German.
Besides this, and besides being known to be a man of genius, he is known to be a great

proficient in most of the branches of natural philosophy. I have spent many very plea-

sant hours with him.

Sublime poetry, and in particular odes, are his forte ; there arc indeed few depart-

ments of learning in which lie hus not extensive knowledge, and he is also well read in

the Greek and noman authors. Every thing he studies, he studies merely from the

love he bears to the science itself, and by no means for the love of fame. One could

hardly help saying it is a pity that so excellent a man should be so little known, were
it not generally the case with men of transcendent merit. But what makes him still

more valuable is his pure and open soul, and his amiable unaffected simplicity of cha-

racter, which has gained him the love and confidence of all who know him. He has

heretofore, been secretary to the ambassador at Aleiers ; and even here in London,
when he is not occupied by the business arising from his public station, he lives exceed-

ingly retired, and devotes hb time almost entirely to the study of the sciences. The
more agreeable I find such an acquaintance, the harder it will be for me to loose, as I

soon must, his learned, his instructive, and friendly conversation.

I have seen the large Freemason's Hall here, at the tavern of the same name. This
hall is of an astonbhing height and breadth, and to me it looked almost like a church.

The orchestra is very much raised, and from that you have a fine view of the whole
hall, which makes a majestic appearance. The building is said to have cost an immense
sum. But to that the lodges m Germany also contributed. Free-masonry seems to be
held in but little estimation in En^and, perhaps because most of the lodges are now
degenerated into mere drinking clubs ; thougn I hope there are stiU some, who as-

semble for nobler and more essential purposes. The duke of Cumberland b now grand
master.

London, SOth June, 1782.

AT length my determination of going into the countiy takes effect ; and I am to

set off this very afternoon in a stage ; so that I now write to you my last letter from
London, I mean till I return from my pilgrimage ; for as soon as ever I have got be.

yond the dangerous ne^bouriiood of London, I shall certainly no longer suffer myself

to be cooped up in a post-coach, but take my staff and pursue mv journey on foot In

the mean time, however, I will relate to you what I may either have forgotten to write

before, or what I have seen worth notice within these few days last past; among which
the foremost is

ST. PAUL'S.
. y-.i.:'.^

I MUST own that on my entrance into this massy building, an uncommon vacancy,

which seemed to reign in it, rather damped than raised an impression of any thing ma*
jestic in me. All around me I could see nothing but immense bare walls md pillars.

"a-"W.'K,.JJKMfl!^,i*rt*»w«a'^«'" :y'ir
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Above me, at an astonishing height, was the vaulted stone roof; nrd bencuth me, u
plain, flat, even floor, paved with marble. No altur was to be seei\ or any other

sign that this was a place where mankind assembled to adore the Almighty. For the

church itself, or properly that part of it uhere they perform divine servue, stems ns

it were a piece stuck on or added to the main edifice ; and is separated from the largt;

round empty space by an iron gate, or door. Did the great architects, who .dopted

this stile of building, mean by this to say that such a temple is most proper for the

adoration of the Almighty ? If this was their aim, I can only say, I admire the great

temple of nature, the azure vaulted sky, and the green carpet, with which the eartl<

is spread. This is truly a large temple ; but then there is in it no void, no spot uniip-

propriated, or unfilled : but every where proofs in abundance of the presence of the AK
mighty. If, however, mankind, in their honest ambition to worship the Great God oi'

Nature, in a stile not wholly unsuitable to the great object of their reverence, and in their

humble efforts at magnificence, aim, in some degree, to rival the nagnificence of nature,

Particular pains should be taken to hit on something that might atone for the unavoida*

le k>sB of the animation and ampleness of iia*ure : something in short that should

clearly indicate the true and appropriated design * ^. purpose of such a building. If,

on the other hand, I could be contented to consiu n* St. Paul's merely as a work of
art i built as if merely to show the amacuig extent of human powers, I should ccrtiiinly

gaze at it with admiration and astonishment: but \hen I wish rather to contemplate it

with awe and veneration. But, I perceive I am wa.idering out of my way : St. Paul's

is here, as it is, a noble pile, and not unworthy of this great nation. And even if I

were sure that I could, you woukl hardly thank me for shewing you how it might have
been still more worthy of this intelligent people. I make a conscience however of telling

you always, with fidelity, what impression every thing I see or hear makes on me at the

time. For a small sum of money I was conducted all over the church, by a man whose
office it seemed to be, and he repeated to me, I dare say, exactly his lesson,

which no doubt he had perfectly got by rote ; of how many feet long and broad it was

;

how many years it was in building, and in what year built ; mucn of this rigmarole

story, which, like a parrot, he repeated mechanically, I could willingly have dispensed

widi. In the part tliat was separated fi^m the rest by the iron gate, above mentioned,

was what I call the church itself; furnished with benches, pews, pulpit, and an altar;

and on each side seats for the choristers, as there are in our cathedrals. This church
seemed to have been built purposely in such a way, that the bishop, or dean, or dig.

nitary, who should preach there, might not be obliged to strain his voice too much. I

was now conducted to that part which is called the whispering gallery, which is a cir-

cumference of ptxxligious extent, just below the cupola. Here 1 was directed to place

myself in a part of it directly opposite to my conductor, on the other side of the gal.

lery, so diat we had the whole breadth of the church between us ; and here as I stood,

he, knowing his cue no doubt, flung to the door with all his force, which gave a
sound that I could compare to nothing less than a peal of thunder. I was next desired

to apply my ear to the wall, which, when I did, I heard the words of my conductor

:

" can you hear me ?" which he softly whispered quite on the other side, as plain

and as loud as one commonly .speaks to a deaf ])erson. This scheme to condense and
invigorate sound at so great a distance, is really wonderful. I once noticed some sound

of the same sort in the senatorial cellar at Bremen ; but neither that, nor I believe any

other in the World, can pretend to come in competition with this.

I now ascended several steps to the great gallery, which runs on the outside of the

great dome, and here I remamed nearly two hours, as I could hardly, in less time,

VOL. II* 3 X
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satufy myself with the prospect of the various interesting object^ that lay all round me;
and which can no where be better seen than from hence.

Every view, and every object I studied attentively, by viewing them again and again

on every side : for I was anxious to make a lasting impression ofit on my imugiiution.

Below me lay steeples, houses, and palaces in countless numbers ; the squares, with

their grass plots in tneir middle that lay agreeably dispersed and intermixed, with all

the huge clusters of buildings, forming, mean-while, a pleasing contrast, and a relief

to the jaded eye.

At one end rose the Tower« itself a city, with a wood of masts behind it ; and at

the other Westminster Abbey with its steeples. There I beheld, clad in smiles, those

beautiful green hills, that skirt the environs of Paddington and Islington : here, on the

opposite bank of the Thames, lay Southwark ; the city itself it seems to be impossible

for any eye to take in entirely, for with all my pains, 1 found it impossible to ascertain

cither where it ended, or where t*ie circumjacent villages began : far as the eye could

reach, it seemed to be all one continued chain ofbuilding.

I well remember how large I thouffht Berlin, when first I saw it from the steeple of

St Mar;^, and from the Temple Yard Hills : but how did it now sink and &I1 in my
imagination, when I compared it with London

!

It is however idle and vain to attempt giving you, in words, an^ description, how*
ever faint and imperfect, ofsuch a prospect as I have just been viewingr. He who wishes

at one view to see a world in miniature, must come to the dome of St. Paul'

<

The roof of St. Paul's itself with its two lesser steeples lay below me, aii i, as I fan*

cied, looked something like the back ground of a small ridge of hills, which you look

down upon, when you have attained the summit ofsome huge rock or mountain. I

should gladly have remained here some time longer, but a gust of wind which, in this si-

tuation, was so powerful, that it was hardly possible to withstand it, drove me
down. «,, . .

Notwithstanding that St. Paul's is itself very high, the elevation of the ground on
which it stands contributes greatly to its elevation.

The church of St. Peter at Berlin, notwithstanding the total difference between
them in the stile of building, appears, in some respects, to have a great resemblance of St.

Paul's in London. At least its large high black roof rises above the otlier sur-

rounding buildings just as St. Paul's does.

What else I saw m this stately cathedral, was only a wooden model of this very edi-

fice ; which was made before the church was built, and which suggests some not unpleas-

ing reflections, when one compares it with the enormous building itself.

The church-yard is enclosed with an iron rail ; and it appears a con»derable distance,

if you go all round. ?•>*%" -

Owing to some cause or other, the sight of St. Paul's strikes you as being confined

;

and it is certain, that this beautiful church is on every side clotiely surrounded by
houses.

A marble statue ofqueen Anne, in an enclosed piece ofground in the west front ofthe

church, is something of an ornament to that side.

The size of the bell of St. Paul's is also worthy of notice, as it is reckoned one of those

that are deemed the largest in Europe. It takes its place, they say, next to that at Vien-

na.

Every thing that I saw in St. Paul's cost me only a little more than a shilling;, which

I paid in pence and balance, according to a regulated price, fixed for every dimrent cu-

riosity.
''-'

!-
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WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

On a verv gloomy dismal day, just such a one as it ought to be, I went to see West.
minster Abbey.

I entered at a small door, which brought me immediately to the poet's corner, where
th<. monuments and busts of the principal poets, artists, generals, and great men, are

placed.

Not far from the door, immediately on my entrance, I perceived the statue of Shake-
speare, as large as life ; with a band, &c. in the dress usual in his time.

A passage out ofone of Shakespeare's own plays (the Tem[iest) in which he describes,

in the moat solemn and affecting manner, the end, or the dissolution of all things, is here,

with great propriety, put up as his epitaph ) as though none but Shakespeare could do
justice to Snakespeare.

Not far from this immortal bard is Rowe's monument, which, as it is intimated
in the few lines that are inscribed as his epitaph, he himself had desired to be placed
there.

At no great distance, I saw the bust of that amiable writer. Goldsmith ; to whom,
as well as to Butler, whose monument is in a distant part of the abbey, tliough they had
scarcely necessary bread to eat during their life time, handsome monuments are now
raised. Here too you see, almost in a row, the monumti.'s of Milton, Dryden, Gay,
and Thompson. The inscription on Gay's tomb-stone is, if not actually immoral, yet

futile and weak } though he is said to have written it himself

:

« Ufe is a jest, and all things show it.

**l thought so once, but now I know it."

' Our Handel has a monument here, where he b represented as large as life.

An actress, Pritchard, and Booth, an actor, have also distinguishra monuments erected

here to their memories.

For Newton, as was proper, thrre is a very costly one. It is above, at the entrance

of the choir, and exacUy opposite to this, at the end ol the church, another is erected,

which refers you to the former. . „

As I passed along the side Walls of Westminster Abbey, I hardly saw any thing but

marble monuments of great admirals, but which were all too much loaded with finery

and ornaments, to make, on me at least, the intended impression.

< I always returned with most pleasure to the poet's comer, wheie the most sensible, the

most able, uklmost learned men, of the difii^rent ages, were re-assembled ; and particu-

larly where the elegant simplicity of the monuments made an elevated and affecting

impression on the mind, while a perfect recollection of some favourite passage of a

Shakespeare, or Milton, recurred to my idea, and seemed for a moment to re-animate

and bring back the spirits of those truly great men.

OfAddison and Pope I have tbund no monuments here. The vaults where the kings

are buried, and some other things worth notice in the abbey, I have not yet seen ; but

perhaps I may at my return to London from the country.

I have made every necessary preparation for this journey. In the first place I have

an accurate map of England m my pocket ; besides an excellent book of the roads,

which Mr. Pointer, the English merchant to whom I am recommended, has lent me:
3 s a
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The title b, " A new and accurate description of all the direct and principal crott^

Road* in Great Brituin." This book, I hope, will be of great service to me in my
ramblingn.

'

I was fur u long; time undecided which way I should go, whether to the Isle of Wight,
to Portsmouth, or to Derbyshire, which is famous for its natural curiosities, and also for

its roinuiitic situation. At length I have determined on Derbyshire.

During nw absence I Icuvc my trunk at Mr. Mulhausen's fone of Mr. Pointer's se>

nior partners] that I muy not be at the needless cxi)encc ot paying for mv lodeing

without making use of it. This Mr. Pointer lived long in Germany, and is pohtely

partial to us and our language, and speaks it well. He is a well bred and singularly

obliging man ; and one who possesses u vast fund of information, and a good taatc. I

cannot but feci myself happy m having obtained a recommendation to so accomplished a

man. I got it from Messrs. Perscnt and Dorner, to whom I had the honour to be re.

commended by Mr. Von Tuubenheim, Privy Counsellor at Berlin. These recommen>
dations have been of infinite use to me.

1 propose to go to-day as far as Richmond : for which place a stage sets out about

two o'clock from some inn, not far from the New Church in the Strand. Four gui-

neas, some linen, my Kngliiih book of the roads, and a map and pocket-book, together

with Milton's Paradise Lost, which I must put in my pocket, compose the whole of my
equipage ; and I hope to walk very lightly with it. But it now strikes half past one

;

and of course it is time for me to b« at the stage. Farewell i I will write to you again

from Richmond.

Richmond^ 2Ut June, 1782.

YESTERDAY afternoon I had the luxury, for the first time, of being driven in an

English stage. These coaches are, at least in the eyes of a foreigner, quite elegant, lined

in the inside ; and with two seats large enough to accommodate six persons : but it must
be owned, when the carriage is full, the company are rather crowded.

At the White Hart, from whence the coach sets out, there was, at first, only an elderly

lady who got in ; but as we drove along, it was soon filled, and mostly by ladies, tliere

being only one more gentleman and myself. The conversation ofthe ladies among them-

selves, who appeared to be a little acquainted with each other, seemed to me to be but very

insipid and tiresome. All I could do was, I drew out my book of the roads, and marked
the way we were going. iv*-

Before you well know that you are out ofLondon, you are already in Kensington And
Hammersmith ; because there are all the way houses on both sides, af^er you are out of

the city ; just as you may remember the case is with us when you drive from Berlin to

Schoneberg : although in point of prospect, houses, and streets, the difference, no doubt,
s prodigious.

It was a fine day, and there were various delightful prospects on both si<les, on which

*the eye would willingly have dwelt longer, had not our coach rolled on past them so

Erovokingly quick. It appeared somewhat singular to me, when, at a few miles from
lOndon, I saw at a distance a beautiful white house ; and perceived on the high road, on

which we were driving, a direction post, on which were written these words :
*' that great

^vhite house, at a distance, is a boarding-school !"

The man who was with us in the coach pointed out to us the country seats of the

lords and great people, by which we passed ; and entertained us with all kind of stories

,r:0
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of robberies, which had been committed on travellera hcrcahoutit : so that the ladies ut

last began to be rather rfraid ; on which lie began to stand un fur the tiu|)eriur honour

of the Knfi^liiih robbcrti, when compared with the French : the former he said robbed

only, titc latter both robb<!d uitd murdcp.d.

Not H'ithstanding this, thcr? are in Kngland another species of villains, whoaUo miir<

dcr, and thi»t oftentimes fo*- the mcivst trifle, of which they rob tiK |Kr»on murdrivd.

These fu-ecillcd Footpads, and are the lowest clasn of Ktigliith rogues ; amongst whom
in gererahherc reigns somctiiing like some regard to character.

The hki^Mst order of thieves arc the pick-|Kx:kets, or cutpurses, whom you find

every where \ and sometimes even in the best companies. They are gei\enilly well and

handsomclv dressed, so that you take them to be persons of rank ; as iiuleed may some*
times be the case ;

penons who by extravagance and excesses have reduced them*

selves to want, and find themselves obliged at last to have recourse to pilfering and

thieving.

Next to them come the highwaymen, who rob on horseback ; and of\en, they say,

even with unloaded pistols they terrify travellers, in order to put themselves in posscbsion

of their purses. Among these persons, however, there are instances of true greatness

of soul ; there are numberiess instances of their returning a part of their booty, where
the party robbed has appeared to be particularly distressed ; and they are seldom guilty

of murder.

Then comes the third and lowest, and worst of all thieves and roj^es, the footpads

before mentioned ; who are on foot, and of'cn murder in the most mhuman manner,

for the sake of only a few shillings, any unfortunate people who happen to fall in their

way. Of this several mournful instances may be rcaa almost daily in the Knglisli

papers. Probably they murder because they cannot, like highwaymen, aided by their

norhes, make a rapid flight ; and therefore such pests are frequenUy pretty

easily pursued and taken, if the person robbed gives information of his robbery in

time.

But to n:tum to our stage, I must observe, that they have here a curious way of

riding, not in, but upon a stage<coach. Persons to whom it is not convenient to pay

a full price, instead of the inside, sit on the top of the coach, without any seats, or even

a rail. By what means passengers thus fasten themselves securely on the roof of these

vehicles, I know not ; but you constantly see numbers seated there, apparently at their

ease, and in perfect safety.

This they call riding on the outside ; for which they pay only half as much as those

pay who are within : we had at present six of these passengers over our heads, who,
when we alighted, frequently made such a noise and bustle, as sometimes almost fright-

ened us. He who can properly balance himself, rides not incommodiously on the

outside ; and in summer time, in fine weather, on account of the prospects, it certainly

is more pleasant than it is within ; excepting that the company is generally low, and
the dust is likewise more troublesome than in the inside, where, at any rate, you may
draw up the windows according to your pleasure.

In Kensington, where we stopped, a Jew applied for a place along with us ; but as

there was no seat vacant in the inside, he would not ride un the outside ; which seemed
not quite to please my travelling companions. They could not help thinking it some-
what preposterous, that a Jew should be ashamed to ride on the outside, or on any side,

and in any way ; since, as they added, he was nothing more than a Jew. This antipathy

and prejudice against the Jews, I have noticed to be far more common here, than it is

even with us, who certainly are not partial to them.

:.»
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Of the beautiful country seats and villas which we now passed, I ccid only through

the windows of our coach gain a p^itial and indistinct prospect ; which led me to wish,

as I soon most earnestly did, to be k'eleased from this moveable prison. Towards even-

ing we arrived at Richmond. In London, before I set out, I had paid one shilline

;

anotiier was now demanded ; so that upon the whole, from London to Richmond, the

passage in the stage costsjust two shillings.

As soon as I had alighted at an Inn and had drank my tea, I went out immediately to

see the town and the circumjacent country.

Even this town, though hardly out of sight of London, is more countrified, plea«

santer, and more cheerful than London, and the houses do not seem to be so much
binckcned by smoke. The people also appeared to me here more sociable, and more
hospitable. I saw several sitting en benches before their doors, to enjoy the cool breeze

of the evening. On a large green area in the middle of the town, a number of boys,

and even young men, were enjoying themselves, and playing at trap*ball. In the streets

there reigned here, compared to London, a pleasing rural tranquility ; and I breathed a
purer and fresher air.' ,•.».;

I went now out of the town over a bridge, which lies across the Thames, and
where you pay a penny as often as you pass over it. The bridge b lofty, and
built in the form of an arch, and from it you enter immediately into a most charming
valley, that winds all along the banks of the Thames.

It was evening ; the sun was just shedding; her last parting rays on the valley : but

such an evening, and such a valley ! O, it is impossible I should ever forget them. The
terrace at Richmond does assuredly afford one of the finest prospects in the world.

Whatever is charming in nature, or pleasing in art, is to be seen here. Nothing I had
ever seen, or ever can see elsewhere, is to be compared to it. My feelings, during

the few short enraptured minutes that I stood there, it is impossible for any pen to

describe.

One of my first sensations was, chagrin and sorrow for the days and hours I had
wasted in London ; and I had vented a thousand bitter reproaches on my irresolution,

that I had not long ago quitted that huge dungeon, to come here, and pass my time in

paradise.

Yes, my friend, whatever be your ideas of paradise, and how luxuriantly soever it

may be depicted to your imagination, I venture to foretel, that here you will be sure to

find all those ideas realized. In every point of view, Richmond is assuredly one ofthe

first situations in the world. Here it was that Thomson and Pope ^eaned from nature

all those beautiful passages with which their inimitable writings abound.

Instead of the incessant distressing noise in London, I saw here at a distance sundry
little family .parties walking arm in arm along the banks of the Thames. Every thing

breathed a soft and pleasing calm, which warmed my heart ; and filled it with some g«

the most pleasing sensations ofwhich our nature is susceptible.

Beneath I trod on that fresh, even, and soft verdure, which is to be seen only in Eng.
land : on one side of me lay a wood, than which nature cannot produce a finer ; and
on the other, Thames, with its shelvy bank and charming lawns, rising like an amphi.
theatre ; along which, here and theie, one espies a picturesque white house, aspiring; in

majestic simplicity, to pierce the dark foliage of the surrounding trees ; thus, studding,

like stars in the galaxy, the rich expanse of this charming vale.

Sweet lUchmond ! never, no never shall I forget that lovely evening, when fi-om thy

fairy hills thou didst so hospitably smile on me, a poor, lonely, insignificant sUranger ! As
I traversed to and fro thy meads, thy Uttle swelling hills, and flowery dells, aiid above

II
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all, that queen of all rivers, thy own majestic Thames, I forgot all sublunary cares, and
thought only of heaven and heavenly thmgs. Happy, thrice happy* am I, I a^in and
again exclaimed, that I am no longer in yon gloomy city, but here in Elysium, m Rich-

mond !

ye copsy hills, ye green meadows, and ye rich streams in this blessed country,

how have ye enchanted me ! Still, however, let me recollect, and resolve, as I firmly do,

that even ye shall not prevent my return to those barren and dusty lands, where my,
perhaps a less indulgent, destiny has placed me ; and where, in the due discharge of all

(he arduous and important duties of that humble function, to which providence has

called me, I must and I will faithfully exert my best talents : and in that exertion find

pleasure, and, I trust, happiness. In every future moment of my life, however, the re-

collection of thb scene, and the feelings it inspired, shall cheer my labours, and invigo-

rate my efforts.

These were some of my reflections, my dearest friend, during my solitary walk. Of
the evening I passed at Richmond, I speak feebly, when 1 content myself with saying

only, it was one of the pleasantest I ever spent in my life.

1 now resolved to go to bed early, with a firm purpose of also rbing early the next
day, to revisit this charming walk. For I thought to myself, I have now seen this Tenipe
of the modem world imperfectly ; I have seen it only by moon-light : how much more
charming must it be, when glistening with the morning dew ! These fond hopes, alas

!

were all disappointed. In all great schemes of enjoyment, it is I believe no bad way al-

ways to figure to yourself some possible evil that may arise ; and to anticipate a disap-

pointment. If I had done so, I should not perhaps have felt the mortification I then ex-

Pirienced quite so pungent. By some means or other I staid too long out, and so when
returned to Richmond, I had forgot the name and the sign of the inn, where I had be-

fore stopped ; it cost me no little trouble to find it again.

When at last I got back, I told the people what a sweet walk I had had ; and they
then spoke much of a prospect from a neighbouring hill, known by the name of Rich-
mond Hill, which was the very same hill, from the top of which I had just been gazing
at the houses in the vale the preceding evening. From this same hill, therefore, I resolv-

ed the next morning to see the sun rise.

The landlady of this house was a notable one ; and talked so much and so loud to her
servants, that 1 could not get to sleep till it was pretty late. However I was up next
mcMiung at three o'clock : and was now particularly sensible of the great inconveniences
they sustain in England by their bad custom of rising so late : for, as I was the only one

, in this family who was up, I could not get out of the house. This obliged me to spend
three most irksome and heavy hours till six o'clock ; however, a servant, at length,

opened the door, and I rushed out to climb Richmond-hill. To my infinite disap-

pointment« within the space of an hour, the sky had become overcast, and it was now
so cloudy, that I could not even see, nor ofcourse enjoy, one half of the delightful pros-
pect that lay before me. »>. .; . . < .*• -

On the top of this hill is an alley of chesnut-trees, under which here and there seats

are placed. Behind the alley is a row of well-built gentlemens' country seats : one does
not wonder to see it thus occupied ; besides the pure air, the prospect exceeds every
thing else Of the kind in the world. I never saw a palace, which (if I were the owner
of it) I would not give for any of the houses I now saw on Richmond Terrace.
The descent of the hill to the Thames is covered with verdure, the Thames, at the

foot of it, forms nearly a semi-circle ; in which it seems to embrace woody plains,

^?v>'^^>.<'i:. }-ifi Ui^i>. ^.r.K.n
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with meadows and country seats in its bosom. On one side you see the town and its

masnificeiu bridge ; and on the oiher a dark wood.

At a dtiitunce you could perceive peeping out among the meadows and woods sundry

small villageii, so that, notwithbtanding the dullness of the weather, this prospect,e ven
now, was one of the finest i had ever seen. But what is the reason, that yesterday even-

ing my feelings were far more acute and lively, the impressions made on me much strong-

er, when from the vale I viewed the hill, and fancied that there was in it every thing

that was delightful, than they are this moniing, when from the hill 1 overlooked the

vale, and knew pretty exactly what it contained ?

I have now finished my breakfast ; and once more seize my staff (the only com-
panion Ihave) and now again set out on this romantic journey on foot. From Wind-
sor you shall hear more of me. '*' <?•!• -.»

.'iVt'
» 5 1 ;f ify,

frindsor^ ISth June.

I HAVE already, my dearest friend, now that I write to you from hence, expert,

cnced so many inconveniencies as a traveller on foot, that 1 am at some loss to deter- "

mine, whether or no I shall go on with my journey in the same manner.

A traveller on foot in this country seems to be considered as a sort of wild mati, or

out-of-the-way being, who is stared at, pitied, suspected, and shunned by every body
that meets him. At least this has hitherto been my case, on the road from Richmond
to Windsor.
My host at Richmond, yesterday morning, could not sufEciendy express his sur-

prise, that I intended to venture to walk as far as Oxford, and still farther. He bow«
ever was so kind as to send his son, a clever little boy, to shew me the road leading to

Windsor. '^'•

At first I walked along a very pleasant footway by the side of the Thames ; where
close to.my right lay the king's garden. On the opposite bank of the Thames was
Isleworth, a spot that seemed to be distinguished by some elegant gentlemens' country,

seats and gardens. Here I was obliged to ferry the river, in order to get into the Ox-
ford road, which also leads to Windsor.
When I was on the other side of the water, I came to a house, and asked a man who

was standing at the door, if I was on the right road to Oxford. " Yes," said he, '* but
you want a carriage to carry you thither:" when I answered him that I intend-

ed walking it, he looked at me significantly, shook his head, and went into the house
again.

I was now on the road to Oxford. It is a charming fine broad road ; and I met on
it carriages without number; which, however, on account of the heat, occasioned a du^
that was extremely troublesome and disagreeable. The fine green hedges, which bor-

der the roads in England, contribute gready to render them pleasant. This was the

case in the road I now travelled : for, when I was tired, I sat down in the shade undtir

one of these hedges, and read Milton. But this relief was soon rendered dis&gretable

to me ; for those who rode, or drove, past me, stared at me with astonishment i and
made many significant gestures, as if they thought my head deranged. So singular tnust

it needs have appeared to them to see a man sitting abng the side of a public road, and
reading. I therefore found myself obliged, when I wished to rest myself and read* %o

look out for a retired spot in some by-lane or cros8*road.

"''
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When I again walked many of the coachmen who drove by called out to me, ever

and anon, and asked if I would not ride on the outside ; and when, every now and then,

a farmer on horseback met me, he said, and seemingly with an air of pity for me,
«

'tis very warm walking, sir !" and when I passed through a village, every old woman
testified her pity by an exclamation of '* Good God !*'

As far as tlounslow, the way was very pleasant ; afterwards I thought it not quite so

good. It lay across a common, which was ofa considerable extent, and bare and naked

;

excepting that here and there, I saw sh.ep feeding.

I now began to be very tired ; when, to my astonishment, I saw a tree in the middle

of the common, that stood quite solitary, and spread a shade like an arbour round it ; at

the bottom, round the trunk, a bench was placed, on which one may sit down ; beneath

the shade of this tree I reposed myself a little, read some of Milton, and made a

note in my memorandum-book, that I would remember this tree, which had so charita-

bly and hospitably received under its shade a weary traveller. This, you see, I have

now done.

The short English miles are delightful for walking ; you are always pleased to find,

every now and then, in how short a time you have walked a mile ; though, no doubt,

a mile is every where a mile. I walk but a moderate pace, and can accomplish four

English miles in an hour ; it used to take me pretty nearly the same time for One Ger«
man mik. Now it !s a pleasing exchange to find, that in two hours I can walk eight

miles. And now, I fancy, I was about seventeen miles from London, when I came to

an inn, where, for a little wine and water, I was obliged to pay sixpence. An Eng.
lishman, who happened to be sitting by the side of the innkeeper, found out that I was a
German, and of course from the country of his queen ; in praise of whom he was quite

lavish ; observing more than once, that England never tiad had such a queen, and would
not em\y get such another.

It now tegan to grow hot. On the left hand, almost close to the high road, I met
with a singularly clear rivulet. In this I bathed, and was much refreshed ; and after-

wards, wim fresii alacrity, continued my journey.

I had now got over the common, and was once more in a country rich and well cul-

tivated, beyond all conception. This conunued to be tlie case as f^ as Slough, which
is twenty railes atid an half from Lortdon, on the way to Oxford ; and from which to

the left tiiere is a road leading to Windsor, whose high white castle I have already seen

at a distance.

I made no stay here, but went directly to the right, along a very pleasant high-

road, between meadows and green hedges, towards Windsor, where I arrived about

noon.

It strikes a foreigner as something particular and unusual, when, on passing through
these fine English towns, he observes none of those circumstances by which the towns
in Germany are distin^ished from the villages, no walls, no gates, no sentries, nor garri-

sons. No stem examiner come& here to search and inspect us or our baggage ; no im.
perious guard here demands a sight of our passports ; perfectly free and unmolested, we
here w^ liirougb villages and towns as unconcerned as we should through an house of
our own.

Just befotre I got to Windsor, I passed Eton college, one of the first public schools in

En^and, and perhaps in the world. I have before observed, that there are in England
fewer ofdiese great ischoob than one might expect It lay on my left ; and on the right,

directly opposite to it, was an inti, Into which 1 went.

3yVOI,. II,
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I suppose it was during the hour of recreation, or in playtime, when I got to Eton

;

for I saw the boys in the yard before the college, which was enclosed by a low wall,

in great numbers, walking and running up and down.
Their dress struck me particularly : from the biggest to the least, they all wore black

cloaks, or gowns, over coloured clothes ; through which there was an aperture for their

arms. They also wore besides, a square hat or cap, that seemed to be covered with

velvet, such as our clergymen in many places wear.

They were differently employed ; some talking together ; some playing ; and some
liad their books in their hands, and were reading ; but I was soon obliged to get out

of their sight, they stared at me so, as I came along, all over dust, with my stick in my
hand.

As I entered the inn, and desired to have something to eat, the countenance of the

waiter soon gave me to understand, that I should there find no very friendly reception.

Whatever I got they seemed to give me with such an air, as shewed too plainly how
little they thought of me ; and as if they considered me but as a beggar. I must do
them the justice to own, however, that they suffered me to pay like a gentleman. No
doubt this was the fii-st time this pert bepowdered puppy had ever been called on to

wait on a poor devil, who entered their place on foot. I was tired, and asked for a bed-

room, where I might sleep. They shewed me into one that much resembled a prison

for malefactors. I requested that I might have a better room at night ; on which, with-

put any apology, they told me, that they had no intention of lodging me, as they had no
room for such guests ; but that I might go back to Slough, .vhere very probably I might
get a night's lodging.

With money in my pocket, and a consciousness, moreover, that I was doing nothing

that was either imprudent, unworthy, or really mean, I own it mortified and vexed me,
to find myself obliged to put up with this impudent ill-usage from people who ought to

reflect, that they are but the servants of the public, and little likely to recommend them-

selve to the high by being insolent to the low. They made mc, however, pay them
two shillings for my dinner and coffee ; which I had just thrown down, and was pre-

paring to sltake off the dust from mjr shoes, and quit this inhospitable St. Christopher*

when the green hills of Windsor smiled so friendly ujran me, that they seemed to mvite

me first to visit them.

And now trudging through the streets of Windsor, I at length mounted a sort of hill

;

a steep path led me on to its summit, close to the walls of the castle, where I had an un-

commonly extensive and fine prospect, which so much raised my heart, that in a moment
I forgot not only the insults ofwaiters and tavern-keepers, but the hardship of my lot, in

being obliged to travel in a manner that exposed me to the scom^ of a people whom I

wished to respect. Below me lay the most beautiful landscapes in the world ; all the

rich scenery that nature in her best attire can exhibit. Here were the spots that furnished

those delightful themes, of which the muse of Denham and Pope made choice. I seem-

ed to view a whole world at once, rich and beautiful beyond conception. At that mo-
ment what more could I have wished fb^ >

^ '^^ C <
". "V \ '

'

And the venerable castle, that roynl edifice which, in every part of it, has strong traces

of antiquity, smiles through its green trees, like the serene countenance of some
hoary sage, who, by the vigour of an happy constitution, still retains many of the

charms of youth. ^^^j:^...:^.
' j: ,.:..,>/;^:t :,^ i;^-:.:""\';. ,\\''

Nothing inspired me with more veneration and awe, than the fine old building

St. George's church ; which, as you come down from the castle, is on your right.

At the sight of it, past centuries seemed to revive in my imagination.

?AM^»>;i"->«i:tj^>li>M"r^«iii>|lil«»li»yiiiiap>iMii.i, -:
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But I will see no more of those sights which are she\vn you by one of those venal

praters, who ten times a day, parrot-wise, repeat over the same dull lesson they have
got b> heart. The surly fellow, who for a shilling conducted me round the church,

had nearly, with his chattering, destroyed the finest impressions. Henry the Eighth,

Charles the First, and Edward the Fourth, are buried here. After all, this church,

both within and without, has a most melancholy and dismal appearance.

They were building at what is called the queen's palace ; and prodigious quantities of
materials arc provided for that purpose.

I now went down a gentle declivity into the delightful park at Windsor ; at the foot

of which it looks so sombrous and gloomy, that I could hardly help fancying it was
some vast old Gothic temple. This forest certainly, in point of beauty, surpasses every

thing of the kind you can figure to yourself. To its own charms, when I saw it, there

were added a most pleasing and philosophical solitude ; the coolness of an evening
breeze ; all aided by the sou sounds of music, which at this distance from the castle,

from whence it issued, was inexpressibly sweet. It threw me into a sort of enthu-

siastic and pleasing reverie, which made me ample amends for the fatigues, discourte-

sies, and continued cross accidents I had encountered in the course ofthe day.

I now left the forest ; the clock struck six, and the workmen were going home from
their work.

I have forgot to mention the large round tower of the castle ; which is also a very
ancient building. The roads that lead to it are, all along their sides, planted with
shrubs ; these being modem and lively, make a pleasing contrast to the fine old mossy
walls. On the top of this tower the flag of Great Britain is usually displayed ; which,
however, as it was now late in the evening, was taken in.

As I came d own from the casde, I saw the king driving up to it, in a very plain, two-
wheeled, open carriage. The people here were politer than I used to think they were
in London : for I did not see a single person, high or low, who did not pull off theii

hats as their soverei^ passed them.

I was now again m Windsor ; and foun^ myself not far from the castle, opposite to

a very capital inn, where I saw many officer i and several persons of consequence going
in and out And here at this inn, contrary to all expectation, I was received by the

landlord with great civility, and even kindness ; very contrary to the haughty and in-

solent airs which the upstart at the other, and his jackanapes of a waiter, there thought
fit to f^ve themselves.

Hovtrever, it seemed to be my fate to be still a scandal and an eye-sore to all the wait-

ers. The maid, by the order of her master, shewed me a room, where I might adjust

my dress a little ; but I could hear her mutter and grumble as she went along with me.
Having put myself a little to rights, I went down into the cofiee-room, which is imme-
^ately at the entrance of the house, and told the landlord, that I thought I wished to

have yet one more walk. On this he obligingly directed me to stroll down a pleasant

field behind his house, at the foot of which, he said, I should find the Thames, and a
good bathing-place.

I followed his advice, and this evening was, if possible, finer than the preceding.

Here again, as I had been told I should, I found the Thames with all its gentle wind-
ings ; Windsor shone nearly as bright over the green vale, as those charming houses
on Richmond-hill, and the verdure was not less soft and delicate. The field I was in
seemed to slope a little towards the Thames. I seated myself near a bush, and there

wsuted the going down of the sun. At a distance I saw a numbei* of pjople bathing in

the Thames. When after sun-set, they were a Uttle (Aspersed, I drew near the spot I
3 y2
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had been directed to ; and here, for the first time, I sported in the cool tide of the

Thames. The bank was steep, but my landlord had dug some steps that went down
into the water; which is extremely convenient for those who cannot swim. Whilst I

was there, a couple of smart lively apprentice boys came also from the town, who,
with the greatest expedition, threw off their clothes and leathern aprons, and plunged
themselves, head foremost, into the water, where they opposed the tide with their

sinewy arms till they were tired. They advised me, with much natural civility,

to untie my hair, and that then, like them, I might plunge into the stream liead

foremost.

Refreshed and strengthened by this cool bath, I took a long walk by moon.light on
the banks of the Tliames ; to my lefl were the towers of Windsor, before me a little

village, with a steeple, the top of which peeped out among the green trees ; at a dis-

tance two inviting hills, which I was to climb in the morning ; and around me the

green corn-fields. Oh ! how indescribably beautiful was this evening, and this walk

!

At a distance among the houses, I could easily descry the inn where I lodged, and where
I seemed to myself at length to have found a place of refuge, and an home ; and I

thought, if I could but stay there, I should not be very sorry if I were never to find

another.

How soon did all these pleasing dreams vanish ! On my return the waiters (who
from my appearance, too probably expected but a trifling reward for their attentions

to me) received me grufily, and as if they were sorry to see me again. This was
not all ; I had the addidonal mortification to be again roughly accosted by the cross

maid, who had before shewn me to the bed-chamber ; and who, drq)ping a kind of

half courtesy, with a suppressed laugh, sneeringly told me, I might look out for ano-

ther lodging, as I could not sleep there, since the room she had by mistake shewn me
was already engaged. It can hardly be necessary to tell you, tliat I loudly protested

against this sudden change. At length the landlord came, and I appealed to him

;

and he with great courtesy immedlitely desired another room to be shewn me ; in which,

however, there were two beds ; so that I was obli^ to admit a companion. Thus
was I very near being a second time turned out ofan inn.

Directly under my room was the tap-room; Srom which I could plainly hear too

much of the conversation of some low people, who were drinking and sinnng songs, in^

which, as for as I could understand them, there were many passages at least as vulgar

and nonsensical as ours.

This company, I guessed, consbted chiefly of soldiers and low fellows* I was hardly

well hilled to sleep by this hurly-burly, when my chum (probably one of the drinkine

party below) came stumbling into the room and against my bed. At length, though
not without some difiiculty, he found his own bed ; into which he threw himself just as

he was, without staying to pull offeither clothes or boots.

This morning I rose very early, as I had proposed, in order to climb the two hills,

which yesterday presented me widi so inviting a prospect ; and in particular, that one of

them, on the summit of which an high white house appeared among the dark green trees;

the other was close by.

I found no regular path leading to these hills ; and therefore went straight forward,

without minding" roads ; only keeping in view the object of my fum. This certainly

created me some trouble. 1 had sometimes an hedge, and sometimes a bog to walk
round ; but at length I had attained the foot of the so earnestly wished fof hill, with

the high white house on its summit, when, just as I was going to ascend it, and was
already pleasing myself in the idea with the prospect from the white house, behold I

"feBteywiMiinjia^'' <nw»r.*»'V-; wj-TTijiif i«irtj»i?trir<i-i.«jvi V -ffT <,.^»»W*V ni^l^L??!W*VS^n tf
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read these words on a board : Take care ! there are steel traps and spring guns
here.

All my labour was lost, and I now went round to the other hill ; but here were also

steel traps and spring guns, though probably never intended to annoy such a wanderer

as myself, who wished only to enjoy ihc fine morning^ ur from this eminence.

Thus disappointed in my hopes, I returned to Windsor, much in the same temper

and manner as I had yesterday morning from Richmond-Hill ; where my wishes had also

been frustrated.

When I got to my inn, I received from the ill-tempered maid, who seemed to have

been stationed there on purpose to plague and vex me, the polite welcome, that on no
account should I sleep another night there. Luckily that was not my intention. I now
write to you in the coflfee room, where two Germans are talking together, who cer.

tainly little suspect how well I understand them ; if I were to make myself known tc

them, as a German, most probably, even tliese fellows would not speak to me, be-

cause I travel on foot. I fancy they are Hanoverians ! The weather is so fine that

notwithstanding the inconveniencies I have hitherto experienced on thb account, I think

I shall continue my journey in the same manner.

OxfordyJune^S.
I r

TO what various, singular and unaccountable fatalities and adventures are not foot,

travellers exposed, in this land of carriages and horses ! But, I will be^n my relation

in form and order.

In Windsor, I was obliged to pay for an old fowl I had for supper ; for a bed-room
which I procured with some difficulty and not without murmurs, and in which, to

complete my nusadventures, I was disturbed by a drunken fellow ; and for a couple of

dishes of tec, nine shillings, of which the fowl alone was charged six shillings.

As I was going away, ttie waiter, who had served me with so very ill a grace, placed

himself on the stairs, ami said, "pray remember the waiter!" I gave him three half-

pence : on which he saluced me with the heartiest G^—d d—n you, sir ! I had ever

heard. At the door stood the cross maid, who also accosted me with '* pray remem-
ber the chamber-maid!" "Yes, yes," said I, "I shall long remember your most
ill-mannered behaviour and shameful incivility ;" and so I gave her nothing. I hope

she was stung and netded at my reproof: however she strove to stifle her anger by a

contemptuous, loud horse laugh. Thus, as I left Windsor, I was literally followed by
abuses and curses.

I am very sorry to say, that I rejoiced when I once more perceived the towers of

Windsor behind me. It is not proper for wanderers to be prowling near tlie palaces of
kings : and so I sat me down, philosophically, in the shade of a green hedge, and again

read Milton, no friend of kings, though the first of poets. Whatever I may think of

their inns, it is impossible not to admire and be charmed with this country.

I took my way through Slough by Salt-hill, to Maidenhead. At Salt-hill, which
can hardly be called even a village, I saw a barber's shop ; and so I resolved to get

myself both shaved and dressed. For putting my hair a little in order, and shaving

me, I was forced to pay him a shilling. Opposite to this shop, there stands an elegant

house, and a neat garden.

Between Salt-hill and Maidenhead, I met with the first very remarkable and alarm-

ing adventure, that has occurred during my pilgrimage.

Hitherto I had scarcely met a single foot passenger, whilst coaches without number
every moment rolled past me; for there are few roads, even in England, more
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crowded than this western road, which leads to Bath and Bristol, as well as to Oxford.
I now also began to meet numbers of people on horseback ; which is by no means an
usual method of travelling.

The road now led me along a low sunken piece of ground between high trees, so

that I could not sec far before me, when a fellow in a brown frock and round hat, with

a stick in his hand, a great deal stronger than mine, came up to me. His countenance

immediately struck mc, as having in it something suspicious. He however passed me

;

but before t was aware, he turned back and asked me for a halfpenny, to buy, as he

said, some bread, as he had eat nothing that day. I felt in my pocket, and found that

I had no halfpence ; no, nor even a sixpence ; in short, nothing but shilling. 1 told

him the circumstance, which I hoped would excuse me : on which he said, with an
air and manner, the drift of which I could not understand, " God bless my soul I

"

This drew my attention still closer to the huge brawny fist which ^^ped his stick

;

and that closer attention determined me immediately to put my hand m my pocket and

S've him a shilling. Meanwhile a coach came up. The fellow thanked me and went on.

ud the coach come a moment sooner, I should not easily have g^iven him the shilling^

;

which, God knows, I could not well spare. Whether this was a foot.pad or not, I will

not pretend to say ; but he had every appearance of it.

I now came to Maidenhead bridge, which is five and twenty English miles from
London.
The English milestones give me much pleasure ; and they certainly are a great con.

venience to travellers. They have often seemed to ease me of half the distance of a

journey, merely by telling me how far I had already gone ; and by assuring me that

I was on the right road. For, besides the distance from London, every mile-stone

informs you, that, to the next place is so many miles : and where there are cross-

roads, there are direction-posts, so that it is harmy possible to lose one*s-self in walk-

ing. I must confess that all this journey has seemed but as it were one continued walk
forpleasure.

From Maidenhead-bridge, there is a delightful prospect towards an hill, whkh ex-

tends itself along the right bank of the Thames : and on the top of it, there are two
beautiful country seats, all surrounded with meadows and parks. The first is called

Taplow, and belongs to the earl of Iivchiquin ; and a little farther Cliefden, which also

belongs to him.

These villas seem all to be surrounded with green meadows ; lying along thick

woods ; and, altogether, are most charming.

From this brid^, it is not far to Maidenhead ; near which, on the left, b another

prospect ofa beautiful seat, belonging to Pennyston Powney, esq. ,, ;..\

All this knowledge I have gained chiefly from my English guide ; which I have
constantly in my hand ; and in which every thing most worthy of notice in every mile

is marked. These notices I get confirmed or refuted by the people at whose houses

I stop ; who wonder how I, who am a foreigner, have come to be so well acquainted

with their country.

Maidenhead is a place of little note ; for some mulled ale, which I desired them to

make me, I was obliged to pay nine pence. I fancy they did not take me to be either

a great, or a very rich man. For I heard them say, as I passed on, "A stout fel-

low !" Thb though perhaps not untrue, did not seem to sound in my ears as very

respectful.

At the end of the village was a shoe-maker's shop ; just as at the end of Salt-hill

there was a barber's shop. , ., - .. ... ,
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From hence i went to Henley, which is eleven miles from Maidenhcadr and thirty-

six from London.

Having walked pretty fast for six. English miles together, and being now only fire

miles from Henley, I came to a rising ground where there just happened tc be a mile-

stone, near which I sat down, to enjoy one of the most delighti'ul prospects ; the con-

templation of which I recommend to every one, who may ever happen to come to this

spot. Close before me rose a sofl hill, full of green corn-fields, fenced with quick-

hedges ; and the top of it was encircled with a wood.

At some little distance, in a large semicircle, one green hill rose after another, all

around me. gently raising themselves aloft from the banks of the Thames, and on which
woods, meadows, arable lands, and villages were interspersed in the greatest and most
beautiful variety ; whilst at their foot the Thames meandered, in the most picturesque

windings, among villus, genUemens' seats, and green vales.

The banks of the Thames are every where beautiful, ever)' where charming : how
delighted was I with the sight of it, when, having lost it for a short time, I suddenly

and unexpectedly saw it again with all its beautiful banks In the vale below, flocks

were feeding ; and from the hills, I heard the sweet chimes of distant bells.

The circumstance that renders these English prospects so enchantingly beautiful, is a
concurrence and union of the tout ensemble. Every thing coincides and conspires to

render them fine, moving pictures. It is impossible to name or find a spot, on which
the eye would not delight to dwell. Any of the least beautiful of any of these views

that I have seen in England would, any where in Germany, be deemed a para-

dise.

Reinforced, as it were, by this gratifying prospect, to support fresh fatigues, I now
walked a quick pace, both up and down the hills, the five remaining miles to Henley ;

where I arrived about four in the afternoon.

To the left, just before I got to Henley, on this side of the Thames, I saw on a

hill, a fine park and a magnificent country seat; at present occupied by general

Conway.
Just before my entrance into Henley, 1 walked a little directly on the banks of the

Thames ; and sat myself down in the high grass ; whilst opposite to me, on the other

side, lay the park on the hill. As I was a little tired, I fell asleep, and when I

awaked the last rays of the setting sun just shone upon me.

Invigorated by this sweet, though short, slumber, I walked on ; and entered the

town. It's appearance, however, indicated that it was too fine a place for mc, and so

I determined to stop at an inn on the road side ; such an one as the Vicar of Wakefield
well calls, *' the resort of indigence and frugality."

The worst of it was, no one, even in these places ofrefuge, would take me in. Yet,

on this road I met two farmers, the first of whom I asked, whether he thought I could

get a night's lodging at an house which I saw at a distance, by the road side. " Yes,

sir, I dare say you may !" he replied. But he was mistaken : when I came there, I was
accosted with that same harsh salutation, which, though alas no longer quite new to

me, was still unpleasing to my ears. " We have got no beds : you can't stay here to

night !" It was the same at the other inn, on the road ; I was therefore obliged to de.

termine to walk on as far as Nettlebed, which was five miles farther ; where 1 arrived

rather late in the evenings when it was indeed quite dark.

Every thing seemed to be all alive in this little village ; there was a party of militia

soldiers who were dancing, singing, and making merry. Immediately on my entrance

into the village, the first house that I saw, lying on my left, was an inn, from which,
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as usual in England, a large beam extended across the street to the opposite

houHe, tram which hung dangling an astonisliing large sign, with the name of the pro-

prietor.

•' May I stay here to night?" I asked with eagerness : " why, yes, you may ;" an
answer, which, however cold and surly, made mc exceedingly happy.

They shewed ntc into the kitchen, and set me down to sup at the Mme table with some
soldiers and the servants. I now, for the first time, found myself in one uf those kitch-

ens which I hud so often read of in Fielding's fine novels, and which certainly give one,

on the whole, a very accurate idea of Eiifflish manners.

The chimney in this kitchen, where they were roasting and boiling, seemed to be
taken oif from the rest of the room and enclosed by a wooden partition : the rest of

thi apartment was made use of as a sitting and eating room. All round on the sides

were shelves, with pewter dishes and plates, and the ceiling was well stored with pro>

visions of various kinds, such as sugar-loaves, black.puddings, hams, sausages, Bitches

of bacon, &c.
While I was eating, a post-chaise drove up ; and in a moment both the folding-doors

were thrown open, and the whole house set in motion, in order to receive, with all due
respect, these guests, who, no doubt, were supposed to be sons of consequence.

The gentlemen alighted however only for a moment, and cuiied for nothing but a

couple of pots of beer ; and then drove away again. Notwithstanding, the people

of tne house behaved to them with all possible attention, for they came in a post-

chaise.

Though this was only an ordinary village, and thev certainly did not take me
for a person of consequence, they yet gave me a carpeted bed-room, and a very good
bed.

The next morning I put on clean linen, which I had along with me, and dressed my-
self a" well as I could. And now, when I thus made my appearance, they did not,

as they had the evening before, shew me into the kitchen, but into the parlour ; a
room that seemed to be allotted for stranp^rs, on the ground-floor. I was also now
addressed by the most respectful term, sir ; whereas, the evening before I had been

called only master : by this latter appellation, I believe, it is usual to address only far-

mers, and quite common people.

This was Sunday ; and all the family were in their Sunday-clothes. I now b^n to

be much pleased with this village, and so I resolved to stop at it for the day, and at-

tend divine service. For this purpose I borrowed a prayer-book of my host Mr.
Illing was his name, which struck me the more, perhaps, because it is a very common
name in Germany. During my breakfast I read over several parts of the EngK^ litur.

gy, and could not help being struck at the circumstance that every word in the whole
service seems to be prescribed and dictated to the clergyman. They do not vvm the sick

but by a prescribed form : as, for instance, they must beg^n by saying, ** Peace be to

this house," &c.

Its being called a prayer-book, rather than, like our9, an hymn-book, arises Srom
the nature of the English service, which is composed very little of singing; and almost

entirely of praying. The psalnis of David, however, are here translated into Eng-
lish verse ; and are generally printed at the end of English prayer-books.

The prayer-book, which my landloird lent me, was quite a family-piece ; for all his

childrens* births and names, and also his own wedding-day, were very carefully set

down on it. Even on this account alooe the book would not have been uninter-

esting to me.
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At half past nine the service began. Directly ofipositc to our house, the boyn of the

vilktgc were all drawn up, as it' they had been rccruit<i, to be drilir.'d: iill wcll-lr)()kiiig,

hcaUhy lad<i, neat and decently dressed, and with their liiiir cut short and combed on

the fort head, ac( jrdinj^ to the English fashion. Their bosoms were o|)cu, and the

white liilU of their shirts tiirned back on each side. They seemed to be drawn up here

at the entrance of the village, merely to wait titc arrival of the clergyman.

I walked a little way out of the villn^c ; where, at Mime distance, 1 saw several people

coming from another village, to attend divine s«'rvice here at Nctilebed.

At length came the parson on horseback. The boys pulled off the ir hats, and all

made him very low bows. He appeared to be rather an elderly man, and w're his own
hair round and decently dressed ; or ruihcr curled luiturally.

The bell now nnig m, and so I 'oo, with a sort of secret proud Hensuiion, as if I also

had been an Englishman, went wlUi my prayer-book under my arm to churcli, along

with the rest of the congreg^aion ; und when I got into the church, the clerk very civilly

seated me close to the pulpit.

Nothing can [Kissibly be more simple, apt, and becoming, than the few decorations of
this church.

Directly over the altar, on two tables, in large letters, the ten commandments were
written. There surely is much wisdom and pro|)riety in thus placing, full in the view
of the people, the sum and substance of all morahty.

Under the pulpit, near the steps that led up to it, was a desk, from which the clergy-

man read the liturgy, the rcsjKjiist's were all regul rly made by the clerk ; the whole
congregation joining occasionally, though but in a low voice : As for instance, the mi-
nister said, " Lord have mercy upon us !'* the clerk and the congregation immediately
subjoin, *' and forgive us all our sins." In general, when die clergyman offers up a

prayer, the clerk and the whole congregation answer only. Amen

!

The English service must needs be exceedingly fatiguing to the officiating minister,

inasmuch as, besides a sermon, the greatest part of the liturgy falls to his share to read,

besides the psalms, and two lessons. The joining of die whole congregation in prayer

has something exceedingly solemn and affecting in it. Two soldiers, who sat near nic

in the church, and who had probably been in London, seemed to wish to pass for philoso-

phers, and wits ; for they did not join in the prayers of the church.

The service was now pretty well advanced, wl^ I observed some little stir in the desk

;

the clerk was busy, and they seemed to be preparing for something new and solemn

;

and I also perceived several musical instruments. 1 he clergyman now stopped, and the

clerk then said, in a loud voice, " Let us sing to the praise and glory of God, the forty-

seveuth psalm."

I cannot well express how affecting and edifying it seemed to me, to hear this whole,

orderly and decent congregation, in this small country church, jcuning together, with
vocal and instnimental music, in die praise of their Maker. It was the more grateful, as

having been performed not by mercenary musicians, but by the peaceful and pious inha-

bitants of this sweet village. I can hardly figure to myself any cmering more likely to be
grateful to God.
The congregatbn sang and prayed alternately several times ; and the tunes of the

psalms were particularly lively and cheerful, though at the same time sufficiently grave
and uncommonly interesting. I am a warm admirer of all sacred music ; and I cannot
but add, that that of the church of England is particularly calculated to raise the heart to

devotion. I own it often affected me even to tears.

f!
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The clergyman now stood up and made a short, but very proper discourse on this

text J
*• Not ull ihcy who say, Lird, Lurd ! shall enter the kingdom of heaven." His

Linguagc ivas particularly plain, though forcible ; hin argumcotit were no leas plain, con«

viuciiig, and earnest ; but contained nothing that was particularly striking. I do not

think the sermon lasted more than half an hour.

This clergyman had not perhaps a very preposnessing appearance : I thought him also

a little distant and reserved i and I did not quite like his returning the bows ofthe farmers

with a verv formal nod.

I staid till the service was nuttr over ; and then went out of the church with the con-

gregation, and amused myselt with reading the inscriptions on the tomb<stones, in the

churclwyard ; which, in general, are simpler, more pathetic, and better written than

ours.

There were some of them, which, to be sure, were ludicrous and laughable

enough.
An>ong these is one on the tomb ofa smith, which, on account of its singularity, I here

copy and send you.

.

, , ,

" My %Mf(t and anvil He declin'd,

My bellowa too have loat their wind j

My fire's extinct, my forife decay'd,

My coals are spent, my iron's Eone, , »,

My naila are drove, my work la done."

Many of these epitaphs closed with the following quaint rhymes

:

'* Phyaiciana were in vain

)

God knew the beat ;

So here I reat."

In the body of the church I saw a marble monument of a son of the celebrated Dr.

Wallis, with the following simple and affecting inscription

:

» iiiif^

" The aame good sense which qualified him for every public employment, '
'*

Taught him to apend hia life here in retirement." , . ,vr| >

All the farmers, whom I saw here, were dressed, not as ours are, in coarse frocks, but

Vf'iih some taste, in fine good cloth ; and were to be distinguished from the people of

the town not so much by their dress, as by the greater simplicity and modesty of their

behaviour.

Some soldiers, who probably were ambitious of being thought to know the world,

and to be wits, joined me, as I was looking at the church, and seemed to be quite asham-

ed of lii as, they said, it was only a very miserable church. On which I took the

liberty to inform them, that no church could be miserable, which contained orderiy and

good people.

I stjud here to dinner. In the afternoon there was no service ; the young people,

however, went to church, and there sang some few psalms. Others of the congregation

were also present This was conducted with so much decorum, that I could hardly help

considering it as actually a kind of church-service. I staid, with great pleasure, tiU

thb meeting also was over.

i? 1''} 'ir':: " r> atf U^-
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I Mcmed indeed to be enchanted, and as if I could not leave thi* village. 'I'hrce

times did I get <ifi\ in order to go on further, and nti often returned, more than halt rc«

solved to spend a week, or more, in my favourite Nettlcbed.

But the recollection thut I hud but u Tew week'% to Htuy in Kn(j;lund, and that I must
sec Derbyshire, at length drove me away. I oust many a longing, lingering look on
the liulc church. steeple, and those hospitable friendly roofs, where, all that morning, I

had found myself so perfectly at home.
It wus now nearly three o'clock in the afternoon when I left this place ; and I was

still 18 miles from Oxford. However, I seemed resolved to mukc more thun one stuge

of it to Oxford, that seat of the muses, and so, by passing the night al)out five miles from
it, to reuch it in good time next morning.
The road from Ncttlebed seemed to me but as one long Hnc jj^rnvel walk in a neat

garden. And my pace in it was varied, like that of one wulking in n garden : I some-
times walked quick, then slow, and then sat down and read Milton.

When I hud got about eight miles from Nettlcbed, and was now not fur from Dor.
rhcster, I hud the Thames at some distance on my left ; and on the opposite side, I

saw un extensive hill, behind which a tall mast seemed to rise. This led me to sup<

r3se, thut on the other side of the hill there must needs also be a river. The prospect

promised myself from this hill could not possibly be passed ; and so I went out of the

road to the left over a bridge across the Thames, and mounted the hill, always keeping
the mast in view. When I hud attained the summit, I found (and not without some
shame and chagrin) that it was all an allusion. There was, in (act, nothing before

me but a great plain ; and the must had been fixed there, either as a may ^pole only,

or to entice curious people out of their way.
I therefore now again, slowly and sullenly, descended the hill, at the bottom of which

was an house, where several people were looking out of the window, and, as I supposed,
laughbg at me. Even if it were so, it seemed to be but fair, and so it rather amused,
than vexed me ; and I continued to jog on, without much regretting my waste journey to

the mast.

Not far from Dorchester I had another delightful view. The country here became
80 fine, that I positively could not prevail on myselfto quit it, and so I laid myself down
on the green turf, which was so fresh and sweet, that I could almost have been con.

tented, like Nebuchadnezzar, to have grazed on it. The moon was at the full ; the

sun darted its last parting rays through the green hedges ; to all which was added, the

overpowering fragrance of the meadows, the diversified song of the birds, the hills that

skirted the 1 hames ; some ofthem of a light, and others of a dark green hue ; with the

tufted tops of trees dispersed here and there among them. The contemplation of all

these dehghtful circumstances well nigh overcame me.
I arrived rather late at Dorchester. This is only a email place ; but there is in it a

large and noble old church. As I was walking a long, I saw several ladies with their

heads dressed, leaning out of their windows, or standing before the houses ; and this

made me conclude, that this was too fine a place for me ; and so I determined to

walk on three quarters of a mile farther to Nuneham; which place is only five

miles from Oxford. When I reached Nuneham, I was not a little tired ; and it was
also quite dark.

The place consists of two rows of low, neat houses, built close to each other, and as re.

gular and uniform as a London street. All the doors seemed to be shut ; and even a
Oght was to be seen only in a few of them.

3 z 2
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At length, quite at the end of the place, I perceived a great stg^ hanging across the

street, and the la:>t house to the left was the inn, at which every thing seemed to be still

in motion.

I entered without ceremony, and told them my errand ; which was, that I intended to

sleep thtrre that night. "By no means;" was the answer, "it was uaerly impossi*

ble ; the whole house was full, and all their beds eng^iged ; and, as I had come so far,

1 might even as well walk on the remaining five miles to Oxford."

Being very hungry, I requested that, at least, they would give me something to eat.

To this they answered, that, as I could not stay all night there, it would be more proper

for me to sup where I lodged ; and so I might go on.

At length, quite humbled by the untowardness of my circumstances, I asked for a
pot of beer, and that they did vouchsafe to give me, for ready money only ; but a
bit of bread to eat with it (for which also I would willingly have paid) they peremptorily

refused me.
Such unparalleled inhospitality I really could not have expected in an English inn :

but, resolving, with a -kind of spiteful indignation, to see how far their sahutnaruty wouid
carry them, 1 begged tliat tliey would only let me sleep on a bench, and merely give

me house-room ; adding, that if they wouki grant me that boon only, I would pay
them the same as for a bed ; for that I was so tired, I could not pos»bly go any far-

ther. Even in the moment that I was thus humbly soliciting this humble boon, they

banged the door to full in my face.

As here, in a small village, they had refused to receive me, it .^^eemed to be pre-

sumption to hope that I should gain admittance at Oxford. What could I do ? I

was much tired, and so, as it was not a very cold night, I resolved to pass it in the open
air ; in this resolution, bouncing -om this rude inn, I went tc look out for a conve-

nient spot for that purpose, in an adjoining field, beneath some friendly tree. Just as I

had found a place .vhich I thought would do, and was going to pull off tny great coat,

to lay under my head, by way of pillow, I heard some one behind me, following me
with a quick pace. At first, I was alarmed, but my fears were soon dispelled by his

calling after me, and asking, "if I would accept ofcompany."

As litde as any one is to be trusted, who thus follows you into a field in a <ferk

night, yet it was a pleasure to mi: to find tlmt there were still some beings not quite

inhuman ; and at least one jierson, who still interested himself about irc : I thereftHie

stopped, and as he came up to m'~\ l.c mid, that if I was a good walker, we might keep
each other company, as he wib also g<^»<g to Oxford. I readily accepted of his proposal,

and so we immediately set off togetner.

Now, as I could not tell whether my travelling companion was to be trusted or not,

I soon took an opportunity to let him know that I was poor, and much distressed. To
confirm this, I told him of the inhumanity with which I had just been treated at the inn,

where they refused a poor wanderer so much as a place to lay his head, or even a mor.
sel of bread for his money.

My companion somewhat excused the people by saying, that the house was really full

of people who had been at work in the neighbourhood, and now slept there. But that

they had refused me a bit of bread he certainly could nc^ justify. As we went along,

other topics of conversation were started, and among other things, he asKed me, where

I came from that day ?

I answered from Nettlebed, and added, that I had attended divine service there that

mOrnin&r. . -» • •: r-,, ,,• r- '^^trr-Jt «-.!*•. »* .wrj^iiV-
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As you probably passed through Dorchester this afternoon, said he, you might have

heard me preach also, had you come into the church there, for that is my curacy, from

which I am just come, and am now returning to Oxford. So you arc a clergyman,

said I, quite overjoyed that, in a dark night, I hud met a companion on the roud, wiio

was of the same profession as myself. And 1 also, said I, am a preacher of the gospel,

though not of thb country. And tww I thought it right to give him to understand,

that It was not, as I had before intimated, out of absolute poverty, but with a view ol

becoming better acquainted with men and manners, that I thus travelled on foot. He
was as much pleased with this agreeable meeting as myself, and before we took a step

farther, we cordially shook hands.

He now began to address me in Latin, and on my answering him in that language,

which I attempted to prone ."'ce according to the English manner of speaking it, he

applauded me not a little (oc ny correct pronunciation. He then told me, that some
years ago, in the night also, and nearly at the same spot where he found me, he had
met another German, who likewise spoke to him in Latin ; but this unknown coun-
tryman of mine had pronounced it so very badly, that he said it was absolutely unin>

tellable.

The conversation now turned on various tlieoiogical matters ; and among others on
the novel notions of a Dr. Priestly, whom he roundly blamed. I was norat all disposed

to dis|)ute that point with him, and so, professing with great sincerity an high esteem
for the church of England, and great respect and regard for its clergy, I seemed to gain
his good opinion.

Beguiling the tediousness of the road by such discourse, we were now got, almost
without knowing it, quite to Oxford.

He told me I should now see one of the finest and most beautiful cities, not only in

England, but in all Europe. All he lamented was, that on account of the darkness of
the night I should not immediately see it

This really was the case ; and now, said he, as we entered the town, I introduce you
into Oxford by one of the finest, the longest, and most beautiful streets, not only in

this city, but in Englan'^, and I may safely add in all Europe.

The ber.uty and the magnificence of the street I could not distinguish ; but of its

length 1 was perfectly sensible by my fatigue ; for we still went on, and still through
the longest, the finest, and most beautiful street in Europe, which seemed to have no
end ; nor had I any assurance that I should be able to find a bed for myself in all this

famous street. At length my companion stopped, to take leave of me, and said he
should now go to his college.

.
And I, said I, will seat myself for the night on this stone bench, and await the morn-

ing, as it will be in vain for me, I imagine, to look for shelter in an house at this time
of n^ht.

Seat yourself on a atone, said my companion, and shook his head : No ! No ! come
along with me to a neighbouring ale-house, where it is possible they mayn't be gone
t© bed, and we may yet find company. We went en a few houses further, and then
knocked at a door. It was then nearly twelve. They readily let us in ; but iiow great
was my astonishment, when, on being shewn into a room on the lefV, I saw a great
number of clergymen, all with their gowns and bands on, sitting round a large table,

each with his pot of beer before him. My travelling companion introduced me to them,
as a German clergyman, whom he could not sefficiently praise for my correct pronun-
ciation ofthe Latin, my orthodoxy, and my g/no4 walking. " ''

v
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I now saw myself in a momCiit, as it were, all at once transported into the midflt of,

a company, all apparently very respectable men, but all strangers to me. And it ap-

peared to me extraordinary, that I should, thus at midnight, be in Oxford, in a large

company of Oxonian clergy, without well knowing how I had got there. Meanwhile,
however, I took all the pains in my power to recommend myself to my comnany, and
in the course of conversation, I gave them as good an account as i could ofour Gemian
universities, neither denying nor cop'^ealing, that, now and then, we had riots and
disturbances. " O we are very unruly here too," said one of the clergymen, as he

took a hearty draught out of his pot of beer, and knocked on the table with his hand.

The conversation now became louder, more general, and a little confused ; they in-

quired after Mr. Bruns, at present professor at Helmstadt, and who was known by snany

of them.

Among these gendemen there was one of the name of Clerk, who seemed ambitious

to pass for a great wit, which he attempted by starting sundry objections to nhe Bible.

I should have liked him better, if he had confined himself to punning and playing on
his own name, by telling us, again and again, that he should still be at '-ist a Clerk,

even though he should never become a clergyman. Upon the whole, nowever, he
was, in his way, a man of some humour, and an agreeable companion.

Among, other objections to the scriptures, he started this one to my travelling com-
panion, whose name I now learnt was Maud, that it was said in the Bible, that God
was a wine-bibber, and a drunkard. On this Mr. Maud fell into a violent passion, and

maintained that it was utterly impossible that any such passap:e should be found in the

Bible. Another divine, a Mr. Caern, referred us to his absent brother, who had al-

ready been forty years in the church, and must certainiy know something ofsuch a pas-

sage, if it were in the Bible, but he would venture to lay any wager his brother knew
nothing of it.

Waiter ! fetch a Bible ! called out Mr. Clerk, and a great family Bible was immediate-

ly brought in, and opened on the table among all the beer jugs.

Mr. Clerk turned over a few leaves, and in the book of Juc^s, 9th chapter, verse 13,

he read, " Should I leave my wine, which cheareth God and man ?"

Mr. Maud and Mr. Caern, who had before been most violent, now sat as if struck

dumb. A sil nee of some minutes prevailed, when all at once the spirit of revela-

tion seemed to come on me, and I said, ** Why, gentlemen ! you must be sensible that

it is but an allegorical expression ; and I added, how often in the Bible are kings called

Gods!"
"Why yes, to be sure," said Mr. Maud and Mr. Caern, "it is an allegorical ex-

pression ; nothing can be more clear ; it is a metaphor, and therefwe it is absurd to

understand it in a literal sense.*' And now they, in their turn, triumphed over poor

Clerk, and drank large draughts to my health. Mr. Clerk, however, had not yet ex-

hausted his quiver, and so he desired them to explain to him a passage in the prophecy

of Isaiah, where it is said, in express terms, that God is a barber. Mr. Maud was so

enraged at this, that he called Clerk an impudent fellow ; and Mr. Caern again still

more earnestly referred us to his brother, who had been forty years in the church

;

and who, therefore, he doubted not, woukd also consider Mr. Clerk as an impudent

fellow, if he maintained any such abominable notions. Mr. Clerk all this while sat

perfecUy composed, without either a smile or a frown ; but turning to a passage in

Isaiah, chap. viL v. 20, he read these words :
*' In the same day the Lord shall shave

with a razor...,the head and the hair cf the feet ; and it shall also consume the beard."

—jriL;?K-.'*Tr*'
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If Mr» Maud and Mr. Caern were before stunned and confounded, they were much
snore 80 now 5 and even Mr Caern's brother, wJio had been forty years iu the church,

seemed to have left them in the lurch, for he was no longer referred to. I broke silence

a second time* and said, *' Why, gentlemen, this also is clearly metaphorical, and
it is equally just, strong, and beautiful." •' Aye, to be sure it is," rejoined Mr.
Maud and Mr, Cdem both in a breath ; at the same time rapping the table with their

knuckles. I went on, and said; '* You know it was the custom for those who were
captives to have their beards shorn ; die plain import, then, of this remarkable expres-

sion is nothing more, than that God would deliver the rebellious Jews to be prison*

ers to a foreign people, who would shave their beards !'* " Aye, to be sure it is ; any
body may see it is; why it is m clear as the day J***' so it 15," rejoined Mr. Caern,

and my brother, who has been forify years in the church, explains it just as this gen-
tleman doe*si."

Ws had now gained a second victory over Mr. Clerk ; who, being perhaps ashamed
either of himself or of us/. now remained quiet, and made no further objections to the

Bible. My health* however, was again encored, and drank in strong ale ; which, as

my company seemed to Uke so much, I was sorry I could not like. It either intoxi-

cated or stupiiied me : and 2 do think it overpowers one much sooner than so much
wine would. The conversation now turned on many other different subjects. At
last, when monung dr^w near, Mr. Maud suddenly exclaimed, * d——n me, I must
read prayers this moraing at All-Souls!" D n me is an abbreviation of G—

d

d "—n me ; which in England does not seem to mean more mischief or harm, than

any ofour or their common expletives in conversation, such as, O gemini ! or the duce
take me !

Before Mr. Maud went away, he invited me to go and see him in the morning, and
very politely offered himself to shew me the curiosities of Oxford. The rest of the

company now also dispersed ; and as I had once (though in so singular a manner) been
introduced into so reputable a society, the people of the house made no difficulty of giv-

ing me lodging, but with great civility shewed me a very decent bed-chamber.

I am almost ashamed to own, that next morning, when I awoke, I had got so dread.^

ful an head-ache from the copious and numerous toasts of my jolly and reverend

friends, that I could not possibly get up ; still less could I wiut on Mr. Maud at

his college.

>- The inn where I was goes by tlie name of the Mitre. Compared to Windsor, I there

found prince-like attendance. Being, perhaps, a little elevated the preceding evening,

I had in the gaiety, or perhaps in the vanity of my heart, told the waiter, that he must
not think, because I came on foot, that therefore I should give him less than others gave.

I assured him of the contrary. It was probably not a little owing to this assurance that

I had so much attention shewn to me.
I now determined to stay at least a couple of days at Oxford ; it was necessary and

proper, if for no other reason, yet merely that I might have clean linen. No people

are so cleanly as the English, nor so particular about neat and clean linen. For one
afternoon, my slurt not having bem lately changed, as I was vralking through a little

street, I heard two women, who were standing at a door, call after me, *' look

at the gentleman there ! A fine gentleman indeed, who cannot afford even a clean

shirt
!"

I dined below with the family, and a few other persons, and the conversation, in

general, was agreeabk enough. I was obliged to tell them many wonderful stories

( ;

ms^f^^.
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(fur who are so illiterate, or insensible, as not to be delighted with the marvellous!)

concerning Germany and the king of Prussia. They could not sufficiently admire my
courage in determining to travel on foot, although they could not help approving of
the motive. At length, however, it came out, and they candidly owned, that I should
not have been received into their house, had I not been introduced as I was. t>Ho<j'M

I was now confirmed in my suspicions, that in England, any person undertaking so

long a journey on foot, is sure to be looked upon, and considered as either a beggar, or

a vagabond, or some necessitous wretch, which is a character not much more popular

than ihat of a rogue ; so that 1 could now easily account for my reception in Windsoi-,

and at Nuneham. But, with all my partiality for this country, it is impossible, even in

theory, and much less so in praitice, to approve of a system, which confines all the

pleasures and benefits of travel to the rich. A poor peripatetic is hardly allowed even

the humble merit of being honest.

As I still intended to pursue my journey to Derbyshire, I was advised (at least till I got

further into the country) to take a place in a post-coach. They told me, that the fur-

ther I got from London, the more reasonable and humble I should find the people

;

every thing would be cheaper ; and every body more hospitable. This determined me
to go, in the post-coach, from Oxford to Birmingham ; where Mr. Pointer, of London,
had recommended me to a Mr. Fothergill, a merchant there ; and fi'om thence to con-

tinue my journey on foot.

Monday I spent at Oxford, but rather unpleasantly, on account ofmy head-ache. Mr.
Mai id himselfcame to fetch me, as he had promised he would, but I found myself una-
ble to go with him. rT^j V.-.,

!uii;, «; a*

Notwithstanding this, in the aflemoon, I took a little walk up an hill, which lics'td

the north of Oxford, and from the top of which I could see the whole city ; which did

not, however, appear to me nearly so beautiful and magnificent as Mr. Maud had de-

scribed it to me during our last night's walk. u ••** s« (wv-^

The colleges are mostly in the Gothic taste, and much over loaded with ^mamentB,
and built with gray stone ; which, perhaps, while it is new, looks pretty wen, but k
has now the most dingy, dirty, md disgusting appearance, that you can possibly ima-

gine.

Only one of these colleges is in the modem stile. The houses ofdie city are in general

ordinary, in some parts quite miserable ; in some streets they are only one story high,

and have shingled roofe. To me Oxford seemed to have but a dull and gk>omy look ;

and I cannot but wonder how it ever came to be considered as so fine a city, and next

to London.

I remained on the hill, on which there was a flight of steps that led to a subterraneous

walk, tillsun-set, and saw several students walking here, who wore their black gowm
over their coloured clothes, and flat square hats, just like those I had seen WHim by thr

Eton scholars. This is the general dress of all those who belong to the iraiversities, with

the exception of a very trifling difference, by which persons of high birth a«d rank are

distinguished.

It is probably on account of diese gowns, that the members of the university are caHed
Gownsmen, to distinguish them from the citizens, who are called Townsmen ; and when
you want to mention all the inhabitants of Oxford together, you say, •* the whole town,

Gownsmen and Townsmen."
This dress, I must own, pleases tne ftr beyond the boots, cockades, and other frip-

pery, of many ofour students. Nor ain I less delighted with the better behaviour and
conduct, which, in general, does so much credit to the students of Oxford.
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The next morning Mr. Maud, according to his promise, shewed me some of the

things most worthy of notice in Oxford. And first he took me to his own room in his

own college, which was on the {ground floor, very low and dark, and resembled a cell,

at least as much as a place of study. The name of thiscolle^ is Coipus Christi.

He next conducted me to All-Soul's Colkge, a very elegant building, in which the cha-

pel is particularly beautiful. Mr. Maud also shewed me, over the altar here, a fine

Eainting of Mengs, at the sight of which he shewed far more sensibility than I thought

im possessed of. He said, that notwithstanding he saw that painting almost daily, he
inever saw it without being much affected.

The painting represented Mary Magdalen, when she first suddenly sees Jesus stand-

ing before her, and falls at his feet. And, in her countenance, pain, joy, grief, in short

almost all the strongest of our passions, are expressed in so masterly a manner, that no
man of true taste was ever tired of contemplating it ; the longer it is looked at the more
it b admired. He now also shewed me the library of this college, which is provided
with a gallery round the top ; and the whole is most admirably regulated and arranged.

Among other things, I here saw a description of Oxford, with plates to illustrate

it : and I cannot help observing what, though trite, is true, that all these places look

much better, and are far more beautiful on paper, than they speared to me to be, as I

looked at them where they actually stand.

Afterwards Mr. Maud conducted me to the Bodleian library, which is not unworthy
of being compared to the Vatican at Rome ; and next to the building which is called

the Theatre, and where the public orations are delivered. This is a circular building

with a gallery all round it, which is furnished with benches one above the other, on
which the doctors, masters of arts, and students sit, and directly opposite to each
other are erected two chairs, or pulpits, from which the disputants harangue and
contend. i<^

Christ Church and queen*s College are the most modem, and, I think, indisputably

the best built of all the colleges. Baliol College seems particularly to be distinguished

on account of its antiquity, and its complete Gothic stile of building.

Mr. Maud told me that a good deal of money might be sometimes earned by prcach-

m^ at Oxford ; for all the members of a certain standing arc obliged, in their tutn,

to preach in the dburch of tlie university , but many of them, when it comes to their turn i

prefer the intxairing a substitute ; and so, not unfrequently, pay as high as five or si:c

guineas for a sermon.

Mr. Maud atso told me he had been now eighteen years at this university, and might
be made a doctor, wf^never he chose it; he was a master of arts, and according to his

own account gave lecturesm his college on the classics. He also did the duty, and of.

ficiatec as curate, occasionally, in eome of the neighbouring villages. Going along the

street, we met the English poet laureat, Warton, now rather an eldeJy man: and yet he

is still the fellow of a cdlege. His greatest pfeasure, next to poetry, is, as Mr. Maud told

me, shooting wild ducks.

Mr. Maud seemed, upon the whole, to be a most worthy and philanthr(^ic man.
He told met that where he row officiated, the clerk was dead, and had left a numerous
family in the greatest distress ; and that he was going to the place next day, on purpose
to try if he could bring about the election of the son, a lad about sixteen years of age, in

the place ofhis deceased fathrr, as clerk, to support a necessitous family.

At the Mitre, the inn where I lodged, there was hardly a minute, in which some
students or others did aot call, either to ch'ink, or to amuse themselves in conversation

..- . .H^,. 4 a _ _,,
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with the daughter of the landlord, who is not only handsome, but sensible, and
well-behaved.

They often spoke to me much i:i praise of a German, of the name of Mitchel, at least

they pronounced it so, who had for many years rendered himself famous as a musician.
I was rejoiced to hear one of my countrymen thus praised by the English ; and
wished to have paid him a visit, but I had not the good fortune to find him at

home.
-H. i^F

Castleton, June 30th,

BEFORE I tell you any thing of the place where I now am, I will proceed regularly

in my narrative, and so begin now, where I left off in iw last letter. On Tues-
day afternoon Mr. Maud took me to the different walks about Oxford, and often remark-
ed, that they were not only the finest in England, but, he believed, in Europe.
I own, I do not think he overrated their merit. There is one, in particular, near

the rivet-, and close- to some charming meadows, behind Corpus Christi College,

which may fairly challenge the world.

We here seated ourselves on a bench, and Mr. Maud drew a review from his pocket,

where, among other things, a German book of professor Beckman's was reviewed, and
applauded. Mr. Maud seemed, on this occasion, to shew some respect for Ger-
man literature. At length we parted. He went to fill up the vacancy of the

clerk's place at Dorchester, and I to the Mitre, to prepare for my departure from
Oxford ; which took place on Wednesday morning at three o'clock, m the post coach.

Considering the pleasing, if not kind, attention shewn me here, I own I thought

my bill not unreasonable; though, to be sure, it made a great hole in my little

purse.

Within this coach there was another young man ; who, though dressed in black,

yet to judge from the cockade in his hat might be an officer. The outsid^ was quite

full, with soldiers and their wives. The woihen of the lower class here wear a kind of
short cloak made of red cloth ; but women in general, from the highest to the lowest,

wear hats, which differ from each other less in fashion, than they do in fineness.

Fashion is so generally attended to among the English women, that the poorest maid
servant is careful to be in the fashion. They seem to be particularly so m their hats,

or bonnets, which they all wear : and they are in my opinion far more becoming than

the very unsightly hoods and caps which our German women, of the rank of citizei>s,

wear. There is, through all ranks here, not near so a great distinction between high and
low, as there is in Germany. '

' ' "^ -* 4 ;• »

I had, during this day, a little head-aclie ; which rendered me more silent and re-

served to my company, than is either usual in England, or natural to me. The Eng-
lish are taxed, perhaps too hastily, with being shy and (Ustant to strangers. I do not

think this was, even formerly, their true character ; or that any such sentiment is

conveyed in Virgil's •• Hospitibus feros." Be this as it may, the case was here reversed.

The Englishman here spoke to me several times in a very friendly manner, while I

testified not the least inclination to enter into conversation with him. •'''

He however owned afterwards, that it was this very apparent reserve of mine that

first gained me his good opinion.

He said he had studied physic, but with no immediate view of practising it. His
intention, he said, was to go to the East Indies, and there, first, to try his fortune as an

*** ani
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oificei'. And he was now going to Birmingham, merely to take ieayc of his three sis-

ters, whom he much loved, and who where at school there.

I endeavoured to merit his confidence by telling him, in my turn, of my journey

on foot through England ; and by relating to him a few of the most remarkable oi

my adventures ; he frankly told me, he thought it was venturing a great deal ; yet 1r

applauded the design of my journey, and did not severely censure my plan. On my
asking him why Englishmen, who were so remarkable for acting up to their own no-

tions and ideas, did not, now and then, merely to see life in every point of view, travel

on foot : O, said he, we are too rich, too lazy, and too proud.

And most true^ it is, that the poorest Englishman one sees !s prouder and better

pleased to expose himself to the danger of having his neck broken on the outside of

a stage, than to walk any considerable distance, though he might walk ever so much
at his ease. I own, I was frightened and distressed, when I saw the women, where
we occasionally stopped, get down from the top of the coach. One of them was ac-

tually once in much danger of a terrible fall from the roof, because^ just as she was
going to alight, the horses all at once unexpectedly went on. From Oxford to Bir-

mingham is sixty-two miles ; but all that was to be seen between the two places was ne-

tirely lost to me, for I was again mewed up in a post-coach, and driven along with such
velocity from one place to another, that I seemed to myself as doing nothing less than
travelling.

companion, however, made me amends, in some measure, for this loss. He
seemed to bean exceedingly ^od tempered and intelligent man; and I felt, in this

short time, a prepossession m his favour, one does not easily form for an ordinary per-

son. This, I flattered myself, was also the case with him ; and it would mortify

me not a Uule, to think he had quite forgotten me, as I am sure I shall never fot^et

him.

Just as we had been some time eagerly conversing about Shakespeare, we arrived,

without either of us having thought of it, at Stratford ujioa Avon, Shakespeare's

birth-place, where our coach stopped ; that being the end of one stage. We
were still two and twenty miles from Birmingham; and ninety-four from Lon-
don. I need not tell you what our feelings were, on thus setting our feet ou classic

ground.

It was here that, perhaps, the greatest genius nature ever produced was born. Here
he first lisped his native tongue ; here first conceived the embryos of those composidons
which were afterwards to charm a listening world ; and on these plains the young Her-
cules first played. And here too, in this lowly hut, with a few friends, he happily-

spent the declme of his life, after having retired from the great theatre of thsit busy world,

whose manners he had so faithfully pourtrayed.

The river Avon is here pretty broad ; and a row of neat though humble cottages,

only one story high, with shingled roofs, are ranged all along its banks. These houses
impressed mz strongly with the idea of patriarchal simplicity and content

We went to see Shakespeare's own house ; which, of all the houses -U Stratford, I

think is now the worst ; and one that made the least appearance. Yet, who would not

be proud to be the owner of it ? There now, however, lived in it only two old people,

who shew it to strangers for a trifle ; and what little they earn thus is their chief in-

come.

Shakespeare's chair, in which he used to sit before the door, was so cut to pieces,

that it hanily looked like a chair ; for every one that travels through Stratford, cuts off

a chip, as a remembrance, which he carefully preserves, aod deems a precious relique.

4 A 3
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1 also cut myself apiece of it ; but reverencigg Shaicespeare as I do, I am almost asham-

ed to own to you, it was so bmali that 1 have lost it ; and therefore you will not see it on
my return.

As we travelled^ I observed every spot with attention, fancying to myself, that such

or such a spot might be the place where such u genius as Shakespeare's first dawned,

and received those first iinpressions from surrounding nature, which are so strongly

marked in all his works. The first impressions of childhood, 1 knew, were strong and
permanent ; ^ ^ irse I made sure of seeing here some images at least of the wonder-

ful conceptio is wonderful man. But my imagination misled me, and I was dis-

appointed ; ft ..vv nothing in the country thereabouts at all striking, or in any res|)ect

particularly beautiful. It was not at all wild and romantic ; but rather distinguished for

an air of neatness and simplicity.

We arrived ut Birmingham about three o'clock in the afternoon. I had already

paid sixteen shillings at Stratford, for my place in the coach from Oxford to Bir-

mingham. At Oxford, they had not asked any thing of me ; and indeed you are

not obliged in general, in England, as you arc in Germany, to pay your passage before

hand.

My companion and myself alighted at the inn where the coach stopped. We parted

with :.ome reluctance, and I was obliged to promise him that, on my return to Lon-
don, I would certainly call on him ; for which purpose he gave me his address. Hb
father was Dr. Wilson, a celebrated author in his particular sule of writing.

I now inquired for the house of Mr. Fothergill, to whom I was recommended, and
I was readily directed to it ; but had the imisfortune to learn, at the same time, that this

very Mr. Fothergill had died about eight days before. As, therefore, under these cir-

cumstances, my recommendation to him was likely to be but of little use, I had the less

desire to tarry long at Birmingham ; and so, without staying a minute longer, I imme-
dii'.^dy inquired the road to Derby, and left Birmingham. Of this famous manufac-
turing town, therefore, I can give you no account.

The road from Birmingham onwards is not very agreeable ; being, in general, un-

commonly sandy. Yet the :mne evening I reached a little place called Sutton, where
every thing, however, appeared to be too grand for n?'^ to ho{>e to obtain lodgings in

it ; till, quite at the end of it, I came to a small inn, with the sign of the Swan, under
which was written Aulton, brick.maker.

This seemed to have something in it that suited me, and therefore I boldly went in-

to it ; and when in, I did not immediately, as heretofore, inquire if I could stay all

night there, but asked for a pint of ale. I own, I felt myself disheartened, by their

calling me nothing but master ; and by their shewing me into the kitchen, where the

landlady was sitting at a table, and complaining much of the tooth-ache. The com-
passion I exprci^dforher on this account, as a stranger, seemed soon to recommend
me to her favour ; and he herself asked me if I would not stay the night there ? To
his I most readily assesnted ; and thus I was again happy in a lodging for another

night.

The company I here met with consisted of a female chimney-sweeper and her chil-

dren ; who, on my sitting down in the kitchen, soon drank to my health, and began
a conversation with me and the landlady.

She related to us her history ; which, X am not ashamed to own, I thought not un-
interesting. She had married early, but had the hard luck to be soon deprived of her

husband, by his being pressed asi a soldier. She neither saw nor heard ofhim for many
years, and so concluded he was dead. Thus destitute, she lived seven years as a servant
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in Ireland, without any one's knowing that she was married. During this time her hus<

band, who was a chimney sweeper, came baclc to England, and settled at Litchrield,

resumed his old trade, and did welt in it. As soon us he was in good circumstances,

he every where made inquiry for his wife, and at last found out where she war>, and
immediately fetched her from Ireland. There surely is something nleusingin this con>

stancy of ancction in a chimney-sweeper. She told us, with tears m her eyes, in what
a stile of grandeur he had conducted her into Litchfield ; and how, in honour to her, he

made a splendid feast on the occasion. At this same Litchiield, which is only two miles

from Sutton, and through which she said the road lay which I wns to travel to-morrow,

she still lived with this same excellent husband ; where they were noted for their indus.

try ; where every body respected them ; and where, though in the lowest sphere, they

arepassing through life neither uselessly, nor unhappily.

The landlady, during her absence, told me, as in confidence, that this chimney-
sweeper's husband, as meanly as I might fancy she no' appeared, was worth a thou<

sand pounds ; and that without reckoning in their plate and furniture ; that he always
wore his silver watch ; and that when he passed through Sutton, and lodged there, he
pf id like a nobleman.

She further remarked, that the wife was indeed rather low-lived ; but that the husband
was one of the best-behaved, politest, and civilest men in the world. I had myself taken
notice, that this same dingy companion of mine had something singularly coarse and vul-

gar in her pronunciation. The word old, for example, she sounded like aulcl. In other

respects, I had not yet remarked any striking variety or difference from the pronun-
ciation of Oxford or London.
To-morrow the chimney-sweeper, said sfie, her husband, would not be at home,

but if I came back by the way of Litchfield, she would take the liberty to rcciuest

the honour of a visit ; and to this i nd she told me her name, and the place of her

abode.

At night the rest of the family, a son and daughter iif (lie landlady, came home, and
paid all possible attention to their sick mother. I supped with the family ; and they

here behaved to me as if we had ulrfady lived nitiiiy years togetliei.

Happening t(; mention that I was, if not a h( iMilur, pt u shment, the son told me there

was at Sutton a celebrated Grammar-school mti^ik l|ie scfiool'master received two
hundred pounds a year settled sniary. besides the mHililt arising from the scholars.

And this was only in a villag*.'. I iliuiiglit, nun nol without shame and sorrow, of
our Grammar-schools in rirrnisnyj and the mJstiHl<)f: j/iM "/ ll mnsters.

When I paid my reckoning the ittnii IfMifniliff. I olj.|( i , . n tM /' lUimon difference

here and at Windsor, Nettlebed, and ihl I t'-ul i wu-, obliged to pay for

my supper, bed, niirl breakfast, at least three biiilliiiki. anti one to the waiter. I here

riid for my supper, l>ed, and brt .ikfust, only npe sriijling, and to the daughter, whom
was to consider as chamber-maid, fourpenee ; 1 lijch she very civilly thanked me,

and gave me a written reeommendution to an iihi ( Lih.hficld, where I should be well

lodged, as the people in Litchfield were, in generiij, sIk said, very proud. This written

recommendation was a master-piece of oitliogrunhy, and shewed that in England, as
well as elsewhere, there are people who write entirely from the ear, and as they pro-

nounce. In English, however, it seems to look particularly odd; but perhaps that

may be the case in all languuges tha are not native.

I took leave here as one does of good friends, with a certain promise, that on my re-

turn I would certainly call on them again. "^ '.' T ;• J >>^ v-'-T T
I
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whcK:At noon I ^ot to Litchfield, an old fashioned town, witli narrow dirty streets,

fur the firat time, I saw round panes of glasH in the windows. The plucc, to me,
wore nu ui>friendly appearance ; 1 therefore made no use of my recommendutiun, but

went straight through, and only bought some bread at a baker's, which I took along with

me.
At night I reached Burton, where the famous Burton Ale is brewed. By this time I

felt myself pretty well tired ; and therefore proposed to stay the night here. But my
courage failed me, and I drop|K*d the resolution immediately on my entering the town.

The houses, and every thing else, seemed to wear as grand an appearance, almo!>t, as if

I had l)cen still in London. And yet the manners of some of its inhabitants were so

thoroughly rustic and rude, that I saw them actually pointing at me with their fingers,

as a foreigner. And now, to complete my chagrin and mortification, I came to a long

street, where every body on both sides of the way were at their doors, and actually

made me run the gauntlet through their inquiring looks. Some even hissed at me as

I passed along. All my arguments to induce me to pluck up my courage, such as the

certainty that i should never see these people again, nor they me, were of no use : Bur-

ton became odious and almost insupportable to me ; and the street appeared as long,

and tired mc as much, as if I had walked a mile. Tliis strorgly marked contemptuous
treatment of a stranger, who was travelling through their country merely from the re-

spect he bore it, I experienced no where but at Burton.

How happy did I feel when I again found myself out of their town ; although at that

moment I did not know where I should find a lodging for the night, and was, besides,

excessively tired. But I pursued my journey, and still kept in the road to Derby, along

a foot-path which I knew to be right. It led across a very pleasant mead, the hedges

of which were separated by stiles, over which I was often obliged to chmber. When
I had walked some distance without meeting with an inn on the road, and it had already

begun to be dark, I at last sat me down, near a small toll-house, or a turnpike-gate, in

order to rest myself, and also to see whether the man at the turnpike could and woub
lodge me.

After \ had sat here a considerable time, a farmer came riding by, and asked me
TVhere I wanted to go ? I told him I was so tired that I could go no farther. On this the

good natured and truly hospitable man, of his own accord, and without the least distrust,

ofTered to take me behind him on liis horse, and carry me to a neighbouring inn, where,

he said, I might stay all night.

The horse was a tall one, and I could not easily get up. The turnpike-man, whp
appeared to be quite decrepid and infirm, on this came out. I took it for granted,

however, that he, who appeared to have hardly sufficient strength to support himself,

could not help me. This poor looking, feeble old man, however, took hold of me with

one arm, and lifted me with a single jirk upon the horse so quick and so alertly, that it

quite astonished me.
And now I trotted on with my charming farmer, who did not ask me one single im-

pertinent question, but set me down quietly at the inn, and immediately wh away to his

own village, which lay to the lefl.

This inn was called the Bear, and not improperly ; for the landlord went about, and
growled at his people just like a bear, so that at first I expected no favourable reception.

I endeavoured to gentle him a little by asking for a mug of ale, and once or twice drink-

ing to him. This succeeded ; he soon became so very civil und conversable, that I be.

gan to think him quite a pleasant fellow.. This device I had learnt of the Vicar ofWake-
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field, who always made his hosU aflfublc, by inviting them to drink with him. It

was an expedient that suited me also in another point of view, us the strong ulc ot V\ng.

land did not at all agree with me.

Thin inn-keepcr called me sir ; and he made his people lay a separate table for himself

and me ; for, he said, he could see plainly I was a gentleman.

In our chat, we talked much of George the Second, who appeared to be his favour*

ite king ; much more so than George the Third. And among other things, wc tilked

of the Ijattlc at Dcttingen, of ivhich he knew many particulars. I was obliged also, in

my turn, to tell him stories of our great king of Prussia, and W\s numerous armies ; and
also what sheep sold for in Prussia. After we had been thus talkittg sonic time, chiefly on
political matters, he all at once asked mc if I could blow the French horn ? This he sup-

posed I could do, only because I came from Germany ; for, he said, he remembered,
when he was a boy, a German had once stopiKd at the inn with his parents, who blew
the French horn extremely well. He thcr<;lorc fancied this was a talent peculiar to the

Germans.
I removed this error, and we resumed our political topics ; while his children and

servants, at some distance, listened with great respect to our conversation.

Thus I again spent a very agn cable evening; and when 1 hud breakfasted in the

morning, my bill was not more than it had been at Sutton. 1 at length reached the com-
mon before Derby on Friday morning. The air was mild, and I seemed to feel my-
self uncommonly cheerful and happy. About noon, the romantic part of the country

began to open upon me. I came to a loftv eminence, where, all at once, I saw a

boundless prospect of hills before me; behind which fresh hills seemed always to arise,

and to be mfinite.

The groiund now seemed undulatory, and to rise and fall like waves ; when at the sum-
mit of the rise, I seemed to be first raiseil aloft, and had an extensive view all around

me ; and the no moment, when I went down the hill, I lost it.

In the afternooi ' saw Deri y in the vale before me ; and I was now an hundred and
twenty-six miles froM London. Derby is buf \ small, and not very considerable town.

Jt was market day when I got there ; and I was obliged to pass through a crowd ofpeo-

ple ; but there was here no such odious curiosity, nor offensive staring, as at Burton.

At this place too, I took notice that I began to be alwaj's civilly bowed to by the chil-

dren of the villag* s through which I pass'H.

From Derby to the baths of Matlock, which is one ofthe most romantic situations,

it was still fifteen mijrs. On my way thither, I came to a long and extensive village,

which I belivc was called Duffield. They here at least did not shew me into the kitchen,

but into the parlour, and I dined on cold victuals.

The prints and pictures which I have generally seen at these inns are, I think, al-

mc?t aKays prints of the royal family, oftentimes in a groupe, where the king, as the

fat*". '"
! ". family, assembles his children around him; or else [ have found a map of

Lont't'^j
, nd tiot seldom the portrait of the kingof Prussia ; I have ii ^ with it several

times, ' )U also sometimes sec some of the droll prints of Hogarth. The heat being

now vei> great, I several times in this villag:e heard the commisernting exclamation of
" good God Almighty !" by which the people expressed their pity for ? e, as being a
poor foot passenger.

At night I again stopped at an inn on the rodd, about five miles from ^fatlock. I

could easily have reached Madock, but I wished rather to reserve the first mcw of tlie

country till the next day, than to get there when it was dark.

1
'^^.

*•. ^—-jstr/'ltrrY?":^
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But I was not equally fortunate In thiii inn, as in the two tbrmer. The kitchen wa&
full of furrncrb, uinung whom 1 could not diittin)(ui»h the landlord, whusc health I

should olhiTwisc immediately have drunk. It h true I heard u country girl, who
\Vitn ulho in the kilctien, as often us she drunk, buy, *' your hculth, gentlemen all !'*

But I do not know how it wus, 1 forgot to drink any oiie*H hculth ; which I after*

Wardit found was taken much amiss. * The landlord drunk twice to my health, sneer.

inuly, us if to reprimand me for my incivility ; und then begun to join the rest in

ridiculing me ; whu almost |X)inted ut me with their fingers. 1 wus thus obliged for

a time to !>erve the farmers as a laughing stock, till nt len||;th one of them compiis.

sionutely said, " nuy, nay, wc must do him no harm, for he is a stranger." The land*

lord, I Hupposc, to excuse himself, as if he thought he had perhaps before gone
too fur, said, " uy, God forbid we should hurt uny struiiger," and ceased his ridicule :

but when 1 was going to drink hu health, he slighted and refused my attention, und
told mc, with u sneer, ull I hud to do wus to scut myself in the chimney comer, and not

trouble myisclf about the rest of the world. The landlady seemed to pity mc ; and
so she led me into aiiother room where I could be alone, saying :

** what wicked pec
pie

!"

1 left this unfriendly roof early the next morning ; and now quickly proceeded to Mat*
lock.

The extent of my Journey I had now resolved should be the great cavern near Cat-
tieton, in the high Peake of Derbyshire. It was about twenty miles bcyorxi Mat-
lock.

The country here had quite a different apjicarence from that at Windsor and Rich-

mond. Instead of green meadows and pleusiint hills, I now suw barren mountains and
lofty rocks ; instead of fine living hedges, the fields and pasture lands, here, were fenc-

ed with a wall of gray stone ; and of this very same stone, which is here every where to

be found in plenty, all the houses are built in a very uniform and patriarchal manner,
inasmuch as the rough stones ure, almost without any preparation, placed one upon an*

other, and compose four walls ; so that in case of necessity a man might here, without

much trouble, build himself an house. At Derby the houses seemed to be built of the
same stone. '

,
' -^

,

The situation of Matlock itself surpassed every idea I had formed of it. On the

right were some elegant houses for the bathing company : and lesser cottages suspended

like bird's nests in a high rock. To the left, deep in the bottom, there was a fine,

bold river, which was almost hid from the eye by a majestic arch, formed by high treej%

ivhich hung over it. A prodigious stone wall extended itself above a mile along its

border ; und all along, there is a singularly romantic and beautiful secret walk, sliel«

tcred and adorned by many beautiful shrubs.
,

'"' " '

The steep rock was covered at the top with green bushes ; and now and then a sheep,

or a cow, separated from the gra:sing flock, came to the edge of the precipice, and peep,

ed over it.

I have got in Milton's Paradise Lost, which I am reading regularly through, just to

the part wTiere he describes Paradise, when I arrrived here ; and the following passage,

which I read at the brink of the river, had a most striking and pleasing effect on me.
The landscape here described was as ei^actly similar to that I saw before me, as if the

poet liad taken it from hence : . , , .^^
,. ^ . :

i
. /. »t I'Vn

"..... delicious Paradise,

Now nearer, crowns with her enclosure green,

J-.'»i'ii,<. it;
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As with a rural mound, the champain head

Of u steep wilderness, whose hairy sides

With thicket overgrown, grotesque and wild.

Access denied." Book IV. v. 132.

From Matiock baths, you go over Matlock bri-^ge, to the little town of Matloc k
itself, which, in reality, scarcely deserves the name of u village, as it consists of but

a few and miserable houses. There is here, on account of the baths, a number of

horses and carri^iges, and a great thoroughfare. From hence I came through some
villages to a small town of the name of Bakewell. The whole country in this part is

hilly and romantic. Often my way led me, by small passes, over astonishing eminences,

where, in the deep below me, I saw a few huts or cottages lying. The fencing of the

fields with gray stone gave the whole a wild, and not very promising appearance.

The hills were in general not wooded, but naked and barren; and you saw the flocks

at a distance grazing on their summit.

As I was coming through one of the villages, I heard a great furmer^s boy eagerly

ask another, if he did not think I was a Frenchman. It seemed as if he had been wait-

ing some time, to see the wonder ; for he spoke as though his wish was now accom-
plished.

When I was past Bakewell, a place far inferior to Derby, I came by the side of a
broad river, to a small eminence, where a fine cultivated field lay before me. This
field, all at once, made an indescribable and very pleasing impression on me, which,

at first, I could not account for; till I recollected having seen, in my childhood,

near the village where I was educated, a situation strikingly similar to that now before

me, here in En^and.
This field, as if it had been in Germany, was not enclosed with hedges ; but every

spot in it was uninterruptedly diversified with all kinds of crops and growths of dif-

ferent green and yellowbh colours, which gave the whole a most pleasing eifect : but

besides this large field, the general view of the country, and a thousand other little cir-

cumstances, which I cannot now particularly enumerate, served to bring back to my re-

collection the years of my youth.

Here 1 rested myself awhile ; and when I was going on again, I thought of the place

of ray residence ; on all my acquaintances, and not a litde on you, my dearest friend,

andimagined what you would think and say, ifyou were to see your fiiend thus wandering
here all alone, totally unknown, and in a foreign land. And at that moment I first seri.

ously felt the idea of distance : and the thought that I was now in England, so very far

firom all I loved, or who loved me, produced in me such sensations as I have not often

felt.

It was perhaps the same with you, my dearest fi-iend, when, on ourjourney to Ham.
burgh, we drove from Perlsbeg to your birth-place, the village of Boberow ; where,

among the farmers, you again found yourown playmates ; one ofwhom was now become
the bailifi* of the place. On your asking them, whether they knew you, one and all of
them answered so heartily, '• O, yes, yes ; why, you are Master Frederick." The pe-

dantic schoolmaster, you will remember, was not so frank. He expressed himself in the

stifftown phrase of, *' he had not the honour of knowin'ii you ; as during your residence

in that village, when a child, he had not been in loco."

I now came through a Utile place ofthe name ofAshford, and wished to reach the small

village of Wardlow, which was only three miles distant i when two men came after

me at a distance, whom I had already seen at Matlock, who called to me to wait
vol.. II. 4 b
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for them. Thpse were the only foot passengers, since Mr. Maud, who had offered

to walk with me.

The one was a saddler, and wore a short brown jacket, and an apron, with a round hat.

The other was very decently dressed, but a very silent man ; whereas the saddler was

quite talkative.

I listened with astonishment, when I heard him begin to speak of Homer, of Ho-
race, and of Virgil ; and still more when he quoted several passages, by memory, from

each of these authors; pronouncing the words, and laying his emphasis, with as much
propriety as I could possibly have expected, had he been educated at Cambridge, or at

Oxford. He advised nie not to goto Wardlow, where I should find bad accommoda-

tions, but rather a few miles farther to Tideswell, where he lived. This name is, by a sin-

gular abbreviation, pronounced Tidsel, the same as Birmingham is called by the com-

mon people Brummidgeham.
We halted at a small ale-house on the road-side, where the saddler stopped to drink,

and talk ; and from whence he was in no haste to depart. He had the generosity pnd

honour, however, to pay my share of the reckoning, because, as he said, he had brought

me hither.

At no great distance from the house, we came to a risim; ground, where my philoso-

phical saddler made me observe a prospect, which was perhi >s the only one of the kind

in England. Below us was an hollow, not unlike an huge kettle, hollowed out

of the surrounding mass of earth; and at the bottom of it, a little valley, where

the green meadow was divided by a small rivulet that ran in serpentine windings, its

banks graced with the most inviting wall s ; behind a small windin' , there is just seea

ai. house where one of the most distinguished inhabitants of thxs happy vale, a great

philosopher, lives retired, dedicating almost all his time to his favourite studies. He
has transplanted a number of foreign plants into his grounds. My guide fell into al-

most a poetic rapture, as he pointed out to me the beauties of this vale, while our

third companion, who grew tired, became impatient at our tediousness.

We were now led by a steep road to the vale, through which we passed ; and then

ascended again among the hills on the other side.

Not far from Tideswell, our third companion left us, as he lived in a neighbouring

place. As we now at length saw Tideswell lying before us in the vale, the saddler began

to give me an account of his family ; adding, by the way of episcode, that he never quar-

rellei . with his wife ; nor had ever once threatened her with his fist, much less ever lifted

it ag-iinst her. For his own sake, he said, he never called her names ; nor gave her

the lie. I must here observe, that it is the greatest offence you can give any one in

England, to say to him, you lie. To be called a liar is a still greater affront ; and you

are a damned liar is the very acme of vulgar abuse.

Just as in Germany, no one will bear the name of a scoundrel, or knave ; or as in

all quarrels, the bestowing such epithets on our adversary is the signal for fighting

;

so the term of a liar in England is the most offensive, and is always resented by blows.

A man would never forgive himself, nor be forgiven, who could bear to be called a liar.

Our Jacky in London once looked at me with astonishment, on my happening to

say to him in a joke, you are a liar. I assure you I had much to do, before I could

pacify him.

If one may form a judgment of the character of the whole nation, from such little

circumstances as this, I may say, this rooted hatred of the word liar appears to me to

be no bad trait in the English.
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But to return to my travelling companion, who further told me, that he was obliged

to earn his livelihood at some distance from home ; and that he was now rcturninir lor

the first time, for these two months, to his family.

He shewed me a row of trees near the town, which he said his father had planted,

and which therefore he never could look at but with emotion, though he passed them

often, as he went backwards and forwards, on his l:ttle journeys, to and from his birth-

place. His father, he addeo had once been a rich man; but had expended all
1
's

fortune to support one son. Unfortunately for himself, as well as his family n

father had gone to America, and left the rest of his children poor ; notwithstandii ^
which, his memory was still dear to him, and he was always afiected by the sight of

these trees.

Tideswell consists oftwo rows of low houses, built of rough gray stone. My guide,

immediately on our entrance into the place, bade me take notice of the church, which
was very handsome ; and, notwithstanding its age, had still some pretensions to be con-

sidered as an edifice built in the modem taste.

He now asked me, whether he should shew me to a great inn, or to a cheap one.

And as I preferred the latter, he went with me himself to a small public house, and
very particularly recommended me to their care, as his fellow traveller, and a clever man,
not without learning.

The people here also endeavoured to accommodate me most magnificently, and for

this purpose gave me some toasted cheese, which was Cheshire cheese, roasted and half

melted at the fire. This, in England, it seems, is reckoned good eating, but, unfor-

tunately for me, I could not touch a bit of it. I therefore invited my landlord to par>

take of it, and he indeed seemed to feast on it. As I neither drank brandy nor ale,

he told me I lived far too sparingly for a foot traveller ; he wondered how I had strength

to walk so well, and so far.

I avail myself of this opportunity to observe that the English inn-keepers are in gene-
ral great ale drinkers ; and fcr this reason, most of them are gross and corpulent ; in

particular, they are plump and rosy in their faces. I once heard it said of one of them,
that the extravasated claret in his phiz might well remind one, as FalstafF says of
Bardolph, of hell-fire.

The next morning my landlady did me the honour to drink coffee with me, but
helped me, very sparingly, to milk and sugar. It was Sunday, and I went with my
landlord to a barber, on whose shop was written •* shaving for a penny." There were
a great many inhabitants assembled there, who took me for a gentleman, on account,

I suppose, of iriy hat ; which I had bought in London for a guinea, and which they

all admired. 1 considered this as a proof, that pomp and finery had not yet become
general thus far from London.

You frequently find in England, at many of the houses of the common people,

printed papers, with sundry apt and good moral maxims and rules fastened against the
room door ; just as we find them in Germany. On such wretched paper, some of
the most delightful and the finest sentiments may be read ; such as would do honour to
any writer ofany country.

For instance, I read, among other things, this golden rule, on such an ordinary printed
paper stuck against a room dcor, " Make no comparisons !" And if you consider how
many quarrels, and how much mischief arise in the world, from odious comparisons
of the merits of one with the merits of another, the most delightful lessons of morality are
contained in the few words of the above mentioned rule.

4 B 2
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A man, to\vhom I gave sixpence, conducted me out of the town to the road leading

to Castlcton, which .vas close to a wall of stones, confusedly heaped one upon another,

as I have before described. The whole country was hilly and rough, and the ground

covered with brown heath. Here, and there, some sheep were feeding.

I made a little digression to an hill to the left, where I had a prospect, awfully beau-

tiful, composed almost entirely of naked rocks, far and near; among which,

those that were entirely covered with black heath made a most tremendous ap-

pearance.

I was now an hundred and seventy miles from London, when I ascended one of the

highest hills, and all at once perceived a beautiful vale below me, which was traversed

by rivers and brooks, and enclosed on all sides by hills. In this vale lay Castleton, a

small town, with low houses, which takes its name from an old castle, whose ruins are

still to be seen here.

A narrow path, which wound itself down the side of the rock, led me through the

vale into the street of Castleton, where I soon found an inn ; and also soon dined.

After dinner, I made the best ofmy way to the cavern.

A little rivulet, which runs through the middle of the town, led me to its entrance.

I stood here a few moments, full of wonder, and astonishment, at the amazing height

of the steep rock before me, covered on each side with ivy and other shrubs. At its

summit are the decayed wall and towers of an ancient castle, which formerly stood on

this rock ; and at its foot, the monstrous aperture, or mouth, to the entrance of the

cavern, where it is pitch dark, when one looks down, even at mid-day.

As I was standing here full of admiration, I perceived, at the entrance of the cavern,

a man of a rude and rough appearance, who asked me if I wished to see the Peak ; and

the echo strongly reverberated his coarse voice.

Answering, as I did, in the affirmative, he next further asked me, if I should want to

be carried to the other side of the stream, telling me, at the same time, what the sum
would be, which I must pay for it.

This man had, along with his black stringy hair, and his dirty and tattered clothes,

such a singularly wild and infernal look, that he actually struck me as a real Charon

;

his voice, and the questions he asked me, were not of a kind to remove this notion ; so

that, far from its requiring any effort of imagination, I found it not easy to avoid be-

lieving, that, at length, I had actually reached Avernus, was about to cross Acheron,

and to be ferried by Charon.

I had no sooner agreed to his demand, than he told me, all I had to do, was boldly to

follow him ; and thus we entered the cavern.

To the left, in the entrance of the cavern, lay the trunk of a tree, that had been cut

down, on which several of the boys of the town were playing.

Our way seemed to be altogether on a descent, though not steep ; so that the light,

which came in at the mouth of the cavern, near the entrance, gradually forsook us;

and when we had gone forward a few steps farther, I was astonished by a sight,

which of all others I here the least expected : I perceived to the right, in the hollow

of the cavern, a whole subterranean village, where the inhabitants, on account of its

being Sunday, were resting from their work ; and with happy and cheerful looks,

were sitting at the doors of their huts, along with their children.

We had scarcely passed these small subterranean houses, when I perceived a number

of large wheels, on which, on week days, these human moles, the inhabitants of the

cavern, make ropes.
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I fancied I here saw the wheel of Ixion, and the incessant labour of the Da-
naides.

The opening through which the light came seemed, as we descended, every mo-
ment to become less and less, and the darkness at every stej) to increase, till at

length only a few rays appeared, as if darting through a crevjcc, and just tinging

the small clouds of smoke, which, at dusk, raised themselves to the mouth of the Ca-
vern.

This gradual growth, or increase, of darkness awakens in a contemplative mind a

soft melancholy. As you go down the gentle descent of the Cavern, you can hardly help

fancying the moment is come, when, without pain or grief, the thread of life is about

to be snapped ; and that you are now going thus quietly to that land of peace where
trouble is no more.

At length the greet Cavern in the rock closed itself, in the same manner as hea-

ven and earth seem to join each other, when we came to a little door, where an old

woman came out of one of the huts, and brought two candles, of which we each took

one.

My guide now opened the door, which completely shut out the faint glimmering of
li^ht, which, till then> it was possible to perceive, and led us to the inmost centre of
this dreary temple of old Chaos and Night, as if, till now, we had only been traversing

the outer courts. Tlie rock was here so low, that we were obliged to stoop very much
for some few steps, in order to get through : but how great was my astonishment, when
we had passed this narrow passage and again stood upright, at once to perceive, as well

as the feeble light ofour candles would permit, the amazing length, breadth, and height

of the Cavern ; compared to which the monstrous opening through which we had already

passed was nothing.

After we had wandered here more than an hour, as beneath a dark and dusky sky, on
a level sandy soil, the rock gradually lowered itself, and we suddenly found ourselves on
the edge of a broad river, which, from the p;limmering of our candles amid the total

darkness, sug^sted sundry interesting reflections. To the side of this river a small boat

was moored, with some straw in its bottom. Into this boat my guide desired me to step,

and lay myself down in it quite flat ; because, as he said, towards the middle of the

river, the rock would almost touch the water.

When I had laid myself down as directed, he himselfjumped into the water, and drew
the boat after him.

All around us was one still, solemn, and deadly silence ; and as the boat advanced,

the rock seemed to stoop, and come nearer and nearer to us, till at length it nearly

touched my face ; and as I lay, I could hardly hold the candle upright. 1 seemed to

myself to be in a coffin, rather than in a boat, as I had no room to stir hand or foot, till

we had passed this frightful strait, and the rock rose again on the other side ; where my
guide once more handed me ashore.

The Cavern was now become, all at once, broad and high ; and then suddenly it was
again low and narrow.

I observed on both sides, as we passed along, a prodigious number of great and small

petrefied plants and animals, which however we could not examine, unless we had been
disposed to spend some days in the Cavern.
And thus we arrived at the opposite side, at the second river or stream, which, how-

ever, was not so broad as the first ; as one may see across it to the other side : across

this stream my guide carried me on his shoulders, because there was here no boat to

carry us over.

i*

i
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From thence we only went a few steps further, when wc came to a very small
pitcc of water, which extended itself length-ways, and led us to the end of the Ca-
vern.

The path along the edge of this water was wet and slippery, and sometimes so very**

narrow, that one c.»n hardly set one foot before the other.

Notwithstanding, I wandered with pleasure on this subterranean shore, and was re-

galing myself with the interesting contemplation of all these various wonderful objects,

in this land of darkness and shadow of death, when, all at once, something like music
at a distance sounded in mine ears.

I instantly stopped, full ofastonishment ; and eagerly asked my guide what this might
mean ? He answered, only have patience, and you shall soon see.

But as we advanced, the sounds of harmony seemed to die away ; the noise became
weaker and weaker ; and at length it seemed to sink into a gentle hisslhg, or hum, like

distant drops of falling rain.

And how ^reat was my amazement, when, ere long, I actually saw and felt a violent

shower of ram falling from the rock, as from a thick cloud, whose drops, which now
fell on our candles, had caused that same melancholy sound which I had heard at a
distance.

This was what is here called a mizzling rain ; which fell from the ceiling or roof of
the Cavern, through the veins of the rock.

Wc did not dare to approach too near wWh our candles, as they might easily have
been extinguished by the falling drops ; and so we perhaps have been forced to seek
our way back in vain.

VVe continued our march therefore along the side of the water, and often saw on
the sides large apertures in the rock, which seemed to be new or subordinate caverns ;

all which we passed without looking into. At length my guide prepared me for one of
the finest sights we had yet seen, which we should now soon behold.

And we had hardly gone on a few paces, when we entered what might easily be taken
for a majestic temple, with lofty arches, supported by beautiful pillars, formed by the
plastic hand ofsome ingenious artist.

This subterranean temple, in the structure of which no human hand had borne a part,
appeared to me, at that moment, to surpass all the most stupendous buildings in the
world, in point of regularity, magnificence, and beauty.

Full of admiration and reverence, here, even in the inmost recesses of nature, I saw
the majesty of the Creator displayed ; and before I quitted this temple, here in this so-
lemn Mlence and holy gloom, I thought it would be a becoming act of true religion to
adore, as I cordially did, the God of nature.

We now drew near the end of our journey. Our faithful companion, the water,
guided us through the remainder of the Cavern, where the rock is arched for the last

time, and then sinks till it touches the water, which here forms a semi-circle, and thus
the Cavern closes ; so that no mortal can go one step farther.

My guide here again jumped into the water, swam a little way under the rock, and
then came back quite wet, to shew me that it was impossible to go any further, unless
this rock could be blown up with powder, and a second cavern opened. I now
thought, all we had to do was to return the nearest way ; l)ut there were new difficul-

ties still to encounter, and new scenes to behold, still more beautifiil than any I had yet
seen.

My guide now turned and went back towards the left, where I followed him through
a Jarge opening in the rock.
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And here he first asked me if I could determine to creep a considerable distance

through the rock, where it nearly touched the ground ? Having consented to do so, he

told me I had only to follow him ; warning me at the same time, to take great care of my
candle.

Thus we crept on our hands and feet, on the wet and muddy ground, through the

opening in the rock, which was often scarcely large enough for us to get through with

our bodies.

When, at length, we had got dirough this troublesome passage, I saw in the Cavern

a steep hill, which was so high, that it seemed to lose itself as in a cloud, in the sum-

mit of the rock.

This hill was so wet and slippery, that as soon as I attempted to ascend, I fell down.

My guide, however, took hold of my hand, and told me, 1 had only resolutely to follow

him.

We now ascended such an amazing height, and there were such precipices on each

side, that it makes me giddy even now, when I think of it.

When we at length nad gained the summit, where the hill seemed to lose itself in

the rock, my guide placed me where I could stand firm, and told me to stay there

quietly. In the mean time he himself went down the hill with his candle, and left mc
alone.

I lost sight of him for some moments ; but at length I perceived not him indeed, but

his candle, quite in the bottom, from whence it seemed to shine like a bright and twink-

ling star.

After I had enjoyed this indescribably beautiful sight for some time, my guide came
back, and carried me safely down the hill again on his shoulders. And as inow stood

below, he went up and let his candle shine again through an opening of the rock, while

I covered mine with my hand ; and it was now as if on a dark night a bright star shone

down upon me ; a sight which, in point of beauty, far surpassed all that I had ever

seen.

Our journey was now ended, and we returned, not without trouble and difficulty,

through the narrow passage. We again entered the temple we had a short time before

left ; again heard the pattering of the rain, which sounded as rain when we were near it,

but wmch, at a distance, seemed a sonorous, dull, and melancholy hum ; and now again

we returned across the quiet streams through the capacious entrance of the cavern, to the

little door, where we had before taken our leave of day-light ; which, after so long a

darkness, we now again hailed with joy.

Before my guide opened the door, he told me I should now have a view of a sight

that would surpass all the foregoing. I found that he was in the right ; for when
he had only half opened the door, it really seemed as if I was looking into Ely-

sium.

Th6 day seemed to be gradually breaking, and night and darkness to have vanish-

ed. At a distance you again just saw the smoke of the cottages, and then the cottages

themselves ; and as we ascended, we saw the boy still playing around the hewn trunk,

till at length the reddish purple stripes in the sky faintly appeared through the mouth of
the hole

;
yet, just as we came out, the sun was setting in the West.

Thus had I spent nearly the whole afternoon, till it was quite evening, in the cavern

;

and when I looked at myself, 1 was, as to my dress, not much unlike my guide ; my
shoes scarcely hung to my feet, they were so soft and so torn by walking so long on the

damp sand, and the hard pointed stones. •:::•;,
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I paid no more than half-a-crown for seeing ull that I had seen, with a trifle to my
guide ; for it seemii he doc:i nut g<.'t the half-crown, but is obliged to account for it to

his master, who lives very comfortably on the revenue lie derives from this Cavern ; and
b able to keep a man to shew it to strangers.

When I came home I sent for a shoe-malier. There was one who lived jubt opposite

;

and he immediately came to examine my shoes. He told me he could not surhctenijy

wonder ut the badness of the work, for they were shoes I had brought from Germany.
Notwithstanding this, he undertook, as he had no new ones ready, to mend them for mc
as well as he could. This led me to make a very agreeable acquaintance with this sliue.

maker ; for when I expressed to him my admiration of tlie Cavern, it pleased him greatly

that, in so insignificant a place as Castleton, there should be any thing which could in-

spire people with astonishment, who came from such distant countries ; and there*

upon oifered to tuke a walk with me, to shew me, at no ^reat distance, the famous
mountain called Mam-Tor, which is reckoned among the thmgs of most note in Derby*
shire.

This mountain is covered with verdure on its summit and s*des ; but at tlie end it is a
steep precipice. The middle part does not, like other mountains, consist of rock, but
of a loose earth, which gives way, and either rolls from the top of the precipice in little

pieces, or tears itself loose in large masses, and falls with a thundering crash, thus form*

ing an hill on its side which is continually encreasing.

From tliese circumstances probably is derived the name ofMam-Tor, which literally

signifies Mother Hill ; for Tor is either an abbreviation of, or the old word fo.', Tower;
and means not only a lofty building, but any eminence. Mam is a familiar term, that

obtains, in all languages, for Mother ; and this mountjun, like a Mother, produces seve-

ral other small hills.

The inhabitants here have a superstitious notion, that this mountain, notwithstanding

its daily loss, never decreases, but always keeps its own, and remains the same.

My companion told me a shocking history of an inhabitant of Castleton, who laid a
wager, that he would ascend this steep precipice.

As the lower part is not quite so steep, but rather slanting upwards, he could get good
hold in this soft loose earth, and clambered upt without looking round. At length he
had gained more than halfthe ascent, and was just at the part, where it projects and over-

looks its basis ; from this astonishing height the unfortunate man cast down his eyes,

whilst the threatening point of the rock hung over him, with tottering masses of
earth.

He trembled all over, and was just going to relinquish his hold, not daring to move
backwards or forwards : in thb manner he hung for some time between heaven aiMl

earth, surrounded by despair. However, hb sinews would bear it no longer ; and there-

fore, in an effort of despair, he once more collected all his strength, and got hold of,

first, one loose stone, and then another ; all of which would have failed him, had he not

immediately caught hold of another. By these means, however, at length, to his own,
as well as to the astonishment of all the spectators, he avoided almost instant and certain

death, safely gained the summit of the hill, and won his wager.

I trembled as I heard this relation ; seeing the mountain and the precipice in ques-

tion so near to me, I could not help figuring to myself the man clambering up
it

Not far from hence is Elden-Hole, a cavity, or pit, or hole in the earth, of such a
monstrous depth, that if you throw in a pebble stone, and lay your ear to the edge of
the hole, you hear it falling for a long time.
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As soon as it comes to the bottom it emits a soimd as if son?c one were uttering a

loud sigh. The lirat noise it malccSt on its being fir^i (Kirtcd with, .;Hlcts the car like %
subterranean thunder. This rumbUng, or thundering, noise cuiiiinueit for some time,

and then decreases, as the stone falls against liri>t one tiard rock and then another, at n

greater and a greater depth ; and at length, when it has for some time been falling, the

noise stops with a kind of whizzing, or a hissing, murmur. The people have also a

world of superstitious stories relating to this place ; one of which '\\ that some |)erson

once threw into it a goohc, which appeared again, at two miles distance, in the great ca

Vern 1 have already mentioned, <}uite strip^Kd of its feathers. But I will not stutT my
letters with many of these fabulous histories.

They reckon that they have in Derl)ysihirc seven wonders of natua* ; of which, f!)is,

£lden Hole, the hill of Mam Tor, and the great cavern, 1 have been at, are tin- prin-

cipal. This cavern goes commonly by a name that is shockingly vulgar : In English
it IS called •• The Devil's Arse o'Peak."

The remaining four woiwlers arc Pool's Hole, which has some resemblance to this

tliat I have seen, as 1 am told, for I did not see it ; next, St. Anne's Well, where there

are two springs, which rise close to each other ; the one of which is boiling-hot, the

other as cold as ice; the next is, Tide'swell, not ilir from the town of that name,
through which 1 passed. It is a spring, or well, which in general flows or runs under
ground, imperceptibly, and then all at once rushes forth with a mighty rumbling or

subterranean noise, which is said to have something musical in it, and overflows its banks.

Lastly, Chatsworth, a palace, or seat, belonging to the dukes of Devonshire, at the

foot of a mountain, whose summit is covered with eternal snow, and therefore always
gives one the idea of winter, at the same time that the most delightful spring blooms
at its foot. I can give you no further description of these latter wonders, as I only know
them by the account given me by others. They were the subjects with which my
guide, the shoe-maker, entertained me during our walk.

While this man was shewing me every thing within his knowledge, that he thought

most interesting, he often expressed his admiration on thinking how much of the wi^rld

I had already seen ; and the idea excited in him so lively a desire to travel, that I had
much to do to reason him out of it. He could not help talking of it the whole even-

ing; and again and again protested, that, had he not got a wife and child, he
would set ofl* in the morning, at day-break, along with me ; for here in Castleton

there is but little to be earned by the hardest labour, or even genius
; provisions

are not cheap; and, in short, there is no scope for exertion. This honest man
was not yet thirty.

As we returned, he wished yet to shew me the lead mines, but it was too late. Yet
late as it was, he mended my shoes the same evening, and I must do him the justice to

add, in a very masterly manner.

But I am sorry to tell you, I have brought a cough from the cavern, that does not

at all please me ; indeed it occasions me no little pain, which makes me suppose that one
must needs breathe a very unwholesome damp air in this cavern. But then, were that

the case, I do not comprehend how my friend Charon should have held it out so long,

and so well, as he has.

This morning I was up very early in order to view the ruins, and to climb an high
hill, along side of them. The ruins are directly over the mouth o^ the hole on
the hill, which extends itself some distance over the cavern, beyond the ruins, and
always widens ; though here in front it is so narrow* that the building takes up the

whole.

II* 4 c
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I.;

From the ruiim ull around, there is nothing but Htccp rock, su thnt there \% no acccM
to it, but from the town, where u crooked path from the foot of the hill is hovu in the

rock, but is also prodi^^iouitly iitecp.

The Hpot on which tl»e ruins stand is now nil overffrowti with nettles and thistles.

Fornurly, it is said, there was a bridge from this mountain, to the opposite one, ol

which one may yet discover some traces, ns in the vale, which divides the two rocks,

we still And the remains of some of the arches on which the bridge rested. This vale,

which lies at the back of the ruins, and probably over the cavern, is called the CaveS
Way, and is one of the greatest thoroughfares to the town. In the part, at which, at

some distance, it begins to descend between these two mountains, its descent is so gentle

that one is not at all tired in going down it. But if you should happen to miss the

way between the two rocks, and continue on the heights, you arc in great danger ol

falling from the rock, which every moment becomes steeper and steeper.

The mountain on which the ruins stand is every where rocky. The one on the

left of it, which is separated by the vale, is {lerfecdy verdant and fertile, and, on its

summit, the pasture lands arc divided by stones, piled up in the form of a wall. This

green mountain is at least three times as high as that on which the ruins stand.

I began to clamber up the green mountain, which is also pretty steep; and when I

had gut more than halfway up, without having once iooked back, I was nearly iu the

F'-«me situation as the advciituiei who clambered up Mam-Tor hill; for when I looked

round, I found my eye had not been trained *j view, unmoved, so prodigious an height

;

Caslkton, with the surrounding country, lay below me, like a map ; the roofs of the

houses seemed almost close to the ground, and the mountain with the ruins itselfseemed
to be lying at my feet.

I grew giddy at the prospect, and it required all my reason to convince me that I was
in no danger, and that, at all events, I could only scramble down the green turf, in the

same manner as I had goc up. At length I seemed to grow accustomed to this view,

till it really gave me pleasure ; and I now climbed quite to the summit, and walked over

the meadows, and at length reached the way, which gradually descends between the

two mountains.

At the top of the green mountain I met with some neat country girls, who
were milking their cows, and coming this same way with their milk-pads on their

heads.

This little rural party formed a beautiful groupe, when some of them with their milk*

pails took shelter, as it began to rain, under a part of the rock; beneath which they sat

down on natural stone benches, and there, with pastoral innocence and glee, talked and
laughed till the shower was over.

My way led me into the town, from whence I now write, and which I intend leaving,

IP order to begin my journey back to London ; but I think I shall not now pursue quite

tne same road.

i:i

JVort/iampton.

WHEN I took my leave of die honest shoe-maker, in CasUeton, who would have re-

joiced to have : com'panied me, I resolved to return, not by Tideswell, but by Ward-
low, which is nearer.

I there found but one single inn, and in it only a landlady, who told me that her hus-

band was at work in the lead-mines ; and that the Cavern at Castleton, and all that

III
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I had yet i^ccn, was nothing to '"? compared to these lead-mines. Her husl);\nd, she

huid, would be happy to shew th< 'mc.

VVhcn I came to ofler to pay he* .or my dinner, she made some dilficulty about it j

because, as 1 had neither drank ale, or brandv, by Mie selling of which she cliiifly

made her livelihood, she said she could not well make out my bill. On this I c.ilkj

for a mug of ale (which 1 did not drink) in order to enable me the better to settle Iter

reckoning.

At this same time I saw my Inn-kccpcr of TideswcK ; who, however, had not, like

me, come on foot, but prancing proudly on horseback.

As I proceeded, and saw the hills rise Ix'fore me, w'-ich were still fresh in my mc-

mory, having so recently Income uc(iuaintcd witli (ncm, in my journey thither, I was
just reading the passage in Milton, relative to the creation, in which the Angel describes

to Adam huw the water subsided, and

" Imntediutel; the mountain> huge appear
Lmcrgeiit) ai.ii their broad bare l)uri<K npheave
Into tho cloiidii, their topit uscciul tlic sky.

UwiV. vii. I. 3H3.

It seemed to me, while reading this passage, as if every thing around me were in the

act of creating, and the mountains themselves ap[H;ared to emerge or rise, so animated

was the scene.

I had felt something, not very unlike ihis, on my journey hitlier ; as I was sitting

opposite to an hill, whose top was covered with trees, and was reading in Milton the

sublime description of the combat of the angels, where the fallen angels are m.ide, with

but little regard to chronology, to attack tneir antagonists with artillery and cannon,

as if it had been a battle on earth, of the present age. The better angels, however,

defend themselves against their antagonists by each seizing on some hill, by the tufts on
its summit, tearing them up by the root, and thus bearing them in their liands, to fling

them at their enemy }

" they ran, they flew,

From their foundation loos'ninti^to and A'o,

They plucl(.'d the seated hills with all their !oad,

Rocks, wate-.'s, woods, and by the shaggy tops

Uplifung bor« theur inUicir hands "

Boolivi.l. 643.

I seemed to fancy to myself, that I actually saw an angel there standing and plucking up
an hill before me, and shaking it in the air.

When I came to the last village, before [ got to Matlock, as it was now evening, and
dark, 1 determined to spend the night there ; and inouircd for an inn, which, I was
told was at the end of the village. And ^ on I walked, and kept walking till near

midnight, before I found this same inn. The place seemed to have no end. On my
journey to Castleton, I must either not have passed through this village, or not have no-

ticed its length. Much tired, and not a little indisposed, I at length arrived at the inn ;

where I sat myself down by the fire in the kitchen, and asked for something to eat.

As they told me I could not have a bed here, I replied I absolutely would not be driven

away, for that if nothing better could be had, I would sit all night by the fire. This
I actually prepared to do, and laid my head on the table in order to sleep.

4 c 2
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When the people in t' v^ kitchen thought that I was asleep, I heard them talking about

me, and guessing who, or what, I might be. One woman alone seemed to take my
part, and said, '* I da^ say, he is a well-bred gentleman ;" another scouted that no-

tion, merely, because, as she said, I had come on foot; and "depend on it," said

she, * he is some poor travelling creature !" My ears yet ring with the contemptuous
tone with which she uttered, "Poor travelling creature!" It seems to express all

the wretchedness of one, who neither has house, nor home ; a vagabond, and outcast

of society.

At last, when these unfeeling people saw that I was determined, at all events, to stay

there all night, they gave me a bed, but not till I had long given up all hopes of getting

one. And in the morning, when they asked me a shilling for it, I gave them half-a-

crown, adding, with something of an air, that I would have no change. This I did,

though perhaps foolishly, to shew them, that I was not quite " a poor creature." And
now they took leave ofme wiih great civility, and many excuses ; and I now continued

my journey much at my ease.

When I had passed Matlock, I did not go again towards Derby, but took the road

to the left towards Nottingham. Here the hills gradually disappeared ; and my
journey now lay through n»eadow grounds, and cultivated fields.

I must here inform yon, that the word Peake, or Pike, in old English, signifies a

point or summit ; the Peak of Derbyshire, therefore, means that part of the country

which is hilly ; or where the mountains are highest.

Towards noon I ag-ain came to an eminence, where I found but one single solitary

inn, which had a singular inscription on its sign. It was in rhyme, and I remember
only that it ended with these words, " Refresh and then goon." '• Entertainmenf*for

man and horse." This I have seen on several signs, but the most common, at all the

lesser ale-houses, is " A. B. C. or D. dealer in foreign spirituous liquors."

I dined here on cold meat and sallad. This, or else eggs and sallad, was my usual

supper, and my dinner too, at the inns at which I stopped. It was but seldom that I

had the good fortune to get any thing hot. The sallad, for which they brought me all

the ingredients, I was always obliged to dress myself. This, I believe, is always done in

England.

The road was now tolerably pleasant, but the country seemed here to be uniform

and unvaried, even to dullness. However, it was a very fine evening, and as I passed

through a village, just before sun-set, several people, who met me, accosted me with

a phrase which, at first, I thought odd, but which I now think civil, if not polite.

As if I could possibly want information on such a point, as they passed me, they all very

courteously told me " 'twas a fine evening, or a pleasant night."

I have also often met people, who, as they passed me, obligingly and kindly asked,
" how do you do ?" To which unexpected question from total strangers, I have now
learned to answer, «* pretty well, I thank you, how do you do ?" This manner of ad-

dress must needs appear very singular to a foreigner, who is all at once asked by a per-

son whom he has never seen before, how he does?

After I had passed through this village, I came to a green field, at the side of which
I met with an ale-house. The mistress was sitting at the window ; I asked her, if I

could stay the night there, she said, no ! and shut the window in my face.

This unmannerliness recalled to my recollection the many receptions of this kind to

which I had now so often been exposed ; and I could not forbear uttering aloud my in-

dignation at the inhospitality of the English ; this harsh sentiment I soon corrected,

however, as I walked on, by recollecting, and placing in the opposite scale, the un-
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bounded and unequalled generosity of this nation, and also the many acts of real and
substantial kindness, which I had myself experienced in it.

I at last came to another inn, where there was written on the sign :
*' The Navigation

Inn ;" because it is the depot, or store-house, of the colliers of the Trent.

A rougher or ruder kind of people I never saw than these colliers, whom I here

met assembled in the kitchen, and in whose company I was obliged to spend the even-

g-

Their language, their dress, their manners, were, all of them, singularly vulgar

and disagreeable ; and their expressions still more so : For they hardly spoke a word,

without addifkg, " a G—d d—me" to it, and thus cursing, quarrelling, drinking,

singing, and Gghting, they seemed to be pleased, and to enjoy the evening. I must
do them the justice to add, that none of them, however, at all molested me, or did

me any harm. On the contrary, every one again and again drank my health, and I

took care not to forget to drink theirs in return. The treatment of my host at Mat-
lock was still fresh in my memory ; and so, as often as I drank, I never omitted say-

ing, ** Your healths gentlemen ail
!"

When two Englishmen quarrel, the fray is carried on, and decided, rather by
actions than by wotds; though loud and boisterous, they do not say much, and
frequently repeat the same thing over and over again, always clinching it with an ad-

ditional " G—d—you I" Their anger seems to overpower their utterance, and can
vent only by coming to blows.

The landlady, who sat in the kitchen along with all this goodly company, was ne-

vertheless well dressed, and a remarkably well looking woman. As soon as I had sup-

ped, I hastened to bed, but could not sleep ; my quondam companions, the colliers,

made such a noise the whole night through. In the morning, when 1 got up, there was
not one to be seen, nor heard.

I was now only a few miles from Nottingham, where I arrived towards
noon.

This, of all the towns I have yet seen, except London, seemed to me to be one
of the best ; and is undoubtedly the cleanest. Every thing here wore a modern ap-

pearance, and a large place in the centre scarcely yielded to a London square, in

point of beauty.

From the town a charming foot-path leads you across the meadows to the high-

road, where there is a bridge over the Trent. Not far from this bridge was an inn,

where I dined, though I could get nothing but bread and butter, of which I desired to

have a toast made.
Nottingham lies high, and made a beautiful appearance at a distance, with its neat

high houses, red roofs, and its lofty steeples. I have not seen so fine a prospect in any
other town in England.

I now came through several villages, as Ruddington, Bradmore and Buny, to Castol,

where I stayed all night.

This whole afternoon I heard the ringing of bells in many of the villages. Proba-
bly, it is some holiday which they thus celebrate. It was cloudy weather, and I felt

myself not at all well : and in these circumstances this ringing discomposed me still

more ; and made meat length quite low-spirited and melancholy.

At Castol there were three inns close to each other, in which, to judge only from
the outside of the houses, little but poverty was to be expected. In the one at which
I at length stopped there was only a landlady, a sick butcher, and a sick carter, both
of whom had come to stay the night. This assemblage of sick persons gave me the

^^1
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idea of an hospital, and depressed me still more. I felt some degree of fever, was
very restless all night, and so I kept my bed very late the next morning, until the

woman of the house came and roused me, by saying she had been uneasy on my ac-

count. And now I formed the resolution to go to Leicester in the post-coach.

I was now only four miles from Loughborough, a small, and, I think, not a very

handsome town, where I arrived late at noon, and dined at the last inn on the road

that leads to Leicester. Here apin, far beyond expectation, the people treated me
like a gentleman, and let me dine m the parlour.

From Loughborough to Leicester was only ten miles ; but the road was sandy and

very unpleasant walking.
^

-

i came through a village called Mountsorrel, which perhaps takes its name from

a little hill at the end of it. As for the rest, it was all one large plain, all the way to

Leicester.

Towards evening I came to a pleasant meadow just before I got to Leicester,

through which a foot-path led me to the town, which made a good appearance as I

viewed it lengthways, and indeed much larger than it really is.

I went up a long street before I got to the house from which the post-coaches set

out, and which is also an inn. I here learnt that the stage was to set out that even-

ing for London, but that the inside was already full ; some places were however still

left on the outside.

Being obliged to bestir myself to get back to London, as the time drew near when
the Hamburgh captain, with whom 1 intend to return, had fixed his departure, I de-

termined to take a place as far as Northampton on the outside.

But this ride from Leicester to Northampton I shall remember as long as I

live.

The coach drove from the yard through a part of the house. The inside passengers

got in, in the yard ; but we on the outside were obliged to clamber up in the public

street, because we should have had no room for our head to pass under the gate-

way.

My companions on the top of the coach were a farmer, a young man very decendy

dressed, and a black-a-moor.

The getting up alone was at the risk of one's life ; and when I was up, I was obli-

ged to sit just at the corner of the coach, with nothing to hold by, but a sort of little

handle, fastened on the side. I sat nearest the wheel ; and the moment that we set

off, I fancied that I saw certain death await me. All I could do, was to take sull safer

hold of the handle, and to be more and more careful to preserve my balance.

The machine now rolled along with prodigious rapidity over the stones, through the

town, and every moment we seemed to fly into the air ; so that it was almost a miracle,

that we still stuck to the coach, and did not fall. We seemed to be thus on the wing,

and to fly, as often as we passed through a village, or went down an hill.

At last the being continually in fear of my life became insupportable, and as we were

going up a hill, and consequently proceeding rather slower than usual, I crept from the

top of the coach, and got snug into the basket.

"O, sir, sir, you will be shaken to death!" said the black; but I flattered myself

he exaggerated the unpleasantness ofmy post.

As long as we went up hill, it was easy and pleasant. And, having had little or no
sleep the night before, I was almost asleep among the trunks and the packages ; but

how was the case altered when we came to go down hill ; then all the trunks and par-

eels began, as it were, to dance around me, and every tiling in the basket seemed to
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myself

be alive, and I every moment received from them such violent blows, that I thought

my last hour was come. I now found that what the black had told me was no cxag
geration ; but all my complaints were useless. I was obliged to suffer this torture nearly

an hour, till we came to another hill again, when, quite shaken to pieces and sadly bruis-

ed, I again crept to the top of the coach, and took possession ofmy former seat. " Ah,
did not I tell you that you would be shaken to death ?" said the black, as I was get<

ting up ; but I made him no reply. Indeed I was ashamed ; and I now write this as a

warning to all strangers to stage-coaches, who may happen to take it into their heads,

without being used to it, to take a place on the outside of an English post-coach ; and
still more, a place in the basket.

About midnight we arrived at Harborough, where I could only rest myself a moment,
before we were again called to set off, full drive, through a number of villages, so that «

few hours before day-break we had reached Northampton, which is, however, thirty

three miles from Leicester.

From Harborough to Leicester, I had a most dreadful journey, it rained incessantly

;

and as before we had been covered with dust, we now were soaked with rain. My
neighbour, the young man who sat next me in the middle, that my inconveniences

might be complete, every now and then fell asleep ; and as, when asleep, he perpetually

bolted and rolled against me, with the whole weight of his body, more than once he was
very near pushing me entirely offmy seat.

We at last reached Northampton, where I immediately went to bed, and have slept

almost till noon. To-morrow morning I intend to continue my journey to London in

some other stage-coach.

London^ I5th July, 1782.

THE journey from Northampton to London I can again hardly call a journey ; but

rather a perpetual motion, or removal from one place to another, in a close box ; during

your conveyance you may, perhaps, if you are in luck, converse with two or three peo-

ple shut up along with you.

But I was not so fortunate ; for my three travelling companions were all farmers,

who slept so soundly, that even the hearty knocks of the head, with which they often

saluted each other, did not awake them.

Their faces, bloated and discoloured by their copious use of ale and brandy, looked, as

they lay before me, like so many lumps of dead flesh. When now and then the}' woke,
sheep, in which they all dealt, was the first and last topic of their conversation. One of

the three, however, differed not a little from the other two ; his face was sallow and thin,

his eyes quite sunk and hollow, his long lank fingers hung quite loose, and as if detach-

ed from his hands. He was, in short, the picture of avarice and misanthrophy. The
former he certainly was ; for at every stage he refused to give the coachman
the accustomed perquisite, which every body else paid ; and every farthing he was
forced to part with, forced a G—d d n from his heart. As he sat in the coach,

he seemed anxious to shun the light ; and so shut up every window that he
could come at, except when now and then I opened them, to take a slight view
of the charms of the country, through which we seemed to be flying, rather than
driving.

Our road lay through Newport-Pagnell, Dunstable, St. Alban'i-, Bainet, to Is-

lington, or rather to London itself. But these names are all I know of the different

places.

I*
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At Dunstable, if I do not mistake, wc breakfasted : and here, as is usual, every thing

was paid for in common by all the passengers : as I did not know this, I ordered coffee

separately ; however, when it came, the three farmers also drank of it, and gave me
some of their tea.

They asked me what part of the world I came from ; whereas we in Germany gene-

rally inquire, what countryman a person is.

When we had breakfasted, and were again seated in the coach, all the farmers, the

lean one excepted, seemed quite alive again, and now began a conversatioi. on religion

and on politics.

One of them brought the history of Samson on the carpet, which the clergyman of

his parish, he said, had lately explained, I dare say, very satisfactorily ; though this

honest farmer still had a great many doubts about the great gate which Samson carried

away, and about the foxes with the fire-brands between their tails. In other respects,

however, the man seemed not to be either uninformed or sceptical.

They now proceeded to relate to each other various stories, chiefly out of the Bible

;

not merely as important facts, but as interesting narratives^ which they would have told

and listened to with equal satisfaction had they met them any where else. One ofthem
had only heard these stories from his minister in the church, not being able to read them
himself.

The one that sat next to him now began to talk about the Jews of the Old Tes-
tament, and assured us that the present race were all descended from those old ones.
*' Aye, and they arc all damned to all eternity !" said his companion, as coolly

and as confidently as if at that moment he had seen them burning in the bottomless

pit.

We now frequently took up fresh passengers, who only rode a short distance with

us, and then got out again. Among others wa^ u woman from London, whose busi-

ness was the making of brandy. She entertained us with a very circumstantial narra-

tive of all the shocking scenes during the late riot in that city. What particularly

struck me was her saying, that she saw a man opposite to her house, who was so

furious, that he stood on the wall of a house that was already half burnt down, and
there, like a daemon, with his own hands, pulled down and tossed aboi^t the bricks

which the fire had spared, till at length he was shot, and fell back among the

flames.

At length we arrived at London without any accident, in a hard rain, about one
o'clock. I had been obliged to pay sixteen shillings before-hand, at Northampton, for

the sixty miles to London. This the coachman seemed not to know for certain, and
therefore asked me more earnestly, if I was sure I had paid : I assured him I had ; and
he took my word.

I looked like a crazy creature when I arrived in London ; notwithstanding M'hich, Mr.
Pointer, with whom I left my trunk, received me in the most friendly manner, and de-

sired me during dinner to relate to him my adventures.

The same evening I called on Mr. Leonhardi, who, as I did not wish to hire a lodg-

ing for the few days I might be obliged to wait for a fair wind, got me into the Free-

masons' tavern. And here I have been waiting these eight days, and the wind still con-

tinues contrary for Hambro* ; though I do now most heartily wish for a fair wind, as I

can no longer make any improvement by ray stay, since I must keep myself in constant

readiness to embark whenever the wind changes ; and therefore I dare go no great dis-

tance.
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Every body here is now full of the marquis of Rockingham's dcatli, and the change

of the ministry in consequence of it. They arc much displeased that Fox has given up
his seat ; and yet it is smgular, they still arc much concerned, and interest thembelvcs

for him, as if whatever interested him were the interest of the nation.

On Tuesday there was an highly important debate in Parliament. Fox was called

on to assign the true reasons of his resignation before tiie nation. At eleven o'clock tlu

gallery was so full, that nobody could get a place ; and the debates only begin at three,

and lasted this evening till ten.

About four. Fox came. Every one was full of expectation. He spoke at first witii

great vehemence ; but it was observed that he gradually became more and more mo
derate, and when at length he had vindicated the step he had taken, and shewed it to

be, in every point of view, just, wise, and honourable, he added, with great force

and pathos, " and now I stand here once more, as poor as ever I was." It was im-

possible to hear such a !;:peech and such declarations unmoved.

General Conway then gave his reasons, why he did not resign ; though he was of

the same political principles as Mr. Fox and Mr. Burke ; he was of the same opinion

with them in reganl to the indeix:ndency of America ; the more equal representation

of the people in parliament, and the regulations necessary in Ireland ; but he did not

think the present minister, lord Shelburne, would act contrary to those principles.

As soon as he did, he should likewise resign ; but not before.

Burke now stood up and made a most elegant, though florid speech, in praise of the

late marquis of Rockingham. As he did not meet with suflicient attention, and heard

much talking and many murmurs, he said, with much vehemence, and a sense of in.

jured merit, *' this is not treatment for so old a member of parliament as I am, and I

will be heard !" On which there was immediately a most profound silence. After he

had said much more in praise of Rockingham, he subjoined, that with regard to general

Conway's remaining in the ministry, it reminded him of a fable he had heard in his

youth, of a wolf, who, on having cloathed himself as a sheep, was let into the fold by
a lamb ; who indeed did say to him, where did you get those long nails, and those

sharp teeth, mamma ? But nevertheless let him in ; the consequence of which was,

he murdered the whole flock. Now with respect to general Conway, it appeared to

him, just as though the lamb certainly did perceive the nails and teeth of the wolf,

but, notwithstanding, was so good-tempered as to believe that the wolf would change his

nature, and become a lamb. By this, he did not mean to reflect on lord Shelburne

;

only of this he was certain, that the present adminbtration was a thousand times worse
than that under lord North (who was present)

When I heard Mr. Pitt speak, for the first time, I was astonished that a man of so

youthful an appearance should stand up at all : but I was still more astonished to

see how, while he spoke, he engaged universal atttention. He seems to me not to be
more than one and twenty. This same Pitt is now minister, and even chancellor of the

Exchequer.
It is shocking to a- foreigner, to see what violent satires on men, rather than on

things, daily appear in the newspapers ; of which they tell me there are at least a

dozen, if not more, published every day. Some of them side with the ministry, and
still more I think with the opposition. A paper that should be quite impartial, if that

were possible, I apprehend, would be deemed so insipid as to find no readers. No
longer ago than yesterday, it was mentioned in one of these newspapers, that when
Fox, who is Men, saw so young a man as Pitt made the minister, he exclaimed with
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Satan, who, 'm Paradise Lost, on perceiving the man approved by God, called out, **0
hateful sig! i"

On Thursdijy the king went with the usual solemnity to prorogue the parliament for a

stated time. But I pass this over as a matter that has already been so often described.

I have also, during this period, become acquainted with baron Grothaus, the famous
walker, to whom I had also a letter of recommendation from baron Groote of H.imbro'.

He lives in Chesterfield- house, not far from general Paoli, to whom he has promised to

introduce me, if I have time to call on him again.

I have suffered much this week from the violent cough I brought with me from the

hole in Derbyshire^ so that I could not for some days stir ; during which time Messrs.

Schonbom and Leonhardi havt visited me very attentively, and contributed much to

my amendment.
I have been, obliged to relate as much about my journey out of London, here, as I

probably shall, in Germany, of all England in general. To most people to whom I g^ve

an account ofmy journey, what I have seen is quite new. I must, however, here insert

a few remarks on the elocution, or manner of speaking, of this country, which I had for.

got before to write to you.

English eloquence appears to me not to be nearly so -ipable of so much variety and
diffusion as ours is. Add to thb, in their parliamentary speeches; in sermons in the

pulpit; in the dialogues en the stage ; nay, even in common conversation, their periods

at the end of a sentence are always accompanied by a certain singular uniform fall of

the voice ; which, notwithstanding its monotony, has in it something so peculiar, and
so difficult, that I defy any foreigner ever completely to acquire it. Mr. Leonhardi, in

particular, seemed to me, in some passages which he repeated otit of Hamlet, to have

learnt to sink his voice in the true English manner ; yet any one might know from his

speaking that he is not an Englishman. The English place the accent oftener on the

adjectives than they do on the substantive, which, though undoubtedly the most signi«

ficant word in any sentence, has frequently less stress laid on it than you hear laid on
mere epithets. On the stage they pronounce the syllables and words extremely distinct,

so that at the theatres you may always gain most instruction in English elocution and pro-

nunciation.

This kingdom is remarkable for running into dialect ; even in London they are said

to have one. They say, for example, it a'nt, instead of it is not; I don't know, for I do
not know ; I don't know him, for I do not know him ; the latter of which phrases lias of-

ten deceived me, as I mistook a negative for an affirmative.

The word sir, in English, has a great variety of significations. With the appellation

of sir, an Englishman addresses his king, his friend, his foe, his servant, and his dog

;

he makes use of it when asking a question politely ; and a member of parliament, mere-

ly to fill up a vacancy, when he happens to be at a loss. Sir? In an inquiring tone of

voice, signifies, what is your desire ? Sir ! in an humble tone, gracious sovereign

!

Sir I in a surly tone, a box on the ear at your service ! To a dog it means a good beat-

ing. And in a speech in parliament, accompanied by a pause, it signifies, I cannot now
recollect what it is I wish to say farther.

I do not recollect to have heard any expression repeated oftener than this, never

mind it ! A porter one day fell do\Vn, and cut his head on the pavement : " O never

mind it !" said an Englishman, who happened to be passing by. When I had my trunk

fetched from the ship in a boat, the waterman rowed among the boats, and

his boy, who stood at the head of his boat, got a sound drubbing, because the

I
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others would not let him pass : "O never mind it!" said the old one, and kept row-

ingon.
The Germans, who have been here any time, almost constantly make nse of Angli-

cisms, such as, es will nicht thun, it will not do, for instead of es ist nicht hinglunglict, it

is not sufficient, and many such. Nay some even say, Ich habe cs nicht geminded, 1 did

not mind it, instead of Ich habe mich nicht daran erranncst, odcr, daran gcdacht, I did

not recollect it, or I did not think of it.

You can immediately distinguish Englishmen when they sp^ak German, by their pro.

nunciation according to the English manner ; instead of Ich befinde mich wohl, they

•ay, Ich befirmich u'ohl, I am very well, the w being as little noticed as u quickly

sounded.

I have often heard, when directing any one in the street, the phrase, '* go down the

street as far as ever you can go, and ask any body." Just as we say, • every child can
direct you."

I have already noticed in England they learn to write a much finer hand than with
This probably arises from their making use of only one kind of writing, in which

the letters are all so exact, that you would take it for print.

In general, in speaking, reading, in their expressions, and in writing, they seem in

England to have more decided rules than we have. The lowest man expresses himself

in proper phrases, and he who publishes a book, at least writes correctly, though the

matter be ever so ordinary. In point of stile, when they write, they seem to be all of the

same countiy, profession, rank, and station.

The printed English sermons are, beyond all question, the best in the world ; yet I

have sometimes heard sad miserable stun from their pulpits. I have been in some churches,

where the sermons seemed to have been transcribed or compiled from essays and pam-
phlets ; and the motely composition, after all, very badly put together. It is said that there

are a few in London, by whom some of the English clergy arc supposed to get their

sermons made for money.

' i " London, I8th Jttli/.

I WRITE to you now for the last time from London ; and, what is still more, from
St. Catherine's, one of the most execrable holes in all this great city, where I am obliged

to stay, because the great ships arrive in the Thames here, and go from hence, and we
shall sail as soon as the wind changes ; this it has just now done ; yet still it seems we
shall not sail till to-morrow. Tc-day therefore I can still relate to you all the little that I

have farther noticed.

On Monday morning I moved from the Free-masons' tavern to a public-house here,

of which the master is a German; and where all die Hambro' captains lodge. At the

Free*masons' tavern, the bill for eight days lodging, breakfast, and dinner, came to one

guinea and nine shillings, and nine-pence. Breakfast, dinner, and coffee, were always,

with distinction, reckoned a shilling each. For my lodging I paid only twelve shillings

a week ; which was certainly cheap enough.

At the German's house here in St. Catherine's, on the contrary, every thing is more
reasonable, and you here eat, drink and lodge, for half-a-guinea a week. Notwith-

standing, however, I would not advise any body who wishes to see London to lodge

here long ; for St. Catherine's is one of the most out-of-the-way and inconvenient places

in the whole town.

He who lands here first sees this miserable narrow dirty street, and this mass of ill-
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built, old, ruinous houses ; uiul of course forms, at first sight, no very favourable idea of

this beautiful and renowned city.

From Bullstrode*street, or Cavendish-square, to St. Catherine's, is little lets than

half a day's journey. Neverthclcsii, Mr Schunborn has daily visited me since I have
lived here ; and I have alwavs walked back half way with him. This evening we took
leave ofeach other near St. Paul's, and this separation cost me not a few tears.

I have had a very agreeable visit this afternoon from Mr. Hansen, one of the assistants

to the Zollner book for all ranks of men, who brought me a letter from the Rev. Mr.
Zollncr at Berlin, and just arrived at London when I was going away. He b going on
business to Liverpool. I have these few days past, for want of better employment,
walked through several parts ofLondon that I had not before seen. Yesterday I endea-
voured to reach the west end of the town ; and I walked several miles, when finding it

was grown quite dark, I turned back quite tired, without having accomplished my end.

Nothing in London makes so disgusting an appearance to a foreigner, as the butchers*

shops, especially in the environs of the Tower. Guts and all the nastiness are thrown
into the middle of the street, ^.d cause an insupportable stench.

I have forgot to describe U.c 'Change to you : this beautiful building is a long square,

in the centre of which is an open area, where the merchants assemble. All round,

there are covered walks, supported by pillars, on which the name of the diflferent com-
mercial nations you may wish to find are written up, that among the crowd of people

you may be able to find each other. There are also stone benches made under the co-

vered walks, which, after a ramble from St. Catherine's, for example hither, are very

convenient to rest yourself.

On the walls all i^indsof hand-bills ore stuck up; among others I read one of singu-

lar contents. A clergyman exhorted the people not to assent to the shameful act of par-

liament for the toleration of catholics, by suffering their children, to their eternal ruin,

to be instructed and educated by them ; but rather to give him, an orthodox clerg)'man,

of the church of England, this employ, and this emolument.

In the middle of the area is a stone statue of Charles the Second. As I sat here on a

l)ench, and gazed on the immense crowds that people London, I thought that as to

mere dress and outward appearance, these here did not seem to be materially different

from our people at Berlin.

Near the 'Change is a shop, where for a penny, or even a halfpenny only, you may
read as many newspapers as you will. There are always a number of people about these

shops, who run over the paper as they stand, pay their halfpenny, and then go on.

Near the 'Change there is a little steeple with a set of bells, which have a charming

tone, but they only chime one or two lively tunes, though in this part of the city you
constantly hear bells ringing in your ears.

It has struck me that in London there is no occasion for any elementary works or

prints, for the instruction of children. One need only lead them into the city, and
shew them the things themselves as they really are. For here it is contrived, as much
as possible, to place in view, for the public inspection, every production of art, and
every effort of industry. Paintings, mechanisms, curiosities of all kinds, are here ex.

hibited in the large and light shop windows, in the most advantageous mannfr ; nor

are spectators wanting, who here and there, in the middle of the street, stand still to

observe any curious performance. Such a street seemed to me to resemble a well re-

gulated cabinet of curiosities, l-'sl.

But the squares, where the finest houses are, disdain and reject all such shews and
ornaments, which are adapted only to shop-keepers' houses. The squares, moreover,

iS" ri vj '
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arc not nearly so crowded or so populous, as the streets and the other parts ol the city.
There is nearly as much difference between these squares and the Strand in London,
in point of population and bustle, as there is between Mill-bank and Frcdcrick's-stadt
in Berlin.

I do not at present recollect any thing further, my deal friend, worth your attention,
which I can now write to you, except that every thing is ready for our departure to.
morrow. I paid captain Hilkes, with whom \ came over from Hambro*, four guineas
for my passage and my board in the cabin. But captain Braunschweig, with whom I

am to return, charges me five guineas ; because provisions, he says, are dearer in Lon-
don than at Hambro*. I now have related to you all my adventures and all my history,
from the time that I took leave of you in the street ; my voyage hither with captain
Hilkes excepted. Of this all that I think it necessary to mention is, that, to my great
dissatisfaction, it lasted a fortnight, and three days I was sea-sick. Of my voyage back
I will give you a |)ersonal account. And now remember me to Biester, and farewell
till I see you again.

I

1
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TWO succkssivp: tours throughout thr wholk of wales,
WITH SKVKHAL OF THK ADJACKNT ENGLISH COUNTIES) SO AS TO
FORM A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE PICTURESQUE BEAUTY,
THE PECULIAR MANNERS, AND THE FINE REMAINS OF ANTIQUITY,
IN THAT INTERESTINC; PART OF THE RRITISH ISLAND. BY HENRY
SKRINE, ESQ. OF WARLEY, IN SOMERSETSHIRE, AUTHOR OF THREE
SUCCESSIVE TOURS IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND,
IN 1705.

PREFACE.

EMBOLDENED by the perhaps too partial approbation bestowed by some of his

friends on his former performiitice, the author is indiieed to offer the following tours to

their inspection, and that of the pubtic. Like those in the north of Englund and Scot-

land, they were not written originally with the design of being printed, and though now
presented in the shape of an uniform course of travels, they have really been pursued in

distinct parts, and at different periods of time, as the leisure of successive summers gave

a favourable opportunity. This difference of years in which the several parts were

written must answer for such irregularity of stile as may strike an observer in the course

of this work. Where the description is meant to be general, the present tense is com-
monly used, but the past is often preferred, where the appearance of things (as in the

course of travel) is alluded to. In matters of observation and opinion^ the singular number
is often adopted, but the plural is more commonly used in description, except where
the author was actually alone ; each of these, however, is frequently changed, to give

animation to some particular scene, and to avoid the prolixity of an uniform narrative.

Some apology may perhaps also be necessary for various repetitions of epithets and
other little inaccuracies, which have escaped the author's observation, who has not been
much in the habit of correcting for the press.

The subjects of these travels cover a highly interesting tract of country, abounding

in beauties and curiosities ; which, though frequently described by abler pens, has per-

haps scarcely ever been so thoroughly pervaded in all its parts, or so comprehensively

treated. In this circumstance would the author wish to place the merit of the work
(if such any where be allowed to exist) for he is sensible that the antiquarian, the

moralist, and even the picturesque traveller, may in their treatises have been amply sue-

cessful, but it has generally happened that they have confined themselves chiefly to one
or other of these objects, and few have had the patience or opportunity to intersect the

country to and fro sufficiently, so as to gain a complete view of the whole. Even in the

present instance, it is too much to say that this has been effected perfectly, and the au-

thor is fully aware that various points may have escaped him, though possibly not any of

considerable importance ; he is also sensible that he may occasionally have been misled,

in the names of hills and other local circumstances, by the imperfect information he

could collect in some remote quarters, and i.> consequence of his not being much con-

versant with the Welch language.

The first of these tours is devoted to the description of south Wales, and begins with

the views from the Cotteswold hills in Gloucestershire, where the approach to that

country naturally opens. After coasting the Severn from Gloucester to Newnham,
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and traversing the forest of Dean, it pursues the navigation of the Wye Iroin Hoss to

Monmouth and Chcpstowc, and after visiting the two pass;igc houses on the Urisiol

channel, pervades Monmouthshire in various parts, so as to include nearly the whole of

that One county, with its capital. From Abergavenny it enters Brecknockshire, and

after pursuing the Uske almost to its source beyond Brecknock, it descends by tin;

works of Merlhyr-Tydvil to the l*ont-i-prydd, in the vale of Taafl'c in Glamorganshire,

from whence by Caerphilli castle, crossing again through a corner of Monmoutlishiru

it takes the coast road, with little deviations by Cardift'e, Cowbridgc, and Swansea, to

Tenby in Pembrokeshire. That extreme county, unlike the rest of South Wales both

in its apiK-arancc, and its inhabitants, offers a variety of objects in the scenery attendant

on Milford-havcn, the towns and castles of Pembroke and Haverfordwest, and the sii-

perb ruins of Saint David's. From thence the coast is pursued as far as Fisguard, and
the tour then takes an inland direction by Narbcth and Caermarihcn, the two fine vales

of the Towey, and the pass of Cwm-Dwr, to Brecknock ; it then return'^ to Llanym<
dovcry by Builth, Llandrindod and Llanwrtcd wells, and enters Cardiganshire at Llan*

bedcr. From Cardigan, after visiting Kilfi^arren castle, it again reaches the coast, which
it follows with little variation to Alx.'rystwith, from whence it turns inland by the banks
of the Rhydol and the Ystwith to the romantic scenery about the Devil's bridge and
Havod ; then crossing the mountains from Cwm-ystwith to Rhyadergowy, it penetrates

through the interior of Radnorshire by Knighton, Presteigne, Kington, and Radnor,
and approaches England by the course of the Wye, through its txautiftil vale from
Builth to the Hay. The rich plains of Herefordshire succeed, and the reader is con-

ducted by Hereford and Ledbury over the Malvern hills to Worcester, where this part

of the travel naturally ends.

The tour of North Wales beghis at that city, and taking a short compass of the vale

of Evesham, includes many of the ornamented seats and towns of Warwickshire, Wor-
cestershire, and Staffordshire, with Bridgnorth and the works of Colebrookc dale, in

its approach to Shrewsbury. It then makes a slight deviation to visit the beautiful dis.

play of Hawkestone, and crossing the plain of Shropshire, enters North Wales from
Oswestry, near Chirk castle ; by which place, W^ynne-stay and Wrexham, it reaches

the curious old chy of Chester. The coast and the interior of the little county of
Flint succeed, and from Holy. well the descent is made into the beautifui vale of

Clwydd, extending from the south of Ruthyn to Denbigh, and the sea beyond Saint

Asaph. The vale and river Conway are then traced from its mouth to Llanrwst and
the tails among the mountains near its source, and the return is made on the opposite

bank to Conway. The pass of Penmanmawr and Bangor ferry conduct the reader into

Anglesea, where Beaumaries, Holyhead, and the Pans mountain, form the principal

objects. The Menai straits then lead to Caernarvon, from whence an expedition is

made towards the horn of the Caernarvonshire coast, which commands the bay of Car-
digan, and the towns of Pwlwhclli, Crickheath, and Penmorva. Great part of the

Snowdonia is afterwards traversed, and the enchanting valley of Festiniog is approached
by the stupendous rocks and pass of the Font-Aberglasslyn ; from the charming spot

of Tan-y-bwlch excursions arc made to visit several points in the valley, and the proud
castle of Harlech on the coast. Dolgelly is then approached by various grand objects

in the wilds of Merionethshire, and the aestuary of the Mawdoch from thence to Bir-
mouth discloses a wonderful display beneath the northern base of the mighty mountain
of Cader-Idris. The tour then takes an inland direction by the lake of Bala, the ro-

mantic territory of Owen Glendwr near Corwen, and tlie beautiful valley of the Dec to

i
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Llangollen, with the picturcjKiuc ruin of Vale Crucin abl)cy. A long tract over the

Di-nbi^hshirc Ucrouin attcrvvardH condiictn the reader to Llunrliuidr and the cutaruct of

l'i>ttill-Uii.iidr ; In Llanvilling it appniachc;! the stre.un oi the upper Severn, and iti banks

are purnucd througii the rich vale of Muntgoineryiihire to Newtosvn and Llanidlocit, near

il» source. P.iHsin^ near the origin of the Wye, and almost under the hu*ic uf Plintim*

nu)ii, thiii tour n\eet!i the lornier of Soutli VValest at the Devil's bridge in Cardiganshire,

and making a little eurve by the Ystwith ai\d Tivy to visit Strata Florida ubl)ey, re«

crovtesii it to reach Llanbadern Vawr ; soon after which it reenters North Wales, tak-

ing a sweep by the banks of the Dovey to Machynleth, Dinannionthy, snd the moniu
taint which form the southern base of Cader-Idris. Turning inland ag.iiit at Malwydd,.

it p;isses the hills l.>y Cann's oiKce and Llunvair to return to the Severn, and crossing

its vale to Montgomery, (piits North Wales finally to approach Bishop's castle and Lud-
low in Shropshire, from whence it pursues the direct line towards Uudnorshirc and
Brecknockshire, by Leomutster and Weobly in Herefordshire, thus completing the

circle.

Such is the outline pursued in these travels, to which the author has added a table

of the contents of each cimpter, by way of index, the want of which in his former work
was properly suggested in the comment made by some very liberal reviewers. The
most commodious map he can recommend to follow them with, is Carey's large map of

England and Wales (which may be procured either in a book or a sheet) and which
contains almost all the objects with sufficient accuracy. Evans's Survey of North
Wales, both in its large and small edition, is an excellent performance, but there is as

fct no special map of South Wales, that is worthy of being compared with it. From
ord Littelton's elegant but short descriptions, and Mr. Wyndham's pleasing Tour of

Wales, the author derived much entertainment and agreeable information when he first

visited that country ; in points of history, principally as regarding the ancient buildings,

both religious and civil, Grose's Antiquities, and Mr. Gough's valuable edition of Cam*
den's Britannia, will prove the best guides, together with Mr. Pennant's very accurate

and excellent work.

With these powerful assistants the reader cannot fail to traverse Wales with pleasure,

whatever may oe the fate of the present imperfect performance, in which the author's

principal aim has been, to comprehend all that could fall wuhin its compass, aixi to con-

vey a faithful idea of the impression made by the several scenes on his mind. He has

often lamented here, as before in Scotland, that the effusions of the pencil could not illus*

trate those of the pen, but that art has been denied him. In his observations on the in-

habitants of either division of Wales, he has endeavoured to be candid and impartial

;

and the reason that he draws his personal characters and instances of hospitality chieBy

from South Wales must be referred to his peculiar connexions, and the opportunities

he has had of forming acquaintances in that portion of the principality. Slight indeed

is the perceivable di&rence between the inhabitants of the two countries, the same at-

tachments prevailing in each, the like eminent virtues (attended with similar shades oi'

of defects) pervading both, and one ingenious and ardent spirit aninuting the whole peo-
ple.
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CHAP. l....ncicentqfthe Cntterwoitt fli/It....Olouceffer....G>'eai l^ate of the Severn
„..Dcligh{J'ul l^iewJVom JVrwnham C/mrch-yard.... Afitc/tri l}fan....H'rrtrhr<l statr

<lfthc tioat/s in the Forest of Dran..,. Hois,... Fine Proi/tect JYom iti Church -ijnrd

^..Navigation oj the If^yefYom Hoxsto .\fonmonth....(Jootlrich Castle, St/mondiUate,

surprising Curve qf the^Jiiver, the new fFeir^ and the Jpproarh to Monmouth,,,,

Navigation of the IVijefrom Monmouth to Chefistowe.,../JanHogoe, Descent ttt

Tintern Abbey ^ extreme Ueavty ofthe Uiver beneath Persfielil, ana grand Approach
to Chepstowe„.,Town, Castle^ Bridge of Chebstorwe..,.Homantic ^Scenery andfne
Disposition f\f Ground at PersJield....Qreat Taste of the la*e Mr, Morris, vfhoform-
ed that Place,

THE proper approach to South Wales may be said to commence at those various

poiqM of the Cotteswold hilU, which, cither clothed with beech wo(wis, or prnti ud-

in^ their strep and downUh summits, descend abruptly into the great vale of Gloucester,

shire.

After a long and dreary ride over this uninteresting tract, which, bare of wood, and

thinlv scattered with coarse villuges, partakes enough of the (juality of downs to give

an idea of wildness without majcslv, and enough of modern cultivation to olfend the

eye with perpetual intersections of stone walls, the contrast exhibited from these ex.

trcmities bursts upon the sight with a force and beauty almost incredible to those who
have not been long accustomed to such transitions. The great breadth and almost

boundles extent of this plain, losing itself on one side in the Bristol channel, and on
the other in the distant hills of Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and Shropsliirc ; its

abundant riches, thickly interspersed with towns, villages, and wooded hills ; and above
all, the bokl meanders of the Severn swelling from a proud river into a maiestic sea,

form a grand assemblage of objects rarely united with so strong an effect. Neither is

the opposite boundary unequal to the accumulated beauties displayed below, where the

wild heathy eminences of the forest of Dean, the circular encampment of May-hill,

and the mdented summits of the Malvern ridge, form the proper frontier

to a mountainous country, and prepare the eye for the scenery it is to encoun-
ter.

In the centre of this plain, Gloucester, one of the principal cities of England
towards South Wales, exalts its towers and spires with considerable majesty, and ap.

pears the proud capital of this extended domain. This city, in the course of a few
years, has swelled mto a place of commercial importance, and lost that air of dulness

and inactivity which often prevails in towns undistinguished by trade, and devoted to

eccleuastical institutions. Its situation, however, though it affords a fine object to the

hills around, is fiir from pleasant ; for, buried in the plain, it is too far distant from
either termination to partake of much variety of countr)', and though its wall;* are wabhed
by the Severn, that river loses at Gloucester much of its dignity by being divided into two
moderate channels with a long connecting causeway. Its streets are regular and well-

formed, neither are they undistinguished by handsome public buildings, which indicate

the increasing opulence ofthe place, and the importance of the county. A very respectable

hospital, and one of the most complete jails in England, stand foremost among
these ; but the cathedral alone is sufficient to repay a traveller's curiosity in vi-

siting Gloucester. Without, its lofty tower and four transparent pinnacles, adorned
virith exquisite fret.work, make a conspicuous figure ; within, the high roof and Gothic
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ornaments of the choir, form a noble contrast with the simple grandeur of the ponderou'>

Saxon pillars and arches which suppott the aisle.

Crossing the Severn from Gloucester, we pursued a delightful ride on its western

bank, commanding views of the city and its surrounding vale, with the long range of

the Cottcswold hills, finely distinguished, andperpetually varied from every turn of the

road. The tufted eminences of the forest of Dean hung over us on the right, and
sometimes in their transient openings presented to our view a succession of rural vallies

sweetly decorated with villages and enclosures. As we advanced, the Severn, uniting

its two branches, increased in magnitude, and began to sweep the vale in bold irregular

curres, every reach of which, now more and more influenced by the tide, and studded

with sails, added new beauties to the landscape. At the bottom of the principal

swell we found the little picturesque town of Newnham, which participates in the wild

appearance of the neighbouring forest, and may properly be called its port. A
passage is here established across the river, and forms the most direct communication

from Dean and Monmouthshire to the opposite clothing towns in the vallies of the

Cotteswold hills ; this gives the place an air ofcommercial bustle and spirit, which docs

not militate with the rustic charms of the surrounding country. The church-yard of

Newnham, covering an abrupt cliff, commands the two great reaches ofthe bold semi-

circle formed by the Severn, with the spire of Westbury on the left, and Berkeley

castle on the right ; soon after which the river swells into a great cestuary, and in sight

forms the Bristol channel.

Here, deserting its banks, we climbed the hills, and ascending through the romantic

village of 1 kittle Dean, soon found ourselves on one of the summits of the forest, from
whence ^ve took a farewell view of the vale of Gloucestershire, with all its grand and
beautiful objects, spread like a garden beneath us. The horizon now became
more confined, and embosomed in the groves and lawns of the forest, wc enjoyed

its wild and tranquil scenery, till descending into a deep hollow, the picturesque spire

of Mitchel Dean attracted our notice. This capital of its district, being little larger

than a village, does not equal the more opulent display of Newnham ; yet the

tranquil beauty of its environs often leads a traveller to visit it, though it has long ceased

to be the principal approach to Monmouthshire and South Wales, from the shameful

neglect of the forest roads. Large sums, it is said, are annually allowed by govern-

ment for their support ; but, like some of the military ways in Scotland, this great

thoroughfare is become almost impassable, and the public is obliged to make a circuit

by Ross from Gloucester to Monmouth. A report prevailed some time since, that

these roads were about to be repaired ; but so little has been done for many years,

that even expectation has almost subsided ; if the ranger of the forest, or a prime mi-

nister, were once to bo jolted from Dean to Coleford, and arrive safe at the end of

his journey (a circumstance by no means certain) some hope might l)e entertnined that

this important concern would be properly attended to, and this interesting tract of coun-
try rendered more accessible.

The country from Dean to Ross partook of the same forest-like appearance with

which we had been encompassed since we left N«^wnham, and that ancient and irregular

town, with its lofty spire, presented itself to advantage, rising from a high and well-

wooded eminence just within the borders of Herefordshire. The munificence of Mr.
John Kyrle, the Man of Ross, has been celebrated by one of our best poets, and his

memory is held in great veneration at the place, while the public causeways and his
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other works remain as testimonies of his liberality. The church-yard and its coiitign-

ous field exhibit the much admired view of the Wye, winding in a bruad scniiciile

through a range of the greenest meadows, and passing under the bridge of Wilion
beneath its ancient and ivy-rnantled castle. A thickly-wooded country, intci-spcrscd

with villages and cultivations, appears in front, and a few of the Welch mountains

back the whole at unequal distances.

The navigation of the Wye, from Ross to Monmouth and Chepstowc, offered a
temptation that we could not resist, and having secured a good covered boat, well

stored with provisions, we embarked for this expedition at the .bot of Wilton
bridge.

The day was bright, but not unmixed with clouds; and the lights and shades

thrown upon the several objects we passed added not a little to the romantic iippear-

ance of the scenery as we followed the bold and incessant windings of the riv r. Kich
meadows and fine hanging woods encompassed us, till rocky hills seemed to advanoe
towards the river ; on one of whicii we descried the anti((ue bastions of Goi^drich

castle proudly emerging from the thick grove in which it stood embowered. B) a
steep and rugged path we ascended to this fine remnant of antiquity, which appears

to have been once a place of great strength ; little of it now remains entire, except two
of the bastions, a Gothic gateway with a long dark passage, one arched window, and
a light pillar supporting two Gothic arches which seem formerly to have belonged to

the chapel. Goodrich castle is supposed to have been erected soon after the conquest,

and was possessed by William Marshal, earl of Pembroke, in the reign of king John.

The view, from the front of this castle before the great ditch, is wonderfully striking,

including on the one side the wooded and cultivated vale of Herefordshire, with the

spire of Ross, and on the other a range of wild hills covered with . ^atli and fern,

which, undulating in a chain of irregular summits, form the boundary of the forest of
Dean.

Descending again to the river by the small remains of Goodrich priory, we soon
came in sight of the church of Walford, the picturesque spire of Ruerdean in the fo-

rest, and the two villages of Welch and English Bichnor : at Coldwell, where a clear

spring often induces those who navigatf^ the Wye for pleasure to take tiieir cold colla-

tion, we dined pleasantly in our boat beneath a high hill crowned with wood, in front

of a pile of rocks, which formed a magnificent contrast to the rich and tranquil scenes

we had lately beheld. These rocks exhibit an awful and tremendous appearance,

overlsanging the river with great majesty ; from some legendary tale, ivhich I did not

sufficiently notice to remember, they have obtained ihe name of Symonds gate, and a
very arduous pass is carried over them towards Newnham and Coleford, conimuni-
editing with a ferry on the Wye. Here we left our boat for a while, and, ascending

by a craggy track to the summit, looked down with astonishment on the river, forming
a prodigious circle of seven miles round this grand promontory, standing on which we
could scarcely measure 150 yards to either channel. The distant prospect was ex-
tensive on every side, except towards the south, chiefly consisting of high hills frinpr^d

with wood, and rich valiies backed by a few of the mountains of South Wales. In unr
descent on the opposite side to the river, we passed through a great cleft of the rock,

and rejoined our boat, which had in the mean time performed the round of seven miles,

at the new Weir. The scenery here was enchantingly beautiful, and the country con.
tinned partly rocky, and partly enriched with hills clothed with wood, till, after se.
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veral bold curves, passing beneath the mansion and groves of Hadnockt wc entered a

broad and straight reach of the river, which terminated grandly in the arches of the long

Gothic bridge of Monmouth.
Here we passed the night, and on the following morning reembarked in our boat

for Chepstowe. The day was less favourable than the former, and the water at times

so rough from strong gusts of wind, that we found it difficult to proceed ; for the

stream is naturally very rapid, and this part of the river abounds in dangerous shal-

lows. Neither was the scenery in the first part of this navigation by any m^eans equal

to that from Ross to Monmouth, after we had parsed the beautifully romantic spot

and works of Redbrook, the river being for the most part sunk in a deep abyss between

high impending hills, and a few poor villages diversifying the scene with a scanty shew
of ragged popiilation. Soon after we had left Llandogoe and Brockware, we were

obliged to wait for the tide, as the shoals beyond that spot are impassable, except at

high water, and our boatmen were fatigued with their exertions against the wind.

Unfurling our canvas awning, we enclosed ourselves in the boat, and excluded all

objects duriufj the time of dinner, to protect ourselves from the cold.

T'le scene changed when we withdrew the curtain; the day, though still rough,

was brighter; the shoals had disappeared, and the river, having received the tide,

filled its banks to their very edp;es, rolling between them with a broad impetuous

stream. We also felt improved in spirits by our repast, and descending rapidly with

the current, soon were greeted with the majestic display of Tintem abbey, encom-
passed with the truly monastic gloom of vast impending woods and high craggy rocks.

A nobler object than this great ruin never burst upon the astonished sight of a traveller,

and the characteristic beauty of its position is incomparable. The »bric itself is in

extraordinary preservation, and displays the chaste and somewhat ornamented Gothic

in the utmost perfection ; the grand entrance, with the high window above it, are per-

fect, and the perspective of the great ai&le throup;h the splendid relics of the east win-

dow to the opposite hills is uncommonly striking. Four superb arches and pillars^

which formerly supported the high tower, remain uninjured ; and these are remarkable

for their singular lightness nnd elegance : the key-stones of the several arches also are

distinguishable for the exquisite nicety of their carving, as are many of the images

dispersed about the ruin. Tintern abbey was founded by Walter de Clare, in the

year 1131, for Cistercian monks, and dedicated to Saint Mary.
It was with regret that we left this beautiful and interesting- object after a minute sur-

vey, frequently looking back as we descended with the river, and admiring the vari-

ous points in which it presented itself. The rapidity of our course, however, soon
br. i^ht us round a projecting headland, and the scenery around us, improving in

gr? Jeur and magnificence, arrested all our attention. The windings of the nver
^ ..came incessant, and its shores increased in majesty : on the Gloucestershire side,

the rich and cultivated farm of Llancaut covered a large peninsula, connected with
the adjoining hills by a narrow neck of rock, while the Monmouthsire bank disjdayed

all the grandeur and beauty of Persfield, in a succession of woods, rocks, high cliflGs,

and plantations, surpassing all description. In the midst of this enchanting scenery

we glided rapidly over the surface of the river, varying our objects incessantly at eve^y

turn, till the whole termihated proudly in the high cliff, on which the Cui'uiinied walls

and towers of Chepstowe castle projected before its town and bridge. Here our little

voyage concluded, and the superior accommodations which we found at the Beaufort
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arms at Chepstowc were not unwelcome, after the cold we had experienced on the

water. Chepstowe is irregularly built on the side of a steep hill, but the whitened

fronts of its houses bear a cheerful appearance, and an air of opulence distinguishes it

from the neighbouiing towns. Its advantageous position for commerce, near the

conflux of the Wye with the Severn, may account for this in great part ; the extra-

ordinary beauty of its situation, and its ornamented vicinage, must answer for the rest.

The spot on wnich the castle is situated commands the river, which is there engulfed

between a double row of cliflfs, beautifully intermixed with wood. One of the most

abrupt of these forms its foundation, and many of its caverns descend to the level of

the water, the fabric itself being highly elevated. It covers a large extent of

ground, and appears to have been built in different ages ; the chapel and its adjacent

buildings seem more ruinous and neglected than the rest, but thcLS are by far the

most modern, as well as the most magnificent parts of the castle, impending nobly

over the river. The bridge of Chepstowe is a singular structure, uniting the coun-

ties of Gloucester and Monmouth ; it is of an extraordinary length, built chiefly of

wood, with a massy stone pier in the centre. The tide rising occasionally to a prodi-

^ous height here, it is considerably elevated above the level of the river, and its

surface is composed of boards loosely placed so as to admit the water freely between
the interstices. This occasions some alarm to stranger's, and horses unused
to the pass have frequently taken fright from the shaking of the wood beneath

them.

The celebrated gardens of Persfield present the principal objects to be visited from
Chepstowe, and these contain many pomts of view scarcely to be equalled for beauty

and variety. The park and grounds are extensive, covering a considerable eminence,

and forming several distinct lawns between open groves ; in the centre of one of which
the new house, a stately mansion, is placed on a fine elevation of ground. It com-
mands an extensive prospect over the Bristol channel to the distant hills of Somerset-

shire ; while, directly opposite, the shipping in Kingroad appear before the mouth,
of the Avon, and on the; left the finely variegated shore of Glouceste-shire exhibits

the parks and villas which decorate the environs of Bristol, from Kingsweston to Thoni-
bury. In the nearer view, the Wye, descending through its rocky channel, {X)urs

its rapid stream into the Severn, and the castle, *vtt!i the bridge of Chepstowe, adorn

its exit from the hills with considerable majesty. This fine display of distant ob-

jects is charmingly contrasted by the views comnanded from the walks conducted
above the Wye, where stupendous rocks, clothed profusely with wood, impend over

the winding channel of that noble river, and disclose all the romantic varieties of &

mountainous landscape. Numberless are the points of view to be admired in their

meandering course, from the conflux of the two rivers beyond Chepstowe, to the

posidon called the Lover's-leap, where a frightful precipice, darkened below with

wood, commands some of the upper curves of the Wye, and the superior heights of

the Wynd cliflf crown the whole with great dignity.

These walks are very extensive, and were formed upon the rocks with great art

and taste by the late Mr. Morris, the original designer of this noble place ; the re-

membrance of whose virtues and liberality is still impressed on this neighbourhood,
united with pity for the misfortunes which attended his close of life.

i'
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CHAP. ll....Old and netv Passages over the Severn....Caldecot Castle...,Tesselated

Pavement at Caerxvent....Extensive Prospectfrom Penca'mawr....Valeof the Uske^

and peculiar Character of its River....Uske and its Castle....Ragland Castle....Im-

mense Fierv from the Devaudon.... Striking Descent to Monmouth.... fVonastowe...,

Clythoe....The Plain of Monmouthshire....Charming Position of Abergaxfenny

....Llantony Abbey....Entrance of South fFales.... Delightful Prospects from Dany
park..,.Crickhoxvell....Llangattock....Tretower....The Bwlch and its l^iews..,.Buck-

land....Peterstone....jBrecknock ; itsfine Position^ and pleasing State of Society.,,,

Beautiful Disposition of Ground at Penpont ; its Taste, Judicious Arrangements^
and Hospitality.

THE two great passnges over the Severn to Bristol are in the vicinage of Chep>
stowe, from whose bridge a precipitous ascent, on the Glocestershire bank oi the

Wye, conducted us over the cliif, from whence we descended into a level peninsula,

at the extremity of which we found the old passage house at Beachley. The distance

from thence to Aust . is little more than two miles ; but the landing on either side b
supposed to be less convenient than at the new passage, where the Severn is near three

miles in breadth. The inns at both are equally commodious, and the prospects from
each to the opposite shore are nearly similar, except that the rocky coast of Aust pre-

sents a grand object to the old passage, which is more than compensated by the breadth

of water prevailing at the new passage. We returned through Chepstowe, and as-

cended another very steep hill to approach the latter, which is five miles distant from

that town in the opposite direction, passing by the well wooded park of St. Pierre, and
deviating a little towards the coast from the great Welch road.

Rejoining this road we soon came in sight of Caldecot castle, a spacious quadrangu-

lar building: with a round tower at each angle, and a Gothic gateway, the roof of

which is curiously formed upon light arches, terminating in several grotesque heads

;

this castle originally belonged to the lord high constables of England.

A little further we found the inconsiderable remains of Caerwent, once a flourishing

Roman station, but now containing few memorials of the ancient consequence which
was attached to the Venta Silurum of the Romans. The principal of these is a cu-

rious ' ;:sselated pavement, which was about thirty years ago accidentally discovered,

and is now preserved under a shed constructed for the purpose. It is in length sevea

yards, and six in width, being quadrangular in its shape, and perfectly uniform, ex-

cept at the upper end, where I observed an oblong compartment, not at all coloured.

Within a border of variegated stones, it contains three rows of three circular and spiral

figures, not unlike those in many of our Turkey carpets, but formed of tesselse of va-

rious colours, nicely put together.

In the village of Caerwent we left the Newport road, and passing by Lanvair, fol-

lowed a long and laborious ascent, through a rude kind of forest, to the high eminence
of Penca-mawr. This is a part of that long mountainous ridge which crosses irregulav-

ly, with small intervals, through Monmouthshire ; and from whence nearly the whole
of that beautiful country is visible, forming a perpetual succession of wooded vallies^

like the cells of a honey-comb, between high impending hills. The Uske flows in

tranquil beauty through the principal vale below, but the envious heights of the De-
vaudon exclude the Wye from sight, and confine that noble river within their deep
romantic hollows. The distant prospect from hence is still more striking, command-
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ing on one side the Bristol channel with its opposite coast, till they are lost in the sea

;

and on the other, the long ridge of the Pontipool hills, terminating in the nwuntain call-

ed the Blorenge,the Schyrryd Vawr, and the Sugar-loaf, whose misshapen heads, project-

ing before the broad expanse of the black mountain in Brecknockshire, form the barrier

to South Wales.
The descent from Penca-mawr is extremely rapid into the vale of Uske, which seem-

ed to '.ncrease in magnitude and beauty as we approached its level. Irregular projcc-

tions ofwood pressed every where forward upon a range of sweet meadows, and verdant

patches of ground filled their recesses, in one of which the handsome seat of Pertholy

appeared susjiended. The river Uske, though not equal to the Wye, has its peculiar

beauties ; neither its size, nor the distance of its conflux with the Severn from its

source, can admit of the same varieties of attendant scenery ; but the rapidity of its transit

from a mountain torrent to a river encompassed with rich pastures, even Ixifore it emer-
ges from its native wilds, is remarkable. In the vale of Uske, which is not far from the

Severn, it preserves its original character, and softens down the asperities of a rude sur-

rounding outline, by a gentleness which generally spares the adjoining pastures, while

its strong current gives ample testimony of the legitimacy of its origin in a mountainous
district.

Close to the river which has given it a name, we found the little town of Uske, which
was formerly called Caerwyske, and is supposed by some to have been the Burrium of
Antoninus ; it contains at present several neat streets, a plain bridge, and the considera-

ble remains ofa castle.

Deserting the valley here, we surmounted a high ascent, and soon reached the vil-

lage of Ragland, now only remarkable for the ruin of its once famous castle. This
splendid seat of the Beaufort family, where the marquis of Worcester made his gallant

defence in the civil wars, is now fallen into decay ; yet its proud remains, with the

traces of Gothic elegance yet to be perceived in the hall, the windows, and several apart-

ments, still exist, as melancholy proofs of its downfall from a superior state of grim-

deur. Here was held what might be called the court of the modern princes of this

country, and at no far distant period the youths of family in South Wales acquired

the polish of improvement within these walls, where a degree of reg-al splendor was
supported with all the imposing magnificence of feudal power. What could tempt
its noble owners to desert this grand and venerable establishment in the midst of their

extensive possessions, it is difficult to conjecture ; to a traveller, these dismantled walls

and towers, so lately the seat of revelling and opulence, inspire the melancholy idea

of a premature desertion, and convey a strong proof of the transitory state of hu-

man grandeur, ever depending on caprice, accident, and the uncertain changes of for-

tune.

We took the Chepstowe road from Ragland castle, for the purpose of ascending

the great ridge of the Devaudon, where the prospect was not unlike that from Penca-
mawr, except that the Severn, being more distant, was less conspicuous : the incessant

cluster of the Monmouthshire vallies below seemed from this great height to form a
vast plain, thickly overspread with woods and population, and extended to the bases of
the Brecknockshire mountains, which here appeared in all their grandeur. Towards
Chepstowe, the view was obstructed by the lofty eminence of the Wynde cliff above
Persfield, and a few wild hills adjoining to the forest of Dean confined the passage

of the Wye, which pervaded the deep valley beneath us in invisible obscurity. On
the summit of this ridge we joined the road from Chepstowe to Monmouth, and after a
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long and laborious ride, came at once in view of the rich valley, in which that town
appeared to great advantage, with its high spire, and its grand old bridge over the

Wye. Our descent was rapid, and yet near three miles in length ; but tne objects

before us were so beautifully varied, such was the profusion of wood on the hills, and
such the riches of cultivation and pasture in the vallics, that we should have regretted

our attaining the level, had we not entered so handsome a town as Monmouth. A
bridge over rhe little river Monow, terminating in a curious old gateway, led us into

a considerable street, which grew narrower as we approached the centre of the town,

and then opened into a large aa'a« forming the market-place. Monmouth b well in-

habited, and the great beauty of its situation, as well as- of the adjoining country, has

tempted many respectable families to prefer it for their residence. It has already under-

gone some improvement, and is capable of much more, by widening the avenues to

the market-place and bridge, and above all, by mending the roads in almost every di>

rection, most of which are at present very bad in the neighbourhood of Monmouth.
Its public buildings do credit to the spirit of the place and the county, consisting of a
fine church, a complete new jail in the form of a fortress, and a handsome county
hall, ornamented with a statue of Henry V, forming one side of the market-place.

Monmouth castle was built before the conquest, and was taken by Henry HI, who
gave it to his son Edmund, earl of Lancaster ; its remains are insignificant ; but
a large mansion has been built within its walls, which, being occupied by the fa-

mily of Tudor, has long been the first ladies' boarding-school in this part of the

country.

Repassing the bridge over the Monow, on the first eminence in the Abei^^venny
road, we reached the gate leading to the venerable mansion of Wonastowe, where
that hearty welcome, which we have since so often experienced from its worthy inha-

bitants, then first awaited Ua. This old seat of the Milbome family, not being of late

inhabited by its owners, has been long consigned as a residence to their very respect-

able agent, Mr. Williams, who keeps it in excellent condition, and does ample justice

to his position. Here he lives with his amiable family in a state of pristine ruial hospita-

lity, embowered in the fine groves of this ancient demesne, which, stretching to the sum-
nut of a high hill, cover a long projecting ridge, and command all the views of this

highly favoured country in great perfection.

A perpetual succession of steep and rugged hills led us by the deserted seat of Di-
nastowe, through a well enclosed country abounding in orchards, till we descended

into the great vale at Clythoe, between the new built house of Mr. Jones, and his mo-
dem castle. This structure, which, as well as a gateway he has lately formed, is a
good imitation of the Gothic, from the summit of an adjoining hill, commands an un-
interrupted view across the vale> where the opposite mountains display the boldness of

their uncouth shapes in great perfection ; the broad, flat, and protrudmg angles of the

Black mountain contrasting finely the taper cone of the Sugar-loaf, while the furrow-

ed rents of the Skyrrydd-vawr oppose the abrupt, but smooth, termination of the Bio-

renge.

In our advance through this plain, abounding in villages and population, we passed by
several handsome seats ; and tlie road, improving into an excellent turnpike, led us part-

ly on the banks of the Uske, and partly on little eminences above it, with perpetual varie-

ty of prospects, till a quick descent mm a large old place of Mr. Hanbury Williams, at

Colebroke, brought us in sight of Abei^venny.
A more beautiful position than this town occupies can hardly be imagined in nature,

bold projecting hills forming on every side a natural bason of no small extent, and the

it
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little river Gavcnny adding its waters to the Uskc, in the midst of a most verdant

range of meadows. Many houses of a superior cider are dispersed in and about this

nlaee, but the town itself disappointed mc, being, when first I saw it, irrcgulurlr

built, ill-paved, and the passage through the princi|)al street api)earing shamefully ob'

structed by a heavy old market-house. Modern improvements have removed the two
last inconveniences, but much more is required to be done, to make the internal ac-

commodation of Abergavenny equal to the beauty of its exterior. Its public buildings

consist chiefly of a lon^ Gothic bridge, the imperfect fragments of a castle, and
a venerable church adjoming to the priory, a respectable seat of the ancient Guntcr
family, which came by marriage to that of Milbornc, and, together with Wonastowe,
was transferred by its amiable, but, alas I short-lived heiress, to that of Swinnerton in

Staffordshire. The resident society of this town is numerous, and the obliging at-

tentions of some few friends who are fixed there have often made our short stay at

that place pleasant : it has also been occasionally used as a kind of public place during
the summer months, from its easy access to the goats whey, on the neighbouring moun-
tains ; but this influx ofcompany seems of late to have subsided.

We made an excursion to Abergavenny, to see the ruins of Llantony abbey, taking

the Hereford road for some miles, and passing near Llanihangel, an old deserted seat of
the Oxford family. Turning to the left we pursued a narrow lane through a very wild

district, and found the object of our search in one of the deepest recessess of the &lack«
mountain. This abbey is more remarkable for the savage wildness of its position, than

for its architecture, which is far plainer and less ornamented than that of Tintern

;

its west front is in tolerable preservation, and a Gothic gateway, with a large window
above it, is elegantly supported by light clusters of pillars, like those in Salisbury ca-

thedral. The principal aisle also is perfect, and all its pillars, with their arches, remain
entire, which are neat and strong, but without any ornament, except some light

pilasters in triplets above them. The tower rose in the centre of the church, and two
of its sides are still remaining, with three rows of windows, partly Saxon and Gothic,

in each, above a magnificent arch covering the whole width of the aisle. The choir,

which is approached from thence, is rather more ornamented than the rest of the

building, and the window over the altar appears to have been formed in the most perfect

stile of the Gothic, but nothing more than its external arch remains entire. Llan-

tony abbey was founded on the site of a chapel, supposed to be the residence of St
David, the tutelar saint of Wales ; it was rebuilt, and the monastery formed for Au-
gustine monks by sir William de Lacy in the year 1108. Little of the fabric, except

the church, remains in any kind of preservation, and that little falling apace to decay,

will hardly exist much longer in its present state. From hence a very arduous track

over the Black-mountain leads to the Hay and Radnorshire, which I have since explored

with pleasure ; but at this time we pursued it no further, returning by the route we came
to Abergavenny.

Entering the gap through which tlie Uske descends into the plain of Monmouth-
shire, the mountains closed upon us on each side as we approached the confines of

South Wales, and reached the little town of Ciickhowel in the county of Brecknock.

Here I first viewed the small but charming territory, of which I afterwards became
the proprietor; and I must risque even the imputation of partiality, to bestow a well-

merited degree of praise on the transcendant beauties of Dany park and its vicinage.

The house, built by its last most worthy owner, stands in a spacious lawn beneath a
thick range ofspreading woods, which, descending from a great height, form at last an
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open grove covering an abrupt knoll Immmediately over it. Above these, a fine mix-
ture of pastures and cultivation stretches upward to the very feet of the mjuntains,

which rise here in all their native sublimity, and arc crowned with a perpendicular rocic

called " Dcsguilfa," or the prospect, from its almost unlimited commana of view. Such
is the position of this place to the south ; towards the north it looks across a charming
variety of enamelled meadows divided by the Uske, to some fertile and ornamented
hills, behind which the valley of Llanbeder descends with its train of woods, and the

clustered cottages of Llungenny from the wildest distr icts of the country between the

Black-mountain and the Sugar-loaf, whose shapes and summits appear grandly con-

trasted. Towards the west, the Uske, emerging from the mountains which bound the

vale of Brecknock, passes round a high pyramidical hill, and dividing the village of

Llangattock from the town and castle of Crickhowel, flows rapidly through the ivied

arches of their bridge : while on the cast, it glides more gently between the verdant

meads of Dany park and Courtygollen towards Abergavenny, which appears at the

distance of six miles at the bottom of the vale, beneath the groves of Colebrooke, and

the little pointed apex of the Schyrrydd Vach.
Crickhowell has little to recommend it, except the beautiful eminence on which it is

placed, and the small, but picturesque, remains of its castle ; the principal street being

both steep and rough, and the long bridge to which it descends dangerously narrow.

Its opjwsite village of Llangattock bears a more smiling aspect, being decorated with

several handsome seats, and inhabited by many respectable families. Among these, the

new-built house of Admiral Gell stands distinguished for the beauties of its position, the

singularity of its structure, and the eccentrio benevolence of its worthy owner, who,

retired with well-earned fame from the active duties of his profession, here gladdens

the heart of the villager by his liberality, and is justly esteemed by the whole

country.

Having paid our tribute of applause to this enchanting district, we were still attended

with the same surrounding scenery till we reached the village and picturesque ruin of

Trctower, and passing round the pyramidical hill at the head of the vale, be^n to ascend

the mountain called the Bwlch, which separates the two great vales of the Uske. The
road, being formed on a terrace, gave us a long farewell view of the vale through which

we had passed, with a narrower valley descending into it from the foot of the Black-

mountain, in which the village and hi^h church of Cwm-du made a conspicuous figure.

At length we reached the Bwlch, which word properly signifies a rent in a mountain
;

many such passes are found in the interior of Wales bearing the same appellation,

which in som^ instances, as in the present, gives a name to the mouitain

itself.

As soon as we emerged from the hollow of the pass every thing before us bore

a different appearance ; a dreary valley lay extended on the right beneath the extremity

of the Black-mountain, closed by the hili of Talgarth, and floated by the naked pool

of Llangors ; while in front the vale of Brecknock expanded itself, disclosing beauties

of a wilder nature than those we had lately admired in the animated scenes about Aber-
gavenny and Crickhowel. The Uske still flowed pleasantly through a chain of mea-
dows, but the villages were less frequent, and the woods less abundant ; yet the outline

of the country was grandly imposing, and the semicircle of mountains, from the Alt to

the pointed summits of the Van of Brecknock, inexpressibly striking. As we descend-

ed, nature assumed a more smiling aspect ; the large seat ofBuckland, with its extensive

plantations, decorated the western side of the Bwlch, and the charming territory
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df Petcrstone, surroundinf^ its handsome mansion, covered a bcnutilul eminence above
the manifold wiiulingi of the Uskc, on whose banks wc followed an admirable roud to

Brecknock, the capital of its county.

Greatly superior to Abergavenny in its buildings and decoration, Brecknock is not

unlike it in some points of its situation, being placed in a plain which may Ik called a

miniature of the former, at the head of two fine vales, and near the conflux of tw(j ri-

vers. From the north, the rapid Honddy, descending itt a torrent from the hills, forms

a romantic valley, decorated with the hanging groves of the priory, and meets the Uskc
just before it passes under the stately arches of the bridge of Brecknock. Towards the

south, the hill of Canthrifi', clothed from its summit to its base with wood, opposes u
barrier finely impending over the river, and fronting the bold and bare eminence of
the Craig. Thus are the two vales formed, each of which, divided by the Uskc,
displays its characteristic beauties, while the Van, the mighty monarch of the Bi •-

conian mou'itains, exalts its two majestic summits, and stretches out its furrowed side

with ineffable dignity.

Brecknock was formerly a Roman station, originally called Abcr-honddy ; its

priory was founded for Benedictines in the reign of Henry I, and its castle was built

in the reign of William Rufus by Barnard dc Newmarsh ; in 1233 it was besieged

by Llewellyn prinee of Wales, but not taken. The present town consists princi-

pally of three handsome streets ; in the most spacious of which stand the county-hall

and market-place. Its compact form and its eminence above the Uskc give it an ad-

vantage over most of the towns in Wales when viewed from without ; while its su-

perior neatness within is not less striking. It is in general well built, and some of its

modern houses may even be called magnificent, but a little clearing of old irregular

buildings about the centre of the town is still wanting to render it perfect, and the

pavement is capable of further improvement. Its bridge and its two old churches add
much to its appearance, and few towns can boast of two such public walks as those

on the Uske, and in the groves of the priory. This place and its neighbourhood arc

well inhabited by many distinguished fiimilies, and society here assumes its most capti-

vating form to those strangers who are allowed to partake of its influence. I must
here again incur the blame of egotism, or submit to that of ingratitude, if I omit to

notice the universal civility and attention I met with, when it was my fate to visit this

place in a public character, or the i)eculiar kindness and hospitality I both then and
often since experienced from the amiable families of Penpont, Peterstone, and Clyro •.

with the two first ofwhom I became connected by the event which made me an adopted

Welchman ; and with the latter, by a friendship of many years standing.

Penpont lies at the distance of five miles from Brecknock, in the upper vale of

the Uske, and its approach is distinguished by that singular access of beauty, which can
only adorn those mountainous tracts into which the rivers first descend from their sour-

ces. After passing the village of Llanspwddyd, we pursued for some time a new
formed road, beautifully winding on a precipice above the river, and buried in the re-

cesses of a thick wood, till we emerged into a country differently featured at least, if

not superior to any we had yet visited. The Uske, now participating in the nature of

a mountain torrent, rushed with rapidity over several ledges of rock, and divided a
valley narrower than that of Brecknock, while the opposite hill, which pressing upon
the river seemed to turn it from its course, appeared finely clumped and ornamented
with the groves of the park of Penpont. Beneath their spreading woods and lawns
the respectable mansion of the place, spacious and irregular, covered a gentle elevation

above the river, and fronting the vale appeared to command all its beauties, as far as

4 F 2
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the mountains Iwyond Brecknock, interspersed with various others within its own
creation. Uchiiul, the w(xkIs and Ijousc of Abcrcumlais seemed almost to fill the vale,

Avhich {^rowiii}^ wilder and more contracted towards the west, extended in siglu to the

mountains of Trecaslle, in which the Uske finds its source.

Pcnpont has the happy efTect of uniting the somewhat formal magnificence of the

ancient stile of gardening with the easy disposition of modern improvement, which was

most judiciously introduced by its late worthy possessor, who, removing all obstructions

towards the valC; confmed the walls and clipiKd hedges within a narrower compaw,

and allowing one great avenue to intersect the park, clumped the i-cat, and formed

intermediate lawns with great taste and elegance. The ornamented tract of ground,

surroimding a little chapel with its adjoining cemetery, is not the least observable ob-

jcct at Penpont, and every stranger must be struck with the chaste propriety and de-

corous simplicity with which this sacred inclosure is adorned. The views through-

out all this charming territory are wonderfully striking, nor are those from the house

less beautiful, and the whole is kept in that perfect order which indicates a wise and

zealous administration. The death of the late Mr. Williams, in 1794, deprived his

country of a most useful member of society, and his family ol an invaluable supporter

;

his excellent widow now resides at the place during the minority of her son, doing

ample justice to herdifllcult situation, and exercising all the long established hospitality

of renpont. Another branch of this respectable ilimily inhabits the neighbouring

seat of Abtrcamlais, another is iixed at Brecknock ; all whose numerous descendants

keep up that happy intercourse of connexion and friendship, which is but too much ne

glected in what arc, perhaps, miscalled the more polished circles of the metro,

polis.

CHAP. Ill Pass of the I/ill's between Brecknockshire and Glamorganshire 3/<?r-

thyr Ttjdvil, and its great Iron fForks Extraordinary Descent into the romantic

Vale of Taaffe Magnificent Remains of Caerphtlti Castle : its leaning Tower
Return through the Hills to the Plain of Monmouthshire Pont-y-PooL,..Cacr.

leon Christ-church Newport Tredegar Ruperrah Keven-Mably

Caerdiffe, and its Castle Castle-Coch in the lower Part of the Vale of Taaffe.,..,

Llandaffct and its Cathedral..... Singular Position of Llantrissent Cffwbriage

St. Donates Castle....Grand Display of the Bay of Swanseafrom Newton Down....

Pule, Newton, and Margam Briton Ferry The GnoU.....Neath Works of
Morris-town Swansea Oystermouth Castle Ornamented Seat ofMr. Talbot

at Penrice in Gower.

HAVING passed some days in the agreeable society of Penpont and its neighbour-

hood, our time growing short made it necessary for us to resume the course of our
intended travel. Returning almost to the entrance of Brecknock, we took our

direction towards the south on a new tu-npike road, which led us through a dreary

valley by the side of a rivulet at the foot of the Van ; a steep ascent at length carried

us to the summit of a chain of wild hills, from whence we descended gradually to the

numerous forges of Merthyr Tydvil. This curious place, from an inconsiderable

town in the midst of an obscure district, has swelled of late into great commercial im-
portance, from the iron works established there by two great proprietors, who have
employed a large capital in them with spirit and success. We had now entered

Glamoi^nshire, and passed the source of the Taaffe in the hills which divide that

county from Brecknockshire ; by a course of terraces, on which the road is curiously

conducted, we pursued the rapid descent of that river into a deep valley, while a
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LiWvA kccpinf^ pace with it on the opposite siidr, hy u wondcrriill) quick stirccstiun of

lock**, preiuTijIly followed a coiirse pnrullel to that ol" the TaalU*.

Tran^»laltd thus, us it were, from the clouds iuto a derp abys**, \vc were in)pereepti>

biy encompasiied with rocks, cataracts, nnd all the as^lClnbla^e of ubjectH w hieh deco<

rate a romantic valley, while we wound pleasantly almost on the margin of the torrtnt,

between abrupt hilU finely clothed with wood, till we had reached that stoix-ndous

arch which crositcs it, bearing the name of the Pont.y-nrydd, or new bridge. 'I'his

extraordinary structure is a perfect segment of a circle, the chord of which is 14(J feet,

and was erected by one William Ldwards, a mason of (Glamorganshire, who had failed

in his two first attempts, from the width and rapidity of the river. 'I'his arch, how*
ever, seenu calculated to exist for many ages, and, though disgraced by a wretched
para|x:t of rough stones subsequently placed upon it, is an exquisite piece of masonry ;

Its ascent also on each side is rendered dangerous by its steepness, and the slippery

pavement with which it has been covered, each of which disadvantages might have iK'en

avoided. As an external object, it can hardly be sufliciently admired ; crossing the vale

abruptly, and appearing to connect the opposing hills with its light and fairy curve, so

as almost to produce the efl'cct of magic.

Proceeding down the vale, and winding on a beautiful terrace above the banks or

the rapid Taaflfe, we enjoyed a succession of romantic scenes, till we reached tlie spot

where a steep and narrow track deviated from the Cardiflfe road on the left, towards
Caerphilli castle. Passing over a rude and unequal district, we soon found the grand
object of our search in a small but wild plain, surrounded by a chain of high rocky
hills. This castle was formerly the largest in Britain, and its magnificent remains,

though much contracted within their original compass, convey u full idea of its ancient

Sandcur. Crossing two moats, over Uu: ruins of their draw-bridgcs, wc approached
e citadel, which presented to our view the stupendous and almost perfect structure

of a separate castle, with a high Gothic arch in the centre, supported by two huge
circular bastions. Through this grand entrance wc reached the inner court, surround-

ed by a range of noble apartments, many of which are still sufficiently entire to convey
a full idea of their original perfection. The hall, in particular, exhibits a flue specimen
of Gothic grandeur, and the ornamented outline of its four windows and chimney-piecc

are hardly to be matched, together with several light pillars in triplets, that go round
the room. The mint of the castle is beneath, arcned all round in a curious manner,
with the remains of a furnace for melting money in one corner ; a gallery also, ninety

feet in length, is still entire, except where the staircases leading to it have been destroy.

cd. In the exterior court is to be found the extraordinary curiosity of a leaning tower,

which has existed so for above a century, near eleven feet out of the perpendicular,

being wonderfully supjwrted by the strength of its cement. Returning through the

hall, the interior view of the great gateway lietween its two mighty bastions appeared

the most striking, as well as perfect, part of this enormous castle, which the tradition

ofthe country reports to have included two miles within its outer moat, crossed by thir-

teen draw-bridges, and which still more resembles the ruins of a city than of a single

edifice. It was built by Edward I, and afterwards belonging to the Spencers in the

reign of his successor, Hugh Spencer was besieged in it, but not taken ; in various

changes and successions it has descended to the families of Pembroke, Windsor, and
Bute, the present lord of Cardiife.

A wretched road carried us from Caerphilli over a wild and uninteresting tract of

mountains towards the East, till we reached their termination in the wide plain of

Monmouthshire, and found the sooty town of Pont-y-pool suspended in one of their

\\
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cliOs. Thin place disappointed mc Homewhat in the idea I had formed of its improve-

ment iinti ( xt lU, from its loii^ i-Htahli^lu-d manufactiirrti ; t)iit titc si>(>t in which ii ii

placed lit cxir. nit ly hruuiii'ul, and the .idjoinin^ ticat of the Hunhury fumilv in n striking

katuri'. A lonj; dcscuit carried lis Ircjni ihinct- to ihc once fanu)li^ city ofCierKon,

»U|)pt)scd lo have lueii the Isca Sihirunt ol ihe Uonians, on the h^inkn of the U^ke;
but few wea* the traceit we could distinu^nish of its ancient magnificence, while its nio«

dern conHe(|ueiicc is hut little in)prov(d uy ptirticipatiiig in the nuumr.ictures (jf I'ont.y.

|X)i(l. VVecronsed the Uske lure, now iKcome a tide river, hy a tiujlKT hridge nimilar

to that of Che|)stou e, ar.d ascended a steep hill to the villaf^e of Christehnrch ; from

wluncc we commanded an extensive view over almost the whole of Moimiouthshire,

with a line seat of Sir Robert S.ilnshnry in the level Ixxnuled by the Bristol clmnncl.

Here we n joined the great road from Chepstowe, and the passages toward.i VV'^ales

;

soon after which an abrupt descent brought us again to the banks of the winding Uskc,

near its conflux with the Severn ; where, over another long and marvellously narrow

timl)er bridge, now alxiut to be rebuilt, we approached the old town of Newport,

descending from a steep hill, and covered towards the river by .m almost perfetl front

of its ancient castle. 1 \m U)\\t\ can boast of little but the view from its church-ynrd,

which is placed on the summit of die hill, and commands u fine part of the vale,

with the high undulating lange toward:* Pont-y-pool on one side, while the Bristol chan-

nel expaiuls itself widely on the other, between the shores of Somersetshire and Mon-
mouthshire, exhibiting the two islands of the steep and flitt Holmes in the middle of its

covusc.

The extensive park of Tredegar, finely overspread widi ancient timber, covers seve-

ral bold summits near this eminence, and overlooks the level in which its stately

mansion is situated, beneadi some fine lawns descending from the groves which clothe

the heights This very respectable place is the original seat of the Morgan family,

one of the most considerable in South Wales from the remotest antiquity, and has

always been inhabited by its descendants, whose estates cover a vast tract in the three

counties of Monmouth, Glamorgan, and Brecknock. The new road from Newport
into Wales lies between the house and the park ; and as we approached the limits of
Monmouthshire, we came within sight of the elevated mansion of Ruperrah, finely

situated on a wooded hill beneath the mountains which bound the vale of Caerphilli.

This place also lx.'longs to the Morgan family, and appears more modern than Trede-
gar in its decoration, while its commanding jiosition gives it an air of consequence
above all the other seats in this country, and ^h ; prospect it enjoys towards the coast

is very striking. Keven-mably, an old hou&: and park of the Kemys family, lies in

the vale beneath it, and though placed on a. considerable eminence, appears almost

buried beneath the groves and superior heights of Rui^errah. Descending mto the level

at Romncy bridge, we re-entered Glamorganshire, and soon approached its little capi-

tal of Cardiffe.

This place is situated on the flat which surrounds the TaafFe after its exit from the

mountains, and within two miles of its entrance into the Bristol channel, being nearly

opposite to the steep and flat Holmes, on the last of which is fixed a conspicuous light-

house. Cardift'e is one of the neatest towns in South Wales, its streets being wide,

well built, and admirably paved ; its church is a fine Gothic edifice, and its bridge a
handsc e structure, much improved by the late additions. Its castle was built by Ro-
bert Fitz-Hamon, a Norman, in lUO, and Robert duke of Normandy was confined

in it by his younger brother Henry I. This pile has been repaired and made habitable

by its present lord, the marquis of Bute ; but the additions do not seem well designed,
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or to accord perfectly With its original architecture. A high walk is carried on the walU
which Aurroiitid the whole iiicloiiure, and the view fium the ancient tuwer which iornied

the keep is very extensive.

Proceeding on the hank of the Taafl'e towards the north, and crossinif the plain of

Curdiflfe, the nioiintuins soon closed in on each side of the river, fornung a majestic

portal of rock and wood, one elifV of which appeared distinf(uishcd by the rnin of Cis-
tie-coch, or the red castle, ptac( d there origuially to defend the pass. Beyond thiu

point, the valley appeared in all its romantic variety, and the rcKid, winding on the

cliffs as the river seemed to direct it, disclosed new beauties at every turn, till we reach*

cd the spot where we had before deviated to visit Caerphilli castle. Having thus ex-
plored the whole of this charming valley from the very source of the 'I'aafll, \vc return-

ed to the entrance of the plain in which Carditfc is situated, and crossing that rapid river

by a venerable bridge overhung \vith ivy, soon approached the ancient city of Landaflc,

now little more considerable than a village.

The ruins of an old caUiedral with its lofty towers, amidst those of several other re-

ligious buildings, finely intcrs[K:rsed and overhung with wood, give that air of solemni-

ty to Llandaife which frequently attends those spots occupied by deca)'ed ecclesiastical

institutions. The modern church is iKculiarly situated, being formed, for the n;ost

part, within the walls of the ancient cathedral, with which (though much smaller) it is

so incorporated in many places, that it would be diificult to distin^^uish the one from the

other, had the architecture been similar. The case, however, is far otherwise; for

the

thic

lars,

the ancient and modern, the yet umnjiArtd towers and arches of the old cathedral elevate

themselves with gigantic, grandeur, and overlook this petty system of innovation with that

silent air of deserted oig'.ity, which seems to convey a just reproach on the degeneracy
of the present age in its religious buildings- In the midst of uiese defects, which i'nply

only to its architect, the neatness with which this church is kept deserves no small por-

tion of commendation, as well as the care with which several remnants ofanticjuity arc

preserved. Few of tlie members of its society are resident, but these appear to be assi-

duous in their duty, and their families contribute mucii, together with the beauty of its

situation, to render LlandafTe a plcasunt residence.

Pursuing a good road through a well cultivated country, wc soon came in sight of
the singular position of Llantrissent, whose whitened buildings appear clustered like a
swam of bees, in the sides and on the summit of a cleft in one of the high hills which
bound 'he vale of Glamorgan. The streets, of course, are steep and iv.urow, but
the prosp'^cts which this obscure place commands are singularly striking, and n)orc

than repay the traveller for surmounting its inconveniences. A good road is

lately carried from hence to the Pont-y-prydd in the vale of Taaftc, which is but

a few miles distant from Lbntrissent, and m its long descent displays that extraor-

dinary structure, and the beauties of its vale, in the most advantageous points of

view.

Having made an cxcur lion to visit the spot which so commands tlitse charming ob-

jects, wc returned to Llantrissent, and descending into ti;- » Jch vale of Glanmrg-an,

soon arrived at Cowbridge, a town on the high road, chiefly^ consisting of one street, on
a gentle dccliviiy, with a small rivulet flowing beneath it. An intricate track brought

us from thence through a pleasant country towards the coast, and wc found St. Do-

iil
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nat's castis on the rocks impending over the shore. This large irregular pile, together

with its park and gardens, bears many marks of ancient magniBcence, and is 3tiii in

some de&rcc inhabited, but most of the state apartments are in a very decayed condi-

tion. The vievi'^ from its principal tower is really noble, lacking straight across the

channel, which is there near twenty miles broads to fhc bold hiils of Somersetshire

above Minehead, and tracing that great sestuary from King-road and the influx of the

Avon, till its opposite shores recede too far from the eye to distinguish it from an open
sea.

We rejoined the great road at the village of Wenye, and leaving the little town of

Bridgend on the right, reached the summit of Newton Down by ? long and laborious

ascent. Here a wonderful burst of prospect greeted us, extending over the great bay

of Swansea, in the sweep of a fine semicircle, almost to the extreme point of the

peninsula of Gower, which crossed in with the English coast at a great distance. Di-
rectly opposite io our station, in che centre of the bay, the h.rge towii of Swaasea,

spread over several low hills and their hollows, almost imitated the display of Naples ;

while on the left the high point of (he Mumbles Head, impending over the sea, and
crowned with a light-house, represented the Cambrian miniature of Vesuvius. To
complete the resemblance, another Solfaterra exhibited itself, where the numerous
forges of Morris-town tinged the country with the sulphureous atmosphere of their

copper-works, and covered the adjacent hills with their abundant population, while

the collieries of Neath poured forth their opposite volumes of smoke, where its river

descended to the sea amidst the groves of Briton ferry, before which the mighty
hill of Margam, clothed with oaki to its very summit, project <I with astonishing

grandeur.

Delighted with this view, which the declining sun of a fine summer evening shewed
to great advantage, we descended slowly to the village of Pyle, where Mr. Talbot has

built a house of entertainment, which rather resembles a palace than an inn. This
pleasant spot has every advantage of situation as well as accommodation, and travel-

lers are often induced to fix here for several days, making excursions to visit the seve-

ral oh»<;cts in the vicinage of Pyle. The bathing houses at Newton on the coast are

not a': ove three miles distant ; but these, as well as those of Barry-island near St.

Don It -, though crowded with company, have few attractions, being extremely dif-

ficult ofaccess, and almost buried beneath huge hillocks of sand.

]>largam, the grand but deserted seat of the Talbot family, presents a nobler object,

wit! I its high wooded hill, and its princely orangery. This magnificent building is esteem-

ed (he finest of its kind in Europe, and was constnicted a few years ago to contain a
numerous collection of almost gigantic orange and lemon trees, which long before being

wrecked on the coast, became the property of this family. The house of Margam h.;s

lately been pulled down, but the remains of an ancient chapter-house are well worthy of

the attention of the curious, being supported by one central pillar, which, spreading i:i

several light branches at the top, forms perfect arches all around with the points of the
Gothic windows, which rise to meet it. This chapter-house is the mobt entire remnant
of the ancient monastery of Margam, of which many other vestiges are to be traced in

the park, and among the adjacent buildings.

W. now soon reached the copper-works of Aberavon, an'' descended to the charming

scat of lord Vernon at Brifbn ferry, where the Ne?.lh river, issuing from the bold hills

which enclose its vale, passes between several majestic groves, and precipitates itself

into the sea. This place is laid out with great taste and elegance, and the prospects to
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be enjc; I from its numerous walks and drives, arc both various and striking ; but

neither the structure of the house, nor its situation, correspond perfectly with the bcaiit\

of the grounds.

Deserting the coast here for a .vhile, and pursuing the valley to Neath, we soon

gained a sight of the high ground on the right, occupied by the park and elevated

nirnsion of the Gnoll, the splendid seat of the Mackworih family, now transferred by
ma^.iage to that of Hanbury. Great expence has here been bcslo\ved with considerable

effect, and the plantations o*" this extensive place cover a large tract of coimtry

;

its walks and cascades also a^-t much to be admired, and the commanding aspect of ihi

house cannot be passed unnoticed. In the midst of these advanta»»es, the Gnoll loses

much of its beauty by the smoke of the various collieries which encompass it, and its

vicinage, to the dirty town of Neath. Here we crossed the river, which, descending

rapidly along the course of a romantic valley, finds its source in the iV' ant mountains,

dividing the two counties, through which an arduous road is cuuieti to Brecknock.

We pursued it no further, but, after visiting the imperfect remains of Neath
abbey, crossed a hill to reach those numerous collieries and copfier-works, which, oc-

cupying an immense tract of country towards the north of Swansea, bhst the soil all

around with their sulphureous influence, desti'oying the appearance of verdure, and
preventing cultivation. These works, formed by several spirited proprietors, arc-

chiefly conducted by Mr. Morris, whose handsome seat of Clasemont overlooks the

whole territory ; all the hills around are covered with their buildings, and the principal

assemblage of houses, formed into regular streets, with a church and wharfs, bears

the title of Morris-towi. Through this curious place, and amidst all that train of
villas and abundant population which indicate the prosperity arising from successful en-

terprise, we approached the walls of Swansea, now swelled into a ijort of great import,

ance from its neighbouring manufactures.

Swansea, both in its extent, the width of its streets, and the aspect of its buildings, far

exceeds all the towns in South Wales ; it has of late been greatly improved ; and,

though its principal consequence is derived from its increasing commerce, it owes much
to the mildness of its climate, and the singular beauty of the bay it commands. These
advantages, together with a conimodious shore for sea bathing, have made it the summer
resort m that gay tribe of company which embellishes the public places on the

coast of England, as well as the winter residence of many families from the less fre.

quented parts of South Wales. A theatre and an assembly-room contribute to the

f

general amusement, and all the resources of polished society are here at times to be
ound, amidst the noise oi* manufactures, and the buz of incessant commerce. The
remains of Swansea castle consist chiefly of one massy tower, with a curious light paia-

r<et upon Gothic arches ; this castle and that of Oystermouth were built by mnry
Beaumont, earl of Warwick, .in the reign of king Henry 1. Oystermouth is a very

fine ruin on the coast, at the distance of about four miles from Swansea, near the

promontory of the Mumbles-head, which, terminating in high hills, and stretch-

ing out far into the bay, affords a safe anchorage to ships passing up or down the chan-

nel.

This head-land of the Mumbles forms a point of the peninsula of Gower, which ex-

tends in a long and narrow isthmus between the two great bays of Glamoi^n and
Caermarthenshire ; this is in general a rocky and uninteresting di^trict, except where
the sea views enliven i^ ; yet has fancy, or some other cause ofpredilection, disposed Mr.
Talbot to create a higly-omamented villa, with all its luxurious appendages, at
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Pc'uricc, near ibe extremity of this tract, where the ca:.tles of Penricc and Pennartli,

built soon after the conquest, distinguish the bay of Oxwich. The house is an ele-

gant modern structure, and the diversities of lawn, wood, and water, introduced with

much taste and design, strongly contrast the asperities of the surrounding district, and
surprise a stranger with a degree of refinement he could little expect i n such a tract.

Yet may an observer, without too critic an eye, deem the trim aspect of this park,

and its smooth sheet of water, inconsonant with the rough outline of the coast and
country, and censure that design which has introduced the principal approach through

the fictitious fragments of a modern ruin, within sight of an ancient castle, whose ivied

walls, overhanging the beach, seem to frown defiance at this newly-created rival. Stiil

more must he wonder, that its owner should desert the noble seat of Margam, in the

midst of a populous and plentiful country, to form a fairy palace in a dreary and
desolate wild, far from the usual haunts of men, and near the extremity of a bleak

peninsula.

CllA^r. lV....Entra?ice of Caermarthenshire at Pontardillas.,..Llanelly....View from
the Heights ofPembray. ..Kidwelly....Llanstephan Castle'at the mouth of *he r' r*"

J'0'wey....Llaghuarne....Commandtng Situation of Tenby,...Great Terrace ^<^ .'

Ridge ofPembrokeshire... Llamphey Court....Pembroke andits Castle.... Stainpoole

Court.... St. Govin^s JFell and Chapel....Extraordinary Chasm in the Cliffs on the

Coast....Orielton....Milford-haven, with its peculiar Scenery and Defects Carexv

Castle....Laurenny HalL..LL ^shipping.... Slebatch..,.Haverfordwest....Haberstone-

Huikin....2iay of St. Bride....!^*. Dayid^s.... Splendid Ruins of its Cathedral and
Palace....Its modern ecclesiastical Establishment,..,Dismal Appearance ofthe Coun-
try about Fisguard..,,.Return to Haverfordwest.

HAVING dpvoted some days to the objects in the neighbourhood ofSwansea, we left

that place, and after crossing several pleasant hills, arrived at Pontardillas, a small inn

and hamlet situated near the bridge to which it owes its name. The Lwghor river

here, issiling from the high mountains of Caermarthenshire, expands itself into a broad
c£stuary, and passing by its tov i and castle, discharges itself into the sea, dividing the

two counties of Caern?arthen and Glamorgan. Our road lay principally on its banks,

and we became environed by a low and sandy flat as v.'e approached the miserable vil-

lage of Llanelly, close to the coast, and famous for nothing but a deserted old seat of

the Stepney family. Soon afterwards we ascended the high hill of Pembray, and
from this central point enjoyed a wonderful prospect over the great bay of Caermar-
thenshire, with its whole semicircular sweep from the extremity of Gower in Glamor-
ganshire, to the rock of Tenby in Pembrokeshire. Descending abruptly, we soon be-

came environed with collieries, and pursued a wretched road to Kidwelly, a small,

but tolerably neat town, at a little distance from the coast. Its castle is well worthy of

observation, placed on an elevated mount above a small river, and remarkable for the

perfect uniformity of its four round towers. This building 's attributed to king John,

and it is a singular circumstance, that, together with the town, it is included in the dis-

tant, and apparently unconnected, duchy of Lancaster, from which it derives some
privileges.

We left the high Caermarthen road here, and, pursuing a less considerable track,

soon came in sight of the proud stream of the Towey, descending: from the richest

*i:
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vale in its county, iiid falling into the sea beneath a high mount crowned with tin-

majestic fragments of Llanstephan castle. A wretched ferry conveyed us over ilil:.

wide {estuary, and shortly afterwards by another little better we crossed the Taavr,

and reached the village of Llaghnarnc, where we observed also sonic considerable a'main»

of a castle. A long and very interesting ride carried us from thence, partly on the hills-

adjoining to the coast, and partly on the sands, with a variety ofenchanting views, to tlu

point on which the town of Tenoy in Pembrokeshire, projecting fur into the sea, occu

pies the summit of an abrupt cliff, and forms one great horn of the bay of Caermarthen.

The position of this town is extremely singular, covering the steep and \«'oodcd

sides of a long and narrow rock, shelving on one side towards the bay, arid on the

other to the western coast ; being divided only by a narrow tract of stmd, occasion-

ally overflowed by the sea, from that long ridge of hills which forms a high terrace

between the coast and the interior of Pembrokeshire. This extraordinary intermixture

of wood, rocks, and houses, together with the lofty spire of its church, gives the

place ^ very romantic appearance ; but the extensive sea views it commands have a

still more striking effect. On the left, the great bay of Caermarthen expands iibcll'

in a vast curve, terminating in the opposite jroint of Gower; and on the right, a sea

almost boundless towards the west is distil .^^uished to the south by the rock of Calda,

and the more distant oval of Lundy island, which seems to divide the great tract of

water between the cliff of Tenby and the opposite hills of Devonshire and Cornwall,

faintly skirti.ig the horizon. The beauty of its situation, and its fine sands, have ex-

alted Tenby from an obscure sea-port into a considerable public place, where the influx

of company is at times very great ; the town has in consequence suffered much im-

provement, yet from the narrov/ness of the ridge, and its frequent declivities, the

streets are inconveniently constructed, though they arc embellished with many mo-
dern building;s, and a commodious hotel. The ^uay is tolerably con\'enient, and

generally well filled with vessels ; some inconsiderable remains of the cnstle of Tenby
still exist near the extremity of the cliff, and on the shore beneath it we found several

natural caverns of an uncommon size and figure

Passing the narrow tract of sands which almost insulates Tenby from the rest of

Pembrokeshire, and crossing the great ridge of the country, we descended towards

the coast to visit the ruins of Manorbear castle, built by the Normans in the time of

William Rufus, which indcate great original strength and consequence, though little

but their shell is now to be found. They stand on a fine eminence near their village,

great part of which is also in decay, between two wild projecting hills, which end in

perpendicular rocks towards the shore> and open an unbounded view of tlie western

ocean, with a few rugged promontories of the Pembrokeshire coast. From thence we
returned to the ridge, and for many miles pursued a grand terrace on its summit,
where aim ^t the whole of Pembrokeshire, in full display below, presented an expanse

of cultivation and enclosures, thickly overspread with villages, which bore a nearer

resemblance to the rich vales of England than the mountainous scenery of Wales,
and yet exhibited some features of a characteristic beauty peculiar to itself. Its in-

habitants als6 differed as much fi^m those of the neighbouring Welch counties, as

the appearance of their country ; for neither the customs nor .the language of Wales,

prev^led much within its limits ; and the people being originally transplanted from
Flanders, still retained strong marks of their origin, intermixed with manv traits of the

English character.

4g2
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A gentle descent I'roni this charming ridge brought us to the village and ancient

mnubion of Llamphey court, once a palace of the bishop of St. Duvid'h, and afterwards,

when alienated from that see, a seat of the g eat lord Essex. Much of this building is

entire, and its most conspicuous features are a Gothic window covered with ivy, over, a
gateway, with a light parapet pervading almost the whole of the building, on arches not

unlike those of the castle of Swansea. Pembroke lies nt the distance of two miles

from this place, and consists chiefly of one long and neat street, which leads to line mag-
nificent remains of its castle. This proud structure, built by Henry I, and fimous m
history for the brave defence made by its garrison for Charles I, covers liie whole
of a great mount, which descends in a perpendicular clifF on each side, except
towards the town, and is almost encompassed by one of those many winding
sestuaries, which, fed by some small rivers, penetrate into the country from Milford-

haven. A vast round tower, and a spacious cave in the rock beneath the walls, are the

two principal objects in thiv .in; but an indifferent apartment is shewn with some de-

gree of triumph, which is be ,; o have given birth to Henry VH, who is here styled

the Conqueror of England.

The land stretches out from hence towards the coast in a broad projecting curve,

and though bleak, and generally bare of wood, it contains many curious objects.

Stackpoole Court, the seat of lord Cawdor, is a noble mansion, surrounded with

fine groves and growing plantations, and ornamented with a profusion of taste and
elegance. A deep and wooded glen pervades the whole, exhibiting all the romantic

beauties of an inland valley, close to a stormy and tempestuous coast, whose high
bleached cliffs, environing a dreary wild, overlook this second Tempe vdth much
contrasted grandeur. Not far from hence, in a cleft on the coast, we found the

chapel and legendary well of St. Govin, reputed in this country to be miraculous in

the cure of various disorders ; and soon afterwards reached a surprising chasm in the

rocks, of an immense depth. This wonderful aperture is nearly circular, and for the

most part perpendicular to the level of the sea, which enters the chas^m through a small

fissure under an arch below, exhibiting a kind of miniature of the lamous Buller of

Buchan, on the north-east coast of Scotland. Hard by, another cliff attracted our
notice, projecting magnificently into the sea, and forming an immense solid arch

with the contiguous shore, encompassed by several rocks, which at times are almost

covered by various species of sea fowl, depositing their eggs in the breeding season,

and bringing up their young in these inaccessible stations. Soon afterwards we came
to Orielton, a large seat of the Owen family, surrounded by extensive plantations,

but greatly inferior to Stackpoole Court, both in its situation and decoration; then

passing again through Pembroke, we soon reached the borders of Milford-haven,

near the great ferry which crosses its principal channel, and leads to Haverfordwest.

Not far from this spot the various branches of this celebrated harbour, which wind
in many directions through the interior of Pembrokeshire, become united in one
great basin, where is to be found that expensive, but unfinished, chain of fortifications,

which has incurred much ridicule and censure from its absurd position at the bottom
of a deep bay, whose exterior points are undefended. The notion of its importance
vanished when the job was accomplished, and the works have since languished in ne.

glected obscurity, unapproached, except by travellers, who are attracted to the spot by
the classic fame wilh which our immortal dramatic poet has endowed Milford-haven.

This vast harbour appears perfectly land-locked on all sides, except towards its mouth,

II
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where the shores contracting the channel, and turning abruptly to the south-east, present

an aperture capable of being defended by proper fortresses.

The interior space forms a vast oblong basin, sufficient to contain all ihc navies of

Europe within its bosom, with abundance of safe anchorage, and every natural ac
commodation for their reception, artificial advantages alone being wanting. As a

picturesque object, it may boast some few peculiar charms from its magnitude, the

easy ou me of its sloping shores, and the little bay, which, enclosing the snipping and
town of Habberston Haikin near its centre, forms the port of Milford. Yet is the eye

of one accustomed to greater objects, and the bolder display of a rocky and moun-
tainous coast, somewhat disappointed, in finding the celebrated and almost sacred bay
of Milford-haven unattended with those striking appendages, bare of wood, and but

little marked by points of grandeur in its surrounding scenery. This observation,

however, must be understood only to apply to the great basin, for numberless are the

points of beauty, and profuse the woods that adorn the several arms, which, extending

from this vast body of water, wind in many directions through the country.

Near the extremity of one of these, about five miles from Pembroke in the contrary

direction, we found the magnificent remains of Carew castle. It appears to have
been built in different ages, from the contrast of the plain with the ornamented
Gothic, but both are in very high preservation, and the large projecting bows of
the latter are wonderfully striking. The great hall, with several other fine apartments,

exhibit considerable remains of their original splendour, while all the more modem
parts of the structure display that majestic combination of extent, simple grandeur,

and rich decoration, which we admire m many of those buildings that bear the date of
queen Eli^iabeth's reign.

Following the aestuary from hence, we soon reached the lieautifully wooded bank
on which Laurenny is situated, whose elevated mansion at the head of a lawn, adorned
Avith various clumps, and sloping gradually to the water's edge, had long formed
our principal point of view. This place, much improved by the taste of its present

owner Mr. Barlow, may justly be called the finest in Pembrokeshire, both from its

internal decoration, and its commanding position at the extremity of a high ridge

clothed with thick woods, which feather down in almost perpendicular beauty to a broad
and winding branch of Milford-haven. In front it opens to a smiling lawn, variegat-

ed with plantations, which descends gradually to the level of Carew castle, whose
bold ruins stand prominently forward at the head of the water, backed by the high
ridge of hills which enclose this part of the county of Pembroke from the side of Car-
dijranshire.

The narrow tract of land which Laurenny occupies lies between two branches of

Milford-haven, with two ferries, one of which leads to Pembroke, and the other

to Llanshipping, where we found another old seat of the Owen family. From
thence a little ascent brought us to Slebatch, a handsome modern house, built by
the late Mr. Barlow, and now belonging to Mr. Phillips, whose grounds are well

laid out, and adjoin closely to the park of Ilcton casUe, the ancient seat of lord

Milford. The extensive plantations and great ouUine of Picton promise more
than meets the eye on a nearer approach, little taste being displayed within, and
neither the Gothic nor modern parts of the mansion exhibiting much grandeur

of architecture. Several of the apartments may be called magnificent, but in the

midst of a park and country open to various fine prospects, none seemed so placed as

to admit them advantageously. This castle was built m the time of William Rufus, by
William de Picton, a Norman baron.

m
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About five miles from Picton, we reached the large town of Haverfordwest, descend*

ing in several steep streets from the top of a high nill to a branch of the haven, from

whence it derives its commercial importance. This may be called the modern capital

of the county, from its great extent and superior decoration ; it is also become the

seat of the grand session, and more appearance of opulence, with the bustle of trade,

may be traced within its walls than falls to the lot of most Welch towns. With all

these advantages it abounds in narrow and ill-paved streets, nor can a few good houses,

here and there aukwardly interspersed, comi)ensate for the inconvenience of avenues

almost uniformly steep and slippery. Here are the remains of a considerable castle, now
converted into a prison, from which, as well as the upper parts of the town, a very

extensive prospect is commanded ; yet is the flourishing port of Haverfordwest, in my
opinion, far inferior to the neglected county town of Pembroke, in the characteristic

points of neatness, and the handsome formation of its streets.

We made an excursion from hence to visit the fishing town of Hubberston on MiU
ford-haven, and from the high grounds in its vicinage we gained a view of that great

harbour's mouth, opening between two cliffs into the Atlantic ocean, near the entrance

of the Bristol channel. This being the station of the Irish packets bound to Water-

ford, I was surprised to find it wretchedly supplied with accommodations, but a large

hotel, lately built at Milford on the opposite side of the river, is likely soon to remove

this cause of general complainK

A second expedition led us by the ruins of Roche castle, over a bleak and un-

Eleasant country, on the edge of the dangerous bay of St. Bride, and across the deep

ollow of the creek of Solray, to the deserted city of St. David's. Hardly a single

tree decorated this wild extremity of the coast of Pembrokeshire ; a scanty shew of ha-

bitations, more like huts than cottages, were thinly interspersed ; and the city itself,

when we approached it, bore the aspect of an insignificant village, situated on a small

eminence near, that projecting head-land which terminates in the pile of rocks called

St. David's head. In a deep hollow beneath the town, sheltered from those winds

which ravage this stormy coast, we found a few good houses appropriated to the ec-

clesiastical establishment, in the midst of which the cathedral appeared rising in reno-

vated magnificence, like a phoenix amidst the splendid ashes of the ruined grandeur of

St. David's. This church is far superior to that of Llandaffe in its preservation, and
has received ample justice from the attention and expence bestowed on it by its modem
proprietors, the whole being in good ^^^pair, and the west front having lately been re-

built in a taste perfectly corresponding with the rest of the structure. Its tower is

finely carved in fret-work, and, like many of our £nglish cathedrals, the Gothic orna-

ments of the choir contrast the Saxon pillars and arches of the great aisle, which are

themselves curiously worked in wreaths. A ceiling of Irish oak also is much to be ad-

mired, together with a very perfect Mosaic pavement. Bishop Vaughan's chapel lies

behind the choir, where we were much struck with a highly wrought stone ceiling,

similar to the finest specimens of Henry Seventh's reign, with which all the surrounding

ornaments of the building correspond. St. Mary's chapel must have been still more ele-

gant, from the curious remains of pillars and arches with which its space is strewed

;

various also and extraordinary are the devices in sculpture to be found there, including

the heads of the seven sisters who were said to have contributed to 'he building. The
chapter-house also has a fine coved ceiling, and St. Mary's hall, now in ruins, exhibits

the remains of much ancient grandeur. From the cathedral and these adjacent build-

ings, we visited the ruins of the bishop's palace, v/hich must formerly have been a mag-
nificent, and even a princely, structure. Two parts of its quadrangle are yet nearly
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entire, and these arc crowned with a light Gothic parapet, similar to those at Swansea
castle and Llamphcy Court. The arch by which wc entered the king's hall is singu*

larly fine, with the statues of king John and his queen over it ; the hall itself is a grand

room, 88 feet in length by 30, and at its eastern end is a curious circular window, like

a wheel, with a rim, spokes, and centre, wrought in the finest Gothic, and still quite

entire. This room was built after the rest of the palace, for the reception of king John

and queen Mary on their return frpm Ireland, being much larger than the bishop's

hall, which is notwithstanding a fine building. The chapel contains the remains of a

font, with some pieces of sculpture, and the kitchen is nearly entire, with four chimnies

and four arches, supported by a solid pillar in the middle. After devoting several hours

to these fine remnants of antiquity, we ascended to the poor street which bears the title

of a city, and found very moderate accommodation at the house dignified with the name
of an inn.

Saint David's, said to have been a Roman station, was the seat of the primacy of
Wales, transferred here from Caerleon by St. David in the sixth century. Its modern ec-

clesiastical establishment is highly respectable, consisting of the bishop, six canon residen-

tiaries, four archdeacons, and several minor canons. The modern residence of the

bishop, these splendid ruins being no longer habitable, has been transferred to Aber-
guilly, near Caermarthen, a central part of his diocese, in a pleasant country. One of
the canons is generally resident at St. David's in rotation, where a handsome house is

appropriated for his habitation, and the rest of the institution appear to be well lodged.

Much praise is due to the establishment for the excellent repair m which the cathedral,

and those buildings which are still in use, are preserved ; and the service of die church
in this remote comer of the kingdom, where there are few to witness it, is conducted
with a degree of decorum and attention, which would put some of our proudest choirs in

England to the blush.

Nothing, except the similar extremity of the Land's end in Cornwall, can be ima-
gined more dreary and desolate than the aspect of this country ; which, open to two tem-
pestuous seas, is almost deprived of wood, and all living fences, and can hardly admit
any degree of verdure or vegetation, except in a few favoured hollows. The coast, turn-

ing here to the north, forms one horn of the great bay of Cardigan, and the same dis-

mal and deserted appearance pervades the whole as far as Fisguard, a miserable port on
the bay, rendered famous of late by the gallant and successful enterprise of the Welch
peasantry, under the command of lord Cawdor, against 1400 French invaders. The
Cardigan road extends from hence on the sea-shore, with little improvement of scenery,

by the poor fishing town of Newport, but we left it at Fisguard, and pursued an excel-

lent new-made road, which, leaving the bare heights of Procell6, the only mountain
Pembrokeshire can boast, on the left, descended from the dismal tract of country I have
described, and beautifully winding through a romantic glen, brought us back to the well-

wooded and cultivated district surrounding Haverfordwest, intersected by the broad arms
of Milford-haven,

Jv
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en \P. v.. ..St. CU'ai:„.Caenuartlu'n....AberguUlij....Middleton.halL.Oreat Hurst qf
Prosjx'ct ill the l^aleofT(nvtij....liusslan(lCitstb.../h'onf^tir Htll.,.. Golden Grove.,,

L,l(iii(!il<)...I)ini'V(nvr Park and Castle....GUn-lwir iratvrJ'ull....Caraigcenniti Castle.,,

Upfivr Vale of roxveij....Llaiwmdovery...T/w 'J'recastle Alouutain.... Beautiful Pass
ofCwvi-lhvr to Trecastlf...Jicturn to Brecknock... Castle Aladoc.Cliaracter of the

late Afr. Powell... Fine Situation of Builth on the frj/e...Llandrindod frells...Llan-

ivrtd frells...Passofthe Hillsfrom Llanynidovtry into Cardiganshire... Llanbedir.,,

,\'nveastle on Tivy... Cardigan and its Castle... Kilga^ran Castle... Coidmore...Dreary
Appearance ofthe great Bay ofCardigan,.,Romantic Falley ofthe Eiron,.,Abereiron.

Aberystwith and its Castle.

WK now trartllcd in the inland direction, and leaving the domain of Picton castle

on the riglit, pursued the great road through the heart of Pembrokeshire, passing

through tlie irrtgnlar town of Narbcth, graced with the picturesque ruin of its castle.

At the little village of St. Clear, we re entered the county of Caermarthcn ; from
whence, winding through a pleasant and well-wooded valley, we soon approached its

capital. The interior of Caermarthcn disappointed me, its streets being narrow and
unec .lal, though interspersed with many good houses, and some considerable public

buildings. To^he beauty of its situation it is dilHcuIt to do ample justice, placed as it

is at the head of one of the richest vales in South Wales, on the north bank of the fine

river Towcy, which is navigable for large vessels to its biidge. Our course led us up
this enchanting vale, for the most part close to the banks of the Towey, which by its

incessant windings through a plain, distinguished by several conic hills clothed with

rich wood, gave per|x'tual variety to a succession ofsome of the finest landscapes in nature.

At Aberguilly we passed the palace of the bishop of St. David's, near one of the boldest

sweeps of the river, which had no great points of architecture to recommend it, and
soon afterwards crossing the Towey, deviated from the high road to the rigjht, for the

purpose of viewing Middleton hall, the splendid modern seat of Mr. Paxton^vhich far

eclipses the proudest of the Cambrian mansions in Asiatic pomp and splendour. This
house may be justly admired for the exterior beauty of its figure, as well as for its in-

ternal elegance and decoration ; yet does a vast pile of Portland stone, curiously chis*

seled« and finished in the highest style of the Grecian taste, appear to me somewhat in-

consonant with the more imposing, though simple, majesty of the surrounding country.

Neither did its situation please me, confined by a narrow and ill.planted park, and
perched on the summit of one of the great boundaries of the vale of Towey, too high

to command its beauties ; where the eye, overlooking the course of the river, encoun-

tered only those wild and distant hills which divide the counties of Caermarthcn and
Cardigan.

We returned from Middleton hall with pleasure, to resume our progress in the

charming vale below, where a prosi^ect soon burst upon our sight, glowing with all the

enchantmentsof a grandly picturesque outline, romantic beauty, and classic fame. A
vast amphitheatre of wild mountains, aspiring in a variety of pointed summits, formed
the head of the vale, beneath which the groves encircling the proud ruin of Dinevawr
castle, clothed the sunnnit and abru[)t sides of its hilly park, to the very margin of the

river ; which, winding in perpetual meanders, became lost at last to the eye beneath

their impending shade. The vale itself, expanding as it ascended to the foot of the

mountains, became thickly spread with villages : the fine, but alas ! denuded hills of

Golden grove fronted the leafy grandeur of Dinevawr ; the broken walls of Russland
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cjwtlc anpearcd as starting fortli from im eminence in tiie plain, and (Irongar liitl exalt

cd itselt m front, endowed with all the natural cliariUM uf this delightful landscape, and

immortalised by the |xx:tic strains of Dyer.

£ncompassed with this interesting scenery, wc proceeded up the vale, and pnssini;

through the park of Golden grove, not far from iis ancient mansion, we approached

the old bridge of Llandilo immediately beneath the groves of Dinevawr, and crossing

the Towcy, arrived at the centre of that town by a marvellously steep, narrow, and

winding street. Little can be said of the interior o*" this place ; but like many other

Welch towns, it may claim much admiration from t; « extreme beauty of its situation,

to which the adjoining park and mansion of Dinevawr castle, add the brightest orna-

ment.

This grand scat of the Rice family, lately ennobled by tlie title of Dinevawr, occu

pies an eminence immediately above the town, covering several undulating hills with its

rich groves and verdant lawns, in the centre of one of which the house, a plain modern
structure, is placed. The ruin of the castle, which was granted to Sir Rice ap-Thomas
by Henry VII, stands on the highest point in the grounds, where the hills, richly

clothed with wood to the very bottom, descend abruptly to the bed of the Towcy, and
from hence all the striking beauties of this enchanting track inay be enjoyed in full

display.

A high chain of rude unequal mountains crosses the head of the plaiii here at right

angles, forming three separate vales, widely differing from each other in form and cha-

racter. From the south-west an Alpine valley descends from a cluster of mountains,

whose misshapen heads present a bold barrier against the coast of Glamorganshire ;

towards the north-east, a wild vale extends to the foot of the hills, which bound
the counties of Cardigan and Brecknock, thinly interspersed with woods and vil-

lages, but marked with some peculiar features of beauty. The Towey here descends

from its native mountains, and from a rapid rivulet gradually increases to a fine

river, which, passing under the arches of Llandilo bridge, glides beneath the groves

and castle of Dinevawr, forming the rich vale and plains through which we had ascend-

ed from Caermarthen, where Golden grove, Russland castle, and Grongar hill, appear

as distinguished objects, beautifully interwoven by the frequent meanders of the

river.

Before we left Llandillo, we made an excursion on the Swansea road, to visit the

cataract of Glen-heir in a gentleman's ground, which, though not very considerable,

exhibits a bold sheet of water, broken in the middle by a ridge of projectnig rocks,

and falling into a large basin, from whence the little river that feeds it pursues its

course \vith great rapidity through the narrow passage to which the impending rocks

on each side confine it. A very difficult road conveyed us from thence to the high

insulated rock which sustains the ruin of Caraigcennin castle, rising perpendicularly

near 400 feet from the plain on every side, except that by which we ascended it. This
fortress was built in the reign of Henry I, and must have been nearly impregnable at

that period from its position ; its remains are very inconsiderable, but the prospect it

commands is surprisingly extensive, comprehending most part of the three vales I

have described, with their surrounding mountains, andth rough an aperture in them
the sea, with its bold coast near Swansea. In our descent we passed through a large

arched passage, lighted by small windows, after the manner of the gallery at Caer.
philli, and descended by a i ig flight of steps, to a subterraneous cave, which was
connected with the castle ; but the path beginning to grow slippery, and the descent

4 n
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Steep, U'C were (jbligcd to relinquish our design of exploring it further for want of
light.

lUtuniing to Llandilo, ne passed nlong the upper vale of die 'Irwey, whicii,

du)iigh far inferior to the rich display of the plains we had traversed on itt. b inkb from
Caermarihen, abounds in some beauties of a diflferent nature. Less abundant in wood,
and less verdant in its meadows, cultivation and pasture still appeared twectly in-

termixed on eaeh side of the winding stream, and the road, formed on a considera-

ble terrace, commandt d every object, passing iKtween the elevated scat and groves of

Talinris, and the town of Llangaddock-Cressony on the other side of the river. Uy an
easy ford wc crossed the Towcy just before we reached Llanymdovcry, a straggling

and very irregular town, encompassed by streams in almost every direction, wlicrc

we found nothing worthy of observation, except the small amains of its castle on a

mount.

Llanymdovcry lies near the head of the upiKT vale of Towey, bounded by a range
of wild hills, which divide it from Cardiganshire and the Trecastle mountain, which
blocks it up on the Brecknockshire side. Over Uiis great barrier the high road to>

wards England used to pass, and ull travellers, after attaining its summit, and tra-

versing its drearv wild on dmt elevated exposure, were obliged to pursue a rocky and
u:i«.ven descent into the vale of the Uske in Brecknockshire. The great improvement
which the roads of this country have of late experienced has removed this inconvenience,

and substituted a winding pass through a beautifully wooi.ed glen, which encircles

the mountain. In the Highlands of Scotland, and the wilder parts of North Wales,
I have seen bolder passes of this nature, attended with the striking nccompani-
ment of high rocks and impetuous torrents, but I have scarcely ever found one that

exceeded this in the more placid stile of mountain scenery. Here the road sometimes
crosses, and at others impends over the rivulet, where the hills, partly wooded and
partly cultivated, frequently approach closely to each other ; and yet occasionally leave

sufficient space for a pleading stripe of verdant meadow, and a white cottage here and
there charmingly situated on its banks. This pass of Cwm-Dwr extends for nine miles

round the base of the mountain, and reaches Trecastle at no greater distance than the

original road over the mountain from Llanymdovcry.
A more miserable village than Trecastle can scarcely \ye found, encircled by wild

mountains at the head of the upper vale of the Uske, which soon expanding itself, after

passing the groves of Devenog and Luchyntyven, restored us to all those enchantments

of society we had before delighted in, and the line scenery already described about

Penijont and Brecknock.

Too soon were we warned by the lapse of time to recommence our progress, when
we bad our farewell to Brecknock, ascending an abrupt hill from its priory, and pur-

sued a road abounding in short and steep declivities towards Builih. We now entered

a valley of a different description from those of the Uske, narrow and winding with

impending hills, yet not unmixed with villages and cultivation, which, together with

the dark evergreen of the yew-tree, were interspersed so as to remind me of some of the

downish bourns in Hampshire and Wilt. hire. Occasional patches of wood diversified

the scene pleasantly, and these increased in magnitude as we approached Castle Ma-
doc, the seat of Mr. Powell, by whom we were received with great hospitality. This
respectable character, at a very advanced ige, enjoyed much of the vigour of youth,

with the happiest convivial talents, and exhibited the rare appearance of a provincial

veterp.il, of family and fortune, growing old, after an active life, on his native soil.
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He is since gone torcapthcrcw.irdof hi', many virtiUH, leaving a worthy daii^liti r, who
was hii* constant companion, tu iniicr'i hin cstatcit, and to join a whole c >unlry in

deploring his Iciss.

Still winding along the valley by tlv side of its little rivulet, we at len>;th rcai hod

thoHC wild hilln which had long formed . hoiuKlary, and after crossing them, clcsctml

ed abruptly to the great vale through w'.'. i the \Vu* pursues its course, surromiKhd bi

those majestic muintains which envii,! the littl> plain in which Huilth is situa'r 1.

This small market town, divided only \-\ ill bridge from Uadnorshirt-, is singularly

built in two pirallel streets, forming in ilar tirraces from the dicp declivity of tly

ground; uie principal of these, which i^ ' ivst the river, is very narrow and ill shapid,

and the houses, for the most part, are mean and irregular. B>iilth has been lojig

highly extolled for the salubrity of its air, and the singular lx.'au'v of its position, on

the bank of the liiiest of all the rivers of South Wales, encompassed by a magnilicent

outline of romantic scenery.

Curiosity, and the desire of visiting some worthy friends who were fixed for a while

at Llandrindod wells, for the Ix-nefu of their waters, attracted us to that obscure spot

in which they are situated, which we foimd it no easy matter to reach by a road dilH-

cuh to be traced, and still more arduous to be travelled. About seven iniLs from

Builth, in the midst of a wild common, at length we saw a few scattered !y.;ii.;'js near

these celebrated springs, which seem justly to have accpiired a high reputation ir* the

country, combining, like those of Harrovvgate, various degrees of salt and su';<hur,

with iierhaps some local additions. The large building which was formed for the re-

ception of company having been converted into a private residence, we found a very

contracted public house the only place of accommodation, and were surprised it could

contain so many Inhabitants as then occupied it. It has since, I understand, been en-

larged ; but even when we saw it, our friends assured us that they were well content-

ed with their position. From the cursory view I took of Llandrindod wells, I was
sufficiently coiwinced, that nothing but the adventitious circumstances of good roads

and superior accommodations was wanting, to place this obscure cluster of cottages

on a par with our most crowded public places, most of whom it far eclipses in its

position on a fine open common, surroimded by bold hills, and peculiarly distin-

guishable for the goodness of its air. In our return to Builth, we deviated a little

from the road before we reached the town, to visit the new-built house of Mr,
Thomas, who received us with great politeness, and exhibited a wonderful display

of the plain of Builth and its surrounding hills from his windows. The house was
then unfinished, but its commanding position was extremely striking: the ad-

vantage of a good access was wanting ; but this, I understand, has in part been since

obtained.

The road we pursued fron i Builth left the vale through which the Wye descends on
the right, and followed anotlier by the side of a rivulet for a considerable length, till

it met a narrower valley which led to the wells of Llanwrtyd, which are similar in qua-

lity to those of Llandrindod ; and, though not equal in point of situation, are alike dif-

ficult of access and deficient in proper accommodation. Just at the junction of "^his

valley we found the litde inn of Tavern-y-prydd, and soon afterwards climbing a hij^h

mountain, traversed a wild plain on its summit, from which an easy descent brought us

to the stately, but desened, mansion of Glanbran, in a well wooded park, and from thence

back to Llanymdovery, in the upper vale ofTowey.
From Llanymdovery we turned our course towards Cardiganshire, and crossed the

Towey by a bridge of one arch, which is said to be executed by the same workman
4 H 2
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who coiittlructcd ihc Pont- i-pr) del in (ilaniorganihirc. We now begun to usccnd the

hiils, uiid a new road cut uii a shelf licncutli their hinnmit conducted uh for Hcvcrul milcii

without great difiiculty, except where a few steep, but short, ascents interrupted our
progresis. Near (he poor httic village of Pvnaant we descciuUd to the bankn ofn rivu>

let called the Cothfc, which wc found some difhculty in crossing three times by a very

rugged track, the bridges in the direct road not being yet rinished. A ntarshv common
succeeded, and the road, which seemed yet in its infancy, iKcame rough and difficult,

till a very laborious ascent brought us to the summit of one of the great hills which
boinid this district. From thence we first gained a view of die vale through which the

Tivy runs, intersec ting a bruad plain with it^ manifold windings, and crossed in the

centre by a narrow bridge of one arch, just below the town of Llanbcder. In front,

the high moorish hills of Cardiganshire ran parallel with the vale which extended on
the right to 'i'regaron, and the borders of Radnorshire. Cultivation rose higher up their

sides than the dreariness of the country would seem to admit, and woods, tiiougli

thinly scattered, were not wanting to diversify the nrospcct, which partook in an un-
common degree of the uildncss of a mountainous district, and the enclosures of a po-

pulous and inlu'.bitcd country. The river Tivy, here but a narrow stream, admitted

us into Cardiganshire by a steep and inconvenient bridge, about half a mile above
which the little beggarly town of Llanbeder made but an inconsiderable figure. Close

to it, a large old seat of sir Herbert Lloyd exhibited a striking apixrarance, with its four

great towers, crowned with domes, in the midst of a well planted enclosure ; but it

appear'.d to have been long neglected, and now scarcely inhabited.

A very arduous ride of twenty miles, with a perpetual succession of steep hills, con-

ducted us through a country abounding in ine(]ualities, not unlike diosc of the north,

cm parts of Devonshire, to Newcastle, where the Tivy began to assume a more consi.

del able appearance. From thence, after crossing several inc.e similar eminences, we
approached the little county town of Cardigan, pleasantly situated near the mouth of
the river, and nrotected from the sea by a long projecting hill, which made it appear
land-locked. This place is tolerably built, and bears a neat aspect, notwithstanding the

declivity of its streets ; a handsome old bridge connects it with the opi)osite bank of the

Tivy, and considerable vessels can approach its quay. Cardigan was originally called

Aberdyfl'y, from being contiguous to the point where the Tivy falls into the sea ; its

castle, of which diere are considerable remaios, was built by Gilbert de Clare
in the reign of Henry H, and de&troycd by Rees-ap-Griffiths, prince of South
Wales.
The tide unfortunately would not serve for the exjiedition we meditated by water to

Kilgarren castle, and wc were obliged to approach its venerable remains by a rough
road over a neck of land, which displayed none of the beauties of the Tivy, The town
of Kilgarren, consisting of one irregular and ill-built street, is placed at the extremity of
a remote corner of Pembrokeshire, about three miles from Cardigan, where its castle

projects proudly over the river, as it winds beautifully between steep banks, thickly

iVingcd with wood, and interspersed with rocks. The opposite seat and groves ofCoid-
more add much to the prospect, and the two remaining round towers of Kilgarren
castle, with its ivied walls, present a noble and interestiiig object, when viewed from
dience. This castle was built by William Marshal earl of Pembroke, in 1222 ; a few
miles above it on the Tivy, is a very considerable cataract, attended with much romnntic
scenery, and forming a salmon leap.

Taking the Aberystwith road from Cardigan, the sea soon became visible on the left,

rind after traversing a few wild hills we obtained a distant view of the opposite horn of
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the great bay of Cardigan, formed by the extreme point ol Caernarvonshire terminating

in the isle of Bardsea. Across tlie vast expanse of water several of the vast hills near

Pwlwhelli, among which the rockof Porlhyndylljn head was most conspicuous, formed

a grand boundary, while at the bottom of the bay, Cader Idris, with many of the moun-
tains of Merionethshire, elevated their mightier summits, and welcomed our approach

to the majestic scenery of North Wales. These striking objects, varying alternateiy

with our course, amused us for many miles ; and indeed we had nothing else to ob-

serve, for the country immediately surrounding us was as dreary and uninteresting as

the extreme points of the peninsulas of Cornwall and Anglesea. Our road too, after

a few miles, degenerated into a rugged an(' uneven track, not unattended with intri-

cacy ; and our vicinity to the coast was the only proof we could oinaiii of our not hav-

ing deviated, there being but few inhabitants. Near the village of Llanarth some
few wooded banks intervened, and the prospect from the high hill by which we desccndcti

to Abereiron happily contrasted the general dreariness of the country, where tlu» Eiron,

descending through a narrow vale between steep impending hills, some of which arc

clothed with wood, intermixed with villages and pastures, tears its way over a

pebbly bottom, and falls into the sea a little below a picturescjue bridge by which \\c

crossed it. This stripe of romantic scenery in so bare a country a little reminded mc
of the favourite spot of Ivy-bridge in Devonshire, where a similar stream passes tlirough

a bridge not unlike tliat of Abereiron, with a neat inn situated in the same manner at the

foot of it.

The sea views, comprehending the Caernarvonshire hills on the opposite side of the

bay, continued very fine as we advanced towards Aberystwith, and most agreeably be-

guiled the labours of the road, which winding over the rocky bases of incessant hills, for-

bad any expeditious advance. In a narrow vale we crossed the Ystwith, by a bridge pro-

fusely decorated with ivy, and ascending a steep rock from its banks, soon came in

sight of the greater vale of the Rhydol, and the town of Aberjstwith, situated on a

bold emin' ice overhanging the sea close to its mouth. This town, forming a fine

object as viewed from a sufficient distance, rather disappointed me when ^ve reached

it, the streets being steep and ill-paved, while the houses, built of the black slate-stone

of the country, gave the whole a gloomy and rather dirty appearance. It has long been

a favourite resort for sea-bathing to the inhabitants of the neighbouring counties, and
\ye found it full of company, who must have been contented with very moderate ac-

commodation. The beach is sufficiently convenient, and a public walk, traced with

some taste and ingenuity among the fragments of its castle, which was built by Gilbert

de Strongbow in the reign of Henry I, commands the whole coast, with the contiguous

mouths of the Ystwitii ar,d the Rhy iol, on one side, and a beautiful view of the vale

which descends with the latter river on the other.
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CHAP, yi..., fnid romantic Beauties of the Vale of Rhydol...,D}stant View oj

Plmlimnon. ..The Devil's Bridge....Falls of the Monach.... Great Fass ofthe Moun-
tains towards the Fale of Ystwith. .. Singular Creation of Havod....Cwm-Ystwith..,.
Siriking Fir'V from the Cwm-tythen Hills over the Plain formed by the JVye
....Rhyadergowy, and the Viewfrom the Mountain above it....Penyhont..., Knighton
....Brampton-brian....Lentwardine Fidge.... Presteigne. ...Kington....Old and New
Radnor....Radnor Forest and its fVaterJall....Bad State of the Roads in that Part

of the Country. ..Fine Ride on the Banks of the fVyefom Builth to the Hay, by
Llngoed Castle, and the beautiful Spot of Erwood....Clyro....High Character ofits

Rector, the Archdeacon of Brechiock.... Striking Views from the One-tree-hill in

Clyro Forest, towards Wales and England.... Entrance into the rich Plain ofHere-
fordshire... .Hereford.. ..Ledbury,...Immense Displayfrom the Malvern Hills....Mal-

vern JVells.... Great Malvern audits Abbey.... Grandeur and Opulence of Worcester,

THROUGH the vale of Rhyclol we were destined to pursue our course, being now
arrived at the boundary of North Wales, and bidding our farewell to the coast, we took

an eastward directioti. The road conveyed us for many miles over a ridge of wild

hills, forming the southern barrier of that romantic district, and commanding all its beau-

ties in great perfection. Elevated almost into the clouds, we looked down on the

coast, where Aberystwith seemed, like Venice, rising out of the sea, and the decayed

town and church of Llanbadern Vawr, formerly a Roman station and the see of a Bri-

tish bishop, occupied an eminence somewhat higher in the valley. Beneath us a few
scattered cottages, and some houses of a higher order, rose on each side, under neat

plantations and tufted groves, while the rapid Rhydol intersected a range of the green-

est meadows with its manifold windings. At length the vale contracted itself as it

grew wilder, the river became engulfed within deep banks fringed wi:h wood, the

habitations of men and all traces of cultivation vanishuig, while every thing around us

assumed the most savage appearance that nature can impress on her rudest regions.

The high mountains of Cwm-ystwith, bounding Radnorshire, rose in a number of un-

equal points before us, while on our left, towards the county of Montgomery, and the

confines of North Wales, the mighty Plinlimnon, the lord of this extensive desert,

swelled into a pile of mountains from its extended base, and crowned the whole with

one lofty summit, spreading widely like a dome above the rest.

At length we began to descend, and taking the Llanidloes road, soon reached the

hollow formed by the Rhydol, near that singular edifice which bears the name of the

Devil's bridge. However celebrated the original struc*"«re might be from the magic
powe»s with which its fabulous builder has been graced, it seems to have been super-

seded by some happier architect, as the modern bridge exhibits a finer curve, and avoids

a very steep descent on each side, by which the older was approached. Both the

arches remain, and it is not one of the least singular circumstances attending this spot,

that two bridges over the same chasm are to be seen in the same point of view, one

being built perpendicularly over the other. Each of these arches spring from rock to

rock over a deep abyss, under which the dark stream of the Monach is with difficulty

distinguished, working its way through the hollow with great impetuosity. Immedi.
ately below the bridge it issues again into light, and precipitates itself with wonderful

force in a succession of falls, almost perpendicular, for near 200 feet through a thick

wood, from some of the lower parts of which this giand cataract is to be viewed with
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considerable advantage. Immediately below the fall, the Rhydol receives the ^^ollacll,

being there itself little other than a torrent forcing its passage, between deep banks frin-

ged with wood, from its native caverns in the base of Plinlimnon.

Leaving here the course of the Rhydol, we soon regained the ridge we had (juitted,

and proceeding on the Cwm-ystwith road, rose by a succession of stages, im|>ending

over frightful precipices, through the hollows of the mountains almost to their sum-
mit, from whence all the wild hills encompassing the vale we had quilted appeared

far below us, bounded by the sea, which seemed like a curtain let down before them.

This vast ridge separates the parallel vallies of the Rhydol and the Ystwith, to the latter

of which we descended through the rising plantations of Havod, with which its owner,

Mr. Johnes, has decorated an immense tract of country. The surprise is scarcely to

be described, with which his highly ornamented territory bursts upon our view, teem-

ing with every elegance of art and nature, and rising, like another paradise, in the

midst of a profound desert. The steep banks of the Ystwith are here fringed with

the finest wood, and the house, a superb structure imitating the Gothic, occupies

an elevated spot, commanding the whole of the vale, with the river winding finely

below. A well formed lawn extends far beneath the house, beyond which the

woods rise in great beauty, and through them a number of walks are formed with

considerable taste, being conducted by the side of such cataracts as abound in this hilly

region, improved by every addition of art. After all, this place, though so far

perfected, may yet be considered as in its infancy, when we contemplate the various

plans perpetually forming and carrying into execution by the active genius of its pro-

prietor, who finds employment for a whole country in the extent of his works.

For this he has ample scope in the number of roads he is now conducting through

liis territory, and the various additional buildings with which he is obliged to encom-
pass his house, as every trade necessary to the existence, and even to many of the luxuries

of life, must be exercised w' In his own walls, there being no towns, and very scanty

villages in this district, withiii ihe distance of fifteen miles. Thus, notwithstanding

the many natural and artificial beauties of Havod, a strange \ uile he commends the

taste with which it is embellished, cannon hut admire the singularity of this undertaking,

in the wilds of an uninhabited desert, far from any practicable neighbourhood, and at a

distance from the common resorts of mankind.

Ascending a little again through the woods of Havod, e soon r, gained the road,

and reached the miserable village of Cwm-ystwith, almost buried beneath the high hills

which divide this part of the country from Radnorshire.

We soon entered that county, and after coasting the river Eilon for several miles,

on a deplorable road abounding in precipices, v/e attained the summit of the Cwm-
tythen hills, commanding an uninterrupted view ovet he dreary expanse we had
passed, which exhibited extreme wildness without ajesty, the mountains in this

country' abounding in a variety of grassy summits noi unlike a species of coarse downs,
but far inferior both in height and shapes to those of Cardiganshire. Still, howevcF,
the banks of the Eilon, with its attendant vallies, have their peculiar lines of beuuty,

and the striking example of Mr. Johnes has induced Mr. Grove to build a house,

and form an ornamented territory, with considerable taste, in one of these deserts, which
he prefers to his fine seat in Wiltshire.

Except this place, the whole country appeared bare .ind uncultivated ; nor do I

ever remember a more dreary solitude than that which prevailed on the Cwm-tythen
hills, where not a single tree varied the scene, and no human habitation was distin-

guishable. Over their gloomy hollows we proceeded in mournful silence, till reach-

yt.
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ing their extreme point, a glorious view burst upon us in front, where the Wye,
emerging from a deep and narrow channel fringed with wood, issued forth into the

spacious plain in which Rhyadergowy is situated, and then pursued its course through

a fine vale beneath immense hills to Builth, beyond which some of the Brecknock,
shire mountains closed the prospect at a great distance. The road r.ow became
scarcely passable, as a dangerous and rocky descent kept us in perpetual alarm for

several miles, till we crossed the roaring torrent of the Wye, by a un^ single arch

thrown from rock to rock, and entered the little town of Rhyadergowy.
An air of greater neatness than might be expected prevails in this remote place,

which is regularly laid out in four streets, with a market-house in the centre, after

the manner of the towns of North Wales. The inn, though small and rustic, is suf-

ficiently commodious, and the obliging attentions of its landlord, with the simplicity

of his manners, cannot fail to recommend it to a stranger ; the buildings of the town
also, though mean, are not ruinous, and throughout the whole, the poverty of a wild

district, very difficult of access, is relieved by an appearance of comfort and clean-

lincss.

The mountains surrounding the plain in which this town is placed, almost rival

those of North Wales in majesty, and from one of the highest of them, which I as-

cended with much difficulty, I enjo)ed a prospect which cannot easily be surpassed

either for its beauty or grandeur.

An amphitheatre of mighty hills surrounded the plain in which Rhyadergoway,
with its two churches, formed the principal feature ; several vast chasms intersected

this barrier, through one of which the Wye rolled its rapid stream, passing under a
noble arch springing from cliff to cliff close beneath the town, and soon afterwards

received the accession of the Eilon issuing from another cleft in the chain of moun-
tains. Immediately after this the river engulfed itself between two impending rocks,

pursuing a narrow channel for several miles ; soon after which it emerged in sight into

the spacious and highly cultivated vale in which Builth is situated. Towards the
north dark and craggy mountains obstructed the view, finely contrasted with the

grassy hills of the forest of Radnor, which exalted themselves in the east at a considera-

ble diitance, beyond a pleasant valley interspersed with pastures, villages, and corn-

fields, and distinguished by several waving eminences tufted with wood. Through
this valley we pursued our course from Rhyadergowy to Penybont, leaving the wells

of Llandrindod, a few miles on the right, approachable on this side by a road even less

practicable than that from Builth. At the little obscure hamlet of Penybont we
crossed the Ithon, and leaving the smooth and pointed summits of Radnor forest on
the right, pursued a rugged tract over a wild range of downish hills to a deep vale,

from the head of which Knighton, descending in several steep streets, presents a
picturesque object of the adjacent country. This romantic valley, surrounded by
high hills, and well clothed with wood, is formed by the winding course of the river

Teme, near the banks of which the road is in a great measure carried. Great and
memorable are the remnants of antiquity to be found in this district, the camp of
Caractacui being yet in high preservation '".! the hills towards Clunn, and that of
Caesar easily to be traced on an eminence impending over the v al!?y ; Offa's dyke
also passes by Knighton, extending from the mouth of the Dee in a slant direction

across the kingdom to Weymouth.
In this valley the rich groves of Brampton Bryan, an old seat of the Oxford fa-

mily, used to adorn the steep sides of its extensive park ; but these have lately been

despoiled of their grandeur by the rutliless axe, leaving a naked territory to bewail
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the loss of its chief ornament. At the pleasant village and bridge of Dentwardine wc
left the Ludlow road, and crossing several hills on the right of the valley of the Teme,
soon came to Presteigne, the modern capital of Uadnorshire. This place exhiliits

strong traces of an original extent and grandeur, far superior to its present appiar-

ance ; its few remaining streets arc neat and well-formcd, and a pleasant public w.ilk

is traced round the eminence which was the site of its castle, from whence the little

vale enclosing Presteigne, and watered by the Lug, appears to great advantage, with

an ancient Gothic mansion rising from a rock in its centre.

The firi.t considerable ascent from Presteigne brought us into the high plain of Here-

fordshire, and passing under lord Oxford's extensive park and sheep-walks at Kywood,
we came to Kington, a considerable market town at the edge of the county, ob-

scrvable only for the pleasing view from its church-yard. Here we turned again into

Radnorshire, pursuing a romantic descent beneath the lofty rock of Stanner, tilt the

high church of Old Radnor appeared on a summit above a small plain, which we
crossed between two handsome seats belonging to two families bearing the name of

Lewis, to arrive at the county town of New Radnor. Old Radnor, though formerly

a Roman station, has little to boast of excep* I s church, scarcely equalling the dignity

of a village, though I believe it shares in the privileges of a borough with New
Radnor, which is very little its superior. A more Ijeggarly place indeed than the

latter can hardly be imagined, consisting of a few miserable cottages, which form an
irregular street, with a building like a barn for its county hall, and almoiic buried

within that verdant chain of hills, which rising in a variety of high points, covered

with grass to the top, enclose the district bearing the name of Radnor forest. Wind-
ing for a long time within their hollows, we visited the cataract, which, from its preci-

pitous descent, has obtained the name of *' Water breaks its neck." Our cxpecta-

tations were perhaps raised too high, from the fame this waterfall had acquired ; but,

when we saw it, neither the body of water nor its position appeared very remarkable.

At length we emerged from this confined pass, and leaving the direct tract to Rhyader-

gowy on the right, entered a wild plain, mixed with fine features, but almost impervi-

ous to a carriage.

The public ways of Radnorshire may indeed be justly censured, and their turn-

pike roads may rank among the worst in the kingdom; for, notwithstanding the

frequency of their tolls, and the abundance of good materials in the country, they

are generally suffered to languish in a shameful state of neglect, for want ofa little pub-
lic spirit. The track which we pursued now, sinking from a bad turnpike-road into a
rugged cart-way, led us with some hazard and considerable inconvenience to the banks
of the Wye, which we crossed, to re-enter the town of Builth in Brecknock-
shire.

Having taken a farewell view of the charming vicinage of this place from its bridge,
'

and the mount of its castlC; w^ proceeded on the banks of the Wye, down one of the

most beautiful vallies in the kingdom, to the Hay.§ That noble river, rolling with ma-
jestic rapidity, and sometimes precipitating itself over great ledges ol rock, formed
the course of the valley with inexpressible grandeur, frequently disporting itself in

broad curves, and sweeping all the level. The road, formed principally on a high

bank, disclosed all the beauties of this enchanting district, where the bold rocks ot

Abereddo, with the grassy and wooden hills of Radnorshire, contrasted the wilder

eminences of Brecknockshire, which terminated proudly in the broad expanse, deep
furrows, and abrupt points, of the black mountain, bounding the horizon at a considera-

ble distance.

4 I
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ill.

Ill the centre of this charming territory the rich groves and extensive domain of

Llangoed castle appeared to languish in undeserved neglect, and deplore the fate,

which, after a long and ruinous desertion, has consigned them to a stranger. Not
far from hence ue reached the little public house and hamlet of Erwood, m one of

the most delightful spots that can be formed by nature, where a rapid stream rushes

from the moiuitains beneath a high wooded hill, and falls precipitously into the Wye,
which there forms one of its boldest curves round the Radnorshire bank, sweetly

chequered with villages and hanging woods. Here we found a wonderfully neat

house, plenty of rustic fare, and a cheerful old landlady^ who might justly be
styled,

** The gay historian of the smiling plain."

We now approached nearer to the Black-mountain, which, towering over the in-

tervening hills that formed its base, appeared the sole monarch of the country, till a

valley opening abruptly on the right, disclosed the superior heights and pointed summits
of the Van of Brecknock. The Wye, there arrested in its course by these

miglity barriers, turned abruptly to the left ; when entering a richer and more ex-

panded vale, it descended in a clear, but still impetuous stream, into the great plain

of Herefordshire, all whose ri. }»es then disclosed themselves to sight. We con-

tinued on its banks, leaving Maesleugh, the fine situation of Mr. Wilkins, on the

opposite hill of Radnorshire, and soon joining the Brecknock turnpike road, pro-

ceeded by the ruins of the K.it elegant bridge of Glasbury to the Hay, a small market

town at ilie extremity of Breoknockshire.

The Hay has little to boast of in its interior, except the remains of its ancient castle,

which is now converted into a modern house belonging to the Wellington family,

but the view from its church-yard is striking. It has suffered a great loss in its large

stone bridge, which (together with those of Glasbury and Whitney) was carried away
by the resistless torrent of the Wye in the winter of 1794. Awkward ferries, bad
fords, and temporary wooden bridges, have since formed the only communication
between this part of the country and the numerous villages on the opposite bank of

Radnorshire, to one of which we directed our course, for the purpose of visiting my most
valuable friend the Rev. Mr. Edwards, the archdeacon ofBrecknock, and rector ofClyro,

where he resides.

This distinguished character, possessing all the elegance of literary acquisition and
all the urbanity of polished life, forms the rare union of those captivating qualities with

the higher virtues of strict integrity, and active goodness devoted to the service of

his God and his country. His decorous and attentive performance of his pro-

fessional duties can only be equalled by the judgment and incorruptible fidelity with

which he dispenses justice as a magistrate, and those eminently convivial talents with

which he sweetens the hours of relaxation, adapting his conversation with wonder-
ful success to all ranks of people which fall within his enlarged or contracted

circle.

This imperfect, but just, tribute of praise will, I hope, be excused from one who
has often profited by his experience, been benefited by his friendship, and tried the real

value of his society, both in this and in foreign countries. Neither can his lady be

exempted from her due share of commendation, who, though a foreigner by birth,

has imported the lively sense, without the vanity or follies, of her country ; »nd who
truly participates with her worthy husband in dispensing the blessings of society, and
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in all the energy of doing good. Thus this excellent pair live, respected by a rustic

neighbourhood, who, equally with their more polished visitors, enliven the social board

of Clyro, where, often adniitted as a guest, I have experienced tlie highest enjoyment of

a hospitable welcome.

The village of Clyro, undistinguished in itself, is buried beneath the Radnorshire

range of hills, nor does the parsonage house, a low and indifferent structure, partake

of a more advantageous situation ; but a small temple in its upper garden commands
most of the transcendent beauties of the vale of the Wye, in a happy, but not very

elevated position. These appear in a much greater display from an adjacent hill in

what is called the forest of Clyro, where the point of prospect is myrkecl by a single

tree. Towards Wales the mountains range themselves in a grand adiphitheatre, with

considerable intervals formed by the gaps through which the several vallies descei^d

;

the most conspicuous among these are the bold projections and indented sides of the

Black mountain, the hill of Talgarth and the Van, which, like a second Vesuvius,

exalts its two volcanic summits, rising from its broad base with inconceivable grandeur.

From this mountainous outline many insulated hills start forth into the plain, clothed

with wood, and marked by villages or white buildings ; most of these form little val-

lies ot their own, whose tributary streams increase the waters of the Wye, proudly

winding in various folds between its verdant and enamelled meads. Towards Eng-
land, a far different scene expandi.^ itself in the vast plain of Herefordshire, covered
with orchards, and abounding in pastures and fertility, through which the Wye Hows
in placid beauty, and gaining in dc'pth what it loses in rapidity, still preserves the ori-

ginal bold character it dt;rives f<:om its native mountains. All the riches of Ceres
and Pomona are here exposed tj view, amidst woods, meadows, towns, and villages

;

fine hills crowned with plantations start up in every part of this happy plain, and on
one of these the tower of Clifford church presents a distinguished object above the pic-

turesque remains of its castle. Neither is the distant boundary unequal to the ex-

panse it comprehends ; the Clay hills in Shropshin;, and those of Malvern in Worces-
tershire, closing the whole with v'heir bold outline ; while those of Garnons, Foxley,

and Dinmoor, terminating in the two conic hills called Robin Hood's Butts, in the

plain ofLeominster, form the intermediate division. On the right, just in front of the

golden vale, Mawbech hill projects into the plain with striking grandeur, crossed by
the park-like groves of More-wood, which, descending from a n* arer eminence, seem
to close in with the Black mountain, and overhang the town and castle of the Hay, be-

hind small intermediate vallies.

In the cheerful society of our friends at Clyro, and in the midst of such fine natural

scenery, our limited time appeared to fly with a double portion of rapidity, and we
unwilhngly resumed our course of travel, returning to the Hay ; close to which town
we crossed the little brook which divides Brecknockshire from England. We now
passed through a rich part of Herefordshire, abounding in hill and dale, and finely mark-
ed by the windings of the Wye, which we crossed by a plain bridge at Bredwardine,

close beneath the Mawbech hill, and adjoining to Moccas court, the seat of sir George
Cornewall. The next ascent brought us to Mr. Cotterell's bold situation and ornamented
grounds at Garnons ; soon after which we entered the great level in which the ancient

city of Hereford is situated, on the banks of the Wye, surrounded with rich pastures and
innumerable orchards.

This place has experienced gceat improvement in the course of the last ten years,

and though it cannot boast of the trade of Gloucester, or the courtly polish of Worces.
ter, it excels many of our distant cities in the width and neatness of its streets.

4 I 2
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The oathedral has lately undergone a considerable repair in consequence of the

fall of its rich western tower, and I have scaicely ever seen the modern unite so

well with the ancient in a Gothic building. Nearly adjoining to the Close is the

pleasant public walk of the Castle-green, which, together with the Bishop's garden,

commands the rich country, orchards, and hills, towards Iloss, and the Wye with

its old bridge.

Pursuing the Worcester road from Hereford through a pleasant country, we passed

a fine seat of Mr. Foley at Stoke Edith ; and as we approached the high spire of Led-

bury, appearing to rise out of a tufted grove, we bc^an to emerge from the flat wc
had so long traversed. A variety of ricn scenery amidst woods, orchards, and steep

hanging ground*?, attended our long ascent to the summit of the Malvern hills, which,

undulating in a long waving ridge, and rising in high grassy points, formed a striking

boundary to two very different countries.

Here the rich tract of Herefordshire appeared in full display, backed by the Radnor-

shire hills and the moimtains of Brecknockshire, while on the opposite side the almost

boundless plain of Evesham lost itself in the distant eminences of Warwickshire and the

Cottesvvold hills, which, with their winding outline, comprehended the vale ofGlou-
cest::rbhire. The proud cities of Gloucester and Worcester, with their lofty cathedrals

and numerous spires, stood forward in the plain ; the Severn might here and there be

faintly traced in the expanse below, chequered with countless villages, and the two
towns of Upton and Tewkesbury, with its abbey, appeared in front of the great project-

ing hill of Brcdon.

A gradual descent brought us to a fine hanging level, yet far above the plain, and
commanding all its objects, on which an excellent gravel road conducted us to the

wells of Malvern, situated on a shelf about half way up the eastern side of the hill.

Here we found a large publichouse after the manner of those of Madock, Buxton,
and Harrowgate, and a great crowd of company, whom the beauty of the pros-

pect, the purity of the air, and the celebrity of the water, had attracted to this

pleasant spot. The neighbouring villages of Great and Little Malvern stand at

each extremity of this charming terrace, the former of which abounds in inns and
lodging houses for such of the company as do not reside at the wells. Here also is

a fine old church, in form almost a cathedral, and an ancient gateway, both of which
originally belonged to the abbey of Malvern, of which they form nearly the sole re-

mains.

From Great Malvern the descent was rapid into the plain, where, at the distance

of about eight miles, we reached the new grand approach to Worcester, crossing the

Severn by a magnificent stone bridge. This flourishing city, though inferior to

Gloucester in its trade, is greatly above it in the regularity of its buildings, and the

beauty of its situation on a bank sloping to the Severn, which washes its walls with a
stream less clear and rapid but broader than the Wye. The High street extends
nearly along the whole ridge, and ending in the Foregate street towards the north,

presents an appearance of opulence in its shops and handsome houses, rarely to be
seen at a distance from the capital. Hence has Worcester been long distinguished as
the most polished city in this part of England, and many considerable families from the

neighbourmg counties, and from Wales have made it their winter residence. Nei-
ther is its trade unworthy of mention, the Severn being navigable from Shrewsbury

,

and aided by numerous canals, conveying all the traffic of Colebrook-dale, Birming-
ham, and its vicinage ; within its walls also is established a justly celebrated china ma-
nufactory. The remains of its castle, except a high mount, are not large ; but the
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noble structure of its cathedral exalts itself far above the numerous churches of this city.

Less cx(|uisite iu its ornaments than that of Gloucester, its great char;.ctcristic excellence

consists m its height, spiice, and the lightness of its architecture, to which the lofty

pinnacles rising from every termination of the building, as well as t'Xim the towtr, con-
tribute not a little ; neither should the peculiar neattiess which prcv.<ils within be dis-

regarded.

Worcester, like Gloucester, was a great Roman station, and may equally be call-

cd a frontier city of Kngland towards South Wales ; here therefore the .our of that

part of the principality should naturally tcrniinate, and from hence, thrcugh some
of the intermediate English counties, 1 mean to commence my description of North
Wales.

TOUR OF NORTH WALEH.

CHAP. \...%Commencement of the Tour of \ortli irales frnni frotrestei'....Crome....

Tewkesbury,,., Fine riervsfrom Toddingtoi ^irk and Hredon Hill....Evei!iham..„Al.

cester,.., Stratford on Avon..,.IF(invick ami its Cast/e,...Gufs Cliff..., Kenetworth
Castle,.,. Coventry....Jileridfn....Partington flail and Church... Birniingluim,.,Hailes

Owen.,,, The Leasowes,...Hagley...Envill.... ."iridgnorth.... Striking Scenery ofApley
Terrace., ..Colebrook Dale, and the iron Iirid.'c.,..Jiuildwas Abbey.... Singular Form

qf andgreat Prospectfrom the ffrckin jriu....Grand Approach to Shrnvsbury.

THE sweep of country between Worcester and the two great avenues to North-

Wales, through Shrewsbury and Chester, comprehends a most interesting part of Eng-
land, abounding in flourishing manufactures, fine seats, and striking points of view. To
pursue that line of connection, therefore, does not seem foreign to the design of these

travels, nor does the approach to tlie mountainous display of North Wales lose its effect

after the contrast exhibited by the rich plains and ornamented seats of Warwickshire,

Staffordshire and Shropshire.

Deep in the vale of Evesham, and nearly opposite to Malvern, we found Crome, the

elegant seat of the earl of Coventry. Nature has contributed little to its beauties,

but the powers of art, and the transcendent skill of Brown, have been blest with un-

common success. Wood, water, and ornamented buildings, are here dispersed with

great taste and profusion, and even a semblance of hill and dale is produced, by labour

and judicious design, out of an almost undistinguished level. Our road from thence

led us through the pleasant village of Severn-stoke, on the banks of the Severn, with

abundance of fine views, till we crossed the Warwickshire Avon near its conflux with

that river, and descended to the old town of Tewkcsburj', now only observable for the

stately fabric of its abbey church.

A vale equally rich, but less extensive than that of Evesham, stretches up from
Tewkesbury to the Cotteswold hills ; near the upper end of which lies the fine park

of lord Tracy, at some distance from his old collegiate house, and the adjacent village.

This beautiful tract of ground covers several well-planted hills, gently rising from the

plain, and commands a full view of all its striking boundaries, from the distant ridge

}f.
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of Malvern to the nearer amphitheatre of the Cottcsvvold rang^, in whojic indented

hollows the groves of Stanway and Corscombc u|>|X'ar Hnely suspended, and Ixncath

which the Gothic church and town of Winchcombo exhibit conspicuous objects. Huikt
abbey also, founded by Richard, the second son of king John, for Cistertian monks,
and Sudi-lv castle, built by Ralph do Botcler, high treasurer of Kngland in the reign of

Henry Vi, but afterwards given to the Chandos family, occupy in view fine positions

beneath the hills.

The great mass of Bredon hill lu-re divides this vale from that of Kvesham, and the

prospect from its summit is wonderfully extensive, including the two cities of Gloucester

and Worcester, with numberless towns and villages. Having climlx'd this hill by a
very bad road, a precipitate descent brought us to the old town of Evesham, buried in

its rich vale, on the banks of the Avon, over which it has a long stone bridge. Some
inconsiderable remains of its abbey are yet extant, but we chiefly admired a high Gothic
tower over an arch of exquisite workmanship, detached from its church and all other

buildings.

Here we left this great level, wliich extended in sight to Broadvvav, at the foot of the

Cotteswold hills, and as we ad'.anced into VVarkwickshire, passed by Uagley, a noble seat

of the marquis of Hertford, on a high eminence above the little town of Alcester. A
more open country succeeded, and the ine(|ualities of the Ilmington and Meon hills

formed a fine boundary in front, as we came in sight of the spire of Stratford oa
Avon, a town well known for having given birth to our great dramatic poet. A
considerable air of antiquity prevails in this place, and most of the oldest houses are

built of timber and plaister, after the manner of many towns in Shrop^'ure and Che-
shire, but the central streets have undergone much modern improve, lent. Every
thing here seems devoted to perpetuate the memory of the bard ; his picture is sus-

pended opposite to that of his great supporter Garrick in the town hall ; his tomb
also, like that of Medina's prophet, attracts a train of pilgrims scarcely inferior in de-

votion ; and the real, or pretended, remains of his mulberry -tree are dispersed with a

fervour almost equal to that which attends the reliques of popery. 1 he church of

Stratford is a considerable C Dthic structure, and in its chancel is the bust of Shakes-

peare, which has lately by some innovating spirit been absurdly covered with a white

plaister, disfiguring those features which were far more conspicuous in their uncouth
colouring. The town extends from the church, in several parallel streets on
the north bank of the Avon, to the long bridge \vhich connects it with the opposite

shore.

We deviated a little from the direct road, to visit the old seat of Mr. Lucy at Charl-

ton, in the park of whose ancestor Sliakcsjjeare is said to have stolen the deer of fa-

mous memory. Few places have suflfered so little alteration in the course of so many-

years, and the Gothic points of the house, with its stately avenues, yet uninjured and
un-clumped by art, keep up the interest of the anecdote, be it true or fabulous, and
bring back our fancy to the golden days of queen Elizabeth. A well wooded and
cultivated country, abounding in gentle eminences, now encompassed us, till the lofty

tower of Warwick church, and the majestic bastions of its castle, appeared

high above the houses of the town, proudly covering the summit of a considerable

hill.

Indei)endentofits commanding situatio.i, Warwick may boast an air of neatness and
ornament superior to most country towns ; great part of which, perhaps, it owes to a

fire, by which most of the old houses were destroyed early in this century. Its principal

street is perfectly straight and uniform, with a chapel over a gateway at each extre-
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mity, «» the hill tUscends : the town and county hulls arc elegant modern buildings,

;ind the new jail is a grand, though heavy, strucluif. St. Mary's church \h a siati ly

edifice rising Iroin the highest ground in the centre of the town, but its tower, iliongh

lofty and lull of ornament, does not correctly agree with the lightir Gothic of the

aisle and chapel, which also differ from each other ; in tlic latter is a fine nionument of

Nevilearl of Warwick. The environs of this place are irmarkably pleasant, from the

views commanded on every sidi over a cheerful country, and the walk belonging to the

priory, which is now a handsome scat of the Wise family, forms an agreeable promenade

to the town.

Rather Inriow the high street, towards the iiouth-cabt, encompassed by a chain of em-
battled walls and lofty bastions, the great baronial castle of Warwick exalts its mighty

towers with a most imposing air of grandeur, and, incorporated with the sleep cliH

which forms its foundation, impends over the channel of the placid Avon. This grand

seat of the earls of Warwick has undergone much improvement in the course of the

last century, but principally since the succession of its present noble owner, who, by
building a fine stone bridge of one arch over the Avon, and turning the public road

towards it, has released his majestic pile from the confinement of modern walls, and an

irregular street of the town which adjoined to them. The present approach, die

whole of which is not yet finished, opens from the north end of the high street across a

new-created lawn to the great gateway, through which a long chain of arches, guarded

by a double portcullis, leads by a slight ascent to the central court of the castle. Se-

veral high towers, one of which is attributed to Guy, encompass this noble area, and,

uniting with the well planted mount which formed the keep, connect the decayed with

the inhabited parts of the castle. The suite of apartments, and particularly the hall,

are splendid ; to which several new rooms have been added, in a taste nc (congruous

with the ancient building ; neither are they deficient in paintings and other well dii-

posed ornaments, but the delightful prospect they command is by far the most striking

feature of the place. Beneath, the clift' on which the castle is founded descends ab>

ruptly to the Avon, which flowing through the numerous arches of an old Gothic
bridge, and supplying the mill connected with the castle, winds charmingly through the

lawns of the park and garden, passing beneath a second high Rialto bridge of one arch

near their extremity. Some few venerable grov( s, aided by a great variety of rising

plantations, adorn the enlarged expanse of the park, beyond which a cheerful,

populous, and well wooded country extends in sight to the boundaries of Edge hill to.

wards Oxfordshire, and the Ilmington hills towards Gloucestershire.

About a mile from Warwick, on the Coventry road, we found the curious mansion
of Guy's cliiF, a seat of the Greathead family. This house also Is incorporated with a
sandy clifT impending over the Avon, and the stalls of the stable are hewn out of the

rock in a very remarkable manner. In the chapel is a gigantic statue of Guy earl

of Warwick, the legendary champion of this country, and in the garden are shewn his

well and cave, which he is supposed to have made his hermitage when he retired from
life. These memorials of a hero, whether real or fabulous, fail not to excite an en>

thusiastic respect for his memory in the country, nor are the huge remnants of his ar.

mour preserved at the castle, together with his enormous porridge pot and the rib of
the dun cow, contemplated without a degree of admiration nearly approaching to

awe.

An admirable road conducted us from Guy's cliff to Kenelworth, where we viewed
the rich remains of its onqe princely castle, the more ancient parts of which are in to.
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Icrabic preservation, while the splendid additiorn of lord Lcicchter have !iul)mittcd to

an L-arlii.T decay. A liiKhly picturcMpic ruin, iiitirnnxcd witit w<mk1 and oviigiovvii

with ivy, now alone marks the ^pot \Uicrc the luvuuritc of Klizabcth cx|Kn(kd .ill the

tnasuris of her hounty, uiid cntert.iined his niistre>>!i with a display ot nM^niikencc
which i'eu kin(<;s could emulate. Siuneleigh abl)c-y, a line seat ut the Lei^;l) iamily,

hiy on the ri^ht, beyond which the giuvc!> of iiviggingtun clothed a high eminence,

where the vale, expanding and oiKning towaidt the entrance of Leicebterhhire, exhi*

biting the populous city and three high spires oi° Coventry lisingout of its bosom. A
bare heath Kttely covered this tract ot counir), but virdaiil inclosures huvc since eu<

tirely occupied the space; over which, thiuugh regular plantations undafmely formed
avenue, we approached the ualls of Coventry. This city has few objects except its

churches to boast of, and even the architecture of these is much injured by the

crumbling nature of the red stone with which they arc constructed. 'Ihe streets of

Coventry are almost uniformly narrow and inconvenient; the passage through the city

is also i<i general much crowded and obstructed, while that appearance of dirt and [to-

pulation exists throughout which marks many of our manufacturing towns. The ludi<

crous figure of Peeping Tom hangs still su8[K-nded from a wincfow in the principal

street, but the venerable old gales have been absurdly destroyed, and the rich

Gothic cross of Coventry, matchless in its architecture, has shared the same
fate.

We left this disagreeable place without regret, and soon arrived at the hospitable

mansion of Mr. Uigbvi near the pleasant village of Meriden, in the grounds of which
much taste and expence have been bestowed by their present worthy owner, with con-
siderable success. Packington hall, the great seat of lord Aylesford, is nearly ad-

joining, in whose park we were shewn a church of u very singular construction, lately

built by his lordship. Its disposition within is not less remarkable, and though we ac-

knowledged fully the principle, that all station and human pre-eminence were useless, if

not improper, in the house of God, yet did it seem a little dangerous suddenly to admit
a system of studied equality, the real meaning and motions of which might, in this

age, be so easily mistaken or misrepresented. Lord Aylesford has been successful in the

structure and position of his house, the ornamental parts of his grounds, and above all,

in the formation of a noble sheet of water by which it is approached, except that its

head is rather too apparent.

The country now grew flat and less distinguished by distant objects, but abundance of
smoak issuing from the surrounding collieries, and spruce villas starting up on every

side, indicated our approach to the great trading town of Birmingham. That immense
capital of the iron manufactures which are spread over this part of the three counties

of Stafford, Warwick, and Worcester, exalts its sooty towers and spires amidst incessant

volumes of smoak, and the perpetual din of innumerable forges. An air of successful

opulence prevails throughout this crowded place, which, in spite of some considerable

modern improvements, and the addition of a splendid theatre, with several superb streets,

still bears but a disagreeable aspect. Its works, however, are well worthy of a tra-

veller's observation, and those of Mr. Clay and Mr. Bolton are extensive

and curious, the latter forming a separate town at Soho, in the vicinage of Bir-

mingham.
Soon after we emerged from the dark atmosphere of Birmingham, we found our-

selves translated into a pleasanter and more varied country, from one of the bounda-
ries of which we descended into the richly ornamented plain which unites the northern
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border of Worccstcrhlurc with Stallordthirc mid part of Slirop^hirc. TIk' prospect

was both dclii^hifiil and cxtLiisivc, Mtrctchiiig out to the diittatit rid){C!i of tli<; Ckv liills

and those of Malvern, while in the nearer landscape the picturts»|ue sn'irc of ll.iilis

Owen rose in taper beauty front the vale belcivv, aiul the hij^U noint-i of the Clent hills,

imniediutely on our lea, appeared clad with tufted f^^roveM anti rieh patches of wood.

In u rom.Mitic dell, formed iKticath their hollows, and aseendiuf; to the summit of tlu

eminences on which we stood awhile to enjoy thii view, the delightful f» ird-ns of the

lA'asowcs invited the chi'r.ncd traveller to admire the taste with which Shenstonc had
decorated them; and stilt further, all the rich plantations and ornamentcl buildings of

Hagley burst upon the sijjht with great force and beauty. A «niiuitc description of

places so well known und so much adntired must be tedious and dniiecess-jry; sufKcc it,

therefore, to say, that (except the single article of water, whicli in both these places is

formal and depending on temporary supplies) all that classic taste, elegant ornament,

and ujudicious disposition ofobjects caneflect, is tliere combined with die transcendent

charms with which nature has (k'corated those happy spots.

From Hagley we soon entered Stalibrdshire, and passing through the old town of

Stourbridge, famous for its glass manufacture, crossed several wild heaths by u very bad
rc.id to reach Envill, the fine seat of lord Stamford. The grounds here arc ixtensive,

and the. frccjucnt intervention of woods forms an agreeable contrast to a country which
mostly abounds in heath. A moss-grown path, gently >vinding through these groves,

and occasionally relieved by several well fancied scats, leads to a high terrace commu-
nicating with some extensive sheep-walks, but the wutor (as at Hagley and the Lca-
sowcs) is unequal to the place, consisting of a few caiiab less formal than the former,

and various cascades, which, though not unattended with some striking effect, arc yet

only fed by temporary and artificial supplies. The terrace and the upper sheep grounds
command a view both wonderfully extensive and singular, stretching in a wide circle

to the Clent, Cley, and Malvern Hills, with the Wrekin in Shropshire ; before tlK*

former of which the rich groves of Hagley and the cultivated district adjoining to VVor-

ccstershire, appear to great advantage across the wild heaths of Stattordshire. The
house is a large pile, and has been greatly added to in modern times ; its situation,

though low, is pleasing, from the neatness of the shrubberies that surround it, and the

variety of fine trees feathering to the ground on every side. Both Hagley and Enviil

have pleasant rural inns near their parks, and when first \ visited the latter, it was kept

by a sensible veteran, who rejoiced in his tranquil retirement "under the shadovv of a

wo/thy nobleman."

A woody country, terminating in the bare heath called the Moff of Bridgnorth,

Drought us to that curious town m Shropshire, most singularly situated on a high rock
above the Severn, from which a street incredibly steep and narrow descends to the

lower town, and its long Gothic bridge over the river. To avoid this dangerous de-

clivity a new road is formed round the Cliff with great expence and labour, which taking

a considerable compass enters the upper town at the south gate of the principal street,

which is wide and well-formed, with a spaciov.s market place in the centre. On the

summit of the hill stood the ancient castle of Bridgnorth, several fragn;ents of which
still remain, and among them is a large oblong leaning tower, many feet out of the

perpendicular. Closely adjoining to these is a fine new church, rather too like a theatre

in its structure and decoration, and round the whole a pleasant public walk is carried,

part of which is suspended on the Cliff, from whence the views of the two towns, tlie

river, the bridge, and the surrounding country, are delightfully romantic. A very in-

different sandy road, intermixed with rock, conveyed us to Mr. Whitemore's terrace
VOL. ir. 4 K
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at Apley park, so miich admired, and so well described by the late loW Lyttclton. It

consists of a ridge of wood above a mile in length, waving over sev oral unequal summits,
below which many rugged piles of rocks peep out amidst the mass of trees which lea-

ther down to the banks of the river. Its distant prospect is extensive, comprehending
the Clent, Malvern, and Cley hills, with the Wrekin, beyond which some of die

Welch mountains appear at a great distance. But the nearer view is most enchant-

ing, which pursues the proud stream of the Severn, rolling between the boldest rocks

on one side, and the richest meadows on the other, to the romantic town and bridge of

Bridgnorth, while another reach of the same great river, in a different point of view,

encompasses the groveii of the park of Apley, and the knowl on which its venerable

pile is placed. The terruce, with its profuse clothing of wood and rock, impends per-

pendicularly over the point in which these two fine reaches meet, and commands the se-

veral beauties ofeach in high perfection.

Traversing from hence the high grounds near Shiffnall, we made a precipitate descent

to the romantic scene of Colebrook Dale, where the river, winding between a variety

of high wooded hills, opposite to the forges of Broseley, is crossed by a bridge of one
arch, 100 feet in length, and formed entirely of cast iron, with strong stone abutments,

which presents at once a striking effect in landscape, and a stupendous specimen of the

powers of mechanism. Another branch of the Dale is equally curious for its iron

works and forges, from the extremity of which a winding walk, cut through one ofthe

woods with which the hills are covered, overlooking the whole country, and ornamented

with several neat temples, led us back to our inn at the bridge foot. By day,

ihe busy scene in its neighbourhood, and the vast quantity of craft with which the

river is filled, add not a little to the interest of the view ; while by night the numerous
fires arising from the works on the opposite hills, and along the several channels of the

two vallies, aided by the clangour of forges in every direction, affect the mind of one
unpractised in these scenes with an indescribable sensation of wonder, and transport in

fancy the classic observer to the workshop of Vulcan, or an epitome of the infernal

reHons.

Our road now pursued the valley on the bank of the Severn, till we crossed it to sec

tht ruin ofBuildwas abbey, a small, but regular Gothic pile. We then surmounted a

high ridge, and as we passed an elegant bridge built over the little river Torne by
lord Berwick, near his fine seat, the countr)' expanded itself into the great vale of

Shropshire, while close above us, on the right, the Wrekin lifted its head high over the

neighbouring summits. This singular hill, smooth and nearly uniform in its apparently

elliptic figure, rises abruptly in the midst of a vast plain, of which it forms the principal

feature and ornament. Strongly contrasted with the distant and opposite mountains

of North Wales, a soft grassy verdure prevails to its very summit, intermixed with

a light clothing of fern, and rich patches ofwood are pleasantly scattered about its hollows

and its base, with just rock enough to vary its decoration, without giving it a moun-
tainous character. Il may justly range among the first order of hills, and the pros-

pect it commands is wonderfully extensive, comprehending the whole of Shrop-

shire, witli great part of the neighbouring counties, in a vast circle, bounded by the

Cley, Malvern, and the Clent hills, on the one side, and those of Staffordshire and Derby-

shire, with the forest of Delamere in Cheshire, on the other ; while in front the Den-
bighshire Berouin extends its long range across the plain, terminating in the bolder

mountains of Montgomeryshire, and the nearer ridge of rocky hills about Church
Stretton in Shropshire. We crossed the Severn by a plain stone bridge about four

miles before we reached Shrewsbury, and repassed it again by one much more magni-
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ficent to enter that place, whose situation is singularly beautiful on a high peninsular

hillf which the Severn almost encompasses with a bold sweep of more than thrci

miles.

CHAP. II Shrnushury....Beauty and^finc Disposition ofthe grounds at Haxvkestone.

Striking Effect of its Grotto, and splendid l^iewfrom its Terrace.... Pleasant Inn of
Hawkestone Oswestry Entrance of North fFales Chirk Castle .... frynnes-

tay Erthig IVrexham Gressford.....Antiquity, Opulence and Elegance of
Chester Mold..... Flint riew of the Mstuary of tht' Dec Holywell and its

Manufactures St. tVynefred's ffell and Chapel.....Basingxvork Abbey //47'a-

Dyke and Offa's Dyke ....Great f^iewfrom the Hill south of Holywell.....Beauty of
the Fale of Clwydd.,..,Denbight and its adjacent Linen Jrorks City and Cathedral

of St. Asaph.

SHREWSBURY being the great frontier town of England towards North Wales,
and the capital of a flourishing county, is a place of great antiquity, and has from a very

early period of history been a town of considerable consequence. Two of its churches
are decorated with handsome spires, and the modern rotunda of St. Chad is highly

ornamented, but, as well as the new church of Bridgnorth, seems rather more like a

theatre than a place of worship. Two splendid hospitals crown the opposite steep bank of
the Severn ; the county hall is an elegant modern structure, and the Quarry-walk, sur-

rounding and crossing a fleld sloping to the river, forms a delightful and welLbhackd
promenade. These advantages, with the extreme beauty of its situatiot., have
induced many families of North Wales and the neighbouring counties to make
Shrewsbury their winter residence, and their houses, ranged in the exterior circle of

the town towards the country, add much on every side to its appearance. Yet must
it be confessed that the interior of this place is wofuUy deficient in convenience and
accommodation, the pavement execrable, and the buildings for the most part indif-

ferent. The castle, when first I saw it, was in a very decayed state, but it has since

been repaired and modernized with success ; the view from its mount is extremely
beautiful, commanding the whole town, and the great circle of the Severn. The
Welch bridge also was a curious structure, with a high tower over its gateway, on
which was placed the statue of Llewellyn prince of Wales ; the passage being narrow
and inconvenient, this bridge has been lately rebuilt, and a very handsome one of
stone now supplies its place, forming the principal avenue to Shrewsbury from North
Wales.

Hawkestone, the jusdy admired seat of sir Richard Hill, made us deviate from the

usual approach to North Wales, and follDw the old Chester road, a sandy and ill-

formed turnpike, leading through several homely villages, remarkable for their length

and the roughness of their paving. Turning to the right from this road, ten miles

from Shrewsbury, we passed through a cleft curiously cut in the sandy rock which pre-

vails throughout all this country, and came suddenly in sight of the paradise sir

Richard Hill has formed in the midst of a waste, covered by almost impervious tracts

of sand. The taste with which this place is embellished is of a very singular kind,

and itT features are so different from any other, that it is almost impossible for descrip-

tion to do them justice. Rich verdant lawns extend themselves through the whole of
this charming territory, encircling high insulated hills, on which the red rock appears
finely intermixed with that profusion of timber which clothes them from their summits
to their bases. On one of these the fra gments of a castle display themselves, and in

K 4 2
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ascending another, the stranger is conducted through a dark subterraneous passage of

great length, into a spacious cavern, highly arched, and illuminated with painted glass

of various colours. This may indisputably be called the first grotto iji the kirigdom,

nor is the tfllct lessened when the opening of the folding-doors introduces the grand

burst of day- light, and astonishes the sight with a most enchanting landscape, compre-
hending most parts of the place and its environs, with the distant country, from a pre-

cipitous height, encompassed by broken pillars of the rock, and the arches of this ex-

traordinary building. The descent is curiously managed on the perpendicular side of

the Cliff by flights of steps, which at length re-conducted us to the path we had quitted

to \h\t this extraordinary cavern. Pursuing the course of the walks by another succes-

sion of steps cut in the friable rock, we wound through the thickest part of the woods
which form the boundary of the place, and ascended to the high terrace, which ex-

tends in a bold curve along the summit of the ridge for more than three miles. Its

abcmdant shade and verdure render this walk delightful, and at unequal distances,

near seats judiciously placed, openings in the woods discover prospects hardly to be
equalled in any part of England for extent, or their peculiir features. On a high ele-

vation at the back of the terrace, a magnificent column is raised, through which a

spiral stair case leads to a gallery round its summit, commanding a most amazing ex-
panse of country -, most of Shropshire lies spread beneath it, and the spires of Shrews-
bury appear to rise out of the centre of the plain, bounded on one side by the Cley
and VVrekin hills, with those of Brythen near Montgomery, and the long bold range

of the Berouin in Denbighshire, through whose frequent apertures some of the vallies

and interior mountains of North Wales may be truced. On the opposite side, the

heathy hills of Staffordshire, near Newcastle, project before the higher eminences of the

Peak of Derbyshire, which terminate abruptly in the vast plains of Cheshire and Lan-
cashircs, where the bare points of Delamere forest and the rock of Beeston castle appear
like islands in an unbounded ocean. Chester and Liverpool, with their two great

aestuariesof the Dee and the Mersey, are not here visible, from their distance, and the

flatness of the intervening level ; but the eye, overlooking them, rests on some points

near Wigan and Ormskirk in Lancashire, and the high grounds of Flintshire, which
descend to the Dee. Neither is the near ground less worthy of observation, where
the sight, after traversing the vast expanse of the distant prospects, reposes vvith plea-

sure on the woods, lawns, and rocks of the park and garden, together with the orna-

mented farms and sweetly cultivated grounds which surround them, and separate them
from the adjoining heaths. Immediately beneath the north end of the terrace, under
a fine hanging grove of oakj, stands the mansion of the place, a large brick building,

with spacious wings, in the grand, but rather heavy taste of architecture which pre-

vailed throughout the kingdom about the beginning of this century. The park ex-
tends far in front, being well kept, planted, and divided by a considerable sheet of
water ; but the more striking features of the place in its groves, its rocks, and its

happy varieties of ground, are not visible on this side, which sinks rather too uniform-
ly into the great level. From the village at the entrance of the place they appear
in the highest perfection, and the village in return, adorned with a neat modern church
in the Gothic taste, and an admirable inn (equal in point of situation and structure to

many gentlemen's seats) adds greatly to the beauty of the walks. Few country
inns have such advantages, and the liberal manner in which sir Richard Hill's place

is open to all strangers, adds much to the pleasure they experience in viewing it. The
whole, being nearly the creation of the present owner, does ample credit to his taste

;



nor have some few eccentricities in his buildings, his seats, and his inscriptions, an
unpleasing air of singularity. If the strictness of a too critic eye could object to them,
the censure must soon be absorbed in applause, where the mind is allowed to contem-
plate the rare instance of a worthy and opuluut country gentleman employing liis abun-
dance in the embellishment of his place, and constantly contributing to the support and
industry of numbers in his neighbourhood.

After bestowing two days on this delightful spot, we left it with regret, and traversing

the plain by Wem, fell into the grci»«: road near Oswestry, a handsome market town,

on a high situation under the Berouit., above which arc the small ren.:iins of the castle.

Soon afterwards we crossed the little river Carriac in a deep glen, through which it

issues from the mountains ; and there we first entered the county of Denbigh, in that

part of the principality which bears the name of North Wales.

Chirk Castle, the noble seat of Mr. Middleton, here attracted our notice, and the;

ascent by which we reached that lofty summit, on which it towered over the groves
of oaks surrounding it, was truly grand, winding between open groves through which
frequent peeps of the distant country were seen to great advantage. This castle was
founded on the site of one more ancient, by Mortimer, son of Roger, baron of Wig-
more, in the time of Edward I, and after belonging to a variety of owners, came to

the Middletons in 1614. It is of a square form, with five heavy round towers and a
lofty gateway ; within, it contains a range of spacious apartments ; but they lose very
much of their efFci^i by the windows being turned mostly to the inner court, instead of
opening to the vast prospects which the high situation of the castle commands. The
plantations are extensive, covering the steep side of the Berouin, ascending through
which by a variety of fine ridings, we had alternate views of the romantic glen of Car-
riac on one side, and the open country on the other. From the summit a more
striking scene presented itself; towards England, the plain we had passed through (in-

cluding the Wrekin and Cley hills, and the spires of Shrewsbury, with Beeston castle,

and the hills bounding the Vale Royal of Cheshire) lay spread below us ; while, on
the side of Wales, innumerable mountains piled on each other, encompassed the

beautiful vale of Llangollen ; on the summit of one of which the ruins of Dinas-Braam
castle soared to the clouds, while the Dee rolled in a broad and rapid torrent through
the valley.

Returning from this eminence, which commands a view over 17 counties, to the

house, we descended through the park to two elegant lodges, which communicate with

the great road just where it divides into two branches ; one of which descends by a

fine hanging shelf into the vale of Llangollen, and the other forms the direct road by
Wrexham to Chester. A rapid descent on the latter brought us to a bridge over the

Dee in a deep hollow, and by an opposite steep we approached the great seat of

Wynne-Stay, the ancient demesne of Sir Watkin Williams Wynne, and his ancestors.

The park and grounds here are well laid out, and the prospect towards Chirk

castle and the great hills enclosing Llangollen is striking ; but the place, as well as

the house, was, even when 1 last saw it, in an unfinished state, and, upon the whole,

rather disappointed me. The romantic scenery of the Dee and its valley, at a spot

called Nant-y-bell, at the extremity of the park, is much to be admired ; but it is ra-

ther too distant from the place, and its access is not made so easy as it should be.

The Bellan lake, in the park, is a spacious sheet of water amidst large growing planta-

tions, which in time will be highly ornamental. A repast, which the hospitality of

Wynne-Stay provided for us was doubly welcome, as the neighbouring town of

Rhuabon was occupied by its wake ; where, as we passed afterwards, we were much

',.'4
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entertained with the humours of a Welch [>lay, performed on aii open stage. Though
the language was unintelligible, and the plot not to be developed, the strange ges-

tures of the actors, and the gaping attention of the multitude, could not fail to excite

in us that interest which novelty inspires. Erthig, the elegant seat of iNIr. Yorke, lay

in (yur way to Wrexham ; nor could we enough admire the beauty of its plantations,

and the taste with which they are embellished throughout. They cover an oblong hill,

sloping down to two valleys pleasantly watered, between which are vestiges of some
small but strong entrenchments, said to have been a Roman fort. Wrexham is a

large, dirty, and ill-paved town, but the rich tower of its church, on which is the

date of 1506, is a complete specimen of the ornamented Gothic which prevailed in the

reign of Henry VII. The village of Gressford also presented another handsome
church, as we passed along a fine terrace at the foot of the Berouin, commanding the

great plains of Shropshire and Cheshire in high perfection, and entering the latter coun-

ty from Denbighshire, approached the venerable walls and towers of Chester, crossing its

long old bridge over the Dee.
This respectable city has long been visited and admired for the singularity of its

architecture, and the antique appearance of its buildings, most of which in the four cross

streets are of timber, with galleries called *' The Rows," in the second story, which

being ascended by open stair-cases, form the public foot-paths. The cathedral and
chapter-house are curious Gothic buildings, atul the walk suspetided on the walls which
surround the city, terminating in the castle, forms a most extraordinary and interesting

promenade. The commerce arising from a great navigable river, and the vicinage of

Manchester, with its surrounding manufactures, have contributed much to enrich

Chester, which has long been distinguished as the residence of several opulent fa-

milies from Ireland, North Wales, and the neighbouring counties. Hence have

good modern houses started up in all the interior of the circle within the walls, and
hence has Chester been celebrated for the politeness of its inhabitants, the agreeable

state of its society, and the elegance of its amusements. This being the frontier city

of England towards North Wales and Ireland, has long been the principal approach

to the former, and the great thoroughfare to the latter country ; the new Irish road,

however, which has of late years been formed by Shrewsbury and Llangollen, has

in some degree su^ierseded it, being rather nearer, and missing a bad ferry over the

Conway.
Returning over the bridge of Chester, we now took our leave of the English ter-

ritory and re-entered North Wales, as we passed the confine of Flintshire. This
litde county exhibits great variety of ground, distributed in marshes, mountains, and
a small cultivated district ; it also contains two county towns, and a flourishing place

of manufacture. Mold, the modern seat of the grand session, lies in a hollow sur-

rounded by some rude hills on the left of the great road ; and Flint, the ancient,

but deserted, capital of the county, is buried on the right in a marsh near the Dee.
Both of these are inconsiderable places, and the latter, Ijeing almost uninhabited from
its unhealthy situation, is distinguishable only by a great hospital and the remains of its

. castle. The large town of Holywell, from its neighbouring manufactures and its

easy access to the sea, has swelled into the great mart of this country, and as we ap-

proached it, the view of the lestuary of the Dee opened grandly on the right about

Northope, extending behind us to Chester, while the opposite towns of Flint and
Park-gate marked the centre of the channel. The town of Holywell is spacious,

but irregular, and its houses are tinged with the smoke arising from its various works.

Most of these are carried on in a deep hollow beneath the town, where the little stream

?.v

I
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Bowing Irom the celebrated well of St. Wyntfrcd rushes with incredible impetuosity

through a narrow valley between two well-wooded hills to the sea, and in the course

ol" a nule turns an incredible number of cotton, brass, and copper mills. The well

itsv.-f is a great curiosity, being said to throw up above twenty-one tuns of water in u

minute, but its medicinal properties seem to be a little apocryphal ; at least, they are

certainly not so much in request at present as they were when the crutches, now hang-

ing suspended there, were first so consecrated. A rich arched cloister, with a n^of

finely carved, and supported by light Gothic pillars, is raised over the well, which, to-

gether with the chapel above it, now converted into a school, was founded by the

Stanley family, and enriched by the donations of Margaret countes-s of Richmond, the

mother of Henry VII.

Beneath the wood, towards the coast, we visited the small remains of Basingwork

abbey, once the seat of solitude and devotion ; but the genius of the place had long

left the melancholy relics of its ancient grandeur to languish in obscurity, before th'.-

jarring sound of the neighbouring manufactures came to interrupt their oraisonfi.

This abbey of Cistercians was founded in 1131 by Randall, the second earl of Chester,

or by Henry II, and is situated just at the extremity of the Saxon dyke or fofs, called

Wat's Dyke, which takes its course through Wynnestay park, Erthig, and in a line

near Wrexham, Mold, and Holywell, to this place. The other great Saxon boun-

dary of Offa's Dyke, with which it is frequently confounded, often intersects it, and
according to Mr. Pennant, it may be traced from the banks of the Wye through the

counties of Hereford, Radnor, and Montgomery, to the hills above Chirk castle,

from whence it can be pursued to Wrexham, and a spot near Mold, beyond which no
further vestiges are found. A long and amazingly steep hill from the town gave

us a wonderful prospect towards the coast, where the great channels of the Dee and
Mersey divide the counties of Flint, Lancaster and Chester. The two towns of Chester

and Liverpool were distinctly visible, and the eye was lost in surveying the boundless

plains, reaching to the distant hills of Yorkshire and Derbyshire. On the contr '^v

side a far different view presented itself; all was wild and desolate, hill succeeded luii

in irregular confusion, till the vast pile of the Caernarvonshire mountains closed the

scene, above which the lofty summits of Snowdon towered with majestic pre-emi-

tience.

After traversing a lonely heath, we descended through a cleft in the hills to the

fertile vale of Clwydd, which extends northward from the termination of the Berouin

near Llangollen, by Ruthyn and Denbigh, to the sea beyond St. Asaph. No land-

scape can be painted more pleasing than that which this charming tract of ground
presents, the breadth of which is about three miles, and the length near thirty;

through nearly the whole of which the two little rivers of the Clwydd and the Elwy
run parallel to each other. Thick wood, surrounding an infinite variety of rich en-

closures, and interspersed with many neat farm-houses and gentlemens' seats, are

backed by the waving line of an unequal ridge of moderate mountains, whose rugged
points separate this blooming garden from the dreary wastes which encompass it.

Pleasant villages abound in this delightful territory, and its three towns stand on fine

positions, about the distance of six miles from each other. Not very far from that

high range of hills which, rising above Vale-Crucis abbey, separate the vales Clwydd
and Llangollen, Ruthyn stands delightfully situated on an eminence sloping to the
river ; on the west side of the vale, towards its centre, the great castle of Denbigh
spreads its broken walls and bastions over a lofty mount, from whence the tow^ de-
scends in one long street to the level of the rivers ; while tlie little city of St. Asapix

S
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occupies a third eminence just before the point, where the hills receding, and the

level expanding, terminate in a marsh near the sea. Denbigh has, from its siiua-

tion, been thought like to Edinburgh ; but though some sliglu traces of reseniblancc

might justify the comparison, it conies not near to the proud capital of Scotland, either

in the boldness of its position, the ancient or modern splendour of its buildings, or

the grandeur of its surrounding objects. Denbigh castle is altogether a ruin, of

•which scarcely enough remains entire to denote its architecture, except one Gothic

giteway, over which is the statue of its founder Henry Lacy, earl of Lincoln, on
Avhom Edward I, bestowed it. W^idiin the walls stands the present parish church,

an insignificant modern structure ; and adjacent are die ruins of a much larger church,

begaii under the auspices of (jueen J*'Jizabeth's favourite, Dudley earl of Leicester,

at that time the owner of this castle, but it was either never finished, or has fallen into

decay with the other buildings. Near Denbigh, on my first visit to this country, I

went to seethe bleaching grounds and linen mills, then lately transplanted from Ire-

land, and formed near the seat of the honourable Mr. Fitzmaurice. The mechanism
of these mills is very curious, and the buildings both extensive and elegant ; but the

trade did not seem to meet sufficient encouragement to repay so extensive a projector.

Wc passed and re crossed the river Elwy by two liiuidsomc bridges, to reach the

city of St. Asaph, which is little more considerable tlwn a village in its extent ; its

fine Gothic cathedral has been of late greatly improved in its internal decoration, and
the palace has been rebuilt by the present bishop, which being situated above the town,

fronting the hills towards Holywell, commands a pleasant view. I should imagine the

situation of this place and Aljergele, which we next came to, must be rather un-

liealthy, as a large marsh extends from the coast to the walls of both towns, at the

extremity of which we could discern the towers of Rhuddland castle, which a bad
evening prevented our approaching.

CHAP. III.... Striking Vierv of Conway Castle and Town.,.. Fine Ride on the Denbigh-

shire Bank of the Conway, to IJannvst.... Falls ofthe Conway and Machno..,.Pont-
ipair....Rhaidr i wennel....Gwedir ...Caernarvonshire Bank of the Conway....Town

and Castle of Conway.. ..Pass of Pemnanmawr....Fi€w ofBeaumariesfrom Abor.,,.

Bangor and its Cathedral....Entrance of Anglesea....Beaumarics....Baron Hill.,,.

Gwyndii ...Holyhead Harbour and Headland....The Paris Mountain, its Mines, its

Lodges of Paris and Mona, its Town and Port of Amlwch....Bangor Ferry....The

Menai Straits, and the Coast of Caernarvonshire....BeautifulApproach to Caernar-

von ...Castle of Caernarvon....Remains of Segontium...Excursion through Part of
the extreme Horn of Caernarvotishire, and great Display of the Bay of Cardigan,

from Pxvlwhelli, Crickheith, and Penmorva.

HAVING left the vale of Clwydd, our road now lay principally over the hills,

with a fine view of the sea and some projecting rocks on the right, till we wound
round the mountain of Penmanross, when the magnificent ruin of Conway castle and

the embattled walls of its town, on the opposite bank of its great river, burst upon
our view, projecting before a high ridge of wood, and nobly backed by the vast moun-
tains of Caernarvonshire. Instead of crossing the ferry, we proceeded twelve miles

southward on the Denbighshire bank of the river to LUmrwst ; and a more beautiful

scene than the whole ride displayed cannot be formed by the most luxuriant imagina.

tion. The river accompanied us all the way, and its channel, growing gradually

narrower as it receded from the sea, gave room to a range of rich enamelled mea-

dows on each side, which it divided by its incessant windings. The road led us on a
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terrace above ics hanks, under u ridge of high hills fringed with wood and inter-

spersed with rocks, while the vast irregular chain of the Caernarvon mountains ex-

tended along the opposite shore. The clouds perpetually breaking on their unecjual

summits, and their prodigious cliffs descending towards the river, down the sides of

which several great cataracts forced their way with unparalleled rapidity, exhibited the

sublimity of uncultivated nature i i its most majestic form. Towards the upper end of

this vale, the little town of Llanrwsi is pleasantly situated, principally to be noted for

its bridge, a bold structure of three arches, the central one of which is sixty feet wide,

and does lionour to the design of Inigo Jones, to whom it is attributed.

In an excursion from hence we proceeded further up the vale, till the hills closing

round encircled it, except on the left, where the Conway entered through a narrow
aperture, foaming from its neighbouring fall near its junction with the Machno.
1 urning to the right, we followed the course of the river LIugwy, and soon came to

a spot where it dashes with great rapidity over a ledge of broken rocks, on the craggy
!)oints of which the five arches of an extraordinary bridge, called the Pont-i- pair, are

bunded. We then penetrated into the recesses of that pile of mountains which forms

the base of Snowdon, whose abrupt sides and fantastic heads rose in all directions behind
each other in the wildest disorder, while the river tearing its way through the obstacles

which nature interposed, increased the horror and beauty of this savage desert by a
precipitate fall from rock to rock into the abyss of one of the deepest hollows, from
whence it rushed with prodigious impetuosity for several miles to the bridge which" we
had passed. A great column of thick wood overhung and fringed its banks, while

the dark colour and immense size of the rocks over which it took its course, added an
indescribable sublimity to this cataract, which is called the Rhaidr-i-wennel. From
hence a wild track penetrates into the interior of Snowdonia by Dolwyddellan castle,

but we were deterred from pursuing it by bad weather. In our return to Llanwrst we pass-

ed beneath a very lofty and rocky mountain, clothed with wood, called Carreg-i-gwalch,

near the foot of which we found the old mansion of Gwedir, formerly belonging to

the family of Sir John Wynne, from which it passed into that of the dukes of Ancas-
ter, and has lately giv n a title to sir Peter Burrell, who married an heiress of that

family.

We now pursued the turnpike road on the Caernarvonshire side of the river to

Conway, and though the scenery was less striking than that of the opposite shore, it

was still abundantly beautiful, and a variety of cascades ratded down the sides of the

mountains as we passed them. The town of Conway , a most picturesque object without,

is small, confined, and ill built within. It is entirely enclosed by a high turretted

wall, ornamented with twenty-six round towers at regular distances, which are

equally embattled, and now alike variegated widi a profusion of ivy. These, toge-

ther with three large gateways, are entire, and form a grand appendage to the adjacent

castle ; a majestic ruin rising proudly from the shelving sides of a rock, and wash-
ed by the high tides of the river. I could not but lament the impending decay
of this noble building, several of whose lofty towers are already fallen, while others,

having lost their foundation, hang suspended in the air by the cement which attaches

them to the castle walls, and threaten destruction to tli^ passengers and vessels below.

Little remains entire within, except the fragments of stair-cases m most of the turrets,

and one room 130 feet in length, adorned with nine fine Gothic windows and a large

chimney-piece, which appears to liave been the halL Both the position and archi-

VOL. XI* 4 h
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tectiirc of this castio arc truly grand, and a lofty and elegant turret, raided on the

top of each of its eight round projecting towers, adds an admirable air of lightness

to the whole. Edward T, founded this great fortress in 1284, and made the tovva

of Conway a free borough, when he passed a Christmas here in great splendour with

his queen Ehnor and all his court. After surviving the ravages of the eivil wars, a

gr:int was made of it to Edward earl of Conway, who dismantled it of its iron, timber

aiid lead, in 16G5, :iiul .it present it is holden by a private pronriitor under the

crown. This gentleman, with a singular spirit, has planted and laid out a little hill,

towards the mouth of the river, in several pleasiuit walks, which command a fine view
of the tow:i and castle on one side, and the sea on the other, giving to the whole the clas-

sic name of Arcadia.

A mountainous ride soon brought us from Conway to the coast and the much ce-

lebrated pass of Penmanmawr. That vast mountain rises here 1400 feet almost per-

pendicular from the sea ; its huge sides and lofty t^umnr.it are embossed wiUi an infi-

nite variety of projecting rocks, great fragments of which lie scattered everywhere
down the steep descent, and encroach upon the limits of the sea below. An excellent

and almost level road, well protected with walls, is cut for above a mile on a shelf of

this mountain, and the traveller passes on in the utmost security, in spite of the im-

pending horror of the rocks above, and the tremendous precipice beat by the roaring

billows below. The gentle hills of Anglesea on the opposite coast, well-wooded

and highly cultivated, with the town and castle of Beaumaries projecting into the sea,

below the fine seat of lord Bulkeley, presented an agreeable landscape, as we passed the

pleasant inn and hamlet of Abor, in our way to Bangor, and contrasted the mountainous

scene which continued close above us on our left. The little city of Bangor excels

many in the decent appearance of its buildings and its peculiar neatness ; nor is its

situation inferior, placed as it is in a vale backed by the mountains, and separated

from the sea by a well-planted hill, the top of which affords an extensive prospect

towards Anglesea, the coast, and the country. The cathedral, built by bishop

Skeilington in 1532, is a plain pile, neatly filled up within, and both the bishop's palace

and several of the prebendal houses make a respectable appearance.

About two miles from Bangor we entered Anglesea by a ferry much more commo-
dious than that of Conway. The aspect of this island is at first barren, rugged, and
lull of rocky eminences ; nor is the approach to Beaumaries, its principal town,

made sufiiciently easy. Its situation amply repays the trouble of reaching it, and it

consists principally of one broad and handsome street, elevated on a bank rising

gently above the sea at the entrance of the Menai Straits, before that channel becomes
contracted.

Baron Hill, the beautiful seat of lord Bulkeley, rises from a swelling lawn above

Beaumaries, in the midst of a thick grove, and the whole range of the Caernarvon

mountains from Penmanmawr to Snowdon, appear from thence in the most majestic

array, when viewed across the broad expanse of the intervening mirror. The castle

is a plain but perfect Gothic building, forming a large square, with round towers

projecting at each angle, and presents a grand object in front of the town, at the bot-

tom of the lawn of Baron Hill. The principal approach to that noble place is con-

ducted through a part of the ruin, and the grounds do credit to the taste with which

its owner has embellished them ; but the architecture of the house does not quite equal

the surrounding scenery. lu truth, a pavilion-like structure, fronted with white stucco,
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rovcrcd with a fantastic dome, and terminating in spruoc hows on each side, suits Iiiit

ill with the fudc jjrandcur of the opposite heights of IVnnianmaur, and the Alpim
display (jf the whole extended Snowdonia.

Retracing our steps from Be;iumaries, we rejoined tlic great road within two miles

of Bangor ferry, and fixed our principal station at Gwyndu, a single house near the

centre of Anglcsea, where every accommodation was admirably supplied, and much
enhanced by the attention of our worthy old landlady, who had been fixed on that

spot for above forty years. The face of the country appeared uniformly iminteresting.

being hilly without grandcir, and rocky without beauty ; though not absolutel}

barren, it bore that rugged and ill-cultivated aspect, which arises from poverty of soil

and scarcity of inhabitants, for villages were rirely to be distinguished, and the few-

houses which appeared marked the wretchedness oi their tenants.

Our first excursion from Gwyndu was to Holyhead, in whicii place we were
much disappointed ; for, though a port of some consequence, and the great tho-

roughfare to our sister kingdom, it presented but a miserable shew of a few weather-

beaten tenements sheltering themselves beneath a variety of small craggy eminences.
The basin of this harbour is sufficiently large, and well protected both by nature and
art ; a long projecting headland forms a great bay in front, while a mighty mass of
rock, the only grand feature in this part of the island, stretches far into the sea behind
it, and swells to the magnitude of no inconsiderable mountain. From the summit of
this hill, called the head of Holyhead, not only the coast of Ireland, but even
several points of the Isle of Man, arc said to be visible, when the weather is sufficiently

favourable.

Our next, as well as our principal object, was to visit the Paris Mountain, by far

the greatest curiosity Anglesea can boast, and its most considerable source of wealth.

The copper mines in this part of the island are supposed to have been known to

and worked by the Romans, and a lake on the mountain, which is now fillfd up,
has been distinguished, long before the present works were formed, by the title of
" the Mine Pool." Various are the modes of accounting for the modern name of
this mountain, the must probable of which makes it derived from the old Welch word
Praas, signifying brass, which may easily be corrupted into Paris. Whatever may
be the foundation of this conjecture, the Paris Mountain cannot fail to excite the

admiration of all strangers, both from its appearance, the extent of its works, and
the regularity with which they are conducted. This mine is considerably more than a
mile in circumference, and on an average 1300 men are employed in it constantly ; it

has also the singular advantage of being worked in the open air, a circumstance which
contributes much to expedite the several branches of labour and superintendance, as

well as to secure the heahh of the persons employed. As a spectacle, it is not a little

striking to behold a large arid mountain entirely stripped of its herbage by the steam
of the sulphur works, and perforated with numberless caverns, which opening under
lofty arches, one below the other, seem to disclose the deepest arcana of the earth. The
various positions of the crowds of men employed, the ascent and descent of innumera-
ble baskets to bring up the ore, and the perpetual echo of the blasts of gunpowder
introduced to dislodge it from the rock, produce an effect on the mind which I have
seldom known to arise from the complicated and difficult investigation of mines other-

wise circumstanced. Abundance of vitriolic water is found in these works, and its

strength is so great as to turn in an instant whatever steel or iron is dipped in it to the
colour and appearance of copper. This water is exposed to the sun in large open

4 L 2
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troughs, and the copper quality U extracted from it by a vtrj' curiouii process ; ^eat

quantities of sulpluir abo are prmluccd, and its subiimatiod is carried on in various

spots upon the mountain, till at last the whole is collected in some large boiling

houses, and A»rmed into rolls of brimstone. The copper ore is ther, carried down
in carts or sledges to some smelting- houses constructed in the valley below, near the

sea-side, where every remaining operation is performed with the utmost care and re-

gularity.

In consequence of the riches extracted from this mountain, the neighbouring vil-

lage of Amlwch has risen into eminence, which lord Uxbridge and Mr. Hughes
(the two great proprietors of the mines) have adorned with two elegant houses for

their occasional residence, calling one the Mona, and the other the Paris lodge. The
little [K)rt of Amlwch is placed in u small cove among the cliB's, abotit half a mile be>

low the village, and admirably formed to receive and arrange the several vessels which

are employed in the copper und brimstone trade. It often also affords a safe haven to

those ships which in their passage from Ireland arc driven to the north-cast round the

point of Holyhead, and cannot make that harbour.

Returning through the dismal village of Llanerchymydd to Gwyndu, we "soon left

the island of Anglesca, and repassed the Menai straits at Bangor ferry, from « hence

an excellent road, commanding u variety of fine prospects on the coast, led us to Caer-

narvon. The wooded bank of the Anglesca shore s hcd far before us on our

right, decorated with a noble old seat of the earl of Uxoridge, while below it the

great channel of the Mcnai straits perjjctually varied its form, presenting in one point

of view a large navigable river, and in others the basin of a fine lake, encompassed

by an amphitheatre of thick groves. The country immediately surrounding us was
extremely pleasant, being interspersed with various gentle acclivities, which formed

the entrance to as many wooded vallies, and penetrated in sight into the hollows of

those high impending mountains which hid Snowdon from our view. At length all

the attendant scenery became expanded, and as we approached Caernarvon, the towers

of its mighty castle stood boldly forward before its embattled walls, just where the sea,

^merging from its straits, and assuming its proper form, mixed with St. George's

Channel, and washed the rocky shore on the south-west of Anglesea near Newburgh.
The neatness and regularity of this town, its delightful situation, and the pleasant walk

on its quay, with its accommodation for sea bathing, have induced several English fa-

milies to make it their summer residence, for the purpose of avoiding the crowded in-

convenience of the more polished, but less simple, public places in the south of Eng-
land ; hence has Caernarvon, like Swansea and Tenby in South Wales, acquired much
improvement and a su|)erior display of elegance from the resort of strangers, sull pre-

serving its original features.

Caernarvon, like Conway, is walled round, and its walls and gates are entire ; it

was made a free borough by Edward I, the i^oyal founder of its castle. That mag-
nificent fortress was finished in 1284, and was wonderfully situated for strength before

the introduction of artillery, standing on an insulated neck of land, almost surrounded

by the sea and the river Seiont. This rival of Conway in its splendour now languishes

in a similar state of decay, and threatens, by a speedy downfall, to deprive the country

of one of its principal ornaments, A grand gateway, with a statue of its founder over

it, guarded by four portcultisses beneath a lofty tower, introduced us to the great ob-

long court of the castle. Tiie towers of ihis court are high and angular, with turrets

of die same kind rising from their tops, three of which decorate the great Eagle tower,

in which we were shewn the apartment famous for the birth of Edward II, the first
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English prince of Wales. The noble prospect, hdvvcvcr, which its Hiimnut afllmls h
mut'i) more tiatisl.iciory to a traveller tluii tlir display oi'a biiiull d.irk ruoin, c:eleliraiecl

onl) for havinp; prrKliiced the most weak and dtjrtnerate of our niotiarehs. There
arc !iomc remains of tile ancient StT^^outium near this town, and a Jsummer house lai ihc

oppohilc hill occupies the nite of a Uomanfort. The walk to thi^ eminence is pleasant,

and it conkfhands an extensive vie\y over the sea, the Straits, Anf^lesea, and the njoiui-

tains, hut it has lately txien unmercifully iitrip|K;d ofthcfuie wood with which the whole

hill was clothed.

An excursion from Caernarvon, rather curious than pleasant, tempted us to explore

the long neck of land which forms the extreme point of its county, and making one
horn of rhe great bay of Cardigan, unites the two parts of the principality towards the

sea. Our road lay for many miles inmiediately on the shore, with fine veiws of the

extremity of Anglesey on the right, and a high chain of mountuii^ in front, marked
by the vast indented summits ol the rock called Porthyndyllern Hc.id, near the extre-

mity of the peninsula. Clos'; under its base we crossed this neck of land, and descend-

ing to the other coast, came ii. sight of the vast expanse \M Cardigan bay, backed by
the mountains of Merionethshire, and those extending from the conflux of the Dovey
with the sea to Abcrystwith and Caixligau. A more extraordinary amphitheatre of

mountainous nature can hardly be imaj^iut d, arranging itself with small intervals around
one of the largest bays in Great Britain. It reminded me somewhat of the grand dis-

play of the north-east bay of Scotland ; but tlie opposite coast was more distant, and
the boundary less eminently striking than that of the vast mountains of Sutherland

and Hossshire, stretching down to the Firths of Dornoch and Cromartie^ and op-

S)0sed by those of Inverness and Aberdeen'^hires. In a cove close upon the shore, we
bund the little fishing town of Pwlwhelli, which, though a very poor place, is the

principal one in this ill- inhabited district. Pnx^eeding nearly eastward along the

shore towards the centre of the bay, wc soon icached another town called Crickhcith,

distinguished only by the ruin of its casde on a high mount, nearly opposite to the grand
object dis|)layed by that of Harlech on a bold eminence of the Merionethshire coast. Our
road now began to grow very indifferent, and several hills, dangerously steep, brought
us to the wretched village of Pcnmorva, not far from which a road full of perils leads

over the sands into Merionethshire, forming the nearest route from Caernarvon to

Dolgelly. We pursued it no further, but satisfied with the short view wc had taken of
this part of the country, and disgusted with its bad roads and accommodations, we
re-crosscd the peninsula by a very arduous and uninteresting tract of hills, to Caer-
narvon.

!
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C!I AP. \\'...Prnf^r'r.ii/rnm Cnentarvnn thrnuffh the Snnwdmia, xnmr nfitx Mnunfnins
aiiff l^dkru... Transient I'inv of YJf'ijtldfa or the Peak nf Snnnulon..,.liethh<tert

„.(iriiit>l Pnss nfthf Pont-Jher'^hiH^lifn... IFildtw.ss ofthe Aferionethshirc MountuinSt
unrf 'teimtifal Contrast nfthe Descent into the l^'ale o*' Fcstiniof.... Striking Reauty
ot l)in-ij-Ihvtvh....(ire(it /m/trovement.s in its nistrirt.,.. Excursions toPestiniog^

Jihaidr Dn and Harlech Ctist/c....Intei/i^ence qf the Inhnhitants in this part of the

Country ami their Attnchment to the //arf)....Pieasinff Accommodation at the Inn
ofPan-y liui/eh.... Cataract of Dofi/myliyn.... Pul/s of the Caync and Afothxvafre...,

Ihlifclly.. .Comparative J/eiirht ofCadcr Idris and Snowdon....Pine Hide to Par-
mouth Luke and Town of/iala....Pasx of(ilyndilfis....Corwen....HeauUes of (i/en-

tvedxvy- or the l^alley of the Dee....Vale Crusis . Ibhey.... Charming Position oflJatt-

IJfoUen and its Cottage.... Dinas Praan Castle.... Pass <f the Herouin Mountain to

Llanrhaidr...,Jiarcness and Grandeur of the Pistill Jihaidr.

OUR grand object now was to explore the wonders of the Snowdonia, that immense
pile of mountains, which encircle the mij^hty lord of thi'. vast domain ; but the inces-

sant storms peculiar to this unequal district, and attended with strong gus»s of wind,
in great part frustrated the enterprise. In vain have I at two different seasons at-

temiUcd to visit the lake of Llanb<.>ris, and on that side to take the most advantageous
view of Snowdon, but each time have I been baffled by the severity of the climate,

which pursued me with unremitting adversity. We were obliged therefore to con-
tent ourselves with the direct pass by Bethkelcrt, and entering tlie great defile of the

mountains, took our farewell of all the beautiful objects which had so long attracted

our attention on the coast of Caernarvonshire, together with the sunshine which had
enlivened them. The great cataract of Ys-Gwyrfa soon displayed itself before us,

and we passed in silent amazement under the vast mountains of Moel-Elean, Castcl-

Cedwin, and Mwnwdd Vawr, the latter of which rose immediately from the great

pool of the Cwellwyn lake, near the end of which the valley opened, and Y,Wyddfa,
the lofty peak of Snowdon, appeared high in view above its subordinate summits. It

was in vam again that we tried on this quarter to climb the side of this British atlas ; a
misty sky and a tempestuous day continued to resist our efforts ; and obliged us, after

a fruitless wandering about its rocky base, to take shelter in a miserable hovel at Beth-

kelcrt. From thence the wild aspect of the country frowned on us with the utmost
asjicrity, and the rigour of an inclement season added fresh horror and majesty to the

grand pass of Pont- Aberglasslyn. The vast ridges of mountains, ending in an immense
perpendicular chain of rocks, which reared their aspiring heads far above the clouds,

here impended over a deep hollow, through which rolled, with savage impetuosity, that

prodigious torrent which divides the counties of Caernarvon and Merioneth. Incessant

fissures in the sides of these mountains presented an infinite variety of gushing cataracts,

and increased the turbid scream, which, precipitating itself in an abrupt fall under the

arch of the bridge connecting the rocks and forming the pass, rushed with redoubled

violence towards the sea. The grandeur of this scene is indescribable, and it was fol-

lowed by a continued series of wild and rocky heights, scarcely to be surmounted by
the rude unequal track we pursued, while several vast torrents perpetually crossing it,

threatened to interrupt its course. Agriculture seemed entirely banished from these

tremendous wastes, and a few goats and sheep, the only denizens of this savage coun-
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try, were observed browsing on precipices to which few human steps could venture to

follow them. In the midst of such a desert, extending far around it on cither side,

the beautiful valley of Fcstiniog disclosed suddenly the strong contrast of its charms,

and the pleasant inn of Tan-y-bwlch aftbrded us a welcome refuge from the storms with

which we had been persecnted.

This enchanting valley smiles with the most luxurious cultivation, rich woods de-

corate its swelling hills, neat villages adorn its plains, and the gentle river Drwydd,
winding in perpetual meanders through a range of fine pastures and meadows, flows

in tranquil beauty towards the rocks that encircle the coast. I'Jevated on a high ter-

race, beneath a profusion of spreading groves fronting the south, the handsome man-
sion of the Griffith family at Tan-y-bwlch enjoys at one view all the placid beauties

of the valley, while the rugged and misshapen mountains that encompass it form an
awful close to this scene o " delight, and forbid the eye to wander farther in search of
pleasure. This delightful spot has been greatly improved by the spirit and taste of
Mr. Oakley, who married its heiress ; nor has his attention been confined merely to

his own territory, tlie whole neighbourhood having profited by his exertions. On
my second visit to this country, after an interval of six years, I found two noble
bridges, with a causeway, built across the valley, and the rugged track which led

through the wilds of Merionethshire from Dolgelly, converted into one of the finest

roads the art of man could devise, and so ingeniously drawn as to avoid all the labo-

rious steeps, except one abrupt descent into the valley. Neither was the Caer-
narvonshire side without its progressive amendment under the same auspices, and
in consequence of this example, the hovel at Bethkelert was converted into a decent
inn, and even the pass over the mountains from Tan-y-bwlch to the Pont-Aber-
glasslyn was rendered more easy, though the heights to be surmounted in that

quarter were far too arduous to be conquered with perfect success. Thus is a tra-

veller now conducted, not only without fear, but with an incredible degree of ease

and pleasure, through the centre of the most mountainous part of our island, and over
eminences till of late impervious to a carriage, and with difficulty surmountable by a
horse.

After tracing the valley by another good road to the little village of Festiniog, whicli

stands on an eminence beneath the mountains that enclose its head, we proceeded down
it opposite the groves and house of Tan-y-bwlch, till we turned to the left, to visit a farm
called the Rhaidr Du, or the Black cataract. It lies in the recess of a narrow glen,

wliere a large stream dashing over a high precipice of dark rocks in the midst of a thick

wood presents a very picturesque object, and adds a new ornament to a stripe of coun-
try already decorated with a profusion of every natural beauty. Our track from thence
to Harlech castle over a chain of mountains was difficult to find, but we had an intelligent

guide in a young son of our landlady ; the morning also was fair for our excursion,

and the prospects which every ascent afforded were varied by alternate views of the sea
and land.

The town of Harlech, once the capital of the county of Merioneth, is situated almost
at the extremity of a barren desert, which desolates a great neck of land projecting

into the sea, whose sands encompass it on two sides. A few miserable cottages, form-
ing an irregular street, are all the visible remains of its former splendour, except the
inconsiderable ruin of its county hall, and the magnificent walls of its castle. This
noble edifice is the most perfect of the fortresses made by Edward I, on this coast, and
seems to have beta constructed with peculiar strength to resist the attacks of enemies,
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the inclemency of its exposed situation, and the depredations of time. It was
finished in the year 1283, was besieged, and with difficulty taken by the earl of Pem-
broke in the wars of York and Lancaster, and was the last in North Wales which held

out for the king in the rebellion. Before the use of gunpowder it must indeed have

been almost impregnable, being founded on a high insulated rock, and accessible only

by a drawbridge and three gateways strongly guarded by portcullises. Beside the four

great circular towers that defend the entrance, there are others highly turretted at each

of the angles of its principal cou/t, and many of their apartments are almost entire.

The remains of the chapel are : '.so to be traced, and a staircase, yet whole, led us to a
walk on the walls, from which we had an advantageous view of the coast and coun-
try, together with the bold architecture of the inner front of this castle.

We left Tan-y-bwlch on the following morning with regret, and from the top of the

southern barrier of the valley of Festiniog took our farewell of a spot where we had
passed several very pleasant days. The beauty of the surroundii^ig scenery charmed
us, and we were delighted first with the rude state of nature, and afterwards with the

successful improvements of art ; we found amusement in the intelligence, civility, and
simplicity of the rustic inhabitants, and even here our meals were enlivened with the

music of the harp. In South Wales this original British instrument is much fallen into

disuse, but throughout the whole of North Wales it is still cultivated with a degree of
veneration, and scarce a family exists in the meanest cottage without at least one per-

former. At Conway we were regaled with the strains of a blind harper, who seemed
the representative of an ancient druid, and the females of the hotise blended their vocal

powers not unpleasantly with his notes, reciting chants which had been popular in former

ages, and commemorations of their traditional heroes. The musical exhibition at Tan-
y-bwlch, though less excellent, was nevertheless highly pleasing, and our hours there

passed more agreeably than the accommodations of a small inn in a remote district will

generally allow. These were enhanced greatly by the obliging and attentive conduct

of our landlady, with her family, who on my second visit lamented that her powers for

the reception and entertainment of strangers were not enlarged among the other improve,

ments of the vicinage. Time, however, must effect this, as the thoroughfare becomes
more frequented, and when the roads are on all sides so far finished, as to present &n easy

access to one of the most interesting spots nature can display, in her shew of placid

beauty, noi unattended with a majestic exterior.

Our course now lay for several miles over the mountains, and the views, though wild

in the extreme, were wonderfully extensive ; as the day was clear, we could easily dis-

cern the bold summit of Snowdon in the north, as we approached the heights of

Cader Idris in the south. After passing the miserable village of Trawsvyn-nydd, we
descended gradually into a well wooded valley, and crossing a torrent, deviated from
the road by a rough and bo^y ascent, to visit the famous cascade of Dollymyllyn. The
scene amply repaid our trouble, where the Gamlan, a considerable stream, rushing uo vn

a rapid slope, falls in a perpendicular cataract over the shelving side of an immense rock,

from whence it is dashed back amidst perpetual spray arising from the opposite ridges

of its narrov/ channel, and then runs foaming in a broken and impetuous torrent till

it reaches the level of the valley below. This part of the country is remarkable for the

striking scenery of its water-falls, and the two cataracts of the Cayne and the Moth-

way e, net many rniles distant, abound equally in the features such objects present, in-

termixed with some peculiar points of picturesque beauty.
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Such were the grand characters which distinguished this extraordinary country, our

descent from which, on a hanging shelfabove the River Mavvdoch, brought us to DoU
gelly, the modem capital of the wild county of Merioneth. This poor town has only

Its singularly striking situation to boast of, being composed of a few irregular and ill-

built streets. The view from its bowling-green is peculiarly grand, and it derives much
beauty from its position immediately under the northern base of Cader- Idris. That
mighty mountain rises here in a slope nearly perpendicular, but broken by various

rocky hollows to its two peaks, the highest of which, called Pen-y-cader, bears a very

volcanic appearance. This circumstance has induced many travellers to compare the

height of Cader-Idris with that of Snowdon, which, from the irregularity of its ascent

and the inet^ualities of its prodigious base, often deceives the eye, and seems less lofty

than it really is. A nearer view cannot Ifml to dissipate the charm, and the admea*
surement, which has been accurately taken, settles the point ; for, according to Mr.
Pennant's account, the highest summit of Cader-Idris is not more than 2850 feet

above the level of Dolgelly green; whereas the great peak of Snowdon called

Y-wyddfa, or the conspicuous, is more than 3G00 above the quay of Caernarvon.

Close to Dolgelly, the Mawdoch from the north meets the Avon from the east,

and both together form a wide sestuar)', which becomes an open sea near Barmouth.
The ride on its northern bank can scarcely be paralleled in the boldness of its surround-

ing scenery, rhe roif.iintir gjandenr it exhibits in every part, and the extraordinary art

and labour with which the road is constructed. Winding round the hill opposite to

Dolgelly on a fine level shelf, we soon came to the separation of the vallies opposite to

Tan-y-bwlch and Barmouth, as we reached a handsome new bridge which crosses the

Mawdoch, just before it falls into the Avon. Immediately after this junction, the ex-

Eanse of water became more considerable, and at length filled the whole of the vale,

earing at high tide the appearance of a large lake encompassed with noble mountains.

Their rocky sides, waving in a vast variety of undulations, advanced towards the very

margin of the water, sometimes covered with brush-wood, and at others frowning with
all the majesty of impending cliffs. Where the ground would admit of it, small

patches of cultivation and a few verdant pastures enlivened the scene, being frequently

intermixed with groves of high trees, rising finely beneath eminences so placed as to

shelter them from the sea winds. The road, following the inequalities of the coast,

wound beautifully round the northern shore of this great basin, and shewed all its beau-

ties to advantage, till the high rock of Barmouth, advancing far into the water, obliged

it to occupy a shelf not unlike that of Penmanmawr, cut with great labour and inge-

nuity in its side. From thence we gained a view of the mouih of the river emergmg
into the sea from the recesses of a vast amphitheatre of mountains, among which the

two (Mints of Cader-Idris bore the most conspicuous appearance, and crowned the whole
with indescribable grandeur. Barmouth is said to represent Gibraltar in its aspect and
situation, being placed under a prodigious rock, and the houses occupying high terraces

one above the other, as far as it was practicable to raise them. It may certainly be ad-

mired for its singular position, as well as the prospect it commands across the sea to

those opposite hills of Caernarvonshire which form the exlrenrity of the great bay of
Cardigar* ; yet when considered as a tovm, it fell short of what I had been led to expect,

both from the great labour and expence bestowed on its approach, and from its having
long been frequented by many families of North Wales for the purpose of sea bathing.

The place itself indeed is small, and the houses in general are mean and difficult of
access from the inequalities of -he ground on whirh they are built ; the accommo-
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datioti of the innfj also is very modefate, and the shore is obstructed by several hills of

sand ; notwithstanding which inconveniences Barmouth is commonly much crowded
during the summer months, and lodgings are often very difficult to be obtained.

After our return to Dolgelly, a perpetual succession of heavy storms prevented our

intended ascent of Cader-Idris, and we were, after various attempts, obliged to relinquish

the design, which, from the same cause, I have never since been able to execute.

The same flite ever attended me at Snowdon and Plinlimmon ; and such is the stormy

atmosphere surrounding these great eminences, that I believe much leisure and patience

might be exhausted in vain to accomplish this object, though sometimes an accidental

sunshine may render it easy. After all there is less to be regretted in the prevention

of these expeditions than an unpractised traveller may imagine, for the elevation is too

great for any display of picturesque beauty, every distinction of the vales is lost in the

general chaos of the surrounding mountains, and the disposition of their rugged tops,

when viewed from above, -is rather a matter of curiosity than pleasure. Add to this,

the labour of the undertaking, with the chance of its i^ilure by some changes above,

which we from below can neither foresee, nor even discover when they happen ; com-
pute the dangers that may arise from storms, fogs, violent gusts of wind, and extreme

cold, and^ou may easily imagine the undertaking not very eli^ble, without a favourable

opportunity.

From Dolgelly we piirsitpd the course nfthp. Avon thrniigh a valley enclosed within

high hills, and well-inhabited, the river growing more rapid and the country wilder

as we approached the barrier, forming the division of those waters which feed the two
great divisions of Merionethshire. After traversing some high grounds we gained at

length a view of the lake of Bala or Pimble-Meer, the whole northern shore of which
we traversed in our way to the town of Bala, which is situated at its eastern extremity.

This lake, knov/n by the names of Pimble-Meer or Lyn-Tegyd, is the largest ir»

Wales, being near six miles in length and a mile in breadth ; but its scenery is racher

deficient, as the country about it is generally bare of wood, and the hills, *hough con-

siderable, are void of that majesty, which the mountainous country we had passed

abounded in. From the bottom of this lake issues the great river Df e, and passing

under a romantic old bridge, winds gently in a wide and deep stream thorough a course

of rich meadows towards Corwen and Llangollen. The town of Bal? consists princi-

J)ally of one handsome street, with a high artificial mount, apparently the keep of a

brtress, at the south-east end of it. Together with its lake and bridge it presents se-

veral agreeable objects to the neighbouring seat of Mr. Price, whose grounds are laid

out in a very elegant modern taste, under the judicious auspices of Mr. Eames. This
agreeable spot is well sheltered from the mountains which impend over it by a thick

grove, and a fine lawn descends from the house in several bold swells to the town. On
the right a pleasant ^vinding walk is conducted by the side of a rapid torrent, which

ilowing from the mountains, forms a winding dell beautifully fringed with wood in its

passage, and joins the Dee soon after it emerjges from its lake, in the meadows below.

Bala is surrounded on every side with mountains, through which various roads are curi-

ously wrought towards Dinasmonthy at the back of Cader-Idris, towards Llanvillingover

the Berouin, and towards Llanrwst in the vicinage of the Snowdonia; all these

tracts are remarkable for the wildness of the districts through which they lead, and

that to Dinasmonthy in particular abounds in those romantic objects with which nature

has decorated her most savage regions.
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On leaving Bala and its lake, the aspect of the country was less interesting till \vc

rejoined the Dee, which we crossed just before we reached the great Irish road, where

we turned to the left for about a mile to see the pass of Glyndiffis, over which that road

is conducted. A torrent here is precipitated from the hills with great force, fretting in

perpetual curves between two chains of rocks, and falling at times perpendicularly

from basin to basin. The road is so constructed as to follow the windings of the tor-

rent on a shelf above it, springing across it by a bold arch in one place, and com-
manding all its falls interwoven beautifully with brush wood in great perfection , it

thus ascends G;radually to the wild moor of Canioge above, after traversing which for

many miles, it descends in a long slope through one of the great woods which fringe

the hills bounding the vale of Conway. We pursued it no farther, but

returning through the pass of Glyndiffis, soon reached the neat town of Corwen on
the banks of the Dee, at the extremity of Merionethshire, and close to the borders

of Denbighshire.

Tliis was the territory of that renowned hero Owen Glendower, the formidable op-

ponent of Henry IV, in the 14th century, whose gigantic features still decorate the

sign-post of the principal inn, and whose whole district yet bears the name of Glend-
wrdwy, or the valley of the Dee. Leaving the turnpike road here, which abounds in

beauties nearly equal to those we went in search of, we crossed the river by a handsome
bridge of six arches, and soon reached Llandisilio, the charming seat of Mr. Jones,

on the opposite side of the valley. The mountains grew bolder and more abrupt

as we proceeded, and thick woods with rich pastures, interspersed with an abundance
of whitened cottages, and decorated with several gentlemens* seats, began to enliven the

nearer ground, while the Dee, differing in its progress as well as its origin from the

other rivers in tlus country, from the smooth and tranquil stream we first admired, be-

came a rapid and furtous torrent as we receded from its source, and forced its turbulent

passage over a rocky bed, between the various groves, cliffs, and mountains, which
seemed planted there to obstruct its course.

In a tiarrow recess on the left, almost overshadowed by a vast luxuriance of wood,
the elegant ruin of Vale Crucis abbey disclosed its monastic fragments to our sight.

Distinct and separated as it is from the busy haunts of men, the most rigid enthusiast

could not have chosen a spot more recluse, or better suited for the purposes of devo-
tion and retirement. A vast chain of wild mountains hems it in on every side, leaving

barely room between them for a little stream and a thick grove, admidst the gloomy
shade of which the mouldering walls and arches of the abbey make a most picturesque

appearance. This was a Cistercian monastery, founded by the name of Llan-Egwest,
orde Vaie Crucis, in the year 1200; its architecture is of that kind in which the Gro-

thic began to admit some ornament, but had not yet arrived at the loaded accession

of finery which has been improperly called "the improved." The pillars that sup-
ported the tower, and several of the doors, are specimens of >his taste, but the arches
within are mostly of the purer and nun-e ancient Gothic, and some of the windows cor-

respond nearly with those of Salisbury cathedral. Three sides of the church are mostly
entire, as is part of the abbey, now inhabited by a farmer ; and the west front, being
almost oerfecl, cannot fuil to attract the notice ofevery admirer of these interesting rem-
nants of antiquity. The little valley in which this ruin is situated soon terminates in

the high ridge of hills forming the southern boundary of the vale of Clwydd, over
which an excellent ruud is conducted to Ruthyn and Denbigh ; but having already vi-
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sited these places, we did not pursue it. We returned therefore to the banks of the Dee,

which grew still bolder and more rapid as we advanced towards the fine Gothic bridge

of Llangollen, a little town in Denbighshire, beautifully situated above the southern

bank of the river, and almost s-^rrounded by the impending ridge of the Bcrouin

mountains, from whose proud amphitheatre the boldest masses of msulated rock and

wood appear to have started forth, and formed the irregular channel of this enchanting

valley. Llangollen can claim little praise beyond what is bestowed on the transcendent

beauty of its exterior ; for within it exhibits nothing but a narrow and ill-built street.

Wc visited from thence a cottage, with some adjacent grounds, which two accom*

plished ladies from Ireland had laid out and ornamented with much taste and elegance.

The situation is romantic in the extreme, commanding the town and the vale below it,

in which several well-wooded hills form an agreeable contrast to the wild scene behind,

while encircling the summit of a huge conic mountain, the broken fragments of

Dinas-Braan castle rise proudly in full front, and seem to defy every enemy but time, to

which they have at length submitted.

Under the conduct of a guide not abounding in intelligence we again scaled the

mountains, and pursued a very dreary and uneven track over the Berouin to the

wretched village and still more miserable inn of Llanrhaidr, from whence a rugged lane

X- led us to the celebrated cataract of the Pistill-Rhaidr. Though certainly the highest,

this is far from being the most picturesque waterfall we had seen in our tour, and per-

haps it fails at the first view to strike the sight so forcibly as might be expected, in con-

sequence of the great defect it labours under in the total want of all external sceneiy.

Here are no leafy groves to relieve the eye, no verdant lawns to smooth the approach,

but a narrow valley between two barren hills carried us straight forward to the object

of our search, which met our eyes with a disadvantageous sameness of appearance

long before we arrived at it. We could not, however, but be impressed with its mag.
nitude when we came upon the spot, though the stream was rather more scanty than

usual, from a temporary deficiency of water. A lofty barrier of black rocks closes the

vale here, from wliose summit the torrent descends in a perpendicular but ui\even fall

of about one hundred and fifty feet, at the bottom of which it has worn its passage

through a ridge of the projecting rock, and rushes into the valley through an ex-

traordinary arch of its own making in another descent of near fifty feet. The
object was altogether singular and stupendous, and though the peculiar imagery of

landscape was wanting, our most sanguinel^txpectations could not but be exceeded by
so great a production of nature, which seemed to invade the realms of fancy, and ape

Jhe magic drapery ofan oriental romance.
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CHAP. \.,..Llanvilling..>.py^elch Pool..,.Powis Castte....Vale of Montgomenjsliire....
Newtown on Severn..,. Llanidloes.... Sources of the Severn and the fFye....Pass of
the Mountains between Montgomeryshire and Cardiganshire, to the DeviPs bridge

....Y-Spwtty- Ystwith,... Strata Florida Abbey.,.. Tregaron....Llanbadern Farvr.... Ta^

lypont....yiew of the Mstuary qfthe Doveu....Macnynthleth dberdovey and Bur-
mouth Ferries....Town Merionydd...,fFila Country at the Back of Cader-Idris,..»

Grand View ofDolgelly audits Valefrom thence....Romantic Scenery ofthe Dovey
above Dinasmonthy....Mallwydd.... Cann''s Qffice....Llanvair....Montgomery.. ..En-
trance ofEngland..,.Bishop''s Castle.... Downton Castle..,. Grandeur of Ludlow, its

Castle, and public lValk....Croft^s (\istle, Shobdon Court, and Berrington....Le-
ominster....Hampton Court....lFeobly,„.Return to Radnorshire and Brecknock-
shire.

FROM Llanrhaidr we liad a pleasant ride to Llanvilling, a small town in Montgo-
meryshire, han^ng on the side of a hill, and after passing a cheerful valley washed by
the river Vernieu, we crossed several high ridges, and descended to Welch-pool, the

county town of Montgomery. This is one of the most Bourishing places in North
Wales, considerable works being established near it, and an unusual air of opulence-.,

prevailing both in the town and its vicinage. It consists principally of one very hand-

some street, perpetually enlivened with the shew of considerable trade ; its situation

also is delightful, in a charming vale, a little above the bank of the Severn, and close to

the fine grounds of Powis Castle. Lord Littleton's animated description of that man-
sion taught me to expect more beauty and grandeur than I found there, though its

situation is certainly very striking, and the prospect it commands finely varied. The
whole vale of Montgomery lies spread beneath the eminence on which it stands, and the

hills bounding it on all sides rise in th« boldest forms, while the Severn, though it does

not here assume the appearance of a g^cat river, ehews itself pleasantly dispersed in se-

veral distinct points of view, and sufficiently enlivens the scene. The town of Welch-
pool also adds a beauty to the whole, from its fortunate position, while the opposite

mountains of Briethen and Moel-y-golfa rise at once out of the level of the vale with great

sublimity ; on the summit of one ofwhich the county of Montgomery has erected a high

pillar, to commemorate the victory of Admiral Rodney. In addition to these distant

objects, the sloping hills and swelling lawns of the park, covered with thick planta-

tions, and decorated with abundance of fine timber, form a magnificent outline to the

place, and command views wonderfully extensive on every side, taking in the summits
of Caderldris, and some of the highest mountains in North Wales. Graced with

these striking advantages of position, Powis castle does not in itself present that majestic

object which tradition and imagination would teach a traveller to look for, and the ne-

glected state it has long languished in, deducts still more from its consequence. Built

with a dusky red stone, which strikes the eye at a distance with the aspect of an ill-co-

loured brick, an irregular mass of heavy walls and towers displays itself, almost with-

out a front to be distinguished. The mournful solemnity of the wildernesses and grass-

grown terraces of the gardens, descending in the forsaken grandeur ofthe last century,

is exceeded by the general desolation and melancholy which prevail within, where a

range of ill-shaped and uninhabited apartments exhibits the cumbrous pomp of old fa-

shioned decoration, and< seems tottering to decay, with the few remaining turrets

that surround it. A long room near the castle, which was once connected witli it.
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has been lately fitted up in the modern style as a ball>room, but the proportion of 117
feet in length by only 20 in breadth is extremely deficient. Such is the present ap-

pearance of this grand but neglected place, on which, if a very little of that taste and
exiience which have been lavished on inferior spots could be successfully bestowed, it

would soon shine almost unrivalled in beauty and magnificence.

A rich vale watered by the Severn, here majestic in its infancy, conveyed us betweea
fine meadows, pleasing enclosures, and populous villages, to the delightful spot which
Newtown occupies, almost encompassed by the river, and surrounded by high wooded
hills, on ' ne of which a gentleman has built a temple, from whence some of the finest

views in Ury may be obtained. The plain now began to contract itself, and the

mountains ^e round it, through the various apertures of which several vallies

opened, bringing their tributary waters to increase the Severn, which rolled its mean-
dering stream between hills finely tufted with wood and variegated with pastures, as it

descended from the heights of Plinlimmon to the little town of Llanidloes. The pe-

culiar mixture of grandeur and population which distinguishes this tract of country

forms its principal ornament, and unites in a happy assemblage those objects whicn
please the eye with their tranquil beauty, and surprise it with their stupendous ap-

pearance. Woods, orchards, corn-fields, and pastures, are scattered every where in

profusion ; neat farm houses and others of a superior order occupy some of the best

positions, and many rough bridges of timber thrown across the river make a pictu-

resijue addition to the landscape, in which a degree of rustic elegance prevfuls, not in-

compatible with the general air of poverty and simplicity which seems annexed to the

mountainous character of the country. Llanidloes, the only town of note in this dis-

trict, though a poor place, is well laid out in four wide streets, with a spacious mar-
ket-house in the centre ; its wooden bridge over the Severn is very ancient and much out
of repair ; but it appears to be used by carriages only in times of flood, die river here

being fordable.

The sources of this river and the Wye arc not far distant from Llanidloes in the

recesses of Plinlimmon, each of which has formed ihc channel of a different valley, both
being at first inconsiderable streams, and undistinguished by any peculiar objects. The
Severn flows from the north-west, and bears at first the original British name of the

Hafren river ; the head of the Wye is at no great distance from it towards the south,

and its course at first inclines southward. As we quitted the banks of the Severn,

and advanced towards those of the Wye, the wooded aspect of the country began to

change, and cultivation, contracting itself within narrower limits, became lost at length

in an immense expanse of bare and dreary mountains. After an arduous ride of some
miles, unmarked by any pleasing object, we descended to the Wye, at the melancholy
village of Llangerig, and keeping some time on the side of it, crossed it by a marvel-

lously rocky ford, where it was little more than a rivulet. Our road now became in-

expressibly laborious, being in great part unfinbhed, and even where it was made, im-
pending frightfully on a narrow shelf over tremendous precipices. At length we reached
one of the heights which form the base of Plinlimmon, and descended precipitately to

the banks of the Rhydol, which we followed to the wretched village of Spwtty, and
soon afterwards crossed our original track from Aberystwith to Rhyadergowy, near the

Devil's bridge in Cardiganshire.

Passing beneath the woods and numerous plantations of Havod, we soon reached the

village of Spwtty-Ystwith, and crossing a ridge of hills in which the Tivy finds its

source, descended to the banks of that river, to visit the few mouldering fragments of

Stratfleur, or Strata Florida abbey. A fine circular gateway, which formed the west
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end of the church, is all that remains sufficiently entire to convey an idea of its origi-

nal structure, which was rebuilt by Edward I, after having been burnt in iiis wars

with the Welch. The Tivy here is u small stream, and the town of Tregaron, to

which it led us, an inconsiderable place, remarkable only for its church. A very wild

track from thence led us back to tne banks of the Ystwiih, just below lord Lisburne'.s

seat of Crosswood park ; from whence we passed by Mr. PovveU's pleasant place of

Nantios, and leaving Aberystwith about two miles on the left, crossed the Hhydol
to reach the ancient town of Llanbadcrn Vawr, which is thought to have been a Ro-
man station. As Aberystwith has swelled into importance in its neighbourhood, this

place has sunk into insignificance, and can now Ix: reputed as little better than a village,

the fine Gothic edifice of whose church, which was the cathedral of a British bishop,

alone denotes its former grandeur.

At a short distance from Llanbadcrn Vawr we joined the great road leading from
Aberystwith to North Wales, and after passing the village of Talypont gained a view
of the coast, just where a bold range of mountains c end along the Merionethshire

bank of the great river Dovey, which divides that country from Cardigan and Mont-
gomeryshire. This stream, which is here an lestuary, ravages a considerable plain

with its inundations, and proves how strongly its irregular and violent supplies from
i^he mountains at times perponderate over the regular current of the river, and the

settled accession of its tides. The opposite range of mountains rises abruptly in those

rocky piles for which North Wales is justly celebrated, while the river winds in a

broad sheet of water, sometimes approaching their bases, and at others disporting

itself in bold curves through the vale. The vale itself appears abundantly enriched

with woods and the appearance of population ; a variety of neat villages are spread

over it, and several iron works are established within its confines : large vessels also

are moored in different points of the river, so that the whole scene, as viewed from
the road, which frequently occupifH a high shelf above the southern bank of the Do-
vey, partakes in a very remarkable ikmn (if (lie snenery appropriate to mountains,

intermixed with the busy and artifioial nisiil.ii ,i'l|i< |» 'itteiiijs manufactories and navi-

gable rivers. . , . ,
.

•

Re-entering Montgomeryshire by tlie stream of IJysfiRttt, which divides it from
Cardiganshire, we soon reached the town of Machynliiit th, which may be considered

as the ca{)ital nf this pleasant and iMipilloifs difiliirl, (tuiBJ.sting of three handsome
streets, with a good hrid&e. The Dovejf, i\i li^ih. which rises in the mountains

between Dinasmonthy and Bal.i, If/;; ;: beneath it, iiimI /alls |into the sea at Aberdovey,

where a? ferry is established across its ifioi|lli to lh» i' !i'|ifjinRhire bank ; from whence
/I .'/ "T^ by another ferry

I //( c femes are very in-

iid Hi- made, are frequently

H) frightful precipices, with-

a road leads on the couit southward to Aberystwi^ii

over the aestuary of the Mawdoch anil A "

convenient, and the roads leading to then, i,.< u .

formed on a shelf on the cliffs, impending over iIk

a

out the security of a parapet. In (he nf jlfis pass along the coast we came to

the little town of Towyn, or Town Menunydl li!! ked by a range of high mountains,

which (though not immediately on the coabt) jiji- bten resorted to as a sea bathing

place, afler the manner of Btif mouth, but lias hot much beauty or convenience to

recommend it ; Machynthleth is about twelve miles distant, and a good road is made
across the hills to that town, by which we returned to it.

As we advanced up the vale oi" the Dovey from Machynthleth towards the north,

several beautiful points of view displayed themselves from every eminence, and the

cpuntry, as far as the neat village of Mallwydd, bore a pleasant, populous, and cul-
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tivated aspect. There nature began lo assume her rougher dress, and when we reach-

cd the wrLichcdand almost deticrtcd town of Ditiasmuniny, rocks appeared piled upon
rocks before us, and the southern ba.ic of Cuder-Idris seemed to block up all further

passage. Winding through the holIowH beneath that great mountain, we soon lost all

traces of cultivation, with the appearance of human habitations; the river shrunk

into a rivulet, and soon afterwards that rivulet was lost as we passed the several torrents

which fed it in our laborious ascent over one of its protruding masses. Having at

length gained this subordinate summit, we enjoyed a delightful view of the vale we
hud before visited, where the Mawdoch and the Avon uniting form a vast sestuary,

and hasten to jom the sea at Barmouth. Huge craggy mountaitM environ this spot,

and towards the west the high pointed summits of Cader-ldris arc exalted ; the vallies

of the Avon and the Muwdoch present two charming stripes of cultivation tsetow, cncir.

cling their rivers, and the town of Dolgelly appears to great advantage in the centre of

the plain, with its high tower and the Gothic arches of its old bridge.

Returning to Dinasmonthy, which, though once a place of importance, can hardly

now boast the consequence of a village, we penetrated into the recesses of those heights

in which the Dovey fmds its source, by tne road which leads from thence to Bala,

and were abundantly gratified with the display of mountains, rocks, and torrents,

with which nature has superbly decorated this wild and romantic part of North Wales.

At length, fuUv satiated with its wonders and beauties, we returned into Montgo-
meryshire at Mallwydd, and passing over a considerable eminence, descended into a

cheerful plain, in the centre of which a litUe above the river Vemieu, we found the

inn of Cunn's or Canon's office, which was formerly an ecclesiastical or military

station, and is surrounded with several traces of ancient fortifications. Another ascent

at the extremity of this plain brought us to the small town of Llanvair, agreeably

situated in a deep hollow, surrounded by cultivated and wooded hills, rising in perpetual

undulations. After traversing a long succession of inequalities formed in the cavities

of these hills, we reached one of the points where they terminate in the vale of the

Severn, between Welch-pool and Mnntprninpry, and crossed that river near oui for-

mer track, passing by Nant-cribbut a pleasant seat of lord Hereford, to visit the

latter place. Wc found it an ill-built and irregular town, but the eminence on
which it is situated is striking ; the fragments of its castle, which are mere walls, stand

boldly on a high mount projecting inlb the vale. This town was made a free borough

by a charter of Henry III, and was a considerable place till the increasing importance

of Welch-pool eclipsed it ; since that time it has fallen into insignificance, and now
bears rather a deserted appearance; its castle was reduced to ruins in the time ofthe ci-

vil wars, when it yielded to the parliament forces, after having experienced great variety

of fortune since its foundation in 1092.

At the distance of a few miles from Mont^mery, we finally quitted North Wales,
and re-entered England ; ascending a steep hill, from which we enjoyed a most exten>

sive and beautiful prospect over the Severn, its vale, the town of Montgomery, and
the plantations above Powis castle, near Welch- pool. A downish tract of country in

the remotest comer of Shropshire succeeded, where the old irregular town of bishop's

Castle lay spread over the side of a considerable eminence. Soon afterwards we passed

through a fine park belonging to lord Clive, within sight of the house, and proceeded

through a rich and fertile vale to Ludlow. About four miles before we reached

that place, we deviated a little from the road, turning to the right towards the valley

formed by the Teme, to visit Downton castle, the much admired seat of Mr. Knight.

Great expence and peculiar taste have been bestowed on its formation, nor is there a
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point about llic house or grounds that docs not murk the fancy of its owner, generally

correct and even pleasing in ltd cccentricilits. A modern castle must Ik* reckoned amouj;

these, for it in by no means ti convenient form of building ; nor docs this in any respect,

cither of figure or position, resemble those ancient fortresses which alKJun^ in that (piartcr

of the kingdom. Still, irregular and unaccountable as it appears, the eye is upon the

whole rather pleased than offended with it, and the assortuRMU of apartments within,

some of which arc very splendid, docs not lessen its effect. In the management of his

grounds Mr. Knight has been e(|ually successful and particidar ; for though an accidental

visitor may lament the want of expanded lawns, rising plantations, and a broad

sheet of water, yet must his adherence to his system of leaving nature unfettered

by art stand easily excused, if not applauded, wlierc her thickets, her rivers, and her

pastures* arc so happily disposed. Charming indeed is the valley, which is here divided

bj' the gentle Temc, flowing beneath a range of waving hills, clothed with thick wood,
and crowned with tufted groves.

As soon as we regained the great road, we passed by a second scat of .|ord Clivc,

called Oakley park, abounding m fine old timber, and immediately afterwards came in

sight of the handsome town of Ludlow.
The bold situation of this place, covering the to|) of a considerable hill ; its lofty

tower, splendid houses, and the magnificent ruin of its castle, cannot but excite con-

siderable surprise in a stranger, when first he observes the f »eauty and ornament with
which nature and art have combined to create }>u polished a town in a remote corner

of the kingdom. The church is a superb building, and most of the streets, well-form-

ed, notwithstanding their steepness, abound in handsome houses, which command ex-

tensive views over a beautiful country, terminated grandly by the Cley hills on one
side. Ludlow castle, once the proud residence of the lords marchers of the Welch
borders, now exhibits a majestic ruin, in which the symmetry of its great hall, and
several urher fine apartments, may yet be traced ; a large round tower stands in the

centre of the court, whose Gothic arches and light pilacers are not unlike the decora-

tions of some 01 '«r chapter houses. Immediately beneath its walls a delightful public

walk, well laid o. ' and planted, is conducted round the mount which forms its

foundation, commanding the Teme, with i^s rich course of meadows, and the op.

posite range of wild irregular hills. This forms the principal promenade of the

elegant town of Ludlow, and thiere do the modern beaux and lx.'lles of its neigh-

bourhood assen>ble on a spot, renowned in the days of chivalry for the martial

tournament, and in those of classic farive, for the poetic display of the court of

Comus.
The noble but neglected residence of Croft's castle ; Shobdon court, the fine seat

of lord Bateman ; and Berrington, the highly ornamented place of Mr. Harley, at-

tracted our attention as we descended into the rich vale of Herefordshire, abounding
in orchards and hop-grounds, and encircled with hedge-rows of elms. Deep in

this I ' 'i. and surrounded by wretched roads, we found the old and ill-paved town of

Lcomii' er, observable only for its large church, in which the Saxon and Gothic forms

of >ir'
h' ecture are extraordinarily blended. At a feiv miles v stance from this

tow; JHider the Dinmoor hills, which divide this vale from that )f Hereford, we
sought the venerable mansion of Hampton-court, built by king Henr^ IV, of Lancas-

ter, when earl of Hereford, afterwards possessed by the earls of Co. mgsby, and at

present the seat of lord Maiden. Much addition having been made »f late to this

place, it may now be called a highly finislied and elegant residence : but the old

towers and gateways appeared to me the most interesting part of the structure. The
VOL. II. 4 N
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(grounds alio arc well Kilil out in the modern taste, yet two great hilU covered with rich

wood, f'arecli|)Hcd the new creation, and wc lamented that ttomc of the old avenues hud

been sacrificed to make room I'or young plantations.

Proceeding along the vale from Leominster by an execrable road, and passing be

ncath the two high conic hills called Uobin Hood's butts, we soon reached the pf)or

town of Weobly, ilistinguishcd only by its high spire, and situated beneath some fine

rising grounds, which o[)eiiing into the great plain of Herefordshire, disclosed all its

riches ag-ain to our view. The silver stream of the Wye flowing through its enamelled

meadows, and the bold projections of the Black, moimtain with the van of Breck-

nockshire, now hailed our return to that delightfiil part of South Wales, where the

hospitable mansions of our friends again received us uflcr our long and interesting

travel.

ill

(JHAI'. VI....C;ENIiUAL OBSERVATIONS ON WALES, AND ITS INHABITANTS.

HAVING thus fulfilled my design in making a thorough survey of the principality

of Walts, I cannot properly conclude this work without recording a few observations

on the manners of the neople and the nature of the countries I have described, follow-

ing nearly the same line which I pursued in my remarks on ScoUand and its in-

habitants.

The division of Wales into its two great districts of North and South, and the several

counties contained in them, is supposed to have been marked formerly by as great a

variation in the manners of their inhabitants, produced by local customs prevailing in

each, and the systems of hostility which existed under their several princes. The frank

and earnest temper of the Welch, aided by a natural degree of cnaracteristic pride,

kept up the spirit of these distinctions long after the causes of them had subsidecl, and

iew nations have shewn, in modern times at least, so strong an attachment to the cus*

toms, the traditions, and the long-traced descent of their ancestors. Insensibly, how-
ever, in the lapse of time, are these points of variation from their neighbours sinking

into oblivion, their asperities have been softened down by mutual intercourse, and
what remains is far more pleasing and curious than offensive to a stranger. The
provincial divisions have long since ceased to present any material diflerence in man-
ners, except where peculiar circumstances (as in almost the whole of Pembrokeshire,

and a part of the coast of Glamorganshire) have introduced a totally different people.

Even the greater (icparat'ion between the inhabitants of North and South Wales has, in a

considerable degree, disappeared ; their manners being so blended, that, except the

uniform and almost exclusive attachment to the music of the harp, it is now difficult

to distinguish the few traces of originality which have been so long boasted by the na-

tive of North Wales as proofs 6f his superiority. The intervention of a third nation

has in great measure enected this, and the domineering influence of the English

character has in a manner amalgamated itself with two collateral masses, which might
^)erhaps, though not insimilar, have never otherwise thoroughly united with each

other. English laws, English judges, and, above all, the constantly increasing con-

nection with Iilnglish families, must in time do away every essential difference

between the inhabitants of the two countriea, and if another century is allowed

to roll on in prosperity, even the language of Wales seems likely to be lost,

and those traits of peculiarity, which we now find it difficult to collect, will va-

nish.
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Refinement has net yet attained to so high a pitch in Walea that the social vir-

tues should be extinguished, or even much obscured by apathy ; among these virtues

may justly be reckored that singular attachment of its inhabitants to each other, which
prevails most eminently in private families, and universally in the whole community.

Thus is the general band of union strengthened by reciprocal good offices between all

orders of people, the rich assisting the poor with a kind of parental solicitude for their

welfare, and the peasants exhibitmg that veneration towards their great land-owners,

which they have been accustomed to shew from age to age to their ancestors. So
harmless a relique of the feudal dominion is productive here of much benefit to society,

for instances of oppression and tyranny are very rare in modern times, nor iKrhaps are

those in power more disposed to misuse it, than those under them to submit to an undue
exercise of it. Yet is even this happy trait of character in danger of being lost as re-

finement increases, if the gentlemen of Wales, following the example of those of Eng-
land, desert their proper stations, and lose once that high estimation which the imposing
presence of an active and upright landlord has transmitted to posterity. A more
useful or dignified being indeed can hardly exist than a native man of landed property

in Wales, living with credit in the mansion house of his ancestors, and exercising his

talents for the general good as an upright magistrate, a friendly neighbour, and a li-

beral benefactor.

High spirit, energetic animation, and courage, may be accounted strong points of

the Welch character ; and these, when properly exhibited, cannot fail to create re-

spect and admiration. That zeal which attaches the numerous branches of families to

each other, and the tenants to their landlords, often calls these propensities of

the mind into action, nor are there wanting examples, in which they have been
displayed with a force and sentiment almost bordering upon romance. A striking

instance of natural, as well as national intrepedity, was shewn in the spring of

1797, when crowds thronged together on the first rumour of the French invasion

;

peasants, unused to military discipline, ranged themselves under the standard of
lord Cawdor, and even the women of Pembrokeshire contributed to dismay the

enemy.
Hospitality, that engaging affection, which may take root in every nation, but

which retreats in general from the seats of opulence and luxury, is peculiarly adapted

to the disposition of the Welch, and wherever an opportunity has occurred, I have
often witnessed its fascinating influence. This ever-blooming flower frequently adorns

those rugged tracts which would seem almost impervious to the haunts of men, in the

most dreary wilds it charms the wearied senses of the traveller, and it flourishes emi-
nently in the remotest vallies of Cambria. Open, ingenuous, and considerate, the

native gentleman of Wales dispenses freely around him the benefits he receives from
his position, and supports the character he derives from his predecessors by a well timed
and liberal attention to all who fall within his sphere of action. No as[)ersion can be
more false, than that which has described the Welch as averse to strangers, and well

may those travellers contradict it, who, coming into the country properly recommended,
have been shewn its curiosities with all the energy of zealous attention, and entertained

with that kind of impressive welcome, which may be sought for in vain in more polished

districts.

Some few defects appear amidst the many valuable qualities ofthe Welch ; but even
these may frequently be traced to the excess of virtues, and as the general civilization

increases, they will no longer be observable. Hence has the natural character for

animation sometimes partaken too much of warmth of temper, and a hastiness of ex-

4 N 2
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nression has gained the Wclchman the reputation of being quarrelsome. Conviviality

in too great an extreme has in some societies led to habitual intemperance ; the mi-

nute attention to ancient customs har often retarded improvement, and the veneration

shewn to a long line of ancestors has occasionally degenerated into the stiflfness of fa-

mily pride. The higher orders cf society have already, in great measure, emanci-

pated themselves from these shackles, but the lower are yet slow in following so lau-

dable an example. Among them the prevalent vice of drunkenness is apt to foster

the seeds of every other evil ; 9l litigious spirit, too often fomented industriously by
the arts of chicane, suiw^rsedeS frequently the natural tendency to fair dealing, an ha-

bitual idleness shuts up the sources of industry, and a want of attention to cleanliness,

encumbering poverty, degrades it by the squalid appearance of want, raggedness, and
disease. These shades in the national character, which are by no means so general

as they have been, already fading imperceptibly beneath the sunshine of prosperity,

and the introduction of arts and manufactures, must uhimately yield to that enlighten-

ed spirit, which crises from an enlarged intercourse with other countries, and the re-

gular progress of improvement in every branch of industry.

Man has not alone been considered in the blessings so liberally bestowed, for the

face of Nature must abundantly confess her benign infl ence, and Wales far exceeds

all its neighbouring districts in romantic beauty. In cultivation and refinement, it

certainly as yet falls short of its powerful and polished mistress ; but in the rude grandeur

and unfettered sublimity of wild rocks, lofty mountains, and rapid torrents, few coun-

tries can surpass it. Its vales, fertile, picturesque, and well inhabited, frequently

burst upon the sight of an astonislied traveller with a charm difficult to be described,

after he has traversed the long and dreary waste of the intervening mountains. Fine

rivers, abounding in romantic scenery, pervade the principality in every direction, and
issuing from their central mountains, form in their curves those vallies through which
they disport themselves in theii passage to either sea. These streams are mostly rapid in

their origin, but many of them change their character, like the Severn, from the nature of

the countries through which they flow ; and some, like the Wye, after experiencing

such a change, resume at last their pristine appearance, and become again engulfed in

rocks and mountains.

The Severn may be said to belong indiscriminately to either division, while the Dee,
with the Conw ly and the Dovey, in North Wales, may be fully thought rivals to the

Wye, the Us! e, and the Towey, in the south. The Bristol channel and the mouth
cf the Dee may be considered as sestuaries nearly equal in magnitude ; the romantic
lieauties of the Tivy, the Ystwith, and the Rhydol, may be balanced with those of
the Clwydd, the Drwydd, and the Mawdoch ; nor can the broad basin of Milford-

haven in South Wales be thought insimilar to the lake of Bala in the North, either

in the grandeur of its form, or its bareness, while the scenery attendant on its curving
branches may answer to that which decorates the Menai straits between Caernarvon*
shire and Anglesea. In the height of its mountains, their rocks, and cataracts.

North Wales must certainly claim the pre-eminence, nor can the wild tracts surround-

ing the bases of Snowdon, Cader-Idris, and the valley of the Dee, be matched by cor-

responding objects in its southern neighbour. In cultivation and abundant popula-

tion, South Wales may justly bear the palm of preference, and that division peculiarly

excels in the effect produced by rich plains and vallies, thickly overspread with towns
and villages, and bounded by a majestic outline of hills, which in many parts aspire to

the grandeur and elevation of mountains. - i .<
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Each country may boast its vales, which generally take their names from their ap.
propriate rivers ; the vales of Clwydd and of Montgomery arc the only very expanded
ones I know in North Wales ; but those of the Dee, the Conway, and of Festiniog,
arc wonderfully superior in romantic features, and the majesty of the surrounding
objects. Those of the Wye, the Towey, and the Uskt. in South Wales, excel both
in extent, population, and placid beauty, intermixed with various majestic features

;

those of the Taaffe, the Neath, the Tivy, the Ystwith, and the Rhydol, partake
much of the appropriate scenery of the lesser vaPies of North Wales, but do not fully
equal them. The towns and villages differ not much in either country, but are
more abundant in South Wales, and in both they have experienced improvement
from occasional circumstances; great roads towards Ireland have been introduced
through each, and in both have manufactures been established with much spirit and
effect, so that the coal and iron works of Merthyr-Tydvil and its vicinage in Glamor-
ganshire and Brecknockshire may vie with those of copper in the Paris mountain in
Anglesea, and the various establishments near Holywell in Flintshire. This advan-
tageous accession of commercial importance is gradually increasing in perfection, and
canals made to transport its productions are now forming, to pervade the country in
various directions, and facilitate the intercourse of the several divisions with
each other, and of both with England. Throughout the whole of Wales are
to be traced in various parts the military roads and several curious reliques of the Ro-
mans ; the monuments of ancient British grandeur are still more universal, nor do the
ivy-mantled abbey or the ruined castle appear any where more frequent, or in more
picturesque positions. The proud towers of Caernarvon, Cenway, and Harlech,
with the abbeys of Vale-crucis and Basinkwork, distinguish North Wales ; and South
Wales may as justly pride itself in the magnificent fragments of Caerphilli, Pembroke,
and Kilgarren castles, with the splendid monastic remains of Tintern, Llantony, and
Strata Florida, and the princely ecclesiastical ruins of St. David's.
Thus have nature, art, and even the vestiges of decayed grandeur, adorned both

parts of this interesting portion of our island with peculiar and mutual advantages

;

for the increasing improvement of each happy tract we may be allowed to hope, from
the continued favour of Providence, and the successful industry of man. So, when
that happy period arrives, in which all local distinctions of its parts are lost in the
perfection of the whole, the impetuous spirit of the Welch corrected by, and correcting,
in its turn, the tempered perseverance of the English, may contribute to confirm, and
prolong to future ages, the enei^etic respectability of the British character.

il
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THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNT OF A NEWTOUR IN WALES, IS EXTRACT-
ED FROM MR. MALKIN'S TOUR.

SINCE the first edition of this work was published, Merthyr-Tydvil church has

been taken down, and is re-building on a larger scale. The chapel is finished, and

licensed by the bishop. On my visit to this place, in the summer of 1806, 1 found that

great improvements had been made in the town within the last two years. Many
new streets, in addition to those before mentioned, have been built, which are suffici-

ently straight and wide, and more have been laid out. The new houses are in general

good, and some of the older streets have been re-built on an improved plan. Mr. Ma-
ber, the rector, has lately obtained an act of parliament to enable him to grant leases

on the glebe for building. These leases are in general for three lives, but some of

them for a term of years. Nearly the whole of the glebe has been laid out in regular

streets for building
; . but the effects of the scheme cannot be ascertained for some time,

as the profits will be uncertain, and the dilapidation very great. Should this specula-

tion answer, it may be calculated that when these leases expire, the annual rents of the

houses, with other advantages which will accrue from an extended population, will

render the rectory of Merthyr-Tydvil greatly superior in yearly income to the bishop-

ric of Landaff. It is a curious circumstance, that a few years back the whole revenue

of the rectory, which was then more than three hundred pounds per annum, was

insufficient to pay the parochial rates. I think, if my memory is correct, that in one

year Mr. Maber paid five pounds more than he received from his living. The poor-

rates are tremendous, owing to the influx of strangers to the works.

A very good canal, of which some incidental notice has before been taken, is made
from Merthyr-Tydvil to Cardiff. It was begun about sixteen years ago, end com-
pleted in June 1798. From the tide-lock, where it enters Penarth harbour, up to

the town of Cardiff, it is navigable, as was before mentioned, for ships of 40 tons

;

but from Cardiff to Merthyr-Tydvil, it is navigable for barges of 100 tons ; the head

of this canal, at Merthyr-Tydvil bridge, is 568 feet five inches higher than the tide-

lock, two miles below Cardiff, where it falls into Penarth harbour ; and for a part

of this distance it skirts precipitous mountains, at the height of near 300 feet above

the river Taaffe, which it closely accompanies through its whole length. This canal has

upwards of forty locks on it, in the space of twenty-six miies, which is its whole length

;

and it is crossed by more than forty bridges. The new tram-road runs nearly by its

side. It was constructed under the first act of parliament ever passed for these roads.

On the twenty-first of February 1804, ten tons of iron and seventy persons were drawn
for nine miles by the power of steam.

Merthyr-Tydvil has three market-places, which are well supplied twice every week,

on Wednesdays and Saturdays. It has several fairs in the year; and in the same
parish, on the top of a mountain, about two miles out of the town, there is a very

ancient market-place, with a large public-house and a cottage or two. Here weekly
markets have been held for at least 800 years, during the summer season, Jrom the

fourteenth of May to the fourteenth of October. This singular market is in its season

frequented by great numbers. There are also several large fairs for cattle chiefly held

here.
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The neighbourhood of Mcrthyr-Tydvil abounds with excellent coal, iron ore, very

good mill-stones, and lime-stone rocks, in which are found beds of black marble, ecjual

to that of Derbyshire. They afford marble of various other colours, some variegated

like the Broccatello in the South of France. In this country, impregnated with iron,

chalybeate springs abound. Excellent flag-stones for paving, and a very good kind of

slate for covering roofs, are plentifully found in this neighbourhood, and indeed through-

out the mountainous district of Glamorgan. While I am on this subject, it will not

be impertinent to observe, that though the French are, generally speaking, infinitely be

hind us in all the useful arts of life, they have a manifest superiority in their mode of

tiling and slating their houses. The roof of a house in Paris is as symmetrical a

part of the building as the elegant stone front ; nor is the one discernible from the

other but by a near and curious examination ; but our clumsy and inartificial roofs either

disfigure the architecture most unmercifully, or are concealed by the unworkmanlike

device of a parapet, which contributes neither utility nor ornament, beyond the negative

apology of covering a defect. Malkin's South Wales, 1807, 2 vols. 8vo. I. 276.

The Description given by Mr, Malkin of the classical House ofHavod {since unfor-

tunately destroyed by Fire) will, though somewhat prolix, interest every Header of
Taste.

BEYOND the lead mines, the smoothness of the road, a narrow stripe of cultiva-

tion by the Ystwith, on which, however poor, the bewildered eye fixes as a resting,

place, a hill in front, crowned with the novel ornament of a plantation, bespeak the

approach to objects more cheerful, to a scene of brilliant enchantment, prepared be-

hind the shifting caverns and magic-struck abodes, which seem only placed there to

heighten the effect, and be withdrawn. I do not know that I was ever sensible of more

pleasure or relief, than on the unexpected sight of that woody hill, at my first visit.

The road turning suddenly to the right, leads up to Pentre Briwnant inn, one of the

most wretched and destitute imaginable, in a situation that challenges the residence of

a nobleman. It is placed on the edge of a very high hill, overlooking the continu-

ation of Cwm Ystwith into Havod grounds, and backed by a large mountain tow-

ering above it, surmounted in its turn by higher elevations, rising to the top of Plin-

limmon. The barren and gloomy prevails over the landscape ; but the softening

features to the \e(t ar* \ an inexpressible charm, and render the site of this poor inn a

subject of picturesque admiration and envy. The premises are on the same estate with

the lead mmes. They are miserable, and miserably kept : yet are the attractions of

the vicinity such, that many parties are induced to bear with the privations of the place

for days together, while they explore sometimes the wild, and sometimes the cultivated,

beauties surrounding them.

The entrance to HaVod by this approach is at the shepherd's cot, on the hill to the

South. The descent by the foot-path from Pentre Briwnant inn is steep and rothantic. The
foot-bridge across the stream affords a scene of picturesque and entangled wildness.

The hard and milk-white rocks above are worn into a whimsical variety of shapes.

The wood around and below hangs its ornamental fringe over the rugged workman-
ship of nature ; while the torrent, foaming betwee^ its rough and deepened confines,
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sutiitcs both the eye and eur in its tumultuous passage down the declivity. The encir-

cling hills, which hem in ihc low recess on every side, with here and there a single

coiti.ge on their brows, imp<jsc an aspect of digniPicd retirement on the whole, while

the lower view, penetrating the groves that exquisitely furnish what the name im-

plies, a summer retreat, gives a foretaste of the pleasures to be enjoyed within the

domain. It is a cimracteristic of Havod, that it does not unfold itself at first

:

there is no approach by which the stranger's admiration is arrested at the gate. The
way by the shepherd's cot, leading only round the farm, is not a carriage road. It is

the least striking of all the entrances, and therefore, perhaps, the best. Some of the

younger plantations form the only clothing of the hills in this angle ; but these pro*

mibc hereafter to rise into stately woods. For some little way we encounter the rough,

ness and disorder of an entirely new creation. High as is the ground on which we
staTid, the ulterior prospect is intercepted by a massy rock of great compass and eleva-

tion, protruding its sharp corners and projecting fragments in every direction, almost

divested of soil, and but lately a mere object of barren horror. Yet has this hopeless

experiment been submitted to the planter's hand, and that with practical success.

Every year the hardy firs are extending their bolder shoots, and more richly adorning

that ruggcdness by contrast, which their utmost luxuriancy can never tame. If such

be the character of this rock, as you pass under it on high ground, I need scarcely

say liow ornamental it appears, when viewed at various points from the depth of the

valley. The road winds round this promontory, and escaping from its obstrucdons,

suddenly opens on such an assemblage of beauty and grandeur, stretched out to the

very limits of the persi^ective, as few spots on this island can equal for surprise and singu-

larity. After having been travelling at the foot of Plinlimmon, to find the bed of the

Ystwith, with its groves and meadows, still far beneath the level on which we are

standing, is so unexpected a circumstance, that we rather start, as at the withdrawing

of a curtain from before a picture, than believe it a reality. The winding of the

river, here foaming impetuously over rocks, there spreading its broad and glassy sur-

face, like a lake ; the endless wood.i, hanging on the mountain sides in long array,

sometimes rising to the top, but oftener contrasted by the naked ridge ; some planted

there by nature, before all attested evidence of human habitation ; yet more that owe
dieir luxuriance to the novel and well directed efforts of their owner ; tracts of culti-

vation, picturesquely circumstanced, breaking out in the distances, and destroying the

uniformity ; all these, and a thousand other indescribable beauties, conspire to render

the first general view of this place so satisfying, as to set at defiance all hazard of dis-

appointment from the most sanguine anticipation. Nor will even the annual visitor look

with a satiated eye at the growing improvements of the scene, whether natural or ar.

tificial. The point of view I am describing is still further adorned by the elegant spire

of a beautiful little church embosomed in the highest woods of the opposite hill.

This church was finished but a few months before my first arrival, and had no existence

when the latest description of Havod was written, but now rises into one of its first

ornaments, and announces to the stranger a new order of things in the wilds of Car-

diganshire. At the time of my summer visit, I had not the advantage of being with

the family ; but I had been overtaken by appointment, on my way, by an intelligent

and indefatigable friend, in whose company I had determined to explore whatever

we could discover that was interesting, beyond the route of the customary attendant.

We immediateljjjr, decided to make for the church, and, for that purpose, leaving the

broader road, crossed a wooden foot-bridge, with one rail, picturesquely overhung

with a luxuriant oak, over a deep-bedded, black, and rocky mountain brook. The
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natural timber here is nurtured and drawn up, under the protection oi' thu warm and

sheltered dingle, to a size and growth the most magnificent and flourishing. 'I'ju

ascent to the church through the wood is steep, but the path is secure and smooth.

The church-yard may rival, for romantic accompaniments, that of Alx:redwy, and for

interest almost Briton Ferry. It commands, through a natural latticc-work of inter-

vening groves, the cultivated valley below, and the nuked sheep-walks of the heights op-

|)osite. It is difficult to avoid smiling at the pompous devices, by which the country

people aim at testifying their respect for the deceased. They sometimes even aspire

so high, doubtless by the benefit of the clergy, as to tag their vernacular panegyric with

a Latin couplet. With respect to the church itself, I shall reserve what I have

to say of it, till I come to speak of the establishments at Havod. We descended by
another richly sylvan path, through the hanging wood, and came out at the bot-

tom of the mill cascade, on the mountain brook before mentioned. Here is a simple

alcove, which at once affords accommodation to the admirer of nature, if he wishes

to prolong his stay, and adds an unobtrusive decoration to a spot frowning on the

higher pretensions of art. The volume of water is rather scanty, except in floods

;

but the fall is so broken by intervening rocks and foliage, and the top altogether screen-

ed by a huge mass, that its occasional poverty is not disclosed; indeed, after tempests,

it forces its way over every obstruction, and tumbles headlong in one enlarged and
tremendous cataract. It is most advantageously seen from the building, at the dis-

tance of some hundred feet. Between it and the alcove, Iherc is a rustic foot-bridge,

which composes well in the picture. The pool at the bottom boils impetuously, and
the current rushes forward, struggling among rocks, or engulfed in deep cauldrons,

and darkened by the shadows falling from the excavated sides. The whole course of
the brook to the river is so steeply inclined, that it furnishes an uninterrupted succes-

sion of something approaching to cascades. We now pursued the path through the

woods, with occasional spots of pasture and tillage seen through the opening vistas,

till we came to the new carriage road to the house. Here the grand masses of wood
which clotha the hills, the Ystwith again roaring obstreperously along its bed, or

sometimes sweeping over its broad and pebbly channel, offered themselves more amply
to our view at every step. A sudden turn, most judiciously managed, brings the

stranger unprepared almost before the very portico of an elegant mansion, which he

had been expecting to have descried from afar. The situation of the house is admira-

bly chosen, commanding the river with its winding vale from the shelving ground on
which it stands. The lawn slopes elegantly, but naturally, down to the water ; and
immediately behind it rises a most beautifully wooded hill, as ifformed for the purpose of

giving shelter and an air of repose to a classic residence. Majestic woods, reaching to

a great extent along the acclivity, at once protect and adorn the chosen spot ; while

the sheep-walks on the other side the Ystwith, topped by rocks, that thrust their pro-

jections among the very clouds, remind us by what a style of nature we are surrounded,

in the midst of an artificial paradise.

But the principal walks, and those of great extent, are on the opposite side of the

river. On crossing the lawn from the house there is an appropriate wooden bridge

over the Ystwith, supnorted in the middle by a stone buttress. The frame work of

this bridge is so constructed, as hitherto to have withstood the impetuosity of the torrent,

and its simplicity accords better with the scene, than the higher efforts of refined

art would have done. After having passed it, by keeping along the road to the

VOL. II. 4 o
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farm, you soon begin to rise from the valley in which the house and (wardens are embo-
somed. 'I'hc road goes to the top of the mountain ; but after havinfr ascended some
way, a path to the left, carried on a very high level, very narrow, and cut with great

labour out of the solid rock, leads through the most romantic recesses of this interesting

place. The noise of abundant rills, the mossy stones, the wild and tangled under-

wood, the larger timi)er, with which the side of tlie precipice is clothed, feed and fill

the attention, without allowing time to look out for objects beyond, or contemplate the

depth below. On a sudden, amass of rock in front seems to stop all further pro-

gress; it thrusts itself perpc ndicularly across the passage, and its base is fixed far ix:neath.

On approaching it, the solid mountain is found to have been perforated,, though its

substance is so hard as to have occasioned the greatest difficulty, and frequently to have

turned the tools of the workmen. The darkness of the chasm, with the brawling of

lesser falls incessantly underneath, combines a sort of picturesque falling with the

poetical gtuom of this luuisual passage. After creeping through, the smooth and slippery

path, narrowing, an(* becoming more tremendous as it ascends, winds round the front

of a mossy promontory, which unfolds, from its abrupt elevation, a full view of the

beautiful and sublime effects combined in this extraordinary domain. Standing on a

narrow ledge, halfway up the rock, with a perpendicular precipice below, and another

of equal height above, we have, on one side, the river sweeping through the valley,

and dividing it into equal parts, harmoniously corresponding as well in magnificence

as extent. On the otlier side, the largest of those many mountain torrents, which
embellish or make gram' this glorious scene, forces its way down to join the Ystwith

;

its roar loud and incessant ; its foam sparkling partially at intervals through the net-

work of intervening foliage, or escaping from behind the rock that obtrudes itself on
the confined and overshadowed channel. Cultivated fields, intermixed with all this

wild beauty ; a range of opposite hills, precipitous and stately as those on which wc
arc placed, splendidly arrayed with hanging woods; the elegant church spire, just

rising from among the trees, and asserting its new-born honours in this sylvan retreat

;

carry our admiration without abatement from point to point, and make us hesitate

whether to prefer the nearer or the more distant objects ; the ruder aspect of nature in her

majestic mood, or the judicious efforts of sensible and modest art to graft convenience

and improvement on the peculiarities of mountain scenery, without fight ng tastlessly

against its character. On emerging from the forest, we soon arrive on a tumulously

formed knoll, lofty, verdant, and unencumbered, wliieh commands a still more ex-

tensive prospect of the valley, and takes in nearly the whole of Havod. It has been
regretted by some, that the house ivas nci built on this proud eminence ; but it ap-

pears to me, that good taste and comfort were both consulted in the choice of the pre-

sent situation. Tfie inducement to explore should never be withdrawn by a sweeping

survey from a balcony or portico : however wide the range, the idea of magnitude is

impaired, by the very possibility of comprehending it all at once. Here are forests,

rising upon the river on each side, bordered with rich pastures, and intersjiersed with

shepherds' cots ; the jagged rock, or smooth and verdant mountain, near whose sum-
mit vegetation languishes ; and the bare hills that terminate the scene, and mingle with

the horizon, in contrast with the luxuriance of Havod. But such scenes are better

visited occasionally, than continually satiating the eye, and palling on the imagination.

Nothing can be conceived, if I may so express it, more domestically picturesque, than

the summer dining-room, with the hall door thrown open towards the water, and the

rich and classical little hill rising before the window on the other side. This elevated
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situation could have afforded nothiiif.^ so clcf^nnt or so uppropriatcly IjctUilifiil. Afkci

contiiuiitif; round the l)ro\v of ihis majestic hill, we Huddcnly close in upon ihe brook,

which forms so remarkable a feature in these f^rounds. A cascade of mighty force im

mediately announces itself by its roar ; and the surprise is the jjrcatcr, as the scene thai

meets the eye assigns no cause for the impression on the ear. As we creep aloiijj the

winding and slippery path, a dark hollow in the rock attracts our notice on the ri(|;ht,

the din of falling water reverberates through the cave, and makes us hesitate about

committing ourselves to its damp and gloomy recesses. By a simple but successful trial

of art, the termination of the passage forwards seems to disappoLjit our hopes, when, on
turning suddenly to die left, a rude aperture admits the light, and a sparkling sheet of

water, in front of the aperture, urges its perpendicular fall from the rock above, into

a deep hole below the cave. The place and manner of viewing this portion of a

cascade is the most happy that could have been devised ; and the more so as the mind
is left unsatiated, and eager to know through what unusual channel the brook is to find

its way downwards, from the unfilled receiver of its abundant waters. There is neither

foliage nor herbage ; nothing but rock and water, confined as it were in one of na-

ture's cabins. The most striking feature is the luminous appearance of the foaming

element, seen from so dark a station, glittering as if with gems. My friend Mr. Sto-

thard, who was here on a visit in the year 1805, has kindly furnished nic with this

singular scene, delineated by his own pencil on die spot, as well as with a view

ofthe valley from the hill where it was proposed that the house should have been built,

as frontispieces to these volumes. Entrusting such subjects to his language rather

than my own, 1 shall now take my leave of the cave, with observing, that after

heavy rains it is inaccessible, and next proceed to the description of the great cas-

cade.

After descending by steps of loose slate from die eminence at which the first jet of

the whole brook is seen, u rude bridge leads across the channel of the torrent, reliev-

ing all uncertainty as to the outlet from the pool below the cave, and accounting for

the echoed sounds that have beat upon the ear throughout our |)assage up the ravine.

In iront of the bridge, at a little distance, the stream comes tumbling over in a con-

tinued fall of about 100 feet, including that part of it which has already been described.

The portion here presenting itself to our admiration, is where the overflowing of the

deep boiler projects itself angularly over the smooth rock, and leaps down the ledges

of its rugged and precipitate descent, in a broken shower of vexed and stormy foam.

The disposition of the rocks that line the bed of this turbulent stream, to narrow its

boundaries and impede its progress, helps greatly to give it that individual character,

which distinguishes its concomitant scenery from the common place exhibitions of ar-

tificial management, where it is attempted t graft exotics on the homely consistency

of nature ; to refine her where she meant to be rude, to force her into grandeur or

playfulness where it was her will to be sober. Neither is it to these leading circumstances

of picturesque wonder that our pleasurable emotions are confined. The luxuriance

of the lierbage isencreasing with every year ; the sides of the precipice are clothed with

new sprung shoots, or rivers by the venerable trunk of some immemorial oak.

After having crossed the torrent at the bottom of its perpendicular fall, and ex-

hausted the topics of contemplation on its brink, we may follow its steep decli 'ity on
the northern side, till it joins the main river. There was no walk marked out when
Mr. Cumberland described it; but the path is now commodious, and the return is

agreeably diversified, by committing ourselves to its direction. Indeed, the rocks,

through which the brook cuts its way, are so grand , and so well adapted from their

4 o 2
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quality of sch'iMUH, to receive the mo^t varied ami romantic shapes by attrition, that

bcarccty atty part of the tv.ilk can Uc considered as more intercbtiu);. After descending;

a few paces, a rcsplindeiit little rill trickles down the rock above our heads, and con-

trasts its diminutive beauties with the lar^^e and lofty stature of the great cascade. The
preeipiie on the other side, from having Ikcu our station, is become our object : the

line of the path is obscured by height nnd distance, and intercepting herbage, where
the rock relaxes its sterility, and yields by partial spots to the impt egnation of heat and
moisture. The scene is narrow and tortuous, lofty and oversliadowed : a little fall at

every angle fixes the foot, and enchains the car and eye ; the stream, as it windti, \%

seen alternately nnd disappears : as we look down, the rugged bottom seems yawning
to receive us; if we look back, the crag projects above our heads, the downward rash

of the torrent threatens us with its deluge. At length the dingle joins the niorc ex-

tended valley ; a long and steep descent of rude steps conducts us to die dam, artifi-

cially constructed for the purpose of irrigating the meadows. This dam forms a pool,

into which falls a regular cascade of about 20 feet, while the precipitously inclined

channel of the brook above furnishes a succession of flashing eddies and whirlpools,

cutting through rocks too prominent to be overleaped, or raging over trunks of de-

cayed oaks, which have tumbled long ago athwart the bed of the stream. A piece of

grazing ground, formed with due attention to picturesque inequality, renews our ac-

quaintance with the impetuous Ystwith. After cros;.ing it by the stone bridge, and
again crossing the other mountain brook below the mill cascade, wc decline into a

sheltered walk, level with the river, leading to as unexpected a creation of fairy

gaiety, as lies within the scope of the most sportive fancy. A gaudy flower garden,

with its wreathing and fragrant plats bordered by shaven turf, with a smooth gravel

walk carried round, is dropped, like an ornamental gem, among wild and towering

rocks, in the very heart of boundless woods. Nothing can be more enveloped in so.

litudc, nothing more beautiful or genial. The spot at present contains about two
acres, swelling gently to meet the sun-beams, and teeming with every variety of shrub

or Howcr.

But this delicious retreat has not yet arrived at its perfection. It i^ intended to en.

large it, by making the river the boundary ; and it is still further to be ornamented by

a Doric temple, from a design in Stuart's Athens. There is another flower-garden,

of very dift'ercnt character, and still more singularly situated, to which strangers are

never admitted. Almost behind the v/all of the lower garden, there is a very grand

rock, lofty and naked, standing alone in the midst of woods, too extensive for the

eye to measure. This rock is an object from almost every part of the opposite hills.

Its top is a natural platform, as if placed there for the purpose, on which is now erect-

ed a column to the memory of the late duke of Bedford, which forms a principal

ornament of the place, as well from association, as from its sight and execution. Be-
hind this rock, the mountain rises higher, and is covered with the dwarfish growth, to

which alone the ridges of these hills give birth. In the centre of the thicket is planted

a flower-garden, so carefully sheltered and judiciously disposed, as to realise a paradise

in the wilderness. The taste in which it is laid out, is not so studiously ornamental

as that of the garden below it aims at a coincidence with the peculiarities of its situa-

tion, and exhibits in a nursed state many of the most curious plants, which are the

natural growth of high exposures in foreign climates. The moss-house gives a her-

mit-like air to the retirement ; and the vase, which I left my friend Mr. Banks in the

act of placing there, inscribed with a few lines from the muse of Mr. Rogers, to com
memorate a domestic circumstance, will finish most happily the contemplative charac
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ter of the icciic. [Tin's I have since h;u. pleasure of seeing; more ihaii once j and
it forms a most intcreslinf< circumstance]

The cold hath is the only ohject to detain tlu; attention in the se(|uestcrcd path from

the loucr Howcr-gardcn to ilu* Liwn : but there arc many other walks of lar^e com.
pass and extensive variety aliour the grounds, not to he explored in a single day. in

E
articular the road towards YM)yity»Ystwith, which 1 meai\t to have de^cril)e(l, hut

ave dwelt so long already on ilv; pictMres(|ue beaut" s of this place, that [ shall refer

the reader for the rest to IVIr. Cimiberland's elofpient and succ«*ssfid •• Attempt to de-

scribe Havod." I shall only just observe, that in tracing iiie principal walk, I have

furposely taken the direction contrary to that of Mr. Cumberland. At another time

trod in his steps, with his l)ook in my hand, and found myself assisted by the uccu-

rncy us well as interested by the vivacity of his detail.

I'hc house was built by Mr. Baldwyn 'f Bath in t\w Gothic, with pointed winr'

and pinnacles. It d(X*s much credit to ihc taste and talents of the architect. It is

light and airy, though capacious, and a oids that appearance of over-building, which
is so generally the fault of mansions that ar- shewn. Originally the otfices were dif-

ferently placed, but, being thought to press too forward into notice, were afterwaal.s

thrown into their present form. The arrangements have, indeed, imdergonc various

changes ; and the library has been added luider Mr. Johncs'a own direction. But the

house itself, as Mr. Baldwyn planned it, h is never been altered, nor could it be for

the better. I have indeed heard it objected, that the rooms are not large enough ; but

that depends entirely on the object of the owner, which I take to have been rather

elegance and comfort, than ostentatious magnificence.

The rooms which are submitted to the curiosity of strangers, consist of a hall, a mu-
sickroom, summer and winter dining room**, a library, and a drawing-room, each rich

and appropriate in their ornaments, and furnished with specimens of art, not so numerous
as tastefully selected.

There are in the hall two large pictures, by Hodges, representing the interview of

Captain Cook with Otoo, and the landing at Eramango.
A favourite Newfoiuidland dog, by Opie ; a favourite horse, by Gilpin ; and a (a-

vouritc spaniel, by the same painter.

A fruit-piece, by Michael Angelo Carav:?ggio. This must have been one of his

earliest performances ; for he began with such subjects, but afterwards devoted him-

self entirely to history and portraits.

Still life, by Rostracker, in 1537, whose genius inclined him to such subjects, and
carried him to as high a degree of excellence as the path he had chalked out to himself

seemed to admit. The higher views of art that now prevail have considerably

diminished the value of such pieces. Besides these are Sir Charles Hanbury Williams,

a copy from Mengs ; the portrait of a lady, both the artist and subject unknown ; an
antique bust of Iris, in red granite, and two tables of lava from Vesuvius ; an antique

statue of Ariadne, very beautiful, but the head is not itK own. The drapery is admirable

;

and the grapes taken up in the folds aflford an exquisite specimen of elegant design,

and delicate execution. Bernieu's fountain in the piazza Navcna at Rome ; Derby>
shire biscuit china ; a fragment of the base of Pompey's column at Alexandria ; and
a petrefaction found in the old bed of the Nile, brought by Colonel James Lloyd of
Mabus, on his return from the expedition from India to Egypt, and given by him to

Mr. Johnes.

Over the chimney piec«, in the music-room, is a holy family by Barocci. The re-

Itgious subjects of this artist are peculiarly excellent. He attended equally to correct-
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ness of design, aiid harmony of ^ oloiiring ; but he did not lay himself out for the praise

of original genius. He did not attempt to conceal that he imitated the best of his pre-

decessors ; and his models are easily to be distinguished.

Under this is lord Chancellor Thurlow. Copy, Gardner.

On the left hand is a portrait of Mr. Viganoni, by Pelegrini, a present from him-

self.

A ruined alchymist, by Salvator Rosa, possesses that wonderful force of expression

which gives so rare a value to all his genuine works. The attitude and action of the

principal figure in thir, piece unite individual character with all the propriety of general

nature. The freedom of pencil, the spirit and fire of imagination, strongly mark it as

the production of this master.

On the right hand is the portrait of Mr. Johnes of Lanfair, by Sir Godfrey Knel-

ler, whose art called forth all the inveterate peculiarities, whether of intrinsic character,

or temporary modes, which render his paintings contemporaneous chronicles of the

times, with the lighter papers of that great describer Addison, but leave behind no
general instruction, no topic of imitation to the professor. His wigs are most f^thful

and elaborate representations.

Under this is a view of the bridge of St. Mauriennc, by Deane.

Between the doors is the assumption of the Virgin, by Bundetto Luti. This picture

was a present from R. P. Knight, and had been an altar-piece at Lugano, where it was
purchased. The works of this artist are much coveted for the tenderness and delicacy

of their manner, the classical taste, if not the critical severity of their designing, and the

mellow beauty of their tints.

'jL he Elijah and the angel, by Rembrandt, is a curious picture. It has been said of

this artist, that he painted himself in his works. He was a miller's son, and born in

1606. He began his career of fame and fortune at Amsterdam in the year 1630.

His performances soon got into fashion, and his school increased daily. The literal

copyist of whatever came before him, colouring was his great object. As he could

scarcely read, he was very careless about the selection of his stories. The walls of

his painting- room, covered with old draperies, weapons, and grotesque armour, con-

stituted the whole of his study ; and these, with a chest of drawers full of old clothes

and other rubbish, he was accustomed to call his antiques. Yet was he not without a
good collection of Italian prints and drawings ; but they had no power of opening his

eyes to his own defects. His manner is unfinished, and altogether unlike the nicety

of his countrymen. His pictures are rough and disagreeable on a near inspection, but

at once harmonious and forcible, when viewed at a convenient distance. If any spec-

tator came too close to a newly-finished picture, he always turned him back, under

the pretence that the smell of the colours would give him the head-ache. He was
rather a mannerist, than an enlarged and philosophical studier of nature. Custom
and education attatched him to the manners of his own country. Yet was his genius

fine, his expression exquisite, his stroke admirable, and his colouring beyond all

rival^up. His lights were painted with an uncommonly thick body, but he perfectly

underaood the nature and property of his colours, so that he preserved them in all

their freshness. He painted few historical subjects ; and those few were, as in the

instanc^iefore us, altogether inferior to his portraits. There was a vulgarity in his

treatment. His forte was a simple topic, which required not the higher powers of

composition. His heads of old men are executed with so laborious an exactness, as

to represent even the hairs of the beard, and to make out minutely the very fur upon
their caps. His earlier works were the most laboured : his enthusiasm evap6rated
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as his reputation increased ; and he afterwards contented himself with the trade of an

artist.

The sleeping Cupid is said to have been by Elizabeth Sirani, one of Guido's mis-

tresses, and retouched by himself. I expressed a doubt in my first edition, whether she

was old enough to have been either his mistress or his disciple. But the following pas-

sage from Heneickens, •* Id6e general d'une collection d'Estampes," confirms the first

mentioned by writers in general, though at variance with certain dates, which make her

only four years old when Guido died. " II vaut bien la picne ue former un volume dcj

disciples du Guido, & principalement de ccux, qui ont imitc dans la gravure leur maitre.

II y entrera : Simone Cantariai, dit il Pcsarese, Domenico Maria Canati, Lorenzo Colli,

Giovan Andrea Sirani, Elizabeth Sirani, and Flaminio Torre, tons peintres, qui ont grave

en meme terns." She is recorded as a memorable example of early genius. It is dan-

gerous to possess merit in Italy. Elizabeth Sirani was poisoned.

At the end of the room is a descent from the cross, by Vandyke, very much in the

style of his master, Rubens. The shoulder of the Magdalen in particular, and indeed all

the fleshy parts, exhibit an understanding and practice of colouring, that prove him to

have been a close observer of Titian, and no unworthy follower of the Venetian school.

The child pointing at the wounds is an instance of that exquisitely natural expression,

which none but the most accomplished pencils can attain. This is a picture that would
do ".redit to any collection.

There are, at this end of the room, several other pictures ; particularly two land-

scapes, by Berghem and Both. The rivalship between these masters was so close, that

a Dutch burgomaster gave a commission to each, with the promise of a considerable

premium, beyond the stipulated sum, to the artist, whose work should be adjudged

the best. On a comparison of the pictures, the arbitrators were unable to decide ; and
their liberal employer presented each with a gratuity, equal to what he had designed for

the victor. The latter was distinguished as Both of Italy, from his long abode in that

country. He was a pupil of Abraham Bloemart, as was his brother Andrew, whom
De Piles mistakenly calls Henry. The two brothers were inseparable, as well in the

exercise of the pencil as in friendship, till an unhappy catastrophe befel one of them,

who was drowned in a canal at Venice. John painted the landscape, and the figures

were inserted by Andrew, yet so much were they influenced by the same genius, that

the mixture of hands Was not discernible ; and they walked at no very awful distance

behind the the reputation of Claude Lorrain. The figures of Andrew Both were infi-

nitely superior to those of Claude. After the fatal accident, the survivor left Italy, and
retired to his own country.

Under the Vandyke is a picture, distinguished by the title of Euc Houes. This
wonderfully fine head is by Muralez, a Spanish painter, kncwn in his own country un-
der the surname of El Divino. This distinction might have been conferred either on
the excellence of his painting, or the nature of his subject. The works of this master
ure little, if at all, known in England.

In addition to these, are two views of Matavia Bay in Otaheite, and Fayal, one of
the Azore islands, both by Hodges.

There are likewise two pictures by Claude. In the landscape of one he has intro-

duced a view of Trajan's arch at Ancona. The other is a sea-piece. These are not in

his best style, but they are believed to be genuine. This young pastry.cock, who
could scarceljr write h^s own name when he went to Italy, with the humble view of
exercising his talents on confectionary, might have disputed the palm of ignorance
with Rembrandt ; but both were weU read in the rules of nature, without consulting
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any inferior author. His first attempts were in the service of Sassi, a pupil of Paul

Bril. Claude Lorrain assisted him in preparing his colours. Sassi and Claude's

elder brother John, an engraver of wood cuts, taup;ht him a few principles of the art.

He afterwards passed two years at Naples with Goffredi, who taught him landscape, ar-

chitecture, and perspective. But on the whole he owed little of his ability to his

masters. He succeeded very indifferently in fig-ures, though he attended the drawing

school daily during his residence at Rome ; Lauri and Courtois frequently inserted them
for him ; but when he did them himself, he used to say jestingly, that he sold the land-

scape, and gave the figures into the bargain. He had no objection to rubbing out.

His distances are admirable ; and no man better practised a just and proportionate

gradation in the tones of colours. He was indefatigable in observing the circum-

stances and accidents of nature in the sky, wficther the rising or setting of the sun>

rain, thunder-clouds, or any other strikmg effects. On his return home, he com-
mitted his observations to canvas, and treasured them as hints to be uitroduced into his

regular works. Sandrart observes of his trees, that they appear to rustle^ as if put

in motion by the wind. Baldinucci has spoken highly of his knowledge in perspec-

tive : but critics in general have agreed, that this praise must be understood as confined

to the aerial, and that he was by no means a perfect master of the lineal. The truth

and freshness of his colouring, his aptitude in representing the time of day, and the va-

r}'ing appearances of light, are the leading features of his excellence. On the whole,

he has generally been considered as the most perfect model for landscape painters.

Tables of verde antico, and alabastro antico, with corners of porphyry, a vase of Der-
byshire spar, and a bust of Miss Rose, daughter of George Rose, Esq. formerly ofthe

Treasury, by Banks, make up the remaining ornaments of this elegant and classical

room.
In the dining room, there is a family picture by Romney. The persons introduced

are Mr. Mrs. and Miss Johnes, major-general John Lewis, and Doctor Stevenson.

The likenesses are correct and pleasing, and the story of the fortune-teller is sufficiently

well managed ; but the painting is washy and poor, and by no means fit to challenge

competition with those masters, with whom its stadon in this house unavoidably brings

it into comparison. Over one of the doors is a very fine unfinished head of lord Thur-
low, by Rumney, after one sitting only ; and over the other, a portrait of R. P. Knight,

Esq. by Webber.
The chimney-piece in this room is from the classical chissel of Banks. The heads

of Socrates, Plato, Alcibiades, Sappho, and three other ancient wcHthies, form its prin-

cipal ornament, and the draperies are remarkably well worked. Between the windows
are busts of lord Thurlow, by Rossi, and of the late duke of Bedford, by Nollekens. The
former is a faithful and characteristic portrait. The subject is a fine one, and has been

finely treated, with the exception of one error, into which the artist has been be-

trayed by the proverbial eyebrows of the noble original. In his endeavours to lay hold

of so remarkable a feature, he has succeeded in making them sufficiently heavy ; but

they are not worked like hair, and the heaviness is the heaviness of a solid lump, not

that of a bushy excrescence. The likeness of the duke of Bedford is correct but

not animated.

In the Pesaro library, just fitted up for the reception of that valuable purchase, is the

Elijah, by one of the very early Greek painters. This picture was given, on the re-

formation, by the abbot of Talley, in the county of Caermarthen, to that branch of

Mr. Johnes's family which then resided at Dolccothy. How long it had been in pos-

session of the monks at Talley is not known ; but it has remained in this family ever

I
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since. It is undoubtedly a very great curiosity ; though more to be valued as such,

than for the merit of the performance. It has been attributed to some of those masters,

who after the unfortunate extirpation of painting, revived it about the close of the thir.

teenth century. But there seems little doubt of its being half a century older, and

that it may be referred to one of those Greek artists, who were invited to Florence, and

inspired Cimabue, confined as were their own powers, with the ambition of restoring

the art ofpunting. Considered as the attempt of that ignorant age, it reflects the highest

credit on the ingenuity of its author. The best part of the piece is the com-
partment with the chanot. It possesses a considerable portion of elegance and free-

dom. The other pieces in this room are, a portrait of R. P. Knight, by Lawrence,
and two drawings, by Miss Johnes. In the passage, removed out of the room, which is

now the Pesaro library, are Herodias's daughter with John the Baptist^s head, by Mi.
chael Angelo Caravaggio. The vale and cascatelli of Tivoli, by Delaney. The tem-
ple b artificially introduced to heighten the effect. Its actual situation is m the vicinity

of the town. The painter of the landscape is unknown.
In addition to these, there is a sketch by Vandyke, supposed to be designed for lord

Su-afford. A view of Newcastle in Emlyn, by Ibbetson, which does no inadequate

justice to that singular spot. The ruin is a fine subject, and has not been lost upon the

artist Another of Aberystwith, by the same artbt, in which the dress and character

of the Welch peasants are well preserved; and portraits of Robert Liston, Esq; T.
Johnes, and a French courier, by Wickstead, and four small views of scenes within

the grounds at Havod, by Jones, of whom some brief memoirs have already been
given.

The anti-library has lately been completed. A stair-case formerly occupied the area,

which b now converted into a classical apartment, so that it occasioned an incommo-
dious and unsightly access to one ofthe finest rooms in the kingdom. This anti-library

is arranged in the form of a chapel, in which is placed some very curious painted glass.

In the large window, there is an uncommonly fine portrait of the cardinal de Bouillon,

kneeling to his tutelary saint, which may with good reason be supposed to have been de-

si^ed by Holbein, and burnt by Albert Durer, as were the other parts. The arms of
this cardinal are blazoned on the covering of his kneeline desk. He was attached to

Francis the First, but changed to the party of Charles the Fifth, who gave him the

Archbbhopric of Valencia, and the cardinal's hat. The painted glass in this room for-

merly belonged to a German convent, suppressed by the emperor Joseph. The highest

excellence of colouring in this branch of art b here attained, while the usual portion

of accuracy in drawing, and fidelity in copying after the master, are far exceeded.
The reception that Holbein met with in this country was highly creditable to Henry
VIII, and his court. The taste of the monarch was conspicuous in his patronage of the

artist ; and the liberality of Sir Thomas More, in parting with his valuable pictures to

his master for the sake of engaging that powerful protection, was not unkindly rewarded,
when Henry returned the pictures, and declared himself satisfied with commanding
the hand that could paint there equals. There is only one other work of art in this room,
which is a Cleopatra, by Guercino. His strong; lights and shadows gave wonder-
ful force to this as well as to most other of his pictures. He preferred the Venetian
to the Roman school, and devoted his principal study to the attainment of excellence
in colouring. There is a powerful and lively expresaon in this piece, which gives a value
to the master, not only as a colourist, but as an imitator ofnature.
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The library is an octagon, with the light admitted from the dome. It is surround-

ed by a gallery, supported on pillars of variegated marble. These pillars are very

magnificent, of the Doric order. The symmetry of this room would be perfect, if

the pillars were not somewhat too large for their height. This circumstance arose

from some error of measurement amon^ the workmen, when the room was 'luild-

ing. As it is, however, it reflects high credit on the owner of Havod, who was,

in this instance, his own architect ; and this library is the triumph of the place. It

opens into a conservatory, 160 feet in length, filled with rare and curious exotics,

with a walk down the centre. The doors arc all pannellcd with plate-glass; so that

when the entrance door of the library is shut, and the communication open, the

view from the end of the conservatory, through the library, into a seeming second

conservatory, almost realizes the fictitious descriptions of enchantment. Nor is the

first entrance into the library, with the paradise of rarities beyond, less striking.

Over the chimney in the library there is an ancient mosaic, dug up at Tivoli, near

the villa Adriana. The subject is unknown, but supposed to have a reference to one

of the Greek tragedies. On the mantle-piece are busts of Mrs. Johnes and Miss Johnes,

by Banks.

In the conservatory there is a piece of sculpture, by Banks, which, for classical de-

sign and delicacy of execution, would of itself place him among the purest followers

of the ancient and best examples, if his fame had not long since been established on a

firm foundation. The subject is, Thetis dipping Achilles in the river Styx. The figures

are exqubite ; and the monsters of the Styx, carried round the base, are poetically

fancied, as well as ingeniously sculptured. The writer of this account is in posses*

sion of the original model. No casts have ever been made. There is at the extre-

mity of the conservatory a mask, by the same artist.

The drawing-room is completely furnished with Gubelin tapestry, of great beauty

and brilliancy, and the whole furniture is in the French taste, to correspond with the

hangings. This is the only room which affects splendour of deqoration ; and as pecu*

liarly appropriated to the ladies, it is judiciously contrasted with the more so|}er stvle

of the adjoining apartments. The colonnade front is occupied by another suit, which

is nevr shewn to accidental visitors. In these rooms the same taste is preserved, and

they are enriched with many ornaments and curiosities, in harmony with the pursuits

of the occupier. Among the number are, a drawing of Augustus's bridge over the

Nar, by Jacob More ; two paintings done on wax, from the Vatican, by a Roman,
and several coins ; among the number, some of sir Hugh Middleton's finest pieces,

Roman rings, and other curiosities of antiquity, found in this part of Cardiganshire.

Hogarth's Southwark fair is, however, the most rare and valuable gem in this little

collection. The humours have never perhaps been more universally collected into one

picture. This piece alone would have justified lord Orford in characterizing Hogarth

as a writer of comedy with a pencil. Its value is much enhanced by the circumstance,

that many of the personages are undoubted portraits. The artist has borrowed the

subject of his show-cloth from Lagucrre. It represents the stage mutiny. Some light

Is thrown on the figures by the farcical ballad opera of the otage Mutineers, or a Play-

house to be let, published in 1733, the year in which the picture of the Southwark

fair was painted. The other show-cloth exhibits the Siege of Troy, composed by Set-

tle, which was a great favourite at all the fairs. The figure on the rope is designed for

Signor Violante, a celebrated vaulter in the reign of George I. The tali man on ano-
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ther show*cloth was Maximilian^ the Saxon giant. The man flying from the stceplc-

was Cadman, who afterwards broke his neck in h similar experiment at Shrews-

bury
But it is time to refrain from the enumeration of particulars, and to take my leave

of Havod, with a sketch of its general character. In laying out the grounds, art has

been no further consulted than to render nature accessible. Indeed, nature has in this

country so obstinate a will of her own, that she would scarcely suffer a taste, the re-

verse of that so purely displayed, to interfere with her vagaries. There is one reflec-

tion, which is particularly pleasing at Havod. Notwithstanding all tha* has been done,

the place is yet in its infancy. Most of the flne residences in England are finished, and

many beginning to decay. But Havod, flfty years hence, v/ill stand alone in gran-

deur, if tne plans of its first former are not abandoned by its successors. What we
now see is the fruit of only twenty years. In 1783 it was a wilderness. There was
indeed an old house belonging to the family ; but it was deserted as an untenantable

residence, and the very estate held of little account. In 1783 Mr. Johnes determined

to settle here. In 1803 Havod was as I have described, and as the numerous friends

of the owner can bear witness to having; seen it. Hills, planted by the very hands of

the present inhabitants, have already nsen into opulence of timber ; other hills are

covered with infant plantations of luxuriant promise -, and more of the lofty waste

is now marked out, to be called into usefulness and fertility, in a succession of useful

autumns.
Larch trees have been very successful on these hills ; but Mr. Johnes's attempts have

not been confined to this species of timber only ; he has en^ged in an immense extent

of general plantations, of which it would not be uninteresting to the practical agricul-

turist to give some brief account. From June 1796 to June 1797, four hundred
thousand larches were planted, and very few of the plants failed. Besides these, in the

same year, two hundred and fifty thousand other trees were planted, of which fifty

thousand were alders, and the rest elm, beech, birch, ash, and mountain ash. They
all throve well, but the beech flourished more than any, except the larch. About ten

thousand were planted to the acre. From October 1797 to October 1798, ten thou-

sand oaks were planted, from one to two feet high ; and from October 1798 to April

1799, fifty-five acres were set with acorns. In the same space of time in which the

plantation of oaks was going forward, twenty-five thousand ash trees were planted, of

which not more than five hundred died, and about four hundred thousand larch

trees. The larches were all two years old seedlings, and were always planted on the

upper parts of hills. The larches planted at the height of from eighteen inches to

two feet in the year 1796, were from ten to tliirteen feet high in J 302. The medium
growth has been from twenty inches to two feet each year ; but the shoots of one very

ravourable season were from two feet and a half to three feet, and in some instances

three feet eiglit inches. The whole number of trees planted on the estate, from Octo-
ber 1795 to April 1801, amounted to two millions and sixty-five thousand, of which
one million two hundred thouband were larches, without including the land sown with
acorns. Bui the system of planting is to be extended on a still larger scale, till

nothing naked breaks in upon the scenery, except some rock, whose picturesque

effect exempts it from obedience to the cultivator. Nor are these, great as they may
justly be considered, the only improvements in progress. The general system of farm-
mg is pursued with spirit andjudgment, and the dairy may be said to have been brought
to perfection by collecting the different breeds of milch cows, and comparing their

merits. The long established prejudice, that varieties ofcheese cannot be produced on
4 F 2
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the same land, is ^mpletely refuted by the experience of this dairy, which produces
Parmesan, Stilton, Gloucester, Cheshire, and every other kind, so excellent in qua-
lity, and so exact in the imitation of shape and flavour, as to deceive the most accu-
rate eye or palate. The crop of wheat, barley, rye, and potatoes, have been abun-
dantly flourishing in favourable seasons, where it has been considered as madness to

attempt their growth. Some even of the very high and exposed grounds have been
brought into cultivation* and bid fair in the course of time to repay their labour and
expence. The plan here pursued has been given to the public in a little pamphlet, en«

titled, "A Cardiganshire Landlord's Advice to his Tenants." More than forty cows
have been imported from Holland, and arc now naturalized unnong these mountains,

besides Devon, Scotch, Guernsey, and most other breeds.

The number of labourers employed about the farm is very great, and their comfort-

able cottars, interspersed among the woods, with the houses of the bailiff and gar-

dener aspiring even to elegance, convey more the idea of a flourishing colony, than

of a private gentleman's residence. There are other besides agricultural institutions,

of a nature scarcely to be expected in such a place. A printing press, with all the

necessary materials for carrym^ on large and extensive works, is established in the

grounds. Here Mr. Johnes printed his translation of Froissau, under his own im-
mediate superintendance. A school for the gratuitous education of g^rls has for

some time lieen opened, under the direction of the respectable patroness ; and it is pro-

posed hereafter to establish another school for boys, on a liberal foundation. A sur-

geon and apothecary has an annual pension for his attendance on the cottagers of the

estate ; and there was at one time a dispensary for the whole neighbourhood once a
fortnight at the house ; but this, for some reasons of expedience, has been disconti-

nued. With respect to the church, which has been so often mentioned as giving a
finish to the various prospects, it merits particular attention. There was before an old

building, in very bad repair, serving as a chapel of ease to the mother church of

Eglwys Newydd. It was first proposed that this ruinous chapel should be reinstated

at the joint expence of the parish and the proprietor of Havod ; but the patience of
the latter could not accommodate itself to the delays and evident reluctance of the

former. Wyat gave a drawing, with which no fault can be found, except that per-

haps the pinnacles are not sufficiently light and pointed ; and the church rose into its

present ornamental form without the assistance of the parish, h is attended every

Sunday by the Havod family, their visitors, servants, and about two hundred of the

neighbouring peasantry, comfortable in their appearance, decent and devout in their

behaviour. The uniform and characteristic dress of the people has a peculiar and
pleasing effect. The service is in Welch, and therefore not very edifying to the Eng-
lish part of the congregation. The interior of the church adds elegance to simplicity

and cleanliness. There is already an altar-piece by Fuseli ; and the lai^ window in

the family seat is to be filled with painted glass, of a similar quality and merit with

that in the anti-library. It may well be supposed that the farm yards are all fomished
with buildings and implements, the most novel, extensive, and complete. The farm
has been entirely surrounded with stone walls, wluch though tremendously expensive
are absolutely necessary to the success of agricultural projects in diis country. It has

of late been a custom more entertaining than ddicate, to take every cmportunity

of bringing the modes of private life before the tribunal of the public. On such a
subject I shall content myself with observing generally, that the habits of diis family

are regular in themselves, paternal in the care of their dependents, and hospitable in

the reception oftheir friends. Malkin's South Wales, 1807, 2 vds. 8vo. II. 52.
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A TOUR OF THE ISLE OF WIGHT, BY J. HASSEL, 1790.*

tiKCTION I.

BEFORE we proceed to give a particular account of the places we visited on this

island, and the picturesque scenes that presented themselves, a general, but concise,

description of it may not prove unacceptable to our readers.

The Isle of Wight was a part of the territories anciently inhabited by the Belgae,

and was brought under subjection to the Romans during the reign of the Emperor
Claudian. By them it was called Vecta, or Vectis. It was afterwards conquered by
Cerdic, kins of the West Saxons, who peopled it with Jutes, a tribe that had accom-
panied the Saxons into England. Cadwaller, a succeeding king of the West Saxons,
IS said to have made himself master of it some time after, and to have massacred most
of the inhabitants. Having undergone many other revolutions and invasions, it at

length, toeether with the Islands of Jersey and Guernsey, was erected into a kingdom
by kinff Iknry the Sixth, and bestowed on Henry de Beauchamp, duke of Warwick,
whom he crowned the sovereign of it with his own hands ; but the duke dying without

bsue, these islands lost their royalty, and aeain reverted to the crown.

It b situated opposite to the coast of Hampshire, from which it is divided by a chan-
nel, varying in breadth from two to seven miles. It constitutes a part of the county
of Southampton, and is within the diocese of Winchester. Its greatest length, ex<
tending from east to west, is more than twenty miles; its breadth, from north to

south, about thirteen ; and above seventy miles in circumference. The form of it

b somewhat of an irregular oval. Newport, the capital town, which is seated nearly

in the centre of the island, is upwards of eighty miles distant from London.
The air in general is healthy, and the soil fertile. The north part affords excellent

pasturage and meadow grounds, while the south is a fine corn country. A great

number of sheep are likewise fed upon a ridge of mountains running through the middle
of the island. Their wool, which is remarkable for its fineness, is a valuable article

of trade to the inhabitants. Amon^ the natural [)roductions of this island is the

milk-white tobacco-pi])e clajr, of which large quantities are exported, and likewise a
fine white sand, of which drmking-glasses, &c. are made. A more particular account
of these will be given when we speak of the places where they are found.

Such b the purity of the air, the fertility of the soil, and the beauty and variety of
its landscapes, that it has been often stiled The Garden of England. Parties ofpleasure
are on that account frequently made to it ; but these excursions are generally confined

to Carbbrooke Castle, the Needles, and a few other places ; while it abounds with
delightful scenes which recommend it to the attention of the artist. Of the princi-

pal of these we shall endeavour in the subsequent pages to give our readers some
idea.

The cragg}' cli£& and rocks by which this bland is encircled, form a natural for-

tification, particularly on the south-side. Sandown fort defends the only part which
is left by nature open to the invasdon of an enemy. ,^,

* From this intereBting journey, which embraces a part of the south of England, and is illustrated

with beautiful plates in aquatinta, from drawings by the author, we have only extracted the portion
relative to this delightful and celebrated isle. The plates alone will ever recommend the work itself to

the reader of taste.
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It is divided into two hundreds, separated by the river Medham or Medina, which
gives name to them ; they being called, according to their situation with respect to that

river, East and West Medina. These hundreds contain three market towns, fifly-two

parishes, and about twenty thousand inhabitants.

The morning after we had landed at Cowes was not less beautiful than the pre-

ceding ''vening nad been interesting. The first object which attracted our attention oa
the island, was Cowes Custle. It is a small stone building, with a semicircular bat-

tery, situated on the west side of the river Medina. Opposite to it on the east side of

the river was formerly another fort of the same kind ; and when entire, they jointly

protected the harbour; but the latter is now so totally demolished, that there' is not

the least vestige of it remaining. The castle at West Cowes was erected by Henry
the Eighth ; it is a plain building, with a platform before it, on which are mounted a
few cannon. The works have lately been repaired by order of his grace the duke of

Richmond.
The best view of it is on the dec ..ne of the beach towards the bathing machines.

Here the castle assumes another form, and shows the round tower with the distant bat-

tlement. A groupe of trees clone the view in one point ; the opening of tlie opposite

shore, among the trees, is agreeable and striking.

The town of West Cowes stands on a rising ground, at the mouth of the river Me-
dina. Its appearance, when near it, much resembles Gravesend water-side; but
the internal part is far more pleasant and commodious ; the streets however are nar-

row, and the town upon tb whole indifferently built.

Cowes owes its origin and increase to its excellent harbour ; where ships are not

only secure from storms, but so happily situated, as to be able to turn out either to

the eastward or westward every tide. It is well peopled, and enjoys a good trade

for the sale of provisions, especiallv in time of war, when large fleets of merchuit-
ships often ride here for several weeks, waiting either for a wind or convoy. The in-

habitants are in general genteel and polite, without being troublesomely ceremonious.

Many gentlemen belon^ng to the navy have seats adjoining to this town, amongst
which are those of captaui Christian and captain Baskerville. Mr. White has one here,

and another on the banks of the Medina, called Fairlee.

East Cowes, which lies on the opposite point of land, has very desirable beauties

with regard to its appearance and situation, together with convenience for families, that

is not exceeded at West Cowes ; but it has not the same advantages with respect to

bathing. •

The fare from Cowes to Portsmouth and Southampton, as well for passengers as

for their horses, carriages, &c. is settled by the corporation of Newport ; by which
means impositions, that might otherwise occur, are prevented. :^<;<4'?^

The market is well supplied with fish from Torbay and Southampton river ; the

former has the superiority for turbot, the latter for soles. Upon the whole, the ac-

commodations at Cowes are equal to those of any other watering place, and much
more reasonable. The town is enlarging, and from its pleasant vicinities attracts every
year an increase of company.
From Mr. Lynn's cottage, at the top of the hill, a very extensive view sweeps the

distance. Cowes lies in a bird's eye view, with the full prospect of the vessels in its

road, and the opposite woody point. The hills of Ports-down are very distincdy seen

;

but from their remoteness, and the large body of water that lies between, we had not

(except at times when the ruffling wind caught in sudden patches on the water's sur-

face) a sufiicient interesting scene to describe, farther than as to its extensiveness.
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The eveninff being clear, we set off for Newport. The road from Cowes to that

place is equal in goc^ness to any in England. A hedge row hemmed us in on both

sides, and prevented us from enjoying the prospects that surrounded us. A house at

the extremity of Cowes received its name of Birmingham, as he neighbours report,

from the possessor of it paying his men with counterfeit half-pence.

On the road lies the village of Northwood, and to the left of it is Midham, the seat

of Mr. Green.

The Forest of Alvington, King's Forest, or Parkhurst, by which names it is severally

called, opens very picturesquely ; a bold range of hills, with St. Catharine for its crown,

binds the distance. The lines of the hills are charmingly irregular, and blend into each

.other's sweeps.

On the left hand, the curve of the river takes an opening, and shines with reflections

of the neighbouring shores. To the right, the grandeur of the hills gradually diminishes,

and they are at length obscured by the promontories of the forest.

The general hospital of the island stands adjoining to the road, about half a mile

before you reach Newport, where those who unfortunately are obliged to court the um-
brage of its charitable waUs are treated with great humanity and attention.

The entrance to Newport is such as we generally find when a river meanders near it.

A bridge is the principal object ; but thb is too contemptible in its appearance for a
picture. Its usual companion, the busy mill, lies on the right hand of it. At St. Cross,

on the left, is the seat ot Mr. Kirkpatnck.

The town of Newport is perhaps the pleasantest in this part of the kingdom. The
houses are plain and neat ; the streets uniform ; and, except at the west end, all re-

gularly paved. The church is also a conspicuous and leading feature to its neatness

;

but it is somewhat remarkable, that though belonging to so populous a place, it is only

a chapel ofease annexed to the litUe village of Cansbrook.

Here are two assembly rooms, and a neat theatre, lately erected ; together with a

jree grammar school, which was built by public subscription ; the school-rooin is fifty

feet long, with convenient accommodations for the master.

Two markets are held here every week, in which great quantities of all sorts of grain

and provbions are disposed of, not only for the use of the inhabitants, but for supplying

the outward-bound ships, many of which, as before observed, touch at Cowes. When
I mention die market, I must not forget to notice all the farmers* daughters who resort

to it with the produce of their farms, and at once grace it with the charms of their per-

sons, and the winning affability of their behaviour. There is not perhaps in the kmg-
dom a place where so many lovely giris attend the market as at Newport ; and at the

same time they are dressed with a degree of elegance far beyond what is usually obser-

vable in persons of their rank. You see tliem, with health and sprightliness in the?r

looks, lightly dismount from their foresters, and conveying their baskets, each to her

chur, tender their butter, eggs, and fowls to sale, with a graceful ease and complaisance,

without making use of those arts that are generally practised to procure customers, or

ever abatinc of the price they ask. On the two principal market days held here, viz. at

Whitsunti^ and Michaelmas, it is not uncommon to see thirty or forty of them, all dress-

ed in so genteel a stile, and behaving with so much unaffected complaisance and dignity,

that a stranger might be easily led to take them for persons of quc^'.ty en masquerade.

The appearance of these charming girls not only excited our wonder and admiration,

but we found that they attracted the envy of all the farmers' daughters on the neigh-

bouring coasts. The market house b in the middle of the town ; and they have alw a

new market appropriated to the sale of com. -
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The town of Newport is situated so nearly in the centre of the island (the exact

centrical spot lyin^ not a mile to the southward of it) that it if thereby rendered alike

convenient to the inhabitants of every part. We could not acquire a minute account

of the number of persons of both scxch resident in it, but the houses are supposed to

amount to near 600 ; they are chiefly constructed of brickt and in general are not

lofty.

Newport was incorporated by James the First, and is governed by a mayor, recorder,

and twelve aldermen ; who, I miffht say without flattery, are much more deserving the

title of eentlemen, than some who nave passed under our inspection since the commence-
ment ofour tour.

Few places afford better accommodations for genteel people who may vbit this island,

either on parties of pleasure, or for the benefit of their health, than Newport. The de-

sire of giving satisfaction seems to be the predominant feature of those who keep the

principal inns ; and by their civility and conveniences, they have of late years attracted

much company.
't. I'

SECTION 11. -»'

AS we purposed keeping the coast from Newtown, we crossed tiie country to that

place. In our way we entered the forest of Alvington, and pursuin{|^ a tract (high road
there was none) that inclined to the north-west, at length struck mto a stony lane,

where we had an excellent view of Carishrook hills ; whose mountainous appearance

was relieved by a woody valley, that, gently sloping from the forest brow, gradually

dwindled into the dale.

Still pursuing our course through the stony lane, we passed a copse of oaks, where
the mountains just mentioned received eveiy flash of grandeur the solar rays could pro<

duce. The sea, on the right, now opened gradually, and afforded us transitory views

ofthe mouth of Southampton river, otLutterel's Folly, the entrance of fieaulieu river,

St. Leonard's, and likewise of Lymington creek.

As we ascended these northern eminences, we had a view sufficiently extensive to

perceive that a range of hills, or rather mountains, runs through the centre of the

island. I think I may with some degree of exactness fix their commencement at Ca-
risbrook Castle, as a valley opens between them, that takes a direct course from the

most northern extremity, Cowes, to the foot of St. Catherine's.

These mountains sweep to the south-west, and terminate their range a little beyond
Calbome. Here another dale separates them from Afton downs, and the Yarmouth
hills, which decline rather more to the westward. Freshwater-gate and Allum-
bay may be clearly discerned throughout the whole way, after you have passed the

forest.

Alvington forest is almost entirely void of what generally gives the denomination of a
forest to a tract of land; except a few pollard oaks, no trees of any consequence are to

be seen upon it, till you skirt its borders ; there indeed the oak luxuriandy intermixes

w ith the ash and elm.

At the entrance of Newtown we met with one of those subjects so often touched by
the pencil of Mr. Gainsborough ; a cottage overshadowed with trees ; while a glim-

mering light, just breaking through the branches, caught one corner of the stone

and flint fabric, and forcibly expressed the conception of that great master. A few
faggots, with a cart under a shed, formed the shadow part of the fore ground ; and the

New Forest, rearing its leafy tenants above the proudly swelling waves, dosed the distance
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From its nnme, we expected to have found Newtown a town, or at Icu&t a lar||;c vil-

lage ; but were quite astonished when we saw that it consisted onlf of six or seven houses.

Many circumstances, however, tend to support the conjecture, that it was once a place

of much greater consideration. In the reign of king Richard the Second, it wa;* biirni

by the French, and soon aAer rebuilt.

Newtown-bay, or as it is sometimes named, Shalflrct-lake, makes its entrance about

half a mile below the houses ; but its opening wants the general accompaniments, wood

and rock, to render it grand. The ba^ks arc insipid, being devoid even of sufficient

boldness. Tlw point meanly shrinks into the sea, without a shrub to court its stony

flatness. From the frequent breaks that open through the wood, Hampshire was per-

fectly picturesque ; the sea, as a body, added fresh glows to the colouring, and pleosmg-

ly varied the landscape.

The corporation of Newtown (for, small as it is, this place has to boast a corjioratior),

consisting of a mayor and twelve burgesses, and sends two members to parliament)

annually meet at the tovm hall, in order to choose the magistrates for the year ensuing.

The mansion in which this meeting is held has more to boast from its situation, than

from its elegance as a building. The only things in it worthy of note for their anti-

quity ore the mayoralty chair and table. The building is of stone, and contains

three rooms, with a cellar and kitchen underneath. A flight of steps Iciid to the

council-chamber, or hall.

Shalfleet-hike falls in agreeably at the foot of the hill ; while the village and
wood rise to the left, with the downs of Brixton in its distance. Saltern, and Ham-
sted point relieve the Fresh-water cliffs, and bind its land view to the eastward. Here
those who travel for pleasure should pursue the woody track to the village of Shal-

flcet, where they will find at every avenue fresh beauties mantling to the view.

A body of water is preserved by dams at the foot of the town, where a mill, entangled

in the branches of its woody sides, is an agpweable object for the fore-ground.

On the side of a hill, well covered with trees, stands the town of Shulfleet. Little

to excite curiosity is to be seen here, except the church, which, from some antiquity

about it, appears to have been in the Gothic stile ; but, like many of the churches in

this island, it has been robbed of its antique windows, which gave an air of grandeur and
solemnity to it, and beautified (as the^ term it) with modern casements. We have be-

fore censured this mode of beautificatiun, and by this fresh instance are prompted to re-

mark, that all those who view with pleasure the relics of Saxon and Gothic architecture

still extant, must behold with disgust the awkward attempts of these good people to cor-

rect what Time has brought to that state of perfection most pleasing to the eye of a per-

son of true taste.

Nothing further worthy of attention detaining us, we again made for the Yarmouth
road ; which having crossed, and left to the right, we bent our course towards Hamstrd-
woods. The gates we had to pass, as the roads chiefly lie through the farmers' grounds,

were almost innumerable ; and the soil principally consisting of clay and marie, in some
places the roads were extremely bad. The land, however, is very productive, and is

cultivated to the road's side.

The principal part of the land about Newtown, and extending to the spot we were

travelUnf^ through, is the estate, as we were informed, of Sir Richard Worslcy. It is

not deficient towards the north-west in woo^ scenes, but these are too thinly scattered

to fiimosh a proper subject for a painter. The elms range too regularly to please, and
the clumps are too formal to combine. Nor is the stiiF appearance of the near hedgc-

I
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ro^vs, which encircle itic curn-ficlds, by any means grateful to (he tight ; on the contrary,

10 closely placed, they arc highly disgusting. When it ia ixMsible to bring them proper-

ly into the locus of the eye, on the decline uf a hill, or on u gentle rise, wlwrc they may
blend into each other, then indeed they give peculiar pleasure.

From Humsted we had the opposite view of Newtown ; but so encompssed with

trees, that little of the buildingn were to be discerned. We hud however u perfect

view of Gurnet Fuint to the north*cast ; and of tlte town of Yiurmouth, as well as

of Hurst Castle opposite to it, on the south*west ; while Lymington to tiK: north-wvst

perfected the picture.

From Hamstcd we once more returned to' the Yarmouth rood, and entered it at Lin-

wood Green. Mr. Harrington's seat to the left, with its surrounding woods, are in fine

order ; and gracefully fill the lefl hand scene. At the entrance ofUw common we ob«

tuined the noblest view the island had as yet presented us. Had not the sea towards

the Isle of Portland caused so large an opening, it had eveiy ani>earance of a West-
moreland scene. The hills rose with all the majesty of the Skiudaw mountains ; the

valley produced a lake, with a lonely copse to ease its winding shores ; while the downs
of Afton falling to the more stately sweep of Fresli-water diflls, close their boldness be-

hind Fresh-wuter church. Nor were the Carisbrook hills less distinguishable ; their

irregular nilc bringing in a proportion to the effect.

The valley was crowded witn its usual inhabitants, various kinds ofcattle, and launch*

cd into every extreme the voluptuous hand of Nature could bestow ; the foliage of the

fore-ground harmoniously displayed its glowing verdure, and enchanted the sight. Every
hill brought its foot to the dale, and formed a fresh avenue for the winding stream. The
spire of Fresh-water, darting fortli from its vernal attendants, caught the roving

eye, and gave additional charms to the distance. Nature itere seemed yet to be in em«
bryo, and scarcely to have begun, what, in a few years, will excite in the mind of every

sentimental beholder the highest pleasure and admiration. The scene behind it was
not equally inviting ; the point of land between Yarmouth town and Hamsted head

broke up m the middle of it, and separated the mountains from the shores of the sea.

Here Southampton water just crept in between the distances, and brought its woody
range to the surface of the river. Yarmouth, which la^ before us, did not appear so in.

tere&ting as it ought to have done, from its lying quite flat in the point of view from
which we saw it.

When we entered the town, we were not a little disappointed, but it was an agreeable

disappointment. From its appearance at a distance, we expected to have seen a con-

temptible place ; but, on the contrary, we found the building^ in general neat,ajid clean,

though rattier low. T'^ey were mostly of stone, or whitewashed. If Yarmouth was
paved, it woukl be little inferior to Newport in neatness.

Having often heard of Yarmouth castle, we went to see it; but how unlike a fortress!

Scarcely any thing of strength appeared about it, and as little worthy of observation.

The yiew from it was the only satisfaction we obtained by our visit, and that was iar in.

ferior to many scenes we had passed before.

The conveniences of Yarmouth arc very great, both to its own inhabitants, and to

those of the opposite shores. A passagt-boat passes to and from Lymington every day,

with accommodations both for passenger?, and horses. And the passage from one shore

to the other being but from five to six miles across, it is thereby rendered reciprocally con.

venient to those who reside on the western parts of the i^nd^ and to tb^ inhabitants of
the lower parts ofHamp^lMreand Dorsetshire. ,. ..'

<v 13,i:»
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The thorei abound with a |(rent variety orthcll.t, which arc not louml in Mitch r|iian.

titicM ut uny other |>urt of the island. The li>h on this coast arc chiefly bolcii uiul other

flat liiih ; und they arc caught in such plenty, thut they contribute greatly towards the

support of the poor.

The borough of Yarmouth sends two meml>ers to parliament, and ranks us the third

town in the inland. It is likewise a corporate town, to which con9C(|uence it wut raised

by king James the First. The charter directs, that when a mayor is to be elected, the

inquest by whom he is to be chosen, consisting of ten common council men and two
commoners, shall be shut up in ttie town-hall, without provisions, 8(C. till nine out of
the twelve agree in the choice.

Its distance from Newport is ten miles ; but the road for pleasurable travelling is the

worst in the island. There are not less than 52 gates to be passed between the two
places, which greatly adds to the irksomcness of it.

The river Yar presents a beautiful entrance, and takes a double course. The branch
to the south-east passes the valley before described, and saunters up to Tapncll ; a vil-

lage situated at the bottom of Afton downs. The other branch forms a more
considerable body, and seen from Fresh-water, appears as a lake, the hills mctting.

and the shores projecting, so as to prevent the eye irom perceiving its communication
with the sea.

The opposite shores of Norton, which form the entrance of the river, arc pleasingly

diverufied with broken grounds and groupes of trees ; and likewise with interj osing cot-

tage roofs that break the too regular clum|>s. It is navigable to the mills of Fresh-water,

where the bridge preserves a sufficient body to add grandeur to the landscape, and
allow scope for the pencil.

I . t

L'..«, SECTION III.

HAVING refreshed our horses, we set out the same evening for Fresh-water Gate,
taking the road that had brought us to Yarmouth from Linwood Green. We then

struck into the first right<hand road, leading to the bridge that crosses the south-cast

course of the river.

Here the bridge became an object. From the hills adjoining to Yarmouth it is view*
cd to some advantage, but here it redoubled its harmony with the valley. The sun was
warm and declining. The ivy that had helped to deface its sides now brightened its

appearance, and mve, as an atonement for its ravages, its friendly aid to bind the

bulling, and variegate its general tints. Nor did the nills in the distance diminish the

splendour of the scene ; a wood swept on the other side of the bridge from hill to hill,

and formed a perfect amphitheatre.

The colounng was superb' and rich ; a glow of purple stained the distance, while the

faint rays of the sun just caught the bridge, and glided along the tops of the wood.

, The side-screens lay, one in a half tint, the opposite one entirely in shadow ; the whole
blending so uniformly, that it had the most pleasing effect we had seen in any view
during our whole route.

At the declension of the sun, especially in the month of September, the grandest

effects of light and shade are observable. The movement of these rapturous transits

of Nature ar6 instantaneous ; and, if not closely observed, fly before the eye is half gra-

tified. The colouring at this time is always chaste ; and the length of the shadows from
the mountuns, in general, confine the light to a principal object ; which, if it does not

as quickly strike the imagination as its motion is hasty, every beauty must inevitably be
lost.

4 Q 2
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I am convinced that the remnants of light in an evening are much finer when the sun

returns to the souih, than when in the spring it approaches the northern hemisphere.

Nor does it lose any of its lustre by setting where tlie ocean constitutes the horizon.

In general its lights are clearer, and diffuse a greater variety of colours to the land

;

while the water, babbling up in gentle waves, catches its rays, and gives us the very

sjul and spirit of Claude's master pieces.

The evening drawing on, we hastened towards the intended spot. Thorly surprised

us when we entered it. From the maps of the island we had been led to expect that

this parish contained a considerable village ; but a few houses only presented them-

selves, and those surro inded by woods. Wilmingham is a pleasant spot, but nothing

further.

From Afton we had a fresh view of the scene we had had from the entrance of

Yarmouth. The cliff of Freshwater Gate rose with majestic grandeur, but from its

chalky corner abruptly obtruded itself. The lines of Afton downs ranged beauti.

fully ; while the nobler ascent of the downs of Freshwater doubled their splendour

;

a gleam of light stole oVer the hills, and presented the woody vale with force and
bloom. The furzy scrub, that straggled on the surface of the mountains, was a

great helpmate to soften their sides. The last, but not the least addition to this

view, is the village on the opposite side of the water, whose reflections gave every

diftcrcnt hue to heighten the study. We much regretted the want of a fore-ground,

as nothing but a patch of ripe corn continually encountered the sight. Nor could we
help wishing for a few of those scenes that presented themselves in the New Forest

;

some of its noble oaks would have fully completed the grandeur of the scene before

us. ^
We now ascended Afton down, and for the first time had an uninterrupted view of

the sea. The prospect was fine ; the evening was serene ; and the billows, as if for-

getful of their usual boisterousness, seemed to be lulled to a state of tranquility by the

warblings of the feathered songsters in the neighbouring groves, whose little throats

poured forth, in most melodious notes, their grateful transports to the Great Giver of

their daily food. To add solemnity to the scene, the fluttering sails of the surrounding

vessels lay motionless; nor admitted even the gentlest breath of the zephyrs that wan-
toned about them.

On the right lay the spot called Freshwater Gate, which, we were informed, derives

its name from its being placed there to prevent the water of an adjacent spring from
uniting with the sea. This derivation, however, does not seem to be very well

grounded.

A cottage is the only habitation to be found here, but that cottage, which is kept by
a publican, affords every accommodation a traveller can wish for ; and frequent parties

of pleasure are made to it.

The cliffs that form Freshwater-bay are very high, and when you look down from
them, you find a degree of terror excited in the mind. Many parts of them, unable to

withstand the constant ravages of the sea, have been washed cown. On the left hand of

the bay, two large masses of the cliffs have been torn from the sides, and have fallen

perpendicularly into tlie water. In the bottom of one of these fragments, there is a
large chasm, forming a perfect arch ; the other appears to be still unhurt by the de-

predations of the spray.

From this spot St. Catherine's appears the most southern boundary of the

island ; and owing tc the chalky cliffs which are about half way up its side, on
a platform of green, is frequently taken for some ancient castle. The shore towards

i
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it is rocky, and the cliffs exceedingly steep, with sniull tufts of grass growing on their

sides.

But when we viewed the cave of Fresinvater, we were lost iti wonder at the dire-

ful effects of the raging foam. These cliffs measure, from the surface <jf the sea at low-

water to their top, near six hundred feet. The cave is a natural cavity in the bottom

of the rocks, forming two arches. Those who visit it can only enter ut low water.

The I ides of the arches are overgrown with moss and weeds, and serve as a fine

contrast to the sea and cliffs. Several pieces of rock, which have fallen fron. the as-

cents, block up the passage into the cave at half tide. Amoni^ these, one in particu-

lar, much larger than the rest, rises some feet above high- water mark ; the form of

which I have particularly sketched, and it accompanies the annexed view of this roman-

tic spot.

Stakes are fastened to the rocks, and others are placed on the shore, to which cords

are fixed, that passing from stem to stern of the boats h^^'onging to the place, prevent

them from being beaten to pieces by the surf, or ca»^a to sea when the wind blows

hard. The bottom is a fine sand ; and from the healthy situation of the spot, would be

an excelleii^ place to establish a bathing machine ; but there being no houses near, a

considerable objection may arise from that circumstance.

On this shore the naturalist will find numerous attractions for his scientific researches.

A variety of fossils are impregnated witli the rocky substance of the cliffs, together

with native spars ; copperas stones are frequently thrown by the tide on the beach

;

and pieces of iron ore, in its primitive state, are sometimes strewed along the

shore. Veins of rocks, siiooting from the cliffs, run to a length that cannot be as-

certained, into the sea. At a distance they appear like water-pipes ; and on exami-
nation, are found to consist in the middle of a vein of black rock, covered with an

incrustation of iron. The shape of these veins is singular, but very regular, and
pointed ; they dart into the sea among the other rocks which form the entrance of the

cave.

Several cavities api)eared to be in the rocks as we viewed them towards the Needles,

but none of them led to a subterraneous passage of any length. There are three or

four at the bottom of the range called Main Bench, but none equal to Freshwater-

Cave.

Having made all the observations we could on this bay, and the night creeping

on apace, we retired to the village, but not with any very sanguine hopes of meet-

ing with agreeable accommodations. We, however, found such, as all those who
are in the pursuit of the beauties of Nature, and can feast on the delightful scenes she

presents, will readily put up with. To such, a savoury rasher, a slice of brown
bread, with a draught of home-brewed beer, is a feast ; the humble pallet, a bed of

down.
Wishing to view a sun-rise on these hills, we rose by break of day ; but so different

are the morning and evening scenes of the island from those on the opposite shores,

that it is scarcely to be credited, unless you narrowly watch every operation of Nature.

We expected to have seen the sun burst from behind the eastern hills, and immediately

scatter the dewy substances that fall in great profusion here; but instead of viewing his

rays contending only with the morning vapours, as the day broke, a thick condensed

cloud reared itself from the south-east, and continued to increase in its size, till it enve-

loped all ihe hills in a gloomy shade. Shortljr after, a glimm<:ring ray of li^ht skirted

the horizon, and diffused its beams to every point, but that in so weak and famt a man-

{'
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ncr as wan far from pleasing. From its earliest approach, at the dawning of the daVf

we had entertained hopes ot seeing the sun gild the tops of the mountains with all its

brilliance, and break with grandeur on the neighbouring copse ; but in this we were

disappointed. Wc were informed by the farmers resident here, that they scarcely

ever knew the day break in this manner, with clouds accompanying the opening

dawn, but that the ensuing day proved very hot. For once, however, they were

mistaken : during this day the rain frequently descended on our heads in tor-

rents. «

Allum Bay was our route on the succeeding day, where our expectations were not

in the least degree disappointed. In our way to it, several condaed views, at the foot

of the mountains, had much the same appearance as the Cumberland and Westmoreland
hills give to a picture ; a stone-sided cottage, with one half of the roof slated, the

other covered with a mossy thatch, surrounded by pleasing clumps of trees and pro-

jections of rocks from the overgrown ferny heath ; while a shattered gate bounds some
nearly.ruined stony wall, that incloses a flock of sheep, and confines them upon the

rugged steep.

Scenes oi this kind frequently skirted the road's side till we reached the summit of

the path that led to the warren. Here a new scene rushed upon us, as pleasing as it

was picturesque. The declivities of the valley was a fine specimen of broken ground

;

the burrows of the little inhabitants of the warren added relief to the rocks and ver-

dure that adorned its sides ; and a mixture of gravel and marie, with here and there

masses of white sand, contributed to the perfection that was visible to every discrimi*

nating eye ; while the Needles terminated the first sight, the isle of Portland composed
the greatest distance.

As we descended the road, a horse, tied to a bush, obstructed our progress. Sup-
posing it to belong to some visitor, like ourselves, of these picturesque scenes, who,
finding the hill too steep, and the road too rugged, to ride down with safety, had dis-

mounted and walked down, we followed the example he had set us : but what was
our surprize, when coming up with the owner of the horse, we recognised him to be

my worthy friend, Mr. La Porte. •» very ingenious artist

!

Before our arrival, this gentleman had ransacked the spot ; and did not hesitate to

pronounce the sight equal to any he had ever seen, cither in or out of the island we
, were upon. As from the nature of our plan, our specimens of this place must fall very

short of the numberless beauties it exHibits, for a more extensive representation ofthem
we will beg leave to refer our readers to the works of the before-mentioned artist,

from whose chaste and correct pencil eveiy beauty, justly and pleasingly delineated,

may be •
: pected ; and from his rapturous exclamations when on the spot, we are

not with'^ ^t hopes that the next exhibition at the Royal Academy will be graced with

them.

T .e mountainous cliffs that form Allum Bay are terrific in the extreme ; a huge
u. I^'.e of rock, shelving over your head, is the constant accompaniment of the heights

;

and many of them are near seven hundred feet from the surface of the sea at low
water.

In these rocks the progressive operations of nature in their formation are easily dis-

cernible. We found them to ue composed of a regular gradation of substances, from

a watery clay to a perfect and substantial petrefaction. The winter blasts, and in-

cessant ravages of the sea, frequently hurl lai^ tufts of earth from the stupendous
heights to the strand beneath ; and these, lying there immovable* gather from the
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undulations of the waves, small shells, fossils, and pieces of flint ; tilt liardoiicd by
time, and the petrefying quality of the water, they become at length a perfect sub-

stance.

We broke several large clumps, which had undergone this transmutation, and
found that they had attracted every marine production. In their primary state they

appeared to have been chiefly clay, without any durability. Their second state was,

when the water had thrown its floating weeds round their sides, and had just begun to

attract the fossil particles and pieces of broken shells, which, entangling in the moss
and segments, there remained, and contributed to their growing strength. In their

third progression we found, that flint and »par had forced their way into th:ir centre,

and cemented the earth together, till, in the course of time, the water had petrefied,

and clothed them with copperas stones and iron ore for their outward coat. Their
fourth and last stage was, \vhere the waves, having washed them every tide, they

plainly exhibited, on their outward appearance, all the foregoing substances, entirely

converted to hard solid rock. The minuteness with which we examined these

Stones left us not the least room to doubt but that salt water is possessed of the

power to petrefy, in a series of time, the softest and most dissoluble assemblage of
earths.

The fine white sand before mentioned is found here, about a hundred feet above the

surface of the beach, of a peculiar quality. The stratum lies between two others of
clay. This sand is the only sort that is to be found in these kingdoms fit for making
white glass ; it is likewise used at Worcester for manufacturing china ; nor will any
other do for these uses. The miners employed in digging it informed us, that this vein,

from repeated examinations, has been found to run entirely through, from the extremity

of the point opposite to Yarmouth to the downs of Afton. It belongs to Mr. Urry, of

Yarmouth, and the profit arising from it is very considerable. As often as the weather

will permit, vessels lie in AUum Bay to load with it. Here likewise is dug the tobacco

pipe clay before spoken of.

The compositions ofthe soil which form these stupendous heights are of the greatest

variety we ever meet with. The bottom is a hard mixture of flint and chalk, whose
durability is able to encounter any attacks but the ocean's fury. The next vein is a
black softish mud, or watery clay, over which is an oc lire of a bright cast. Here
the sand-pits take their rise, whose stratum, measuring ten feet in depth, is situ-

ated on the hard plain floor of ochre before mentioned, having above it another

vein of much the same quality. Over these we observed a variety of coloured

clays and earths, some of which were of a perfect pink and green hue, with the

interposition of chalk, flint, and mould, without distinction. In short, I scarcely

think that any part of the kingdom produces, in so small a compass, such a mixture of

soils.

The workmen are seldom able to continue working at the sand- pits longer than

the month of October ; sometimes not so long. In the winter, the sea, agitated by
the violent south-^vest winds, which then generally blow, breaks into the pits, and,

undermining the other heights, brings down the whole force of the mountain. When
these crashes happen, they may be distinctly heard at the village of fresh-water, though

two miles distant.

This sufiiciently accounts for the great qua tities of rock that bind the shores.

When they fall to the water's edge, every tide, as before observed, adds a ixjrmanency

to their substance. A little nearer to the chalky sides of Fresh-water downs we still

found greater cavities in the earth. The quantity of rain that in this part sweeps
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along the downs, here finds a vent. The day being rainy and boisterous, we enjoyed

peculiar satisfac;ti()n Iroin viewing the ravages inceissantly committed by ir. A bold

stream ibsucd fri)m the top of the rocks, which joined several smaller ones about a

quarter of the way down ; where, violently bursting on the larpx: clumps of iron ore

from which the earth had been washed, they gave grandeur and beauty to the scene.

When the torrents caused by the rain are very violent, they cairy all before them
from the heights, leaving their impregnations on the surface of the earth. Large masses,

of a green colour, appeared on many of the points, which we supposed to have been

caused by the quantity of copperas that lies on the rocks ; and we likewise found seve*

ral stones strongly infused with a tincture of that mineral.

Nor are these cliffs deficient in iron ; several springs issue from the sides of them,

which, in their passage to the sea, leave a sediment behind them tinctured with it.

A great quantity of iron ore lies along the beach, which, like the rocks before de-

scribed, had received additional strength, from having been exposed to the air and sea.

Some of these we found as soft as clay, and many harder than the rocks themselves ;

for, on opposing their strength, the iron remained whole, while the rocks chipped in

pieces.

These rocks and earths, when the water leaves them, appear very like the Glaciere

mountains^ in Switzerland ; several hundred points shoot upwards, gradually decreas-

ing in their circumference. Wc observed that the springs, even when not augmented
by the rain, formed two or three cascades ; and these, at the time we viewed them,

were by no means contemptilMe ones. We thought them so interesting, that we took the

annexed view of them. But it must be observed, that as these scenes, from the before-

mentioned devastations, alter every year, they may not perhaps be found exacdy in the

same position as 'vhen viewed by us. Whether they are or no, it is certain they will

not be seen to less advantage, as every summer adds fresh, though transient, beauties

to them.

The time to see them in their greatest perfection must be while the sun is setting

;

his beams then giving additional force to every touch nature so wantonly sports with,

as they stand at the close of the day directly in his focus.

We now passed along the beach, still nearer to the white borders of the Needles,

where fresh objects enchanted our sight. A stupendous ascent, near five hundred feet

in height, with another rather less, one of them of a perfect pink colour, the other of a

bright ochre, with its foot covered with the green sediment of copperas, had an appear-

ance as wonderful as uncommon. So sudden a difference, though singular, must, when
blended in a picture, produce a charming harmony. The only stiff object was the white

cliffs ; but the glare of these was rather alleviiited by the weeds which hung down them,

and the blue surface ofthe flints.

The point that extends to those fatal rocks, called the Needles (which once, there

is not the least room to doubt, formed the extremity of the land) is near a quarter of a

mile in length. From its sides flow several streams, but they are too small to form a
body. The quality of the water of these streams is allowed, by several gentlemen who
have anaiized it, to be very good. They are chiefly chalybeate ; but one we tasted left

the rancorous flavour of copperas behind. It was not, however, sufficient to affect the

stomach. There is every probability that this long waste will in time become, like the

Needles, a terror to seamen ; but it will require many centuries to bring so grand an
object to perfection.

As we returned, a number of small stones rattled down from the sides of the rocks,

which we thought, at first, were thrown by some playsome boys who were above ;
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l)Ut we soon found it was occasioned by the sheep that were grazing on the very brink

of the precipice, some of whom had even got bulow the edge, in order to pick up the

herbs that skirt its brow.

The only inhabitants of this dreadful promontory arc gulls and puffings, who resort

to it about the month of May, to breed, and [leave it towards September. The cdimtry

people resident in this part of the island are very dexterous in taking the eggs of

these birds. This they do by means of an iron crow, which they fix into the ground
on the top of the cliffs, and suspending themselves from it, in a basket fastened to a

rope, they get at the nests. A method not unlike that pursued by the gatherers

of samphire, from the side of Dover Cliff, as described by Shakespeare, in his King
Lear:

" Halfway down
Hangs one that gathers samphire ; dreadful trade

!

Methinks, he seems no bigger than his head."

As soon as the men get thus suspended, they halloo ; upon which the birds quit the

holes wherein their eggs are deposited, and flying away, leave them a prey to the unfeeU

ing plunderer. The eggs of these birds arc found here in great plenty, and this is

the only part of the coast where they build. Some of them make even the Needles a

receptacle for their young. Strangers frequently buy these eggs through curiosity ; but

they are seldom eaten, except by the country people who take them, and who likewise

sometimes destroy the birds for the sake of their feathers, by knocking them down with

sticks as they fly out of their holes.

The chief food of these birds is fish, which they take with extraordinary agility,

picking them up as they skim along the surface of the sea. The puffing is a species of

the seagull, differing from it only in colour, its head and wings being promiscuously

covered with brown spots. Many gentlemen resort to these cliffs, in order to enjoy the

amusement of shooting ; and as, upon hearing the report of the gun, several hundreds of

the birds leave their holes at a time, and hover about, they generally find excellent sport.

At Lymington the Needles have a very pleasing appearance, not unlike that which St.

Catherine's makes when seen from Freshwater gate. The singular effects that time has

wrought on the beach of these celebrated rocks was the last thing which engaged our

attention. The pebbles and flints lying on the surface of it are perfectly smooth,

from the repeated friction of the waves, and the force with which the sea dashes them
against each other ; so that they appear exactly like a great number of marbles, only of

a more considerable size. Here likewise many veins of iron, resembling water-pipes,

like those at Freshwater gate, before described, launch a long way into the sea ; and al-

though the bottom is sandy, it requires a thorough knowledge of the coast to land clear

ofthe rocky parts.

The weeds, called here by the country people delse and tangle, grow and flourish

0!i these rocks ; and they are likewise superbly touched with a bright yellow moss, whicir

adds relief to the other tints that strew the shore. Allum is also found here, but in no
great quantity, nor very good in its quality. From this circumstance we may sup[)0se t!ir

bay to have received its name.
VOL. II. 'i R
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SECTION IV.

\Vc now lelt this place, but not without great regret, having received inexpressible

pleasure from its tremendous grandeur ; of which wc have endeavoured to give our

readers some idea in the annexed plate. Having mounted our horses, and being

joined by the gentlemen wc had accidentally fallen in with, we sat out with a design

to ascend the downs of Freshwater ; but missing the road, we attempted to climb

the mountain. The slippcryness, however, of the grass, occasioned by the rain,

and the steepness of its sides, prevented us from carrying this design into execution.

Wc accordingly dismounted, and with great difficulty regained the road. And
we would take this opportunity to caution all those who visit the Isle of Wight, not

in any part of it to leave the beaten road, if they can possibly avoid it ; for though

the people of the country, who are not easily terrified at any intricacies, can readily

find the nearest way from place to place over the downs, yet if you do not per-

ceive a track to lead up the hill, you may be assured there is no passable road that

way.
Having regaled ourselves at Freshwater gate, we again mounted the downs of

Afton. From the extreme height of these plains, and of the adjacent ones, we generally

found the summits of them barren, while the vallies are exceedingly fruitful; and

where the hills arc cultivated, and grain sown, from the almost continual north-east

winds that sweep over them in the winter, and their being exposed to the scorching rays

of the sun in the summer (a contrast unfavourable to vegetaion) we often observed,

that while a part of it was green, the rest was stunted and parched up. This differ,

cnce in the ripeness, together with the smallness of the ear, even in its highest perfection,

renders the cultivation of corn on these elevated spots evry unprofitable, and not worthy

of the farmer's attention.

They, however, afford a sweet and rich pasture for sheep, and some are kept upon
them ;'yet not so many as there might be ; nor is it in the power of argument to pre-

vail on the farmers to extend so beneficial a branch. The sheep in these parts appear

to be of the Dorsetshire breed ; tall, and well fleeced; and the mutton is equal in

goodi\ess to any in Great Britain.

Wishing to keep as close to the sea shore as possible, we now made for Compton
Chine ; but met with nothing interesting till we crossed Compton Down ; we then

came to a small village, called Brook. The chine of Brook has a greater chasm to

present than Compton ; but even this did not come up to our expectations. The vil<

lage of Brook lies in a recess formed by two mountains, which shelter it from the vio-

lence of the winds.

The places to which, in these parts, the name of chine is given, are breaks or

chasms m the cliffs, which seem to have been occasioned by some violent eruption or

infringement of the ocean. Through some of them we observed springs to flow.

From Brook we crossed to Mottiston ; and in our way passed through a soil entirely

different from any we had hitherto seen. For near two miles the surface ofthe road con-

sisted of sand, perfectly red. Under this was a vein of white sand. And beneath that

a great quantity of iron ore, intermixedwith flint and chalk.

The variation of the soil in this island is beyond description. They may be truly

termed the vagaries of nature ; in which she sports with uncontrouled extravagance.

Every year, to an observant and frequent visitor of the island, she presents something
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new ; and in every alteration she seems to be more luxuriant. To-day \vc

thrusting forth some bold promontory into the sea, in order to chck the

waves, and afford the mariner an asylum from their fury. To-morrow, unmindful ol

the magnificence of her former work, she hurls the foaming wave against its stately

side, and levels it with the humbler shore ; and probably, after having tumbled this

precipice headlong down its craggy steep, she forms a rugged stony channel for some
rapid torrent, produced by the heavy rains that so frequently annoy the western coasts of

England ; which rushing down its side, forms at once masses '')r the artist, and presents

a pleasing sight to the curious spectator.

The hills of Yarmouth, as well as the vallies of Newtown and Shalfleet, were no

longer visible, as we proceeded to Mottiston, being intercepted by the Brixton moun-
tains, which, from their height, except directly in the road-way, are utterly impassable.

The village of Mottiston is a very desirable spot, pleasantly situated, and commanding
charming views of the sea. The church is antique, but almost robbed of its grandeur

by the modern mode of beautifying we have so often censured.

About half a mile from the village, after we had left it, a scene presented itself, that

struck us with surprise and admiration. The village, behind us, which is almost sur-

rounded by woods, just opened sufficient to present its church, spire, and entrance ; to-

gether with an old house of stone, which the sun caught full upon ; the trees lying in

shadow, formed the fore-ground ; while the distant cliffs of Fresh water, Main Bench,

lay in shadow in the distance; and several vessels, with light glancing on tiieir top-

sails, finished the view.

Such scenes frequently encounter the eye here, but fall infinitely short, when described,

of what they are in reality. To pourtray them in their own glowing colours is not

in the power of my pen or pencil ; to point out such as are most striking, and to give a

description as nearly adequate as possible, is the utmost I can do.

The downs of Brixton on our left often afforded fine back-grounds. A number
of rocks start from the brows of the hills, the moss and grass charmingly blending on
their surface. A few patches of white, occasioned by holes which the sheep had made
to lie in, were rather disgusting to the sight. From the very great height of the rocks,

the sheep that grazed on the brows of them appeared like dots of white ; they, how-
ever, when they grouped, strongly heightened the effect. There was a littleness

in the valley before us, occasioned by several aukward clumps of ilUgrown trees, that

broke the fine sweeps it took. The hill of St. Catherine's and Appuldurcombe termi-

nated the view. Black Down also presented its loftiness, and added to the scene.

We left Pitt Place and Chilton Chine to the right, and passed on to Brixton, or, as

it is called here, Brison. The corruption of this proper name renders it necessary for

me to mention, that the names of places are not uncommonly corrupted in these parts.

Nay, if you inquire the road to any place, calling it as it is usually written, the odds

are considerably against you, but that they tell you there is no such place. Kven
the people of Newport indulge themselves in these liberties : so that unless you
have a map with you to rectify their misnomers, you are very often at a loss how to

proceed.

Brixton is one of the largest villages in this part of the island, and, in my opinion,

one of the pleasantest. The road through it is clean, and kept in good order. It is

conveniently situated, in point of distance, from the bay to which it gives name. The
parish church belonging to it stands towards the skirts of the village : but this also has

4 R 2
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had the iron hand oi cmlxllishmcnt laid on it. A stream passes throu}];h this place,

which takt.- ilrj rise near Motliston, and empties itself iiUo the bay at Jackman's Chini.

At the bottom of the village, a.i we coursed itsitides, wc observed this brook to widen,

when it afforded a pleasing effect.

The inundation of the sea, completing what some eruption hnd begun, forms here a

short declivity, overgrown with scrubby bushes. There is also a Ijoat-liousc here, where

several boats are kept in readiness to assist the unfortunate mariners, in case of ship-

wrecks, which arc not unlrcquent on this coast. The bay, as to its appearance, affords

nothing very pleasing to the sight ; every wave, however, that broke upon its beach,

wliiTc there is a constant surf, brought a charm with it.

This surf wc soon viewed in all its terrors ; for the morning turning hazy, a storm

commenced, which obliged us to take shelter in the boat-house. From hence we saw
the sea, with its wonted fury, waging war with the more peaceable cliff; while the tor.

rent, in wild career, rushing from the heights down the clay and stony steep, forced its

way through the foaming billows, and tinctured widi its streams the borders of

the bay.

After waiting an hour, by which time the storm was abated, wc again set forward,

with a determination to skirt the boundaries of the cliffs which lay nearest to the sea.

Several recesses oljtrudc themselves on the land, but without producing that terrific effect

we had frequently seen them do.

VVc swept round the Bay of Brixton, but received no very great pleasure from view-

ing its formal plains. On our left we observed Black Down to open, and present us
with a view of Culver Cliffs, which lie at the eastern extremity of the island. The
vallies throughout the island frequently form a curve round the foot of some dreadful

precipice, and lead your sight to the most beautiful scenes. Wc were here gratified

wiih one of these; which, disdaining all bounds, began its opening at Sandown, to

the eastward, and turning round tlic foot of St. Catherine's, joined the vallies of Brix-
ton and Chale, and from thence ran on to Fresh-water. Notwithstanding we were
now on the lowest part of the island, we had a very plain and distinct view of its cx-
ti-cmest bounds.

It may be necessary to remark, for the benefit of those who visit these parts, that, in

going round this coast, great inconvenience attends keeping close to the sea ; as the
road over the downs 's impassable for carriages, and even very troublesome to those on
horseback; there bung near fifty gates between Fresh-water gate and St. Catherine's,

and those of the worst kind. In almost every field we were obliged to dismount, in

order to cut the cords by which they were fastened, otherwise we should not have been
able to have proceeded.

Continuing our route, we came to Barns Hole, which might properly be deemed a
chine. As the operations of Nature in the formation of works of this kind admit of
many hypotheses, I shall ^ve my opinion of it with diffidence. Barns Hole is a vast

chasm in the earth, fronting the sea, which extends a considerable way towards Brixton

;

and, as you enter it, inspires the mind with horror. The entrance has the appearance
of leading to some subterraneous passage, which furnishes a retreat for a nest of robbers.

The sides of it are four hundred feet high, measured from the water, and are coated
on the outside .with a dismal black earth, which confirms the terror impressed on the

imagination by the first view of it. It is surrounded by a loathsome, unfruitful soil, and
scarcely a shrub cares to cling to its steep ascents. A stream passes through it that

v^mpties itself into the sea.

i^
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The reflections that arose in our niiiuls on viewing such a combination of striking

effects were, that they must have bet n occaiiontd by some great convulsion of Nature,

who, being internally overloaded, discharged the extraneous m;:tier by souu' terrible

eruption. This supposition seems to be confirmed by the ouantity of mineralsj and tlu

variety of soils, that arc found about it. Several specimetw of .sul[)hurrous matter, though

not very strongly impregnated, lay on the shore.

SIXTION V.

WK now made our way towards Atherfield Point, leaving the village of Adicrfield,

and also Kingstonc, to tlie left. A great nobleness of valley extends all the way to

Chale ; but it is too much cultivated to afford an artist satisfaction.

Still continuing on the downs, wc came to that point of Chale Bay which is called

Atherfield Point, traversing nearly the same kind of soil and country we had hitherto

done. The hills of St. Catherine began now to form a noble appearance. At
Fresh-water, as we observed before, they looked like castles ; here they ap|X!ared

like fortresses of great strength. From the regular breaks in the rocks, and these being

not unlike gun-ports, or embrasures, they might, about twilight, be easily mistaken for

such.

Its heights are grand and picturesque, and they clearly prove that this island, with

regard to its formation, has every advantage ; for where the sea would, from the part

being most exposed to its fury, have committed a breach, the land, boldly rising, pro>

tects it from every inundation. And if wc may judge from what the inhabitants say

of it, the Isle of Wight has scarcely its equal in the world. Its land (say they) is fer-

tile ; its husbandmen industrious ; its females prolific ; its hills a sure protection from

the devastations of the sea ; its coasts too rocky to admit the approach of an enemy

;

and, above all, its inhabitants cheerful, good tempered, and hospitable ; all uniting

in the wish and endeavour to render their island attractive in every respect to strangers.

I must here remark, that the parts of the island we were before speaking of arc so

unlike the eastern shores, in point of appearance, that was a person to be suddenly trans-

ported from one part to the other, I am of opinion he would scarcely believe he were

upon the same island.

We now passed Walpan Chine, and another small infringement of the ocean, where

are a few huts belonging to some boatmen and fishermen, which severely feel the ra-

vaging effects of the sea. About the middle of Chale Bay, on the top of the cliffs,

there stands a house, which appears 10 have been erected for the reception of tra-

vellers ; but at the time we passed it, it was locked up, so that we could procure no
refreshment.

We now arrived at one of those cavities before described, called Black-Gang Chine,

which we were informed received its name from a gang of pirates who formerly made
it their place of residence ; and its apix:arance seems fully to confirm this supposition

;

for it is far more dreadful to behold than those mentioned in the foregoing sections.

The size of the chasm, and its tremendous shelving rocks, cannot fiiil of inspiring the

mind with horror. The imagination, while viewing it, may almost lead the inquisitive

traveller to fancy that the earth had just opened her horrid jaws, and from the very

spot on which he then stood had entombed in her bowels some unwary traveller,

who, like himself, was prying into the wonderful operations of Nature. I never beheld

so awful a sight as these ponderous steeps exhibit. The sides of the chasm, which are

.iz^^-i^...:.z ::^..
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little short of five hundred feet high, nre shelving, and many parts of the top are over-

spread with fthrubs.

On its summit a spring takes its rise, and winds slowly down to the sea. The slow-

ness uf its course prevents it from proving detrimental to the cliffs. The water issuing

from this spring is of a peculiar nature. It acts as a gentle aperient. When first

poured into n bottle, it is as clear as crystal; but after remaining in it some time, a

very considerable sediment appears at the bottom. We separated some of this sedi-

ment, and found it to contain j)articles of iron ore, which emitted a sulphurous smell.

Several copperas stones lu^ uliout, especially in the streams proceedingr from the springs,

which seemed to be in their native state. Some specimens of rock aUum were likewise

strewed around, but not in the same profusion as at Allum Bay.

Many ships have fatally experienced the destructive effects of the rocks that line

Chalc Hay. They just lurk underneath the surface of the water, and, in conjunction

with the Cape of Rocken End, occasion very heavy swells, especially if the wind be

southerly. When the tide nins strong, and the wiixl is south-west, if a vessel is not

fur enough to the southward to weather the point of St. Catherine's, she is sure to be

upon the rocks. It is still witl\in the remembrance of many, that, during one tempes-

tuous night, not less than fourteen sail met their fate in tfiis dangerous bay; and

scarcely u winter passes but what accidents of the same kind happen. But as for some
years past boats have been kept in readiness, and men are constantly attending to afford

every assistance unon such occasions, many lives have been preserved.

Wc are sorry, nowcver, to be obliged to add, that the savage custom of plunderinsr

wrecks, and stripping the dead, whenever these accidents happen, too much prevail

among the country people resident on the western coasi. Deaf to the calls of numa.
nity, these unfeeling wretches hear with unconcern the cries of the shipwrecked ma-
riner, struggling with the boisterous waves ; or see the beauteous corse of some fair

Eassenger lying lifeless on the beach, perhaps still pressing a beloved infant to her

osom. Intent only on securing their ill-got property, they cannot bestow a thought

on the unfortunate ; nor will one among them suffer a tender sensation to make its way
to his heart.

To procure a restoration of the property thus inhumanly obtained, or to bring these

lawless plunderers to justice, is equally impracticable ; as every one shares in the plunder,

it is the interest of every individual to unite in concealing or defending it.

The salvage usually allowed for saving merchandize from ships wrecked may some-
times be thought worth attention, and be the means of protecting it from avaricious

depredators ; but as it is seldom that any emolument arises from the preservation of

lives, little attention is in general paid to tliat point. Were a premium to be of-

fered by government for every person perserved from a shipwrecked vessel, and a

medal, as a badge of distinction, added to it by some great personage ; or was a

society to be established for the promotion of so benevolent a purpose ; many, that

now perish for want of needful assistance, might be restored to usefulness and so-

ciety.

It has been known that the most daring exertions on these occasions hav^ met with

a very inadequate recompense. An instance of this kind is still talked of in the Isle of
Wight. At the time the Juno, a Dutch frigate, was lost on this coast, a smuggler,

with four other persons, ventured out to her assistance, notwithstanding they were in

the extremest danger from the violence of the surf, which every instant made its way
over the boat. They, however, at length gained the ship, and brought off, and safe-

ly landed the whole of the crew, except three persons, who >vere washed off the raft.

-3bm.i>^.., J .
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And for a deed which British seamen alone could have accomplished, a deed worthy

of the hight'st praise, and tlic mo"»t ample remuneration ; the only recomiKiicc they

received was a paltry ten pound bank note. Cim we uoiuler then that sucli extrtiuns

;ire not more frefjucntly heard of ?

We could not |)ass the fatal snot where so many brave seamen, the »up(K)rt and ^lo.

ty of this commercial kingdom, find an untimely ^jravr, without heaving a sigh; and

at the same time indulging a wish that sfjnie method may be devised to prevent every

avoidable decrease of so valuable n body of men.
Leaving this gloomv track, we proceeded to the village of Chalc, which lies alwut

a mile to the kit of the Chine, and i'i but a small and irregular place. The church,

which was founded during the reign of Henry the First, is, in the tower part, very

much like that of Carisbrook, but not so large.

As you ascend the hill beyond it, looking back, the valley toward Freshwater ap-

pears very extensive ; Brixton down binds the right-hand screens ; the ocean dimi-

nishes to the left; while the cliffs at the Needles close the land view, and in sonic

degree soften the formal valley. Too great a number of unpleasing lines range down
the dale, which throws a stiifness over it.

The [Kopic of the island call it a garden ; and so it really is ; but in too great a de-

gree to please an amateur of the true picturesque. This part of the island, as to its ap-

pearance, differs very much from the northern part, which is occasioned by a want
of wood to give a variation to its colours. A sameness runs through the whole,

the downs of Brixton excepted, which in some parts are scrubby, with broken
ground ; but in this not equal to what we afterwards saw on the east side of St. Ca-
therine's.

From Chale we mounted St. Catherine's Hill, which wc found far steeper than any
we had hitherto met with ; and nearly the whole way was not very safe for a horse. The
road lies on the side of a precipice, at least three hundred feet high, and tremendous
to look down ; the opposite t>idc is bounded by a bank. After some difficulty we at

length attained its summit.
This hill is said to be the highest in the island ; but whether it is so wc will not take

upon ourselves to say ; as, after frequent experiments, such as comparing it with the

appearance of the other hills, we still remained in doubt.

Stories are told by the inhabitants of the parish of Chale, of the sinking of Week
down, which lies about three miles off, in the intermediate way between St. Cathe-

rine's and Shanklin down. They say, that formerly Shanklin down, through the

interference of Week down, could only be seen from St. Catherine's ; whereas now
it is visible from Chale down; consequently either Week down must have sunk
considerably, or Shanklin down must nave increased its altitude. And some of the

old people tell you that this has partly happened within their own remembrance. So
wonderful arc the operations of Nature, that it is not for man to say, " It cannot be ;"

but this is an event so far out of her usual course, that I own I could not readily give

credit to it.

On the top of St. Catherine's is a light-house and a beacon, neither of which arc

now used. The tower serves, in the day-time, for an excellent land-mark ; it being

near eight hundred feet above the level of the sea at low water, A small part of the

chapel is remaining; it is in form an octagon, and by some called the hermitage,

from the circumstance of a priest's having formerly immured himself in it from the

world.
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As wc examined the inside of thin place of holy retirement, the story ofUr. Gold-

smith'b Ht-rmit instantly o<:ciirred to our reincn>l)rancc', and irnprtssed it^tcH'on our

minds. 'I'hc hearth whereon he had once trimmed the clu-ertiil emlx.'r4 ; the vviektt

;

and many other cireumstances, led us to funey, that this miKht have been the K|)ot

where I'.ilwin had taken up his iilxxle ; and that the pleasing tale owed its birth to the

Hermitage of St Catherine's. The wildernesH alone wu» wanting to complete the ima-

l^ined scene.

The views from the hill arc very cxtciviive, and likewise icminded usofdiat elegant

and natural |)oet, who, in his " Traveller," from among the Alpine solitudes looks down,
and thus exclaims

:

*' Ve KliUerinif townii wltli wealth and Mnlcndor crowiiM,

Yc fivUli, where •utnmt-r Hjircadn proruhion roun<li

Ye lakeii. whutv vcMcUcutch tlic htiiy ^txle,

Yc iMsiidinp; HwaihM, Uiul drcit« the iluw'ry vnlr,

I-'or inr. your irihutury Klore*i combine ;

Crcution'n tenanli nil the world in mine."

Wc had from hence a complete view round the island, except in one point, which

was inttrrtipted I)) the dovvnsof Brixton, these lying too near the sight. To the west,

the islands of I'm Ik-c and l*ortland were very distinguishable ; the land towards Lyming*
ton seemed almost to join the island ; a small part of the channel by which it is se^

parated being visible, but barely sufficient to let you see what it was ; the New Forest

reared its oaks on the hills, and ranged to the mouth of Hampton water ; the point

tow.irds Moncklonfort was perfectly conspicuous, and the hills <>l' Portsdown closed its

extent : we could also sec land at a very great distance to the eastward ; and it is af-

firmed by some, that the point which forms the bay of Brighton is to be perceived from

hence.

The Culver cliff's bound another valley, which, as before observed, joins Brixton

dale. The woody descents of Ride seemed to slojx: gradually to the water's edge, and

softened the harsher lines of the mountains.

On the side of the hill of S! . Catherine's that lies towards the sea, the descent is quite

perpendicular, till interrupted by a small flat grern of no considerable width, when it

again desends in the same abrupt manner to the \r,itcr's edge. The river Medina takes

its rise at the foot of this hill, and after passi sjr 'hrough Newport, empties itself into

the sea at Cowes. The sources from whence tlic river originates arc secured by this

hill from any inundation of the sen ; which the inhabitants say was never known to hap.

pen on any part of their coasts, except during the winter months, in a small degree, at

Gurnet bay.

When we descended the hill, an odd circumstance attracted our notice, which, thougli

trivial in itself, wc mention, as it may appear as singular to our readers as it did to

us. It being harvest time, a cheerfulness and jollity seemed to prevail at a farm-house

we passed at the bottom of the hill, which did not extend to the whole of the inhabi-

tants : for we observed that a fine game cock and his feathered mate walked about in a

melanchc' mood. Instead of *' proudly strutting before his dame to the stack, or the

barn door," as the cock described by Milton did, poor Chanticleer went slowly on,

with-a large piece of flat stick fastened to his breast, followed by lib solitary companion,
dame Partlet, who had a clog tied to her leg, of the same kind as those fixed on the legs

of horses, though not so large. And this was done we found to prevent their entering

if

It
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From St. Cutlicrinc's we crossed the common lields to Niton, which in frequently

termed Crab Niton, from the great number of crabs found on that (:oa>it. The warn

of a g(»od road to this villafj^ makes the visiting it very incoiivenicni to travellers.

The soil here is of a difl'ercnt nature from what we had hitherto |)asscd ; it ap[Kar-

ed to consist of a fine mould, without at»y mixture of its favourite accompaniment,

chalk.

From the top of St. Catherine's this village presents itself as one of the nearest

;

Godsil, Brixton, Mottiston, Chulc, Kingston, and several others, are also withia

sight.

The village of Niton has nothing of novelty to attract attention, nor has it even pleasant-

ness ofsituation to boast ; it being entirely immured between two hilts, so that there is

neither a view of the sea, nor a good land prosnecl to be had from it. There is a neat

brick house in it, belonging to the Rev. Mr. uarwis, which is the only one worthy of
notice ; all the rest are cottages, intermixed with u few farm-houses.

From hence wc took the right hand road fo Buddie ; where a part of the cliffs break

up, and form the commencement of those called Under Cliff. The appearance of this

immense pile of rocks is noble, picturesque, and grand ; and so spacious are they, that

the downs of Chale are supported by them. All the broken rocky parts, which have
been separated from the main body, are overgrown with shrubs, and sweetly soften their

rugged texture. Several cottages rear their neads from among the bushes, and by con-

trastmg art with imture in its rudest state, show to great advantage the romantic face of
the latter.

This point affords a great v.iriety of objects : a clump of bushes frequently re.

lieves a piece of rock, which, as if ashamed to shew itself, hides the greatest part of

its grandeur in a bed of moss, or clay. Here, as just observed, the commencement of
Under Cliff, towards Steejp-hill, or Steeple, as it is commonly called, takes place. And
the name of Under Cliff^ is not improperly given to it ; as a huge precipice, of a
very considerable height, hung shelvmg on our left hand for many miles. In some
places it was at least nve hundred feet from the level of the sea ; in others not quite so

muciv

SECTION VI.
.

NEAR Niton we received so cordial and hospitable a reception from a farmer re-

siding there, that to pass \t unnoticed would argue at once a want of ^atitude and
sensibility. It w<iSone of those delicious moments that a heart set in unison with

Sterne's could alone fully enjoy ; the pen of Steri\e alone truly describe ; the power
of obliging seemed to m\ke ha^>py ; the eyes of our kind host sparkled with pleasure

when we partook of the refreshaient set before us ; ror could our most earnest entreatieii

prevail on him to remit his assiduities. We found in this humhU; shed the plenty

of a palace, without its irksome po^np and parade. All here vvas ease, content

and happiness. Happy in himself, and happy in his connexions, care has not

spread a wrinkfe over the brow of our beneficent entertainer. His countenance
spoke a heart scene and placid, fro';n a consciousness of its own benignity. The at-

VOL. II. 4 s
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tenlivc pareiu and the fond father also betrayed itself in every word. " My children,"

cried he, in enumerating his comforts, " I consider as one of the greatest of the

blessings Heaven has bestowed me ; without them life would l^e insupportable."

Speaking afterwards of his situation, he said, ** Envy never entered this mansion. I

covet not wealth ; the little I have I lie doivn contented with, and rise in the morn-
ing full of gratitude to the Great Giver ; nor do I know a greater pleasure than in

sharing that little with others." As the worthy man said this, the tear of sensibili-

ty started to his eye, and communicated to those of my friend, whose hand he
had squeezed during this pious impromptu ; and 1 could perceive a sympathetic drop
steal down his cheek also. " My God ! exclaimed my friend, casting a look towards

the farmer's wife and children, *• this is, indeed;" here he stopped, and, turn-

ing, left the room. How did my heart also vibrate at the affecting scene ! But to

return.

Having taken leave of the worthy farmer, with every expression of gratitude our
lips could utter, we left his hospitable mansion, and proceeded to Steep Hill. The af-

ternoon was, beyond description, enchanting ; the scenes delightful ; and every thing

tended to keep alive that gentle Hame of benevolent sensibility, which the foregoing incl<

dent had just lighted up in our bosoms.
The great hand of Nature seems to have judiciously selected this spot for exhibiting

one of her grandest strokes. The entrance to the cliff is from the road, which was ap-

parently forced over rugged steeps, that would otherwise have been impassable.

A grand burst broke on our left, its heights pleasingly variegated by clinging shrubs.

On the opposite side of the road lay a huge mass of rock, that had fallen from f>ome

overloaded eminence, and which served as a counterpart in the fore-ground. Many
others obstructed the labour of the husbandman, and contributed to enrich the

subject.

A ray of light crept imperceptibly on the rocks to our left. The effect was soft,

but not equal to what a stronger light would have produced. Transits of light and
shade are continually straying over these heights, which, when caught by the eye, sud-

den as the: effect is, cannot fail to impress the mind with ideas of grandeur ; and though
the pencil might not be able to touch these transitions, the mind is not the less con-

vinced c*" their efficacy.

For nobleness of fore-grounds, I am of opinion, this spot is not to be exceeded, if

equalled, in England. The rocks in general are finely tinted, and lie in masses ex-

tremely large ; nor does the foliage fall short of its other beauties. In this part, nur-

tured by the southerly wind, vegetation is most luxuriar.t. A vernal-green ash, spread-

ing its branches to the way-worn road, is often seen entwining its charms with the

stately oak, each adding grace to the other's grandeur.

The vegetative effect which the southerly wind has on the trees, shrubs, and plants

of this island, is worthy of remark. Long before any of them arrive at maturity,

through the prevalence of the wind from this point, they all incline towards the north,

nodding their stately heads, as if they set the chilling blasts of Boreas at defiance, h:.

the vallies, where they are sheltered by the surrounding hills from every pernicious

blast, they thrive with an astonishing degree of luxuriance-. This observation may
seem ic savour of exaggeration ; but so far from it, that r.^t description it is in the

power of my pen to give can come up to the picturesque beauties these spots afford,

or convey nn adequate idea of the rapturous hours I have passed in contemplating

thcrn.
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The road to St. Lawrence is through the same mysterious tracts of rocks ; but it

is kept in such good repair, that a carri.^.gc may pass with great safety. Kxccpl
here and there a small clump of trees, with a homely farm sheltering itstlf in

them, nothing further worth attention strikes the traveller till you approach that

village.

The e^iension from the cliffs to the sea-shore is here above half a mile broad, and
possessed, if possible, of far more g* andcur than those we had already passed. Several

huts skirted the road ; but we did not observe a house of any size or consideration near

it. The church of St. Lawrence is perhaps the smallest at present standing in any of

the dioceses of England ; with a stick of a moderate length you may reach to nearly

two-thirds its height at the west gable end. From the size of the parish, the u sual con-

gregation cannot consist of more than twenty people, and even those nrnr sit very

close, I should imagine, to find room.

Having frequently heard of a waterfall ai this place, we had pleased ourf ehes with

the hope of seeing a grand display of Nature ; but were not a little surprised to find it

nothing more than the water of a spring in the village babbling over a few stones. It

is almost too inconsiderable to be noticed.

As soon as we had viewed this celebrated waterfall, we returned to the road, and
took a view of the village, which is small and straggling. The road from Whitwell
enters the cliffs here, and joins the other road in the village. Great pains apjiear to

have been taken to render it passable ; nor have these pains been unattended with suc-

cess ; it exceeds the most sanguine expectations that could have been formed of it,

when first undertaken.

There are many things in nature, which not only appear incomprehensible to a ca-

sual observer, but which cannot always be accounted for by the naturalist. Of this we
met with an instance here. We could not help surveying, with a wonder bordering

on astonishment, the sheep that had got over the edges of the craggy precipices, from the

doMHis they grazed on, and lay in the hollows of the rocks, in order to shelter them-

selves from the heat ; we even observed their bleating young ones carefully to de-

scend, and reach their dams in safety. How, thus fearless of danger, they leave the

plains, and venture on those hazardous declivities, where the least false step must be
attended with destruction, is, we believe, beyond the comprehension of the most sa-

^cious naturalist. So extraordinary did it appear to us, that nothing but occular de-

monstration could have convinced us of the truth of it. The account received from
a peasant, had we not seen their situation, would have met with but little credit from
us.

A phenomenon of another nature, but not less singular, presented itself to us here.

When we sat out from Knowle a storm seemed to be pending in the horizon ; and
by the time we had reached St. Lawrence, we heard several claps of thunder. As
every incident which tended to produce picturesque effects instantly attracted our at-

tention, we cast our eyes towards the sea, in order to observe whether any alteration

had taken place on its «mooth surface ; when, to our great surprise, we plainly per-

ceived a vessel, within eight miles of the shore, labouring under the effects of the

storm, and apparently in the greatest distress. And what was extremely striking was,

that though the sea where the vessel happened to be rolled (as it is commonly termed)

mountains high, yet not a breath of that air, which was there so tempestuous, ruffled

the water on the beach beneath us. An operation of nature that had never before

fallen under our inspection ; and we greatly regretted not having wiih us some inge-

nious painter, in the marine line, to take an exact representation of it.

4 s 2
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A light, rendered more bright by the contrast, had spread itself round the electric

cloud, which was thus venting its rage upon the helpless ship, and rendered the scene

more gloomy. By a glass, ^ve could perceive that she laboured much under the vio-

lence of the storm, and every wave came full fraught with danger. For near an hour

did the tempest permit us to behold its raging at a distance ; but at length a brisk wind
springing up, it made its way towards us, and we should have shared in its " pitiless

peltings," had we not retired to a neighbouring cottage, where we continued till it

had passed on.

Having returned the owner of the cottage to which we had retired our thanks for

the kind attention shevvn us, we once more mounted our horses, and had from hence

the completest view of Undercliff, towards Bonchurch, that any part affords. The
house of the honourable Wilbraham Tollemache appears full in sight.

The view from hence is too confused for all the parts of it to be contracted into a

landscape -, but for th? sight, it has every gratification the warmest imagination can

wish. The numbers of the rocks, and the uninterrupted verdure twining round

them, with large masses of broken ground, compose a scene superb in the extreme.

The rain which had just ceased had left its spangles on the bladed grass, faint ' ni.

tation of the crystal drop gently i tealing down the cheeks of beauty ; and as the s&i ,sv

emotions of pity are excited in the manly breast by these, so did those add new charms

to the verdure of the cliffs.

Every plant and shrub was clad in its gayest vest, and nature seemed to be adorned

with her liveliest smiles, and to breu'^he forth her sweetest fragrance. A briar had

courte the embraces of the everlasting ivy ; the season had just tipped their leaves

with the remembrance of September, but no more than added lustre to the union.

A few ashes hung vibrating from the precipice, bedecked with all the bloom that sum*
mer could bestow upon them. While the humble thatch of the scattered cottages,

befriended by the downy moss, glared in the brightest yellow ; which but tended to

soften the mellower tints of the surrounding plants. In short, the scene exhibited a

profusion of charms.

To this the declining rays of the sun did not a little contribute ; every shrub or

plant on which they glanced^ when gently moved by the passing zephyr, seemed to bow
their heads in grateful acknowledgment to the great source of vegetation.

The road still continued over the rocky ascents of these cheerful hills. To give an

^jiact representation of all the scenes we passed, is not in our power ; suffice it to

say, that they are pleasingly irregular. Every hundred paces, though on such ele-

vated ground, lead up a fresh hill, or else skirt the descent with a sloping flowery or-

chard.

The evening had beamed forth its last rays on Steep-hill Cottage, as we passed its

elevation ; and lulling all nature to r°pose, rendered it necessary for us to seek an asy-

lum for the night.

SECTION VII.

GREAT as the pleasures were which we had enjoyed the preceding day, they did

not exceed the satisfaction we received from the permission granted us to view Steep-

hill Cottage. This was once the villa of the late right honourable Hans Stanley,

then governor of the island ; but now it belongs to the honourable Mr. Tollemache.
It was erected by Mr. Stanley, and, from its situation, must have cost an immense

sum. From several concurring circumstances, we were led to believe, t'mt even
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bringing the water up to the house was attended witli a very considerable ex-

pence.

It is in the true cottage stile. The roof consists, cottage like, of humble thatch;

and the outsides of the walls are covered with white composition ; forming together

a rural and pleasing appearance. But its inside, for neatness and elegance, beggars

description. It is at once so plain, so truly elegant, and, though small, so con-

venient and so pleasant, that I think I may venture to say I never met with its

equal.

The entrance, leading from the gate to the hou-^c, is lined on both sides with lofty

elms and ashes, which form an avenue that reaches almost to the door of the

hall, where a display of taste is seen in the surrounding flowers and shrubs.

On the left hand, before we reached the house, stood an urn ; and on the right

hand a chair formed of the rough branches of trees, which, though simple, was
curious.

As you enter the hall the sight is encountered with fresh beauties ; it is not spa-

cious, but in the extreme of taste. Here are a few pictures by Vandevelde, with se-

veral by other masters. But on entering the dining room, we found an exquisite db-
play of the powers of this master's pencil. We scarcely ever remember seeing a col-

lection ofshipping to be compared with it.

The piece in particular which hung over the fire-place is, without exception, one
of the finest by tliat master. The subject is a ship in a gale of wind, under top-sails.

The handling is wonderful; and the pencilmg clearly pronounces it to be a chef-

d'ouvre.

Two others of considerable merit hung over the doors : we imagined them to be
by Brooking. They are finely touched : the sea, in one of them, is spirited to a de-

gree. There are also some by De Velieger^ executed in a fine manner, particularly

the view of Scheveling.
Last, though not least, two landscapes attracted our notice ; which, at first sight,

we thought to be Gainsborough's. The colouring clear and beautiful ; the drawing
noLless great ; the finishing in his best stile. We were however much surprised, when
wfRi^re informed that they were not actually executed by that great master, but
copied after two pieces of his, by the honourable Mr. Tollemache, the pc^sessor of the

villa.

I shall not hesitate to pronounce, that were these pictures hanging in some snug cor-

ner in town, the most experienced connoisseur, on getting a sight of them, would im-
mediately conclude them to be originals. They only want time to mellow their fresh

appearance, and then few vrould be able to discover the difierence.

The subject of one is a cottage ; down the steps of which a country girl is descend-

ing. A favouriie subject of that eminent and much lamented master. The other

truly depictured to us the mind t}f this paragon of natural genius. It was a small

piece of water, with a gray horse in a market cart, sipping the surface of the pool.

The distance of both b soft and hannonious, and adds double lustre and effecr to the

fore-grounds. Of all the copiers from Gainsborough, no one perhaps ever caught his

touch and colouring with greater exactness, or has been more chaste in the drawing,

than Mr. Tollemache, in the pieces referred to.

There being company in the house at the time we were there, wc were prevented

from seeing the upper part of it; a disappointment we submitted to with regret; as,

from what we had seen on the ground floor, we had but little doubt of the remainder
being furnished and decorated with equal elegance and taste.
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The oi'lsidc of the house is no less free torn ostentation in its appearance, than the

inside i» devoid of every false allurement to catch the eye. The priiicipul view from it

is towards the west ; where a bow window projects, that, like the roofs of all the other

parts, has only htimble thatch for its covering.

A pleasing; lawn lies before it, which, gradually declining, presents the whole range of

St. Lawrence on one side, the extremity of the ocean on the other. On the 'ight

side, at the bottom of the lawn, you pass the wicket that leads to the garden, w lich,

from its situation, cannot fail of being productive. The rocks protect it towards the

north, and the sea breezes fan it from the south.

From hence we passed the wing of the house, and entered a path that leads to the

grove before mentioned. The offices are some of them in the village* others are ad-

joining to the house. On the left hand stands the green-house and stabling, but they

lie considerably lower than the cottage.

To enumerate the many dv /' "r' vicissitudes of this fairy ground is beyond the

power of a pen. I therefore si',. iclude my description of it with saying, that

to find a spot where those who re: .c in it are so much respected, where its vicinity

is so pleasing, its situation so romantic, and its tout en-semble so bewitching, is next to

imnossible.

Mr. ToUemache has likewise a brigantine yatcht, which, when the weather will per-

mit, lies here to grace the ruder scenes of nature. The inside of it, we were informed,

is equally as elegant as his villa, and fitted up with the same taste ; but we had not an
opportunity of viewing it.

Parties frequently come to the New Inn, at Steep- hill, to dine ; where though they

might not find the sumptuous entertainment of a modern hotel, they will meet with

every convenience for serving up a cold collation.

Even in this recluse and humble situation a ray of taste is visible. The house being

small, the proprietors have encouraged the irregular branches of a fig tree to repose

itself on an artificial support ; thereby forming a kind of canopy, which, s^ .'eading over

a daisey-mantled carpet, serves as a pleasing and agreeable receptacle, in which parties

continually dine, al fresco. On the opposite side a prouder walnut spreads its braises
over the seats, and likewise shelters the cheerful guests from the scorching beaqPbf
the sun.

The prospect from these rural sheds is very pleasing, but, in point of landscape,

rather contracted. The hill from whence the village derives its name binds the left-

hand screen. The valley opens beneath to the road where Mr. Tollemache's yatcht

usually lies. To shew how much we were charmed with this place, I cannot help

making use of an expression of the late Mr. Quin's, on his leaving Chatsworth : " I

thought I should at times have broke my neck in getting there, but when I was there, I

thought I should have broke my heart to leave it"

The shore here is very rocky, and, when the wind blows fresh from the southward,

very dangerous for ships. At such times the yatcht leaves her station, and makes for

Sandown Bay, or for Spithead.

The inhabitants say, that within the last twenty years the sea has greatly incroached,

at this part of the coast, on the land. But if we might judge from the pieces of rock
with wnich the strand is every where strewed, and which must have fallen from the emi-
nences at the time the sea washed their sides (and this, from every apparent circum-

stance, must have been the case at some period or other) it may rather, I think,

be concluded that the contrary has happened. The country people, however, think

otherwise.
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A number of ravens build in these cliffs, and likewise hawks, of a species peculiar

to this spot only ; they are of the falcon kind, and found to be the only sort proper

for the sport of hawking. Jack-daws, crows, and miiny other birds, also make them
their habitations, and breed on them. Some of she farmers saj^ they have heard of

eagles being t'^ere ; others are of a different opinion. From the situation of the rocks,

such a circun.^tance is not improbable ; but as this bird is generally an inhabitant of

colder climates, we were rather inclined to give credit to the assertions of the lat-

ter.

The people of this place are chiefly fishermen, who in the summer season take great

quantities of crabs and lobsters. For this purpose some of them sink more than a

hundred wicker pots, or more properly baskets, at a time, which they bait with what-

ever kind of flesh or garbage they can procure. And here it may not be improper to

hint to the gentlemen of the island, that whenever they lose a dog, they cannot seek

for it in a more likely place ; though most probably they may chance to come too late

to recover it while living. I have myself seen several fine pointers tied up in their huts

at a night, which, before the succeeding day has broke, have been made, not •* worms
meat," as Mercutio was, but food for crabs and lobsters. The coast abounds with shell

fish of all sorts, to the great convenience of the lower ranks, who purchase them at

three pence per pound ; that is generally the price fixed when boiled, and they are al-

ways sold by weight.

A fish of a very peculiar nature is sometimes taken here, to which the fishermen,

from its circular form, give the name of the sun-fish. The appearance of this fish is

extremely whimsical, and Nature seems to have been in a sportive humour when she
first fashioned it. In shape it is nearly round, and does not, like most other fish, branch
out into any part that might be termed a tail. One part however is rather pointed, at

which the head is fixed ; the shoulders are placed at the thickest part ; after which it

becomes rather oval ; and it has four fins, situated at the extremities. Taken alto-

gether, it is a droll composition. We could not help resembling it to a school-boy,

who, having worn his long hair for a considerable time dangling down his back, has
it, on a sudden, cropped close to his neck.

We had been informed, that here, also, we should see a cascade; our expecta-

tions however were soon put a stop to, by beholding a little spring trickling down
the side of a hill in a contracted channel, devoid of every appearance of grandeur

;

and possessing nothing worthy of noticv , but the large stone by which its mean clue

was broken, and which was sufiicient to sustain a body of water fifty times more
weighty than that running over it.

Leaving Steep-hill, we continued our course towards Bonchurch ; during which
several curious studies for colouring presented themselves, till we passed the comer ofa
precipice, from whence the beginning of Little-town Down commences. The shelv-

ing sides of thb precipice hang tottering over the brink of the deep abyss, and threaten

an intrusion on the road. It forms a noble side-screen for the general view of Bon-
church ; while from it the sea has a variegated appearance, and finely assists the

landscape.

On first viewing the mountain to which the name of Little-town Down is given, a
traveller may be led to suppose it Steep-hill. Its sides, like that, are almost perpendi-

cular, and, as seen from the road, are formed like a sugar-loaf. A few houses lie at

its foot ; the road to which from Appuldurcombe is dangerous in the extreme. The
hillitself is anoble picturesque object ; and forms an elegant back-ground, to relieve
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the broken part of the road on which the cottages stand. Here are as many choice pieces

of broken rocks, and foregrounds well verdured, as at UnderclifT; only more contrast-

ed. The soil again alters here, and appears to be composed of flint, with great quan<

titles oftobacco-pipe clay.

SECTION VIII.

A LITTLE forthcr on we came to that beautiful spot, the cottage of St. Boniface

;

the summer residence of colonel Hilt. This building, which b chiefly of brick, is neat

and plain ; and the grounds round it, though not large, are well laid out.

'1 o those who delight in the pleasures of retirement, and can relish the social enjoy-

ments of a few friends, and a small family, I know not where to point out a better adaptod

to such purposes than the cottage of St. Boniface. It is so retired, that it might almost

be stited a hermitage ; and at the same time it boasts of all that Nature can bestow.

Vegetation thrives here with the utmost luxuriance. The downs at its back shelter it

from the north ; and the stunted branches ofsome scattered oaks and sucklings shade it

from the south.

There are few places of antiquity but what have some extraordinary stories told of

them. Among those circulated in this neighbourhood, is the following : A gentleman

mistaking his road during a heavy snow, and descending, in consequence of it, the

steep down of St. Boniface, on horseback, he was so affected by the danger he was in,

that he vowed, ifever he reached the bottom ofthe hill in safety, he would, as a memento
of the kindness of Providence, purchase the land and present it to the church of Shank-
lin. And we were informed by Mr. Hewson, the present incumbent, that a small par-

cel of land, ofabout an acre, was given to the living, as supposed inconsequence of tliat

vow.
It is truly laughable to see the m?r'ner in which the shepherds* boys, when desired,

descend these steeps. Seating themselves on the head-bone of a dead horse, they euide
themselves down the steepest declivities with incomparable art, and with the velocity of
a stag. Nor was any accident ever known to have happened to them, though the tops

of some of these downs are little short of a mile from the sea.

On this rural and romantic spot are several springs, the water of which is ofthe purest
kind. These springs empty themselves 'to the sea, and form small cascades.

From this place we returned to the main tor.d, and continued our route through Bon-
church, the name of which seems to be an abbreviation of the church of St. Boniface.

The cottages that compose this place are strewed in a very picturesque manner. They
are constructed of stone, with patches of slate and brick, and are all thatched. The
village is nearly surrounded with trees, and harmonizes sweedy with the oppoate
cliff's.

Here the downs of Bonchurch begin ; and they skirt the heights for a considerable

distance. Very few cattle are kept upon the adjacent farms ; scarcely ever more than
arc sufficient for their own use. The reason ^ven for this by the farmers, is the want of
hay to fodder them with during the winter. But that want, m my opinion, might easily

be remedied, if proper attention were paid to this part of agriculture.

The downs of Bonchurch now swept to the left, and presented a new scene to us.

Dunnose point was the first head land towards the sea, on our right The downs of
Shanklin joined those of Bonchurch to the left> and formed a perfect amphitheatre.

-.,— , ^-^..-~.-,. ^—.m^w^^^ -f ,.
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The chine of Luccombc, or as the country people call it, Bowlhoop, was the: next

place we visited. Sweeping round the brow of the downs, we entered the valley near

Luccombe farm, and made our way to the chine.

This cavity is by no means so deep or terrific as Black-gang chine, being variegated

with shrubs and trees. It is indeed rather too much so, as they pevent you from view

ing a water- full which meanders from several springs in the dale. The descent of the

chine to the sea is very steep, and in a wet season impassable. On the top of it stands

a cottage, seciuestered in a small wood. A small wooden bridge crosses the chine to it,

underneath which the rippling water has a pleasing effect.

A great quantity of copperas appears to be impregnated with the earth, by the green

colours that lie intermixed on its surface. And on the shore are likewise quantities of

irun ore, which has been tried, but the quality found not equal to the expence that would
attend working it.

The cliffs of these parts, and round about Dunnose, consist of black and brown clay,

hurtful to the sight, and hapless to the seamen. The principal use made of this chine

is said to be that of a receptacle for smuggled goods ; many hundred casks of which
arc sometimes secreted in its cavities, and there securely concealed. But, through the

attention of the revenue officers, this has of late been in a great measure put a stop to.

Re-ascending this chine, we pursued the track that led to Luccombe farm, the appear-

ance of which from the valley is by no means despicable. The vale is surrounded by
the downs before mentioned, and well wooded. The summits of the downs, when the

clouds are low, and roll on their surface, produce a charming effect ; and at the same
time leave the mind in a state of doubt as to their real altitude. This induced me to

take the annexed view.

The evening scenes here are never equally pleasing to those of the morning ; \vhich

may be attributed to the soft effects of the sun being lost, through the interference of the

mountains, long before its decline.

We enjoyed this view with every advantage a fine evening could produce. The
farm house was pleasantly encircled with wood, and just presented a sufficiency for the

subject ; a broken stone wall, with shrubs, having taken off the lower parts from the

eye ; while the smoke issuing from the chimney of the house glanced the wood, and
soaring up the hills, blended at last with the clouds which hovered on the moun.
tain's brow. On our left the rocks had a pleasing effect, and closed the view on
that side.

We now made for the downs of Shanklin, which are before said to have miraculously

increased in their height, and where every satisfaction might be received, as to views,

that die island can possibly bestow.

Our first sight, taken from Smerdon beacon, was Appuldurcombe, diat seat of sir

Richard Worseley which lies at the bottom of his park. The woods at its back, from
this point of sight, are apparently very thin of trees ; but the house, though a bird's-

eye view, is pleasant ; as also is the artificial castle, known by the name of Cook's
Castle, which stands opposite to it. The downs of Bonchurch and St. Boniface range

down to the i^ark, and form a circular recess.

The principal objects in the valley are Wroxall farms, which in some measure alle-

viate the dreariness of the hills. Rather more to the north, the valley opens, and pre-

sents Godshill ; and traversing your eye still more towards the north, it expands itself,

and at once displays the chief part of the island. This most luxuriant dale extends en-

voi. II. 4 T
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tircly from Appuldurcombe to the mouth of Cowcs road, after passing between Caris-

brook and Arrcton hills.

Here the downs of the latter reared their heads to close the eastern valley. They
range almost to Brading, wlure, declining their regular lines, they introduce the creek

of Fishbornc and Bruding harbour to the right ; while Foreland point apix;ars the ex-

tremity to the east.

The eye still roving, Culver cliffs drop their heights towards the bay of Sundown ;

where the valley again begins, and leads to the centre of the island ; and there, turning

round the hills between G(xlshill and Black Down, it enters the vale of Brixton. The
Needles to the west form the other extremity.

From the extensiveness of these views, notwithstanding we were now convinced that

the hill of St. Catherine's is the highest land, we are of opinion that this is the better

spot for taking a general view of the island. The channel of the Solent is jierfectly

visible from it, and there is likewise a clear view of Southampton ; whereas these from

St. Catherine's were intercepted by Black Down, Spithead, and all the coast of Sussex,

are likewise clearly and distinctly seen from hence.

The evening advancing, the clouds began to gather round the whole island, though

scarcely a breath of air was perceptible. Not an evening passed while we were in this

part of it, but we observed the same extraordinary appearance in the atmosphere to take

place. Just where the sun had set, a small gleam of red was visible; in every other

part a gloom appeared, that almost seemed to threaten a general dissolution. A heavy

black vaporous body dragged itself Kdgeringly from the east ; while a confused misty

cloud, that hung over the southern hills, seemed but to delay its fury till the other was
ripe to assist it in convulsing the earth.

Struck with a phenomenon which we had observed constantly to attend the closing

in of the evening, we waited some lime near the Beacon, to see tl^e event of it ; when
suddenly the clouds became rent into a thousand fragments, all of which hastily dispers-

ing sunk Ik'Iow the horizon. From what cause so extraordinary a circumstance pro-

ceeded, I \v'\\\ not pretend to say : leaving the solution to abler meteorologists, I shall con-

tent myself with the foregoing representation of what repeatedly caught our attention

during the month of September, but which, from its frequency and harmlessness, might

not have been thought worthy of notice by the people of the island.

Crossing the downs, we now entered the road to Shanklin. As vou approach this

village, its vicinity is finely diversified with wood and common ; and the woods are par-

ticularly well stocked with wild pigeons, whose plaintive notes on a summer's evening

lull the mind into a pleasing melancholy. The shyness ofthese birds renders it very dif-

ficult to shoot them.

On this tract of common, a few oaks, irregularly supporting each other, shelter a

spring that falls into the beginning of Shanklin chine ; whigh is everywhere, till it

reaches its main body, shaded by ashes and elms, whose pleasing irregularity forms many
charming groupes. It passes through a small artificial arch, made of stone, and forms

a cascade ; but as its channel here does not exceed three feet, and is very shallow, it is but

when the rains are violent that it deserves the name of a cascade.

The first part of the village of Shanklin, as you enter it by the way we did, contains

the church, which is situated in the middle of Mr. Jolifie's farm-yard, generally called

Shanklin farm, from its being the largest in the parish.

Too many are the l)eauties of this place to he described in the space we can allot for

it. The village is lost to the sight, in a perfect wilderness. The ash trees, by which it
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is stirroimded, are equal in beauty to any in Kngland ; they dart their stately branches

to the highest pitch that constitutes grandciir, and line the chine froni its btginiiinj^ lo

the principal cascade. In the course of the rivulet pK-fore mentioned, several small

springs jom it ; when it precipitately rushes on to the end of the ash grovi , win re, in

one Ijody, it enters a chasm cleft in the earth, and now forms the best cascade we had

as yet seen.

The village of Shanklin affords every gratification a lil)eral mind can wish for. Few
places can bonst of greater happiness. Its inhabitants are like one large family : ill

nature is not known among them. Oi)liging in the extren ,', they appear to be the hap-

piest when their visitants are best pleased.

Was there a possibility of procuring a bathing machine at this place, there is no doubt

but the well-known hospitality to be found at the house of Mrs. VVilliams, would attract

imbcrs to partake of the pleasures of this heavenly spot. Under her peaceful roof

ic traveller may Ije accommodated with every convenience a village can afl'ord ; and
/en luxury itself might find its cravings gratified.

The only alloy to their happiness the inhabitants are sensible of, is the uncertainty of

IC tenure of that happiness. Doubtful of ever reaping the fruits of their industry,

icy meet with little encouragement to render their lands as productive as they might
e made ; the leases by which they are held being only granted for three lives, unre-

cwable ; when these arc extinct, they devolve to the original landlord. And in the

ame manner is the spirit of industry damped on all this part of the Isle of Wight.
The chine being the principal object here that attracts the notice of travellei-s, I took

he annexed faint sketch of it during a very heavy rain. The mouth of it, towards the

ea, appears to have been rent by some sudden eruption of over- loaded Nature ; and
he effects of this concussion extend for full a quarter of a mile, in a line to the village,

vhere its progress was probably stopjK-d by the solidity of the rock.

A flight of steps has been made in the chine for the convenience of the inhabitants,

n order that they might ascend and descend with the greater ease. A gentleman of

he island, in a tour round it, has asserted (believing, or being betrayed by the country

jieople into the belief of it) that these were not artificial steps, but occasioned by the

eruption. They would have imposed the same deception on us ; but when they saw
that we treated the idea with ridicule, they candidly acknowledged that it was their cus-

tom to endeavour to deceive strangers in this point. On a small level, halfway down
towards the sea, stands a fisherman's hut, which has the charm of relieving the most
rugged appearance of the cliffs.

Mr. Fitzmaurice, who once resided here, we understootl, was at the expence of
making a road to the waterfall ; but from the water that ravages ihe bottom of the

chine, and the violence of the wind in the winter, it soon became impassable.

The bottom still continues firm, and we ventured as far as the cascade. Many clumps
of earth, which have fallen from the promontories that form its declivities, obstruct

the passage. We found it to be well covered with plants and shrubs, that negligently

break the career of the stream.

The chine has four turns before it reaches the waterfall, all of which bear a propor-

tionable degree of that sublime awfulness such a scene naturally inspires. When we had
reached its exiremest limits, the fall exhibited more grandeur, and cleared itself of the

precipice with greater boldness and majesty, than we had ever- seen in any before. A
few shrubs hang on its sides, a d sip the spray arising from the agitated foam, the

sprinklings of which produce that vernal mossy bloom that so often contrasts the other

vegetation, and doubles its wonted splendour.
4 t2
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While here, we were convinced, from occular demonstration, of the effect the rain

has on this stream. At such times the body of water is very considerably increased,

and the waterfall so swells, as to l)ecotne an object worthy the notice of the curious.

It pours down through all the foregoing channels, and rushes with violence into the sea.

The beach here has a fine sandy bottom, entirely free from rocks or stones ; which
renders it a very desirable place for bathing. To the right, a welUknown hill, called

Horse Lo<lgc, projects into the sea, and forms the southern extremity of Sandown bay,

binding Ixhintl it the point uf Dunnose. On the left it is bounded by Culver cliffs,

and atiurds a fine recess for small vessels during a gale of wind.

The spots most distinguishable from the chine are Sandown fort, and the seat of Mr.
Wilkes. The situation of the latter appears from hence to be extremely pleasant, and
to command very extensive views.

Returning from the chine to the village of Shanklin, a space of about half a mile,

through corn fields, we had another view of that place; but, as before observed, there

is little of it to be seen, the sight being obstructed by the lofty tt :es which surround

it. The down behind it, whose sides arc well wooded, terminates the view.

To add to the beauty of this spot, an uncommon number of singing birds, of various

sorts, haunt the sequestered vale, and by their sweet notes give a cheerfulness to every

returning mom. 1 must not omit to mention one circumstance, which redounds to the

honour of the inhabitants of Shanklin. So sensible arc they of the value of libcrtv,

that, during my stay here, I did not observe a bird to be immured in a cage through-

out the whole place.

Ungrateful must be those, who, enjoying freedom themselves, and sensible ofthe va-

lue of It, shall refuse it to the sweet choristers, whose carols afford them so much plea-

sure. Ask the captive, that, naked and forlorn, lingers out a miserable existence in a

loathsome cell, the gnawing fetters rending his flesh, and hunger wearing him to the

bone ; and he will tell you, that freedom is the gift of Nature to all her children, without

exception ; and inhuman must be those who deprive even the feathered race of that

right. Or, as Thomson much better describes the inhumanity of confining birds

in cages

:

*' Be not the muse ashamed here to bemoan
Her brothers of the grove, by tyrant man
Inhuman caught, and in the narrow cage
From liberty coniin'd, and boundless air.

Dull are the pretty slaves, their plumage dull,

Ragged, and all itsbrighl'ning lustre lost

;

Nor is that sprightly wildncss in their notes.

Which, clear and vigorous, wabbles from the beech.

O then, ye friends of love and love-taught song,

Spare the soft tribes, this barbarous art forbear

;

If on your bosom innocence can win,

Music engage, or piety persuade."

Thomson's SsASOits.
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When wc had r'^turncd to our place of residence for llic night, a scene presented Uhiif,

thai, had it fiillen under the iiH(H'cti()n of Mr. Wright, would have received ample
justice from the masterly touches of his pencil.

A parcel of countrymen, who had just returned from the harvest field, had sought

the shelicr of a shady retreat on the ^^rccn plot which stand*, before the house, in order

to wipe the sweat of indi stry from their honest brows, and to re{i;ale themselves after

the fatigues of a sultry day. In all that carelessness peculiar to these people, they had

happily grouped themselves, and in such a position that the light of a glimmering taper

shone full on their faces, and produced a fine efl'ect.

At the same time, near the extremity of the branches that sheltered the rustics, the

moon, darting her silver t)cams on part of the house, and playing on the boughs
of the trees, gently glided away to the sea, and caught every returning wave as it rose.

Oi\ the left, the cliffs of Culver wen' plainly discernible through the trees, and seemed
to have combined their charms to heighten the scene, and delight the imagination.

For near an hour not a single cloud obstructed this pleasing light, but every instant added

fresh beauties to the landscape.

SECTION IX.

LEAVING Slianktin, we passed the village ofLake, and made for the seat of John

Wilkes, Esq. This villa« though not large, has every requisite to make it u desira.

bic abode. The house is rather low; it is however extensive, having had many im-

provements made to if by its present proprietor ; whose judgment and taste in all the

elegancies of life are well known. It stands on an eminence, and commands the whole
prospect of Sandown Bay.
The greatest deficiency observable here is tlie want of wood : that would give it a

preference to most other parts of the island. But the trees around Mr. Wilkes's man-
sion do not thrive to his wishes.

The inside of the house is plain, but elegantly fitted up, and abounding with every
convenience that can tend to tne accommodation of a family. On the right side of it

a marquee is erected, which serves for a summer hoO^e, and, for taste, is equal to any
thing of the kind we had ever seen. Several curious engravings from the antique

grace its sides ; and we saw several others lying on the tables ; but the latter were not

so well executed as those hung up. At the farther end of the marquee, over a spe-

cimen of conjugal felicity in basso relievo, is the following inscription, engraved on a

marble tablet:

To filial Piety

and

Mary Wilkes.
Erected by

John Wilkes,
1789.

The gardens are well laid out, and compensate in a great measure for the want uf
wood ; and the young shrubberies now around it bid fair to supply that loss, and to

complete the beauty of this desirable spot.

Few of the gentlemen who resort to this island on summer excursions but wliat

must remark the wonderful contrasts of it ; and I must again observe, that were a
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str.inj^r to be taken from Alliim Bay, or Under ClifT, and placed liere, he would imap;inc

h< v^as p;ot into a (lifllrcnt c.ouiitiy.

Bciwtii) thi*( place and Shunklin, within ihc luHt twenty ycant, the sea hun intruded

full (hirty kvt cm the land. Tlic broken ground throughout the whole of the way,
from Sinull Ho|k:» to Slianklin chine, is a suHicit ni pr(K>r of the truth of this ubser>

vutiou.

Our next dcstinittion was to Sandown fort. This fort commands the bay from
which it takes its name. It is u loiv tsquarc building, flanked by lour bastions, and
encompusstd t)y a ditch. The lownc%s of it secures it against any attacks by sea, us the

shots from tlie ships pass over it. During the last war several privateers entered the

bay, and attempted to destroy it, but were not able to succeed in the attempt ; U'ating

down a ftw chimnics was the height of their achievements. It was repaired, not

many yearn ago, at a consideral)le expencc ; and there are several master gunners, with

a small garrison, in it ; so that this |Kirt oi' the coast is defended by it, during a <.var, from
the attacks of an enemy.
From Sandown we made for Yavcrland ; a small village situated at the foot of Brad-

ing downs. In our way we coastc*d the clifls of Culver, the inhabitants of which arc

chiefly gulls and pigeons. From the latter it receives its name. Culppe, being the

Saxon word for a pigeon. Formerly this kind of bird was more numerous on these

rocks than any other species, but they arc of late much decreased ; many of them
however still remain.

Looking back, we had now an advantageous view of the downs wc had crossei

the preceding day. Appuldcrcombe house was i)crfectly discernible, as was al..o th-

view from it of Brading harbour ; which few would h;ive imagined. The valley open-.

ed between the downs of Brading and Yavcrland, and presented the harbour of the

former, with the road of St. Helen's. The spot of w oocl called Queen-bower was very

conspicuous to the sight ; while the extremity of the vale apparently closed a^ Blacic

Down and Gatecombe hills.

Pursuing our way still by the sea side, wc came to the Foreland, the easternmost

point of the island. From thence wc met with nothing of novelty till we reached Bim-
bridge point, where the entrance of Brading haven commences. The adjacent land is

well wooded, and very agreeable to the view.

The haven consists of an extensive tract of marsh land, amounting to upwards of

eight hundred acres. It is covered every tide by the sea, which flows through a nar-

row passage. Many attempts have been made to procure a constant entrance into

this haven for ships of burden, but without success ; the sand being driven in as fast as

it is cleared away. From this circumstance, one of the seci-rest and most extensive

harbours in the channel, wherein the ships ut Spithead and St. Helen's might find a

ready retreat, in case of necessity, is unfortunately rendered useless.

We now traversed the banks of the harbour, and skirted its borders, as near as the

road would allow. From its woody- banks and cheerful aspect the transparent water

receives every pleasing impression they can possibly bestow. Two houses, genteel in

their appearance, lay to our right ; while Nunwell, the seat of the ancient family of Sir

William Oglander, faces tlic harbour.

From hence we still kept (o the left, wishing to have a perfect view of the marshes

of Brading, as well as those of Sandown. From the latter the island receives every ad-

vantage such a tract of land can yield, the greatest part of it being appropriated to the

cultivation of corn. It is well watered, and a small river runs through it, that keeps it
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in a continual state of verdure. A great number of cattle arc Rrav;ccl upon it ; na-

ture having happily furui^hcU this blci»!icd ttput wiili a prui'uaion uf llic bsvccic^t her-

The valley leads down to Newchiirrli ; a plarc we intend to visit lieforc we leave this

bland, but mill not be able to iruluilc it in the tour wc- are no\k' on, round the coasfi.

On our right-hand the oppojiitc shores of the lake were no cotUemptibIc object, clad

as they were in autumn's j^aycst ve»t. 'I'hc water infringing on diis side as well ns on

the other, wc had all its divtrsified eflci.i: This vale furnislKs pasture for u consider-

able numbcrof cattle, but not proportionable to th'it of Sandown.

Once more entering the road, we pursued our wav to Brading, with a design to

course tlie shores of the opposite side of the harlxtur. Braditig, though one of the larg-

est towns in the island, has not a single object about it to render it the :;ubjcct of particu-

lar attention. It is merely a town, without any of that diverbity most others hav(;.

Even its church is obliterated by the ill-judged carefulness of die worthy overseers

;

and what once might have invited, nowdisgust:> the sight.

Meeting with nothing io detain us in the town, we pass .'d through it, and pursued the

right-hand road in order to track the boundaries of its lake on the side, of which we had
a view in the morning ; aiul hwvi<n^ travelled about half a mile towards the north, we
struck away to St. Helen's

The southern shores of the harbour arc far pleasantcr to view than its northern.

Breaks between the mountains introduce the main valley of die island, with a distinct

view of Sir Richard VVorhley's seat, and the hill of St. Catherine's. The vale before

mentioned, extending from Appuldurcombe house, had greater beauties than in any

J)oint of view wc had hitherto fcccn it. The trees fell charmingly into each other and
ormed small coppices ; while tlie tlovvns, which surrounded it, rose with more than com-
mon grandeur.

The bay of Brading takes several fine sweeps, and most pleasantly contrasts the

scenes. Many woody promontories nm into the harbour, and give grace to its

boundaries. The raid to St. Helen's is on both sides lined with trees, which renders

it delightful. We found much greater appearance of nobleness here, in every path

we pursued, ^hzn the opposite vallies had to boast. To our left the country was
chiefly wood. The road to Ride, throughout the whole way, was covered with oaks,

wliich, as they were just assuming the autumnal colouring, shone with unspeakable

splendour.

The village of St. Helen's consists of a few scattered huts, constructed chiefly of
stone, and thatched. It is not improbable, from some ancient accounts, but that it

was formerly of much greater consequence than it is at present. There is a large

farm in die parish still called the Priory, it having been a cell to an abbey of Clu-
niac monks in Normandy. The old church was situated so near the sea, that it

was endangered by its encroachments, upon which account a brief was obtain-

ed by the inhabitants for erecting a new one, about the beginning of the present

century.

There are several quarries near this village, from which the materials are procured
wherewith all the buildings for the lower ranks, in this quarter of the island, are con-
structed.

The air is remarkably healthy qnd clear ; and what is no less observable, pleasure

and tranquility seem to brighten every countenance. From what source it proceeds I

will not preteiid to say, but the inhabitants of the island appear to possess a fund of
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cheerfulness and good humour, that is not so conspicuous in any ciVcr part of his ma-
jesty's dominions.

The farmers in general are a social, hospitable, arid worthy set of people ; and many
of them, by their industry and attention, have ac( [uired very considerable fortunes. If

rher»^ be any degrada ion to their character, it i^ that of moistening their clay with

too copious draughts uf potent liquors. This propensity however is not partial, but

predominates throughout the whole island ; and it might be urged in extenuation of it,

that tb nature of their soil, and the intense heat of their summers, allow of a greater

excess it} this point than many parts of England. It is a foible that commences with

their earliest years, and '• growing with their growth," few of the farmers en the mo-
ther island, seasoned aamost of them are, would be able to cope with those of th<:lalc

of Wight.
The convenience of St. Helen's is well known to all outward-bound ships passing

through the channel, as most of them take in here their live stock for sea ;
poultry being

extremely cheap, and all other provisions proportionably so.

Through the efficacy of a bill, procured by tlie gentlemen of the island, for securing

the farmers from the depredations of foxes, badgers, polecats, and other noxious ani-

mals, the island is kept very free from them. Even to let one of them loose is an of-

fence punishable with transportation j for were they once to take root in the island,

from the nv.mber of coverts in the cliff's, &,c. it would be nearly impossible to extirpate

them.

While we were there, wc were informed that a f »x, which hid been reared from a

cub by a gentleman near Nevvchurch, broke his cnain, and made his escape to the

cliffs of Shankiin ; where, as usual, he lay concealed in the day time, and committed his

depredations during the night. At length, being luckily detected in carrying off some
poultrv f"om Shankiin farm, he was shot ; atiid this is the only instance ofany mis-

chief being dr-ne by these animals for a great number of years ; I believe within the

memory of the oldest inhabitant.

At the bottom of tlie hill of St. Helen's a land mark is placed as a guide to ma-
riners ; from which Dover Point binds the entrance to the harbour of Brading. This
point is near half a mile from the foot of the hill where the village of St. Helen's stands,

and is covered chiefly v\ ith sand and furze. This is the point that choaks the harbour,

and obstructs the entrance cf ships of burden.

From this view the harbour appears like a lake. The land closes it from hence on
all sides, and makes an excellent study. The woody screens of St. Helen's run all

the way along its banks to Braiding, where it is joined by those that encircle the town.
Nunwell woods blend in the back-ground with those of Brading, and freshen the

scene. The valley still continues open, and permits St. Catherine's to form a part of
the distance. On the left, the water takes large sweeps round the point of land which
falls into its bason. The downs of Binbridge range along the shores, and form the

side-screens.

Outward-bound ships not only take in their poultry, &c. here, but likewise their

n'ater ; which is found to be preferable to that of most other parts. East-Indiamen
have been known to carry it to their destined ports, and bring some of it back, in as
sweet a state as when taken from the spring. And it has this further advantage, that,

when at sea, it recovers itself sooner than any other.

Nettlestone Priory, which lies about a mile and a half from St. Helen's, became the

next object of our visits. We had entertained hopes of finding something out of the

corimon line, in a place that might be supposed to bear the venerable remains of anti-
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quity ; and indeed the entrance to it quite transported us ; a grove of nodding elms

towered over the avenue; but we were not a little surprised to find these expectations

soon disappointed. The farm mentioned before (to which it is now converted) has

not in its appearance the least trace of its having been the abode of a holy brotherhood.

Neither antiquity nor beauty was to be seen about it. Nothing more than a dirty farm-

yard presented itself.

Passing through this, we entered the garden of Sir Nash Grose. The old mansion,

which still retains the name of the Priory, is plain and neat, but small. An additional

house has lately been begun by that genUeman, and bids fair to prove a very desirable

residence. The prospects from this spot, of the £ ja, together with the coasts of Sussex

and Hampshire, are very extensive, and give it the preference, in point of situation, to

many in the island.

Near the Priory several salt works are established, which for convenience exceed the

general run of these works.

SECTION X.

FROM hence we returned through Nettlestone village, and proceeded towards Ride.

The road we now passed through is in excellent repair, and the country exhi'jits a very

different aspect to what it had hitherto done. Woods, abounding with oaks, encircle

the roads and villages. These oaks, however, are not possessed of the grandeur of
those produced in the New Forest. Formerly the Isle of Wight was chiefly covered with

wood; but from its contiguous situation to the dock-yards at Pousmouth, the southern

vallies have been considerably dismembered of it.

The soil changes here agdn, and consists of mould, sand, and gravel. Several

grass farms lie near the road, and clothe the vallies with pleasanter tints than we had
passed.

On cur right lay St John's, late the seat of lord Amherst, but now of Mr. Lake.
The house stands on a rising ground, and commands very extensive views. The woody
scenes of Ride lie before it, with the sea at its back front. The building is plain, but

very neat, and displays great taste ; it besides possesses every requisite to make it a com-
plete and commodious mansion. The grounds belonging to it, though not extensive,

are well stocked.

From its situation it becomes a very desirable sporting lodge ; the woods around it

affording shelter to a great number of hares and pheasants ; and as care is taken to secure

them from the depredations of poachers, there is seldom any want of sport. The
woods likewise abounding with springs, woodcocks and snipes are also found here in

plenty.

The road proceeds from hence to Ride. The principal pait of this place is termed
Upper Ride, which lies on the top of the hill, in a clear pleasant air. It is a plain and
neat village, and has several well-built houses in it. A great deal of company resort to

it during the bathing season, the accommodations being nearly equal to those at Cowes

;

but the principal reason for preferring this to the other watering places is the many
fine rides which strike out from it ; and, in genital, the roads are rather better than in

many parts of the island.

Lower Ride is a straggling place, and has a nearer resemblance to the subjects Van-
goen stisdied, than to those ofany other master. Several small vessels are built here ; and
the inhabitants are mostly fishermen, and mariners employed in the coasting trade.

VOL. Xh 4t V
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The passage from hence to Portsmouth is the nearest from any part of the island.

It is thought to be rather more than seven miles across ; but the boatmen say not quite

so much. Boats pass regularly every morning, at seven o'clock in the summer, and nine

in the winter, from hence to Gosport and Portsmouth, to the great convenience of thoie

places ; the inhabitants being chiefly supplied with their butter, eggs, and poultry, from
hence, and other parts of the island.

Towards the western extremity of the village are the bathing houses, whose situation

is preferable to any on the opposite shores, h^th on account of ihc pureness ofthe water,

and the conveniences. The coast off this place is shoal for almost a mile ; so that

ships of burden are prevented from lying near. Every accomuiodation ntoessary for

parties, during the bathing time, is to be procured at Ride ; and the pleasantness of

its situation, and its rides, exclusive of these accompaniments, are great inducements for

strangers to visit it.

On the road from Ride to Bimstead delightful scenes frequently present themselves.

Before we entered the village, a fine piece of broken ground opened, and gave us the

best view of Spithead we had as yet seen. On both sides, the oak and the ash formed
beautiful screens, leaving a space just sufficient for the water and distance to make a
grand appearance.

Many old stumps of trees lay scattered near the road, that, with a team of horses,

formed a fine groupe. The horses belonged to a farmer, who was loading felled timber
on one of those picturesque long carriages, just suited to the romantic appearance of the

fore-ground; and which produced as complete a composition as could be de-

sired for such a scene. A well-known favourite subject of the late Mr. Gains-
borough.

Passing Bimstead, we entered the woods that encircle Quarr abbey. Their nobleness

is grateful to the eye, and g^ves the mind a finer idea of a true sketch of nature than

those we had passed when we left Nettlestone Priory. All was regularly irregiihr ; and
they played off* every charm, to the greatest advantage, over a brook, whose rapid

stream murmured againt the pointed surface ofthe stones ; while the boughs kindly con-
descended to shade its cool retreat.

Hitherto we had never met with trees on this island in so thriving a condition as those

which now sheltered us. An immense number of wood pigeons inhabit these solitary

walks, whose melancholy notes, added to the still silence that reigned throughout the

grove, inspired us with a sacred awe. All was hushed ; not a leaf was ruffled by the

passing breeze. At length we reached the abbey

;

« Where pious headmen, iTrom the world retir'd,

III blissful visions wing'd their souls to Heav'n

;

While future joys their sober transports fir'd,

They wept their erring days, and were forgiv'n.

Where burn the gorgeous altar's lasting fires ?

Where frovns the dreadful sanctuary now ?

No more Religion's awful flame aspires

!

No more th' asylum guards the fated brow

!

No more shall Charity, with spar)siMng eyes
And smiles ofwelcome, wide unrold the door.

Where Pity, list'ning still to Nature's cries,

Befriends the Mrretched, and relieves the poor !"

Kbats.

.«
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This celebrated abbey was founded in the reign of Henry the First, by Baldwin, ea»i

of Devon, and was dedicated to the Virgin Mary. The monks by which it was in-

habited were removed from Savigny in Normandy, and were among the first of the

Cistercian order that came into England. It probably received its name of Quarr, or,

as it is called in some of the old grunts, Quarraria, from the stone quarries that arc

m its neighbourhood.

It was anciently encircled by a wall, near a mile in circumference, the vestiges of
which still remain. At its back nods a venerable grove that gives solemnity to the

scene ; and from it there is an opening to the sea, which furnished the holy fathers

with an opportunity of contemplating the wonders of the deep.

The greatest part of this ancient building is demolished ; a few of the walls only still

remain. The architecture, as far as can be now judged of, was a mixture of Saxon
and Gothic. The church or chapel of the monastery may yet be traced at the east

end ; and some vaulted cellars are discernible at the west end. Of the walls that are

standing, some are converted into barns, by being covered with thatch, and others

degraded into sties or stables.

The farm-house adjoining to it is a modem building, and tends much to diminish

the venerableness of the ruder vestiges, which time has brought to a stage beyond
perfection. A few years ago a great deal more of the abbey was in existence ; but
now not an interesting view of it can be taken.

All its former grandeur lies a wreck to time ; and from the dirt strewed around
by its different possessors, the principal part of the building is embowelted in the

earth, and overgrown with moss and rugged fern. Its distance from the sea is very

inconsiderable ; and there is still remaining, just above high-water mark, some ap-

pearance of a fort, which was built for its defence in the time of king Edward the

Third.

We could not leave the poor re- lins of this once grand and venerable pile, without

sighing at the depredations of tinn , ind lamenting the havock it has made on these

abodes of piety atid peace.

Proceeding through the other avenue, we '>ent our course towards Wootton-bridge.

The road from the abbey was finely wooded with oaks, am* contributed to keep alive

the gloomy ideas that had taken possession of our minds. This 'cover continued for

some time ; but when an opening took place> the choicest variety f tints di'^used them-
selves round the tops of the trees, that can be imagined The leaves of the oaks had
just become rubid, and mingling with those that had fallen from the ash, which were
nearly yellow, produced a fine and glowing colour.

The branches of most of the oaks that were arrived at maturity were disrobed of

their leaves, on a few of their boughs. This, at some times, roduces a beautiful cf.

feet; at others it is disgusting ; but as this uncertainty d( p .:> on the manner of their

growth, and their situation, the knowledge of it can only be obtained by occular ob-

servation.

A thousand turns and forms of trees rray present themselves to a judicious eye, and
few of these perhaps might please. The noblest oaks frequently have too great a num-
ber of branches, and these branches may be over-loaded with ramifications ; when this

is the case, but little verdure appears on them. At other times these trees, when de-

prived of that luxuriance, have a great quantity ofmoss gather on their boughs ; which,

m the middle of the summer, blends too much with the green leaves ; but towards
autumn, when the leaves turn brown, they appear, owing to the heat, quite gray and
vivid. So also in the morning at sun-rise, when the dew has well moistened thus moss,

4 u 2
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rind thrown a closs over the other parts of the wood, they shine most beautifully, and
form noble colouring. But so momentary is the effect of this operation of Nature,

and so (luick the transition, that it scarcely can be discerned by the careless eye. The
principal beauty of picturesque representations depending in a great measure on the ob>

servance of these minutiae, they are not unworthy the attention of the artist.

As we passed through the wood, we fell in with a buck and doe ; but we found
they were not natives of this part; such as escape from sir Richard Worsley'i park,

and this frequently happens, generally make for these woods.

At the extremity of this range of cover, we came close to Wootton-bridge hill

;

which for convenience of water carriage claims a superior rank to many other parts of
the island. Here every diversity encountered the sight. A great plenty of water lay

in the valley, which was delightfully wooded on both sides, down to its banks. Its

views are extremely pleasant, und quite different from any we had hitherto seen. The
left hand presents an entire screen of woods, which gracefully pass from Nunwell to

the foot of Ashey down, whose height terminates the distance, and forms a noble back«

ground.

The sun was setting at the time it fell under our inspection, and it powerfully im-

pressed with its rays the tops of the shrubs. Many sweet hues from them also brought

the liveliest colouring on the trees ; nor was their reflection on the briny mirror less

beautiful. Several transitory streaks of the evening beamed, with an expression beyond
all description fine, in the water. The tide was in ; and as on this side Wootton-bridge

mills the wind and weather have no effect, it was a placid lake ; and stained with the

highest glows the hand of Nature could imprint. It is true its turn has not an equal

degree of grace with those in the northern parts of England, but it has an innumerable
diversity of objects to recommend it.

The right of Wootton-bridge leads to the sea. This we sailed down, and were as

well pleased with the beauties of it, as any we had before seen. The only deficiency

we could perceive was the want of rock, that great assistant to landscape. A few of
those cliffs, with which the southern shores of the island are overloaded, ^vould have ren-

dered this one of the completest and most beautiful lake-views in the island. Its right

side has aill the woods of Quarr skirting its shores, which are answered by the opposite

sides, where the same texture prevails. A few interpositions of com and grass break

among the woods, and reach likewise to the water ; but these are too small to add much
grace to it.

On our return, the mill and bridge broke the first distance of the water; over

which the woods that ranged along Ashey down united themselves to the others that

swept along Arreton downs ; where they appeared to be broke by a few straggliilj^ hills

which joined the road to Bide.

Having feasted our sight for a considerable time on this delightful view, we passed on
for Barton, formerly the seat of lord Clanrickard, but now the property of Mr.
Blachford. A convent or oratory of friars, of the order of St. Augustin, was
founded here 'n the year 1282; which was grnted in the year 14^9 to the college

of Winchester.

SECTION XI.
^

We now quitted the high road, and turning to the right hand, passed through several

corn fields, till we reached another copse of a considerable extent. The quandty of
wood growing in this quarter of the island is nearly incredible, when «ompsured to the

;ru),^'»w»ii " ^j 'r.:^.v.^j»",k.
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Other parts : the latter appear a desert to it. This diversity renders it at once pleasant

and striking ; and gives a far greater scope for the pencil than a common valley, thinly

strewed with hedge-rows, possibly can.

The right-hand road led us directly to Barton House, which stands upon an emi-

nence, and commands fine prospects. When viewed from the foot of the hilt it has a

very pleasing eflfect. The house is an ancient building, and the appearance of it such

as we generally find the mansions which were erected about the reign of queen Eliza-

beth ; the windows are composed of leaded casements, which are all sunk in the wall.

The late noble possessor of it, lord Clanrickard, whose usual residence it was, made
several additions to it. All the sides of the rooms are of wainscot, formed into small

pannels, in which are affixed a number of representations of the cross.

Here was likewise a chapel ; but the building is now appropriated to less sacred pur-

poses, being converted into a warehouse for wool. A great sameness runs through the

whole house, both in its internal and external parts. The mode of its construction,

with so many gable ends towards the front, gives a ^reat formality to its appearance

;

as do the tall chimnies ; both of which appear disgusting in a picture.

The lawn before the house is pleasant, but too regularly planted with clumps of

evergreens, that favour more of the dullness of a citizen than the taste of a nobleman.

We had, however, a fine view from it of Stokes bay to the right, and of Hanopton
water to the west. The sea-view was a great relief to its other prospects, and f>y far

the best.

Osborne, the scat of Robert Pope Blachford, Esq. was our next object. The
road from Barton House (which, as before observed, belongs likewise to this gen-

tleman) is not of any considerable length, and at the same time without much novelty.

This seat may be ranked as one of the best chosen residences in the island. On a fine

spacious lawn tnat leads to the sea stands the pleasantly-situated mansion. The views
from it are as extensive as they can be on the northern side ; Spithead has a fine appear-

ance from it ; so has Hampton river.

The bulling is very large, and has all its offices behind it The inside is equally con-

venient and roomy ; and is now receiving considerable improvements.

From hence we touched at Old Castle-point, and had a prospect of West Cowes on
the opposite side of the river ; but nothing more presented itself than what wc had seen

on our first arrival at the island.

As we had before, in our way to Newport, rode along the western boundaries of the

river Medina, we now made its eastern side our principal object. After leaving East
Cowes, the first curve of the river presented itself a little beyond Osborne. In this sweep
its course is fine, and forms a perfect view. The opposite shores are softly touched
with wood and fern, and share no inconsiderable part of its beauties.

Whippingham now fonued the fore-ground. But concluding that the river must
make a conspicuous appearance from that place, we descended to it. The church of

Whippingham b as curious an object of the kind as we ever beheld ; and unlike every

one we had ]ret seen. The tower, instead of having battlements, or a turret, has two
gable ends, and reminded us rather of a house than ofa church.

The vicarage, formerly the seat of Dr. Lewis, is now the residence of Mr. Barring-

ton, junior. The house is constructed partly of wood and partly of brick. It is rather

low, but exceedingly pleasant, and a fit pattern for tho^ who wish to combine taste with

pleasure. The front of it is towards the river, and it has a very conspicuous view of

the opposite shores. From these windows the finest and most distinct view of the river

1
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is seen. Without entering into a minute description of the inside of the house, wc
would just observe that the bed-rooms, though small, are so judiciously fitted up, th.it

every convenience attends them.

As you approach Newjxjrt, you there perceive the river to meander in delightful

curves, while the loaded barks, proudly skimming along its translucid bosom, add
lustre to the scene. Carisbrook Castle, with the hills and downs of Catcombe, close

the view towards the south ; as the King's Forest does to the we^t, and the downs of

Arrcton to the east.

Tht nill belonging to Mr. Smith, known by the name of Botany-bay Mill, lies to

the left of the river, and is just seen terminating the curve of the tide. In point of

situation for exhibiting a variety of scenes, this mill stands unrivalled on the banks of

the Medina. Its grounds are small, but so well laid out, that every necessary is soon to

be procured. There are but few houses in the village of Whippingham, and those

principally belonging to farmers.

Rising now on the high grounds, we had more distinct views of the hills round

Carisbrook than before.. The evening at the same time closing in, one of the heavy

purple harbingers of approaching night had nearly dropt its aerial curtain before the

declining sun. Yet so warmly did its power beam on every object it caught, that its

glow appeared to be contracted only to shine with double vividness. Every plant

It touched was perfectly on fire, and scarcely confined its hues to the turf on which
it grew.

By the time a few minutes more had elapsed, the sun had descended below this

gloomy mantle, in which night's dreary scenes were soon to be enwrapped ; and finding

a passage from the brow of Alvington forest to glance the remains of his departing rays,

he tinged with them the opposite wood ; but so faintly, that the green but barely re-

ceived its yellow tints.

From this mellowness of tint, however, the colouring was soft, without too strong a

glare. At the decline of day the shadows are fine and broad, and assbt the imagination

m acquiring a proper idea of this great branch of the art, and how properly to apply

it. The hills of Swanston imperceptibly crept to the sight, and glided off to the valley

of Shalfleet, where a small interposition of the sea finished the scene.

The river continued to diversify its turns at every step we advanced, till we reached

Fairlee, the seat of Mr. White. This house stands on an eminence, and commands
both views of the river. The opening from Cowes road to the Mother Bank and the

Brambles, from hence, is beautiful, and exhibits fine traits of the scenes in general pro-

duced by sea ports. The front of the house, which is chiefly brick, is towards the nveiv

The ether part has several long buildings annexed to it, without either novelty or ele-

gance. The inside is plain and neat ; besides which it has nothing very remarkable to

boast of. The lawn, before it, reaches to the water-side ; it is spacious, and gives a
noblenesis to the building. On its left is a wood, which skirts the sides down to the

river. The right is open, and descends to the same point

Heavy clouds had for a considerable time been hovering in the horizon ; they now
rolled over our heads, and poured down upon us their tremendous contents. The
thunder loudly roared in awful peals ; the rain spouted on us in cataracts ; and the

lightning darted forth its most vivid sulphur. AVhen the rain had somewhat abated of
its fury, the lightnings exhibited the finest presentations we had seen since we came
upon the island. The flashes b%ing remarkably long in their continuance, the illumi-

nation they threw over the adjacent parts was grand beyond description ; anddet^ed

m'-rYryf!,, «,'«gr ;,-«:,i»»-<',>- -J'
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US by its beauties for near an hour, absorbed in wonder and admiration. The town of
Newport received from its brilliance cvrry display it was in the power of light to give

it, and appeared a perfect spot of beauty ; while the river and the surrounding wood
derived from it their proportion of grandeur.

The storm had now vented its fury, and heavily rolled on ; when, passing the comer
of Bleak Heath, we entered Newport at the east bridge, having completed our tour

round the extremities of the island.

SECTION XII.

OUR next object was to view the island from its central mountains, and to explore

the picturesque beauties which the middle parts of it afford in such profusion. For
this purpose we took our route to the eastward ; and leaving Newport north road, wc
fell in with the foot of Arreton downs, at Shide Mill, about a mile from the town.

The situation of this place is very beautiful ; and, unlike most others in the island,

has a few trees encircling each of the houses, with the river Medina meandering along

the valley. Passing its bridge, we perceived the hills to rise to a great height, and form
a noble fore-ground. The bridge, thcugh not considerable, becomes an object, and
finely breaks the streaky lines ofGatcombe vale to the right.

The road on the downs is very steep, and mostly chalk and gravel. As we ascended*

the valley c^-jned in a lovely manner, and presented a charming variety of objects to

engage the attention. -Gatcombe hills bounded the view to the right, and skirted the

dale to Black Down, where it joined '.he hill of St. Catherine's, and terminated the val-

ley.

Gatcombe house from hence is a conspicuous object, and from these heights receives

a full dbplay of its beauty and situation. From the hill we had a slight view of Mr.
Roberts's seat. There the vale broke away to Godshill, and swept to the left, under
the parkof Appuldurcombe, from wher.ce it took its course to the side ofQueen Bower,
where the valley of Newchurch commences, and both terminated at Sandown.
The village of Arretun lay close under our right, and presenting itself in a bird's-

eye view, was pleaoanter to the sight from this point than any other we had yet observed
it in. Crossing the downs to the left, we viewed the woody scenes of Ride and Woot-
ton-bridge.

Cowes harbour is seen from this down to great advantage; every curve of the

stream is perfectly discernible from it, and exhibits a greater variety than can be pro-

cured from any other spot ; the woods range down to it in perfect grandeur, and
conceal all those littlenesses that so often broke upon us when seen from every other

quarter. Alvington forest bounded its opposite shore, and opened its scenes towards

the vale of Shalfleet, where the sight was closed. The road of Cowes, diminishing to

a pleasing avenue, presented its vessels at anchor ; while Luttrell's Folly and Calshot

castle were perfectly visible.

The morning was gray, and clearer than the mornings generally are here. A hazi.

ness frequently interrupts the sight ; but not that sort which at sun-rise so finely exhi.

bits the extravagance of nature, and displaying every wanton freak upon the mountain's

head, ^ves pleasure to the sight, and grandeur to the landscape ; it was of a more
dewy substance, that just stress the horizon, and at the least approach of warmth
disperses.

From. Cowes the valley was richly lined with wood, and so harmonized, that every

gaiety we could possibly have wished for was produced. Still the woods continued to
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display their ffrandcur, till an opening at Wootton-bridge broke them. We had a fine

prospect of this little lurking spot of Nature, and viewed it in its gaycbv vest. It had

been seen before by us towards the conclusion of a formrr day, but now it was poa-

scssed of all the diversified cflfects of a morning, which scattered gladness over every

surrounding branch.

Tlie water was at too great a distance to produce more than variety ; but this it

did in such profusion as had never before been exhibited to us. A steam arising from

its surface glidM along the boundaries of the adjacent woods, and, creeping up the

opposite hills, seemed to glory in unitinp^ all the scene» in one point.

The houses that bound Wootton-bndge were now buried in the aerial substance,

which seemed to envelojje every part with its softest bloom. The trees shone with

double lustre, and presented all the luxuriance that verdure could display.

The sea, in our distance, was blended with the sky ; and nothing appeared to be

wanting to render the portraiture complete but the pencil of Mr. MorTand, whose well*

knownIcnowledge in nature, composition, drawing, and colouring, would have given,

if possible, a higher finish than Nature herself had done.

The glorious source of light and heat now gradually began to break up from the

east, and soon dispelled this refreshinf^ effervescence of Nature. The vapours almost

instantaneously ceased to glow, and retiring, introduced to the sight the remaining woods
that diffuse themselves in this quarter.

We could not discern any part of the venerable walls of Quarr abbey. The village

of Ride we could just see ; but so small a part of it, that only a few houses were vbible

over the trees. The vessels that were passing near its shores had their ^are in the

scenes, but not to that extreme we wished. Still the woods alternately cheered the dale,

and threw fresh lustre on the scene ; while on our lef^« at the foot of Ashey downs, they

continued to range entirely to Nunwell.

To those who have no relish for picturesque scenes, these descriptions may carry with

them the appearance oftoo much warmth, and the views seem to be verbally pourtrayed

in colours too glowing ; but those who have a taste for the fine arts, and arc possessed

of so much judgment and sensibility as to be charmed wiih the picturesque beauties of
Nature, will, undoubtedly forgive ; the seeming enthusiasm ; and accompanying us st^p

by step, view in idea the scenes we represent, and find the same romantic ardour and
admiration excited in their minds by the description, that we found excited in ours by
the views.

SECTION XIII.

r

ii

PROCEEDING a little farther, we arrived at Asbey sea-mark, a triangular pyramid,
constructed of stone, about twenty feet high, and designed as a guide for ships sailing

from St Helen's to Spithead. From this point of view we had a large sweep of the

island. Before Qs lay the harbour of Brading, bounded by Bimbridge downs to the

right, and by St. Helen's to the left.

The scenes firom this part are grand beyond description, and too extensive for us to

be able to describe their limits. The co^st of Sussex bounded the dbtance before us,

and appeared with every beauty that a dis^nce can be admired for.

We now passed on to Brading downs, and viewed from thence the same scenes we
had done from Ashey sea-mark. After re-enioying that view, we skirted the opposite
brow of the downs. Here the valley of Sancfown opened in quite a diflSncnt garb to

what the woody scenes of Ride had just presented to us.

1] nri4tJ-i.-,- '^;.^i '
-'
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The rows of hed^s were formal, and too regular to be pleasing. The only gran-

deur was the opposite downs of Bonchurch, which rising at Duiinose, jwcpt awuy to

thoete of St. Boniface and Appuldurcombe park. Tlicse form noble )ack. groundii,

and when you approach nearer, admit of nice pieces bi:iiig caught from them ; us

many fore-grounds present plenty of wood and water verging on the biivv of thuii

hills.

We next came to the woods of Knighton, the forms of which are beautifully nictu-

resoue. Here tlie seat of Mr. Bisset broke on our sight. Few would imagine that

such a charming spot could be found in so recluse a dale, and receive any assistance

frum the hand of art. Knighton house, though ancient, cxhibitii much taste and
judgment in its construction : notwithtttanding it must have been often repaired, it

seems not to have loitt an iota of its original beauty. In the front the windows are all

latticed, and retain their antique pillars of stone for their present supporters.

One part of the building is finely variegated by the ivy that binds its gable ends.
These gable ends are the only parts that appear disgusting; Uic,^ are too many of
them ; which of course rather hurts than heightens the effect.

On each side of the house there is a ran^ c^ woods ; but a sufficient space is left

between them to present some very beautiful proLOf>cts. On one side the hill of St.

Catherine's b seen ; on the other the downs of St. ^ iiiface. From the left-hand side,

going to the house, a few pieces of water make a ve;y pleasing addition to the fore-

ground, and bring every thing into great harmony.
Here the view breaks, and pre!>ents the valley of N ^wchurch ; the house forming the

right-hand screen, the woods the left, and water in the niddle, with fine broken ground.
The hills of Queen Bower terminate the first distance ; the downs of Bonchurcn finish

the view ; but they rise from this spot with a much greater degree of grandeur than from
any point of view we had hitherto seen them in.

The house stands on an elevation considerably above the common level of the earth.

A wall supports the grounds lying at its back ; and even a part of the garden is

raised by these means to a parallel with it.

The woods to its left form a sweet recess, and invite to a contemplation of the

charms which every where present themselves. In such a situation the mind is natu-

rally led to contemplate the encb'>nting scenes which Nature has spread around ; and
inspired by the sight,

" To look through Nature up to Nature's God.".; Popk.

in such a moment, how vsun and unsatbfactory do the most brilliant scenes of a gay
and dissipated life appear

!

The trees are large and welf grown, and hang in those careless attitudes that con-
vey a sure pleasure to the eye. From such a combination of beauties, this place must
yield to veiV few in the island. Its being so contiguous to Newport, and likewise

at a convenient dibtancc from all the eastern parts of the island, makes it a chosen
spot. The woods are said to have been formerly stocked with a great number of
pheasants.

The iaudc of the house is roomy, and, like its outward appearance, savours of the

antique. A few pictures grace the rooms.
Leaving thb secjuestered vale, we proceeded to the town of Newchurch, which is

situated about a mile from Knighton. In our way we met witli nothing more than its

VOL. II. 4 X
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valley to entcrtaiu us ; which is well watered, and boasts asi rich ti soil as any in the neigh-

bourhood.

The entrance to Ncwchurch is up a hill, rather steep ; and without any pretensions

to those picturesque beauties wc expected to find there. The church is old. but not in*

teresting ; nor is there any thing out of the connmon line in the appearance of the houses,

which are chiefly inhabited by tradesmen and labourers.

The view from the church>yard is the besit the place aflfords. From thence tlie hills

cfGatcombc .-tppcar to join those of Arreton, and, blending with Knighton, terminate

with Culver cliffs. The valley was the most interesJng ; after which Knighton house

formed the next principal subject ; and both were clothed by Ashey down.
From hence we passed Queen Bower. On the top of its hill stands a peasant's hut

;

but if fine pros|Kcts and enchanting objects give a pre-eminence, this spot is more be-

fitting the ntanbiuti of a peer. The views from it are nearly the same as those seen from

tlic opposite dowiiH.

Pursuing our way down the bower, we crossed to Asp, where the greatest depth of

the valley is plainly perceptible. From thence we passed Cherry gardens, and turned to

LandgcU'd, the principal house of which a at present occupied by Mr. Smith, an opulent

farmer. The oak and elm groves that surround this mansion render it a pleasant resi-

dence. Its views are rather close and contracted, but upon the whole agreeable.

From Landgard we passed close under Shanklin downs, and crossed to Wroxall, a

small village near Appuldurcombe. The latter lying directly in our route, and having

procured admission tickets, we entered the park, and proceeded to it.

SECTION XIV.

APPULDURCOMBE park, the seat of sir Richard Worsley, is situated in a

valley, which takes one of the most extensive courses, and might be considered as one
of the principal dales, in the island. Our readers may remember the mention we
made of this house, when, in our circuit round the island, we took a view of it from
the downs of Yaverland and St. Helen's. We then could not so well judge of its situ-

ation ; but we were now convinced that it was pleasant. The harbour of Brading broke

in between the downs of Yaverland and Brading, and presented the coast of Sussex to

bind the distance.

Those fences and hedge rows which had digusted our eye when we looked down
upon them from Ashey downs, now viewed from the house, dropped into the focus of

each otht-r, and rather resembled a wood than that what they really were. Taken
altogether, the situation of Appuldurcombe house is pleasant, but not possessed of that

grandeur which results from the ruder boldness of Nature.

This mansion, which is built of freestone, is large and beautiful. There are four

regular fronts to it, of the Corinthian order, the principal of which is adorned with
two wings, and has a lawn before it. The ofiices all lie at the back of the house, where
strangers who come to view it usually enter.

The first room wc were ushered into, i\fter passing the servant's hall, was the great

hall ; a most superb and elegant apartment, embellished with the choicest productions of
the arts.

Some beautiful pictures adorn the walls, particularly the subject of the Salutation,

by Fran. Barbiereus, opposite the door ; the drawing of which is chaste and spirited

;
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the colouring dark, but with a fine cflfcct. Over the fireplace, on the left hand, is

the Consecration of u Bishon ; the aubitct not intcrcMiii^, but highly finished.

Theic pictures, we undcrbtnoii, were purchased by sir Uichurd WorsU-y, when lately

abroad.

A |X)rtraitby Vandyke is also in the Ix^st stile ; as are a Virgin and Child, and sc*

vera) others, by Holbein, sir Peter Lcly, Currucchi, &c. ull in the first manner.

TtiC l)usts likewise display judgment in their selection. Thut of the river Nile is

an elegant piece of eculpture : the symmetry of the limbs is graceful, and the whole
finely proportioned. Ihe sixteen Cupids arc delicately touched, and equally well

grouped.

Several antiques grace the pedestals , among which the Genius of Herculesi the

Achilles, and the Bull, are some of ihe best.

The roof is supported by eight beautiful pillars of the Ionic order, resembling per.

phyry, hichly ornamented.

From hence our guide conducted us to the dining parlour. Here we were grati*

fied with a sight of some of the finest pictures ever produced by the pencil of Zuc.
curelli. At the extremities of the room hung two of the largest I ever saw by this

great master ; and, if I may presume to say so, I think them the best. In my hum*
ble opinion, those at Windsor and Hampton Court, from recollection, are not su-

perior.

That on the right hand, as you enter the room, has every requisite to render a pic-

ture complete ; the composition is grand and elevated ; the figures in the fore-

ground are spirited ; and at the same time there is a peculiar softness in the couni'onance

of both the women, which stamps an everlasting credit on that knowledge of iuc pas-

sions this master was known to possess. The only disparity was in the cattle, which
were rather out of proportion, by being too long in tne back. The buildings arc

in the stile of Poussin, and happily managed ; the back -grounds are possessed of all

the fire and colouring that can set off a picture. Upon the whole, this claims the

superiority over every other piece in the room.

Its companion b nearly on the same subject, and beautiful in the extreme.

The light and shadow in this piece give the spectator a thorough knowledge of the

pitch to which painting can be carri«). The others by this master likewise claim at-

tention.

Two by Berghem also grace the room. It is needless to make any comment on the

performances of thb well-known master, except just saying that they are in his best

stile. I am sornr to be obliged to add, that they are so very highly varnished, that

in a few years there b a probability of their being entirely obliterated. Indeed too

many in this collection have undergone tl.at destructive process, to the great disap-

pointment of Time, who would otherwise have handed them down with pleasure to

posterity.

We were now conducted to the drr'ving-room, which b pleasantly situated, and
uie furniture extremely beautiful. Returning from this room, we entered the library,

where nothing besides a figure on the ceiling attracted our particular attention. This
claimed our warmest prabe. The subject is an angel, in the attitude of flying. The
colouring b beautiful ; the drawing still more so. One of the legs, which was fore-

shortened, appeared to be the touch of Cipriani ; and indeed the whole of the figure

led us to suppose that it was the production of that artbt. But as it was placed so
high, we could not take upon us to pronounce to a certainty its master.

4x2
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Wc next passed into an interior library, where Trcsh beauties attracted our notice.

A SuH'Sct, on one ol the highest nunncU near the door, wm tlx: first object that

caught our eyes. It was a piece of buch merit, that wc could have viewed it for

an Tiour, without finding the least abatement in our pleasure and admiration. The
subject wan a Sea-port, executed in the most finished Mile. The colouring was warm^
bur free from glare ; and so softly blended wan the whole, that a completer copy of

Nature was never seen. The vessel in the disUince is luindkd with pecuUar judgment,
und exemplifies the nice conception of the master.

A whole length of sir Uichard Worsley, in his regimentals, by sir Joshua Reynolds,

hangH in one corner ; and a picture by Barrett, of that wonderful spot, Stcep>hiU,

lii(i:wise graces the room ; together with a few old heads. Sec.

The little dressing-room contains a set of Italian views in water colours ; among
which ia an eruption of Mount Vesuvius. There is also a view of the Egyptian Pyra-

mids ; with several diHTcrent views ot Athens ; all in the highest rank of the art. These
wc likewise found were what sir Richard had lately brought over.

The or^an-room boasts also of several beautiful pictures. One by Reubens* over

the door, is in his first stile of colouring ; the half tints arc soil and harmonious, and
show the excellency of his pencil ; the subject, Nynvnhs bathing. A large picture of

Boors (luarrelling, in an excellent stile. One hy Pulamedes, of a Merry Making,
which is placed under the foregoing, has also a claim to merit.

A stoning of St. Stephen, with a Joseph and our Saviour, are pictures in a capital

stile. There are two good pieces by Gerard Dow ; the first his usual subject, a wo-
man looking out of a window ; the other, his mother at work. A small piece by Van
Hclmont, of Boors regaling, is in the best stile of that master. The consumptive

boy has merit : but, as well as consumptive, the artist surely intended him for a lan-

guishing one. Hinting our doubt on this head, we were informed by our guide, that

tile former was meant to be expressed by the artist.

Passions, or corporeal affections, of a similar tendency, from the similarity of their

representation, sometimes cause a doubt of the painter's intentions, especially where no
disiingu'ishing traits are to be met with ; so the appearance of a consumptive person,

and one languishing from extreme sensibility, might be mistaken by the spectator;

and he may be led to doubt, as we did, of the i>ainter's design.

Returning to the vestibule, we there also observed several pictures of the first rank.

Among them was one of Liberality, by sir Joshua. What I have already said on a
former occasion of the merit of this first of living artists, renders it unnecessary for me
to say much of this piece. I cannot forl^ar, hpwever, observing that the countenance

of the female figure, representing Liberality, is such as his brilliant imagination usually

forms. Every beauty sliines alike conspicuous ; and hard it is to know which b the

loveliest feature in her face ; each is so charming, that it bids defiance to the criuc

;

and the tout en-semble is such as will be modern at any future date. The hair, looselv

dishevelled, flows partiv over the shoulders, and adds beauty to those charms that sir

Joshua is so peculiarly happy in, when he is painting a female from his own imagination.

The picture of Daniel in the lion's den, after the original in the possession of his

¥'ace ot Hamilton, is here ; but it hangs almost beyond tne sight of an indifferent eye.

he oridnal is accounted one of Ruben's master pieces. Several prints have been
engraved from it.

A picture of young Master Worsley, by Mr. Cosway, is over the door. Time
seems to have mellowed the colouring, and to have brought it to the highest perfection.

I
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A Dog and dcnd Fox, l)y Mr. Elmer, is painted with all the nature the pencil of
that gcntlcmun possciwcs. Several other pieces of great merit also adorn the walls.

A fine statue of Apollo B<rlvidcre stands on the staircase.

With these remarks shail we take leave of the inside of the house, as recent orders

from i:s owner forbid the admission of strangers up stairs ; which we could not

help lumentin(^', as we were informed that it contains sixty rooms, and that the walls

of most of them arc decorate d with pictures. But if those in the rooms above arc

OS much obscured by dirt and varnibh as the principal part of those wc saw below
were, wc may ve^^turc to pronounce it to be throughout the collection of a perfect

tonnortscur.

I huv'c known many gentlemen purchase, at an extravagant price, pictures that have
been scarcely visible ; as if merit consisted in obscurity. In particular, I once saw a con-

siderable sum given for a piece by Rubens, which was totally devoid of colouring or

design (as many even of that great master's have been, though these branches of the

art were his forte) while others, of fur superior merit, by a modem artist, attracted

scarcely a look. With little less prejudice in favour of obscured antiquity do a great

part of this collection seem to have been chosen.

The surest way for strangers to obtain a sight of the inside oi \V\s mansion, is by an
application to the present possessor of the Bugle inn, at Newport ; wKrre, besides pro-

curing the mcaru for partaking of so desirable an entertainment, they will And the com-
forts oiid conveniences of a home, though at an inn.

Leaving the houue, we now passed through the lodge and the park, towards God-
shill. The entrance into the park is by a handsome gateway of the Ionic order. An
obeiisk of Cornish granite, of a considerable height, stands in the park, which was
erected to the memory of Sir Robert Worsley. One of the views from the house
is directed to an artincial castle, placed on a rocky cliif, about half a mile from
the park, which is generally known by the name of Cook's Castle. The lodge

is a neat plain building. The keeper's house stands on the left, at the foot of a small

copse.

A great deficiency of wood appears through the whole park. Several small clumps
of regularly planted trees straggle in many parts, and anord but little gratification to

the sight. And I cannot help here remarking, that in tin: appearance of this mansion
and its environs, there is such an unaccountable want of that combination of objects,

to which our Gallic neighbours give the happy term of je ne scai quoi, that not all

the art imaginable could raise it, sumptuous as it is, to inspire that pleasurable feeling,

which the plain and humble roof uf Stccp-hill cottage impresses on the mind at first

sight.

The termination of the park breaks rather abruptly, and lets in the hill of St. Cathe-

rineV on the left, and on the right those of Cheverton and Brixton.

At Appuldurcombe there was formerly a cell of Benedictine monks, founded by Isa-

bella dc Fortibus, about the end of the reign of kins; Henry the Third. This cell

was made subordinate to the abbey of St. Mary de Montisburgh in Normandy, but

was dissolved, with the rest of the alien priories, by king Henry the Fifth. Previous to

its dissolution, it had been given by Henry the Fourth to a convent of nuns, at !hat time

standing without Aldgate, London.
Having pirssed the park farm we arrived at the outer gate of the park leading to

Godshilly tc which pltice we proceeded.

II
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SECTION XV.

THE town of Godshill is very neat, though small, and contains a proportionable num-
ber <)( inhubitants. Its church stands upon an ascent, and gives name [)oth to the place

aud the parish ; and, as the people here say, through a circumstance equally as fabulous

as the rising of Shanklin down.

The architecture is partly Gothic, but, through the usual mode of modem beautifi-

cation, the whole is not to be distinguished. However, when we viewed it, two of its

gable ends had just fallen in, which broke the formal appearance of its extremiur, and

introduced a beautiful specimen of its ancient splendour. The ivy had twisted off manf
of its disagreeable angles, and added bes.uty to its Gothic appearance. Its present shat-

tered state might have arisen from its having been struck by lightning in the year 1778,

when great damage was done to it. This church was anctendy appropriated to the ab-

l.>ey of Lyra, in Normandy.
Upon our entering the porch, we observed abstracts from several acts of parlia-

ment fixed against tpe door, and among them one that excited both our curiosity

and risibility. It was from an act made in the seventh of James the First, which
enacts that every female, who unfortunately intrudes on the parish a second il-

legitimate child, shall be liable to imprisonment and hard labour in Bridewell for six

months.

Now as the number of females on this island much exceeds that of the males ; and
as, from the mild temperature of the climate, circumstances frequently arise among
the lower ranks that render the intention of this act of no effect ; we could not help

thinking this public exhibition of the abstract as rather a rigorous exertion of justice.

We found it was not very unusual here for the young men, from the deficiency

of numbers just spoken of, to pay their devoirs to more than one young woman at

a time ; and as it is not possible for him legally to unite himself to all of them, he
generally bestows his hand on her who had first presented him with a pledge of dieir

love. This, however, is seldom done till the approach of a second pledge from the

same person renders such an act of compassion needful, in order to avoid the conse-

quences of the tremendous anathema fixed on the church door.

Leaving Godshill, we passed the valley to Shorwell, which b but a small spot.

Northcourt was the next place we made for. Here ——Bull, esq, has a seat, \diicn is

pleasantly situated, and commands extensive views.

Finding ourselves nearly in a part that we had visited before, during our tour round
the coast, and consequently where no fresh information was to be obtained, we turned

our horses, and pursued our route up Chillerton-street ; from whence we skirted the
opposite side of the vale of Gatcombe. ;> j.:

Here every luxuriance that could be wbhed for strewed the valley. The spring

which rises at the bottom of St Catherine's, bending its course down the dale,

relieved the continued groujpes of wood lying in its circle. This stream, which
is said to be the source of the river Medina, has the honour <^ being called

by that name, long before it can make any preten^ons to the denomination of a
river.

Chillerton down now frequently bounded our left.hand view; the opposite valley

that led to Sandown, which has been twice described, was hidden for a considerable

distance; frequent interpositions of landscape, however, made amends for the want
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of it. From a little rising ground a beautiful display of the utmost variegation sometimes

shone forth till we arrived at Sheat.

On the top of a pleasant rusticated hill stands a small homely village of this name,
where, at a farm-house on the right-hand, opposite to a smith's shop, we met with

another instance of the kindness and hospitality of the people of this isiand ; who, I

must here again repeat, are not outdone ni the exercise of these virtues by the most
hospitable and civil of the inhabitants of any other part of Great Britain. I may truly

say, in the words of a writer well known for his knowledge of men and manners, that

at most of the farm-houses in this island,

«...., Ev'ry strp.rtger finds a ready chair."

We have only to add, relative to Sheaf , that its vicinity is surrounded by small woods,
which pleasingly amuse the eye.

Descending a slope of about half a vnile, we arrived at Gatcombe house, formerly

the seat of Edward Meux Worsley, Esq. but tiow the summer residence of Captain

Hatray. This mansion is sheltered at its back by a plantation of pines, and hris

an agreeable prospect. It is chiefly constructed of brick, without any external

ornaments ; but there is a great degree of neatness and simplicity in the appearance

of it.

The inside is very roomy, but has neither picture, nor any thing extraordinary in its

furniture, to attract particular notice. However, though it has not to boast of its for-

mer splendour, the affability and genteel behaviour of thefamiable females resident in it'

the benign influence of which is not confined to the vicinity of Gatcombe, still ranks

it among the most celebrated mansions of the island.

A fine lawn spreads its verdant turf before the house, and extends to the road. On
its side front a prospect still more charming is seen. A beautiful piece of water lies in

the bottom ; and it is agreeably planted with trees.

The opposite downs of Arreton range delightfully to the valley of Newchurch, and
finely interpose between the town of Newport and the downs of Appuldurcombe. The
vall^ recewes no little degree of lustre when viewed from Gatcombe. The hill that

overshadows Shide mill is very fine, and produces every thing requisite for a first distance.

Alvington forest forms the second ; with an agreeable break of the river Medina
between it and Osborne woods.
The river from hence had a singular effect ; while a heavy cloud hung over Alving-

ton forest, the water received the full force of the intervening light, and the distance

terminated in a glowing blue, or rather a mixture of colours.

Leaving Gatcombe, we proceeded to Whitcomb, through a hedge-row, which
bounded the road on both sides, and passed on till we came within sight of Newport.
Here a different scene presented itself, and gave us a juster idea of the forest than we
had as yet imbibed.

From Newport, a valley ran along the bottom of Carisbrook hills for about three

miles, where it joined those of Shalfleet, and closed the view at Newtown. Before us,

both East and West Cowes were perfectly visible ; while Stokes bay and Spithead pre-

sented many a swelling sail ; the harbour of Portsmouth and Portsdown hill closing the
sight.

.
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SECTION XVI.

TURNING to our left, we now proceeded towards Carisbrook castle^ a place ren-

dered fumoub by the confinement of king Charles the First. That unfortunate nno-

narcli, after being beu-ayed by Hammond, the governor of the island, became his pri-

soner, and was confined in this castle. But as Sir Richard Worsley, in his His-

tory of the Isle of Wight, has so fully treated of this subject, and that from such
excellent and indubitable authorities, little remains for me to say of the historical

part.

On an elevated piece of ground stands this once impregnable fortress. Nature

has contributed very considerably towards its strength, as :t is situated in such a

manner as to command every pdnt beneath it. The circumference of the ditch,

by which it is surrounded, is about three quarters of a mile, and sufficienUy wide

to protect it from any attacks that an enemy, at the time it was erected, could

make upon it Though now dry, it was undoubtedly supplied in former times with

water.

The citadel appears to be the most andent part of any in the building. The time it

was founded being a matter of dispute, the following conjectures relative to it may not

appear ill founded.

It is well known that the Romans were in possession of this island ; and that after

them Cerdic, king of the West Saxons, ruled over it ; now as both those people con-

structed fortifications wherever they fixed themselves, it is more tlian probable that this

fortress, the principal one in the island, and of undoubted antiquity, was originally

erected (I mean the most ancient part of it) by the former, and improved by the latter.

And if it be admitted that the well in the castle yaid is a work of the Romans, which

it undoubtedly b, as thev always made a point of procuring water, though at ever so

great a depth, which neither the Saxons nor Normans were so particular about, tliis

puts it out of dispute that they had established a place of defence of some kind or

other on this spot.

Little mention is made of it during their time, but in the reign of Cerdic it is said

to have been of considerable strength, and in a good state of defence. Some are of
opinion that it was originally built by Whitager, one of Ccrdic's generals, from whom
ii took the name of Whitgaraburgh, which was afterwards contracted to Carisbrook

;

but he might only have enlarged or repaired the Roman rampire, and, as was customaiy
with the jSaxons, given a new name to it.

The present structure was built as an improvement to the old fortress, by William
Fitz-Osborne, one of the principal commanders in the Norman invasbn, and on whom
William the Conqueror, as a reward for his zeal and fidelity, bestowed the lordship of

the isle of Wight, and created earl of Hereford. This nobleman likewise founded the

priory here.

The castle and its appendages, from that period, became the property of different

possessors, till it came into the hands of lord Woodville, who sold it to king Eklward the

Fourth ; since which time it has been afiixed to the crown. The arms of that noble«

man are carved in stone over the large gateway, and on each side are the roses of the

house of York.

In the yard of the castle is the well before referred to, the deptli of which is said to

be three hundrad feet ; and it has always twenty feet of water in it. The persons who

•, '- -"A-
'
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show the castle, generally let down a piece of lighted paper into the well, in order to

exhibit to strangers a singular cflfcct that attends it : a stream of air rushes down into

it from the mouth, with such violence, as to extinguish the flame long before it reaches

the bottom.

Another circumstance, not less extraordinary, likewise attends It ; a pin ofa common
size being dropped into it, the sound it causes by falling on the water, though at so vast

a depth; may be distinctly heard.

The water is drawn up by an ass ; wh has performed this duty upwards of fourteen

years. And the animal that preceded the present, ofiiciated in the same employment
(for which purpose alone he was kept) during a much longer period ; having lived forty

years within the castle walls. The method used in drawing the water is by a wheel of
fifteen feet diameter, in which the ass turns as a dog does a snit.

The mention of these creatures leads me to digress for a moment on the longevity

both of the brutal and the human species, resident on this island. So kindly is the tem-
perature of the air, that beasts, as well as men, frequently live here to a great age. The
number ofeach at present existing, who have exceeded the ordinary limits of life, is very
considerable.

Among the former are several horses belonging to some of the inhabitants of Newport,
which, if the assertions of their masters may be depended on, are turned of thirty years

of age. And scarcely any of these kind of animals but what retain their strength and
usefulness firom 12 to 20 years. Those used here are in general a small breed, named
foresters, natives ofthe island, which, on account of the rough and stony roads, are found
more useful than a larger sort would be.

This castle, having fallen greatly to decay from the constant ravages of time, was re«

paired, and the works enlai^;ed, by queen Elizabeth. That princess erected a platform

towards the back part of it, on which some cannon were mounted. She likewise rebuilt

the gateway, and added a bridge at the entrance. On the arch of the gateway, upon
a plate of brass, are the initials of that queen's name, £. R. and the date iS98,

the year when these additions and alterations were completed. But this plate is now
so over-grown with ivy, that not the smallest part of the inscription is to be seen.

During the usurpation of Cromwell it was garrboned by his forces ; and he placed

pecuHar confidence in those who were stationed there ; as may be learned from many cir-

cumstances attending the imprisonment of king Charles.

In order to enter the castle by the principal road, you pass through the great gate,

which is flanked by two large round towers. This gate and the towers are those men-
tioned to have been built by lord Woodville, in the reign of £dward the Fourth. The
lattice wicket, though it has been so many years in use, is not in the smallest degree in-

jured by time. Both the inside and outside of it are lined with iron bars, and they

must be several tons weight.

Having passed this gate, you enter the castle yard ; where on the right hand stands

the chapel. From the date over the door, this building was erected in the year 1738

;

and it stands on the scite of one which was in existence before the conquest. It is dedi-

cated to St. Nicholas, and has a cemetry belonging to it ; but neither are at present

made use of.

On the opposite »de, a part ofthe walls lie in ruins, and more is daily falling to decay.

Near these they shew you the window at which king Charles is said to have at-

tempted his escape. As you proceed, on the same side, is a lai^ modern-built stone

house, which was designed for the residence of the governor ; but it has been converted

VOL. II. 4 Y
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to a hospital for the military. 'I'he present governor, colonel Lee, we however heard,

intends in future to make it his summer residence. A little farther to the right is the

well before described; beyond which are the reinainoofanother old house wherein cattle

have been kept.

To the left, in a corner, is a flight of steps that lead to the top of the citadel. The pros-

pects from hence are very extensive ; but as the same scenes have been already described,

a repetition of them will Idc unnecessary. In the inside of this recess are the vestiges of

a well, which is said to have been forty fathoms deep ; but it is now nearly filled up. The
citadel (or, as it was anciently called* the keep) is situated upon a piece ofground consi-

derably higher than any other part ; an elevation apparently artificial, and most probably

a work of the indefatigable Romans.
We next ascended the ramparts and platform which had been erected during the

reign of queen Elizabeth. An entirely new scene lies in the valley below these.

Though it is but small, a very pleasing variety displays itself in the bottom ; and the

same is continued round the whole of the remaining walls of the castle, except where

time, or the want of materials, have levelled a few of their supporters.

The outward appearance of the castle is very picturesque, and affords many
pleasing vie>vs. The ground on which the walls stand is finely broken, and well

verdurcd.

I'he height of the castle from the valley is at least 300 feet ; which gives it every

advantage that any spot on this side t\\r range of mountain", extending to Yarmouth and"
Freshwater could possess, both as a place of defence against the weapons anciently used,

and at diis time as affording a grand and agreeable sight.

Sev;:ial advanta^ous views may be had of it from different parts of the village of

Carishrook ; and, indeed, for occular satisfaction, the views from thence are the most
admired. When seen from almost every spot around, it affords a fund of delight to the

traveller whose mind is susceptible of the transports which picturesque scenes excite ;
^

especially to those who love to contemplate the fretted Gothic arch ; the nodding bat- -

tlements ; or the ruined tower ; all which tend to recal to his memory the ancient state *

and splendour of the English barons.

Having again passed round the boundaries of this stately relique of the fortresses of

former times, we descended to the village of Carisbrook, which, independent of its de-

lightful situation, is by far the pleasantest village in the vicinity of Newport. A mur-
muring stream, bubblmg over the pebbles that obstruct its course, becomes a pleasing

object for its fore-ground, and adds to the beauties of the place.

To which the church likewise affords no mean assistance ; it being the roost picturesque

ia the island. That which comes nearest to it is the church of Chale ; the latter, how-
'

ever, is not quite so large, nor the appearance of it so much in the Gothic stile. The -

tower is ofconsiderable height, and it has several spires, or, more properly, architectural

ornaments, that greatly embellish it. The large window b much superior to any ofthose

in the other churches ofthe island. In short, a fine symmetry runs through the whole
building, and procures for it that preference it so justly claims.

The houses and cottages in the village are likewise very picturesque, and not only

harmoniously pleasing to the sight, but furnish a subject not unworthy of the pencil.

The priory, which is situated near the church, was formerly a convent of black monks.
It was at first a cell to the abbey of Lyra, in Normandy ; afterwards to that of Mont-
grace in Yorkshire ; and at last to the Cistercians at Sheen.

This, with the castle and the church, are the whole c^ the relics ofantiquity here ; but
it now wants all those additional parts, of which it was once composed, to render it

w
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worthy of notice. The walls are so inconsiderable, and the whole of the remains so

meanly formal, that a view of it does not inspire an idea of what it formerly must have

been, '^he wall on the west side contributes to form a hovel for carts, and is thatched

over. The other parts are covered with ivy and moss; with one pleasing object

around it.

SECTION XVII.

DEPARTING from hence, we entered the road to Yarmouth, intending to skirt all

the ridge of hills which we had seen, and have already described, during our prior route

from Newtown and Shalflect to that seaport.

The road, after leaving Carisbrook, is cut on the side of a chalky hill for near a mile,

and commands the beautiful vale of Park-hurst, the whole of the way from Park-

Scen, till the eye reaches Shalfleet lake, where the woods of the New Forest range in

e distance, and close the view of the intervening part of the Solent. To our left

hand the ridge of mountains commenced, which shoot away towards Allum Bay on one
side, and to Aflon on the other.

The next spot we came to of note was Park cross ; a most luxurious scene, and
possessed of every requisite to make it an inestimable picture. The fore-ground was
bounded by a few noble oaks, and a piece of water, relieved by the Downs of
Boucombe. The valley was clothed with every tint that the declining sun could

diffuse among its vegetations ; nor was there in any part throughout the whole a want
of water.

The scene at once delighted and amused us ; as it consisted of wild Nature scattering

beauties over the richest profusion of landscape that could encounter the sight.

On our right the downs rose with splendour, and gave a nobleness to all that was
spread beneath them ; while the vallies, smiling, as if in gratitude for the bounties which
nature had strewed with so unsparing a hand over their surface, contributed their utmost
aid to complete the voluptuous scene.

For luxuriance, this little spot claims a superiority over many of the other vales in

the island, beautiful and picturesque as most of them are. The sloping banks that form
its bounds are sweetly variegated with all that can please the imagination ; the cheering

beams of the sun, though declining, shone with unwonted lustre ; the timorous herd,

scattered underneath the noble oaks, displayed their spotted vests from amidst the shel-

tering thickets ; while, carefully erect, the more fearful does, attended by their fright,

ened fawns, stood listening to a few noisy village curs that yelped from an adjacent

farm : a combination of scenes, warm from the hand of Nature, all tending to impress

the mind with those exquisite sensations which are only excited by such calm and tranquil

scenes. Scenes, that while they delight the eye, and elevate the imagination, amend
the heart, and dispose it to the exertion of every amiable propensity. For my own part,

such scenes afford me greater satisfaction for the instant, than it would be in the power
of unbounded empire to bestow.

Such were the pleasures we received from a contemplation of the vale of Alvington,

With regret we left these lovely scenes to descend to views which will not bear a com-
parison with the foregoing. The hills to our left hung slothfully over us, as if indif-

ferent whether or not they appeared agreeable in our eyes. A distorted elm, in a falling

position, bent its branches to the ground, and seemed conscious of a miserable ex-

istence ; while the very flints and chalk that composed the substance of the ground>
4 .Y 2
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greatly added to the inequality that was so vbible between them and the valley over
which they nodded. At length the willow woods of Swanston in some measure cheered
the scene.

On an extensive rising plain stands Swanston-house, the seat of sir Fits William Bar-
rington. The mansion is plain, but pleasing to the view, and is seen to the best ad-

vantage on the road from Newtown leading to Yarmouth. On the right it is encompassed
by u tract of woody land, and at its back are the downs of Boucombe, and its own
coppices.

The inside of the house is very antique, but remarkably neat. The staircases and
walls are chiefly wainscotted with a wood which we took to be oak or walnut, and were
remarkablv shining.

From the drawing room there is a fine view over the surrounding country. We
found this apartment to be genteel, without any of that heavy grandeur we had seen at

Appuldurcombe. A ship piece over the fire place, by Brooking, or Peters, attracted

our attention. It has all the usual spirit of these masters. The sea is peculiarly well

handled.

In the breakfast room there are several ancient portraits of the family, and some of
tliem very highly touched. One in particular of Jonas Barnngtoh, Esq. painted in

1664, is superior to any of them.

The other rooms on the ground floor are likewise so situated as to command pleasing

views of the Solent sea and the New Forest.

In a bed room, on the first floor, we saw a portrait in miniature of the lady of Mr.
Barrington, of Whippingham, a most delicate and highly-finished picture. The atti-

tude graceful, with every charm to render it a master-piece. The artist has been pecu-
liarly happy in the likeness, and he has almost done justice to the original.

Passing through the bed rooms, we observed that they were elegant, but, at the

same time, without the least appearance of tawdriness ; and each had a dressing-room

annexed to it.

We now returned over the hill ; and passing a delightful range of scenery on the

right, with the opening of the north side of Brixton down to the left, made for the

village ofCalbourne, which is situated at the foot ofthose downs.

In a triangular recess of elms and ash stands the village, abounding with every plea-

sure that retirement can furnish to render it desirable. The church is simple, without

any leading features to attract notice.

At the foot of the hills run several springs, which form a respectable sheet of water,

and at length produces a small artificial casicade. The overflowing forms a brook, that

has a communication with an arm of the haven of Newtown.
The principal houses here are, that in which the reverend Mr. Porter resides, and

another situated opposite, and divided from it only by the road, belonging to L. T.
Holmes, Esq. mayor of Newport. The latter, generally known by the name of West-
over house, stands on an eminence, and has commanding prospects over all the nortb-

west part of the island, as \v'cll as towards Alvington and Parkhurst, down to the river

Medina. The hospitality of this mansion is too well known to all strangers to need an
encomium here.

Leaving Westover to the right, we proceeded into the Yarmouth road, where the

hiils of Frebh-water, on the left, rose with as much splendour as when we saw them be-

fdie from Wilmingham. But as we have already described these scenes in our route

from Yarmouth to Fresh-water, a repetition of them will be needless.

*
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Wc now returned to the road we had pursued liefore to Newtown ; but nothing oc-

curred more than had been surveyed by us in our prior route.

As we are about to complete the account of our tour round the island by land, it

may not be amiss to observe, that when we set out from Newport, to pass round the

island, we commenced our observatiop^ relative to the coast from Newtown, and omitted

to begin at Cowes (which in fact is the least noticeable, in point of novelty or beauty,

of any part on the whole island) in order to enjoy the scenes from Alvington, which
at that time more particularly engaged our attention.

Crossing now the left stream of Newtown at Underwood, we came to Elmsworlh, a
rural little spot ; from whence we had a distinct view of Thorness Bay, part of which has
a great variety, and is well wooded. All the opposite shores of Hampshire were those

we continually had seen from the interior parts ; and though the Solent seemed to be
broader, it lost a considerable degree of that grand appearance it had exhibited when seen
at a greater distance.

We had, however, several hasty touches of Nature ; for the clouds that so fre-

quently surround, as before observed, a September setting sun, twice displayed a perfect

piece of composition. The beams of the sun, darting from behind the distant clouds,

touched the higher part of the forest with a soft light, which ^adually declined as it

advanced towards the water ; where all the shore, for a great width, lay in obscurity, as

did a part of the sea ; till, near mid channel, another gleam of light broke forth, and
ran through the scene ; when, reaching Thorness Bay, it died gently away, and left the

land, from the beach to a parcel of oaks that hung over a piece of water in the fore-

ground, in an entire shadow.
Passing through Great Thorness, we entered Rue-street, and made for the stone-

quarries at Gurnet bay. The soil here is so various, that the substance of it changes
almost every qnarter of a mile ; sometimes it consisted of a black mould ; then ofclay ;

now of chalk, gravel* or loam ; and in this manner it varied till we entered the vale of
Gurnet marsh.

During the winter the se makes frequent intrusions on these marshes, and sometimes
renders them almost impassable.

Proceeding onward, we arrived at the stone quarries, as they are termed ; but the

sea, by its incessant attacks, does more towards loosening the stones than the labours of
the workmen. All alon^ the shore runs a vein of very durable stone, a part of which
the waves, almost every tide, bring down.
The scene here is totally different from most of the other parts of the coast, forming

noble masses of true rock ; but though there is an air of grandeur about them, they

are inferior in this respect to those of Allum Bay.

The works at Portsmouth are constructed of the stone from hence. When the wea-
ther permits, three or four sloops generally lie in the bay, in order to load with it. Its

coat IS proof against the unremitting attacks of time, or of the weather. The surface

of it is much firmer than that brought from Portland or Purbeck ; and it is held in

higher estimation by the inhabitants of this island, who construct most of their dwelling

houses with it.

Returning from the quarries, we had a most luxurious prospect of the vale that

leads from the marshes of Gurnet to Alvington forest. The trees grow down on
both sides to its bottom, and it is terminated by the mountains of Carisbrook and
Gatcombe.
From hence we struck down to the seat of Mr. Collins, at Egypt, the northernmost

point of the island, and passed the land we had bo frequently viewed from the Hamp-
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shire shores. Eagtchurst and Calshot Castle are the most remarkable objects from hence,

and are greatly adorned by the wood and water that encircle them.

Now striking into the road that leads to Cowes, we passed the churchy and, descend*

ing the hill, entered the town, having viewed the island in every direction that a horse

road would afford.

SECTION XVIII.

" FROM arober shrouds I see the morning rise

;

Her rosy hands begin to puint the skies ;

High clifls and rocks are pleasing objects now.
And Nature smiles upon the mountain's brow

;

The joyful birds saluie the sun's approach ;

The sun too laughs, and mounts his gaudy coach 1

While from his car the dropping gems distil." Lbe.

IN an hour like this, with the mind awake to every sensation such a cheerful

morning, amidst such pleabing scenes, could inspire, did we commence our voyage,

in order to take a view of the different shores of the island from the circumambient sea.

We are embarked ; the sails shiver in the wind ; the tide hus begun to ebb ; and

we leave the harbour of >Vest Cowes. Stretching to the northward, we cleared Old-

Castle point, where, as already mentioned, there was formerly a fortification, of which

only a part of the scite at present remains.

The point, as we passed it, received no inconsiderable addition to its beauty from the

blooming rays of the morning. The woods and shrubs by which it is covered descended

to the shore, and produced a clear view of its fascinating banks. In this respect, the

shore was pleasingly lined, without too much formality.

Standing in with it, we passed down the cast side of Osborne, of which we had a
good view ; as we likewise had of Norris sea-mark. The former of these is seen to

advantage, in one point of view, from the water ; but in all others, its beauties are ob-

scured by the great number of oaks that surround it.

Verging still on the shore, we passed the spot where Barton house stands ; and sailing

on, came to the screens of wood that range down the extremities of King key. The
principal trees which compose these screens arc oaks, and they shone in every luxuriance

that a mist, breaking over their tops, through the attractive power of the sun, could

produce. A creek enters here, and runs inland for some way ; but it is very inconsi-

derable both as to its depth and grandeur.

Continuing our course along the same kind of shore, we arrived at Fishbome creek,

This sweet spot we had already coasted from the mill to the sea, as mentioned in a for-

mer account of it ; therefore nothing more than we had then seen broke on our sight,

except the sun dispelling the vapours of the morning, which hid the the highest summits
of Ashey down.
We observed with pleasure that the valley was in a perfect light, while the tops of the

surrounding mountains were buried in total oblivion by the hazy dew. Many are the

tranbits of light ; and greatly different are the effects of the morning and evening. The
colouring at these limes varies so much, that it require^ intense study to convey properly

by the fjencil every tint which proclaims a sun-rise.

I'he most forcible tint on the sun's ascending the horizon is a bright yellow, and
entirely free from those reds that attend an evening declination ;

gray gleams usually

m
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accompany Its ascension ; and if not too strong, they dispel in a short time ;\ftcr it

s risen. When these cluudi> become of u more obstinate texture, they commonly
obscure the sun for some time ; at that moment the colouring becomes a deep ma<
zarinc blue, with tinges of white above its centre, and strong Imes of warm yellow at

the bottom.

During all these effects, the sea receives an astonishing diversity of shades, but parti<

cularly a bright Saxon green. If the light can break any where on the fore-ground

through the cloud, the other parts in shade nearly correspond with the depth of colour

in the cloud ; while the surf that beats on the shore, being strongly impregnated with

sand, shines in a light ochre.

As I have frequently watched the breaking of the morning on the island, I generally

observed these effects to be produced, especially in Septcmlier. During that month,

a sun-set gives finer colours than at any other time of die year ; which may be
attributed to the great strength of the vapours that are then exhaled from the vallies,

and produce stronger colours ; and these, when seen in the distance, have all that

fire and warmth with which Mr. Louthcrbourg so finely pourtrays such scenes after

Nature.

This glow in the works of the artist just mentioned I have often heard severely cen-

sured, as being unnatural ; but from the frequent opportunities I have had of com-
paring his works with the operations of Nature, I may venture to say, that he ap-

proaches as near to nature as any living artist. And although his works have furnished

a subject for tlie satirical pen of Peter Pindar, I must add, that I should be happy if 1

could discern as much true taste and judgment in the pen of the latter, as in the elegant

and natural pencil of the former.

Passing Fish house and the woods of Quarr abbey, we tacked to the eastern ex-

tremity of the Mother Bank, where the view extended from the entrance of Southamp-
ton water to that of Portsmouth harbour. Little else presented itself, more than what
we had seen on our passa^ to the island.

A large recess of water .ntrudes on the lands near Quarr abbey. Here was formerly

a stone quarry of some consideration, but now little use is made of it.

Still coasting the island, we passed the village of Ride, which, as already observed,

exhibits a perfect fac simile of Vangoen's designs. The houses hang on the water's edge,

with a few formal trees about them ; they appear to be small, many of them mere
cabins. Nothing interesting is viiiible near this place.

We continued tacking till we made Appley, where several points break at once
on the sight. The shore here is very rocky, and formerly produced a great quan-
tity of durable stone ; but as the beach is very dangerous, and it was deemed unsafe

to venture on it, the principal quarries woriced at this time on the island are those of
Gurnet.

A little farther on is Old Fort, where the land is more diversified. Near it are some
salt works.

The same kind of shore presented itself till we had got beyond Netdestone Priory.

A great quantity of rock has here fallen from the dins, and, tinctured by the iron

ore that lies among it, gives a diversity of colouring. The shores are also strongly

infused with copperas, and have frequently a similar appearance to what we saw at AU
lum Bay ; but they have not that variety of boldness. Just at the bottom of the hill of
St. Helen's we had a good view of the Old Church sea-mark, which we gave some
account of when treating of that spot.

A.
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Crossing Crom St. Helen's point to that of Dimbridge, we had a very distinct view of
the vulc, which readies from Brading to Appuldurcoiubc. Wc have aheady ob-
served, that the great quantities of sand which are continually drifting into :hie harbour,

off the mouth of which wc now were, had rendered inetTcctual every attempt to

make it a receptacle for ships of burden. Many cx|HTimcnts ibr that purpose, ex-
cited by the apparent utility of the plan, have been made; but they have all proved
fruidess.

Leaving the sandy point of Bimbridge, we next came to the eastern extremity of
the island, to which the name ot l<Orcland {)oint is given. Here the clift's begin to as-

sume another appearance, with regard to the soil. A fine sandy beach extends the

whole of the way from the Foreland, over Bimbridge ledge, to Culver cliffs.

These cliffs are very high, and, like those of Freshwater, appear white and gray, with
small interpositions of verdure clinging to their surface. They are inhabited, as already

noticed, chiefly by gulls. This species, having been driven by the puffings and other

birds from Mainbench and the Needles, take up their residence here ; and one pecu-
liarity relative to them is worthy of notice : It is not uncommon to see many hundreds
of them floating on the water, without any other motion than the billows occasion ;

during which they keep in a direct line, not one of them bein' in the Iciist before the

other, and in a close compacted order ; the young ones espc Jly sometimes preserve

this regular position for many successive hours.

Wild ducKS are also found on this coast in great profusion ; but it is very difficult to

get near them, as they dive at the most distant approach of danger ; the only time

to get a shot at them, is the moment they recover the surface of the water from their im-

mersion.

In this cliff there is a cavity, which the country people tell vou was formerly a her-

mit's cell ; but from its situation, with regard to the tide, which frequently flows into

it, I somewhat doubt the validity of these good peoples conjecture. The hole extends

to a considerable depth, but has nothing to recommend it to notice, except its dreary-

sides.

As we skirted along Sandown bay, as close to the shore as the depth ofwater would
permit, we found that the bottom consisted of a fine hard sand, and ran off with a gra-

dual descent from the cliffs. The downs of Yaverland, viewed from it, appeared very

high, and gave a noble effect to the bay.

SECTION XIX.

THE next attractive object from the water Is the beautiful situation and prospect of

Mr. Wilkes's seat. When viewed from hence, it has a much handsomer appearance

than from any nearer point ; and much I doubt which claims the preference, the view
of it from the water, or its own prospects ofthe water. Indeed both are alike interest-

ing and deserving of notice.

More to the southward of the valley the rocks iusume a deeper dye, and a part of

them are perfectly black. This appearance arises from the nature of the soil, which,

from the pieces of earth found on the beach, much resembles slate, only of a darker

hue, and of a softer texture. Shewing some specimens of this earth to a gentleman

well versed in natural history and mineralogy, he informed us, that wherever such a
substance is met with, it is a certain indication that veins of coals are near. This in-

formation seems to confirm the account we had before received, of there having far-

'.^IWfPJM. ^^
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tnerly been coal miric!* in these parts bcbtiging to the Worslcy t'imily, bdt which had
long ccj»cd wurlinig, the produce of thuni not having proved adcquiiic lo the ex-

pence.

Joined (o the several .specimens of nttneral^, we observed the rocks at low water to

be covered with v\ccdb of UMcommon brightness, which proved it One contruiti to the

glouinv colouring of the cliifs

A iiah of a {X'culiur nature, called a sand eel, U found in this bay, and here only ; in

size they seldom exceed thae or four inches ; are very thin ; and reseinbk a imelt, both

in colour and fragrance. The manner in which they are taken is very simple. The
fishermen, at low water, turn up the sund with a three pronged fork ; when the fish,

which lie buried therein, leap out, and are taken. Great quantities arc caught here by
this method.

Another particular species of Bsh io likewise seen here in equal abundnnce, to which
they give the name of Sandhjpper, f'om its motion, which consists of a hop or bound,

like that of u grasshopper; in all othei respects it resembles a shnnnp, as well in i\utke

as in colour. At low water they lie in vast numbers on the shore, and furnish the hogs

in the neighljourhood with an excellent and nutritious repast. As soon as the tide goes

down, many of these animals resort regwiarly to the beach, where they devour uiem with

great voluptuousness.

As we passed Shanklin Chine, it lost no share of its grandeur, but rather appeared

to greater advantage ; especially the ascents of Horse lodge, which form the southern

extremity of this bay. The sides of these are abruptly broken, and are pleasingly irregu-

lar, with frequent traces of channels caused by the i ipetuous streams of lonents. The
colouring with which die surface of this rock is tinted is in general black and cold, with-

out a sufficient quantity of shrubs or moss to variegate it.

The next object that attracted our attention was Dunnosc, a point of rocky land lying

to the southward of Luccombe Chine. The shore here is thickly strewed with iron ore

and cop|)eras, and has a very disagreeable appearance from the water.

Over this, when the vessel kept to windward, in order to weather the point, the downs
of Luccomix; and St. Boniface seemed to clash near on its awful pendent sides, and ap<

peared a terrific object The ascent of this tremendous rock from low-wat6r mark to the

top of the downs is near seven hundred feet. Some idea of its extreme elevation may
be formed from the appearance of the sheep that graze on its sides. Viewed from the

vessel we were in, as she was sailing on, at no great distance from the shore, they ap>

peared like small white dots, devoid of all resemblance to their natural shape. Even
the adjacent chine of Luccombe did not command that attention as when you descend it

from its vale.

On account of the great number of rocks which stretch from hence into the sea, this

coast is dangerous for ships of burden, and hazardous to any vessel larger than a wherry.

The day beginning to close very fast when we had reached thus far, we found ourselves

obliged to make for Steephill, in order to pass the night. The coast continued all the

way to that place in the same rugged uncouth stile ; tbrming nothing but cliffs, and
a few waterfalls. Of these we had not a sufficient sight when we passed it t>efore

in our land excursion, but being now on a level with it, we were able to pay mot:e at-

tention to it.

Some of the cliffs are white, others more of a clayey nature, but equally picturesque,

being adorned with clinging shrubs. A few boat-houses belonging to fisher.
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men, with their basket! for catchinpf crabs lying near them, are the chief objects, except

the rockik ttiut adorn ih.: fore-op'outidH, and two or three Htuvrd bouts. A Mnsll water-

fall likewise, that forced itncK over a large atone, and made its way to the sea, ruiihed

very nidcty and picturesquely through u tew khrubs, which encircle* it» cuune, and thrive

with the raitrimciit it uftordt.

The hillH of Bonchurch appeared as a very ph asing contrast to the white cliffs

whieh bordered on the shore, together with noble maHites of rfwks, finely variegated

wiith mo'iH, ivy, and young sucklings. The cottages in sight have every rude beauty

befitting »o admirable u composition, and rather udd sublimity to the itul)ject than other*

wise.

With great caution our seamen conducted us to Ventnor mill. This object loses its

precedence when seen in any other point of view than near ; indeed nothing but its no*

velty entitles it to attention.

This mill, at its head, has a double pond ; and when, through a heavy rain, the wt*

ter pours with universal violence from the mountains, the people belonging to it imme-
diately give it vent, otherwise the whole fabric would be washed into the sea.

The variety that is visible between Culver cliffs and this spot exceeds credibility.

The wind dying away, and the tide making in very strongly from the westwsid, we
now betook ourselves to a wherry, and landed under Stccphill.

We had once before taken up our residence at the inn at Steephill ; and then, as well

as now, we met with every accommodation we could wish for : and, upon occasion,

three or four travellers may be accommodated for the night ; but when a party visits it,

I would hint to them, that more than the foregoing number cannot sleep there with con-

venience.

The house of the honourable Mr. Tollcmache, before described, is from hence a de-

sirable object, but too much secluded from the sight by the quantity of wood that sur-

rounds it. At a greater distance I have not the smallest doubt of its becoming still more
interesting. And indeed we found this observation verified upon looking back, as we
passed it, the next day.

The hills of Steephill range with great beauty, when viewed from the sea, and are not

much surpass^ by any in the islarid. What most claimed our admiration in this spot

was the combination of the rocks, and, at the same time, the diversity ofthem. At Allum
Bay scarce any shrubs cover the rocks there i they are not however less beautiful on that

account ; for as they lie in large masses, shrubs meanly scattered would only ruin the

effect.

Here the rocks are solid, with squarer angles ; they are notwithstanding finely har-

monized, and abound with all the boasts of Nature, to complete the sight. This part

would sui&r much in beauty, were it not for the verdure which skirts its sides. Immense
dells would otherwise continually present what Nature has so happily thrown into sha-

dow, and thus relieved the eye from being hurt by its defects.

*. SECTION XX.

In the morning we re-embarked, and stood again to sea, in order to avoid the dan-

gerous consequence of its ru^ed bottom near shore. When the tide flows gently m,
and the water just covers the tops of these lurking rocks, unless you have a fisherman,

or at least a native of the coast, with you, you stand a chance of having your boat
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Move by them. Even exi^ericnccd seamen arc disagrceubly situuted when they land

here, without being well acquainted with the couitt.

Proceeding now close to the hhorc of UndcrclifT, or Underuath, as the country nco-

i)lc
Homctimcs term it, we found the appearance of the coast very changeuljle, hut high,

y tinted with its hanging woods and variegated soil. At every avenue that would ad-

mit of it, some broken oold promontory struck the si^ht, at\d continually closed the

tide screens. These mountamous tracks often presented greater lx:autics when secu

from the sea, than when wc were between them and the cliflfs that bordered on the

strand.

At the time wc had passed UndcrcUff on horseback, the shore was entirely hid

from us, and we could see nothing but the downs, which hung shelving over our
heads ; but now we reaped every advantage that distance could give, as it blended
the heights with all that composes landscape ; namely, rock, wood, mountains, and
water.

The village of St. Lawrence presents a greater degree of novelty than of grandeur

;

it however serves to relieve the disagreeable appearance that the shore is at intervals

possessed of. A number of boat-houses are seen, belonging to the fishermen ; who,
between the employment of fishing, which they follow as often as the weather will

permit, and occasional labour on shore, gain a comfortable winter subsistence.

We observed here the small cascade, which, as already mentioned, had been mag.
iiified, by a gentleman who wrote a tour round the island, into a size that impress-

?d the mind w'th the expectation of seeing a Switzerland cataract. Though in point

of magnitude it is far short of what, from that account, we were taught to expect, it

^ . is upon the whole pleasing. The shrubs that grow from its sides act in harmony with
'

. the other parts, and give an agreeable glow to the rest of the tints, making a small

desirable study.

Still tracing the shore, we met nearly with the same objects that had ranged the

foregoing parts, particularly the rocks and shrubs, till we came to the rocks which
terminate tne range of UnderclifT, near Crab Niton.

We have already mentioned that the village of Niton receives the additional deno-
mination of Crab, from the fish of that name, which abound on its shore ; but we did
not then add, as we should have done, that this term gives |;reat offence to the

inhabitants, who generally conceive that it is meant to denote their being crabbed, or
' illnatured. They therefore, whenever their place of residence is mentioned, and the

word crab attached to it, immediately take offence, and are ready to resent the suppos-

ed indignity.

The fact is, that the term is given to it to distinguish it from another place in the

island, which sounds the same, though it is not spelt in the same manner ; namely,

^ Knighton, near Newchurch, where Mr. Bisset*s seat is. We have been thus particular

W- relative to so trivial a circumstance, as the want of a knowledge of it might subject a
'"

stranger, who may inadvertently ask the road to it, to a churlish reply, if not to a
downright affront.

The oreakof rocks from the termination of Old Park to that of Niton down, where
it again commences, is near half a mile. The opening leads to the Newport road ;

and likewise to Godshill and Whitwell, which lie behind the downs that encircle the

shore.

A little farther to the westward, we arrived at the southernmost point of the island,

well known both by the name of St. Catherine's, and Rocken-Race end ; a part that

could not but be agreeable to us, as near it we experienced the hospitality of the farm*
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mer, whose benevolence and enviable situation we have before spoken of, and would
wish to commemorate upon all occasions.

These rocks, which ftnally terminate the range of Underwath, are higher than any
of the others. Sir Richard Worsley says, that the hill of St Catherine's, from its top

to the water's edge, measures seven hundred and fifty feet ; judging from '. i appearance^

1 think the depth rather greater.

When viewed from even a small distance, they appear more like fortifications than

any other object I can think oi. Joined to the awfulntss which they naturally inspire,

they possess an eminent degree of that specimen of Nature we seldom meet with. The
terrific ascent of St. Catherine's is well verdured ; and though bold in iiu declination

towards the sea, has nothing disgusting in its appearance. A valley, apparently formed
by art, ranges round the westernmost part of it. Near the bottom, on the easternmost

side, is a fertile spot, with several cottages on its cheerful brow. The trees also exhibit

a convincing proof of the prevalence of the westerly winds, as they all bend their lofty-

tops towards the mountains.

Having weathered the point of Rocken end, an entire new scene presented itself.

Chale's dangerous bay first encountered the sight. Of this we had taken a thorough

view before, and nothing new was observable, but a still greater deformity in its uncouth,

restless, billowy shore.

The principal objects from it are Walpan and Blackgang chines, with the drop,

ping well of the latter. All this part is possessed of that kind of appearance, which,

while it excites horror, still pleases the imagination, as we see Nature running riot,

and overleaping all bounds. But while she thus pleases the speculative traveller, she

appears terrific to those whom chance or accident may drive upon the coast. When
viewed from the shore, the rolling Mllows, tinged with refracted rays of light, con-

vey exquisite pleasure to the mind ; Dut at the same time they may be fraught with

destruction to the unfortunate mariner. There is scarcely perhaps a spot in the

universe more peculiarly adapted to excite these opponent sensations than Chale

bay.

Little of novelty is to be met with from hence to Freshwater, except the small varia-

tion in the downs of Brixton and Cheverton. The valley between these downs and
the sea is entirely hid from the sight.

Passing Atherfield point and Compton chine, we entered the bay of Brixton,

where the sea rolled in with increased fnry, and became really tremendous: its

foaming billows tore up the sand f«! t\xt beach, and dyed the water ; giving, at the

same time, a specimen of thcjr ;^i,jal depredations on the shore. There is great

reason to believe, that if the sea continues these incursions with the incessant violence

it has dun^ for the last ten years, that in a few centuries this bay will vie with that

of Sandown in extent, though it will never be able to equal it in grandeur or noble-

ness.

The chine named Jackman's is the principal one in the bay. This leads to

Brixtnn village, where the brook already described passes through from Motti-

btone.

Still coasting on, we passed Brook chine and Compton village, when we reached the

bay of Fresljwater, the romantic beauties ofwhich had before excited our warmest feel-

ings ; and these we now re-enjoyed. Here the craggy rocks of Undercliff are entirely

lost to the sight.

All the way from the cave along the Main bench are a number of chasms in the

cliffs, some rent half way down, with continual recesses and caves at the bottom. Va-
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nous kinds of the exotic feathered race are their inhabitants, who, like the solitary lap-

wing, avoid the haunts of man.

Few places can produce a finer study for reflections. The rocks, though not pictu-

resque themselves, have great charms when imprinted on the subjacent mirror ; iheir

tints are then finely harmonised, and give noble broad effects of shadow. Thty are

composed, in a great measure, of gray flint, which, when blended with the shrubs, is

rather pleasing than picturesque.

Several springs, that flow from the sides of the mountain, precipitate themselves into

the sea ; but they all appear too contemptible for the pencil.

Passing the cliffs of Main bench, we once more arrived at the Needles, and from
thence entered Allum bay ; but were obliged to keep a considerable distance from the

shore, as we had done all the "ay from Steephill. From the water the land has a re-

markably beautiful and picture ^v^ appearance. Its variegation and sudden knolh are

not among the least of its beauties. The abrupt ridges and small falls of water are

also very interesting. When a stream issues near five hundred feet from the surface of
the ground, and precipitates from that height, though it might be but small, it cannot
fail of giving pleasure to the spectator.

Such a fall may also be accounted picturesque, though it does not deserve the

appellation of grand. The continual interruption the stream meets with from
the clumps that accidentally lie in its way are, however, of great utility to an art-

ist. It is only enlarging the stream and diminishing the recks, and a representa-

tion of this spot in a picture might delude you into a belief that it was a Switzer-

land beauty.

These little liberties are allowable to an artist, except Avhen an exact representation of
the spot is required ; and even then he may enlarge the waterfall to any dimensions, as

in the rainy season it is a perfect torrent ; but when the swell is over, it assumes its

former moderate size.

SECTION XXI.

THE appearance of the coast is nearly the same throughout the whole way to

Totland bay and Warden ledge, with only a small variation in parts where the devas-
tation of the ocean has implanted a greater degree of horror. It is not uncommon to
see large crags overhanging a broad beach, the sea having undermined them for a
considerable depth, and left clumps of earth and stones so firmly cemented, that they
sometimes hang in this position for many months, terrific in appearance, and a dread
to the miners. We were however assured that they seldom remain in this state above
two winters, and even when brought to a level, they are for a long time a continual
nuisance.

The point of Carey's sconce introduced us to Yarmouth road. This is the nearest

prelection of the island to the neck of land on which Hurst castle stands. It was be-
tween these two points that, according to some writers, waggons loaded with tin used
to pass over at low water, in order to transport that metal from Cornwall to this island,

from whence it was shipped to France. An absurdity that in my opinion is %po apparent
to need refutation.

For, as a convincing proof that this strait could never have been passable for carriages,
it is to be remarked, that the tide always begins to flow at the Needles before it is low
water in Portsmouth harboitr ; consequently, there must always be a considerable depUi
of water here.
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From this circumstance it is highly improbable that a passage was ever attempted

here. Besides, we find that Southampton was one of the first sea ports erected on the

western coast, and that it was from the earhest times the mart to which foreign ships

resorted. So that there does not appear to have been any occasion for the Cornish peo-

ple to bring their tin by so hazardous a passage to the Isle of Wight, in order to ex-

port it.

It has likewise been thought by some that this point of land was anciently united to

that on which Hurst castle stands ; but from this opinion I must also beg leave to dissent.

From the depth of the channel, .he solidity of the bottom, and the non-appearance

of any broken rocks, like the Needles, on either shore, I think I may venture to say

that the conjecture does not seem to be well founded.

If such an union ever did exist, it must have been at a very early period ; but then,

as it is most reasonable to suppose such a separation to have been occasioned by some
violent concussion of the earth, it might have been expected that mzcks of so sudden
a disjunction would still have been visible.

Yarmouth road is . much frequented by his majesty's cruizers, that are station-

ed in the channel for the prevention of smuggling; and whose efforts in that

point, to the satisfaction of the fair trader^ have lately been attended with great

success.

They are peculiarly indebted for this benefit to the commander of the Hebe, whose
courage, prudence, and humanity, are so conspicuous, as to have gained him not only

the esteem of those to whom his exertions are serviceable, but even of the smugglers

themselves. So much celebrated is he for the latter virtue, that happening while there

to mention the name of d>e captain of the Hebe, I was asked by a seaman present, whe-
ther I meant the lenient Thornborough.

Yarmouth is also well known to the gentlemen of the navy for the liospitality of a

naval officer's house in that town, whose owner, I believe, seldom wants company while a
man of war lies in the road.

Leaving the river Yar, or, as it is generally called, Freshwater lake, on our right,

we continued to skirt the coast ; which, for a considerable distance, exhibits one ofthose

unmeaning features in landscape, that neither attracts nor pleases the sight. The beach
is comfortless, with a few insignificant broken masses and clumps ; but it wanted at this

time both colouring and verdure.

About two miles from Yarmouth it assumes a gayer face, as it here forms the

northernmost ridge of mountains ; but from the sea they are soon lost to the

sight, and appear to fal I rather picturesquely. These mountains chiefly encircle

the water of Shalfleet, and, when seen from Newtown, are a leading beauty to the

lake.

A quantity of limestone, and abrupt promontories, constitute the character of tb's

shore, and in many parts it is well tinted. In not a few of these scenes there was, how-
ever, a want of variety to make them interesting ; for we often saw noble masses of

earth in picturesque shapes, and pleasingly irregular, but at the same time devoid of

the principal beauty, that of colouring.

One spot gives you a chill, comfortless, gloomy, black ; another, perhaps, is of an
ochre ; and these tints of themselves arc insipid ; but when the former has thrown off

its first surly appearance, and verges towards a gray, collecting about it a few briars and
weeds, it then become*; poetical, and gives satisfaction.

These scenes are \ery frequent, and they must be accounted for by supposing that

Nature has just massed her dead colouring.
,
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The ochre of Itself is likewise hurtful to the eyes, when divested of the fragments of

lovely mobS and clinging lichens; and, if any thing, less pleasing than the former ; but,

on the other hand, just cast its; natural shrubs upon it, with here and there a smaU
chasm, and an abrupt piece of limestone, over which the verdure ruggedly falls in pleas-

ing confusion, and it immediately becomes a study.

In short, the sports ofNature are so various, that I scarcely remember to have ever

seen, in the distance of half a mile, two spots so exactly resembling each other. It is but

a weary fruitless jaunt to endeavour to overtake Nature. Imagination presents to my
view an artist who has arrived at a scene, where, after havitig used his utmost efforts, he

produces a copy that nearly exceeds the original; and he thinks himself peculiarly hap-

py ; but un doubling a small cape or promontory, a fresh scene presents itself, that baf-

flea all his skill, and damps every expectation of bein^ able to out-do it. Yet still the

mind ofman is Nature ; and while he pursues nobler objects than he can describe or pour-

tray, he gives us a faint emblem of Nature attempting to exceed herself.

But few novelties are to be seen along this joyless shore. The sea forms several

small bays, which rather alleviate the coarse lines of the cliffs, and raise the imagination

to expect at every curve some brilliant copse, or towering hill, to ease the wearisome
lines.

Passing the flat point of Newtown haven, we entered Shalfleet lake, where splendid

hills encircle the unsullied serpentine mirror.

From thence we proceeded to Thorness bay, the shores of which are more picturesque,

and are assisted by the principal beauties of landscape, viz. a profusion of wood and
rock. The coast continues edging towards the north, and forms several recesses, where
frequent rills rush down the uncouth cliffs.

Weathering another point, we entered Gurnet bay ; the repository, as before ob»

served, of the stone with which the fortifications of Portsmouth are constructed. We
found here two boats loading with the produce of the quarries, which, as likewise ob-

served, daily attend from that place. *

The only part of this bay that afforded an agreeable picture of the land, was from the

opening which looks towards the Carisbrook hills. The valley is extremely fertile and
well wooded, and ranges in pleasing forms till the mountains close the sight.

This scene is peculiarly picturesque towards the conclusion of the day, when the

shadows are broad and the colouring chaste ; at other times it appears rather crowded
and confused ; but when seen with a proper colouring, it is equal to any of the rural

scenes of the bland.

The time of the day when we view an object in landscape, and the colouring then

on it, prepossesses us in its favour, or prejudices us against it. Thus what is all beauty
in a morning sun, is obscurity in the evening. Therefore, if a scene which is grand
and noble presents itself, I always make a point, when time will admit, to take a view
of it both at the dawn and at the close cf day ; and, from such an attention, stronger

ideas, I am convinced, may be imbibed even from one scene, than from many, partially

viewed.

Stretching now for the Bramble:;, we tacked, and once more passed Cowes castle,

when we entered the harbour, having received the highest satisfaction from an aquatic
tour of two days, during which we had encircled the island, aqd taken a view of the
Afferent scenes it exhibited from the sea.

We have now finished onr account of this pleaiiinr, fertile, and happy spot; and
from the observations we had an opportuiuty of making during our stay there, we wtn
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confirmed in the opinion which had induced us to visit it, that for beautiful and
picturesque views, select parts of it are scarcely exceeded by those on any other of the
coasts.

The pleasing variety of hill and dale with which it abounds, the delightful situation
of the gentlemens' seats, the venerable remains of antiquity, the rich and extensive
sea views that every where present themselves, and, above all, the grand and noble
craggy cliffs, which at once serve as a natural fortification to the island, and exhibit the
most magnificent and awful scenes ; all these combined must naturally excite the cu-
riosity of every admirer of the superb works of Nature ; and, at the same time, rhey
account for the frequent visits that are made to the island. Indeed, I know not where
a party engaged on a pleasurable scheme could find their expectations more fully gra-
tified

;
to which, I think I might add, the natural civility and hospitality of the inhabit

tants at large do not a little contribute.
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A NATURAL AND HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE ISLANDS OF SCILLY»

DEBCRIBINO
THXIR •ITUATIONt IIUMBEn» BXTINT, SOIL, CULTURB, PRODUCBi RARITIII, TOWNS, rORTIFICA-

TIONIf TRADRi MANUFACTURB, INHABITANTS.

THBIR OOVBRNMBNTt LAWS, CUBTOMSi GRANTS, HBCOROS, AMD ANTiqUITIRI.

The Importance of those Islands *o the British Trade and Navigation ; the Improvements they are ca>

pable of; and Directions for all Ships to avoid the Dangers of their Kocks.

lUuitratod with a new and correct Drauoht of those Isles from an actual Survey, in the Year I7i4, III'

eluding the neighbouring Seas, and Sea-Cousta, next the Land's End of Cornwall.

to which arx adoxd,

The Tradition ofa Tract ef Land, called Lioness, devoured by the Sea, formerly joining those Islet and
Cornwall. Of the Cause, Hisc, and Disappearance of some Islands.

By ROBERT HEATH,
An officer of his majesty's Forces, some Time in Garrison at Sc-wy. London, 1750, 8vo.

Jn eitimation* ofthe Quantity qfLand in Acres, contained in each Island^ according

to the Map.

C besides the garrison 120 Acres

\ joined to the l:>tbmus.

Five large Islands* inhabited by^

about 1400 People.

One family

4 Scattered Islands bearing

Grass.

10 Eastern Islands, stocked will)

Conies, and fit for feeding Cattle

in summer.

7 Scattered Islands placed about

1 St. Mary

2 Tresco
3 St. Mkirtin

4 St. Agnes

5 Bryer
6 Sampson

St. Helens

1520

880
720
.„

J
besides the Gugh, 90 Acfes

\ joined at low Water.
330
130

80

Island

the largest.

tAn

»»«i'

Arthur
Kanilly

iaiinick

14 Minewillieii

15 N'oornour

16 f Ifijp Arthur
17 1 iuL iLmt
18 I.ittie Ganiilc/(

I J l<»i|(u*''l M'and
30 Innlfvoijis

21 Mincatjo
22 Guahali
2.') Norlhwifhel

2 A, White Isianil tiear I

25 Roijnd IslancI

26 Scilly Island

(^27 H8> Island

?»(^M

Sum Total 4485*
C The iiuif, 2342| Acres, at least, are tillable and

*«
•

,

•

\ impruveable.

N. B. Besides the above, which are most nmed. there may be numbered .about a dozen very small

Islands bearing grass ; and Uocks innumerable above water.

* The introductory observations, and rlirectiens to navigators, are omitted, as little interesting to the

genera! reader.
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Several of these islands afford tin, and some also load and copper. The tin is disco-

verable by the banks next the ^-a, where the marks ofthe ore, in some nlaccs, arc visible

upon the surface ; this I was assured by some very considerable Cornish tinners, in the

year 1744 ; who desired me to make representation thereof to the present proprietor,

for obtaininpr his lord?4liipS consent for their working of tin and other metals in Scilly,

whcrt-in they proposed a certain share to his lord;ihip free ofexpences ; but I did not then

succeed.

The islands of Scilly are denominated from a very small island, near them, first called

by that name ;
probably from its situation, near dangerous rocks, similar to the rock

Scylla, near Sicily ; mentioned by * Vir();il. And it is observable, that Scilly and Sicily

have resemblance of situation, in lying respectively at the feet of their neighbouring tracts

of Cornwall and Italy ; supposing each of those tracts to have the figure of a hu-

man leg.

Scilly islands were anciently called f Siilinse Insulae ; for Severus Sulpitius, relating

that Instantius, a factious and seditious heretic, was banished by Maximus, the Roman
emperor, expresses himself in these words : jid SilUvam Insulam ultra Britannicum
deportntus.

They were alsr > called, by the ancient Greeks, % Hesperides and Cassiterides, from this

western situation, and abounding with tin. And ^ Silures by Solinu:!i ; Sigdeles by An.
toninus ; by the Dutch, Sorlings ; and in several of the Tower records, and manu-
scripts of antiquity, Sully, or Sulley ; which last name is probably a contraction from
Insulse, as isles from islatids. And in some grants, or charters, they are called our Isles.

The ancients had a custom of deriving one name from another by transposition of lettersi

for signifying such things as were supposed some way to have a relation. The rock

Lisia, mentioned by Antoninus, lying between Scilly and the Land's End of England,

by transposition makes Silia. Thb rock is called also, by the inhabitants thereabouts,

Lethowso, or Gulf ; and its making a great noise, like the rock Scylla near Sicily, by the

tides rushing against it, is signified by Lis, or Liso, or more properly the ancient

British word Llais, which last being transposed makes Sylla; whence might come
our present Scilly, as lying near it, about which are many rocks of similar nature. But
waving this trifling custom of authors, in finding out derivations, these islands were
first discovered by Hamilco, a Carthaginian, belonging to the Silures, a Phoenician colony

in Spiun ; as Solinus reports. He was employed by that state to search the western

coasts of Europe. And Dionysius Alexandrinus speaks thus of the Hesperides, our
present Scilly.

*Uh S» Mmrt utifit t/An 'Zufuirttttr

A^i/ii laiurii «>afii7r«i/i( iSifm.

Translated by Priscian.

Sed aumntam contra saeram cognomine diatnt

Quam cafiut Eurofia, aunt atannifiondere filerne

Hei/ieridea, fiofiulua tentiii guaa/ortit Iberi,

• Lib. 3. V. 346. JKneid. v. 430, 555, 685. t Camden's Britannia. Virg. JEneid. Lib. 3.

i Camden's Britannia.

$ Ptolemy, in tiis Geography, calls the Welch of BuUeum(a Town in Bre^knockthire) Silures.

H.-V*
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Afrtintt the Mcr«d Capci Rreat Europe'* head
Th' ilcspcrldes ulon|{ the ocean spread ;

Whose wealthy hilN with mine* of tin aboundi
And stout Ibcriana till the fertile ground.

They were called Ostrymnidc!i hy Fcstus Avienut, in his poem D« Oris Maritimis, or

BooIl of tho Coasts, wherein he writes

:

In quo Insula seie exerunt Oeitrymnidea

Lane iacentes, ct metallo dtvite*

Stanni atque Plunibi : multa via hie gentit eit {

Superbuii umntus, efficax aolertia

Nef^oiinndi cura iugi* omnibus
Nolusquc cymbi-4 lurbidum late fretunut

Et bclluosi ffur gitum oceaiii secant.

Non his caru)«s quippe pina tcxere

Facere tnorem non abiete ut umt e»t,

Curvant I'haselo i sed rei ad miraculum
Navigia junctia semper aptant pellibus,

Corioque vastum sxpe percurrent salem.

The isles Oestrymnitles are clustering seen,
' Where the rich soil is ator'd with lead and tin.

Stout are the natives, and unum'd in war,

Their study profit, trade their only care.

Yet net in ships they drive the scaly train,

Nor with bold vessels brave the stormy main.
Ui>skiird in arts to use the lofty pine,

Untaught to build, or stubborn plank to join,

They skim remote the briny s welling; flood,

With leatticrn boats, contriv'd oi skins and wood,

This kind of boj^tt* ^p^re used anno 914, for we read oi" certain pious men trans,

ported from* Jrelaiu 'nto Cornwall, in a Carab, or Caroch ^the same with Corracle)

m^e of two hides and lalf ; or, a«r,cordxng to some, of three hides and half. This ac-

count takes notice ofabout 145 islands called Soil y ; but ten chiefly, besides abundance
of hideous rock^, and huge stones dbove water, placed in a kind of circle, clad with
grass, or covered with a greenish moss ; some anbrding many sorts of cattle, corn,

fowl, &c. but most .locked with rabbits, herons, cranes, wild swans, and >ea fowl. The
largest takes its name from St. Mary, whert is a castle built b) queen Elizaljctii, anno
1593, called Stella M^ia, or Star Castle, with a garrison. This is!;<nd is itbout eight

miles round: the rest were called Rusco, Brefcr, A^nes, Annoth, Sampson, Silly,

St. Helen's, St. Martin, and Arthur. And two lesser called Minan-witham, and Mi-
nuisf.isand, which seem to derive their names from mines. Strabo, in his Hiird book of
Geogranhy, says, the isles Cassiteridts are ten in number, close to one another, and situ-

ated •i'. t' cean, to the north of the port Artabri (i. e. Galiicia) in Spain. That one
of the fr> ii> Jesart and unpeopled, and the rest inhabited by people weari'ig black clothes,

and CO - > aching down to ihcir ancles, girt about their breasts, ano with a staff iti

their haiivi, like the furies in tragedies. That they lived by cattle ; an straggled up
and down like them without a fixed abode, or habitation. That they haj mines of tin

and lead, which commodities they used »o barter with merchants for eari Mcrn vessels,

salt, and instruments of brass. And Euslathius, from Strabo, calls these |)ec>plc Melan-

* Such were the saints Dubslane.. Machecu, and Manflunum, who. according to Matthew ot Westmin-
ster, forsook Ireland, trustintr thcmsclvt-stasej ina boat made of three ox hides and half, wi seven
days proTisionB, and imitaculousiy arrived tp Cornwall ; aa bt. Warna arrived at Si, Agnes uiand in
Scilly.

5 A S
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chlnni, from their wearing hiacic clothes down to their ancles. Theie nrc the ittlandH

which Solimis reports arc ?»cvcrcd from the coast of the Datimunii |or Corniiih) by a

rough narrow sea, of three or four iiours in crowing over. Thut the inhubitunts thereof

lived according to their old manner. That they had no markets, nor did money mun
among them ; but they gave in exchange one thing for another ; and . io provided

thcnihc-lvcs with necessaries: that they were very religious, Imth men and women; and
pretended to have great skill in the art of divuiation, or in fortelling of what was to

come. And as to the healthful situation of tlieir climate, Sardus was persuaded that

they lived so long till they were weary of life ; because they threw themselves from a

rock itito the sea, in ho|K.'s of a belter life. This was also the opinion of the British

druids. Pliny says, that lead was first brought from these islands into Greece by Ma-
dracritus. The Phoenicians were the first who tfaded thither from Gades, concealing

their voyages from others ; the trade being so gainful to them that they held it a great

point ot state-policy, Ktiirruf inwi th mMt^ to keep it a secret from uU the world; as

Stnibo asserts. But the Romans, to find out their place of trade, employed some of
their vessels to follow a Carthaginian, or Phoinician, in his voyage thither, who. per-

ceiving their design, run his ship on the next shore on purpose, rather than discover

to what place he was bound ; and after bringing the rest into danger, escaping him-
self, he received the price of his lost ship and cargo out of the common treasury, with

a recompcnce for his merit. However, the Romans, by many attempts, found out this

trade at last.

Afterwards, Publius Crassus sailed thither, and having seen them work at their

mines, (which were not very deep) and that the people loved peace and navigation, he
instructed them in making improvements therein ; notwithstanding the greater distance

l)etwixt them and their own coast, than that to Britain, hither the Roman emperors
banished their criminals to work in the mines ; for Maximus having passed sentence of
death upon Priscillanus for heresy, transported Instantius, a bishop of Spain, and Ti-

bcrianus, into Scilly islands ; their goods being first confiscated. So also Marcus the

Emperor banished one to Scilly for pretending to prophesy, and fortelling of things to

come, as if he was inspired ; at the time of the insurrection of Cassius, as some ima-
gine, who would read Silia Insula for Syria Insula, geographers knowing no such island

as the latter.

This relegation, or transportation to foreign islands, was one kind of banishment in

those days ; and the governors of provinces could banish in this manner, in case they

had any islands under their jurisdiction. If not, they wrote to the Emperor to appoint

some island for the relegation, or banishment, of the condemned party. Neither was it

lawful to remove the dead body of the exiled person to any other place to be buried,

without s|x:cial licence for so doing from the Emperor. After the Romans had forsaken

their hold in Britain, Scilly returned again to the power and possession of its natives

;

and was afterwards subdued, and added to the English crown by iEthelstan, the eighth

Saxon king of England.

The aforesaid Avienus gives this farther account of these Islands.

Tartesiisque in Tcrminos Ocstrymnidum *

Negoiiandi mos erat, Canhaginis

Etiam Colonis
*

Oft the Tartessians through the Avell-known seas,

Wou'd sail for traffic to th* Oestrymnides

;

And Carthaginians too. »••
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Strabo calls a certain place among the Drangi in Asia Cassiteron, for the same rea>

son that the Greeks called the islands Cassiterides, signifying tin. And Stephanus,

in his book de Urbibus, observes from Dionysius, that a certain island in the Indian

sea was called Cassuerea, from tin. *' But, over-against the Artabri, on the north (says

Strabo) which are opposite to the west parts of Bri.ain^ lie these islands, which they

call Cassiterides, situate, as it were, in the same climate with Britain^

The famous Leland has given the following account of * Scilly. " There be countid

140islettesof Scilley, that berc grass, exceedmggood pasture for catail.

** St. Mary Isle is five mites or more in cumpace, in it is a poor town and a meatly

strong pile ; but the f roues of the buildings in it be sore defacid and woren.
*' The ground of this isle berith exceeding good corn ; insomuch, that if a man do

but cast corn wher hogges have rotid, it wyl cum up.
" Iniscaw longid to Tavestock, and ther was a poore celle of monkes of I'avestock.

Sum caulle this Trescaw ; it is the beg^st of the isleets, in cumpace a six miles or

more.
" St. Martines Isle. St. Agnes Isle, so caullid of a chapel theryn. The isle of St.

Agnes was desolatid by this chaunce, in rccenti hominum memoria.
** The hole numbre almost of v housholds that were yn this isle came to a marriage

or a fest into St. Mary Isle, and going homewarde were all drownid.
" Ratte Islande. Saynct Lydes Isle wheryn times past at her sepulchre was gret

superstition.

" There appere tokens in diverse [of] the islettes of habitations now clene down.
*' GuUes and puffines be taken in diverse of these islettes ; and plenty of conyes be

in divers of these islettes. Divers of these islettes berith wild garlick. Few men be
glad to inhabit these islettes for al the plenty, for robbers by the sea that take their ca*

tail offeree; These robbers be Frenchmen and Spaniards.
" One Danvers, agentilman of Wilshire, who chief house at Daundesey.
" And Whittington, a gentleman of Glocestershire, be owners of Scilley ; but they

have scant 40 marks by yere of rentes and commodities of it.

" Scylley is a Kenning, that is to say about an xx miles from the very westeste pointe

of ComwauUe.
**
X Sir John Scylley, a knight, and his wife, sum tyme dwcUyng in the Paroche o£.

Crideton (near Excester) are buried in the north part of the transept of the new chtirh

there."

In the island called } Iniscaw was a cell of two Benedictine monks, dedicated to St.

Nicholas, belonging to Tavestock, even before the conquest. Thb was confirmed to

them by king Henry I, Reginald earl of Cornwall, &c. Thus virrites archbishop Tanner,
who refers to Reginald. Com. Comub. et Barthol. episcop. Exon ex registro Ta-
vitochiensi. M. S. Penes Johan. Maynard, Armig.

After king ^thelstan had conquered these Islands, at his return to England, he
built the church of St. Burian, in the utmost promontory of Britain, westward, where he
landed.

»i. ST. MARY'S

Is the largest of the SciUy Islands, containing as many houses and inhabitants as all the
rest. Its greatest lei^th is about two miles and a half, middlemost breadth almost one

• Leland*s Itinerary, v. Hi. p. 7.

$ Turner's NotituMonasaca.

>. V:,

?!«»
t Rooms.

>3,.. /It'^^f'

%' -mtr^-^;
i lb. Cod. p. 44.

'

1 'i''^'t-'i':-X-''*ii' '* "
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and a half, and may be reckoned betwixt nine and ten miles in circumference, lying in

a projected and retracted figure.

The earth or soil is like that of Cornwall ; but the air here is much wholesomer
than the air of that county, being so very brisk and healthful, that sickness b seldom
known among these inhabitants.

The hills are rocky, rising in some places to a great height ; and are enriched with
mineral stores. The vallies are fertile, and the fields here, like those in Cornwall,

are inclosed with stone hedges. Also the heathy plains, and turfy downs, in several

places of this isiland, afford their use and pleasure. The highest land yields a pros-

pect of England on a clear day, and of ships going out and returning, at the

mouths of the channels. Here is also morass ground, in two parts of this island,

called the upper and lower moors, which supply the cattle with water in dry seasons.

In the upper of which, the farthest from Hugh-Town, is a pretty large and deep lake*

But these moors, by their low situation and ready communication with the sea, next
to the southern parts of the i!>land, are subject to be overflowed by the hiffh spring

tides ; especially when these tides are lifted and driven over the moor-banks by strong

southerly winds. The fresh and salt water thus mixing together in the moors, render

them long unserviceable to the cattle ; and for wa^l; of proper banks and slaices to de-
fend their low land, which might be effected at a .moderate expence, their gpround and.

ditches are seldom free from salt water, more or less, in different parts of them.

Nature has not been profuse of her rivers, purling streams, trees, groves, woods,
and other external ornaments to beautify this spot of ground ; but has bountifully

supplied their deficiency with intrinsic store of fresh springs, subterraneous cascades,

and rich mineral hills ; fixing the islands before the entrance of two famous trading

channels (the British and Bristol) whereby the inhabitants thereof might benefit them-
selves, by an intercourse with foreign nations, as well as her mother country.

The latitude of St. Mary's island is 49<>. 55'. It is never cold in winter here, as in

England, Ireland, and other neighbouring countries. Frost and snow are very seldom
known, and never to continue here longer than a few days.

The summers are not scorching, by reason of the frequent breezes flying over the

islands.

Potatoes are cultivated in large quantities, and in as great perfection as in Ireland.

Some families gather two crops in a year.

V ;ry litttle wheat is produced ; but of barley, as much as serves this whole island

for making malt and bread for the poorer families, with an overplus, the year round.

The deficiency of wheat is supplied by sacks of flour from England, of which bread is

made by itself, or by mixing it with ground barley. The overstock of barley growing
here is sufficient to furnish malt and l^er for exportation ; but is usually applied to less

advantage, in feeding cattle or swine.

Peas, oats, and a grain called pillis, growing here, are sufficient for the island-expence

of those grain, and to spare. The pillis-a)rn, ground, is used instead ofoatmeal.

But little hay is made, which the cattle severely find the want of in the winter.

Fresh butter and cheese made in this island are scarce commodities ; eg^ are five for a
penny the year round, though they are sometimes difficult to get ; but in the summer
are always very plentiful. A very good fowl sells but for sixpence : and a couple of
conies are usually sold for the same price. Fresh fish, taken about the islands, are

very cheap and plentiful; a turbot is sold for about one shilling and axpence here,

which, at London market, would fetch a guinea. ^..r^,^,^^,^j^^;-^^^3,^^
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Great quantities of fish are taken by the inhabitants in the spring and summer sea-

sons, which they prepare or save, by opening, garbaging, saltinjj, or laying in pickle,

and afterwards drying in the sun. Some are laid by for yearly stock to expcrid with

potatoes, and others are kept for sale. They hang their fish out to dry against the walls

of their houses, or spread them upon their stone htdges, which arc sometimes seen co-

vered } but are suddenly removed on the appearance of a storm. The common dried

sort of fish usually sells for three halfpence, or two pence per pound ; but the ling,

which is the best sort, and preferable to what is cured elsewhere, is sold for six-pence

per pound, when it is sent out of the islands ; and for never less than four-pence upon the

spot ; and therefore, as it is so valuable a commodity, very little of it is expended in

Scilly, but most of it carried to market at Penzance.

The fish are divided into three kinds, viz. round, flat, and shell-fish. Of the round
are denominated line, cod, conger, poUuck, bass, eels, chad, scad, whiting polluck,

millet, mackerel, smelts, sprat, brit, barnc, cudles, pilchards, hake, wrass, whistlers, Scci

Of flat are denominated, turbot, thornback, soles, scate, rays, flowkes, dabs, plaice,

flounders, &c.
Of shell-fish are denominated, craw-fish, crabs, lobsters, muscles, cockles, shrimps,

linipits, wrinkles, but no oysters about Scilly.

The cattle bred upon this bland are small, and the meat not so well fed, in general,

nor of so pleasant a taste, as in England. Hogs are here very plentiful, whose flesh is

reckoned excellent, and the best of its kind ; though very good meat is killed here of
all sorts at particular seasons.

Beef commonly sells for two-pence-halfpenny per pound, and mutton for as much,
or sometimes three-pence ; which is also the price of hog-meat. Veal is about the price

it is sold for in England, and variable : a quarter of lamb for ten-pence. But they
have other supplies of provisions and commodities from Ireland (beef, pork, cheese,

butter, soap, candles, Sec.) which come very cheap. But since the late wars with
France and Spain, and the restraint of a custom-house upon some of their necessaries,

trading vessels from that part ofthe world seldom put into the harbours of Scilly, which
sometimes occasions a scarcity among the inhabitants.

They are furnished with coals, by coasters from Wales, at about thirty shillings per

chaldron, but seldom for less than twenty-eight shillings ; the islands afibrding no other

fu^ than turf, furze, broom and fern, which serve the common people for their dcca-

ttons of firing.

From July to November, pilchards swarm about Scilly, as they do about Cornwall,

and were the inhabitants encoura^d in setting up and carrying on a fishery here as
there, they would become as considerable and useful subjects as their present richer

nei^bours ; being endowed with as capable faculties of body and mind.
Here is no duty or tax on malt, and malt-liquors, which is one encouragement they

have for improving their land.

Malt is made in the same manner as in England, by those who make it in large

quantities ; except that Welch coal, otherwise called culm, is used for firing. The
common people, who make it in small quantities, turn their bed-room, or back apart-

ment, into a malt-house (after wetting their grain) and make a heated hearth, or
kettle, serve for a kiln ; and so save the expence of buying malt of the maltster, who
is some considerable person in St. Mary's Island.

' :- The malt-liquc»r brewed, in general has an unpleasant taste, for want of proper skill

or mai^ement in the brewing. Yet there are some families, who brew as good beer
as any in England ; wluch shews that the rest might do the same, ifthey used the same

J
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skill and judgment. Beer is sold here for two pence a quart. And as there is a fre«

quent demand for malt'liquor bv shipping coming to the islands, it might be worth

some person's while to undertake the improvement of it, for the advantageous con-

sumption of the corn, and general benefit of the islanders.

Garden vegetables, of all sorts, growing here, are in as great perfection as in Eng.
land, but require defence from the blighting winds, which are of so pernicious a qua-

lity, as not to suffer a shrub or tree to grow up to any great height in the island, cutting

off their tops, and turning their leaves black, as if they were burnt; and« except

in Holy Vale, which is sheltered by the surrounding hills, there is not a place in this

island where Pomona rears her head ; that being the only orchard bearing fruit in

perfection.

Next this orchard, belonj^ng to the most commodious farm in St. Mary's Island,

are situated a very good dwelling-houiie, barns, stables, yards, &c. with forty acres of
contiguous land, in the same vale, in the possession of Mr. William Grudge (suc>

ceeded by his son, Mr. John Grudge, as commissary of musters) a family much
esteemed for their good qualities.

Very little wood, and that mostly shrubs, grows upon thu, or any other of the

islands.

The land in general is dressed with ore wood ^by some called ore weed) carried

thither upon horses backs, loaded with crooks of it, from the sea-shore, where it is

thrown up in great quantities. Out of this ore wood many of the poorer sort of peo-

ple make kelp, by burning it to ashes. The agent for the islands takes it off their

hands for rent, or accounts with them otherwise for the same ; who sends it to mar-
ket in England, from whence it returns him considerable profit

The people plough and sow here as they do in Cornwall, yoking horses as well as

oxen ; and use reap-hooks for cutting their crops : in reaping th^y grasp the stem
/ of the com very low with one hand, and cut it near the ground with tm reep-hook in

the other, laying it in even •'anks, after tlie manner a scythe leaves it, where mowing
is practised. At this labour the men and women are equally painful and dextrous : but
in the qff-islands the women undertake the management of the harvest, while the men go
a fishing.

When the com is dry, they bind it up in small sheaves, which, in building the mow,
they place with the ears or beard of the com outward, upon the sides of the lidge (like

the roof ofa house) whereby it shoots off the water when it rains. Some time after, at

a convenient opportunity, when they have thrashed out some of their com, they thatch

the mow with straw for standing the winter, or till they want to remove it ; and to se-

cure it from the force ofthe winds, they bind over the top with strawn^s, crosnng one
ahother, in a figure, like the squares of glass windows. These rajpes are fastened to

sticks thrust into the lower part or sides of the mow. In the same form they bind the
thatch upon their houses, after thatching them with a thin new coat every year, to pre-

vent its being torn off by the winds, which, in all these islands, are verv boisterous and
violent at some particular seasons. These straw ropes, of the thatched houses, a«e

fastened to pegs drove into the chinks of the stone walls.

They have a custom of celebratii^ the conclusion of their harvest with a very pleitf^.

tiful feast, which they odl Nicla Thies; at which time several friends and nei^ibounii.

of both sexes are invited, who meet, with pleasant smiling countenances, at tM house
ofthe mow, where two or three ^apartments are usually filled with the compai^. The
several courses of disbes being decently introduced in their order, and removed, the

bnak liquor and conversatioi express the sj^t and sense, as ivdl as (he hospitali^, dP

*
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the people. The music aAcrwards plays up, and as many as choose it, take a partner

to dance. In this merry and froliclcsome manner, they pass away tiie time till the nuxt

morning, with jovial companions, lasses, and bowls, verifying the proverb, " A feast ov

a famine in ScUly."

A person having been at one of these entertainments, by the force of his imagination

(like those who fancv they see figures, and the forms of animals, 8cc. in the cloudi,) com-
pared the different shapes of these islands, as they appear in the map, to the various

dishes in one of these (easts, as follows

:

THE ISLANDS COMPARED TO A FEAST,

1. St. Mary's, a scafe.

2. Tresco, a side of mutton.

3. Bryer, a dried ling.

4. Sampson, a leg of a veal.

5. White Island, near it, a sole.

6. Annet, a lobster.

7. Agnes, a venison pasty, near it, half a goost-

.

8. Tean, a capon.
j

9. St. Helens, a shoulder of mutton. '
'

,

"

.

10. Bigger White Island, a bacon ham.

11. St. Martin's, a plumb pudding.

12. Great Arthur, ?„K„^«f^„„;„
13. Great Gannick, i

* '^"^ °^ ^°"»^'-

14. Great Ganelly, a breast of veal.

15. 16, 17, 18, 19. Scilly, Mincarlo, Guahal, Innisvouls, Northwithel, roast*

beef and steaks.

20. Little Ganilly, a plaice. .,,".',..,-.

21. Ragged Island, a conger. ;
' ,..,'

22. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. Norhdur, Minewithin, Round Island, Little Gannick, Litde
Arthur, Rat Island, pies and tarts.

The rocks, and lesser islands, lyin^ scattered about these, are as oysters^ cockles, and
shrimps, for garnish; and the intermixed surrounding seas, cj the flowing tides of liquor

to drown the care of the inhabitants.
. . ,. . ,

Some thrash their com upon boards covered with canvas, and some upon barn floors,

asm England ; others, who are not accommodated with barns of their own to thrash in,

borrow them of their neighbours.

They cleanse their corn in a breezy day without doors, by spreading it upon canvas,
and throwing it into a casure, or instrument for the purpose, whereby the corn falls down,
and the chaff is blown away.
They tl^ras^^fa they wanl, and store the cleaned corn in a cask, about the size of a

horahead. ^' '"'
',

There are matiy hand-mills for grinding upon emergency in all the islands; but a
virind-mill, upon a tract called Peninnis, ^nds the larger quantities. The miller seldom
fails of constant visits and employ from his customers of both sexes. Kis diligence sup-
plies the tjace ofwater-mills, of which here are none to hinder his encreasing trade.

Hugh-Town is the capital of St. Mary's, situated upon the low-land of the isthmus,
which joins the high body of the island to the high-land of the garrison, above the

VOl. 11. 5 b
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town, whiph is next it i being at ^the foot of the garrison hill, on the back part, and
washed by the sea of the pool on its front, where ships are moored, or lie a ground
at low- water. And here the stone key, afore-mcntioncd, projects itself prettv far out

into the pool at the landing-place. (Vid. the map.) This town consists oi one long

iuid two cross streets, of strong stone«built houses, wherein are several shop-keepers and
public-house keepers, selling many sorts of liquors and commodities. Liquors are

sold without license, by as many persons as please, here, and all over the islands. The
several trades of baken;, brewers, coopers, butchers, weavers, taylors, mantua-

raakers, shoe-makers, s.'iil-makers, a boat-builder, joiners, carpenters, masons, smiths,

perriwig-makers. Sec. are exercised in this town, cithet' separately, or several together.

The steward's, or agent's new house, is a handsome strong piece of architecture, late-

ly erected before the front of the old one, at the farther end of the town from the land-

ing-place, next the banks of Percressa, to the southward. At the hither end is a cus-

tom-house, with a collector, surveyor, and four other officers belonging, under the

direction of the two principals. About two furlongs beyond this town, to the east-

ward, is a curious sandy bay, called Pomelin, where the beach, from the mark of

flood to the mark of ebb, is covered with an exceeding fine writing sand, and of

which ship-loads may be gathered at low-vmter. On account of its plenty and bright-

ness, it is fetched by the inhabitants fur sanding their houses in Hugh Town, and
other parts of this bland ; and presents of it are made to many parts of £ngland as a

curiosity.

Upon the sandy beaches or shores, in other places, are gathered numerous pretty

small shells, which are presented for furnishing of grottos. There are some of a
larger size, picked up upon the shores of this and oHier islands, which are used for

tiie same purpose.

The greatest natural curiosities observed in St. Mary's, are the rocks of Peninnis,

and a subterraneous passage near those rocks, whose entrance is called Piper's-Hole.

There is no reasonable account to be given for the production of these huge rocks (in

some respects like Stone-heng^ upon Salisbury plain) but by an universal flood

over the land, when this terrestrial mass was distorted and changed after an extraordina-

ry manner ; trees which have been found buried deep in the ground upon the tops of

hills, and other places, cannot be accounted for but by such a miraculous cause.

Whatever produced the waters over the face ofthe earth, whether the change of its po-

sition, the shock of its frame, the chasms thereupon, the gushing from its entrails, join-

ed with the rapid torrents from above, moving in various directions at the earth's surface,

some substances at that time were ejected, while others were immersed ; and from no
other cause assigned can the several strata of subterraneous shells, mixed masses,

inverted and deep whelmed trees, and nice and ponderous balancing of rocky
matter at the earth's surface, be accounted for. These appearances are a proof of terrestri-

al chasms, torrents, and ejectments of quarry substances, and of the regurgitation

of other substances, at some time havuig Happened. Several of these kind of rocks

in Scilly are amazingly huge in some places, and balanced upon one another,

and especially in places of this island near or further from the sea, without comparison

either of height or ponderosity with the rocks of Peninnis, causing astonishment and
admiration In the beholders above all others ! I remember having' seen huge rocks and
quarry substances in the midst of foreign Islands, as If they had been once washed by
the^sea : which might probably come from the causes above assigned.

Riding rocks likewise are to be seen in all countries where stone-quarries abound.

And ijn several parts of Cornwall near, and far off, the sea, large rocks are seen se.
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parate, or riding in equal poise, as already descriixd ; which must be the expulsion of
subterraneous matter, left at rest in that position, after some extraordinary concussive

cause.

Piper*s-Hole, the entrance of the subterraneous passage aforesaid, has its situation

under the hieh banks of Peninnis (near the said rocks) being about the south*west

part of the bmnd next the sea, which washes its orifice at high tide. This passage is

said to communicate under gi'ound with the island of Tresco, as far as the north-west

cliffs or banks of it, next that sea, where another orifice is seen, that goes by the same
name with the former.

Going in at the orifice at Peninnis banks in St. Mary's, it is above man's height; and
of as much space in its breadth ; but giows lower and narrower farther in : a little

beyond which entrance appear rock^ basons, or reservoirs, continually running over
with firesh water, descending as it distils from the sides of the rocky passage ; by the

fall of water heard farther in, it is probable there may be rocky descents m the pas>

sage : the drippings from the sides have worn the passage, as far as it can be seen,

into very various angular surfaces. Strange stories are related of this passage, of
men going so far in that never returned ; of d(^s going quite through, and coming
out at Tresco, with most of their hair off, and such like incredibles. But its re-

tired situation, where lovers retreat to indulge their mutual passion, has made it al-

most as famous as the cave wherein Dido and i£neas met of old. Its water is exceed-
ing good.

Upon the part of thb island oppo&ite to Peninnis is a fertile spot of ground, called

Newford« where is a good dwelling-house, farm, ^rden, &c. occupied by Mr.
Roger Edwards, who is a member of the court of civil judicature ; a family of worthy
reputation. Here, and 'n Holy Vale, the land affords milk and honey.

,... Beyond Newford, upon the north shore, is a smaH key, where boats land from St.

Martin's island, lying t^posite ; near it stands a hut of convenient reception.

Many kinds ofphysical and fragrant herbs grow in St. Mary's, and in all the islands,

which the inhabitants gather in large quantities in the months of May, June, July, and
August. These they distil in an alembick, for making cordials all the year. They
cover the distilled water, put into bottles, with the strong vegetable oil that comes from
the herbs in drawing, which preserves it till they want it to mix with brandy and sugar
for use. J,,. 1^

.

By the low situation of Hu^-Town, or the ill contrivance of those who built it,

being almost level with every hi|g;h tide, the water comes into some of the dwellers'

yards and houses. And at such times of tide some are grsatly incommoded, as others

living in the garrison, standing very high, out of the reach of all tides, are greatly ac-

commodated.
It would be a great happiness to most of Hugh inhabitants, if their town were re-

moved, either into the garrison, or to the high land at the farther end of the isthmus,

next the body of the island, where no high tides could possibly affect them, whatever
wind blows.

The town, as it is at present situated, is subject to be destroyed by inundations of
the sea ; wUch, if it should happen in the night, the people are also liable to be drown-
ed in their br is. For on September 26, 1744, in the aflernoon, it being a very high
tide, the sea rolled in vast mountains, driven by the winds, and broke over the banks
of Percressa, next the southward, where it entered the town with such violence and
rapidity, as threatened the levelling of all the houses. One of the torrents, passing
directly over the isthmus to .the pool, took a house away there as it went; other parts

5 B 2
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of it went through the steward's former house, which it partly destroyed, filling the

rooms, and currying away the furniture with it : a third torrent beyond this came
down andjuincdit, passing both together through the stieets of the town with great

fury to the oppo^ite sea ; also carrying away furniture, and filling the rooms of tlie

houses. The damages done to some ut that time were very considerable ; but the

agent, or steward, sustained the most. If it had happened in the night time, as It

did in the afternuun, when several inhabitants were obliged to quit their houses at the

upper windowb, and fly for refuge, it is reasonably supposed, that those who now es-

caped would have Ijeen drowned people. Most of the inhabitants were drawn out of

their houses before this flood begun, by a curiosity to behold the prospect of the sea,

appearing as if it was going to overwhelm the whole town : but they were forced to

fly before its fury, as it suddenly passed over its bounds, near which, amon^ the rest,

I happened to be present. At this time great stones were thrown by the sea into some
houses standing next ii, in riiffrrent parts of the island ; the walls of some houses were
beat down, and the dwellers therein had but just time to escape with their lives out of

the windows before it. ' Most of the low land was overflowed, and some of the stone

hedges levelled.

About a mile up the island from the Hugh-Town, which borrows its name from the

Hugh- Lund in the garrison, stands Church-Town, consisting of a few houses, with a

court-house (otherwiiie called Purish- house) and also a «;hurch, at which last the people

meet twice at their devotion every Lord's day.

About two furlongs beyond Church-Town, to the eastward, stands Old- Town,
bordering upon the sea, against the opposite part of a sandy bay. This town con-

sists of several convenient dwellings, !>uitable to the dwellers, who live by fishing,

farming, selling liquors, and the exercise of a few mechanic trades. Both these

towns received great damans by the late inundation, when the Hugh was overflow,

ed. and a vast deal of mischief was done upon the English coasts, by the same
storm. The sea passed over the bottom of this bay, between the two towns (after

throwing stones into the houses on each side of it, and breaking the walls as it

entered) and drowned the Lower Moors, before mentioned. The Off'-Islands, at

the same time, had some of their low lands overflowed, and some pfxils of their fresh

water spoiled.

Their buildings are of rock, or moor-stone, which lie in great quantities upon
the surfuce, but are chiefly dug from the quarries, a little below the surface of

the earth, where they abound. They cover with tile, but mostly with straw ; the

first is brought from England, and laid upon the roofs of the nouses here, as k
is there ; the latter is of their own product, and the method of covering is with

a thin coat, which is commonly renewed every year when harvest is over, and

they begin thrashing their corn, binding the coat with straw ropes, as has been de-

scribed.

They make their lime by burning of English lime-stone, brought over in shipping

for ballast.

Their mortar is tempered with a sifted earth, which they call ram, and is said to make
the strongest cement for binding the rock-stone together.

The outside chinks of the stone walls are filled up with white mortar^ as weU for

ornament, as for resisting of moisture. r>^ - . ? in;?"

Their brick is all brought over, there being no proper earth that I coukl discovdP

&r making them in the islands. ,

.
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The apartments of their dwellings arc apt to be damp on account of tlic rock>

stone walls, which are porous, ind attract moisture; an instance* of which may
be seen in Tresco caiitle, where the walh are of many feet in thickness, yet always

appear very moist on their inside. By the distillation of the moisture through

the stony substance, and mixing with the cement, a transparent matter, hanler

than the stones, is produced, sticking to the sides of the wall, or lower stones,

where it drops shining like glass; or hangs pendent from the upper stones like

icicles. The proper remedy to cure this dampness in rooms, is plaistcring well their

inside, and wainscoting over it; which, with keeping (ires now and then, ore suf-

ficient.

All timber is brou^t hither which is in use, and none grows upon any of the

islands. Some come m by wrecks, whicii is kepi in the ugent'^ possession for proper

disposal.

Deal or fir is used for most occasions of building, such as roofing houses and

churches in the islands, laying floors, lining rooms, making tables. Sec.

The apartments of some houses are spacious and handsome, as in others they

are small and contracted, where you may see them adorned with saints' pictures,

ears of corn, and wreck furniture ; the last of which are sent them by the hand of

Providence.

They have very good workmen, who make tables, chests, drawers of mahogany, and
other fine woods, &c. «vhich are here as completely finished as any where. These woods
are cheaply purchased out of ships coming in from the West Indies, or other foreign

parts, in their return to England.

All the islands are defended by numerous rocks placed about them, the citadels of

nature. But the island of St. Mary, of which I have been giving a description, is

likewise defended by a strong garrison, situated upon the west part of it, overlooking

the town and isthmus, and commanding the country that way and to the sea about

the batteries, of which there are several strong ones, mounted with sixty*four pieces

of can ion, some eighteen pounders. It also contains a company of soldiers, a master-

gunner, and six other gunners. A store house, with arms for arming three hundred
islanders, who are obliged to assist the military forces at the approach of an enemy.

An impregnable magazine. A guard-house, barracks, bridge, and strong gates;

and, upon the summit of the hill, above a regular ascent, going from Hugh-Town,
stands his majesty's Star-castle, with ramparts, and a ditch about it. This cas-

tle commands a prospect of all the islands and seas about them ; from whence, in a

fiiir day, are also beheld ships passing to and fro, and England, as though rising out

of the sea at a distance. Here the king's colours are hoisted and appear conspicu-

ous aloft, for ships to observe and obe^ coming in. The right honourable the earl

of Godolphin commands as governor of all the islands; and a lieutenant-governor

is here commissioned to act unider his lordship by his majesty, but not upon establish-

ments

By the particular favour and bounty of the earl of Godolphin, the use of the castle,

and all its apartments, with all perquisites, or harbour dues of shipping, drawing pro-

tests, have been enjoyed by the captain of the company, commanding in his lordship's

and the lieutenant-governor's absence, who never reside, being a very considerable

benefit. He has also the manuring and improving all the garrison land, upwards of
a hundred acres, the grazing of it with cattle, and the cutting and disposal of all the
turf for firing ; and has likewbe the sde management of au the coids and candles
allowed.

J
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Besides the hU\[A putting into Scilly from alirond, it sometimes hap|iens, tliat

u hundred sail of coasters arc driven in by un easterly wind, at which time cuch

ship or vessel pays, at an average,*^ al)OUt two shillings and two pence fur coming to

an anchor, or lying upon the ground, and hoisting the king's colours. And all mas-
ters of ships pay thirteen shillings and four-pence for each protest to the com-
mandant, who, by some, is stiled his excellency, commander in chief, and chief

magistrate, in the islands of Scilly, and the generous presents made to this gen-

tleman by masters of ships, with other tributary acknowledgments of his power
and station, render his command not inferior to that of some Eastern f go-

vernors.

His other conveniences arc cellars and out-apartments, belonging to the castle,

with a spacious kitchen and flower-garden, defended by strong walls, lying at the

distance of about half a furlong from the castle, in a level turfy plain, extending to the

brow of the opposite hill. In the midst of this plain are standing two circular walla

of wind-mills, formerly, in use, which give a prosi)cct like obelisks from the casile

apartments, or when viewed at a distance.

Under the hill, towards the north part of the garrison, stands a convenient dwell-

ing, «n which resides Mr. Abraham Tovey, master-gunner, which was given him
as a reward for his services to his country in the late wars ; who, in several actions

abroad, employed as an ofRcer in the train of artillery, distinguished himself as

a brave man. He has the conveniency of good apartments, yards, garden, out-

houses, and cellars (well stored) also a little house that stands under the hill, be-

twixt his dwelling-house (next the sea) and the parade above it. The principal

of which conveniences are bestowed by the generous board of ordnance. He is

also store-keeper, barrack-master, and collector of the lights. His several sons,

in their figure and personal qualities, do reputation to their father and this coun-

try.

The aforesaid master-gunner has been entrusted with the management of the

king's works, carried on in the garrison and other places, for the better defence of

the islands. He has greatly improved the garrison roads, as well as the batteries, bv
making them convenient for removing cannon upon, which before was done with

the utmost difficulty! One of which roads he has almost compleated round the line,

next the several batteries of cannon, and has caused part of it to be hewn through a
vast rock, or quarry- substance, where before it was impassable. And all these roads

are a pleasant way, where people walk for their health and amusement, as in the mall

at St. James's ; the longest of which, of about a mile, may therefore be called the

Mall of Scilly. Mr. Tovey 's other works in the garrison, and other parts of the islands,

speak for themselves, though he has been pretty much envied and misrepresented about

them.

Entering the garrison at the bridge and gateway, after passing a steep and rocky

ascent going from Hugh-Town, you see the guard-house immediately on the rigtit

hand* and the barracks on the left. Advancing farther, four broad gravelly roads

appear; one turn short to the left-hand, and runs under the garrison-wall, almost

round it ; at the higher end of which is a strong battery on the left, overlooking the

* All the foreign vessels pay double, or four shillings and four-pence.

t A governor represents the king, as commanding the garrison, troops, &c. Anciently, a gover*
nor ofa fortified place was required to hold out three attacks before he surrendered, butno-r -^e many
as he can.
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town, and commanding the isthmus L r, as well as the hills and country Ix'yond it.

Here is pineal the warning-gun, which is never firtd but to give notice to the i<il;iiulerM

of the approach of an enemy, who thereupon assemble themselves in a posture of de-

fence, and as many as can retire into the garrison.

Nfuny strong batteries arc seen upon the IcO, walking round the garrison, but a most

powerful one near the Wool- Puck rock, one at the Morning Point, &c.

The next road, at entering the garrison, and the tiroadr it of all four, goes r^trait for-

ward ; being a regular paved ascent as fur as ihc castle, westerly, standing upon the top

of the hill. About the middle of this brond road is the parade, where the soldiers are

drawn up, do their exercise, and fire their small arm;* on firing duys appointed by the

government, and are here alao usually mustered by the commissary, who resides in the

island. At the hither end of the parade, to the leO, is the hole, or militarv prison. And
a little beyond it, on the same side of the road, an old magazine, lately improved by

Mr. Tovey, who has hewn awav the ( .irth and nuarry, before lying about the Lv»».iv part

of it, by which its communication wiih ihe soil is cut oflf, and for the most part cured of

its dampness. A square paved way Is now carried round the wall (which, and the

roof, are bomb-proof) being fiive or six yards in thickness.

A little tofhe right-hand of the castle-roud is another, running upon a descent about

N. W. to the store-house, which stands about the distance of the castle from the cntruiKC

of the garrison.

Near the store-house i^ ^ smith's forge, and working shop, conveniently situated for

the sparks paying a neighbourly visit to the powder-room.
Adjacent to the smith's forge is a carpenter's workinjr shop, and saw-pit. And at

the back of the storehouse, the store-house well, made at the cxpence of the board of

ordnance ; near which nrc strong batteries of cannon.

The right hand road, at entering the garrison, leads directly in a deep descent to the

master-gunner's, at about the distance of a pistol-shot from the commanding officer,

in the castle above him.

At this hither end, to the right of the master gunner's road, is a commanding bat-

tery, and at the farther end of it, a little to the right of his house, is another strong bat-

tery which commands the road for shipping ; as likewise does the store-house battery,

and other batteries adjacent.

A little to the right-hand of master- gunner's gate is a well of exceeding good water,

esteemed the best thereabout. This well is sunk square-wise, about a yara each way,

and upwards of half a score yards in depth, cased up with rock -stone and mortar, but

so as to permit the distillation of the springs through its sides near the bottom. It is

fitted up with a windlass, chain, and very strong bucket, for the use of the garrison,

(there being no pumps in the islands) and supported, with all the rest of the works, by
the right honourable and honourable the master-general and principal officers of his

majesty's ordnance.
,

' j :^<

The store-well is seldom in use, except when the castle-well, next the master-

gunner's aforesaid, is exhausted, as it sometimes happens, by an ill use of that water.

For the better supplying the inhabitants with water, a well hr.s been opened in town,

opposite to the landing place, that has been filled up and out of use as long as the oldest

person in the island can remember. In sinking it deeper, when the rubbish with which
It was filled up was removed, the miner discovered a rich vein of tin ore, which pro-

mised encouragement for working it as a tin-work ; but there being none to undertake

it, the well was cased up with pieces of rock-stone, artfully piled upon one another,

at
If
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square>wise, like the car ^le-well in the garrison, but without mortar or cement. And the

depth of jthis well being sunk much upon a level with the castle* well, with a quany.hiU
lying betwixt them, it is probable that the springs, proceeding from the rocky substance

at the bottom of each well, may commumcate, by subterraneous passa^s, with one

another. Hither the seamen bring their water^casks to be filled, from their ships lying

next the town.

There are shallow wells about the town in different places, the water of which serves

only for ordinary uses. Other wells of very good water are to be met with all over the

islands.

At a small distance from the beach, in the sandy bay of Pomelin, is a very good
spring lined round with stones, under a stone hedge, and continually running over

:

this is called the moor weU. Hither the seamen also bring their water-Casks to fill for

the shippii.^' at anchor in the pool, rolling them to the sandy beach next the water's edge,

where their boats receive them. And hither some women of the Hugh>Town bring

their linen to wash in the spring and summer, making a fire to heat the water, and drying

their linen upon the stone hedges, or bushes, near the place.

Upon a turfy spot in Holy Vale, near the fruit orchard aforementioned, is a little

fountain always running over. This water serves the neighbouring fiunlly to whom it

belongs, and others who have a liking to use it.

In other parts ofthe island, where springs are deficient, there are deep pits, or scocns

in the ground, the work of nature, for the reception of rain-water, to supply the cattle.

Several of these natural reservoirs may be seen in the off-islands, and a very large one,

called the Abbey pond, in the island of Tresco. Near this pond are the rums of an old

abbey, which was in use when the abbots of Tavistock abbey held their jurisdiction in

Scilly.
^

.^:>-
-,.

. ^i • , v.;n. . .•.,.. W.v :....

''

The springs in these islands are very probably increased by the barrenness of wood
and vegetables, sparing the draught of moisture from the earth. The water passing

under ground, through the beds of tin ore, not being tinctured at all with its qualities,

as the water is passing through strata of iron, shews that tin is not impregnating. There
is a well ofsome note in this island, called Lentevem well , , ... . .,

.,,'V.^

OF TRADE.
•' «,? M-V

.^ -

IN the towns of St. Mary's the people trade in several sorts of commodities, usually

sold in shops, many of which they are furnished with from England ; and ships coming
in, or passing by the island^ supply the rest of their occasions. With these strangers

they sometimes exchange dried fish, cattle, or provisions of the island, for such commo-
dities as they want.

A fleet of coasters, forced in by an easterly wind, is of advantage to the idanders, as

well in their pilotage of them into the harbours, as in the traffic and expences of the

people i^-shore. Commanders and passengers of ships from the West Indies, or other
foreign parts, putting in, never fail of shewing their liberality, and of leaving some of

their commodities and riches behind them. By this means the islanders are supplied

with a stock of rum, brandy, wine, and other foreign liquors, some for consumption
upon the islands, and some (by leave of the custom-house) for consumption elsewhere.

For the sake of this trade, which is their principal dependence at present, tlie people

of Scilly run very great hazards in going off with their small boats to supply themselves

from shipping passing by, shewing undaunted courage and resolution, in venturing when
the seas run mountams high.
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risdiction in

There being no owners of houses and lands in Scilly, the peoples' hindrances in the

improvement of land and trade are ^he short leases, and scarcity of houses to be met
tvitn ; it requiring an interest to procure a house, and another for a lease of one. On
tvhich account it was usual here to engage houses at the decease of die present dwellers.

If any houses are built by leave, at the expence of an islander, they become the pro-

perty ofthe proprietor after a short term : so that no islander possesses house or land,

but upon pleasure or lease. The agent is the proper person to apply to for a house or

land, or a lease of either, or both t who has the direction and management of all the

houses, buildings, repairs, rents, &c. upon the islands. Who also has it in his power
to distribute favour, or show vengeance, in equal measure. But the present agent u a
gentleman, esteemed for hb g^erosity, good sense, and humanity.

The following is an account of Scilly, from a manuscript in the hands of William
Jones, Esq. of London (a gtntlenun well known for his encouragement of literature,

and the sciences, as well as for hb extensive knowledge and exact judgment therein)

who has favoured me with information, more than once, from hb cunous and valuable

collection. The MS. seems to be written about the year 1717, and is to thb purpose

:

" The inhabitants are very civilized, and are improved in trade and commerce. The
lands are naturally very fruitful, and could easily be improved ; but as these islands are

held of the crown by proprietws, the persons m trust for the proprietors have usually

made their advantage of them, mjurious to the islanders, and the g^ood intent of the re-

posers of that trust. But if, instead of the custom of letting short leases (of about 21
years) long leases were let, as in Cornwall, and other parts, it would much encourage

fix improvement of lands in Scilly, and foreigners to settie there. And no doubt but
those islands are as well stored with tin as many parts in Cornwall."

Theie being no market in St. Mary's, the families in the bland agree to take their

)S shares of meat as suit their occasion, when cattle are appointed to be killed ; that by
bespeaking what meat they choose, none is left unsold, but each family has their proper

allowance. The people of thb island are farther supplied with several sorts of provisions

brought over in boats flx>m the off-islands, when the weather will permit of a viat from
those blanders ; or as the time and occasion suit them for selling their commodities.

The inhabitants of Hugh>Town in St. Mary's, seeing one of these boats coming over,

take their first opportunity of meeting it, and the provbions, at the landing-place, or

key'head, where all persons present take hold as they can of what they like, and de-

part home, to account with the boat-man at his leisure, who at this time is generally so

busy, in observing what things are taken by such and such persons, that he has not then

time allowed him to take money. And by this dili^nt watching and attendance ofsome
more than others, at the coming over of these off-island boats, there is a very unequal

distribution of fowls, rabbits, e^s, fresh fish, fresh butter, &c. brought over ; occasion-

ing dbputes, sometimes, among friends and neighbours.

Their manufacture b spinning their own wool, knitting stockings of it, and weaving
it into cloth, which serve for the clothing of many of the inhabitants, who are, by their

situation, the sons and daughters of Grod's providence; and accordingly are otherwise

clothed and supplied out of wrecks, sent in by the sea, the spoils of their rich

neighbours.
*.'-««'

vol. II.

God, as he fram'd the whole, the whole to bles^

On mutual wants built mutual happinesvt FoFs'ir XSSAY.
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OF THE OFF-ISLANDS. '

*

ABOUT a mile south-west of the south part of St. Mary's garrison lies St. Agnes
island, otherwise called the light-house island, upon which stands a very high and strong

light-house, seen in the night at a great distance, by which ships going out of, or coming
into the two * channels, avoid falling in with the rocks, lying thicker about this island,

thun any other of the Scilly islands. It is also of use to all coasting vessels, crossing the

channels. There is nothing particular in the soil of this island, different from the rest

of the islands (being in that respect very much alike) nor of the dwellings, or description

of places, except the light'keeper's habitation and employment, a church, in use for devo-

tion, and such like.

The light-keeper has a salary allowed him by the trinity-board of 40 pounds a year,

and 20 pounds a year allowed to his assistant, which whole sum, till the coming of this

last light>keeper (Capt. Clark) used to be allowed to one person, without any
assistant. He is also allowed a dwelline^-house, and a piece of ground for a garden, by
the trinity-board, as has been formerly me custom. And considering his close confine-

ment upon this remote island, and the care required here to keep a good li§^t, more
than in other places upon the English coasts, encouragement ought to be given to a
light-keeper, where our navigation, and the lives of his majesty's subjects, are the most
depending, by an augmentation, rather than a^reduction of his salary.

This light is kept with coals burning near the top of the light-house, which being laid

on in large quantities, and sometimes stirred with an iron red, the ruddy heat and name
are strongly perceived, through the glass frames surrounding it, at a vast distance upoii

the sea ; yet, before the coming of this present light-keeper, I have known it scarcely

perceivable in the night, at the island of St. Mary, where it now looks like a comet And '^

some are of opinion (not without reason) that in the dme of the former light-keeper, it

has been suffered to go out, or sometimes not lighted.

It is supplied with coals by an annual ship which comes freighted on purpose. The
hire ofthe carriage of which coals to the lignt-house, from the sea side, where they are

taken out, is an agreeable benefit to the poor inhabitants. The top of this light-house,

(from whence, in the day-time, I have taken a view, 50 or 60 feet from the high eround
which it stands upon) commands a very wide and remote prospect, upon the neighbour-
ingseas.

What is further remarkable concerning this island is, that by its situation, next to tho
numerous western rocks, more wrecks of ships are sent in here by the sea, than to any
other of the Scilly Islands ; which make the inhabitants of it some amends for their for-

lomness ofabode. St. Warna (by some called Sancta Wauna) whom these people in-

voke,>as their benefactor, in timesofdistress, is supposed to be insuiimental in sending
theso wrecks, and of directing and presiding over their good fortune.

About the middle of thb island there is a cavity of small depth, sunk in the earth,

consecrated to the memory of this saint, or holy spirit ; in honour and gratitude to whom
several of the inhabitants pay their annual devotions at the place, on the day after twelfth-

day, cleaning it out, and using certain superstitious ceremonies in their thanks-

giving; which being ended, they make a general feasting and rejoicing throughout
the bland. »

*;

British and Bristol.
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OF THE INLANDS OF SCILLY.

OF TRESCO ISLAND.

ABOUT three miles and a half northerly of the most northern part of St. Agnes
island, or two miles northerly from St. Mary's key, lies the island of Tresco, the capital

town of which is called Dolphin (probably from Godolphin) consisting of a church,

and about half a score stone-built houses, a^er the manner of those built m St. Mary's
island. And near the landing-place of Tresco, in ught of New Grimsby harbour,

stands a dwelling called Tresco Palace. This formerly used to be a house of resort for

masters of ships, and strangers, coming to this island ; but the custom has some time

been altered to a house of better accommodation, inhabited by Mr. Samuel BIyth,

farther up the island. Hereabout are several scattered stone built-houses inhabited by
labouring people.

Dolphm Town, afore-mentioned, is situated next the sea, towards the east part

of the island, about half a mile distant from the landing-place, on the opposite shore.

The inhabitants live in this idand after the manner of those described in St. Mary's,'

this being the next inferior island in trade, and reputation of inhabitants. More
wool is spun here, and cloth and stockings made, than in St. Mary's, or any of the other

blands.

Upon the north part of thu island are to be seen the ruins of an old castle; a little

to the southward of which stands a very high strong castle, built by Oliver Cromwell,

commonly called Tresco Castle, and lately repaired by Mr. Tovey. This castle com-
mands the passa|;e into New Grimsby harbour, if men and guns were put into it, and
will keep out pnvateers, and secure shipping there at anchor.

Upon another part of this island is a block-house, which, when fitted up, commands
the harbour of Old Grimsby.

Samphire, of an extraordinary kind, is produced here, and in other of the Off.

Islands* in abundance, and is used both for distilling and pickling. The method of

preserving it for pickling, at any time, is, by putting it into small casks, and covering

It with a strong brine of salt and water, which changes it yellow; but vinegar restores

its greenness in pickling. Being preserved after this manner, it is sent in small casks

to mstant parts for presents.

In the year 1744, as a mason was repairing an old house in this island, a sum of king

Charles's half crowns were found hid in the walb by a deceased dweller ; the number
of which appeared to be about 500. The workman was taken into custody by the

agent, who fxomised him a share to discover the number he had found, but he had sense

enough to keep the whole prize to himself.

•r thi'^f OF ST. MARTIN'S ISLAND.

ABOUT two miles from the northernmost part of St. Mary's, or one from the

easternmost part of Tresco, lies the bland of St. Martin ; upon the extrenuty of which,

at the outermost part, stands a day-mark, next the coming in ofCrow Sound, appearing

at f distance as conspicuous, by day, as the light-house upon St. Agnes, but is not

altogether so high and large. It is built with rock*stone, equally round next the

bottom, and tapering upw^ls. Th'is serves to direct vesseb crossing the channels, or

t:oming into Scilly.

- '< (i^t-(
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OF BRYER ISLAND.

ALMOST half a mile from the west side of Tresco island, to the westward of the

landing-place, lies the island of Bryer, which is inhabited by several families, some of a
generous disposition, and persons of able circumstances.

Samphire, and many kinds of medicinal herbs, grow here, as in several of the other

islands, where they are gathered in their proper seasons.

The sea-birds, in all these islands, are looms, gannets, herons, herinshaws, gulls, sea

pies* mericks, &c. The land birds, puffins, snipes, woodcocks, ducks, widgeon, teal,

wild geese, wild swans, cawillys, pinnicks, curloes, &c. in winter ; besides the common
birds, larks, Knnets, black-birds, thrushes, gold-finches, kites, hawks, owls, &c. all

the year. Fish are taken offhere, and brought in ; as they are likewise taken about this

island for serving the other islands.

Here is a church, in which the people pray for a 8up[4;^ of their wants ; the teacher

belonging to which is a fisherman. His brother teachers in the churches of St Agnes«
Treaco, and St. Martin, are fishermen also.

Among all these islands (including St. Mary's) every man's small boat is hb principrii

dependence, whereby he provides tor the support of his family. Persons, who are not

in circumstances to become separate owners of these small boats, Join their shares of

cxpence in building them, and so reap the fruits of their several inouatries, in partner-

ship, according to the number of persons concerned ; which are from two to half a
dbzen, or upwards. There b but one boat-builder upon the islands, via. Mr. John
Cousins, who lives in St. Mary's, and builds at several prices, from five pounds to twen^,
or upwards, exclusive of the expencc of masts, sails, rig^g, and other boat fumi-

ture, differently required. And amongst those r/ho are separate or joint owners of

boats, there is an emulation of out-building, out-suling, and out-bravii^ one another.

It is by these boats here, as by bred horses for swiftness in England some going faster

than others, though equal care is taken in the buikling of one, and breedbg of the

other. The master-gunner's boat is the largest, and reckoned the best belonging to the

blands, for freight ai^ speed, either upon a wind, or before it ; and is the sttest to sidl

in about the islands, or for crossing the seas to England. The agent's b the next feet

racer, carrying weight in proportion to its inches. There are other fleet racers of

note, excelling upon or before a wind ; but the custom-house boat, carrying a light

weight, is best at ^vingchace with all winds; though by the managementof its guide,

aiid not starting fair, it b sometimes distanced.

There are several store-houses at Hugh-Town, in St. Mary's, in which the i^nt lays

up and secures the property of the lord proprietor of the blands, taken out of wrecks,

or otherwbe belonging to his lordship.

Besides the places already described upon St Mai-y's bland, there are these, viz.

Mount HoUis, Busser's Hill, Down Deny, Cam Thomas,* Cam Guarvil, Cam Lee,
Perlo, Harry's Walls, Salley Key, Trimulethin, Mount Flaggon, Banscaron, Cam
Morvel, Tolman, Gunt's Castle, Newfoundland, Tol"s Island, 8cc. which require

nodiing very particular to be said about them ; the situations of most of them maybe
seeninthemap. ...h.' .','. *'i"

:?'«.'•':
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The sudden fogs, so common in Scilly, though never unwholesbme, |sttdy miwtttb
the use of rain ; which yet b seldom wanted here.
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*Cani ftignificB, in Corniih, a he^ of rocks. .
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These islands have a natural use in their situation, by causing an indraught betwixt

them and the land's end of Cornwall, whereby ships going front one channel to the

Other the more readily cross the two tides, directly going out or coming in, at the

mouth of both the channels.

The direct courses of the main.tide coming in being thus greatly broken and di.

verted cross-ways, a little before its entrance into both channels, is in a great mea>
sure prevented rushing directly upon the extremity of the land of Cornwall, and from

encroaching thereby, in a larger degree, upon the present bounds of that county.

«^f'^-.^.' •'•^.*^v••>^|^ "^t OF THE INHABITANTS.

THE number of people upon the island of St. Mary are about seven hundred, in-

cluding men, women and children; and about as many in the islands of Tresco,

St. Martin, Bryer, St. Agnes, and Sampson ; in the last and smallest of which in-

haUted islands lives but one &mily, which goes to the places of worship in the other

islands ; heve being no opportunity of public devotion, nor of communication, but by the

means ofa boat

^
The men are lojral subjects, endowed with much natural strength of body and mind»

g^vii^ prooft of their fortitude in bearing fatigues and hardships ; are very good seamen
and pilots ; and want only an o{^ortunity of education to render themselves more useful

subiecta.

The women are very dextrous in the use of the needle, and also in talents of good
housewifery ; nor do they want beauty, and other engaging qualities, to recommend
them. .•^.'C"<,ii-'- ,-•'«'' »;•-* ; ••'• >•>• ,•'••'.:*»<-..;• ':.

The children, or jroath, discover very forward capacities for improvement, which,
for want of schools of education here, they are frustrated in and lost. In the islands

of Jersey and Man, schools are not only endowed for the education of youth, but
libraries also for public instruction. Which noble benefits being as much wanted and
desired in Sdlly, it is hoped, that among so many generous benefactors, abounding
in wealth and public spuit in England, ue same good ends will be accomplidied by
them in these islands.

• ».. ^'3«*i-(' V^'il

OF THE GOVERNMENT. ^ktfC, A'f)' I !;«

MR. HEYLIN, in his ge(^;raphy, printed in the year 1674, and editions before

that time, is mistaken in "mat he says, ** that these islands are ordered for civil mat-
ters as a part of Cornwall, and for military to the power of their own Governor, or

Captain, subcmlinate to the lord lieutenant of that county." For -they were granted

by patent from the crown, before the time he mentions them to be govern^ after

that manner, to proprietors, who had also the power of civil jurisdiction, as here-

after is shewn. And die prc^etors, being sometimes governors, had likewise then

the military power by coi.:mbsion, indepemlent of the lord lieutenant for the county
of ComwaU, except when he was also governor or proprietor of Scilly. But in tidies

before any troq)s reuded upon these islands, Mr. Heylin's assertion may be true, as

is also wnat he farther asserts, *'that they were also subordinate in the tin trade to the

lord Warden and court of stanneries in Cornwall ; an officer and court erected for

the benefit and regulation of the tinners, who, by reason of their emi^oyment in the

mines, have many privileges and exemptions more than other subjects, but oi late

are limited and restrained by acts of pariiament.'' Thus far Dr. Heylin.
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The learn j doctor Gibson (the late bishop of London) in his annotations uphn
Camden'b Britannia, unno 1695, observes, that St. Mary's island in Scilly hud a town
called by that name : that the island was about eight miles in comnass ; and that near

the town is a good harbour for shipping, in a sandy bay, wherein is anchoring at six,

seven, and eight fathom water. That at the going in, rocks lie on either side. That
the said island had anciently a castle, which yielded to the force of time. But that queen
Klizabcth, anno 1593, built a new one, with strong ravelins, and named it Stella Maria,
both in respect of the ravelins, which resemble the rays of a star, and the name of the

island. And for defence of which island she there placed a garrison, under the com*
mand of sir Francis Gudolphin ; and this when the SpanL-vrds, called in by the leaguers

of France, began lo nestle in Little Britain. This account of St. Mary's Island, which
I find to be true, thwarts Dr. Heylin's opinion, as to its government, by the time of

rebuilding the said castle, when the command of the garrison was given to Sir Francis

Godolphin, who is farther contradicted by that honourable person's being possessed of

the civil power before the rebuilding of the said castle. For before he had conferred

on him the honour of knighthood, he had a grant of the Scilly islands for 38 years,

by a patent, or indenture, bearing date the 11th of December, in the thirteenth year

of queen Elizabeth, as appears by my recital of the authurities of that grant, from the

close rolls (kept in the chapel of rolls, in Chancery.lane, London) to be referred to in

the following history. The date of which grant, answering to the year of our lord

1571, is 22 years before the year 1593, when St. Mary's castle was built, and there-

fore these islands had been many years under a separate jurisdiction before the year 1674,

or even 1600, the time at farthest when Mr. lieylin says they were subject to the civil

power, as a part of Cornwall, under the lord lieutenant of that county. The first grant

of Scillv ended anno 1609. The next grant was made in the second year of King

James tne First to sir William Godolphin, for 50 years after the expiration of the last

term ; the present term ending in the year 1659. The third grant was made in the

twelfth year of king Charles the First, to Francis Godolphin, esq. for 50 years after the

expiration of the former term, whereby his term ended in the year 1709. The fourth

and last grant was made in the tenth year of king William the Third, to Sidney lord

Godolphm, for 89 years, after the expiration of the last term to Francis God(^phin,

esq. and being granted (like all the rest) to his heirs and successors, the present earl of

Godolphin has an inheritance of these islands till the year 1798, when his term, and

that ot his successors, will expire. «

On the last Saturday of every month assemble the Court of Twelve, at the court-

house, in Church-Town, where causes are heard and determined, by authority delegated

to twelve persons, and a presiding military officer, as ma^strate, who direct the go-

vernment in all the islands. The exceptions to their determinations are, causes touching

heresy, treason, man's life, or limb, property of land, and matters and offences on the

sea, touching ships ; which last belong to the deterniination of the high court of admi-

ralty. And appeals of this island court are made to the lord proprietor, in matters which

are special, who directs the justice in the islands.

Next to the magistrate, whose judgment is deemed of weight in the seat of justice,

sits the agent (now Mr. Thomas Smith) who holds the balance. The rest in order

are usually, thexhaplain, collector, commissary of musters, and seven other of the

Erincipal islanders ; who are chosen at the relinquishing, or decease, of any one of them,

y the majority ofthe survivors of that assembly. *

The person, who performs the church service at this island, is a chaplain (but by

some called the min'ister) who has neither insUtution, nor induction to this benefice,

—-i
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nor visitation from the bishop ; but being bred a man of learning at one of the two uni>

versities, and failing in the church preferment which he was intended for (us u rector

of somepairish) he obtains the performing of church offices in St. Mary's island ; for

which office he is allowed a handsome salary by the lord proprietor, amounting, with

the surplice fees, and a house allowed him to dwell in«. to a good benefit. The
tithes of the islands are all the proprietor's, as set forth in the several grants in this

history.

The keys of the church are delivered to this gentleman, by the agent, when he is

pesented to his office, and resumed on any incapacitVi or unfitness for his duty ; as was
lately the case of a gentleman entrusted with the church-office here, who over-studied

himself in mysteries of religion ; and at last went beside himselfabout what is past human
comprehension to know.
Tne chaplain of St. Mary's visits the island of Tresco at Easter, where he gives a

sermon, ana is very generously received. He performs his offices at christenings, wed-
dings, and the Lord's sacrament, for these islands, at the other times, in St. Mary's
island, where he resides. The off-islanders in general come over to him for those purposes.

The four off-island teachers, who are fishermen, are appointed by the agent to read
prayers, and preach in their respective churches (of Tresco, Bryer, St. Martin's and
St. Agnes) according to the doctrine of the church of England. They are men chosen
for their exemplary morals, and are no ill grace to the pulpit. Their reward is their

reputation, in which they endeavour to excel ; and they practise goodness for esteem.

What is farther remarkable of these off-island clergy, they take no surplice fees, nor
reouire any.

The spiritual court of Scilly is the ducking-chair, at the key-head, into which of-

fenders (m language or morality) are put, by the order of the Court of Twelve, and
receive their purification in holy, or salt water.

In the Isle of Man, scandal and false report are punished by putting the offender's

tongue into a leather noose, exposed to view upon a scaffold ; ^here the offender having
stood for some time, at the taking off this machine (called a bridle to the tongue)

the party b forced to repeat three times, "tongue thou hast iyed,'* and so stand

upon record.

Thus the distinct branches of power (unperplexed with Magna Charta) are improved,

as the stream of a fountain refines, and improves, by descending over particular soils,

and imbibing the qualities of them.

The inhabitants of Jersey, and for the same reasons those of Scilly, cannot be sued
in any of the courts of Westminster, for any matter or cause arising virithin the same

;

Scilly, as well as Jersey, being a distinct jurisdiction ; one under the direction of a lord
proprietor, as the other b under that of Bailley.

In the latter days* of king Edward I, and throughout the weak reign of Edward II,

a great breach was made in the jurisdiction of Jersey, by itinerant judges going thither,

pestering the poor inhabitants with quo warrantos, not only calling public grants and
privileges in question, but also private mens* properties, to their farther vexation, in
remitting them to the kings bench till the fifth year of Edward III, when they
were restored, by petition, to all their former rights granted by king John, and
confirmed in the same, with other franchises and immunities, by a new and general
charter.

From Jersey, appeals may be made to council-board in matters ofcivil property, above
the value of 300 livres Tournois; but not adnutted for less value, nor yet m interlocu-

'
• -
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tories, nor in criminal causes, which are judged there without appeal And herein is

shewn how infringements may happen in respect of the grants privileging in Scillyi

which some have thought fit to dispute.

The punishments in Scilly are fines, whipping, or ducking, out of hand. And it is

observed, by the effect of those laws, that the people here are restrained from commit-
ting offences, without feeling conviction by the ruin of their properties. Here is no pri-

son for the confinement ofoffenders, which shews that the people live upright enough
not to require any, or that the place is a confinement of itselt.

It is remarkable, that no venomous insects or creatures harbour in these islands. And
that attorneys, or sheriflT ^officers, never show their faces among these people, who live

by their own distinct property and industry. The place is also clear of robbers, house-

breakers, and highwaymen, since, if any where disposed to set up those trades here, the

limits of their situation would render it next to impossible for them to escape the hands
of justice.

Constables, overseers, an ' jhurch-wardens, are yearly chosen to serve their respective

offices in the five inhabitea islands of St. Mary, St. Martin, St. Agnes, Tresco, and
Bryer, which are like so many distinct parishes.

The Hole in the garrison is the military prison, and a dismal hole it is I for by its

contrivance close under a hill, the moisture upon the face of the stone walls runs down
continually ; and the bottom of a weU, to lodge in, misht challenge e^ual safety and
accommodation ; though some soldiers have been forced to pass their time in sorrow

here three months or more.

The inventor oi this damp prison most certainly inverted the design of Perillas's

brazen bull, for shutting men up, and drying them to powder by a fire made under

it, which Phalaris the tyrant being shocked at, ordered the first experiment to be made
upon the contriver, Penllus, Nee Lex est justior ulla, quam necis artifices arte perire sua.

Nothing is juster, than that every contriver of mischief should suflfer by his OMm inven-

tion. This chill punishfnent, or confinement (instead of a dry lodging) is at die ha-

zard of the prisoner's limbs, or life, till a court-martial, or farther punishment, can
be had. But Mr. Tovey has lately altered this prison much for the better. Whereas
it b expressed by thearticles of war, that an ofllicer or soldierunder arrest shall be brought

to trial within eight days at farthest from the day of his confinement, here being in Scilly

not officers sufficient for holding one, and no certain means of a passage betwixt Scilly

and England, for procuring one elsewhere, an officer or soldier under arrest must sufio*

several months imprisonment before he can be heard, if his case should be just Thus
a late officer was confined to this room for some months, for refusing to do what he ap-

prehended he had no authority for, without written orders, which were denied him

;

that is, he would not compel the islanders, by force, to assist him in pressing hands
for a man of war out of a merchant ship in the harbour, or help him in sup-

presung a quarrel betwixt the crews ; which confinement, it is supposed, was the

cause of his death.

The coin is of the same kind and value here with the current coin of England, ex-

cept the Irish half- pence, which are the only change in the islands for silver, not intrinsic

value, but of smaller size than the English half-pence, and are not current tisewhere.

These half pence were first introduced by Irish traders hither (sdhie of Wood's
agents employed by their honest proprietor.) At which time an inhabitant or two,

more avaricious thain honest, favouring the impoution, made a conuderable purchase

of diem by weight (some say at the rate of about one thind currency) and so stocked

die islands. ,,; ;;^;?';ui!y.>«,::a^,rrtTSI»<(*»:,^^rt '.?•'«' .;|%-'«t'"»'-,^iT'" i-'^t j^'mt*rp'k,m-^t':t;f^-m*'r
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The ulver and g;old coin of late brought here was principally for the payment of the

king's ivorkit by which the islanders were benefited in the circulation of some thouaunds

of poundi among them, received of the workmen for provisions and necessaries ; part of

which workmen were foreigners from England, and about a third of them were their

own people. The other money circulating here is chiefly from the payment of the

king's forces (who are paid every two months, by the commanding officer) and also

from ships putting in ; by which their stock df money in trade upon the island diflfcrs,

according to the visits they receive from foreigriers» depending on uncertain accidents

and occasions.

The floldien are quartered about St. Mary's, in fanners and fishermens houses, at

four^ienoe per day ; except a very lew living in barracks in the garrison, who desire to

provide for tlwmaclves.

The inhabitants in this country are not only contented with quartering the soldiers at

four.penoe per day, but some apply to the commanding officer to have them quartered

upon them for expending their common bland provision (fish and potatoes) and turning

it into money.
Though meat of the private are public houses, where liquor is soldt without licencct

all over the islands* as weH as in Hu^h-Town, they do not hokl themselves obliged

to quarter an officer, or acoommodate him according to hu rank, as being thought an
inconveniency; who u dierefore obliged to hire a house to live in, at a considerable

expence, by making an interest with the f^nt or people to get one.

The islanders pay neither land-tax, malt-tax, or excise. They having no hereditary

land in any of the islands, nor land that can be purchased ; and are backward in building

houses at their ownexpence, and improving their Und upon lease, for the reasons before

observed. If any one do buikl houses, which is but seloom undertaken, the property of
those houses, at the end of about 21 years, or perhaps 30 (the utmost time allowed for

possession) fpxB to the proprietor cf the islands.
'

As there is no islander a freehokler in Scilly, so no person has a vote there for choosing
members of pariiament, nor are these islands represented by any ; which jhew that they

are no part or the county, or county jurisdiction ofCornwall ; but are distinct firom both*

under a separate government. Some of the blanders can vote in choosing members for

Cornwidl by their purchase df freehold estates there.

In time of divine service, money is collected at church in St. Mary's for the benefit

of the pocMT* who are bound to pray for the generous masters of ships, and other strangers,

who oontri^te laigehr to their happintes. And some, at this time, are very libend to

the pooi^s box, who dwell in thb isUuid.

The time ofthe ^[rnitest scarcity here ism the months of February and March, when
the ialand<4tock, laid in, but in part, by the common people, now deceived in their hopei
ofveaaeb putting in with fiuther soppliea, is almost expended ; and when, perhaps a pds*
sage to England has not hapjpened in three months. But some persons of better

circumstances and foresight than these, and not trusting to Providence, beyond
their foreught given, lay m a stock offoreign necessaries, sufficient to guard against all

disappointments; out (rf' which stock they supply their neighbours at a good advantage
to themselves ; {uid the occadons ofsome, who can affiard to pay for their negligence, in

not using their own foresight «

The catde, fbwlai sheep, hogs, 8cc in the idands^ mostly t^<e fNToperty of the upper
peqple;in th£ ooiuty, uild not of the common inhabitanta or traders in the towns, th«
ktleir, in lime of acaroity^ ore therefore little benefited by tkom, then scdd at high petceB
by the owners, reservmg them for the first top market at strangers coming in. But the
VOL. II. 5 D
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poorer sort of inhabitants never want a sufficiency of fish and potatoes (their common
food) nor yet of beer and barley bread, which ubouitd throughout the isiunds. < The
{greatest scarcity among the middling sort of people in the want of common desirable

uxuries ; but are never so reduced as sailors are of\en on board of Hhips at sea. How.
ever, most of the island'inhabitunts are very hospitable and generous in their time of
plenty.

They ex(x>se their lives to great hazards in venturing off, in their small boats, at sea,

to save the lives of their fellow subjects and others, by ubsisting ships in distrciit. Some-
times they save the people, together with the ithip and cargo ; sometimes the people

only ; and sometimes part of the carvo, when the people and vessel are lost But they

«re sometimes ungratefully rewarded by the merchants for their salvage, who, of lil^',,

finding a pretence for taxing some with injustice, paid the whole number short of their

agreement made with the master of a clotn>wreck, as also of the usual allowance made
in such cases. This treatment reminds me of a true story of a rich clergyman in Cng>
land crying out to be saved, at the bottom ofa well, into which he had fallen by making
a false step by himself, at a christening, rewarding his deliverer, a poor man going

by, who heard his distress, only with a shilling; alledgin^, as an excuse for not

parting with his money, that his deliverer had hurt him ; which ingratitude occasioned

the |)oor man's reply, " that if his reverence was ever saved again, it should be by God
Almighty." But I am informed, that, in the salvor's abridgement of the aforesaid sal*

vage, a Cornish justice ortwo were prevailed upon by the London merchants to take upon
them the determination belonging to the court of admiralty.

The custom-house of Scilly (taking notice of the duties on commodities brought to

the place) was erected in the time ofCapt. John Crudge, about the year 1696, who then

had there a company, and also the command as deputy governor. He observing some
abuses committed in smuggling to England at that time, his representation thereof oc-

casioned the first settling of a custom-house, with its officers, in those parts. This gen>

tleman was father to the present Mr. William Crudge, of Scilly, late commissary ofmus-
ters there, whose father, John Crudge, Esq. of Cornwall, married Ursula, second dau^>
ter of Sir Francis Godolphin, according to the peerage of England by Arthur CoUms,
Esq.

Salutes to his majesty's garrison, by ships coming in, are frequently received ; and as

often returned by the order of the commanding officer. And by shipping thus com-
ing from England, or abroad, the inhabitants of these islands are furnished with news, and

topics for conversation ; as well as several kind tokens ofthe generouty ofthese strangers,

with whom (hey sometimes make very friendly acquaintance. All civilities shewn to

strangers are returned with signal marks of respect on board of their ships In the

liarbour, which continue there, sometimes, for six weeks, or two months ; during

which time, and no other, St. Mary's island, and that of Tresco, appear like a country-

wake, or fair, in England ; where you meet with jovial hearty souls, and generous

friendship.
;•>!(• I ^>i •"I*;"/ •:•»#. !*.,'
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'of THEir CUSTOMS.
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Persons of the middle rank are commonly addressed by the title of uncle, or aunt,

such-a-oiie, either according to their christian or surnames ; as aunt Sarah, aunt Gin-

ver, aunt Chesin, aunt Gilliver, aunt Sherry, &c. Uncle Scaddin, uncle Ginver, uncle

Frank, uncle Thiad, tindk Stiiti, uncle Hicks, Sec. who are all persons of some note in

the islands, t. ,;

(i .at/
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Their oveni are large iron kettles, or pots, which they whelm over things to l)c baked,

upon heated iron plates, or stone henrths ; at the same time cover ing the outnidf of

these kettle-ovcnM with turf.firing, which is their ordinary fuel. These kcttlc«ovens

serve abo for boiling ; so that the inhabitants of Scilly may be said to boil and bake in

\hc same oven. Thus they bake their large loaves of barley-bread. And their wheat

loaves, and every thing else, are baked here according to this method, a!i pro|Krly as

the common baking k duuc in England. Here arc some common ovens, but seldom or

never used.

Their method of brewing is pretty much the same as in several parts of Kngiand,

except, as before was observed, that they do not, in general, brew their malt drink

here in so great perfection us there : few having as vet attained that art ; though a

family or two can boost of as good beer, or ale, of their own brewing, as any in

England.

The common people mash their malt with a piece of wins, or furs, in the mash-tub.

to prevent the malt running out with the liquor, instead of a basket used by some, for

that purpose, which is a notable frugality.

At the christenings there is great fei»ting ; and the sponsors for the new-born are

Seatly caressed by the aunts (especially by the aunt-nurse and midwife ;) many strange

ings arc rehearsed that happened in the times of their remembrance, when, by com-
paring notes, they agree it is a good thing to marry, since, unless their forefathers

and mothers had so done, they should never have met and known one another as true

friends and neighbours : then t'other glass goes round fapproved by a nod of aunt

Sarah) to the next happy meeting on the like occasion. Their spirits being thus elevat.

ed, and their tongues set a running, several deep and warm topics, which the present

occasion naturally furnishes, are handled with great fluency, which concludes the whole
ceremony.

I'heir marriages are performed without l)anns, or license. And the chaplain's fee

for the ceremony is what he chooses to take ; a guinea, guinea and half, or more, ac-

cording to the haste or desire of the couple to be married t or as the chaplain and they

can agree. If they dislike the price fixed by the chaplain, they are at liberty, he tells

them, to cross the water to England, if they can make a cheaper bargain. But consi-

dering the trouble and expence of such a voyage, they generally comply with his terms ;

except when a couple go over to England (by advice of aunt Sarah) to keep the time of
their marriage a secret

About 50 years ago, it was usual for those inhabitants, who desired it, to marry by
first having their banns published in the church at Scilly ; for which, and tying the knot,

the chaplain, in those times, was paid five shillings, or not above half a guinea. But
if the banns were not asked, nor desired that they should, the custom was then, as at

present, for the chaplain to take what he could get. Sokliers, and persons at that

time not in circumstances to pay for being joined, either joined themselves, or were
joined gratis, i. e. they were joined by vows, or taking one another's word, which was
binding as long as they could agree. And this sort of conscientious binding was
observed to hold as fast, and be as good a security of their future felicity, as if the parties

had been tied together with the sacred shreds of matrimony. There nuptials here are
usually celebrated all the wedding-day with music and dancing ; concluding with the
bride's danoe at night. (

When an islander dies, some friends sit up the first night with the dead body, where
it is a custom with them to feast cheerfully during the time. The next day, in the af-

ternoon, the body is usually carried to the ground by six or eight bearers, holding up
5 o 2
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the ends of napkini, drawn under the coffn on each tide of it, as they paas akmg. The
moumeni siiif chosen iisalmt during the tinie of proccasion, and cxpreia very gnM
concern for tne loss or their friend, whom they lament is na more to be seen. A
fbneral sermon when desired on the occasion, is preached by the chaplain, who m wcU
paid for his performance, and claims by the right of his office a scarf.

At Christmas time, the young people exercise a sort of gallantry among them called

"goose-dancing:" when trie maiaens are dressed up fbr young men, and the young men
(or maidens. They visit their neighbours in companies, where they dance, and make
their jokes upon what has hoppened in the islands, when every person ia hamouriMsly
lold oif their own, without offence being taken. By this sort of sport, according to

yearW custom and toleration, there is a spirit of wit and drollery kept up Mnong the

people. The maidena, who are sometimes dressed up fbr sea<captBin8 and other oflToefff,

display their alluring graces to the ladies, who are young men equipped fbr that pur-

pose : and the ladiea exert their talenta to them in courtly and amorous addreaaes

:

their hangers are sometimes drawn, 8cc. afWr which, and otiier pieces of droHcry, the

scene shifts to music and dancing ; which being over, they are treated with Kqtior. and
then goto the next house of entertainment.

The custom of goose dancing Wt's formerly encouraged by the milhsrv officers living

in these islands, who distinguished ti.emselves by it among the ladies. They used to go
in party-coloured dresses, half of one cuiour, to the right and left, or abovo and below

:

exercising drawn swords, in their dancing, at the houses, where they entered and re.

tired by proccssioi' of two and two. There was a serieant Kite who aoted hia part in

company, which was repeating verses in praise of a military life, and laughing peopit

out of their money. At this time sereiuides in the night were in practice under tht

windows of the fair islanders, which at this day are not quite fbrgot. •"'^^'r

Thejr have a custom ofsinging carols at church on a C!hristma8>day, to which the eon-

grrgatK)n make contribution, by dropping money into a hat carried about the church
when the performance is over ; which is amusing enough.

On a Snrove Tuesday each year, after the throwing at cocks is over, the hoya ofthis
bland have a custom of throwing stones, in the evening, against the doors of the dwellers

houses ; a privilege they claim time immemorial, and put in practice without contraul,

fbr finishing the day's sport. 1 could never learn fVom whence this coatom took its

rise, but am informed that the same custom is now used in several^ provinces oS Spain,

as well as in some parts of Cornwall. The terms demanded, by the boys, are pancakes,

or money, to capitulate. Some of the older sort, exceeding the bounds of mis whim-
sical toleration* in the dusk of the evening, set a bolted door, or window-shutter at Ik.

berty, by battering in breach with large pieces of rock stones : which sometimes makes
a job for the surgeon, as well as for the smith, glazier, and carpenter. And' the way of

making reprisal, in such cases, is by a rope drawn across the way of these mischievous

and masked batteries, by which they dbmount their heavy artillery, making them ascend!

off their carriages into the air, to return with their own weight.

Of kin to this custom in Scilly of throwing stones, the boys at Exeter, in Devon,
have an annual one (not so hard) of throwing water ; that is, of damming up the

channel in the streets, at going tV bounds of Uie several perishes in the dty, and ol

splashing the water uoon people passing bv : this I was convinced ofin Mi^ 1744, going

that way to SciUy. Neighbours, as well as strangers, are forced to oompound hoslilK

^> by giving the boys of each parish money to pass widK>otdiiokiii||^f cnGh> parish as-

serting its own prerogative in tl^ lessect. -.--i^:-

, .-;;
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A* flupcratition, and esprcuiUy thai of witchcraft, Iiuh |MTvailcd in all places of the

Brkikh doniinioiM, since there wu» «n act oi' imrliuinciit ordained to punish it, uiid ^up.

port its belief (till the absurdity of that act was ivivly rr|K:ulcd) it cuniiut be cxinctcd

that these islandsshould be quite free of such dclusitNis. borne few here iin.igiiii- (but

mostly old women) ihM women with child, and the fintt-born, ure exempted from the

power of witcbcnrft ; and tcU you a story of a bcwitchinji^ womun, that bewitched u

nian with blindoeaa, who refused her a pin : aa wumen and men here, like those in

other places, are allowed to be concerned in the fuiicination of one another ; and

about the tkae of aunt Sarah's childhood (who in now wise./ stricken in years) fairies

re said to have frequented Busser's hill, in St. Mary's island ; but their nightly pranks,

aerial gambols, and oockle-ahell abodes, arc new ()uite unknown. And haunted houites,

giants, and apparitions (so terribk in Scilly some veara ago) are now, by application

made to the knowing men of Cornwall, oU charmea, cast in a spell, or conjured out of

the»Q!i»ndB.

Aa first principle*, education, and habit, arc the foundation of futiue knowledge and
^Uef, it ia noi wonder that notions, instilled by superstitious parents, nurses, and other

luch like teachers, shoukl grow up into the inflexible tenets and opiniona they are found

to do b acme minds; though thne ialanda are freer from superstition than many parts

of the British dominions. Different reUgiona^ or modes of thinking and belief, are pro.

pagated and establiaked in difiercnt parts of the world from first principles^ education,

and habit,, in the maintenance of which some are enthusiastical enough to expose their

lives ; though there is but one true religion, faith, or moral, {proceeding from God or

tile voice of nature. Hence we obaerve, that all those who deviate from the unalterable

dictates of God and nature fall direcUy into the religious errors of this or that parti-

cular country, wherein they happen to be bom, and are taught their various and un>

Mmrranlable opinions, from wbicnthe christian doctrine only is allowed to be exempt* in
ita primidve purity and revelation.

, ..| v^'^^ •' '"* .v •« .
'« • ' v>.
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For modes ol faitb 1st grsccloM Molotk fight {

His cMi't lie wrong, whose life » in the right.

^•:

Pora.
f?'

The Isle ofMan, described by a late author, is said to be so much under the arbitrary

dominion of a certain piiesthood there, that the minds of the people are bound in fetters

of supersdtion, and enslaved by ignorance, to an uncominon aegree, if what he says be
true. For by his accoimt they are taught to believe in the power of working mira-

cles» and the island u infested with daemons, apparitions, and witchcraft ; notions

which are not regarded in the islands of Scilly, except by a very few of the old women.
Mr. Dnydea says on this head

;

,:»*• WT
Bjr educstion many are misled,

. We Bo believe,because we so are bred t '

'

The priest continues what the nurse begsot
itaidsotbeehlUinpoaesontlicaftan. .^ .^ ^

ti.i- »vf •> ,''•
.^ ^•Vt?l,4X,

For wsant. of male practidoners in physic, the few diseases and hurts, in these health.

fid ialanda, hairei tor theae many years last past, been remedied by a society of skilfiil

mmlm, constituting a sort of college of physicians in Scilly, of which aunt Sarah is

die h«d or president^ whose judgment, at a long eonsultation, is preferred to the rest,

wad whom tm «p|akd lain aU dmicukies. Whesi they assembk upon a woeful, dca-
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perate, or doubtful case, they resign the patient to God and nature, while the attending

doctrt'ss provides a warm room, a nurse, and fit necessaries, which co-operate with un-

common success. Common diseases here, not prod|fdiiig from luxury, laziness, and
intemperance, are cured by one of the subordinate practitioners with a few (umples,

without calling in the assistance and judgment of a second or third graduate.

'I'hey are all good botanists, and have addtd a great many herbs to their catalogue, as

also reduced many of the compounds of their dispensatory. They inspect not into the

irotions of atoms, particles, and corpuscles, nor pretend to analise substances, nor yet

to explain cohesions and attractions, densities and rarifactions, which to them is unin-

telligible jargon. They attempt not to anatomise matter, or account for its various

and wonderfui tfiects upon other matter, actuated by, or constituting a conscious sub-

stiince. The mode of nervous sensation, and of muscular motion, are to them inexpli-

cable ; as are likewise the mysteries of digestion, transmutation, and nutrition ; gene-

ration, gravitation, and cogitation. They aim not to discover the series of infinite-

causes, and their dependent effects ; but endeavour to excel in the experimental know-
ledge of their art. Their systems and hypotheses are to help those in distress for pity's'

sake rather than for profit. They have no ambition to be thought sagacious as conjurors,

by significant nods, shrewd looks, and mysterious hard words, nor do they assume an
air of importance for the sake of a fie. Their whole art is delivered in plain and in-'

telligible English (like a famous modern treatise of operations in surgery) and their

sole view is to remove pain and procure ease ; for the performance of which their

good will and experience are their directors ; as a treat or value for their medicines

IS their only reward. And a sick stranger, or islander of circumstances, can seldom
prevail with them to accept of any present till the cure is performed.

They have store of chemical and galenical medicines (like the brotherhood of foreign-

colleges) which are brought to these islands by surgeons of merchant ships and ships of

war, who are sometimes apothecaries. Th^ simples and compounds of their dispensa-

tory consist only of such medicines as they have in the course of their practice, for some
hundreds of years, found most effectual in removing hurts and diseases to which the

islands are chiefly subject, whereby they have retrenched their Materia Medica to a

very narrow compass ; rejecting those medicines found of inferior effect. They have

some disguised nostrums and specifics, the true secrets of which compositions are

deposited with their president. And the methods or medicines they prescribe to their pa-

tients, they strictly pursue or take themselves.

They read no lectures in anatomy, nor understand any of those technical terms;

being not brought up to Latin and Greek ; nor do they puzzle themselves about fibres,

contextures, animalcula, prolific aura, ovaria, and fallopian tube. However they all

understand the nature of propagation, and the operation of midwifeiy, at which they are

all reckoned very skilful artists, to whom the present generation of Scilly are beholden for

their appearance in the world.

They have no human skeletons to shew the articulation of the bones, whether by
Gomphosis, Sutura,or Gynglimus; nor do they keep any stuffed skins of animals, whe-
ther of fishes, beasts, birds, or insects, to shew their judgments and apartments equally

wonderfiil ! but they direct the slipping in ofa joint, joining a limb, by comparing it with

its fellow, at the same time applying something to ease pain, and wrapping the' parts up:

till the cure is performed, or other judgment, if necessary, can be procured.. Wounds
are soon cured by their soft bandages and excellent warm balsams; and .'all swellings

they quickly reduce by their comforting warm pultices ! very needful on some occasions

in these remote islands. Assuaging inflammation, laying open, and removing obstacles.
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according to proper methods, they leave the general work of healing to nature, whose
art is wondertul. As to the president, Mrs. Sarah Jenkins (cuinmonly called aunt

Sarah) beine a person of singular skill and circumstance, she does many acts of charity

and benevolence to the poor distressed ; to which the rest of ihe younger sisterhood,

who are not a little amiable, contribute their parts.

The president is remarkable for her venerable long beard, which some imagine ope-

rates miraculously to the benefit of those who stroke it. Her deputy in surgery bleeds,

draws teeth, 8cc.

OF HISTORY.

Ships being sometimes lost on the coast of Scilly by the neglect, or miscoiiduct»

of the seamen, especially in bad weather, the merchants and some others, not always

made acquainted with the true cause of those misfortunes, have an ill-grounded opinion

of the situation of these islands, as well as a blind prejudice to the disadvantge of the

inhabitants ; not distinguishing that ships are as liable to be lost on many other parts of

the English coast, if due care is not taken by the skilful mariner.

As to the Scillonians, whom a late* author has reflected upon for their conduct to-

wards the merchant and persons shipwrecked on their coast, they are certainly much
more known for their services to strangers, in such times of distress, than the Cornish,

or any other inhabitants on the coasts of England.

• * For the vindication of truth, and reputation of these natives, I here think myself obliged to take

notice of the concealed author of the pretended Tour through Great Britain ; who, in his false account of
Cornwall (vol. i. p < 13, 414) has made so free with the characters of these people and islands that he
never saw, nor could possibly be informed of, in so unfaithful a manner, except by the dictates of his own
^imagination.

He has assured the public that the said '< islands lie sixty miles from the Land's End," which account
is more by thirty miles than the truth.

He tells us also of ** eleven sail of merchant ships, homeward-bound (though some from Spain) that

run bump ashore upon Scilly, and were lost ; which having a great quantity of Bullion or pieces of Eight
on board, the money frequently drives ashore still, in good quantities ; especially after stormy weather."
This account he delivers only upon tradition, which is as probable as it is consistent. Yet in the next
paragraph he dru .vs his conclusion upon the truth of the narrative ; for, asserting his stay '* several morn-
ings m Scilly, after it had blown hard in iiic night) this may be the reason (says he) that we observed the

sands covered with country people, running to and fro ashoring, to see what the sea had cast up of
Value." Now I appeal to any person living, that ever was ashore there, whether this author saw the

place ? or if thisbe the case i

He then goes on to characterise the inhabitants, comparing them to the dwellers upon the coast of Sus-
sex ; dealing cruelties to strangers coming ashore in distress, and even among one another. Now, if such
outrages were committed in Scilly, as this traveller (much at home) has peremptorily asserted, the per-
sons vested with the authority of the civil and military power in these islands must be guilty of the greater
offence to suffer it ; especially as these islanders, in all cases of tumult or insurrection, are immediately
under the command of^the garrison. So that whatever cruelties may be committed on coasts where an
immediate controuling power is not at hand, it is impossible for such to happen on the coasts of Scilly,

even if the peoples' morals did not incline them to behave otherwise, except the commanding officer

in the garrison can be supposed in the plot. Several masters of ships and their people, who, by distress

of weather, have had the misfortune to be shipwrecked upon these coasts, can testify to the contrary of
what this unmerciful author has represented. They can testify the voluntary kind services of the islah-

ders in the preservation of their lives, and salvages of their ships cargoes ; for which they had .eward
from the English, or other merchants. And even, in the late war, their enemy, the French, acknowledg-
ed the generosity and benevolence of a few fishermen, who, at the extreme hazard of their own lives,

delivered the distressed Frenchmen from perishing among the western rocks, in a vessel they had taken
from us, and brought in theie by mischance : for which re-capture they received ample reward from the
London merchants as in the text farther on I have observed; though these islanders, to their great dis-

couragement, are sometimes slighted, or rather ill rewarded^ by the merchaot, for those services.
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If a ship is not acquainted with the going in at Scilly she must hoist her coloursi

and fire a gun for a pilot, when ot)e or more will presentljr come off to carry her in,

even in very bad weather. And so vigilant are 4dl pilots in Scilly upon every such
emergent occasion, that boats will put off fix>m different parts of the isbnds at

the same time, running the greatest hazard, endeavouring who shall first lay her aboard.

The pilots are paid from one guinea to five, and upwards, according to the weather,

and the hazards tney run in going off; and likewise of the value of the ship and carga
which they bring in.

Sir Cloudesly Shovel, a native of Morson, near Clay, in Norfolk, after arriving to

high honours in the service of his country, was lost near these islands, upon the Gilston

rock, returning from Toulon, October 22, 1707, and not upon the Bishop and Clerks,

as by some have been represented. It was thick foggv weather, when tne whole fleet

in company, coming (as they thought) near the laral, agreed to lye.to in the after-

noon ; but ur Cloudesly* in the Association, ordering sail to be made, first struck in the

nig^t, and sunk immediately. Several persons of dbtiactton being on board, at that

time, were lost , particularly the lady SnovePs two sons by her former hustmnd, sir

Jc4in Narborough, with about eight hundred men. The £agle, captain Hancock oom<
mander, underwent the same fate. The Rumney and Firebnuid also struck and were
lost ; but the two captains and twenty-five of their men were saved. The other men of
war in company escaped by having timely notice.

At the east part of St. Mary's island in Porth-hellic bay, the body of iur Cloudesly

came ashore by the tide, after floating past several rocks, and lesser islands. Some re-

late he was first found up a hatch, with a little dog dead by him, he endeavouring, by
that means, to save himself. He is said to have been taken up b^ a soldier belong^n^

to St. Mary's garrison, who buried him in the sand at Porth-heUic. Being afterwards

sought, he was discovered by the marks of his body, where he had been wounded, and
was removed from thence by the Purser of the Arundel on board that ship in the har-

bour, where he was embalmed by the order of the commander. His body was Srom
thence conveyed to Plymouth by the Salisbury, lying in state there, in the Citadel, till

lady Shovel ordered the rerr'^'^al of it to her house m Soho-square, London. It was
attended to the limits of the corpcM^tion by the mayor and court of tddermen with great

pomp and solemnity, the whole garrison was under arms during the thne of procession,

and cannon fired by minutes, to pay the honours due to the memory of so public a be-

nefactor. After the honours don^* him at Soho, with a solemnity deeply expressing his

lady's and the public concern, his body was reposited in Westminster-abbey, among
the ^:^roes of renown, where the sad memorable story is written upon his tomb-stone.

His .: iy is siud to have rewarded the soldier who first found the body with a petiaioQ

for ' ^e.

it is from the near situation of the Moor-Ground to thb bay of Porth-hellic, befcnc-

iUentioned, that some have imagined it a place fit for improving into a safe harbour

for ships, which they think might be done at a little ezpence ; and that there are other

places at hand, fit for building vessels, ready to annoy the enemy, or for carrying on
trade. And by sir Cloudesley's body coming ashore at this place, some suppose that it

pointed at some future benefit to this country.

About October, in the year 1736, a ship richly laden, called the Tria:;r.iiu, captain

Cross commander, from Jamaica, for London, came ashore upon the west part of

St. Mary's gai.nson, in a violent storm, and striking near the Stevel Rock ^see the map)
went all to pieces, with her ctarffi afloat. The captain, carpenter, boatswam, and most
of the crew were drowned, endeavouring to get ashore, with the seas running ove^
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them ; but the surgeon, mate, and a few of the seamen were providentially saved.

Some were lost by attempting to secure part of the money, some preserved, with bags

of it, brought ashore, and others bruised to pieces among the rocks. The captain (being

sensible of nis inevitable fate) recommended the money to the care of the living, being

about 10,0001. specie. The rich furniture was saved by the islanders, as part of the

cargo, with a considerable quantity of the money, which was divided among the salvors,

though the then commanding officer took proper share of it into possession for the widow
of the deceased master. This accident is said to be owing to the ill conduct of the crew,

intoxicating themselves with rum at coming into the soundings, and the thick weather,

by the account of those who escaped.

About the year 1743, a Dutch East-Indiaman, outward'bound, was lost off* St. Agnes,

in about 20 or 22 fathoms of water, with all the people. Their firing cfguns, as a sig.

nal of their distress, was heard in the night ; but none could give them assistance.

Many of their bodies floated ashore at St. Mary's, and other islands, where they were

buried by the inhabitants. And some were taken up floating upon the tide, and were

buried.

A Dutch lady, with her children, and servants, going to her husband, an East-India

governor, was prevented seeing of him by this unhappy accident. A diver thereupon

was sent by the Dutch merchants, to dbcover and weigh the plate ofconsiderable value.

But the tide running strong at bottom, and the sea appearing thick, the diver could not

see distinctly through the glass of his engine, so returned without success. Thb wreck
still remains as a booty for those who can find it

The figure ofthe diving en pne (made of thick planks, bound together with iron hoops,

and headed at the ends) was a tapering.vessel, in which the diver was plumed up, with

as much air as could bt blown into it, with a pair of bellows, at the time of his going

down. His naked arms went out at acou[)le of round holes, next the biggest end, being

exactly fitted to them, wrapped round with neats' leather to keep out the water.

Lying flat on hb face, with his legs buckled down with straps to keep him steady,

he looked through a piece of round glass, fixed right before him, in the side of the en-

gine, of about six inches over, and two in thickness. Thus he descended by the force

of weights fixed to the under parts of the engine. He carries a life-line in his hand,

which he pulls hard upon, when he feels too much pressure, or wants to be drawn up.

This en^ne is likewise supported with hoops on the ir side, to counteract the pressure

of the M^ter without, in mat depths. The bigge^it «: nd of it, where the diver enters,

is made to take ofi*, being fitted with cross-bars and screws, to support it, when duly fixed.

A plug-hole at the upper convexity lets in fresh air when the diver is drawn up; for at

bemg opened, the confined air rushes out. This plug saves the trouble of taking ofl^the

head of the engine, to give fresh air at each time of drawing it up.

Several wrecks are remembered coming ashore among these islands, which would be
tedious to describe in all their dismal circumstances, and therefore I shall add but little

more on the subject ; but shall observe that the people of Scilly are not such gainers by
wrecks as some have imagined ; for of what they get out of the sea they only enjoy a
proportionable part for salvage; the rest belonging to the proprietor, or perhaps to the

merchants. And as there is a military command and civil power in the islands, these

r^hts are duly looked after, for the persons to whom they properly belong. What is

saved at the hazard of lives from the devouring of the sea, the salvors are, by right of
nature, as well as of reason, entitled to a share of, the present agent's business being
to distribute justice in that respect. A dead whale came ashore anno 1745 among the

VQL. II. 5 E
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oflf.lslands, by which the inhabitants of Tresco, Bryer, &c. were benefited in the Sperma*
Caeti, sold for six-pence per pound.

Since the dama^ in 1744, to these islands, by inundation, for want of proper banks

being kept up aeainst the low ground, the same year a fire broke out by some un-

known accident, m the middle of the night, on October 24, 1774, in the lower rooms
of the dwelling-house of Gilbert Leg, situated upon the high part of St. Mary's island,

called Mount Toddin ; the flumes of which left only the walls of the house standing

;

and consumed all the necessaries that the poor sufferers had. One of their daughters

at this time being in bed, in an upper apartment, who could not be got out, was burnt

to death, and found half consumed the next morning. The poor parents, with the rest

of their children (miserably scorched and blistered, before they could quit the flames)

hud just time to escape with their lives, and were afterwards covered with great part of

a new skin, by a surgeon, who hap[)ened to be present in the islands at the time of the

misfortune.
^

As the naked distress, &c. of these poor sufferers called for immediate charity and as-

sistance, the benevolence of several persons appeared vtry remarkable, in covering

their nakedness, and furnishing them with necessaries. The ship Phoenix was lost on
September 19, 1745, upon the Gulf-Rock (before described) in a fleet, under convoy,

gomg from Scilly to the Isle of Wight, the men were then taken up, except two of the

islanders lost. This ship was a recapture from the French, taken by one of their pri-

vateers, near Scilly, coming from South Carolina, loaden with rice, when French hands

being put on boara, with intent of carrying her to the next French port, was brought,

by mistake, among the rocks, where some fishermen of the islands, observing it, con-

ducted her into St. Mary's road, under the command of the batteries. This was ef-

fected by four fishermen and a boy, who since have received a moiety among them of

SOOOI. salvage ; the ship and cargo being valued at that sum by the London merchants,

behaving honourably in this afiliir. The loss of other ship»4iarhappened upon this rock

in the memory of persons living ; concerning the nature of which there are various

accounts. Some report its howling, by the waves or tides formerly rushing through its

cavities (whence it was called Wolf) which noise some pretend was a signal for mari-

ners to avoid it ; but fishermen in those parts bein^ disturbed at the noise, silenced it,

by filling up the vacuity with stones. A person taking a cursory survey of the channel

in the year 1742, as far as Scilly, took one of his stations at low water (as he told me)
upon this rock, where he observed a cavity like a brewer's copper, with rubbish at

the bottom, without being able to assign a cause for its coming there ; and going to make
his inquiry, the weather changing of a sudden, and be^nning to blow, the seas beating

over him, he could not inform himself; but was lowed off*, with his instruments, by a
rope, cast from a boat at a distance.

For the better security ofshipping in the channel, he proposed to the Trinity Board
the mooring of a buoy to this rock, in such a manner that it should swing clear of the

rock, carrying a bell upon it, so as to ring by the motion of the waves, and to give notice

of danger j but thisjingling scheme (ofBuoy Bells upon the English coasts, for ai?irm-

ing us) was not then accepted ; on a supposition, that the fishermen (not approving the

music) would remove the bells, when they catched no fish.

At. Senen Church-town, near the extremity of Cornwall, there is the base of an old
stone column, belonging to a building which was taken up by some fishermen, at the

place of the Seven Stones (mentioned at the beginning) ofabout eighteen inches in height,

and three feet diameter at the circular base. Besides which, other pieces (^ buikjhng,

and glass vrindows, have been taken up at different times in the same place, mih divers

•>
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kinds of Utensils; which circumstances, put together, persuade, that where the Seven
Stones now appear in the sea it was formerly dry land, inhabited ; as it is not imprO'

bable that the city called Lions stood there, spoken of by tradition, and that the said

pieces of building and utensils are a part thereof. Nor is it less probable, that there

was a tract of land called Lioness, extending itself from the present Land's-End
of Cornwall to Scilly, or beyond, which, according to tradition* was swallowed by
the sea.

An eclipse of the satelliics of Jupiter was observed at Scilly, which being also observed

at Greenwich, the difference of time betwixt the two meridians was found to be 26'

40', which being turned into degrees (by allowing 360 to ^4 hours) gives 6" 40'

for the difference of tongitude between Greenwich and Scilly. The latitude of St. Ma-
ry's island was then observed to be 49*^ 55', and that of the Light House island 49*^

53' 30". The Lizard point of Cornwall and St. Mary's island I found to be nearly in

the same parallel oflatitude ; bearing east and west ofeach other.

A PROPOSAL, OR BILL, LAID BEFORE THE PARLIAMENT BY MR. WILLIAM
WHISTON, (APRIL 35, 1716) FOR THE BETTERiDIRECTION AND PRESERVATION
OF SHIPS USING THE BRITISH CHANNEL.

" Whereas it has been many years found, by sad experience, that not a few ships
sailing into the British channel have missed of their true course, and unexpectedly
fallen either into the Bristol channel, or among some of the rocks of Scilly, not without
great delays and danger, and the loss of many of them, of which sir Cloudesley Shovel
and his fleet are a late dismal instance ; and whereas the present Light House on St.

Agnes island there, though otherwise very useful, is so far firom being always an ef-

fectual remedy in this case, that as Dr. Halley , who has nicely viewed that place, has ob>
served, it is frequently not safe to trust a ship in the night, since that very expectation

seems often to have occasioned die loss of many ships. It is humbly proposed, in order to

the security of navigation in that dangerous sea, that a ball of li^ht or fire be thrown up
from St. Mark's, the principal of the islands of Scilly, every midnight, and three times
more every night, to be proportioned as the necessities of navigation shall require. That
the mortar and ball be such as may afford light above a degree ofa great circle, or sixty

geograpMcal miles ; and the sound heard above one third of the same distance, both

whiolL we know from frequent experience may certainly be done. And that the pro- *

po^i^and his asustants may be enabled, by a small duty upon the tonnage of ships,

or otherwise, as to the wisdom of the parliament shall seem meet, to set about the same
design immediately, for the advantage of this nation, andjthe common benefit of mankind.

William Whiston."
As the commerce and prosperity of this nation greatly depends upon the skilful na-

vigation of ships coming into the English channel from the ocean, I have here, for

public benefit, inserted the judicious directions of the gentleman whose name is under-
neath inserted, for the security of homeward-bound ships against the dangers of Scilly,

St. George's channel, or the French coast, &c.

CAPTAIN ROB&RT BROWN'S DIRECTIONS FOR HOMEViTARD-BOUND SHIPS COMING INTO THE
ENGLISH CHANNEL.

First, I recommend that all ships and vessels, coming off the ocean, be steered in a
parallel of latitude, not more nor less than 49 30; keeping your lead going, endea-'
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vour to strike the ground in 100 or 120 fathom water, which I call the outer-edge of

the British bank or soundings ; steer from thence £. by S. half S. in order to keep your
latitude by the compass, till by your log you have run 80 leagues from the above sound,

ings of 100 or 120 fathom eastward; then may you haul to the northward, and

make the land at pleasure. But if interrupted bv clouds or hazy weather, so that

you have missed an observation for several days, whereby you cannot with certainty

determine your latitude ; in such cases, if vou come into soundings from the western

ocean, observe, as before, to get ^ound, if possible, in 100 or 120 fathoms ; which
obtained, keep vour log and lead going every hour, steering £. by S. half S. till, by your

distance, you have run from the aforesaid soundings 40 or 45 leagues, and shoaled,

your water gradually lessening to 60 fathom ; then you may find it difficult to deter-

mine whether you are to the northward or the southward of Scilly ; for the soundings

on both sides I have ohtin found to be pretty near alike.

Therefore, to resolve this doubt, I recommend steering a southerly course from the

aforesaid distance run, and depth of 60 fathom : and as you sail to the southward you
will deepen your water from 60 to 70 and 75 fathom, which having done you may
depend on the British channel being open, and clear from the danger of either running

ashore on Scilly, or into St. George's channel ; too of^en the fiite and cuse of ships,

who, for want ofsuch helps, are sometimes lost, with the lives on board, or dangerously

bewildered.

When you have got the depth of 70 or 75 fathom aforesaid, immediately alter the

southerly course to £. or £. by S. till, by your distance, you are shot within Scilly

islands, the said places lying about sixty-two or three leagues from the western edge of

the British soundings, then may you haul to the nonhward, and make the land as you
think proper. But, if you come from the southward, the coast of Spain, Portugal, or

Bay of Biscay, you must be likewise careful how you come in with the diannel

in thick weather ; for as you strike ground with your lead, you will often find coarse

soundings ; and, if near Ushant, gravel with small stones, which ground is much steeper

than the edge of the western bank : for if you come into your soundings with the

channel qpen, steering to the northward to make the Land's £nd. Lizard, 8cc. in running
eight or ten leagues you will go from 100 to 75 or 70 fathom in the said distance

;

whereas, being to the westward, you may run 20 or SO leagues, and not make more
.>difierence in your sounding than aforesaid. So that, from what I have advanced, it

will be easy to determine whether you have the channel open or not; a diwute
that has often puzzled the most experienced mariners and skilful navigators using these

seas.

However, I must observe, that sometimes, in the aforesaid sounding, I have met
with a strong northerly current, at the rate of about one mile an hour, which, and about
17 degrees variation west at this time, should be duly accounted for, in order to keep
the true parallel of latitude afore-mentioned ; as likewise in some sea-charis the latitat

of the Land's £nd. Lizard, &c. are laid down ten miles to the northward of their true

latitude. So that if these impediments are not all duly considered, and allowed for, I

say, from what I have already observed, an error may be easily contracted, greatly en*

dsuigering the loss ofa ship.^ .

* Note, That in coining up Channel, when abreast of the Lizard, you will have 50 bthom water,

and off the Start Point 45. The practical mariner finding it difficult to get ground in a storm, or hard
blowing weather, at 100 or 130 fathom, coming into channel* he may follow the above ndei, getting

ground at 80 fathom or less, by making proper allowance, according to Uie depth ofwater.
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These directions being carefully observed, your latitude and distance will be corrected,

and a tolerable knowledge of the ship's position may i)e inferred.

And I would also advise all ships to be careful how they deal with the French coast

;

for let the weather be as it will, after having run the distance aforesaid, off the islandri of

Scilly, then make bold with your own, in order to shun falling in with the islands of

Guernsey, Jersey, &c. which so often ends in frightful circumstances of both ships and

lives.

And lastly, observe, that in sounding a stream and to the westward of Scilly you will

find bluish oozy ground ; so that when by yocir lead you have such ground, you may
be assured where you are, and therefore shape your course accordingly.

The inhabitants of Scilly, feeling the effects of their remote situation, are solicitous of

improving their industry, in being enabled to set up and carry on a fishery in the

blands ; prombing themselves equal success with the mhabitants of Cornwall, or other

subjects, their situation for such an undertaking being inferior to none. Their hopes

are still in having a drawback, or debenture, upon salt allowed them, by authority of

parliament, like the island of Jersey, whereby they would be enabled to send their salted

fish to market. But in their present circumstances, not being able to pay the English

duties on salt, till they can dispose of their commodity, their service to their present ge«

neration is greatly retarded.

They cure most of their fish with French salt, purchased for a low price. They ex-

ceed all others in the art of curing ling, which the Cornish take ofi* their hands, having

none so good of their own ; who, by their county- interest, I am told, hinder the pro-

motion of these islanders in the several branches of fishery, for the lucre to themselves.

There being no decked vessel, at present, belonging to the islands, fit to put to sea in

bad weather, or upon emergencies, the inhabitants are the more perplexed in their

trade and supply of convenient necessaries. Nor can certain intelligence be given to

England, for want of a decked vessel, if an enemy should attempt to land. In the

passages betwixt England and Scilly, made in the small island- boats, with the sea fre-

Suently breaking over them, passengers (like the islanders) should be qualified to en-

ure wetting, or the weather, like so many ducks : for when the boat is half filled with

water, as it firequently happens, by the sea breaking in, the odds of sinking to swimming
are pretty considerable. However, the boatman undertakes to empty the water with

his hat, or what comes to hand, without the least concern ; though, notwithstanding his

bravery, he is sometimes ^lad to return from whence he came, to look his friends once
more m the face ; for which he has but small time allowed him. A boat sometimes
fills, or over-sets, in being too desperate, when the Captain and all his crew steer di-

rectHy to the bottom. An instance of which sort happened to a boat going from Pen-
aance to Scilly some time ago, when they took their departure from Mounts-bay ; but
were never heard of since. And misfortunes of this kind are too frequent among the

islanders in going from one island to another, by which accidents at difierent times these

blands have been very much unpeopled. A small sloop, in the possession of the agent,

though a bad sailor, and chiefly in use for lus own affairs, afforded some conveniency to

these islanders ; but going over to England, in the beginning of the year 1745, in a de-

cayed condition, was broke up at Pensance for firing ; there being no decked vessel be-

l(»inng to the islands ever since.

A cTei^man, of learning and capacity, lived in these islands a few years ago, by whom
many of the youths were greatly benefited, and improved in their education, when the

islanders in general received uncommon advantage m their literature and morals ; seve-
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ral of whom have since risen to preferment in EngUndi and become very useful mem-
bers of society.

MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS IN THE CHURCH AND CHURCH-YARD OF ST.

MARY'S ISLAND, IN SCILLY.

To the memory of Frances, the wife of Joseph Hunkins, of Gatherly, in the parish

of Lifton, in Ot-vonsthire, governor of the islands of Scilly.

She was the daughter of Robert Lovyes, of Beardon, in the parish of Boyton, in

Cornwall, esq. died the 30th day of March, 1657« about the 46th year of her age.

Blest soul, thf race is run, whilst we behind
Strive for that crown, which ihou. prepar'd, didst find ^ i

In Christ, for thee, here shall ihy budy rest,

Till with thy soul it be for ever blest.

Here lieth the body of John, the son of Thnmas and Mary Ekins, of the island of

Scilly, who was born the 16th of February, 1670, and died the 4th of November, 1675,

Non mortuus, sed dormit.

Here lies the body of Peter Rattenburgh, late commissary of this bland, who died the

4th ofMay, anno domini 1709, and in the 67th year of his age.

The law of kindness was in his heart, and
Truth and justice in his lip and life.

Here lieth the body of Eliz4leth the daughter of Peter and Hannah Rattenburgh,

who died March 22, anno dom. 1704, in the 20th year of her age. Also the bodyd
Robert Rattenburgh, who died March 24, aged six years and five months, anno dom.
1707-8. Likewise the body of Foscarinus, son to Peter and Jane Rattenburgh, who
died April 3, anno dom. 1708, in the 5th year of his age. Here also, after havmcp suc-

ceeded hi' father as commissary of the island not full three years, lie the remains of

Martin, son of Peter and Jane Rattenburgh, interred April 2, anno dom. 1712, in the

19th year of his age.

Here lieth Robert and Sarah Wyethv late of Wood-bridge, in Suffolk : he died

on St. Agnes isla- d, in the 69th year of his age : she died on thb island, in the

72d year of her age. They were buried on the 11th and 17th of August* anno dom.
1717. «

Here lieth the body of Jane, the wife of Thomas Brown, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

master and mariner. He had bom, by her, five sons and one daughter. She died in

her passage from Rochel, in France, May 4, 1713, and was buried here May the 6th

folbwing, being in the 30th year of her age.

Here lieth the body of Dmah (I suppose Diana) the wife of Geoi^ Hooper, who
died the 5th day of April, anno dom. 1722, in the 82d year of her age.

In Cornwall was she bom, Cornwall her breeding gave,

Scilly a husband, six children, and a grave.

4
Here also lies the body of Henry, the son of George and Dinah Hooper, who died

the 12th day of July, anno dom. 1720, in the 49th year of his age.

With some others, of which these are the principal.

The language spoken in Scilly is a mixture of the west country cUalect with the

common English.

5«SSg=5S=Sg^SCv^5-*»--''»r«v;r^ "**?-
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For a list of the abbots, who governed in Scilly, see Mr. Brown Willis's mitred par.

liamentnry abbeys, v. i. p. 170. Where, from the first abbot Almcrus. made at the

finishing the church, anno 981, he enumerates 32 to the time ofJohnDymington in the

year 1458, who obtained for himself and successors, abbots of Tavistock, the use of the

mitre and all the pontifical habits, as may be seen by the patent printed in Rymer'si Fob.

dera. This patent contains the power of benediction at masses, as other bishops use.

To follow any suit in the Pope's court to him and his successors for ever. With licence

granted to receive letters and apostolical bulls, to execute, read, or cause toberead«
without molestation or annoyance of any of the said abbots, their proctors, favourers,

counsellors, assistants, adherents, publishers Sec. for putting the same in effect, notwith.

standing any ordinances, provisions, acts or other clauses before containing the contrary

:

witness the king at Westminster, the 3d day of February, 36 H. VI. With this John Ly-
mington to John Peryn, the last abbot, he enumerates five abbots inclusive, in all 37.

For surrendering the said abbey, with 20 of his monks, in March 20, 1538, he obtained

for himself a pension of lOOl. per ann. for his life.

King ^thelstan came to the crown of Ensland anno 925. He erected a monastery

of Benedictines at Exeter in 932, which probably was done soon after his conquest of

Scilly at his return to England ; which conquest thereofmight be about 927. An abbey
of Benedictines was founded at Tavistock by Ordgar Earl of Devonshire, including

Scilly, and dedicated to St. Mary and St. Rumon 961. This abbey was valuedat 9021. 5s.

7d. per annum, 26 H. VIII, 1535. The islands of Scilly were mostlyguvemed by lords,

abbots, and coroners, from the time of their conquest by king iEthelstan till 30 H.
VIII, when the abbey of Tavistock was dissolved, as also about which time were all

others, 1539. From one part of the dedication of this abbey (including Scilly) to St.

Mary, it is probable that the island of St. Mary, thf chief of Scilly, borrowed its

name.

After the dissolution of ab':eys and monastical estates, the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of

Scilly devolving to the see of Exeter, the civil power was granted by the crown to lords

proprietors, on condition of tneir paying certain rents into the handis of the receiver for

the duchy of Cornwall, for the tenure of those islands : by which they came to be ac«

knowledged as part of the jurisdiction of the said duchy ; but only by the king's favour:

for I cannot find by any recoids that they were ever annexed thereunto.

They are subject by the s.iid grants only to the laws of their own court of civil judi-

cature, in all matters of debt, trespass or property, in dispute ; the high sheriff for the

county of Cornwall having no .luthoiity in Scilly, except by permission of the lord pro-

prietor thereof.

And here I shall observe, that in the grant of the duchy of Cornwall (which I have
seen) to the prince of Wales, as eldest son of England, there is no mention made of
the islands of Scilly ; though boroughs, franchises, liberties, corporations, privileges,

immunities, &c. are particularly and numerously recited; whence, if Scilly appertains,

or is a part of the said duchy, 'it is rather permitted by favour than given to be so by
royal authority ; especially as the grant of those islands to several late proprietors is

expressed in so ample a manner.

(5
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ThefoUowing Deeds, Orants^ Records, ife. shew the Nature^ thr Oovernment qf
Sciliy, ana what has been done theret according to the Succession qf Yearsfor which
they are collected,

HENRY I, kine of £nf|;land* grants to William bishop of Exeter, and to Richard

fon of Baldwin, and to his justiciary of Devonshire and Cornwall, in perpetual alms to

Osbcrt, abbot of Tavistock, and Turold, his monk, all the churches of Scilly, with their

appurtenances and the land, such as the monks or hermits held in the time of king Ed.
ward, and Burgal bishop of Cornwall.

Reginald fthe king's son) earl of Cornwall, hiul a confirmation of the same, and wreck
of sea, which was vested in him, as is apparent from the following charter.

Reginald,! ^1^ ca^I of Cornwall, the king's son, to all his barons and his bailiffs of
Cornwall and Scilly, greeting. Know ye« tmit I, for the sole sake of Henrv my father,

and mine own, have granted and confirmed in fee and perpetual alms to the nnonks of
Scillv, as to the proper prebeiuls of my fatlier, all wreck in them islands (which they

hold) which shall happen, except whale, and a whole ship, that is to say, Rentemen,
and Nurcho ; and in the island of St. Elidius, St. Sampson, and Sl Theona. Witneas
Ralph do Boroard, at Dorchester.

The confirmation of B. Bishop of Exeter, of the tenths of Scilly, is thus ;

B. Bishop of Exeter,! Know ye, that I have seen and read the deed, in which Richard
de Wich confesses, that he granted in fee, or perpetual alms, all the tenths of SciUy, and
namely of Coneys, which he unjustly detained from the monks, because he thought the

tenths were not the right of the abbot and convent of Tavistock, and their brethren of

the monastery of St. Nicholas of Scilly ; for his soul and the souls of his parents, and
of Reginald, the earl of Cornwall, his lord. And this grant by the book of the Evan-
^lists, with my own hand I offer upon the altar of the blessed Rumon, at Tavistock,

in the presence of B. abbot, and the convent of the same, and many others : bi^^aum aa

well the monastery ofTavistock,asall the land of Richard de Wich of Scilly, belonging

to my diocese. And I, as bishop and diocesan by episcopal authority, and this pre<

sent writing and sealing, do allow and confirm.

Pope Celestine ^ by his Bull (dated 4 Cal. June A. D. 1 193) confirms to Herbert,

abbot of Tavistock, and his successors, the islands of St. Nicholas, St. Sampson, St
Elid'us, St. Theona, and the island called Nullo, with their appurtenances. And all

churches and oratories built throughout the islands of Scilly ; with the tenths andoibr-

ing^, and other appurtenances. And two pieces of digged ground in the island ofAg>
nes ; and three pieces in tlie isle of Ennor.

John.ll by the grace of God, &c. Know ye, that we have given, granted, and confirmed

to the abbey of Scilly the tythe of three acres of Assart land in the forest of Guffer. Wit-
ness ourself, 8cc.

John, by the grace of God, 8cc. To all sheriffs and their bailiffs, greeting. We
command you, that you suffer not the Canons of Scilly to be impleaded for any te-

nement which they hold, except before us, or our steward of Normandy. Witness

ourselfat Argenth, the 7th day of July, in the first year of our reign.

* Monast. Anglican, v. i. p. 1003. Etex Cart. pred. F. 3. a. penes Jobannem Maynard, Armig.

t Ibid. I Ibid Cod. Fol. 34. % Monaat. v. i, p. 998.

II Cart. 1. Joan. p. L n. 219.

<»
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I commanas ine same oorons lo aciiver lo nis tjciovcu ana
Ic Barrcntinc, governor of the said islands, out of the bituc of the

}, which he paid by the said king's command to Gnischard dc
lid king. Witness the king at Windsor, the 21st day of January.

King Henry III, commands Drew dc Barrentine, governor of his islands of Scilly,

or his biiiliffii, that they deUvcr every year to Ralph Bunict seven quarters of wheat,

which Robert Legut used to receive, and which is escheated to the king.

The same king sends his mandate to the barons of tlie exchequer to allow on account,

to Drew de Barrentine, govenior of our islands, out of the farm of the same, 201. viz.

101. for the 33d year of his reign, nnd 101. for the 34th year, in lieu of lOl. ycarlv laiids,

which he granted him by his deed in the iblands uibrcsuid. Witness the king at lUding,

January 26.

Also the same king commands the same barons to deliver to his t)cloved and
faithful subject Drew de i

said islands, five marks,
Cranvil by gift of the said _
There is also another grant from that king to the Saronsofthe Exchequer, thus : Allow
Drew dc Barrentine, governor of our islands* forty marks, whicli he paid, bv our order,

to our beloved and faithful subject and servant Nicholas de Moles, und thirty marks
which he laid out for his ex|x*nces, when he was last in our service at Gascony. Wit>
ness ountelf at Huvcrting, the 19th day of August.

Assize Roll,* taken before John dc Berewich« and other Justices at the Court of Lauii-

ceston (in com. Comub.) at Michaelmas Term, unno 30 Edv. I.

The abbot of Tavistock being summoned to answer to the king in a plea of quo
warranto, by what right he claimed the shipwrecks hapjiening in all the islands of Scilly,

the abbot appears, and says that he and all his predecessors had enjoyed them without

interruption for time immemorial ; and therefore desires that his right may be tried by
a jury. When John de Mutford joins issue for the king, and, upon inquiry being made,
the juiT found that the said abbot, and all his predecessors, had enjoyed all the wreck
that had happened in all the aforesaid islands for time immemorial; except gold, whale^

scarlet cloth, and fir, or masts, which were always reserved to the king, in the respective

grants of those islands.

FOR THE KING, AND WILLIAM LE POER, THE KING'S CORONER.

KING EDWARD THE FIRST TO HIS BELOVED AND FAITHFUL HENRY 8P1GURNAL, ROGER DE
BEUFOU, AND THOMAS DE LE HYDE, GREETING.

WE understand, by the grievous complaint of William Lc Poer, our coroner in the

islands of ScilK, belonging to our county of Cornwall, that whereas he lately, for the

preservation of the peace at La Val, and Trescaw, in the islands aforesaid, did repair to

inquire of manslaughter, robberies, incendiaries, and other felonies ; and receivers of
goods feloniously stolen ; and of wreck of sea, as to the said oifice appertaineth. Ra«
nulph de Blackminster, Michael Petit, Edmund Speccot, John Gabbere, Robert, abbot
of Tavistock, firier ; John de Yalineton, frier ; John of Exeter, and Oliver of Scilly,

chaplains ; the aforesaid coroner, by force of arms, imprisoned, ill used, and there did
maliciously procure him to be kept, at the said town of De La Val, until such time as
the siud coroner paid a fine to the said Ranulph, Michael, Edmund, John, abbot, John^
John, and Oliver, and the malefactors aforesaid, of 100 shillings for his enlargement out
of the priscMi aforesaid. Also, whereas the same Ranulph holds the castle of En*

* In the Record'Office, beloogiog to the Court of Receipt of Exchequer, Chapter-House, West*
nunster.
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nor, ill the iHlands of Scilly, by the acrvice of finding; and maintaining twelve armed
men, ut all timcM, for k(.'f|)in)^ the pcuce in tltose purtii : (he iuiid Ranulph did not find

the said uruicd men i btit receives felons, thieves, outlaw>, and men guilty of maiiidatiffh*

tcr in those inlunds, by which the Mid coroner and his liailifK are hindered from coming
into the said islands to do their duties, or execute the king's writs ; beino; therefore un*

willing that such trespasses sh.ll go unpunished, wc have assigned you justices to iiuiuire

into the truth of the same. Witness the king at Latnccust, the 2id cluy of November.

KING EDWARD II, TO HIS FAITHFUL GILBERT DE KNOVIL, ROGER UEAI OU, AND
JOHN Dt BATEFORD, GREETING.

WHERKAS king Edward, our father, at the prosecution of Will Lc Pocr, our co.

roner in the islands of Scilly, which belong to the county of Curnwall, suggested to our
said f.ither, that Robert de Saint Olu, Roger Tregrane, Roger de Nautcner, Richard

de Kcttringhou, with other malefactors and breakers of the peace, himself being

lately at Val and Trescaw, in the islands aforesaid, making inquiry, as Ixlongs to

his office, into manslaughters and felonies committed, and of wreck of sea, they

took and imprisoned ; keeping him in the said prison of La Val until such time as he

compounded fur a fine, to tne no small damage of the said coroner. That he assigned

Henry de Staunton, Roger de Suthcotes, and Hugh Peverel, or two of them, justices,

to inquire into such trespasses, and to hear and determine the same according to law.

And they being duly summoned to appear and answer such trespasses, were outlawed

;

which outlawries our father pardoned by his letters patent, so that they rendered them-

selves up to our prison at Launceston, and behaved according to law. And the said

persons rendered themselves accordingly, and still remain in the said prison. And whereas

the power of the said commissioners, by the death of our father, ceased, to the prejudice

of tne said persons imprisoned, we, for the siieedicr remedying of the case, have assigned

Cu justices to hear and determine the same, doing justice according to law. Dated at

ngly, the 24th day ofNovember.

THE FOLLOWING CHARTERS SHEW THE POSSESSORS OF LANDS IN SCILLY.

ENNOR castle, in Scilly, wan held of thr king, by the service of finding and inaintain*

ing ten armed men in the said castle in peaicuble times. Pat. 35 £d. I. m. 45.

John, son of Malger, son of sir John ( Jcnwall, knt. releases to Osbert Hamely and
his heirs, all his right in all his messuagesv lands, and tenements, in the island of Agnes,

in Scilly. Dated at Milium the morrow after St. Peter's day. 3 £d. III.

John Hamely, and Margery his wife, by fine levied, 5 Ed. HI. had conveyed to them
for their lives, a messuage and acre of land« in Kilmonscg ; and the moiety of the ma-
nor of Alet ! the remainder to John, son of the said John, for his life ; remainder to

Ralph, brother of the said John, the son and heir of his body ; remainder to the right

heirs of Margery aforesaid. By another fine levied that year, the premises are settled on
John de Hamely, and the heirs of his body ; remainder to Andrew, brother of the said

John, and the heirs of his body ; remainder to the ri^ht heirs of the said John.

ohn de Alet holds all the lands and tenements m Scilly of Ralph Blankminster by
knights service, and by being keeper of the said Rnnulph's castle ; and by other personal

services by himself, or by two men. Which Ranulph releases the service of keeper to

the said John Alet, in consideration of 13s. 4d. yearly to be paid. Dated at Tregame-
don, Tuesday after the feast of St. Ambrose. 10 £d. HI.
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A license grantcil toScilly a!)bcy to purchnsc of A. Aslakl)y one mesMiai^r, Qfl acrcH,

und one ruuil ul'land ; and three rood", ut' incudow and pasture; and pasture for four

oxen in Stanford and Dunne. Pat. anno 15 Kd. II. p. 1. m. 23.

bCILLY (UNDER i HE JUHISDICTION Ol' COHNVVALI.) A VV.LL TO TAVISTOCK, AS
AIM'1:aU8 UY Tllli I'OLLUWISG tiUANTS.

A Orant qfking Edward the ThirdofSecular Canonst in the Place qfMonks^ to be sent

to Scilly,

THE kinff, to all hin baiiifTii and faithful subjects, to whom these presents shall come,
m-rcting. Our beloved people in Christ, the abbot and convent of Tavistock, lords of
tnc islands of Scilly, dwelling within the seas, have prayed, that whereas the abbot
aforesaid, to whom the said island belongs, and was founded by our progenitors, late

kings of England, and the sitme abbot and certain abbots, of the abbey aforesaid, for

the time being, were bound to fmd two chaplains ; their fellow monks, within the island

aforesaid, by reason of their lands and tenements there lying, of the same our proge-

nitors, and of our heirs, daily to say mass for ever ; and that tiic same monks, by means
of the war between us and the men of France, as likewise by other various causes, now
moved, that we should grant to them two secular chaplains, to perform divine service

instead of the aforesaid monks, daily, within the island aforesaid, to celebrate the mass
during the war aforesaid : we willingly agreeing to this petition of granting to the said

abbot, during the war, two fit and secular canons to perform divine service within the

islands ; provided that the said chaplain shall do the duty which the said monks did per-

form, as it is meet, without impeachment of us or our heirs, justices, escheators, she.

riffs, or other bailiffs, or our servants whatsoever, &c. In witness whereof, &c. Wit-
ness the king at Westminster, the 28th day of May.

FROM A MANUSCRIPT FOUND IN THE SURVEY OF THE DUCHY OF CORNWALL, 19

ED. Ill, ARE THESE PARTICULARS OF TENURES.

PENEIVYTHS. Ranulphus de Albo Monasterio ten. lusidam de Scilly redd,

per ann. ad dcm. fm. ccc volucres vocat, Poffins, vel vi\ viii'^.
.

Ranulph de White Monastery holds the islands of Scilly, paying y(*arly, at the feast of
St. Michael the archangel, 300 birds called Puffins, or 6s. 8d.

Ralph Hamely grants to his brother Laurence, Agnes island in Scilly, with the rents

and services of the same, consisting in dried fish and wrecks of the said island, paying
yearly, for seven years to come, a grain of wheat ; and after thai time 100s. sterling.

Dated at Alet, Tuesday the feast of the annunciation of the Virgin Mary, 25 Ed. III.

After the decease of the said Laurence, the remainder to Walter Smith for his

life, remainder to Thomas Blankminster for life, remainder to the right heirs of sir

John Blankminster aforesaid. Dated at Bename, Monday after St. Ambrose's Day,
46Ed. m.

Arthur, son and heir ofRandolph Hamely, lord of Helwyn, grants to Osbert Hamely
his uncle, the manors of Tregenon and Alet, and all those h<s messuages, lands, and te-

nements, iu Kilmonseck, Tregeuran, Trewyns, and Pinshaii, with the fealty and service

of Margaret late wife of Randolph Hamely, and an English acre of turff land in Gou-
heth ; and also all those his iriessuages and lands in Scilly, in the island called Agnes,

5 F 2
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to have and to hold to the said Osbert, and the heirs of his body, paying yearly a

grain of wheat. Dated at Helwyn, Monday before St. Margaret's day, 11 Richard II.

Osbert Hamely, %nd Maud his wife, recite that his father jfohn Hamely, lord of HeU
wyn, granted to John de Rosworogan, his heirs and assigns, 401. yearly, payable out of

all those lands, messuages, and tenements, in the towns of Kilmonseck, Beugeuran, and
Trewyns ; and in Agues island in Scilly. Dated Monday before the translation of St.

Thomas the martyr, 11 Rich. II.

LETTERS OF PROTECTION FOR THE PRIOR OF ST. NICHOLAS, IN THE ISLE OF SCILLV.

EDWARD IIL^ king of England, to all and singular dukes, ea; Is, barons, admirals,

knights, mayors, sheriffs, masters and mariners of ships, bailiffs, and other our friends

and faithful subjects whatsoever, to whom these present letters shall come ; and to the

constable oF the castle of the isl» of Ennor, in Sciliy, who now is, or for the time being

shall be appointed, greeting. Our beloved in Christ,, the prior of the priory of St. Ni-
cholas, in the bland of Scilly, represented unto us, that our progenitors were founders

and patrons of the same, as we are now ; and that the said priory, by the frequent ac-

cess of the mariners of ships of all nations resorting to the said island, for defSult of

guard, the said prioiy is so much destroyed and impoverished, that the said prior is not

able to under^x) the charge of repairs, whereby the charitable works of our progeni-

tors are diminished. We therefore, graciouJy condescending to their petitions, have
taken the said prior, priory, monks, chaplains, and men servants, possessions, and all

things whatsoever, under our special protection. Therefore we command you, all our
f^thful subjects, that ye maintain, protect, and defend them : and you the said consta-

ble, if any such things should hrppen, to do all that is in your power for satisfaction

to be made unto them. Witness ourself at Westminster, the 28th day of October, in

the 41st year ofour reign.

Guernsey, Jersey, & Insulae concessse p. Regem Hem. Dno de Scilly, ad vitam ; post

mortem Odonisde Grandisino, Fat. 16 Ed. II, p. 2. m. 5.

Scilly abbey, dedicated to the Virgin Mary of the Premonstratensian order, demises to

i\'& house of the blessed virgin of Bois, in Axholme, aforesaid ; and in Stockwidi, for

iCO years ; paying yearly 81. Claus. 28 H. VI, m. 5.

Osbert Hamely grants jto Richard Alet of Mugwunt, all those his messuages,
'iands, and tenements in Tregeuran and Kylmenscham, to have and to hold for six

years, paying yearly a grain of com. Dated at Alet, the Monday after Michaelmas
day, 5 H. IV.

Sir John Colshull, knt. Monday before the feast of St. Katharine, in the 6th year of
the reign of king Henry V (anno 1418) conveyed to John Preston and others, the

cssdes and isles of Scilly, to the use of sir John Colshull, knt. for life.f

Henry^ NankskeUy, vicar of the church of St. Ide, ^nts to Arthur Hamely, and
Isabel his wife, the moiety of Alet manor, and all those his messuages, lands, tencnvnt&t
rents, and services of tenants, in the towns of Helwyn, Landgergala, Tregennou^ Lan-

^
.•»»»M«|l "^''•Wi"M »l<' .. i.-^*-"**-.
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vyham, I .teuyegn, Pennans, Trencruck, Tregontros, Bleythboll, Logoseck, Kerthu,

Maskevammogh, Padestowe, Kilmonseck, and Scilly island, called Agnes ; with ilie re-

versions of the san\e, for and during heir lives. Dated at Helwyn, on the feast of the

conception of the Virgin Mary, 6 h. V.
John Colshull, son and heir of sir John Colshull, knt. and John Cork, by a fine

lev'^d in the 18th H. VI, (anno 1440) conveyed the manors of Bydman, Straton, and

St. r.Iary Wyke, the isles of Scilly, one messuage, two carrucates of land, 20 acres of

meadow, and 100 acres of word, with the appurtenances in Sw^nion, and the ^dvow-

son of the church of St. Mary Wyke, to Nicholas Ayston and others, who granted the

same to John Colshull, and to the heirs of his body ; remainder to Johanna, sister of

the said John, and the heirs of her body ; remainder to Thomas Njvyl of Pycall, knt.

and the heirs of his body ; remainder to the right heirs of Guy de Blankminster, rector

of Lansayls. By virtue of which conveyance tlie said John Colshull di^'d seized of the

premises ; and after him Johanna, his sister, wife of John Houghtr , >d also seized*

without heir. The islands of Scilly were held of the king, as of his c^iStfe of Launces-
ton, and by the rent of 50 puffins, or 6s. 8d. yearly. The said islands are yearly worth,

in peaceable times, 40s. and, in times of war, nothing.

c^mund, son of Lawrence, grants to sir John de Aled and his heirs, the whole
island of Agnes in Scilly, with whatsoever to the said island belongs. With all liberties,

customs, and wrecks of sea ; to have and to hold to the said sir John, his heirs and
assiens, as chief lords of the islands of Scilly, payable yearly on Michaelmas day, at

Scilly, half a mark.

Edmund, earl of Cornwall, was seized of the castle, borough, and manor of Laun-
ceston, and also of Scilly, for which last there were accounted no knight'3 fees, as in the

duchy of Cornwall.
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Extractfrom the surrender made to king Henry the Eighth by ,hhn Perynt abbot of
the Monastery or Abbey'and Church ofthe BlessedMary the Virgin, and St. Rumon
of Tavistock, in the county ofDevon, ofthe Order ofSt, Benedictt and the Convent

qfthe sameplace, to which Scilly was an Appendix*

OFallandsinguIar their manors, lordships, messuages, gardens, curtillages,tofls, lands,

and tenements, meadows, feedings, pastures, wot^ds, underwoods, rents, reversions, ser-

vices, mills,passages,knights fees, ward.3, marriages, bondsmen, villains, with theirfollow,

ers; commons, liberties,franchises,jurisdictions, offices, courts-leet, hundred-courts, view
or tirank-pledge ; fairs, marf ets, parks, warrens, running waters, fisheries, ways, waste-

grounds, advowsons, nominations, presentations, and donations of churches ; vicarages,

chapels, chaunteries, hospitals, and other ecclesiastical benefices whatsoever ; rectwies,

vicaries, pensions, portions, annuities, tythes, oblations, and all singular emoluments, pro-

fits, possessions, hereditaments, and rights whatsoever ; as well within the county of
Devon, as vrithin the county of Cornwall, Dorsetshire, Somerset, Gloucestershire, Wilt-
shire, or elsewhere, within the kingdom of England, and marches ofthe same, unto the

same monastery or abbey of Tavistock in any manner formerly,belonging, appertaining,

or incumbent. To hold the same to the king, his heirs, and assigns for ever ; ratifying

and confirming the same, by renouncing all their former claim or right whatsoever.

Dated in their chupter-house of Tavistock, the 8th day of March, anno SO H. VIII.

N. B. In the foregoing deeds> &c. Sulley or Silley, was written for our present Scilly.

^
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The aforegfoing, charters, deeds, he. are translated from their Latin originals.

It is not certain how these islands of Scilly were disposed of after the di>>soiution of
the said monastery, for the space of about 30 jfars : but in 13 Eliz. they were granted

by patent or lease to the honourable Francis Godolphin, esq. (afterwanls sir Francis)

for the term of 33 years, and have contmucd in the possession of this noble family ever
since ; which appears by the following leases or patents, specifying the conditions of
their tenure, under the crown of England.

Extracts ofthe substance of grants of the Islands of Scilly.

Indenture, dated 14 December, in the i3th Year ofEliz. The queen on thefirst Part^

Francis Godolphin, esq, on the second Partf and Edward lord ClintoUy High Ad-
miral of England, on the third Part.

THE queen doth demises and to farm let unto the said Francis Godolphin, esqo his

executors and assigns, all those Iier highnesses isles, islands, territories, and rocl; ct

monly called the isles of Silley, otherwise Sulley ; and also known by the namr >; . >;.

Mary ijle, Agnes isle, Agnet isle, Sumpson isle, the great Sampson isle, the little ilat

island, Brehar isle, Treskowc isle, Arwoihel isle, St. Helen's isle, Lyde's isle, St. Martin's

isle, Guynhill isle, GwynhcUever Nle, Arthures island, Round island, Silley, alias Sulley

is' d, t(^ther with all the sounds called Crawes sound, St. Mary's sound, and the

Broad sound, and all harbours for ships, called new Grynsey, old Grynsey, and all other

isles, islands, rocks, and sounds, within the circuit or precinct of the said isles ; and all

lands, tenements, meadows, pastures, grounds, feedings, fishings, fishing-places, mines
of tin, lead, and coals ; and moiety or half part of all ship-wrecks, which shall happen
within the said isles, to be divided or shared with the lord high admiral. And also grants

to the said Francis Godolphin, esq. power and jurisdiction to hear, and finally deter-

mine all plaints, suits, matters, actions, controversies, contentions, and demands what-

soever, wiiich shall happen to be iepending between party and party within any of the said

isles. To hold unto the said Francis Godolphin esq. unto the end and term of 38
years ; he yielding and paying the yearly rent of ten pounds into the hands of the re-

ceiver for the duchy of Cornwall, covenanting that the said Francis Godolphin, esq.

shall serve the said queen in defence of the aforesaid islands.

The aforesaid honourable Francis Godolphin, esq. governor and proprietor of Scilly,

received the honour of knighthood atmo 1580. And in 35 Eliz. he was lord lieutenant

of the county of Cornwall, and also colonel of a regiment of 12 companies, armed with

470 pikes, 490 muskets, and 240 calivers.

About which time he made great improvements in Scilly, by her majesty's order, as

Mr. Carew observes, who places the castle of Scilly among other forts of the county of

Cornwall. His account is, that in 35 Eliz. sir Francis Godolphin, in builuing the

castle of St. Mary's island, " reduced the place to a more defensible plight, and by his

invenuon and purse bettered his plot and allowance, and therein so tempered strength

with delight, and both with use, as it serveth for a sure hold and commo^ous dwell

ing." The next grant of Scilly was to sir VViiUam Godolphin.
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Indenture^ datedAugust 10, in the secondyear of king James the First, betxveen the

said king on the first Part, Sir fTilliam Godolphin, knt. on the second Part, and

Charles earl ofNottingham, LordHigh AdmiralofEngland, on the third Part.

. THE king doth demise, and to farm let, unto the said Sir William Godolphin, knt.

his executors, and assigns, all those isles, islands, territories, &c. as before described

in the lease of queen Lliz. with the same covenants of tin, lead, coal-mines, property

of land and sea, and moiety or half part of all ship-wrecks, to be divided between the said

Sir William Godolphin, knt. and the lord high admiral. And the same power or ju-

risdiction of hearing and determining all plaints, suits, actions, controversies, &c. what-

soever, between party and party ; also covenanting for the defence of the said islands.

These to hold unto the said Sir William Godolphin, km. for the end and term of 50

years, he yielding and paying for the same the yearly rent of 201. into the hands of the

receiver for the duchy of Cornwall; covenanting that he, the said Sir William, may
have from the said king, his heirs and successors, one last ofgunpowder, every year, to

defend the said islands. And that he the snd Sir William Godolphin, knt. shall not,

by his last will and testament, give or becjueath any of the said isles unto any of his

daughters. The next grant was to Francis Gcdolphin, Esq.

KING Charles the First, by his letters patent, dated June 20, in the l2th year of his

reign, grants to BVancis Godolphin, Esq. his executors and assigns, all the blunds, terri-

tories, 8cc. as before described in the leases ofqueen Eliz. and king James, with the

same covenants cf tin, lead, and coal-mines, property by sea and land, and moiety or

half part of all ship-wrecks. And the same power or jurisdiction, for hearin«^ and de-

termining all plaints, suits, or actions, controversies, 8cc. whatsoever, between party and

party ; and covenanting for the defence of the islands. These to hold unto the said

Francis Godolphin, Esq. from the end, expiration, or surrender of the lease ot 50 years,

f
anted by king James, for a further term of 50 years ; he the suid Francis Godolphin,

sq. yielding and paying for the same the yearly rent of 401. into the hands of the receiv-

erlor the duchy of Cornwall. And that one half of ship wreck goes to the king,

his heirs and successors, instead of the lord high admiral, so long as that office shall

condnueinhis majesty's jjossession, and undisposed of to any person or persons; cove-

nanting for a last of gunpowder, in defence of the said islands, as in the former lea-

ses.

In the ye^ 1645, when general Fairfax had routed, and almost defeated the king's

forces in Cornwall, under the command of Arthur lord Hopton, the prince of Wales,

then at Pendinnis casile, retreated for further safety to these islands, described by lord

Clarendon, as being part of Cornwall. (Vid. vol. v. Hist. Rebel.)

His royal highness landed there on Wednesday the 4th day of March, with the lord

Colepepper, and other his attendants. Two days after which the lord Colepepper was

dispatcned to France, with representations to the queen of his highness being at Scilly,

ana ofthe wants and incommodities of the place ; desiring supplies to be sent both in men
and money.

In the mean time, Fairfax growing every where victorious in the west, and the

king's army dissolving thereupon, the lords Hopton and Cupel soon joined his highness

at Scilly ; at which time the enemies* whole army had entered Cornwall.
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H::i highness, after a short stay of about six weeks, being thought no longer safe^

under the apprehensions of the parliament fleet appearing before the place, which was
then in no condition to resuit an attack made upon it, embarked for the island of Guern-
sey , on April 17, while the enemies ships were, as yet, scattered ; and, with a pros>

perous mndt was there safely landed.

After this, when Cornwall was entirely reduced, and king Charles the First cruelty

put to death. Sir John Granville, governor of the islands of Scilly, took all posiible care

in the defence ofthem fur king Charles the Second ; and of what consequence iiey were
thought to be by the parliament, and the governing men of those times, is observed by
WhiUock in his memorials, who gives the following account, how much their privateers

annoyed the traffic of the kingdom.
" Letters* 26 June, 1640, mention that a frigate of Sir John Granville, governor of

Scilly, with two brass gup<), 24 muskets, and 24 oars, coming near Swansey, the gover-

nor ofCardiff sent out boa ' r-ned the frigate from creek to creek, and at length todc
Iier, and the men, except it. lin and some few wlio got ashore.f

*' Letters (6 March 1650) ok vera! ships taken by pyrates of Scilly and Jersey. Let-

ters of 15 March of the want of frigates on the western coast to keep in the Jersey and
Scilly pyrates, and of their taking several merchant ships, and none of the parliament fri-

gates to help them. Letters of 19 March of the pyracies committed by those of Jersey

and Scilly."

These captures causing an intemiption of trade, the parliament fitted out a fleet with

land forces, under the command ofgeneral Blake and Sir Geoi^ Ascue, to reduce them
to obedience.

'* Letters 8 May, 16514 that general Blake and Sir George Ascue, with the fleet

at Scilly, intended to fall upon St. Mary's island ; that the governor thereof sent to them
for a treaty, which was agreed to, but took no effect. And thereupon the great guns
played upon St Mary's.

Letters (12 May) from Sir George Ascue of the action at Scilly; that captain Mor-
ris behaved himself most gallantly in the storming of the island : thac the Scilly islands

are the key that open a passage to several nations. Letters (16 May) that after the

pariiament fleet had taken the two islands of Tresco and Briers, they had a treaty with

Sir John Granville by commissioners, which took no effect Letters (30 May) that

the foot of Scilly entered at St Mary's island, and that those in the castle were in ereat

want of water. Letters ^12 June) that Sir George Ascue was come into Fly.

mouth with Sir John Granville and other prisoners, taken off" the isle of St Mary's and
other of the Scilly islands ; they being all surrendered to the parliament upon arti-

cles.

" Letters ||
14 June, confiirming the reduction of St Mary's island to the parliament,

with 800 soldiers, some of whom were shipped for Ireland, others for Scotland, others

for France, and some for England with Sir John Granville.

" That there were in it likewise commissioned office*^ enough to head an army.
That colonel Axtel, colonel Sadler, and colonel Le Hunt, prisoners there, were releas-

ed. That these islands will be a shelter to merchants, which before were their ruin, and
are a check to the trade of many nations.''

By the great number of officers there, it appears that the loyalists chose those islands

as a place of refuge ; and were entertained by Sir John Granville, who afterwards went

• Whitlock's Memorials, p. 396.

i Whitlock's Memorials, p. 465.
t Ibid, Cod. p. 464.

§ P. 457. P. Ibid.
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into France to king Charles the Second ; and (as the preamble of the patent creating him
earl of Bath sets forth) attended him in his grcutcht distresses, throughout all his dtiicon-

solate travels in France, Flanders, Holland, and the Isle ofJersey.

This excellent person, notwithstanding all the dangers he lay under from the usurping

powers, frequently hazarded his life in coming to England, and was once employed for

managing the king's affairs during the usurpation of Oliver Cromwell.

Before i ;illy was reduced to the parliament of England, it is said their privateers

had carried in some trading Dutch vessels, of which the States hiwing notice, they order,

ed Van Trump, their admval, with 12 men of war, to fall upon those islands for satis-

faction, as was pretended: but at this time the said admiral had private instructions to

treat with Sir John Granville underhand for the delivering them up ; but he had too

much the interest of his country at heart to listen to their proposals. The Dutch ex.
cused this unsuccessful attempt on Sir John Granville and tne loyalists, with whom they

were plotting for the delivery of all the English islands in the south channel, by a pretence

of putting king Charles II, mto the possession of his right.

Anno 1642, soon after the removal of governor Godolphin from Scilly , when disputes

between the king and parliament of England run very high, the inhabitants of these

islands, sensible of the effects of such animosities, published the following petition, as a

burlesque on the prevailing humours ofthose times

:

A PETITION

raOM THB ISLAND Off BILLET, BBINO IN THE WEST PART OV BNOLANO :

Wherein some oftheir grievances and oppresuons are laid open, and manifested ; together with their sin.

cere affection to the prosperity and good of the kingdom of England, sent by the last post from the
aforesaid bland of Silley in a letter to some of their countrymen in London, deuring to have it publish,

ed, with a general consent of the island of Silley. Wherein is expressed the state ofthe tyme, and the
diurnal occurrences of this present age.*

THAT whereas we the inhabitants of Silley, being neither wise mens' eldest sons, nor
possessed of any ^at means whereby our wits and good willes should be held in con-
tempt, have not hitherto dared, for fear of derision, to send forth handfuUs of our affec.

tions in black and white, or to make our tedious protestations and petitions, as the leather

breeches in the several counties ofEngland have done, though our intention towards the
king and parliament are as clear as glasse, and more transparent than the obscure malig-
nity of those country animals, an(^ quarrelling cavaliers, men d* great stomachs, better

feeders than fighters; we therefore, Knowing that foolish modesty can never make us ^^

thrive in worldly favour, have joined all the strength of our w^ together, and litde

enough, to draw forth and describe the face and picture of our sonrows and grievances,
and ^o in ample manner lay down the substance of our desire« shewing first that we
being poor innocent creatures of the island of Silley, that have no golden fleeces on our
backes, whereby to tempt any injuries, nor have any lawyers among us to pole our
estates, nor any swaggering fi-iends and acquaintance, that will be ready to borrow money
of us, and never pay us again* nor any detractors or backbiters to blast our reputation,

are therefore like a people much troubled in minde that wee should live unworthy of
wrongs and injuries, which are so common and frequent in England, that neither the
king nor subjects can escape the sting of malicious tongues, whereas we surfet with con-
tent, never fearing any thing, no not so much as a serjeant, as many gentlemen dqe in
England. And now of late having understood by fisher-boat that came from England,

* London, Printed for Thomas Banks, August 13, 1642.

5 O
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land of certaine discords arising between the king and parliament upon what ground

and small reasons we cannot apprehend, so that the whole land is like to be divided into

fractions for quicking quarrels in the church windowcs, we smelling your danger afarre

off, and out of a denrc affection to ourselves, esteeming our lives to be precious in our

estimation, doc therefore earnestly and hurtily desire that we may dissemble ourselves

together in a posture of warre, and that we may have bills, bowes, arrows, und i>pearcs,

and all kind of murdering engines sent unto us, whereby we may according to our ne.

cesjj'ty arme our corporutl bo<lycs, and ifour enemies should appeare in field (which we
hurtily wish tht-y may never doe) we may kill them seven miles before they come neere

us, and moreover we desire that we may have some redd terrible ill looking vizards sent

to us, together with a ship full of the strongest garlike, so that having put on those

fearful vizards we may affright our enemies with our very lookes, and blow them away
ivith our strong sented breaths. As for bishops we care not greatly whether there be

any in England, or not, for our constitution is not so hot, that we can endure none,

nor our affections so cold, that we cannot permit any, onley we humbly desire that all our

bishops may be spiritual bakers, that they may make their bread of doctrine as

gentle as ginger-bread, so that old women may mumble it up as in old time they did

leir Pater Ncisters. And we beseech these ghostly fathers, that they would be sure to

fleece their diocesses, and put in some poor scholler of Silley. or some silley scholler, to

be their curate in some country village, and moreover that they would never strainc their

voyces to preach too much, and that never doing any good while they live, they may
after their decease build a colledge in one of the two universities.

And moreover it is our humble desire that we may be better acquainted with the new
sects of Roundheads, being so like to us the inhabitants of Silley, for all their doctrines,

opinions, and tenets which they maintain doe all smell strong of the isle of Silley, so that

as the papists doe fetch the derivation of their church from Rome, surely the Brown-
ists and these Roundheads had ^heir original from one that was bom in Silley, for b not

their madde kind of preaching in tubs a silly faction, are not their teaching against the

back of a chaire, and ignorant instructing at a tables end, all silly inventions, besides their

short circumcised hayres make them all look like syllyes. It is our humble petitioii

therefore that they may all domineere in the city, and pull down ministers out of the

pulpit, and never troubled by the king or parliament, because it doth appear by their

mad actions, factions, and disturbances of the commonwealth, that they are akin to the

brethren of Silley, as well as of Scoti^-*d, and ifthey should tacke means, which we hope
they will scorn to doe, the Silley Roundheads being willing to help one another, I woiild

have such as be afflicted there to remove themselves, and not to fly over into new England,

but unto the isle of Silley, that there they might exercise their silly reli^ous feates free

from the censure of *he world, and the trouUe of the commonwealth; who doth wish,

them all hanged on sign posts, we desire them therefore in this our petition to packe up
their tooles being tradesmen, and take with them their wives and children, and a bible

or (wo, and so the conduct of their revealing spirit passc over to inhabite in the bland

of Silley.

Humbly likewise beseeching that the king and parlbment would not be dogged one

towards another, but concurre in affection and abominable love one to another, for dis-

cord doth bring forth nothing but murdering and killing in kindnesse, and if our skin be
slasht and cut who can mend it, or who can borrow another of his neightx)ur ? be-

sides who would desire to have hb eyes pushed out of his head with a musket bullet, or

a piece of his skull seared of with a cannon bullet ? Uierefore we desire waking, dream-
ing, and thinking, that there may be store of pease as there hath been alwaies in the

«
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markets, and that wc may live in soft ease, and content, without trouble, but not u word
of fighting, for we the inhabitants of Silley are men of wcake stomachs tlint doc hate

gunnes and gunpowder, and therefore we are willing to be undone upon any condition,

rather than to have our dearly beloved bodies suffer the hardness of wurres. And there-

fore we humbly beseech that howsoever discontents may arise, and some body may be of.

fended, we name no body, yet in a holy and wholesome pitties of our bodies, we desire

that the noyse of warres may be silenced, and peace generally throughout the land em-
biliced, and no novse heard in our Jerusalem, but kitchin^ drums, that is chopping of

pothearbs on Sunday mornings, th:\t so we may not be put into such feares and terrors,

to the spoiling of the witts of the inhabitants of Silley, especially women of Silley, or

silly women, who neere use to pray or blessc themselves, but at the sudden report of

warres.

As for militia, it is w word we understand not, unless it be displayed in the proper co<

lours of displeasing and offending in contending about this word, fye upon such words,

militia according to the interpretation and desire of the islanders of Silley, is to set our-

selves in a posture of eating like Hungarians, drinking like Flemmings, and talking of

Hull, sir John Hotham, Yorke, and the prentices resolution, which we commend
highly, and doe think that there aie some of the island of Silley that have as invincible

stomachs, whose knives nor swords could not be put up at the affront of a barly pud-
ding, nay it is known that we men of Silley, for want of knives have drawne our swordes
to open oysters, what dare we do then to make honour wait upon us? as she hath done
sometymes upon the men of Silley or Silley men, but in these times though we lesire

somewhat we desire no honour, we love our heads better then to have them fi.U off*,

for too much ripeness of witt and dignity, therefore we humbly beseech that our pe-

tition may be accounted asit is, the unseasonable and unreasonable requests ofthe subjects

ofSiUcy.

Now that you may never know the conclusion of what we would obtain, we will com-
mit the rest to the close custody of silence, and not write any more, for feare it will be
too much laught at, but 'tis no matter, 'tis usual in these times for ignorance to deride

wisdome, coblers and Brownists to jeare doctors, roundheads to be wiser than square

caps, and conceited women to be preachers, and fooles to be farmers sonnes in despight

of aldermens heyres. We therefore, the inhabitants of Silley, last of all desire, that

none presume to reade this petition, unlesse he believe that the islanders of Silley will

stand stiffe to all declarations, protestations, and reformations, as any of the roundheads

or cavaliers, who are thought wiser than we the inhabitants of Silley.

By letters Patent^ under the Great Seal of England^ bearing Date the 25th Day
of Julyt in the Tenth Year of king William III, 1698, made between the king on
the one Party and Sidney lord Godolphin ofthe other Part.

HIS said majesty for himself, his heirs and successors, did grant and to farm let

unto the said Sidney lord Godolphin, his executors, administrators, and assigns, all

those his majesty's islands, territories, and rocks, commonly called the isles of Scilley,

otherwise SuUey, and known by the names of St. Mary's isle, Agnes isle, Agnet isle,

Sampson isle, the great Siimpson isle, the littte Rat island, Breher ble, Gwynhill isle,

Guynhellever isle, Arthures island, Round island, Silly, alias Sully island, or by what
name or names soever ; together with all and singular the sounds, called or known by
the name of Craw sound, St. Mary's sound, and the Broad sound. And also, all and
singular the harbours for shipping called New Grinsey and Old Grinsey, and all other

5 c 2 ^^
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islands, rocks, and sands whatsoever, &c. within the '^ircuit or prKcinct of the said islet.

And all lands, tenements, meadows, pastures, erounds, feedings, fishings, fishing places,

mines of tin, lead, and coals, and all profits of the same ; and full power to dig, work,

and mine in the premises. And also all the marshes, void grounds, woods, underwoods,

rents, reversions, services ; and also all other profits, rights, commodities, advantages,

and emoluments, within the said isles. And moiety or half part of all ship-wreck, to be

divided between the said Sidney lord Godolphin, or his assigns, and the king, his heirs

and successors, for such time as the office of lord high admiral shall be conferred on any
person or person, then the said ship.wreck to be divided between the lord high admiral

lor the time being, and the said Sidney lord Godolphin, his executors and assigns. And
the said king did also grant all his liberties, franchises, authorities, and iurisdictions, as

have been heretofore used within the said islands. And full power and jurisdiction to

hear, examine, and finally determine, all plaints, suits, matters, actions, controversies,

contentions, and demands whatsoever, moved or depending between party and party

;

now or at any time hereafter inhabiting the sakl isles
;

(all heresies, treasons, matters

touching life, or member of man, or title of land ; and also all controversies and causes

touching ships, and other things and offences happening upon tlie sea hereafter, belong,

ing to the high court of admiralty for the time being, and therein to be tried, always

excepted) to hold unto the said Sidney lord Godolphin, his executors and assigns, unto

the end and term of 89 years, from the end and expiration of a term of 50 years

granted to Francis Godolphin, Esq. by his late majesty king Charles the First ; yielding

and paying to his majesty, his heirs, and successors, the yearly rent of 401. at the feast

of St. Michael, into the hands of the receiver for the duchy of Cornwall for the time

being. And if rent be unpaid two months afler due, the grant to be void at the king's

pleasure. And the said king was pleased and contented that his lordship, his executors

and assigns, shall and may receive yearly, at the kind's price, one last of gunpowder,
paying ready money for the same. And also thai it shall and may be lawful to and
for the said Sidney lord Godolphin, his executors and assies, to take up and press his

and their own tenants, tinners, and servants, to serve the king's most excellent majesty,

his heirs and successors, under the said Sidney loni Godolphin, his executors, adminis-

trators and assigns, within the said islands, territories and rocks, and every or any
of them, ill the time of war, for the better keeping and defending the said isles^ and
every of them, against the enemy, during all the said term. And it was also covenanted

that the said Sidney lord Godolphin should not alienate or dispose of this lease, or
estate, for the term granted, without the special license and consent of his said majesty,

his heirs and successors. Nor by his last will and testament give and bequeath the same
unto any of his daughters, unless she be married, and her husband meet to defend the

said ^nds. Nor to any other children within age ; but only to such as shall be of
years fit for their defence. And the said king ratines and confirms all clauses, articles,

covenants, &c. according to the true intent and meaning thereof, unto the said Sidney
k)rd Godolphin, his executors and assigns, during the said term, notwithstanding any
mis-recital qr non-recital of the articles contained in the former leases or grants of queen
Elizabeth, king James the First, and king Charles the First (as at large in the chapel of

rolls) to the respective proprietors of the said islands. Of which it is the king's

pleasure that all and singular the rights and privileges should be continued unto the said

Sidney lord Godolphin.

By the aforesaid grants it appears that these islands are under an admiralty jurisdiction, .

and that the lord proprietor, for the time being, is empowered to erect a court of civil

judicature for hearing and determining all plaints, suits, trespasses, controversies, ta*>*

^f^:is^^.^
'

^.;^;
^

i

^
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muUs, 6cc. And by virtue of his power given, can delegate his authoritVt by assigning

a magistrate to preside over that court, reserving hisjudgment in appeals.

And the proprietor* having all profits, and full power astigned to liimself, claims all

tythe of Scilly by land, and of fish taken at sea, and landed upon those premises, ac-

knowledgment of all ships coming to an anchor, commonly culled harljuur dues, share

of goods taken out of those seas by searching ; and of others washed, or driven ashore,

acgording to the custom of the islands for time immemorial.

A LIST OF THE LATE GOVERNORS OF SCILLY, BEARING COMMISSIONS.

Honourable sir Francis Godolphin, . ,

Honourable sir William Godolphin,

Honourable Francis Godolphin esq.

Honourable sir John Granville (afterwards earl of Bath)

Honourable Sidney Godolphin, esq.

Mujor Bennett governed a short time.

Rignt honourabw Francis earl of Godolphin,

Oovernedt Jtmt.

1593

1640
1651

17U2

173S

ersies. tuo

The governors having the military power were not always proprietors holding the

civil jurisdiction, as has before been observed ; for major Bennet was governor of Scilly,

while the present earl of Godolphin was onlpr proprietor : his lordship thinking this an
infringement on his authority, had a commission as governor, bearing date July 7, 1733,

and has been governor and proprietor of the islands ever since. Moreover, it ap|)earing,

by deeds and patents concerning Cornwall, that Scilly and Launceston castle having

sometimes the same governor, and that a coroner and his jury being appointed to inquire

into manslaughters, felonies, Sic. in Scilly, the military and civil power, at those times,

were vested m different authorities.

Felonies and matters criminal committed in Scilly are ordered to be tried at Launces-

ton in Cornwall; the parties so offending are to be sent over to that county prison, till

the time of trial ; though I never remember such crimes committed there to require it

:

and it is in this respect chiefly that the civil power of Scilly partakes with that of Corn-
wall, or the laws of £ngland.

TTie spiritual iurisdiction here has generally been the same with that of Cornwall ^nd
Devonsmre, held b^ their bishop ; under whom, by grants from the crow ii, the abbots
ofTavbtock presiding in Scilly had their power confirmed.

The separation ofthese islands from their neighbouring county by a very rough sea, f
and no passage-vessel for a communication, are assigned the causes of the entire neglect

of the spiritual authority there. And the mildness of the temporal power of this go-

* Proprietor, in law, is strictly one who possesses any thing to the utmost decree. The term was Tor-

merly applied in a particular manner to him who had the fridtsofa benefice to iumselfand his successors,

as in ancient times abbots and priors had.

t The lower parts of these islands are frequently subject to inundation by these tempestuous seas, for

want of Ltinks kept up in defence thereof ; and of late the inhabitants suffered more by inundation in the
beifinningof the year 1 748, than they did in the year 1744, before described. Which damages miglit be
prevented by removing the Hugh-Town (founded on a sand near the sea shore) into the gariison, at hand

;

or else to the high land, next t ~ country, about two furlongs further off. The further advantages for r»>

moving the Hugh-Town, as described, are the safety of the peoples' lives, reduction of exp«nces in repaiiv
of hou^s, room for encrease ofbuilding, trade, Sic.
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vernmcnt, so long held by the noble frnnily of Godolphini, results from their knovm
generous dispositinn.

To consider the many shininfj^ examples and characters in this noble family, furinte.

grity, loyalty, skill in government, milJnesii in junticc, courage in war, hospitality, Sec.

fuithfiilly dcHcribcd by that excellent untiquariun Arthur Collins, esq. in hu peerage of
England, must raise an admiration of their exalted virtues, and an emulation to copy
tliem. Which writer has also given an exact genealogical account of the descent of
the family, from about the time of the Norman conquest to the present right honour-

able Francis earl of Godolphin, so eminently distinguished for his many acts of gcne-

rositv, among^ his other amiable qualities. But for the particulars of the great services

of his lordship's noble ancestors, 1 shall refer the reader to the peerage aforesaid ; and
beg leave to express my own sentiments of his lordship's distinguished merits in the

following lines

:

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE FRANCIS EARL OF GODOLPHIN, GOVERNOR AND
PROPRIETOR OF THE ISLANDS OF SCILLY.

IF a long line of patrioti great and good.
And honour, itreaming through untainted blood,

Can diifnify a man, and raiac a name,
To atand recorded in the list of Tame ;

If worth tranimitted to succeastvc heirs

Descends unblcmish'd thro' a thousand years ',

If Virtue makes nobility a gem,
And adds a lustre to the ancient stem

;

If merit only can ennoble birth,

And peerage shines distinguished by worth i

Then you, my lord, the place of honour hold,

Not meanly bought, nor ever basely sold.

The (oronet that wreaths your noble brow.

To noble deeds, in virtue's cause, you owe.
The gen'rous spirit your forefathers warm'd,
And their brave aouls with dauntless courage arm'd,

By life or death to vindicate their prince,

And firmly stand in liberty's defence,

With equal ardour in your bosom glows,

Exalts your thoughts, and all the patriot shows.

From active youth to venerable age,

Your king and couDti7 still your zeal engage.
Ne'er did your tongue begild a rotten cause,

Nor gave a sanction to oppressive laws. ^

The subject's rights you ever made your own,
And bravely fenc'd, as you have fenc'd the throne.

Your upright soul, no bias ever knew, '

But when distressed merit was in view ;

The ruling passion of your honest heart,

la, where to find and how reward desert.

O blest Scillonians ! favourites of Heav'n, v^,

To whom so wise a governor is given.

You never felt the iron hand of pow'r ; > ,^

Oppression never landed on your shore ;

The pride of oflfice never frown'd on you

;

Nor harpy lawyers do your islands know

;

No tipstaffs, bailiffs, petty-foggers, dare v

Presume to stretch their griping talons there)
^

Since a Godolphin, with pacific away,
Haa rul'd your isles, as Phoebus rules the day.
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Thro* every part lie Mnd* hi* genial heat.

And s)>rca<l!» hi* blctninR* o'er your rocky leat,

Tho' Ur divided fioni your mother iile,

Oa you ruirrrcedoni luoki a rricudly »inilei

On you bestows wlintevcr llritons boast,

Ami pours her Kif\s on your inclement coast.

nut Where's the nope that future blessing Alls i

Whose is the hand that covers you from Ills f

Grateful confess on whom you shall depend)

And own (^odolphin is your noble friend. 11.

SCILLY JOINED WITH CORNWALL.

78'.

H

MR. CAMDEN mentions a tradition of a tract of land called Lioness, once stretch-

ing itself farther out as a promontory to the west. That about the middle- way between

Lands Knd and Scilly there are rocks, called, in Cornish, Lethas, by the Knglish, Srven-

Stones. That the Cornish call that place within the stones, Tregva, i. e. a dwcllin(|^,

tvherc it has been reported that windows, &cc. have Ixen taken up by hooks (for this is

the best place for fishing.) And that from the LundS End to Scilly the water is nearly

on an equal denth, of about 40 or GO fathom.

Mr. CareWIS of opinion, 'hat Scilly was once part of the land of Cornwall; and by
other authorities, found in a very old MS. (shewing it not improbable) this isle of Al-

bion, being oiice part of the continent of France, was separated in the same manner : of

which also sec the extract of Phil. Transact. No. 352. p. 589. Britain formerly a Penin.

aula, by Dr. Musgravc. He shews the probability of an Isthmus, and then of its wearing

away in a long space oftime by the flux, and re-flux of the tides, af^er an irruption by the

violent pressure of water driven by the winds out of the Atlantic ocean ; the west

wind blowing hard for half a year against Britain and France, as observed by Julius

Csesar. The depth in the streights of Dover, Ix^ingnot above 16 fathom, might be ea-

sily wore down m such a series of years. He observes that the ridge of earth in the

streights shews the land there was once much higher, but reduced as aforesaid ; especi>

ally if it is considered that the more the bottom of the sea is washed away, the more level

it becomes. That the steep, white, flinty and chalky clifts on the opposite shores of the

streights, between Dover and Calais, exactly answering to each other for above six

miles, make it appear that they were separated as before mentioned, by the washing away
of the intermediate earth. That the present state of Rumney marsh agrees with the

supposition ; for whilst the Isthmus remained, it diverted the course of the tides that

way, and caused the overflowing of the same, by being a plain low bottom. That this

marsh had once a communication with the sea appears from its strong bulwark ; and also

ti-om the teeth and bones ofa 'iippopotamus> or some other sea animal, dug up at Chat-

ham (anno 1668) 17 feet deep ( vid. Phil. Transactions, No. 272, 275) but an anchor dug
up thereabouts shews it more evidently.

That after the Isthmus was broke through, and all obstacles removed, the sea retired

from Rumney into its channel ; whereby that which was formerly an sestuary, is now
a fertile plain 20 miles long, and eight broad, yielding good pasture for cattle. That
Isthmus being admitted, it is easy to conceive how wolves and other noxious animals
came into Britain. But on the contrary supposition, it will be absurd to imagine that

they were transported hither in vesseb for the preservation of the species. Nor is the
silence of the Greeks and Latins, about the breaking through of this Isthmus, any ob-
jection, since the most ancient history is but from that of Herodotus, about 3500 years

nack, and from Noah's flood 1800 ; and in such a vast space of time, as from the be.

^
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t
inning, what conjunction of cautes might hupiien to produce such an cfTcct ? By nome
irgil is thought to imply as much in the putsagc of *' Pcnitus totodivi^UH orbc Hri<

taunos." And the Icuniid British antiouary, Jo. Twin dc rebus Albunicis, p. 22, is of

the same opinion concerning the word uivisos, and that Virgil meant it when he used
the expression. Therelore Dr. Musgravc conchidcs from the whole, that Britain was
not originally an island, but Incame so from a Peninsula by concurrence of some of the

aforesaid causes breaking a passage through the said Isthmus. Nor, nays Mr. Childrev,*!^

can 1 think but that the Scilly islands were once parts of the main land of England. And
the like I conceive of Fleysant in France, an isle lying before the promontory of Britain,

severed by degrees each from the other. And to strengthen this evidence, it may be

ob served that the islands of Scilly having tin in common with the county of Cornwall,

which no other island does produce, is a further probability of their being once joined to

Ctirnwall, and therefore severed from thence, cither by a gradual incroachment of the sea,

or some violent irruption.

The Cornish land from Plymouth discovers itself to be devoured more and more to

the westward, according to the aforesaid tradition of the tract of Lioness, bein^ encroached

upon above half the present distance from the Land's End to Scilly, whence it is probable

that the low Isthmus, once joining Scilly and Lioness, was first encroached upon in the

same manner. The projecting land being ex|)oscd to the concurrence of the tides from
the Irish, the Bristol, and British channels, by whose violence and impetuosity, ocreas^
ed by the winds, the loose earth of the Gulf-rock might be worn away, leaving t^ 'sist-

able substance behind standing as it is, in the middle way, betwixt Scilly and ( all;

or by whatever violent causes or irruption of the sea over the land was once made, a new
tendency of that fluid element was thereby acquire'' and continued.

These notions are confirined by instances of the incroachments and retreats of the sea,

about several parts of the English coast, in later days ; particularly the b''each made by
the sea at Dagcnham, wlterebv great part ofthe Essex land was overfluwed, and must
have been wore into a sea, if the timely wisdom and vigilance ofa British parliament, by
securing the breach, had not prevented it.

* J. Childrejr, of Comiilt raritiefe} printed anno 1663.

«
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A TOUR THROUGH THE ISLE OF MAM i TO WHICH IS SUBJOINUD A UKVIIiW

OK TIIL MANKb HISTORY. BY DAVIU ROBIiUTSON, LSQ.

PREFACE.

THIS dclifl;htrul islan^l having been hitherto little visited, either by the man of letters,

3r the lover ofpicturesque beauty, an attempt to describe its truly romantic scenery, to

clineate the customs and manners of its inhabitants, and from various suurcen to deduce

its history, may not prove unacceptable to the public. I do not, however, (bticr myself

with obtaining the approbation of every reader. Some of the nati 'cs may be offended

with the sketch I have given of their general character: the |)olitica' parties, who have

for some years agitaird the country, mav affect to disregard a work, ihat, instead ol flat*

tering the prejudices of cither, exposef> the ambitious and interested views of both : while

the idolaters ofdespotism may resent my ardent attachment to principles, which I hope
will soon be as universal, as they are sacred and immutable.

This volume I do not presume to say is exempt from errors : my heart however ac<

quits me of any intended misrcp^ .cntation. To point out with candour what inadver-

tencies may occur will merit my {gratitude ; for the satisfaction afforded by the correc

tions of the candid critic can only be surpassed by the pleasure resulting from the approba-

.

tion of the generous ; but the animadversions of tlie illiberal, as they cannot possihiy in-

jure my tranquillity ofmind, I shall allow to pass bilently into oblivion.

Londorit October 14fA, 1793.

A TOUR THROUGH THE ISLE OF MAN.

CHAP. I....VIEW OF THE ISLAND FROM SEA A SMUCtGLER...DOUGLASS BAY...THE SALMON
FISHERY.

DESIROUS of revisiting a country endeared to me by the remembrance of past plea-

sures, 1 devoceithe summer of 1791 to^ tour through this island. The prcbpect of meet,
ing once more with the few friends and comixuiions which time had (eft me on the island,

seemed to invite me thither ; and from tracing the progress of refinement v\ manners,
the advance, ofa^culture, the new channels of trade and commerce, and the benign in-

fluence of the British government* I promised myself no inconsiderable degrer; of men-
tal pleasure.

With tins ftattering prospect I sailed from Whitehaven in one of hir majesty's cutters

;

and, as the day was delightfully serene, in a few hours observed the mountainn of Mona
breaking from the ambient clouds. On a nearer approach they afforded us a sublime and
picturesque view: mountain piled upon mountain, extending in a lofty range for many
miles ; in the centre of which, Snaffield, with awful grandeur, lifted his brow to Heaven,
and seemed proudly to claim the pre-eminence.
The bold and ru^ed coast next demanded our attention ; as even at a league's dis-

tance it seemed to threaten us with approaching ruin. In some places it sunk into deep
VOL. II. 5 H
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and gloomy r.avems; and in others was overhung with frowning precipices; while

the solitary screeches of the sea mews united with the vildness of the scenery, to fill

the mind with an awful melancholy.

In a little 1 discovered, under the shelter of Maughold*s Head,* a small vessel lying at

anchor. It proved a smuggling boat, uden with wine, rum, and tobacco ; and had

sailed from Laxey on the preceding nigh<: ; but, unable to reach the Englbh shore be-

fore raorning, had retired under the high land, in expectation that the ensuing night

would prove more favourable. But how delusive are the hopes of mortals I Being soon

discovered by the cutter, the boat was without any opposition seized, and the crew trans-

ported aboard our vessel. The insulting exultations ofthe sailors, and the gloomy silence

of the limugglers, formed an affecting contrast. The owner of :he property had in his

air son ewiint superior* to the rest. His countenance strongly (.xpressed 2h?.me and sullen

anguish. As he retired to a comer of the vessel, wringlny; h\s hands, I heard him ex-

claim :
" Now am I ruined, indeed ! How shalll retuM to my wife and fiimily ?" He

had once seen better days. By his father he inherited a smalt estate in Cumberland;
but, one misfortune rapidly succeeding another, it was first deeply mortgaged, and then

sold To retr<:ve his misfortunes he engaged in this illicit trade ; and had imprudently

lisqued, in ti^is first enterprise, the fragments of his fortune
r,
thereby involving a young

and numerous family in unexpected ruin. I frequently endeavoured to mitigate his

sorrows ; they would not however admit of consolation. His distress I represented to

the commander of the cutter ; but, though he pitied his calamity, no intercession could

then avail.

This incident I have preserved, as it p esents an ^.wful warning to those, who, from
infatuation or habit, prefer this hazardous and illicit manner of acquiring wealth, to the

slow, but more certain, gains of honest industry.

Before sunset the breeze which had hitherto proved favourable died away, and for

some time we were becalmed in the Bay of Douglas ; which, in the form of a crescent,

exfnds for three miles from Clay-Head to Douglas-Promontory. The evening grew
more and more serene ; the setting sun threw a beautiful veil of light over the mountains

;

and the eve':ing sky gave a ruddy tinge to the scarcely-heaving ocean. A few straggling

fisher-boats were moving homewards. The verdure ofthe fields, the wood-circled ham-
lets, the flocks scattered over the mountains and the smcak curling firom the town of

Douglas, improved the landscape, and afforded a pleasing contrast to the gloomy scenes

we had lately passed.

Douglas-Bay is spacious, and the neighbouring highlands render it ai|asylum firom

the tempests of tht north, west, and south ; but to the storms of the east it b greatly

exposed. Both points present a dangercui and rocky shore. A variety offish is here

caught in great abundance. The cod b u high luxury ; and the salmon, though small,

equal«i in delicacy and flavour the choicest in England ; and during the months of July,

August, and Septemljer, is very plentifiil.

This fis($ery has been clakned by the duke of Athol as one of his manorial r^g^hts.

Since the sale of the bland in 1765, itbas.lx;^ deemed the property oftbC crown: and
bv the lords of the Treasury, is at present let at a sum greatly inadequate, to its valme.

When the lease^ expires, whether .government will at an advanced sum renew it, or re-

store the fishery to the duke of Athol, will depend on the report ofthe five comoiisaOnerS,

lately appointed by the crown> to investigate the equity of his Grace'df demaods.

# * A huge promontory. :?'ii^.^,*'
J-O. '•»?«» r * *'
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6HAP. II-...ARRIVAL AT DOUGLA9.....RUINOUS STA"E OF THE HARBOUR AN
AWFUL CALAMITY REFLECTIONS.

AFTER I had indulged myself for some time in viewing the beautiful and romantic

scenery of Douglas-bay, a gentle breeze sprung up, and we arrived at the town about

nine in the evening.

1^ entrance of the harbour is narrow and dangerous, being fenced on each side by
a range of precipices. In the centre of these a Tight-house, at once useful and orna-

ment^, formerly stood. This, with a great part of the key, was destroyed by a severe

storm in 1786 ; and in this ruinous state, highly injurious to the public, and fatal to

many individuals, it has remained ever s.nce. To enumerate the various shipwrecks

this neglect has occasioned, would be unnecessary ; bntthe awful calamity, which hap-

Ened in September 1787, is too interesting to be passed over in silence. I was then m
ouglas, and never before witnessed such a scene of horror.

The preceding day was delightfully serene ; the sky pure and unclouded ; and the sun
shone fordi in all his strength and beauty. In the morning, about four hundred fisher-

boats appeared in the bay and harbour, deeply laden with herrings, to the amount of

50001. Gladness smiled in every eye, and the song of mirth gave new energy to labour.

The earlier part of the day was parsed in unlading the boats, and the remainder devoted
to festivity.

The herring-ground was then off Clayhead and Laxey, about three leagues from^
Douglas. In the evening, when the boats again sailed thither, there were no indica-

tions of a change in the weather ; but at midnight a brisk equinoctial gale arose, and
the fishermen, impelled by their usual timidity, fled to the harbour of Douglas for

refuge.

On the ruins of the Light-house is fixed a slender post, from which is hung a small

lantern. This wretched substitute was thrown down by one of the first boats, in its ea-

gerness to gain the harbour. The consequences were dreadful. In a few minutes all

was horror and confusion. The darkness of the night ; the raging of the sea ; the ves-

Siels dashing against the rocks ; the cries of the fishermen perishing in the waves ; and
the shrieks of the women ashore ; imparted such a sensation of horror, as none but a
spectator can possibly conceive ! When the morning came, it presented an awful specta-

cle : the beach and rocks covered with wrecks ; and a groupe of dead bodies floating

in the harbour. In some boats whole families perished. The shore was crowded with

women : some in all the frantic agony of grief, alternately weeping over the corses of
father, brother, and husband ; and others sinking in the embrace of those, whom, a

moment before, ihey imaginitd H'ere buried in the waves. The bustle of trade ceas-

ed ; iis eagerness yielded to the kelings of Nature ; an awful gloom sat on every coun-

tenance ; and every bosom either bled with its own anguish, or sympathised with the

j^uflerings of others.

Dreadful as this calamity was, it did not awaken the parental care of administration,

and tathis hour the harb jur of Douglas remains in the same ruinous state : useless, in a

great degree, to the public j fatal to individuals ; and a monument of reproacti to

government.*

* Since the above was written (1791) I have, with much pleasure, observed the attention ofgovernment
to this subject. A new Key, on a plan at once beneficial and elegant, has lately been projected, which,
I hope, wijH be executed in the ensuing summer. , • M-.-

5.H 2 ..' '"- •
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For several years the revenue of the island has been greater than the expenditure";

and a considerable balance is now in the British treasury, which will be annually aug-
mented. The inhabitants of the Isle of Man have therefore a just claim upon government,
that with their own revenue their principal harbour should be repaired ; and the safety

of the public certainly demands, that what nature designed for a ^neral asylum, from
the tempests in the neighbouring seas should not longer remain in ruins.

Were it rendered safe and commodious, his majesty's cutters would frequently resort

hither ; and trading vessels, instead of vainly combating the fury of the waves, would,

till the storm abated, seek shelter here. Trade would soon be revived in Douglas, and
prosperity diffused through the island.

\ DECEASED FRIEND DESCRIPTION OF DOUGLAS DUKE OF ATHOL'S RESI-

DENCE ST. GEORGE'S CHAPEL....EPISCOPAL ANECDOTE.

PURE and uninterrupted enjoyment i? seldom the lot of mortals ; frequently, as

we raise the cup of pleasure to our lips, it b dashed by some unexpected misfortune.

The happiness which I had promised myself from an interview with my friends in

Douglas was sensibly diminished, by not observing, among the few who welcomed me
ashore, one who was particularly endeared to me. At a little distance I saw his favou-

rite servant approaching. His locks had grown gray in the service of my friend. As
he advanced, a tear started into his eye ; while his melancholy air sufficiently expressed

,*'that my friend was no more." *' My poor master," cried Gerard, shaking his gray

locks, " is now at rest." •' You were absent, and his eyes were closed by strangers

;

yet as some consolation know, that in his last moments he tend:;r!y remembered your
friendship. To-morrow I will show you where they buried him." "Yes, Gerard, I

will visit his grave : I will bathe the turf that covers him with my tears ; and sigh over
the consecrated spot,"....' Here sleeps, in peace the friend of mankind !'

The reader, I flatter myself, will forgive this effusion to the memory of George Parker,

esquire;* when he is informed, that it is a tribute of respect not more due ta
friendship than to philanthropy ; for his life was an ornament, and his death a real^oas,

to society. H
Douglas, or, according to the ancient orthography, Duf^ss, is now the principal

town in the island. The seat of government is at Castle town, about ten miles distant

;

but trade and commerce have rendered Douglas, in wealth and importance, greatly-

superior.

Near the southern point of the bay the town rises in a triangular form : and in situ-

ation is both salubrious and pleasant ; commanding a fine view of the neighbouring

country, and a most extensive prospect of the sea, with the majestic mountains of Lan-
cashire and Cumberiand. . The town, considering '*s extent, is now very populous

;

although, about a century ago, it was but little more than a groupe of clay-builC

cottars. The establishment ofthe excise in England, uniting vrith other circumstances,

occasioned an influx of weakh into the island. The bold adventurer often rapidly and
unexpectedly, by illicit commeree, acquiring affluence, his paternal hut was soon demo-
lishsd, and on the favoured spot was erected a mansion more flattering to his luxury
and Mnbition : while his less fortunate neighbour contented himself with a residence^

barely adequate to shelter himselfand family Grom the severities of the weather.

This, I presume, will account for the present irregularity of the streets ; and the sur-

prise whirl a stranger feels, on viewing several of the best tuniaes henuoed pi by so

* Bltither of Adnural t&t Peter Parker, Bart.
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many miserable cottages. Several of these have, however, been lately demolished,

and a spirit of architectural elegance seems now rising in Douglas ; to which the Manks
have many inducements, particularly, from their easy access to some fine quarries of

lime, stone, and marbk^
A fine fiver, fbrming the harbour of Douglas, runs close by the town. The houses,

which &kirt the banks of the river, have an air of superbr elegance ; and at high water

would make, with the shipping and adjacent scenery, a pleasing landscape.

The residence of his grace the duke of Athol is a stately edifice. It was built* pre-

vious to the sftfe of the island, by a merchant in Douglas, at a considerable expence

;

and was soon after that transaction sold to the duke of Athol for 3001. a memorable
instance of the consternation which universally prevailed in the island at that period. But
sometimes how short-sighted are mankind 1 The re>vestment of the island in the crown o(

Great Britain, which the inhabitants then believed would ruin the country, soon proved
the foundation of all the blessings which they now enjoy.

There is a free-school at Douglas ; but what perhaps will appear astonishing to an

Englishman, there is not in the whole island a single edifice devoted to the restoration of

the sick, or the relief of the poor : yet, in few places, is private charity more univer-

sally liberal.

On some rocks, near the mouth of the harbour, is an ancient fort, formerly intended

for its diefence, but now used as a temporary prison for crinunals. In the centre of

the town is a small chapel, dedicated to St. Matthew, which has little claim to the atten-

tion of a traveller ; but on an eminence, a little west from Douglas, rises St. Geor|;e's

chapel, a modem edifice, at once spacious and eleeant. It was built by subscription,

and the funds were lodged with the right reverend George Mason, bishop of the di-

ocese ; a man, whose elevation to the episcopal dignity occasioned his future misfortunes.

Being raised to the mitre by the generosity of the Athol family, he devoted himself

to its interests ; and was easily seduced to engage, with some de^pve of violence, in pro-

moting his grace's well k attempt to re-establish in tlie island some portion of

that feudal severity, which tii isiVjmof ages had abdished The bishop profaned

his spiritual authority, by directing it against his political ( jx aents. Bishop's Court,

a manaon formerly consecrated by the venerable piety, meekness aitd virtue of bisliop

Wilson, now emulated the Vatican. The 'bunders c ~ the church shook the island : at

length the civil power arose, and checked episcopal presump^tion. By this salutary in-

terference, the bishop's influence being weakened, and his f clings in;md, he soon after

died, r^retting his past temerity.

^
At hb death there was a great deficiency of the fiinds which had been entrusted to

his care. All was anarchy and <Uscontent. The wealthy creditor was injured ; and
the industrious labourer almost ruined ! Thus St. Greor6;e*s chapel, in a great measure,
owes its present splendour to the distresses of manv dmdus^ ; a reflexion equally

afflicting to the pioys and humane.
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CHAP. IV,...nrty ofSociety in Douglas..,, Propensity ofthe inftrior Classes to 0am-
bling....The 1heatre*.»Prejudices qfthe J\atives....Prodigaltty qf the English...An

affecting Story,
, .

'

. , , ' .'• . . ' . >*..•' ^>

DOUGLAS, from its trade and commerce,^ is the most important town in the

isbnd : and its inhabitants, from their intercourse with strangers, the mcHt polished in

their manners But Douglas is not only the chief seat of commerce ; it is also the prin-

cipal residence ^-^f the English. Officers on half pay, and gentlemen of small fortunes

resort hither ; invited by the abundance of the necessaries, and the easy access to the

luxuries, of life. Besides these, there are several decayed merchants, whp have sought

shelter here from the persecution of unrelenting creditors tf these live in retirement, and

seldom mingle with their more independent countrymen.

To the society of the English Douglas is considerably indebted. They have g^ven

life and gaiety to the town ; and have contributed to polish the manners of the natives.

Convivial societies, assemblies, and card-parties, are now frequent among the higher

circles of Douglas. Whist is their favourite game ; and they seldom pla^ high. Cards

are however introduced on every occasion, and generally accompaiiied with a plenitude

of excellent wines.

Among the inferior classes gaming is far more fiernicious. Inebriation is here its

constant attendant. The taverns are nightly filled with tradesmen, who, on the chance

of a card, a die, or a billiard ball, will Kzard their last farthing. When carried to this

excess, gaming b highly criminal. The mind, infatuated with play, becomes blind to

every danger ; regardless of every duty \ and callous to every attachment. The
gamester not only rushes on precipitately to his own ruin ; he frequently involves the

innocent therein: and how greatly must it heighten his distress to reflect, that by
this infatuation to play, he may have reduced a virtuous wife and late-flourishing

family to misery ! Vet, in Douglas, there are some awful monuments of this wretch-

edness.

Although the liberal arts have few votaries here, a neat theatre has been erected by
captain Tenison, with the benevolent design of contributing to the relief of the poor.

But from the penury of dramatic genius in uiis country, his charitable intentions

have been hitherto frustrated : and experience has lately shewn, that here the ad*

mirers of the drama are too inconsiderable to support, even for a few weeks, a regular

company.
The harmony of society in Douglas is sometimes marred my mutual prejudices. In

many of the natives, notwithstanding a show of politeness and hospitality, there is a
secret aversion to strangers : and in several of the English an unreasonable contempt of
the Manks. The one is deemed too shrewd and selfish ; and the other too prodigal.

The Mansman has been accused of seek'og interest with insatiable avidity, in all his pur-

suits ; and the Englishman, with much justice, has been upbr.. ded with sacrificing every

* As Douglas is the principal port of the island, I intend to give an ample account of its present trade

and commerce, after the topographical department of the work.

t The Isle of Man is universally accounted an asylum to those, who have contracted debts during their

residence in Britain or Ireland ; and presuming on this, some have fled hither, and defrauded theii'

creditors ; but, at present, there is no law existing in this island, which protects a debtor from the prose-

cution of his creditor, when the debt is sufficiently proved.
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object to present enjoyment : while these prejudices are frequently heightened, by the

thoughtless prodigality of the stranger involving him in debt to the native, and thereby

subjecting him to the incivilities ot an importunate creditor.

Many of the English gentlemen, resident here, are more acquainted with convivial

enjoyments than with the pleasures of retirement. They are more BoniVivants, than

Ptnserosos. Accordingly, the festive entertainments of the English are numerous and

splendid ; while each studies to emulate the other by the sumptuousness, or delicacy, of

hiH table, and the variety and profusion of his wines. But this prodigality of the En-
fflish frequently exceeding their income, becomes highly culpable. It injures the natives

;

It affects the credit of other strangers ; and often precipitates themselves into the deep*

^cst distress. Omitting many recent instances of this, 1 shall select one, which happened

some years ago, as it was attended with a circumstance peculiarly affecting.

Captain was a gallant veteran, who bad suf&redand bled for his country, in

the wilds of America. Having there distinguished himself by cool intrepidity, at the

close of that unfortunate war he returned with the troops to England, where he was
soon afterwards reduced to half-pay. With this pittance he retired to Douglas. His
daughter, a young, beautiful, and accomp'* ihed woman, attended him. Her beauty was
•oflened by a pensive melancholy, arising fom the perfidy of a wretch, who, under the

most sacred vows, had violated her honour. On their arrival they attracted general

attention. He was respected for his valour, and she esteemed for her bearty. They
were every where received with a splendid hospitality ; which the pride o! the gallant

veteran endeavoured to return and emulate. But thb profuse generosity soo i exhausted

his finances ; and ere his next half-pay could relieve him, he was arrested, and impri-

soned. Every frown offortune the veteran bore with the dignity of virtue. His daugh-
ter's presence illuminated the horrors of a prison. With filial piety she mitigated his

sorrows
j, and in her tenderness he forgot for a while the injuries of mankind. This,

however, was a deceitful calm ; for a few weeks revealed the daughter's shame, and
brought the father's gray hairs with anguish to the grave. Being exquisitely alive to

the honour of a soldier, his feelings could not brook the dishonour of his daughter.

Under such a weight of misery he sunk ; yet in his last moments he tenderly embraced,
and poured forth blessings over his deluded child. Her anguish was inexpressible. She
buried her farther ; but did not long survive him. Her frame was too delicate to sup-

port the anguish of her mind. She languished ; she sunk ; and at length sought in a
better world that peace, which had been denied her in this. « ^

CHAP. V TTie Nunnery.....Female Piety.....Kirk-Bradd(m.....V'eneration of the

Manksfor their deceased Friends.....riew ofthe Country roundDouglas.....Advances
ofAgriculture....,Abundance qf the Island. - . ' • •; - •

AT a little distar.cc from Oou^as is situated, in a most delightful solitude, the

Nunnery. Close by the modem building is a venerable relique of the ancient priory,

which, according to the Manks' tradition, was founded in the sixth century, by Saint
Bwdget, when sE^ came to receive the feil of virginity from St. Maughold. From the
Ittdus celebrity of its foundress, the monastery was soon tenanted by female votaries

;

some of whom were compelled by paitjntal ambition, while others were deluded, by vi-

sionary joys, to frustrate the benignity of Nature, by sacrificing their youth and beauty
at the shrine of superstition. Yet, amid the gfoom of thb once hallowed spot, devo-
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tion might sometimes heighten the raptures of the enthusiast ; or religion, ^th her het^

venly balm, heal the wounds of the unfortunate.

"^^ The prioress of Douglas was anciently a baroness of the isle. Her person wm sacred;

her aumority dignified ; her revenue extensive ; and her privileges important. She
held courts in her own name ; and from the Lords' Court she frequently demanded her

vassals, and tried them by a jury of her own tenants. When such was her temp(xid

authority, it may be presumed of her spiritual jurisdiction, that • « a:

** Here perchance • tyrant-aobeM reign'd,

Whorul'd the cloiMer with an u-oa>rod."*

• <
' f »*.

But every vestige of lier magnificence and dignity has lone since vanished, except the

ruins of the convent where she once presided: and even tnese, when a few years have
glided away* will also disappear. - Every ornament of its former grandeur is now level*

ed with the ^und ; the mouldering walls are mantled with ivy ; clustering wildflow*

ers crown their summit ; and the whole ruin, being shaded with aged trees, is at once
gloomy and romantic.

The modern building has an air of elegance superior to any other in the isUnd. The
gardens are spacious and luxuriant ; and the surrounding fields, being hi^y cultivat.

ed, and finely interspersed with wood:* and waters, present an exquisite landscape. In
this charming retirement, once consecrated to piety, but now sacred to hospitality, cap-
tain Taubman, the worthy pn^rietor, enjoys *' Otium cum d^^itate ;** not more
esteemed by strangers, for his politeness and generosity, than respected by the natives,

for his worth and benevolence.

About a mile from the nunnery, bosomed in a groupe of aged trees, appears the vene^

rable Kirk-Braddan.t The surrounding scenery is solemn and romantic The last

time I visited this sacred solitude was on a fine summer evening. The ruddy sun was
sinking behind the western hills ; and his parting beams shone ftuntly on the church-

yard. Beneath, the river, in many a maze, murmured among its root-inwoven banks;
while, overhead, a few solitary rooks had perched their nests on the summit of the trees.

The gales ofevening i»ighed among the gloves ; and at intervals the tones of the death-

bell issued from the church. A solemn calm breathed around ; and every object in-

sensibly disposed me to a pleasing, yet awful melanclK^y ; reflectingi as I trod above the

venerable dead, ,....i,.,.f ^ .»

" Time was, lilce me, thejr life possest,

And time will be when I.shall reat." V. M
'M\.

In this hallowed spot the inhabitants of Douglas, and the node forefathers x>f the

neighbouring hamlets, sleep in peace. Here the green turf lies li^tly on the breasts

cf some ; and there the long grass waves luxuriant over others ; while all around

*^ Some frail memorial still erected nigh.

With uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture deckt,

Implo^es the passing tribute of a Mgh." ^^
The Manks are solicitous to pay every veneration due to deceased friends. When

an inhabitant (fies, he is attended to the church yard by a great concourse of friends

*Jemingham. .'^' :---<w^- - .< f- ..>..• • w^,'. „• '.-l .._-•...... ,,,j-

t Braddan, in the Manks' language, signifies a Salmon ; and this church probably derives its name
from its vicinity to a river which abounds with this delicate fish.
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and neighbours. Befi>re the oorpae a funeral hymn is sung, which closes on leaving the

town;* but is resumed on approaching the place of burial. The corpse is then in-

terred, according to the rites of the church of England ; the solemnity of which, at

Kirk-Braddan, is considerably heightened by the quiet and gloom of the surrounding

scenery.

Colonel Townley, in his voluminous Journal of Trifles, has been pleased to ^ve n lu*

dicrous account ofRirk-Braddan. With such puerilities the old gentleman might have

amused himselfand his friends. But why should he have increased them by his mi»-re-

presentations ; and then, to gratify his spleen, obtruded them on the public f

Besides the Nunnery, there are several houses pleasantly situate in the neighbourhood

of Douglas. Of these I shall only enumerate Athol Lodge, the present residence of

kxd Henry Murray; Ballaughton, enlivened by the generous conviviality of captain

Southcote ; and the Hague, the seat of the late Richard Betham, L.L.D. ; a gentleman,

whose erudition was truly respectable ; and to whose^politeness and friendship 1 am high-

ly indebted.

The land round Douglas, though perhaps not the richest, is certainly the best culti-

vated in the island. Of late years several English farmers, sinking under the accumu-
kited taxes of their own country, have retired to a land as yet exempt from such op"

preasion. Here they enjc^ peace and abundance ; while the success attending their agri-

cultural labours seema at leneth to have roused the Manks from their lethargy. The
marshy grounds are now droned; the waste lands enclosed, and nourished with lime,

marlc.-^ and sea-weed ; cultivati^jn begins to throw a rich verdure over hill and vale ;

and the yellow harvests now vmvt luxuriant "o'er the smiling land.'* The value of

landed property, of course, is now considerably increased ; the country enriched bf
the exportation of prochice ; tmd the markets at home abundantly stored with a variety

of provisions. Eggs, butter, and poultry, are here very plentiful. Beef seldom exceeds

2d. a pound; mutton is equefly cheap, aifd perhaps the most dcclicious in the world.

Pork IS sdll cheaper. The pi^ fed at home are rea<)onably large ; and have sometimes
a fishy flavour: but there is a small species, called Purs, which run wild on the moun.
tains, and are esteemed a most admirable delicacy. Hares, partridges, and moor-game
are plentifii? : and offish there w great variety.

Frcm th'.s abundance of domestic comforts, and the plenitude of foreign luxuries,

persons of small fortunes here enjoy life in its full flow : for herf , the oppres<-ion of game
faw^r land-taxation, and excise establishment, are utterly unkr wn.X

In permitting one article of commerce the Manks are certainly culpable. Great
quantities of excellent grain are annually exported ; and in return very indifierent flour

is imported for domestic consumption. But this error will, I hope, in a few months
be remedied ; for, since I left the island, captain Taubman has informed me, that on
lus estates grain-mills are now erecting, which will soon be suflicient for the supply of
the island. The same gentleman has ktely endeavoured to promote among his coun-

trymen a more universal spuit for agriculture ; and as a striking proof of its blessings^

i^f The MMiks' church-yardt are generally in some romandc spot, retired from the towns and villages.

t In the non'h'Side ofthe island roarle is very plentiful. The sweepings of the red-herring houses are
esteemed a rich manure.

t The only taxes in the idand are 1 Os. 6d. on each publican per annum ; Ss. 3d. on grey hounds and
planters ; and 5d. on other dogs. These taxes, with a very moderate statiite duty, are appropriated to the
repairs of the pablic roads ; which &vt, in general, equal to any in England, without being fettered at every
turning with odious imposts ; in the whole island tbwe is not a ungle turnpike^ The mercantile imposts
l shali afterwards menuon.
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has cultivated a hill in the vicinity of Douglas, which, a few years since, was one of the

most tMiren spots in the island. His patriotic enterprise certainly merits imitation ; for

with every advance of agriculturCi the comforts of life, mid conact^ tently the happiness

of society, g^mdually increase. .-.f ki 'v.. .-»« i>^. „|i/m thuf.rimir^'m ,> cp(*4Wt vrn-m

I

CHAP. VI...NEWroWV...BALASALLA....THE COTTON WORK8...T1IE DEEMSTER'S
C0URT....PR0F1:NSITY of the MANKS TO TRIFLING LITIGATIONS.

HAVING passed a few weeks at Douglas, in visiting those scenes which had once
been the witness of my earlier pleasures, I was induced by two of my friends to accom-
pany them in an ambulatory excuruon round the island. ''Ihlx^i "* ^*>fi, '-<." )t.i (o

VVe set out from Douglas early in the morning. The weather was delif^tfully sertae.

As we passed the nunnery, the sun, in all his ^orv, broke from the horizon. Natuve
seemed to rejoice at his return. The ocean imbibed his rosy beams ; and the mountains

ofMona flamed with his radiance. The neighbouring vales were in luxuriant blossom,

and exhaled the fragrance of the morning ; while the surrounding groves poured forth

the melting melodies of rapture and love.

The next object which engaged our attention was a bevy of oountry.lasses, going at

that early hour to Douglas market. Thev were seated on small horses with panniers

;

one side of which were filled with the procfuce of their little fiuins, and the other genrsl-

ly balanced with pebbles. The rose of health was glowing on their cheek ; and gladness

smiled in every eye. Their deportment was modest and unaftcted ; and, as thev ad-

vanced, with an air of the sweetest «mplicity they wished us good morning. ** Happy
souls !" I exclaimed, *' unacquainted are ye with that courtly polish, which refines away
every virtue. Your homely salutation b genuine politeness ; for it is the offiipring of

truth and benevolence !"

Soon after parting with this rustic groupe of beauty and innocence, we came tc New-
town, the residence of ur Wadswoitn Busk, attomey-eeneral of the island. The house

is elegant : and sir Wadsworth's fine taste endeavoured to embellish some of the neigh*

bouring fields; but the sterility ofthe soil, in a great measure, has frustrated every attempt.

Yet in this retirement sir Wadsworth devotes himself to the pursuits of literature, and
the enjoyment of domestic virtues. ^

.;> At a litd^distance fiom Newtown, on the top of a mountain, sir Wadsworth erected

a pillar inscribed to the queen, in commemoration of his majesty's recovery in 1789;
which has little to recommend it to a traveller's attention, except the loyalty it expresses.

To the fishermen on this ude of the island it however proves, from its elevation, an
excellent sea-mark.

After leaving Newtown we proceeded to Balasalla, a neat village, pleasantly atuated

about two miles from Chariestown. Here is a cotton-work, belonging to Messrs. Dp-la.

Prime ; which b conducted on the same principles with those in Lancashire, and gives

empl(wment to many poor families in the neighbourhood. The raw cotton b imported

from Liverpool, and, when spun, is sent to Manchester. The vicinity of the island to

these markets, united with other circumstances which I shall afterwards mention, renders

this country highly estimated for the establishments of such works. Is it not then

astonishing, that this should be the only one in the island, when private interest so con-

spicuously unites with public good for establishing them in thb county ?

But the village of Balasalla at present acquires a greater degree of importance fit}m

the residence of the Deemster, or chief justice of the i3land, than from the cotton.

II
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worki. There were formerly two Ekemiten ; one for the northern, and the other for

the southern division of the island : but the present Deemster, Thomas Moore, Esq.

a man of considerable abilities and penetration, enjoys the honouri and cmolunicnts of

both offices ; a regular court bein^ held at BalaseJIa for tlie sout'a division of the isle,

and an occasional one at the north side for that department.*

Thb office was anciently of great dignity. 1 he Deemsters we.^ not only the chief

judges of the isle : they were also the lord's privy.counsellors ; k.nd their influence

over the people, in some degree, resembled the civil authority of tht. ancient Druids.

They were esteemed the venerable oracles of justice, and in their boso^ns resided the

laws, which only on important occasions were divulged to the peoplcf
In each of the four towns there is a bailiff, or inferior judge, who eives judginent for

small debts, not exceeding forty shillings ofManks currency. But all money -litigations

to a greater amount, and prosecutions for defamation, peraonal injuries, Sic. &c. ar^ jje-

neralTy brought before the Deemster at Balasalla : who either determines them accord-

ing to his own judgment ; or, should they be important, deems them to be decided oy a

juryat common-law, where he sits as one of the judges.

The Manks have a culpable propensity to trifling litig'.uuns. A rash word, a cho>

leric action, or a wound, which the hand of friendship might easily have healed, is by
the malicious industry of those who batu^-^ on the follies and errors of mankind swelled

into an intolerable ofience. Both parties ' «'' pare for the combat ; and both are confi.

dent of success. This depends on the jusu«e of his cause ; and that on the abilities of

hb attorney, or the accommodating evidencr, of his witnesses. At length the eloquence

of the Manks bar begins to flow. Imnert nence, and insolence, are copiously poured
forth by the one pleawr ; and as liberally ritumed by the other ; and wlien the attor-

nies have exhausted their potent eloquence, i nd a few witnesses have been permitted to

perjure themselves, the business generally terminates in favour of the party whose wit>

nesses have been least scrupulous. '
>> ^

7 : Surely, such an encouragement ofidlenes, malevolence, and penury, ought to be
checked. Trifling disputes ought to be crushed in their infancy ; and the litigious punish,

ed : while the professional promoters of this infamous traffic ought to be banished

from society, as enemies to social concord and happiness. The asperity of this reflec-

tion may be applied to individuals, but ought not to be extended to the profession of
the law ; for in every country I believe there are lawyers of integrity and benevolence,

who, as well defending the innocent, as prosecuting the guilty, certainly merit the ap.

probadon of mankind. Even in this island I cotdd mention some gentlemen, who, sen-

sible of the danp;erou8 tendency of the trifling litigations so frequently agitated at Bala-

salla, confine their pleadings to the courts ofcommon law and chancery.

CHAP. Vn The Abbey Its ancient Dignity Rejiectwns on Monastical Institu-

\- I
'^- tions An interesting Story.

i AT a little distance from Balasalla is pleasantly situated the venerable abbey of St.

Mary of Rushen, founded in the year 1098, by one Mac Manis, a person whose wisdom
and virtue nused him, by the universal consent of the people, to the diadem of the isles

;

and from founding this monastery, it may be presumed that his piety was not inferior

*SiDce this «a» written, at the reqviaiUoQitf the duke of Atbol, a D^emater for the northern depart-
qacDt has been again appointed. ^ ,^^4. ^.:, ;. .,^\,> _^^ ^^

t This concealment ofthe laws is an undoubted rtiic of Druidism.
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to his Other virtues. This religious esttbtishtneiu coti^istcd of an abbot utul twelve

mniiks ; who at first ti«rcd by their manual labour, and dei icd thcmjielvcs the indulgence

of wearing shoes, furs and linen ; or (;f eating flesh, except on journies. But this

apoHiolical mode of living did not long continue. TItcir primitive humility, labour,

and self-denial, soon yielded to monastic pride, luxury, and indolence. Their revenue
was incrcuised by n third of the tithes of the whole kingdom of Man. Magnificent

buildings were added to the original edifice. Their rooms became more sumptuous
(

their habit more commodious ; and their table far more luxurious. Their orchards,

which from situation were finely sheltered, became more spacious and abundant ; while

their extensive lands, from cultivation, grew every day of greater value. Their tempo-
ral dignity was also inca'ased. The abbot became a baron of the ishind ; was invested

with power to hold temporal courts in his own name ; and couU exempt his own te-

nant, although a criminal, from the sentence of the lords' court ; and try him by a jury of
his own vassuh.

However highly we may condemn that plenitude of power, with which the dignita-

ries of the church were for:nerly entrusted ; however jusUy wc may accuse them of
ambition, indolence, and sensuality ; let us not obliterate their virtues, by a remem-
brance of their crimes ; but recollect, that from the barbarity of Goths and Vandals,

science, with her beauteous train, sought an asylum amid monastical gkxmi and super-

stition ; from whence she afterwards burst on an admiring world, in all her light and
beauty. Nor were those institutions unfavourable to humanity, considering the ferocity

of the ages to which we now allude. The stranger frequently blessed the hospitality,

and the poor the bounty, of the monks ; while the sick w'ere visited, tnd " the oil of

gladness" poured into the wounds of the afflicted.

The monks ofRushen Abbey were of the Cistercian order; and were not inferior to

their brethren in hospitality and beneficence : for, according to an ancient writer,

" they were accounted the almoners of the poor." The election of their abbot was ge-

nerally sanctioned by the approbation of the abbot of Furnes ; to whom not only

this monastery, but perhaps even the b'ishopric of the island, was in some degree

subject.*

Many of the kings of the isles being interred in this abbey, it was not only liberally

endowed, but richly decorated. In the year 1316 it was however plundered by Richard

!e Mandeville, who« with a numerous train of Irish, landed at Rannesway on Ascension-

day, defeated the Manks, and ravaged their country : however, aAer a month's resi-

dence, he re-imbarked with his people for Ireland.

Rushen-abbey, with the adjoining lands, is now the property of the Deemster. Every
vestige of its interior magnificence has disappeared; but the ruins of this venerable mo-
nastery still retain an air of gloomy grandeur.

The abbey-bridge is situated in a romantic spot, and by the Manks is esteemed of great

antiquity. Near the monastery is shewn a tomb-stone of one of the abbots, which is

distinguished by the pastoral staffand a broad sword ; denoting be had as well temporal,

as spiritual, authority. There is, however, no date or inscription now visible.

* The following account of this abbey i? taken from Tanner's Notitia Monastica :

*< Russin, or Ryshen, Cistercian abbey. A religious foundation is said to have been begun here A. D.
• 098, by Mac Manis, governor of the isle ; butOlave, king of Man, giving some Dossessions here to the

abbey of Furnes, in Lancashire, Ivo, or Evan, abbot there, built a Cistercian abbe> here, A. D. 1 134, to

the honour of the blessed virgin, and made it subordinate to Fumes. A. D. 1 192, the monks removed
to Dufglass, or Douglas ; where they continued four years, and then returned to Russin, and flourished

there till some time after the suppression of thost houses in England^
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Before I It'ave this once hallowed place, it may not be improper to present the reader

with a short piece of monastic history, which shall Ix: ({iven without any comment ; pre<

mising only, that there are slill some vestiges of a subterraneous road, leading from the

abbey to the castle, tliat kcem to confirm what tradition has nmervcd.
In the thirteenth century, Ivar, a young and callar\t knight, waa enamoured of the

beauteous Matilda. Her birth and fortune were mi'erior ; but his generous mind dis-

dained such distinctions. He loved, and was most ardently beloved. The sanction of

the king was alone wanting to consummate their happiness. To obtain this Ivar, in

obedience to the custom of the island, presented his bride to Reginald, a gay and amO'
rous prince ; who, struck with the beauty and innocence of Matilda, heightened by
an air oi modesty, imn^diatcly, for some pretended crimes, banished Ivar from his |)re.

sence, and by violence detained the virgin. Grief and indignation alternately swelled

her boNom, till from the excess of anguisli she sunk into a state of insensibility. On
awa';ening, her virtue was insulted by the approaches of the tyrant. She was how«
ever deaf to his insinuations ; and only smiled at his menaces. Irritated at her con*

tempt, and flattering himself that seventy would subdue her truth and chastity, he im«

prisoned her in the most solitary apartment of the castle ; where, for some months, she

passed the tedious ni^ht and day in tears ; far more solicitous for the fate of Ivar, than

affected by her own mtsfortunes.

In the mean time, Ivar, failing in his attempt to revenge his injuries, assumed the mo-
nastic habit, and retired into Kushen-Abbey. Here he dedicated his life to piety ; but

his heart was still devoted to Matilda. For her he sighed ; for her he wept ; and, to

indulge his sorrows without restraint, would frequently withdraw into the gloomiest so-

litudes. In one of those solitary rumbles he discovered a grotto, which ' "I been long

unfrequented. The gloom and silence of this retirement corresponding with the an-

guish of his mind, he sauntered onward, without reflecting where the subterraneous

Eath might conduct him. His imagination was pourtraying the graces of Matilda^ while

is heart was bleeding for her sufferings. From this reverie of woe he was however
soon awoke by the shnek of a female. Advancing eagerly, he heard, in a voice nearly

exhausted, " Mother of God, Save Matilda!" while, through a chink in the barrier

which now separated them, he saw the virgin, with dishevelled hair and throbbing bo-

som, about to be sacrificed to the lust and violence of Reginald. Rage and madness
gave new energy to Ivar, who, forcing a passage through the barrier, rushed upon the

tyrant, and seizing his sword, which lay carelessly on the table, plunged it into its

master's bosom.
The tyrant died, and the lovers through this subterraneous communication escaped

to the sea side ; where they fortunately met with a boat, which conveyed them to Ire-

land : and in this kingdom the remi^inder of their years was devoted to the most exqui-

site of all human felicities ; the raptures of a generous love, heightened by mutual ad-

miration and gratitude.

This is the substance of the trad'tion ; but according to some of the Manks records,

Reginald was slain by Ivar, not in the castle of Rushen, but in a neighbouring meadow.
This variation of the scene however does not materially affect the credit of the tradition

;

as the Manks historians impute Reginald's death, not so much to Ivor's ambition, as to

his revenge of private injuries.

K,?!'
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CHAP. VIII....DCHDY.l(AVEN....TIIi: CALK OF MAN....1TS ROMANTIC SOLITUDE....

AN ANCHORITE.

WK passed the duy at Balasalla« and next moming proceeded through some roinan>

tic scenery to Dcrby<Huvcii, u small village, which only claims attention from its excel-

lent harbour. In a little ibic dedicated to St. Michael, a fort watt erected bv one of the

carls of Dcrbv. with a view of defending the entrance of the haven. Though the

tower is now j'ulling to decay, purt of the Derby arms may still be traced over tne en*

trance, dated 1607. Near the tower is a ruined chapel, in which the remains of an
altar piled up with rude stones are still visible. But the fine view we had of Castle<

town, and its romantic bay, afl'urdcd us far more pleasure than our researchet among
those ruins.

At Derby- Hnvcn wc engaged a lx)at for the Calf; where after a very pleasant sail

we arrived about noon. 1 nc Calf is separated from the main island by a very narrow
rocky channel, through which the tide rushes with astonishing violence. The isle is

atx)ut five miles in circumference ; and is fenced round by gloomy caverns and stu«

pcndous precipices ; which not only seem to threaten immediate dissolution to every ap-

proucher, but really prove fatal to many mariners. A few years since, a Russian vessel,

of 700 tons burthen, was dashed to pieces against these rocks, and every one of the nu<

mcrous crew pt rished. The caves and precipices of the Calf are tenanted by a great

variety of sea-birds, whose shrill discordant tones increase the wildness of the scenery.

Gulls, wild-pigeons, and puffins, arc the most numerous. This last bird is not to be
seen in any purt of the mam isle. The Calf (I presume from its solitariness) is its only

residence. It breeds in the rocks ; and though remarkably fat and of a fishy taste and
flavour, is esteemed by many ofthe natives as a great delicacy.

We landed in a small creek ; and, leaving the sailors beneath^ with some difficulty

and danger gained an eminence, from which we had a spacious and delightful prospect

of the ocean, with a variety of shipping for many leagues ; terminated on the south by
the high mountains of Wales, and on the west by Ireland : while around lay the broad

summit of the Calf, covered with the rich verdure, and underneath the rich vallies of the

neighbouring shore.

'i'his isle is the property of the duke of Athol, and the land, with some little atten.

tion, would afford excellent pasturage. Several black cattle were grazing around;

and formerly there was a large flock of sheep ; but these, having only an old shepherd

and his wife to protect them, soon became a prey to the nightly depredators from the

iteighbouring island.

In the close of the last century, one of the earls of Derby was so charmed with the

beauty and variety of the spot, that he sent over some quantities of red and fallow deer

;

but these have long since disappeared. Hare, partridge, and heath-game, are howev<ir

plentiful ; ai>d to the few sportsmen who visit this spot afford ample amusement. But
at present what constitutes the chief importance of the Calf are the rabbits ; the skins

of which, with the feathers of the sea birds, lately produced more than 2001. per annum.
In our ramble round this solitary isle wc could discover no human vestige, except a shep>

herd's hut, now falling to decay. Near the middle of the Calf there are three pointed

pillars, which from their novelty claimed our attention ; one half from the base being

of a black bastard marble, and the other of a shining spar, white as the new-fallen snow.

Solitude is frequently the nurse of woe. The wounded heart seeks the deepest shade

;

and the man of sorrow the most solitary retreat. According to tradition, this spot was
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once the liaunt of a woe-worn hermit, who by Ms uptendour and affluence had l)ecn dis-

tinguished hi ihc court of queen Klizubeth ; buthavinji;, through un ilUluu tided jealousy,

murdered a most beautiful woman, he sought shcttcr here from the veiigcance uf her

friends. Squuhi! in hit attire, uncouth in his perbfin, und wounded in his mind, nniid

the cavett and tun iy reccHiCit of the Calf he lengthened out a miiterublc existence

;

atoning by the tcverest niortiftcation^ for his criniinul temerity.

The day, being delightfully serene, was highly favourable to our excursion; but the

shades of evening now warned us to retire : when, after u long and lingering look on
this very romantic solitude, we descended to our boat, and enjoying unotlter charming
sail, arrived at Castletown^ highly pleased with the amusement of the day.

CHAP. lK...,Casti^town The CeHU:...[ts ancient Dignity and Importance..,.

MLf/ortunes rj'tfie Counters qf' Derby Governor (\f the hianU..„J(lniinistration

qf Justice^ {fc.

CASTLETOWN, though dignified with the residence of the governor of the isle,

is in wealth and mercantile importance greatly inferior to Douglas. It Js however an
airy and pleasant town ; and though considerably smaller surpasses the other in neatness,

the houses being more uniformly elegant, and the streets more spacious and regular.

The town is divided by a small creek, which opens into u rock^ and dangerous bay.

The difficulty of entering its harbour certainly in some degree injures its commerce. A
considerable quantity ot grain is however annually exported ; and a variety of mer.
chandise imported : but the articles of rum, wine, sugar, tobacco. Sic. according to the

regulations of the customs, being admissible unly intp the port of Douglas, are froni

thence conveyed to the other towns ofthe inland.

In the centre of the town, Castlc-Rushcri rfars his gloomy and majestic brow, and
for several miles overlooks the subject country. This solid and magnificent pile was
raised in the year 960, by Guttred« a prince of the Daoish line, who lies obscurely bu-
ried in the edifice he had founded; leaving it as the most durable monument of his

regal dignity. It is built on a rock , and before the introduction of artillery was deemed
impregnable. The figure of the castle is irregular ; and by some travellers is said to

resemble that of Elsinore. A stone glacis, suppo^d to have been built by cardinal

Woolsey, surrounds it. For several ages it has braved the injuries of time ; and still

retains, with its towers and battlements, the gloomy and formidable grandeur of Gothic
architecture.

Before the subjugation of Man by the English, the kings of the island resided here

in all the warlike pomp of those barbarous ages : supporting their splendour and dignity

by oppressing, or destroying, mankind.
In the annals of modern history the Isle of Man is distinguished by Hume as the last

place in Europe, tributary to the English, which yielded to the arms o^ the republic.

After the decollation of James, the seventh eari of Derby (for his enthusiastic loyalty

to Charles the First) his lady, a French woman of princely birth and heroic spirit, sought
with her children an asylum ir Castle Rushen ; and presuming on the va'our of sir

Thomas Armstrong,* the fidelity of captain Christian,! and the attachment of the
islanders, flattered herself with the hopes of defending it against tl:e republican army.
However, when colonels Birch and Duckenfield, with ten armed vessels, invaded the
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island, Christian, either possessing less zeal, or more prudence than his ladjr, surrendered

this fortiess to their first summons ; and thereby saved the inhabi^fints of the isle from
bloodshed and misery : yet, for this generosity, he has been represented by the syco-

phants of royalty as the betrayer, TAvhile in truth he was the preserver, of his country.

The pride of the countesii of Derby was severely wounded by this event. She was,

however, honoured with generosity and respect, during her captivity in Castle Rushen.

The republican soldiers, remembering her gallant defence of Latham-house, admired
her heroism : the officers emulated each other, in paying a just deference to the dignHy
of her mind, and the delicacy of her sex : while the majesty of the English republic dis-

dained to resent the arrogance of the seventh earl of Derby, by any indignity to his cap-

tive widow.
On the restoration of Charles the Second she returned to England, with the sanguine

hopes of recovering the whole of her lord's forfeited estates, and of obtaining ample ven«

geance on her enemies. But this prodigal and voluptuous monarch was too much en-

gaged in prosecuting his own pleasures, to revenge the injuries, or reward the sufier-

ings of his friends. Among many others, the countess of Derby was neglected ; which
so affected her lofty spirit, that with the highest indignation she retired to Knowsley,
where she soon after died, bewailing the ingratitude of kings.

Castle-Rushen still retains an air of royalty. Its Gothic apartments are occupied by
the governor, and the l}arracks by some companies of soldiers, who are seldom per-

mitted to reside much longer than a twelvemonth in the island ; but whose intercourse

with the inhabitants of Castletown increases their trade, and undoubtedly contributes to

render them more polished and ailable than their neighbours of Ramsay and Peel.

The governor of the island isJnvested with ample powers.* He is the representative

of majesty ; and a council, consisting of the bishop, attorney-general, clerk of the rolls,

and deemster, is appointed to guide and canction his decisions. He is Captain-General

of the troops in the island, and sole judge in the court of chancery. In his name all ar-

rests and judgments are issued ; and without his permission no person can (without a
heavy penaltyf to the master of the vessel that carries him) depart from the island. The
governor is also an important member of the Manks legislature ; for his assent, with

the advice ofhis council, constitutes the acts of the house of keys into a law ; which re-

mains valid, till it is either confirmed, or annulled, by his majesty's . commands, com •

municated to the governor by the secretary of state for the home department.

Castletown also derives importance from the courts of chancery and common law

being held here : but as these are now conducted on principles nearly similar to our

English courts of justice, I shall only mention two peculiarities which still remain. Al-

though any person may plead his own cause, yet none but natives are allowed to practise

at the Manks bar. Besides this birth right, a Manksman enjoys another, which is more
universally important. No native, without intending to leave his country, can be im-

prisoned for debt : his effects alone can be distrained : while a loathsome and hideous

prison! is ever ready, for the most trifling debts, to receive the unfortunate strangei*.

However, on swearing that he has no maintenance, he is entitled to 3s. 6d. a week

* The governor and lieutenant governor have equal and independent powers ; but the salary of the
one is 4001. per annum and of the other only 2401.

t The mast<';r of a vessel carrying a debtor off the island, without the governor's pass, is subject to a pe-
nalty of 101. besides being amenable to pay his debts; and en returning, the vessel may be seized, till

satisfaction is given. The pass costs 9d. Manks currency.

I A dungeon in Castle-Rufthen.

!
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the creditor: and this generosity of the law, perhaps more than the humanity of his

creuitor, generally prevents any tedious imprisonments for debt in this dungeon.

Before I conclude this subject it may not be improper to mention, that, for the most

part, justice is impartially distributed to the native and alien : though sometimes the pre-

judices of a Manksjud^, or a Manks jury, prove *?njurious to the stranger.

Near the castle stands the House of Keys, a building certainly not corresponding with

the dignity of the representatives of the country. But of this legislative body I shall give

a more ample account in a subsequent chapter, on the constitution of the island.

CHAP. X....DEPARTURE FROM CASTLETOWN....MARBLE QUARRY -..KIRK-MALEW

...GIANT'S QUOITING STONES...FAIRY-HILL...VARIOUS SUPERSTITIONS OF THE
MANKS....REFLECTIONS THEREON.

AFTER ourretum from the Cnlf, we amused ourselves for the next day at Castle-town

;

and early on the following morn'mg proceeded on our journey.

About a mile from Castletown there is a very fine quarry of black marble, which is

much esteemed by the natives for chimney pieces, tomb.stones, &c. That lofty flight of

steps, leading to the noblest edifice in the world, was taken from this quarry, and piie-

sented to the dean and chapter of St» Paul's by the venerable bishop Wilson.

There are also near Castletown, within the sea-mark, some quarries of lime-stone,

which are wrought at low water ; and, during the recess of the fishery, employ some
boats for its conveyance to the more distant parts of the island.

On leaving the quarries, we visited the parochial church ofKirk-Malew; a gloomy
and venerable building, situate, as the Munks churches generally are, in a romantic soli-

tude : and the various monuments in the church-yard gave us another opportunity ofad-

miring the pious veneration of the natives for their deceased friends.

From Kirk-Malew we proceeded to Kirk-Christ -Rushen, and in our way passed the

Giant's Quoiting Stones, two very lofty square pillars, placed at a considerable distance

from each other, concerning which the neighbouring cottagers have a very chimerical

tradition, that might astonish, but could not amuse, the reader. At a little distance is

Fairy-hill, a noble tumulus, or barrow, most probably raised by the Danes over the ashes

of many of their countrymen, who were here slain in battle : but tradition says, it was
intended to perpetuate die reniembrace of the death of Reginald, king of Man, who on
this spot was killed in single combat by Ivar. This romantic hill, in the opinion of tlie

credulous natives, is still the scene of many a nocturnal revel

:

" What Ume* all in the moon's pale beam,
'

Dancing by mountain, wood, or stream.
To magic melody, the fays

In green and gold and diamonds blaze."*

Collins, whose poetry b exquisitely picturesque, describes Mona,

" That isle where thousand elfin shapes are seen."

AndDr.ijianghome, in his note on this passage, observes, '* that the isle of Man is now
almost the only place where there is any probability of seeing a fairy." The existence of
these im^nary beings is still most devoutly believed in this island ; particularly, by
the inhabitants of the mountains: and as they have invested them with unlimited influ-

ence over the fishery, they frequently supplicate their favour, or deprecate their wrath,

by various offerings. When I formerly resided in the island, I one day took a ramblp
VOL. II. 5 9.
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up among the mountains, and, being benighted, sought shelter in a lonely cottage. The
sole tenant of this clay-built hut was an aged peasant of a pensive, and melancholy aspect.

He received me with much hospitality ; trimmed his little fire of turf and gorse ; and,
'* skilled in visionary lore, beguiled the lingering hours."

From him I learned, that, notwithstanding all the holy sprinklings of the priests in

former days, the fairies still haunted many places in the island : that there were playful

and benignant spirits, and those who were sullen and vindictive. The former of these

he had frequently &e n, on n fine summer evening, sitting on the margin of the brooks

and waterfalls, half-concealed among the bushes ; or dancing on the tops of the neigh>

bouring mountains. He described them as gay, beautiful, and by no means so diminu-

tive as the English fairies : adding, that they were chiefly like women, but certainly

more shy than any he was acquainted with ; for they never permitted him more than a
transient glance of their charms, and, on venturing to approach them, they immediately

vanished. These sportive beings, my host observed, rejoiced iti the happiness of mortals ;

but the sullen fairies delighted in procuring human misery. These lived apart from the

others, and were neither beautiful in their persons, nor gorgeous in 'leir array. They
were generally enveloped in clouds, or in the mountain fogs ; and haunted the hideous

precipices and caverns on the sea-shore. My host added, that to them Manksmen im-

puted all their sufferings : for he himself had often heard them, in a dark stormy night,

yell, as in barbarous triumph, when the tempest was desolating the country, or dashing

vessels to pieces on the neighbouring rocks.

Besides the fairy -superstition, many of the Manks, like the natives of the <' Hebrid-

isles," believe in the second sight, and in warnings and fore-sight of their own death.

Sometimes, amid the awful silence of midnight, many have heard themselves repeatedly

summoned by name to depart; and several, in their lonely rambles, have met with a vi-

sionary funeral, which, unseen by any other person, followed the man destined to die,

wherever he turned ; till the apparition of the nearest relation then present seemed to

touch him, when the whole instantaneously vanished ; and the devoted wretch imme-
diately felt a cold tremor over all his frame, and his heart affected with the sickness of

death.

The Manks have also warnings of the death of others ; at least so far as the following

story may be credited ; which I transcribe from Sacheverell's letter to his friend, the ce-

lebrated Joseph Addison, who, it is well known, notwithstanding the philosophy ofhis illu-

minated mind, paid some deference to the probability ofpopular superstitions

:

" As to the light being generally seen at peoples' deaths, I have some assurances so

Erobable, that I knoTv not how to disbelieve them : particularly, an ancient man, who
as been long clerk of a parish, has affirmed to me, that he almost constantly sees them

upon the death ofany of his own parish ; and one captain Leathes, who was chiefmagis-

trate of Belfast, assured me he was once shipwrecked on this island, and lost ^reat part of

his crew ; that when he came on shore, the natives told him he had lost thirteen of his

men ; for they saw so many lights going toward the church ; which was just the number
lost. Whether these fancies proceed from ignorance, superstition, or from any traditiona-

ry or heritable magic, or whether nature has adapted the organs of some persons for

discerning of spirits, I cannot possibly determine." »

So far says Mr. Sacheverell. We may however, without being guilty of presump-
tion, impute these superstitions of the Manks to a native melancholy, cherished by indo-

lence, and heightened by the wild, solitary, and romantic scenes to which they are ac-

customed froimtheir infancy. A Manksman, amid his lonely mountains, reclines by
some romantic stream, the murmurings of which lull him into a pleasing torpor.

A/
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Half'Slumbering, he sees a variety of imaginary beings, which h.c believes to be real.

Sometiines they may resemble his traditionary idea of fairies ; and sometimes they may
assume the appearance of his friends and neighbours attending some nuptiul or funeral

solemnity. Presuming on these dreams, which the Manks enthusiast accounts superna-

tural visions, he predicts, with several general descriptions, some marriage or death in

the neighbourhood? and when this prediction is lively in the minds of his friends,

should any such ceremony occur, it immediately, in their opinion, constitutes the Manks
visionary into a real prophet ; but should no such prediction be then fulfilled, the credit

of his future visions is in no respect diminished thereby.

I make no doubt but, amid hie :ous solitudes, a man of a melancholy or superstitious

mind may insensibly form lively visions of some dreadful calamity he is about to suffer

;

and which may not only receive strength, but even completion, from a sombrous ima-

gination, heightened by traditionary terrors. With the world of spirits we are little

acquainted. But I can never reconcile it, even to our ideas of the majesty, wisdom,

and benevolence, of the Deity, that he would communicate to a few indolent recluses

«ich revelations of "the unknown world," as could only flatter vanity, or accelerate

human misery.

CHAP. XI The Mines.'.,A beautiful Cascade Tynxvald Bill...., St. John's Cliu-

pel.... Peel.....Its ancicut Castle Ruins of the Cathedral.....Instability of human
Grandeur,

FROM Fairy-hill we proceeded, through a mountainous part of the countiy, to the

lead-mines at Foxdale ; which are wrought, under the government of a company in

London, by a few miners from Derbyshire. The ore being rich and abundant, the

mines afford an ample recompence to the workmen ; and would prove highly lucra-

tive to the proprietors, were they conducted with more vigour and attention. Besides

these, tl^ere is a strong presumption of copper- mines in this country ; for, according to

Sacheverell's letter to Addison, " there is a pool in the mountainous part of Kirk-Christ-

Rushen, of so vitriolic a quality, that no ducks or geese can live near it ; which pro-

bably proceeds from the particles of copper, that are discovered on all sides of those

mountains." Sacheverell adds, " there is also a great probability of coal;" but, in the

course of a century, this probability has never been ascertained. The inhabitants of

the interior parts of tlie island are however plentifully supplied with turf from
.jhe morasses, and those of the sea-ports with coal from the exhaustless mines of Cum*
berland.

At a little distance from the lead-mines is a very romantic and beautiful cascade,

which leaps down the neighbouring mountains, till it approaches a steep perpendicular

rock ; from whence, with much rapiditj^, it throws itself into the vale below. The
fall is from a considerable height ; and its picturesque beauty, and wild melody, re-

ceive an additional eflfect from the solitude of the surrounding scenery.

About two miles nearer Peel is the Tynwald-hill, a Danish barrow, of a conic shape

and beautiful structure; which, considering its ancient dignity and importance, we regard-

ed with some degree ofenthusiastic reverence.

The vestiges of two gates, and of a wall which once fenced it round, are now scarcely

visible ; but the rest of this important mount is entire. The approach to the summit is

up a spacious flight of grassy steps, fronting the ancient chapel of St. John's. Below the
summit there are three circular seats, raised for the different orders of^he people. The
lowest is about four feet in width, and eighty yards in circumference. In the circuit

5 K 2
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and width of the two higher, there is a proportionable diminution ; and each seat is re-

gularly advanced three ieet above the other ; while the summit, on which was anciently
placed the chair of state, does not exceed two yards in diameter.

This romantic spot is situated near the centre of the island : and here,, in 1417, sir

.lohii Stanley, king and lord of Man, convened the whole body of tht people, to witness
the first promulgation of the laws; which, till that sera, luid been locked up in the
breasts of their venerable Deemsters.* The TynwaM-hiU is, in somedegree, still the scene
of legislation ; for all laws, respecting the ititemal polity of the bland, are never con-
stitutionally binding, till, according to immemorial usage, they are promulgated at this

place ; from which custom, the le^slature framing such acts arc denominated a Tyn-
wald-court ; and the laws of the island, acts ofTynwald*t
The artificial mount of Tynwakl has received little injury from the lapse of ages ; but

the ancient chapel of St. John's is now desolate and rumous. The roof is greatly shat-

tered, and the walls are now a sheltering place to the sheep in the neighbourhood.

About noon we passed the pleasant villa of the late sir George ^loore : and soon af-

ter arrived at Peel, which now ranks as the third town of the island ; though, from its

impregnable castle, it was anciently deemed the most important. Previous to 1765,
Peel had a considerable traffic with the Irish and Scotch smugglers ; but since then, its

trade has almost disappeared. The town at present is inert and solitary, and the houses
in general have a poor and miserable aspect ; yet, situated near the harbour, are some
stately buildings, which may be considered as the only relics of its former wealth and
commerce. Small vessels occasionally visit the harbour : its exports however are few,

and its imports chiefly from Douglas. The inhabitai.ta are for thejaost part indolent

and poor ; but being hardy, seem contented with their humble blessings. Peel bay is

spacious, and abounds with a variety of fish ; particularly with the red cod, which is an
exqui!>ite delicacy. It is of a bright vermillion colour ; and feeds among rocks, covered
witii weeds and mosses of a crimson tinge. From these, perhaps, this beautiful fish de-

rives its peculiar colour : for, as the vermillion hues of t^ mpss |fi^ plants fade, the

bright beauty of the fish also decreases. "*< ;^ #,;. ' J( •^^^
At the north boundarj' of Peel-bay is a range of several very grofleiQue and romanticvery grotesqt

18 palaces of those
extremity of the

sea ; the summit
of^he castle of Peel,

^theisle.J This
towers and bat-

of which is crowned with the venerable and very ptcturesque

and the cathedral of Mona, dedicated to St. Creirignuiiin, the firsj

romantic and important spot is still fenced round with a

dements; and, before the modern jmprovemenli ia the^aii 0J|^i||^p7certainly repelled

every invader. ../ip -
'i^m'-u^^^W

Besides the oastle and cathedrid^-|tl|kare.are scattered ar(>«ins|Abi^|«>dier noble frag-

ments of antiquity: particularly^^M^|jlrin» of St. I^ipkV iburcbt^'jhe armoury, the

lords' mansion, and the episco[yil pafjifc^ii^'' - ''' ''^'''h'^^-i^f
From these relics we may howfypr fi0mM^g^4j^ of Castle-Ru-

shen. Peel-castle was the residence of tilljiilf^n aiuiM|>ei*rsoHi^ alas ! its an-

cient grandeur has long since perished. The once formidable stfen^ of its battlements

* In the historical department of the work, I have given 'an ample account of thi» memorable Con-
vention.

i
** Formerly a TynwaId*court was annually held on Si. John's day ; and every person had a right to

present any uncommon grievance, and to have his compliant heard in the face of the whole country."

\ He lived in the fifth century.
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and towers k. now yielding to the injuries of time. Its massy columns are levelled with

the dust ; and its ornaments lie scattered around, amone^ noisome weeds ; while the

mouldering walls are, in many places, only supported by the clasping ivy. Yet such is

the general fate of humanity. Time has defaced the grandeur of this Gothic edifice

;

and sooner, or later, the same power will triumph over human genius, and destroy every

monument of the pride of man. Virtue alone will survive me wreck of worlds : for

virtue, though human, is immortal.

To this account of Peel isle I shall beg leave to subjoin Mr. Grose's more minute de-

scription, as he has anticipated some of those observations which occurred to me on vi>

aitine the place. The following particulars are transcribed from the fourth volume of

his Antiquities of England.
'* PeeUcastle stands on a small rocky island, about an hundred yards north of the

town. The channel which divides it from the main land, at high water, is very deep

;

but when the tide is out, is scarcely mid-le^ deep, being only separated by a little rivu-

let, which runs from Kirk Jarmyn mountams. The entrance into this island is on the

south side, where a flight of stone steps, now nearly demolished, though strongly cramp,
ed with iron, come over the rocks to the water's ed^ ; and turning to the left, others

lead through a gateway in the side of a square tower mto the castle. Adjoining to this

tower is a strong vaulted guard-room.
" The walls enclose an irregular polygon, whose area contains about two acres. They

are flanked with towers, and are remarkably rough, being built with a coarse gray stone,

but coigned and faced in many parts with a red gritt found in the neighbourhood. It

is highly probable this island has been fortified in some manner ever since the churches
were built ; but the present works are said, by bbhop Wilson, to have been constructed

by Thomas, earl of Derby, who first encompassed it with a wall, probably about the

year 150G.
'* Here are the remains of two churches ; one dedicated to St. Patrick, the aem <if

its erection unknown ; the other called St. Germain's, or the cathedral, constructed
about the year 1245. It is built, in the form of a cross, with a coarse gray stone ; but
the angles, window cases, and arches, are coigned and formed with a stone found here-

abouts, almost as red as brick. This mixture of colours has a pleasing eflfect, and gives

a richness and variety to the buikling. The cathedral is now extremely ruinous, much
of it unroofed, and the remainder so much out of repair, that it would not be oversafe

for a congregation to assemble in it. The eastern part of it is, however, still covered
and shut up, in which ihere are seats, and a pulpit. Th'is was the episcopal cemetry

;

and tbe inhabitants still bury within and about its walls.

" Beneath the easternmost part of it is the ecclesiastical prison. The descent into this

vault b by eighteen steps ; and the roof is vaulted by thirteen rjbs, forming pointed
arciies, and supported by as many short semi-hexagonal pilasters, only twenty-one inches

above ^und. The bottom of this place is exu-emely rough ; and in the north-west

comer is a well, or spring, which must have added greatly to the natural dampness of
the place ; to which there is no other air or light, but what is admitted through a small *

window at die east end.
" About the middle of the area, a little to the northward of the churches of St. Pa-

tridc and St. Germain, b a square pyramidical mount of earth, terminating Obtusely.

Each ot its sides feces one of the cardinal points of the compass, and measures about 70
.

yards. Time and weather have rounded <^ its angles ; but on a careful observ^on-it
vn3\ be found to have been oiiginally of the figure here described. FBr what use tfns

mount was intended may not be easy to determine. Perhaps from this eminence the

> •>
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commanding officer haranf!;iied his garrison, and distributed his orders ; or else it may
have been the burial place of some great personage in very early times; tumuli of this

kind not being uncommon in the Island."

This account of PecLIsle I shall conclude with the following historical passage from
Waldron

:

*' It was in this castle that Eleanor, wife to Humphrey duke of Gloucester, uncle

to king Henry the Sixth, and lord protector of England, was confined, after being

banished through the mulice of the duke of Suffolk, and cardinal of Winchester,

who accused her of having been guilty of associating herself with wizards and witches,

to know if her husband would ever attain the crown, and other treasonable practices.

Sir John Stanley, then lord of Man, had the charge of her, and having conducted her

to the island, placed her in this castle, where she lived in a manner befitting her dig«

nity, nothing but liberty being refused ; she appeared however so turbulent and im-

patient under this confinement, that he was obliged to keep a guard over her, nut

only because there were daily attempts made to get her away, but also to prevent her

laying violent hands on her own life. They tell you, that ever since her death, to

this hour, a person is heard to go up the stone stairs of one of these little houses on the

walls, constantly every night, as soon as the clock has struck twelve ; but I never heard

any one say they had seen what it was, though the general conjecture is, that it is no
other than the troubled spirit of this lady, who died, as she had lived, dissatisfied, and

murmuring at her fate,"

., ..,-, ^
•

.

»•••

CHAP. XII....KIRK.MICHAEL....NOBLE RELIC OF NORWEGIAN ANTIQUITY....A DRUI-
DICAL TEMPLE....CHARACTER AND HISTORY OF THE DRUIDS.

#

A

#

IN contemplating the venerable and majestic ruins of Peel-castle we passed the

^Jgreater part of the day, and next morning proceeded on our ambulatory excursion

through the island. Returning to St. John's, and taking the road to Kirk-Michael, we
'tntered a romantic and solitary dell, watered by a brawling stream, and environed with

a range of steep and wild mountains. This narrow valley continued for some milesi

where the eye was sometimes relieved by the view of a lonely cottage, or of a few

straggling sfki^p feeding on the mountains. But on gaining an ascent at the extremity

of thu 'ckU, we had a delightful prospect of the country, enriched with villages and

farms, extending many miles before us.

About noon we reached Kirk-Michael, an extensive village, pleasantly situated near

the sea, about half-way from Peel to Ramsay. Sauntering through the village l^fere

dii^ner, we had soon an opportunity of admiring a noble relic of antiquity, which is

eleVated before the entrance of the church-yard. It is a lofty square pillar of blue

atOfMS* figured over with devices, curiously involved with each other, from the base to

i^' summit ; and is supposed to have been erected in honor of Thureelf, a Norwe-
' ~ herb.* In this neighbourhood are several subterraneous caves, probably used

.;• >

' * »1fhe following observations on this subject are copied from bishop Wilson's concise Account of the

Isl«|(>lan.
"'There is perhaps no country in which more Runic inscriptions are to be met with, pardcularly on

funeral monuments. They are generally cut upon long flat rag-stones, and are tobe read from the bottom
upwards. The inscriptions^ generally upon one edge of the stones ; and on both udes are crosses, and
luge,embellishments of mcJti on horseback, or in arms, stags, dogs, birds, and other devices ; probably,

tlV^chievementslbfsome notable person. In several of the barrows have been found urns full of burnt

boniii white, and as fresh as when interred. And in the last century were dug up several brass daggers and

4.

.A
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by the Danes and Norwegians for the sepulture of their (lead ; but what chiefly merited

our obbcrvation, were some very noble pillars of white shining spur, pluced in a
circular form, which undoubtedly are the vestiges of a Druidical temple. Besides

this, there arc several other remains of those ancient priests and legislators in this

island.

The Druids were the most venerable of human characters. As priests, they were
deemed sacred ; as legislators, politic ; and as philosophers, enlightened and humane :

while the nation cheeitolly paid them the veneration due to the ministers of God, and
the magistrates of the people.

Their government was truly patriarchal. They were the sacred fathers of their coun-
tiy. Amid their umbrageous oaks they sacrificed at the altar ; and from the throne

of justice gave laws to the nation. To rei^rr their civil character more venerable, they
concealed from the vulgar several cf their fites and ceremonies ; and from this myste-
rious policy, some writers have presumed to condemn their worship as barbarous and
inhuman. But their doctrines were pure and sublime ; combining the unity of God,
the immortality of the soul« and a just distribution of future rewards and punishments.
They were also scientific observers of nature, and teachers of moral philosophy.

Their precepts were never committed to writing, but delivered in verse to their pu-
pils, who, by the intense study of many years, imprinted them on the memory.
JResiding in woods and caves, they were distinguished by the austerity and simpli-

city of their manners ; and thus, by their knowledge, wisdom, and virtue, obtained
a sovereign influence over the minds of the people. They decided all public and
private controversies. The impious were awed at their frown ; and the virtuous
rejoiced in their smiles \ while from their judgment there was no appeal. " No
laws were instituted by the princes or assemblies, without their advice and appro-
bation ; no person was punished with bonds or death, without their passing sentence

;

no plunder taken in war was used by the captor, until the Druids determined what
part they should seclude for themselves." Their power, as it sprung from virtue and
genius, was not hereditary ; but conferred on those whose merit might sanction the
choice.

Such were the priests and rulers of the ancient Britons, who, in the first century,
fled, from the ferocious sword of Roman conquest, to Anglesea, where they were
soon followed by the satellites of des[>otism. In this isle, after nobly opposing these foes
of liberty, they were defeated ; their venerable king Caractacus carried m chains to
Rome ; and the whole race almost exterminated by the insatiate sword of the polished
Romans.
The few who survived the general slaughter escaped to the Isle of Man, where t^ev

were generously received by their brethren ; and amid the wild solitudes of this QQmn«
try, at a distance from the. .. >

%

.*i- }•¥/ H * Cry of Havock and the Dogs of War,"

»^ found.a happy asylum. Here they planted new groves ;* increased their temples \ and

other miUtary instruments ; with some nails of puce gold, having; on the small end rivets of the same
metal, which, from their make, appear to have been the nails of a royal \«t^t\. " A silver crucifix
and some ancient coins of gold, silver, and brass, were also dug up, in the beginning of the present cen-
tury.

•

* In those fine meadows called the Curragh, which were formerly an extensive bog, roots of oakttrees
havebeen discovered at eighteen or twenty feet from the 8ur^e,which iirere protMblyluriecl here by some

'!-;'•
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for some ages governed the people by their mild laws and venerable institutions { tifl

about che close of the fourth century, when the light of Christianity broke on this island ;

and then the Druicb, who had ever contemned the idolatry of the neighbouring nations,

gradually embraced a system of religion, which, in purity and subiimuyi resembled, yet

iiifinitely surpassed, their own.

CHAP. Xlll...,Bishob*s Court,.„Antiquity of the Bishopric.,.,Charaeteri of Biahojbg

ffilson, Hildesleyt iiichmottd. Mason, am Criggan....Derivation qf the Title qfSo.
dor„..Patronage<if the Buhopric....Bishop*s Revenue and Officert*

ABOUT a mile from Kirk-Michael is the residence of the bishop of Sodor and
Man, which was formerly a venerable edifice ; but bv the present bishop the ancient

palace was demolished, and on its ruins a modern building erected; inferior in ex-
ternal magnificence, but more adapted to the refinement and luxury of modem
times.

The buhopric of the island was founded in 447 ; and was committed to Oermanus,
a holy and prudent man, " ad regendum et erudiendum populum in fide Christi :"*

and, as a public testimony of the veneration due to his virtues, the cathedral of the

isle was dedicated to him.f His successors were numerous, and some of them were
dbtinguished by their learning and piety ; among wl i the Manks, with some degree

of pride and gratitude, may rank the name of Isaac Barrow ( a prelate of great benefit

cence, who, in 1671, was translated to the see of St. Asaph. Some years afterwards,

Thomas Wilson was consecrated bishop of Sodor and Man. This venerable prelate,

after a life of exemplar)' piety and benevolence, died, in the 58th year of his consecration,

and lies buried in tne church-yurd of Kirk -Michael. Over his grave a monument has

been erected by his son, the late dean of St. Paul's, with a very modest account of his

fiither; concluding with,

<< Let thU iiland speak the rest
!"

And well it may ; for to bishop Wilson many of the poor natives are indebted for the

most invaluable bl'issings.

Venerable in his aspect, meek in his deportment, his face illumined mth benignity,

and his heart glowing with piety, like his divine master, ** he went about doing good.'*

With tliie pride and avarice of prelacy he was totally unacquainted. Hb palace was a
temple of charity. Hospitality stood at his gate, and invited the stranger and beggar

to a plenteous repast. The day he devoted to benevolence, and the night to piety.

Ij[i8 revenue was dedicated to the poor and needy. And not content with relieving the

vi^^, or mitigating^ die woes of mankind, he was solicitous, by his precept and ex-

ample, to cond:<ct his little flock to the kingdom of Heaven. He died in the ninety,

second year of his a^, justly revered and lamented by the whole island: while his

g^ve was watered with the tears of those whom his bounty had supported ; hisbenig-

raty had gladdened ; or his eloquent piety had " turned unto righteousness." Even to

violent concussion, subsequent to the aera ofthe Druids. Near Castletown^ some traces of an earthquake

and of a volcanic eruption have been discovered. Tradition is however silent on these subjects.

* Jocelinus.

t " This cathedral ,ras bftUlt by Simon, bishop of Sodor, who died in 1345|andwas here buried." fiU

•In^WUson.

^f
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thU day, many of the inhabitant* of the iittand never hoar his name mentioned, but

the tear of gratitude insensibly swells into their eye, iUid dteir fititering tongue blcsse» the

memory of their pious and venerable benefactor.

Bishop Wilson was succeeded by Mark Hildesley, a prelate who assiduously imi.

tirted the piety and benevolence of his prcdcccsHor. At the desire of die duke of Athol,

he was nominated bv the whoilc body d' English bisho|is, as a person worthy of wearing

the mitre which bishop Wilson by his virtues had so adorned. Besides a life of private

beneficence, he estublibticd a charity-school at Kirk-Michael i and under his ausfnces

the scriptures were translated into the Manks language.

He died in the 17th year of his consecnttiun, and lies buried, with his wife, under u

black marble monument, by tho side of bishop Wilson.

ThcK two holv men aeem to have been selected by Providence, and crowned with a

length of years, tliat by their pious labours they might humnniac and enlighten a barba*

rous people.

The next bishop of Sodor and Man was Richard Richmond, an eloquent preacher,

yet a haughty prelate. H-^^ died at London, and was succeeded by (jeorge Mason,
whose temerity has already t)een noticed. It may not however be improper to observe,

that into thit error he was seduced by the artifice of others, operating on his gratitude

;

and that his private character was virtuous and amiable. He died in 1784 ; and was

succeeded by Claudius Criggan, the present bishop ; a man of deep penetration, polish-

ed manners, and domestic virtues. Of his pulpit-eloquence there are several admirers;

yet some have ima^ned his gesture too oratorical, and his language too florid, for the

simplicity and dignity of a prelate.

The see of the island is stiled Sodor and Man ; and thin title of Sodor has perplexed

many. Camden derives it from ** a sma. island near Castletown, in which Pope Grego-

ry the Fourth erected an episcopal see ;*' but no such island is now visible. Buchanai^
speaking of the isle of Man, aavs ;

'* Superior setas oppidum in ea Sodoram appellabat,

in qua insularum episcopus sedem habebat :"* and archbishop Spotswood writes, ** that

in tne isle ofMan a stately church was erected to tlie honour of our Saviour, called So-

dorense Fanum ; that is, the Temple ofour Saviour : and hence it is that the bishops

are stiled Sodorenses Episcopi :"t while others, with a greater degree of probability,

have derived the title of Sodor from a village of that name, in the isle of I-Columb KiU,
where the bishop ofthe western isles had anciently his residence ; but ufler the Norwegian
conquest of the isle of Man and the western isles of Scotland, the bishoprics were
united, with the title of Sodor and Man ; which union continued till the English
conquered thb island, and then the bishop of Sodor and Man still retained his title,

while die Scotch prelate aaaumed that of bishop of the Isles.|

By Henry the Fourth, the patronaj^ of this bishopric, with the royalty of the islandi

was granted to sir John Stanley, and his successors : and to this day the dukes of Athol,

as his descendants, have the honour of nominating the bishop of Sodor and Man, who,
on receiving his majesty's approbation, is consecrated by the archbishop of York, and
installed in reel cathedral.

The bishop was anciently the first baron in the realm, and at present claims (I presume
chiefly through courtesy) the title and dignity of a peer:^ but as the bishopric

* Lib. i. t Book first.

t After the EngKsh conqueat, the name Sodor wat given toPeel-iale ('vlled by the Norwegians Holm)
in which are the remains ofthe cathedral and episcopal palace.

$ <* The arms of the bishopric are upon three ascents, the Virgin Mary standing with her arms extend-
ed between two pillars ; on the dexter whereof a church, in base the ancient arms of Man." bocheverell'.

vol.. II. 5 L
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was not one of those spiritual baronies constituted by William the Conqueror, nor

the bitthop elected by the king's congi d*elire, he has no seat in the British parlia-

ment.

His power was formerly nmple, and sometimes intolerant ; but since the triumnh

over ckricul opprts^ion in 1643, it has l)ccn limited by moderation and juntice. His

revenue however increases ; for within these few years it has exceeded 12001. per an-

num; a liberal sum in this island, blessed with such abundance, not only of the com>
forts, but also of the luxuries of life.

Under the binhopare an urch-dcacon, two vicars- general, and an episcopal register,

who, with their prtlute, compose the consistory -court, and have unaer their jurisdic*

lion seventeen parishes. Of the |)arochiul clergy I shall give some account in a subse<

aucnt chapter, on the manners and character of the Manks ; and at present proceed to

nish my journey through the island.
* • .

CHAP. WW....Ramsay....Kirk- Maugfiold.... Legend of Saint Maughold, cot\firmed

bif an historical Pillar.... SnaffiebL.Ms sublime and unparalleled Prospect...lMxey..,

kirk-Conchan....Retum to Douglas.

ON leaving bishop's-court we had a delightful walk in the evening, tlirough a fine

country, to Uumsav, where wc arrived to supper. What I observed of Peel in a former

chapter ma^ with little variation be extenaed to this town. Both placea before the

sale of the island flourished by the gains of illicit commerce ; and since then, the inha-

bitants of both seem to have been afiected with a supine indifference towards opening

new channels of trade and commerce. In one instance Ramsay has the advantage of

Peel. The neighbouring country, being highly cultivated, produces a considerable

quantity of grain, part of which is annually exported from the little harbour of Ramsay ;

but this may be considered, rather as the tramc of the formers in the neighbourhood,
than of the merchants of the town.

At Ramsay we met with little to engage our attention, and therefore left it early on
the next morning. The sky was clear and serene ; and the sun had just broke from
the horizon, when we gained the summit of a steep hill, in our way to Kirk-Maughold.
Beneath us lay the spacious bay of Ramsay, elittering in his beams; while every object

around us seemed to imbibe life and energy from his refulgence.

In observing the various beauties of the morning, we passed the tedious and solitary

road, leading from Ramsay to Kirk-Maughold,, a small village, which derives its name
from the following legend.

About the close ofthe fifth century Saint Maughold, who had formerly been a captain

of Irish banditti, was cast upon this island, in a little leathern boat, his hands, and his

feet, loaden with fetters. Such an object naturally awoke the attention of the bishop

of the isle, who received him with admiration and pity ; particularly, when the saint in-

formed him, that this severity and danger he voluntarily sumred as a penance for his for-

mer wickedness. To this mountainous solitude, still distingiiishcd by his name, he re-

tired ; when his penitence, austerity, and piety, obtained him such veneration, that, after

'

the death of the bishop, he succeeded him, by the unanimous consent of the Manks na-

tion. In 498 his pious celebrity was not confined to the island. It soon reached his

native country ; and St. Brid^t, one of the tutelary saints of Ireland, and foundress of

Douglas nunnery, visited him in his mountainous retirement; and there received

from him the veil of vir^nity.

So far says the legend ; and in confirmation of part of this historj', there is $tiU visible

a beautiful quadrangular pillar near the church-gate of Kirk-Maug^oId. : : • ^

V.

.^»-- *i nmji>^gljl.''»iii«iii I
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Oft one k'kIc, under the capital, in sculptured a \cncrablc figure of St. Muu^liold,

conferring the veil on Saint tiridtfctt whom the ncuiptor han represented as a niiij< btic,

yet tKuuiiful virgin. The opposite bide has u representation of our Saviour expiring;

on the cross; ond unde*- it the arms of the isLind. On the third side h a ii'^uie of St.

Uridf^et, in a Nuppiicaiint; noslurc : her eye seems fixed on Meavrn, aod her coimte*

nance indicates humilii| mitiglcd will) devotional rapture. The fourth side is totally

defaccd ; but moot probably it reprebcnted Si. Mau^hold'H nrrival on the island, or

»onie other nart of his historv.

Dchidcs thitt beautiful relic of antiquity, there is also u fnie Danish cross, sculptured

on a large htonc, reclining upon the ground just before the church door« which certain,

ly merits the regard of the antiquary.

Kirk-Ma uo HOLD, notwithstanding its former celebrity, is now the most poor and
lonely village in the island. The church stands on a very loRy promontory, in the

centre of a church-yard, containing not less than five acres. It is enclosed by a strung

mound of earth, faced on the outward side with stone ; and a great variety of ancient

and modern grave- stones arc scattered over this spacious enclosure. Perhaps, from
pious veneration to the memory of St. Maughold, the natives, for several ages, used
this consecrated spot, as the chief place of interment in the island.

On leaving Kirk-Maughold we proceeded through a very sterile part of the coun-

try, toward Douglas : and as the horizon continued pure and unclouded, we detcr«

mined to enjoy the unparalleled prospect which Snaffiild afibrds in such delightful

weather.

After climbing the lof\y surrounding mountains, which only seemed to form a no-

ble base to this stupendous pyramid of Nature, we gained, with much difficulty and
fatigue, its towering summit ; from whence we had a most sublime and enchanting

prospect. Beneath us lay expanded the lesser mountains ; and all around the ro.

mantic hills and vales of Mona, beautifully interspersed with their woods, waters, vil-

lages, and towns: the surrounding ocean, refulgent with the meridian sun, and
covered with many'a white sail, heightened the beauty and sublimity of the landscape ;

.while, to crown the whole, this charming prospect was terminated only by the majestic

mountains ofother kingdoms.*
Such a glorious view of the m^ijesty of Nature not only charms the eye ; it also

'

purtf.es and ennobles tlie soul. The mind is filled with a divine enthusiasm. Lost in

admiration, we disregard human splendour ; and with pity and contempt look down
on the vanity and ambition of man. Our souls are weaned from earth, and already

aspire to their native Heaven.

After enjoying for sooHkhours the highest of human pleasures, we left, with a con-
siderable degree of reliMiiiMB, this enchanting scene ; and by a rapid descent soon
reached the village of Laxey.

This groupe of cottages lies in the bosom ofa deep ^len ; and. from its retired creek,

is resorted to by the few sntHggleit who now visit the island. On the east it opens into

a line bay ; and on the south, west, ktA noith, is surrounded by steep and lonely

mountains, which, with the deep vales between, afford some romandc scenery. Such
picturesque solitudes are highly gratifying to a f^ensive imagination. Here the charm-

* Snaffitld hM beeD termed the centre of the British dominions in Europe. Situate in the 54th def^rec

•f north latitude, and fourth degree ofwestern longitude, it commands an extensive view ofthe mounti>fns
ofGaUowav, in ScoUand ; of Cumberland and Lancashire, in England ; of Caernarvonshire, in Wa|««

}

andofArkioW|in Ireland. .

.^,
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ing muse of Beattie might *' feast on raptures ever new :"* and here the wounded
heart of Lai^ra Maria might indulge in all the luxury of woe. Having mentioned
thb lady, no less distinguished by her genius and sensibility than exquisite beauty, I

am induced, by the favourable reception with which she honoured them, to republish

a few verses addressed to her from this island, in 1791. ..^,.. ..

SONNET INSCRIBED TO MRS. ROBINSON.t

THO' on thy cheek the living roues glow
Lovelier, when bath'd in sorrow* lucid tear

;

Tho' mora enchanting heaves thy " breast^f snow,"
Pouring the sigh to pensive anguish dear

;

Tho' sweeter flows thy soul dissolving lay,

Whene'er thy lute throbs to thot deep'ning sigh
As to the plainuve gale of sinking day,

Vibrates the lyre of airy mekidy :\

--:*. -•:

i'. ry'i,.*:^

ih •/I'i,

t*i'i

'V*

fft'-

I K

Yet, ah I were mine the anguish-healing art,

No more should ugh that beauteous <' breast of snow,"
Soft throbbing to the touch of sorrow's dart

;

But, tho' no costly balm I can bestow,

Accept the incense of ;i pensive heart,

Charm'd by thy magic melody of woe.

f*(

:-yi
<vy

'.'i.Uf

Amid the wild and picturesque scenes, in the vicinity of Laxey, we passed the

greater part of the day ; and in the evenidb|proceeded to Kirk-Conchan, a pleasant

and airy village, where the aliens who die in^uglas are usually interred. We visited

the church.yard, which contains some marble monuments of a recent date ; and

^ about sun-set arrived at Douglas, highly delighted with our excursion through the

island.

%

ng*'

CHAP. XV THE HERRING FISHERY THE MANKS FLEET .A SUPERSTITION
HIGHLY INJURIOUS TO THE FISHERY REFLECTIONS THEREON THE^MANltS
JUBILEE.

SOON vflti our return to Douglas, I took an evening walk to the promontory

south of the town. Tiie weather was serene and delightful ; the neighbouring fields

were in full blossom ; the windows of St. George's ctwpei^flpned with the setting sun ;

and the ocean was tinged ivlU) his ruddy light. In (he bay, Vessels from many a port,

with streamers waviftg >"> tlie wind, were Wfhing the ^iR^titm of their cargoes

;

and at a distance, scattered along the horixon for man ue, were seen iht white

sails of four hundred fisher-boats ; vi^e the town beneatn was a crowded scene of

business, enlivened with mirth and feswty. ^ .^.

The herrings are supposed to migrate annuall5^om He north of Europe in ofkT

immense body; but on arriving at the northern isles of Scotland are broken into

various huge shoals, which, after visiting several of the kin^oms of £urope, i^gu*^

briy return to the more northern regions. About the middle of summer a wtr
stragglers appear off this island ; but the fishery seldom commences till the middle

of July : and for a month or six weeks continues rS Peele, Port Iron, and Castletown.

* See the Minstrel ; a poem, yt which the finest poeUcal imagery is united with sublime un^ affecti^^

sentiment ^;

t Authoress of those beautifiil poems originally published under the dgnature of Laura Maria. 4.

.

4TheharpofiiolU8. vmmj%
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The herringSi though then in their prime, are by no means so abundant as after*

wards.
• About the end of August they collect from every part round the Island, towards the

north point of Douglas^Bay ; and here, with increasing success, the fishery continues till

the middle of September ; when the equinoctial gales usually intimidate the fishermen,

and dissipate the herrings.

The boats seldom exceed eight tons, are built with much dexterity, sail swiftly, and
are easily commanded. When new they cost> including the nets, upwards of seventy

or eighty guineas ; but they seldom are the sole property of the fishermen. The pro-

duce of every night is divided into nine shares. Two belong to the owners of the

boat ; one to the proprietors of the nets ; and the residue to the six fishermen. Two
of these are generally seamen ; and the rest, at the beginning of the fishei}', come
from the interior parts of the country ; to which, on its close, they return supremely

contented, if they h« procured herrings, and the women, in their absence, culti*

vatcd potatoes, barely adequate to the maintenance of the family till next fisher}'.

Few of the fishermen are acquainted with the anxiety attending the possession of

riches. The greater part of their gains is consumed during the fishery in feasting

or ebriety ; and the remainder is usually consigned to quiet some importunate cre-

ditor.

Upwards of four hundred boats* compose the Manks fieet. An admiral and vice-

admiral are annually elected : to the former of whom government allov^'s 51. and to

the other 31. for the season. Their boats are distinguished by a small flag at the top-

mast, and their province is to conduct the fleet to the herring-ground.t The boats

sail with the evening and return with the morning tide. On leaving the harbour,

each fisherman uncovers his head, and appears for a few moments engaged in devo-
tion : but this, I presume, is more a relic of customary superstition, than an expression

of real piety. Under the cloud of night they shoot their nets, which are buoyed up
by inflated bags of dog-skin, dried in the sun and smeared over with tar. The her-

rings are caught by the gills ; and in such abundance, that part of the nets must be
frequently cut away. Many of the boats return laden with fifty, and some with se-

venty meazes.t This, while it continues, occasions a very rapid influx of money
into the country , a successful night's fishing being frequently estimated at 30001. and
sometimes amounting to 50001.

Among the herrings are caught ^at quantities of dog-fish, called by the Manks
^bboch, which prey upon the hernngs, and from their strength and voracity prove
very destructive to the nets. They furnish the natives with oil, and when dried resem-
ble ling ; but are seldom used, except by the poorest of the inhabitants.

I have already mentioned some of the superstitions of this country ; but these were
in general innocent fancies. An error of that nature however prevails during the

fishery, which proves highly injurious to the interests of the island. Superstition,

that foe to commerce, operating on the native indolence of the Manks, influences them
to sacrifice at her shrine every Saturday and Sunday evening, during the herring sea-

Stan ; the fij^rmen being ai opinion that the sale of the fish caught on the one even-
ir^, and the sailing of the boats on the other, would equally profane the sabbath.

Did this legard to the sabbath proceed from a just veneration of the awful injunction

fif Him, who is so profusely conferring on them the blessings of the sea, it would be

* In tbis Duotbsr are not inchided the smacks, biigs, kc. belonging to the island,

t During the fishery there is a penalty of $1. for every gull which is killed ; these birds being sup-
posed constantly ;o attend the herrings. | A meaxe of herrings is five hundred. .

hr
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pious and commendable ; but it is more the offspring of fear, than of gratitude to Hea-
ven. It arises from a tiadition, that on a Sundiay evening of the last ceniury, when
the boats were fishing, a tremendous gale, accompanied with thunder and lightning,

arose, which destroyed a great part of the fleet ; while several of the boats, which hud

fled for refuge to a neighbouring cove, were crushed to pieces by the fall of the im-

pending precipice. Whether this actually happened, or was only a fabrication of priest-

craft, I have never been able to learn. It has however proved a real calamity to the

country. The natives belie* e it an awful instance of the wrath of Heaven, and are

thereby deterred from subj^'cting themselves to the like vengeance. This sacrifice of

two days is very injurious to the fishery. From Friday to Monday evening the shoals

.if herring* move to some other ground ; and frequently, as soon as they are discovered,

the close of the week prevents any material advantage therefrom. -jv?

Were the boats to sail on the S<\turday evening, the fish would be sold on the ensuing

morning ; and this, in the opinion of some, might occasion a bustle incotisistent with

the solemnity of the Subbath. But what injury could be given to the most pious and
enlightened mind, were the fishermen (after having on the Sabbath-day offered up to

God in hb temple the incense of grateful hearts) to sail with the evening tide, and gather

in the blessings which Heaven, at this season, so copiously pours around them ?
' During the fisherv, the island seems to awake from its native lethargy. Douglas is a
scene of great festivity. This season is a jubilee to the fishermen ; and their wives and
daughters come in groupes from the intetior parts of the country to heighten it. The
Manksman shakes off his wonted sloth and melancholy, and assumes an air of gaiety and
mirth. The day is passed in banqueting, and flowing cups go round ; gladness smiles

in every eye ; the song echoes from every corner ; and not unfrequently dances conclude

the festivity of the night.

- To a generous mind it is highly gratifying, to observe some <^housands deriving life

and gladness from this employ. The pleasure however diminishes, on reflecting that all

this gaiety and exertion will soon be over ; and that the Manksman, when he has basked,

like a summer insect, for a little time in the sunshine of industry, will redre to his usual

indolence and misery ; to his smoky cottage, and tattered family : for, till manufactures

are more generally established, he will never know either a continuance of the comforts

of life, or the blessings of society.
^

CHAP. XVI....SALE OF THE 1SLAND....VIEVV OF TRADE, PREVIOUS AND SUBSE.
QUENT TO THAT PERIOD....ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CUSTOM5....PRESENT
1MPORTS....INSULAR REVENUE.

^

' DURING the civil contests in England, occasioned by the weakness and ambidon
of Charles the First, several persons of fortune, having sought an asylum i» this island,

introduced among the natives a greater flow of money. Previous to this u-ncd, their

trade was chiefly transacted by an exchange of commodities ; and their manner of con-

ducting tlus business was not only beneficial to the community, but distinguished by
its virtuous simplicity. To prevent any avaricious monopoly, four merchants were an-

nually elected by the people to purchase foreign merchandise for the whole country.

These, on the arrival of any vessel, laden with salt, pitch, iron, &c. &c appeared with
the ov«7nerof the cargo before the Governor of the island ; when the value of each ar-

ticle was ascrrtmned ; and to the contract then made by their commercial representa"

tives the country cheerfully acceded. The articles given in return were wool, hides^

tallow, and other produce of the island ; but if these proved inadequate to the cargo inif

ported, the residue was then paid for in money, by a general assessment.

M
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: To a better acquaintance with the utility of specie, this primitive mode of com-
merce gradually yielded ; and about the beginning of the present century wholly dis-

appeared.

The increase of the customs, and the establishment of the excise in the neighbouring

kingdoms, uniting with other causes, afterwards proved highly beneficial to the trade

of this country : the isle of Man thus became an important mart for those luxuries,

which the prodigality or policy of the state had loaded in Britain with oppressive im-

posts.

Cambrics, silks, tobacco, tea, wines, spirituous liquors, Sec. &cc. were imported from
the continent ;* and on their being landed here, paid a very trifling duty to the lord tf

but such were the quantities admitted, that they formed an ample revenue to him.
Merchants from various countries flourished in every town of the island ; which, from
its vicinity to the surrounding kingdoms, and the plenitude of unexcised luxuries, was
much resorted to by various hordes of smugglers. Besides foreign adventurers, several

of the inhabitants were actually engaged in this illicit commerce. An unlimited impor-

tation of goods was legal ; but every exportation of them was in defiance of the laws of

the land, which, at that time, were shamefully evaded.

This traffic was certainly injurious to the island ; yet many of the natives still look

back with regret to that period. Individuals were certainly enriched thereby, but the

body of the people were impoverished. The lands lay uncultivated, the fisheries were
in a great measure neglected, and the morals of the people debauched.

Another evil attended this clandestine 1;rade. It afiected the revenue ofBritain and
Ireland to that degree, that it demanded the attention of the British legislature. Ac-
cordingly, in the reign ofGeorge the First,! an act of parliament was passed, purporting,

that as the commerce of Man was injurious to the interests of his majesty's dominions,

a pecuniary compensadon should be granted to the lord, and the feudal sovereignty of

the ilk be in future annexed to the British crown. But this, from various causes, was
not accomplished till the fifth year of the reign of his present majesty ;) when the roy-

alty, with all its dignities and emoluments (the patronage of the bishopric excepted)

was for ever revested in the crown of Britain ; the duke of Athol enjoyine, in lieu of his

regalities, a grant of 70,0001. and a liberal annuity for the lives of himself and his

duchess.

The sale of the island spread an universal terror through the country. The bustle of

commerce ceased ; and every countenance indicated fear and amazement. The mer-
chants, imagining that the treasures of their warehouses would be immediately confis-

cated, disposed of tiiem greatly beneath their original value, and retired to other coun-
tries ; while many of the possessors of landed property, now deeming it of little con-

^deration, sold it to any purchaser. Consequently, some were ruined, several were in-

jured ; and a very few individuals, of greater policy and penetration, amassed by this

universal alarm an immense fortune. |) But though the sale of the bland was, in its im-

* According; to the report of the commissioners in London, were annually impor(edi[nti) this islahd

wine, brandy, Sec. from France r^nd Spain ; rum and cofiee from the British colonies ; and East India

goods from Denmark, Sweden, Holland, Hamburgh, and the Netherlands.

I Trifling as the insular dutict were, the lord was frequently defrauded of them : notwitLstanding this

they produqed, from 1754 to 17'64, about 6,0001. annually.

\ 1T26. § March nh, 1765.

II By a person who had been an eminent merchant in Ramsay I was assured, that un the sale of the
island he sold fifty pit,, s of brandy at Ss. per '^aWon, payable by bills at three months ; and before the time,

of j^ment arriveo every gallon of brtiody ImU beeu re-sold, at the 8.dyanced price of 10s. 6d.

!tfl
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mediate consequences, thus partially injurious to the country, it has since been de>^ined

universally beneficial ; and the natives are now taught by experience to regard it as the

greatest blessing. ' » >:

Though the constitution of the country was in no instance aflfected by its revestmentin

the crown of Britain, the government of the island certainly was. The revenue depart-

ment' was now separated from the civil establbhment. A custom-house, in hb majesty's

name, was erected at Douglas, and subject-offices in Peel, Castletown, and Ramsay

;

the establishment consisting of a receiver-general, collector, comptroller,* and some
inferior officers.

On completing the sale of the island, government, at the requisition of the duke of
Athol, consented to retain every officer of his appointment, except the collector of the

customs. Thb office was then conferred on Richard Betham, Esq. L. L. D. ;t who
died in 1789, and was succeeded by the present collector.

Since the establishment of the customs, the importatbn of foreign luxuries has been
limited ; and the imposts on them (though much ioferior to the English duties) increased.

There is however still an abundant variety. Exports may be made at Peel, Castletown,

or Ramsay ; but all imports of rum, tea, sugar, wine and tobacco, are only admissiUe
at the custom-house of Douglas.

The imposts of the island are numerous ; and the duties various ; but from eveiy
impost payable in England they are exempt.}

The oppression of excise is still unknown in this country. The duties are paid on
the arrival of the goods, and they are then free from all future inspection. Foreign
brandy and gin, being prohibited, may be seized by a custom-house officer ; but all other

articles of commerce are secure from his annoyance, unless they are detected in a clan-

destine exportation. 1 "'i /.
"'

From the annual amount of the iitipdsts arises the insular revenue. Part of tlus sup*
ports the civil establishment, and the residue is annually remitted to the British trdlury

:

where it either lies dormant, or is applied to foreign purposes ; although the jHincipd

harbour of the island is in ^ ruins, and the jail a disgrace to humanity I

* The ulat7 of the comptroller is, exclusive of the fees, lOOl. that of the collector consldcraUjr
more.

t Dr. Betham iras father-in law to Captaio Bligh, whose fortitude, amid unequalled dangera, the piri>Uc

have so justly admired.

t French wines are charged with 41 per tun, and Portugal wines with "^l Rum pays Ss. a gallon ; to-

bacco 3d. per pound ; black tea 6d. and green tea ts. Soap, sugar, and silk goods are chargeid with an
impost of 5 per cent, and other wares with 2t ad valorem. The wines come direcUy from France and
Portugal. The red port is greatly superior to what is generally drunk in England ; and including everf
duty and expence, costs the importer Utile more than 7d. a bottle. Thirty thousand gallons of rum are
annually permitted from England, and 10,000 from Scotland. The duty was originally only ' id. a gallon,

but an additional 6d. was afterwards imposed. Tobacco and loaf-sugar are generally iiaportcd from
Liverpool. Previous to 1788, great quantities of each wcra annually imported ; hut this indu^encebeing
abused, the former was confined to 40,000lb. and the latter to 20 tons.. ..a (imitation more than adequate
to the annual consumption of the island.

$ Every boat engaged in the herring fishery pays aititually 10s. to the customs ; which sum, with the
amount of the bay fisheries and the harbour dues, is applied to the temporary repairs ofthe various porta
intheisUnd.

^
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CHAP. X.Vll,.,.Trade of the Island contmued....Exports,... Sketch of the Herring;

Trade...,Other Exports..., Balance of trade....Agriculture and Manufactures reconi'

m€nded.,.,Refiections.

THE exports of the island are not adequate to its imports ; although government, to

promote a spirit of commercial industry among the Manks, has exempted from every

fee and impost in Britain and Ireland their produce and manufactures, and the impor-

tation of every article requisite for the culture of the lands, and the advancement of

their manufactures and fisheries. Besides this indulgence, government has granted a

bounty of Is. a barrel on herrings designed for British consumption, and an additional

28. 6d. when exported to a foreign market.

As herrings are at present the staple commodity of tlie country, I shall here give a

sketch of this trade. Durin?the fishery the price fluctuates from 2s. to 3s. a hundred;

but near the close, the foreign smacks and red herring houses being supplied, it rapid-

ly decreases to Is. 6d. and sometimes even to Is. They are then cured by the

white herring merchants. The process is simple ; and women are chiefly employed
on this occasion. By girls, from nine to thirteen years of age, the herrings are carried

b baskets from the bouts; and on being conveyed to the herring houses are, by the more
robust women, rubbed thoroughly with salt ; after which they leave them to purify

till next morning, when, with a layer of salt between each row of fish, they are bar-

relled.*

The trade is lucrative ; but it ought to be considered that a certain degree of

risque is incurred : from a scarcity of fish, should the price exceed 2s. a hundred, al-

most all the expensive preparations for, and sanguine expectations from, the fishery are

frustmted.

Those designed for red lierrings are first regularly piled up, with a layer of salt be-

tween each row, and for some days remain to purify. They are then washed ; and,

when the water is suflicienily drained from them, are fixed by the mouth on small rods,

and hung up in extensive houses built for the purpose. The houses are very high ; in

length exoecdmg thirty yards, and in width about twenty. The length is divided into

several spaces; and here the herring-rods are hung, reaching in rows fi^om the roof of
the house till within eig^t feet of the floor. The regularity of the ranks, and the lustre

of the iKnings, when newly hung up, make a very beautiful appearance. Underneath
are kimfied several fires of the dried roots of oak, which are kept continually

smoking for four or five weeks: when the herrings, being sufficiently reddened,
are barrelled, and snipped for some of the Mediterranean ports : from whence the
-vesseb return with a cargo to Iguvcrpool, and sometimes with a part of it for the
island. The master of the vessel is generally ignorant of the port for which he is

destined till he is a few leagues from Douglas. He then opens his orders ; and
it not unfi-equently happens, that to one port many of the Manks cargoes are con-
signed.

Besides the herring trade, the island exports some quantities of grain, cattle, butter,

bacon, lead, kelp, coarse linen, and spun cotton. But notwithstanding the amount of

• A barrel contnlHs about 600, wliicli, iiirliiding every expence, does not cost the curer, when landed
mtheEngliah maiket, more Uian 128. while the lowest sum it will command there is 11. is, and fre-
quently 11. 58.
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these, and the annual influx of wealth from the fishery, the balance of trade is against

the island ; and should the fishery considerably decline, from the present languishing

state of manufactures, and the tvro great neglect of agriculture, this country would be
almost ruined.

Many circumstances unite to favour the establishment of manufactures, and the fur<

ther increase of agriculture in the island. The land is exempt from taxation ; the

necessaries and comforts of life are abundant ; the country would supply several ma<
nufacturing materials ; while for the greater part of the produce of the land, and many
of the manufactures, there would be an immediate demand at home ; and for the resi<

due an easy conveyance (from the centrictd situation of the island) to various markets
abroad.

Thus, the balance of trade, which is now against the countnr, would be in its favour

;

and a permanent fount^n of wealth opened in its centre, which, from the influx of
the fishery, would annually overflow. But this demands a spirit of enterprise and ac-

tivity, hostile to the native indolence of the Manks : many of whom sacrifice every con-

sideration to the pursuit of the fishery; and when this terminates, retire to their clay-

built cottages ; where, surrounded b^ a squalid and tattered family, they slumber out
tlie residue of the year in sloth and misery.*

Providence has given a liberal supply of the wealth of the sea to this island, and the

acquisition of this, during the season, ought to be prosecuted with avidity ; but the re-

mainder of the year should not be consumed in indolence. A society for establishing

manufactures, and promoting a more general culture of the lands, would to this coun-
try be a most benevolent institution. The Manksman would then be roused from his

lethargy ; he and his family amply participate of the comforts of life ; the blessings of
society increase ; and, although the fishery should decline, these new channels of wealth

would remain unexhausted.

CHAP. X}/lll....General Character ofthe Manks....7^heir indolence..,. Melanchoiy....

Superstition....Disregard of Science.... C/erical Character....Poverty of Genius and
ayPublic Spirit among the Manks.,»Their Attention to private Charity.

>
•

'
'

This account of the Isle of Man I shall now conclude with a general character of the

natives : divesting myselfof every prejudice, and only solicitous *' to extenuate nothing,

nor set duwn ought in malice."

Indolence is a prominent feature of the Manks character : otherwise the lands would
be more universally cultivated, and manufactures more generally established. From
whatever causes this hereditary inactivity may spring, I will not presume to say ; but
it certainly derives new influence from the quiet of the lonely vales and mountainous
recesses, to which the greater part of the inhabitants are accustomed from their child-

hood.

To a contemplative mind, solitude is a fountain of the sublimest enjoyments : ope-

rating however on an inert disposition, it only cherishes a sombrous melancholy : which,

by enervating the mind, renders it a slave to every superstition ; or, what is still more
unfortunate, eradicates every vestige of reason.

In support of this observation, I need only refer to some ofthe superstitious delusions

of the natives ; and to the harmless, but sullen lunatics, who so frequently distress the

feeling mind in this country.

* The fishery commences in July, and usually terminates with the autumnal equinox. CiMisequently

nine months ofthe year are by many of the Manks passed in inactivity.
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To a gloomy imagination, thus nouiished by indolence and solitude, perhaps may
be .imputed the general influence of Methodism in the islund. Being mure ambitious to

astonish the ignorant, by thundering forth the terrors of the law, than to captivate them,

by displaying the mild beauty of the gospel, Methodism easily assimilates with gloomy
minds ; heightens native melancholy by religious terrors ; and rapidly estaljlishes

over the v/eak and superstitious an unlimited controul.

The inhabitants . of the towns are, however, in some degree, exempt from these

evils. Society promotes activity ; and activity dispels from the mind the cloud of

superstition. Men, as they become more social, become more cheerful and en-

ligntened.

Among the higher classes of the Manks are some of polished manners, liberal

minds, and real hospitality : but there are many more, who, presuming on the

wealth they have amassed, are haughty in their deportment, and illiberal in their pre-

judices.

The middle ranks have a greater air of politeness and hospitality ; yet they have
been freouently esteemed shrewd, selfish, insincere, and litigious. The lower classes

are like the vulgar in every country, only perhaps a little more inert and ignorant.

They know little of the enjoyments of life ; many of them consuming the greater

part of the year in listless stupidity. Their habitations are miserable huts ; their attire

mean,* and their common diet thin barley cakes, or herrings and potatoes, with a

beverage of milk and water. Being however of an athletic frame, they brave these

hardships; and from the salubrity of the counti^y, many of them arrive at a great

age.t

The Manks are generally of a pensive physiognomy, seldom expressive of vivacity,

or sublimity of mind. Some of the women however are beautiful ; and a few of them
net rnacquainted with female accomplishments.

The liberal arts have few votaries in this country. Science is disregarded ; and po-

lite literature little cultivated. Their parochial clei^y are more respectable for their

virtues, than eminent for learning or genius. They are seldom distinguished by an uni-

versity education ; but at a clerical seminary in Castletown^ imbibe the elements of
theology and classical lore. Their livings seldom exceed 1001. and are never inferior

to 501. yet on this income they live contented and happy.

The solitude of the country, it may be presumed, would be favourable to the pur.

suits of philosophy or literature ; and its picturesque and romantic scenery to the

indulgence of the imagination ; yet the Isle of Man has not produced a person

known in the neighbouring kingdoms, either by the vigour of intellect, or the fire of
genius.

The Manks are like the Swiss and Highlanders, warmly attached to their native

vales and mountains ; tenacious of their ancient customs ; and jealous of their here-

ditary rights and privileges. They have, however, few monuments of public spirit.

* The poorer sort of the men usually wear a kind of sandal, which they call Kerranes^ made of un-
tanned leather, cross-laced from the toe to the upper part ofthe instep, and gathered about the ancle.

t In summer the air is cooled by the sea breezes ; the winter is as mild as in the same latitude of the
neighbouring countries ; and though fogs are rather frequent, they do not appear to be injurious to the
health ofthe inhabitants. Sea-bathing is peculiarly delightful in this island ; the water being so lucid and
pure, that the fine sandy bottom may be seen at a great depth.

t To bishop Barrow, the Manks clergy are eminently indebted. BeMdes several other instances of his

beneficence to them, he founded, by donations which he collected in England, this academy ; and by his
own private charity purchased two estates, for the support, of such young persons as should be designed for

the ministry.

5 U 2
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The House of Keys is a mean building ; the public jail a dungeon ; and the principal

harbour almost in ruins ; while in the whole island there is no public establishment for

sheltering the destitute, protecting the insane, restoring the sick, or supporting the

poor. Yet in this country private charity is liberal. In the herring season tlic bene-

volence of the fishermen feeds the poor ;* and during the residue of the year, they are

supported by the weekly generosity of a few individuals. A sympathy for the distresses

of others has been distinguished by Juvenalf as " the highest ornament of our na*

ture;" ai. Charity by the sacred writers has been accounted the oompletion of human
virtue.

I shall tk ...lie conclude this sketch of the general character of the Manks with

observing, that notwithstanding several imperfections^ which a regard to truth, un-

aifected with prejudice, has forced mc to point out, this country is distinguished,

though not by public, by, what is equally noble, private charity. And a hi^rr ho-

nour can scarcely be inherited by a nation ; for in the lustre which benevolence

throws over the general character, a generous mind forgets every blembh and imper*

fection.

A REVIEW OF THE MANKS HISTORY.

CHAP. I A REVIEW OF THE MANKS HISTORY, FROM THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
DRUIDS, TO THE NORWEGIAN CONQUEST.

TO trace the origin of nations, to elucidate their progress from barbarity to civiliza-

tion, and, in a page illumined with the flame of genius, to give immortality to their

patriots and heroes, is the office of the historic muse : but this dignity not corresponding

with my present design, I shall promise little more than a chronological view of the kings

ofMan i with a sketch of the characters of those rendered conspicuous by their crimes,

or virtues.

The Isle of Man was known to the ancients by va<-ious names. Ciesar d'lstinguisfaes

it by that of Mona.| Ptolemy calls it Mono&da, or the more remote Mona ; Pliny

Monabia, and others Eubonia. Buchanan stiles it Mana, the natives Manning, and
the English Man ; which appellation bishop Wilson derives from the Saxon word

^Sng 'A this island being literally among the neighbouring kin^oms.
The original inhabitants most probably migrated from Britam ; and as their chief

employment was hunting, they lived in tribes, and their primitive government was
patriarchal. To this form succeeded the civil and religious mstitutions of the Druids

;

a race of sacred and venerable legislators, who, ailer the general massacre of their bre-

thren in Anglcsea, reigned over the afiections of the natives of Mona till the close of the

•The manks have the following generous proverb:
•. *- ^.•. ^ .i,..„4^ -:

;
,«{*

" Tra ta yn drrrey Vought cooney lesh bought elley tasee bene garaghl«e :" When one poornan re-

lieves another, God himself rejoices at it ; or, as it is in the original, laughs outright.

t Mollissima corda

Humano generi dare se Natura faletur, .. . vTiw/v- ??

Quae lacrymas dedit, h«c nostri pars optima sensus. Sat. xv. -^ v '

;

t The Mona of Tacitus is Anglesea. '
• - ••.:::"-

$ ^gnifying among. ,-•• ' 'V'/w,
J s *'-w-/>.*v-\ ^.fM^H''-^:
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fourth centurv ; when the light of Christianity penetrating the gloom of thi-ir umbra-
geous oiiks, their admirable fabric of religion and morality gradually vicldcd to a &y!ttem,

which, in some of Lt3 most important doctrines, resembled, yet infinitely surpasbed,

their own.*
By embracing Christianity, the legislative dignity of the Druids was not immediately

affected ;t for according to the Manks tradition they and their descendants continued,

for several years, the teachers and rulers of the people.:]: But at length an irruption

of northern barbarians, spreading anarchy and devastation through the country, over-

threw their dominion ; and a long period ensued, in which the history of this island is

involved in darkness and fable, till the descent of

ORRY,
in the tenth century.

This prince was of the Danish line, and after subduing the Orcades and Hebrides,

at last established his throne in Mona. Though he assumed the government by violence,

his reign was undisturbed by any domestic comn^ lion : and to his polity the Manks
arc inm:bted for the origin of tlieir Constitutional Representatives ; who for several sue-

ceeding ages sometimes feebly opposed, but more frequently sanctroned regal oppression.

After a long reign, Orry was succeeded by his son,

GUTTRED :

A prince who devoted his attention to the welfare of his subjects : he erected the

noble relic of Danish architecture, Castle-Rushen ; and in that durable monument of
his regal grandeur lies obscurely buried.

The third prince of the Danish line was
REntSAta,

who sacrificed tl)e dignity of his character to lust and intemperance. His vices accele-

rated his ruin : for having seduced a lady, whose brothers were soldiers of fortune, liiey

revenged her dishonour by the death of her seducer. On this event,

01 A Vg,

having assumed the crown without the ap|itol>atinn of the king of Denmark, was with

much apparent friendship invited to his court : imt on his arrival was arraigned; and
executed as a traitor to the supremacy of the Danish ifironc. His brother,

1*1 * fH,

succeeded him, who, after an ecj^uitubl^ mtif died in Ireland, and had for his sue-"^
\iJtii

whose memory has hepf) branded witll tiktjl bllW/g, fls )yp Poiioned hv ili» governor,

and most probably succeeded I ;/

'^

a gallant prifire, who, for refusing huinc^^. i^W^ Hfffftiih crown, was deprived of the

diadem of the ivies. It was however soon alji^rwards restored to him, with a plenitude

of honour. He was created by tite £ng|ifi|| fnonarch admiral of a numerous fleet,

with which he anmially circiinuiavigated wc British isles; to guard them from the ra-

• SetChep Xn. . ^ _, .

t During this pericKl, the mt of Man, according to Boetlus and other writers, was the fountalfn of all

pure learning ; the residence of the Mutes ; ntid a literary retirement for the heirs of the crown of
ScoUand. From this it may be ; resumed that the erudition, genius and virtue of the Druids for some
agessunrived their religious estatimliment in this country.

t Ninnius mentions the invanonof this island by one Binle, a Scot ; and other writers its reduction by
E^n, king of NorthambeHand ; but these were temporary ravages, and not conquests.

I

<
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pine and barbarity of the Scandinavian pimtes, who, at this period, were a terror to

the neighbouring kingdoms. It is uncertain how long he reigned, or by whom he was
succeeded : but in the eleventh century,

GOORCD CROVAN,
a Norwegian hero, having accompanied his king in the invasion of England, and being

there defeated, sought an asylum in this island, where he was hospitably received by
the natives. The reigning prince of Man at this period was Godrcd, the son of Syrric,

who, from his cowardice, barbarity, and injustice, became odious to his subjects. With
a penetrating ejre Godred Crovan observed the discontents of the people ; and, animated

by regal ambition, formed the daring project of dethroning the king. But this am-
bitious plan he concealed from the inhabitants, till he should be invested with force

sufficient to command success. To obtain this, he withdrew to his native country ; and

arming a numerous fleet, with great expedition returned to this island. In his absence

the tyrant died, and

FINGAL,
his son, was seated on the throne ; from whose youth, mildness, and generosity, the

Manks promised themselves many blessings. The virtues of thb prince, inspiring his

subjects with heroic loyalty, for some time frustrated the hopes of the invaacr ; who,
being tv ice repulsed, effected by stratagem what he could not uccomplisili by violence.

In a dark night he concealed in a wood, under a hill near Ramsay, three hundred of

his troops ; and on the morning landed the remainder of his forces ; which, being

opposed by the Manks with their usual heroism, were again almost vanquished. But
in the moment of supposed victory, Godred vigorously renewing the combat, the troops

that formed the ambuscade now burst upon the rear of the Manks army. A well

disputed conflict ensued ; and at length the tide of conquest turned against the Manks.
Their king with the prime of his nobuity fell in the battle, and the residue yiekled to the

generosity of the conqueror.

CHAP. II....A REVIEW OF THE MANKS HISTORY, FROM THE NORWEGIAN CON-
QUEST TO THE DEATH OF GODRED, THE SON OF OLAVE.

ON die day af%er the battle (A. D. 1066)* Godred, assembling hb army, submitted

to their choice, either to divide the lands among themselves, ami reside here ; or to

plunder the island, and return to their own country. Many of the soldiers, eager to

pillage those whom they had conauered, preferred the latter alternative ; and enrich-

mg themselves by rapine, returned home with the spoils their ferocity had acquired.

But others of greater spirit and policy being desirous of sharing, in a foreign land, the

fortunes of a chief who had led them to conquest, he divided among them the south

department of the bland ; while the northern division he granted to the natives, on ex-

press condition, that no man should ever claim any inheritance. Thus, Godred,
having conquered, soon began to enslave the people.

Tyrants are ever suspicious of their subjects ; and as they know that peace is fa-

vourable to reflection, and reflection to liberty, they usually precipitate them into a
foreign war ; thereby confirming oppression at home, and spreading devastation in other

countries. With this policy (of which our modem princes seem so ambitious) Godred
.; , ... ' _, - . ,j ,. .: '.-/,• .', " •'

;; .
. .' -" .' '•'

,. •

* At this period commences the Chrbnicon Mannise, which terminates with the Scottish conquest.

It was written by the monks ofRushen-Abbey, and published by Camden in his Britannia. Its authenti-

city being corroborated by various testimonies, I have, with a few deviations, fdlowed the outlines of it

in this and the subsequent chapter.

"^!a
'

.J:jS^'^"K>-
'

'

vi.T-
' ' '

-^^feig^ "^fmrt^^^sr^r JVlJ^ff*'
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was not unocqtiaintcd. Obscrvinjj a apirit of discontent risinjf among his subjects, he

formed the young and vigorous into u fine army, with which he HUcccHHrully inv<«dcd

DubUn, and then returned to the island, loaden with the spoils of con(|ucHt. The
western Scots having however checked him in his career of victory, Godred cqviippcd

a considerable fleet to resent these hostilities. He awed a part of Scotland, and sub-

dued the Hebrides : but the honour ac(juired by tliese new victories he did not long

enjoy ; for he soon after died in one of those islands which had lately sub(nittcd to

him.

He was majestic in his person ; noble in his aspect , and of a bold, penetrating, and
politic genius. To the feelings of mercy he was not wholly insensible : but the prin<

ciples of justice he accounted trifles beneath the regard and dignity uf one, who, by
hi» heroism and policy, had seated himself on a foncign throne.

Godred (A. D. 1082) was succeeded by his eldest son,

LACMAN ;

who having murdered his brother Harold, on suspicion of promoting a rebellion among
the soldiery, resigned his crown for the cross : and, according to the devotional absur*

dity of those ages, undertook, a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, ns an expiation for

his fraternal barbarity. He died at JerusaTcm (A. D. 1089;) and his youngest bro-

ther,

OLAVE,

the third son of Godred the conqueror, being then very young, the nobility of the

isles sent to Murcard O'Brian, king of Ireland, soliciting him to appoint some person,

of royal descent, as regent of the kingdom during 01ave*s minority. In compliance

with their request, the king sent Donald Tade, who, for his oppression and barbarity,

was soon expelled the island by an indignant people. Clave, their natural prince, was
then a youth in the court of Henry the First : and the chiefs of the isles, being anxi.

ous to se»t on the throne a man of mature abilities, elected Mac Manis,* whose merit

amply Sii tbned their choice. From the pride and jealousy of earl Outher, a con>

spiracy w.i however ' \. D. 1098) formed against him ; and in the combat which it

occasioned, >oth the prince and conspirator, with many of their partizans, were slain.

By this civil contesr the kingdom being considerably weakened, it became an easy prey

to Magnus, king oi Nui'^way ; who, influenced by an absurd superstitioi., resigned

his own crown, and spread havoc and rapine through the neighbouring countries. He
reigned i< >r six years in this island : but in attempting the reduction of Ireland, he was
surrounded by the natives, and wrh the greater part of his followers, after fighting with
astonishing v'ulour, was at length sluin.

Upon his death (A. D. 1102) the nobility of the isles sent a solemn and splendid

embassy toOlave, their hereditary prince ; who to youth and beauty united a graceful

deportment, with a gallant and generous mind. Being esteemed by the surrounding

princes, and beloved by his own subjects, his reign for many years was just, tranquil,

.r);id happy .f But at length resolving to visit the king of Norway (probably with
^he intention of doing homage for his crown) on his retnrn, he found his kingdom

* According to some authors his nitme was Mac Marus.
' '"

t During this tranquillity he reformed the laws, and humanized the .manners of his subjects. He
was also liberal to the clergy. The Abb«y of Rushen, founded by Mac >' uiis, he richly endowed in
11 34, and pave to Evan, Abbot of Fuhies, as a seminary for the church o ' the isles ; the revenue of
which he divided into thr«e portions. One third of the tythes was appropnaied to the maintenance of
the bishop ; the second poriiion to the Abbey of Rushen} and the residue to the secular clergy.

f^

1
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;i(;itatccl hy tlic violence and intrigues of hii three nephews, who had now a considera.

ble army ut their cuminund. Ueii\g ncrlup<t more anxiuuH lor the peace und welfare of

his subjects than the maintenance of his regtil dignity, Obvc proposed an accomino-

dution with his ncpliews. The two armies accordingly encamped near Kamsiiy, at a

little dittuiicc from each other. Between the armiex, the kin^, the princes, and their

respective nobility assembled. During their deliberation, Rcgmaldt one of the princes,

pretending to salute the king, with one blow of his battle.axe beheaded him ; wliile this

detestable act was only a signal for the general slaughter of his nobility, und the most

ferocious oppression of his subjects.

But the crimes of these atrocious brothers did not elude the veogcmicc they mcriicd:

for

CODRED,

the son of Olave, in 1143, returning from the Norwegian court, where he had been

left by his father, the whole island six)ntaneously submitted to him ; und with unani-

mous consent delivered to his vengeance the three sons of Harold ; two of whom were

deprived of their eyes, and tlic murderer of the king publicly executed. When God-
red assunwd the government of his kingdom Ive was in the bloom of youth and beauty ;

inajestic in his stature ; magnaninious in his sentiments ; and heroic in his actions.

These graces, uniting with a remembrnnce of his father's virtues, gained the adoration of

his own subjects, and the admiration of the niighbouring kingdoms. From the celebrity

of his virtue and heroism, the people of Dublin and the nobility of the province of Lein-

ster elected him their king. But this singular honour involved him in various contests*

and subjected him to future misfortunes. Murchard, king of Ireland opposed him

«

but Godrcd, having routed the enemy, seated himself on die throne to which he had
been raised by the suffrages of the people. His absence however occasioned discontents

among his hereditary subjects, which were fomented bv the factious and turbulent.

To calm these he returned to Man : and having severely punished some of the dis-

affected, Thorflnus, a subtle, sullen, and ferocious chief, Hed to Summerlcd, Thane
of Argyle, and brother-in-law to Godred. This bold and ambitious prince was soon

instigated by Thorflnus, to invade the western bles, which he soon reduced. In the

mean time, Godred equipped a fleet of eighty vessels, and engaged him at sea. A
dreadful conflict ensued, which ternunating in a doubtful victory, occasioned a division

of the kingdom of the Isles. Godred retained Man ; and the other Islands were ceded
to Summerled. However, In 1158, Summerled, presuming on the factions and disconr

tents which still existed among the natives, invaded and subdued Man. The king es-

caped to Norway, and Summerled with much ferocity oppressed those whom he had
conquered. His ambition Increasing with his success, he projected the reduction of

Scotland ; but In attempting to land his forces he was vanquished by a small body of

the Inhabitants, and with his son and the greater part of his army was sacrificed to their,

just vengeance.

Freed from the tyranny of this usurper, the nobility and people of the Isles fondly re-

membered the virtues of their hereditary prince. His exile and sufferings had endear-

ed him to the loyal ; and from the disaffected had obliterated the remembrance of

every injury. While the esteem of the people was thus directed towards Godred, the

kingdom of the isles was invaded by his Illegitimate brother, Reginald. The Manks
with much bravery opposed his forces ; but through the treachery of one of their

leaders were defeated. However, oa the fourth day after die battle, Godred, with.a
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i\umerous army arrived from Norway ; and having vanquished Reginald, was received

by his subjects with the most generous and loyal affection.

lifter his re-establishment on the throne, he visited the more remote parts of his

kingdom : and on hb return to Man (the usual residence of the kings of the isles) he

devoted the residue of his reign to the welfare of his subjects -,* until 1187, when he

died justly, revered and lamented by ther.n.

CHAP. in....A REVIEW OF THE MANKS HISTORY, FROM THE DEATH OF GODRED,
THE SON OF OLAVE, TO THE SCOTTISH CONQUEST.

THE long and happy tranquillity which the Manks enjoyed, under the government

of Godred, the son of Olave, was soon disturbed by the contests of his sons for the

diadem of the isles.

REGINALD,
the eldest, being illegitimate, Olave was elected king : but as the former was of u

mature age, and of a bold, subtle, and politic genius, he soon triumphed over his

younger brother. The usurper then banished the young prince to the isle of I^ewb

;

among the barren solitudes ofwhich he and his faithful aSierents were almost famished.

From misfortune the mind sometimes derives new vigour. Olave, instead of yielding

to increasing hardships, was ambitious of combating them. He returned to Man, and
boldly remonstrated with Reginald ; but the tyrant, so far from minuting, heightened

his sufferings. The prince was delivered as a captive lo the king of Scotland; and by
his severity was for seven years imprisoned, and loaded with chains. On the death of

that Monarch he was liberated, and being supported by several of the nobility of the

isles he again returned to Man; and soon afterwards obtained a moiety of the kmgdom.
Reginald retained the government ofMan, and part of the western isles was ceded to the

younger brother. The pride of the usurper being however severely wounded by this

divbioh^ of the isles, he attempted again to subject them to hb dominion : but unable to

achieve this act of injustice, he sailed for Scotland to solicit the assitance of the lord of
Galloway. Emboldened by the absence, and impatient of the barbarity and oppression

of Reginald, the Manks invited

OLAVE
to the throne ; who, on hb return, was welcomed by the people with reiterated shouts of
heart-felt joy.

Reginald, thus exiled fnenn hb kingdom by the voice of the nation, visited the court

of En^and; and to recover his crown, profered homa^ to king John, and sub*
mis^on to the pope. Relying on their protection, and assisted by me lord of Gallo-

way and the earl of Athol, ni conducted a ferocious army to desolate a country, from
which his crimes had expelled him. Olave being then at^nt in the more remote isles,

accompanied bv the flower ofhb nobility and sokUery, the isle of Man was thus ex-

posed to the inhumanities of a tyrant, glowing widi revenge, and to the lust and bru-
tality of his barbarous army. Having for th? |;*%sent satbted his vengeance, by mur-
dering the men* ravishing the women, bumi.ig tlte churches. Sec. &c. he fled from the

just resentment and indignation of hb brother, who speedily returned, to save his

kindom from utter devastation. However, in the ensuing winter, Re^nald again re.

turned with a few vessels, and at midnight burnt all the shipping belonging to Olave

* On the celebrilion of his marrit^ \nth Fingala, a descendant of the royal bmily of Ireland, Godred
endowed a small plantation ofthe Cistercian order at Mirescoge (conjectured to be Balamona in Christ-
Kirk-Lez-Ayre) the monks ofwhich were afterwai^s incorporated with those of Rushen.

VOL. II, s V
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and the nobility of the Isles, which was then lying at anchor under PeeUcastle. He
then sailed to Dekby-haven, and, pretending to solicit reconciliation with his brother,

by his bold demeanour and subtle insinuations, seduced many of the inhabitants from
their loyalty to nim. Notwithstanding this defection of many of his subjects, the men,
of the northern division were determined to conquer, or die, with Olave. A civil

war thus begun, which was terminated by a dreadful combat near the scite of the Tyn-
wald. Reginald fell in the battle : and probably over the relics of him and his followers

that noble tumulus (afterwards distinguished as the throne of legislation to the kingdom
ofMan) was reared by his pious brother.

Thus fell the' tyrant Regmald, whose abilities were great, but his vices greater. As
a prince he was brave and politic ; as a king cruel and oppressive ; as an exile intrepid

and adventurous ; and, as a conqueror, inhumanly atrocious. His claim to real valour

is greatly diminished by his voluntary homage to John, king of England, and his

pusillanimous submission to the pope. Perhaps, in comparing his character with that

of John, his cotemporary, there may appear a great similitude. Both princes were
treacherous, subtle, and adventurous. The English monarch gained the crown by
the murder of his nephew : and the Manks prince by the exile of his brother : and
as they obtained the government by injustice, so the^ lost it by oppression. Both offended

the clergy, insulted the nobility, and violated the rights and possessions of the people.

Both annihilated their regal dignity by submbsion to the pope ; and both have now,
with great justice, been consigned to perpetual infamy.

After the death of Reginald, Olave enjoyed some years of prosperous tranquillity,

revered and beluved by his subjects.^ He died at PeeUcastle, in 1237, and was succeed-

ed by his son,

habold;
a youth whose personal and mental accomplishments recommended him to the esteem
and afiection of his subjects. Soon after his accession he sailed to Norway, and puid

homage to that monarch for the diadem of the isles. Having thus acknowled^d his

dependence on the Norwegian crown, he was solicitous to promote the security and
htppinessof his kingdom, by forming alliances with the neighbouring princes. By
Henry the Third he was invited into England ; and so highly was he esteemed by that

monarch, that he conferred on him the honour of knighthood. Soon after, he received

an invitation from Haco, king ofNorway ; and in hb court was entertuned with splen-

did festivity ; while, to crown the honours thus conferred upon him, he married the lovely

daughter of the Norwegian monarch. But how fleeting is hutiian happiness ! Returning

to the kingdom of Man, with his young and beautiful princess, atteiided by a numerous
train of nobility ofboth sexes, they perished by shipwreck on the coast of Redland ! Thb
prince was succeeded, in 1249, by his brother, f

REGINALD;
who was soon after sacrificed to the revenge of the knight Ivar, as more fully narrated in

the historical account of Rushen-abbeyf. Reginald's successor was his brother,

MAGNUS

;

who, being raised to the throne by the voice of the nation, was confirmed thereon by
the king of Norway. Magnus was the last prince of the Norwegian line in Mona.

* For descending the 8eaK:oast, Henry the Third, in 1236, granted Olave 40 marks, 100 quarters of
oorn, and five tuns ofwine annually ; so long as he should perform that service. As the power of the
Norwegian crown began to decline, the Scotch seen,xd to have meditated a descent od the isles, which
probably forced the kings at this period to solicit the protection of England.

t S<e Chap. VII. ofthe Tour.
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He died in 1265, and was buried in the abbey church of Rushcn ; which, some years

before, Richard, bishop of the Isles, at the command of Magnus, had dedicated to the

blessed Virgin.

From the beginning of the tenth century, to the death of Magnus, the kingdom of

Man (to which were usually annexed the Western Isles of Scotland) was governed by

a race of Danish or Norwegian princes ; chiefly subject to the homage, and frequently

to the controul, of the crown of Norway. But the period had now arrived, when these

isles should submit to another conqueror.

Norway, for five hundred years, had spread terror and devastation through Europe :

had given dukes to Normandy ; kings to Sicily and Man ; and conquerors to Eng-
land. But, by these foreign conquests and establishments, her real strength was so ex-

hausted, that she soon yielded to the more powerful kingdom of Denmark. Alexander

the Third, king of Scotland, an active and politic prince, soon regained the Hebrides,^

which had formerly been wrested from his ancestors by the Norwegian amis : and Mona,
no longer protected by the crown of Norway, in 1270 increased the honours of his

conquest.!

CHAP. IV.^.K REVIEW OF THE MANKS HISTORY, FROM THE SCOTTISil C0NQ1JEST TO THE
ACCESSION OF THE HOUSE OF STANLEY.

ALEXANDER having subdued the ancient kingdom of Man, submitted it to be go-

verned by Thanes or Lieutenants ; against whose tyranny the nadves struggled for se-

veral years. At length, impelled by their distresses, they rose, determined either to ex-

terminate the Scots, or perish in the attempt. They were however restrained from this

resolution by the influence of their bishop, who, shuddering at such a general eflHision

of blood, proposed to decide the future fate of the country by a combat of select war-

riors. The Scots being elated by their former success, and the Manks fired with that

enthusiasm which the love of liberty ever inspires, both parties eagerly assented. Thirty

heroes were selected from each nation : a vale was appointed for the lists ; and on the

opposite mountains were ranged the two nations, anxious spectators of the valour of

the combatants. The en^gement commenced about three hours before noon; and
with various success continued till sunset, when the last of ihe Manks warriors fell.

Astonbhing feats of heroism were displayed on each side ; the Scots obtained the victory

;

but their Thane was pressed to death by the multitude, and 25 of their combatants were
slain.l

The natives, thus finding every effort to restore their ancient government frustrated,

reluctanUy bowed their necks to the rigorous yoke of the Scottish monarch. The pru-

dence and generosity of Maurice Okerfair,} and the mildness of his successor, for a few

* To secure by policy, what he had obtained by conquest, Alexander engaged to g^ve Magnus, then
king of Norway, 4000 marks, for renouncing all title to the dominion of the isles ; besides a sum of 100
marks, to be [nid annually, by himself and hia successors for ever, in the church of St. Magnus in the
Orkneys.

1 .\ccordine to some traditions, Ivar, favoured by the widow of Magnus, assumed the government of
Man ; and after opposing with great heroism the Scottish invasion, fell, with 537 gallant warriors, who
scorned to survive the liberty of their country.

I From this combat probably arose an andent law in this island, for deciding controversies by prowess

;

which was prudently abolished in U29.
$ He attempted to extinguish the animosities of the two nations, by commanding 30 intermarriages to

be celebrated tn one day.
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years mitigated their oppression : but the Munks were soon again subjected to the con-

troul of mobters less politic and merciful, under the rod of whose power their sufferings

increased. With regret they looked back to the warlike dignity of their hereditary

kings ; and now hignly prized even the small portion of freedom they sometimes en-

joyed under them. Remembrance of past happiness heightened their present wretch-

edness. The martial genius which had animated them to repel the invader at home, or

achieve conquests abroad, was no longer terrible. The virtues of the people gradually

degenerated ; till at length, by the tyranny of their new :'onquerorS| the Manks nation

sunk into a race of sullen and indolent slaves.**^

The Scottish monarchy preserved her conquest of the Hebrides ; but the isle of Man
was, after various contests, finally wrested from her by the English arms. Sir William
Montacute, an affable and generous hero, who had married a descendant of Godred
Crovan, being furnished, by Edward the Third, with an arnnr and navy to prosecute his

lady's right, soon reduced the island ; and, by command of'^ the English monarch, in

1344, was crowned king of man. But Montacute did not long retain this honour

;

his pecuniary exigencies compelling him to mortgage his kingdom to Anthony Beck,
bishop of Durham ; a subtle and avaricious bigot, who soon after obtained a grant of
the island from Richard the Second. On this prelate's decease, the kingdom of Man re-

turned to Montacute, now created earl of Salisbury ; who soon after sold it to sir

William Scroop, chamberlain to the king. Scroop was an artful sycophant of Richard
the Second ; and to gratify his own avarice and ambidon, deluded his sovereign into

those errors, which soon terminated in the ruin of both.f Richard's fate is well known.
Scroop, on Henry's assumption of the crown of England, was beheaded ; and the Isle

of Man was then granted by that monarch to Percy, earl of Northumberland, and his

heirs ; on condition that they should carry on their left shoulder, at the coronation of

the English monarchs, the sword with which Henry was girt when he entered England.
To the power and influence of Percy, Henry was consioerably indebted for the crown
he had assumed. His services merited the gratitude of the king ; but the honours he

obtained, being either inferior to his merit or ambition, he boldly attempted to shake the

throne, which he had so zealously contributed to establish. The vigilance and policy

ofHenry frustrated his perfidy ; while the just resentment of the monarch deprived him
of this ample domain.

The Isle ofMan was then, in the sixth year of the same reign, conferred on
SIR JOHN STANLEY,

for life: and soon afterwards (A. D. 1406) he enjoyed a new and ample grant,:};

which extended to his heirs and successors ; " to be held of the crown of England by
liege homage, and the service ofrendering to the English moilarch two falcons on their

coronation."

By thb liberality of Henry the Fourth, sir John Stanley and his descendants obtained

a plenitude of regal power and dignity. Nor was this sera inauspicious to the Manks

<* This degeneracy is not peculiar to the Manks nation. When the divine flame of liberty enlightened

and animated Gret^ce, her sons were accounted beings of a superior rank to the rest of mankind ; but

when the sun offreedom visited other climes, science, genius, and virtue expired in that country; and the

descendants ofthose great men sunk into the most abject slaveiy. Even at this day, they are only distin-

guished from the hordes of slaves who surround the Turkish throne, by a baser servility.

t For opposing the despotic measures of Richard the Second, the earl of Warwick was condemned to

perpetuaMmprisonment in this island.

\ This grant contained the royalties and manor^il rights of the isle, as amply as any former lord bad en-

joyed them ; With the patronagt ofthe bishopric, and the advowaon of all other eccleuastical benefices.
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oation. It does not present a gloomy picture of the turbulence of heroes, or the devas-

tation of conquerors : but a record of the people, limiting the prerogative of their

kings; combating the despotism of their governors ; and establishing a form of legisla-

tion, which, notwithstanding its imperfections, is to this day revered as the sacred consti-

tution of the country.

CHAP. 'V.,„A Review of the Manks History^ from the Accession of the House of
Stanley to the Revestment of the Royalty ofthe Isle in the British Crown.

BEFORE I proceed to enumerate the princes of the Stanley line, it may not be im-

proper to observe, that their personal history, except in a few uistances, is unconnected
with the public transactions of the island. Being subjects of Enp;land, they generally

resided in that country ; and so long as their lieutenants remitted the revenues of the

kingdom, they supinely acquiesced in their administration. For more than three cen-

turies this family enjoyed the regal government of Man ; yet in so long a period few
of them possessed the ambition or generosity to visit their subjects : and when they con-

ferred this honour, either their interests in the island were threatened, or their personal

safety in England endangered.

*Sir John Stanley, on whom the munificence of Henry the Fourth had conferred the

royalty of this island, died in 1414 ; and was succeeded by his son,

SIR JOHN STANLEY,
a man of politic and penetrating genius. During the reign of his predecessor, the island

paid him homage as heir-apparent ; and after his father's decease, the anarchy of the

state, and the discontents of his new subjects, again forced him to visit his kingdom.
Previous to this period, the laws of the island resided in the breasts of their Deemsters.
Under the pretext of witnessing the promulgation of these, but with the real design of
asserting his prerogative, and intimidating the vulgar by a display of majesty, he con-

vened, m 1417, the whole body of the people at the Tynwald.* As king of Man
he was invested with the insignia of royalty. The diadem flamed on his brow ; and
the regal mande flowed in all its splendour. On the summit ofthe mount was placed a
chair of state, canopied with crimson velvet, and richly embroidered with gold. In this

chair he was enthroned ; his face fronting the east, and a sword in his hand pointed to-

wards Heaven. His Deemsters sate before him ; and on the highest circle nis barons
and beneficed men : on the middle circle were seated the twenty-four Keys, then stiled

*'the worthiest men in the land ;" and on the lowest circle the knights, esquires, and
yei nen ; while the commons stood without the circuit of the hill, with three clerks in

their surplices. The hill was guardedf by the coroners and moars, armed with their

svyords and axes ; and a proclamation was issued, by the coroner of Glanfaba* denounc-
ing those, who should in the time of Tj nwald murmur in ti;«? king's presence. Ac-
cordingly, the people waited with an awful silence the future fate of their nation, in the

promulgation of those laws which had for so many ages been industriously concealed

from them. The venerable Deemsters then rising, with an audible voice, alternately

published to this assembly several laws ; which, though more an assertion of the king's

prer(^tive, than a declaration of the rights of his subjects, were received by the people

with reiterated acclamations.

Having thus, as he fondly imagined, establbhed his prerogative on a permanent basis,

he returned to England : and the people, no longer dazzled or intimidated by the

• SeeChap.XI. oftheTour.

t Tynwald is derived from the Danish words Ting) a Court of Justice ; and Wald, fenced.
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splendour of royalty, revolted against the laws they had so recently accepted. Their
turbulence once more compelled him to visit hi:* kingdom. On his arrival another

convention was summoned in 1422 at the Tynwald ; and in the same year a third assem-

bly of the people was appointed at Castle-Rushen. The laws which were then framed,

by a bolder assertion and extension of prerogative, seemed solely intended to awe the na-

tion into gt eater subjection. These he commanded to be recorded ; and flattering him-

self that he had now subdued, what he deemed, the presumption of the people, again

hastened to England.

Among other acts it was in the last assemhly decreed, that the election of the twenty-

four Keys, or representatives of the nation, was solely dependent on the ** will and
pleasure" of the king. But this being deemed an encroachment on the ancient constitu-

tion of the country, raised such discontent and commotion, that Henry Byron, lieu-

tenant of the isle, judged it prudent to summon, in 1430, a fourth convention at the

Tynwald. On this memorable occasion, thirty-six freeholders, who had been pre-

viously elected by the people, were by the nation presented to the governor : and from
this number he selected twenty-four ; being four men from every sheading or hundred

of the island. Sir John Stanley was then in England, but he soon afterwaras confirmed

this restoration of the house of Keys to their ancient independence.

He died about the year 1441, and was succeeded by his son,

THOMAS

:

whom Henry the Sixth created baron Stanley. He died in 1460 ; and his son and

successor,

THOMAS,
received an increase to the honours of his family ; being created earl of Derby by
Henry the Seventh. On his decease, in 1504, his grandson,

THOMAS,
succeeded to all his hereditary honours : he was the second earl of Derby, and of the

Stanley line, the Fifth king of Man. However, to shelter himself from the jealous am-
bition of Henry the Eighth, he resigned the regal title : and though his successors imi-

tated his policy, they enjoyed, as lords of the isle, all the power and dignity of princes.

Thomas, dying in 1521, was succeeded by his son

EDWARD;
in whose reign the bishopric of Sodor and Man, formerly united to the Province of

Canterbury, was rendered subject to the metropolitical jurisdiction of York. His son
and successor,

HENRY,
visited the island about the year 1592 ; and having there calmed some commotions of

his subjects, he returned to England, where he soon afterwards died.

His eldest son,

FERDINAND,
did not long enjoy the wealth and honours he inherited from his fether ; being poisoned,

in 1594, by one of his domestics.

WILLIAM,
the younger brother, being abroad when he died, his right to inherit the bland was dis-

puted by Ferdinand's daughters ; and during the tedious contest that ensued, the go-

vernment of Man was committed, by queen Elizabeth, to sir Thomas Gerard. At
length the right of inheritance being dedded, by the common law ofEngland, in favour of

the heirs general, William judged it prudent, by a pecuniary compensation, to satisfy

their demands. Having accomplbhed this, he tKX)n after obtained from James the First
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a new grant of the Isle of Man ; expressed in terms equally liljeral with that which Hen-

ry the Tourlh had conferred on his ancestors : and this ample grant he had the policy

and interest to have confirmed, to him and his heirs, by an act of parliament. However,

on the death of hisladyt he resigned all his possessions to his son, James ; reserving only

an annual competency, with which he retired to a pleasant villa on the banks of the

Dee ; where he passed the evening of his age in those trant^uil enjoyments, which a

contemplative mind (particularly in the decline of life) is ever disposed to derive from so-

litude.

He died in 1642, and was succeeded by
JAMES,

the seventh earl of Derby, and of the Stanley family the tenth lord of Man. This no-

bleman distinguished himself by an enthusiastic ardour to support Charles the first ; when
that weak and misguided Prince attempted, with the arm of prerogative, to destroy the

sacred rights of mankind. Like his sovereign, the earl of Derby fell a sacrifice to the

just resentment of the people. But the recital of his valour and sufferings, the mag-
nanimity of his lady,* and the neglect and ingratitudef his family experienced from

Charles the Second, I sliall leave to the English historian ; and confine myself to such

transactions of this nobleman, as are more intimately connected with my present sub-

ject.

In 1643 he was commanded by Charles the First to retire to the Isle of Man ; not

only for its defence, but, also, that by his presence he might check the spirit of liberty,

which had animated his subjects to resist the rigour of their lieutenants, and the more
odious oppression of their clergy. The discontents of the nation were how'ever so vio-

lent, that he jud^d it prudent to convene the twenty-four Keys, and sixty-eight| paro-

chial representatives. From each body he selected twelve men, whom he appointed to

investigate, and present all such abuses as had been committed against the laws of the

land and the public weal. This assembly discharged with fidelity the duty they owed to

their constituents and to posterity : for several abuses (chiefly clerical) were presented,

and immediately abolished. And as the people formerly combated with success the en-

croachments of prerofrative, they now triumphed over the pride and avarice of their

spiritual oppressors.^

Having thus estabLiied tranquillity among his subjects, he hastened from Man, to

support his lady, who was then gallantly defending Latham-house againist a detachment

of the parliamentary forces, under the command of general Fairfax. But soon after,

through the jealousy of some potent courtiers, he was again compelled to visit the

island. The mortifications he thus suffered from the sycophants of a weak prince, to

whom he was zealously devoted, were miti^ted by the presence of his lady and family,

who on this occasion accompanied him. During his residence here, general Ireton

proposed to him the re-possession of his estates in England, on condition ofsurrendering

' Charlotte, daughter of Claude, duke de la Tremouille.

t Though he strenuously adhered to Charles the second, that prodigal prince refused his assent to a Bill,

possed unanimously by both houses of parliament, for restoring: to the family such part of the estates in

England as had been lust by their loyalty to him and his father I A memorable instance of the gratitude

of princes!

I There are seventeen parishes in the island : accordingly, four representatives for every parish were
summoned on this occasion. This selection from the Keys and parochial representatives did not affect

the constitution of the country. They bad not power to abrogate or frame laws, but only to present and
investigate abuses: which being chiefly clerical, the friends of a reform prudently judged, that the am-
plest support was necessary to eradicate those evils the church had authorised.

$ Though the errors ofpopery in this island yielded to the reformed principles, soon after their esta-

bluhment Id England, yet, till 1643, the clergy retained an ample portion ot intolerant power.
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the Isle of Man to the parliament : but this proposal the <i^t\ of Derby treated with the

highest indignation. His answer is preserved in Humu's history ; and is more diittin.

guishcd by enthusiasm and arrogance, than calm magnanimity.

After the death of Charles the First, the earl of Derby, being invited to England by
the young prince, returned with three hundred soldiers of birth and fortune, leaving his

lady and part of his family in the island. He was present at the battle of Worcester,

from the dangers of which he assisted Charles the Second to escape : but on returning

into Lancashire was taken prisoner ; and on the 15th October, 1651, suffered at Bolton,

for his enthusiastic attachment to principles, that will ever prove equally hostile to the

dignity of the prince, and the happiness of the people.

His lady was then in the Isle of Man, and on being informed of tite decollation of her

husband, she retired into Castle Rushen, determined to defend that fortress to the last ex*
tremity. From the execution of this heroic purpose she was however pr«vented by the

Krudence of captain Christian, in whom she chieny confided. Being a native of the isle,

e was attached to its welfare ; and to save his countrymen from the miseries of war, ca-

pitulated to colonels Birch and Duckenficld, who with ten armed vessels had invaded the

island ; but on whose arrival, the whole country submitted to the government of the

republic. By this event the countess of Derby was detained a prisoner till the restoration;

yet during her captivity was honoured with all the deference and respect due to her he-

roism and virtues. On her liberation she retired to Knowsley, where the odious neglect and
ingratitude of Charles the Second embittered her life, and hastened her dissolution.^

Soon ^tcr its reduction, in 1652, the isle of Man was granted to

LOUD FAIRFAX,
in a manner more honourable than any former possessor had obtained it. It was con-
ferred upon him, not by the folly or prodigality of princes, but by the justice of parlia-

ment, for his gallant and generous exertions in the cause of mankind.
On the accession of Charles the Second to that throne, which his father had lost by

his pusillanimity and despotism, the Isle of Man, with all its regalities and privileges,

was restored to the Derby family.

CHARLES,
the son of the nobleman who suffered at Bolton, was the first lord of Man after the res*

turation. He died in 1672, and was succeeded by his eldest son,

WILLIAM,
on whose decease, in 1702, the younger son,

JAMES,
inherited the honours and estates of the family ; being the tenth earl of Dtiby, and of

the Stanley line the thirteenth lord of Man.
Notwithstanding the late struggles of the Manks for civil liberty, the tenures ofmany

of their lands were so intricate and precarious, as to injure the people, without increasing

the revenue of the lord. Accordingly, James, in 1703, by an actof Tynwald (com-
monly stiled the Act of Settlement) ascertained and confirmed these possessions : and by
this policy, or generosity, considerably promoted the peace and prosperity of his sub-

jects. He died in 1735, without issue ; and thb ample inheritance ol the Isle of Man
devolved on

JAMES,
the second duke ofAthol ; who was descended from lady Amelia Sophia,t the younger
daughter of the seventh earl of Derby.

• See Chap. IX. of the Tour.
t She married Joboi marquis ofAthol, grandfather ofJames.
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During his possession of ihc islund, its rtal interests were either mistnkcn or neglectcil.

Affticuhural industry yielded to a spirit of illicit enterprise,"* which, though it enriched

a lew individuals, impoverished the community. This commerce was in open violatiou

of the laws of the island; was destructive of the prosperity of the people, and injurious

to the interests of the neighbouring kingdoms : however, as it considerably increased

his insular revenue, the duke of Athol possessed not the magnanimity to attempt its

abolition.

This fraudulent trade in 1726 had engaged the attention of the British legislature ;

and an act was then passed, authorising the er^rl of Derby, for a pecuniary compensa-
tion, to resign his royalties. Under the gov crnment of the duke of Athol, this clan*

destine commerce was prosecuted with such increasing avidity, as to demand the imme-
diate interposition of the superior power. Consequently, several proposals were made to

him, for re>vesting the royalty of the isle in the crown of Britain: bat, without
seeming to reject these, James, by various procrastinations, politicly evaded their ac
ceptance.

He died in 1764; and his nephew and successor,

JOHN.t
being a weak prince, was partly intimidated, and partly allured to resign (for seventy
tliousand pounds |) the kingdom of his ancestors. Accordingly, on the 7th of March
1765, the regal dignity of Mona was for ever lost in the superior effulgence of the

British diadem. But though this change affected her ancient splendour and temporary
interests, it soon increased and confirmed her happiness :( So that now from the bounty
of Heaven, and the establishment of the British government, the island enjoys a pleni.

tude of blessings.
II

* See Chap. XVI. of the Tour....To render the historical account moris perfect, a few repetitiona have
been inserted from the topographical department.

t By his descent, he inherited the duliedom of Athol ; and by his marriage with the daughter of the
late dulce, lie obtained the kingdom of Man. His eldest son now possesses the former honour { the latter

is for ever lost to that family.

\ An annuity of SOOOl. was afterwards obtained for the Hves of himself and his duchess.

§ Since 1765, the population of the isle of Man has considerably increased : it now amounts to 30,000
inhabitant!. The island extends from north to south upwards of 30 miles ; but rarely exceeds 13 miles
in breadth.

II Some concluding observations are omitted as of a local nature.

t
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